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Share Configuration and Content

Package, Archive, Migrate, and Synchronize

Deploy and manage web sites and applications across large farms of web servers from a central place.

IIS makes it easy to centrally deploy and manage configuration and content across a farm of web servers.

An innovative feature called Shared Configuration enables administrators to:

Place IIS configuration on a shared volume (network file share or shared disk).
Point multiple web servers at that single configuration file.

Web content can also be shared on a network volume across multiple servers. This shared content enables updates
of both configuration and content to automatically apply to all web sites connected to the share. All of the IIS
configuration and management tools ( AppCmd.exe , IIS Manager, etc.) work with IIS configuration, whether local or
shared.

IIS supports the Microsoft Web Deployment Tool, which provides support for synchronizing:

Configuration and content.
All types of web application dependencies including GAC assemblies, COM dlls, SQL databases, SSL
certificates, and much more.

The Microsoft web Deployment Tool simplifies the deployment, management, and migration of:

Web applications
Web sites
Entire Web servers.

Developers can package a web site: content, configuration, certificates, and databases. These packages can be
directly deployed to a server or packaged and shared with others. IT Professionals can enable developers to deploy
these packages to a server and delegate access to non-admins. IT Professionals can use the tool in their
infrastructure to:

Synchronize servers on both IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0
Migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0

Here are just a few of the features that the tool enables:

Create a package that contains content, configuration, and SQL databases. This package can be used for
deployment or sharing with others.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/centralized-web-farm-management.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/IIS/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264
file:///T:/n3zn/overview/centralized-web-farm-management/_static/ms-deploy-big.png
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/publish/using-web-deploy.md


Use the package as a way to version your application or create backups.
Enable non-administrators to deploy packages and granularly control their access.
Synchronize or migrate both sites and servers running IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0.
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Distributed Configuration

Delegated Administration

IIS provides built-in support for delegating administration tasks to website owners, allowing basic configuration
and management tasks to be performed securely and without Administrative intervention.

IIS's configuration is clean, well-structured XML that is easy to read and edit. Configuration values are stored as
easy to understand strings; for example, bitmasks or integer values are now persisted as easy to understand
enumerations. IIS configuration shares a similar grammar and syntax with ASP.NET configuration, and it can also
be stored alongside ASP.NET configuration in web.config files!

Administrators have full control over where configuration lives. By default, IIS stores global configuration and Web
site defaults centrally in a file named ApplicationHost.config. This file contains locking information which dictates
whether configuration overrides can be stored alongside ASP.NET configuration in web.config files. Web site and
application configuration often needs to move along with the code and content that makes up the site, as the site is
published from development to test or production servers. IIS enables configuration to be stored in a web.config
file in the same directory as the site or application content, which can easily be copied from machine to machine.
Web.config files can also be stored on back-end file server and referenced from multiple front-end Web servers,
thus avoiding costly and error-prone replication and manual synchronization issues.

With IIS, Administrators have powerful and flexible control over configuration
and management of the Web server. Using the built-in Feature Delegation function of IIS Manager, Administrators
can delegate Web site and application administration to non-Administrators, and set feature-level policy to govern
whether Web site owners have read-only, read-write, or restricted access to any given feature.

While optional, delegating access to non-Administrators has many important benefits. Enabling a developer basic
constrained access to his/her Web site allows for self-service of basic administration tasks, reducing the need for
Administrative intervention for basic configuration tasks. Feature delegation also allows Developers to do basic
troubleshooting and diagnostics, related to configuration, without requiring additional support. Enabling delegated
administration also allows Web site owners to publish configuration settings along with the application, reducing
the time to bring a new or updated application online. For example, Administrators may decide to delegate
administrative control of the default document setting or other properties used for that Web site. This allows the
Web site owner to configure which document is served by default, allowing them to change this setting over time
without asking for Administrator help, and even provides them a way to deploy a new default document quickly
and easily.

Administrators can also lock specific configuration settings so that they cannot be changed. Configuration locking
ensures that security policy, like the ability to execute scripts, cannot be overridden by a content developer who has
been delegated administrative access to the Web site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/delegated-remote-management.md


Secure, Remote Administration
IIS remote administration is done over HTTP/SSL, so it can traverse easily through firewalls, while protecting
sensitive information by encrypted all data that passes between the management tool and the server. Using IIS
Manager, it is easy to configure which port the remote administration service runs on, and which certificate should
be used to enable SSL encryption. Whether managing a server locally or remote, IIS Manager provides the same
rich administration experience in a secure, easy to use way.

IIS Manager for Remote Administration provides Web developers and
administrators with a firewall-friendly way to remotely manage IIS web servers over a secure Internet connection,
by using Windows Vista, Windows XP, or Windows Server 2003. IIS Manager for Remote Administration offers
the same improved interface available on Windows Server 2008 to manage and configure the Web server. Server
administrators can perform almost any task remotely as if they were sitting in front of the server. Server
administrators can use the remote administration feature of IIS Manager to add user accounts and to allow site
owners and Web application developers to connect to, modify, and view settings of any sites or applications for
which they have been delegated permission. Users of shared hosting services allow their changes to affect only
their site, not other sites or the entire server.
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IIS Manager

.NET Microsoft.Web.Administration

Windows PowerShell

Command-line - AppCmd.exe

Microsoft IIS Administration API

IIS includes a comprehensive set of administration tools, including administration and command-line tools,
managed code and scripting APIs, and Windows PowerShell support to simplify day-to-day tasks for developers
and administrators.

 IIS Manager offers an efficient tool for managing the web server. The
administration tool provides streamlined access to IIS and ASP.NET configuration settings, membership and user
data, and runtime diagnostic information. The admin tool also enables those who host or administer Web sites to
delegate administrative control to developers or content owners, thus reducing cost of ownership and
administrative burden for the administrator. Other key features include:

Remote administration over HTTP/SSL
Support for both Windows and non-Windows credentials for delegated administration
A rich extensibility framework for plugging in new UI features using the .NET Framework
Automatic download and install of new UI modules to the client

IIS includes the Microsoft.Web.Administration API for programmatically administering the web server. These
managed code API makes it easy to programmatically provision, access important state and diagnostic
information, or configure the server.

The IIS Administration PowerShell cmdlets allow Web administrators and hosting providers to easily automate
routine and complex IIS administration tasks such as creating Web sites, and managing configuration and run-time
data using Windows PowerShell. Administrators can further increase productivity by leveraging the many cmdlets
included with the Windows PowerShell Provider for IIS. The IIS Adminstration PowerShell cmdlets are available
on Windows 10/Windows Server 2016 and higher. On older OSes, these cmdlets are available for download via
the PowerShell Gallery.

IIS supports a command line tool AppCmd.exe - for administering the server. This powerful utility makes it easy to
read and write configuration values, and access site and application pool state information, all from the command
prompt.

The Microsoft IIS Administration API is REST API that enables customers to configures and monitor their IIS web

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/powerful-admin-tools.md
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/develop/extending-the-management-ui/overview-of-mwa-and-mwm-for-iis
https://docs.microsoft.com/powershell/module/iisadministration/?view=win10-ps
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/IISAdministration/1.1.0.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis-administration/


server. With the API installed on a machine with IIS, one can configure an IIS instance with any HTTP client
including the web management tool at manage.iis.net.

https://manage.iis.net/
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Application Request Routing and Load Balancing

URL Rewriter

Implement a scalable Web infrastructure with built-in HTTP-based load balancing and intelligent request handling
and routing.

Application Request Routing (ARR) enables Web server administrators and hosting providers and to increase Web
application reliability and scalability through rule-based routing and load balancing of HTTP server requests. With
ARR, administrators can optimize resource utilization for application servers to reduce management costs for Web
farms and shared hosting environments.

ARR automatically determines the best content server to service each request based on HTTP response header
information, server variables, and sophisticated load balancing algorithms. With ARR, administrators can optimize
resource utilization for application servers to reduce management costs for Web farms and shared hosting
environments. ARR lets administrator create, manage, and apply load balancing rules to Server Farms in IIS
Manager. Administrators can then easily add or remove servers from a Server Farm to increase or decrease
available capacity to match demand, without impacting the application’s availability. ARR also includes real traffic
and URL test monitoring capabilities to determine the health of individual servers and configuration settings.
Administrators can view aggregated runtime statistics in IIS Manager.

Using URL Rewriter, ARR gives administrators the ability to create powerful routing rules based on HTTP headers
and server variables to determine the most appropriate content server for each request. URL Rewriter is an IIS
Extension that gives IIS administrators the ability to create powerful rules to implement easy-to-remember URLs
for Web site pages, improve search results by making site URLs search engine-friendly, map static URLs, and
enforce a consistent host name for a site. Using rule templates, rewrite maps and other functionality integrated into
IIS Manager, administrators can easily set up rules to define URL rewriting behavior based on HTTP headers and
server variables. URL Rewriter integrates seamlessly into IIS Manager and supports both user-mode and kernel-
mode caching for faster performance, and Failed Request Tracing to troubleshoot application logic execution.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/scalable-web-infrastructure.md
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Enhanced Bandwidth Compression

Dynamic Output Caching

Speed up your Web site through built-in dynamic caching and enhanced compression.

IIS provides the fastest performance for static and dynamic Web content through powerful HTTP compression and
deeper integration with request serving from the Windows kernel for SSL Web sites and Windows authentication.

IIS's performance improvements help reduce bandwidth consumption for businesses. Enabled by default, static
compression pre-compresses and saves static content like images on disk. When the content is requested by a
compression-enabled client (virtually every desktop browsers), IIS serves the pre-compressed content without
needing to take the step of compressing the content upon the client’s request. Administrators can also turn on
dynamic compression, which compresses a response in real time for ASP.NET, PHP, ASP and other application
frameworks. IIS puts additional control in the hands of administration by offering the ability to set compression
strength relative to CPU usage.

To further improve performance for dynamic applications, IIS's output cache gives administrators the ability to
cache dynamic content (output from an ASP.NET, Classic ASP, PHP or other dynamic pages) in memory, which
provides significant performance gains by removing the step of running the script used to generate the dynamic
output for each request. Administrators can configure the output cached based on query string values as well as
HTTP headers sent from the client to the server. The output cache, along with SSL and Windows authentication, is
deeply integrated with Windows kernel mode, providing the fastest possible experience.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/dynamic-caching-and-compression.md
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Detailed Errors

Automatic Failed Request Tracing

Minimize downtime and rapidly diagnose server and application issues with the built-in diagnostic tools.

IIS simplifies troubleshooting by providing detailed and actionable error messages to server administrators. The
custom errors module in IIS allows detailed error information to be sent back to the browser running on the local
host server. Instead of seeing an error code, administrators can now see detailed information about the request,
which potential issues may have caused the error, and suggestions about how to fix the error. The custom error
information is only displayed to the server administrator; users of the Web site see the standard Web application
error pages without the detailed information for server administrators.

IIS makes it possible to troubleshoot failures without having to manually reproduce them. The Failed Request
Tracing feature enables server administrators to define error conditions that they wish to monitor. This allows
administrators to capture trace logs for a pre-configured failure condition automatically, all while avoiding the
performance penalty of saving logs for all requests. With Failed Request Tracing, administrators can capture the
valuable tracing information when errors occur, even if they are intermittent or hard to reproduce. If this feature is
configured, and IIS detects an error condition, it can automatically log detailed trace events for everything that led
to the error.

In addition, developers can instrument their application code with ASP.NET trace events. Failed Request Tracing
will include the trace event information with the Failed Request Trace reports for a centralized troubleshooting
experience. Failed Request Tracing helps any Web administrator, including Web hosters who manage many sites. A
Web hoster can use Failed Request tracing for a single site or multiple sites to monitor for errors.

The underlying tracing infrastructure is exposed to IIS modules using the server extensibility model, allowing all IIS
Extensions, whether they ship with IIS or are developed by third parties, to relay detailed tracing information
during request processing. This allows developers and system administrators to create custom managed modules
to take advantage of the unified tracing model. Developers can write tracing modules that provide new ways to
process and output traces, like a module to save IIS tracing information to a Microsoft SQL Server® or to a text
file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/rich-diagnostic-tools.md
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Minimize Web Server Footprint

Windows Server Core Support

Automatic Web site isolation

IIS maximizes Web server security by default with minimal Web server footprint and automatic application
isolation.

Administrators can depend on IIS for more secure hosting of Web applications. IIS has been redesigned from the
ground up to incorporate a modular architecture that enables administrators to customize their Web servers by
selectively installing or removing modules. Administrators can install only the features that address the needs of
the business while eliminating the server performance reductions and security risks that come with running
unused server functionality. Administrators can easily minimize the attack and servicing surface, as well as shrink
the process memory footprint. Only the modules required to run IIS as a static image server are installed by
default in IIS. The default installation allows the IT administrator to start from the most secure base, adding on
modules only as needed by the applications and services hosted on the Web server.

To further limit security exposure administrators can choose to install a minimal environment with the Server Core
installation option of Windows Server 2008. Server Core omits graphical services and most libraries, in favor of a
stripped-down, command-line driven system. Server Core can be administered locally via the IIS command-line
utility AppCmd, or remotely by using WMI. Because Server Core has a select number of roles, it can improve
security and reduce the footprint of the operating system. With fewer files installed and running on the server,
there are fewer attack vectors exposed to the network; therefore, there is less of an attack surface. Administrators
can install just the specific services needed for a given server, keeping the exposure risk to an absolute minimum.

IIS offers greater application isolation by giving worker processes a completely unique identity and sandboxed
configuration by default, further reducing security risks. IIS includes automatic application pool isolation and can
sandbox thousands of Web sites on a single server. This allows each Web site to run in its own memory space with
an automatically generated, unique identity, which helps to ensure applications are not affected by other failures or
security breaches of applications running on the same server. This capability enables organizations to consolidate
more Web sites onto fewer servers, and increases security and reliability for all Web sites running on a shared host.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/enhanced-server-protection.md
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URL Authorization

Built-in Request Filtering

URL Rewriting

Safeguard your web server from malicious requests and unauthorized access with URL authorization rules and
built-in request filtering.

IIS provides a secure, reliable, platform for web application and services hosting. Support for URL authorization
and request filtering rules give administrators fine-grained control over access of site content.

IIS stores URL authorization rules in an application's web.config file. The web.config authorization rules protecting
against unauthorized access stay with the content, even if when content is moved to a different server or a new
domain. IIS also supports ASP.NET URL authorization for all types of web content requests in the integrated
pipeline.

IIS’s Request Filtering allows administrators to implement URL acceptance policies both globally and per URL.
Filtering requests helps secure the server by ensuring that only valid requests are processed. Administrators can
increase web server security by providing multiple filtering options. Multiple filtering options can prevent malicious
or incorrect URLs from being processed. For example, using Request Filtering, an administrator can set a rule that
prevents the display of files with specified extensions, for example, .ini files.

For IIS 5.1 and IIS 6.0 users, IIS provides URL Scan 3.0 which, like IIS Request Filtering, restricts the types of HTTP
requests that IIS will process. By blocking specific HTTP requests, the URL Scan 3.0 security tool helps to prevent
potentially harmful requests from reaching applications on the server. URL Scan 3.0 screens all incoming requests
to the server by filtering the requests based on rules. The URL Scan 3.0 rules are set by the administrator. URL
Scan 3.0 can be configured to filter HTTP query string values and other HTTP headers. Filtering can mitigate SQL
injection attacks against applications while the root cause is being fixed.

Administrators can use URL Rewriter for IIS to protect applications on the web server. URL Rewriter enables
dynamic modification of URLs based on rules defined by the site administrator. For example, rules can be created
which prevent other sites from hot-linking to a web site’s images or video content. Disabling hot-linking prevents
stealing content from the server and wasting bandwidth. Using:

Rule templates
Rewrite maps
Other functionality integrated into IIS Manager

Administrators can set up rules to define URL rewriting behavior based on HTTP headers and server variables.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/overview/access-protection.md


HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)

Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)

IIS adds support for HTTP Strict Transport Security that instructs browsers that the specified web site should only
be accessed using HTTPS (HTTP is not allowed).

Browsers usually apply same-origin restrictions to network requests. These restrictions would prevent a malicious
page from making a cross origin request initiated from within a script. For such scenarios to work, you will need to
configure your API to reply with appropriate CORS headers. The IIS CORS module provides a way for web
administrators and web site authors to support the CORS protocol by delegating all CORS protocol handling to
the module.

https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10-version-1709/iis-10-version-1709-hsts
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/extensions/cors-module/cors-module-configuration-reference
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HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)

Container Enhancements

IISAdministration PowerShell cmdlets

Logging Enhancements

IIS 10.0 Version 1709 is the latest version of Internet Information Services (IIS) which shipped with Windows 10
Fall Creators Update and Window Server 2016 Version 1709. This article describes the new functionality of IIS and
provides links to resources to learn more about these features.

HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS), specified in RFC 6797, allows a website to declare itself as a secure host
and to inform browsers that it should be contacted only through HTTPS connections. IIS 10.0 Version 1709
introduces turn-key support for enabling HSTS without the need for error-prone URL rewrite rules.

Learn more: HSTS

IIS 10.0 Version 1709 introduces improvements that allow you to run the IIS worker process (w3wp.exe) directly as
well as changes to the Central Certificate Provider (CCS) that makes it more amenable for running in containers.

IIS 10.0 introduced the IIS Administration PowerShell cmdlets. Version 1709 ships with iterative improvements
and three new cmdlets: Get-IISSiteBinding , New-IISSiteBinding , and Remove-IISSiteBinding . Additionally, we've
done work to ship the latest version of IISAdministration on PowerShell Gallery available for use with Windows
Server 2012 and above.

Learn more: IIS Administration in the PowerShell Gallery

In IIS 10.0 Version 1709, we introduced new server variables for the Cryptographic Protocol, the Cipher algorithm,
the Key Exchange Algorithm, and the Message Authentication Algorithm. These new variables have been
documented in the list of IIS Server Variables

Learn more: IIS functionality to identify weak TLS usage

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10-version-1709/new-features-introduced-in-iis-10-1709.md
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6797
https://blogs.iis.net/iisteam/introducing-iisadministration-in-the-powershell-gallery
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/microsoftsecure/2017/09/07/new-iis-functionality-to-help-identify-weak-tls-usage/
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 10.0 version 1709 The features described in this article were introduced in IIS
10.0 version 1709

IIS 10.0 and earlier The features described in this article were not supported prior
to IIS 10.0 version 1709

HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS)

Challenges on Enabling HSTS before IIS 10.0 Version 1709

Solution 1: HTTP Redirect Module + Custom HeadersSolution 1: HTTP Redirect Module + Custom Headers

by Yanbing Shi

In IIS 10.0 version 1709, the administrator has the option of enabling HSTS and HTTP to HTTPS redirection at
site level.

HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS), specified in RFC 6797, allows a website to declare itself as a secure host
and to inform browsers that it should be contacted only through HTTPS connections. HSTS is an opt-in security
enhancement that enforces HTTPS and significantly reduces the ability of man-in-the-middle type attacks to
intercept requests and responses between servers and clients.

HSTS enforces the use of HTTPS through a policy that requires support from both web servers and browsers. An
HSTS enabled web host can include a special HTTP response header "Strict-Transport-Security" (STS) along with a
"max-age" directive in an HTTPS response to request the browser to use HTTPS for further communication. The
browser receives the header, and memorizes the HSTS policy for the number of seconds specified by the “max-
age” directive. Within this period, if an user tries to visit the same website but types http:// or omits the scheme at
all, the browser will automatically turn the insecure link to the secure one (https://) and make an HTTPS connection
to the server. Once a response is received through HTTPS, the browser also prevents the user from “clicking
through” any security warning (e.g. a warning about an invalid server certificate). In order to take advantage of
HSTS, the browser has to see the HSTS header at least once. To protect the user in the first connection to a given
domain, HSTS has a separate mechanism to preload a list of registered domains to the browser out of the box.

Before IIS 10.0 version 1709, enabling HSTS on an IIS server requires complex configuration.

Two solutions for enabling HSTS prior to IIS 10.0 version 1709 are provided for an example scenario: the web
administrator wants to enable HSTS for a domain contoso.com that accepts both HTTP and HTTPS connections
and to redirect all HTTP traffic to HTTPS. The redirection in this scenario is insecure by nature, but it is still a
pattern followed by many websites that support HTTPS. The fundamental reason for still listening HTTP is that the
website has no control over how visitors may try to connect it - over HTTPS or just plain HTTP. Enabling HSTS
greatly reduces the number of insecure HTTP to HTTPS redirections under the condition that the browser sees the
STS header during the first successful HTTPS connection (either through direct visit or through redirection).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10-version-1709/iis-10-version-1709-hsts.md
https://github.com/bangbingsyb
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6797


<sites>
    <site name="Contoso-http" id="1" serverAutoStart="true">
        <application path="/" applicationPool="Contoso-http">
            <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\Contoso-http" />
        </application>
        <bindings>
            <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:contoso.com" />
        </bindings>
    </site>
    <site name="Contoso-https" id="2" serverAutoStart="true">
        <application path="/" applicationPool="Contoso-https">
            <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\Contoso-https" />
        </application>
        <bindings>
            <binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:443:contoso.com" sslFlags="0" />
        </bindings>
    </site>
    <siteDefaults>
        <logFile logFormat="W3C" directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles" />
        <traceFailedRequestsLogging directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles" />
    </siteDefaults>
    <applicationDefaults applicationPool="DefaultAppPool" />
    <virtualDirectoryDefaults allowSubDirConfig="true" />
</sites>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <httpRedirect enabled="true" destination="https://contoso.com" httpResponseStatus="Permanent" />
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <httpProtocol>
            <customHeaders>
                <add name="Strict-Transport-Security" value="max-age=31536000" />
            </customHeaders>
        </httpProtocol>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Solution 2: URL Rewrite ModuleSolution 2: URL Rewrite Module

Redirecting all HTTP traffic to HTTPS can be achieved using the HTTP Redirect Module with two separate
websites, one for HTTP and the other for HTTPS, to avoid an infinite redirect loop.

A redirection rule is configured in the web.config of the HTTP site to route all its traffic to the HTTPS site, and the
later actually serves the contents.

The STS header can be added through Custom Headers by configuring the web.config of the HTTPS site.

An alternative solution is installing the URL Rewrite Module and configuring rewrite rules for a single website with
both HTTP and HTTPS bindings. The HTTP to HTTPS redirection can be specified by an inbound rule while adding
the STS header to HTTPS replies can be achieved by an outbound rule.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/configuration/system.webserver/httpredirect/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/configuration/system.webServer/httpProtocol/customHeaders/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-the-url-rewrite-module


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <rewrite>
            <rules>
                <rule name="Redirect HTTP to HTTPS" stopProcessing="true">
                    <match url="(.*)" />
                    <conditions>
                        <add input="{HTTPS}" pattern="off" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Redirect" url="https://{HTTP_HOST}/{R:1}" redirectType="Permanent" />
                </rule>
            </rules>
            <outboundRules>
                <rule name="Add the STS header in HTTPS responses">
                    <match serverVariable="RESPONSE_Strict_Transport_Security" pattern=".*" />
                    <conditions>
                        <add input="{HTTPS}" pattern="on" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Rewrite" value="max-age=31536000" />
                </rule>
            </outboundRules>
        </rewrite>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

IIS 10.0 Version 1709 Native HSTS Support

Import-Module IISAdministration
Reset-IISServerManager -Confirm:$false
Start-IISCommitDelay

$sitesCollection = Get-IISConfigSection -SectionPath "system.applicationHost/sites" | Get-IISConfigCollection
$siteElement = Get-IISConfigCollectionElement -ConfigCollection $sitesCollection -ConfigAttribute 
@{"name"="Contoso"}
$hstsElement = Get-IISConfigElement -ConfigElement $siteElement -ChildElementName "hsts"
Set-IISConfigAttributeValue -ConfigElement $hstsElement -AttributeName "enabled" -AttributeValue $true
Set-IISConfigAttributeValue -ConfigElement $hstsElement -AttributeName "max-age" -AttributeValue 31536000
Set-IISConfigAttributeValue -ConfigElement $hstsElement -AttributeName "redirectHttpToHttps" -AttributeValue 
$true

Stop-IISCommitDelay
Remove-Module IISAdministration

With the release of IIS 10.0 version 1709, HSTS is now supported natively. The configuration for enabling HSTS is
significantly simplified - HSTS can be enabled at site-level by configuring the attributes of the <hsts>  element
under each <site>  element - more details can be found in the configuration reference of HSTS HSTS Settings for
a Web Site .

The example scenario can be simply achieved by configuring the enabled , max-age , and redirectHttpToHttps

attributes of the <hsts>  element of the website using IISAdministration PowerShell cmdlets following the tutorial.

The HSTS configurations for the website are shown below:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/configuration/system.applicationhost/sites/site/hsts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/iisadministration-powershell-cmdlets
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/how-to-use-iisadministration-powershell-cmdlets-to-configure-iis-configuration-settings


<site name="Contoso" id="1">
    <application path="/" applicationPool="Contoso">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\Contoso\Content" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:contoso.com" />
        <binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:443:contoso.com" sslFlags="0" />
    </bindings>
    <hsts enabled="true" max-age="31536000" redirectHttpToHttps="true" />
</site>

<sites>
    <site name="Contoso" id="1">
        <application path="/" applicationPool="Contoso">
            <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\Contoso" />
        </application>
        <bindings>
            <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:contoso.com" />
            <binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:443:contoso.com" sslFlags="0" />
        </bindings>
        <hsts enabled="true" max-age="31536000" includeSubDomains="true" redirectHttpToHttps="true" />
    </site>
    <site name="Contoso-www" id="2">
        <application path="/" applicationPool="Contoso-www">
            <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\Contoso-www" />
        </application>
        <bindings>
            <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:www.contoso.com" />
            <binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:443:www.contoso.com" sslFlags="0" />
        </bindings>
        <hsts enabled="true" max-age="31536000" redirectHttpToHttps="true" />
    </site>
    <siteDefaults>
        <logFile logFormat="W3C" directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles" />
        <traceFailedRequestsLogging directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles" />
    </siteDefaults>
    <applicationDefaults applicationPool="DefaultAppPool" />
    <virtualDirectoryDefaults allowSubDirConfig="true" />
</sites>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <httpRedirect enabled="true" destination="https://www.contoso.com" httpResponseStatus="Permanent" />
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

The native support of HSTS can also be used together with HTTP Redirect Module for more complex scenarios.

For example, a website contoso.com redirects all traffic to its subdomain www.contoso.com, and both websites
accept HTTP and HTTPS connections. This is a typical scenario if the website is preferable to have a single
canonical address. HSTS is recommended to be enabled for both the root domain and the subdomain because
users may directly visit either one through HTTP or HTTPS. Enabling includeSubDomains  attribute of the <hsts>

element of the root domain further enhances the coverage of the HSTS policy to all its subdomains.

In addition, the redirection from the root domain to the subdomain can be configured through the <httpRedirect>

element in the web.config of the root domain site. With such configuration, an HTTP request to contoso.com will
first be redirected to HTTPS, and then the HTTPS request to the same site will be redirected to www.contoso.com
with the STS header added in the response.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/configuration/system.webserver/httpredirect/


The sample configurations above also apply to the scenario of redirecting traffic from a source site to a destination
site that is not a subdomain of the source site, with a minor configuration modification of disabling 
includeSubDomains  for the source site.
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HTTP/2

IIS on Nano Server

IIS in Containers

Managing IIS

Microsoft IIS Administration (Microsoft IIS Administration (https://manage.iis.nethttps://manage.iis.net))

by Sourabh Shirhatti

IIS 10.0 is the latest version of Internet Information Services (IIS) which shipped with Windows 10 and
Windows Server 2016. This article describes the new functionality of IIS on Windows 10 and Windows Server
2016 and provides links to resources to learn more about these features.

IIS 10.0 adds support for the HTTP/2 protocol, which allows for numerous enhancements over HTTP 1.1 and
results in an efficient reuse of connections and a reduction in latency. HTTP/2 support was added to Windows
Server 2016 and Windows 10 as part of the kernel-mode device driver, HTTP.sys, and all your existing IIS 10.0
websites can benefit from this. (The latest versions of most modern browsers already support HTTP/2 over TLS so
you may already be using HTTP/2.)

Learn more: HTTP/2 on IIS

Nano Server is a new headless, 64-bit-only installation option for Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 which
installs "just enough OS" thereby resulting in a smaller footprint. Nano Server provides higher density, increased
uptime, and a smaller attack surface making it suitable for running web workloads. You can currently run ASP.NET
Core, Apache Tomcat, and PHP workloads on IIS on Nano Server, in addition to using it as an reverse proxy to any
HTTP listener via the HttpPlatformHandler module.

Learn more: Introducing IIS on Nano Server

Windows Server 2016 and Windows 10 with the Anniversary Update add support for containers which are
isolated, resource controlled, and portable operating environments. Windows Server 2016 and Windows 10
support two different container runtimes with a different degree of isolation: Windows containers achieve isolation
through process and namespace isolation, while Hyper-V containers achieve isolation through lightweight virtual
machines. IIS 10.0 runs in both container runtimes as well as on both base OS images, Server Core and Nano
Server, allowing you to choose the best Windows container environment for your web workloads.

Get started with IIS base images available on Docker Hub or follow this tutorial to deploy an ASP.NET MVC
application to IIS running inside a container.

With the advent of Nano Server and Windows Containers, IIS now provides a better management story for all
environments running (including those without a GUI).

Microsoft IIS Administration is a REST API which allows you to configure and monitor your IIS instance, and it is
an open-source project that is under active development on GitHub. With this API users can take advantage of the
new IIS Web Manager that is available at https://manage.iis.net. This browser based application consumes the IIS
Administration API to provide a familiar management experience. Microsoft IIS Administration supports IIS 7.5

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/new-features-introduced-in-iis-10.md
https://github.com/shirhatti
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/tutorials/nano-server
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/running-tomcat-with-iis-on-nano-server
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/running-wordpress-with-iis-and-wincache-on-nano-server
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler
https://hub.docker.com/r/microsoft/iis/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/articles/framework/docker/aspnetmvc
https://manage.iis.net
https://github.com/Microsoft/IIS.Administration
https://manage.iis.net


IIS Administration PowerShell cmdletsIIS Administration PowerShell cmdlets

Wildcard Host Headers

IIS Thread Pool Ideal CPU Optimization for NUMA hardware

and above.

Learn more: Microsoft IIS Administration Preview or watch the Channel 9 video.

IIS 10.0 adds a new, simplified PowerShell module for managing IIS which scales better and offers superior
pipelining support than existing WebAdministration cmdlets. The new module gives you direct access to the
ServerManager object allowing for greater control over the configuration system.

Learn more with IISAdministration PowerShell Cmdlets or look at how to achieve some common configuration
tasks using IIS Administration.

IIS 10.0 adds support for Wildcard Host Headers; you can now set up bindings to serve requests for any
subdomain within a given domain.

Learn more: Wildcard Host Header Support

IIS 10.0 provides better performance on NUMA hardware through the IIS thread pool ideal CPU optimization.

Learn more: IIS Thread Pool Ideal CPU Optimization for NUMA hardware

https://blogs.iis.net/adminapi/microsoft-iis-administration-api-preview
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Seth-Juarez/Microsoft-IIS-Administration-A-new-way-to-manage-IIS
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/how-to-use-iisadministration-powershell-cmdlets-to-configure-iis-configuration-settings
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IIS 10.0 The features described in this article were introduced in IIS
10.0

IIS 8.5 and earlier The features described in this article were not supported prior
to IIS 10.0

Nano Server

IIS on Nano Server

Getting startedGetting started

by David So

Nano Server is an exciting new installation option in Windows Server 2016.

Here's a quote from the Get Started with Nano Server Guide that summarizes Nano Server pretty well :

"Nano Server is a remotely administered server operating system optimized for private clouds and datacenters. It
is similar to Windows Server in Server Core mode, but significantly smaller, has no local logon capability, and only
supports 64-bit applications, tools, and agents. It takes up far less disk space, sets up significantly faster, and
requires far fewer updates and restarts than Windows Server. When it does restart, it restarts much faster."

So Nano is much smaller on disk. Faster. Less reboots. Uses less memory. What's not to like? :)

Here are some good blogs from the Windows Server team that talk about Nano Server.

http://blogs.technet.com/b/windowsserver/archive/2015/11/19/designing-windows-server-in-the-cloud-first-
world.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/windowsserver/archive/2015/11/16/moving-to-nano-server-the-new-deployment-
option-in-windows-server-2016.aspx

With the release of Windows Server 2016, we are pleased to announce that IIS is now available as a role in Nano
Server, for everyone to try out. With smaller memory and dramatically smaller disk footprint, web workloads are
particularly suited to running on Nano Server, especially for high density hosting.

Start with the 'Getting Started with Nano Server' steps

The specifics of how to install IIS on Nano can be found in the link above.

The IIS Nano documentation can be found at https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt627783.aspx

You can also get to it via the tree menu on the left hand side of the 'Getting started with Nano Server'

But essentially, the most common way of creating a Nano Server vhd(x) is via the New-NanoServerImage cmdlet.

To enable IIS, we just pass in Microsoft-NanoServer-IIS-Package  as an argument to the Packages parameter. e.g.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/introducing-iis-on-nano-server.md
https://github.com/davidso
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt126167.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/windowsserver/archive/2015/11/19/designing-windows-server-in-the-cloud-first-world.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/windowsserver/archive/2015/11/16/moving-to-nano-server-the-new-deployment-option-in-windows-server-2016.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt126167.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt627783.aspx


New-NanoServerImage -MediaPath f:\ -BasePath .\Base -TargetPath .\Nano1.vhd -GuestDrivers -Packages Microsoft-
NanoServer-IIS-Package

Key Differences between IIS on Nano and Regular ServerKey Differences between IIS on Nano and Regular Server
InstallationInstallation

ConfigurationConfiguration

Supported FrameworksSupported Frameworks
Asp.Net Core:Asp.Net Core:

We have made a lot of changes in IIS for Nano to support both online and offline install. By 'online' we mean when
the machine is 'running' (we don't mean online in the network connectivity sense) and by 'offline' we mean when
the machine is not running.

Historically and on regular Server, IIS can only be installed online (machine running). When preparing a machine
with IIS you would typically follow a sequence such as:

1. Install OS
2. Wait for install to complete
3. Enable IIS Role
4. Wait for IIS role to complete
5. Configure settings - e.g. authentication settings, modules, Asp.Net

With Nano Server, setup can be provisioned offline, therefore dramatically simplifying and speeding up steps 1
thru 4 above.

When using New-NanoServerImage to create a vhd(x) with Microsoft-NanoServer-IIS-Package we configure a
default working install of IIS

IIS Services installed (e.g. WAS, W3SVC)

Firewall rule enabled for default 80/443 ports

A default set of IIS sub-features enabled, such as Default Document, Static content, HTTP logging etc.

Refer to chart for which sub-features are enabled by default.

It becomes extremely fast to provision new web server machines when using the generated vhd(x) image that has
IIS already baked-in. On my office desktop machine, I was able to create new VMs, do offline specialization, boot
up and be serving web requests all in about 25 seconds. Trying to do the same with Server Core would've taken
many times that.

Configuring IIS sub-features such as authentication and logging is currently still an online only step (same as
regular Server).

On regular server, IIS sub-features can be enabled/disabled through DISM commands, such as 
dism /online /enable-feature /all /featurename:IIS-WindowsAuthentication .

In the Windows Server 2016 Technical Preview, configuring IIS sub-features through DISM was not available and
required more work, (hence the Technical Preview....) This is definitely an area where we're looking at improving.

For now, PowerShell commands can be used to enable/disable the appropriate modules, or you can edit
applicationHost.config. See IIS Nano docs for more information.

The chart there also shows the available IIS sub-features in Nano as of the latest Technical Preview. The ones * just
show what's enabled by default (without the * are still available, but just need to be enabled).

The most notable difference between Nano and regular Server is that Nano targets Asp.Net Core (formerly known
as Asp.Net 5). Classic Asp will not run on Nano and neither will full .Net Framework applications such as Asp.Net
<=4.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt627783.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt627783.aspx


Java:Java:

PHP:PHP:

Others:Others:

ManagementManagement

Here's my blog posting on how to get an Asp.Net Core application running with IIS on Nano.

Java applications can be hosted on IIS via HttpPlatformHandler.

My co-worker Jeong Hwan has a blog post here on how to get Java working with IIS on Nano

PHP on IIS runs the same on Nano the same as on regular server (e.g. through FastCgi).

Here's a blog post from Jeong Hwan on how to get a PHP (WordPress) application running on Nano with
WinCache and IIS.

Supporting Asp.Net Core, Java and PHP on IIS Nano is a great start though we do have plans to get additional
platforms supported. The HttpPlatformHandler is a general purpose module for managing and sending requests
to http listeners, so there could well be more platforms that can run well on Nano that we haven't tested and so
haven't listed.

If you do try this (e.g. with Ruby or Node) and get it working let us know!

Nano Server is a 'headless' OS - there is no GUI on the server itself. PowerShell is front and center of the Nano
management experience. Of course this means you will be able to manage IIS on Nano using our IIS PowerShell
cmdlets.

I should clarify that as of IIS 10.0 there are 2 IIS PowerShell modules:

The older WebAdministration module
The new IISAdministration module

Nano Server is a clean server platform for the future and so we currently have no plans to include the older legacy
WebAdministration module at this time. Instead we will provide the new IISAdministration module.

In addition to PowerShell (IISAdministration), using appcmd.exe to manage IIS is also an option.

https://blogs.iis.net/davidso/nano/aspnet
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/running-tomcat-with-iis-on-nano-server
https://blogs.iis.net/jeonghwan/running-wordpress-with-iis-and-wincache-on-nano-server
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler
https://blogs.iis.net/bariscaglar/iisadministration-powershell-cmdlets-new-feature-in-windows-10-server-2016
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IIS 10.0 HTTP/2 Support was introduced in IIS 10.0

IIS 8.5 and earlier HTTP/2 was not supported prior to IIS 10.0

What is HTTP/2?

One connection for multiple requestsOne connection for multiple requests

Header compression with HPACKHeader compression with HPACK

Server pushServer push

How do I use HTTP/2?

by David So

HTTP/2 is a rework of how HTTP semantics flow over TCP connections, and HTTP/2 support is present in
Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016. HTTP/2 is a major upgrade after nearly two decades of HTTP/1.1 use and
reduces the impact of latency and connection load on web servers.

The major advance of HTTP/1.1 was the use of persistent connections to service multiple requests in a row. In
HTTP/2, a persistent connection can be used to service multiple simultaneous requests. In the process, HTTP/2
introduces several additional features that improve the efficiency of HTTP over the network.

Every TCP connection requires a round trip to set up. If you're using encryption, the TLS handshake takes another
1-2 round trips. All this happens before the first byte of the first response can be sent. By reusing an existing
connection instead of setting up a new one, this overhead can be shared by many requests. HTTP/2 sharply
reduces the need for a request to wait while a new connection is established, or wait for an existing connection to
become idle. Because a single connection is multiplexed between many requests, the request can usually be sent
immediately without waiting for other requests to finish.

HTTP has supported compression of data for ages. Headers, however, are sent as uncompressed text, with a lot of
redundancy between requests. (Many of the longest headers are sent with exactly the same value on every
request!) HTTP/2 introduces HPACK, a compression scheme for HTTP headers which reduces the redundancy
between requests.

Compression helps multiplexing, because requests are smaller. This enables clients to make many requests in their
first packets on a connection, while TCP flow control windows are still small.

Requests come in patterns. If a client asks for one resource, the server can often predict that it will need other
resources referenced on the page. In HTTP/1.1, inlining was used to deliver these resources to clients as part of the
first response. Inlining has its drawbacks - most notably, that the inlined resource can't be cached for use on other
pages where it might also be referenced.

HTTP/2 introduces the concept of "push" - the server responding to requests the client hasn't made yet, but it
predicts the client will. This allows servers to continue providing the latency benefits of inlining, but in a form that
the client can cache and reuse on other pages.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/http2-on-iis.md
https://github.com/davidso


What about push?What about push?

IIS Settings

Logging Protocol VersionLogging Protocol Version

You might be already! Since Almost all browsers already support HTTP/2 in their most current release, and current
data shows that over 50% of users are on HTTP/2-capable browsers already.

On the server, IIS running on Windows 10 or Windows Server 2016 supports HTTP/2.

IIS currently supports HTTP/2 only over TLS. When making an HTTPS connection to a web server running IIS on
Windows 10, HTTP/2 is used if the client and server both support it. In IIS, we've implemented HTTP/2 as
transparently as possible - you shouldn't need to change anything in your application for HTTP/2 to work. Certain
HTTP/1.1 optimizations (domain sharding, inlining, etc.) are no longer recommended in HTTP/2, though, so you
should plan to remove these in the future.

Since Server Push is a new feature in HTTP/2, there are new APIs that you need to call to take advantage of it.
When you call the PushPromise API in ASP.NET or the HttpDeclarePush API from an IIS native module, you
provide the URL and optional request headers for the request you anticipate the client making. If push is
supported by the underlying connection, two things happen:

A PUSH_PROMISE is sent to the client, so the client can check whether the resource already exists in the cache
A new request is added to the request queue for the pushed resource

If the underlying connection doesn't support push (client disabled push, or HTTP/1.1 client), the call does nothing
and returns success, so you can safely call the API without needing to worry about whether push is allowed.

There are no new IIS configuration settings specific to HTTP/2.

In Windows Server 2016 Tech Preview, there was a mention of setting a 'DuoEnabled' registry key. This is no
longer required. As mentioned above, provided the client and server configuration supports HTTP/2, then IIS will
use HTTP/2 (or fallback to HTTP/1.1 if not possible).

IIS Logging has a field 'Protocol version' which is off by default. Enabling this field is useful if you want to track
which requests are going via HTTP/2, HTTP/1.1 etc.

In the Internet Services Manager UI, this can be found under the Logging feature, through Select Fields.

After making the changes, click on Apply under the Actions pane on the far right.

Here is sample log file output with Protocol Version field enabled:

http://caniuse.com/#feat=http2
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpresponse.pushpromise(v=vs.110).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/mt219053(v=vs.85).aspx


#Software: Microsoft Internet Information Services 10.0
#Version: 1.0
#Date: 2015-08-13 18:46:11
#Fields: date time s-ip cs-method cs-uri-stem cs-uri-query s-port cs-username c-ip cs-version cs(User-Agent) 
cs(Referer) sc-status sc-substatus sc-win32-status time-taken
2015-08-13 18:46:11 ::1 GET / - 443 - ::1 HTTP/2.0 Mozilla/5.0+
(Windows+NT+10.0;+WOW64;+Trident/7.0;+Touch;+rv:11.0)+like+Gecko - 200 0 0 391
2015-08-13 18:46:11 ::1 GET /iisstart.png - 443 - ::1 HTTP/2.0 Mozilla/5.0+
(Windows+NT+10.0;+WOW64;+Trident/7.0;+Touch;+rv:11.0)+like+Gecko https://localhost/ 200 0 0 100

IIS with HTTP/2 Demo Walkthrough
1. If you are running Windows 10, this can be found via Programs and Features, then Turn Windows

features on or off, then enabling Internet Information Services checkbox. If you are running Windows
Server 2016, then launch Server Manager, then Add roles and features on the dashboard, and then
select Web Server (IIS) from the list.

2. After installation is complete, launch the Internet Services Manager and create a self signed certificate by
selecting the Server Certificates option under the server's Features view. Note that the use of a self
signed certificate in this example is only for demo/testing purpose (not recommended for protecting your
production sites).



3. Go to your Default Web Site and under Bindings, create a new TLS binding with the self-signed certificate
which you just created.



When is HTTP/2 Not Supported?

For More Information....

Authors: Mike Bishop, David SoAuthors: Mike Bishop, David So

4. Launch your browser from your Windows 10 or Windows Server 2016 machine and hit F12, (or go to
Settings and enable F12 Developer Tools), and then switch to the Network tab. Browse to
https://localhost and voila, you are on HTTP/2!

In a few cases, HTTP/2 can't be used in combination with other features. In these situations, Windows will fall back
to HTTP/1.1 and continue the transaction. This may involve negotiating HTTP/1.1 during the handshake, or
sending an error code to the client instructing it to retry over an HTTP/1.1 connection.

Windows authentication (NTLM/Kerberos/Negotiate) is not supported with HTTP/2. In this case IIS will fall
back to HTTP/1.1.
Clear text - as mentioned above, IIS currently only supports HTTP/2 over TLS. Again, IIS will fall back to
HTTP/1.1.
Bandwidth throttling - IIS has a feature to limit bandwidth (in Inetmgr, select the site, 'Limits' under Configure
of the Action pane). This applies to HTTP/1.1 but is not enforced for HTTP/2 (will proceed with no errors or
bandwidth limiting).

See the Build 2015 talk HTTP/2 in Windows 10: Browser, Apps, and Web Server for a more in-depth discussion of
HTTP/2 and the client and server implementations in Windows.

(With contributions from and acknowledgements to Rob Trace, Baris Caglar, Nazim Lala)

https://localhost
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2015/3-88
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IISAdministration Overview

PipeliningPipelining

PS:>Get-IISConfigSection -SectionPath "system.webServer/defaultDocument" | Get-IISConfigCollection -
CollectionName "files" | New-IISConfigCollectionElement -ConfigAttribute @{"Value" = "MyDefDoc.htm"}

by Baris Caglar

Visit iis.net to learn about how to get the latest version of IISAdministration.

With Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016, the IIS Team is releasing a new and simplified IISAdministration

module side by side with the existing WebAdministration  Cmdlets. There are many reasons behind the decision to
release an entirely new PowerShell Cmdlet module and here are a few of them:

IISAdministration  will scale better in scripts that take a long time to run with WebAdministration .
You can now get a direct reference to an instance of Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager  object and do
anything that you can do in Microsoft.Web.Administration  namespace alongside your scripts.
PowerShell pipeline compatibility was the driving force behind the design of many cmdlets. As such, 
IISAdministration  works much better with PowerShell Pipeline.

The version of the Cmdlets which was released for Windows 10 was a rough version with room for improvement;
the targeted release was Windows Server 2016 for the finished and polished product. The reason for the earlier
release was to get feedback from real PowerShell users and IIS Administrators in the industry, to answer any
questions, and to receive suggestions about not only the existing functionality but also potentially for new
functionality our users would want from IIS Administration as it pertains to PowerShell.

Here are some examples on the usage of the new provider:

Get-IISConfigSection  is at the beginning of most pipelines and in the specific example above, we are first getting
the "system.webServer/defaultDocument" section (Case Sensitive!), then get the files collection, and finally get a
collection element with the given attribute value.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/iisadministration-powershell-cmdlets.md
https://blogs.iis.net/iisteam/introducing-iisadministration-in-the-powershell-gallery


PS:>$ConfigSection = Get-IISConfigSection -SectionPath "system.applicationHost/sites"

PS:>Get-IISConfigCollection $configSection | Get-IISConfigCollectionElement -ConfigAttribute @{"Name"="Default 
Web Site"} | Get-IISConfigAttributeValue -AttributeName "State"

Simple CommandsSimple Commands

PS:> Get-IISAppPool

Name            Status   CLR Ver  Pipeline Mode  Start Mode
----            ------   -------  -------------  ----------
DefaultAppPool  Started  v4.0     Integrated     OnDemand

Get-IISServerManagerGet-IISServerManager

PS:>$sm = Get-IISServerManager

PS:>$sm.ApplicationPools["DefaultAppPool"].Recycle()

Start-IISCommitDelay / Stop-IISCommitDelayStart-IISCommitDelay / Stop-IISCommitDelay

This one is more of a hybrid example where the section is first put into a variable, then used in the pipeline.

The number of simple commands are greatly reduced to a few. The examples include Get-IISSite and Get-
IISAppPool. Other simple operations for which the commands do not exist can be performed through pipeline
operations.

As you can see, once you have access to the server manager, the sky is the limit.

By enclosing your operations between these commands, you can make sure that your changes are committed at
the same time.

These are only a handful of examples of what you can do with the new provider. Visit Online document for the
complete documentation and more examples.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/iisadministration/?view=win10-ps
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Installing IIS

Installing Reverse Forwarders

New-NanoServerImage -MediaPath f:\ -BasePath .\Base -TargetPath .\Nano1.vhd -GuestDrivers -Packages Microsoft-
NanoServer-IIS-Package -ReverseForwarders

by David So

This article outlines the steps required to get an ASP.Net Core application running with IIS on Nano.

First you need to install IIS on Nano, and the steps to do so are already covered in the official Nano
documentation. For more information, see the following articles:

Getting Started with Nano Server
IIS on Nano Server
Introducing IIS on Nano Server (Blog)

Currently, both HttpPlatformHandler and Asp.Net Core Kestrel host requires Reverse Forwarders package to be
installed on the Nano machine.

Reverse Fowarders can be installed offline (machine turned off) or online (machine running).

Offline, Reverse Forwarders can be installed by passing –ReverseForwarders  parameters when calling New-
NanoServerImage cmdlet. e.g.

Online, Reverse Forwarders can be installed by calling dism on the relevant package:

dism /online /add-package /packagepath:c:\packages\Microsoft-OneCore-ReverseForwarders-Package.cab

dism /online /add-package /packagepath:c:\packages\en-us\Microsoft-OneCore-ReverseForwarders-Package.cab

<reboot>

The 1st command installs the Reverse Forwarders feature package.

The 2nd command installs the associated language pack for the package.

In this case, C:\packages  is a local directory that I created where I copied the Packages folder from the Nano
Server media installation location.

After installing Reverse Forwarders package (whether offline or online), verify that IIS and Reverse Forwarders are

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/running-aspnet-core-with-iis-on-nano-server.md
https://github.com/davidso
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/mt126167.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/mt627783.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/davidso/iisnano
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler


Installing HttpPlatformHandler

Enabling HttpPlatformHandler (PowerShell)Enabling HttpPlatformHandler (PowerShell)

Import-Module IISAdministration
$sm = Get-IISServerManager

# Add AppSettings section (for Asp.Net Core)
$sm.GetApplicationHostConfiguration().RootSectionGroup.Sections.Add("appSettings")

# Unlock handlers section
$appHostconfig = $sm.GetApplicationHostConfiguration()
$section = $appHostconfig.GetSection("system.webServer/handlers")
$section.OverrideMode="Allow"

# Add httpPlatform section to system.webServer
$sectionHttpPlatform = 
$appHostConfig.RootSectionGroup.SectionGroups["system.webServer"].Sections.Add("httpPlatform")
$sectionHttpPlatform.OverrideModeDefault = "Allow"

# Add to globalModules
$globalModules = Get-IISConfigSection "system.webServer/globalModules" | Get-IISConfigCollection
New-IISConfigCollectionElement $globalModules -ConfigAttribute 
@{"name"="httpPlatformHandler";"image"="%SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\httpPlatformHandler.dll"}

# Add to modules
$modules = Get-IISConfigSection "system.webServer/modules" | Get-IISConfigCollection
New-IISConfigCollectionElement $modules -ConfigAttribute @{"name"="httpPlatformHandler"}
$sm.CommitChanges()

Enabling HttpPlatformHandler (manually editing applicationHost.config)Enabling HttpPlatformHandler (manually editing applicationHost.config)

correctly installed by running dism /online /get-packages .

You should see the Feature and Language packs for Microsoft-NanoServer-IIS-Package and Microsoft-OneCore-
ReverseForwarders-Package.

At this time, the install for HttpPlatformHandler on Nano is manual.

Understandably this is a pain…. so it's something that we're working on improving.

Nano is 64 bit only (no WOW), so you'll need to install the latest x64 version of HttpPlatformHandler
(https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler) on a regular (not Nano) machine.

Once you have x64 bit version of HttpPlatformHandler installed on your regular (not Nano) machine, there are 2
files which we'll need to copy to the Nano machine:

%windir%\System32\inetsrv\httpPlatformHandler.dll

%windir%\System32\inetsrv\config\schema\httpplatform_schema.xml

On the Nano machine you'll need to copy those 2 files to the respective locations (dll->inetsrv, schema file-
>inetsrv\config\schema)

copy .\httpPlatformHandler.dll c:\Windows\System32\inetsrv

copy .\httpplatform_schema.xml c:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config\schema

You can execute the steps below in a remote PowerShell session to the Nano machine.

Note that the below steps works on a clean system, but is not meant to be idempotent. If you run this multiple
times it will add multiple entries and you will run into problems! If you end up in a bad state, you can find backups
of the applicationHost.config file at %systemdrive%\inetpub\history .

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/httpplatformhandler


<configSections>
<section name="appSettings" />

<section name="handlers" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<section name="httpPlatform" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
</sectionGroup>

<add name="httpPlatformHandler" image="%SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\httpPlatformHandler.dll" />
</globalModules>

<add name="httpPlatformHandler" />
</modules>

Installing Asp.Net Core application

Import-module IISAdministration
New-IISSite -Name "AspNetCoreSite" -PhysicalPath c:\HelloAspNetcore\wwwroot -BindingInformation "*:8000:"

You can skip this section if you already did the PowerShell steps above.

I recommend following the PowerShell steps, although if you absolutely must edit the IIS applicationHost.config
file to enable HttpPlatformHandler then these are the steps.

Open up c:\windows\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config

(if you are using Powershell ISE v5 you can do this using 
psedit c:\windows\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config )

Under <configSections>  add

In system.webServer section, unlock handlers from Deny to Allow

In system.webServer section, add new httpPlatform section

Add the following to globalModules

Add the following to Modules

First, make sure that your Asp.Net Core application is built targeting coreclr and x64 .

This is very important as any other combination will not work on Nano.

After building for coreclr/x64 you will need to copy the whole application to the Nano machine – in this example
I'm using c:\HelloAspNetCore .

Next I will setup a new Site pointing to c:\HelloAspNetCore\wwwroot  using port 8000 (for simplicity we will go with
Default App Pool)

There are no problems running the Asp.Net Core site on default port 80, though in a testing environment I like to
separate the Asp.Net Core app from the default website, so that it's easier to troubleshoot when something goes
wrong (e.g. so you can verify that the default IIS site still works fine).

Using IIS PowerShell:



<sites>
<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
 <application path="/">
  <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
 </application>
 <bindings>
  <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
 </bindings>
</site>
<site name="AspNetCoreSite" id="2">
 <application path="/">
  <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\HelloAspNetCore\wwwroot" />
 </application>
 <bindings>
  <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:8000:" />
 </bindings>
</site>
… rest of xml…
</sites>

New-NetFirewallRule -Name "AspNetCore" -DisplayName "HTTP on TCP/8000" -Protocol tcp -LocalPort 8000 -Action 
Allow -Enabled True

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting

Creating the site manually (omit if you already created using PowerShell above) by editing 
c:\windows\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config :

The next step is to open up port 8000 in the firewall.

First make sure that IIS itself is correctly installed. http://<ipaddress>  should get you the default page (Blue IIS
page) otherwise something very basic is not set up correctly.

Secondly, make sure that your Application can run standalone. e.g. c:\HelloAspNetCore\approot\web.cmd

Thirdly, check to make sure that you are seeing logs created by HttpPlatformHandler – e.g. 
c:\HelloAspNetCore\logs
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 10.0 Wildcard Host Header Support was introduced in IIS 10.0

IIS 8.5 and earlier Wildcard Host Headers were not supported prior to IIS 10.0

WARNINGWARNING

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Adding a new site with a Wildcard Host HeaderAdding a new site with a Wildcard Host Header

by Andrew Westgarth

Top-level wildcard bindings ( http://*:80/  and http://+:80 ) should not be used. Top-level wildcard bindings can open
up your app to security vulnerabilities. This applies to both strong and weak wildcards. Use explicit host names rather than
wildcards. Subdomain wildcard binding (for example, *.mysub.com ) doesn't have this security risk if you control the entire
parent domain (as opposed to *.com , which is vulnerable). See rfc7230 section-5.4 for more information.

For quite some time, customers have requested that we support Wildcard Host Headers in IIS. IIS 10 now
supports Wildcard Host Headers.

Wildcard Host Headers enable admins to setup a webserver for a domain, e.g. contoso.com and then have the
webserver serve requests for any subdomain. For example the following would all be valid hosts:

intranet.contoso.com
private.contoso.com
blogs.contoso.com

Wildcards are only allowed in the left-most subdomain of the hostname. For example, 
http://*.service.contoso.com  is a legal wildcard host binding whereas http://service.*.contoso.com  is not

permissible.

To add a new site with a Wildcard Host Header in IIS you need to follow these simple steps:

1. Open Internet Information Services Manager on the server your site is hosted on:

If you are using Windows Server Technical Preview:

a. On the taskbar, click Server Manager, click Tools, and then click Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager.

If you are using Windows Technical Preview

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/wildcard-host-header-support.md
https://github.com/apwestgarth
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7230#section-5.4


Adding a Wildcard Host Header to an Existing SiteAdding a Wildcard Host Header to an Existing Site

2. Select the server on which you wish to create your site, from the list in connections.
3. Click the "Add Website.." option in the Actions Pane

4. Enter configuration for your site, in the text box for Host name enter your Wildcard Host Header e.g.
*.contoso.com and click OK.

5. Your new site has been configured with a Wildcard Host Header

a. Hold down the Windows Key, press the letter X and then click Control Panel.
b. Click Administrative Tools, and then double-click Internet Information Services (IIS)

Manager.

To configure and existing site to make use of a Wildcard Host Header in IIS you need to follow these simple steps:



2. Select the server on which your site is deployed, from the list in connections.
3. Select the website (.e.g. Default Web Site) you wish to configure from the list of sites.
4. In the Actions pane select Bindings:

5. Select the binding you would like to edit (e.g. http) and click Edit...

6. In the text box for Host name enter your Wildcard Host Header e.g. *.contoso.com and click OK 

1. Open Internet Information Services Manager on the server your site is hosted on:

If you are using Windows Server Technical Preview:

a. On the taskbar, click Server Manager, click Tools, and then click Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager.

If you are using Windows Technical Preview

a. Hold down the Windows Key, press the letter X and then click Control Panel.
b. Click Administrative Tools, and then double-click Internet Information Services (IIS)

Manager.



Testing a Wildcard Host HeaderTesting a Wildcard Host Header

7. Now you can see the Wildcard Host Header value in the list of bindings:

8. Click close to return to IIS Manager.

Once you have configured a Wildcard Host Header you will need to configure DNS for the domain and then you
can test traffic to your website. In the below screenshots we have used three different subdomains to route to the
site which we configured with a Wildcard Host Header (*.contoso.com). The demonstration asp.net application we
deployed to this site renders the host name requested on the home page.





Issues

Summary
IIS 10.0 has added support for Wildcard Host Headers in bindings.
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IIS 8.5 and earlier IIS Thread Pool Ideal CPU Optimization for NUMA hardware
was not supported prior to IIS 10.0

Ideal CPU setting for NUMA hardware

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\InetInfo\Parameters\ThreadPoolUseIdealCpu

NOTENOTE

Summary

Starting from Windows Server 2016, IIS 10.0 supports automatic ideal CPU assignment for its thread pool threads
to enhance the performance and scalability on NUMA hardware. This feature is enabled by default and can be
configured through the following registry key:

With this feature enabled, IIS thread manager makes its best effort to evenly distribute IIS thread pool threads
across all CPUs in all NUMA nodes based on their current loads. In general, it is recommended to keep this
optimization enabled for NUMA hardware.

The ideal CPU setting is different from the worker process NUMA node assignment settings (numaNodeAssignment and
numaNodeAffinityMode) introduced in CPU Settings for an Application Pool. The ideal CPU setting affects how IIS distributes
its thread pool threads, while the worker process NUMA node assignment settings determine on which NUMA node a
worker process starts.

IIS 10.0 has added thread pool ideal CPU optimization for NUMA hardware.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-10/thread-pool-ideal-cpu-numa-optimization.md
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.applicationhost/applicationpools/add/cpu
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Introduction

Components in IIS

Protocol Listeners

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Stack (HTTP.sys)

by IIS Team, Reagan Templin

Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 and later provide a request-processing architecture which includes:

The Windows Process Activation Service (WAS), which enables sites to use protocols other than HTTP and
HTTPS.
A Web server engine that can be customized by adding or removing modules.
Integrated request-processing pipelines from IIS and ASP.NET.

 

IIS contains several components that perform important functions for the application and Web server roles in
Windows Server® 2008 (IIS 7.0) and Windows Server 2008 R2 (IIS 7.5). Each component has responsibilities,
such as listening for requests made to the server, managing processes, and reading configuration files. These
components include protocol listeners, such as HTTP.sys, and services, such as World Wide Web Publishing
Service (WWW service) and Windows Process Activation Service (WAS).

 

Protocol listeners receive protocol-specific requests, send them to IIS for processing, and then return responses to
requestors. For example, when a client browser requests a Web page from the Internet, the HTTP listener,
HTTP.sys, picks up the request and sends it to IIS for processing. Once IIS processes the request, HTTP.sys returns
a response to the client browser.

By default, IIS provides HTTP.sys as the protocol listener that listens for HTTP and HTTPS requests. HTTP.sys was
introduced in IIS 6.0 as an HTTP-specific protocol listener for HTTP requests. HTTP.sys remains the HTTP listener
in IIS 7 and later, but includes support for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

To support services and applications that use protocols other than HTTP and HTTPS, you can use technologies
such as Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). WCF has listener adapters that provide the functionality of
both a protocol listener and a listener adapter. Listener adapters are covered later in this document. For more
information about WCF, see Windows Communication Foundation on MSDN.

 

The HTTP listener is part of the networking subsystem of Windows operating systems, and it is implemented as a
kernel-mode device driver called the HTTP protocol stack (HTTP.sys). HTTP.sys listens for HTTP requests from the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/introduction-to-iis/introduction-to-iis-architecture.md
https://github.com/arkaytee
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88604


World Wide Web Publishing Service (WWW service)

NOTENOTE

How WWW Service works in IIS 6.0How WWW Service works in IIS 6.0

HTTP Administration and ConfigurationHTTP Administration and Configuration

Performance MonitoringPerformance Monitoring

Process ManagementProcess Management

How the WWW Service works in IISHow the WWW Service works in IIS

network, passes the requests onto IIS for processing, and then returns processed responses to client browsers.

In IIS 6.0, HTTP.sys replaced Windows Sockets API (Winsock), which was a user-mode component used by
previous versions of IIS to receive HTTP requests and send HTTP responses. IIS 7 and later continue to rely on
HTTP.sys for HTTP requests.

HTTP.sys provides the following benefits:

Kernel-mode caching. Requests for cached responses are served without switching to user mode.
Kernel-mode request queuing. Requests cause less overhead in context switching because the kernel forwards
requests directly to the correct worker process. If no worker process is available to accept a request, the kernel-
mode request queue holds the request until a worker process picks it up.
Request pre-processing and security filtering.

 

In IIS 7 and later, functionality that was previously handled by the World Wide Web Publishing Service (WWW
Service) alone is now split between two services: WWW Service and a new service, Windows Process Activation
Service (WAS). These two services run as LocalSystem in the same Svchost.exe process, and share the same
binaries.

You may also see the WWW Service referred to as W3SVC in documentation.

In IIS 6.0, WWW Service manages the following main areas in IIS:

HTTP administration and configuration
Process management
Performance monitoring

The WWW Service reads configuration information from the IIS metabase and uses that information to configure
and update the HTTP listener, HTTP.sys. In addition, WWW service starts, stops, monitors, and manages worker
processes that process HTTP requests.

The WWW Service monitors performance and provides performance counters for Web sites and for the IIS cache.

The WWW Service manages application pools and worker processes, such as starting, stopping, and recycling
worker processes. Additionally, the WWW Service monitors the health of the worker processes, and invokes rapid
fail detection to stop new processes from starting when several worker processes fail in a configurable amount of
time.

In IIS, the WWW service no longer manages worker processes. Instead, the WWW Service is the listener adapter
for the HTTP listener, HTTP.sys. As the listener adapter, the WWW Service is primarily responsible for configuring
HTTP.sys, updating HTTP.sys when configuration changes, and notifying WAS when a request enters the request
queue.

Additionally, the WWW Service continues to collect the counters for Web sites. Because performance counters
remain part of the WWW Service, they are HTTP specific and do not apply to WAS.

 



Windows Process Activation Service (WAS)

Configuration Management in WASConfiguration Management in WAS

Process ManagementProcess Management

NOTENOTE

Modules in IIS

In IIS 7 and later, Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) manages application pool configuration and worker
processes instead of the WWW Service. This enables you to use the same configuration and process model for
HTTP and non-HTTP sites.

Additionally, you can run WAS without the WWW Service if you do not need HTTP functionality. For example, you
can manage a Web service through a WCF listener adapter, such as NetTcpActivator, without running the WWW
Service if you do not need to listen for HTTP requests in HTTP.sys. For information about WCF listener adapters
and about how to host WCF applications in IIS 7 and later by using WAS, see Hosting in WCF on MSDN.

On startup, WAS reads certain information from the ApplicationHost.config file, and passes that information to
listener adapters on the server. Listener adapters are components that establish communication between WAS and
protocol listeners, such as HTTP.sys. Once listener adapters receive configuration information, they configure their
related protocol listeners and prepare the listeners to listen for requests.

In the case of WCF, a listener adapter includes the functionality of a protocol listener. So, a WCF listener adapter,
such as NetTcpActivator, is configured based on information from WAS. Once NetTcpActivator is configured, it
listens for requests that use the net.tcp protocol. For more information about WCF listener adapters, see WAS
Activation Architecture on MSDN.

The following list describes the type of information that WAS reads from configuration:

Global configuration information
Protocol configuration information for both HTTP and non-HTTP protocols
Application pool configuration, such as the process account information
Site configuration, such as bindings and applications
Application configuration, such as the enabled protocols and the application pools to which the applications
belong

If ApplicationHost.config changes, WAS receives a notification and updates the listener adapters with the new
information.

WAS manages application pools and worker processes for both HTTP and non-HTTP requests. When a protocol
listener picks up a client request, WAS determines if a worker process is running or not. If an application pool
already has a worker process that is servicing requests, the listener adapter passes the request onto the worker
process for processing. If there is no worker process in the application pool, WAS will start a worker process so
that the listener adapter can pass the request to it for processing.

Because WAS manages processes for both HTTP and non-HTTP protocols, you can run applications with different protocols
in the same application pool. For example, you can develop an application, such as an XML service, and host it over both
HTTP and net.tcp.

 

IIS provides a new architecture that is different from previous versions of IIS. Instead of keeping the majority of
functionality within the server itself, IIS include a Web server engine in which you can add or remove components,
called modules, depending on your needs.

Modules are individual features that the server uses to process requests. For example, IIS uses authentication
modules to authenticate client credentials, and cache modules to manage cache activity.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=81261
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88413


Native Modules

HTTP ModulesHTTP Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

CustomErrorModule Sends default and configured HTTP
error messages when an error status
code is set on a response.

Inetsrv\Custerr.dll

HttpRedirectionModule Supports configurable redirection for
HTTP requests.

Inetsrv\Redirect.dll

ProtocolSupportModule Performs protocol-related actions, such
as setting response headers and
redirecting headers based on
configuration.

Inetsrv\Protsup.dll

RequestFilteringModule Added in IIS 7.5. Filters requests as
configured to control protocol and
content behavior.

Inetsrv\modrqflt.dll

WebDAVModule Added in IIS 7.5. Allows more secure
publishing of content by using HTTP
over SSL.

Inetsrv\WebDAV.dll

Security ModulesSecurity Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

AnonymousAuthenticationModule Performs Anonymous authentication
when no other authentication method
succeeds.

Inetsrv\Authanon.dll

The new architecture provides the following advantages over previous versions of IIS:

You can control which modules you want on the server.
You can customize a server to a specific role in your environment.
You can use custom modules to replace existing modules or to introduce new features.

The new architecture also improves security and simplifies administration. By removing unnecessary modules, you
reduce the server's attack surface and memory footprint, which is the amount of memory that server worker
processes use on the machine. You also eliminate the need to manage features that are unnecessary for your sites
and applications.

 

The following sections describe the native modules that are available with a full installation of IIS 7 and later. You
can remove them or replace them with custom modules, depending on your needs.

Several modules in IIS 7 and later perform tasks specific to Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) in the request-
processing pipeline. HTTP modules include modules to respond to information and inquiries sent in client headers,
to return HTTP errors, to redirect requests, and more.

Several modules in IIS perform tasks related to security in the request-processing pipeline. In addition, there are
separate modules for each of the authentication schemes, which enable you to select modules for the types of
authentication you want on your server. There are also modules that perform URL authorization, and a module
that filters requests.



BasicAuthenticationModule Performs Basic authentication. Inetsrv\Authbas.dll

CertificateMappingAuthenticationModu
le

Performs Certificate Mapping
authentication using Active Directory.

Inetsrv\Authcert.dll

DigestAuthenticationModule Performs Digest authentication. Inetsrv\Authmd5.dll

IISCertificateMappingAuthenticationMo
dule

Performs Certificate Mapping
authentication using IIS certificate
configuration.

Inetsrv\Authmap.dll

RequestFilteringModule Performs URLScan tasks such as
configuring allowed verbs and file name
extensions, setting limits, and scanning
for bad character sequences.

Inetsrv\Modrqflt.dll

UrlAuthorizationModule Performs URL authorization. Inetsrv\Urlauthz.dll

WindowsAuthenticationModule Performs NTLM integrated
authentication.

Inetsrv\Authsspi.dll

IpRestrictionModule Restricts IPv4 addresses listed in the
ipSecurity list in configuration.

Inetsrv\iprestr.dll

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Content ModulesContent Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

CgiModule Executes Common Gateway Interface
(CGI) processes to build response
output.

Inetsrv\Cgi.dll

DefaultDocumentModule Attempts to return a default document
for requests made to the parent
directory.

Inetsrv\Defdoc.dll

DirectoryListingModule Lists the contents of a directory. Inetsrv\dirlist.dll

IsapiModule Hosts ISAPI extension DLLs. Inetsrv\Isapi.dll

IsapiFilterModule Supports ISAPI filter DLLs. Inetsrv\Filter.dll

ServerSideIncludeModule Processes server-side includes code. Inetsrv\Iis_ssi.dll

StaticFileModule Serves static files. Inetsrv\Static.dll

FastCgiModule Supports FastCGI, which provides a
high-performance alternative to CGI.

Inetsrv\iisfcgi.dll

Compression ModulesCompression Modules

Several modules in IIS perform tasks related to content in the request-processing pipeline. Content modules
include modules to process requests for static files, to return a default page when a client doesn't specify a resource
in a request, to list the contents of a directory, and more.



MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

DynamicCompressionModule Compresses responses and applies Gzip
compression transfer coding to
responses.

Inetsrv\Compdyn.dll

StaticCompressionModule Performs pre-compression of static
content.

Inetsrv\Compstat.dll

Caching ModulesCaching Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

FileCacheModule Provides user mode caching for files and
file handles.

Inetsrv\Cachfile.dll

HTTPCacheModule Provides kernel mode and user mode
caching in HTTP.sys.

Inetsrv\Cachhttp.dll

TokenCacheModule Provides user mode caching of user
name and token pairs for modules that
produce Windows user principals.

Inetsrv\Cachtokn.dll

UriCacheModule Provides user mode caching of URL
information.

Inetsrv\Cachuri.dll

Logging and Diagnostics ModulesLogging and Diagnostics Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

CustomLoggingModule Loads custom logging modules. Inetsrv\Logcust.dll

FailedRequestsTracingModule Supports the Failed Request Tracing
feature.

Inetsrv\Iisfreb.dll

HttpLoggingModule Passes information and processing
status to HTTP.sys for logging.

Inetsrv\Loghttp.dll

RequestMonitorModule Tracks requests currently executing in
worker processes and reports
information with Runtime Status and
Control Application Programming
Interface (RSCA).

Inetsrv\Iisreqs.dll

TracingModule Reports events to Microsoft Event
Tracing for Windows (ETW).

Inetsrv\Iisetw.dll

Two modules in IIS perform compression in the request-processing pipeline.

Several modules in IIS perform tasks related to caching in the request-processing pipeline. Caching improves the
performance of your Web sites and Web applications by storing processed information, such as Web pages, in
memory on the server, and then reusing that information in subsequent requests for the same resource.

Several modules in IIS perform tasks related to logging and diagnostics in the request-processing pipeline. The
logging modules support loading of custom modules and passing information to HTTP.sys. The diagnostics
modules follow and report events during request processing.



Managed Support ModulesManaged Support Modules

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

ManagedEngine Provides integration of managed code
modules in the IIS request-processing
pipeline.

Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\
webengine.dll

ConfigurationValidationModule Validates configuration issues, such as
when an application is running in
Integrated mode but has handlers or
modules declared in the system.web
section.

Inetsrv\validcfg.dll

Managed Modules

NOTENOTE

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

AnonymousIdentification Manages anonymous identifiers, which
are used by features that support
anonymous identification such as
ASP.NET profile.

System.Web.Security.AnonymousIdentifi
cationModule

DefaultAuthentication Ensures that an authentication object is
present in the context.

System.Web.Security.DefaultAuthenticat
ionModule

FileAuthorization Verifies that a user has permission to
access the requested file.

System.Web.Security.FileAuthorizationM
odule

FormsAuthentication Supports authentication by using Forms
authentication.

System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticati
onModule

OutputCache Supports output caching. System.Web.Caching.OutputCacheMod
ule

Profile Manages user profiles by using ASP.NET
profile, which stores and retrieves user
settings in a data source such as a
database.

System.Web.Profile.ProfileModule

RoleManager Manages a RolePrincipal instance for
the current user.

System.Web.Security.RoleManagerMod
ule

A couple of modules in IIS support managed integration in the IIS request-processing pipeline.

 

In addition to native modules, IIS enables you to use managed code modules to extend IIS functionality. Some of
the managed modules, such as UrlAuthorization, have a native module counterpart that provides a native
alternative to the managed module.

Managed modules depend on the ManagedEngine module.

The following table lists the managed modules that are available with a full installation of IIS 7 and later. For more
information about the managed modules, see the .NET Framework SDK 2.0 on MSDN.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88414


Session Supports maintaining session state,
which enables storage of data specific to
a single client within an application on
the server.

System.Web.SessionState.SessionStateM
odule

UrlAuthorization Determines whether the current user is
permitted access to the requested URL,
based on the user name or the list of
roles of which a user is a member.

System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorizationM
odule

UrlMappingsModule Supports mapping a real URL to a more
user-friendly URL.

System.Web.UrlMappingsModule

WindowsAuthentication Sets the identity of the user for an
ASP.NET application when Windows
authentication is enabled.

System.Web.Security.WindowsAuthentic
ationModule

MODULE NAME DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Request Processing in IIS

Application Pools in IIS

NOTENOTE

Integrated application pool modeIntegrated application pool mode

 

In IIS, the IIS and ASP.NET request pipelines combine to process requests with an integrated approach. The new
request-processing architecture consists of an ordered list of native and managed modules that perform specific
tasks in response to requests.

This design provides several benefits over previous versions of IIS. First, all file types can use features that were
originally available only to managed code. For example, you can now use ASP.NET Forms authentication and
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) authorization for static files, Active Server Pages (ASP) files, and all other file
types in your sites and applications.

Second, this design eliminates the duplication of several features in IIS and ASP.NET. For example, when a client
requests a managed file, the server calls the appropriate authentication module in the integrated pipeline to
authenticate the client. In previous versions of IIS, this same request would go through an authentication process
in both the IIS pipeline and in the ASP.NET pipeline.

Third, you can manage all of the modules in one location, instead of managing some features in IIS and some in
the ASP.NET configuration. This simplifies the administration of sites and applications on the server.

 

Application pools separate applications by process boundaries to prevent an application from affecting another
application on the server. In IIS 7 and later, application pools continue to use IIS 6.0 worker process isolation mode.
In addition, you can now specify a setting that determines how to process requests that involve managed
resources: Integrated mode or Classic mode.

In IIS 6.0, worker process isolation mode and IIS 5.0 isolation mode are set at the server level. This makes it impossible to run
both isolation modes on the same server. However, in IIS 7 and later, Integrated mode and Classic mode are set at the
application pool level, which enables you to run applications simultaneously in application pools with different process modes
on the same server.

When an application pool is in Integrated mode, you can take advantage of the integrated request-processing
architecture of IIS and ASP.NET. When a worker process in an application pool receives a request, the request



Classic application pool modeClassic application pool mode

HTTP Request Processing in IIS

passes through an ordered list of events. Each event calls the necessary native and managed modules to process
portions of the request and to generate the response.

There are several benefits to running application pools in Integrated mode. First the request-processing models of
IIS and ASP.NET are integrated into a unified process model. This model eliminates steps that were previously
duplicated in IIS and ASP.NET, such as authentication. Additionally, Integrated mode enables the availability of
managed features to all content types.

When an application pool is in Classic mode, IIS 7 and later handles requests in the same way as in IIS 6.0 worker
process isolation mode. ASP.NET requests first go through native processing steps in IIS and are then routed to
Aspnet_isapi.dll for processing of managed code in the managed runtime. Finally, the request is routed back
through IIS to send the response.

This separation of the IIS and ASP.NET request-processing models results in duplication of some processing steps,
such as authentication and authorization. Additionally, managed code features, such as Forms authentication, are
only available to ASP.NET applications or applications for which you have script mapped all requests to be handled
by aspnet_isapi.dll.

Be sure to test your existing applications for compatibility in Integrated mode before upgrading a production
environment to IIS 7 and later and assigning applications to application pools in Integrated mode. You should only
add an application to an application pool in Classic mode if the application fails to work in Integrated mode. For
example, your application might rely on an authentication token passed from IIS to the managed runtime, and, due
to the new architecture in IIS 7 and later, the process breaks your application.

 

IIS 7 and later have a similar HTTP request-processing flow as IIS 6.0. The diagrams in this section provide an
overview of an HTTP request in process.

The following list describes the request-processing flow that is shown in Figure 1:

1. When a client browser initiates an HTTP request for a resource on the Web server, HTTP.sys intercepts the
request.

2. HTTP.sys contacts WAS to obtain information from the configuration store.
3. WAS requests configuration information from the configuration store, applicationHost.config.
4. The WWW Service receives configuration information, such as application pool and site configuration.
5. The WWW Service uses the configuration information to configure HTTP.sys.
6. WAS starts a worker process for the application pool to which the request was made.
7. The worker process processes the request and returns a response to HTTP.sys.
8. The client receives a response.



Figure 1: Overview of an HTTP Request

In a worker process, an HTTP request passes through several ordered steps, called events, in the Web Server Core.
At each event, a native module processes part of the request, such as authenticating the user or adding information
to the event log. If a request requires a managed module, the native ManagedEngine module creates an
AppDomain, where the managed module can perform the necessary processing, such as authenticating a user with
Forms authentication. When the request passes through all of the events in the Web Server Core, the response is
returned to HTTP.sys. Figure 2, below, shows an HTTP request entering the worker process.

Figure 2: Detail of a HTTP request inside the Worker Process

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/introduction-to-iis/introduction-to-iis-architecture/_static/image1.png
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.0 and later The features described in this article were introduced in IIS 7.0.

IIS 6.0 and earlier The features described in this article were not supported prior
to IIS 7.0.

Componentization

Extensibility

by IIS Team, Mike Volodarsky

The IIS 7 and later web servers have a completely modular architecture which offers three key benefits:

Componentization
Extensibility
ASP.NET Integration

All of the Web server features are now managed as standalone components which you can easily add, remove, and
replace. This enables several key advantages over previous versions of IIS:

1. Secure the server by reducing the attack surface area. Reducing surface area is one of the most powerful
ways to secure a server system. With IIS, you can remove all unused server features, achieving the minimum
surface area possible while preserving the functionality of your application.

2. Improve performance and reduce memory footprint. By removing unused server features, you can also
reduce the amount of memory the server uses, and improve performance by reducing the amount of feature
code that executes on every request to your application.

3. Build custom / specialized servers. By selecting a particular set of server features, you can build custom
servers that are optimized for performing a specific function within your application topology, such as edge
caching or load balancing. You can add custom features to extend or replace any existing functionality using
your own or third party server components built on the new extensibility APIs. The componentized architecture
provides long term benefits to the IIS community: it facilitates the development of new server features as they
are needed both inside Microsoft and among third party developers.

IIS has also componentized the powerful HTTP process activation model introduced in IIS 6.0 with Application
Pools. The HTTP process activation model is available for more than just Web applications, receiving requests or
messages over any protocol. This protocol independent service is called the Windows Process Activation Service
(WAS). The Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) ships with protocol adapters that can leverage the
capabilities of the WAS, improving the reliability and resource usage of WCF services.

Developers can leverage the modular architecture of IIS to build powerful server components that extend or
replace the existing Web server features and add value to web applications hosted on IIS.

Here are reasons to develop for IIS:

1. Empower Web applications. Extending IIS enables Web applications to benefit from functionality that in

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/introduction-to-iis/iis-web-server-overview.md
https://github.com/leanserver
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms735119.aspx


ASP.NET Integration

many cases cannot be easily provided at the application layer. Using the IIS ASP.NET or native C++
extensibility, developers can build solutions that add value for all application components, such as custom
authentication schemes, monitoring and logging, security filtering, load balancing, content redirection, and state
management.

2. Better development experience. The brand new C++ extensibility model alleviates most of the problems
that previously plagued the ISAPI development, introducing a simplified object oriented API that promotes
writing robust server code. In addition, better Visual Studio integration further improves the experience of
developing for IIS.

3. Use the full power of ASP.NET. ASP.NET integration enables server modules to be rapidly developed with
the familiar interfaces of ASP.NET 2.0 and rich ASP.NET application services. ASP.NET modules can provide
services uniformly to ASP, CGI, static files and other content types, and can fully extend the server without the
limitation present in previous versions of IIS.

IIS allows Web applications to fully leverage the powerful features and extensibility of ASP.NET 2.0. ASP.NET
features including forms-based authentication, membership, session state and many others can be used for all
types of content, providing a unified experience across the entire Web application. Developers can use the familiar
ASP.NET extensibility model and rich .NET APIs to build IIS server features that are as powerful as those written
using the native C++ APIs.

Use the links below to start learning the aspects of IIS configuration, see a lab about getting started and download
kits with resources readily available on IIS.NET.

Start Learning

IIS Modules Overview
ASP.NET Integration with IIS
How to Take Advantage of the IIS Integrated Pipeline
End-to-End Extensibility Example
Building a Customized Server
Develop a Module Using .NET
Develop a Native (C\C++) Module

Get Started

Windows Server 2008 R2 Evaluation Editions and Virtual Labs

Downloads

Managed Module Starter Kit
Native (C\C++) Module Starter Kit

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/index
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/windows-server/2008-r2-trial.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community
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VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.0 and later The features described in this article were introduced in IIS
7.0.

IIS 6.0 and earlier The features described in this article were not supported prior
to IIS 7.0.

Introduction

Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

To install I IS Using the Web Platform InstallerTo install I IS Using the Web Platform Installer

To Perform a Full Installation of I IS on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10To Perform a Full Installation of I IS on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

by IIS Team, Mike Volodarsky

The IIS 7 and above Web server feature set is componentized into more than thirty independent modules.

A module is either a Win32 DLL (native module) or a .NET 2.0 type contained within an assembly (managed
module). Similar to a set of building blocks, modules are added to the server in order to provide the desired
functionality for your applications. Likewise, all IIS modules can be removed, or replaced with custom modules
developed using the IIS C++ APIs, or the familiar ASP.NET 2.0 APIs.

This article describes common IIS module management tasks, and details each module including its configuration
settings and the potential effect a module removal has on the Web server. The management examples are given
using both the graphical IIS Manager and the AppCmd command line tool.

 

To follow the steps in this document it is best to do a full install of IIS.

Not all editions of Windows support all available IIS features. To see which features of IIS are supported on your operating
system, you will need to consult the documentation which shipped with your version of Windows.

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to easily install IIS, and applications that run on IIS. The Web PI
is a free, lightweight tool that lets you install IIS and related technologies such as ASP.NET, SQL Server Express,
Visual Web Developer, other popular Web applications, and more. Because the Web PI installs the latest versions
of available Web Platform offerings, with just a few simple clicks you can download and install any new tools or
updates. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more and install the Web PI.

1. Click Start and then click Control Panel.
2. In the Control Panel, click Programs.
3. Under Programs and Features, click Turn Windows features on or off.
4. In the Windows Features dialog, expand Internet Information Services and select all features.

You may need to expand some categories to select all the features in that category.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/introduction-to-iis/iis-modules-overview.md
https://github.com/leanserver
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510


To Perform a Full Install of I IS on Windows Server 2008/R2, Windows Server 2012/R2, or Windows Server 2016To Perform a Full Install of I IS on Windows Server 2008/R2, Windows Server 2012/R2, or Windows Server 2016

Getting Started with Modules

NOTENOTE

To Install a Native ModuleTo Install a Native Module

<globalModules>
 <addname="DefaultDocumentModule"image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\defdoc.dll"/>
 <addname="DirectoryListingModule"image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\dirlist.dll"/>
 <add name="StaticFileModule"image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\static.dll"/>
 ...

</globalModules>

To Uninstall a Native ModuleTo Uninstall a Native Module

5. Click OK.

1. Open Server Manager > Roles and select Web Server (IIS).
2. Check all features under Web Server.

 

In order to add a module to the server, you must perform two steps:

1. Install a module on the server (native modules only).
2. Enable the module in an application.

The first step registers the module globally with the server, making it available within each server worker process.
It is necessary only for native modules due to the trusted nature of native code, and is available only to
administrators.

A native module has unrestricted access to any resource available to the server worker process, just like an ISAPI filter or
extension in previous versions. Because of this unrestricted access, you should install only native modules that come from a
trusted source.

The second step enables the module to execute within a particular application and effectively allows the
application administrator to control the server features enabled for the application. This step allows both installed
native modules and managed modules to be enabled for each application.

  

In order to install a native module, it must be registered with the server using one of the options below:

Manually editing the IIS configuration store. In IIS 7.5 and later you can use the Configuration Editor in the IIS
Manager.
Using the IIS Manager
Using the AppCmd.exe command line tool

All three of these options result in the module entry being added to the <globalModules> IIS configuration
section, which can be set only at the server level. To examine the contents of this section, open the root
configuration file located in %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config , and search for the string "
<globalModules>".

After a full IIS installation, this section contains an entry for each of the native modules shipped with IIS,
specifying a name and the path to the module DLL:

All of these modules are described in detail later in this document.

You can uninstall a native module if that module is no longer in use on the server, or if you would like to replace it



NOTENOTE

Enabling a Module for an ApplicationEnabling a Module for an Application

<modules>
<addname="DefaultDocumentModule" />
<addname="DirectoryListingModule" />
<add name="StaticFileModule"/>
 ...

</modules>

Disabling a Module in an ApplicationDisabling a Module in an Application

with another module. Remove the corresponding module entry from the <globalModules> configuration list, and
the associated entry in the <modules>  configuration list using one of the following options:

Manually editing the IIS configuration store. In IIS 7.5 and above you can use the Configuration Editor.
Using the IIS Manager
Using the AppCmd.exe command line tool

Because the <globalModules> configuration section can be set only at the server level, you must be an administrator to
uninstall a module.

 

A module must be enabled before it can provide service for a particular application. In order to enable a native
module, it must first be installed on the server (see the previous section, To Install a Native Module).

A managed module does not require installation, and can be enabled directly for each application. This allows
applications to include their managed modules directly within the application by registering them in the
application's web.config file, and providing the implementation in /BIN or /App_Code directories.

To enable a module, do one of the following:

Manually edit the IIS configuration store, either globally to enable the module for all applications on the server,
or in a particular web.config file located within each application for which you would like to enable this module.
In IIS 7.5 or above you can use the Configuration Editor.
Use the IIS Manager
Use the AppCmd.exe command line tool

All three of these options add the module entry to the <modules>  IIS configuration section, which is can be set at
both the server level and application level. Examine the contents of this section by opening the root configuration
file located in %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config , and searching for the string "
<modules>".

Unlike native modules, a managed module does not require adding an entry to the <globalModules>
configuration section.

After a full IIS installation, the configuration section contains an entry for each of the modules (both managed and
native) that shipped with IIS. The entry indicates that all these modules are enabled by default for all applications
on the server. Each entry in this section specifies either the name of a native module that was previously installed
on the server, or the name and .NET type of a managed module:

 

Disable a module if that module is no longer in use in the application, or if you want to replace it with another
module. To disable a module, remove the corresponding module entry from the <modules>  configuration
collection for a particular application where you do not want this module to execute. If the module is enabled at
the server level, remove it there to disable it in all applications on the server by default. Use one of the following
options to remove the module at the server level:



NOTENOTE

Preconditions

<addname="FormsAuthentication"type="System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule" 
preCondition="managedHandler" />

<modules runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests="true"/>

Querying, Adding and Removing Modules Using the IIS Manager

Manually edit the <system.webServer>/<modules> configuration section in your application.
Use the IIS Manager.
Use the AppCmd.exe command line tool.

After the module is removed from the application, it will not be active in that application. However, if the module
is native, it will still be loaded in the server worker process, and may be used by other applications that did not
remove it.

The configuration section is unlocked by default if ASP.NET is installed. This default unlocking allows applications to disable
both native and managed modules enabled globally, and to add new managed modules. This configuration section can be
locked at the server level to prevent modification entirely, or prevent removal of specific module entries if desired by the
Administrator.

 

There is another attribute on a module entry called precondition. The IIS core engine uses preconditions to
determine when to enable a particular module. Performance reasons, for example, might determine that you only
want to execute managed modules for requests that also go to a managed handler. The precondition in the
following example (precondition="managedHandler") only enables the forms authentication module for requests
that are also handled by a managed handler, such as requests to .aspx or .asmx files:

If you remove the attribute precondition="managedHandler", Forms Authentication also applies to content that is
not served by managed handlers, such as .html, .jpg, .doc, but also for classic ASP (.asp) or PHP (.php) extensions.
See "How to Take Advantage of IIS Integrated Pipeline" for an example of enabling ASP.NET modules to run for
all content.

You can also use a shortcut to enable all managed (ASP.NET) modules to run for all requests in your application,
regardless of the "managedHandler" precondition. To enable all managed modules to run for all requests without
configuring each module entry to remove the "managedHandler" precondition, use the
runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests property in the <modules>  section:

When you use this property, the "managedHandler" precondition has no effect and all managed modules run for
all requests.

 

The IIS Manager provides an easy way to query, add or remove modules.

1. To open the IIS Manager, click Start, type inetmgr in the Search box, and then press ENTER.
2. Click the computer name of your IIS server.
3. Click the Modules icon in the IIS category.



To manage the enabled modules for a particular applicationTo manage the enabled modules for a particular application

To remove a module from your applicationTo remove a module from your application

Figure 1: IIS Manager

1. Connect to that application using the tree view on the left.
2. Navigate to the Modules feature pane.
3. Click Add Managed Module to add a Managed Module to your application. Add Native Module only

allows you to add a module that is already registered on the Server level.

1. Click the module in the list. The Remove task displays in the left pane.
2. Click Remove.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/introduction-to-iis/iis-modules-overview/_static/image1.jpg
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Managing Modules from the Command Line

To install a module using AppCmd.exeTo install a module using AppCmd.exe

Appcmd.exe install module /name:MODULE_NAME /image:PATH_TO_DLL

NOTENOTE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe install module /name:DefaultDocumentModule 
/image:%windir%\system32\inetsrv\defdoc.dll

To uninstall a module using AppCmd.exeTo uninstall a module using AppCmd.exe

Appcmd.exe uninstall module MODULE_NAME

NOTENOTE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe uninstall module DefaultDocumentModule

To list the modules enabled either for an application or globallyTo list the modules enabled either for an application or globally

Appcmd.exe list modules [/app.name:APPLICATION_NAME]

Figure 2: Modules List in IIS Manager

 

To quickly manage modules from the command line, or script module management tasks, use the AppCmd.exe
command line tool.

At the Command Prompt, type the following command, replacing values in italics with the values for the module
on your computer.

Installing a native module automatically enables it at the server level.

For example, the following command installs the Default Document module.

If you run the command on a computer where the module is already loaded, you wil get an error message similar
to the following:

ERROR (message:Failed to add duplicate collection element "DefaultDocumentModule".)

At the Command Prompt, type the following command, replacing values in italics with the values for the module
on your computer.

Uninstalling a module automatically disables it at the server level.

For example, the following command uninstalls the Default Document module. This command is provided only as
example. You should only run it on a test server.

At the Command Prompt, type the following command, replacing values in italic text with the values for the
module on your computer.

For example, the following command lists the modules enabled for the Default Web Site.



%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list modules /app.name:"Default Web Site"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list modules

To enable a module either for a particular application or globallyTo enable a module either for a particular application or globally

Appcmd.exe add module /name:MODULE_NAME /type:MGD_TYPE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe add module /name:FormsAuthentication 
/type:System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule /app.name:"Default Web Site"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe add module /name:FormsAuthentication 
/type:System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule

To disable a module either for a particular application or globallyTo disable a module either for a particular application or globally

Appcmd.exe delete module MODULE_NAME [/app.name:APPLICATION_NAME]

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe delete module FormsAuthentication /app.name:"Default Web Site"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe delete module FormsAuthentication

To get more help on the syntax for each of the App Cmd.exe commandsTo get more help on the syntax for each of the App Cmd.exe commands

Appcmd.exe module /?

Appcmd.exe install module /?Appcmd add module /?

Module Reference

And this command lists the modules installed globally.

At the Command Prompt, type the following command, replacing values in italic text with the values for the
module on your computer.

For example, the following command adds the Forms Authentication module to the Default Web Site.

And this command adds the Forms Authentication Module globally.

At the Command Prompt, type the following command, replacing values in italic text with the values for the
module on your computer.

For example, the following command removes the Forms Authentication module from the Default Web Site.

And this command removes the Forms Authentication Module globally.

To display the commands supported on the Module object type the following command:

To display the usage of each command, type the following command:



Utility ModulesUtility Modules

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE

Description: Implements a generic cache for URL-specific server state, such
as configuration. With this module, the server only reads
configuration for the first request for a particular URL, and
reuse it on subsequent requests until it changes.

Configuration sections: None.

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Performance loss due to state cached for each URL retrieval
for every request.

Module Name: FileCacheModule

Description: Caches file handles for files opened by the server engine and
modules.

Configuration sections: None.

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Performance loss. If file handles are not cached, the files have
to be opened for every request.

Module Name: TokenCacheModule

Description: Caches windows security tokens for password based
authentication schemes (anonymous authentication, basic
authentication, IIS client certificate authentication).

Configuration sections: None.

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Performance loss. The users must be logged on for every
request if the token is not cached. A major performance
impact may result. For example, if a password protected html
page references 50 images that are also protected, 51
logonUser calls to the local account database, or worse, to an
off-box domain controller, result in a performance issue.

Module Name: ManagedEngine

Description: Managed Engine has a special place within all the other
modules. It is responsible for providing the IIS integration to
hook up with the ASP.NET runtime.

The IIS server is ready for customizing. Read the following list carefully to avoid side-effects, feature loss or
removing security features.

These modules do not provide request services, but instead assist the server engine with its internal operation.



Configuration sections:

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module ASP.NET integration will be disabled. None of the managed
modules declared in the <modules>  or ASP.NET handlers
declared in the <handlers>  section are called when the
Application Pool runs in Integrated Mode.

Module Name: HttpCacheModule

Description: The HttpCacheModule implements the IIS output cache and
also the logic for caching items in the http.sys cache. Set the
cache size, output cache profiles etc. via configuration.

Configuration sections: System.webServer/caching

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Content will no longer be cached in kernel mode. Cache
profiles are ignored. Removing the HttpCacheModule will
probably have adverse effects on performance and resource
usage.

Module Name: DynamicCompressionModule

Description: Implements in-memory compression of dynamic content.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpCompression and
system.webServer/urlCompression.

Dependencies: There will not be any dependencies because Dynamic
compression is turned off by default.

Module Name: StaticCompressionModule

Description: Implements compression (in memory as well as persistent in
the file system) of static content.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpCompression and
system.webServer/urlCompression

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Potential Bandwidth saturation due to uncompressed content
being sent back to the client.

Module Name: DefaultDocumentModule

Description: Implements default document functionality. Requests that
come in with a trailing / will be rerouted to a document in the
default document list.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Configuration sections: system.webServer/defaultDocument

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Requests to /, for example http://localhost/, return a 404
error. If a directoryBrowsing is enabled, a directory listing is
generated.

Module Name: DirectoryListingModule

Description: Implements directory browsing functionality.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/directoryBrowse

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module If the neither the default document module nor the
directoryListing Module handle a request for a /, an empty
response returns.

Module Name: ProtocolSupportModule

Description: Implements custom and redirect response headers.
Implements the trace and Options HTTP verbs. Implements
the supports which allow or turn off keep-alive support via
configuration.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpProtocol

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module TRACE or OPTIONS requests return a "405 Method not
allowed" error message.

Module Name: HttpRedirectionModule

Description: Implements redirect functionality.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpRedirect

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Potential security issue if resources were protected by
redirection. When the Redirection module is removed, the
content becomes accessible again.

Module Name: ServerSideIncludeModule

Description: Implements server side includes. This module is mapped as a
handler, only executing for requests ending in .stm, .shtm and
.shtml.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE

http://localhost/


Configuration sections: system.webServer/serverSideInclude

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module The static file module handles.stm, .shtm and .shtml files. If
this module has a mimeMap for these extensions the files
become served as text. Note, however, that this is not the
default.

Module Name: StaticFileModule

Description: Sends out static files with the file extension .html, .jpg, as well
as many others. The staticContent/mimeMap configuration
collection determines the list of file extensions.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/staticContent

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Static files no longer become served. Requests for files return
a 404 Not Found error indicating that no handler was
matched.

Module Name: AnonymousAuthenticationModule

Description: Implements anonymous authentication. This module
generates the HttpUser object if a URL is configured to allow
anonymous authentication.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authentication/anonymousAuthen
tication

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module At least one authentication module must be configured. The
IIS server core checks after the authentication phase if the
HttpUser object is populated. The HttpUser object is an IIS
data structure. A 401.2 error generates if there is no
authentication populating the HttpUser object.

Module Name: CertificateMappingAuthenticationModule

Description: Maps SSL client certificates to an Active Directory account
(Active Directory Certificate Mapping).

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authentication/clientCertificateMa
ppingAuthentication

Dependencies: SSL must be configured for this module to work. The IIS
machine must also be a member of an Active Directory
domain.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Potential issues when removing this module Requests are normally allowed if Active Directory Certificate
Mapping is used to protect a directory; in this case, the
module is removed.

Module Name: BasicAuthenticationModule

Description: implements HTTP Basic authentication described in RFC 2617.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authentication/basicAuthentication

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module At least one authentication module has must be configured.
The IIS server core checks after the authentication phase if
the HttpUser object is populated. The HttpUser object is an
IIS data structure. A 401.2 error generates if there is no
authentication populating the HttpUser object.

Module Name: WindowsAuthenticationModule

Description: Implements Windows authentication (NTLM or Negotiate
(Kerberos)).

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentica
tion

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module At least one authentication module must be configured. The
IIS server core checks after the authentication phase if the
HttpUser object is populated. The HttpUser object is an IIS
data structure. A 401.2 error is generates if there is no
authentication populating the HttpUser object.

Module Name: DigestAuthenticationModule

Description: Implements digest authentication described in RFC 2617.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authentication/digestAuthenticatio
n

Dependencies: IIS server must be part of an Active Directory domain.

Potential issues when removing this module At least one authentication module must be configured. The
IIS server core checks after the authentication phase if the
HttpUser object is populated. The HttpUser object is an IIS
data structure. A 401.2 error is generates if there is no
authentication populating the HttpUser object.

Module Name: IISCertificateMappingAuthenticationModule

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Description: Implements IIS certificate mapping. Maps SSL client
certificates to a Windows account. Contrary to Active
Directory Certificate mapping, user credentials and mapping
rules are stored within the IIS configuration store

Configuration sections: system.webServer/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication

Dependencies: SSL with the requirement to receive client certificates has to
be configured for this module to work.

Potential issues when removing this module At least one authentication module must be configured. The
IIS server core checks after the authentication phase if the
HttpUser object is populated. The HttpUser object is an IIS
data structure. A 401.2 error generates if there is no
authentication populating the HttpUser object.

Module Name: UrlAuthorizationModule

Description: Implements authorization based on configuration rules.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/authorization

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Authorization rules which protected content are no longer
evaluated. Content that was supposed to be protected might
be served.

Module Name: IsapiModule

Description: Implements ISAPI Extension functionality.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/isapiCgiRestriction

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module ISAPI Extensions mapped in the <handlers>  section
(modules="IsapiModule") or explicitely called ISAPI Extensions
will no longer work.

Module Name: IsapiFilterModule

Description: Implements ISAPI filter functionality.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/isapiFilters

Dependencies: None.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Potential issues when removing this module ISAPI filters often implement functionality applications rely on.
Examples are ASP.NET or SharePoint. ASP.NET for example
needs the aspnet_filter.dll to protect sensitive content and to
rewrite URLs. Removing this module prevents IIS from loading
ISAPI filters. Applications might stop working or sensitive
content may be exposed.

Module Name: IpRestrictionModule

Description: Implements an authorization scheme based on the IPv4
address of the client request.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/ipSecurity

Dependencies: IPv4 stack must be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module Clients with IP addresses on the ipSecurity list will be allowed.

Module Name: RequestFilteringModule

Description: Implements a powerful set of security rules which reject
suspicious request at a very early stage. This module is the
successor to the ISAPI filter UrlScan.DLL that was shipped for
IIS 5.0 and 6.0.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/security/requestFiltering

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module If this module is removed, the rules specified in the
requestFiltering section no longer apply. Potential security
issues may result.

Module Name: CustomLoggingModule

Description: Implements the ILogPlugin interface on top of IIS. ILogPlugin
is a previous COM implmentation that allowed customers to
extend IIS logging. We do not not recommend extending IIS
using this interface. Instead, customers should write a module
and subscribe to the RQ_LOG_REQUEST notification.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpLogging and
system.applicationhost/sites/site/logFile/customLogPluginClsi
d

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module A custom log plug-in will no longer be called. For example,
ODBC Logging is implemented as ILogPlugin.

Module Name: CustomErrorModule

Description: Implements custom errors and the IIS detailed error feature.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpErrors

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module IIS returns blank pages with minimal information when errors
within the core server occur. Remote users may see detailed
error information coming from server components which can
result in disclosing information.

Module Name: HttpLoggingModule

Description: Implements standard IIS logging by telling HTTP.SYS what to
log.

Configuration sections: system.applicationHost/log and
system.webServer/httpLogging

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Standard IIS logging will no longer work.

Module Name: FailedRequestsTracingModule

Description: Implements tracing of failed requests. Define and set rules for
failed requests via configuration.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/tracing and system.webServer/httpTracing

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Tracing http requests will no longer work.

Module Name: RequestMonitorModule

Description: Implements the IIS Run-time State and Control Interface
(RSCA). RSCA allows users to query for run-time information
such as currently executing request, start/stop state of a web-
site, or currently executing application domains.

Configuration sections: None.

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Tools will be unable to enumerate currently executing
requests.

Module Name: CgiModule

Description: Implements CGI on top of IIS.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/cgi and
system.webServer/isapiCgiRestriction

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE



Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module CGI programs will stop working.

Module Name: TracingModule

Description: Implements ETW tracing.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/httpTracing

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module ETW tracing will not work if this module is removed.

Module Name: ConfigurationValidationModule

Description: Validates that ASP.NET application configuration has been
migrated to work in Integrated mode.

Configuration sections: system.webServer/Validation

Dependencies: None.

Potential issues when removing this module Applications that specify legacy ASP.NET configuration for
modules and handlers will not generate migration errors; a
new application that has not been migrated will function
incorrectly.

MODULE NAME: URICACHEMODULE

Managed Modules:Managed Modules:

MODULE NAME: OUTPUTCACHE

Description: Implements the ASP.NET Output Caching feature.

Configuration sections: system.web/caching/outputCache

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module has to be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module ASP.NET will be unable to output cache responses to pages
configured to be output cached.

Module Name: Session

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details

Configuration sections: system.web/sessionState

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module must be installed

Potential issues when removing this module Managed session state is not available.



Module Name: WindowsAuthentication

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections: system.web/authentication

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module has to be installed

Potential issues when removing this module WindowsAuthentication.OnAuthenticate event will not be
raised, which may prevent some custom ASP.NET
authentication code from running. Also, the authenticated
user will not be replaced with the UNC user when on UNC
share (legacy ASP.NET behavior). This module does not affect
NTLM/Kerberos authentication for ASP.NET applications in
Integrated mode, and is not required outside of the
WindowsAuthentication.OnAuthenticate event and the legacy
UNC behavior.

Module Name: FormsAuthentication

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections: system.web/authentication

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module has to be installed

Potential issues when removing this module ASP.NET forms-based authentication feature will not be
available, resulting in clients with forms authentication tickets
not being able to access protected resources.

Module Name: DefaultAuthentication

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections: system.web/authentication

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module has to be installed

Potential issues when removing this module Some ASP.NET features may not work for anonymous
requests if ASP.NET authentication mode is Forms. Also,
DefaultAuthentication.OnAuthenticate event will not be
raised.

Module Name: RoleManager

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections: None.

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module must be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module Role Manager functionality not available.

MODULE NAME: OUTPUTCACHE



Module Name: UrlAuthorization

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details. The native
UrlAuthorization module implements URL authorization
functionality in native code. This provides a scalable and fast
native alternative for the managed URL authorization module.

Configuration sections: system.web/authorization.

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module must be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module ASP.NET authorization rules will be ignored, possibly resulting
in information disclosure and other security compromises.

Module Name: AnonymousIdentification

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections:

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module has to be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module The anonymous identification feature used by the ASP.NET
Profile will not work.

Module Name: Profile

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections:

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module must be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module The ASP.NET Profile feature will not work.

Module Name: UrlMappingsModule

Description: See ASP.NET 2.0 documentation for details.

Configuration sections:

Dependencies: ManagedEngine module must be installed.

Potential issues when removing this module The ASP.NET URL mappings will not work.

MODULE NAME: OUTPUTCACHE
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Introduction

Distributed Configuration

What's Where

ApplicationHost.configApplicationHost.config

by IIS Team, Saad Ladki

In previous versions of IIS, moving a Web site from one server to another meant that you had to explicitly
configure IIS application settings in the machine-level metabase repository before the application could function
properly. With IIS 7.0 and later, however, the process of deploying a Web site is now much easier.

 

IIS 7.0 and later offer some major improvements to the way configuration data is stored and accessed. The old
centralized configuration store, found in the previous releases of IIS (known as the metabase), is gone.

Instead, IIS 7.0 and later feature a new delegated configuration system based on a hierarchy of distributed XML
configuration files. This hierarchy is made up of a global ApplicationHost.config file, which contains server-level
configuration defaults, and distributed Web.config files located within the application's directory structure. These
are the same Web.config files that are used by the ASP.NET application framework to store application settings in
a portable way. As a result, IIS and ASP.NET configuration settings can be stored side-by-side using clean,
strongly-structured XML directives.

IIS continues to support existing setup code that uses ABO APIs to write to the legacy metabase or scripts that use
the higher-level Active Directory® Service Interfaces (ADSI) and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
objects to configure IIS. It does this by providing a compatibility layer that emulates the ABO APIs, on top of which
all other legacy configuration APIs are based. This allows such scripts to read and change configuration just like
they did in the previous releases of IIS. For more information about the metabase compatibility feature in IIS 7.0
and later, see IIS Configuration Compatibility.

 

As mentioned earlier, the new distributed configuration hierarchy is made up of the following XML configuration
files:

This is the main configuration file for IIS 7.0 and later. The ApplicationHost.config file stores global or computer-
wide configuration settings and is located at the root level of the Web server in the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  directory. There are two major configuration sections in this file:

system.applicationHost - Contains configuration settings for sites, applications, virtual directories, and
application pools. These are centralized settings that cannot be distributed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/introduction-to-iis/web-site-deployment-made-easy.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


Web.configWeb.config

NOTENOTE

Redirection.configRedirection.config

Benefits

system.webServer - Contains configuration for all other settings, including global defaults. These settings can
be delegated and distributed.

URL-specific configuration settings can either be stored directly within the code or in the content directories of a
Web site using Web.config files. These are the same Web.config files that are used by the ASP.NET application
framework to store application settings.

You can also store URL-specific configuration settings in the ApplicationHost.config file using <location>  tags.

Contains settings used to redirect a Web server to configuration files and schemas located on another computer.

 

Distributed configuration unleashes many powerful capabilities in IIS which:

Enable developers to specify configuration for a Web site or application in the same directory as the code or
content.
Allow moving Web sites and applications from development to test or from test into production as simply a
matter of copying the configuration files, along with the code and content, over to the new computer. Your Web
site is up and running immediately with the desired settings in place.
Enable administrators to share configuration information easily across multiple front-end Web servers and
Web farms (once a Web site is in production), avoiding costly and error-prone replication and manual
synchronization issues. You can do this by storing Web.config files on a back-end file server and referencing
them from multiple front-end Web servers.
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Scenario Description

Web Server Scenarios
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

Build a Static Website on IIS Shows how to install IIS with the minimum module
configuration to server static websites. Describes how to add
a website, configure anonymous authentication, set up a
default document, set up static content compression, use IIS
logging, and filter requests.

Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS Shows how to install IIS with the modules required to server
classic ASP websites. Explains how to add a websites and edit
ASP application settings.

Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS Guides you through planning, installing, and configuring an
ASP.NET website on IIS. Describes what IIS modules to install.
Shows how to configure ASP.NET settings, such as session
state, pages and controls, application settings, .NET
compilation and globalization settings. Explains how to
configure data source settings. And shows how to improve
security with application isolation, .NET trust levels, .NET
authentication, machine key settings, and SSL
communication.

by IIS Team, Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The IIS web server provides a secure, easy-to-manage, modular and extensible platform for reliably hosting
websites, services, and applications. The web server scenarios provide end-to-end instructions on how to plan,
install, and configure IIS to host various types of services and applications.

Each scenario is self-contained. You can read them in any order and concentrate on those scenarios that most
closely meet your needs.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/introduction-to-iis/hosting-friendly-web-server-platform-iis-scenario-overview.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Build a PHP Website on IIS Guides you through planning, installing, and configuring a
PHP website on IIS. Describes what IIS modules to install.
Describes how to configure essential PHP settings. Explains
how to configure WinCache and other PHP extensions.
Describes how to improve security of a PHP application on
IIS.

Build an FTP Site on IIS Shows how to install FTP on an existing IIS web server.
Describes how to add an FTP site, configure FTP site defaults,
fire wall support, user isolation, and directory browsing
options. Shows how to configure logon attempt restrictions,
request filtering, FTP logging, and FTP messages.

Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers Guides you through planning, installing, and configuring a
simple server farm with IIS servers. Helps you plan and
configure the farm infrastructure. Shows how set up load
balancing by using Application Request Routing (ARR).
Describes how to set up shared content and shared
configuration. Shows how to set up a central certificate store
for SSL certificates. Explains how to set up FTP and Web
Deploy on the server farm.

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

Practical Applications

See Also

CONTENT TYPE REFERENCES

Deployment Deployment to a Hosting Provider

Operations IIS.NET

Troubleshooting IIS Troubleshooters

Security Secure Windows Server 2012

Tools and Settings Web Server (IIS) Administration Cmdlets in Windows
PowerShell

Community Resources IIS Blogs

Related Technologies ASP.NET

Whether you are an IT professional, a web developer, or you want to set up your own web server, this scenario
can help you install IIS and configure it to serve your web application.

The following table contains links to resources related to IIS 8.

https://www.asp.net/web-forms/tutorials/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider-introduction-1-of-12
https://www.iis.net/
https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831360.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh867899.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/
https://www.asp.net/


Serving New Content
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

More flexible deployment options let you decide exactly how you want your Web content served by IIS. This
tutorial covers creating your first Web site, Web application and Virtual Directory through the new IIS Manager
user interface.

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/serving-new-content.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/serving-new-content
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Introduction

by IIS Team, Tobin Titus

IIS 7.0 and later have a new user interface from previous versions of IIS: the IIS Manager. This article describes the
look and feel, feature delegation, interaction with configuration, and remoting. Note that some versions of IIS may
not have some of the functionality/features discussed in this document.

Why did it have to change? Here are a few top reasons:

IIS and ASP.NET work together: IIS 6.0 users right-click on a web site, select "All Properties", and get a
dialog with a number of tabs for different settings. With IIS 7.0 and above, IIS Manager needed to show
configuration for new features like Output Caching, Failed Request Tracing, and Request Filtering, as well as
configuration for ASP.NET and relevant portions of the .NET Framework. The new functionality would have
required many more of new tabs, an unacceptable option.
Delegated Administration: Moving our configuration from the metabase to the .NET configuration system
means that users can, if permitted, set IIS configuration in web.config files. For example, configuration for an
application http://www.contoso.com/sales can be written to the root config file applicationHost.config, to the
site http://www.contoso.com/ web.config file, or directly to the application's web.config file. The new IIS
Manager has to: 1) allow an administrator to control the configuration permitted in web.config files, 2) show the
administrator/user where configuration is being written. The older IIS Manager was not up to these challenges.
Engineering Reasons: Software has a shelf life. Time brings new technologies, new requirements, new
conventions, and there comes a point where updating existing software becomes more labour intensive and
costly that rebuilding the software. IIS Manager was approaching the end of its shelf life.

Anything else to know? Once we decided to rewrite IIS Manager, we took the opportunity to improve in a
number of key ways:

Extensibility: Extending the IIS 6.0 version of IIS Manager was prohibitively difficult. The new IIS Manager
makes it much easier to add feature pages, treeview nodes, and menu items; all using managed code and
WinForms. New IIS Manager extensions are automatically detected and downloaded by remote IIS Manager
clients connecting to the server.
Remote Administration: Remote administration is all done over HTTPS, making it firewall friendly and easier
to manage. The Web Management Service (WMSVC) is the optionally installable component that enables
remote administration.
New Look and Feel: The IIS Manager needed a more scalable model for exposing settings, and the resulting
feature list view resembles the Control Panel. A list view can be sorted, grouped, and viewed in different ways,
all making it easier to find what you're looking for. IIS Manager navigation has also taken on a more browser-

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-the-iis-manager-in-iis-7-and-iis-8.md
https://github.com/tobint
http://www.contoso.com/sales
http://www.contoso.com/


NOTENOTE

New Look and Feel

Home Page

Feature ScopesFeature Scopes

like feel with an address bar a la Windows Explorer.

This document was written for Windows Server 2008. Windows Vista® may not have some of the functionality/features
discussed in this document.

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager has had Back/Forward type navigation in past releases, and the new
IIS Manager takes this even farther by adding an address bar that works like Windows Explorer.

Figure 1: New IIS Manager

 

The Home Page will become very familiar as soon as you start using IIS Manager. The feature list in the middle
can be sorted by feature name or description, grouped by area or category, and viewed in different layouts.

Figure 2: Grouping in IIS Manager

Server, site, application, virtual directory, and folder nodes in the treeview all show a Home Page with a feature list.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-the-iis-manager-in-iis-7-and-iis-8/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-the-iis-manager-in-iis-7-and-iis-8/_static/image3.jpg


Feature Page Layouts

List PageList Page

Most features appear on Home Pages for all these nodes, but there are exceptions.

These features appear on the server Home Page only because they are server-wide configuration, data, or
information:

ISAPI and CGI Restrictions
Certificates (but doesn't appear at all in remote connections)
Management Service (but doesn't appear at all in remote connections)
Worker Processes

These features appear everywhere except the server Home Page because they are application configuration
and they aren't logical at the server level, or because they just work better that way (SSL):

Membership Users
Membership Roles
Profile
SSL

The features associated with delegation have special rules for where they appear :

Feature Delegation: always appears only for the root node of a connection
Administrators: appears only for Server, Site and Application nodes

  

There are three types of pages in IIS Manager: list pages, property grids, and dialog pages.

List pages contain lists. Most list pages let you group by values in one or more columns. The main list pages, like
Sites and Application Pools, let you to filter the list entries by searching in a list column for entries that match a
search string.

Figure 3: IIS Manager List Page

The Add/Edit/Remove tasks in the task pane let you manipulate the contents of the list. Feature settings that
aren't specific to a list entry, e.g. specifying that custom errors should be overridden by detailed errors for local
requests, are generally configured through the Edit Feature Settings… task.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-the-iis-manager-in-iis-7-and-iis-8/_static/image6.jpg


Property GridProperty Grid

DialogDialog

Content View

Feature Delegation

Figure 4: IIS Manager Actions

Property grid pages show grids of related properties. The Display selector at the top of the property grid lets you
choose whether you would like to view friendly property names, the configuration property names, or both. The
screenshot below shows both names.

Figure 5: Property Grids in IIS Manager

Dialog pages have checkboxes, textboxes and radio buttons, and are generally the most familiar type of page. Use
Apply/Cancel in the task pane to save changes.

 

Content View is a read-only display; you can't create, copy, move, or delete files or folders in this view. You can get
into Content View by clicking "Content View" in the Features View/Content View switcher at the bottom of the IIS
Manager middle pane, or by right-clicking a treeview node and selecting "Switch to Content View".

The only way to set configuration for a file is to switch to Content View, select the file, and click "Switch to
Features View" in the right-click menu or in the task pane.

Figure 6: Switch to Features View

  

You might be interested in feature delegation if you are a server administrator and you are not the primary
person providing content on your server, or if you are a developer and you want more control over IIS
configuration for your application.

IIS feature delegation means managing:

configuration section locking to control what configuration can be set in web.config (generally, one IIS
configuration section is one IIS module)

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-the-iis-manager-in-iis-7-and-iis-8/_static/image9.jpg
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Configuration Locking

<location path="" overrideMode="Allow">
 <system.webServer>
  <httpErrors/>
 </system.webServer>
</location>

<configuration>
   <system.webServer>
      <httpErrors>
         <remove statusCode="404" subStatusCode="-1" />
         <error statusCode="404" path="/errors/404.aspx" responseMode="Redirect" />
      </httpErrors>
   </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Site and Application Administrators

Server, Site and Application Connections

the set of site and application users that are permitted to use IIS Manager to view configuration and set
configuration for features with unlocked configuration sections

What follows is a cursory explanation of feature delegation in IIS Manager. For an in-depth walk-through, see
How To Manage Feature Delegation.

 

If a configuration section is "locked" by default, it can only be configured in applicationHost.config. IIS Manager
provides a means for server administrators to "unlock" IIS configuration sections. Once a section of configuration
is unlocked, it can be set in web.config files by non-administrators.

For example, the "Custom Error Pages" feature in IIS Manager interacts with configuration in the
"system.webServer/httpErrors" section. If the server administrator uses IIS Manager or appcmd to unlock the
system.web/httpErrors configuration section, the httpErrors section will appear inside a location tag with
overrideMode="allow" in applicationHost.config:

OverrideMode="allow" means that it's valid to set configuration for httpErrors in a web.config file:

See the "Server, Site and Application Connections" section below to see how configuration locking affects
connections. For in-depth information on configuration locks, see How To Use Configuration Locking.

 

Additionally, server administrators can enable non-administrators to use IIS Manager to connect to a site or
application. Non-administrators that can connect to sites or applications are called "Site Administrators" or
"Application Administrators", and they can:

Manage unlocked configuration for their site or application (settings are written into web.config files)
View locked configuration settings without being able to modify them
Add other site or application administrators for their site or application

For information on how to create site and application administrators, see the online documentation Create Site
and Application Administrators for Delegation.

 

Only machine administrators can use IIS Manager to connect to a web server. Server connections can write to
both root configuration files, applicationHost.config and root web.config, and all distributed web.config files. If a
configuration section is locked in applicationHost.config, the corresponding feature will be read/write in a server
connection because configuration changes are written to applicationHost.config in a location tag.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc725632(v=ws.10).aspx


Configuration

Status Bar

Machine administrators and designated Site Administrators can connect to web sites. Site connections can only
write to web.config files under the site's root folder. If a configuration section is locked in
applicationHost.config, the corresponding feature will appear read-only in site connections because site
connections cannot write configuration to applicationHost.config (even in a location tag). This affects both machine
administrators and Site Administrators.

Figure 7: Configuration Hiearchary in IIS Manager

Machine administrators, designated Application Administrators, and Site Administrators for the application's
parent site, can connect to an application. Application connections can only write to web.config files under
the application's root folder. If a configuration section is locked in applicationHost.config or the site's web.config
file, the corresponding feature will appear read-only in application connections.

For information on how to connect to a server, site or application, see the online documentation on Managing
Connections in IIS 7.0.

 

Even if you never change configuration locking and never use feature delegation, at some point you're going to
wonder how IIS Manager decides where to write configuration. There are two rules that define this behavior:

ApplicationHost.config vs. root Web.config: if the feature is listed under the ASP.NET area in IIS Manager,
server level configuration will be written to the root web.config file for .NET Framework v2.0. If the feature is
listed under the IIS area in IIS Manager, server level configuration will be written to applicationHost.config. The
only exception to this rule is Forms Authentication, which is in the Authentication feature under the IIS area.
Locked vs. Unlocked Configuration: All ASP.NET configuration sections, and a few IIS configuration sections,
are unlocked by default. For unlocked sections, IIS Manager will write to the site's web.config if the
configuration is changed for the site, or an application's configuration if the configuration is changed for an
application. Most IIS configuration sections are locked by default. For locked sections, IIS Manager will always
write to applicationHost.config even when modifying configuration for sites and applications.

 

The status bar shows where IIS Manager will write configuration:

Configuration: '<config_file_object_path>' <config_file_name>, <location path="<path>">

The <config\_file\_object\_path>  is the path to the configuration file object, for example:

"localhost": server-level configuration; applicationHost.config for IIS features, root web.config for ASP.NET
features.
"localhost/Default Web Site": the web.config file in the Default Web Site's physical folder
"localhost/Default Web Site/careers/technical": the web.config file in the physical folder that maps to the URL
"/careers/technical" under the Default Web Site

The <config\_file\_name>  is the name of the target configuration file, for example:

"applicationHost.config or root Web.config": applicationHost.config for IIS features, root web.config for
ASP.NET features
"web.config": a web.config file in the web namespace

The <location\_path>  is the location path to the object being configured (for more information on location paths,
see Configuration Overview). This portion of the text only appears if the feature's configuration section is locked at
a higher level.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753400(v=ws.10).aspx


Example: Writing to ApplicationHost.config vs. root Web.config

<urlCompression doStaticCompression="false" />

<compilation defaultLanguage="C#">

Example: Writing to Locked vs. Unlocked Configuration

<configuration>
   <system.webServer>
      <defaultDocument>
         <files>
            <clear />
            <add value="default.aspx" />
      </defaultDocument>
   </system.webServer>
</configuration>

 

Compression is an IIS feature, and it appears under IIS if you group/filter the home page feature list by Area. If
you've navigated to the server-level Compression page and you disable static compression, IIS Manager will write
this configuration into %windir%\Windows\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config :

.NET Compilation is .NET Framework configuration, and it appears under ASP.NET if you group/filter the home
page feature list by Area. If you've navigated to the server-level .NET Compilation page and you set the default
language to C#, IIS Manager will add the defaultLanguage attribute to the compilation section in the root
web.config file, i.e. %windir%\Windows\\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\CONFIG\web.config :

The status bar for both these situations will read: Configuration: 'localhost' applicationHost.config or root
web.config

 

The IIS "defaultDocument" configuration section is unlocked by default. If you configure the default document for
the Default Web Site, IIS Manager will write this configuration to %windir%\inetpub\wwwroot\web.config :

The status bar will read: Configuration: 'Default Web Site' web.config

The IIS "httpErrors" configuration section is unlocked by default. If you customize the HTTP 404 response for the
Default Web Site, IIS Manager will write this configuration to 
%windir%\Windows\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config :
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<location path="Default Web Site" overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
  <httpErrors>
  <remove statusCode="404" subStatusCode="-1" />
  <error statusCode="404" path="/err/404.aspx" responseMode="Redirect" />
  </httpErrors>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

Web Management Service (WMSVC)

Login RequestsLogin Requests

Code Download RequestsCode Download Requests

Management Service RequestsManagement Service Requests

Ping RequestsPing Requests

The status bar will read: 'localhost' applicationHost.config or root web.config, <location path="Default Web Site">

IIS Manager remoting for IIS 6.0, and previous versions of IIS, was through MMC and was always enabled. With
IIS 7.0 and above, IIS Manager remoting must be explicitly enabled. All remote management is done over HTTPS
and is handled by an IIS component called the Web Management Service (WMSVC). If you want enable remote
management of IIS 7.0 and above through IIS Manager, read How to Enable IIS Manager Remoting.

 

The Web Management Service (WMSVC) is a stand-alone web server (hostable web core (HWC)) hosted in an NT
service. After WMSVC is installed and started, it listens on port 8172 on all unassigned IP addresses. It expects to
receive only 4 types of requests, and each is serviced by its own handler :

Login requests to login.axd
Code download requests to download.axd
Management service requests to service.axd
Ping requests to ping.axd

IIS Manager sends a login request across the wire to WMSVC to intiate a connection. Authentication is either
NTLM or basic, depending on what the user selected when they were asked to provide credentials in the
connection dialog.

Figure 9: Specifying Credentials

If login is successful, WMSVC returns a list of UI modules for the connection. For example, each IIS Manager page
like "Custom Error Pages" corresponds to a module. If there's a module that IIS Manager doesn't have, it will
request to download the module binaries (e.g. this would happen if a server administrator installed a new RSA
Security product on his production server, but didn't install the product on his desktop machine that he uses to
connect to the server).

After the connection is established, the end user interacts with IIS Manager causing management service requests.
Management service requests direct module services in WMSVC to read/write configuration, runtime state, and
providers on the server.
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Security

Ping requests are made from within the WMSVC service to the web server (HWC) it hosts. Ping requests are a
simple mechanism to ensure the hostable web core continues to be responsive.

Service Configuration
WMSVC has very small set of editable configuration stored in the registry. Each time the service is started, the
web configuration files are regenerated in %windir%\ServiceProfiles\LocalService\AppData\Local\Temp\WMSvc<GUID>\ .
The web configuration files cannot be edited, even by administrators.

Figure 10: Changing Configuration in Registry

 

IIS Manager and Web Management Service (WMSVC) remoting has been through a series of reviews to ensure
the functionality is simple and secure. These are a few of the security measures taken:

Requires SSL (HTTPS) for all connections to secure data passed between the remote IIS Manager client and
WMSVC
Runs as Local Service with a reduced permission set

Locked down Hostable Web Core (HWC) configuration, including a minimal set of required modules and
carefully crafted request filtering rules.
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Overview

How to Use AppCmd.exe

NOTENOTE

APPCMD (command) (object-type) <identifier> < /parameter1:value1 ... >*

by Mike Volodarsky

AppCmd.exe is the single command line tool for managing IIS 7 and above. It exposes all key server management
functionality through a set of intuitive management objects that can be manipulated from the command line or
from scripts.

AppCmd enables you to easily control the server without using a graphical administration tool and to quickly
automate server management tasks without writing code.

Some of the things you can do with AppCmd:

Create and configure sites, apps, application pools, and virtual directories
Start and stop sites, and recycle application pools
List running worker processes, and examine currently executing requests
Search, manipulate, export, and import IIS and ASP.NET configuration

AppCmd also allows server administrators to build advanced management tasks simply by combining multiple
simpler AppCmd.exe commands, or reusing the output of the tool inside another program.

You can also find more AppCmd topics and learn powerful ways to manage your server from command line on
my blog, at http://mvolo.com/category/appcmd/.

 

The AppCmd.exe command line is built on top of a set of top level server management objects, such as Site and
Application. These objects expose methods that can be used to perform various actions on those objects, and
object instances expose properties that can be inspected and manipulated.

For example, the Site object provides methods to list, create and delete site instances (these are standard methods
that are present on almost all objects), as well as stop and start sites. Each site instance in turn will contain
properties, such as site name and site id, that can be inspected, searched for, or set. The output of each command
is always a list of object instances.

AppCmd.exe is located in the %systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\  directory. Because it is not path of the PATH
automatically, you need to use the full path to the executable when executing commands like in 
%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd.exe list sites . Alternatively, you can manually add the inetsrv directory to

the path on your machine so that you can access AppCmd.exe directly from any location.

The tool works by executing a command on one of the supported management objects, with optional parameters
used to further customize the behavior of the command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/getting-started-with-appcmdexe.md
https://github.com/leanserver
http://mvolo.com/category/appcmd/


OBJECT DESCRIPTION

Site Administration of virtual sites

App Administration of applications

VDir Administration of virtual directories

Apppool Administration of application pools

Config Administration of general configuration sections

Backup Management of server configuration backups

WP Administration of worker processes

Request Display of active HTTP requests

Module Administration of server modules

Trace Management of server trace logs

Getting Help

General HelpGeneral Help

Where <COMMAND>  is one of the commands supported by <OBJECT> . Most objects support this basic set of
commands:

LIST Display the objects on the machine. An optional <ID> can specify a unique object to list, or one or more
parameters can be specified to match against object properties.
ADD Create a new object with the specified object properties to set during creation.
DELETE  Delete the object specified by the <ID>.
SET Set parameters on the object specified by <ID>.

An object will often support additional commands, such as START and STOP for the Site object.

For example, the current set of objects available through AppCmd is (where <OBJECT>  is one of the management
objects supported by the tool):

Where <ID>  is the object-specific identifier for the object instance you want to specify for the command. The
format of the identifier is specific to each object type. For example, the Site object uses the site name, the App
object uses the application path, and the AppPool object used the application pool name.

Where [ /parameter:value ]\* is zero or more parameters for the command. Each command supports a
different set of parameters, depending on the object. Typically, commands that search for objects or manipulate
object properties will allow any of the object's properties to be specified as a parameter.

The tool itself also supports a number of parameters that affect the general command execution, and are not
specific to any of the objects. These are listed in the top-level help page available from "AppCmd.exe /?", and
include parameters such as /text, /config, and /xml for controlling tool output, and /commit for controlling the
location of configuration changes.

 

AppCmd provides self-describing help that can be used as a reference for all of the supported objects and
commands. There are three types of help available as you drill into the task you would like to do.



APPCMD /?

General purpose IIS command line administration tool.
APPCMD (command) (object-type) <identifier> < /parameter1:value1 ... >

Supported object types:
       
  SITE      Administration of virtual sites
  APP       Administration of applications              

...

Object HelpObject Help

APPCMD <OBJECT> /?

APPCMD site /?

Command HelpCommand Help

APPCMD <COMMAND> <OBJECT> /?

APPCMD list app /?

Finding Objects with the LIST Command

Listing All ObjectsListing All Objects

APPCMD list <OBJECT>

The general help screen shows the objects supported by the tool, as well as generally applicable tool parameters.
To display general help:

The first few lines of output are:

The object help screen shows the commands supported by a specific object. To display object help:

where <OBJECT>  is one of the supported object types. For example, this command-line will display help for the
site object:

The command help screen describes the syntax for a specific command and object, including the parameters it
supports and examples of common tasks. To display command help:

For example, this command-line will display help for the L IST command of the App object:

 

The LIST command is the most versatile command, and is supported by all objects. The purpose of this command
is to find instances of the object based on the criteria you specify. The output of this command is a list of object
instances, which you can inspect by viewing their properties, export for future re-creation on another machine, or
use together with another command to perform actions on them.

The simplest way to use the LIST command is with no parameters, which simply lists all known instances of the
object:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites

SITE "Default Web Site" (id:1,bindings:HTTP/*:80:,state:Started)
SITE "Site1" (id:2,bindings:http/*:81:,state:Started)
SITE "Site2" (id:3,bindings:http/*:82:,state:Stopped)

Listing a Specific ObjectListing a Specific Object

APPCMD list <OBJECT> <ID>

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list site "Default Web Site"

Listing Objects That Satisfy a QueryListing Objects That Satisfy a Query

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites /state:Stopped

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites /serverAutoStart:false /state:Stopped

Manipulating Objects with ADD, SET, and DELETE

Adding New ObjectsAdding New Objects

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add site /name:MyNewSite /bindings:"http/*:81:" 
/physicalPath:"C:\MyNewSite"

For example, to list all sites on the machine, use this command-line:

The output will be similar to:

By default, each object is shown on a single line, specifying its object-specific identifier (such as "Default Web
Site") and one or more important properties (such as id, bindings, and state).

The LIST command can be used to find an instance of a specific, named object by using a command-line in this
form:

For example, use this command-line to find the site with a unique id of "Default Web Site":

To find all object instances that match particular criteria, specify one or more parameters that indicate property
values of the objects to match. For example, use this command-line to find all sites that are stopped:

You can specify any number of property-value pairs, and the tool will make sure that the returned objects satisfy
all of the specified criteria. For example, use this command-line to find sites that are both stopped and configured
to not start automatically:

 

In addition to L IST, most objects also support ADD, SET, and DELETE commands.

The ADD command creates a new instance of an object. For example, this command-line will create a new Site:

Depending on the object, some parameters will be required in order to set required properties on the new
instance, and other properties may be optional. An error will be returned if a required parameter is not specified.

The command help screen indicates which parameters are required. For example, use this command-line to see
what parameters are required to add a Site:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add site /?

Changing Existing ObjectsChanging Existing Objects

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set site "Default Web Site" /id:200

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set site "Default Web Site" /?

Deleting ObjectsDeleting Objects

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD delete site "MyNewSite"

Managing Backups

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add backup

BACKUP object "20060519T172530" added

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add backup MyBackup

BACKUP object "MyBackup" added

Read on for more information on creating sites, applications, virtual directories and application pools with
AppCmd.

The SET command sets one or more properties on a specified object instance. This command requires the object-
specific identifier to be specified. For example, to change the id property of the "Default Web Site", use this
command-line:

Use a form of the command help syntax to see what properties can be set on a particular object. For example, to
see the properties supported by the Default Web Site use:

The DELETE command deletes an instance of an object. Like SET, this command also requires the object-specific
identifier to be specified. For example, use this command-line to delete the site named "MyNewSite":

 

AppCmd allows you to create and restore backups of global server configuration. You can use this to recover
from unwanted changes to server configuration, and return to known-good server state. It is a good idea to create
a backup before changing server configuration, or installing a component that changes it. Each backup contains
the copy of the current ApplicationHost.config root configuration file, as well as other related server-wide state
including FTP configuration and the IIS Administration Tool configuration.

To create a backup, use the ADD command of the Backup object:

This created a backup with an auto-generated name that represents the date and time of backup.

A specific name for the backup can be specified like this:

You can display a list of available backups using the LIST command of the Backup object:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list backups

BACKUP "20060519T172530"

BACKUP "MyBackup"

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD restore backup "MyBackup"

Restored configuration from backup "MyBackup"

Working with Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Application
Pools

Finally, to restore a backup use the RESTORE command with name of the backup:

Restoring a backup stops the server and restores global configuration to its state at the time the backup was
created.

In Windows Server® 2008 and Windows Vista SP1, AppCmd will also be capable of working with periodic
configuration backups made by the configuration history service. These backups will show up in the AppCmd list
of backups and will be available to restore the same way as backups you made manually through the tool.

To learn more about managing configuration backups with AppCmd, see http://mvolo.com/most-important-
appcmd-commands-backing-up-and-restoring-iis7-configuration/.

 

Creating and managing sites, applications, and virtual directories are the most common tasks administrators face.
IIS 7 and above uses a stricter containment hierarchy than previous versions that works like this:

1. Web Site A Web site receives requests on particular binding endpoints defined by IP addresses and host
headers. For example, this url represents a Web site bound to port 81: http://www.mysite.com:81
A Web site contains one or more applications.

2. Application An application is represented by its virtual path within a Web site's url namespace. For example,
an application with a virtual path of "/app1" may be represented by this url: http://www.mysite.com:81/app1
An application belongs to one application pool.
An application contains one or more virtual directories.

3. Virtual Directory A virtual directory is represented by its virtual path within an application's url namespace.
For example, a virtual directory with a virtual path of "/vdir1" may be represented by this url:
http://www.mysite.com:81/app1/vdir1
A virtual directory maps to a physical location on disk.

This hierarchy is in contrast to IIS 6.0 where a Web site can contain a mix of virtual directories and applications,
and applications are just specially marked virtual directories.

Application Pool An application pool specifies a group of settings for the worker processes that perform request
processing for the applications in that application pool. Application pools are not part of the site-app-vdir
hierarchy. Each application specifies which application pool it will run in, or it runs in the default application pool.
The application pool defines a number of worker process settings, such as the version of the CLR loaded by it, the
.NET integration mode, the account under which the worker process runs, and process recycle settings.

By default, IIS 7 and above are installed with a Web site named "Default Web Site" that listens on port 80 with no

http://mvolo.com/most-important-appcmd-commands-backing-up-and-restoring-iis7-configuration/
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http://www.mysite.com:81/app1
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%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites

SITE "Default Web Site" (id:1,bindings:HTTP/*:80:,state:Started)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apps /site.name:"Default Web Site"

APP "Default Web Site/" (applicationPool:DefaultAppPool)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list vdirs /app.name:"Default Web Site/"

VDIR "Default Web Site/" (physicalPath:C:\inetpub\wwwroot)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apppools

APPPOOL "DefaultAppPool" (MgdVersion:v2.0,MgdMode:Integrated,state:Started)
APPPOOL "Classic .NET AppPool" (MgdVersion:v2.0,MgdMode:ISAPI,state:Started)

Creating Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Application PoolsCreating Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Application Pools

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add site /name:MySite /id:2 /bindings:http/*:81: 
/physicalPath:C:\inetpub\mysite

SITE object "MySite" added
APP object "MySite/" added
VDIR object "MySite/" added

IP address nor host header restrictions. This Web site has a root application, and that application has a root virtual
directory. There is also an application pool named "DefaultAppPool" which is used by all new applications by
default.

This command-line will list all Sites, including the Default Web Site:

Let's examine the applications that belong to the Default Web Site by specifying the site.name property when
listing Apps:

A similar command will list the virtual directories inside the "Default Web Site/" application by specifying the
app.name property when listing Vdirs:

Finally, let's examine the application pools:

Now, we will create a new Web site named "MySite", with site id of 2 that listens on port 81 for all IP addresses
and host headers:

The name parameters must be specified to create a Web site. The id parameter is optional, and will cause
AppCmd to generate the next available site id for the new site if omitted. We also specify the bindings and
physicalPath parameters, which are explained below. You can also specify additional properties to set their
values.



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add app /site.name:MySite /path:/app1 
/physicalPath:C:\inetpub\mysite\app1

APP object "MySite/app1" added
VDIR object "MySite/app1/" added

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add vdir /app.name:"MySite/app1" /path:/vdir1 
/physicalPath:C:\inetpub\mysite\app1\vdir1

VDIR object "MySite/app1/vdir1" added

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD add apppool /name:MyAppPool

APPPOOL object "MyAppPool" added

Configuring Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Application PoolsConfiguring Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Application Pools

The bindings property uses the format of protocol/bindingInformation, where bindingInformation is specific
to the protocol. For HTTP, it is in the format of IP:PORT:HOSTHEADER. You can specify multiple bindings by
using a comma to separate each definition.

We also specified a physicalPath property for the site. While a Web site itself does not have a physical path, this
short form is used to conveniently create a Web site with a root application and a root virtual directory mapped to
the specified physical path.

If you do not specify a physical path, the Web site will be created with no applications; an application and virtual
directory will need to be created for it explicitly.

Let's go ahead and add another application to the Web site:

This created a new application with virtual path "/app1" belonging to the site we created above, with a root virtual
directory pointing to C:\inetpub\mysite\app1 . The required path parameter specifies the virtual path of the new
application, and the required site.name parameter specifies the site to which the application will belong. The
optional physicalPath parameter is a shortcut, much like in the Site case, that creates a root virtual directory
together with the application.

If you do not specify the physicalPath parameter, or would like to add another virtual directory to the
application, use a command-line like this:

This created a new virtual directory with virtual path "/vdir1" belonging to the application we created above and
pointing to C:\inetpub\mysite\app1\vdir1 . The required path parameter specifies the virtual path of the new
virtual directory, and the required app.name parameter specifies the application to which the virtual directory
will belong. The physicalPath parameter specifies the physical location of the virtual directory.

Finally, let's create a new application pool:

This created a new application pool named "MyAppPool".

To learn more about sites, applications, and virtual directories in IIS 7 and above, and the options you have in
creating them with AppCmd, see Creating IIS7 and Above Sites, Applications and Virtual directories.

Previously, we added a new Web site, complete with a few applications and virtual directories. Now, we will use
AppCmd to modify some of their properties. All AppCmd objects support the same standard syntax for setting

http://mvolo.com/creating-iis7-sites-applications-and-virtual-directories/


APPCMD SET <OBJECT> <ID> [ /property:value ]*

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apps

APP "Default Web Site/" (applicationPool:DefaultAppPool)
APP "MySite/" (applicationPool:DefaultAppPool)
APP "MySite/app1" (applicationPool:DefaultAppPool)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set app "MySite/" /applicationPool:MyAppPool

APP object "MySite/" changed

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apppool "MyAppPool" /text:*

APPPOOL
  APPPOOL.NAME: MyAppPool
  managedPipelineMode: Integrated
  managedRuntimeVersion: v2.0
  state: Started
  [add]
    name:"MyAppPool"
    queueLength:"1000"
    autoStart:"true"
    enable32BitAppOnWin64:"false"
    managedRuntimeVersion:"v2.0"
    managedPipelineMode:"Integrated"
    passAnonymousToken:"true"
    [processModel]
      identityType:"NetworkService"
      userName:""
      password:""

...
      pingingEnabled:"true"
...

properties:

First, let's display the applications available on the machine:

Notice the two applications we created earlier under the Web site "MySite". Both of these applications are set to
use the DefaultAppPool application pool. Let's change the applicationPool property of the "MySite/" root
application to use the new application pool we created earlier named "MyAppPool":

This changed the value of the applicationPool property of the "MySite/" application to the new value, effectively
moving the application to the new application pool.

The reason we moved the application to the new application pool is so that we can change some of the runtime
parameters of the worker process within which this application will run. To do that, we will change some of the
properties on the "MyAppPool" application pool. Before changing property values, it if often useful to first display
the available properties and their current values. We can do that by listing our application in detailed view:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set apppool "MyAppPool" /managedRuntimeVersion:v1.1

APPPOOL object "MyAppPool" changed

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set apppool "MyAppPool" /processModel.pingingEnabled:false

Other Configuration Elements

Inspecting Server StateInspecting Server State

Inspecting Site and Application Pool StateInspecting Site and Application Pool State

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apppools DefaultAppPool

APPPOOL "DefaultAppPool" (MgdVersion:v2.0,MgdMode:Integrated,state:Started)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list apppools /state:started

APPPOOL "DefaultAppPool" (MgdVersion:v2.0,MgdMode:Integrated,state:Started)
APPPOOL "Classic .NET AppPool" (MgdVersion:v2.0,MgdMode:ISAPI,state:Started)

Notice the number of properties on the application pool object; the full output is not shown here.

We are interested in changing the managedRuntimeVersion property to "v1.1" in order to run our applications
in this application pool with ASP.NET v1.1. Here is the command-line to do that:

You can see from the List output above that there are numerous properties available on the application pool
object, and some of the properties are nested within a configuration sub-element. For example, process options
are nested below the "processModel" sub-element.

If you want to set a nested property, address it with element path notation like this:

 

In addition to manipulating configuration properties with the top-level AppCmd objects, you can set
configuration properties on any configuration section, including the ones associated with the top-level AppCmd
objects. This is covered later in the section named "Working with Configuration".

AppCmd provides functionality for inspecting various aspects of the runtime state of the server, including:

site state
application pool state
active server worker processes
currently executing requests

In addition, some objects provide commands that allow you to control their runtime state, such as the STOP
command of the Site object and RECYCLE command of the AppPool object.

The state of sites and application pools is reported from the state property of each object. When listing sites or
application pools, the state is displayed in the default output. For example:

The state property can also be used to search for sites or application pools that are in a specific state. For example,
to find all started application pools:



Inspecting Running Worker ProcessesInspecting Running Worker Processes

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list wps

WP "3577" (apppool:DefaultAppPool)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list wps /apppool.name:DefaultAppPool

WP "3577" (apppool:DefaultAppPool)

Inspecting Currently Executing RequestsInspecting Currently Executing Requests

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list requests

REQUEST "fb0000008000000e" (url:GET /wait.aspx?time=10000,time:4276 msec,client:localhost)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list request /apppool.name:DefaultAppPool

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\
APPCMD list requests /wp.name:3567

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list requests /site.id:1

Working with Configuration

Viewing ConfigurationViewing Configuration

You can use the WP (worker process) object to list running worker processes:

Each WP object has an apppool.name property, which allows you to list all of the running worker processes for
a particular application pool:

The Request object allows you to inspect the currently executing requests on the server:

The list can be restricted to the requests of a particular site, application pool, worker process, or url by using the
appropriate property to filter the results. Here are some examples:

 

IIS 7 and above feature an XML-based hierarchical configuration system similar to the ASP.NET configuration
system that stores server configuration in schematized XML sections. The configuration can be located at the
server level ApplicationHost.config file, or placed in distributed Web.config configuration files within your
application hierarchy.

AppCmd allows full inspection and editing of the configuration hierarchy from command-line via its Config
object. In addition, AppCmd provides other useful functions such as clearing configuration, locking and unlocking
it, and searching it.

AppCmd works with configuration at the level of configuration sections. Each configuration section typically
describes a server feature, and may contain one or more sub-elements and collections.

Configuration can be set for an arbitrary url namespace, such as for a site, application, or url. Configuration
settings set at a higher level are inherited by all lower levels unless they are specifically overridden at lower levels.

To display effective configuration for particular url level, use the LIST command of the Config object as follows:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list config <URL> /section:SectionName

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list config "Default Web Site/"

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list config "Default Web Site/" /section:asp

<system.webServer>
  <asp>
    <session />
    <comPlus />
 <cache />
 <limits />
</asp>
</system.webServer>

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list config "Default Web Site/" /section:asp /config:*

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list config /section:?

Editing Configuration PropertiesEditing Configuration Properties

APPCMD set config <URL> /section:SectionName [ /property:value ]+

Where <URL>  is the configuration path at which the effective configuration should be read, such as "Default Web
Site/" or "Default Web Site/app1/hello.html". If not specified, it defaults to server level.

To learn more about the IIS configuration hierarchy and how to build IIS configuration paths for use with
AppCmd and other tools, see Anatomy of an IIS7 and Above Configuration Path.

The section parameter specifies the configuration section you would like to read. If not specified, all configuration
sections effective at the URL level will be displayed. For example, this command-line displays all effective
configuration for the root application of the Default Web Site:

To list a specific section, use a command-line like this:

By default, AppCmd displays only configuration that is explicitly set. If you would like to display the effective
configuration including inherited or default values, specify the /config:* parameter :

To display a list of available configuration sections, use this command-line:

In AppCmd, each configuration section is exposed as an instance of a configuration object that exposes properties
that represent the underlying configuration section. Use the SET command of the Config object to change these
properties. The syntax is:

<URL>  is optional; it specifies at what configuration path the change should apply. It omitted, changes will be
applied at the server level, to be inherited by all URLs.

The section parameter is required; it indicates the section that is being edited.

For example, to set the appAllowClientDebug property of the ASP section for the http://localhost/app1 url:

http://mvolo.com/anatomy-of-an-iis7-configuration-path/
http://localhost/app1


%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config "http://localhost/app1" /section:asp 
/appAllowClientDebug:false

CONFIG object "asp" changed

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config "http://localhost/app1" /section:asp 
/limits.requestQueueMax:4000

CONFIG object "asp" changed

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config /section:asp /?

NOTENOTE

Editing Configuration CollectionsEditing Configuration Collections

[key1='value1',key2='value2',...]

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config /section:system.webServer/modules 
/[name='FormsAuthentication'].type:System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule

To set configuration properties nested within sub-elements of the configuration section, use this element path
notation:

Specify more than one property in a single command-line to make multiple edits within the same configuration
section.

To display all of the properties that can be set on a particular configuration section, use this command-line:

Note that the asp section is locked by default, so executing these commands will return a lock violation error. You can either
unlock this section first, set the configuration at the server level by omitting the <URL> , or commit them to the server level
location tag by using /commit:apphost. See controlling location of configuration further in the article.

AppCmd also provides support for editing configuration collections. A configuration collection can contain
multiple elements — for example, the system.webServer/modules configuration section contains a list of
module configuration elements specifying the modules executed by the server.

To set a property on a collection element, specify the particular collection element to edit by using a collection
indexer expression within the element path notation. The collection indexer expression uses key values to identify
a specific collection element. The indexer has the following format:

The number of keys required to uniquely identify an element depends on the collection. Most collections require
only one key.

For example, in order to set the type property on the collection element with the key name property equal to
"FormsAuthentication", use this command-line:

To add a new collection element, prefix the element path notation with a plus sign, +. Within the collection indexer
expression, provide the values for each key property. Additional, non-key properties may also be included within
the collection indexer expression. For example, this will add a new module collection element:



%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config /section:system.webServer/modules /+
[name='MyModule',type='MyType']
To delete a collection element, prefix the element path notation with a minus sign, -:

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config /section:system.webServer/modules /-[name='MyModule']

Controlling Location of ConfigurationControlling Location of Configuration

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD set config http://localhost/app1/ /section:directoryBrowse 
/enabled:false /commit:site

Locking and Unlocking ConfigurationLocking and Unlocking Configuration

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD unlock config /section:asp

The configuration system is hierarchical, allowing configuration settings to be written at multiple levels ranging
from the server-level ApplicationHost.config file to distributed Web.config files that can be present at the site,
application, or virtual directory levels.

When the configuration is written at a particular level, it is inherited by all URLs at that level and lower. For
example, configuration set in the Web.config configuration file at the root of the site in inherited by all URLs of the
site.

By default, AppCmd will write configuration at the level at which it is being set. For example, if you are setting
configuration for the "Default Web Site/", it will be written in a Web.config file at the root of that site.

However, it is possible to write configuration at a higher level, and only apply it to a particular subset of URLs
below by using a location construct. For example, the application Web.config can contain configuration that is
applied to only a single directory within that application. AppCmd provides this capability through its commit
parameter.

The commit parameter can be set to one of the following:

(omitted) — default; write configuration at the level for which it is set
url — same as default; write configuration at the level for which it is set
site — write configuration in the Web.config at the site root of the url for which it is set
app — write configuration in the Web.config at the app root of the url for which it is set
apphost — write configuration at the server level, in the applicationHost.config file
<PATH>  — write configuration at the specified config path

For example, this command-line turns directory browsing off for an application, and writes that configuration
within the Web.config file of the site root:

To learn more about IIS configuration paths and controlling the location of configuration, see Anatomy of the IIS7
and above configuration path.

The configuration system allows configuration sections to be locked at a particular level, preventing their
properties from being overridden at lower levels. This can be used to prevent applications from changing settings
that the server administrator wishes to enforce.

By default, most of the IIS configuration sections are locked at the server level. In order to configure these
sections at lower levels, they need to be unlocked. AppCmd provides the UNLOCK command for this purpose:

Use the LOCK command to lock a section:

http://mvolo.com/anatomy-of-an-iis7-configuration-path/


%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD lock config /section:asp

Searching ConfigurationSearching Configuration

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD search config

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD search config "Default Web Site/"

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD search config "Default Web Site/" /section:directoryBrowse

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD search config "Default Web Site/" /section:directoryBrowse /enabled

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD search config "Default Web Site/" /section:directoryBrowse /enabled:true

Working with Tool Output

Default OutputDefault Output

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites

SITE "Default Web Site" (id:1,bindings:HTTP/*:80:,state:Started)
SITE "Site1" (id:2,bindings:http/*:81:,state:Started)
SITE "Site2" (id:3,bindings:http/*:82:,state:Stopped)

Note that if you lock a configuration section, all applications that may have already configured that section at a
lower level will experience a lock violation error when they try to access the configuration section.

AppCmd can search the distributed configuration hierarchy for all locations that set particular configuration
properties or property values. The configuration search feature can be used to pinpoint locations where a
particular feature is being enabled, or to insure compliance with a particular configuration requirement.

To search the server for all locations that define configuration, you can use the SEARCH command with no
arguments:

To search all locations under a particular configuration path, such as all configuration locations for a particular
site, include the path on the command-line:

To search for locations that configure a particular configuration section:

To search for locations that set a particular property, include the property name:

And finally, to search for locations that set a property to a specific value:

 

Earlier, we mentioned that the output of the L IST command is a list of object instances. AppCmd offers different
output modes that allow control over the level of detail displayed about each object.

Let's take L IST Sites as an example. By default, AppCmd uses a compact output format:

In this output format, each object instance is on one line, specifying the object type (S ITE), and the object's
identifier ("Default Web Site"). Several common or important properties are generally also output (id, bindings,
and state for the Site object).



Detailed OutputDetailed Output

APPCMD list site "Default Web Site" /text:*

SITE
  SITE.NAME: Default Web Site
  SITE.ID: 2
  bindings: http/*:80:
  state: Started
...

Output for Working With Other Command-line ToolsOutput for Working With Other Command-line Tools

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list vdirs /text:physicalPath

C:\inetpub\wwwroot
C:\inetpub\vdir1
D:\vdir2

FOR /F %f IN ('%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list vdir /text:physicalPath') DO CALL DIR %f

Configuration OutputConfiguration Output

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list site "Default Web Site" /config

Most objects support significantly more properties than are presented in the default output. To display all of the
object properties, specify the text:* parameter. The properties of each instance will be displayed in a hierarchical
tree format:

In the example above, the output has been abbreviated — the actual output includes many more properties.

AppCmd provides an output mode that displays only a specific property of each object instance. Specify the name
of the property to display with the text:<PROPERTY> parameter. For example, this command will return all of
the virtual directory instances available, displaying only the physicalPath property of each:

You can, of course, display any of the valid property of the object-type being listed.

It is sometimes desireable to use the output of AppCmd with existing command line tools and shell commands,
such as the FOR command and FINDSTR.EXE. These tools often work best when each data item of interest is
located on a separate line.

As an example, imagine a command-line that produces a directory listing of each IIS virtual directory. The
command-line needs to acquire a list of physical paths from each of the virtual directories of interest, and then
execute a DIR command on each of those paths using the FOR command to loop though them:

Many of the objects contain configuration data that comes directly from the associated configuration sections. The
Config object is the main example of that, and serves as a direct wrapper over the IIS configuration system —
each object instance returned by the Config object is a configuration section. Other objects, such as Site, also
contain configuration information as part of the object properties.

If you would like to display the configuration information for the returned objects in the raw XML format of the
configuration system, you can use the config parameter. For example, to display the XML configuration
information for the site object, use a command-line like this:



<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
  <bindings>
        <binding protocol="HTTP" bindingInformation="*:80:" />

...

XML OutputXML Output

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD list sites /xml

Summary

The tool also supports its own XML output format, which generates well-formed XML result sets for the objects
returned from the command execution. This enables some exciting capabilities that distinguish AppCmd from any
previous command line tools provided by the IIS team.

Building complex management tasks. The main purpose of this ability is to enable the result sets
generated by AppCmd to be input to another AppCmd command. This enables you to quickly execute complex
management tasks without writing application code.
Performing batch operations efficiently. Executing the tool a large number of times when performing a
large number of operations (for example creating 10,000 sites) may be slow due to the overhead of process
creation and initialization for each operation. Instead, a single tool command can execute over input data
contained within an XML data set, dramatically reducing the execution time of processing the input data.
Exporting data to other tools. The XML format enables the data sets generated by AppCmd to be used with
other tools in order to process, store, or provide reporting. For example, AppCmd data can be used with XSLT
transforms to general HTML management reports, imported into SQL Server 2005 for further analysis, or
loaded by ADO.NET for programmatic processing.

For example, to output the list of sites in XML mode:

To learn more about the piping feature, and how to leverage it for powerful command line management, see
http://mvolo.com/do-complex-iis-management-tasks-easily-with-appcmd-command-piping/.

 

In this overview, we familiarized you with all the different powerful commands available using the IIS 7 and above
Command-Line utility, AppCmd.exe.

You can also find more AppCmd topics and learn powerful ways to manage your server from command line on
my blog, at http://mvolo.com/category/appcmd/.

http://mvolo.com/do-complex-iis-management-tasks-easily-with-appcmd-command-piping/
http://mvolo.com/category/appcmd/
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Introduction

Add a Web Site

Use the UIUse the UI

Use the Command PromptUse the Command Prompt

by Tali Smith

When you want to publish content for access over the Internet or an intranet connection, you can add a Web site to
your Web server to hold the content.

During the installation of Internet Information Services (IIS), a default Web site configuration is created in the
\Inetpub\Wwwroot directory on your Web server. You can either use this default directory to publish your Web
content, or create a directory at a file system location of your choice.

When you add a Web site in IIS, a site entry is created in the ApplicationHost.config file. The entry specifies the
network binding for the site, maps the site to a location in the file system, and optionally specifies user credentials
for content access.

For information about the levels at which you can perform this procedure, and the modules, handlers, and
permissions that are required to perform this procedure, see Sites Feature Requirements (IIS 7).

You can perform this procedure by using the IIS Manager user interface (UI), by running Appcmd.exe commands
in the Command Prompt window, by editing configuration files directly, or by writing Windows® Management
Instrumentation (WMI) scripts.

1. Start IIS Manager. For information about starting IIS Manager, see Open IIS Manager (IIS 7). For information
about navigating to locations in the UI, see Navigation in IIS Manager (IIS 7).

2. In the Connections pane, right-click the Sites node in the tree view, and then click Add Web Site.
3. In the Add Web Site dialog box, type a friendly name for your Web site in the Web site name box.
4. If you want to select a different application pool than the one listed in the Application Pool box. In the Select

Application Pool dialog box, select an application pool from the Application Pool list, and then click OK.
5. In the Physical path box, type the physical path of the Web site's folder, or click the browse button (...) to

browse the file system to find the folder.
6. If the physical path that you entered in step 5 is to a remote share, click Connect as to specify credentials that

have permission to access the path. If you do not use specific credentials, select the Application user (pass-
thru authentication) option in the Connect As dialog box.

7. Select the protocol for the Web site from the Type list.
8. The default value in the IP address box is All Unassigned. If you must specify a static IP address for the Web

site, type the IP address in the IP address box.
9. Type a port number in the Port text box.

10. Optionally, type a host header name for the Web site in the Host Header box.
11. If you do not have to make any changes to the site, and you want the Web site to be immediately available,

select the Start Web site immediately check box.
12. Click OK.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/getting-started-with-iis/create-a-web-site.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc754865(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770472(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732920(WS.10).aspx


appcmd add site /name: string /id: uint /physicalPath: string /bindings: string

appcmd add site /name: contoso /id:2 /physicalPath: c:\contoso /bindings:http/*:85: marketing.contoso.com

Configuration

<site>
<application>
<virtualDirectory>
<bindings>

Links for Further Information

To add a site, use the following syntax:

The variable name string is the name, and the variable id uint is the unsigned integer that you want to assign to
the site. The variables name string and id uint are the only variables that are required when you add a site in
Appcmd.exe. Note that When you add a site without specifying the values for the bindings and physicalPath
attributes, the site will not be able to start.

The variable physicalPath string is the path of the site content in the file system.

The variable bindings string contains information that is used to access the site, and it should be in the form of
protocol/IP_address: port: host_header. For example, a Web site binding is the combination of protocol, IP address,
port, and host header. A binding of http/*:85: enables a Web site to listen for HTTP requests on port 85 for all IP
addresses and domain names (also known as host headers or host names). On the other hand, a binding of
http/*:85:marketing.contoso.com enables a Web site to listen for HTTP requests on port 85 for all IP addresses
and the domain name marketing.contoso.com.

To add a Web site named Contoso with an ID of 2 that has content in C:\Contoso , and that listens for HTTP
requests on port 85 for all IP addresses and a domain name of marketing.contoso.com, type the following at the
command prompt, and then press ENTER:

For more information, see Appcmd.exe.

You can configure the following elements:

For more information about configuration, see IIS 7: IIS Settings Schema on Microsoft® Developer Network
(MSDN®).

For more information about WMI and IIS, see Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) in IIS 7. For more
information about the classes, methods, or properties associated with this procedure, see the IIS WMI Provider
Reference on the MSDN site.

Managing Sites in IIS 7.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772200(WS.10).aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88551
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771707(WS.10).aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=79310
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771341(WS.10).aspx


Editing Configuration Files
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by IIS Team

Strongly typed schema written in clear-text XML makes IIS configuration files simple to read and edit. This tutorial
covers reading and setting configuration in ApplicationHost.config at the server level and Web.config files at the
site and application level.

▶ Watch video (8 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/editing-configuration-files.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/editing-configuration-files
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Overview

Hierarchy

by Walter Oliver

IIS 7 introduces a brand-new configuration system, at the core of all the new administration-related features. The
configuration system is based on distributed, clear-text, XML files that hold the configuration settings for the entire
web server platform, including IIS, ASP.NET and other components, such as FTP 7.5; they may optionally be set at
the content directories together with the web content if unlocked for that level. Notice that FTP 6.0 configuration
settings are stored in the MetaBase.

Different levels of the configuration hierarchy may be delegated by the machine administrator to other users, such
as the site owner or the application developer. Secure defaults and out-of-the-box lock down limit write-access to
configuration settings to the machine administrator only (the exceptions are a few site specific settings such as
DefaultDocument); however, sophisticated and granular locking features enable safe unlocking and delegation of
management of specific configuration settings to more users, for their scope of the web namespace. The system is
backward compatible at the API level with previous versions of IIS (after the MetaBase compatibility layer is
installed).

At the root (or global) level, there are two separate files:

system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config: Holds the global defaults for web server (IIS) settings.
\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.0.30319\Config\machine.config: Holds the global defaults for the
.NET framework settings, including some of the ASP.NET ones (the rest of the settings are in the web.config at
the same folder, which is sometimes called the root web.config).

The reason there are still two separate files is because the two technologies version differently (schedule-wise and
product-wise). IIS is part of Windows and the .NET framework may version independently.

In the web content directories, there may be optional web.config files that control the behavior for their level of the
hierarchy and downward. They could be local or remote (if the content directory is on a UNC share, for example).
They may contain IIS, ASP.NET or any other .NET framework configuration settings that can be specified at their
level. By default there are no web.config files.

In terms of inheritance hierarchy, the root file is machine.config, then web.config at the same directory (referred to
as root web.config), then applicationHost.config, then the optional web.config files along the namespace as
illustrated in the following diagram.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/the-configuration-system-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/walterov


Sections
Within a configuration file, the settings are organized in a structured manner, based on a unit called "section".
Configuration section is a group of logically-related settings that can be deployed as a whole, or unregister from
the system as a whole, and are typically consumed by one server module.

In other words, almost every runtime module that runs in the worker process has a corresponding configuration
section for it. Configuration section is also the unit of extensibility: adding new settings to the configuration
schema is done by extending an existing section or by adding one or more sections to it.

The sections are further grouped into logically-related collections, called "section groups". Section groups are not
the unit of deployment, or registration, or any other substantial operation (e.g. locking, encryption). They do not
have settings in them. Their purpose is to further structure the organization of settings, and avoid a long flat list of
configuration sections. They are used to build hierarchy of settings, so they do have relationships between them
(parent/child).

In other words, section groups can be nested. A given section always belongs to one section group only, and
cannot contain other section (or section groups). A given section group may belong to a parent section group, and
may contain zero or more child section groups. It typically contains more than one section; otherwise there is not a
good reason to have it in the first place (however, customers can extend the schema by creating their own section
groups that have one section only, for whatever reason).

Here is an example that demonstrates sections and section groups:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/the-configuration-system-in-iis-7/_static/image1.jpg


<!-- section group for web server configuration -->
<system.webServer>
  <!-- section group for web server security configuration -->
  <security>
    <!-- section group for web server authentication configuration -->
    <authentication>
      <!-- three sections for authentication -->
      <basicAuthentication ... />
      <windowsAutnentication ... />
      <anonymousAuthentication ... />
    </authentication>
  </security>
</system.webServer>

SECTION GROUP DESCRIPTION ROOT FILE

system.applicationHost Windows Activation System: process
model

System32\inetsrv\config\applicationHos
t.config

system.webServer IIS: web server System32\inetsrv\config\applicationHos
t.config

system.web ASP.NET Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\web.config

System.* Other .NET framework Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\machine.config

[Microsoft other] Microsoft other Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\machine.config

[custom] 3rd party Either machine.config or root
web.config or applicationHost.config, up
to 3rd-party / customer

CONFIGURATION UNIT XML TERMINOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Configuration element XML element Contains other child units; does not
have a value.

Every section has a name. The short name is the name of the section itself, and the long name is the full name
including all the containing section groups. For example, the full name for "windowsAuthentication" is
"system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication". This hierarchical organization allows for
future sections (and section groups) with the same name, but under different section groups.

Every level of the URL namespace may have associated configuration. Configuration for a given level inherits
down to child levels, unless specifically overridden by a child level. A simple way to achieve per-URL configuration
is by using web.config files, in the physical file-system folders that are mapped to the virtual paths. At the root
level (the computer level), separate files should be used, depending on the configuration section group (which will
be defined later in the document; for current purposes, consider it as the name of the XML element containing the
configuration):

The persistence format of configuration is XML; therefore it is useful to describe the mappings between
configuration organizational units and XML terminology. Sections groups and sections are XML elements. Within
a section, the settings are organized into smaller units that closely follow the XML terminology:



Configuration collection XML element Private case of element: contains a
group of elements in the form of
add/remove/clear.

Configuration property XML attribute Contains only a value; does not contain
child units.

CONFIGURATION UNIT XML TERMINOLOGY DESCRIPTION

NOTENOTE

The configuration system is driven off of a declarative schema, at its core. The configuration schema spans
multiple files, which reside in a well-known location: system32\inetsrv\config\schema. By default, only machine
administrators have access to this folder. Customers or third-parties can add schema files for their custom sections
by copying them into that directory. The configuration system will pick them up automatically when it starts up, in
the process of the caller to configuration. If the configuration system is already running, it will not pick up changes
to the schema files, or new files.

Do not edit the IIS or other schema files that are installed into this directory, as errors may result in corrupted
schema and inability of the server to start up.

There is no high-level programmatic interface to get and set schema files, short of traditional file access API and XML
parsing/editing. It is always recommended to backup sensitive state like the schema folder, before making any changes to it.

Three files make up the unified schema of the web server platform:

IIS_schema.xml: covers the Windows Activation System and IIS web server settings and section groups.
ASPNET_schema.xml: covers the ASP.NET settings in the section group.
FX_schema.xml: covers other .NET framework settings in various section groups.

You will also find FTP_schema.xml if you have IIS 7 FTP feature installed.
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Abstract

Introduction

by Tobin Titus

The configuration system in IIS 7 and above is based on distributed, clear-text, XML files that hold the
configuration settings for the entire web server platform, including IIS, ASP.NET and other components, and may
optionally be set at the content directories together with the web content. Different levels of the configuration
hierarchy may be delegated by the machine administrator to other users, such as the site administrator or the
application developer. Secure defaults and out-of-the-box lockdown limit write-access to configuration settings to
the machine administrator only; however, sophisticated and granular locking features enable safe unlocking and
delegation of management of specific configuration settings to more users, for their scope of the web namespace.
The system is backward compatible, at the API level, with previous versions of IIS, and at the XML level, with
previous versions of the .NET framework. This document gives a general overview of the new configuration
system.

 

The configuration system in IIS is based on distributed, clear-text, XML files that hold the configuration settings for
the entire web server platform, including IIS, ASP.NET and other components, and may optionally be set at the
content directories together with the web content. Different levels of the configuration hierarchy may be delegated
by the machine administrator to other users, such as the site administrator or the application developer. Secure
defaults and out-of-the-box lockdown limit write-access to configuration settings to the machine administrator
only; however, sophisticated and granular locking features enable safe unlocking and delegation of management of
specific configuration settings to more users, for their scope of the web namespace. The system is backward
compatible, at the API level, with previous versions of IIS, and at the XML level, with previous versions of the .NET
framework.

The new configuration system is designed to be:

Simple: All the state is in files; No proprietary store is used; No in-memory configuration database that is
the real master of the configuration state (unlike the IISADMIN service in IIS 6.0); The schema is data-
driven and is 100% declarative and discoverable.

Low-TCO: Configuration can be xcopied together with web content; Optional delegated administration
eliminates involvement of the machine administrator in every configuration change; Unification of
configuration settings and model across IIS, ASP.NET and the rest of the web server platform provides one-
stop-shop for managing the server using same set of tools and APIs (for example, web.config files may
contain both IIS and ASP.NET settings, and there's one place across both to control features such as
authentication, authorization, custom errors); backup, restore, security management (ACLs) are based on
standard file-system tools and processes.

Secure: When IIS gets installed, the configuration state is in one file that's protected for machine-
administrator access only; No delegation is enabled by default; No sensitive information (such as
passwords) is stored by default; When sensitive information needs to be written to the configuration files, it
is automatically being encrypted on-disk; Per-application configuration can be sand-boxed and isolated in a
dedicated file (protected by file-system ACL) such that other applications cannot share nor read the settings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/getting-started-with-configuration-in-iis-7-and-above.md
https://github.com/tobint


Clean Schema

NOTENOTE

Extensible: Adding to the schema is simply a matter of dropping an XML file to the schemas folder; No
need to call APIs or run tools in order to extend the schema; The settings are organized in logically-related
blocks called 'sections' (exactly like in the .NET framework configuration), and adding new sections is easy
(no need to write any code – unlike in the .NET framework configuration); Reading custom section settings
from a server module or application is simple and straight-forward.

Compatible: Existing IIS applications can continue to call interfaces like Admin Base Objects (ABO), the IIS
ADSI provider and the IIS 6.0 WMI provider; Existing .NET framework applications can continue to call
interfaces such as System.Configuration and System.Web.Configuration; Users who are familiar with the
XML format of machine.config and web.config will continue to experience the same format and syntax in
these files, plus they will be able to manually edit IIS settings that follow the same format and model; Users
who are familiar with the IIS Metabase property names will find the same names for properties in the new
IIS 7.0 and above configuration files.

 

Here is an example that demonstrates the schema for configuration.

It shows how authentication settings are organized in IIS 6, and in IIS 7.0 and above.

Readers who are not familiar with the IIS 6.0 concepts can simply ignore the comparison to IIS 6.0 and just read the IIS 7.0
and above concepts and benefits.

We will first compare the way configuration is persisted in the file, and then we will take a look at the schema
definition.

In the configuration file itself:



//
// Snippet from IIS 6.0 Metabase.xml
//
<IIsWebService    Location ="/LM/W3SVC"
      ... many lines here ...
    AuthFlags="AuthAnonymous"
      ... many lines here ...
    >
</IIsWebService>
<IIsWebDirectory    Location ="/LM/W3SVC/1/ROOT/aspnet_webadmin/2_0_41016"
    AuthFlags="AuthAnonymous | AuthNTLM"
    >
</IIsWebDirectory>
<IIsWebVirtualDir    Location ="/LM/W3SVC/Info/Templates/Public Web Site/Root"
        AuthFlags="AuthAnonymous"
    >
</IIsWebVirtualDir>

//
// Snippet from IIS 7.0 applicationHost.config
//
<anonymousAuthentication enabled="true"  userName="…"  password="…" />
<basicAuthentication enabled="false" />
<clientCertificateMappingAuthentication enabled="false" />
<windowsAuthentication enabled="true" >
    <providers>
        <add value="Negotiate" />
        <add value="NTLM" />
    </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

Key takeaways:

IIS 6.0 is using a very long, "flat", list of properties. There is no hierarchy or grouping of properties. It's difficult
to search configuration settings amongst hundreds of settings in the same list. IIS 7.0 and above uses a
hierarchy of sections and section groups, and sub-elements within the sections. It is easy to lookup
authentication settings, by searching for them in the authentication section group, or in a specific authentication
section.
IIS 6.0 is using flags to set authentication schemes. IIS 7.0 and above uses a section per authentication schema,
with enabled="true|false" on each. Additional settings that are relevant for only some authentication schemes,
can be set only in the relevant sections (for example, username and password can be set only for anonymous
authentication).
IIS 6.0 is using paths inside the Metabase file to specify the configuration level (service, virtual directory,
physical directory). Configuration for the entire server is in one file. IIS 7.0 and above uses one file by default,
but users can leverage distributed web.config files in the content directories, that specify configuration settings
for their scope.
IIS 6.0 is using long property names in an attempt to have self-describing configuration settings. This is trying
to improve readability of the file and help the user understand what the property does. IIS 7.0 and above uses
short names but they are always in the context of a specific section, or even sub-element with in the section.
IIS 6.0 is using multi-sz (comma-delimited elements in one string property), and flags, to handle multiple
element values, like NTAuthenticationProviders. IIS 7.0 and above uses collections, with simple
add/remove/clear syntax, exactly like the .NET framework configuration. This allows lower-levels of the
hierarchy to add (or remove) only the element they need, instead of duplicating the entire data with (or without)
the said element. It also provides greater readability of the file (which translates to less human errors when
directly editing it).

In the schema file:



//
// Snippet from IIS 6.0 MBSchema.xml
//
<Property InternalName="AuthFlags" ID="6000" Type="DWORD" UserType="IIS_MD_UT_FILE" Attributes="INHERIT" >
    <Flag   InternalName="AuthAnonymous"   Value="1"   ID="6218"   />
    <Flag   InternalName="AuthBasic"             Value="2"   ID="6219"  />
    <Flag   InternalName="AuthNTLM"            Value="4"   ID="6220"  />
    <Flag   InternalName="AuthMD5"              Value="16"  ID="6221"  />
    <Flag   InternalName="AuthPassport"        Value="64"  ID="6299"  />
</Property>

//
// Snippet from IIS 7.0 IIS_Schema.xml
//
<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/security/authentication/basicAuthentication">
  <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />
  <attribute name="realm" type="string" />
  <attribute name="defaultLogonDomain" type="string" />
  <attribute name="logonMethod" type="enum" defaultValue="ClearText">
    <enum name="Interactive" value="0" />
    <enum name="Batch" value="1" />
    <enum name="Network" value="2" />
    <enum name="ClearText" value="3" />
  </attribute>
</sectionSchema>

Configuration File Hierarchy

Configuration include filesConfiguration include files

Key takeaways:

IIS 6.0 is using IDs (numbers) to identify settings. IIS 7.0 and above uses friendly strings to name settings.
IIS 6.0 is using non-intuitive concepts such as UserType and terminology such as InternalName. IIS 7.0 and
above uses friendly names that make sense to humans readers, and not only applications.

 

The "master" state for configuration is always the configuration files (unlike in IIS 6.0, where it was the in-memory
configuration database, which was flushed to disk periodically).

At the root (or global) level, there are two separate files:

system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config: Holds the global defaults for web server (IIS) settings.
\windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.50727\config\machine.config: Holds the global defaults for the .NET
framework settings, including some of the ASP.NET ones (the rest of them are in the web.config at the same
folder, which is sometimes called the root web.config)

The reason there are two separate files still is because the two technologies version differently (schedule-wise and
product-wise). IIS is part of Windows and the .NET framework may version independently, as part of Visual Studio
releases.

In the web content directories, there may be optional web.config files that control the behavior for their level of the
hierarchy and downwards. They could be local or remote (if the content directory is on a UNC share, for example).
They may contain IIS, ASP.NET or any other .NET framework configuration settings that can be specified at their
level. By default there are no web.config files.

In terms of inheritance hierarchy, the root file is machine.config, then web.config at the same directory (referred to
as root web.config), then applicationHost.config, then the optional web.config files along the namespace.

In some cases it is useful to have the web.config file include some other .config file. This can be done by using the
configSource attribute. Currently it is limited to point to relative physical paths in sub-directories, for security
reasons (i.e. file A can only include file B if B is in physical subdirectory of A). Here's a basic example that shows



<!-- in inetsrv\applicationHost.config -->
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
  
    <!-- mimemaps moved by the customer to a different file -->
    <!-- so that this file is shorter and more readable -->
    <staticContent configSource="staticContent.config"/>
  
    <!-- the rest of system.webServer sections are here… -->
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>
  
<!-- in inetsrv\staticContent.config -->
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <staticContent>
      <!-- all the mimemap definitions are here -->
      <mimeMap ….. />
      <mimeMap ….. />
      <mimeMap ….. />
    </staticContent>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Organization of Settings

<!-- section group for web server configuration -->
<system.webServer>
  
  <!-- section group for web server security configuration -->
  <security>
    <!-- section group for web server authentication configuration -->
    <authentication>
  
      <!-- three sections for authentication -->
  
      <basicAuthentcation ... />
      <windowsAutnentication ... />
      <anonymousAuthentication ... />
    </authentication>
  </security>
</system.webServer>

how to use configSource:

In this example, the customer wanted to move the content of the staticContent section to a separate file, in order to
have a shorter, more readable, applicationHost.config.

Note that when configuration settings change in a .config file, the server will automatically pick up the changes and
act on them. The customer should not worry about recycling applications or application pools or the entire server
(the server itself may recycle application pools, for example, depending on what configuration settings changed).

 

Within a configuration file (i.e. for a given level of the hierarchy), the settings are organized in a structured manner,
and not as a flat list. The basic unit of deployment, registration and extensibility is the configuration section. A
section is contained within a section group, that may in turn be contained in a parent section group. Sections
themselves are not nested. Section groups are.

Here's an example from applicationHost.config:

Configuration settings always belong to a specific section.

Section groups only exist for better structuring; they don't have settings directly in them, only sections.



<!-- "windowsAuthentcation" is a section which is an element -->
<!-- "enabled" is a property -->
<windowsAuthentication enabled="true">
  
  <!-- "providers" is a collection which is an element -->
  <providers>
  
    <!-- the collection contains two elements -->
    <!-- "add" is the collection directive; "value" is the property -->
    <add value="Negotiate"/>
    <add value=""NTLM/>
  </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

Location Tags Vs. Configuration Files

<!-- the following will take effect on MyAdminSite -->
<location path="MyAdminSite">
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <basicAuthentication enabled="false"/>
        <windowsAuthentication enabled="true"/>
        <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false"/>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

Within a section, the structure is as follows:

Configuration element: Contains configuration settings and potentially other configuration elements.
Represented as an XML element. Sections are also elements.
Configuration collection: A private case of configuration element, which contains a list of configuration
elements, in the form of add/remove/clear (which are called collection directives). Represented as an XML
element with <add>, <remove>, <clear> sub-elements.
Configuration property: this is a [leaf] configuration setting. Represented as an XML attribute.

Here's an example from applicationHost.config:

By default, applicationHost.config contains two main section groups: system.applicationHost and
system.webServer. It also contains a section called <configSections>, which is somewhat special in that it is used
internally by the configuration system to register all other sections.

By default, machine.config contains several section groups. The ASP.NET settings are in the system.web section
group.

 

In many cases it is desired to avoid web.config files in the content directories, but still have per-URL configuration
that overrides the global defaults. For example: the administrator wants to specify that a specific site must use
some authentication scheme, and the site administrators (and application developers on that site) must not be able
to turn it off.

The easiest way to achieve this is by using location tags. This is a mechanism to specify configuration for a specific
path, without having a web.config in the folder mapped to the virtual path.

This example shows how a location tag is used within applicationHost.config:

Location tags can be used to specify configuration for the global level (path="."), for a site, or for a specific path



Summary

inside a site. There can be multiple location tags in a file. Location tags can be in any .config file, not only
applicationHost.config or machine.config.

Location tags can also be used for locking and unlocking sections. More details on this in the configuration locking
lab.

In some cases, there is no alternative for using location tags:

Two or more virtual paths mapped to same physical folder. Obviously, if the two virtual paths have different
configuration, it cannot be specified in a web.config file because it is shared.
File-specific configuration. There is no web.config file for files; only for the entire folder.

 

This document provided an initial, high-level, overview of the configuration system in IIS 7.0 and above. It
highlighted the cleaner schema format; the distributed nature of the configuration system and how it enables
delegation of configuration settings to the site owner or application developer ; the structured organization of
settings in configuration files; and the integration between IIS and ASP.NET configuration systems.

For more information, it is recommended to review the rest of the configuration documents, and in particular, the
Configuration Intrinsics document, which goes into more low-level details about the system, including its design
and architecture.
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Introduction

How to Read Config Schema

<attribute-name>="<default-value>"  [<metadata>] [<description>]

by Tobin Titus

ApplicationHost.config is the root file of the configuration system when you are using IIS 7 and above. It includes
definitions of all sites, applications, virtual directories and application pools, as well as global defaults for the web
server settings (similar to machine.config and the root web.config for .NET Framework settings).

It is also special in that it is the only IIS configuration file available when the web server is installed (however, users
can still add web.config files if they want to). It includes a special section (called configSections) for registering all
IIS and Windows Activation System (WAS) sections (machine.config has the same concept for .NET Framework
sections). It has definitions for locking-down most IIS sections to the global level, so that by default they cannot be
overridden by lower-level web.config files in the hierarchy.

The location of the file is currently in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  directory. This document walks
through all the sections, in the order they appear in the file, and explains them one by one. The most complex
section is system.webServer, so it is recommended for the reader to not skip reading the description for that
section in particular.

Note the following:

2. Make a backup of the file before making any changes to it.

1. This document specifies the content of each configuration section, as appears in applicationHost.config. By
design, many of the sections are empty or not complete (only some of their content appears in the XML).
The rest of the values are taken from the schema defaults. This is done to avoid too much information and
cluttering of the file, and in order to keep it reasonably readable.

For full schema reference, including default values for all properties in every section, their valid ranges,
etc., refer to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\IIS\_Schema.xml  (for IIS settings), or 
ASPNET\_Schema.xml  (for ASP.NET settings), or FX_Schema.xml (for other .NET Framework settings).

For convenience, chunks of these files are included in this document in the appropriate sections so the
reader can understand which properties are available, what the default values are, etc., for each section.
See the additional note below about how to read schema information.

 

As noted above, this document contains snippets of schema information for each section, so the reader can
discover what properties are available and what their default values and valid ranges are. The snippets are taken
directly from the configuration schema file for IIS settings: 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\IIS\_Schema.xml . This section explains how to read schema information.

The schema for each configuration section is defined in a XML element. There is no schema definition for section
groups. The following format is used here to explain how to read the schema:

<attribute-name>  is the name of the configuration attribute, as appears in XML. Every attribute must have a name.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/introduction-to-applicationhostconfig.md
https://github.com/tobint


Section Schema

<sectionSchema name=""  <!-- [String, Required] [XML full path of the section] --> >
    <!-- sub-elements here describing rest of schema; -->
    <!-- their description is right below in the doc. --> 
</sectionSchema>

Attribute Schema

<default-value>  is the value used by default, if no other value is specified in the XML for the attribute. Not all
attributes have default values (for example, site name). In this case, the syntax will be "".

<metadata>  contains several items:

The runtime type of the attribute. This is one of "bool", "enum", "flags", "int", "int64", "String", "timeSpan". Every
attribute must have a type.
"bool" is "true" or "false".
"enum" is a set of possible values, where only one of them can be set for the attribute. Every such value has a
numerical value and a friendly name. The syntax is using the character "|" as a delimiter between the friendly
names: value1|value2|…|valueN.
"flags" is similar to "enum", except that combinations of values are allowed. Therefore the numerical values
should be in multiples of 2, so they can be ORed together to form combinations. The syntax is identical to
"enum": value1|value2|…|valueN.
"int" is a 32 bit integer.
"int64" is a 64 bit integer.
"String" is a character string.
"timeSpan" is a representation of a time unit, similar to the managed-code type TimeSpan. It can be persisted
as a number (representing seconds, or minutes); or as a formatted string in the form of "[dd:]hh:mm:ss". The "
[dd:]" element represents an optional number of days. The other elements represent numbers of hours, minutes
and seconds, respectively. The "timeSpanFormat" attribute specifies which format should be used: number of
seconds, number of minutes, or a formatted string.
Required attributes are marked "Required". It means that a value for them must be set in the XML. For example,
site name is a required attribute (every site must have a name in IIS 7.0 and above).

<description>  is a short description of the attribute.

 

The <sectionSchema> XML element is the base unit of schema information. All other schema information is
specified within it. It has one attribute directly in it ("name"), and then the rest of the schema is in sub-elements
within it:

 

Every attribute is defined in a corresponding <attribute>  XML element in the schema. The <attribute>  element
may be in the <sectionSchema> element directly (if the attribute is in the section scope); or in the element (if the
attribute is in a sub-element within the section); or in the <collection> element (if the attribute is in a collection
within the section).

An attribute schema must specify a name and a runtime type for the attribute. It may mark the attribute as
required. It may mark the attribute as the unique key (if inside a collection), or as part of a collection key (together
with other attributes). It may specify a default value for the attribute. It may mark the attribute for automatic
encryption on-disk. It may specify if the word "Infinite" is allowed as a value for the attribute (only for numeric
types such as int and in64, and for timeSpan). It may specify the timespan format (seconds, minutes or formatted
string) for timespan attributes. It may specify validation rules for the attributes (see Attribute Validation section
below in this document).



<attribute
    name=""  [String, Required] [XML name of the attribute]
    type=""  [bool|enum|flags|int|int64|string|timeSpan, Required][Runtime type]
    required="false"  [bool] [Indicates if must be set]
    isUniqueKey="false"    [bool] [Serves as the collection key]
    isCombinedKey="false"  [bool] [Part of a multi-attribute key]
    defaultValue=""  [String] [Default value or comma-delimited flags]
    encrypted="false"  [bool] [Indicates if value persisted encrypted]
    allowInfinite="false"  [bool] [Indicates if "Infinite" can be set]
    timeSpanFormat="string" [string|seconds|minutes] [hh:mm:ss or number]
    validationType=""       [See validation below]
    validationParameter=""  [See validation below]
/>

Element Schema

Collection Schema

<myCollection>
    <add value="1"/> 
</myCollection>

<myCollection>

    <add value="2" />        
</myCollection>

 

Every element is defined in a corresponding <element>  XML element in the schema. Elements can be nested. An
element is simply a container for other attributes, or sub-elements. It must have a name and it may serve as a
container of default values for collection elements (for example, siteDefaults holds the default values for sites in the
<sites>  collection).

 

Every collection is defined in a corresponding <collection> XML element in the schema. Collections contain
multiple elements, which can be added and removed from them individually. Typically the collection directive
names are "add", "remove" and "clear", but some collections use different names for clarity (for example, the
collection is using "site" instead of "add").

This is done by specifying values for addElement, removeElement and clearElement in the collection schema. If a
collection directive is missing from the schema, the collection will not support it. The collection schema may
specify the name of a default element that will be used as a container of default values for collection elements (this
complements isCollectionDefault in the element schema).

For example, the collection is using siteDefaults as the default element. Most collections append elements as they
merge configuration files down the namespace, but some may specify mergeAppend="false" in the schema to
have a prepend behavior. For example, consider two levels of configuration: applicationHost.config and web.config
in a site. In applicationHost.config:

In web.config:

If the collection appends, its merged (effective) configuration at the site level will be:



<myCollection>

    <add value="1"/>

    <add value="2"/>    
</myCollection>

<myCollection>

    <add value="2"/>

    <add value="1"/>    
</myCollection>

<collection            
    addElement=""     [String] [Name of Add directive, if supported]
    removeElement=""  [String] [Name of Remove directive, if supported]
    clearElement=""   [String] [Name of Clear directive, if supported]
    defaultElement="" [applicationDefaults|applicationPoolDefaults|siteDefaults|virtualDirectoryDefaults] [See 
isCollectionDefault]
    mergeAppend="true"  [bool] [Indicates whether or not deepest set values are appended]  
    allowDuplicates="false"  [bool] [Indicates if multiple elements may have the same keys]
    allowUnrecognizedAttributes="false"  [bool] [Indicates if non-schema attributes ok]
/>

Enum Schema

<enum name=""  [String, Required] [Friendly name of the enum]
    value="" [int, Required] [Numeric value]
/>

Flags Schema

<flags            
    name=""  [String, Required] [Friendly name of the flag]
    value="" [int in power of 2, Required] [Numeric value]
/>

However, if it prepends, it will be:

Some collections may allow duplicate entries by specifying allowDuplicates="true" in their schema. This is mostly
done to support legacy collections in the .NET framework (in machine.config).

Some collections may allow additional attributes in them, beyond those specified in the schema. This is done by
specifying allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true" in their schema. It is mostly done to support provider-based
collections in the .NET framework.

 

Every attribute of type "enum" must define its enum values in a corresponding <enum> XML element in the
schema. Every value must have a friendly name and a numerical value.

 

Every attribute of type "flags" must define its flag values in a corresponding XML element in the schema. Every
flag must have a friendly name and a numerical value that can be ORed together with other values to form
combinations; therefore, the value should be in multiples of 2.

 



Attribute Validation

ApplicationPoolName validatorApplicationPoolName validator

validationType="applicationPoolName" validationParameter=""

IntegerRange validatorIntegerRange validator

validationType="integerRange"
validationParameter="<minimum>,<maximum>[,exclude]"

NonEmptyString validatorNonEmptyString validator

validationType="nonEmptyString"
validationParameter=""

SiteName validatorSiteName validator

validationType="siteName"
validationParameter=""

TimeSpanRange validatorTimeSpanRange validator

validationType="timeSpanRange"
validationParameter="<minimum>,<maximum>,<granularity>[,exclude]"

TrimWhiteSpace validatorTrimWhiteSpace validator

validationType="trimWhiteSpaceString"
validationParameter=""

XML Header

Attribute validation is done when parsing the XML to get a section from the file, and when calling the
configuration API to set values. If validation fails, it fails the desired operation (getting the section or setting the
invalid value).

Each attribute may associate one validator for its value. This is done by specifying the appropriate validator name
in the validationType, and additional parameters in the validationParameter in the attribute schema.

The system supports these validators:

This validator fails on these characters: |<>&"

This validator fails if value is outside [inside] range, in integers.

This validator fails if string value is set.

This validator fails on these characters: /.?

This validator fails if value is outside [inside] range, in seconds.

This validator fails if white space is set at start or end of value.

 

Every configuration file is an XML file and may optionally include the following line as the first line:



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<configuration>

   <!-- [All of the context goes here] -->

</configuration>

<configSections>  Section

NOTENOTE

Schema
<section
    name=""  [Required, Collection Key] [XML name of the section]
    allowDefinition="Everywhere" [MachineOnly|MachineToApplication|Everywhere] [Level where it can be set]
    overrideModeDefault="Allow"  [Allow|Deny] [Default delegation mode]
/>

Locking

In addition, it must include all its content within an XML <configuration> tags:

ApplicationHost.config includes the above lines in it. The rest of this document walks through the rest of the
sections in the file.

 

This is the very first section in the file. It contains a list of all other sections in the file. This is the point of
registration for the sections (for example, to unregister a section from the system, remove its line from this section
– no need to remove its schema file from the config\schema directory).

Note that other configuration files may have a section as well, at the very top of the file. This may be useful to
register sections at levels lower than the global level. These sections will be registered for that scope of the
namespace only. Web.config files can only add sections to the system; they cannot redefine sections that were
registered in parent levels, and they cannot remove (unregister) sections.

The sections are structured by their hierarchy of containing section groups. Each section registration specifies the
section name; the managed-code type of the section handler (this has no meaning in this file and will get removed
after beta2 – it is used only by System.Configuration, so it will still exist in machine.config and web.config files); the
allowDefinition level, if differs from the default; and the overrideModeDefault (this attribute is used to lockdown
most IIS sections in this file).

Section is the basic unit of deployment, registration, locking, searching and containment of configuration settings. Every
section belongs to one section group ("immediate parent"). Section group is a container of logically-related sections, and is
used solely for purposes of structured hierarchy. No operations can be done on section groups. Section groups cannot have
configuration settings directly (the settings belong to sections). Section groups may be nested; section cannot.

 

 

Most IIS sections are locked down by default, using overrideModeDefault="Deny" in the section. The
recommended way to unlock sections is by using tags, as follows:



<location path="Default Web Site" overrideMode="Allow" >
  <system.webServer>
    <asp/>
  </system.webServer>            
</location>

<location path="." overrideMode="Allow">
    <system.webServer>
         <asp/>
    </system.webServer>
</location>

NOTENOTE

The above location tag unlocks the section for the default web site only. To unlock it for all sites, specify this in
applicationHost.config:

path="." and path="" have the same effect. They refer to the current level in the hierarchy.
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NOTENOTE

INTERFACE ACCESS TO

Manual editing of the files using a text editor, or maybe via a
script.

All configuration files, if file ACLs permit.

Configuration APIs in native-code and managed-code. All configuration files, if file ACLs permit.

by Tobin Titus

The configuration system in IIS 7 and above is significantly different than in previous versions of IIS, and builds on
top of some (but not all) of the concepts of the .NET framework configuration system. Its scope spans across the
entire web server platform (IIS, ASP.NET) and serves as the core of the IIS administration "stack". This document
walks through the design and architecture of the configuration system, and introduces the programmable interface
to the system at the lowest-level, native-code, entry point.

There are very few "moving parts" at runtime that implement the configuration system. The configuration system
is implemented as a library that runs in-proc in the client application, and interacts with a persistent store on-disk.
The store is simply a file, or a set of files, on the file system. The format of the files is XML. Users can edit the files
manually at any time, if they choose to, and changes are automatically picked up by the system. There are no
proprietary models for doing standard operations like protecting the settings, backing them up, moving them
around, or even extending the system with new settings. The system relies heavily on the file system, to simplify
tasks such as deploying configuration for web applications and services.

There is no centralized configuration service as in previous versions of IIS. This allows for a significant performance
improvement when reading large chunks of data from the store, especially at startup, since there is no inter-process
communication and buffer-copy that needs to occur.

Out of the box, after installing IIS, there are several consumers of configuration:

WAS (Windows Activation Service): Reads global defaults for application pools, sites, and other settings.
Web server core and modules in the worker processes: When activated to process a request, read configuration
settings that control their behavior.
WMI provider: The IIS scripting interface provider is using the configuration system internally to get and set
settings.
AppCmd.exe: The IIS command-line tool is using the configuration system internally to get and set settings.
UI: The IIS administration framework is using the configuration system internally to get and set settings.
Legacy: Applications and scripts that use interfaces such as ABO, ADSI and the IIS 6.0 WMI provider, use the
configuration system indirectly, via a component that maps the legacy ABO APIs and model to the new
configuration model. The state always persists into the new configuration system.

There are several interfaces that provide access to the configuration settings:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/deep-dive-into-iis-configuration-with-iis-7-and-iis-8.md
https://github.com/tobint


Higher-level abstractions on top of configuration system such
as the IIS WMI scripting provider, UI, or appcmd.exe tool.

All configuration files, if file ACLs and UI delegation policy
permit.

Legacy IIS interfaces such as ABO, ADSI, IIS 6.0 WMI provider. Only the root IIS configuration file, and only the legacy (IIS
6.0) settings. .NET framework settings and IIS 7.0 and above
settings are not exposed to these interfaces.

Legacy .NET framework interfaces such as
System.Configuration.

Only the .NET framework 2.0 configuration settings in
machine.config and web.config files.

INTERFACE ACCESS TO

Configuration Levels

SECTION GROUP DESCRIPTION ROOT FILE

system.applicationHost Windows Activation System: process
model

system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost
.config

system.webServer IIS: web server system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost
.config

system.web ASP.NET Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\web.config

system.* Other .NET framework Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\machine.config

[Microsoft other] Microsoft other Windows\microsoft.net\framework\v2.0.
50727\config\machine.config

[custom] 3rd party Either machine.config or root web.config
or applicationHost.config, up to 3rd-
party / customer

 

Every level of the URL namespace may have associated configuration. Configuration for a given level inherits
down to child levels, unless specifically overridden by a child level. A simple way to achieve per-URL configuration
is by using web.config files, in the physical file-system folders that are mapped to the virtual paths. At the root level
(the computer level), separate files should be used, depending on the configuration section group (which will be
defined later in the document; for now think about it as the name of the XML element containing the
configuration):

Sometimes web.config files are not desired, or cannot be used. Examples:

Security: Occasionally, machine administrators want to be able to control the configuration everywhere on the
server. With web.config in the content directories, site-level administrators (or application developers) who have
write access to these directories, can xcopy (or FTP over, or otherwise modify) the web.config files, violating the
desired policy.
Remote change notifications: The content directory is on a remote (UNC) share, and using web.config creates
performance, scalability or other issues. For example, some non-Windows back end file systems do not support
file change notifications the way Windows expects. Another example: the system maintains open connections to
many remote directories in order to monitor changes to the file, and it consumes too many resources on the
server, leading to performance problems.
Single point of administration: For ease of configuration management, discoverability and troubleshooting, the



Location TagsLocation Tags

<location path=".">   <system.webServer>     <defaultDocument enabled="false"/>   </system.webServer> 
</location>
<location path="MySite">   <system.webServer>     <defaultDocument enabled="true"/>   </system.webServer> 
</location>
<location path="MySite/YourApp/images">   <system.webServer>     <defaultDocument enabled="false"/>   
</system.webServer> </location>

Organization of Settings

machine administrator would like one file at the root level to contain all the configuration for all levels of the
hierarchy. In reality there will be 3 files at the global level: machine.config and root web.config for .NET
framework configuration settings, and applicationHost.config for IIS configuration settings. This is far more
contained than simply letting every level in the hierarchy to have its own web.config file.
Shared configuration: Multiple virtual paths that point to the same physical folder, share the same web.config
that is in that folder. Obviously, this web.config file cannot be used to specify different configuration for the
different paths.
File-specific configuration: Web.config files apply on the entire folder, i.e. on all the files in that folder. In order to
specify a different configuration for a particular file, another method should be used.

The alternative to web.config files across the configuration hierarchy is location tags, which is the subject of the
next section.

Location tags are used to specify path-specific configuration as an alternative to having a web.config file in the
folder mapped to that virtual path. The location tag for a path is set in a parent level in the configuration hierarchy,
and is considered to be at that parent level. This is important when it comes to locking semantics and what level
can specify what sections.

The main attribute on location tags is "path". The values can be:

"." (or ""): Meaning the current level. Typical location paths are set at the global level, and so "." means the global
level; however, they can be set anywhere in the configuration file hierarchy. This is also the default value, if
"path" is not set.
"sitename": The root application of a specific site.
"sitename/application": A specific application of a specific site.
"sitename/application/vdir": A specific virtual directory of a specific application of a specific site.
"sitename/application/vdir/physicaldir: A specific physical directory. The path could be more complex, in the
form "sitename/app/vdir/p1/p2/p3".
"sitename/application/vdir/file.ext": A specific file. The path could be more complex, in the form of
"sitename/app/vdir/p1/p2/file.ext", or less complex, in the form of "sitename/app/file.ext" or "sitename/file.ext".

Multiple location tags can exist in a single configuration file, but they cannot reference the same path (unless they
reference different sections). They can, however, reference child paths, such that each location tag references a child
path of another location tag. The order of location tags is of no importance to the configuration system but it is of
importance to the readability of the file by human users.

 

Within a configuration file, the settings are organized in a structured manner, based on a unit called "section".
Configuration section is a group of logically-related settings that can be deployed as a whole, or unregister from
the system as a whole, and are typically consumed by one server module.

In other words, almost every runtime module that runs in the worker process, has a corresponding configuration
section for it. Configuration section is also the unit of extensibility: adding new settings to the configuration schema
is done by adding one or more sections to it.



<!-- section group for web server configuration -->

<system.webServer>
  <!-- section group for web server security configuration -->
  <security>
    <!-- section group for web server authentication configuration -->
    <authentication>
      <!-- three sections for authentication -->
      <basicAuthentcation ... />
      <windowsAutnentication ... />
      <anonymousAuthentication ... />
    </authentication>
  </security>
</system.webServer>

Organization <==> XML Mapping

CONFIGURATION UNIT XML TERMINOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Configuration element XML element contains other child units; does not
have a value.

Configuration collection XML element private case of element: contains a
group of elements in the form of
add/remove/clear.

Configuration property XML attribute Contains only a value; does not contain
child units.

Sections cannot be nested. Architecturally, they are independent of each other (in most cases), which means they
do not cross reference.

The sections are further grouped into logically-related collections, called "section groups". Section groups are not
the unit of deployment, or registration, or any other substantial operation (e.g. locking, encryption). They do not
have settings in them. Their purpose is to further structure the organization of settings, and avoid a long flat list of
configuration sections.

They are used to build hierarchy of settings, so they do have relationships between them (parent/child). In other
words, section groups can be nested. A given section always belongs to one section group only, and cannot contain
other section (or section groups). A given section group may belong to a parent section group, and may contain
zero or more child section groups. It typically contains more than one section, otherwise there would not be a good
reason to have it in the first place (however, customers can extend the schema by creating their own section groups
that have one section only, for whatever reason).

Here is an example that demonstrates sections and section groups:

Every section has a name. The short name is the name of the section itself, and the long name is the full name
including all the containing section groups. For example, the full name for "windowsAuthentication" is
"system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication". This hierarchical organization allows for
future sections (and section groups) with the same name, but under different section groups.

 

The persistence format of configuration is XML; therefore, it is useful to describe the mappings between
configuration organizational units and XML terminology. Sections groups and sections are XML elements. Within a
section, the settings are organized into smaller units that closely follow the XML terminology:

Heres an example from applicationHost.config:



<!-- "windowsAuthentcation" is a configuration section (XML element). -->
<!-- "enabled" is a configuration property (XML attribute).           -->
<windowsAuthentication enabled="true">
  <!-- "providers" is a configuration collection (XML element). -->
  <providers>
    <!-- Two configuration elements (XML elements).           -->
    <!-- "add" is the collection directive.                   -->
    <!-- "value" is a configuration property (XML attribute). -->
    <add value="Negotiate"/>
    <add value=""NTLM/>
  </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

Schema

NOTENOTE

Organization of Schema Declarations

 

The configuration system is driven off of a declarative schema at its core. This is different than IIS 6.0, for example,
where the real schema was hard-coded and not used by ABO, and the ADSI provider (which is a higher-level
interface on top of ABO) had its own schema that customers could extend. This is also very different from the
architecture of the .NET framework v2.0 configuration system, where the "schema" for settings was mostly coded
into individual classes that implemented the logic of for handling their respective section (these classes were called
"section handlers"). Declarative schema also means that extending the system is a matter of adding declarations,
not code, to the system (again, unlike the .NET framework approach).

The configuration schema spans multiple files, which reside in a well-known location:
system32\inetsrv\config\schema. By default, only machine administrators have access to this folder. Customers or
third-parties can add schema files for their custom sections by copying them into that directory. The configuration
system will pick them up automatically when it starts up, in the process of the caller to configuration. If the
configuration system is already running, it will not pick up changes to the schema files, or new files.

Do not edit the IIS or other schema files that are installed into this directory, as errors may result in corrupted
schema and inability of the server to start up.

There is no high-level programmatic interface to get and set schema files, short of traditional file access API and XML
parsing/editing. It is always recommended to backup sensitive state like the schema folder, before making any changes to it.

Three files make up the unified schema of the web server platform:

IIS_schema.xml: covers the Windows Activation System and IIS web server settings in the and section groups.
ASPNET_schema.xml: covers the ASP.NET settings in the section group.
FX_schema.xml: covers other .NET framework settings in various section groups.

 

Within the schema file, the organization is based on the unit of sections. Sections are defined by their full name,
including containing section groups. Section groups are not defined per se; they are used as part of the section
name to indicate the hierarchy structure. Every section schema declaration specifies names, types and default
values for settings of the section. It also specifies the structure within the section: sub-elements, collections,
properties.

We will review one example here, annotated with XML comments to point things out; it is highly recommended to
read the "ApplicationHost.config Walkthrough" document to understand in more details how the schema system
works, and review the schema for every IIS section.



<!-- The XML element name for defining a section schema is "sectionSchema" -->
<!-- It contains the full name of the section -->
<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/defaultDocument">
  <!-- A property schema is defined using an "attribute" XML element -->
  <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" />
  <!-- A sub-element schema is defined using an "element" XML element -->
  <!-- In this case, it is also a collection -->
  <element name="files">
    <!-- This collections uses the traditional "add", "remove", "clear" ->
    <!-- for the directive names, and supports all of them; other       -->
    <!-- collections may use different names, defined here, and support -->
    <!-- only some of the directives. Note the "prepend" behavior when  -->
    <!-- adding elements; most collections use "append"                 -->
    <collection addElement="add" clearElement="clear" removeElement="remove" mergeAppend="false">
  
     <!-- This defines the collection element schema; in this case, it -->
      <!-- has one attribute only: "name", e.g. <add name="file1.aspx"> -->
      <!-- The value for "name" is of type "string" and it serves as    -->
      <!-- the collection key, therefore needs to be unique             -->
      <attribute name="value" type="string" isUniqueKey="true"/>
    </collection>
  </element>
</sectionSchema>

Additional Schema Information in <ConfigSections>

NOTENOTE

Example:

 

Not all the required schema information is in the schema XML files. Some of it is in a special section called
<ConfigSections>, which resides in the configuration files themselves. This is consistent with the .NET framework
configuration system. By default, <configSections>  exists in machine.config and applicationHost.config; but
customers may add it to any web.config file, to define their custom sections. These sections will be defined for that
level in the namespace and downward.

Customers and third parties should not attempt to change schema information for the built-in sections, either in the
inetsrv\config\schema\ folder or in in machine.config and applicationHost.config. This may yield to undesirable behavior for
these sections.

The content of is a list of sections that are "registered" with the system (this is their registration point). It also
defines the hierarchy of section groups. It does not, however, defines properties (or elements) within sections.
Some additional metadata is defined for sections:

Type: Required attribute. This is the managed-code section handler type; useful only in the context of .NET
framework configuration system accessing the section (the System.Configuration classes). The definition is for a
strong type, i.e. it includes the assembly name, version, culture and key.
OverrideModeDefault: Optional attribute. If missing, the default is "Allow". This is the default lockdown state
of the section, i.e. whether it is locked down to the level in which it is defined, or alternatively can be overridden
by lower levels of the configuration hierarchy. If it is "Deny", then lower web.config files cannot override its
settings (in other words: it is locked down to this level). Most of the IIS web server sections are locked down,
but not all. Most of the .NET framework sections are not locked down, because they are considered application-
level settings. If the value is "Allow", then lower levels may override the settings.
AllowDefinition: Optional attribute. If missing, the default is "Everywhere". This is the level of the hierarchy in
which the section can be set. If it is "MachineOnly", then it can be set only in applicationHost.config or
machine.config. If it is "MachineToRootWeb", then it can be set either in the files defined above for
"MachineOnly", or in the root web.config file in the .NET framework configuration folder (this value makes



<configSections>
  <sectionGroup name="system.applicationHost" type="">
    <section name="applicationPools" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="customMetadata" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="listenerAdapters" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="log" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="sites" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="webLimits" type="" allowDefinition="MachineOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
  </sectionGroup>
  <sectionGroup name="system.webServer" type="">
    <section name="asp" type="" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
    <section name="defaultDocument" type="" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
    <sectionGroup name="security" type="">
      <section name="access" type="" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
      <section name="applicationDependencies" type="" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
      <sectionGroup name="authentication" type="">
        <section name="anonymousAuthentication" type="" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />        

      </sectionGroup>
    </sectionGroup>
  </sectionGroup>
</configSections>

Locking

<!-- lock down defaultDocument for MySite -->
<location path="MySite" overrideMode="Deny">
  <system.webServer>
    <defaultDocument/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>
  
<!-- specify a value for defaultDocument.enabled and lock it for YourSite -->
<location path="YourSite" overrideMode="Deny">
  <system.webServer>
    <defaultDocument enabled="true">
      <files>
        <clear/>
        <add value="default.aspx"/>
      </files>
    </defaultDocument>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

sense only for .NET framework sections). If it is "MachineToApplication", then it can be set either in the files
defined above for "MachineToRootWeb", or in the web.config file in the application root folder. If it is
"Everywhere", then it can be set in any configuration file, including in folders mapped to virtual directories that
are not application roots, and in child physical directories underneath them.

Heres a simplified snippet from applicationHost.config:

 

Location tags are often used for locking or unlocking entire sections. More granular locking, of elements and
attributes inside sections, is also supported by the configuration system but it is not directly related to location tags.

Unlocking can only be done at the level where the lock was defined. In other words, a configuration level can never
unlock what was locked by parent levels. For example, the section is not locked by default, so these location tags in
applicationHost.config will lock it down for two specific sites:

In the example above, the first location tag simply locks down the section for MySite, with whatever values already
defined for it. The second location tag changes the values (by enabling the section, clearing the files collection and
adding exactly one element to it), and also locks it down for YourSite. This means that at the YourSite level



ALLOWOVERRIDE VALUE OVERRIDEMODE EQUIVALENT VALUE DESCRIPTION

true Allow Unlock specified sections

false Deny Lock specified sections

[not set] Inherit Resolve by walking the inheritance
hierarchy

Unlocking

<location overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
    <modules/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

(web.config), the default document feature is always turned on and it cannot be turned off, and the only default
document honored is default.aspx.

The above example, with small changes, can be set in low-level web.config files, and not only in
applicationHost.config. Any level of the configuration hierarchy can lock configuration (for paths under it, this is
why small changes are needed in the example to reflect a different value for the path).

Location tags with the same sections can span multiple levels of the hierarchy, just like web.config files can. They
are evaluated according to the inheritance rules. We will not specify here exactly how location tags are evaluated
relative to web.config files underneath them in the hierarchy, because the algorithm may be confusing to human
users trying to create a clear hierarchy of inheritance and sometimes locked configuration. For such reasons,
location tags may sometimes turn out to be confusing or more advanced than simply using web.config files.
However, as stated earlier in the Architecture section, there are good reasons to use location tags in some cases.

The locking in the example above was done using the overrideMode attribute. The values are:

"Allow": Unlock the sections specified in the location tag.
"Deny": Lock the sections specified in the location tag.
"Inherit": This is the default value if none is specified. The configuration system will evaluate the lockdown state
for sections specified in the location tag, by walking the inheritance hierarchy and figuring out parent definitions
for overrideMode, all the way up to the section schema definition of overrideModeDefault. The value gets
ultimately resolved by the overrideModeDefault value, because it is either specified in the schema information
or the default is used: "Allow".

The system also supports a legacy attribute for locking sections in location tags: allowOverride. This attribute was
used in the .NET framework configuration system, prior to overrideMode. It is mapped to overrideMode semantics
as follows:

The allowOverride model had some limitation and complexities, which we will not describe here. Therefore the
new, and recommended, model, is overrideMode.

A location tag cannot specify both allowOverride and overrideMode. It is considered illegal configuration, which
will fail at runtime with a proper error.

 

This example shows how to unlock the section. Since it is locked at the applicationHost.config level, it can only be
unlocked at that level.

There are cases where it is useful to unlock sections for a specific path only and to keep them locked for all other
paths. The following example builds atop the previous one, and shows how to unlock the section for two specific



<location path="TrustedSiteOne" overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
    <modules/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>
 
<location path="TrustedSiteTwo" overrideMode="Allow"><span style="font-family:Calibri; font-size:11pt">    
  <system.webServer>
    <modules/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

<!-- in applicationHost.config: -->
<location path="MySite/shopping" overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
    <modules/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>
<!-- in web.config at MySite root: -->
<location overrideMode="Deny">
  <system.webServer>
    <modules/>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

Summary

sites only; for all other sites it will remain locked.

For each "exception" path that needs unlocking, there needs to be a different location tag.

Complications can occur when there is a conflict between locking and unlocking. Consider this example:

The conflict is between the applicationHost.config level, which unlocks the section specifically for MySite/shopping,
and the web.config at the root of MySite, which locks the sections for the site. This may happen when different
people are managing the configuration for these different levels of the hierarchy. In such a case, the configuration
system will treat this as illegal configuration and will fail with a proper error.

 

This document outlined the design and architecture of the IIS configuration system. It explained how to achieve
delegated administration of configuration settings using the hierarchy of configuration levels and distributed
web.config files; it covered the integration points, including limitations, between the IIS and the .NET framework
configuration systems; it explained the concept of tags and in what circumstances they should be preferred over
configuration files; it then introduced the reader to basic configuration locking, at the section level. It is
recommended to read the "How To Lock Configuration" document to gain a deeper understanding of
configuration locking, including granular locking within sections.

The document also covered the organization of settings within configuration files, and explained the concepts of
sections, section groups, elements, attributes, collections, enums and flags.

Last, the document covered the schema system and how it works; this is useful to know when extending the system
with custom settings. It is recommend to read the "How To Extend Configuration" document for more details and
specific instructions about adding custom configuration sections to the system, and producing code to consume
them.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/develop/extending-iis-configuration/index
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How to Read Configuration Schema

<attribute-name>="<default-value>" [<metadata>] [<description>]

by Tobin Titus

A detailed configuration reference for IIS is available at https://www.iis.net/configreference.

ApplicationHost.config is the root file of the configuration system when your are using IIS 7 and above. It includes
definitions of all sites, applications, virtual directories and application pools, as well as global defaults for the web
server settings (similar to machine.config and the root web.config for .NET Framework settings).

It is also special in that it is the only IIS configuration file available when the web server is installed (however, users
can still add web.config files if they want to). It includes a special section (called configSections) for registering all
IIS and Windows Activation System (WAS) sections (machine.config has the same concept for .NET Framework
sections). It has definitions for locking-down most IIS sections to the global level, so that by default they cannot be
overridden by lower-level web.config files in the hierarchy.

The location of the file is currently in the system32\inetsrv directory, but this is expected to change after beta2 to
system32\inetsrv\config. This document walks through all the sections in the order they appear in the file, and
explains them one by one. The most complex section is <system.webServer>,so it is recommended that the reader
not skip that section in particular.

 

As noted earlier, this document contains snippets of schema information for each section, so the reader can
discover what properties are available and what their default values and valid ranges are. The snippets are taken
directly from the configuration schema file for IIS settings: 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\IIS\_Schema.xml . This section explains how to read schema information.

The schema for each configuration section is defined in an XML element. There is no schema definition for section
groups. The following format is used here to explain how to read the schema:

<attribute-name>  is the name of the configuration attribute, as it appears in XML. Every attribute must have a
name.

<default-value>  is the value used by default, if no other value is specified in the XML for the attribute. Not all
attributes have default values (for example, site name). In this case, the syntax will be "".

<metadata>  contains several items:

The runtime type of the attribute. This is one of "bool", "enum", "flags", "int", "int64", "String", "timeSpan". Every
attribute must have a type.
"bool" is "true" or "false".
"enum" is a set of possible values, where only one of them can be set for the attribute. Every such value has a

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/iis-7-and-iis-8-configuration-reference.md
https://github.com/tobint
https://www.iis.net/configreference


Section Schema

Attribute Schema

<ATTRIBUTE   
    name=""  [String, Required] [XML name of the attribute]    type=""  
[bool|enum|flags|int|int64|string|timeSpan, Required][Runtime type]
    required="false"  [bool] [Indicates if must be set]
    isUniqueKey="false"    [bool] [Serves as the collection key]
    isCombinedKey="false"  [bool] [Part of a multi-attribute key]
    defaultValue=""  [String] [Default value or comma-delimited flags]
    encrypted="false"  [bool] [Indicates if value persisted is encrypted]  
    allowInfinite="false"  [bool] [Indicates if "Infinite" can be set]
    timeSpanFormat="string" [string|seconds|minutes] [hh:mm:ss or number]
    validationType=""       [See validation below]
    validationParameter=""  [See validation below]   

/>

numerical value and a friendly name. The syntax is using the character "|" as a delimiter between the friendly
names: value1|value2|…|valueN.
"flags" is similar to "enum", except that combinations of values are allowed. Therefore the numerical values
should be in multiples of 2, so they can be ORed together to form combinations. The syntax is identical to
"enum": value1|value2|…|valueN.
"int" is a 32 bit integer.
"int64" is a 64 bit integer.
"String" is a character string.
"timeSpan" is a representation of a time unit, similar to the managed-code type TimeSpan. It can be persisted as
a number (representing seconds, or minutes); or as a formatted string in the form of "[dd:]hh:mm:ss". The "[dd:]"
element represents an optional number of days. The other elements represent numbers of hours, minutes and
seconds, respectively. The "timeSpanFormat" attribute specifies which format should be used: number of
seconds, number of minutes, or a formatted string.
Required attributes are marked "Required". It means that a value for them must be set in the XML. For example,
site name is a required attribute (every site must have a name in IIS).

<description>  is a short description of the attribute.

 

The <sectionSchema> XML element is the base unit of schema information. All other schema information is
specified within it. It has one attribute directly in it ("name"), and then the rest of the schema is in sub-elements
within it.

 

Every attribute is defined in a corresponding <attribute>  XML element in the schema. The <attribute>  element
may be in the <sectionSchema> element directly (if the attribute is in the section scope); or in the element (if the
attribute is in a sub-element within the section); or in the <collection> element (if the attribute is in a collection
within the section).

An attribute schema must specify a name and a runtime type for the attribute. It may mark the attribute as
required. It may mark the attribute as the unique key (if inside a collection), or as part of a collection key (together
with other attributes). It may specify a default value for the attribute. It may mark the attribute for automatic
encryption on-disk. It may specify if the word "Infinite" is allowed as a value for the attribute (only for numeric
types such as int and in64, and for timeSpan). It may specify the timespan format (seconds, minutes or formatted
string) for timespan attributes. It may specify validation rules for the attributes (see Attribute Validation section
below in this document).

 



Element Schema

<ELEMENT>
    name=""  [String, Required] [XML name of the element]
    isCollectionDefault="false"  [bool] [Indicates if default values are held for other elements in this 
collection] 
/>

Collection Schema

<myCollection>

    <add value="1"/>

</myCollection>

<myCollection>

    <add value="2"/>

</myCollection>

<myCollection>

    <add value="1"/>

    <add value="2"/>

</myCollection>

Every element is defined in a corresponding <element>  XML element in the schema. Elements can be nested. An
element is simply a container for other attributes, or sub-elements. It must have a name and it may serve as a
container of default values for collection elements (for example, siteDefaults holds the default values for sites in the
<sites>  collection).

 

Every collection is defined in a corresponding <collection> XML element in the schema. Collections contain
multiple elements, which can be added and removed from it individually. Typically the collection directive names
are "add", "remove" and "clear", but some collections use different names for clarity (for example, the collection is
using "site" instead of "add"). This is done by specifying values for addElement, removeElement and clearElement in
the collection schema. If a collection directive is missing from the schema, the collection will not support it. The
collection schema may specify the name of a default element, that will be used as a container of default values for
collection elements (this complements isCollectionDefault in the element schema).

For example, the collection is using siteDefaults as the default element. Most collections append elements as they
merge configuration files down the namespace, but some may specify mergeAppend="false" in the schema to have
a prepend behavior. For example, consider two levels of configuration: applicationHost.config and web.config in a
site.

In web.config:

If the collection appends, its merged (effective) configuration at the site level will be:

However, if it prepends, it will be:



<myCollection>

    <add value="2"/>

    <add value="1"/>

</myCollection>

<COLLECTION

    addElement=""     [String] [Name of Add directive, if supported]
    removeElement=""  [String] [Name of Remove directive, if supported]
    clearElement=""   [String] [Name of Clear directive, if supported]
    defaultElement="" [applicationDefaults|applicationPoolDefaults|siteDefaults|virtualDirectoryDefaults] [See 
isCollectionDefault]
    mergeAppend="true"  [bool] [Indicates whether or not deepest set values are appended]
    allowDuplicates="false"  [bool] [Indicates if multiple elements may have the same key]
    allowUnrecognizedAttributes="false"  [bool] [Indicates if non-schema attributes are ok]  

/>

Enum Schema

<ENUM

    name=""  [String, Required] [Friendly name of the enumerator] 
    value="" [int, Required] [Numeric value]

/>

Flags Schema

<flags  [Can be used together to form combinations, unlike enums] 

    name=""  [String, Required] [Friendly name of the flag]
    value="" [int in powers of 2, Required] [Numeric value]  

/>

Attribute Validation

Some collections may allow duplicate entries by specifying allowDuplicates="true" in their schema. This is mostly
done to support legacy collections in the .NET framework (in machine.config).

Some collections may allow additional attributes in them, beyond those specified in the schema. This is done by
specifying allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true" in their schema. It is mostly done to support provider-based
collections in the .NET framework.

 

Every attribute of type "enum" must define its enum values a corresponding <enum> XML element in the schema.
Every value must have a friendly name and a numerical value.

 

Every attribute of type "flags" must define its flag values in a corresponding XML element in the schema. Every flag
must have a friendly name and a numerical value that can be ORed together with other values, to form
combinations; therefore it should be in multiples of 2.

 

Attribute validation is done when parsing the XML to get a section from the file, and when calling the configuration



ApplicationPoolName validatorApplicationPoolName validator

IntegerRange validatorIntegerRange validator

NonEmptyString validatorNonEmptyString validator

SiteName validatorSiteName validator

TimeSpanRange validatorTimeSpanRange validator

TrimWhiteSpace validatorTrimWhiteSpace validator

<configSections>  Section

API to set values. If validation fails, it fails the desired operation (getting the section or setting the invalid value).

Each attribute may associate one validator for its value. This is done by specifying the appropriate validator name
in the validationType, and additional parameters in the validationParameter, in the attribute schema.

The system supports these validators:

This validator fails on these characters: |<>&\ / [] +=;:,?* @ "
validationType="applicationPoolName"
validationParameter=""

This validator fails if value is outside [inside] range, in integers.
validationType="integerRange"
validationParameter="<minimum>,<maximum>[,exclude]"

This validator fails if string value is not set.
validationType="nonEmptyString"
validationParameter=""

This validator fails on these characters: /.?
validationType="siteName"
validationParameter=""

This validator fails if value is outside [inside] range, in seconds.
validationType="timeSpanRange"
validationParameter="<minimum>,<maximum>,<granularity>[,exclude]"

This validator fails if white space is set at start or end of value.
validationType="requireTrimmedString"
validationParameter=""

 

This is the very first section in the file. It contains a list of all other sections in the file. This is the point of
registration for the sections (for example, to unregister a section from the system, remove its line from this section
– no need to remove its schema file from the config\schema directory).

Note that other configuration files may have a section as well at the very top of the file. This may be useful to
register sections at levels lower than the global level. These sections will be registered for that scope of the
namespace only. Web.config files can only add sections to the system; they cannot redefine sections that were
registered in parent levels, and they cannot remove (unregister) sections.

The sections are structured by their hierarchy of containing section groups. Each section registration specifies the
section name; the managed-code type of the section handler (this has no meaning in this file and will get removed
after beta2 – it is used only by System.Configuration, so it will still exist in machine.config and web.config files); the
allowDefinition level, if differs from the default; and the overrideModeDefault (this attribute is used to lockdown
most IIS sections in this file).
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Schema
<SECTION 
    name=""  [Required, Collection Key] [XML name of the section]
    allowDefinition="Everywhere" [MachineOnly|MachineToApplication|Everywhere] [Level where it can be set]
    overrideModeDefault="Allow"  [Allow|Deny] [Default delegation mode]

/>

Locking

<location path="Default Web Site" overrideMode="Allow"> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <asp /> 
    </system.webServer> 
</location>

<location path="." overrideMode="Allow"> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <asp /> 
    </system.webServer> 
</location>

NOTENOTE

Summary

Section is the basic unit of deployment, registration, locking, searching and containment of configuration settings. Every
section belongs to one section group ("immediate parent"). Section group is a container of logically-related sections, and is
used solely for purposes of structured hierarchy. No operations can be done on section groups. Section groups cannot have
configuration settings directly (the settings belong to sections). Section groups may be nested; sections cannot.

 

 

Most IIS sections are locked down by default, using overrideModeDefault="Deny" in the section. The
recommended way to unlock sections is by using tags, as follows:

The above location tag unlocks the section for the default web site only. To unlock it for all sites, specify this in
applicationHost.config:

path="." and path="" have the same effect. They refer to the current level in the hierarchy.

 

This hopefully familiarizes you with the new, powerful structure of the new applicationhost.config. To drill-down
into the different pieces, you should review the IIS Schema located in 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\iis\_schema.xml .
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IIS Manager Feature to Configuration Mapping

.NET COMPILATION

.NET GLOBALIZATION

.NET TRUST LEVELS

[AUTHENTICATION] ANONYMOUS

[AUTHENTICATION] BASIC

[AUTHENTICATION] DIGEST

[AUTHENTICATION] FORMS

[AUTHENTICATION] WINDOWS

ADMINISTRATORS

by Saad Ladki

This is a quick reference for mapping IIS 7.0 and above Manager features in the feature list to configuration
sections and the modules that consume those configuration sections.

The table below shows the IIS Manager feature name, followed by the configuration section(s) that feature reads
and writes, followed by the module(s) that consume the configuration section(s). In some cases, the configuration
section is consumed by the IIS core server, IIS Manager, .NET Framework 2.0 or ASP.NET 2.0, and these are
marked specially in square braces, e.g. [IIS Server Core]. For more information on IIS modules, please see the IIS
Module Overview

IIS MANAGER FEATURE NAME CONFIGURATION SECTION WHAT CONSUMES THIS? MODULE
(TYPE/DLL)

system.web/compilation

system.web/globalization

system.web/trust

system.webServer/security/anonym
ousAuthentication

AnonymousAuthenticationModule
(authanon.dll)

system.webServer/security/basicAut
hentication

BasicAuthenticationModule
(authbas.dll)

system.webServer/security/digestAu
thentication

DigestAuthenticationModule
(authmd5.dll)

system.web/authentication FormsAuthentication
(System.Web.Security.FormsAuthent
icationModule)

system.webServer/security/windows
Authentication

WindowsAuthenticationModule
(authsspi.dll)

administration.config:
administrators

[IIS Manager, Web Management
Service (WMSVC)]

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/feature-to-configuration-reference.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


APPLICATION SETTINGS

ASP

AUTHORIZATION RULES

CERTIFICATES

CGI

CONNECTION STRINGS

CUSTOM ERROR PAGES

DEFAULT DOCUMENT

DIRECTORY BROWSING

HANDLER MAPPINGS

HTTP HEADERS

IP AND DOMAIN RESTRICTIONS

appSettings

system.webServer/asp (indirect) IsapiModule (isapi.dll)

system.webServer/security/authoriz
ation

UrlAuthorizationModule
(urlauthz.dll)

[Local Machine Certificate Store]

system.webServer/cgi CgiModule (cgi.dll)

COMPRESSION system.webServer/httpCompression DynamicCompressionModule
(compdyn.dll)

StaticCompressionModule
(compstat.dll)system.webServer/urlCompression

connectionStrings

system.webServer/httpErrors CustomErrorModule (custerr.dll)

system.webServer/defaultDocument DefaultDocumentModule
(defdoc.dll)

system.webServer/directoryBrowse DirectoryListingModule (dirlist.dll)

FAILED REQUEST TRACING RULES system.webServer/tracing/traceFaile
dRequests

FailedRequestsTracingModule
(iisfreb.dll)

system.webServer/tracing/traceProv
iderDefinitions

system.webServer/handlers [IIS Server Core]

system.webServer/httpProtocol ProtocolSupportModule
(protsup.dll)

system.webServer/ipSecurity IpRestrictionModule (iprestr.dll)

ISAPI AND CGI RESTRICTIONS system.webServer/security/isapiCgiR
estriction

CgiModule (cgi.dll)

IsapiModule (isapi.dll)



ISAPI FILTERS

MACHINE KEY

MANAGEMENT SERVICE

MEMBERSHIP ROLES

MEMBERSHIP USERS

MIME TYPES

OUTPUT CACHING RULES

PAGES AND CONTROLS

PROFILE

PROVIDERS

REDIRECT RULES

RIGHTS AND PERMISSIONS

SERVER SIDE INCLUDES

system.webServer/isapiFilters IsapiFilterModule (filter.dll)

LOGGING system.applicationHost/log [IIS Server Core]

system.webServer/httpLogging HttpLoggingModule (loghttp.dll)

system.web/machineKey

Registry:

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WebM
anagement\Server

[Web Management Service
(WMSVC)]

system.web/roleManager RoleManager
(System.Web.Security.RoleManager
Module)

system.web/membership

system.webServer/staticContent StaticFileModule (static.dll)

MODULES system.webServer/globalModules [IIS Server Core]

system.webServer/modules

system.webServer/caching HttpCacheModule (cachhttp.dll)

system.web/pages [ASP.NET 2.0]

system.web/profile Profile
(System.Web.Profile.ProfileModule)

system.web/membership
system.web/roleManager
system.web/profile

system.webServer/httpRedirect HttpRedirectionModule (redirect.dll)

system.webServer/access [IIS Server Core]

system.webServer/serverSideInclude ServerSideIncludeModule (iis_ssi.dll)



SMTP E-MAIL

SSL SETTINGS

WORKER PROCESSES

SESSION STATE system.web/sessionState Session
(System.Web.SessionState.SessionSt
ateModule)

system.web/sessionPageState

system.net/mailSettings/smtp [.NET Framework 2.0]

system.webServer/access [IIS Server Core]
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Introduction

About Sites, Applications, and Virtual Directories in IIS 6.0

NOTENOTE

About Sites, Applications, and Virtual Directories in IIS 7 and Above

by Reagan Templin

In IIS, you can create sites, applications, and virtual directories to share information with users over the Internet, an
intranet, or an extranet. Although these concepts existed in earlier versions of IIS, several changes in IIS 7 and
above affect the definition and functionality of these concepts. Most importantly, sites, applications, and virtual
directories now work together in a hierarchical relationship as the basic building blocks for hosting online content
and providing online services.

This article provides a quick overview of applications in IIS 6.0 so that you can better understand the differences
introduced in IIS 7. It then explains the concepts of sites, applications, and virtual directories in IIS and introduces
the <sites>  section in configuration.

 

In IIS 6.0, the concepts of virtual directories and applications were confusing. Although they were discussed as
separate concepts, (and they were conceptually different from a functionality standpoint), an application was not a
physically separate object from a virtual directory. In IIS 6.0, an application was really just a virtual directory with
one or a combination of the following properties in the metabase: AppFriendlyName, AppRoot, AppIsolated,
and AppPoolID .

The site root is an exception, as it was implicitly treated as an application even if those properties were not set.

Applications were less important to IIS than to the technologies that extended Web server functionality, such as
Active Server Pages (ASP), Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI), and ASP.NET. These
technologies provided additional features and processing for applications hosted in IIS 6.0, and enabled developers
to create more complex applications. The important question for IIS 6.0 was isolating such applications in a way
that would prevent applications in one application pool from affecting applications in another application pool on
the server.

 

IIS 7 and above formalizes the concepts of sites, applications, and virtual directories. Virtual directories and
applications are now separate objects, and they exist in a hierarchical relationship in the IIS configuration schema.
Briefly, a site contains one or more applications, an application contains one or more virtual directories, and a
virtual directory maps to a physical directory on a computer.

As in IIS 6.0, a site contains all the content, both static and dynamic, that is associated with that site. However, each
site must contain at least one application, which is named the root application. And each application (including the
root application) must contain at least one virtual directory, which is named the root virtual directory. These objects
work together to form the site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/understanding-sites-applications-and-virtual-directories-on-iis.md
https://github.com/arkaytee


Sites

Applications

Additionally, in IIS 7 and above, the concept of an application now has meaning to both IIS and the technologies
that extend IIS functionality. An application is an object important to the server at runtime. This is because the IIS
and ASP.NET request-processing pipelines have merged in IIS 7 and above so that content can take advantage of
functionality previously provided for only managed code applications. For example, each managed code
application runs in an Application Domain (AppDomain). An application can have several virtual directories, and
each one will be served by the same AppDomain as the application to which they belong.

The following sections explain sites, applications, virtual directories, and their related configurations in more detail.

 

A site is a container for applications and virtual directories, and you can access it through one or more unique
bindings.

The binding includes two attributes important for communication: the binding protocol and the binding
information. The binding protocol defines the protocol over which communication between the server and client
occurs. The binding information defines the information that is used to access the site. For example, the binding
protocol of a Web site can be either HTTP or HTTPS, and the binding information is the combination of IP address,
port, and optional host header.

A site may contain more than one binding if the site requires different protocols or binding information. In earlier
versions of IIS, only the HTTP and HTTPS protocols were supported. For example, a Web site might have had both
an HTTP binding and an HTTPS binding when sections of the site required secure communication over HTTPS.

In IIS 7 and above, bindings can apply to any protocol. The Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) is the new
service that makes it possible for IIS to use additional protocols. This service retains the familiar IIS 6.0 process
model, such as application pools and message-based process activation, as well as hosting features, such as rapid
failure protection, health monitoring, and recycling. However, WAS removes the dependency on HTTP from the
activation architecture. This is useful for technologies that provide application-to-application communication in
Web Services over standard protocols. The Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) programming model is
one such technology that can enable communication over the standard protocols of Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP), Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ), and Named Pipes. This lets applications that use communication
protocols take advantage of IIS features, such as process recycling, rapid fail protection, and configuration that
were previously only available to HTTP-based applications. For more information about the WCF programming
model, see Windows Communication Foundation on MSDN.

In addition to containing applications (which contain virtual directories) and specifying bindings, the following
configuration settings belong to the site:

Limits: configure settings to limit the amount of bandwidth, the number of connections, or the amount of time
allowed for connections to a site.
Logging: configure settings for handling and storage of log files for the site.
Failed request trace logs: configure settings for logging failed-request traces for the site.

 

An application is a group of files that delivers content or provides services over protocols, such as HTTP. When you
create an application in IIS, the application's path becomes part of the site's URL.

In IIS 7 and above, each site must have an application which is named the root application, or default application.
However, a site can have more than one application. For example, you might have an online commerce Web site
that has several applications, such as a shopping cart application that lets users gather items during shopping and
a login application that allows users to recall saved payment information when they make a purchase.

In addition to belonging to a site, an application belongs to an application pool, which isolates the application from
applications in other application pools on the server. In the case of managed code applications, make sure to

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88604


Virtual Directories

IIS Configuration: <sites>  Section

<sites> 
 <site name="Default Web Site" id="1"> 
  <application path="/"> 
   <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" /> 
  </application> 
  <bindings> 
   <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" /> 
  </bindings> 
 </site> 
 <siteDefaults> 
  <logFile logFormat="W3C" directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles" /> 
  <traceFailedRequestsLogging directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles" /> 
 </siteDefaults> 
 <applicationDefaults applicationPool="DefaultAppPool" /> 
 <virtualDirectoryDefaults allowSubDirConfig="true" /> 
</sites>

associate your application together with an application pool that is running the .NET Framework version that your
application requires.

As described in the Sites section of this paper, IIS supports HTTP and HTTPS by default, but you can use additional
protocols. For each site, you specify one or more bindings to communicate with and access content in the site. For
an application to communicate by using a protocol that is specified in the parent site's binding, you must enable the
protocol. To do this, specify the protocol in the enabledProtocols attribute for the application, and ensure that you
have the appropriate listener adapter on the server and specified in the <listenerAdapters>  section in
configuration.

 

A virtual directory is a directory name (also referred to as path) that you specify in IIS and map to a physical
directory on a local or remote server. The directory name then becomes part of the application's URL, and users
can request the URL from a browser to access content in the physical directory, such as a Web page or a list of
additional directories and files. If you specify a different name for the virtual directory than the physical directory, it
is more difficult for users to discover the actual physical file structure on your server because the URL does not
map directly to the root of the site.

In IIS 7 and above, each application must have a virtual directory, which is named the root virtual directory, and
which maps the application to the physical directory that contains the application's content. However, an
application can have more than one virtual directory. For example, you might use a virtual directory when you
want your application to include images from another location in the file system, but you do not want to move the
image files into the physical directory that is mapped to the application's root virtual directory.

By default, IIS uses configuration from Web.config files in the physical directory to which the virtual directory is
mapped, as well as in any child directories in that physical directory. If you do not want to use Web.config files in
child directories, specify false for the allowSubDirConfig attribute on the virtual directory.

Optionally, when you need to specify credentials and a method to access the virtual directory, you can specify
values for the username, password, and logonMethod attributes.

 

Take a look at the default <sites>  section in IIS 7 and above. This is what is in the ApplicationHost.config file
(located at %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ ) after installing IIS on Windows Server® 2008.

When you see a single "/" in a path field, you know that this is a root object. Depending on whether it is in the
application or virtual directory section, it is a root application or a root virtual directory.



Default ElementsDefault Elements

<sites> section 
<site> collection 
<bindings> collection 
<binding> element 
<clear> element 
<limits> element 
<logFile> element 
<traceFailedRequestsLogging> element 
<application> collection 
<virtualDirectory> collection 
<virtualDirectoryDefaults> element 
<applicationDefaults> element 
<virtualDirectoryDefaults> element 
<siteDefaults> element 
<bindings> collection 
<binding> element 
<clear> element 
<limits> element 
<logFile> element 
<traceFailedRequestsLogging> element 
<applicationDefaults> element 
<virtualDirectoryDefaults> element

PARENT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

<sites>  section Specifies the default settings for all applications on the server.

<site>  collection Specifies the default settings for all applications in the parent
site.

PARENT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

<sites>  section Specifies the default settings for all virtual directories on the
server.

The following section lists the collections and elements in the <sites>  section, and their hierarchical relationship
within the <sites>  section.

Notice that there are two elements that appear in more than one place: the <applicationDefaults>  element and the
<virtualDirectoryDefaults>  element. There is also a <siteDefaults>  element, although it appears only once

because it can be configured in only one location in the <sites>  section. Default elements are special because they
enable you to configure default values for attributes instead of having to repeat the same values in each collection.

When an attribute is configured at more than one level, the value at the lowest level is used. For example, if you
specify a default value in an <applicationDefaults>  element in both the <sites>  section and in a <site>

collection, the value from the <site>  collection will be used. Additionally, if the same attribute or child element is
configured in both a default element and in the object's collection, the value in the collection will be used. For
example, if you configure an attribute in an <applicationDefaults>  element and in an <application>  collection, the
value from the <application>  collection will be used.

The following table specifies under which parent elements an <applicationDefaults>  element can be configured,
and describes the effect that the values have on applications.

The following table specifies under which parent elements a <virtualDirectoryDefaults>  element can be
configured, and describes the effect that the values have on virtual directories.



<site>  collection Specifies the default settings for all virtual directories in the
parent site.

<application>  collection Specifies the default settings for all virtual directories in the
parent application.

PARENT ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Summary
 

You should now have a better understanding of sites, applications, and virtual directories in IIS 7 and above. Unlike
IIS 6.0, applications and virtual directories have become distinct objects in configuration, which highlights their
unique purpose to the Web server and their relationship to the site. Additionally, sites can now contain applications
that use protocols other than HTTP and HTTPS, which extends site functionality while retaining the benefits of the
process model introduced in IIS 6.0.

For more information about WAS and IIS architecture, see IIS Request-Processing Architecture on IIS.NET. For
more information about the configuration settings discussed in this article, see IIS 7 Settings Schema on MSDN.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88551
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New NUMA related options in IIS 8

Processor Affinity

<element name="cpu">
 ...
 <attribute name="smpAffinitized" type="bool" defaultValue="false"/>
 <attribute name="smpProcessorAffinityMask" type="uint" defaultValue="4294967295"/>
 <attribute name="smpProcessorAffinityMask2" type="uint" defaultValue="4294967295"/>
 <attribute name="processorGroup" type="int" defaultValue="0" validationType="integerRange"
 validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
 ...
</element>

by Kaori Sawada

Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) is a modern design for computer memory access, which was designed to
overcome the scalability limits of the Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) architecture. In SMP, each core accesses
its own bus and its own I/O hub. SMP doesn't work well with a large number of CPUs (or CPU cores) because they
become competitive for access to the shared bus.

NUMA was designed to alleviate such bottlenecks by limiting how many CPUs could be on any one memory bus
and connecting them with a high-speed interconnection. To utilize these capabilities, IIS 8 (which is part of
Windows Server 2012) and above offers features to enhance performance on NUMA hardware. This enables IIS to
intelligently affinitize worker processes to NUMA nodes and provide better utilization of the CPUs.

To provide the administrator with a high degree of control, IIS 8 has the following four new features/options that
come into play on servers that support NUMA hardware:

Processor Affinity
Affinity Mode
Optimal NUMA selection
Web Gardens

Processor affinity is not a new feature, but it has been enhanced in IIS 8. The smpProcessorAffinityMask and
smpProcessorAffinityMask2 attributes have been available since IIS 7, and allow the administrator to affinitize
an Application Pool to a specific core. Their purpose remains the same with IIS 8, but the following new schema
elements have been introduced in IIS 8 to support more than 64 logical processors (LPs):

* Changes for IIS 8 are highlighted

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-your-iis-architecture/understanding-multicore-scaling-on-numa-hardware-with-iis-8.md
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<applicationPools>
   <add name="DefaultAppPool">
      <cpu smpAffinitized="true" smpProcessorAffinityMask="82004080" 
      smpProcessorAffinityMask2="8008080" processorGroup="1" />
   </add>
</appricationPools>

NOTENOTE

To support more than 64 LPs, a new concept was introduced: processor group. Any machine with more than 64 LPs has
more than one processor group by necessity. A single processor group is a static set of LPs and is treated as a single
scheduling entity. When the operating system starts, it creates the processor groups and assigns logical processors to them.
Processor groups are numbered starting with 0.

Since smpProcessorAffinityMask and smpProcessorAffinityMask2 offer 64bits (32 each), the
processorGroup attribute can be used to affinitize Application Pools on a system with up-to 64 cores. The two
Affinity Masks are used to configure the decimal processor mask, and the decimal processor mask indicates to
which CPU the worker processes in an application pool should be bound. For example, if you have a computer with
64 processors and you want to enable the 8th, 15th, 26st, 32th, 40th, 48th, and 60th processors, you would
calculate the hexadecimal processor mask as follows.

Processor identification starts at 0, from right to left, so in binary, you would identify processors 8, 15, 26, and 32
for the first 32 processors as:

1000 0010 0000 0000 0100 0000 1000 0000

This number, converted to decimal, is your smpProcessorAffinityMask:

0x82004080

You would also identify processors 40, 48, and 60 for the second set of 32 processors as:

0000 1000 0000 0000 1000 0000 1000 0000

This number, converted to decimal, is your smpProcessorAffinityMask2:

0x8008080

Since the type of these two Affinity Masks is uint, which is Unsigned 32-bit integer, they offer 64 addressable bits
in total allowing you to specify up to 64 processors. To support affinitizing the Application Pool to more than 1
processor group or there are more than 64 processors, a processorGroup attribute represents for these situations.
If you refer to a processorGroup numbered 0, the corresponding AffinityMask values apply to the first group,
which is numbered 0 to 63. If you refer to processorGroup 1, then the mask values apply to the second one, which
is numbered 64 to 127. You can specify only one processor group to affnityze the Application Pool to LPs. The
below example shows that the mask values apply to only the second processor group, which is group 1. Any
worker process in this Application Pool never run on LPs in the first processor group, which is group 0.

The below is the example to configure to of the applicationHost.config.

You can configure more than 2 processor group even when there is a fewer processors than 64 LPs.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff542298(VS.85).aspx

In this scenario, some bits of smpProcessorAffinityMask and smpProcessorAffinityMask2 attributes will be
ignored.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff542298(VS.85).aspx


NOTENOTE

Affinity MODE

The below image shows how you can configure the mask in the application pool advanced configuration dialog.

When this configuration is used, the ApplicationPools are hard affinitized, meaning there is no impact on other
NUMA nodes. In testing, it has been shown that hard affinity offers higher throughput than soft affinity as
measured in Requests per Second (RPS).

The processorGroup is honored only when it is used with AffinityMasks to manually affinitize a process to a core..

When it comes to affinitizing a process to a core or NUMA node, two affinity modes are possible:

1. Hard Affinity. A process is affinitized to a core (or cores that make up a NUMA node) and all threads for the
process are executed by the affinitized core. The threads cannot be executed by the other cores on the system,
regardless of whether the other cores have extra CPU cycles or not. The threads are contained within the
affinitized core.

2. Soft Affinity. A process is affinitized to a core (or cores that make up a NUMA node) as the "preferred core".
When a thread is about to be scheduled to be executed, the "preferred core" is considered first, however,
depending on the load and the availability of the other cores on the system, the thread maybe scheduled on the
other cores on the system. This behavior is often described as a "spill over" effect, in which the threads are
"spilling over" to the other non-soft-affinitized cores.

The following new schema element has been introduced in IIS 8 for configuring the affinity modes:



<element name="cpu">
 ...
 <attribute name="numaNodeAffinityMode" type="enum" defaultValue="Soft">
 <enum name="Soft" value="0" />
 <enum name="Hard" value="1" />
 </attribute>
</element>

Optimal NUMA selection

The administrator can also configure the numaNodeAffinityMode attribute using the Internet Service Manager.

By default, Application Pools are soft affinitized because it is a more "forgiving" configuration for the majority of
scenarios. If you are advanced enough to be able to intelligently configure the smpProcessorAffinityMask and
smpProcessorAffinityMask2 attributes, then configuring the hard/soft affinity in accord with the system’s node
layout can improve performance.

By default, Windows assigns each process to the next NUMA node in the system using a simple "round-robin"
algorithm. This ensures that the threads for any given process run within the same NUMA node by default
wherever possible. However, IIS 8 enables another scheduling algorithm to minimize access to memory on remote
NUMA nodes. Optimal NUMA selection refers to a functionality in which IIS 8 selects a NUMA node that should
furnish better performance for a worker process that is about to be instantiated. There are two options in IIS 8 for
this configuration:

1. MostAvailableMemory. The scheduling algorithm for worker processes started by WAS which will
schedule the process on the node with the most available memory. This helps in minimizing access to
memory on a remote NUMA node. The first worker process is selected based on which NUMA node has
the most available (free) memory. The rest of the worker processes are affinitized in a round-robin fashion.



<element name="cpu">
 ... 
 <attribute name="numaNodeAssignment" type="enum"   defaultValue="MostAvailableMemory">
 <enum name="MostAvailableMemory" value="0"/>
 <enum name="WindowsScheduling" value="1"/>
 </attribute >
 ... 
</element>

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

The numaNodeAffinityMode attribute is applicable only with MostAvailableMemory.

2. WindowsScheduling. The operating system, by default, assigns each process to the next NUMA node in
the system using a "round-robin" algorithm on a NUMA system. The worker processes are spread out
evenly because Windows chooses the NUMA node based on this "round-robin" algorithm and soft
affinitizes the processes to NUMA nodes.

The numaNodeAffinityMode attribute is not applicable with WindowsScheduling because this is not an IIS
implementation but Windows implementation as itself.

Configuring these options are done using new schema options:

The administrator can configure the numaNodeAssignment attribute using the Internet Service Manager as well.



How this works?

NUMA0 NUMA1 NUMA2 NUMA3 NUMA4 NUMA5 NUMA6 NUMA7

IIS w3wp IIS w3wp IIS w3wp IIS w3wp

NUMA0 NUMA1 NUMA2 NUMA3 NUMA4 NUMA5 NUMA6 NUMA7

IIS w3wp IIS w3wp IIS w3wp IIS w3wp

Web Gardens

<element name="processModel">
 ...
 <attribute name="maxProcesses" type="uint" defaultValue="1" validationType="integerRange"
 validationParameter="0,2147483647" />
 ... 
</element>

Consider a configuration in which there are 8 NUMA nodes, and a web garden of 4 processes. If the
numaNodeAssignment attributes is set to MostAvailableMemory and NUMA Node 2 is chosen as the optimal
NUMA node for the first of the 4 processes and is affinitized to, the subsequent ones will be affinitized to NUMA
Node 3, Node 4, and Node 5 in sequence:

Similarly, if NUMA Node 6 is chosen for the first of the 4 processes, the subsequent ones will be affinitized to
NUMA Node 7, 0, and 1 in sequence:

Web garden behavior on IIS 8 and later has changed a little as well. On IIS 7.5 (which shipped with Windows
Server 2008 R2), the value for maxProcesses attribute started from 1, and with IIS 8, this value now starts at 0
(although the default value is still 1!). This is how it looks in the schema:

Naturally, this is also configurable with the GUI:



When this configuration is set to 0 on non-NUMA hardware, the default value of 1 is used. When it is set to 0 on
NUMA hardware, IIS will launch as many worker processes as there are NUMA nodes on the system so that there
is a 1:1 affinity between the worker processes and NUMA nodes. On such systems, you should set the
maxProcesses value to 0 to achieve maximum performance.
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Introduction

Review of the Default Module Configuration

by Mike Volodarsky

IIS 6.0 and previous versions implemented most of the widely used server functionality inside the server itself. In
contrast, IIS 7.0 and above web server engine provides a modular architecture on top of which virtually all of the
server features are provided as pluggable components. This enables tremendous improvements across the board,
including:

Ability to control exactly what set of features is loaded / used on the server, removing unneeded features to
reduce the attack surface area / memory footprint of the server
Ability to replace each feature with third party or custom implementations
Ability to specialize the server based on its role in the server topology
Advanced control over the feature set of the server, both on a fine grain and application-delegatable level

These server components, known as modules, are loaded during the initialization of the application pool worker
process and provide request processing services on the server. Each IIS 7.0 and above application is a combination
of services provided by modules enabled for the application, and associated content used by these services. The
server provides two major roles played by modules:

Providing request services, such as authentication or output caching (similar to ISAPI filters in IIS 6.0)
Providing request handling, such as static file handling, CGI, or ASP.NET page processing (similar to ISAPI
extensions in IIS 6.0)

By enabling different modules, the server can be configured to provide the services required by the applications on
the server.

Tasks illustrated in this article include:

Reviewing the server configuration, the default and the set of modules loaded on the server by default
Removing all modules to strip the server down to its minimal configuration, and examine the effect on footprint
Building a custom server by incrementally adding modules to support a specific scenario

 

The main server configuration is contained in the applicationHost.config file, located in the IIS configuration
directory %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ . We look at the following configuration contained in the 
<system.webServer>  section group:

<globalModules>  section. This server-level section contains the list of modules loaded by the server worker process,
and the associated native DLLs that implement their functionality.

<modules>  section. This application-level section contains the list of modules enabled for a particular application.
This section serves to select the subset of loaded modules that should be active in an application, and also to load
additional application level modules.

<handlers>  section. This URL-level section contains the handler mappings that the server uses to map incoming
requests to a particular module that will process it. This is similar to the IIS 6.0 scriptmaps or ASP.NET, and serves
a unified mapping of requests to both native and managed content type handlers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-for-security/build-a-custom-iis-server.md
https://github.com/leanserver


Create a Configuration BackupCreate a Configuration Backup

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup initial

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup initial

Examine the Default List of ModulesExamine the Default List of Modules

<globalModules>

    <!--several modules omitted -->

    <add name="BasicAuthenticationModule" image="…\authbas.dll" />

    <add name="WindowsAuthenticationModule" image="…\authsspi.dll" />

</globalModules>

<add name="WindowsAuthenticationModule" image="…\authsspi.dll" />

<add name="StaticFileModule" image="…\static.dll" />

<add name="DynamicCompressionModule" image="…\compdyn.dll" />

NOTENOTE

The full description of all IIS modules is available in the IIS 7.0 and Above Modules Overview.

First, we backup the server configuration so that we can restore it if necessary. Run the following command from a
command prompt running as Administrator:

We can then restore the server configuration to the initial state by running:

Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<globalModules> section. This section, which can only be configured on the
server level, contains the modules loaded by each server worker process. Each entry configures a module with a
specific name and the DLL that implements the functionality of that module:

Look through the names of the various modules in the default server configuration – we see familiar services
provided as part of the server in IIS 6.0:

Windows Authentication module, NTLM request authentication

Static File Handler module, serving static files

Dynamic Compression module, compression of responses

Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<modules> section. This section, which can be configured at the server or
application level, specifies which of the modules loaded in the <globalModules> section are enabled for a
particular application. For the most part, we see that this section lists the names of the modules we saw in the
section, enabling them by default for all applications.

There are a few extra items at the end of the list – these are managed modules developed using the ASP.NET extensibility
model. Learn more about building managed modes in the Develop a Module Using .NET walkthrough.



<handlers>
    <!-- certain details omitted -->
    <add name="CGI-exe" path="*.exe" verb="*" modules="CgiModule" ... />
    <add name="ISAPI-dll" path="*.dll" verb="*" modules="IsapiModule" ... />
    <add name="ASPClassic" path="*.asp" verb="GET,HEAD,POST"  modules="IsapiModule" ... />
</handlers>

Examination of the Server Footprint

Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<handlers> section. This section, which can be configured at the server,
application, or URL-level, specifies how requests are handled. Modules typically participate in each and every
request, whereas handlers only get requests for a particular URL.

A good example of a module is the compression module. The compression module looks at each response and
compresses it if required. The ASP.NET page handler is a good example. It receives only requests that are mapped
to it, for example requests that have the extension .aspx. The <handlers>  list defines the mappings between a
request based on the URL and verb, and a handling module that will be used to process this request. There is also
some extra information that is used to configure each mapping, which is not the focus in this topic.

 

http://localhost/iisstart.htm

2. Start Task Manager, and go to the Processes tab. Because the IIS worker process runs under a different user
account, you must check "Show processes for all users". Note the size of the w3wp.exe server worker process.

Figure 1: Task Manager showing the IIS Worker Process

TASKLIST /fi "imagename eq w3wp.exe" /m

1. Open Internet Explorer, and make a request to the server by specifying the following URL and pressing
Enter:

This starts the server application pool, and serves the iisstart.htm document.

3. Now execute the following command-line:

We see that more than 90 DLLs are loaded by the worker process. Most of them are located in the …

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/planning-for-security/build-a-custom-iis-server/_static/image1.jpg


Stripping Down the Server

Examine the Stripped Down Server FootprintExamine the Stripped Down Server Footprint

\intersrv\ directory – many of these are module DLLs that we saw in the first task when looking at the
<globalModules> section, and a few others that support the .NET framework and the server runtime itself.

 

In the previous task, we examined the default list of components loaded by the server, which contained over 35
modules that provided various services ranging from authentication to static file serving. Each of the components
loaded in the server has an impact on the server footprint, its attack surface area, runtime performance, and of
course, the enabled feature set.

Before we build our own custom server with only the functionality required in the next task, we build a fast, small,
and secure web server by removing all the modules and running the empty server.

If we changed the applicationHost.config file during the previous task, we can restore it to the original state by
running %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup initial  from command line.

Now to strip down the server.

1. Use a text editor to open %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .
2. Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<globalModules>  section.

<globalModules> 
    <!—Remove Everything --> 
</globalModules>

4. Paste the items into a scratch notepad window for use later. Repeat the same with the
<system.webServer>/<modules> section. Remove all of the entries under this section and paste them into a
scratch notepad for later use. This ensures we are not enabling any modules we no longer load. Paste these cut
items into a scratch notepad window for use later.

5. Repeat the same with the <system.webServer>/<handlers>  section. Remove all of the entries under this section, to
make sure we are not specifying any handler mappings with modules we disabled. Paste the items into a scratch
notepad for later use. Save the applicationHost.config file to effect the changes.

3. Remove all of the entries in the collection, so that only an empty section definition remains:

At this point, we are ready to load our stripped down server – we will repeat the previous steps to examine the new
footprint of the server.

http://localhost/iisstart.htm

2. Run Task Manager, and go to the Processes tab. Note the size of the w3wp.exe server worker process.

TASKLIST /fi "imagename eq w3wp.exe" /m

1. Open Internet Explorer, and make a request to the server by specifying the following URL and pressing
Enter:

This should start the server application pool, and return an error to the browser because no handler is
registered to serve the resource you requested.

3. Execute the following command-line:

Observe that the footprint of the server has been reduced to about 8Mb. In the server timeframe, the
footprint of the empty server will be further reduced.



Building a Custom Server

Enable the Server to Serve Static FilesEnable the Server to Serve Static Files

Only 50 DLLs are loaded, as compared to 90 or more – this indicates that the server did not load any of the
module DLLs, which directly and indirectly accounted for the DLL count difference. Not only are the services
disabled on the server, but also no code for these features is even loaded in the process. After optimization,
the DLL count of the empty server will be significantly lower.

In the next task, we will build the custom server with only the features we want.

 

In the previous task, we stripped down the server to the minimal configuration, with only the core server engine
running and no additional modules loaded. Now, we build the custom server to be used as web file server on a
corporate network. To do this, we enable the server to provide only the following services:

Serve static files
Serve directory listings
Protect the content with basic authentication and URL-based authorization rules

To perform this task, it is assumed that we have followed the previous task and stripped down the server by
removing all of the modules it was running. In this state, the server always returns empty 401 error responses to all
requests, as no modules are loaded to provide any kind of request processing at all.

1. Use a text editor to open %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .

<globalModules>
    <add name="StaticFileModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\static.dll" />
    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\authanon.dll" />
</globalModules>

<modules>

    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" />

    <add name="StaticFileModule" />

</modules>

<handlers>
    <add name="StaticFile" path="*" verb="GET,HEAD"  modules="StaticFileModule" resourceType="Either" 
requireAccess="Read"/>
</handlers>

5. Save the applicationHost.config file.

2. Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<globalModules> section. Add the 2 lines in bold below inside the
collection – copy it from the scratch pad used earlier to save the default collection items. This loads the static
file handler module, which is responsible for serving requests for static files, and the anonymous
authentication module, which produces a default authentication token for the request:

3. Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<modules> section. Enable the static file handler and anonymous
authentication modes by adding the line in bold below:

4. Navigate to the <system.webServer>/<handlers> section. Map the static file handler to all file requests by
adding the line in bold below:

6. Open Internet Explorer, and make a request to the following URL:



Enable the Server to Provide Directory ListingsEnable the Server to Provide Directory Listings

http://localhost

Protecting Resources with URL AuthorizationProtecting Resources with URL Authorization

http://localhost/iisstart.htm

http://localhost

This serves the requested document. We have successfully enabled the static file serving capability on the
server.

7. Next, request the directory listing by making a request to the following URL:

We get an empty response because no handler is currently loaded, enabled, and mapped to process
directory listings--an empty response is sent (200 OK). In the next task, we will add the handler.

To perform this task, it is assumed that we have performed the previous tasks, stripped the server down to nothing,
and added the file serving capability.

1. Use a text editor to open %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .

<globalModules>
    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\authanon.dll" />
    <add name="StaticFileModule" image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\static.dll" />
    <add name="DirectoryListingModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\dirlist.dll" />
</globalModules>

<modules>
    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" />
    <add name="StaticFileModule" />
    <add name="DirectoryListingModule" />
</modules>

<handlers>
    <add name="StaticFile" path="*" verb="GET,HEAD" modules="StaticFileModule,DirectoryListingModule"  
resourceType="Either" requireAccess="Read" />
</handlers>

3. Change the entry to <directoryBrowse enabled="true" />
4. Save the applicationHost.config file.
5. Open Internet Explorer, and repeat the request to the directory by requesting the following URL:

2. As before, add the configuration below to enable the directory browsing module, and map it to serve
directory requests (the cumulative configuration will look exactly as specified below after this step, building
on top of the previous step):

At this point, we have enabled the directory listing feature on the server. However, the feature exposes
additional configuration for security reasons that controls whether or not directory listing is allowed. This
configuration is specified in the <system.webServer>/<directoryBrowse> section.

This serves the listing of the requested directory. We have successfully enabled the directory listing capability on
the server.

Next, we add the authentication and authorization services to protect the content on the server from unauthorized
access.



To perform this task, it is assumed that we have followed the previous tasks, stripped the server down to nothing,
and added the file serving and directory listing capability.

1. Use a text editor to open %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .

NOTENOTE

<globalModules>
    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\authanon.dll" /> 
    <add name="StaticFileModule" image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\static.dll" /> 
    <add name="DirectoryListingModule" image="%windir%\system32\inetsrv\dirlist.dll" /> 
    <add name="UrlAuthorizationModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\urlauthz.dll" />      
 <add name="BasicAuthenticationModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\authbas.dll" /> 
</globalModules> 

<modules> 
    <add name="AnonymousAuthenticationModule" /> 
    <add name="StaticFileModule" /> 
    <add name="DirectoryListingModule" /> 
    <add name="BasicAuthenticationModule" /> 
    <add name="UrlAuthorizationModule" /> 
</modules>

<basicAuthentication enabled="true" />

<anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" userName="IUSR" />

6. Save the applicationHost.config file.

http://localhost

2. This time, we add two modules:

The basic authentication module, which supports the basic authentication scheme over http1.1 against
the server Windows credentials
The URL authorization module, which supports user and role rule based access control

3. To add these modules, add the module load entries to the <system.webServer>/<globalModules> section,
and then enable the modules in the <system.webServer>/<modules> section, as we did earlier for the static
file handler and directory browser.

This time we do not need to add anything to the <system.webServer>/<handlers> section, because these modules
do not provide request handling – they only provide request services to all requests. Your final configuration after
adding the below items in bold will look like this:

In order to use the added features, we need to configure them.

4. Enable the Basic Authentication service. Navigate to the <basicAuthentication> element, and set the
enabled attribute to true:

5. Disable anonymous authentication. Navigate to the <anonymousAuthentication> element, and set the
enabled attribute to false:

This disables anonymous authentication, and requires the basic authentication module to successfully
authenticate the user before access will be granted.

7. Open Internet Explorer, and repeat the request to the directory by requesting the following URL:



Summary

Related Links

8. Log in with invalid credentials. The request is rejected, with a request prompting for credentials again.
9. Log in with the Administrator account that you used to log into the machine. The directory listing displays,

indicating that you have successfully added authentication and authorization capabilities to the server.

This requests a directory listing. Because the browser has not authenticated us, the URL authorization
module rejects the request. The basic authentication module intercepts the rejection, and triggers a basic
authentication challenge back to the browser, causing the browser to display the basic authentication login
dialog.

 

This article covered the componentized nature of the server, examined the IIS features that are provided, and
explained how to build a custom web server with only the services a user may require.

Before using the server again, undo the changes to the server configuration performed as part of this walkthrough.
If you created a backup earlier, restore it by running %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup initial  from
command line.

See the following links for further information:

To learn more about the IIS Core Architecture, see IIS 7.0 and Above Core Web Server section on IIS.NET.
To learn more about IIS modules, see IIS 7.0 and Above Modules Overview.
To learn more about building modules to extend or replace IIS functionality, see Develop a Module Using .NET
and Develop a Native (C/C++) Module.
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Introduction

Understanding the New IUSR Account

by Saad Ladki

In earlier versions of IIS, a local account called IUSR_MachineName is created during installation. IIS used the
IUSR_MachineName account by default whenever anonymous authentication was enabled. This was used by both
the FTP and HTTP services.

There was also a group called IIS_WPG, which was used as a container for all the application pool identities.
During IIS setup, all the appropriate resources on the system were granted the correct user rights for the IIS_WPG
group so that an administrator only needed to add their identity to that group when they created a new application
pool account.

This model worked well, but had its drawbacks: the IUSR_MachineName account and the IIS_WPG group were
both local to the system that they were created on. Every account and group within Windows is given a unique
number called a security identifier (S ID) that distinguishes it from other accounts. When an ACL is created only
the SID is used. As part of the design in earlier versions of IIS, IUSR_MachineName was included in the
metabase.xml file so that if you tried to copy the metabase.xml from one computer to another, it would not work.
The account on the other computer would have a different name.

In addition, you could not 'xcopy /o' ACLs from one computer to another since the SIDs were different from
computer to computer. One workaround was to use domain accounts, but that required adding an active directory
to the infrastructure. The IIS_WPG group had similar issues with user rights. If you set ACLs on one computer's
file system for IIS_WPG and tried to 'xcopy /o' those over to another computer, it would fail. This experience has
been improved in IIS 7 and above by using a built-in account and group.

A built-in account and group are guaranteed by the operating system to always have a unique SID. IIS 7 and
above have taken this further and ensured that the actual names that are used by the new account and group will
never be localized. For example, regardless of the language of Windows that you install, the IIS account name will
always be IUSR and the group name will be IIS_IUSRS.

In summary, IIS 7 and above offer the following:

The IUSR built-in account replaces the IUSR_MachineName account.
The IIS_IUSRS built-in group replaces the IIS_WPG group.

The IUSR account no longer needs a password because it is a built-in account. Logically, you can think of it as
being the same as the NETWORKSERVICE or LOCALSERVICE accounts. Both the new IUSR account and the
IIS_IUSRS group are discussed in greater depth in the sections below.

The IUSR account replaces the IUSR_MachineName account in IIS 7 and above. The IUSR_MachineName
account will still be created and used if you install the FTP 6 compatible server that is included in Windows Server
2008. If you do not install the FTP server that is included with Windows Server 2008, then this account will not be
created.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-for-security/understanding-built-in-user-and-group-accounts-in-iis.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


<anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" userName="IUSR" defaultLogonDomain="" />

NOTENOTE

Understanding the New IIS_IUSRS Group

This built-in account does not need a password and will be the default identity that is used when anonymous
authentication is enabled. If you look in the applicationHost.config file you will see the following definition:

This tells IIS to use the new built-in account for all anonymous authentication requests. The biggest advantages
are that you can:

Set file system permissions for the IUSR account by using Windows Explorer or any of the many command
line tools.
No longer need to worry about passwords expiring for this account.
Use xcopy /o to copy files along with their ownership and ACL information to different computers seamlessly.

The IUSR account is similar to LOCALSERVICE in the manner in which it acts anonymously on the network. The
NETWORKSERVICE and LOCALSYSTEM accounts can act as the machine identity, but the IUSR account cannot because it
would require an elevation of user rights. If you need the anonymous account to have rights on the network, you must
create a new user account and set the user name and password manually, as you did in the past for anonymous
authentication.

To grant an anonymous account rights on the network by using IIS Manager:

1. Click Start, type INetMgr.exe, and then click Enter. If prompted, click Continue to elevate your permissions.
2. In the Connections section, click the + button next to the name of your computer.
3. In IIS Manager, double-click the site that you want to administer.
4. In the Features View, double-click Authentication.
5. Select Anonymous Authentication, and then click Edit in the Actions pane.
6. In the Edit Anonymous Authentication Credentials dialog box, click the Specific user option, and then

click Set.
7. In the Set Credentials dialog box, input the user name and password desired, and then click OK.

The IIS_IUSRS group replaces the IIS_WPG group. This built-in group has access to all the necessary file and
system resources so that an account, when added to this group, can seamlessly act as an application pool identity.

As with the built-in account, this built-in group solves several xcopy deployment obstacles. If you set permissions
on your files for the IIS_WPG group (that was available on IIS 6.0 systems) and tried to copy those files to another
Windows computer, the group's S ID would be different across the computers and your site's configurations would
be broken.

Since the group SID in IIS 7 and above is the same on all systems that are running Windows Server 2008, you can
use 'xcopy /o' to preserve the ACL's and ownership information as you move files from computer to computer.
This makes xcopy deployments easy.

IIS 7 and above also makes the process of configuring an application pool identity and making all necessary
changes easier. When IIS starts a worker process, it needs to create a token that the process will use. When this
token is created, IIS automatically adds the IIS_IUSRS membership to the worker processes token at runtime. The
accounts that run as 'application pool identities' no longer need to be an explicit part of the IIS_IUSRS group. This
change helps you to set up your systems with fewer obstacles and makes your overall experience more favorable.

If you want to disable this feature and manually add accounts to the IIS_IUSRS group, disable this new feature by



<applicationPools>
    <add name="DefaultAppPool">
        <processModel manualGroupMembership="true" />
    </add>
</applicationPools >

setting the manualGroupMembership value to 'true'. The following example shows how this can be done to the
defaultAppPool:
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Abstract

Introduction

Task 1: Locking a Section Using a <location>  Tag

NOTENOTE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config

by Saad Ladki

This document explains how to lock and unlock configuration on the server. You will learn what settings the
application-level configuration files can override and how to use the <location>  element to lock entire sections.

You will experiment with more granular locking of configuration settings, within sections, such as:

Locking specific elements and attributes
Locking everything except specific elements or attributes
Locking specific collection directives such as the <add> , <remove> , and <clear>  directives
Locking specific elements in collections

After reading this document, you will know how to manage different features of configuration locking by directly
editing XML elements in configuration files (the programmatic interface to perform these tasks follows the XML
structure very closely).

This document focuses intentionally only on editing XML elements in the configuration files, instead of showing
ways to accomplish the same tasks using the administration API, scripts, or the user interface (UI).

 

IIS 7.0 and above allows locking and unlocking configuration settings in various levels and scopes. Locking down
configuration means that it cannot be overridden (or set at all) at lower levels in the hierarchy. Unlocking
configuration can only be done at the level where it was locked. This is useful, for example, when creating different
configuration for different sites or paths, and only some of sites and paths are allowed to override it. Locking can
be done at the section level or for specific elements, attributes, collection elements and collection directives within
sections.

 

In this task, you learn how to use the <location>  tag to lock (or unlock) entire configuration sections at the global
level so that they cannot be overridden at application levels of the configuration hierarchy.

By default, most IIS sections in applicationHost.config are locked down, and none of the .NET framework are locked (including
the ASP.NET sections in the <system.web> section group in machine.config and root web.config).

Using a text editor such as Notepad, open the applicationHost.config file in the following location:

Review the <configSections>  section at the very top of the file: it has metadata about the configuration sections in
this file, like names for sections, containing section groups, and whether or not they are locked.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-for-security/how-to-use-locking-in-iis-configuration.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


<section name="defaultDocument" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<location overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
     <security>
        <authentication>
          <!-- the content of windowsAuthentication section is here -->
        </authentication>
     </security>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

<location path="AdminSuperTrustedSite" overrideMode="Allow">
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <!-- note: this is different than previous example, in that  -->
        <!-- the content of the section is in the original place and -->
        <!-- was not moved here; in addition, the section is also    -->
        <!-- specified here, just by its name, so that it gets       -->
        <!-- unlocked only for the site specified in the location.   -->
        <windowsAuthentication/>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

Locked sections are specified by the "overrideModeDefault" attribute, which is either "Allow" or "Deny". Very few
sections are not locked by default, as specified by this line for example:

Here, we deal with the <windowsAuthentication>  section. It is locked by default.

To unlock the entire section for all applications on the server, move its content from its current location in the file to
the bottom of the file and put it inside a <location overrideMode="Allow">  element. Remember also to have the
section groups surrounding it: <system.webServer >, then <security > and then <authentication >. The end result
should look like this:

The section is now unlocked for all applications. You can specify a path on the location tag, so that the section will
be unlocked only for this path. The default path, if not specified (as in the previous step), is path="." (or path="", the
same thing), which means "this current level". In this case, since this is applicationHost.config, the current level
means the global level. You can also use location tags anywhere in the namespace hierarchy, e.g. in a web.config at
the vdir level, to lock configuration from this point downwards.

Here is an example of how to unlock this section only for the "AdminSuperTrusted" site. That means that
web.config files at that site can override the settings in this section; but, for all other sites on the box, it is locked at
the global level and cannot be overridden.

In this example, you must leave the contents of the section in their original place in applicationHost.config, and
then specify the section in the location tag with a specific path:

Returning to the third example above, the section is unlocked for all applications in all sites (location path=".").
Check that the primary <authentication> section group (the one outside of the <location>  element, above in the
file) does not contain a <windowsAuthenitcation> section. A section cannot appear in the same file both outside a
location tag and inside a <location path="."> tag; this is considered invalid configuration.

To test whether or not a section is locked, go to http://localhost/app in the browser.

If the section is locked, the browser displays an error because the web.config file at the application level has the 

http://localhost/app


Task 2: Locking Specific Elements and Attributes

lockAttributes="enabled,attribute1,attribute2"

lockAttributes="*"

<location path="." overrideMode="Allow">   <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <autghentication>
        <windowsAuthentication enabled="true" lockAttributes="enabled">          
    <providers>
            <add value="Negotiate" />
            <add value="NTLM" />
          </providers>
        </windowsAuthentication>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

NOTENOTE

<windowsAuthentication>  section in it. This means the web.config tries to override <windowsAuthentication>  for its
level. However, because that section is now locked at the global level, the configuration in the web.config file is not
valid.

Change the location tag to have overrideMode="Deny". This locks down the section again. Experiment with other
sections, such as the ASP.NET sections in machine.config or root web.config. Try to lock them down at the global
level, and override them at the web.config level.

 

Building on the previous task, locate the <windowsAuthentication>  section inside the <location>  tag. Set the
location tag to unlock the section: overrideMode="Allow". We only will not lock specific parts of the section.

Set the enabled attribute to true, then lock it by setting lockAttributes="enabled".

This prevents an application-level configuration file from changing the value of the <windowsAuthentication>

section's enabled attribute.

If you want to lock other attributes, add them to the lockAttributes value separated by commas, as in the
following example:

You can also lock all attributes using "*", as in this example:

The section should now look like the following:

In the web.config file for your application, try to override settings in the <windowsAuthentication>  section.

In the browser, request the page to verify that you can override all settings except the ones you locked, in this case
— the enabled attribute.

Simply specifying the attribute in the web.config file causes a configuration failure, even if the attribute you set in the
Web.config file has the same value as in the ApplicationHost.config file. Setting a locked attribute to any value is considered
an attempt to override the attribute and therefore fails. (Also note that attributes are different than elements — in the next
task you will lock an element.)

Remove the lockAttributes attribute.



lockElements="providers,element1,element2"

<location path="." overrideMode="Allow">   <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <autghentication>
        <windowsAuthentication enabled="true" lockElements="providers">
          <providers>
            <add value="Negotiate" />
            <add value="NTLM" />
          </providers>
        </windowsAuthentication>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</location>

Task 3: Locking Everything Except Specific Attributes

<windowsAuthentication enabled="true" lockAllElementsExcept="providers">
     <providers>
          <add value="Negotiate" />
          <add value="NTLM" />
     </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

<windowsAuthentication enabled="true" lockAllAttributesExcept="enabled">
     <providers>
          <add value="Negotiate" />
          <add value="NTLM" />
     </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

Set lockElements="providers" to lock the <providers>  element within the section.

If you have other elements to lock, you can add them separated by commas, like this:

The section should now look like the following:

In the application Web.config file, override the <providers>  element by setting it or by trying to add to, remove
from, or clear the collection.

In the browser, request the page and note that an error displays. In the web.config file, override other elements or
attributes such as the enabled attribute. Browse to the page and note that no error is displayed.

Remove the lockElements attribute.

 

In this task, you learn how to lock all elements or attributes in a section except specific ones that you define. This is
useful in cases in which you are not sure what properties the section has or will have in the future, and you want to
lock everything except the properties you explicitly set to be unlocked.

Building on the previous task, locate the <windowsAuthentication>  section in the location tag.

Set the lockAllElementsExcept or lockAllAttributesExcept attributes to a comma-delimited list of elements or
attributes to lock. For example, the section might look like the following:

Or like this:

In this specific section, there are currently no other attributes or elements. If you want to test the effect of setting



Task 4: Locking Some Collection Directives

<windowsAuthentication enabled="true" >
  <providers lockElements="remove,clear">
    <add value="Negotiate" />
    <add value="NTLM" />
  </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <windowsAuthentication>
          <providers>
            <remove value="NTLM" />
          </providers>
        </windowsAuthentication>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Task 5: Locking Specific Elements in a Collection

the lockAllElementsExcept or lockAllAttributesExcept attributes, add the same attributes to other sections
that have a richer set of attributes.

 

In this task, you learn how to lock the <add>  and <remove>  directives on a collection, so that at the application
level, configuration file elements can be added but not removed.

Building on the previous task, locate the <windowsAuthentication>  section in the location tag.

Set the lockElements attribute in the <providers>  collection to remove,clear.

When you are finished, the section looks like the following:

In the application's web.config file, create a <remove>  element that removes the NTLM element from the
collection.

When finished, the web.config file looks like the following:

In the browser, request http://localhost/app.

 

In this task, you learn how to lock specific collection elements. Developers can still add elements to the collection
at lower (application) levels of the hierarchy, and they can still remove non-locked elements from the collection.
However, they cannot remove the elements you specifically locked. The collection cannot be cleared, because
clearing means removing all elements from the collection.

Building on previous tasks, locate the <windowsAuthentication>  section in the location tag.

In the <providers>  collection, in the <add>  element for the NTLM provider, set the lockItem to "true."

When you are finished, the section looks like the following:

http://localhost/app


<windowsAuthentication enabled="true" >
  <providers>
    <add value="Negotiate" />
    <add value="NTLM" lockItem="true" />
  </providers>
</windowsAuthentication>

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <windowsAuthentication>
          <providers>
            <remove value="NTLM" />
          </providers>
       </windowsAuthentication>
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Summary

In the application web.config file, create a <remove>  element that removes the NTLM element from the collection.

When finished, the Web.config file looks like the following:

In the browser, request http://localhost/app -- the request fails.

 

In this document, you learned how to lock configuration settings. You can lock an entire section, either by using a 
<location>  element or by setting a tag's lockItem attribute to true. Locking can be more flexible and granular if

you use the lockAttributes, lockElements, lockAllAttributesExcept, lockAllElementsExcept, or lockItem
settings on collection elements, and if you use the lockElements settings on collections to specify particular
collection directives ( <add> , <remove> , or <clear> ). Locking can occur at any level of the hierarchy, not only in
ApplicationHost.config. Locking takes effect from that level downwards.

http://localhost/app
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Introduction

ACL Basics

Common IIS PermissionsCommon IIS Permissions

Common IIS IdentitiesCommon IIS Identities

by Nazim Lala

The access control list (ACL) is a list of permissions associated with an object. Each of these permission entries is
called an access control entry (ACE); an ACE contains permissions associated with a particular object for a
particular identity. For example, for file system objects, you can set ACLs on files/directories on an NTFS file
system.

You can use graphical user interface (GUI) tools (such as My Computer or Windows® Explorer) to set or edit
ACLs. Simply right-click any file or folder resource from one of these tools, select Properties, and then click the
Security tab to see a graphical representation of the ACL on the resource you chose. From this dialog box, you
can apply or remove group or user permissions to system resources such as files and folders. You can also use a
command-line utility Cacl.exe to display or modify file ACLs.

It is useful to start with some ACL basics.

The most common permissions of interest in ACE are read, write, execute, and list folder contents.

Read / Write Permissions. The read and write permissions give read and write access to the file system
object, respectively.
List Folder Contents Permission. The list folder content permission is used for displaying the contents of a
folder and is required to register file change notifications on a directory.
Execute Permission. The execute permission is used to specify if the operating system should execute a
particular application as the specified user. This does not cover dynamic application scenarios such as PHP (or
Microsoft® ASP.NET). You are running code when you invoke a .php or .aspx file, but not from the perspective
of the operating system. Instead of setting the execute permission, you should look into using the
script/execute permissions.
Full Control. The full control permission gives all access to the file system object. Avoid full control, and use
more granular read/write permissions.
IIS Script / Execute Permissions. Files with dynamic content, such as .php (or .aspx) files, need script
permission to function. But note that while the file system ACLs have an execute flag, they have nothing for
script. This is because Internet Information Services 7 and above (IIS 7 and above) have a special configuration
to denote if a particular file has dynamic content; this configuration is stored in IIS configuration, outside file
system ACLs. When script or execute permissions are discussed, it is actually the IIS configuration not the file
system execute permission.
Object Inheritance. File system ACLs are usually inherited. In some cases, the parent directory might have
very loose ACLs that need to be overridden at the child level to adequately lock content. This is unlikely to be
an issue in a hosted scenario since there are few permissions at the root.

You can either allow or deny permissions to particular identities through ACLs to secure your content. There are
two types of identities: process identities (those that the IIS worker process is launched with) and the request
handler identities (those from authentication of the request).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-for-security/secure-content-in-iis-through-file-system-acls.md
https://github.com/naziml
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Worker Process Identity (WPI). The IIS worker process runs as the WPI, which is configurable through the
Application Pool configuration settings in IIS. IIS 6.0 on Windows Server® 2003 and IIS 7 and above on
Windows Server® 2008 have the "Network Service" identity as the default WPI. Windows Server® 2008 R2
however uses the application pool identity as the default WPI. If your application authenticates and
impersonates, your request hander identity is the authenticated user identity.
If your Php.ini has fcgi.impersonate set to "true" (recommended for IIS), then your PHP processes are running
as the authenticated user. It is important to note that in the case of anonymous authentication, the
authenticated user would be the configured anonymous user.
IIS_IUSRS. This is a built-in identity group that is a container of all worker process identities (WPIs) on the
server. IIS automatically includes all WPIs in this group (no need to add them manually).
On IIS 6.0 on Windows Server 2003, this group is called IIS_WPG. This is an overarching group that contains
all WPIs, and is therefore not a good candidate for isolating content. Any application running in any application
pool would be running as an identity that falls into this group, so giving this group read access means that all
applications are able to read your content.
IUSR / Anonymous User Identity. The built-in IUSR account is the default used to denote the user identity
of anyone using anonymous authentication. The anonymous user identity is configurable and can be set to an
identity besides this built-in default.
In practice, you should configure a custom account for the anonymous user account and never use the built-in
account. It is important to understand that in IIS, the anonymous user is not the lack of an authenticated user.
Rather, anonymous requests should be considered as requests where the authenticated user is the anonymous
user identity.
Application Pool Identity. This is a virtual identity associated with a particular application pool. Whenever a
user creates an application pool, a virtual identity (security identifier or S ID) is created with it; this identity is
injected into the IIS worker process so that the worker process running under this application pool has access
to content with permissions locked to this virtual identity. In Windows Server 2008 Service Pack 2 (SP2), the
administrator can create their worker processes with this virtual identity. This is configurable in the IIS
application pool configuration settings as the "Application Pool Identity" type and is the default WPI identity
type for Windows Server 2008 R2. (Identity is unique to the application pool that created it and can therefore
be used to isolate content on the server to application pools more effectively.)
Authenticated User Identity. If your application uses any form of authentication (including anonymous
authentication), then this is the identity of the authenticated user. In the anonymous authentication case, this
identity would be your configured anonymous user identity.

To understand which identities are applicable at which stages, it is helpful to understand the basics of the IIS
execution pipeline. The two parts of the pipeline that are most applicable are authentication and handler mapping.

Handler Mapping. In this phase of the execution pipeline, your request gets mapped to a handler; for
example, requests to *.php get mapped to the FastCGI handler. After this mapping occurs and you have
impersonation enabled, the handler identity is the Authenticated User, and all resource access in this phase
occurs using the authenticated user identity.

Authentication. Before authentication, the authenticated user context is unknown and all IIS worker
processes are running as the WPI. If you have a PHP request that is trying to access content before the
request is authenticated, then the WPI needs access to the content. This scenario comes into play when
using the Global rules for URL Rewriter that run in the global pre-begin request phase of the IIS pipeline,
which occurs before authentication. The URL Rewriter has the ability to process rules differently based on
whether the resource being accessed is a file or a directory. For this to be evaluated, a filesystem access
needs to occur, and due to its position in the execution pipeline, this access request occurs as the WPI.

Post authentication, the authenticated user context is set, but you are not necessarily impersonating until
your request gets mapped to a handler. For phases between authentication and handler mapping, you are
most likely to be running as WPI.
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How to Set ACLs

<setAcl path="MyApp" setAclAccess="ReadAndExecute, Write" setAclUser="Foo" />

<setAcl path="MyApp/Upload" setAclAccess="Write" setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" />

<setAcl path="MyApp/Data" setAclAccess="Read" />

Figuring out the right accounts to grant permissions depends on the profile and critical resources of your
application. The main considerations are which permissions to grant and whether or not you are authenticated.

Granting the Proper Permissions. Dynamic content such as that in PHP and ASP.NET applications needs IIS
script permission and read access. If you need to run executables, they need to have the IIS execute permission
and they need to be properly configured in the CGI Restriction List. Anything that is not user-uploaded needs
only read access on the file system.
Content that is going to be uploaded by a user should reside in a separate folder to which you assign write
access. It is important not to give this folder IIS execute or script permissions so users can't upload and execute
malicious code.
In general, the WPI should have read access to all content for your application to work correctly.
Applications That Require Authentication. For applications that require authentication, lock down all
resources to a group containing all authenticated users. If you have different categories of users (admin and
non-admin), create separate groups, and give access accordingly. For example, if your application has an admin
directory that contains administration scripts, give permissions to read this directory only to the admin group.
If your application is impersonating, then the handler identity is the authenticated user; otherwise, it is your
WPI. If you have set fcgi.impersonate to "true" in your Php.ini file, then your fcgi processes identity is the
authenticated user identity; otherwise, it is the WPI. With this information, an administrator can determine the
right set of ACLs to place on the content.
Applications That Run Anonymously. It is important to note that running anonymously on IIS means that
you are authenticated as the anonymous user identity. In this case, lock down resources to either the
application pool identity or your custom configured anonymous identity, and give access to the application
pool identity over the anonymous identity. If you give IIS_IUSRS group access to your content, the applications
running in any application pool have access to your content. If you allow anonymous users to upload files, your
application should ensure further checks on the types of content these users can upload in order to keep the
server secure.

There are several ways to set your ACLs through the shell, including command-line tools such as Icacls.exe. This
article focuses on the Web Deployment Tool manifest (XML) mechanism that can be used to set ACLs. This is used
when installing an application through the Web Deployment Tool or the Web Platform Installer.

To give Read, Execute, and Write permissions to MyApp file system directory for user Foo, add the following line
to the Manifest.xml file:

To set the ACL on the path MyApp/Upload to allow anonymous users to upload content, add the following line to
your Manifest.xml file:

Note that anonymousAuthenticationUser is a special token that will resolve to your configured anonymous
authentication identity.

To grant Read access to the MyApp\Data folder for the application pool identity, add the following line to the
Manifest.xml file:



Links for Further Information

Note that the setAclUse r is not used here (the default value for this is Application Pool Identity).

Understanding the Built-In User and Group Accounts in IIS7 and Above
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<setAcl 
    path="application/sites/default/settings.php" 
    setAclResourceType="File" 
    setAclAccess="Modify" 
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" />

<!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -->  
<parameter 
name="SetAclParameter1" 
defaultValue="{AppPath}/sites/default/settings.php" 
tags="Hidden"> 
<parameterEntry 
  type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" 
  match="Application/sites/default/settings.php" /> 
</parameter>

<setAcl path="MyApp" setAclAccess="ReadAndExecute, Write" setAclUser="Test" />

by Tali Smith

There are several ways to set access control lists (ACLs), including command-line tools such as Icacls.exe. PHP
hosters generally use the command line. It is also possible, however, to set ACLs in the Manifest.xml file; these are
the mechanisms that are applied when you install an application through the Web Deployment Tool (WDT) or the
Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI).

By default, the WDT installs all files and directories without changing any of the existing permissions. In most
cases, this means that the application only has read access to the installed files and directories. If your application
needs to be able to write to any file or directory, you can specify which files or directories with a setAcl directive in
the Manifest.xml file. The setAclResourceType element defines whether the path represents a file or a directory.

To ensure that the ACL gets applied to the proper directory, you should also provide a hidden parameter to make
sure the ACL gets applied to the named directory relative to the AppPath where it is installed.

If no ACL is set on a file or directory, the ACL is most likely set to allow read access to the file or directory. The
ACLs are specific, so granting write access does not necessarily grant read access. If you must write to a file or
directory, you should add "read, write". If you need to be able to enumerate the files in a directory, you should add
"ListDirectory". Note that write access does not grant modify access. If you need to change files once they are
written to disk, you must explicitly set modify access. There are some permissions that are combinations of other
permissions; for example, "Modify" includes "Read", "Write", "Execute", and "Delete".

To give read, execute, and write permissions to the MyApp file system directory for the user Test, add the
following line to your Manifest.xml file:

To set the ACL on the path MyApp/Upload to allow anonymous users to upload content, add the following line to
your Manifest.xml file:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/planning-for-security/set-acls-through-the-manifestxml-file.md


<setAcl path="MyApp/Upload" setAclAccess="Write" setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" />

<setAcl path="MyApp/Data" setAclAccess="Read" />

LINUX WINDOWS LINUX WINDOWS

0 No equivalent to None 4 Read

1 Execute 5 ReadAndExecute

2 Write 6 Read,Write

3 Write, Execute 7 Modify

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

Note that anonymousAuthenticationUser is a special token that resolves to your configured anonymous
authentication identity.

To grant read access to the MyApp\Data folder for the application pool identity, add the following line to the
Manifest.xml file:

Note that the setAclUser is not used here. The default value for this is Application Pool Identity, so it is possible to
skip that line.

Note that it is considered a risky security practice to grant "Write" or "Modify" access to the entire application tree
by applying an ACL at the root of the application. ACLs need to be as limiting and granular as possible without
restricting applications functionality.

If you are familiar with UNIX or Linux permissions, the privileges discussed are the equivalent of "Owner"
permissions. While Group and World privileges can be set through various ACLs outside of the WDT, only
"Owner" class permissions are set here. The table below shows the Windows® operating system equivalents of
various Linux bit-masked permissions:

See the full list of the various user rights and their descriptions. In addition, there is some Internet Information
Services (IIS)–specific ACL guidance.

The token anonymousAuthenticationUser is automatically compared to the ID that the Web site has configured
and that will be used for anonymous authentication. As this ID is configured by the Web Site administrator, it is
best to use anonymousAuthenticationUser for PHP applications and not to use setAclUser for Microsoft®
ASP.NET applications (unless your application has a specific need for a user to handle file ownership).

PHP applications are typically run as the anonymous user because the FastCGI settings usually set the
impersonation to be True(run as anonymous user). ASP.NET applications typically run as the worker process
identity (application pool identity). If setAclUseris not specified, then the setAcldirective uses the application's
Application Pool Identity as the ID for authorization.

This article is based on information from: "Application Packaging Guide for the Windows Web Application Gallery" by the
IIS team, published on September 24, 2009.

Understanding the Built-In User and Group Accounts in IIS 7.0 and Above.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.accesscontrol.filesystemrights.aspx
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Introduction

The Customer Problem

IIS 8.0

by Microsoft

This Whitepaper compiles the findings from a joint effort between HP and the IIS product team to assess the
performance capabilities of IIS running on HP's 8-way systems. This whitepaper also serves as a deployment
guide that can be used by customers to configure IIS on such systems.

Abstract: This case study describes how to deploy and optimize Microsoft IIS 8.0 Server on 8 way systems from
HP.

Authors: Hewlett-Packard (HP), IIS Product Group (IIS), Microsoft's Enterprise Engineering Center (EEC)

 

The Web Server workload is usually associated with commodity servers on a scale-out model. When additional
processing power is required, extra machines are added to the pool. This is a very common model, and Microsoft
Internet Information Services (IIS) has several features to make such an approach easy to configure and deploy.

Usually the scale-up model is associated with other workloads, for example: SQL Server. The reality, though, is that
during the Windows Server 2012 Release, several investments were made in the IIS infrastructure to better enable
the scale-up model. As a result of such investments, IIS 8.0 can be deployed in a way that takes advantage of all
the characteristics of such of large scale servers. This allows customers to unleash all the power and reliability of
such machines.

As part of the Windows Server 2012 development cycle, a series of performance tests were conducted to
characterize the IIS workloads in terms of performance. Those tests were conducted on an HP DL980 G7 using the
facilities at Microsoft's Enterprise Engineering Center (EEC), which is Microsoft's Customer Validation facility for
Windows Server.

This Whitepaper compiles the findings from a joint effort between HP and the IIS product team to assess the
performance capabilities of IIS running on HP's 8-way systems. This whitepaper also serves as a deployment guide
that can be used by customers to configure IIS on such systems.

 

Generally speaking, increasing the number of cores should result in increased performance. When IIS customers
deployed their applications on Non-Uniform-Memory-Access (NUMA) aware hardware with Windows Server
2008 R2, they noticed that after certain point increasing number of core resulted in performance degradation. This
happened because the cost of software memory synchronization out-weighs the benefits of additional cores on
NUMA hardware. IIS 8.0 in Windows server 2012 addresses this problem by intelligently distributing the thread
affinity for processes on NUMA hardware, and this proof-of-concept has allowed identifying the operating system
and network IO tuning to ensure the IIS 8.0 optimum scalability.

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 is NUMA-aware and provides the optimal
configuration for the IT administrators. The following section describes how IIS 8.0 takes advantage of NUMA

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/case-studies/case-study-iis-80-scaling-on-an-hp-proliant-dl980-g7-8-processor-socket-system.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
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hardware to provide optimal performance.

IIS supports following two ways of partitioning the workload:

1. Run multiple worker processes in one application pool (i.e. web garden).
If you are using this mode, by default, the application pool is configured to run in a single worker process. For
maximum performance, you should consider running the same number of worker processes as there are
NUMA nodes, so that there is 1:1 affinity between the worker processes and NUMA nodes. This can be done by
setting " Maximum Worker Processes" AppPool setting to 0. When this setting is configured, IIS will
determine how many NUMA nodes are available on the hardware and will start the same number of worker
processes.

2. Run multiple applications pools in single workload/site.
In this configuration, the workload/site is divided into multiple application pools. For example, the site may
contain several applications that are configured to run in separate application pools. Effectively, this
configuration results in running multiple IIS worker processes for the workload/site and IIS intelligently
distributes process affinity for maximum performance.

Depending upon the workload, administrator partitions the workload into multiple worker processes. Once a
workload is correctly partitioned, IIS 8.0 identifies the most optimal NUMA node when the IIS worker process is
about to start. By default, IIS picks the NUMA node with the most available memory. IIS has the knowledge of the
memory consumption by each NUMA node and uses this information to "load balance" the IIS worker processes.
This option is different from Windows default of round-robin and specially designed for IIS workload.

Finally, there are two different ways to configure the affinity for threads from an IIS worker process to a NUMA
node.

1. Soft Affinity (default)
With soft affinity, if other NUMA nodes have available cycles, the threads from an IIS worker process may get
scheduled to a NUMA node that was not configured for affinity. This approach helps to maximize all available
resources on the system as whole.

2. Hard Affinity
With hard affinity, regardless of what the load may be on other NUMA nodes on the system; all threads from an
IIS worker process are assigned to the chosen NUMA node that was selected for affinity using the design
above.

Although Hard Affinity can provide better overall performance, setting up Hard Affinity requires more
configuration and deeper hardware understanding. Also, if configured improperly, it also results in poorer
performance. So, the default configuration is Soft Affinity.

  

 

DL980 G7 is the first HP Proliant scale-up server with 8 processor sockets, using the HP PREMA architecture
incorporating node controllers with smart CPU caching and redundant system fabric. The first iteration of the
DL980 G7 servers used Intel® Xeon® processor 7500/6500 series (a.k.a Nehalem-EX) processors (4-, 6- and 8-
core SKUs), 128 DIMM sockets and 16 PCIe slots. The second version supports the Intel® Xeon® processor E7-
8800/4800/2800 (a.k.a Westmere-EX) processors (up to the 10-core SKU). With the current Intel Nehalem-EX
configuration with 8 processors, each with 8 cores and with hyper threading enabled, Windows Server 2008 R2
enables a total of 128 Logical Processors, the maximum OS support of 2TB of RAM and the 16 PCIe slots. With
Intel Westmere-EX 10-core SKU processors and hyper threading enabled, Windows Server 2008 R2 enables a
total of 160 Logical Processors for the DL980 G7. And today, Windows Server 2012 enables the 4TB of RAM this
platform supports.

The performance and scalability capabilities of these 8-way Intel based servers with HP scalability node controllers
exceeds anything that has previously existed on Intel/AMD and meet or exceeds the performance of many UNIX



platforms, doing so at considerably lower price point than UNIX platforms. In addition these new Nehalem-EX &
Westmere-EX are at close to parity with UNIX platforms with respect to the R.A.S feature set according to Gartner
and other industry analysts.

The installation and configuration of a HP DL980 differs from earlier simpler SMP servers in a number of respects:

Placement of PCIe cards such as HBA and Network cards is critical
Device Drivers must be Windows KGROUP-aware and NUMA-aware

While the support of scale-up servers by Windows Server 2012 is greatly improved, for the prior-Windows
Operating System versions and Applications must be the correct versions and patches to fully support and scale on
the DL980 G7 platform.

As Windows x64 Server and its user workloads utilize configurations with 8 or more sockets, incorrect
configuration or use of these platforms like the HP DL980 G7 can result in substantial performance penalties. With
this 8-processor configuration, incorrect device drivers or non-NUMA aware applications might not be delivering
the scalability gains that the user might have expected. Typical problems that could occur include flooding the non-
scalable transactions the QPI, IO Hub and PREMA chipsets interconnects

The Microsoft SQL Server, SAP and IIS teams have extensively tested, deployed and benchmarked their products
on the DL980 G7, and it has demonstrated excellent results. The HP DL980 G7 and other 8-processor systems
have demonstrated excellent outcomes as Database Servers but also now as Internet Information Servers

The following figure illustrates the DL980 G7 block diagram, and it is provided as a convenience to the reader as
he/she follows the different configuration options and tuning presented in the following paragraphs:

Configuration options:

The DL980 G7 ships in a variety of configurations: 4 and 8 processor socket models are available. Additionally,
there are several different configurations for PCI expansion slots. These are documented in the HP Technical
Reference Guide for the DL980

Throughout this document, we with refer to Processors in terms of how Windows recognizes and describes them,
Processors 0 - 7 and NUMA nodes 0 - 7.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/case-studies/case-study-iis-80-scaling-on-an-hp-proliant-dl980-g7-8-processor-socket-system/_static/image1.png
http://h18004.www1.hp.com/products/quickspecs/13708_na/13708_na.pdf


DL980 G7 has two "trays". The upper tray holds Processor 0-3 and directly controls the Main and Sub IO boards.
The lower tray holds Processor 4-7 and controls the "Option" or Low Profile (LP) IO board.

The DL980 G7 has three IO boards:

1. Main PCI board - Directly connected to Processors 0-1, this board provides 5x PCIe Gen 2 IO slots [ 2 (x8) and
3 (x4) electrical connectors] suitable for high bandwidth PCI devices such as full height HBA, NIC and
FusionIO/SSD cards It also connects the embedded devices like the LAN On Motherboard (LOM -NC375i),
video, internal disk controller (Smart array P410i), SATA DVD, USB ports, ...

2. Sub IO PCI board (optional) - Directly connected to Processors 2-3, this board provides 5 PCIe Gen2 slots [4

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/case-studies/case-study-iis-80-scaling-on-an-hp-proliant-dl980-g7-8-processor-socket-system/_static/image3.png
file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/case-studies/case-study-iis-80-scaling-on-an-hp-proliant-dl980-g7-8-processor-socket-system/_static/image5.png
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RAMRAM

NetworkNetwork

HBA & IOHBA & IO

(x8) and 1 (x4) electrical connectors] and 1 PCIe Gen 1 (x4) - slot ID 1 - (optionally a PCI-X slot - not
recommended) suitable for full height high bandwidth devices.

3. Low Profile (LP) IO board - Directly connected to Processors 4-5, this board provides 4 x PCIe x8 and 1 x PCIe
x4 slots. These slots are half height only, most recent network and HBA cards ship with a low-profile bracket
which can replace the standard one in order to fit in half height slots.

 

 

The DL980 G7 has extremely powerful processors, each containing 2 memory controllers and is capable of
massive IO throughput when correctly configured. The platform is configured so memory accesses are spread
evenly across both memory controllers of each processor. To ensure a "balanced" system design, we recommend at
least 512GB of RAM, with more typical deployments with 1TB of RAM as at May 2011. A DL980 G7 with less than
512GB-1TB of RAM is probably never able to leverage the very powerful processors because of insufficient RAM.
Most customers will observe a dramatic decrease in IOPS and huge improvement both in IO and scaling
performances with Windows Server 2012, thanks to increased IO NUMA-awareness and NUMA scaling
improvements in this Windows operating system version.

Please note the following memory configuration facts:

DDR3 DIMMs only.
Each processor connects to 2 Memory Risers, with each riser supporting 1 memory controller and 8 DIMM
connectors.

Supports single-rank (SR), dual-rank (DR) and quad-rank (QR) DIMM modules
1 GB and 2 GB DRAM technologies are supported with Nehalem-EX processors and 4 GB are also supported
with Westmere-EX processors.
DIMMs are added in Quads across 2 memory controllers.
Supports Advanced ECC, Online Rank Sparing and Mirroring.
Memory ECC support includes correction of x4 and x8 chip fail.

Supports Registered DIMMs (RDIMM) only. Unbuffered DIMMs (UDIMM) are not supported.

LR or DDR3L are only supported with Westmere-EX processors.

 

Gigabit network adaptors are recommended as standard. 1 Gigabit network adaptors are most likely to be a
bottleneck on these powerful systems.
Reduce the total number of Network Adaptors required to achieve the required network performance.
10 Gigabit network adaptors have significantly improved device drivers and device driver configuration options.
The HP 10Gb NC550SFP (Intel) network card has been tested and proved to be very highly performing; it
requires a PCIe x8 slot on the Main or Sub IO Boards to reach full performance.
HP DL980s support up to 4 10GbE NICs such as NC550SFP and NC523SFP (refer to HP DL980 quick specs
documents for up to date information) with a total number of 8 10GbE ports.
For load balancing purposes 10 Gigabit cards can be balanced between the Main and Sub IO boards. (For
example: 2 x Dual port 10G NIC on Main Board and 2 x Dual port 10G on Sub IO Board).
As the reader will realize in the IIS scaling paper, it is recommended to enable Receive Side Scaling (RSS) on the
more modern Network Adaptors and modern Device drivers. 1 Gigabit Network Adaptors usually only support
up to 8 RSS "Rings" or "Queues". 10 Gigabit Adaptors support at least 16 Rings/Queues. Receive Side Scaling
is a mechanism to balance the DPC offload across multiple logical processors. This avoids the problem
sometimes seen during extremely high network activity where high kernel time is seen on one processor only
(often logical processor 0 or 1, but not always). Note: The RSS implementation for Windows Server 2008 R2
covers only logical processors in the first Windows KGROUP of processors (KGROUP#0) but this restriction has
been eliminated with Windows Server 2012 and several inbox drivers support it at first install.

 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/network/dd277646
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/5/f05a42ce-575b-4c60-82d6-208d3754b2d6/NetworkDriverPerformance.ppt


BIOSBIOS

SETTING NAME RECOMMENDED SETTING DEFAULT SETTING

HP Power Profile Custom (Default Balanced Power & Perf)

HP Power Regulator OS Control Mode (default HP Dynamic Power Savings
Mode)

For high storage IO applications, install at least 2 x dual port HBA, more common configurations are 4 x dual
port HBA.
It is important that all the HBA ports are connected and active. If mul MPIO software must be installed and
configured correctly. Automatic Load balancing (ALB) is recommended for HP EVA series SAN.
Different HBA have different settings and different SAN models have different capabilities, however as a
general guidance it is recommended:
Emulex - set HBA Queue Depth to around 64-254 in "OC Manager / HBA Anywhere" in most configurations
QLogic - set Execution Throttle to 64-96 in "SanSurfer"
Brocade - Queue Depth is documented in the Brocade Admin Guide
HBA Cards should be placed cards should be distributed across all 3 IO Hubs according to their PCIe interface
characteristics. We will always tend to put a x8 capable card in a x8 slot to benefit from its full features and
balance the load across the system.

Special Note on FusionIO Devices (generally applicable to other SSD cards):

FusionIO (HP IO accelerator boards) and OCZ provide ultra-fast access (up to 10,000 times faster than mechanical
disks). So far extensive testing has only been conducted with FusionIO cards. The results have been exceptional
provided the following:

At a minimum, use FusionIO 2.2.3 or later device driver - K-Group Aware (available from FusionIO website).
Place the FusionIO card on the Main or SubIO Board only: they are not low profile cards. Recommended IO
slots are: 3, 5, 9 and 11.
If you use more than 4 HP IO accelerators, modifications must be made within the BIOS to allow for more
cooling and you have to consider external power cables or use the FusionIO power override feature with VSL
3.x and allow the additional power to be sourced from the PCIe slot.
The current FusionIO stack still needs scalability improvements and FusionIO is still working on them.
Meanwhile, please note that with a larger number of Fusion IO cards in this system, we have pushed over 1
million IOPs and above 16GB/s. With the current FusionIO driver implementation, you might find:

Very high processor utilization on a subset of the logical processors. This is related to the fact that current
FusionIO HBAs don't support MSI-X and each HBA sends interrupts to a single logical processor.
Additionally, the current implementation supports a DPC and FusionIO completion worker thread for
each HBA only. For highly demanding scaling IO workloads, the user is almost expected identifying these
logical processors by checking the CPU utilizations at 100% or at almost 100% on these specific logical
processors. FusionIO has made available configuration parameters to partially mitigate this by allowing
the specification of which logical processors to dedicate for these tasks. In these high IO cputimes, you
can an affinity mask at the application level to avoid these logical processors.
IO throughput unbalances. The best IO performance is obtained by generating read/write requests on
the same socket as where the FusionIO completion thread runs. The DL980 G7 BIOS provides IO
NUMAness to the Windows operating system and its IO components: storport and ndis/netio for their
miniports to use and tune.
Throughput modifications due to the impact of grooming the SSD, issue seen with previous and current
generations of SSDs.

 

It is recommended to change the following default values in the DL980 G7 BIOS for IIS:

http://www.brocade.com/downloads/documents/support_plans/HBA/Docs_v1/53_1000881_01_HCMAdmin.pdf


Processor HyperThreading Please refer to the paragraph below
about the type of IIS 8.0 workloads and
the impact of HyperThreading

Enabled

Min Processor Idle Pwr State No C-States (no Processor Power gains)
or C1e (to still get Processor Power
gains and adequate performance)

(default C6 State)

Memory Power Capping Disabled (default Enabled)

Collaborative Power Control Disabled (default Enabled)

MPS Table Mode Full Table APIC (default)

Address Mode 44-bit Enabled (default Disabled)

Thermal Configuration increased cooling or even "max fans -
(blowout), if using a lot of HP IO
accelerator/Fusion IO HBAs.

(optimal cooling)

Windows Debugging: ASR Status
(disabled when no debugger is
attached)

Disabled if OS debugger is attached. (default Enabled)

Windows Debugging: iLO Cli (from
iLO session)

Disabled if OS debugger is attached. (default Enabled)

SETTING NAME RECOMMENDED SETTING DEFAULT SETTING

FirmwareFirmware

Windows versions & ConfigurationWindows versions & Configuration

With DL980 G7 platforms, Windows Server 2012 will automatically switch the processors and IOHs in x2APIC
mode and with physical interrupt delivery mode. To enable x2APIC with Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 to improve
IO Scaling, several Windows QFEs have to be installed on the platform and an additional Opt-In BCDEDIT
command to execute. Enabling x2APIC and the specification of the QFEs are presented in the Microsoft Knowledge
Database

It is critical that the firmware for the below components is updated to the latest available as for example, many IO
NUMA improvements were added in the October 2012 release.

DL980 G7 System
HBA Cards
Network Cards
FusionIO Cards (if used)

It is strongly recommended to verify the firmware of these components on the HP DL980 Support web site.

As part of the Mission Critical offering for Windows customers, HP has a Smart Update QFE CD to automatically
setup and tune Windows with the latest critical Microsoft QFEs: http://www.hp.com/swpublishing/MTX-
2d5e88cac8e8445181279f252e. These updates and tuning have been implemented with Microsoft and validated
in the HP DL980 laboratory. HP recommends its customers to execute these updates.

Windows Server 2012 - The IIS settings for kernel mode, cache management, request and connection
management and user mode have not changed from Windows Server 2008 R2, please refer to the IIS specific
tunings described in the "Performance Tuning Guidelines for Windows Server 2008 R2" document. .
For Windows 2008 R2, SP1 or higher is recommended. Service Pack 1 contains many critical performance fixes

http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bizsupport/TechSupport/Document.jsp?lang=en&cc=us&objectID=c02497469&prodTypeId=15351&prodSeriesId=4231377
http://www.hp.com/swpublishing/MTX-2d5e88cac8e8445181279f252e
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/hardware/gg463392.aspx


Test Methodology
Test ScenarioTest Scenario

Test SetupTest Setup
Servers:Servers:

Networking:Networking:

RSS Settings:RSS Settings:

for > 64 logical processor support.
Windows 2008 cannot support 44 bit addressing correctly and should not be installed on DL980 G7. If for
some reason Windows 2008 (non-R2 version) is deployed on DL980 both hyper threading and 44 Bit memory
must be disabled, system is then limited to 64 logical processors and 1 TB of RAM. Windows Server 2008 SP2
is the only supported Windows Server 2008 Server version on the HP DL980 G7. If Windows Server 2008 is
still required, please refer to the HP Support web site and organization for the complete list of Windows QFEs
for Windows Server 2008 SP2 on the HP DL980 G7.

 

 

The goal of this test is to test the scalability of IIS Server while increasing the number of CPU cores/sockets on
NUMA aware hardware:

A simple ASP.net dynamic test page is used as website content
The Web Capacity Analysis Tool (WCAT) is used to generate HTTP requests
An HP Core Disable utility is used to scale down the server by disabling CPU core & sockets, while respecting
the IO configuration

The test environment demonstrates how the ASP.NET Web application scales on a server with NUMA hardware
running IIS 8.0. The goal is to stress the server to determine the number of requests per second that the
deployment processed at, or nearly at, 100% CPU utilization.

Following configuration were used for measuring IIS performance

1. Web Garden (1xN) - Single application pool, one process per socket. This represents Enterprise scenario where a
single application needs to scale up.

2. Hosting (Nx1) - One application pool per socket, one process per application pool. This represents hosting
scenario, where multiple applications are hosted on a single server.

3. Default (1x1) - One application pool and one process regardless of number of sockets. This represents out of the
box configuration.

Tests were repeated for 20/40/80 cores (2/4/8 processor sockets). We also conducted additional test for 180 core
(Hyper Threading enabled) to see how IIS benefits from HT.

 

A total of 6 machines were used to conduct test

4 machines working as WCAT Clients (WCAT Settings: 100 Virtual Clients per physical client)

1 machine working as WCAT controller
1 HP9L980G7 as IIS 8.0 server

The test environment was set up with four client machines and one server. Each of the client machines used four 1
Gb NICs. The server used sixteen 1 Gb NICs. Sixteen subnets were configured, pairing each client NIC to a unique
server NIC.

Networking performance on the server was optimized using RSS settings.

In order to ensure that traffic received on a given NIC would be processed by a core on the same IO Hub as the
NIC, each NIC was associated with a NUMA node on the same IO Hub using the NumaNode setting.

The total number of RSS queues across all NICs was made equal to the total number of logical processors on the
machine. This was done by setting NumberOfReceiveQueues for each NIC.



Findings

Comparison between 80 cores and 40 coresComparison between 80 cores and 40 cores

Impact of HyperthreadingImpact of Hyperthreading

RSS queues on each NIC were then mapped to a specific set of cores on their assigned NUMA node using the
settings BaseProcessorNumber and MaxProcessors.

 

Following graph captures how IIS performance (Number of requests processed per second) changes with increase
in CPU cores.

Increasing number of CPU cores from 20 to 40 (2 sockets to 4 sockets):

20 cores numbers are taken as baseline. When number of CPUs increased from 20 to 40, we observed 67%
increase in request processed in web hosting scenario, 41% increase in web garden scenario and 2% decrease in
default scenario. This indicates that both hosting and web garden scenarios are able to benefit most from increased
CPU cores. Default configuration is not able to take advantage of increased CPUs as single process cannot scale to
take advantage of NUMA hardware.

 

A similar trend was noticed after increasing number of cores from 40 to 80. Hosting scenario was able to process
64% more requests and web garden scenario processed 31% more requests. Default configuration performance
further degraded by 3%.

 

After enabling Hyperthreading, Hosting configuration processed 18% more requests. Web Garden configuration
processed 4% less requests while default configuration processed 3% more requests. Typically HT can result in up
to 20% better performance. Hosting configuration is able to take full advantage of HT.
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Summary

Appendix
PowerShellPowerShell
BackgroundBackground

Configuring RSS AffinityConfiguring RSS Affinity

 

IIS 8.0 is NUMA hardware aware and is able to scales positively on NUMA hardware unlike previous IIS versions.

IIS 8.0 throughput increased by 67% on increasing CPU sockets from 2 to 4 and it further increased by 64% on
increasing CPU sockets from 4 to 8. Enabling HyperThreading resulted in additional 18% throughput.

HP Proliant DL980-G7 provides a solid platform for deploying high demanding IIS applications, offering
application scalability with a server consolidation solution on a platform with higher HW reliability, availability and
serviceability.

Customers looking to scale their IIS deployments should consider deploying IIS on NUMA aware hardware and
benefit from both scale up & scale out options.

More IIS 8.0 characterizations with HyperV Server 2012 deployment on the HP DL980-G7 are being considered
and these results will also be shared.

 

 

 

Traditionally, each processor on a multi-socket system access memory and IO thru the same bus. It's becoming
more and more common for large scale systems to use NUMA (non-uniform memory access) in order to avoid
bus bottlenecks. On this model, different parts of IO and memory are connected to different sockets thus meaning
that the performance of IO and memory operations are affected by how close the socket is connected to some
parts of memory and IO.

Receive Side Scaling (RSS) enables processing of network receiving by multiple processors.

 

Starting with Windows Server 2012, it's possible to configure RSS affinity to a given NUMA node by using
PowerShell. The Core Networking team did a great job of providing a set of cmdlets that provide full control over
the RSS stack.

More specifically, the NUMA affinity can be configured using the following cmdlet: Set-NetAdapterRSS. This
cmdlet takes a few parameters related to the Server's hardware topology. The parameters are:
BaseProcessorGroup, BaseProcessorNumber, MaxProcessors and NumaNode.

There are two ways to gather the values of such properties: Manual and thru PowerShell.

In order to correctly configure the NUMA affinity settings, it's imperative to identify the physical connection of a
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network adapter to a given NUMA node.

 

Currently, this process that comprises the following steps:

1. Locate the target Network adapter by using the Control Panel\Network and Internet\Network Connections. The
property of interest for the next step "Device Name" as pictured in the below screenshot.

2. Locate the NIC thru Device Manager. For that we use the "Device Name" property gathered in the previous
step.

3. Invoke the properties dialog for the specified NIC. The "General" tab will show the slot, device and function
numbers for a given NIC.
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4. With the bus information on hand, it's possible to identify in which NUMA node the NIC is connected to by
correlating this information to the hardware topology diagram as provided in the "Hardware Section" above.

 

The hardware topology information that can be used to set the correct RSS affinity values can be obtained by using
the Device Management PowerShell Cmdlets sample that is available on TechNet Gallery
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Device-Management-7fad2388). This sample provides cmdlets to
enumerate, control and manage devices.

The module currently exposes the following cmdlets:

Get-Device
Get-Driver
Get-Numa
Enable-Device
Disable-Device

Get-Device | Sort-Object -Property Name | ft Name, NumaNode, UINumber -AutoSize

Get-Numa

$hardwareTopology = Get-Numa; $hardwareTopology

 

Web Capacity Analysis Tool (WCAT) is a lightweight HTTP load generation tool primarily designed to measure the
performance of a Web server within a controlled environment. WCAT can simulate thousands of concurrent users
making requests to a single Web site or to multiple Web sites.

It can be found at https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2007/05/wcat-63-(x86)

 

 

The IIS team at Microsoft is responsible for shipping IIS server as part of Windows Server. This team also
releases and maintains various related products found @ https://www.iis.net/downloads.

 

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/Device-Management-7fad2388
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2007/05/wcat-63-x86
https://www.iis.net/downloads


EECEEC

Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) an American multinational information technology corporation headquartered
in Palo Alto, California, United States. It provides products, technologies, software, solutions and services to
consumers, small- and medium-sized businesses and large enterprises, including customers in the government,
health and education sectors. HP is the world's leading company in Microsoft Windows revenue and units
worldwide (IDC Worldwide Quarterly Server Tracker for 2Q12, August 2012). Within its HP Business Critical
Server division, the Mission Critical Windows Engineering lab has over a decade of joint engineering to deliver
robust Microsoft Windows and SQL Server solutions. With this IIS scaling project, the team has worked closely
with the Microsoft IIS team to ensure optimum scalability and performance.

 

Microsoft's Enterprise Engineering Center (EEC) owes its existence to a simple idea: To provide Microsoft
Customers with the greatest in validation and collaboration laboratory.

The EEC is equipped with world-class hardware and staffed with an incredibly talented and passionate team.
Because we're located on the Redmond campus (at the epicenter of Microsoft's product development teams) we
are able to bring together Microsoft's customers, partners and product group engineers in order to validate
tomorrow's enterprise solutions.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.5 and later Enhanced Logging was introduced in IIS 8.5.

IIS 8.0 and earlier Enhanced Logging was not supported prior to IIS 8.5.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Configure Enhanced Logging for I IS 8.5 and laterConfigure Enhanced Logging for I IS 8.5 and later

by Gary Ericson

In IIS 8.5, the administrator has the option of logging additional custom fields from request or response
headers, or from server variables.

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 provides limited logging capabilities for a fixed set of
standard fields, without options for extensibility or customizability for logging. Administrators who need to log
fields beyond this standard set must create a custom logging module.

 

In IIS 8.5 and later, the administrator has the option of logging additional custom fields from request or response
headers, or from server variables.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select the site or server in the Connections pane, and then double-click Logging. Note that enhanced logging

is available only for site-level logging - if you select the server in the Connections pane, then the Custom
Fields section of the W3C Logging Fields dialog is disabled.

3. In the Format field under Log File, select W3C and then click Select Fields....

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-85/enhanced-logging-for-iis85.md
https://github.com/garyericson


4. In the W3C Logging Fields dialog, click Add Field.... Note that enhanced logging is available only for site-
level logging - if you selected the server in the Connections pane, then Add Field... is disabled.

5. In the Add Custom Field dialog, enter a Field Name to identify the custom field within the log file. Please
note that the field name cannot contain spaces.

6. Select the Source Type. You can select Request Header, Response Header, or Server Variable (note that
enhanced logging cannot log a server variable with a name that contains lower-case characters - to include a
server variable in the event log just make sure that its name consists of all upper-case characters).

7. Select Source, which is the name of the HTTP header or server variable (depending on the Source Type you
selected) that contains a value that you want to log. You also can enter your own custom source string. For
example, to record the custom HTTP Header "X-FORWARDED-FOR", enter that string in Source.



Summary

8. Click OK.
9. Click Add Field... for each additional custom field you want to add. You also can click Remove Field to remove

a custom field you added or click Edit Field... to edit it.
10. Click OK.
11. Click Apply in the Actions pane to apply the new configuration.

Once the custom fields have been configured, IIS will create new text log files with "_x" appended to the file name
to indicate that the file contains custom fields.

Note that the total size of data collected from all custom fields cannot exceed 65,536 bytes. If the total exceeds
65,536 bytes, then IIS will truncate the data.

 

In this guide, you have configured IIS to add custom fields to the IIS logs.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.5 and later Logging to ETW was introduced in IIS 8.5.

IIS 8.0 and earlier Logging to ETW was not supported prior to IIS 8.5.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Configure ETW LoggingConfigure ETW Logging

by Gary Ericson

In IIS 8.5, the administrator has the option of sending logging information to Event Tracing for Windows
(ETW).

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 provides basic logging capabilities. However, because
IIS takes some time to flush logs to disk, administrators do not have access to logging information in real-time. In
addition, text-based log files can be difficult and time-consuming to process.

 

In IIS 8.5, the administrator has the option of sending logging information to Event Tracing for Windows (ETW).
This option gives the administrator the ability to use standard query tools, or create custom tools, for viewing real-
time logging information in ETW. This provides a significant advantage over parsing text-based log files that are
not updated in real time. For more information on ETW, see Event Tracing.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select the server or site in the Connections pane, and then double-click Logging. If you configure logging for

a site, then that configuration applies to the site regardless how you configure logging at the server level. If you
configure logging for the server, then the configuration will be applied to all newly-created sites on the server
and any sites for which you have not configured site-level logging.

3. In the Format field under Log File, make sure that W3C is selected.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-85/logging-to-etw-in-iis-85.md
https://github.com/garyericson
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=256040


Summary

4. Under Log Event Destination, select ETW event only, or, if you want the log information sent to both ETW
and the log file, select Both log file and ETW event.

5. Use any of the publicly available tools to query ETW for events. For example, Message Analyzer can be used by
configuring it to query the "Microsoft-Windows-IIS-Logging" provider. For more information about Message
Analyzer, see the MessageAnalyzer blog on Microsoft TechNet.

 

In this guide, you have configured IIS to log events to ETW or to both ETW and the log file. You can view ETW
events using a number of publicly available tools.

http://blogs.technet.com/b/messageanalyzer/
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.5 and later Dynamic website activation was introduced in IIS 8.5.

IIS 8.0 and earlier Dynamic website activation was not supported prior to IIS 8.5.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Configure Dynamic Website ActivationConfigure Dynamic Website Activation

by Gary Ericson

In IIS 8.5, when there are a large number of configured sites (100 or greater, by default), the service will not
activate any of the sites when the service is started.

 

When the Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 service starts at system boot-up, it
automatically activates all configured websites. This means that the first time any site is accessed, it will be available
and respond quickly. However, for a system with a large number of sites configured, it not only takes a lot of time
and resources to activate all those sites at once, but the sites can use a large amount of memory. If the majority of
the sites are accessed infrequently, this can be an unneccesary waste of system resources.

Note that "activation", in this context, refers to a process in which IIS registers a site with the HTTP protocol stack
(HTTP.SYS), which is part of the Windows Server operating system. This activation is not to be confused with the
action of creating a worker-process for a site.

 

In IIS 8.5 and later, when there are a large number of configured sites (100 or greater, by default), the service will
not activate any of the sites when the service is started. Instead, IIS will activate each site only when it receives the
first request for the site. This reduces the amount of system resources required by IIS, especially if a large number
of the sites are accessed infrequently. The first request to the site will take some time as the site is activated, but
subsequent accesses will respond normally.

 

By default, IIS 8.5 and later use a threshold of 100 sites:

If there are less than 100 sites configured, then IIS will activate all sites at start-up.
If there are 100 or more sites configured, then IIS will activate each site as it is accessed the first time.

You can change this threshold value by using the Configuration Editor.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select the server in the Connections pane, and then double-click Configuration Editor.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-85/dynamic-site-activation-in-iis85.md
https://github.com/garyericson


Summary

3. Select the section system.applicationHost/webLimits.

4. Set the value of dynamicRegistrationThreshold to the new threshold value (the default value is 100).

5. Restart IIS.

 

In this guide, you have modified the threshold value used by IIS to determine the threshold over which the
dynamic site activation features is effective.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.5 and later Idle Worker Process Page-Out was introduced in IIS 8.5.

IIS 8.0 and earlier Idle Worker Process Page-Out was not supported prior to IIS
8.5.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Configure Idle Worker Process Page-Out for a Single Application PoolConfigure Idle Worker Process Page-Out for a Single Application Pool

by Gary Ericson

In IIS 8.5, the administrator has the option of suspending an idle worker process rather than terminating it.

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 provides the administrator with the option of timing
out a worker process that is idle for a specified period of time. This is a good option for sites that are not accessed
very often because it frees up system resources when the site is idle. The disadvantage is that the next time the site
is accessed, the user will need to wait for the worker process to start again.

 

In IIS 8.5 and later, the administrator has the option of suspending an idle worker process rather than terminating
it. A suspended worker process remains alive but is paged-out to disk, reducing the system resources it consumes.
When a user accesses the site again, the worker process wakes up from suspension and is quickly available. When
an idle worker process is terminated, the worker process is shut down, and the startup period will be longer when
the site is subsequently accessed. Terminating the process is the default behavior, and the same behavior that has
been used in previous versions of IIS prior to IIS 8.5.

The idleTimeoutAction attribute can be configured either for a single application pool or as a default for all
application pools.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Applications Pools in the Connections pane, select an application pool in the Application Pool pane,

and then click Advanced Settings... in the Actions pane.
3. In the Advanced Settings dialog box, under Process Model, select Suspend for the value of Idle Time-out

Action to suspend a worker process when the time-out value is reached, paging it out to disk. Select
Terminate to shut down the worker process.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-85/idle-worker-process-page-out-in-iis85.md
https://github.com/garyericson


Configure Idle Worker Process Page-Out as a Default for Application PoolsConfigure Idle Worker Process Page-Out as a Default for Application Pools

4. Optionally set the Idle Time-out value from the default 20 minutes to a different time period.
5. Click OK.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Applications Pools in the Connections pane, and then click Set Application Pool Defaults... in the

Actions pane.
3. In the Application Pool Defaults dialog box, under Process Model, select Suspend for the value of Idle

Time-out Action to suspend a worker process when the time-out value is reached, paging it out to disk. Select
Terminate to shut down the worker process.



View Resource Use in Suspension

Verify Idle Time-out Action Configuration in applicationHost.config

4. Optionally set the Idle Time-out value from the default 20 minutes to a different time period.
5. Click OK.

You can view suspended worker processes in Task Manager and see that they use very little memory or CPU.

The idleTimeoutAction configuration can be entered in two places in the applicationHost.config file:

For a single application pool, in the <processModel> child element of the <add> element, which sets the
idleTimeoutAction attribute only for that pool. This is what is happening for DefaultAppPool in the screenshot
of applicationHost.config file below, in which idleTimeoutAction is set to "Suspend".
For all application pools, in the <processModel> child element of the <applicationPoolDefaults> element,



Summary

which makes a default setting for all the pools. If idleTimeoutAction is not set for a specific pool, e.g., the .NET
v4.5 pool below, the default idleTimeoutAction value is used for that pool, in this case "Terminate". If
idleTimeoutAction is set for a pool, that setting overrides the default.

 

In this guide, you have configured IIS to suspend or terminate worker processes that have been idle for a specified
amount of time.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.5 and later Certificate Rebind was introduced in IIS 8.5.

IIS 8.0 and earlier Certificate Rebind was not supported prior to IIS 8.5.

Problem

Solution

by Jim van de Erve

Automatically rebind a renewed certificate by using Certificate Rebind, new in IIS 8.5.

 

When the certificate used for an IIS Web site expires and is renewed, the Web site must be rebound to the new
certificate. This needs to occur even if your certificates are renewed automatically. Rebinding manually can make
certificate management challenging, especially if you have a significant number of sites and certificates. If a
certificate expires and the site is not rebound to the new certificate, clients connecting to the Web site will get a
warning about the certificate expiration, and this might deter them from using the site until the issue is addressed.

 

IIS 8.5 and later have a new feature that automates the rebinding of a renewed certificate. This feature, called
Certificate Rebind, ensures that a certificate will automatically be rebound to a Web site after the certificate has
been renewed. You enable this feature for all HTTPS Web sites on a server in the Server Certificates dialog box of
the IIS Manager.

Certificate rebind leverages the notification functionality in a Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012 helper
mechanism called Certificate Services Lifecycle Notifications. This mechanism creates a system event whenever a
certificate-related action takes place, such as when a new certificate is installed, an existing certificate expires or is
about to expire, or a certificate is renewed. For more information about the notification mechanism, see Certificate
Services Lifecycle Notifications.

When you enable Certificate Rebind, IIS registers a task in the system's Task Scheduler, and the task is keyed to
trigger upon a certificate-renewal event (event ID 1001). When such an event occurs (either when you manually
renew the certificate, or when it renews through autoenrollment), the scheduled task executes the IIS command-
line tool appcmd.exe. It gives appcmd the thumbprint of the expired certificate and the thumbprint of the new one.
Using these two parameters, appcmd locates the Web sites that the old certificate is bound to, unbinds that
certificate, and then binds the new certificate to them. If you set up your certificates to renew automatically through
autoenrollment, and you enable Certificate Rebind, the whole process will be automated.

You can view the certificate rebinding task in the Task Scheduler in Windows 8 or Windows Server 2012. Open the
Task Scheduler by running taskschd.msc or through Search. Under the Task Scheduler Library in the left pane,
open Microsoft, then Windows, and then CertificateServicesClient. It is recommended that you do not change this
task. Also, if you disable Certificate Rebind in IIS Manager, the CertificateServicesClient task in the Task Scheduler
will be deleted.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-85/certificate-rebind-in-iis85.md
https://twitter.com/jimvde
https://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/14250.certificate-services-lifecycle-notifications.aspx


Step by Step Instructions
Enable automatic rebinding of renewed certificatesEnable automatic rebinding of renewed certificates

Summary

In addition to configuring certificate rebinding in IIS, you can use the Certificate Services Lifecycle Notifications
events to manage certificates by setting up custom triggers in the Task Scheduler.

 

1. On the taskbar, click Server Manager, click Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. In the Connections pane, select the server. Certificate Rebind is enabled at the server level.
3. In the Home pane, in the IIS section, double-click Server Certificates. 

4. In the Actions pane, click Enable Automatic Rebind of Renewed Certificate. 

 

The Certificate Rebind feature of IIS 8.5 and later enable you to rebind a certificate to a Web site automatically after
the certificate has been renewed. Certificate rebinding leverages Certificate Services Lifecycle Notifications events.
The Certificate Rebind task, CertificateServicesClient, is registered in the Windows Task Scheduler.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 IIS 8.0 is only available in Windows Server 2012 and Windows
8.

IIS 7.5

IIS 7.0

Overview

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Installing IIS 8 with the Default SettingsInstalling IIS 8 with the Default Settings

by Robert McMurray

 

Server Manager in Windows Server 2012 is new and accordingly, the user experience has changed as well.

This step-by-step instruction is not unique to installing IIS. It is meant to assist IIS customers with navigating
through the new Server Manager quickly.

 

Windows Server 2012 has been installed.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

To install IIS 8, use the following steps:

1. Open Server Manager.
2. Under Manage menu, select Add Roles and Features:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


3. Select Role-based or Feature-based Installation:

4. Select the appropriate server (local is selected by default), as shown below:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image1.png
file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image5.png


5. Select Web Server (IIS):

6. No additional features are needed for IIS, so click Next:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image9.png
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7. Click Next:

8. Customize your installation of IIS, or accept the default settings that have already been selected for you, and
then click Next:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image17.png
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9. Click Install:

10. When the IIS installation completes, the wizard reflects the installation status:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image25.png
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Summary

11. Click Close to exit the wizard.

 

IIS 8.0 has been installed successfully by using Server Manager in Windows Server 2012.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/installing-iis-8-on-windows-server-2012/_static/image33.png
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VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 IIS management tools have been updated for ASP.net 4.5 in
IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 IIS management tools have not been updated for ASP.net 4.5
in IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 IIS management tools have not been updated for ASP.net 4.0
in IIS 7.0

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Displaying ASP.NET Administration ModulesDisplaying ASP.NET Administration Modules

by Won Yoo

 

Windows Server 2012 includes .NET Framework 4.5 by default, as well as optional installation of the .NET 3.5
Framework. Developers and administrators frequently need to run both ASP.net 3.5 and ASP.net 4.5 web
applications and therefore they also need the ability to manage them both appropriately.

 

IIS 8.0 supports managing both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 applications using both the graphical IIS Manager
tool as well as IIS' command-line management tools.

Both graphical and command line IIS management tools operate in a version-specific manner when reading or
writing configuration information for ASP.NET applications. For example, ASP.NET administration modules
running in the IIS Server Manager will display configuration options applicable for the specific ASP.NET version
used by an application.

 

The concepts demonstrated in this walkthrough require a Windows Server 2012 machine with all of the following
installed: IIS 8.0, ASP.NET 3.5, and ASP.NET 4.5.

Prior to this walkthrough, readers should have already completed the companion walkthrough: Using ASP.NET 3.5
and ASP.NET 4.5 on IIS 8.0. That document walks readers through installing all three features, as well as sample
applications for both versions of ASP.NET.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

 

Start the IIS Manager UI and expand the treeview on the left-hand side of the window so that the "Default Web
Site" and its children are both showing:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-aspnet-configuration-management.md


Managing ASP.NET Compilation SettingsManaging ASP.NET Compilation Settings

The right-hand portion of the IIS Manager UI shows the administrative modules available for managing the
ASP.NET application highlighted in the treeview. In this case since Default Web Site is selected, and by default
this website supports ASP.NET 4.5, the IIS Manager displays 15 different ASP.NET-specific administration
modules. The icons shown above in red outlining are the three administration modules that are only available for
use with ASP.NET 4.5 applications.

You can see the high-level differences between managing ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 application in the IIS
Manager below. Since the "example35" application is configured for ASP.NET 3.5, only 12 ASP.NET-specific
administration modules are available:

As noted above, the IIS Manager in IIS 8.0 supports three additional administration modules when managing
ASP.NET 4.5:

Providers: This administration module supports centralized management of pluggable persistence providers
for ASP.NET 4.5's Membership, Role Manager and Profile feature.
.NET Users: Interactive UI-based creation, deletion and modification of Membership users for ASP.NET 4.5
applications.
.NET Roles: UI-based creation/deletion of roles, as well as integration with the ".NET Users" module for adding
and removing users to/from roles. As with the previous two administration modules, the ".NET Roles" module
is used to manage ASP.NET 4.5 applications

 

Many of the administration modules that exist for both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 expose the same
functionality. However as some ASP.NET features evolve over time additional configuration options are added in
newer .NET Framework versions. The ASP.NET administration modules in the IIS Manager support this by
dynamically changing the options they display depending on the version of the ASP.NET application being
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Managing ASP.NET Machine Key SettingsManaging ASP.NET Machine Key Settings

managed.

Below is a screenshot of .NET Compilation for ASP.NET 3.5:

And below is the corresponding configuration for ASP.NET 4.5. You will see the configuration options have
expanded to include new ASP.NET 4.5 capabilities:

The two new options available in ASP.NET 4.5 applications are:

Enable JIT Profiling: By default ASP.NET 4.5 will work with the CLR's JIT compilation to enable background
compilation of speculative JIT execution paths using additional CPU cores.
Enable Prefetch: An ASP.NET 4.5 feature available only on Windows Server 2012 that integrates the
ASP.NET 4.5 compilation system with the Windows Server 8 Superfetch service. When both the Superfetch
service and ASP.NET Prefetch option are enabled, Windows Server 2012 will profile ASP.NET compilation
during the startup of web applications in order to dynamically optimize disk performance when loading
managed assemblies.

 

Below is a screenshot of Machine Key for ASP.NET 3.5. The "Validation method" or "Encryption method"
dropdowns display the supported hashing and encryption algorithms used by various security features in
ASP.NET 3.5: (Note: in the picture below the dropdowns are arranged horizontally so both sets of options can be
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Managing ASP.NET Pages and ControlsManaging ASP.NET Pages and Controls

shown.)

And below is the corresponding configuration for ASP.NET 4.5.

In ASP.NET 4.5 the same set of encryption algorithms are available (AES was available as far back as .NET 2.0).
However, in ASP.NET 4.5, the built-in support for hashing algorithms has been expanded to include the SHA-2
family of keyed hash algorithms (HMACSHA256, HMACSHA384, and HMACSHA512).

 

Below is a screenshot of Pages and Controls for ASP.NET 3.5. The administration module will display a subset of
commonly used configuration options for ASP.NET 3.5 applications:
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Summary

And below is the corresponding configuration for ASP.NET 4.5. The options available in the "Behavior" portion
have expanded to include new settings for ASP.NET 4.5:

As ASP.NET progresses through different versions, there are continual modifications to the HTML, Javascript and
CSS emitted by various features and controls. However existing applications may expect specific formats for
rendered output. ASP.NET 4.5 can be configured to support older rendering formats using the new settings
exposed in the "Pages and Controls" administration module:

ClientID Mode: Defaults to the new setting of "Predictable" which results in stable identifiers being emitted for
the "id" attribute on rendered HTML elements. This setting can be changed to "AutoID" to mimic the ID
generation behavior used in previous releases of ASP.NET.
Control Rendering Compatibility Version: As the name of this setting suggests, this controls which version
of rendered HTML/Javascript/CSS output is used by various ASP.NET controls. This property can be set to
"3.5", in which case ASP.NET 4.5 will emit output that matches the format created by ASP.NET 3.5.

 

IIS 8.0 supports running both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 applications on the same machine using different
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application pools to host each .NET Framework version. To support administering both types of ASP.NET
applications, IIS 8.0's management tools (both UI and command-line) also support managing multiple ASP.NET
versions. Furthermore the IIS 8.0 Server Manager UI dynamically displays appropriate management options
depending on which version of ASP.NET application is being managed.



IIS 8.0 Centralized SSL Certificate Support: SSL
Scalability and Manageability
11/2/2017 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 Centralized SSL Certificate Support was introduced in IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 Centralized SSL Certificate Support was not supported in IIS
7.5.

IIS 7.0 Centralized SSL Certificate Support was not supported in IIS
7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

by Shaun Eagan

 

As more e-commerce sites come on line and more businesses are storing and sharing sensitive documents on line,
the ability to host and scale secure sites are increasingly more important. In addition, with cloud hosting and elastic
scalability, server capacity must be added and removed dynamically. Prior to Windows Server 2012, there are a
couple of challenges when it comes to hosting secure sites:

SSL Scalability: In a multi-tenanted environment, such as a shared hosting, there is a limitation as to how
many secure sites can be hosted on Windows Server, resulting in a low site-density.
SSL Manageability: The certificates are stored local to each Windows Server. Therefore, they need to be
managed individually on each Windows Server. A simple task such as renewing a certificate must be repeated
on every server. In addition, adding a new Windows Server may take hours, if there are thousands of certificates
that must be imported.

 

On Windows Server 2012, the Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature allows the server administrators to
store and access the certificates centrally on a file share. Similar to Shared Configuration feature introduced in
Windows Server 2008, the Windows Servers in a server farm can be configured to load the certificates from the
file share on-demand.

With this feature, the management experience of SSL bindings is much simplified. When it comes to SSL, the DNS
name and CN name of the certificate must match. Similar contract can be further extended to the file names of the
certificates. For example, www.contoso.com would use the certificate with a file name www.contoso.com.pfx. This
contract enables IIS 8.0 to have just one SSL binding, regardless of the number of secure sites that are using this
feature. The corresponding certificate is inferred by the SNI value or hostname of the requested web site, and by
matching it to the file name of the certificate.

 

IIS 8.0 is installed on Windows Server 2012 with Centralized SSL Certificate feature. This feature is an
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Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Configure the Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature:Configure the Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature:

optional component of IIS and is not installed as a part of the default installation.

To install this feature, from Server Manager, be sure to select Centralized SSL Certificate Support
under Security node:

Sample certificates with NULL password. (Or you may have sample certificates with one global password.)

The certificates must have the naming convention of CN_name.pfx (ie. www.contoso.com.pfx).
If the certificate is a wildchar certificate, use "_" as the wildchar. (ie. _.contoso.com.pfx).
If the certificate has multiple CN names, they must be named as individual files. (ie.
www.contoso1.com.pfx, www.contoso2.com.pfx, etc.)

Two file shares: one for shared configuration and the other for centralized SSL certificates.

The IIS server is using the shared configuration.
The sample certificates have been copied to the file share for centralized SSL certificates.

\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts has been modified to be used for sample site and certificate. For
example, if CN name of the certificate is centralCert0, then the hosts file must contain:

127.0.0.1 centralCert0

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select server node in the left navigation window:

3. Under Management, double-click on Centralized Certificates:

4. In the Actions pane, select Edit Feature Settings:



6. Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature is now ready to be used. Note that the IIS Manager reads the
certificates and populates the most relevant information about the certificates. This information is cached for
better performance.

7. One manageability feature that is noteworthy is the ability to group the certificates by their expiration dates:

5. Enter the following information:

Enable Centralized Certificates: Selected

User name: Specify a user account that has read access to the file share.
Password/Confirm password.

Physical path: For example: \ccdemo\centralcert

This is UNC path to the file share where the certificates are located.

Certificate Private Key Password:

This is optional. If the certificates do not have password, leave this empty.
If the certificates have one global password, enter that password here.



Create a Secure Web Site:Create a Secure Web Site:

8. See how easily it is to be able to see the certificates that:

Expired
Expire tomorrow
Expire this week
Expire next week
Expire next month
Later

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Sites in the left navigation window:

3. Select Add Website:

4. Fill in the information, as you would create any site:

Site name: centralCert0
Physical path: c:\inetpub\wwwroot

Type: https
Hostname: centralcert0
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Test a Secure Site:Test a Secure Site:

5. Verify that the site has been created:

This is new for Windows Server 2012 in that host name can be specified for SSL.
The actual value of this configuration varies depending on the sample certificate that is being
used.

Require Server Name Indication: Unselected

You may also choose to select Require Server Name Indication if you choose. Centralized
Certificate Store does not require you to use SNI, but it does work properly when using SNI.
Note that in the Developer Preview release, Centralized Certificate Store did require using SNI as
well. That restriction has been removed as of the Beta release.

Use Centralized Certificate Store: Selected

Note that there is no need to select a specific corresponding certificate to be used.
Through the use of the naming contract, the corresponding certificate is selected automatically. In
this example, IIS tries to read centralcert0.pfx from the central SSL certificate file share.

6. That's it. The secure site was created using Centralized SSL Certificate Support. The management
experience is very similar to shared configuration and traditional SSL binding. The differences are:

The certificates are stored centrally on a file share.
Host name can be specified for SSL site.
SSL binding is not managed explicitly 1-to-1.

 

Open a browser and navigate to https://centralcert0/. Note that as a part of prerequisite, hosts file should are

https://centralcert0/


netsh http show sslcert

ScenariosScenarios

modified to route this request to localhost:

Furthermore, to see the new SSL binding type, enter the following in an elevated command-line window:

Note that the SSL binding is hostname:port with value *:443. In addition, no certificate hash is associated with
this binding because the corresponding certificate is loaded on-demand based on the file name contract of the
certificiate.

Try deploying the following scenarios:

Centralized SSL Certificate Support is designed to scale for a multi-tenanted environment. Try configuring
thousands of secure sites using this feature.
With thousands of certificates, run the following command on an elevated command-line window. Note that
regardless of the number of secure sites, there is simply just one binding:

netsh http show sslcert

Try adding a new server in this server farm. Using shared configuration and centralized SSL certificate
support feature, this is now a 3 step process:

1. Configure the new server to use the shared configuration.
2. Configure the new server to use the centralized SSL certificate support.
3. Create the SSL binding. One an elevated command-line window, enter:
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Summary

Unlike previous versions of Windows Server, the certificates on Windows Server 2012 are loaded in memory
on-demand. After configuring thousands of secure sites using Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature, send
a GET request to one of the secure sites and observe the memory usage. It is negligible. On previous versions
of Windows Server, if hundreds of secure sites have been configured, sending just one GET request causes the
Windows Server to load all certificates, resulting in a high memory usage, and further limits the scalability.
Create secure sites with SNI, traditional and Centralized SSL Certificate Support. They are designed to co-exist.

add sslcert hostnameport=*:443 appid={00112233-4455-6677-8899-AABBCCDDEFF}

 

You have successfully explored Centralized SSL Certificate feature in Windows Server 2012.



IIS 8.0 CPU Throttling: Sand-boxing Sites and
Applications
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 CPU throttling was updated in IIS 8.0 to include additional
throttling options.

IIS 7.5 CPU throttling was not modified in IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 CPU throttling was introduced in IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

by Shaun Eagan

 

In a multi-tenanted deployment, such as a shared hosting environment, it is important to create a sand-box for
each tenant. Without the sand-box, a tenant could intentionally or unintentionally impact other tenants negatively
by accessing other tenants' contents or by monopolizing resources, such as memory, CPU, and bandwidth.

 

On Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012, the sand-box is scoped to an IIS application pool.
It offers both security boundaries at the Windows process level by running each tenant in separate user identity
and the resource limitations are also enforced at the process.

On Windows Server 2012, IIS CPU Throttling feature enables customers to truly limit how much CPU each tenant
can consume as a percentage of CPU. Furthermore, this feature is configurable per IIS application pool, which
means each tenant could have different limits, which can lead to a new business model in which tenants can pay
more for higher limits.

It is important to clarify that IIS CPU Throttling is not a reservation of a CPU resource. Rather it is a way to limit
the maximum usage.

 

IIS is installed on Windows Server 2012.

IIS CPU Throttling is part of IIS application pool configuration. Therefore, a default install of IIS will have
this feature installed. There is no specific IIS feature that needs to be installed from Server Manager.

There is at least one site with a corresponding IIS application pool.

Default Web Site and DefaultAppPool can be used for this exercise.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.
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Configure CPU ThrottlingConfigure CPU Throttling
1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Application Pools in the left navigation window:

3. Select DefaultAppPool:

4. In the Action pane, select Advanced Settings:

5. Under CPU  group, locate the following configurations:



Limit: Indicates the maximum CPU usage (in 1000th of a percent) for this application pool. If there are
multiple processes associated to this application pool, the limit is applied to the total sum of all processes
under this application pool.
LimitAction: Indicates what action to take when the limit value is met above.

For Windows Server 8, new actions, Throttle and ThrottleUnderLoad have been added:

Throttle: The feature will throttle the CPU consumption to the value set for Limit.



7. That's it. Using a load generating tool, send requests to the Default Web Site. A tool such as WCAT can be used
(https://www.iis.net/community/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1467) to generate traffic.

8. Note that the configuration settings in question can be set as default values so that they don't have to be
configured individually per application pool. To configure the application pool defaults, select Set Application
Pool Defaults under Actions pane:

9. The same settings are exposed there to configure the application pool defaults:

LimitInterval: Not used for both Throttle and ThrottleUnderLoad. This configuration attribute is
carried over from previous versions of Windows for backward compatibility.

ThrottleUnderLoad: The feature will throttle the CPU consumption to the value set for Limit,
but only if there is a contention on the CPU. This means that the application pool may consume
more CPU activity when the CPU is idle.

6. To set the maximum limit of 30%, enter:

a. Limit: 30000 (30% in 1000th of a percent)
b. LimitAction: Throttle

https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2007/05/wcat-63-x64


ScenariosScenarios

Summary

Try deploying the following scenarios:

IIS CPU Throttling feature is designed for a multi-tenanted environment. Try these settings in an environment
where there are thousands of sites and applications, like a shared hosting deployment.
Set different limits for different "groups" of tenants to simulate those customers who are allowed to consume
more CPU resources than others.
Set ThrottleUnderLoad as LimitAction to observe the behavior. It functions like Throttle, if there are
contentions on the CPU. If there aren't any contentions on the CPU, the application pool is allowed to use more
CPU resources than the value set for Limit.
Create a sand-box with memory and bandwidth limits, along with IIS CPU Throttling feature on Windows
Server 2012. Memory and bandwidth limits are not discussed specifically in this documentation because these
features exist on Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2.

 

You have successfully explored IIS CPU Throttling feature in Windows Server 2012.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions were introduced in IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions were not supported in IIS 7.0
or IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Configure FTP to Prevent Brute-force AttacksConfigure FTP to Prevent Brute-force Attacks

by Robert McMurray

 

One possible vulnerability for a server is a brute-force password attack via the FTP service. Since the accounts that
are used for FTP are often physical user accounts on the host operating system, it is theoretically possible to guess
the administrative user name once you have determined the FTP server type. Once an account name has been
discovered, a malicious client can connect to a server and attempt a brute-force attack on that account. (For
example: "administrator" for Windows systems or "root" for UNIX systems.)

In IIS 7.5, the FTP service introduced extensibility APIs that allowed developers to create custom authentication
providers, which allows non-Windows accounts access to FTP. This significantly reduces the surface attack area for
the FTP service, because these FTP accounts are not valid Windows accounts, and therefore have no access to
resources outside of the FTP service. By using the FTP authentication extensibility features in IIS 7.5, Microsoft
provided a way for administrators to reduce the possibility of brute-force attacks for non-Windows accounts by
creating a custom authentication provider. This information is documented in the following article:

How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create an FTP Authentication Provider with Dynamic IP Restrictions

 

In IIS 8.0 for Windows Server 2012, Microsoft has added a built-in network security feature that provides this
functionality for all logins without the necessity for creating a custom authentication provider. In this walkthrough,
we will examine the steps required to enable FTP login restrictions in order to prevent brute-force attacks on your
server.

 

Windows Server 2012 machine with IIS 8.0 and the FTP service already installed.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

 

The FTP service can be configured to deny access to the FTP service based on the number of times that an FTP
client fails to authenticate within a user-specified time period. Once the number of failed login attempts has been
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reached, the server closes the FTP connection forcibly, and the FTP clients' IP address is blocked from accessing
the FTP service for the duration of the timeout.

To configure the FTP service to deny malicious users from accessing your FTP service, use the following steps:

1. Log in as an administrator on your Windows Server 2012 computer.
2. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
3. Highlight your server name in the Connections pane, and then double-click FTP Logon Attempt

Restrictions in the list of features.

4. Check the box to Enable FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions, and specify the number of failed login attempts
and time period that the FTP service uses to determine whether to block access for FTP clients.

5. Click Apply.
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Summary

"Write to the log only" option does not block logon attempts. Instead, it logs that the condition has been met. The
IT administrator can then try different configuration parameters to evaluate how the settings impacts thier users
before enforcing them.

 

In this walkthrough, you looked at configuring the FTP service to deny malicious clients from attacking your FTP
server by configuring the new FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions feature in Windows Server 2012.

Note that the FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions are server-level settings; you cannot set separate logon restrictions
on a per-site basis. Because attackers are attempting to gain access to your server, and not a single site, the FTP
service will block access for malicious users at the server-level.



IIS 8.0 Multicore Scaling on NUMA Hardware
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 Multicore Scaling on NUMA was introduced in IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 Multicore Scaling on NUMA was not supported in IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 Multicore Scaling on NUMA was not supported in IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

by Robert McMurray

 

Generally speaking, increasing the number of cores should result in increased performance. However, there comes
a point where increasing the number cores may result in performance degradation because the cost of memory
synchronization outweighs the benefits on NUMA hardware with additional cores. IIS 8.0 addresses this problem
by intelligently distributing and affinitizing its processes on Non-Uniform-Memory-Access (NUMA) hardware.

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) on Windows Server 2012 is NUMA-aware and provides the optimal
configuration for the IT administrators. Following section describes the different configuration options to achieve
the best performance with IIS 8.0 on NUMA hardware.

IIS supports following two ways of partitioning the workload:

1. Run multiple worker processes in one application pool (i.e. web garden): If you are using this mode, by
default, the application pool is configured to run one worker process. For maximum performance, you should
consider running the same number of worker processes as there are NUMA nodes, so that there is 1:1 affinity
between the worker processes and NUMA nodes. This can be done by setting "Maximum Worker Processes"
AppPoolsetting to 0. In this setting, IIS determines how many NUMA nodes are available on the hardware and
starts the same number of worker processes.

2. Run multiple applications pools in single workload/site: In this configuration, the workload/site is divided
into multiple application pools. For example, the site may contain several applications that are configured to run
in separate application pools. Effectively, this configuration results in running multiple IIS worker processes for
the workload/site and IIS intelligently distributes and affinitizes the processes for maximum performance.

In addition, there are two different ways for IIS 8.0 to identify the most optimal NUMA node when the IIS worker
process is about to start.

1. Most Available Memory (default): The idea behind this approach is that the NUMA node with the most
available memory is the one that is best suited to take on the additional IIS worker process that is about to start.
IIS has the knowledge of the memory consumption by each NUMA node and uses this information to "load
balance" the IIS worker processes.

2. Windows: IIS also has the option to let Windows OS make this decision. Windows OS uses round-robin.

Finally, there are two different ways to affinitize the threads from an IIS worker process to a NUMA node.
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Step by Step Instructions
PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Workarounds for known bugsWorkarounds for known bugs

Configuration StepsConfiguration Steps

1. Soft Affinity (default): With soft affinity, if other NUMA nodes have the cycles, the threads from an IIS worker
process may get scheduled to non-affinitized NUMA node. This approach helps to maximize all available
resouces on the system as whole.

2. Hard Affinity: With hard affinity, regardless of what the load may be on other NUMA nodes on the system, all
threads from an IIS worker process are affinitized to the chosen NUMA node that was selected using the design
above.

 

IIS is installed on Windows Server 2012.
IIS process model is part of IIS application pool configuration. There is no specific IIS feature that needs to be
installed from Server Manager.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Application Pools in the left navigation window:

3. Select App Pool:

4. In the Actions pane, select Advanced Settings:

5. Under Process Model group, locate the Maximum Worker Processes setting.



ScenariosScenarios

Summary

6. Set this value to 0.

The optimal NUMA selection logic as well as the affinity type are also found under Advanced Settings. However,
they appear only if IIS is running on NUMA hardware.

Run performance tests on NUMA hardware before and after upgrading to Windows Server 2012. Compare
performance results to see the improvements.

 

You have successfully explored IIS Multicore scaling for NUMA hardware feature in Windows Server 2012.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 Server Name Indication was introduced in IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 Server Name Indication was not supported in IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 Server Name Indication was not supported in IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

by Shaun Eagan

 

As more e-commerce sites come on line and more businesses are storing and sharing sensitive documents online,
the ability to host and scale secure sites are increasingly more important. Prior to Windows Server 2012, there
were a couple of challenges when it comes to hosting secure sites:

SSL Scalability: In a multi-tenanted environment, such as a shared hosting, there is a limitation as to how
many secure sites can be hosted on Windows Server, resulting in a low site-density.
IPv4 scarcity: Because the network end-point can only be identified with IP:Port binding, where tenants request
to use the standard SSL port, 443, hosting a secure site often means offering a dedicated IP address per tenant.

 

On Windows Server 2012, IIS supports Server Name Indication (SNI), which is a TLS extension to include a virtual
domain as a part of SSL negotiation. What this effectively means is that the virtual domain name, or a hostname,
can now be used to identify the network end point. In addition, a highly scalable WebHosting store has been
created to complement SNI. The result is that the secure site density is much higher on Windows Server 2012 and
it is achieved with just one IP address.

It should be noted that in order for this feature to be used, your client browsers have to support SNI. Most modern
browsers support SNI; however, Internet Explorer (of any version) on Windows XP does not support SNI.

 

Sample certificates.

127.0.0.1 TAPTesting

IIS 8.0 is installed on Windows Server 2012.

Both WebHosting certificate store and SNI are part of default IIS installation. There is no specific IIS
feature that needs to be installed from Server Manager.

\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts has been modified to be used for sample site and certificate. For
example, if CN name of the certificate is TAPTesting, then the hosts file must contain:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-server-name-indication-sni-ssl-scalability.md
https://github.com/shauneagan


Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

netsh http show sslcert

Import Certificates to the Web Hosting Store:Import Certificates to the Web Hosting Store:

There are corner cases in which the IIS Manager may remove unintended SSL binding when there are traditional
SSL bindings (IP:Port) and SNI bindings (Hostname:Port) are configured on the same machine. To workaround this
problem and/or to confirm the actual SSL bindings, use the command-line tool:

 

1. Open MMC.
2. Under File, select Add/Remove Snap-in:

3. Select Certificates. Click on Add:

4. Select Computer account:

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-server-name-indication-sni-ssl-scalability/_static/image3.png


5. Select Local computer and click on Finish:

6. Click on OK:



Create a Secure Web Site:Create a Secure Web Site:

7. Under the navigation pane, locate Web Hosting store:

The Web Hosting store works like the Personal store, so all of the existing tools to import and export
certificates work the same way. The key difference between Web Hosting store and Personal store is that
Web Hosting store is designed to scale to higher numbers of certificates.

8. Import your sample certificates to the Web Hosting store.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Select Sites in the left navigation window:

3. Right-click Sites and select Add Website:
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5. Verify that the site has been created:

4. Fill in the information, as you would create any site:

Site name: Test
Physical path: c:\inetpub\wwwroot

Type: https

Use Server Name Indication: Selected

Hostname: TAPTesting

This is new for Windows Server 8 in that host name can be specified for SSL.
In order to avoid certificate name mismatch error, ensure that the hostname specified here
matches the CN name of the certificate.
The actual value of this configuration varies depending on the sample certificate that is being
used.

SSL certificate: Chhose the name of your certificate; for example: TAPTesting.

Note that the certificates are presented from both Personal and Web Hosting stores.



Test a Secure Site:Test a Secure Site:

netsh http show sslcert

ScenariosScenarios

6. That's it. The secure site has been created using SNI. The management experience is very similar to the
traditional SSL binding. The only differences are:

Host name can be specified for SSL site.
Certificate is stored in Web Hosting store for scalability.

 

Open a browser and navigate to https://TAPTesting/. Note that as a part of prerequisite, your hosts file should have
been modified to route this request to localhost:

Furthermore, to see the new SSL binding type, enter the following in an elevated command-line window:

Note that the SSL binding is hostname:port with value TAPTesting:443.

Try deploying the following scenarios:

SNI is designed to scale for a multi-tenanted environment. Try configuring thousands of secure sites using SNI.

https://taptesting/
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Summary

Unlike previous versions of Windows Server, the certificates on Windows Server 2012 are loaded in memory
on-demand. After configuring thousands of secure sites using SNI, send a GET request to one of the secure
sites and observe the memory usage. It is negligible. On previous versions of Windows Server, if hundreds of
secure sites are configured, sending just one GET request would cause the Windows Server to load all
certificates, resulting in a high memory usage, and further limits the scalability.
Configure Windows Server 2012 with both SNI and traditional secure sites. They are designed to co-exist.

 

You have successfully explored Server Name Indication (SNI) feature in Windows Server 2012.



IIS 8.0 Using ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5
4/20/2017 • 11 minutes to read • Edit Online

Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 are supported on IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 are supported on IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 are supported on IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Setting up IIS 8.0 with support for ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5Setting up IIS 8.0 with support for ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5

by Won Yoo

 

Windows Server 2012 includes .NET Framework 4.5 by default, as well as optional installation of the .NET 3.5
Framework. Developers frequently need to run mixed web applications across multiple .NET Framework versions.

 

IIS 8.0 on Windows Server 2012 runs ASP.NET applications on all .NET Framework versions supported on
Windows Server 2012. This means ASP.NET applications can run on IIS 8.0 using either .NET Framework 3.5, or
.NET Framework 4.5. IIS 8.0 hosts versions of the .NET Framework in different application pools, thus allowing
multiple ASP.NET applications with different .NET Framework versions to run simultaneously on Windows Server
2012.

IIS 8.0 also supports managing both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 applications using both the graphical IIS
Manager tool as well as IIS' command-line management tools. Refer to this article for more information.

 

IIS is installed on Windows Server 2012. To learn more about installing IIS 8, see Installing IIS 8 on Windows
Server 2012.

 

In Windows Server 2012, both the .NET Framework 3.5 and .NET Framework 4.5 are natively recognized by the
operating system. This means both UI-based and command-line driven setup can be used to turn on both versions
of the .NET Framework, as well as enabling integration of both versions of ASP.NET with IIS 8.0.

For this walkthrough we will use the new Server Manager UI in Windows Server 2012 Server to demonstrate
enabling both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 on IIS 8.0.

1. When you first login to a new Windows Server 2012 machine, the new Server Manager UI will display. Click
add roles as shown below:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-using-aspnet-35-and-aspnet-45.md


2. On the first screen of Add Roles and Features Wizard, click Next. This display a page where you select the
desired installation type. Choose either Role-based or Feature-based installation as shown below:

3. Click Next. The next screen of the wizard asks you to choose the server that you are configuring.
4. On the next wizard step you will be asked to select one or more server roles. Scroll down in the Roles list, and

make sure to check the Web Server (IIS) checkbox as shown below:
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5. Click Next to proceed to the next step, which enables you to select additional specific features to install on the
server. Click Next again and proceed to the next step.

6. The next wizard step displays some introductory information about the Web Server (IIS) role. Click Next
again and proceed to the next step. Now you should be at a wizard step that looks like the following:
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7. Note that a number of default sub-features for IIS have already been turned on because you selected the Web
Server (IIS) server role earlier. However we want to enable both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 to run on IIS
8.0, so we need to enable some additional IIS related features. Scroll down in the Role services list until the
Application Development node is showing. This node is collapsed initially, click on the node and expand it so
that its children are showing:
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9. First click the ASP.NET 3.5 check box. When you do so an additional dialog box will popup as shown below:

10. Since ASP.NET 3.5 is integrated into the Windows Server 2012 setup, Windows Server 2012 knows all of the
related dependencies necessary to enable ASP.NET 3.5 on IIS 8.0. This popup dialog is just showing you what
will be automatically pulled in and installed. Since we do want ASP.NET 3.5 enabled, click Add Required

8. The Application Development node is where we enable ASP.NET integration with IIS. Note that there
are a few checkboxes in the feature list with similar names. The pair of checkboxes that are of interest for
this walkthrough are:

ASP.NET 3. 5 - This option enables ASP.NET 3.5 to run on IIS 8.0. Note that with Windows Server
2012, .NET Framework 3.5 is not available as a part of the base OS image. Instead, the payload is
downloaded from the Internet and you need to connect to the Internet.
ASP.NET 4.5 - This option enables ASP.NET 4.5 to run on IIS 8.0.
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Features.
11. Next, click the ASP.NET 4.5 check box in the Role services feature list. The end result of clicking both

ASP.NET related checkboxes is shown below:

12. Even though you only directly selected the ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 features, the wizard automatically
turned on a number of other items. This is done automatically so that developers do not have to explicitly
choose the various component pieces needed to "assembly" of ASP.NET on Windows Server 2012. At this
point click Next to accept the changes.

13. The Confirm installation selections step displays a list of all of features that are installed if you accept the
changes.
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14. At this point, click Install to accept the changes and install full ASP.NET support on Windows Server 2012.
15. Since the installation will take a small amount of time to complete, the wizard displays a progress dialog while

the installation progresses:

16. After a few minutes the wizard shows that the installation has completed:
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Exploring the IIS 8.0 InstallationExploring the IIS 8.0 Installation

17. At this point, you can click Close and exit the wizard.

 

With both IIS 8.0 and ASP.NET integration installed we can take a look at the basic ASP.NET footprint for IIS 8.0.

1. From the Windows Start menu select All Programs and then expand the Administrative Tools menu. In the
resulting list, find Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager and select it to launch the graphical IIS
management tool:

2. Once the IIS Manager starts up, expand the server node in the left-hand window so that both the Application
Pools node and Sites node are showing. When you do this the IIS Manager will popup a dialog asking if you
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want to stay connected with the latest Web Platform Components. For this walkthrough, you can click No.
However on real-world installations you will probably want to click Yes so that the Web Platform Installer is
available for your use to download various IIS extensions such as the URL Rewrite Module. At this point the IIS
Manager looks like the following picture:

3. Click the Application Pools node to display the application pools that have now been installed for use by IIS
8.0:

4. You can see that six different application pools are created by default when both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET
4.5 are enabled for IIS 8.0. Four of the applications are new for IIS 8.0, while two other application pools
have been carried forward from previous Windows releases.

Note that although the .NET Framework Version column shows "v2.0" and "v4.0" for .NET Framework
versions, these equate to ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5. Due to the internals of how application pools
bind to .NET Framework versions, the actual version name written to configuration (and thus displayed
in the tool) corresponds to the original .NET Framework file version.
Classic .NET AppPool and DefaultAppPool existed in previous versions of Windows, and thus
continue to be created for IIS 8.0. Note however that since .NET 4.5 is the default .NET Framework for
use by Windows Server 2012, the "DefaultAppPool" on IIS 8.0 also defaults to using the newer version
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5. Exploring a little bit further, expand the Sites node in the left-hand side of the screen so that the Default Web
Site node is visible:

6. Default installations of IIS always have a "Default Web Site" configured to listen for HTTP requests on port 80.
Drill into the "Default Web Site" to see what version of ASP.NET it supports by default. Right-click Default
Web Site, then select Manage Website, and select Advanced Settings as shown below:

7. The Advanced Settings dialog pops up, showing (amongst other things) the application pool used to run the
"Default Web Site". As shown in the picture below, the "Default Web Site" runs in the application pool called
"DefaultAppPool":

of the .NET Framework.
The other four application pools are new in Windows Server 2012. There are two application pools for
running .NET Framework 3.5 (.NET v2.0 and .NET v2.0 Classic), and two application pools for running
.NET Framework 4.5 (.NET 4.5 and .NET 4.5 Classic).
The difference between "classic" and "not classic" application pools is the managed pipeline mode
supported in each application pool type. The two application pools ending in "Classic" support the older
Windows Server 2003-era classic pipeline mode for ASP.NET, while the other two application pools use
the newer integrated pipeline mode for ASP.NET introduced in Vista/IIS7.0.
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Running both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 ApplicationsRunning both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 Applications

8. If you click the small ellipsis-button on the right-hand side of the application pool, an additional dialog pops up
displaying more information about the "DefaultAppPool". As noted earlier the "DefaultAppPool" defaults to
ASP.NET 4.5 for IIS 8.0, so ASP.NET 4.5 applications deployed in the "Default Web Site" will work without any
further configuration.

9. At this point, click Cancel to cancel both the Select Application Pool dialog, and the Advanced Settings
dialog.

 

Now that you have explored the setup state of IIS 8.0, try running some sample ASP.NET code to confirm that
both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 applications can run simultaneously on a single IIS 8.0 installation.

Sample code for both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 is contained in the following .zip:

First, set up a simple ASP.NET 3.5 application on IIS 8.0:

1. Open the "examples.zip" file.
2. In Windows Explorer on your Windows Server 2012 machine, navigate to the "wwwroot" directory for your IIS

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-using-aspnet-35-and-aspnet-45/_static/iis-80-using-aspnet-35-and-aspnet-45-1097-examples1.zip


installation. For example if you installed IIS on the C:\ drive, the "wwwroot" directory will be at 
c:\inetpub\wwwroot .

3. Copy the folder "example35" from "examples.zip", and paste it into the directory c:\inetpub\wwwroot . When
you are done the directory structure should look like the following:

4. The newly created "example35" folder needs to be configured as an ASP.NET 3.5 application in the IIS
Manager. Go back to the IIS Manager window, click on the Default Web Site node, and select Refresh. The
treeview of child nodes under the Default Web Site now shows the "example35" folder :

5. Right-click the example35 folder and select Convert to Application:

6. The Add Application dialog will pop up. By default all directories within Default Web Site are part of the
application pool called DefaultAppPool. This means that newly created folders containing ASP.NET run as
ASP.NET 4.5 applications by default.
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7. Since we want to run the example35 folder as an ASP.NET 3.5 application, the application pool needs to be
changed. Click Select, and the Select Application Pool dialog that pops up. Change the application pool to
.NET v2.0 as shown below:

8. Click OK button to accept the application pool change, and then click OK again to commit the changes to IIS.
The IIS Manager window appears again. In the treeview showing "Default Web Site", the icon for "example35"
is changed to indicate it is now a separate ASP.NET application.

10. in Windows Explorer, if you navigate to the c:\inetpub\wwwroot\example35  directory, you can use notepad to
look at the code for "default.aspx" and the information in "web.config". For example, the contents of web.config
include directives that configure the .NET Framework compilers to run in "3.5" mode. The .NET Framework
code in "default.aspx" demonstrates some C# constructs that were introduced in .NET 3.5 - specifically L INQ-
to-Object queries.

9. At this point start an instance of Internet Explorer and navigate to the following Url:

http://localhost/example35

After a short pause the application displays a list of .NET Framework features supported in this application.

Now that there is an ASP.NET 3.5 application running, you can create a second ASP.NET application, but this time

http://localhost/example35


Summary

configure it to use .NET 4.5.

1. Go back to the Windows Explorer window that has the .zip file "examples.zip" open.
2. Open up the contents of the "example45" folder.
3. In the second Windows Explorer window that you have open, navigate to c:\inetpub\wwwroot .
4. Copy the "default.aspx" file from the .zip file and paste it directly into c:\inetpub\wwwroot . The folder contents

for c:\inetpub\wwwroot  should now look like:

6. If you use Notepad to open the "default.aspx" page that you just copied, you will also see a few changes
compared to the version in the "example35" directory. There are no namespace directives at the top of the page
since the .NET Framework 4.5 is the default on IIS 8.0. The code on the page demonstrates using a dynamic
variable, which is a compiler concept introduced in .NET 4.0/4.5.

5. Now go back to Internet Explorer and navigate to the following Url:

http://localhost/default.aspx

After a short pause a second application pool will start running an ASP.NET 4.5 application for the "Default
Web Site". The browser once again displays a list of .NET Framework features supported in this application
with a new entry at the end of the list for dynamically typed variables (i.e. the dynamic keyword introduced
in .NET 4.0/4.5). Notice that unlike the "example35" application that required special web.config entries, no
web.config file was required to configure and run the "default.aspx" page in the "Default Web Site". This is
because .NET Framework 4.5 is the default .NET Framework used by ASP.NET applications in IIS 8.0, and
as a result no extra configuration is required.

 

IIS 8.0 supports running both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5 applications on the same machine using different
application pools to host each .NET Framework version. IIS 8.0 supports for multiple .NET Framework versions
enables developers and administrators to take full advantage of IIS 8.0 while maintaining backward compatibility
with web applications carried over from Windows Server 2008 R2.
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IIS 8.0 WebSocket Protocol Support
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 The WebSocket Protocol was introduced in IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 The WebSocket Protocol was not supported in IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 The WebSocket Protocol was not supported in IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions

by Microsoft

 

One of the limitations to HTTP is that it was designed as a one-directional method of communication. However,
many modern web-based applications require more real-time, two-way communications in order to function
optimally.

 

With the release of Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8, Internet Information Services (IIS) 8.0 has added
support for the WebSocket Protocol.

The WebSocket Protocol is an open standard that is defined in RFC 6455, and developers can use this functionality
to create applications that implement two-way communications over the Internet between a client and server. For
more information about the WebSocket Protocol, see the following articles:

WebSockets
https://msdn.microsoft.com/hh673567.aspx
WebSockets: Stable and Ready for Developers
https://msdn.microsoft.com/hh969243.aspx

 

To enable support for the WebSocket Protocol on Windows Server 2012, use the following steps:

1. Open Server Manager.
2. Under the Manage menu, click Add Roles and Features.
3. Select Role-based or Feature-based Installation, and then click Next.
4. Select the appropriate server, (your local server is selected by default), and then click Next.
5. Expand Web Server (IIS) in the Roles tree, then expand Web Server, and then expand Application

Development.
6. Select WebSocket Protocol, and then click Next.
7. If no additional features are needed, click Next.
8. Click Install.
9. When the installation completes, click Close to exit the wizard.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-websocket-protocol-support.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=252388
https://msdn.microsoft.com/hh673567.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/hh969243.aspx


Issues

Disable WebSocket when using socket.io on node.js

<system.webServer>
    ...
    <webSocket enabled="false"/>
</system.webServer>

Summary

 

If you are using the WebSocket support in socket.io on node.js in your site, you will need to disable the default IIS
WebSockets module by adding the below snippet to your web.config or applicationHost.config. If this is not done,
the IIS WebSockets module will attempt to handle the WebSocket communication rather than letting this task fall
through to node.js (and hence your application). This will result in unexpected errors when you attempt to access
your site.

 

IIS 8.0 has added support for WebSocket Protocol, which enables dynamic, two-way communications over the
Internet. Additional information can be found on the following URLs:

Getting started with WebSockets in Windows 8
http://www.paulbatum.com/2011/09/getting-started-with-websockets-in.html
IIS and Websockets
https://blogs.iis.net/jennylaw/archive/2012/09/05/iis-and-websockets.aspx
System.Net.WebSockets Namespacehttps://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.net.websockets.aspx

http://www.paulbatum.com/2011/09/getting-started-with-websockets-in.html
https://blogs.iis.net/jennylaw/archive/2012/09/05/iis-and-websockets.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.net.websockets.aspx


IIS 8.0 Application Initialization
6/1/2018 • 16 minutes to read • Edit Online

CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 Application Initialization was built-in for IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 Application Initialization was released as an out-of-band
module for IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 Application Initialization was not supported for IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

NOTENOTE

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

by Shaun Eagan

 

A common problem faced by website administrators is the need to perform initialization tasks and "warm up" tasks
for a web application. Larger and more complex web applications may need to perform lengthy startup processing,
prime in-memory caches, generate content, etc... prior to serving the first HTTP request.

 

The IIS 8.0 Application Initialization feature enables website administrators to configure IIS 8.0 to proactively
perform initialization tasks for one or more web applications. While an application is being initialized, IIS 8.0 can
also be configured to return static content as a placeholder or "splash page" until an application has completed its
initialization tasks.

The Application Initialization feature is configured through a combination of global and application-specific rules
that tell IIS 8.0 how and when to initialize web applications. The Application Initialization feature also supports
integration with the IIS Url Rewrite Module to support more complex handling of placeholder content while an
application is still initializing.

There are known incomptibilities between Application Initialization and Application Request Routing (ARR). It is not
recommended to use Application Initialization on machines with ARR installed.

 

The Application Initialization feature requires IIS 8.0 to be installed. In addition, the Application Initialization
feature within the IIS "Application Development" sub-feature needs to be installed.

The following screenshot from the Windows Server 2012 Server Manager UI shows the Application Initialization
feature.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-application-initialization.md
https://github.com/shauneagan
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-initialization


NOTENOTE

Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Global Application InitializationGlobal Application Initialization

Modifications in applicationHost.configModifications in applicationHost.config

This walkthrough also uses an ASP.NET 4.5 application to demonstrate the Application Initialization feature. The Appendix at
the end of this document includes the sample application and instructions on setting up the application on your machine.

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

 

The Application Initialization feature can be configured in two places: the machine-wide applicationHost.config file,
and the application-level web.config file. Configuration in the applicationHost.config file contains "global"
application initialization settings, while an application-level web.config file contains "local" application initialization
settings.

In this walkthrough, you will configure a sample application to always be initialized when the application pool
associated with the application starts up. Since application pool behaviors can only be configured in
applicationHost.config, running application initialization whenever an application pool starts up is considered part
of the "global" application initialization settings.

 

Open up the applicationHost.config file located at %WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\config  in Notepad. (Remember to
run the text editor with the "Run as Administrator" option!)

Find the <applicationPools> configuration section, and then look for the application pool entry with a name of
".NET v4.5".

Modify the application pool entry so that the application pool is always running. For applications where you want
global application initialization to occur, you normally want the associated application pool to be started and
running. The bolded attribute in the configuration snippet shows what to add to the configuration entry.
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<add name=".NET v4.5" startMode="AlwaysRunning" managedRuntimeVersion="v4.0" />

<application path="/appinit" preloadEnabled="true" applicationPool=".NET v4.5">

Modifications in the application's web.configModifications in the application's web.config

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\appinit

<applicationInitialization
    remapManagedRequestsTo="Startup.htm" 
    skipManagedModules="true" >
  <add initializationPage="/default.aspx" />
</applicationInitialization>

Run the applicationRun the application

net stop w3svc & net start w3svc

Scroll down a little more in applicationHost.config to the <sites>  configuration element. Within that section there
will be an <application>  entry for the sample application (see the Appendix for instructions on creating the sample
application on your machine). The application is called "appinit", and has a path attribute value of "/appinit". Modify
the <application>  entry by adding the bolded preloadEnabled attribute as shown in the configuration snippet
and then save your changes.

Setting preloadEnabled to "true" tells IIS 8.0 that it sends a "fake" request to the application when the associated
application pool starts up. That is why in the previous step we set the application pool's startMode to
"AlwaysRunning".

With the combination of the application pool always running, and the application itself being marked to always
receive a fake request, whenever the machine restarts and/or the World Wide Web service is recycled, IIS 8.0
ensures that the application pool instance is running and that the application "/appinit" is always sent a fake
request to trigger the application to start up.

 

Using a second instance of Notepad, open up the application level web.config file located in the following location.
(Remember to run the text editor with the "Run as Administrator" option!)

Note: Change the drive letter if your Default Web Site is installed on a different physical drive.

The web.config file has a few configuration sections already pre-populated, but commented out. Uncomment the
configuration snippet shown that is inside of the <system.webServer>  configuration section. This snippet is just
below the comment "Exercise 1 - Step 1" in the web.config file. Then save your changes.

The applicationInitialization element tells IIS that it should issue a request to the application's root Url ("/" in
this example) in order to initialize the application. While IIS waits for the request to "/" to complete, it will serve
"Startup.htm" to any active browser clients. "Startup.htm" is the "splash page" for the application.

 

From an elevated command prompt window, recycle the World Wide Web Service with the command shown
below:

Remember to run the command prompt window using the "Run as Administrator" option!

Using Internet Explorer, navigate to the following Url:

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx

The browser returns the static "Startup.htm" page with a grey background for the first few seconds because that is

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx


Configuring overlapped process recyclingConfiguring overlapped process recycling

<add name=".NET v4.5"
                startMode="AlwaysRunning"
    managedRuntimeVersion="v4.0" >
  <recycling logEventOnRecycle="Schedule">
    <periodicRestart requests="30" />
  </recycling>
</add>

Run the application a second timeRun the application a second time

net stop w3svc & net start w3svc

the "splash page" that has been configured in web.config. You can continue refreshing the page in your web
browser and observe that about eight seconds later (simulated with a thread sleep in the sample application's
global.asax) you receive the "real" content for default.aspx with a white background. This indicates that application
initialization completed.

 

IIS 8.0 integrates global application initialization with overlapped process recycling by performing application
initialization in an overlapped process in the background. When IIS detects that an active worker process is being
recycled, IIS does not switch active traffic over to the new recycled worker process until the new worker process
finishes running all application initialization Urls in the new process. This ensures that customers browsing your
website don't see application initialization pages once an application is live and running.

Go back to the instance of Notepad that has applicationHost.config. Modify the application pool entry for ".NET
v4.5" to look like the configuration snippet shown below:

Remember to save your changes!

The <recycling> element tells IIS to recycle the worker process every 30 HTTP requests.

 

From an elevated command prompt window, recycle the World Wide Web Service with the command shown
below:

Using a new instance of Internet Explorer, once again navigate to:

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx

Note that that the "Startup.htm" splash page with the grey background is showing.

Next, pull up Task Manager and make sure the Processes tab is showing. Sort the process list by name until you
see one instance of w3wp.exe running. That instance is the worker process that is currently running the "appinit"
ASP.NET application.

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx


Url Rewrite and Application InitializationUrl Rewrite and Application Initialization

Refresh the browser a few times until the content from the real default.aspx page is being returned. You know that
the application is running the "real" default.aspx page when the background changes to white. Next, arrange the
windows on your screen so that you can see both Task Manager and the browser.

Now switch back to the browser and refresh the page at least 30 times, this causes IIS to recycle the application
pool. You can stop refreshing the page when you see a second instance of w3wp.exe show up in the Task Manager
process list as shown below:

The screenshot shows the second instance of w3wp.exe has started due to the process recycling limit set earlier.

You can continue to periodically refresh the browser window for the next ten seconds or so. Note that default.aspx
continues to run. When the overlapped recycling completes, one w3wp.exe instance disappears from the Task
Manager Process window.

Throughout the duration of the overlapped recycling, you continue to see the content of the "real" default.aspx
served, even though application initialization was configured for the application and was running the initialization
Url in the background in the new instance of w3wp.exe.

 

By default, application initialization only enables you to specify a single "splash page" Url to display while an

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-application-initialization/_static/image3.jpg
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Modifications in applicationHost.configModifications in applicationHost.config

<add name=".NET v4.5" managedRuntimeVersion="v4.0" />

<application path="/appinit" applicationPool=".NET v4.5">

net stop w3svc & net start w3svc

Modifications to application level web.configModifications to application level web.config

<applicationInitialization skipManagedModules="true" >
  <add initializationPage="/default.aspx" />
</applicationInitialization>

application is initializing. However the Application Initialization feature supports a few server variables that can be
used to control request processing while an application initializes. This enables you to create declarative rules using
the Url Rewrite Module containing more complex mappings to pre-generated static content.

In this walkthrough, you replace the remapManagedRequestsTo attribute with a set of Url Rewrite rules that
accomplish the same end result.

Note: See the appendix for instructions about installing URL Rewrite.

 

Using the instance of Notepad that has applicationHost.config open, revert both the application pool and the
application elements to turn off all global application initialization processing. The global settings are removed in
this step since the remainder of this walkthrough focuses on the configured Application Initialization behavior.

The applicationHost.config entries for the application pool and the application are as shown below.

Application pool configuration entry:

Application configuration entry:

Remember to save your changes when you are done!

Also, to ensure the changes take effect in IIS, from an elevated command prompt window, recycle the World Wide
Web Service with the command shown below:

 

Using the instance of Notepad that has the application-level web.config open, remove the
remapManagedRequestsTo attribute from the <applicationInitialization>  element. The 
<applicationInitialization>  configuration section should now look like this configuration snippet.

Because the <applicationInitialization>  element no longer defines a Url to remap requests to, add a set of Url
Rewrite rules. Next, add a rewrite rule that explicitly maps requests made to "default.aspx", as well as "/" to route to
"Startup.htm". Two rules are needed because the Url Rewrite Module doesn't "know" about how default documents
work. Since "/" equates to "default.aspx" in ASP.NET applications, you need two Url Rewrite rules - one rule for
each Url variation.

The new rules are shown in bold below. Alternatively you can uncomment the pre-populated Url Rewrite rules
under the "Exercise 2 - Step 2 Mapping Requests to the Home Page" comment in the web.config file.



<rewrite> 
  <rules>
    <rule name="Home Page-Expanded" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="default.aspx" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="Startup.htm" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="Home Page-Short" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="^$" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="Startup.htm" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

Some items to note about these rules: first, the stopProcessing attribute is set to "true" on the <rule /> elements.
This is necessary to add a catch-all Url Rewrite rule later, and for requests to default.aspx or "/" that you don't want
the catch-all rule to run.

Second, note that we have a Url Rewrite condition in the <conditions /> element. This condition effectively says
"only apply rule when the application is in an initializing state". The server variable "APP_WARMING_UP" is set by
IIS to a value of "1" when application initialization is active and IIS is still processing all of the initialization Urls.

Lastly, note that the action has been defined to rewrite the active request to instead run "Startup.htm". This rule has
the effect of telling IIS to pass the request on to the static file handler which then renders the static page
Startup.htm.

Next, you add a catch-all rewrite rule. When using the Url Rewrite Module in conjunction with application
initialization, a catch-all rule that fires if none of the previous rules match is needed. Add the bolded rule shown
below to the rewrite section as the catch-all rule. Alternatively you can uncomment the pre-populated catch-all rule
in web.config that is located under the "Exercise 2 - Step 2 Setting Up a Catch-All Rule" comment in the web.config
file.



<rewrite> 
  <rules>
    <rule name="Home Page-Expanded" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="default.aspx" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="Startup.htm" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="Home Page-Short" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="^$" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="Startup.htm" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="All Other Requests">
      <match url=".*" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" />
      </conditions>
      <serverVariables>
        <set name="SKIP_MANAGED_MODULES" value="0" />
      </serverVariables>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="{URL}" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

Run the applicationRun the application

net stop w3svc & net start w3svc

Complex Splash Page RulesComplex Splash Page Rules

Save your changes when you are done!

The new rule matches against any Url that reaches it and tells IIS to continue processing the request that was made
to the inbound Url. The rule also sets a server variable called "SKIP_MANAGED_MODULES" to a value of "0" -
which equates to "false". This setting tells IIS that it should treat the rewritten request from Url Rewrite the same
way as if the request had normally arrived off the wire.

 

From an elevated command prompt window, recycle the World Wide Web Service with the command shown
below:

Using a new instance of Internet Explorer, once again navigate to:

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx

Even though Url Rewrite rules are now used to define the splash page logic, you still see the same behavior from
the first walkthrough. The Startup.htm page with the grey background is displayed initially. If you refresh the
browser periodically, about eight seconds later you again see the page background switch to white, indicating that
the "real" default.aspx page is being served now that application initialization is complete.

 

The previous walkthroughs use application initialization as a straight-forward mapping of Url "X" to Url "Y". In this
walkthrough, you are going to implement a more complex application initialization scenario.

In your browser navigate to both of the following Urls:

http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Lighthouse
http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Tulips

http://localhost/appinit/default.aspx
http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Lighthouse
http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Tulips


Modifications to application level web.configModifications to application level web.config

<rule name="Image Handler Remapping" stopProcessing="true">
  <match url="ImageHandler.ashx" />
  <conditions>
    <add input="{APP_WARMING_UP}" pattern="1" /> 
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="image=([A-Za-z]+)&amp;?" /> 
  </conditions>
  <action type="Rewrite" url="Images/{C:1}_static.jpg" appendQueryString="false" />
</rule>

Run the applicationRun the application

net stop w3svc & net start w3svc

These Urls are examples of dynamically generated static content. For this sample application, the code inside of
ImageHandler.ashx looks at the querystring key "image". If the value of that querystring is either "Lighthouse" or
"Tulips" the ASP.NET handler transmits the corresponding JPG that is located in the App_Data folder.

Since the image handler is just returning images, you want to be able to continue to return an appropriate image
even during application initialization. Although the mechanics of serving these images uses managed code, you
may want to quickly serve up pre-generated images to customers even if the underlying ASP.NET application is
taking a long time to startup and initialize itself.

 

Using the instance of Notepad that has application-level web.config open, add another Url Rewrite rule before the
final catch-all rule. The new snippet to add is shown below. Alternatively you can uncomment the pre-populated
image handler rule in web.config that is located under the "Exercise 3 - Step 1 Complex Splash Page Rules"
comment in the web.config file.

Save your changes when you are done.

Just as with the rewrite rules for default.aspx and "/", this rule has the stopProcessing attribute set to "true" to
ensure that requests to ImageHandler.ashx don't accidentally fallthrough to the final catch-all rewrite rule during
application initialization.

For requests to "ImageHandler.ashx," the rewrite rule uses a regular expression capture group to extract the
requested image from the query-string. The match pattern definition pattern="image=([A-Za-z]+)&amp;?" tells IIS
to extract the value of the "image" query-string variable. That value is then used in the url attribute of the action
attribute: url="Images/{C:1}_static.jpg".

The url attribute on the action element tells the Url Rewrite module to rewrite ImageHandler.ashx requests to
instead point at files in the Images subdirectory of the application. Furthermore the query-string value that was
captured by the regular expression is used to help form the name of the file that will ultimately be served from the
Images subdirectory. For example, a request to ImageHandler.ashx?image=Tulips will be rewritten to
Images/Tulips_static.jpg.

If you browse to the inetpub\wwwroot\appinit directory using Windows Explorer and look in the Images
subdirectory, you see two files: one representing the "static" version of Tulips.jpg, and the other representing the
"static" version of Lighthouse.jpg. These static images act as pre-generated content that can be served while the
application initializes.

 

From an elevated command prompt window, recycle the World Wide Web Service with the command shown
below:

Using Internet Explorer navigate to either:

http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Lighthouse

or

http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Lighthouse


Summary

Appendix - Setting up the Sample ASP.NET Application

Unpack the sample applicationUnpack the sample application

Create an application in IIS 8.0Create an application in IIS 8.0

http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Tulips

Notice how the images returned in either case include a watermark indicating these are the "static" pre-generated
versions of the images. The watermark is text in the upper portion of the image saying "This image is the static
version of...."

If you refresh your browser about 10 seconds later, you see the returned image content change to the "real" content
being served by the ImageHandler.ashx handler. The watermark disappears, which indicates that the content is now
being dynamically generated by the ASP.NET handler since the application has completed initialization.

[Note: If Internet Explorer appears to not be refreshing, click either the "broken document" icon in the address bar
or the refresh icon to force Internet Explorer to reload the page.]

 

The IIS 8.0 Application Initialization feature gives developers and administrators the ability to return static content
to browsers while IIS is initializing a "cold" application. Serving static content immediately to browsers gives
customers a better user experience. Instead of cold-start applications resulting in a blank browser page or a
spinning wait icon, the Application Initialization feature can be used to serve relevant static content while the
underlying application completes expensive initialization processing.

The initialization process can occur automatically whenever a web server is brought online or recycled. For
scenarios where server administrators don't want to greedily initialize applications, the initialization process can
instead be triggered on-demand when the first request arrives at a "cold" application.

For both global and local application initialization the Url Rewrite module can be integrated to provide richer and
more complex initialization rules. Using Url Rewrite rules integrated with the Application Initialization feature it is
possible to serve different types of pre-generated static content for different Urls and virtual paths while IIS
continues to start-up an application in the background.

 

Note - the following steps assume your server already has both IIS 8.0 installed and ASP.NET 4.5 enabled for use
in IIS 8.0.

 

The sample ASP.NET application is contained in the following .zip file:

Unzip the file to the wwwroot folder on your web server. For example if your web server installed the "Default Web
Site" on the C:\ drive, unzip the contents of the file to c:\inetpub\wwwroot\appinit .

 

After unzipping the "appinit" sample onto the file system, you need to configure the folder as an ASP.NET
application in IIS 8.0. The screenshot below shows the appinit sample application configured as an application in
IIS 8.0. Also notice that the application is assigned to the ".NET v4.5" application pool.

http://localhost/appinit/ImageHandler.ashx?image=Tulips
file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-application-initialization/_static/iis-80-application-initialization-1089-appinit1.zip


Install the Url Rewrite ModuleInstall the Url Rewrite Module

Configure the Url Rewrite ModuleConfigure the Url Rewrite Module

<rewrite>
  <allowedServerVariables>
    <add name="SKIP_MANAGED_MODULES" />
  </allowedServerVariables>
</rewrite>

 

The sample application makes use of the Url Rewrite module for advanced integration with the Application
Initialization feature. You need to install the Url Rewrite module on your server; it can be downloaded from:
https://www.iis.net/download/URLRewrite

 

Once the Url Rewrite module is installed on your web server, you need to modify the IIS applicationHost.config file
to allow usage of the SKIP_MANAGED_MODULES server variable supported by the Application Initialization
feature.

Open up the machine-wide applicationHost.config file in a text editor such as notepad. For example if you installed
the operating system on the C:\ drive, the applicationHost.config file is located at 
C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config .

Scroll down the file and locate the security section. This section starts with the Xml element: <security>.

Type in the following Xml elements before the <security> element:

Save the changes to the applicationHost.config file.
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CompatibilityCompatibility

VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 Dynamic IP Address Restrictions built-in for IIS 8.0.

IIS 7.5 Dynamic IP Address Restrictions were available as an out-of-
band module for IIS 7.5.

IIS 7.0 Dynamic IP Address Restrictions were available as an out-of-
band module for IIS 7.0.

Problem

Solution

Step by Step Instructions
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

by Robert McMurray

 

IIS 7 and earlier versions had built-in functionality that allowed administrators to allow or deny access for
individual IP addresses or ranges of IP addresses. When an IP address was blocked, any HTTP clients from that IP
address would receive an HTTP error "403.6 Forbidden" reply from the server. This functionality allows
administrators to customize the access for their server based on activity that they see in their server's logs or
website activity. However, this is a manual process. Even though functionality can be scripted to discover malicious
users by examining the IIS log files by using a tool like Microsoft's LogParser utility, this still requires manual
intervention.

 

In IIS 8.0, Microsoft has expanded the built-in functionality to include several new features:

Dynamic IP address filtering, which allows administrators to configure their server to block access for IP
addresses that exceed the specified number of requests.
The IP address filtering features now allow administrators to specify the behavior when IIS blocks an IP
address, so requests from malicious clients can be aborted by the server instead of returning HTTP 403.6
responses to the client.
IP filtering now feature a proxy mode, which allows IP addresses to be blocked not only by the client IP that is
seen by IIS but also by the values that are received in the x-forwarded-for HTTP header

 

NOTENOTE

Windows Server 2012 machine with IIS 8.0 installed.

The IP and Domain Restrictions feature must be installed as part of IIS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-dynamic-ip-address-restrictions.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/dynamic-ip-restrictions
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/dynamic-ip-restrictions
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659


Workarounds for known bugs:Workarounds for known bugs:

Configuring IIS to Deny Access based on HTTP RequestsConfiguring IIS to Deny Access based on HTTP Requests

There are no known bugs for this feature at this time.

 

IIS 8.0 can be configured to deny access to websites based on the number of times that an HTTP client accesses the
server within a specified time interval, or based on the number of concurrent connections from an HTTP client.

To configure IIS to deny access based on the number of HTTP requests that it receives, use the following steps:

1. Log in as an administrator on your Windows Server 2012 computer.
2. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
3. Highlight your server name, website, or folder path in the Connections pane, and then double-click IP

Address and Domain Restrictions in the list of features.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-dynamic-ip-address-restrictions/_static/image1.png


Configuring the Behavior for I IS when Denying IP AddressesConfiguring the Behavior for I IS when Denying IP Addresses

4. Click Edit Dynamic Restriction Settings in the Actions pane.

5. When the Dynamic IP Restriction Settings dialog box appears, check the Deny IP Address based on the
number of concurrent requests if you want to prevent an HTTP client from establishing too many
simultaneous connections. And check the box to Deny IP Address based on the number of requests over a
period of time if you want to prevent an HTTP client from establishing too many connections within a specific
time period.

6. Click OK.

 

In IIS 7 and earlier versions, IIS would return an HTTP error "403.6 Forbidden" reply from the server when a client
IP address was blocked. In IIS 8.0, administrators can configure their server to deny access to IP addresses in
several additional ways.

To configure the behavior that IIS will use when denying IP addresses, use the following steps:

1. Log in as an administrator on your Windows Server 2012 computer.
2. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
3. Highlight your server name, website, or folder path in the Connections pane, and then double-click IP

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-dynamic-ip-address-restrictions/_static/image3.png


Address and Domain Restrictions in the list of features.

4. Click Edit Feature Settings in the Actions pane.

5. When the Edit IP and Domain Restriction Settings dialog box appears, click the Deny Action Type
drop-down menu and choose the behavior that IIS uses from the following values:

Unauthorized: IIS returns an HTTP 401 response.
Forbidden: IIS returns an HTTP 403 response.
Not Found: IIS returns an HTTP 404 response.
Abort: IIS terminates the HTTP connection.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-dynamic-ip-address-restrictions/_static/image2.jpg
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Configuring IIS for Proxy ModeConfiguring IIS for Proxy Mode

6. Click OK.

 

One of the challenges to IP filtering is that many clients access IIS through one or more firewalls, load-balancing,
or proxy servers; so the IP address may always appear as the server in the request path that is nearest to the IIS
server. In IIS 8.0, administrators can configure their server to examine the x-forwarded-for HTTP header in
addition to the client IP address in order to determine which requests to block. This behavior is called "Proxy
Mode."

To configure IIS for proxy mode, use the following steps:

1. Log in as an administrator on your Windows Server 2012 computer.
2. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
3. Highlight your server name, website, or folder path in the Connections pane, and then double-click IP

Address and Domain Restrictions in the list of features.

4. Click Edit Feature Settings in the Actions pane.

5. When the Edit IP and Domain Restriction Settings dialog box appears, check the box to Enable Proxy
Mode.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/iis-80-dynamic-ip-address-restrictions/_static/image4.jpg
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Summary

6. Click OK.

 

In this guide, you looked at configuring IIS to dynamically deny access to your server based on the number of
requests from a client IP address, as well as configuring the behavior that IIS will use when it denies access to
potentially malicious users.
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Introduction

Authentication

Anonymous Authentication ChangesAnonymous Authentication Changes

<identity impersonate="false"/>

by IIS Team

IIS 7 and above bring many new security improvements from IIS 6.0. This document overviews these
improvements with respect to Authentication, Authorization, SSL, Web Service Extension Restriction List and IP
restrictions.

 

For ASP.NET application developers there had been, before IIS 7, two authentication models you needed to
program against. These models were the IIS and ASP.NET pipelines. First, IIS would examine the request and
perform its authentication routines and then afterwards pass it to ASP.NET so it could do a similar task.

In IIS 7 and above we have unified these two models to produce a new robust pipeline that does the best that both
older models did. IIS still supports all the old authentication protocols but also now supports forms authentication
which can protect against all content types and does not rely on Windows accounts. In addition to supporting all
the old features you have come to know and love we have also enhanced some of them such as the Anonymous
Authentication feature.

These changes will be discussed in the upcoming sections.

In IIS 7 and above, Anonymous Authentication behaves in a similar manner as it had in previous versions with
only one change - the ability to run under the content of the worker process identity. Each application pool is
configured to run under the content of a user account and the default value for this account is
NETWORKSERVICE.

It was very common for ASP.NET applications to turn off impersonation and run under the application pool
identity by using the following code in their web.config files:

There are several scenarios where applications would need to run under the context of the process identity:

The process identity is a low privilege account and administrators have locked down their systems for that
account
The process identity has been granted network access and is used to access back end resources such as
databases

As part of the redesign for IIS 7 and above, we wanted to make this scenario secure and easy to do. To implement
this scenario, in IIS requires:

Installing and enabling the Anonymous Authentication module
Setting the anonymous username and password to an empty string

To do this, modify your configuration for anonymous authentication so it appears as follows:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/changes-in-security-between-iis-60-and-iis-7-and-above.md


<anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" userName="" defaultLogonDomain="" />

Passport ChangesPassport Changes

Forms authenticationForms authentication

How IIS 7 and Above Determine the Authenticated Identity

Authorization
AzMan SupportAzMan Support

This configuration will tell IIS to run always under the context of the worker process identity.

By default, the anonymous authentication identity in IIS 7.0 and above is the IUSR account. This account is a low
privilege identity with minimal rights and privileges. To learn more about the new built-in account refer to the
Understanding the Built-in Account and Group in IIS 7 and Above article.

Support for legacy Passport authentication was built into IIS 5/6 and Windows Server 2000 and 2003. Passport
support in IIS 5 & 6 was exposed as a checkbox in the Directory Security tab in the IIS service manager for "Enable
Passport Authentication". This checkbox provided IIS the ability to send legacy Tweener protocol challenges. In
addition to this, it was still necessary to register the Web site with the Passport service provisioning portal, obtain
an encryption key, and configure the legacy Passport Manager on the server before the IIS integration would be
functional.

In Windows Server 2008 and beyond, the legacy Passport binaries and integration with IIS were removed.

The Passport service has since changed into Windows Live ID. While the new Live ID service certainly grew out of
the legacy Passport service, there are major changes. One of the biggest changes is how a partner site integrates
with Live ID. You can add Live ID authentication by using the publicly available Windows Live ID Web
Authentication SDK. While the Windows Live ID service also supports identity Federation and ADFS, that
capability is new functionality for specific cases, and is not a replacement for "Passport".

Forms authentication has been part of ASP.NET and allows both Windows and non Windows identities to
authenticate themselves and get a user object that applications can later use. IIS 7 and above now fully support
forms authentication and can be configured to protect access to all content types.

 

In IIS 7 and above, the authentication rules are processed by the core engine in a similar manner as they were in
previous versions of IIS with only some minor changes. To better understand the processing order, here are the
rules based on the order IIS evaluates them:

First, IIS determines if a username and password has been configured at the virtual directory. If a set of
credentials have been defined, those credentials will be used. For pre-IIS 7 administrators, these credentials are
the UNC credentials
If no credentials are configured at the virtual directory then IIS will use the credentials provided during
authentication. These credentials can belong to the identity that is configured for anonymous authentication or
the credentials provided by the user during the authentication handshake when Basic, Digest, or Windows
authentication is enabled
If no authenticated user was established (for example, forms authentication is enabled) we will determine if the
process identity should be used
If we do not have an identity at this point, IIS will return an access denied

 

In IIS 6.0, we introduced a new authorization model based on AZMan rules. In IIS 7 and above we have deprecated
this feature in favor of a new model that is very similar to the ASP.NET authorization model (see URL
authorization topic below).

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=E565FC92-D5F6-4F5F-8713-4DD1C90DE19F&displaylang=en


URL AuthorizationURL Authorization

<authorization>
 <allow users="Vik_Malhotra" />
 <deny roles="administrators" />
 <deny users="*" />
</authorization>

<authorization>
 <add accessType="allow" users="Vik_Malhotra" />
 <add accessType="deny" roles="administrators" />
 <add accessType="deny" users="*" />
</authorization>

SSL

IIS 6.0 METABASE CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY IIS 7.0 AND ABOVE ARCHITECTURE

AccessSSLFlags AccessSSLFlags is bitmask of AccessSSL
AccessSSL128 AccessSSLNegotiateCert
AccessSSLRequireCert
AccessSSLMapCert 0 value means no
SSL.

Property still supported in IIS 7.0 and
above configuration in the <access>
section

CertCheckMode Enable or disable CRL (certificate
revocation list) checking.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

In IIS 7 and above, you have two authorization solutions. The first is to use the ASP.NET authorization model. This
method requires defining all your authorization rules in the <system.web> configuration and requires zero
changes for applications that already have rules written for ASP.NET. The second model is to move to the new IIS
authorization architecture. This model is very similar to ASP.NET's model with some minor changes:

Rules are not order dependent
Deny rules are sorted to the top of the list
Rules are processed in the opposite manner of ASP.NET, mainly in the order: grandparent, parent, then child;
ASP.NET authorization processes rules in the opposite order:child, parent, then grandparent

To better understand the differences between the ASP.NET authorization model, and the IIS authorization model,
let's first look at an ASP.NET authorization configuration:

In this example we are allowing Vik_Malhotra but we are denying everyone else. In IIS, the configuration is very
similar :

The reason for the syntax change was that we wanted to make sure application developers knew these two models
are in fact different, but at the same time they could move rules from one implementation to the other with
minimal effort.

 

In IIS 6.0, IIS had stored SSL related information in the metabase and had managed a large part of the SSL
negotiation process in conjunction with HTTP.SYS. In IIS 7 and above, we have moved most of this configuration
into HTTP.SYS's store.

To illustrate how each of the IIS 6.0 configuration settings are carried over into the IIS 7 and above configuration
(or HTTP.SYS configuration), the following chart has been constructed below.



RevocationFreshnessTime If the RevocationFreshnessTime
property is set to 1 (true), then the
certificate revocation list (CRL) on the
certificate client is updated by the CRL
from the remote location, even if the
CRL that is cached on the certificate
client is valid. The default timeout
interval is one day unless you use the
RevocationURLRetrievalTimeout to
specify a different timeout interval (in
minutes).

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

SecureBindings The SecureBindings property specifies a
string that is used by IIS to determine
which secure network endpoints are
used by the server instance.

This property is still supported in IIS 7.0
and above configuration under the
<binding> section for <sites>. The
protocol used needs to by "https".

SSLAlwaysNegoClientCert The SSLAlwaysNegoClientCert property
controls SSL client connection
negotiations. If this property is set to
true, any time SSL connections are
negotiated, the server will immediately
negotiate a client certificate, preventing
an expensive renegotiation. Setting
SSLAlwaysNegoClientCert also helps
eliminate client certificate renegotiation
deadlocks, which may occur when a
client is blocked on sending a large
request body when a renegotiation
request is received.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

SSLCertHash The SSLCertHash property is used to
store the hash of the SSL certificate
being used.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

SslCtlIdentifier The SslCtlIdentifier property contains a
unique value that identifies a specific
certificate trust list (CTL). It must be
used with SslCtlStoreName to accurately
reference a CTL.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

SslCtlStoreName The SslCtlStoreName property contains
the name of the CryptoAPI store that
contains certificate trust lists (CTL). It
must be used with SslCtlIdentifier to
accurately reference a CTL.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

SSLStoreName The SSLStoreName property is used to
store the name of the store where the
key pair of the certificate resides.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

IIS 6.0 METABASE CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY IIS 7.0 AND ABOVE ARCHITECTURE



SslUseDsMapper The SslUseDsMapper property specifies
whether IIS is to use the Windows
Directory Service certificate mapper or
IIS certificate mapper. If
SSLUseDSMapper is set to false, IIS uses
the IIS certificate mapper.

This value will now be stored in http.sys
in the
PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM
object.

IIS 6.0 METABASE CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY IIS 7.0 AND ABOVE ARCHITECTURE

Web Service Extension Restriction List

<isapiCgiRestriction>
    <add path="F:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll"
    allowed="true" groupId="ASP.NET v2.0.50727" description="ASP.NET v2.0.50727" />
</isapiCgiRestriction>

IP Restrictions

For more information on the HTTP.SYS PHTTP_SERVICE_CONFIG_SSL_PARAM object refer to the following
documentation.

All these changes are handled transparently under the covers so as a server Administrator there is nothing special
you need to do--IIS will do everything for you. If you have applications that are accessing the old IIS 6.0 properties
now located in HTTP.SYS's configuration store, our ABO mapper interface will ensure that correct values are
read/written so your applications will not fail, but instead will continue to work.

 

In IIS 7 and above this feature has been slightly modified so that its name now reads "isapiCgiRestrictionList" --
but otherwise it acts and behaves as it had in IIS 6.0.

The reason for this change was to stress its true usage. In IIS 6.0 this feature was added to ensure rogue ISAPI or
CGI binaries could not copied to your IIS servers and then be allowed to execute. With the redesign for IIS 7 and
above we have two supported models:

The "classic" ISAPI pipeline
The new Integrated pipeline

If we are in the "classic" ISAPI pipeline, everything will continue to work as you would expected it to when using
IIS 6.0. To illustrate this point, consider how ASP.NET works when running in ISAPI mode. First you will need to
add the full path of the aspnet_isapi.dll and set it allowed="true" as shown below:

Now and only now will this code (aspnet_isapi.dll) be allowed to execute. If we switched our pipeline mode to
integrated and changed allowed="false" the ASP.NET code will still be executed.

Why? The reason is the isapiCgiRestrictionList only applies to ISAPI and CGI code. In integrated mode, ASP.NET is
now part of the new architecture and as a result is not affected by the isapiCgiRestrictionList. If you do not want to
run ASP.NET code in the new integrated pipeline you will simply need to remove the managedEngine from the
modules list.

 

IP Restrictions works in the exact same manner as it had in the past except we now support a new property called
"allowUnlisted". This property was added to make it easier to configure security policies for your system at a global
level. For example, if your policy required only certain IP addresses to be allowed but to reject all others that are
not listed was not very easy to do in the past. Similarly, rejecting only a given set of IP addresses and allowing all
that are not listed can easily be done now. As a server administrator you can set a global policy and then lock this
value so it cannot be changed on your server by application or site administrators.

To illustrate, consider a development machine you only want users to access locally. The following configuration

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa364647.aspx


<system.webServer>
 <security>
  <ipSecurity allowUnlisted="false">
   <add ipAddress="127.0.0.1" allowed="true" />
  </ipSecurity>
 </security>
</system.webServer>

implements that policy by setting the allowUnlisted="false" and then explicitly only allows localhost (127.0.0.1)
access:
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Reduced Surface Area

Simplified Security Management

Security Enhancements

Rich Delegation InfrastructureRich Delegation Infrastructure

by Saad Ladki

 

IIS 6.0 introduced the lockdown by default approach. This was a significant shift from previous versions of IIS
which installed and enabled nearly all features out of the box, resulting in a fully capable, yet maximally exposed
Web server by default. With IIS 6.0, several features were removed from the default install, and many others, while
installed, were disabled in the default install.

IIS 7.0 and above takes this approach the next step by introducing the minimum install by default approach. IIS
includes a completely modular Web server that has been componentized into more than four to five times the
number of installable components as previous versions of IIS. With IIS, only the bare minimum number of
components are installed and enabled. This has several key benefits:

Fewer components installed means lower potential surface area available to attackers
Fewer components installed means less to manage, patch and maintain
Fewer components lowered in memory means increased performance, scalability and reliability

 

IIS provides several key simplifications of security management, to make it easier to get and stay secure. These
management improvements include:

Rich delegated administration support, enabling scoped configuration and management tasks to be delegated
to non-Administrators in a simple and secure manner
Unified authentication and authorization management, allowing for all types of authentication and
authorization, including Forms authentication and URLAuthorization, to be managed in a single place, for all
types of content
Built-in user and group accounts dedicated to the Web server, enabling a common security identifier (S ID) to be
used across machines which simplifies NTFS ACL management, and simplifies on Application Pool sandboxing
and identity management

IIS also provides several new security features which enhance the security capabilities of the Web server, including
Request Filtering. The new built-in IIS request filtering can filter requests on-the-fly based on verb, file extension,
size, namespace and sequences. Much of this functionality, previously delivered in URLScan (an ISAPI filter
available as a web download) is now available as a built-in IIS module.

In the past, it was very difficult to setup delegation of administrative tasks for non administrative users in IIS.

In IIS 5.0 the administration tool allowed you to specify Web operators and in IIS 6.0 the IIS team introduced
modification of metabase ACL's to address this scenario.

Each of these solutions had their benefits and drawbacks that the IIS team learned from. Using customer feedback,
the team developed the new IIS rich delegation model. With the new architecture, administrators can:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/iis7-and-above-security-improvements.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
https://www.microsoft.com/windows2000/en/server/iis/default.asp?url=/windows2000/en/server/iis/htm/core/iiwbsop.htm
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=326902


How the Default I IS Permissions Enable Secure Delegation Out of the BoxHow the Default I IS Permissions Enable Secure Delegation Out of the Box

Vista ClientVista Client

Delegation Using Non-administrative Windows AccountsDelegation Using Non-administrative Windows Accounts

Windows Server® 2008Windows Server® 2008

Setup a delegated administration infrastructure using both Windows and non-Windows principals
Configure setting at a server, site, and application scope. Site and application administrators do not need to be a
box administrator to manage sites and applications

To ensure IIS is secure out of the box, delegation has been locked down by default. To help understand what this
means, this section covers:

The secure IIS defaults for locking
How the default IIS permissions enable secure delegation out of the box

From the beginning, the goal was to ensure that IIS 7.0 and above was as secure as its predecessor, IIS 6.0. In IIS
6.0, there was one primary configuration file called the metabase -- but setting up delegation scenarios using
metabase ACL's was not very common or easy.

With the delegation model in IIS 7.0 and above, the product team needed to ensure we locked down the
applicationHost.config (the metabase replacement) as tightly as possible. At the same time, the team made it
extremely easy to use for administrators who wanted to setup delegation without having to jump through many
hoops.

When a section is 'locked', it means the section cannot be redefined by an application or site administrator. When a
section is 'unlocked', it means the section is allowed to be changed by site or application administrator. The above
document reviews each section from a security, performance and reliability aspect and shows why we choose to
unlock certain sections and not others. Based on the environments requirements, you may choose to either unlock
or further lock down sections.

These sections provide an overview about how delegation and permissions relate to one another on IIS on Vista
and Server. They also show how non-administrative users (both Windows and non Windows identities) can easily
be setup to manage both sites and applications without any changes to the default permissions.

First, we examine Vista client and then review Server. To ensure a clear understanding of what is happening,
detailed walkthrough are provided that touch on the key points being discussed.

Vista client was designed based on two primary goals:

Delegation on client via the UI is not a supported feature on Windows Vista
Delegation via configuration files is fully supported for non-administrative Windows user accounts with LUA
enabled. Using administrator accounts requires LUA to be turned off to function correctly and is not
recommended

This section now discusses the second point and examines how you can easily setup delegation using non-
administrative Windows account.

This is a common scenario when administrators want to implement a delegated model on their systems where the
users are:

Windows accounts that reside in the local account database or active directory.

Not part of the administrators group
Part of the users group

Windows Server 2008 takes delegation to the next level by providing the following:

Full support for all client delegation scenarios on server



Unified Security ArchitectureUnified Security Architecture

Fully Support Windows PrincipalsFully Support Windows Principals

Fully Support Non-Windows PrincipalsFully Support Non-Windows Principals

Provide One Place for Doing All Authentication and AuthorizationProvide One Place for Doing All Authentication and Authorization

Full support for delegation via the UI, which includes the use of non-windows principals

To better understand how the UI supports delegation with secure permissions and the use of non-windows
principals, the following walkthrough provides an overview on:

Delegation using non-administrative Windows accounts and the UI
Delegation using non Windows accounts and the UI

In previous versions of IIS that supported ASP.NET applications, we had two rich security architectures that
provided an end-to-end solution for application developers. The first model was provided by IIS and the second
was provided by ASP.NET.

When the IIS team was redesigning IIS 7.0, they saw an opportunity to unify these two models and did so. Now in
IIS 7.0 and above we have one pipeline that will:

Fully support Windows principals that reside in the local account database or Active Directory (as it had in the
past)
Fully support non-Windows principals
Provide one place for doing all authentication and authorization

Some additional benefits to the IIS 7.0 and above architecture is that it can now leverage the rich membership
system that ASP.NET 2.0 provides. Using the new membership system, we can support all those that ASP.NET 2.0
suppports (example SQL) or create custom providers and have them 'just work' with IIS 7.0 and above.

As in previous versions of IIS, all the previous authentication schemes are still available in IIS 7.0 and above,
mainly:

Windows Authentication
Anonymous Authentication
Basic Authentication
Digest Authentication
Certificate Authentication

When a token is created from any of these authentication types, it can still be used by an IIS application as well as
any ASP.NET application without any additional configuration.

The Forms Authentication feature was introduced in IIS 7.0. In the past, this was only available to ASP.NET
applications but because of IIS 7.0 and above's architecture, forms authentication can be used to authenticate non-
Windows identities like any of the other authentication schemes described in the previous section.

When using either the IIS administration tool or configuration files, note that all authentication and authorization
policies (for both ASP.NET and IIS 7.0 and above) can be configuration in the <authentication> and
<authorization> sections respectively under the <system.webServer>  group.

This now makes it easy for administrators to define rules and see what is happening on their servers.

Start Learning

Security Changes in IIS 7.0 and Above
Understanding the Built-In Anonymous Account and Groups in IIS 7.0 and Above
Using Encryption to Protect Passwords
Understanding IIS 7.0 and Above URL Authorization



Begin Using the IIS 7.0 and Above Security Features

How to Use Request Filtering
Delegating Administrative Tasks
How to Setup SSL on IIS 7.0 and Above
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

FTP Service FeaturesFTP Service Features

by Tim Elhajj and R McMurray

 

Microsoft released an updated FTP service that is available as a separate download for Windows Server® 2008
and above that provides a a robust, secure solution for FTP in a Windows environment. This FTP service was
written specifically for Windows Server 2008 and above, and enables Web authors to publish content more easily
and securely than before, and offers both Web administrators and hosters better integration, management,
authentication and logging features. It should be noted that there are two FTP services available for IIS:

The new Microsoft FTP service for IIS is provided as a download from the Web for Windows Server 2008.
The other FTP service ships on the Windows Vista™ and Windows Server 2008 DVD. (This FTP service is
essentially the same FTP service from IIS 6.0.)

There are two separate downloadable packages for the new FTP server; you will need to download the appropriate
package for your version of Windows Server 2008:

32-bit Installation Package:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)
64-bit Installation Package:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)

For more information about installing the new FTP service, see the the following walkthrough:

Installing and Troubleshooting FTP7.5

This new FTP service for IIS supports a wide range of features and improvements, and the following list contains
several of the improvements in this version:

Integration with IIS:
IIS has an updated administration interface and configuration store, and the new FTP service is tightly
integrated with this new design. The old IIS 6 metabase is gone, and a new configuration store that is based on
the .NET XML-based *.config format has taken its place. In addition, IIS has an updated administration tool, and
the new FTP server plugs seamlessly into that paradigm.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/what39s-new-for-microsoft-and-ftp-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88547


Integration with IISIntegration with IIS

Security and support for new Internet standards:
One of the most significant features in the new FTP service is support for FTP over SSL. We also support the
use of non-Windows accounts for authentication, making it possible for IT Pros and Developers to create FTP
users that do not have Windows user accounts. The new FTP service also supports other Internet
improvements such as UTF8 and IPv6.
Shared hosting improvements:
By fully integrating into IIS, the new FTP service makes it possible to host FTP and Web content from the same
site by simply adding an FTP binding to an existing Web site. In addition, the FTP service now has virtual host
name support, making it possible to host multiple FTP sites on the same IP address. The new FTP service also
has improved user isolation, now making it possible to isolate users through per-user virtual directories.
Improved logging and supportability features:
FTP logging has been enhanced to include all FTP-related traffic, unique tracking for FTP sessions, FTP sub-
statuses, additional detail fields in FTP logs, and much more. IIS has the option to display detailed error
messages for local users, and the FTP service follows this paradigm by providing detailed error responses when
logging on locally to an FTP server. The FTP service also logs detailed information using Event Tracing for
Windows (ETW), which provides additional detailed information for troubleshooting.
Extensible feature set:
FTP supports extensibility that allows you to extend the built-in functionality that ships with the FTP service.
More specifically, there is support for creating your own authentication and authorization providers. You can
also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory information for your FTP
users.

Here is a closer look at each of these new feature areas.

The new FTP service is tightly-integrated with IIS, and adopts the new configuration store that IIS is using. By way
of explanation, the metabase from earlier IIS versions has been deprecated, and a new configuration system has
taken its place that is based on .NET's *.config XML files. This new format is much easier to read and configure
than the metabase, and the FTP service takes full advantage of this new design. The central configuration store for
IIS is applicationHost.config, and all the information for the FTP is kept in this file. IIS also contains a new shared
user interface, IIS Manager (pictured below), that is used to manage both Web sites and FTP sites.



What's more, because of the full FTP integration in IIS, the FTP service can be managed from any other IIS
management tool or API; for example: AppCmd, Microsoft.Web.Administration, PowerShell, etc.

This version of the FTP service streamlines content publishing by allowing administrators to bind the FTP protocol
to an existing Web site, the same as you bind HTTPS to provide SSL. The minimal configuration steps are to add
an FTP binding to an existing Web site and then define your FTP settings for authentication and authorization, but
a wizard is provided to assist configuring all your FTP settings to enable publishing.

On the first screen of the publishing wizard (pictured below), you configure your SSL settings and binding options,
which consist of the IP address, port, and virtual host name.

file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/what39s-new-for-microsoft-and-ftp-in-iis-7/_static/image3.jpg


Security and Support for new Internet standardsSecurity and Support for new Internet standards

On the second screen of the publishing wizard (pictured below), you configure your authentication and
authorization settings. (Additional authentication and authorization settings can be added later.)

Of course, you do not have to bind the FTP protocol to your Web site. If you want only an FTP site, you can still set
up a site that has only FTP bindings.

For more information about adding FTP publishing and FTP sites, see the the following walkthroughs:

Creating a New FTP Site
Add FTP publishing to an existing Web site

The FTP service for IIS supports for emerging Internet standards like IPv6, UTF8, and FTP over SSL. We offer an
RFC-based implementation of FTPS (FTP over SSL), and configuration options that allow you to encrypt data on
the control channel, on the data channel, or on both channels. Since we have a standards-based implementation of
FTPS, we support several third-party FTP clients.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89115
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89116


Authentication for Non-Windows AccountsAuthentication for Non-Windows Accounts

Shared Hosting ImprovementsShared Hosting Improvements
FTP Virtual Host NamesFTP Virtual Host Names

The industry has addressed how to secure FTP traffic in several different ways. Although there no single standard
has emerged, there are two similarly named protocols: FTPS and SFTP. To clarify, Microsoft offers an FTP over
SSL (FTPS) solution. Microsoft currently does not provide a solution for securing FTP traffic using FTP over SSH
(SFTP).

For more information about FTP and SSL, see the the following walkthrough:

Configure FTP over SSL

We have added support for additional authentication methods that enable Web hosters to use non-Windows
accounts to authenticate FTP users. The FTP service ships with two such authentication methods:

Web Manager authentication: these accounts are usually created for managing IIS web sites
.NET Membership authentication: these accounts are usually used with ASP.NET's forms-based authentication

For more information about using non-Windows authentication with FTP, see the the following walkthroughs:

Configure IIS Manager Authentication
Configuring FTP with .NET Membership Authentication

In this FTP service we have added virtual host name support to FTP. By using host name support, you can host
multiple FTP sites, each with different domain names, on the same IP address.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89117
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=100142
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=129533


FTP User IsolationFTP User Isolation

FTP Directory BrowsingFTP Directory Browsing

Improved logging and supportability featuresImproved logging and supportability features

For more information about using FTP virtual host names, see the the following walkthrough:

Configure FTP virtual host names

We have improved support for FTP user isolation configuration. All of the previous FTP user isolation features
remain available for backward compatibility, but we have made some changes to the way FTP user isolation works:

If you enable FTP user isolation with User name directory (disable global virtual directories), users
start in a directory that matches the name of their user account when they first logon to the server. In earlier
versions of FTP, you had to create a physical directory for each of these accounts. This is no longer
necessary; with the new FTP, you can use virtual directories. However, if you use this new isolation option,
you can no longer use global virtual directories. This means that to share a folder between multiple FTP
users, you must create a virtual directory for each user.

In earlier versions of FTP, it was possible to use global virtual directories if you used physical directories for
users to start in when they first logged on to the server. If you wanted to share content between a number of
FTP users, global virtual directories were helpful. We have kept this option, but now it is only available with
User name physical directory (enable global virtual directories), and you must create physical
directories to use this option.

For more information about configuring FTP user isolation, see the the following walkthrough:

Configure FTP User Isolation

You can now make virtual directories visible to FTP clients by selecting an option on the improved FTP Directory
Browsing page.

You can also configure the directory browsing options to return the available bytes to FTP clients, which is
especially useful if you are using Disk Quotas from Windows Server's File System Resource Manager (FSRM). For
more information about using this feature with FTP, see the the following walkthrough:

Using FSRM Folder Quotas with FTP

We now offer better logging support, including logging of all verbs and additional detail fields in FTP logs. These

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89119
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89118
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=100092


new fields include real session stamps, allowing you to parse logs to discover exactly what users were doing
throughout a session. We also offer administrators the option to log the full path for requests for files or folders.
This is helpful because servers typically only log the name of the file or folder, and this can make large log files
difficult to read.

Finally, the new FTP server has provides detailed local error messages and Event Tracing for Windows (ETW).
These features simplify troubleshooting and enable hosters to better support their customers.
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Introduction
What is WebDAV?What is WebDAV?

What's New in the IIS WebDAV Module?What's New in the IIS WebDAV Module?

NOTENOTE

Integration with IISIntegration with IIS

by Robert McMurray

WebDAV is short for Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning, and it is an open-standard extension to the HTTP
protocol that enables file management over the Internet. In addition to the usual file system-like operations (copy,
move, delete, etc), WebDAV adds a flexible property mechanism (based on name/value pairs) and resource locking.
WebDAV is a critical component in Microsoft's web publishing story, used by the WebDAV redirector, Web Folders,
SMS/SCCM, and many other components.

Some of Microsoft's new web authoring tools like Expression Web Designer have built-in support for working with
WebDAV-enabled sites. With the addition of a first-class WebDAV redirector in Windows Vista and Windows
Server® 2008, it is possible to map a drive letter to a web site that is configured to use the WebDAV module, and
as such you can open that web site using web authoring tools that do not have built-in WebDAV support like
FrontPage 2003 and Visual Studio.

Microsoft has released a brand-new WebDAV implementation for IIS that was written from the ground-up to be
more compatible with the WebDAV protocol, more configurable than the WebDAV module for IIS 6.0, and faster
than Microsoft's previous versions of WebDAV. This new WebDAV extension module supports a wide range of
features and improvements, and the following lists contain several of the improvements in this version.

This new WebDAV extension module is only for Windows Server 2008 and Internet Information Services 7.0 or above; it will
not work on Windows Server 2003 and Internet Information Services 6.0.

Integrated Pipeline: The IIS 6.0 WebDAV implementation was through ISAPI, but the core server required knowledge of
the WebDAV ISAPI in order to function correctly. The new IIS native module interface is sufficiently rich that these
considerations are unnecessary.
Administration: IIS has a brand-new administration interface and configuration store, and the new WebDAV extension
module is tightly integrated with this new design. The old IIS 6.0 metabase is gone, and a new configuration store that is
based on the .NET XML-based *.config format has taken its place. In addition, IIS has a new administration tool, and the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/what39s-new-for-webdav-and-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
file:///T:/n3zn/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-7/what39s-new-for-webdav-and-iis-7/_static/image1.jpg
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new WebDAV extension module plugs seamlessly into that paradigm.

WebDAV-Specific Configuration: The old WebDAV "overloaded" a number of IIS configuration settings. For example,
the standard IIS "directory browsing" setting also controlled directory access via the WebDAV PROPFIND verb. This is a
problem for some site administrators who would like to enable PROPFIND access without enabling directory browsing.
The new WebDAV implementation leverages the IIS extensible configuration schema and extensible administration tool to
decouple these settings and provide more fine-grained control over WebDAV behavior.
Per-Site WebDAV Settings: WebDAV in IIS 7.0 and above can be enabled at the site-level, unlike IIS 6.0 which enabled
WebDAV at the server-level through a Web Service Extension.
Per-URL Security Settings: The new WebDAV extension module supports per-URL authoring rules, allowing
administrators to specify custom WebDAV security settings on a per-URL basis. These authoring rules are separate from
the IIS per-URL authorization rules, thereby allowing one set of security settings for normal HTTP requests and a separate
set of security settings for WebDAV authoring.
Support for shared and exclusive locks: The new WebDAV extension supports both shared and exclusive locks to
prevent lost updates due to overwrites.
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Getting Started with WebDAV
WebDAV WalkthroughsWebDAV Walkthroughs

Community SupportCommunity Support

Changes and Known Issues in WebDAV for I IS 7.0 and AboveChanges and Known Issues in WebDAV for I IS 7.0 and Above

NOTENOTE

In order to help get you started working with WebDAV on IIS, Microsoft has written the following walkthroughs:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd
How to configure WebDAV and Request Filtering
Migrating FPSE Sites to WebDAV
How to use custom properties with WebDAV
How to use WebDAV locks

Microsoft provides customer-assisted technical support for WebDAV through the normal channels that are
described on the Microsoft https://support.microsoft.com/ web site.

In addition, Microsoft also provides community support for WebDAV through the following public forums:

IIS7 - Publishing

Additional installation notes can be found in the "Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0" document on Microsoft's
https://www.iis.net/ web site.

The following changes or issues are known for this release:

IIS can be uninstalled after the new WebDAV extension module has been installed -- this will cause the WebDAV
extension to cease working. In addition, if you were to reinstall IIS after this, the WebDAV module would still fail
because some of the WebDAV configuration settings would be missing from the IIS applicationHost.config file.
Your best solution is to uninstall WebDAV after uninstalling IIS.
While many Web-based features can be delegated to remote managers and added to web.config files using the
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new IIS configuration infrastructure, WebDAV extension module features cannot be delegated or stored in
web.config files.
Anonymous PROPFINDs are allowed for file listings, but file uploads and WebDAV-based GET requests require
an authenticated user. This is a change from IIS 6.0, where anonymous WebDAV file uploads/downloads could
be enabled by opening up your security. In WebDAV for IIS 7.0 and above we changed this behavior so that all
WebDAV activity would require authentication, but we allow for the use of anonymous PROPFINDs for
backward-compatibility with some WebDAV clients. (More specifically, the PUT, MKCOL, PROPPATCH, COPY,
MOVE, DELETE, and WebDAV-based GET requests all require authentication.)
The new WebDAV module supports a simple property store that uses a separate file that allows you to easily
copy your properties between servers. (In IIS 6.0, properties were stored in an NTFS alternate data stream,
making it difficult to copy your properties between disparate file systems.)



Installing Necessary IIS 7.0 Components on Windows
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by IIS Team

Install only the components you need for your Web applications by leveraging the IIS 7.0 and above modular
architecture. This tutorial covers installing the modules necessary for serving ASP and ASP.NET pages from IIS 7.0
or above in Windows Vista.

▶ Watch video (9 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/installing-necessary-iis-components-on-windows-vista.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/Installing-Necessary-IIS-70-Components-on-Windows-Vista
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Overview of Upgrading to IIS 7.0 on Windows Server® 2008

Preparing to Upgrade to IIS 7.0

Performing the Upgrade to IIS 7.0

Remove Unnecessary Components

Additional Resources for Upgrading to IIS 7.0

by IIS Team

You can move Web sites and applications to Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 and above in two ways:
upgrading and installing. Upgrading is installing the Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or above operating system
and IIS 7.0 or above on an existing server that is running the Windows Server 2003 operating system and IIS 6.0.
Migrating, on the other hand, is installing Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or above and IIS 7.0 or above on a new
server and then moving, or reinstalling, existing Web sites and applications on that server. This document outlines
the steps to take in planning an upgrade to Microsoft Windows Server 2008 and IIS 7.0.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

Other articles on this subject include:

The IIS modular architecture is designed to enable the IT professional to customize exactly which features are
installed and running on the Web server. IIS is now divided into more than 40 feature modules that can be
independently installed on the box. This modularization significantly reduces the potential attack surface, lowers the
footprint requirements, and minimizes patching and security risks.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

IIS 7.0 and above introduces many changes from earlier versions of IIS. These changes can affect the way users
interact with IIS. This document explains considerations for users who will upgrade from an earlier version of IIS to
IIS 7.0.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

The upgrade to IIS 7.0 is part of the upgrade to Microsoft Windows Server 2008. After your Windows server has
been upgraded to Microsoft Windows Server 2008, you must use the Server Manager tool to add the Web Server
role.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

After an upgrade, you should consider removing any unnecessary IIS modules to match the functionality required
by your Web applications. Because of the way that IIS 6.0 components were installed, the IIS upgrade process may
have installed modules that are no longer needed.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

These resources contain additional information about how to upgrade to IIS 7.0 on Microsoft Windows Server

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/upgrading-to-iis-70-on-windows-server-2008.md
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2008.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.
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Introduction

Before You Begin

Install IIS 7 or Above

by IIS Team

Advances in cloud technologies have led many users to use Windows Azure Web Sites to host both a production
site and test site, as it makes it easy to test various configurations without impacting their own personal
computers. If you still prefer to do this on your desktop, you can install IIS on it, as well as other applications and
extensions easily using the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI). To learn more about the Web PI, see
Learn about and install the Web PI.

If you choose to install IIS 7.0 or above manually, you can use this article for guidance.

Ensure that you have installed one of the editions of Windows Vista or Windows 7 on which IIS 7 and above is
supported before you proceed. Not all IIS features are supported on all editions of Windows Vista and Windows
7. Home Basic and Starter editions include only limited basic features of IIS. To see a list of which features are
supported on the edition of Windows you are using, see one of the following:

Available Role Services in IIS 7.0 (Windows Vista)
Available Web Server (IIS) Role Services in IIS 7.5 (Windows 7)

Also be sure that you have administrative user rights on the computer. By default, you do not have administrative
user rights if you are logged on as a user other than the built-in administrator, even if you were added to the local
Administrators group on the computer (this is a new security feature in Windows Server® 2008 called Local User
Administrator). Log on either to the built-in administrator account, or explicitly invoke applications as the built-in
administrator by using the runas command-line tool.

Note that you can run runas /user:administrator cmd.exe so that every application you run from that command
line will be elevated, eliminating the need to use the runas syntax from that command line.

If you are logged on to an account other than the built-in local administrator account, you may see the following
security alert dialog box.

Figure 1: Windows Security (User Account Control)

1. To open the Windows Features dialog box, click Start, and then click Control Panel.
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Figure 2: Windows Vista Start menu

2. In the Control Panel, click Programs.

Figure 3: Control Panel Home

3. Click Turn Windows features on or off.
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Figure 4: Control Panel install options

4. You may receive the Windows Security warning. Click Allow to continue. The Windows Features dialog
box is displayed.

Figure 5: Windows Security dialog box

5. Expand Internet Information Services.Additional categories of IIS features are displayed. Select
Internet Information Services to choose the default features for installation.

Figure 6: Windows Features dialog box - IIS

6. Expand the additional categories displayed, and select any additional features you want to install, such as
Web Management Tools.
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Figure 7: Windows Features dialog box - IIS feature selection

7. If you are installing IIS for evaluation purposes, you may want to select additional features to install. Select
the check boxes for all IIS features you want to install, and then click OK to start installation.

Figure 8: Windows Features dialog box - Installation selection

8. The progress indicator appears.

Figure 9: Progress indicator

9. When the installation completes, the Windows Features dialog box closes, and the Control Panel is
displayed.
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Figure 10: Control Panel Home page

10. IIS is now installed with a default configuration on Windows Vista or Windows 7. To confirm that the
installation succeeded, type the following URL into your browser, http://localhost.

Figure 11: Default Web site

11. Next, you can use Internet Information Services Manager to manage and configure IIS. To open IIS
Manager, click Start, type inetmgr in the Search Programs and Files box, and then press ENTER.

Figure 12: Default Web Site Home page

If you want to use ASP, Microsoft® ASP.NET, or PHP, install the modules needed to host these pages; this can be
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Use Unattended Setup to Install IIS 7.0 and above

Links for More Information

done during the installation of IIS or after the installation is complete.

IIS can also be installed unattended on Windows Vista. For detailed instructions and scripts, see Using
Unattended Setup to Install IIS 7.0 and Above.

IIS 7 Installation and Deployment

How to install ASP.NET 1.1 with IIS7 and Abobe on Vista and Windows 2008.

Installing IIS 7 on Vista.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee692294(WS.10).aspx
https://channel9.msdn.com/posts/iisguy/Installing-IIS-7-on-Vista/
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Introduction

New in IIS 7.5

by IIS Team

You can use Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to easily install Internet Information Services (IIS) and
applications that run on IIS. However, if you choose to install IIS manually, you can use this article for guidance.
You can also refer to Installing and Configuring IIS 7 and Above.

IIS is Microsoft Web server role that is included with all versions of Microsoft's operating systems, and also
powers Windows Azure Web Sites to provide robust cloud-based PaaS (Platform as a Service). Version 7.0 of IIS
is included with Windows Server® 2008 and Windows Vista®. IIS 7.5 is the Web server role in Windows
Server® 2008 R2 and the Web server in Windows® 7. IIS 8.0 is the version that is part of Windows Server 2012,
and Windows Server 2012 R2 includes IIS 8.5. Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2008 operating
systems have all the IIS features needed to support the hosting of Web content in production environments.
Windows 7 and Windows Vista also include IIS features, but the available features depend on the operating
system versions.

The Web server was redesigned in IIS 7.0 to enable you to customize a server by adding or removing modules to
meet your specific needs. Modules are individual features that the server uses to process requests. For example,
IIS 7.0 and IIS 7.5 use authentication modules to authenticate client credentials and use cache modules to
manage cache activity. Both versions of IIS also provide:

A new management interface. The interface lets you quickly and easily change the settings for each Web site. It
is also possible to edit the settings of a Web site in a text-based configuration file.
The ability to share tasks with Web site owners.A hoster with multiple sites can delegate administrative control
to developers or content owners.

IIS 7.0 and IIS 7.5 are together known as IIS 7 or IIS 7 and above; however, IIS 7.5 and Windows Server 2008 R2
include several new features not found in IIS 7.0:

Microsoft® ASP.NET runs on Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core installations.

IIS 7.5 includes configuration logging and tracing (IIS 7.0 does not include any built-in tracing mechanisms for
configuration changes).
IIS 7.5 includes the Best Practice Analyzer, an automated tool for helping to ensure compliance with security
best practices.

Some of the extensions available to be added to the IIS 7.0 platform are integrated into the IIS 7.5
platform, including:

FTP publishing.
Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) publishing.
Windows PowerShell™ snap-in for IIS.
IIS Administration Pack modules.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/installing-iis-7-and-above-on-windows-server-2008-or-windows-server-2008-r2.md
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Before You Begin

NOTENOTE

Install IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2

Ensure that you have administrative user rights on the computer on which you plan to install IIS 7 or above. Note
that by default, you do not have administrative user rights if you are logged on as a user other than as the built-in
administrator, even if you were added to the local Administrators group on the computer (this is a new security
feature in Windows Server 2008 called Local User Administrator).

Log on either to the built-in administrator account, or explicitly invoke applications as the built-in administrator by
using the runas command-line tool.

You can run runas /user:administrator cmd.exe so that every application you run from that command line will be elevated,
eliminating the need to use the runas syntax from that command line.

If you are logged on to an account other than the built-in local administrator account, you may see the following
security alert dialog box.

Figure 1: Windows® Security (User Account Control)

IIS is one of the Windows Server® server roles. IIS can be installed through the graphical user interface (GUI) by
using the new Server Manager interface after the Windows Server operating system is installed.

Server Manager provides a single dashboard to install or uninstall server roles and features. Server Manager also
gives an overview of all currently installed roles and features. When IIS is chosen from the Server Manager, the
basic components and services needed for IIS are automatically selected.

1. Click Start-> All Programs -> Administrative Tools -> Server Manager. 
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Figure 2: Server Manager

2. In the Server Manager window, scroll down to Roles Summary, and then click Add Roles. The Add
Roles Wizard will start with a Before You Begin page. The wizard asks for verification of the following:

The administrator account has a strong password.
The network settings, such as IP addresses, are configured.
The latest security updates from Windows® Update are installed.

3. Select Web Server (IIS) on the Select Server Roles page. An introductory page will open with links for
further information.

Note: When you use the Add Roles Wizard to install IIS, you get the default installation, which has a
minimum set of role services. If you need additional IIS role services, such as Application Development
or Health and Diagnostics, make sure to select the check boxes associated with those features in the
Select Role Services page of the wizard.

Figure 3: Select Server Roles

4. Select the IIS services to be installed on the Select Role Services page. Add only the modules necessary.
In this case, ASP.NET is selected, and a description of ASP.NET appears in the right pane. Once desired
modules are added, click Next.

Figure 4: Select Role Services
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5. Add any required role services.

Figure 5: Wizard warning page

6. IIS is now installed with a default configuration for hosting ASP.NET on Windows Server. Click Close to
complete the process.

Figure 6: Installation Results page

7. Confirm that the Web server works by using http://localhost.

Figure 7: Default Web site

Note: Install only the absolutely necessary IIS services to minimize the IIS installation footprint. This also
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Use a Script to Install IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2

CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell

Unattended Installation of IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008

Install IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008

minimizes the attack surface, which is one of the benefits of IIS 7 and above.

You can also use a script to install IIS 7.5. Note that if you use this script, you get the full IIS installation, which
installs all available feature packages. If there are feature packages you do not need, you should edit the script to
install only the packages you require. For more information, see Installing IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2.

To install IIS 7.5 with a script, type the following at a command prompt:

Automating the installation of IIS by using unattended scripts is very useful if you need to deploy multiple Web
servers and want to ensure that each of the Web servers is set up with identical components and services.

In the Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista operating systems, Pkgmgr.exe is used for unattended scripts,
letting you install or uninstall optional features from a command prompt or scripts. (Note: Pkgmgr.exe replaces
Sysocmgr.exe which was used in Windows Server® 2003.) For instructions and an overview of Pkgmgr.exe, see
Installing IIS 7.0 and Above from the Command Line. See also Unattended Setup to Install IIS 7.0 and Above.
Note that to use Pkgmgr.exe, you must make sure you have administrative user rights on the computer.

1. To start Server Manager, click Start Menu -> All Programs -> Administrative Tools -> Server
Manager. The Server Manager window opens.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771209.aspx
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Figure 8: Server Manager

2. In the Server Manager window, select Roles. The Role Summary View is displayed.

Figure 9: Start Add Roles Wizard

3. Click Add Roles. The Add Roles Wizard opens. Click Next to select roles to install.

Figure 10: Add Roles Wizard Introduction

4. Select Web Server (IIS).
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Figure 11: Select Web Server (IIS) in Add Roles Wizard

5. The Add Roles Wizard notifies you of any required dependencies; since IIS depends on the Windows
Process Activation Service (WAS) feature, the following informational dialog box appears. Click Add
Required Role Services to continue.

Figure 12: Add Dependencies

6. The Web Server is now selected for install. The Select Server Roles dialog box opens. Click Next to
continue.
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Figure 13: Selected Web Server (IIS)

7. The following dialog box and information appears. Click Next to continue.

Figure 14: Introduction to Web Server dialog box

8. The Add Roles Wizard displays a list of all IIS 7.0 features available to install as shown below. Note that
features comprising the default install are pre-selected.
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9. To install just the IIS 7.0 default features, click the Install button, and then proceed to Step 14. If you need to
install additional features, proceed to step 10.

11. Click Add Required Role Services to continue.

Figure 15: Web Server Features Listed

10. For this example, we install additional IIS features. Select the check box for ASP.NET. The Wizard warns if
adding an IIS feature will also cause other features to be installed.

Figure 16: Dependency Information

12. Continue selecting additional IIS Role Services features to install.
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13. When you have selected all the features you require, click Next to continue.

Figure 17: Add Features For Web Server

14. The Wizard provides a summary of what will be installed.

Figure 18: Summary of Features

15. Click Install to continue. The Installation Progress dialog box opens.
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Links for Further Information

17. You can now perform a quick check to verify that IIS 7.0 is installed. Start the Windows® Internet
Explorer® Web browser, and enter the address http://localhost . You should see the default IIS "Welcome"
page.

Figure 19: Install Progress

16. When the IIS 7.0 installation is complete, the following dialog box opens. Click Close to return to the
Server Manager.

Figure 20: Installation Summary

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Available Web Server (IIS) Role Services in IIS 7.5.
Installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008.
Editing Configuration Files.
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About This Article

About IIS 7 and Above

Overview of IIS Setup

Using the Web Platform Installer (Web PI)

Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista Component-Based Setup

by Saad Ladki

This article provides an overview of Microsoft Windows Vista® and Microsoft Server® 2008 setup technology
and a detailed examination of IIS 7.0 and above componentized setup. This information is especially important for
those who will need to customize IIS Setup in command line and unattended script scenarios. If you regularly use
Sysocmgr.exe in scripts to install IIS 6.0, then you must change those scripts for IIS 7.0 and above in Windows
Vista and Windows Server 2008. This whitepaper gives you the background information you need to make these
changes.

 

IIS 7 and above is the product name used to refer to the versions of Internet Information Services (IIS) that are
included in some editions of Windows Server® 2008, Windows Server® 2008 R2, Windows Vista®, and
Windows® 7.

IIS 7.0 is the Web Server (IIS) role in Windows Server 2008, and the Web server in Windows Vista.

IIS 7.5 is the Web Server (IIS) role in Windows Server 2008 R2, and the Web server in Windows 7.

 

IIS 7 and above has a completely modular setup design that enables control over the footprint of a Web server. The
GUI, command line, and unattended setup options available in IIS make it easy to manage the security and
servicing footprint of an IIS Web server.

The new IIS server pipeline architecture provides a high level of component granularity. Because of this granularity,
when you install IIS, you can surfaces this granularity in user selectable, installable components. You can also use
IIS Setup to customize your installation by selecting from more than 40 IIS features. New to IIS Setup is the ability
to install just the feature modules that you require, allowing you to deploy very thin, task-specific servers, as well as
lock out functionality in ways never before possible.

 

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to easily install IIS, as well as other applications that run on IIS.
The Web PI is a free, lightweight tool that lets you install IIS and related technologies such as ASP.NET, SQL
Server Express, Visual Web Developer, and other popular Web applications. Because the Web PI references and
links to the latest versions of available Web Platform offerings, with just a few simple clicks you can download and
install any new tools or updates. To learn more about the Web PI and about how to install it, see the Microsoft Web
Platform page.

OS and optional features installation for Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 is based on completely new
technology. The new setup technology is now driven by a declarative model, with each feature of the operating
system defining its own set of components that make up the feature and its dependencies.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/understanding-setup-in-iis.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510


Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista Setup for Optional Features

NOTENOTE

Security, Servicing and IIS 7.0 and Above Setup Components

Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 benefit from this new installation infrastructure in several important
ways:

Single binaries base for all versions of Windows Server 2008

OS versions are assembled declaratively.
Client & Server versions share the same code base.

Servicing

Dependencies known for all features.
Impact of servicing a component is now completely understood.
Smaller service packs.

Security

Reduced attack surface.
All binaries are not installed for each OS version.

In Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, the same component-based setup technology used to install the OS
is also used to install optional features such as IIS. Prior to Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, the
Windows setup infrastructure had multiple technologies that were required before you could upgrade, service, and
add optional features to the OS. These included:

Setup.exe to install OS.
Sysocmgr.exe to install optional features.
Answers files to install optional features.
Update.exe to install service packs.
MSI installer packages.

In Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, we now have a single component-based setup infrastructure that
unifies clean OS installation, servicing of the OS, and installation of optional features. For optional features, this
technology now replaces Sysocmgr.exe.

If you regularly use Sysocmgr.exe directly to install IIS, then you must change those scripts for Windows Vista and Windows
Server 2008.

With IIS 6.0, the IIS team took the bold step of securing the Web server by default. This meant disabling ISAPI
extensions and CGI components from running until the Administrator explicitly enabled those features on the
server. In so doing, the potential attack surface changed dramatically between IIS 5.0, where all features were
installed and enabled by default, and IIS 6.0, where only static file serving was allowed by default on a clean install
of the Web server.

This change in philosophy did create a smaller default attack surface on the Web server, but it was far from perfect.
While IIS 6.0 improved in many ways over its predecessor in terms of security, reliability and performance, it was
still designed in a relatively monolithic fashion. This meant that while many optional features were disabled on
installation, they were still installed and loaded into the Web server. These features also continued to consume CPU
and memory and required patching and software updates, even though they were disabled. For example, the CGI
feature of IIS 6.0 was always installed, whether or not it was ever used. If a software update for CGI became
available, every IIS customer was required to install it, whether it was in use or not.



IIS 7.0 and Above Components Overview

 

With IIS 7.0 and above, the IIS team has addressed this situation by making IIS a fully modular Web server, and by
designing the setup to take full advantage of this high degree of modularity. With IIS 7.0 and above, not only are
unneeded components disabled, but they are not even installed. This allows you to install just the modules for the
IIS features that are needed, and only worry about servicing the set of components that you use. This makes it
possible to deploy very thin, task-specific servers and to lock out unused functionality in a way never before
possible.

 

The following table summarizes all the installable component features of IIS 7.0 and above. The table also groups
features into functional areas. These functional areas are used by the setup user interfaces such as Server Manager,
as well as by the new command line and scripting tools. Each of the functional areas and feature components are
explored in detail in the next section.

SETUP MENU ITEMS DESCRIPTIO
N

% Web Server Installs
the IIS
Web
Server.
Provides
support
for HTML
Web sites
and
optional
support
for
ASP.NET,
Classic
ASP, and
Web
server
extensions
.

? Common HTTP Features Installs
support
for static
Web
server
content
such as
HTML &
image
files,
custom
errors,
and
redirection
.



    

    

    

    

     

? Static
Content

Serves
.htm,
.html, and
image files
from a
Web site.

? Default
Document

Allows
you to
specify a
default file
to be
loaded
when
users do
not
specify a
file in a
request
URL.

? Directory
Browse

Allow
clients to
see the
contents
of a
directory
on your
Web
server.

? HTTP
Errors

Installs
HTTP
Error files.
Allows
you to
customize
the error
messages
returned
to clients.

HTTP
Redirectio
n

Provides
support
to redirect
client
requests
to a
specific
destinatio
n.



   

     

     

     

     

     

Application Development Installs
support
for
applicatio
n
developm
ent such
as
ASP.NET,
Classic
ASP, CGI,
and ISAPI
extensions
.

ASP.NET Enables
your Web
server to
host
ASP.NET
applicatio
ns.

.NET
Extensibilit
y

Enables
your Web
server to
host .NET
framework
-managed
module
extensions
.

ASP Enables
your Web
server to
host
Classic
ASP
applicatio
ns.

CGI Enables
support
for CGI
executable
s.

ISAPI
Extensions

Allows
ISAPI
extensions
to handle
client
requests.



     

     

  

    

     

    

     

ISAPI
Filters

Allows
ISAPI
filters to
modify
Web
server
behavior.

Server
Side
Includes

Provides
support
for .stm,
.shtm, and
.shtml
include
files.

% Health & Diagnostics Enables
you to
monitor
and
manage
server,
site, and
applicatio
n health.

? HTTP
Logging

Enables
logging of
Web site
activity for
this server.

Logging
Tools

Installs IIS
logging
tools and
scripts.

? Request
Monitor

Monitors
server,
site, and
applicatio
n health.

Tracing Enables
tracing for
ASP.NET
applicatio
ns and
failed
requests.



     

     

   

     

     

     

Custom
Logging

Enables
support
for
custom
logging
for Web
servers,
sites, and
applicatio
ns.

ODBC
Logging

Enables
support
for
logging to
an ODBC-
compliant
database.

Security Enables
additional
security
protocols
to secure
servers,
sites,
applicatio
ns, vdirs,
and files.

Basic
Authentic
ation

Requires a
valid
Windows
user name
and
password
for
connectio
n.

Windows
Authentic
ation

Authentic
ates
clients by
using
NTLM or
Kerberos.

Digest
Authentic
ation

Authentic
ates
clients by
sending a
password
hash to a
Windows
domain
controller.



     

     

     

     

     

   

    

Client
Certificate
Mapping
Authentic
ation

Authentic
ates client
certificates
with
Active
Directory
accounts.

IIS Client
Certificate
Mapping
Authentic
ation

Maps
client
certificates
1-to-1 or
many-to-
1 to a
Windows
security
identity.

URL
Authorizat
ion

Authorizes
client
access to
the URLs
that
comprise
a Web
applicatio
n.

Request
Filtering

Configure
s rules to
block
selected
client
requests.

IP Security Allows or
denies
content
access
based on
IP address
or domain
name.

% Performance

? Static
Content
Compressi
on

Compress
es static
content
before
returning
it to a
client.



     

  

   

   

Dynamic
Content
Compressi
on

Compress
es
dynamic
content
before
returning
it to a
client.

% Web Server Management Tools Installs
Web
server
managem
ent
console
and tools.

? IIS Management Console Installs
Web
server
Managem
ent
Console
which
supports
managem
ent of
local and
remote
Web
servers.

IIS Management scripts and Tools Manages
a local
Web
server
with IIS
configurati
on scripts.

Management Service Allows this
Web
server to
be
managed
remotely
from
another
computer
via the
Web
server
Managem
ent
Console.



   

     

     

     

     

IIS 6 Management Compatibility Allows
you to use
existing IIS
6.0 APIs
and
scripts to
manage
this IIS 7.0
and above
Web
server.

IIS
Metabase
and IIS 6
configurati
on
compatibil
ity

Installs IIS
metabase
and
compatibil
ity layer to
allow
metabase
calls to
interact
with the
new IIS
7.0 and
above
configurati
on store.

IIS 6 WMI
Compatibi
lity

Installs IIS
6.0 WMI
scripting
interfaces.

IIS 6
Scripting
Tools

Installs IIS
6.0
configurati
on scripts.

IIS 6
Managem
ent
Console

Installs
the IIS 6.0
Managem
ent
Console.
Provides
support
for
administra
tion of
remote IIS
6.0
servers
from this
computer.



 

   

   

 

IIS 7.0 and Above Feature Packages

FTP Publishing Service Installs
File
Transfer
Protocol
(FTP)
Service
and FTP
managem
ent
console.
Provides
support
for upload
and
download
of files.

FTP Server Installs
FTP
Service.

FTP Management Console Installs
FTP
managem
ent
console
for
administra
tion of
local and
remote
FTP
servers.

Key:

Feature is not selected by default.

% Feature is selected by default but has one or more non-
selected sub-features.

? Feature is selected by default - all, if any, sub-features are
also selected.

 

Installing IIS 7.0 and above via the Server Manager or Windows Features wizards only requires that you check the
boxes for each feature that you require. When and if you need to install by using command-line scripts or
unattended files, you must know the actual names of the IIS components in the IIS package that represent these
features.

Each IIS selectable feature in the Server Manager user interface corresponds to a specific update name in the
IIS Package.



Package UpdatesPackage Updates

IIS-WebServer UpdatesIIS-WebServer Updates

Common HTTP Features UpdatesCommon HTTP Features Updates

Application Development UpdatesApplication Development Updates

Health and Diagnostics UpdatesHealth and Diagnostics Updates

To install IIS features by using the Pkgmgr.exe command-line tool or by using an OS unattend XML file, you
will need to use the IIS feature update names.

Each of the IIS features shown in the setup maps directly to an IIS package update. The top level IIS update in the
package is IIS-WebServerRole. The next level of updates groups the three major feature areas within the IIS-
WebServerRole. These are:

IIS-WebServer
IIS-WebServerManagementTools
IIS-FTPPublishingService

Each of these groups contains one or more updates which have installable features.

All Web server features are arranged in groups under the IIS-WebServer update:

IIS-CommonHttpFeatures
IIS-ApplicationDevelopment
IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics
IIS-Security
IIS-Performance

Each of these groups contains one or more updates which have installable features.

The IIS features grouped under Common HTTP Features provide support for static Web server content such as
HTML and image files, custom errors, and redirection. These features are normally always installed with IIS,
although you may choose to omit some or all of these features for special purpose configurations.

IIS-CommonHttpFeatures

IIS-StaticContent
IIS-DefaultDocument
IIS-DirectoryBrowsing
IIS-HttpErrors
IIS-HttpRedirect

The Application Development update groups together features that support deployment of Web applications and
dynamic content such as ASP.NET applications, Classic ASP applications, and ISAPI extensions and filters. Choose
which, if any, of these features to install based on the types of applications you intend to deploy on your Web
server.

IIS-ApplicationDevelopment

IIS-ASPNET
IIS-NetFxExtensibility
IIS-ASP
IIS-CGI
IIS-ISAPIExtensions
IIS-ISAPIFilter
IIS-ServerSideIncludes



Security UpdatesSecurity Updates

PerformancePerformance

Management ToolsManagement Tools

The Health and Diagnostics updates groups together those features that enable logging, request monitoring, and
diagnostics.

IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics

IIS-HttpLogging
IIS-LoggingLibraries
IIS-RequestMonitor
IIS-HttpTracing
IIS-CustomLogging
IIS-ODBCLogging

The Security update groups together all of the authentication, authorization, and filtering features.

IIS-Security

IIS-BasicAuthentication
IIS-WindowsAuthentication
IIS-DigestAuthentication
IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication
IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication
IIS-URLAuthorization
IIS-RequestFiltering
IIS-IPSecurity

Anonymous authentication is not optionally installable; it is always installed with any Web server features.

The Performance update grouping includes the two compression updates for static and dynamic content.

IIS-Performance

IIS-HttpCompressionStatic
IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic

The Web management tools groups together the IIS 7.0 and above management tools as well as the IIS 6.0
compatibility tools.

IIS-WebServerManagementTools

IIS-ManagementConsole
IIS-ManagementScriptingTools
IIS-ManagementService
IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility

IIS-Metabase
IIS-WMICompatibility
IIS-LegacyScripts
IIS-LegacySnapIn



NOTENOTE

FTP Publishing Service UpdatesFTP Publishing Service Updates

Windows Process Activation Service UpdatesWindows Process Activation Service Updates

Update Dependencies

I IS Dependencies on WASIIS Dependencies on WAS

IIS 7.0 and Above Intra-DependenciesIIS 7.0 and Above Intra-Dependencies

If you make use of scripts or applications that use the ABO or ADSI APIs, choose to install features from the IIS-IIS 6.0
ManagementCompatibility group to provide forward compatibility to IIS 7.0 and above for those management tools. At a
minimum, you must install the IIS-Metabase update; if your scripts also use the IIS WMI provider, then also install the IIS-
WMICompatibility update.

This update groups together the FTP server and FTP management console.

IIS-FTPPublishingService

IIS-FTPServer
IIS-FTPManagement

Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) includes all of the necessary infrastructure needed to provide a base
level of process activation and management as well as HTTP processing infrastructure.

WAS-WindowsActivationService

WAS-ProcessModel
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

All features grouped under the IIS-WebServer update depend on the WAS features, which must be installed
whenever IIS-WebServer features are selected. When installing IIS from Server Manager or the Vista Windows
Features Wizard, you do not have to make any explicit WAS selections.

  

As you see in Installing IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Server 2008, installing IIS by using the Server Manager
Add Roles Wizard also requires installation of WAS.

The Server Manager notifies you and installs required dependencies automatically. When installing package
updates via command line or by using Unattend.xml, you will need to explicitly specify these dependencies.

All features under the update group IIS-WebServer have dependencies on the WAS features:

WAS-WindowsActivationService

WAS-ProcessModel
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

These three WAS updates are prerequisites for installing features in the IIS-WebServer update group.

Some IIS 7.0 and above features have dependencies on other versions of IIS. When installing IIS via user
interfaces such as Server Manager, required dependencies are installed automatically. When installing package
updates via command line or Unattend.xml, you must explicitly specify these dependencies. The IIS update intra-
dependencies are summarized below:



UPDATE DEPENDS ON

IIS-WebServer WAS-ProcessModel– All leaf nodes under IIS-WebServer
require this.

IIS-ASP IIS-ISAPIExtensions IIS-RequestFiltering

IIS-ASPNET IIS-DefaultDocument IIS-NetFxExtensibility WAS-
NetFxEnvironment IIS-ISAPIExtensions IIS-ISAPIFilter IIS-
RequestFiltering

IIS-NetFxExtensibility WAS-NetFxEnvironment IIS-RequestFiltering

IIS-ManagementService IIS-WebServer (Must have at least onechild selected) IIS-
ManagementConsole WAS-NetFxEnvironment WAS-
ConfigurationAPI

IIS-ManagementConsole WAS-ConfigurationAPI

IIS-ManagementScriptingTools WAS-ConfigurationAPI

IIS-LegacyScripts IIS-Metabase IIS-WMICompatibility

I IS 7.0 and Above Parent Group Update DependenciesIIS 7.0 and Above Parent Group Update Dependencies

Default Install of IIS 7.0 and Above

I IS-WebServerIIS-WebServer

IIS-HealthAndDiagnosticsIIS-HealthAndDiagnostics

IIS-PerformanceIIS-Performance

Every IIS update has an implicit dependency on its parent group update. For example:

IIS-StaticContent depends on IIS-CommonHttpFeatures.
IIS-CommonHttpFeatures depends on IIS-WebServer.
IIS-WebServer depends on IIS-WebServerRole.

Again, setup UI tools such as Server Manager handle this automatically, but when using command-line tools to
install an update, you must also explicitly install all of the parent updates and any additional dependencies.
Additional information about update dependencies is in the Custom Installations section .

 

Each IIS update defines its default install behavior, which is used by setup user interfaces to determine which
features are pre-selected. Click Next when you install by using a setup user interface. After you click Next, you will
get a default install of IIS, which installs the following list of updates:

IIS-CommonHttpFeatures
IIS-StaticContent
IIS-DefaultDocument
IIS-DirectoryBrowsing
IIS-HttpErrors

IIS-HTTPLogging
IIS-RequestMonitor

IIS-HttpCompressionStatic



I IS-WebServerManagementToolsIIS-WebServerManagementTools

WAS-WindowsActivationServiceWAS-WindowsActivationService

IIS 7.0 and Above Upgrade

Upgrade StepsUpgrade Steps

Detect & GatherDetect & Gather

InstallationInstallation

Applying SettingsApplying Settings

IIS 7.0 and Above Components Installed During Upgrade

IIS-ManagementConsole

WAS-ProcessModel
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

Thus, the IIS default install provides a basic static content server with local administration and Anonymous
authentication. For each IIS update installed, the default configuration for that module is added to
ApplicationHost.config.

 

Upgrade of previous versions of IIS to IIS 7.0 and above issupported for both the Windows Vista and Windows
Server 2008 as detailed below:

Supported IIS / OS versions for Upgrade to Windows Server 2008

IIS 6.0 on Windows Server 2003 (Not supported in Vista Beta 2)
Supported IIS / OS versions for Upgrade to Windows Vista

IIS 5.1 on Win XP (Supported for Vista Beta 2)

Cross-machine migration of previous IIS versions to IIS 7.0 and above (for example, moving IIS Web sites to a new
box) is not supported by Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008. The IIS team expects to provide an IIS
migration tool which will allow you to move existing Web sites cross-machine to Windows Vista or Windows
Server IIS 7.0 and above.

Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 OS upgrade is preconfigured in three distinct phases: detect and gather,
installation, and settings application. These steps only apply to OS features and settings. Any file system content
not created or owned by Windows remains intact through the upgrade process. Thus, all Web content on the
original OS is present after the upgrade.

During OS upgrade to Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, IIS detection components run on the existing OS
before actual OS upgrade begins. If IIS is detected on the existing Windows OS, all metabase and IIS state
information is gathered and persisted.

The installation phase consists of installing the Windows Vista or Server OS and then installing optional features
such as IIS, if they were detected on the original OS. The choice of which IIS updates to install is based on the IIS
state information gathered from the original OS.

After the OS installation and optional feature installations such as IIS have completed, the state information
gathered from the original OS is applied. At this point, the metabase settings from the original IIS (5.0 or 6.0) are
translated and updated into the new IIS 7.0 and above config store ApplicationHost.config.

 

During the detect and gather phase, IIS upgrade checks for the presence of key IIS services and files and installs
IIS updates per the following table:



DOWN-LEVEL DETECTION LOGIC IIS 7 AND ABOVE UPDATES INSTALLED

W3SVC installed as a service IIS-ASP IIS-BasicAuthentication IIS-CGI IIS-
ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication IIS-CustomLogging
IIS-DefaultDocument IIS-DigestAuthentication IIS-
DirectoryBrowsing IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic IIS-
HttpCompressionStatic IIS-HttpErrors IIS-HTTPLogging IIS-
HttpRedirect IIS-HttpTracing IIS-
IISCertificateMappingAuthentication IIS-IPSecurity IIS-
ISAPIExtensions IIS-ISAPIFilter IIS-LegacyScripts IIS-
LoggingLibraries IIS-ManagementScriptingTools IIS-
ManagementService IIS-ODBCLogging IIS-RequestFiltering
IIS-RequestMonitor IIS-ServerSideIncludes IIS-StaticContent
IIS-URLAuthorization IIS-WindowsAuthentication IIS-
WMICompatibility WAS-ConfigurationAPI WAS-
NetFxEnvironment WAS-ProcessModel

MSFTPSVC installed as a service IIS-FTPServer

INETMGR.EXE present IIS-FTPManagement IIS-LegacySnapIn IIS-
ManagementConsole

IISAdmin installed as a service IIS-Metabase

Methods of Installing IIS 7.0 and Above

Server Manager Tool

The installation of updates during an upgrade is not as granular as is possible in clean IIS installation scenarios,
because previous versions of IIS had very limited component granularity. Consequently, almost all Web Server
features are installed during an upgrade. You should, therefore, revisit your application dependencies on IIS
functionality and uninstall IIS updates which are not needed after an upgrade.

 

There are four primary methods of IIS installation: Windows Optional Features user interfaces, command-line tool,
unattended file, and upgrade. "How To" articles are provided for all scenarios except upgrade.

You must use different Windows user interfaces in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008:

In Windows Server 2008, use the Server Manager Tool.
In Windows Vista (Client), use the Windows Add/Remove Windows Features Wizard.

The command line, unattended file, and upgrade scenarios are available on both Windows Vista and Windows
Server 2008 Editions.

 

The Server Manager Tool provides the setup user interface on Windows Sever 2008 and replaces Manage Your
Server in Windows Server 2003. The Server Manager also provides server role management dashboards for each
installed role indicating installed state, current status, and management & tasks.

The article Installing IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Server 2008 provides you with a step-by-step walkthrough
for installing IIS on Windows Server 2008 by using the new Server Manager tool.



Add/Remove Windows Features Wizard

Command Line Install of IIS

Figure 1: Server Manager

 

On Windows Vista, optional features are installed when you use the Add/Remove Windows Features Wizard,
which is similar in functionality to the Windows XP Add/Remove Windows Components Wizard. The Windows
Features Wizard provides the same selectable IIS features as are presented in the Server Manager Tool.

The article Installing IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Vista provides a step-by-step walkthrough for installing IIS on
Windows Vista.

Figure 2: Add/Remove Windows Features Wizard
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Command Line Unattended Setup

Custom Installations

Planning Considerations for Custom Installations

I IS 6.0 Management CompatibilityIIS 6.0 Management Compatibility

NOTENOTE

Web ManagementWeb Management

New in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 is the Pkgmgr.exe command line tool. Pkgmgr is used to install
and uninstall Windows optional features and replaces Sysocmgr.exe. The article Install IIS 7.0 and Above from the
Command Line provides a step-by-step walkthrough of installing IIS on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008
by using the pkgmgr tool.

 

Pkgmgr.exe also can accept input form an unattend.xml file. Use this file to list updates to be installed or
uninstalled. The article Installing IIS 7.0 and Above via Unattended Setup provides a step-by-step walkthrough of
installing IIS on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008 by using an unattend file and the Pkgmgr tool.

 

Each of the four walkthroughs described in the previous section provide step-by-step instructions for installing all
of the IIS features. Installing all IIS features is required if you intend to try some of the other IIS feature
walkthroughs on https://www.iis.net, but is not recommended for real-world development or deployment
scenarios.

When planning an installation of IIS for your development or deployment environments, you should install only
the features required by your applications. Minimizing the IIS components installed in this manner has several
benefits:

Improved performance by reducing the number of pipeline modules that are loaded into memory.
Improved security by reducing the number of IIS components that require administration.
Improved security by reducing the number of components that could potentially be exploited.
Improves your understanding of application dependencies on IIS modules.

 

Begin your IIS deployment planning by breaking down required features into three major areas: IIS 6.0
Management Compatibility, Web Management, FTP Server, and Web Server. Each of these is reviewed in the
following sections.

Previous versions of IIS used APIs and WMI providers to read and write metabase settings. These APIs are not
part of the IIS 7.0 and above default installation and must be explicitly selected for install.

If you have scripts or applications that depend on IIS APIs such as ABO or ADSI, or the IIS 6.0 WMI providers,
then include the following IIS package updates in your installation:

IIS-Metabase
IIS-WMICompatibility

Many of the IIS 6.0 scripts can also be installed by using this update:

IIS-LegacyScripts

The IIS 6.0 Management Console that can be installed via the update IIS-LegacySnapIn does not allow you to use the IIS 6.0
MMC Management Console to manage the IIS 7.0 and above Web server. The IIS 6.0 Management Console is provided to
allow you to manage IIS 6.0 Web servers hosting Windows Server 2003.

With IIS, you have several choices on how your Web server will be managed. You can choose remote management

https://www.iis.net


FTP ServerFTP Server

Web ServerWeb Server

Custom Installation ExampleCustom Installation Example

Step 1: Determine Required UpdatesStep 1: Determine Required Updates

only, local management only, or install support for both. The local management console is installed by the IIS
package update IIS-ManagementConsole. For remote management, you must install the IIS-ManagementService
update. The Management Service allows you to connect to an IIS Web server from a Management Console
installed on a different machine from your server.

FTP Server considerations are unchanged from previous versions of IIS. To install only the FTP service, without
local management, use the IIS-FTPServer update. To install the local management console for FTP server use the
IIS-FTPManagement update.

Here, things become more interesting: the IIS Web Server feature has the highest level of installable granularity of
all IIS features. As explained in the previous discussion of IIS package updates, there are five major groupings of
features within the Web Server feature area:

IIS-CommonHttpFeatures – Provides basic support for HTTP static content and error messages.
IIS-ApplicationDevelopment – Provides support for application extensions of the IIS Web Server.
IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics – Provides support for logging, runtime status, and request tracing.
IIS-Security – Provides additional authentication and authorization facilities beyond anonymous authentication.
IIS-Performance – Provides static and dynamic content compression.

The IIS features within each of these groups were discussed above in the IIS Package Updates section . You should
review your server application needs and choose only those Web Server features that you must have.

For this example, we consider configuring a hypothetical Web server with the following attributes:

1. Need support for static content but do not want to allow directory browsing.
2. Need support for logging and runtime status.
3. Need support for ASP.NET.
4. Need to support remote management.
5. Need support for Windows authentication.
6. Need support for static and dynamic content compression.

We will also add an additional requirement that the installation be deployable to multiple servers as a script.

Now we use this list of required functionality and the update descriptions in the IIS Package Updates section to
determine which of the IIS package updates will we need.

For item 1, we need the following updates:

IIS-StaticContent
IIS-DefaultDocument
IIS-HttpErrors
IIS-HttpRedirect

We also want to insure that IIS-DirectoryBrowsing is not installed (since it is part of a default install, see sec. 4.)

For item 2, we need the following updates:

IIS-HTTPLogging
IIS-RequestMonitor

For item 3, we need the IIS-ASPNET update.



Step 2: Determine Parents and DependenciesStep 2: Determine Parents and Dependencies

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

For item 4, we need the IIS-ManagementService.

For items 5, we need the IIS-WindowsAuthentication update.

And finally, for item 6, we need the IIS-HttpCompressionStatic and IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic updates.

At this point, we have the information we need in order to use the setup user interface tools and to check the
components we need and uncheck the wones we do not require. But since we intend to deploy this Web server
configuration to multiple servers, we must create a script that gives us the required package configuration. As
discussed in the IIS Package Updates section , our scripts must explicitly declare any parent and/or feature updates
dependencies for feature updates we wish to install.

Taking dependencies one item at a time, the following section describes requred actions for this process.

For item 1, we need the following parent updates:

IIS-WebServerRole
IIS-WebServer
IIS-CommonHttpFeatures

All leaf feature updates of the Web Server have the IIS-WebServer and IIS-WebServerRole parents in common.

For item 1, we also see from section IIS Dependencies on WAS that we must add the following WAS updates:

WAS-WindowsActivationService
WAS-ProcessModel

All updates under IIS-WebServer share a dependency on these WAS updates.

For item 2, the parent update is: IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics. Both of the above Notes apply here.

For item 3, the parent update is: IIS-ApplicationDevelopment. Both of the above Notes apply here. Looking at the
section IIS Intra-Dependencies, we see that IIS-ASPNET depends on the following updates:

IIS-DefaultDocument
IIS-NetFxExtensibility
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
IIS-ISAPIExtensions
IIS-ISAPIFilter
IIS-RequestFiltering

For item 4, the parent update is: IIS-WebServerManagementTools. (Neither of the notes above apply here.) The IIS
Intra-Dependencies section further explains that IIS-ManagementService depends on the following updates.

IIS-ManagementConsole
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

For item 5, the parent update is: IIS-Security. (Neither of the notes above apply here.)

For item 6, the parent update is IIS-Performance. (Neither of the notes above apply here.)



Step 3: Group Updates within ParentsStep 3: Group Updates within Parents

Step 4: Put List of Updates in Unattend.xml FileStep 4: Put List of Updates in Unattend.xml File

<xmlns:wcm="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State"> 
        name="Microsoft-Windows-Foundation-Package" 
        version="6.0.5308.6" 
        language="neutral" 
        processorArchitecture="x86" 
        publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35" 
        versionScope="nonSxS" 
/>

Now we take the list of required updates with their parent and dependencies and group them in the following list,
regrouping updates with their parents as necessary. We will also merge in those updates that we want to ensure
are not installed, and mark them with an asterisk ('*'):

IIS-WebServerRole
IIS-WebServer
IIS-CommonHttpFeatures
IIS-StaticContent
IIS-DefaultDocument
IIS-DirectoryBrowsing*
IIS-HttpErrors
IIS-HttpRedirect
IIS-ApplicationDevelopment
IIS-ASPNET
IIS-NetFxExtensibility
IIS-ISAPIExtensions
IIS-ISAPIFilter
IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics
IIS-HTTPLogging
IIS-RequestMonitor
IIS-Security
IIS-WindowsAuthentication
IIS-RequestFiltering
IIS-Performance
IIS-HttpCompressionStatic
IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic
IIS-WebServerManagementTools
IIS-ManagementConsole
IIS-ManagementService
WAS-WindowsActivationService
WAS-ProcessModel
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

In this step, instead of installing all IIS features, we only install the ones we need for our exercise and set the tag
attribute state="false" for those updates that are normally installed by default. The resulting Unattend.xml file is
shown below.

 



Summary

Related Links

New in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 setup:

Windows Server 2008 setup is now based on declarative components that use manifests.
OS versions are assembled from these components.
Sysocmgr.exe is now replaced by Pkgmgr.exe for optional feature install.
Same version of IIS is on both Windows Vista and on Windows Server 2008 Editions.
Secure servers enabled via setup – With IIS, not only are unneeded components disabled, but they are not even
installed.

Multiple ways to install IIS 7.0 and above:

Server – Role Management Tool
Vista – Add/Remove Windows Features
Unattend – Unattend.xml file referencing IIS manifests
Upgrade – In place OS upgrade to IIS

Significant new advantages of component-based setup for IIS:

IIS uses Windows components to install only the modules you need.
Installed modules use secured defaults and are locked down.
IIS presents a reduced attack surface and simplified servicing.

See the following resources for further information:

Installing IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Server 2008
Installing IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Vista
Installing IIS 7.0 and Above from the Command Line
Using Unattended Setup to Install with IIS 7.0 and Above
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Introduction

Breaking Changes in IIS 7.0 and Above

Migrating Applications or Tools That Require the MetabaseMigrating Applications or Tools That Require the Metabase

Metabase Compatibility ConsiderationsMetabase Compatibility Considerations

IIS 7.0 and Above Installation Issues

Default Windows Vista InstallationDefault Windows Vista Installation

by Tobin Titus

Internet Information Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) and above is the Web server platform for the Windows Vista™ operating
system. IIS 7.0 and above introduces many changes from earlier versions of IIS. These changes can affect the way
users interact with IIS either because innovations (some causing breaking changes) may not be obvious to the user
or because IIS 7.0 and above have eliminated features that users of earlier versions may expect to find.

 

This section describes the known breaking changes in IIS 7.0 and above.

Previous versions of IIS used the metabase to configure Web servers and sites, whereas IIS 7.0 and above use an
XML configuration file to configure these settings. Although the metabase is no longer used to configure IIS 7.0
and above, a metabase compatibility feature is available to make IIS 7.0 and above compatible with APIs that relied
on the metabase. This feature supports the Admin Base Objects (ABO) interface (also known as IMSAdminBase),
Active Directory Service Interfaces (ADSI), and the WMI providers that were built on top of ABO in IIS 6.0.

By default, IIS 7.0 and above does not install the metabase compatibility feature. For more information on how to
install the metabase compatibility feature, see Configuration Compatibility on IIS.NET.

You should be aware of the following metabase-related issues:

IIS 7.0 and above use a new configuration scheme to store and save settings.
The metabase is not part of this new configuration scheme.
The metabase compatibility feature provides basic access to the new configuration store via the existing
metabase APIs and tools, including ADSI and WMI.
Some features from previous versions of IIS are not supported.

For more information, see Compatibility Limitations at IIS.NET.

 

The default installation for IIS 7.0 and above have changed significantly. Automated installations have also
changed.

IIS is not installed on Windows Vista by default. The default installation of IIS 7.0 and above provides a minimum-
footprint Web server that supports Anonymous authentication and serves static files. Additional features and
functionality, such as those that add support for Web development, for example, can explicitly be selected during
setup.

For more information about installing IIS on Windows Vista, see Install IIS 7.0 and Above on Windows Vista at

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/compatibility-and-feature-requirements-for-windows-vista.md
https://github.com/tobint
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78483


Automated Installation of I ISAutomated Installation of I IS

Changing the Location of Web Root During InstallationChanging the Location of Web Root During Installation

Migrating ASP.NET Applications to IIS 7.0 and Above

Using the IIS 6.0 MMC Snap-in with IIS 7.0 and Above

Existing MMC Snap-ins for IIS 6.0

ASP and Microsoft Access Database Failures

IIS.NET. For a complete list of features for each addition of Windows Vista, see the IIS 7.0 and Above Features and
Vista Editions article on IIS.net.

For more information about automated install, see Using Unattend Setup to Install IIS 7.0 and Above at IIS.NET
and Windows Automated Installation Kit (WAIK) User's Guide for Windows Vista at the Microsoft Web site.

IIS 7.0 and above setup does not re-target the \inetpub folder, which is always be installed in %SysDrive%\inetpub.
After installing IIS you can, of course, move \inetpub and change the default Web site to point to that new location.

 

IIS 7.0 and above integrates the ASP.NET runtime extensibility model with the core Web server. This integration
enables developers to extend the IIS server by using the power of ASP.NET 2.0 and the .NET Framework, instead
of using the less robust IIS C++ APIs. Existing ASP.NET applications also immediately benefit from tighter
integration by being able to use existing ASP.NET features such as Forms Authentication, Roles, and Output
Caching for all kinds of content.

For more information about the ASP.NET integration in IIS and about migrating existing applications, see
ASP.NET Integration with IIS 7.0 and Above on IIS.NET. For more information about breaking changes associated
with ASP.NET, see Upgrading ASP.NET Applications to IIS 7: Configuring Applications After Upgrade and
Differences Between IIS 7.0 Integrated Mode and ISAPI Mode on the ASP.NET site.

 

The IIS 6.0 MMC snap-in, IIS 6.0 Manager, is available on Windows Vista. Use IIS 6.0 Manager for remote
management of IIS 6.0 Web servers or sites from an IIS 7.0 and above Web server. You cannot use IIS 6.0
Manager or IIS 7.0 and above Manager for remote administration of IIS 7.0 and above Web servers or sites.

You must use IIS 6.0 Manager to manage FTP sites on both remote IIS 6.0 servers and Windows Vista. The IIS 7.0
and above MMC snap-in does not include an FTP management feature.

Existing MMC snap-ins do not work with the IIS 7.0 and above Server Manager. For example, in IIS 7.0 and above
you cannot use the ASP.NET snap-in extension introduced in IIS 6.0. Fortunately, the IIS 7.0 and above
administration tool lets you configure most ASP.NET settings through the user interface.

For more information about how you can extend the IIS 7.0 and above user interface, see Creating a Simple UI
Module and IIS 7.0 and Above End-to-End Extensibility Example on IIS.NET.

 

Applications that use ASP and a Microsoft Access database will fail when you upgrade to Windows Vista. You will
see the following error message:

Microsoft JET Database Engine error '80004005'
Unspecified error

This failure is often a permission issue caused when the process identity cannot access the temporary directory. In
IIS 6.0, all worker processes used C:\Windows\Temp  as the temporary directory, regardless of the configuration of
the process identity. In fact, because none of the worker processes in IIS 6.0 used their user profiles, Windows
allowed all users access to this directory.

This configuration forced the default behavior to be such that all application pools share the same temporary

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=63893
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=77939
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78491
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78492


icacls %systemroot%\serviceprofiles\networkservice\AppData\Local\Temp /grant Users:(CI)(S,WD,AD,X)

icacls %systemroot%\serviceprofiles\networkservice\AppData\Local\Temp /grant "CREATOR OWNER":(OI)(CI)(IO)(F)

%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:applicationPools 
/[name='DefaultAppPool'].processModel.loadUserProfile:false

URL Authorization

FrontPage Server Extensions Not Supported

WebDAV Not Supported

directory. IIS 7.0 and above offers a better solution to this potential security problem by loading the user profile for
all application pools. Also by default, the temporary directory now in use is not writeable by anyone other than the
process identity, which is NetworkService.

To resolve this issue, change the discretionary access control list (DACL) on the NetworkService temporary
directory to allow users access. This change gives you the benefit of loading a user profile while you separate
temporary directories by application pool.

These commands allow every user to create files and directories (WD = Write to Directory, AD = Add Directory, X
= Execute, S = Synchronize). The user who creates these files and directories is the "CREATOR OWNER."

The "CREATOR OWNER" access control entry (ACE) allows this user all levels of permissions with this file. Other
users cannot access these files or directories because they are not the "CREATOR OWNER."

An additional workaround for this security problem is to disable the loadUserProfile setting on a per-application
pool basis. Because loadUserProfile is a Boolean property on an AppPool section, you can easily configure this
setting (for defaultAppPool) by using the following command:

 

IIS and ASP.NET have used various schemes for authorization using URLs. One of these implementations is
discontinued and there are important differences between the remaining two implementations.

IIS 6.0 URL authorization was implemented as an ISAPI extension. IIS 7.0 and above does not support this
implementation. Read more about IIS 6.0 URL Authorization on the Microsoft TechNet site.

By default, ASP.NET uses an implementation of URL Authorization that applies only to managed content. By
removing the managedHandler precondition from the urlauthorization module, you can make it apply for all
content, but there may be a performance penalty. Read more about ASP.NET URL Authorization on the MSDN
site.

By default, IIS 7.0 and above uses an implementation of URL Authorization that applies to all content. This is the
recommended URL Authorization implementation in IIS 7.0 and above. Read more about configuring IIS URL
Authorization rules on the Microsoft TechNet site.

 

At this time, FrontPage Server Extensions (FPSE) are not supported on Windows Vista. If you use FPSE to upload
files to a Web server, consider using FTP with IIS 7.0 or above.

If you do upgrade from Microsoft Windows XP® to Windows Vista, and you already have FPSE installed, IIS 7.0
and above disables the World Wide Web Publishing Service (W3SVC). For more information, see Upgrading
Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista later in this document.

At this time, Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) is not supported on Windows Vista. If you use
WebDAV to upload files to a Web server, consider using FTP with IIS 7.0 or above.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78512
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78512
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78496


NNTP Not Supported

There Is No Wizard for Manipulating Certificate Trust Lists

Digest Authentication Not Supported with Windows 2000 Server
Domain Controllers

Convlog.exe Not Supported

NNTP is not supported on Windows Vista.

 

You cannot use the IIS 7.0 and above user interface to create a Certificate Trust List (CTL). Follow these steps to
create a CTL with IIS 7.0 or above.

\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\SDK\v1.1\Bin

adsutil.vbs set w3svc/1/SslCtlIdentifier <Name of CTL>

adsutil.vbs set w3svc/1/SslCtlStoreName CA

net stop HTTP /y

net start W3SVC

1. Use MakeCTL.exe to create the CTL. For more information on MakeCTL.exe, see the MakeCTL page on the
MSDN site.

The MakeCTL.exe tool is part of the .NET Framework SDK Version 1.1. Once you install the SDK,
MakeCTL.exe appears in the following location:

2. After you create the CTL, you must run AdsUtil.vbs to assign the CTL identifier to the name used in
MakeCTL.exe.

where <Name of CTL> is the friendly name for the CTL used in MakeCTL.exe.

3. Run adsUtil.vbs to set the SslCtlStoreName.

4. After you have run AdsUtil.vbs, stop Web services by using the following command:

5. Restart the WS3SVC service by using the following command:

 

Use Digest authentication only if the Windows domain controller is Microsoft Windows Server® 2003 or the
Microsoft Windows Server® 2008 operating system.

IIS 6.0 introduced Advanced Digest authentication, which does not work with a Microsoft Windows® 2000 server
domain controller. This is now the only implementation of Digest authentication available in IIS 7.0 and above.

IIS 5.x required a component called sub-authentication (iissuba.dll) for its implementation of Digest authentication.
In previous versions of IIS, sub-authentication enabled IIS to manage passwords, which posed a security risk. For
this reason, sub-authentication is not supported in IIS 7.0 or above.

 

This tool is discontinued. Consider creating a simple LogParser script that converts log files to the NCSA log file

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa386969.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=50870


Content Rating User Interface No Longer Supported

IIS Cluster Administration Tool Extension

SSINC EXEC CMD Command

Passport Network Credentials No Longer Supported

Internet Data Connector (HTTPODBC.DLL) Not Supported

Metabase Account Recreation

IISRESET

IIS*.VBS Command-line Tools

format. For more information, see Converting W3C log files to NCSA format.

The content rating system enables server administrators to rate content based on the amount of violence, sex,
nudity, and foul language found in a site's content. This rating inserted a response header into the HTTP response,
indicating the level of these types of content. Although the content rating user interface is no longer available, you
can insert these response headers manually by using the HTTP Response Headers feature.

Although there is no IIS 7.0 and above UI for HTTP Response Headers, you can still use this feature by directly
editing the XML configuration file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more information about HTTP Response
Headers, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configuring HTTP Response Headers in IIS 7.0 on the Microsoft TechCenter site.

 

The support for clustering IIS 4.0 and IIS 5.x by using the IIS Cluster Administration Tool Extension (iisclex4.dll) is
discontinued. You will not be able to administer IIS 4.0 and IIS 5.x by using the Cluster Administration Tool. IIS 7.0
and above continues to ship two scripts (Clusweb.vbs and Clusftp.vbs) that can be plugged into the Cluster
Administration Tool to monitor changes to the FTP and W3SVC services. Consider using Microsoft Windows
Server 2003 to manage clusters.

The SSINC EXEC CMD commands let you run an arbitrary command-line path from a Web page. In IIS 6.0, you
had to edit the registry to enable this feature. However, in IIS 7.0 and above the registry key that enabled this
feature has been removed. Use ASP.NET, ASP, or CGI to run command-line paths from a Web page.

 

Passport Network credentials is a cookies-based authentication service. Support for Passport Network credentials
is no longer built into IIS. For more information, see the Passport Network documentation located at
http://www.passport.com. To access the documentation, you must register and get Passport Network credentials.

Internet Data Connector is a Web server extension that enables applications to query Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) databases. Use ASP.NET or ASP to query ODBC databases.

 

In the past, IIS re-created accounts for anonymous users (IUSR_computername) and worker processes
(IWAM_computername), if they did not exist during startup of the IISAdmin service. This presents a potential
security issue. IIS 7.0 and above uses accounts which cannot be deleted so there is no reason to continue support
of account re-creation.

IISrestart no longer supports computer restarts.

 

In IIS 6.0, these tools appeared in systemroot\system32. In IIS 7.0 and above, however, the following tools are now
obsolete:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78516
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78497
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78508


Pause Web Sites

Web Sharing Extension

Server-side Image Maps

ASP Content Rotator and Nextlink

Features That Are Configurable Only by Using XML Configuration Files

NEW OR UPDATED FEATURE NEW WAY TO WORK WITH THIS FEATURE

Client Certificate Mapping Although this feature is not in the IIS 7.0 or above UI, you can
still use this feature by directly editing the XML configuration
file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more information about
Client Certificate Mapping, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configure Client
Certificate Mapping Authentication at the Microsoft
TechCenter site.

FTP Although there is no IIS 7.0 or above UI for FTP, you can use
the IIS 6.0 MMC for managing FTP on Windows Vista. For
more information about FTP, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Set Up FTP in IIS
7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter site.

Iisapp.vbs
Iiscnfg.vbs
Iisftp.vbs
Iisftpdr.vbs
Iisback.vbs
Iisrepl.vbs
Iisvdir.vbs
Iisweb.vbs

Appcmd.exe is the primary command-line tool for IIS 7.0 and above. For more information about Appcmd.exe, see
Overview of Command Line Administration - Appcmd.exe on IIS.NET.

 

IIS 5.x allowed users to pause a Web site. A new feature in Windows Vista allows users to pause, or stop, a Web
site in the same manner, so the pause function is no longer included in IIS 7.0 or above.

 

The Web Sharing Extension allowed customers to create virtual directories from Windows Explorer in IIS 6.0. This
feature has been deprecated.

Server-side image maps support image mapping for client browsers earlier than Internet Explorer 3. Server-side
images are no longer supported.

These features are deprecated and are no longer available.

 

Most of the issues listed below involve features have no IIS 7.0 or above user interface (UI). Even if there is no IIS
7.0 or above UI for a particular feature, you can still configure it; typically this is done by manually editing the XML
configuration files.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78510
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78498
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78499


IP and Domain Restrictions Although this feature is not in the IIS 7.0 or above UI, you can
still use this feature by directly editing the XML configuration
file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more information about IP
and Domain Restrictions, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configuring Content
Access Based on IP Address and Domain Name at the
Microsoft TechCenter site.

URLScan Instead of URLScan, consider using Request Filtering to block
expressions. Although there is no IIS 7.0 or above UI for
URLScan, you can still use this feature by directly editing the
XML configuration file, or using Appcmd.exe. For more
information about Request Filtering, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Filter
HTTP Requests in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter site.
Although Request Filtering deprecates URLScan and does not
make it obsolete, the installer for URLScan version 2.5 does
not work on Windows Vista. To work around this issue, copy
Urlscan.dll and Urlscan.ini to the Web server that is running IIS
7.0 or above and then set up Urlscan.dll as a global ISAPI filter
in IIS.

Logging Although there is no IIS 7.0 or above UI for configuring
logging, you can still use this feature by directly editing the
XML configuration file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more
information about configuring logging, see IIS 7.0 Beta:
Configuring Logging in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter
site.

HTTP Compression Although this feature is not in the IIS 7.0 or above UI, you can
still use this feature by directly editing the XML configuration
file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more information about
configuring HTTP compression, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configuring
HTTP Compression in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter site.

Redirection Although there is no IIS 7.0 or above UI for configuring
redirection, you can still use this feature by directly editing the
XML configuration file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more
information about configuring redirection, see IIS 7.0 Beta:
Configuring Redirection in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter
site.

Document footers Although there is no IIS 7.0 or above UI for creating
document footers, you can still use this feature by directly
editing the XML configuration file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe
to change certain attributes for the staticContent element. For
more information about Creating document footers, see IIS
7.0 Beta: Configuring MIME Types in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft
TechCenter site.

HTTP Response Headers Although this feature is not in the IIS 7.0 or above UI, you can
still use this feature by directly editing the XML configuration
file, using WMI or Appcmd.exe. For more information about
HTTP response headers, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configuring HTTP
Response Headers in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter site.

NEW OR UPDATED FEATURE NEW WAY TO WORK WITH THIS FEATURE

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78571
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78501
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78502
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78503
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78504
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78364
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78497


Ordering ISAPI Filters There is an IIS 7.0 and above UI for adding and removing
ISAPI filters, but you cannot use it to order ISAPI filters. You
can order ISAPI filters by directly editing the XML
configuration file. For more information about how to
configure ISAPI filters, see IIS 7.0 Beta: Configuring ISAPI
Filters in IIS 7.0 at the Microsoft TechCenter site.

NEW OR UPDATED FEATURE NEW WAY TO WORK WITH THIS FEATURE

Upgrading Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista

%systemroot%\iis7.log

%systemroot%\iis7_gather.log

I IS 7.0 and Above Web Services Disabled on UpgradeIIS 7.0 and Above Web Services Disabled on Upgrade

Front Page Server Extensions InstalledFront Page Server Extensions Installed

IIS 7.0 and above Lockdown Tool Never InstalledIIS 7.0 and above Lockdown Tool Never Installed

To Enable W3SVC or MSFTPSVC

 

When upgrading from Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista or from one Windows Vista SKU to another SKU,
it is possible that data from the previous installation of IIS can be lost or copied incorrectly. If this happens, no error
message appears, but certain IIS features may not function correctly. For this reason, we recommend backing up
IIS configurations before upgrading your operating system.

Once the upgrade is complete, investigate the log files to determine whether there were any errors during setup.
You can find the logs here:

There are two issues that could cause IIS 7.0 and above setup to disable the World Wide Web Publishing Service
(W3SVC) or the FTP Publishing Service (MSFTPSVC).

If you upgrade from Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista with Front Page Server Extensions (FPSE) installed,
IIS 7.0 and above setup disables W3SVC. This prevents unintended access to files where FrontPage stores
metadata for your Web site. IIS 7.0 and above does not remove any files or folders from your Web site during an
upgrade. You must manually remove or secure these files before you enable the Web service.

For more information about how to accomplish this task, see IIS 7.0 and above is disabled on upgrade when the
FrontPage Server Extensions were installed on IIS.NET.

If you are upgrading from Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista without previously having installed any
version of the IIS Lockdown Tool, IIS setup disables W3SVC and MSFTPSVC. This prevents unintentionally
running a Web server that uses configurations that are not secure. During an upgrade, IIS 7.0 and above maintains
all previous IIS configurations and settings. This can result in a Web server that is less secure than a Web server
that uses the default Windows Vista configurations.

Before you enable these services, inspect your server default settings for possible security issues. In particular, pay
attention to any ISAPI extensions you may have migrated but do not need any more.

 

After you have dealt with the issues mentioned above, you must enable any IIS 7.0 and above services that were
disabled on upgrade.

To enable services, follow these steps:

1. From the Start menu, click Control Panel.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78505


I IS 6.0 Management Console Not InstalledIIS 6.0 Management Console Not Installed

FTP Server RemovedFTP Server Removed

Application Isolation Migration

2. In Control Panel, click Administrative Tools and then click Services.
3. In the Services MMC, right-click the service and select Start.

If you upgrade from Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista and you previously had the IIS 6.0 Management
console installed but W3SVC was not detected during installation, IIS 7.0 and above setup does not install any IIS
management console.

Presumably, you were using this computer to remotely manage an IIS 6.0 Web server. To install the IIS 6.0
Management console, use Control Panel in Windows Vista to turn on the IIS 6.0 Management Console.

If you upgrade from Microsoft Windows XP to Windows Vista and you previously had FTP installed but W3SVC
was not detected during installation, IIS 7.0 and above setup does not install FTP. Your previous FTP server is un-
installed. Your FTP configuration is lost.

If you want to use this computer as an FTP server, you must re-install the FTP service. To install the FTP server, use
Control Panel in Windows Vista to turn on the FTP Publishing Service.

 

IIS setup automatically migrates IIS 5.x applications to run in Worker Process Isolation Mode, which uses more
conservative settings than did previous versions of IIS. After the migration, there is some potential for problems
with access. To resolve these problems, grant the process identity more NTFS privileges than it previously had, for
objects like files or directories.

The process identity used depends upon the level of isolation previously being used in IIS5.x.

IIS 5.x Application Protection setting of Low: Your migrated application would appear in an application
pool named AppPool_Low using the Network Service process identity. Previously this application ran as
LocalSystem, a process identity with much higher privileges.
IIS5.x Application Protection setting of Medium: Your migrated application would appear in an application
pool named AppPool_Medium using the process identity of whatever account was stored in the
WAMUserName for the first migrated application that ran with the setting of Medium. By default, the process
identity was set to the IWAM_computername, but users could change this account. Therefore, if the account
was changed, the application pool used whatever account was being used.
IIS5.x Application Protection setting of High: Your migrated application would appear in an application
pool named AppPool_applicationName, where applicationName is the value for AppFriendlyName of your
application. The process identity used for this application pool is whatever account was stored in the
WAMUserName for the first migrated application that ran with the setting of High. By default, the process
identity was set to the IWAM_computername, but users could change this account. Therefore, if the account
was changed, the application pool used whatever account was being used. Migrated applications with a setting
of High are each migrated into their own application pool.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Local User Administrator (LUA) SecurityLocal User Administrator (LUA) Security

Windows Security Dialog – LUAWindows Security Dialog – LUA

by Saad Ladki

Pkgmgr.exe is a new command tool in Windows Vista® / Windows Server® 2008 for installing Windows
Optional Features:

Replaces sysocmgr.exe for installing Windows Optional Features
Allows you to install / uninstall Windows Vista Optional Features directly from command prompt or from
scripts

Pkgmgr can take a list of windows features to install on the command line or take an xml file name as a parameter
for unattend installs. This lab will illustrate the use of pkgmgr command line parameters for installing optional
features.

Windows Vista/Windows Server 2008 Editions Supported

This walkthrough is for the following editions of Windows Vista / Windows Server 2008:

Windows Vista Home Premium Edition
Windows Vista Professional Edition
Windows Vista Ultimate Edition
Windows Server 2008 Editions

Make sure you have installed one of the supported editions of Windows Vista/Windows Server 2008 before
proceeding. For more information on IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista, please review the article IIS 7.0 Features and
Vista Editions before continuing.

Make sure you have administrative privileges on the machine: By default, you do not have them if you are logged
on as a user other than the built-in Administrator account, even if this user was added to the local Administrators
group on the machine (this is a new security feature in Windows Server 2008, called LUA, which is beyond the
scope of this article). Make sure to either log-on as the built-in Administrator account, or explicitly invoke
applications as the built-in Administrator, as needed, using the "runas" cmd-line tool.

For example, to launch notepad.exe you could run this command: "runas /user:administrator notepad.exe". You will
be prompted for the password of the Administrator account. It is useful to have a cmd-box shell that's already
elevated, by running "runas /user:administrator cmd.exe". Every application you run from that cmd-box will be
elevated as well, and you will not need to use the "runas" syntax from that cmd-box.

If you are logged on to an account other than the built in local administrator account you may see the following
security alert dialog. Click Allow to continue running setup steps in this walkthrough.

If you are logged on to an account other than the built in local administrator account you may see the following
security alert dialog box.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/installing-iis-from-the-command-line.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


Procedure
Step 1: Pkgmgr.exe OverviewStep 1: Pkgmgr.exe Overview

Start /w pkgmgr.exe /iu:update1;update2…

NOTENOTE

Step 2: Open Command WindowStep 2: Open Command Window

Step 3: Enter Command to Install I IS 7.0 Default FeaturesStep 3: Enter Command to Install I IS 7.0 Default Features

NOTENOTE

Figure 1: Windows Security Dialog

Click Allow to continue running the setup steps in this walkthrough.

Windows Optional features in Vista/Windows Server 2008 can be installed using a new command tool called
Pkgmgr. The command line syntax using pkgmgr.exe is:

Pkgmgr.exe Commands

/iu:{update name}; — Specifies updates to install by update name. Takes a semicolon separated name of
updates to install.
/uu:{update name}; — Specifies the updates to uninstall. Takes a semicolon separated list of selectable
updates to be uninstalled from the system. At least one update name must be specified.
/n:{unattend XML} — Specifies file name of the unattend XML file.

If you run pkgmgr without the "start /w" prefix, the pkgmgr cmd will return immediately and you will not know when the
optional feature install has completed.

Follow the instructions in the Prerequisites section above for starting a cmd window running as the local
Administrator account.

To install only the IIS 7.0 default features from the command line, copy the following text into your command
window and then proceed to Step 5.

Make sure you are pasting ascii text from a Web page: To make sure you are not getting any non-ascii text you may want to
past content into notepad.exe first. The entire block below is one command.

IIS 7.0 setup via pkgmgr.exe should take 1 to 5 minutes. When the command prompt returns, IIS 7.0 setup is
complete.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/installing-iis-from-the-command-line/_static/image1.jpg


start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;

WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

Step 4: Command to Install All I IS 7.0 FeaturesStep 4: Command to Install All I IS 7.0 Features

start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;
IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-
ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-
RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;
IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;
IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-
ManagementConsole;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-ManagementService;IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-
Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;IIS-LegacySnapIn;IIS-FTPPublishingService;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-
FTPManagement;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;

IIS-ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-
ServerSideIncludes;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-
HttpTracing;IIS-CustomLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-URLAuthorization;IIS-
RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-ManagementService;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;IIS-LegacySnapIn;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

Step 5: Check Error CodeStep 5: Check Error Code

echo %errorlevel%

Step 6: Check IIS 7.0 InstallStep 6: Check IIS 7.0 Install

Summary

Related Links

If you want to install all IIS 7.0 features, use these command lines.

If you are installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista Professional, Windows Vista Ultimate, or Windows Server 2008
Editions, copy and paste the following text into the command window:

If you are installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista Home Premium, copy and paste the following text into the
command window:

At the command prompt type:

An error code of 0 indicates success.

You can now perform a quick check to verify that IIS 7.0 is installed:

Start Internet Explorer web browser and enter the address http://localhost.
You should see the default IIS 7.0 "Welcome" page.

In this article we examined how to use the pkgmgr.exe command line tool for installing IIS 7.0.

See the following resources for further information:

http://localhost/


Install IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008
Install IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista
Use Unattended Install with IIS 7 and Above
Install Typical IIS Workloads
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Introduction

Prerequisites
Windows Vista/Windows Server 2008 Editions SupportedWindows Vista/Windows Server 2008 Editions Supported

Local User Administrator (LUA) SecurityLocal User Administrator (LUA) Security

Procedure
Step 1: Pkgmgr.exe OverviewStep 1: Pkgmgr.exe Overview

by Tobin Titus

Pkgmgr.exe is a new command tool in Windows Vista/Windows Server® 2008 for installing Windows Optional
Features:

Replaces sysocmgr.exe for installing Windows Optional Features
Allows you to install / un-install Windows Vista Optional Features directly from command prompt or from
scripts

Pkgmgr can take a list of windows features to install on the command line or take an xml file name as a
parameter for unattend installs. This article will illustrate the use of pkgmgr unattend files for installing optional
features.

This walkthrough is for the following editions of Windows Vista/Windows Server 2008:

Windows Vista Home Premium Edition
Windows Vista Professional Edition
Windows Vista Ultimate Edition
Windows Server 2008 Editions

Make sure you have installed one of the supported editions of Windows Vista/Windows Server 2008 before
proceeding.

Make sure you have administrative privileges on the machine: By default, you do not have them if you are logged
on as a user other than the built-in Administrator account, even if this user was added to the local Administrators
group on the machine (this is a new security feature in Windows Server 2008, called LUA, which is beyond the
scope of this article). Make sure to either log-on as the built-in Administrator account, or explicitly invoke
applications as the built-in Administrator, as needed, using the "runas" cmd-line tool.

For example, to launch notepad.exe, run this command: "runas /user:administrator notepad.exe". You are
prompted for the password of the Administrator account. It is useful to have a cmd-box shell that is already
elevated, by running "runas /user:administrator cmd.exe". Every application you run from that cmd-box is
elevated as well, and you do not need to use the "runas" syntax from that cmd-box.

Windows Optional features in Vista/Windows Server 2008 is installed using a new command tool called Pkgmgr.
The command line syntax using pkgmgr.exe is:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/using-unattended-setup-to-install-iis.md
https://github.com/tobint


Start /w pkgmgr.exe /iu:update1;update2…

/iu:{update name};

/uu:{update name};

/n:{unattend XML}

NOTENOTE

Step 2: Open Command WindowStep 2: Open Command Window

Step 3: Create an Unattend.xml fileStep 3: Create an Unattend.xml file

<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
<unattend xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:unattend"  
    xmlns:wcm="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State">
<servicing> 
   <!-- Install a selectable update in a package that is in the Windows Foundation namespace --> 
   <package action="configure"> 
      <AssemblyIdentity 
         name="Microsoft-Windows-Foundation-Package"
         version="6.0.5308.6"
         language="neutral"
         processorArchitecture="x86"
         publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35"
         versionScope="nonSxS"
      />
    <selection name="IIS-WebServerRole" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-WindowsActivationService" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-ProcessModel" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-NetFxEnvironment" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-ConfigurationAPI" state="true"/> 
  </package> 
</servicing> 
</unattend>

Pkgmgr.exe Commands

This specifies updates to install by update name and takes a semicolon separated name of updates to install.

This specifies the updates to uninstall and takes a semicolon separated list of selectable updates to be uninstalled
from the system. At least one update name must be specified

This specifies file name of the unattend XML file.

If you run pkgmgr without the "start /w" prefix, the pkgmgr cmd will return immediately and you will not know when the
optional feature install has completed.

Follow the instructions in the Prerequisites section above for starting a command window running as the local
Administrator account.

From the command window, run notepad.exe.

To install only the IIS 7.0 default features, copy the following unattend.xml text into notepad.

If you want to install all IIS 7.0 features for evaluation purposes, use one of the following unattend.xml files.



<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
<unattend xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:unattend" 
    xmlns:wcm="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State">
<servicing>
   <!-- Install a selectable update in a package that is in the Windows Foundation namespace -->
   <package action="configure">
      <assemblyIdentity
         name="Microsoft-Windows-Foundation-Package"
         version="6.0.5308.6"
         language="neutral"
         processorArchitecture="x86"
         publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35"
         versionScope="nonSxS"
      />
    <selection name="IIS-WebServerRole" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-WebServer" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-CommonHttpFeatures" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-StaticContent" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-DefaultDocument" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-DirectoryBrowsing" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpErrors" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpRedirect" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ApplicationDevelopment" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ASPNET" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-NetFxExtensibility" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ASP" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-CGI" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ISAPIExtensions" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ISAPIFilter" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ServerSideIncludes" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpLogging" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-LoggingLibraries" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-RequestMonitor" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpTracing" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-CustomLogging" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ODBCLogging" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-Security" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-BasicAuthentication" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-WindowsAuthentication" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-DigestAuthentication" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-URLAuthorization" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-RequestFiltering" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-IPSecurity" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-Performance" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpCompressionStatic" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-WebServerManagementTools" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementConsole" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementScriptingTools" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementService" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-Metabase" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-WMICompatibility" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-LegacyScripts" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-LegacySnapIn" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-FTPPublishingService" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-FTPServer" state="true"/>
    <selection name="IIS-FTPManagement" state="true"/>
    <selection name="WAS-WindowsActivationService" state="true"/>
    <selection name="WAS-ProcessModel" state="true"/>
    <selection name="WAS-NetFxEnvironment" state="true"/>
    <selection name="WAS-ConfigurationAPI" state="true"/>

For Windows Vista Professional, Windows Vista Ultimate, or Windows Server 2008 Editions, copy and paste the
following text into notepad.



    <selection name="WAS-ConfigurationAPI" state="true"/>
  </package>
</servicing>
</unattend>

If you are installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista Home Premium, copy and paste the following text into notepad:



<?xml version="1.0" ?>                                                                                                                       
<unattend xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:unattend" 
    xmlns:wcm="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State">
<servicing> 
   <!-- Install a selectable update in a package that is in the Windows Foundation namespace --> 
   <package action="configure"> 
      <assemblyIdentity 
         name="Microsoft-Windows-Foundation-Package"
         version="6.0.5303.0"
         language="neutral"
        processorArchitecture="x86"
         publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35"
         versionScope="nonSxS"
      />
    <selection name="IIS-WebServerRole" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-WebServer" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-CommonHttpFeatures" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-StaticContent" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-DefaultDocument" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-DirectoryBrowsing" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpErrors" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpRedirect" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ApplicationDevelopment" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ASPNET" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-NetFxExtensibility" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ASP" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-CGI" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ISAPIExtensions" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ISAPIFilter" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ServerSideIncludes" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpLogging" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-LoggingLibraries" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-RequestMonitor" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpTracing" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-CustomLogging" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ODBCLogging" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-Security" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-BasicAuthentication" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-URLAuthorization" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-RequestFiltering" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-IPSecurity" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-Performance" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpCompressionStatic" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-WebServerManagementTools" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementConsole" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementScriptingTools" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-ManagementService" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-Metabase" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-WMICompatibility" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-LegacyScripts" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="IIS-LegacySnapIn" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-WindowsActivationService" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-ProcessModel" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-NetFxEnvironment" state="true"/> 
    <selection name="WAS-ConfigurationAPI" state="true"/> 
  </package> 
</servicing> 
</unattend>

Step 4: Get Windows Build NumberStep 4: Get Windows Build Number
You then must check the version number of Windows you have installed. To find the exact version, do the
following:



NOTENOTE

Step 5: Save the Unattend.xml FileStep 5: Save the Unattend.xml File

Step 6: Run Pkgmgr with the Unattend.xml FileStep 6: Run Pkgmgr with the Unattend.xml File

start /w pkgmgr /n:unattend.xml

Step 7: Wait for Setup to CompleteStep 7: Wait for Setup to Complete

Step 8: Check Error CodeStep 8: Check Error Code

1. From the Start Menu, click Run and go into the explorer.

In the explorer, browse to the Windows direct and locate the regedit.exe
Right click on regedit.exe and select Properties
In the Properties dialog box, select the Details tab and note the Product Version.

2. In your notepad, enter this value in the XML attribute version to match the build you have installed.

In this case, version="6.0.5308.6"
If you have installed on a 64 Bit CPU you must edit the processorArchitecture XML attribute:

processorArchitecture="amd64"

Possible values are: x86, amd64, and ia64.

Save the notepad file with name "unattend.xml"

In the command window, enter the following command line:

Note: If you saved unattend.xml to a drive folder other then the current drive and folder of your command
window, you must specify the full path of the unattend.xml file in your pkgmgr /n: parameter.

IIS 7.0 setup via pkgmgr.exe should take 1 to 5 minutes. When the command prompt returns, IIS 7.0 setup is
complete.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/using-unattended-setup-to-install-iis/_static/image1.jpg


echo %errorlevel%

Summary

At the command prompt type:

A result of 0 indicates success.

In this article, we examined how to use pckmgr.exe to install the Operating System and IIS 7.0.
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Introduction

Registry Keys

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\InetStp\Components\

DISPLAY NAME REGISTRY KEY

Web Server W3SVC

Common HTTP Features

Static Content StaticContent

Default Document DefaultDocument

Directory Browsing DirectoryBrowse

HTTP Errors HttpErrors

HTTP Redirection HttpRedirect

Application Development Features

ASP.NET ASPNET

.NET Extensibility NetFxExtensibility

by IIS Team

The modular architecture in IIS 7.0 and above allows you to limit the potential attack surface on your IIS
installation, or to replace built-in features with third-party or custom implementations. In general, this architecture
offers you an the ability to control how you deploy IIS on your network.

But if there is a downside to this modular architecture, it is that you can no longer be certain every IIS component
you need is available, just because IIS has been installed. You might also discover that making sure multiple servers
all have the same IIS components can be a chore.

To work around these issues, we are publishing a list of registry keys that show whether any given IIS module has
been installed. Use these registry keys to programmatically check on IIS components. If a component has been
installed, the registry key has a DWORD value of 00000001. If a component has never been installed or has been
uninstalled, the registry key does not exist. Use the table below to match IIS component names with their registry
keys.

These keys appear in the following registry hive:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/discover-installed-components.md


ASP ASP

CGI CGI

ISAPI Extensions ISAPIExtensions

ISAPI Filters ISAPIFilter

Server-Side Includes ServerSideInclude

Health and Diagnostics

HTTP Logging HttpLogging

Logging Tools LoggingLibraries

Request Monitor RequestMonitor

Tracing HttpTracing

Custom Logging CustomLogging

ODBC Logging ODBCLogging

Security

Basic Authentication BasicAuthentication

Windows Authentication WindowsAuthentication

Digest Authentication DigestAuthentication

Client Certificate Mapping Authentication ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication

IIS Client Certificate Mapping Authentication IISClientCertificateMappingAuthentication

URL Authorization Authorization

Request Filtering RequestFiltering

IP and Domain Restrictions IPSecurity

Performance Features

Static Content Compression HttpCompressionStatic

Dynamic Content Compression HttpCompressionDynamic

Management Tools

DISPLAY NAME REGISTRY KEY



IIS Management Console ManagementConsole

IIS Management Scripts and Tools ManagementScriptingTools

Management Service AdminService

IIS 6 Management Compatibility

IIS Metabase Compatibility Metabase

IIS 6 WMI Compatibility WMICompatibility

IIS 6 Scripting Tools LegacyScripts

IIS 6 Management Console LegacySnapin

FTP Publishing Service

FTP Server FTPServer

FTP Management snap-in LegacySnapin

Windows Process Activation Service

Process Model ProcessModel

.NET Environment NetFxEnvironment

Configuration APIs WASConfigurationAPI

DISPLAY NAME REGISTRY KEY
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Principle IIS Workloads

Combining and Modifying WorkloadsCombining and Modifying Workloads

by Saad Ladki

The IIS 7.0 and above modular architecture is designed to enable the IT professional to customize exactly which
features are installed and running on the Web server. IIS is now factored into more than 40 feature modules that
can be independently installed on the box, dramatically reducing the potential attack surface, while lowering the
footprint requirements, and minimizing patching and security risks.

To take full advantage of this modular architecture, you should plan your IIS installation to match the requirements
of the applications you will be deploying. Doing so will minimize the IIS features you install, allowing you to take
advantage of the benefits of the IIS modular architecture. We will start by considering several common workload
configurations and then look at ways they can be combined and modified.

 

This article discusses installing IIS 7.0 and above on Vista and Windows Server® 2008. This article will not
instruct you on how to use the Vista / Windows Server 2008 install technologies; specific details on using setup
user interfaces or command line tools to install IIS can be found at:

Installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008
Installing IIS 7.0 on Windows Vista
Installing IIS 7.0 from the Command Line
Using Unattended Setup to Install IIS

 

In this section we will consider several common workloads that typify task specific installations of IIS. These
workloads can serve as starting points for customizing an IIS install to meet your specific needs.

The common IIS workloads we will consider are:

Default Install - Static Content web Server
ASP.NET
Classic ASP
Fast CGI for PHP
IIS Full Install

In IIS, you are free to choose the exact features to install to match your workload. In the section above we
examined several typical workloads that an IIS web server may be configured with. Combining workloads is a
simple process of adding the features of one or more workloads together into your install.

It is also possible to modify these workloads by removing features that you do not want to allow, for example
Directory Browsing, or by adding additional features such as authentication or authorization.

Additional sections will provide guidance on adding support for local and remote management, security,
diagnostic, and IIS 6.0 compatibility to the common workloads.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/install-typical-iis-workloads.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


Default Install - Static Content Web ServerDefault Install - Static Content Web Server

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

Static Content IIS-StaticContent

Default Document IIS-DefaultDocument

Directory Browsing IIS-DirectoryBrowsing

HTTP Errors IIS-HttpErrors

HTTP Logging IIS-HttpLogging

Logging Tools IIS-LoggingLibraries

Request Monitor IIS-HttpTracing

Request Filtering IIS-RequestFiltering

Static Content Compression IIS-HttpCompressionStatic

IIS Management Console IIS-ManagementConsole

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors; IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManager –install Web-Server

ASP.NET Workload

The Static content web server is the most basic and commonly used installation profile and is commonly used in
conjunction with other workloads. The pre-selected setup defaults of IIS provide all the IIS modules required to
support this workload. This includes the ability to serve static html files, documents, and images. Additionally
support for default document, directory browsing, logging and anonymous authentication is provided. The IIS
Management Console is also installed.

To install IIS features for Static Content Web Server from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface,
select the following IIS features by UI name:

To install IIS features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe use the following command line:

To install IIS features for Static Content Web Server via ServerManagerCmd.exe use the following command line:

 

Since its first release ASP.NET has been the platform of choice for developing web applications on the Windows /
IIS platform. IIS takes ASP.NET to the next level, by integrating the ASP.NET runtime extensibility model with the
core server. This allows developers to fully extend the IIS server with the richness of ASP.NET 2.0 and the .NET
Framework. For a full overview of how ASP.NET functionality can now be used with all IIS features see the article:
ASP.NET Integration with IIS7 and Above.

The ASP.NET workload extends the static content workload by adding modules for ASP.NET, .NET Extensibility,



UI NAME UPDATE NAME

ASP.NET IIS-ASPNET

.NET Extensibility IIS-NetFxExtensibility

Request Filtering IIS-RequestFiltering

ISAPI IIS-ISAPIFilter

ISAPI Extensions IIS-ISAPIExtensions

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASPNET;IIS-
NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-ASP-Net 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Net-Ext 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Filtering 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-ISAPI-Filter 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-ISAPI-Ext

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

.NET Extensibility IIS-NetFxExtensibility

Request Filtering, ISAPI Filters, and ISAPI Extensions.

To install IIS features for ASP.NET from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the following
IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS features for ASP.NET along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for ASP.NET via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

It is possible to install support for .NET Extensibility and managed modules without installing support for
ASP.NET. Using the IIS .NET Extensibility feature, developers can build solutions that add value for all application
components, such as custom authentication schemes, monitoring and logging, security filtering, load balancing,
content redirection, and state management. Learn more in article Developing a Module using .NET.

To install IIS features for Managed Modules from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS features for Managed Modules along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use
the following command line:



Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;IIS-
ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-
RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-
ManagementConsole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Net-Ext

Install Classic ASP Workload

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

ASP IIS-ASP

Request Filtering IIS-RequestFiltering

ISAPI Extensions IIS-ISAPIExtensions

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-
ISAPIExtensions;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-
Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; 
WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-ASP 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Filtering 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-ISAPI-Ext

Install FastCGI for PHP

To install IIS features for Managed Modules via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 

The widely used classic ASP workload for serving server side scripted .asp pages builds on the static content
workload by adding modules for ASP, Request Filtering, and ISAPI Extensions.

To install IIS features for Classic ASP from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS features for Classic ASP along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for Classic ASP via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 

FastCGI provides a high-performance alternative to the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), a standard way of
interfacing external applications with Web servers that has been supported as part of the IIS feature-set since the
very first release.

FastCGI overcomes the performance penalty of traditional CGI by re-using CGI processes to service subsequent
requests, while continuing to ensure single request concurrency. For more information on how FastCGI works, see
article Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.

To install IIS features for CGI and Fast CGI from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the



UI NAME UPDATE NAME

CGI IIS-CGI

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-CGI;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-
RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-CGI

IIS 7.0 and Above Full Install

start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;IIS-
ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-ManagementService;IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-
WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;IIS-LegacySnapIn;IIS-FTPPublishingService;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-
FTPManagement;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server -a

Adding Diagnostics

following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS features for CGI and FastCGI along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use
the following command line:

To install IIS features for CGI and FastCGI via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 

As a developer or one who is just evaluating IIS you may simply just want to install all 40 of the IIS features: This
will certainly assure that you're not missing anything; but realistically, even in a development environment there
are advantages to limiting your install to just the features needed for your intended application. Doing your
development on a partial install of IIS will assure that you have an understanding of your application's IIS module
dependencies. It may also be true that the target servers that your IIS applications will be deployed on will not be
configured with a full install. Matching the IIS install on your development machine to that of your target hosting
machine will assure your application can run as expected when deployed.

To install all IIS features from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the all IIS features
displayed in the setup UI. To install all IIS features via pkgmgr.exe, use the following command line:

To install all IIS features via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 

The default static content workload includes HTTP logging and Request Monitor features for logging requests and
monitoring request execution, but there are additional IIS 7.0 features you can use to enhance IIS logging and
tracing capabilities:



UI NAME UPDATE NAME

Tracing IIS-HttpTracing

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Http-Tracing

Adding Security Features

I IS Authentication FeaturesIIS Authentication Features

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

Basic Authentication IIS-BasicAuthentication

Windows Authentication IIS-WindowsAuthentication

Digest Authentication IIS-DigestAuthentication

Client Certificate Mapping Authentication IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication

IIS Client Certificate Mapping Authentication IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication

Tracing
Custom Logging
ODBC Logging

Of these features, Tracing provides a powerful way new to debug and diagnose IIS application issues in production
environments as well as in development environment. (See article Troubleshooting Failed Requests using Tracing
in IIS7 and Above) The Custom Logging and ODBC Logging features exist for IIS 6.0 compatibility and you
should only need to install them if you have existing IIS 6.0 that take advantage of these features.

To install the IIS Tracing feature from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the following IIS
features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS features for Tracing along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for Tracing via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 

IIS always includes support for anonymous authentication, no special setup actions need be specified to get this
support. If you do not want to allow anonymous authentication it can be disabled from the Management Console.
In addition to anonymous authentication, IIS supports many optional authentication and authorization
mechanisms to allow you to best secure your web sites.

To install IIS features for authentication from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select among
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):



Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Basic-Auth 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Windows-Auth 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Digest-Auth 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Client-Auth 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Cert-Auth

I IS 7.0 and Above Authorization FeaturesIIS 7.0 and Above Authorization Features

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

URL Authorization IIS-URLAuthorization

Request Filtering IIS-RequestFiltering

IP Security IIS-IPSecurity

NOTENOTE

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-
HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole; WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-
ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Url-Auth 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Filtering 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-IP-Security

Management Features for Local and Remote Administration

To install IIS features for authentication along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for authentication via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

To install IIS features for authorization from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select among
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

The Request Filtering feature is part of the default install, and should only be excluded from your installations after you
consider all security issues related to this feature.

To install IIS features for authorization along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for authorization via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

 



Management ClientManagement Client

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

IIS Management Console IIS- ManagementConsole

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors; IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Mgmt-Console

Remote Management ServiceRemote Management Service

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

Management Service IIS-ManagementService

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors; IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;IIS-ManagementService;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-
ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

The default static content workload includes the IIS Management Console, which can be used to manage IIS on
your local machine. The Management Console can also be used to manage IIS servers remotely if those servers
are configured to accept connections from remote IIS Management Consoles.

Installing only the IIS Management Console will give you the ability to manage IIS on other servers that have the
Remote Management Service installed.

To install the Management Client only without any IIS web Server or FTP Server features from the Vista/Windows
Server 2008 setup user interface, select the following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static
content):

To install IIS features for Management Console along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe,
use the following command line:

To install IIS features for Management Console via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

Installing the IIS Remote Management Service will allow an IIS server to be managed remotely by IIS
Management Consoles on other computers.

To install the IIS Management Service from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS Management Service along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS Management Service via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:



ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Mgmt-Service

I IS 6.0 Metabase CompatibilityIIS 6.0 Metabase Compatibility

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility IIS-Metabase

IIS 6 WMI Compatibility IIS-WMICompatibility

IIS 6 Scripting Tools IIS-LegacyScripts

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors; IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-
ManagementConsole;IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility; IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Metabase 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-WMI 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Lgcy-Scripting

Managing IIS 6.0 and FTP ServerManaging IIS 6.0 and FTP Server

UI NAME UPDATE NAME

IIS 6 Management Console IIS-LegacySnapIn

IIS provides a configuration store called ApplicationHost.config with a set of management APIs. In order to
maintain compatibility with existing applications and scripts that use ABO or ADSI to configure IIS, IIS provides a
complete metabase compatibility layer that implements the ABO and ADSI APIs and maps these APIs to the new
ApplicationHost.config data store. In addition to the Metabase compatibility feature for ABO, you can also install
IIS 6.0 Metabase compatibility for WMI scripting and, the IIS 6.0 scripting tools. To learn more about metabase
compatibility, see the article Metabase Compatibility with IIS7 and Above

To install the Metabase Compatibility from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS Metabase Compatibility along with features for Static Content Web Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the
following command line:

To install IIS features for Metabase via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following command line:

IIS 7.0 and above provides the IIS 6.0 MMC snap-in to allow you to use your Vista/Windows Server 2008
machines to remotely administer existing IIS 6.0 server on Windows Server 2003 as well as FTP servers on
Windows Server 2008. The IIS 6 Management Console cannot be used to manage IIS 7.0 and above Servers.

To install the IIS 6.0 Management Console from the Vista/Windows Server 2008 setup user interface, select the
following IIS features by UI name (in addition to features for static content):

To install IIS 7.0 and above features for IIS 6.0 Management Console along with features for Static Content Web
Server via pkgmgr.exe, use the following command line:



Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors; IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-LegacySnapIn;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Server 
ServerManagerCmd -install Web-Lgcy-Mgmt-Console

Summary

To install IIS 7.0 and above features for IIS 6.0 management via ServerManagerCmd.exe, use the following
command line:

 

In this article we saw how to install IIS 7.0 and above to support specific workloads, and how these workloads can
be combined and modified. We also looked at adding IIS 7.0 and above features for tracing, security, IIS 6.0
compatibility, local and remote management, and IIS 6.0 management. After installing IIS 7.0 and above with the
Server Manager Tool you can then use the Web Server Role Page for quick view of IIS 7.0 and above status, and
use the IIS 7.0 and above management Console to configure the IIS features you installed.
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Introduction

Configuration History

Application Pool Account Mapping

Runtime-independent

Installation

by Saad Ladki

The ApplicationHost Helper Service in IIS 7.0 and above hosts IIS functionality that is needed even if IIS is not
running. This service currently hosts the following functionality:

Configuration history
Application Pool account mapping

In earlier versions of IIS, you could back up your metabase settings and restore these settings whenever you
needed to. IIS 7.0 and above has equivalent functionality for backing up configuration settings.

IIS 7.0 and above provides a configuration history feature that lets you go back to an earlier version of the
configuration any time you want. The ApplicationHost Helper Service enables this functionality by saving the
ApplicationHost.config file to separate configuration history subdirectories at intervals that you specify. If you
make a mistake when you modify the ApplicationHost.config file, for example, you can restore an earlier version of
the file from a configuration history subdirectory by copying the earlier version into the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  directory.

In addition to backing up configuration settings, the ApplicationHost Helper Service also provides Application Pool
account mapping. For example, if you want to lock down content directories to a particular Application Pool, the
account mapping feature in the ApplicationHost Helper Service lets you use user-friendly names by using the
access control list (ACL) UI in Windows Explorer or the ICACLS command-line tool instead of using security
identifiers (S IDs) to lock down your directories. The ApplicationHost Helper Service maps the SIDs to their
corresponding user-friendly names and vice versa.

The ApplicationHost Helper Service is a runtime-independent service. It does not require the Windows Process
Activation Service (WAS) or the World Wide Web Publishing Service (WWW service) to operate. It does not
depend on any other service and starts automatically when you restart your computer. If the ApplicationHost
Helper Service is stopped for any reason, configuration history and Application Pool account mapping will not
work.

The ApplicationHost Helper Service is installed whenever IIS 7.0 or above is installed. Upon installation of the
ApplicationHost Helper Service, the %systemdrive%\inetpub\history  directory is created, by default, to store the
configuration subdirectories. You can change this default location by changing the value of the
ConfigHistoryPath attribute.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/applicationhost-helper-service.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
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Introduction

Install Server Core

by IIS Team

Server Core, the minimal server installation option for Windows Server® 2008, is available in Standard,
Enterprise, and Datacenter editions. Server Core supports a subset of the server roles available in full installations
of the operating system, including the Internet Information Services 7 and above (IIS 7 and above) Web server. In a
Server Core installation, only the services, roles, and features required for an installed role are installed.

Running IIS on Server Core provides a modular, customizable Web server on a thin server operating system. This
makes it ideal for appliance-like environments, Web farm front-end servers and Web sites, or applications that
require minimal maintenance.

With the addition of the Microsoft® .NET Framework to Server Core in Windows Server® 2008 R2, the Server
Core installation option becomes even more appealing for those who want to use a very small footprint server for
hosting their applications. Availability of the .NET Framework provides:

Microsoft® ASP.NET support.
With Windows Server 2008 R2, Server Core can be used to host ASP.NET applications.
IIS Remote Management.
Server Core does not provide any user interface other than the command-line interface. With the Windows
Server 2008 R2 Server Core option, it is possible use IIS Manager for Remote Administration to connect to IIS
and perform all management tasks from within the familiar user interface (UI) of IIS Manager.
Windows PowerShell™.
The Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core option includes the IIS Windows PowerShell snap-in (also available
with other installation options of Windows Server 2008 R2).

To install IIS on an installed and configured Server Core installation of Windows Server 2008, you must have an
administrator user account and password for the server running the Server Core installation.

1. Server Core is set up like a typical Windows Server 2008 server, except the "Server Core Installation" option is
selected. The Server Core then forces a change in the administrator password.

Figure 1: Select Server Core option

netsh interface ipv4 set address name="Local Area Connection" source=static address=<IPADDRESS> mask=
<255.255.255.0> gateway=<GatewayIP>

2. Next, verify the NIC and IPConfig (not necessary if there is a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [DHCP]
server running on the network). To fix an IP address, type the following:

3. To add a Domain Name System (DNS) server entry, type:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/install-and-configure-iis-on-server-core.md
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/install-and-configure-iis-on-server-core/_static/image1.jpg


netsh interface ipv4 add dnsserver name="Local Area Connection" address=<IPAddress of DNS>

hostname

netdom renamecomputer <Current Computer name> /NewName:<NewComputerName>

shutdown /r /t 0

netdom join <ComputerName> /domain:<DomainName> /Userd:<UserName> /passwordd: *

shutdown /r /t 0

netsh firewall add portopening tcp 3306 "MySQL"

shutdown /r /t 0

[!code-console[Main](install-and-configure-iis-on-server-core/samples/sample12.cmd)]

4. To find the computer name, type:

5. To change the computer name type:

6. Reboot with the command:

7. To join the domain, type:

8. Reboot with the command:

9. To prevent a later setup error in MySQL, open an exception for MySQL:

10. Reboot with the command:

11. Next, activate Server Core.

slmgr.vbs –ato

slmgr.vbs –dti

Use the following command if connected to the Internet:

If not connected to the Internet, use phone activation.
Type one of the following:

(This displays the installation identification to be given to Microsoft.)

(This activates the server using the confirmation ID given by Microsoft.)

For more information on the initial setup tasks such as managing the Windows® Firewall and configuring for



Install IIS

CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell;NetFx2-ServerCore;NetFx2-ServerCore-WOW64

automatic updates, see Making Sense of Server Core. Also see the Server Core Installation Option Getting Started
Guide.

After the Server Core installation is complete and the server is configured, you can install one or more server roles.
The Server Core installation of Windows Server 2008 supports the following server roles:

Active Directory® Domain Services
Active Directory Lightweight Domain Services
DHCP Server
DNS Server
File Services
Media Services
Print Services
Hyper-V™
Web Services (IIS) (Limited)
Web Server (IIS)

See Install IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2 using a Server Core installation for detailed instructions. Note that
the full IIS installation, which installs all available feature packages for Server Core. If there are feature packages
you do not need, you should edit the script to install only the packages you require. The default IIS installation
installs a minimal set of available feature packages.

If you want to install IIS components that rely on the .NET Framework, you must first install the .NET Framework.
The components that rely on the .NET Framework will not be installed if the .NET Framework is not already
installed.

To use a script to install the .NET Framework and the full IIS 7.5 installation on Server Core, type the following
command into a script:

To use a script for the full IIS 7.5 installation on Server Core, type the following command into a script:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/2009.02.geekofalltrades.aspx?pr=blog
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753802(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771209.aspx


CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell

start /w pkgmgr /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI</samp>

Install Roles and Services

Install the .NET FrameworkInstall the .NET Framework

start /w ocsetup NetFx2-ServerCore   
start /w ocsetup NetFx2-ServerCore-WOW64

Install ASP.NETInstall ASP.NET

To use a script for the default installation on Server Core, type the following command into a script:

See IIS 7.0 on Server Core and Installing IIS 7.0 on Server Core for more information about installing IIS 7.0.

2. Use the ocsetup command to install and uninstall individual roles and services.
3. Next,run oclist | more to verify which IIS components have been installed.

1. Use the command oclist to list the available and installed roles and services on the server. The oclist
command also renders component dependencies.

Figure 2: Output of oclist command

In the figure above, the oclist output shows that IIS-FTPExtensibility is dependent on IIS-FTPSvc. To install
IIS-FTPExtensibility, it is first necessary to install IIS-FTPSvc.

If you plan to use ASP.NET or IIS Remote Management then it is necessary to install .NET Framework first. To
install it use the following commands:

1. Install ASP.NET by running the following commands (in order):

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/install-and-configure-iis-on-server-core/_static/image1.gif


Install Windows PowerShell and IIS Snap-InInstall Windows PowerShell and IIS Snap-In

Enable IIS Remote ManagementEnable IIS Remote Management

start /w ocsetup WAS-NetFxEnvironment

start /w ocsetup IIS-ISAPIExtensions

start /w ocsetup IIS-ISAPIFilter

start /w ocsetup IIS-NetFxExtensibility

start /w ocsetup IIS-ASPNET

start /w ocsetup MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell

\windows\system32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe

Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned

import-module WebAdministration

get-command –pssnapin WebAdministration

1. Install Windows PowerShell by running the following command:

2. Next, start Windows PowerShell with the following command:

You should see a PowerShell prompt.

3. In order to enable the IIS snap-in, you must change the script execution policy by running this command:

4. Restart PowerShell for the policy changes to take effect. After restarting PowerShell, import the IIS snap-in:

5. You can obtain the list of available IIS cmdlets by typing:

Refer to Managing IIS with IIS 7.0 PowerShell Snap-in and Managing IIS with the IIS 7.0 PowerShell Snap-in for
more information.

For information about Windows PowerShell on Server Core, see Dmitry's PowerBlog: PowerShell and Beyond.

Because Windows Server 2008 R2 Server Core does not have a graphical user interface (GUI), the command
prompt must be used for administrative tasks. It may be more convenient to manage Server Core from another
computer using IIS remote management.

The IIS Manager for Remote Administration:

Remotely manages IIS from Windows® 7, Windows Vista®, Windows® XP, and Windows Server® 2003.
Connects directly to a Web server, Web site, or Web application.
Installs even when IIS is not installed on the local computer.
Allows multiple simultaneous connections.
Supports delegated administration to Web sites and Web applications, so owners can connect to and manage
their own site directly.
Is a familiar and easy-to-use administration tool.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/powershell/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/powershell/index
http://dmitrysotnikov.wordpress.com/2008/05/15/powershell-on-server-core/


start /w pkgmgr /uu:IIS-WebServerRole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel

Links for Further Information

Supports HTTP over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for more secure management.
Automatically downloads features to the local IIS Manager for Remote Administration console to match
features newly installed on the remote Web server.

For more information, see IIS Manager for Remote Administration and Remote Administration for IIS Manager.

start /w ocsetup IIS-ManagementService

reg add HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WebManagement\Server ^
/v EnableRemoteManagement /t REG_DWORD /d 1

net start wmsvc

4. Connect to the IIS on the Server Core from a remote machine by using IIS Manager for Remote
Administration.

1. By default, Remote Desktop is not enabled on the Server Core. Install the IIS remote management service
by using the following command:

2. Enable remote management with the following command:

3. Start the management service by typing:

To uninstall the Web Server (IIS) role, use the following command:

IIS 7.0 on Server Core.
Setup IIS on Server Core – Windows Server 2008 R2.
Server Core Presentation.
Server Core Installation Option Getting Started Guide.
Administering IIS7 on Server Core Installations of Windows Server 2008.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1626
https://blogs.iis.net/ruslany/archive/2009/02/26/setup-iis-on-server-core-windows-server-2008-r2.aspx
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/3/5/6350896f-1e08-440b-9f24-d50f5e9b2390/ServerCoredeepdive.ppt
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753802(WS.10).aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/metegokt/archive/2007/06/26/administering-iis7-on-server-core-installations-of-windows-server-2008.aspx


How to install ASP.NET 1.1 with IIS7 on Vista and
Windows 2008
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Overview

Step 1: Install "IIS Metabase Compatibility"Step 1: Install "IIS Metabase Compatibility"

by Walter Oliver

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to easily install IIS, and applications that run on IIS. The Web PI is
a free, lightweight tool that lets you install IIS and related technologies such as ASP.NET, SQL Server Express,
Visual Web Developer, other popular Web applications, and more. Because the Web PI references and links to the
latest versions of available Web Platform offerings, with just a few simple clicks you can download and install any
new tools or updates. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more and install the Web PI.

You can also install ASP.NET 2.0 (3.0 and 3.5) using the Windows Vista and Windows 2008 user interface - just
install the ASP.NET component located under IIS->Word Wide Web Services->Application Development
Features. You can find this set of components in Windows 2008 by clicking Start, and click Server Manager.
Expand the left-hand treeview in Server Manager and click Manage Roles, and then Web Server (IIS). In the right-
hand pane look for an option that says Add Role Services. If you're on Windows Vista, click Start, click Control
Panel, click Programs, and then Windows Features. Look for the following tree of features under Internet
Information Services (IIS):

ASP.NET 1.1 is not included in Windows Vista or Windows 2008 and must be downloaded and installed manually.
This post shows you how:

The IIS "Metabase compatibility" component is required to successfully install ASP.NET 1.1.

To install it on Windows 2008 Server, click Start, and click Server Manager. Expand the left-hand treeview in
Server Manager and click Manage Roles, and then Web Server (IIS). In the right-hand pane look for an option
that says Add Role Services. This takes you to wizard where you can install "IIS Metabase Compatibility".

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/how-to-install-aspnet-11-with-iis-on-vista-and-windows-2008.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/how-to-install-aspnet-11-with-iis-on-vista-and-windows-2008/_static/image1.png


Step 2: Install the .NET Framework v1.1 and .NET Framework v1.1 SP1Step 2: Install the .NET Framework v1.1 and .NET Framework v1.1 SP1

NOTENOTE

Step 3: Enable ASP.NET v1.1 ISAPI ExtensionStep 3: Enable ASP.NET v1.1 ISAPI Extension

If you're on Windows Vista, click Start, click Control Panel, click Programs, and then Windows Features. Look
for Internet Information Services (IIS) and install "IIS Metabase Compatibility".

Install Framework v1.1, SP1, and ASP.NET's security update to SP1:

.NET Framework Version 1.1 Redistributable Package

.NET Framework Version 1.1 Service Pack 1
ASP.NET Security Update for .NET Framework 1.1 SP1

When you install .NET Framework Version 1.1, and SP1 for .NET Framework Version 1.1, you'll see the following
dialog. Click Run program.

If you do not install Framework v1.1 SP1, you may run into Data Execution Prevention errors with messages like "IIS Worker
Process has stopped working". This is expected. Installing .NET Framework v1.1 SP1 will fix this.

Enable ASP.NET v1.1 ISAPI as an allowed ISAPI extension. To do this, open "IIS Manager" administration tool. In

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/how-to-install-aspnet-11-with-iis-on-vista-and-windows-2008/_static/image1.jpg
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https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/info.aspx?na=22&p=3&SrcDisplayLang=en&SrcCategoryId=&SrcFamilyId=&u=%2fdownloads%2fdetails.aspx%3fFamilyID%3da8f5654f-088e-40b2-bbdb-a83353618b38%26DisplayLang%3den
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/info.aspx?na=22&p=7&SrcDisplayLang=en&SrcCategoryId=&SrcFamilyId=&u=%2fdownloads%2fdetails.aspx%3fFamilyID%3d8ec6fb8a-29eb-49cf-9dbc-1a0dc2273ff9%26DisplayLang%3den
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%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\aspnet_regiis -enable

Step 4: Add IgnoreSection Handler to v1.1 machine.configStep 4: Add IgnoreSection Handler to v1.1 machine.config

<section name="system.webServer" type="System.Configuration.IgnoreSectionHandler, 
    System, Version=1.0.5000.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089" /> 
</configSections>

Step 5: Move Site or Application to ASP.NET 1.1 Application PoolStep 5: Move Site or Application to ASP.NET 1.1 Application Pool

appcmd add apppool /name:"NewPool"  /managedRuntimeVersion:"v1.1"

the features view, click on the "ISAPI and CGI Restrictions" feature. In the actions pane, click "add"

Extension: C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\aspnet\_isapi.dll  (Note: change drive if your system
drive is not C:) Description: ASP.NET v1.1

You can also do by running the following command line:

ASP.NET v1.1 will throw runtime exceptions out of the box if you have IIS configuration in the web.config files that
are read by your ASP.NET v1.1 applications. To make ASP.NET v1.1 ignore IIS configuration sections, open the
Framework v1.1 machine.config file %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\config\machine.config  and add
the following section entry just above the bottom tag for the <configSections>  element:

During installation, Framework v1.1 creates an application pool called "ASP.NET 1.1" that is configured to load
Framework v1.1 upon startup. To move your site or application into this application pool using IIS Manager, please
see our online documentation. You can also do this from the command line by navigating to the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv  directory and running the following command line:

appcmd set app "Default Web Site/" /applicationPool:"ASP.NET 1.1"If you would like to create a new application
pool that's configured to load Framework v1.1, please see our online documentation for creating an application
pool. You can also do this from the command line by navigating to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv  directory and
running the following command line:

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/how-to-install-aspnet-11-with-iis-on-vista-and-windows-2008/_static/image5.png
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IIS 7.0 Features and Vista Editions
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Overview of IIS 7.0 differences Across Windows Vista Editions and
Windows Server 2008 Editions

Windows Vista Starter and Home Editions

Windows Vista Home Premium Edition

Windows Vista Professional Editions

by Henry Seiler

With the release of Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 IIS 7.0 became available on all mainstream
Windows Editions for the first time.

On Windows Vista Editions, IIS 7.0 will play a dual role. First, it offers web developers the complete web platform
experience for building and testing web applications on Windows, for deployment on Windows Server, just like
Windows XP. Second, it enables process activation and management and the necessary HTTP infrastructure for
enabling connected consumer scenarios that will be built using the Windows Communication Foundation (WinFX).

The Windows Vista Starter and Home Editions are targeted at home and personal users who do not have the need
to perform application or web development. IIS 7.0 Web Server and FTP Server features are not available on these
editions. However, if you look closely you will notice specific components of IIS 7.0 that can be installed on these
Editions. Please note, however, that installing these components will not provide a web server that supports static
content, Classic ASP, or ASP.NET.

The IIS 7.0 components available on these Editions serve as supporting infrastructure for Microsoft's Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF). Collectively the IIS 7.0 components that provide this infrastructure are
referred to as the Windows Process Activation Service (WAS.) Users who install WCF based applications will not
need to explicitly install WAS, rather these components will be installed by WCF as needed.

The IIS 7.0 simultaneous request execution limit for the Vista Starter and Home Editions is three.

See the Feature Summary below for a detailed list of IIS 7.0 features available on these Editions.

The IIS 7.0 role on the Windows Vista Home Premium Edition is to support the needs of the casual or hobbyist
web developers; as such the majority of the IIS 7.0 Web Server features required for web site development are
available. Features not normally associated with hobbyist web development such as FTP server, advanced Web
authentication and authorization, and remote administration are not available on the Vista Home Premium Edition.

The IIS 7.0 simultaneous request execution limit for the Vista Home Premium Edition is three.

See the Feature Summary below for a detailed list of IIS 7.0 features available on this Edition.

For the Windows Vista Professional Editions IIS 7.0 role is squarely targeted at the professional web developer
and provides professional web developers to everything necessary to design, develop, and test web applications.
(Professional Editions include Vista Business, Enterprise, and Ultimate Editions.) All of the IIS 7.0 features available
on Windows Server 2008 are available on the Professional Editions with the exception of remote administration.
The Professional Editions places a limit of 10 simultaneous requests that can be processed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/iis-features-and-vista-editions.md
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See the Feature Summary below for a detailed list of IIS 7.0 features available on these Editions.

With Windows Server 2008, IIS 7.0 is ready for full deployment of web applications: All features, including remote
administration are available, and of course there is no request execution limitation.

See the Feature Summary below for a detailed list of IIS 7 features available on these Editions.
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In this article we examined the differences in IIS 7.0 across the Windows Vista and Server 2008 Editions.
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Introduction

Operating System Editions

Hardware Requirements

by Tali Smith

The Microsoft® Web Platform is a powerful set of tools, servers, and technologiesoptimized for building and
hosting next-generation Web applications and solutions. At the base of the Microsoft Web Platform is Windows
Server® 2008, Windows Server® 2008 R2, or another Windows Server® operating system version. Windows
Server 2008 R2 comes with Internet Information Services 7.5 (IIS 7.5), a Web server and security-enhanced
platform for developing and reliably hosting Web applications and services. Windows Server 2008 comes with IIS
7.0. IIS 7.0 and 7.5 (together known as IIS 7) include a componentized architecture for greater flexibility and
control. IIS 7 and above also provides simplified management and powerful diagnostic and troubleshooting
capabilities. IIS Manager extensions make it easy to administer local and remote Web servers.

IIS 7 and above, together with the Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.0, provides a comprehensive platform for
building applications. Additionally, IIS plays a central role in unifying the Microsoft Web platform technologies—
Microsoft® ASP.NET, Windows® Communication Foundation (WCF) Web services, and Windows® SharePoint®
Services.

This article describes general procedures for installing Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2; links
for more detailed information can be found throughout the article. After installing Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2008 R2, you will need to install IIS.

Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 are available in multiple editions to support the varying
server and workload needs of organizations. The four main editions include Windows Server® 2008 R2 Standard,
Windows Server® 2008 R2 Enterprise, Windows Server® 2008 R2 Datacenter, and Windows® Web Server 2008
R2 (or Windows Server® 2008 Standard, Windows Server® 2008 Enterprise, Windows Server® 2008
Datacenter, and Windows® Web Server 2008). See Overview of Editions for more detailed information about the
various editions of Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Server 2008.

Processor — Processor performance depends not only on the clock frequency of the processor, but also on the
number of processor cores and the size of the processor cache. The following are the processor requirements:

Minimum: 1 GHz (for x86 processors) or 1.4 GHz (for x64 processors)
Recommended: 2 GHz or faster

RAM — The following are the RAM requirements:

Minimum: 512 MB
Recommended: 2 GB or more
Maximum (32-bit systems): 4 GB (for Windows Server 2008 Standard) or 64 GB (for Windows Server 2008
Enterprise or Windows Server 2008 Datacenter)
Maximum (64-bit systems): 32 GB (for Windows Server 2008 Standard) or 2 terabyte (for Windows Server

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-7/install-windows-server-2008-and-windows-server-2008-r2.md
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/r2-editions-overview.aspx


Install Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows Server 2008

F i g u re  1 :  P ro v i d e  b a s i c  i n f o rma t i o nF i g u re  1 :  P ro v i d e  b a s i c  i n f o rma t i o n

Server Core OptionServer Core Option

2008 Enterprise, Windows Server 2008 Datacenter, or Windows Server® 2008 for Itanium-Based Systems)

Disk space requirements —The following are the approximate disk space requirements for the system partition.
Itanium-based and x64-based operating systems will vary from these estimates. Additional disk space may be
required if you install the system over a network:

Minimum: 10 GB

NOTENOTE

DVD-ROM drive
Super VGA (800 x 600) or higher-resolution monitor
Keyboard and mouse (or other compatible pointing device)

Recommended: 40 GB or more

Computers with more than 16 GB of RAM require more disk space for paging, hibernation, and dump files.

See Hardware and Software Requirements for Installing SQL Server 2008 for more information.

Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 setup works in several stages: first you are prompted for some
basic information, including where you want to install Windows®.

Then, the setup procedure copies files and restarts the computer. The setup procedure concludes by presenting the
Initial Configuration Tasks menu, which you can use to adjust the server configuration for your specific needs.
Detailed instructions can be found at Installing Windows Server 2008 R2 or Installing Windows Server 2008.

Note that you can choose to perform a Server Core installation—a minimal server installation of the operating
system. With the addition of .NET Framework to Server Core in Windows Server 2008 R2, the Server Core
installation option is even more appealing for those who want to use a very low footprint server for hosting their
applications. For detailed instructions, see the Server Core Installation Option Getting Started Guide.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143506.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/install-windows-server-2008-and-windows-server-2008-r2/_static/image3.jpg
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd379511(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc755116.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753802(WS.10).aspx


F i g u re  2 : Se rv e r  C o re  o p t i o nF i g u re  2 : Se rv e r  C o re  o p t i o n

Configure Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows Server 2008

Links for Further Information

With the Server Core installation option, the traditional Windows interface is not installed, so you must configure
the server from the command prompt. Note that if you use a Server Core installation, you cannot install some
modules that rely on the .NET Framework or managed code. For more information, see Using Server Core.

After the Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 setup is finished, log on to the server for the first
time, and the Initial Configuration Tasks window automatically opens. You can now configure the new server by
using commands in the Initial Configuration Tasks window.

The configuration tasks include setting the administrator password (the default is blank), changing the name of the
administrator account to improve the security of your server (the default is "Administrator"), joining the server to
an existing domain (the default is "WORKGROUP"), changing the name of the computer (the default is a random-
generated name), enabling Remote Desktop for the server, and enabling Windows® Update (the default is off) and
Windows® Firewall (the default is on). For more information, see Windows Server Initial Configuration Tasks.

Windows Server 2008 R2.
Optimizing Your Core Infrastructure.
Introduction to Deploying Windows Server 2008.
Installing Windows Server 2008.
Edition Comparison by Server Core Installation Option.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-iis-7/install-windows-server-2008-and-windows-server-2008-r2/_static/image5.jpg
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/working-with-server-core/index
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc755215.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/default.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/optimize-infrastructure.aspx
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/6/3/e63cf2f6-7f71-450b-8e4a-dace88e99456/readme.htm
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/r2-compare-core-installation.aspx
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Summary

Install and Configure Web Deploy for Non-Administrator DeploymentsInstall and Configure Web Deploy for Non-Administrator Deployments
Requirements:Requirements:

Use WebPI to install Web Deploy along with its dependencies like the Web Management Service (WMSvc)Use WebPI to install Web Deploy along with its dependencies like the Web Management Service (WMSvc)

by Kristina Olson

In this walkthrough, we will show steps for installing and configuring Web Deploy for administrator or non-
administrator deployments. This means the steps necessary to enable a client to use Web Deploy to publish Web
site content to the server, even if the client does not have administrator credentials for the server.

Note: Currently Web Deploy V3 RTW is only available through direct download. We are still working on WebPI
feed. Easiest way to install V3 RTW is to first install Web Deploy V3 RC using WebPI 4 RC (x86/x64) as instructed
in Installing & Configuring Web Deploy tutorial, and later update it running Web Deploy V3 RTW msi.

The server must have an operating system that comes with IIS7— this means either Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2008 R2.

1. Install Web Deploy by using either method i or ii below:

a. Install Web Deploy and dependent products using the Web Platform Installer

a. Download the Web Platform Installer. https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
b. In the upper-right hand corner, click in the search box, type "Web Deploy", and press ENTER

c. Add the "Web Deployment Tool 2.1 for Hosting Servers" product and click Install.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy.md
https://github.com/krolson
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/4/9/C4963E95-B3E7-4520-BD87-86BFEED90A1E/WebPlatformInstaller_x86.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/4/9/C4963E95-B3E7-4520-BD87-86BFEED90A1E/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64.msi
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy/_static/image3.png


b. Download the Web Deploy installer directly from the IIS.net Web Deploy
pagehttps://www.iis.net/download/webdeploy (x86 | x64)

a. In the Setup wizard choose the "Complete" setup option.

b. Note: Using the MSI directly is generally not recommended for the novice user, as
recommended or required dependent products must then be installed separately. The
following limitations may create issues when using the MSI instead of WebPI to install Web
Deploy on servers:

a. The MSI will not install SQL Shared Management Objects (SMO), which is required for
the SQL Server database deployments. This component may be installed using WebPI to
enable SQL Server database deployments.

b. The MSI will not install the Web Management Service handler component if the Web
Management Service is not installed; the handler component is necessary for non-
administrator deployments. Windows component IIS, including Management Service,
should be installed first to enable the handler component to install.

c. The MSI will not configure Web Management Service to allow non-administrator

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=209115
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=209116
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy/_static/image6.png


Configure a Site for Delegated Non-Administrator DeploymentConfigure a Site for Delegated Non-Administrator Deployment

deployments if PowerShell v2 is not installed. This setup step includes creating delegation
rules in the IIS server Administration.config file that allow non-administrator users to use
Web Deploy. PowerShell v2 is built-in on Windows Server 2008 R2 but may require a
Windows Update for Windows Server 2008. Alternatively the delegation rules may be
added manually after install.

After installing Web Deploy using method (1) or (2a), described above, all server-level configuration is complete
for non-administrator publishing, however additional configuration is required at a site level. This site
configuration can be accomplished using methods (1) or (2) described below.

1. Create a new site or set permissions on an existing Web site for a new or existing non-administrator user using
Web Deploy PowerShell scripts as explained in the PowerShell scripts walkthrough [link to be added] OR

2. Configure publishing on an existing site for an existing user using the IIS Manager UI

a. Start IIS Manager (type "inetmgr.exe" in the Start Menu)
b. Expand the Sites node and right click a site, such as "test"
c. Click Deploy > Configure for Web Deploy Publishing...
d. The following UI will appear. Click ...

e. Click Select :

f. Type the name of a non-administrator Windows user and click Ok

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy/_static/image8.png
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy/_static/image10.png


Install and Configure Web Deploy for Administrator deploymentsInstall and Configure Web Deploy for Administrator deployments
Requirements:Requirements:

Trouble-shooting Common Issues:Trouble-shooting Common Issues:

h. The non-administrator Windows user (NonAdminUser) may now publish to the site (test).

g. When you click Setup, the following log will lines will appear :

Publish enabled for 'NonAdminUser'
Granted 'NonAdminUser' full control on C:\inetpub\wwwroot\test

Successfully created settings file 
C:\Users\JohnDoe\Desktop\NonAdminUser\_Default Web Site.PublishSettings

Install Web Deploy using method (1) or (2a) described above. If you are using a client operating system such as
Vista or Windows 7, or a Windows server version without IIS7+, such as Windows Server 2003, you will need to
choose the Web Deployment Tool 2.1 product option in the Web Platform Installer (in install method 2a), or install
directly from the Web Deployment Tool download page (install method 2b). For these client or server 2003
machines the Web Management Service handler component and associated delegation rules will not be
applicable.

If you are upgrading an existing installation of Web Deploy, make sure to restart the handler and agent services
by running the following commands at an administrative command prompt:
net stop msdepsvc & net start msdepsvc
net stop wmsvc & net start wmsvc
Make sure your firewall allows connections to the service you are using. By default, the Web Deployment
Agent Service (MsDepSvc) listens on port 80, and the Web Management Service (WmSvc, also called the
"handler") listens on port 8172 by default.
You must run MsDepSvc by using the built-in Administrator account, or from a domain account that has been
added to the Administrators group. A local administrator which is not the built-in account will not work with
MsDepSvc.
Check to see if .NET 4.0 has not been registered with IIS:

Symptoms: .NET 4.0 is installed, but there are no .NET 4.0 application pools or handler mappings in IIS.
You cannot browse to applications that use .NET 4.0 (for example, applications based on WebMatrix's
site template applications) after you publish them.
Cause: Your machine had .NET 4.0 installed on it before IIS was installed.
Solution: Run the following command to register .NET 4.0 with IIS: 
%systemdrive%\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\aspnet\_regiis.exe -iru

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy/_static/image12.png
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft rewrote the FTP service for Windows Server® 2008 and above. This updated FTP service incorporates
many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators
more security and deployment options.

Integration with IIS: IIS has a new administration interface and configuration store, and the new FTP service
is tightly integrated with this design. The old IIS 6.0 metabase is gone, and the updated configuration store
based on the .NET XML-based *.config format took its place. In addition, IIS has an updated administration tool,
and the new FTP server plugs seamlessly into that paradigm.
Support for new Internet standards: One of the most significant features in the updated FTP server is
support for FTP over SSL. The FTP server also supports other Internet improvements such as UTF8 and IPv6.
Shared hosting improvements: By fully integrating into IIS, the updated FTP server makes it possible to host
FTP and Web content from the same site by simply adding an FTP binding to an existing Web site. In addition,
the FTP server has virtual host name support, making it possible to host multiple FTP sites on the same IP
address. The FTP server also has improved user isolation, making it possible to isolate users through per-user
virtual directories.
Custom authentication providers: The updated FTP server supports authentication using non-Windows
accounts for IIS Managers and .NET Membership.
Improved logging support: FTP logging was enhanced to include all FTP-related traffic, unique tracking for
FTP sessions, FTP sub-statuses, additional detail fields in FTP logs, and much more.
New supportability features: IIS has the option to display detailed error messages for local users, and the
FTP server supports this by providing detailed error responses when logging on locally to an FTP server. The
FTP server also logs detailed information using Event Tracing for Windows (ETW), which provides additional
detailed information for troubleshooting.
Extensible feature set: FTP supports extensibility that allows you to extend the built-in functionality that ships
with the FTP service. More specifically, there is support for creating your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

Additional information about new features in FTP 7.5 is available in the "What's New for Microsoft and FTP 7.5?"
topic on Microsoft's https://www.iis.net/ web site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=132120
https://www.iis.net/


Installing FTP for IIS 7.5
I IS 7.5 for Windows Server 2008 R2IIS 7.5 for Windows Server 2008 R2

IIS 7.5 for Windows 7IIS 7.5 for Windows 7

Installing FTP for IIS 7.0
PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Downloading the right version for your serverDownloading the right version for your server

Launching the installation packageLaunching the installation package

This document will walk you through installing the new FTP service and troubleshooting installation issues.

 

1. On the taskbar, click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Server Manager.
2. In the Server Manager hierarchy pane, expand Roles, and then click Web Server (IIS).
3. In the Web Server (IIS) pane, scroll to the Role Services section, and then click Add Role Services.
4. On the Select Role Services page of the Add Role Services Wizard, expand FTP Server.
5. Select FTP Service. > [!NOTE] > To support ASP.NET Membership or IIS Manager authentication for the FTP

service, you will also need to select FTP Extensibility.
6. Click Next.
7. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install.
8. On the Results page, click Close.

1. On the taskbar, click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows Features on or off.
3. Expand Internet Information Services, then FTP Server.
4. Select FTP Service. > [!NOTE] > To support ASP.NET Membership or IIS Manager authentication for the FTP

service, you will also need to select FTP Extensibility.
5. Click OK.

 

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this section:

1. You must be using Windows Server 2008.
2. Internet Information Services 7.0 must be installed.
3. If you are going to manage the new FTP server by using the IIS 7.0 user interface, the administration tool will

need to be installed.
4. You must install the new FTP server as an administrator. (See the Downloading and Installing section for

more.)
5. IIS 7.0 supports a shared configuration environment, which must be disabled on each server in a web farm

before installing the new FTP server for each node. Note: Shared configuration can be re-enabled after the FTP
server had been installed.

6. The FTP server that is shipped on the Windows Server 2008 DVD must be uninstalled before installing the new
FTP server.

There are two separate downloadable packages for the new FTP server; you will need to download the appropriate
package for your version of Windows Server 2008:

32-bit Installation Package:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)
64-bit Installation Package:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197


NOTENOTE

Walking through the installation processWalking through the installation process

You will need to run the installation package as an administrator. This can be accomplished by one of the following
methods:

1. Logging in to your server using the actual account named "Administrator", then browsing to the download
pages listed above or double-clicking the download package if you have saved it to your server.

2. Logging on using an account with administrator privileges and opening a command-prompt by right-
clicking the Command Prompt menu item that is located in the Accessories menu for Windows programs
and selecting "Run as administrator", then typing the appropriate command listed below for your version of
Windows to run the installation:

32-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /i FTP 7_x86_75.msi
64-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /i FTP 7_x64_75.msi

One of the above steps is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevents access to your applicationHost.config file. For more information about
UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The following steps walk you through all of the required settings to add FTP publishing for the Default Web Site.

1. When the installation package opens, you should see the following screen. Click Next to continue.

2. On the next screen, click the I accept check box if you agree to the license terms, and then click Next.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7/_static/image1.jpg


4. On the following screen, click Install to begin installing the options that you chose on the previous screen.

3. The following screen lists the installation options. Choose which options you want installed from the list,
and then click Next.

Common files: this option includes the schema file. When installing in a shared server environment,
each server in the web farm will need to have this option installed.
FTP Publishing Service: this option includes the core components of the FTP service. This option is
required for the FTP service to be installed on the server.
Managed Code Support: this is an optional component, but features that use managed extensibility
require this option before using them, such as ASP.NET and IIS manager authentication. Note: This
feature cannot be installed on Windows Server 2008 Core.
Administration Features: this option installs the FTP 7 management user interface. This requires the
IIS 7.0 manager and .NET framework 2.0 to be installed. Note: This feature cannot be installed on
Windows Server 2008 Core.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7/_static/image5.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7/_static/image9.jpg


NOTENOTE

Troubleshooting Installation IssuesTroubleshooting Installation Issues

5. When installation has completed, click Read notes to view the FTP README file, or click Finish to close the
installation dialog.

If an error occurs during installation, you will see an error dialog. Refer to the Troubleshooting Installation Issues section of
this document for more information.

When the installation of FTP 7 fails for some reason, you should see a dialog with a button called "Installation log".
Clicking the "Installation log" button will open the MSI installation log that was created during the installation. You
can also manually enable installation logging by running the appropriate command listed below for your version
of Windows. This will create a log file that will contain information about the installation process:

32-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /L FTP 7.log /I FTP 7_x86_75.msi
64-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /L FTP 7.log /I FTP 7_x64_75.msi

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7/_static/image13.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-ftp-7-on-iis-7/_static/image17.jpg


NOTENOTE

Known Issues in This Release

You can analyze this log file after a failed installation to help determine the cause of the failure.

Clicking the "Online information" button on the error dialog will launch the "Installing and Troubleshooting FTP
7.5" document in your web browser.

If you attempt to install the downloaded package on an unsupported platform, the following dialog will be displayed:

 

The following issues are known to exist in this release:

1. While Web-based features can be delegated to remote managers and added to web.config files using the IIS
configuration infrastructure, FTP features cannot be delegated or stored in web.config files.

2. The icon of a combined Web/FTP site may be marked with a question mark even though the site is currently
started with no error. This occurs when a site has a mixture of HTTP/FTP bindings.

<ftpServer>
   <security>
      <authentication>
         <customAuthentication>
            <providers>
               <clear />
               <add name="IisManagerAuth" enabled="true" />
            </providers>
         </customAuthentication>
      </authentication>
   </security>
</ftpServer>

3. After adding an FTP publishing to a Web site, clicking the site's node in the tree view of the IIS management
tool may not display the FTP icons. To work around this issue, use one of the following:

Hit F5 to refresh the IIS management tool.
Click on the Sites node, then double-click on the site name.
Close and re-open the IIS management tool.

4. When you add a custom provider in the site defaults, it shows up under each site. However, if you attempt
to remove or modify the settings for a custom provider at the site-level, IIS creates an empty <providers />
section for the site, but the resulting configuration for each site does not change. For example, if the custom
provider is enabled in the site defaults, you cannot disable it at the site-level. To work around this problem,
open your applicationHost.config file as an administrator and add a <clear/> element to the list of custom
authentication providers, the manually add the custom provider to your settings. For example, in order to
add the IIS Manager custom authentication provider, you would add settings like the following example:

5. The following issues are specific to the IIS 7.0 release:

The FTP service that is shipped on the Windows Server 2008 DVD should not be installed after the new
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FTP service has been installed. The old FTP service does not detect that the new FTP service has been
installed, and running both FTP services at the same may cause port conflicts.
IIS 7 can be uninstalled after the new FTP service has been installed, and this will cause the new FTP
service to fail. If IIS is reinstalled, new copies of the IIS configuration files will be created and the new
FTP service will continue to fail because the configuration information for the new FTP service is no
longer in the IIS configuration files. To fix this problem, re-run the setup for the new FTP service and
choose "Repair".

 

In order to help get started using the new FTP server, the following walkthroughs have been published on
Microsoft's https://www.iis.net/ web site:

Working with FTP Sites:

Creating a New FTP Site
Add FTP publishing to an existing Web site

Configuring Security Features:

Configure FTP over SSL
Configure FTP User Isolation
Configure FTP Firewall Settings
Configure IIS Manager Authentication

Advanced Administrative Features:

Configure FTP virtual host names
Using FSRM Folder Quotas with FTP

In addition to these documents, the help file for the new FTP server contains a great deal of information regarding
the use and administration of the new FTP server. To open the help file, open one of the FTP features in the IIS
manager and click the "Help" item in the "Actions" pane.

https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89115
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89116
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89117
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89118
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=100090
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=100142
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=89119
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=100092
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Introduction

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Prerequisites for Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS

by Robert McMurray

 

For Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 on Windows Server® 2008, Microsoft released a separate,
downloadable WebDAV extension module that was completely rewritten. This new WebDAV extension module
incorporated many new features that enable Web authors to publish content better than before, and offered Web
administrators more security and configuration options. With the release of IIS 7.5, support for a newer WebDAV
module was built-in for Microsoft IIS, and Microsoft released an updated version of the downloadable module that
had been released for IIS 7.0. This newer version of the WebDAV module provides shared and exclusive locks
support to prevent lost updates due to overwrites.

This document walks you through adding WebDAV publishing to an existing Web site by using the new WebDAV
user interface and by directly editing the IIS configuration files.

This walkthrough contains a series of steps in which you log on to your Web site using the local loopback address and the
local administrator account. When using an administrator account, these steps should only be followed on the server itself
using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer to use a separate user account instead of the
administrator account, you must create the appropriate folders and set the correct permissions for that user account when
necessary.

This topic discusses using the WebDAV Redirector to connect to your web site. Please see the Using the WebDAV Redirector
topic for more information; specifically the "Troubleshooting the WebDAV Redirector" section if you have trouble using the
WebDAV redirector.

 

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 or later must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The Internet Information Services Manager must be installed.

NOTENOTE

At least one authentication method must be installed.

If you choose to use Basic Authentication with the WebDAV redirector, you must connect to your server
using HTTPS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-webdav-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Installing WebDAV on IIS 7.0
Downloading the Right Version for Your ServerDownloading the Right Version for Your Server

Launching the Installation PackageLaunching the Installation Package

Walking Through the Installation ProcessWalking Through the Installation Process

The WebDAV Redirector must be installed for Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, or Windows
Server 2012. (The WebDAV Redirector is already installed on Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8.) To
install the WebDAV Redirector, use Server Manager to install the Desktop Experience feature.

 

There are two separate downloadable packages for the new WebDAV extension module; you need to download the
appropriate package for your version of Windows Server 2008:

32-bit Installation Package:

WebDAV 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)
64-bit Installation Package:

WebDAV 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)

You must run the installation package as an administrator. This can be accomplished by one of the following
methods:

Logging in to your server using the actual account named "Administrator", then browsing to the download
pages listed above or double-clicking the download package if you have saved it to your server.
Logging on using an account with administrator privileges and opening a command-prompt by right-
clicking the Command Prompt menu item that is located in the Accessories menu for Windows programs
and selecting Run as administrator, then typing the appropriate command listed below for your version of
Windows to run the installation:

32-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /i webdav_x86_75.msi
64-bit Windows Versions:

msiexec /i webdav_x64_75.msi

1. When the installation package opens, you see the following screen. If you agree to the license terms, check the
"I accept" box, then click Install.

2. The progress indicator will reflect the status of the installation as it proceeds.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=141805
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=141807
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-webdav-on-iis/_static/image1.jpg
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3. After the installation has completed, click Finish.

4. The WebDAV extension module is now installed.

 

1. On the taskbar, click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Server Manager.
2. In the Server Manager hierarchy pane, expand Roles, and then click Web Server (IIS).
3. In the Web Server (IIS) pane, scroll to the Role Services section, and then click Add Role Services.
4. On the Select Role Services page of the Add Role Services Wizard, expand Common HTTP Features,

select WebDAV Publishing, and then click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-webdav-on-iis/_static/image5.jpg
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Installing WebDAV on IIS 8.0 and IIS 8.5
I IS 8.0 on Windows Server 2012 and IIS 8.5 on Windows Server 2012 R2IIS 8.0 on Windows Server 2012 and IIS 8.5 on Windows Server 2012 R2

5. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install.
6. On the Results page, click Close.

1. On the taskbar, click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows Features on or off.
3. Expand Internet Information Services, then World Wide Web Services, then Common HTTP Features.
4. Select WebDAV Publishing, and then click OK.

 

1. Click the Server Manager icon on the desktop.



I IS 8.0 for Windows 8 and IIS 8.5 for Windows 8.1IIS 8.0 for Windows 8 and IIS 8.5 for Windows 8.1

2. In the Server Manager window, click the Manage menu, and then click Add Roles and Features.
3. On the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. Select the Installation Type and then click Next.
5. Select the Destination Server, and then click Next.

7. On the Select Features page, click Next.
8. Confirm the installation selection, and then click Install.
9. On the Results page, verify that the installation succeeds, and then click Close.

10. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install.
11. On the Results page, click Close.

6. On the Select Role Services page, expand Web Server (IIS), expand Web Server, expand Common
HTTP Features, and then select WebDAV Publishing. Click Next.

1. On the taskbar, hold down the Windows key, and then press the X key. Click Control Panel.
2. In the Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows Features on or off.
3. Expand Internet Information Services, then World Wide Web Services, then Common HTTP Features.
4. Select WebDAV Publishing, and then click OK.



Enabling WebDAV Publishing by Using IIS Manager

NOTENOTE

Step 1: Enabling WebDAV and Adding an Authoring RuleStep 1: Enabling WebDAV and Adding an Authoring Rule

 

The WebDAV extension module makes it easy to add WebDAV publishing to existing sites by providing you with a
wizard that walks you through all of the required steps.

The following procedure is performed using IIS 8.5 on Windows Server 2012 R2

In this first step, we add WebDAV publishing to the Default Web site, and add the required settings to allow the
local administrator account to edit the content.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. As shown in the image below, double-click the WebDAV Authoring Rules feature.

3. When the WebDAV Authoring Rules page is displayed, click the Enable WebDAV task in the Actions page.

file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-webdav-on-iis/_static/image17.jpg


4. Once WebDAV has been enabled, click the Add Authoring Rule task in the Actions pane.

5. When the Add Authoring Rule dialog appears:

a. Click All content to specify that the rule applies to all content types.
b. Choose Specified users and type "administrator" for the user name.
c. Select Read, Source, and Write for the permissions.
d. When you have completed these items, click OK.

Summary for enabling WebDAV authoring and adding an authoring rule

Task completed. You have enabled WebDAV authoring on an existing Web site.

To recap the items that you completed in this step, we added WebDAV publishing to the Default Web Site by:
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Step 2: Logging in to Your WebDAV SiteStep 2: Logging in to Your WebDAV Site

Enabling WebDAV for the Web site.
Adding an Authoring Rule for the local administrator account for Read, Source, and Write access.

As mentioned earlier, your default request filtering settings may block several file types from WebDAV authoring. If you do
not modify your request filtering settings, you may see various errors when you try to publish files that are blocked. For
example, if you attempt to upload or download a web.config file you will see errors in your WebDAV client. For more
information about configuring your request filtering settings, see the How to Configure WebDAV with Request Filtering
walkthrough.

In Step 1 above, you enabled WebDAV publishing for your Default Web Site and added an authoring rule for the
local administrator account for Read, Source, and Write access to your Web site's content. In this step, you log in
using your administrator account.

Ensuring that you have authorization and authentication configured

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. Double-click the Authentication feature.

3. When the Authentication feature opens, make sure that Windows Authentication is enabled. If it is not
enabled, select Windows Authentication, and click Enable in the Action menu. > [!NOTE] > You can use
Basic Authentication with WebDAV, but the WebDAV redirector will only use Basic authentication with SSL
connections.
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4. In IIS Manager, click the Default Web Site under the Sites node in the tree.
5. Double-click the Authorization Rules feature.

6. When the Authorization feature opens, make sure that an Allow rule is defined that includes the
administrator account. (For example, the default rule for IIS allowing access to All Users will include the
administrator account.)

Logging in to your WebDAV site using your administrator account

Logging into your WebDAV site requires the WebDAV Redirector. The WebDAV Redirector is used to publish
content to an existing Web site that has the WebDAV nodule installed. You must use Server Manager to install the
Desktop Experience feature before you can use the WebDAV redirector. For more information, see Using the
WebDAV Redirector.

1. On your WebDAV server, open a command prompt session.
2. Type the following command to connect to your WebDAV server:
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

net use * http://localhost/

You now have a drive mapped to your WebDAV-enabled web site using the local administrator account, and based
on the authorization rule that we added in Step 1, you have Read, Write, and Source access to the content folder.

Summary for logging into your WebDAV site

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

You verified that your Web site had sufficient authentication and authorization settings.
You logged in to your WebDAV site as the local administrator.

 

You can also add WebDAV publishing to an existing Web site by editing the IIS configuration files.

Editing your applicationHost.config file requires full administrative permissions. This is best accomplished using one of two
methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open Notepad using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above steps are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server 2008 and
later will prevent access to your applicationHost.config file. For more information about UAC, please see the following
documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The following steps will walk you through all of the required settings to add WebDAV publishing for the Default
Web Site.

1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your applicationHost.config file, which is located in your 
%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\config  folder by default.

2. Scroll to the bottom of your applicationHost.config file and locate the <location>  section for your Default
Web Site that contains your authentication settings. If this section does not exist, you must add it. This

http://localhost/
file:///T:/n3zn/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-webdav-on-iis/_static/image49.jpg
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<location path="Default Web Site">
   <system.webServer>
      <security>
         <authentication>
            <anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" />
            <basicAuthentication enabled="false" />
            <digestAuthentication enabled="false" />
            <windowsAuthentication enabled="true" />
         </authentication>
      </security>
   </system.webServer>
</location>

3. Make sure that you have Windows authentication method enabled.
4. Add a <webdav> section beneath the closing </authentication> tag that will contain your WebDAV settings.
5. Add an <authoring enabled="true" /> element to the <webdav> element
6. Add an <authoringRules> collection with a single entry for <add users="administrator" path="*"

access="Read, Write, Source" />.

<location path="Default Web Site">
   <system.webServer>
      <security>
         <authentication>
            <windowsAuthentication enabled="true" />
            <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" />
            <digestAuthentication enabled="false" />
            <basicAuthentication enabled="false" />
         </authentication>
      </security>
      <webdav>
         <authoring enabled="true" />
         <authoringRules>
            <add users="administrator" path="*"
               access="Read, Write, Source" />
         </authoringRules>
      </webdav>
   </system.webServer>
</location>

8. Save your applicationHost.config file.

should resemble the following example:

7. Your Default Web Site's settings should now resemble the following example:

You should now be able to log in to your WebDAV-enabled site using a WebDAV client using the administrator
account, but no other users should be able to access the content using WebDAV.

Summary for adding WebDAV publishing by editing the IIS configuration file

In this task, you added WebDAV publishing to your Default Web Site by editing the IIS configuration files. To recap
the items that you completed in this task:

1. You enabled Windows Authentication for the Default Web Site.
2. You enabled WebDAV for the Default Web Site.
3. You added a WebDAV authoring rule for the administrator account with Read, Write, and Source access to the

Default Web Site.
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Summary

Installing Web Deploy

Installing Web Deploy as Part of the Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting ProvidersInstalling Web Deploy as Part of the Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting Providers

by Jim van de Erve

In this walkthrough, we will show steps for installing and configuring Web Deploy on IIS 8.0 or later for
administrator or non-administrator deployments. This means the steps necessary to enable a client to use Web
Deploy to publish Web site content to the server, even if the client does not have administrator credentials for the
server.

Windows 8.0 and 8.1 do not come with the Web Management Service that is required for remote connections. For
more information, see Remote Publishing Cannot Be Set up on Windows 8.0 or 8.1.

You can install Web Deploy by using the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) or the Web Deploy MSI.

Use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install the Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting
Providers, which includes Web Deploy
Use Web PI to install Web Deploy separately (with or without its dependencies)
Use the Web Deploy installer.

When the Web Platform Installer installs the Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting Providers, it
configures the web server with the most common deployment for web hosting providers. This package makes sure
that the IIS 8.0 or later prerequisites required for Web Deploy are installed. Dependencies such as SQL Server
Management Objects and SQL Server are selected automatically for installation, and installed with the Web PI
prerequisites, such as the Web Service Management Handler. The package includes some optional components,
such as PHP and MySQL, that you can choose not to install with this bundle by clicking the X next to them.

The Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting Providers can be installed on Windows 2012 Server or
later. For information about installing on earlier versions of Windows Server with IIS 7, see Installing and
Configuring Web Deploy on IIS 7.

1. Download the Web Platform Installer.
2. Open Web PI.
3. In Web PI, click in the search bar in the upper-right hand corner, enter "Recommended" in Search, and press

Enter.
4. Select Recommended Server Configuration for Web Hosting Providers, and then click Add.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-publishing-technologies/installing-and-configuring-web-deploy-on-iis-80-or-later.md
https://twitter.com/jimvde
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx


Using the Web Platform Installer to install Web Deploy SeparatelyUsing the Web Platform Installer to install Web Deploy Separately

5. Click Install.
6. On the Prerequisites page, click I accept.
7. After the installation has completed, click Finish.

You can install Web Deploy separately with its dependencies, such as the Web Management Service (WMSvc). You
can install the following versions of Web Deploy.

Web Deploy 3.5 without bundled SQL: Installs Web Deploy alone.
Web Deploy 3.5: Web Deploy plus support for SQL database publishing
Web Deploy 3.5 for hosting servers: Web Deploy plus IIS/ASP.NET dependencies and support for SQL
database publishing. This includes dependencies to install base IIS plus Management Service (required for non-
admin publishing) and PowerShell 2.0 or later (used to do some basic non-admin publishing setup during
install).

If you install Web Deploy directly in Web PI, rather than as part of the Recommended Server Configuration for
Web Hosting Providers, the dependencies required for Web Deploy may not be installed.

Using Web PI, Web Deploy can be installed on Windows 2012 Server or later, or Windows 8.0 or later. For
information about installing on earlier versions of Windows Server or Windows with IIS 7, see Installing and
Configuring Web Deploy on IIS 7.

To install Web Deploy separately using Web PI:

1. Download the Web Platform Installer.
2. Open WebPI on your desktop.
3. Click in the search bar in the upper-right hand corner, enter "Web Deploy", and press Enter.
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4. Select the Web Deploy that you want, and then click Add.

5. On the Prerequisites page, click I accept.
6. After the installation has completed, click Finish.

You can install Web Deploy directly using the MSI installer. Using the MSI directly is generally not recommended
for the novice user, as recommended or required dependent products may need to be installed separately. The
following limitations may create issues when using the MSI instead of Web PI to install Web Deploy on servers:

The MSI will not install SQL Shared Management Objects (SMO), which is required for the SQL Server
database deployments. This component may be installed using Web PI to enable SQL Server database
deployments.
The MSI will not install the Web Management Service handler component if the Web Management Service is
not installed. The handler component is necessary for non-administrator deployments. Windows component
IIS, including Management Service, should be installed first to enable the handler component to install.
When Web Deploy is installed directly using the Web Deploy MSI, the Web Management Service will not be
configured for non-administrator deployments, unless PowerShell v2 or later is installed.

Using the Web Deploy Installer, Web Deploy can be installed on Windows 2012 Server or later, or Windows 8.0 or
later.

To install Web Deploy from the .msi file:

1. Go to the Web Deploy download page.
2. On the Web Deploy download page, move to the Download Web Deploy section, and for the language you

want, select x86 or x64.
3. Run the Web Deploy .msi, and move through the installer wizard, selecting the features that you want in the
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Configuring a Site for Delegated Non-Administrator Deployment

Remote Publishing Cannot Be Set up on Windows 8.0 or 8.1Remote Publishing Cannot Be Set up on Windows 8.0 or 8.1

Using PowerShell to configure Web Deploy for a Non-AdministratorUsing PowerShell to configure Web Deploy for a Non-Administrator

Using the IIS Manager to configure Web Deploy for a Non-AdministratorUsing the IIS Manager to configure Web Deploy for a Non-Administrator

Custom Setup page.

After installing Web Deploy, all server-level configuration is complete for non-administrator publishing; however,
additional configuration is required at a site level. This site configuration can be accomplished using PowerShell or
IIS Manager, as described below.

 

You cannot set up remote publishing using Web Deploy for a site that is hosted in IIS on Windows 8.0 or 8.1. The
reason is that the client SKUs for Windows do not come with the Web Management Service that is required for
remote connections. As a result, on Windows 8.0 or 8.1, the IIS Manager Permissions icon and the Configure Web
Deploy Publishing deployment option that are required to configure remote publishing are not available in the IIS
Manager.

When you use the Add Roles and Features wizard to install the Management Service role on Windows Server
2012 or later, the Web Management Service is installed and enabled. The IIS Manager Permissions icon is available
for a Web site in the Management area of the IIS Manager, and the Configure Web Deploy Publishing deployment
option is available in the Deploy menu for a Web site in IIS Manager. With these features, the Web Management
Service allows you to configure publishing to a Web server from a remote computer using Web Deploy.

1. Create a new site or set permissions on an existing Web site for a new or existing non-administrator user using
Web Deploy PowerShell scripts. For more information, see PowerShell Scripts for Automating Web Deploy
Setup and Web Deploy PowerShell Cmdlets.

The following steps configure publishing on an existing site for an existing user using the IIS Manager UI.

1. Start IIS Manager (open Server Manager, click Tools, and then open IIS Manager.
2. Expand the Sites node and click a site.
3. In the Management area of the site's home pane, double-click IIS Manager Permissions. 
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4. In the Actions pane, click Allow User. 

5. In the Allow User… dialog box, with Windows selected, click Select.
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6. In the Select User or Group dialog box, in Enter the object name to select, enter the name of a non-
administrator Windows user who will have publishing permissions to the site, with domain. Click Check
Names, and then after the name has been verified, click OK.

7. In the Allow User… dialog box, click OK.
8. Verify that the name with domain is entered in the IIS Manager Permissions pane.
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10. Click the down arrow for Select a user to give publishing permissions, and select the user that you entered

9. Right-click the site that you are configuring, point to Deploy, and then click Configure Web Deploy
Publishing.... The following UI will appear:

Note: If the Deploy command is not shown in the menu for a site, close and then reopen IIS Manager.
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Install and Configure Web Deploy for Administrator deploymentsInstall and Configure Web Deploy for Administrator deployments
Requirements:Requirements:

for IIS Manager Permissions.
11. Click Setup.

The following log lines will appear:

Publish enabled for 'NonAdminUser'
Granted 'NonAdminUser' full control on C:\inetpub\wwwroot\test

Successfully created settings file C:\Users\janedoe\Desktop\CONTOSO\_johndoe\_Default Web Site.PublishSettings

The non-administrator Windows user (NonAdminUser) may now publish to the site.

Install Web Deploy using one of the procedures described above.
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Troubleshooting Common Issues:Troubleshooting Common Issues:
If you are upgrading an existing installation of Web Deploy, make sure to restart the handler and agent services
by running the following commands at an administrative command prompt:
net stop msdepsvc & net start msdepsvc
net stop wmsvc & net start wmsvc
Make sure your firewall allows connections to the service you are using. By default, the Web Deployment Agent
Service (MsDepSvc) listens on port 80, and the Web Management Service (WmSvc, also called the "handler")
listens on port 8172 by default.
You must run MsDepSvc by using the built-in Administrator account, or from a domain account that has been
added to the Administrators group. A local administrator which is not the built-in account will not work with
MsDepSvc.
Check to see if .NET 4.0 has not been registered with IIS:

Symptoms: .NET 4.0 is installed, but there are no .NET 4.0 application pools or handler mappings in IIS. You
cannot browse to applications that use .NET 4.0 (for example, applications based on WebMatrix's site
template applications) after you publish them.

Cause: Your machine had .NET 4.0 installed on it before IIS was installed.

Solution: Run the following command to register .NET 4.0 with IIS: 
%systemdrive%\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\aspnet_regiis.exe -iru
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Installing and Starting the Web PI

Customizing the Web PI

by Crystal Hoyer

The Microsoft Web Platform Installer (Web PI) is a free tool that makes it simple to download and install the latest
components of the Microsoft Web Platform, including the IIS, SQL Server Express, .NET Framework, and Visual
Web Developer. To help you stay up-to-date with product releases, the Web Platform Installer tool always installs
the latest version of Web Platform components as well as new additions to the Microsoft Web Platform.

The software offered through Web PI is free to download, and can be installed on a computer that is running
Windows XP SP2+, Windows Vista, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7, Windows Server 2003 SP1+, Windows
Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2.

To get started, you need to download and install the Web Platform Installer. To install the Web PI, select one of the
following options:

1. Visit the newly designed Web PI download site.
2. View the following terms and then click Install Now.

By clicking Install Now and by using the Web PI, you agree to the terms of use for the Microsoft Web
Platform Installer. The Web PI will contact Microsoft over the Internet to retrieve product information.

Install Now

When the installation is completed, to start the Web PI, in the Windows Start menu, click All Programs,
and then click Microsoft Web Platform Installer.

By default, the Web PI displays the following tabs: What's New, Web Platform, and Web Applications. You can
also use the Web PI to install Developer Tools and components of the Media Platform, such as IIS Media Services
and Application Request Routing. To display the Media Platform and Developer Tools tabs, click Options,
displayed in the lower left corner of the Web PI interface.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/web-platform-installer/web-platform-installer-20-walkthrough.md
https://github.com/crystalhoyer
https://www.microsoft.com/web/channel/products/WebPlatformInstaller.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9546162
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9588072


Selecting the applications you want to install

What's New tabWhat's New tab

The Change Options dialog box is displayed.

Select the check box for the Media and/or Developer Tools to display those tabs in the Web PI interface, and
then click OK. The tabs are then displayed when the Web PI interface refreshes.

You can also specify the language you want displayed in the Web PI and configure settings for the Installer cache.

Select the tab that describes the type of products you want to install.

Products listed on the What's New tab include products that have been released in the last few months.
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Web Platform tabWeb Platform tab
The Web Platform tab includes the products and components that comprise the Microsoft Web Platform. The
Web PI automates the discovery and installation of the Microsoft Web Platform components, which includes the
Web Server, Frameworks and Runtimes, Database, and Tools sections. In version 2.0, the Microsoft Web Platform
also installs PHP version 5.2.9-2, by using the publically available Windows installer for PHP.

A green checkmark next to a category indicates that all the recommended products for that category are already
installed on your computer. To select specific products or components for a category, click Customize.
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Web Applications tabWeb Applications tab

Media Platform tabMedia Platform tab

Click Back to the Web Platform after you select the applications you want to install.

The Web Applications tab includes popular community ASP.Net and PHP applications.

You can change the sort order of the applications by using the buttons displayed at the top of the page.

Click A to Z to sort alphabetically by application name.

Click Most Popular to display the most downloaded applications at the top of the list.

Click Highest Rating to display the applications with the highest average user rating first.

Click on a tab to display only the applications in that category. You can sort applications within each category as
well.
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Developer Tools tabDeveloper Tools tab

Confirm your selections and accept the license agreement

The Media Platform tab displays IIS Media Services and related components.

The Developer Tools tab displays tools for developing Web applications, including Visual Studio tools and a trial
version of the latest release of Microsoft Expression Studio.

After you select the products and applications you want, click Install. The Web Platform Installation page
displays the products you selected as well as any required dependencies. When you select a product or application,
the Web PI automatically adds the dependencies for those products to the list of products to install.
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Finishing the installation

If you do not agree with the license terms, click I Decline to cancel the installation.

Click I Accept to agree with the license terms for each selected product or application and begin the installation.

Most of the products that are offered in the Web PI do not require any further input from you and will seamlessly
download and install. However, if a product requires input, a dialog box is displayed and you must then enter the
information for that product's installation. For example, some applications ask for an application name and a Web
site name as part of the installation process.

When the Web PI completes the installation of the products that you selected, a page is displayed that indicates the
status of the installation. If any products did not successfully install, an indication of the cause for the error is
displayed, as well as a link to get more information.

After you have reviewed the information, click Finish to close the Web PI.

Congratulations, you have now successfully downloaded and installed the Microsoft Web Platform through the
Web PI. Run the tool again to see what new products have been added as we will continually add new products as
they are released.
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Where to get more information
To learn more about the Microsoft Web Platform, visit the Microsoft Web Platform page.

To learn more about the Microsoft Web Platform Installer, visit the Web Platform Installer page on IIS.net.

To learn more about the Web PI schema, see the Web Platform Installer Schema Reference.

To view the Web PI API documentation, see the Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller Namespace article on MSDN.

For troubleshooting information, including a list of known issues with the Web PI, see Troubleshooting Problems
with Web Platform Installer 2.0 on IIS.net.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee506569(WS.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.aspx
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Introduction

Web PI for Hosters

Web PI for Web Hosting Customers

by Chris Sfanos

The Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI) makes it easy for you to download, install, and keep up to date on
the latest software components of the Microsoft® Web Platform for development and application hosting on the
Windows® operating system. Web PI does the work of comparing the newest available components across the
Microsoft Web Platform against what is already installed on your computer; you can see what is new and what
you haven't yet installed. You can use Web PI to learn more about different components and install one or more
components in a chained installation, with Web PI handling reboots and logging failures where applicable. The
currently available software components include Microsoft WebMatrix, Internet Information Services (IIS), the
latest versions of PHP 5.2 and PHP 5.3, Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 R2 Express, the Microsoft®.NET
Framework, and Microsoft® Visual Web Developer 2010 Express Edition with Service Pack 1.

Web PI also provides an interface to the Windows Web App Gallery, a community-driven hub of the most popular
open-source and community Web applications that run on Windows. Accessible from anywhere through the
Microsoft Web Platform site, the Windows Web App Gallery provides a streamlined way for users to explore,
discover, and install Microsoft® ASP.NET, PHP, and other types of Web applications for the Windows operating
system, providing Web developers with access to millions of Web users worldwide. The Windows Web App
Gallery lets developers submit their own applications for inclusion; once accepted, a Web application can appear in
Web PI for anyone to download.

System requirements for Web PI include an Internet connection and one of the following supported operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2008 R2 or Windows Server® 2008
Windows Server® 2003 Service Pack 2 (SP2)
Windows Vista® Service Pack 2 (SP2)
Windows® XP Service Pack 3 (SP3)
Windows® 7

Web PI can help in the following scenarios:

Building reference machines used for the creation of images for dedicated or virtual dedicated offerings.
Building the Web Server reference machine for a shared hosting environment.
Updating existing machines with the latest components.
Deploying an internal development or testing environment.
Referring customers to use Web PI to setup their own dedicated machines or local environments for
development and testing before deploying to hosted environments.

Web PI can help in the following scenarios:

Deploying a development environment with the entire Web Platform stack of components. Includes the latest

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/web-platform-installer/using-the-microsoft-web-platform-installer.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/


Install the Web Platform
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Web, database, and development tools and technologies.
Updating the development environment with the latest components.

Web PI automates the discovery and installation of the Microsoft Web Platform, which includes the Web Server,
Frameworks and Runtimes, Database, and Tools sections. In version 3.0, the Microsoft Web Platform also installs
the latest 5.2 and 5.3 versions of PHP.

Download Web PI. WebPI starts up on the "Spotlight" tab, where we highlight products and applications that we
think will be the most interesting for our users

WebPI seperates the components you can install into two main categories: Products and Applications. In the
Products tab, you will find all the components you need to build and maintain your web sites. The Applications tab
is home to our wide collection of open-source applications that you can use as a great starting place for
developing your sites

The "Products" tab shows the four main components: Server, Frameworks, Database and Tools.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/Downloads/platform.aspx
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ServerServer
The Internet Information Services (IIS) Web server ships in the Windows client and server operating systems,
providing a secure, easy-to-manage Web platform for reliably hosting rich Web applications and Web services.

As of the IIS 7.0 release (which shipped in Windows Server 2008), IIS began using its new extensible architecture
to release free Web extensions, such as the Web Deployment Tool and Database Manager. Microsoft fully
supports these extensions for the lifetime of the operating system and also has plans of localizing the extensions
for international customers.

WebPI currently installs the latest IIS release (version 7.5, which shipped with Windows Server 2008 R2).

Also included in WebPI is IIS Express 7.5, the lightweight self-contained version optimized for developers. IIS
Express makes it easy to use the most current version of IIS to develop and test websites. It has all the core
capabilities of IIS 7.5 as well as additional features designed to ease website development including:

It doesn't run as a service or require administrator user rights to perform most tasks
IIS Express works well with ASP.NET and PHP applications
Multiple users of IIS Express can work independently on the same computer

Web PI simplifies the discovery and installation of Web server components by:

Automatically configuring the IIS Web server components that ship in Windows. On Windows 7 and
Windows Vista, the Web server components are "Optional Windows Components." Optional Windows
components are part of the Windows installation but are not activated until the user explicitly goes through the
process of activating the IIS Windows feature. Likewise, with Windows Server® 2003 and Windows Server
2008, a systems administrator uses Server Manager to install the Web Server role (which installs IIS). With
Web PI, setting up the Windows components involves selecting a single product entry
Automatically "discovering" IIS Extensions that ship on the Web.
The IIS team ships extensions that expand the management and runtime capabilities of the IIS Web server and
applications hosted on IIS. Users can select from the IIS Web extensions that appear alongside the IIS
components that ship in Windows. This integration makes it easy to find and install the Web extensions that the
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IIS product team delivers on a quarterly basis.

To see all the IIS components available for installation, just search for IIS or to install the recommended set, search
for and install the IIS 7 Recommended Configuration

You can learn more about the IIS extension by double-clicking the extension name. For example, on the details
page for an IIS component, you can learn more about what the extension does before installing it, and there are
links to even more detailed descriptions.
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FrameworksFrameworks
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DatabaseDatabase

The Frameworks section provides developers with programming frameworks for application development.

Web Pl 3.0 currently installs the latest community PHP 5.2.and 5.3 from the community PHP download page. Web
PI installs PHP along with the following optional PHP components:

MySQL Extension
MySQL Improved Extension
SQL Server Improved Extension
Image Processing and GD
Gettext extension
Client URL Library
Exchangeable Image Information
XML-RPC
OpenSSL

Web PI also installs ASP.NET MVC 3.0. ASP.NET is a powerful framework for building dynamic Web applications.
As a programming framework, ASP.NET is adaptable to a wide variety of projects and development styles.
ASP.NET is part of the .NET Framework, and when coding ASP.NET applications developers have access to the
entire .NET Framework. The Model View Controller (MVC) extension enables users to build MVC applications by
using the ASP.NET framework.

The Database section includes the SQL Server tools for application development and management.

SQL Server 2008 R2 is a complete database engine providing ease of use and manageability for running high-
performance Web applications. You can select SQL Server 2008 Express SP1 for a flexible runtime environment
for database programming.

http://us3.php.net/mysql
http://us3.php.net/mysqli
http://us3.php.net/mysqli
http://us3.php.net/gd
http://us3.php.net/gettext
http://us3.php.net/curl
http://us3.php.net/exif
http://us3.php.net/xmlrpc
http://us3.php.net/openssl
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ToolsTools

SQL Server 2008 R2 Management Studio Express gives developers tools to more easily manage databases in
development, staging, or production environments—you can use this option if the SQL Server Express runtime
itself is already installed to simplify the management of databases.

The SQL Server 2008 R2 Management Objects gets pulled in as a dependency for some extensions and/or
applications. (Typically, a user will not install this option.)

Web PI includes the Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Driver v 2.0 for PHP, which enables reliable, scalable
integration with SQL Server for PHP applications deployed on the Windows platform. The extension allows the
reading and writing of data from within PHP scripts and provides a procedural interface for accessing data in all
editions of SQL Server 2008 (including Express). The extension also supports the use of PHP streams to read and
write large objects. Information, including the source code, is available on CodePlex.

The Tools section provides developer tools to build Web applications for the Microsoft Web Platform.

Visual Web Developer Express is a free Microsoft® Visual Studio® Web development environment for building
and testing next-generation, standards-based Web applications and services. With full support for Web standards,
JavaScript, and ASP.NET, Visual Web Developer Express enables developers to quickly build out new applications.

The Microsoft® Silverlight™ 4 Tools for Visual Studio provide a development environment for Microsoft®
Silverlight™ programmers. The Silverlight Tools are free add-ons to the free download version of Visual Web
Developer Express or the full version of Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2010 SP1.

http://www.codeplex.com/SQL2K5PHP
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Install Applications from the Microsoft Web Application Gallery
The Web Platform Installer 3.0 simplifies discovery and deployment of ASP.NET and PHP applications in the
Windows Web App Gallery.

To learn more about the Web Application Gallery, see Introducing the Windows Web Application Gallery.

When an application is added to the Windows Web Application Gallery, the application integrates into an Atom
feed which Web PI consumes; every time a user opens the Web Applications tab, the user sees the latest
applications in the Web Application Gallery.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
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Best Practices for Using Web PI

By default, you see the full list of applications in the Windows Web Application Gallery. You can also browse by
category to discover applications. These applications are free of charge (although the application provider can
offer premium paid support) and follow the Windows Web Application Gallery Principles for running well on
Windows.

When you select an application, Web PI automatically installs the prerequisite Windows components and other
components (such as PHP) to run the application. The list of required Web Platform dependencies for WordPress
is displayed for you before installation. In this example, Wordpress is being installed on a Windows 7 machine. By
default, WebPI will bring along Microsoft WebMatrix, a free, solid and reliable platform for customizing popular
web applications

The prerequisite information comes from the application developer. As part of the application submission process,
the application provider gives Microsoft information such as a prerequisite environment and a URL to the
Microsoft Web Deployment–enabled package. Web PI uses that information to make sure that the environment is
set up properly to run the application on Windows, using the application package that is publicly available for
download on the application community site.

For more developer information on Web Application Gallery, see the Windows Web App Gallery Developer site.

Follow these best practices to prevent errors or installation issues when using the Web PI.

Close all programs and restart your computer.
The Web PI functions by running the setup for the selected applications one after the other, as in a chain. These
setup programs are run "silently," meaning they run without displaying a user interface. In some cases, setup
programs will block an installation if certain applications are running. For this reason, all applications should be
closed or stopped. A simple way to do this is to restart your computer. If an application is configured to start when
Windows starts, you will need to close it manually.

Sometimes the Web PI encounters a problem due to a pending restart. Certain operations require a restart (for

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/developer.aspx


Troubleshooting and Finding Help

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

example, if system dynamic-link libraries (DLLs) are replaced by a system update or hotfix installation). Setup
programs can, and do, block the installation when a restart is pending.

Keep Windows up to date.
Make sure your operating system and the any applications or components that are already installed have been
updated. Software that is out of date may cause issues for which the Web PI has not been tested.

Uninstall pre-release applications and components.
Beta versions can create difficulty for installers because they use many of the same resources as the released
version. For this reason, many setup programs block the installation of an application if a pre-released version is
detected on the computer.

Avoid using the computer when installing Web PI.
Modifying the state of the machine while an installation is in progress can cause the installation to fail. For
example, when a setup program starts it determines whether there is enough hard disk space available to install
the application. Running applications or performing other tasks during the installation may cause the hard disk to
have less space available and cause the installation to fail.

If you have an issue using the Web Platform Installer, visit the Web Platform Installer forum for free, best-effort
support by the product team, or review Troubleshoot Microsoft Web Platform Installer Issues.

Note that because Web PI brings together community applications, Microsoft Web Platform components, and
PHP, issues may occur at:

Web PI level—usually based on proxies, since Web PI depends on accessing public URLs.
Application package level—usually based on Web Deployment integration for application packaging.
Application functionality—questions about how applications work are redirected by Microsoft to the
community forums for that application.

You can also refer to Windows Web Application Gallery: Known Issues.

This article updates:Web Platform Installer 2.0 Walkthroughby the IIS Team, published on September 28, 2009.

Web Platform Installer Resources.
Videocast: Simplified Application Deployment on the Microsoft Web Platform.
Real World IIS: Staying Current with the Latest Microsoft Web Platform with Web Platform Installer
(videocast).
Microsoft Web Platform.
Windows Web Application Gallery Principles.
Web Platform Installer.
Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller Namespace.

https://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/05/02/real-world-iis-staying-current-with-the-latest-microsoft-web-platform-with-web-platform-installer-videocast.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/platform/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee506569(WS.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.aspx
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Users

Developers

by Chris Sfanos

Welcome to Web Platform Installer Resources! This article provides a list of resources to help you find answers
and help when using the Web Platform Installer.

To learn more about the Web Platform Installer, see Introducing the Web Platform Installer.
If you want to find out more about the Web Application Gallery, see Introducing the Web Application Gallery.
You can also visit the Web Application Gallery forum for free, best effort support.
If you are looking for help with installing the Web Platform or applications using Web Platform Installer 3.0,
visit the IIS.NET Web Platform Installer forum for free, best effort support. You can also review the Known
Issues with Web Application Gallery or see Troubleshooting Problems with Web Platform Installer 3.0.
If you want to learn how to set up MySQL to work with applications installed by Web Platform Installer 3.0, see
the step-by-step walkthrough of Installing MySQL 5.1.

If you want to learn more about optimizing PHP applications on IIS, see Running PHP Applications on IIS.
If you want to learn more about optimizing ASP.NET applications on IIS, see Running ASP.NET Applications.
You can also start from the ASP.NET Technical Resources article.
If you want to learn more about Web Application Gallery integration, see the Web Application Gallery
Developer site to get started.
If you want to learn about extending control panels and other hosts with the Web Application Gallery, see
Integrating the Web Application Gallery.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/web-platform-installer/web-platform-installer-resources.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://forums.iis.net/1159.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/index
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/developer.aspx
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WebPI Command line

Downloading WebPI

Setting up WebPICMD.exe

Using WebPICMD.exe

/List mode/List mode

by Chris Sfanos

The Web Platform Installer v5 (WebPI) command line tool is now available as part of the WebPI MSI! We've added
a bunch of new features and fix several issues, and now it's ready for it's full release

For those of you who aren't familiar with WebPI, it's a great little tool for deploying your favorite open-source web
applications (from the Web App Gallery) and all the necessary platform components required to get you up and
running quickly and seamlessly. Over the years, we've heard a lot of feedback from the community about fully
supporting a command line version of the tool - users want to script installs and automate deployment of servers.

You can download WebPI v5 RTW (and the included WebPICMD.exe) from the links below:

By downloading and using the Web Platform Installer (WebPI), you agree to the license terms and
privacy statement for WebPI. This installer will contact Microsoft over the Internet to retrieve product
information. Some of the Microsoft software obtained through WebPI may use Microsoft's Customer
Experience Improvement Program (CEIP). To view which software uses CEIP, see here

WebPI v5 x86: https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-
496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi

WebPI v4 x64: https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-
496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi

Just run the installer and that's it - you'll find WebPICMD.exe in the 
%programfiles%\microsoft\web platform installer  directory

WebPICMD.exe has three main modes of operation that you can use - you specify the mode with the first switch
on the command line.

The three modes are:

1. /List: Used to display the list of products available, installed and return information about the various XML feeds
2. /Install: Used to install products or applications to your machine
3. /Offline [NEW!] Creates an offline cached copy of a specified set of products and applications so you can install

while offline

Let's walk through each mode and describe the command line options in more detail and give a few examples to
help you get started!

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/web-platform-installer/web-platform-installer-v4-command-line-webpicmdexe-rtw-release.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=251729
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=251732
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=262873
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi
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/Install mode/Install mode

Installing ProductsInstalling Products

NOTENOTE

Installing ApplicationsInstalling Applications

O p t i o n a l  P a r a m e t e r s  fo r  / In s t a l lO p t i o n a l  P a r a m e t e r s  fo r  / In s t a l l

Here's the full set of list mode parameters:

/List /ListOption:[All | Available | Feeds | Installed | Languages]

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /List /ListOption:All

This returns the list of installed products as well as the list of available products and applications for your machine

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /List /ListOption:Feeds

This returns the 5 feeds that WebPI is currently loading and the URL where the live

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /List /ListOption:Languages

This returns the the list of languages and their associated language IDs

Install mode is just that - it allows you to select a set of products and/or an application that you want to install. This
is great if you need to configure a set of machines with the same set of products - WebPICMD.exe will handle only
installing the items that you need and you don't have to run the UX each time!

Here's how installing Products works - you just specify the /Products switch and then a comma delimited set of
product IDs (not sure which ID to use? Use the /List /ListOption:Available to see all the available products for
your machine

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Products:MVC3,WebMatrix

In the above example, we are installing MVC3 and WebMatrix. WebPICMD.exe will calculate all the required
dependencies for both products and install all of them in advance of installing MVC3 and WebMatrix. It's that easy!

If you are scripting this out in PowerShell, you'll need to put quotes (" ") around the productIDs (so in the example above, it
would look like:

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Products:"MVC3,WebMatrix"

Here's the full set of install mode parameters:

Required

/Install /Application:<ID or Title>

Here's how installing Applications works - you just specify the /Application switch and then product ID (or title) of
the application.

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Application:DotNetNuke

This example installs DotNetNuke - the install will be required to answer all the application parameters inputs
during the installation process

The /Install mode has several optional parameters for automating the installation

/XML:<FilePath> Absolute path or URL for the XML feed - this overrides the main WebProductList.xml feed

/Feeds:<Custom Feed URI> Comma separated list of custom XML feeds that you want to load in addition to the
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main WebPI feeds

/Language:<languageID> Language of installers to be used.

/Log:<LogPath> Path to log the results of your installation

/SQLPassword:<password> When installing SQL Express, allows you to pass the desired SA password to set

/MySQLPassword:<password> When installing MySQL, allows you to pass the desired root password to set

/SuppressReboot Suppress any required reboots - the user will need to reboot manually

/ForceReboot Reboot automatically without prompting the user

/AcceptEULA Suppress I Accept/I Decline. Using this switch is the same as accepting ALL EULAs

/IISExpress Install applications to IIS Express (WebMatrix) - default is to always install to IIS

@[Paramfile.app] Per application answer file

Now let's take a look at a few more examples of /Install using some of the optional parameters

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Products:SQLExpress /SQLPassword:ILoveaGoodPassword!

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Products:WebMatrix /AcceptEula /Language:ru

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Install /Application:DotNetNuke /IISExpress

Offline mode is a brand new feature (so treat it gently) that provides the ability to create an offline cache of
products or applications and automatically updated XML feeds to refer to the newly downloaded versions (instead
of the live versions). We also download icons so the experience offline is seamless for the user

Here's how the offline mode works in a nutshell:

1. Run WebPICMD.exe and specify the products you want to make available offline
2. WebPICMD.exe calculates ALL the possible dependencies (independent of what is installed on your machine

today) and builds a complete install plan
3. WebPICMD.exe then downloads all the installers as well as the WebPI XML feeds and stores them locally
4. Finally, WebPICMD.exe parses the newly downloaded feeds and: 1) removes all the products not currently

available offline and 2) replaces the URLs of the offline products with the new local URI

I'll cover the available options in the current release and then discuss at set of known issues/improvements we'd
like to make going forward :-)

Here's the full set of offline mode parameters:

Required

/Offline /Products:[All | productID] /Path:<offline-directory-location]

(you can also do a comma delimited list of products)

A word of warning about the "All" option: It does what it says - it will create an offline cache with everything in
the WebPI feed. That's a lot of stuff. And it's probably going to take a long while. Use it with great care.

Now let's see it in action:

Ex: > WebPICMD.exe /Offline /Products:WebMatrix,SQLExpress /Path:c:\OfflineCache
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Enabling WebPI (UX) to use a custom "main" feedEnabling WebPI (UX) to use a custom "main" feed

The above will create an offline cache at c:\offlineCache  that contains WebMatrix and all it's possible
dependencies!

The /Offline mode has several optional parameters

/XML:<FilePath> Absolute path or URL for the XML feed - this overrides the main WebProductList.xml feed

/Feeds:<custom feed URI> List of URIs to load in addition to the main WebPI feed for creating offline cache with
your own products

/Language:<languageId> Languages you want to download (default: English only)

/Url:<url path> Substitute a URL path (instead of a file path) when creating the updated install locations in the feed

Now let's take a look at a few more examples of /Offline using some of the optional parameters

Ex: >WebPICMD.exe /Offline /Products:WebMatrix,MVC3 /Path:\testserver\public

In the above example, we created our offline cache on a public server that we can share out with other users

Ex: 
> WebPICMD.exe /Offline /Products:SQLExpress,MyCompanyProduct /Feeds:c:\myproductfeed.xml
/Path:c:\MyOfflineCache

Now I can add my own products to the cache for use offline

The offline cache sets up a directory structure as described below that contains everything you need to take your
installation offline, including a copy of WebPICMD.exe itself. I'll describe the directories, what's inside them and talk
a little bit more about how you might want to use it

/Offline creates four directories when setting up an offline cache:

/bin Contains WebPICMD.exe and the Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.dll

/feeds Contains the modified feeds (shadow-<originalfeedname>.xml) as well as a subdirectory of original feeds

/installers Contains subdirectories for each installer that is part of the offline cache

/resources Contains the /icons and associated subdirectories for each product and their WebPI icon

One of the key features we wanted to enable for the Offline cache was the ability to put your cache "on a stick" and
pass it around to your friends or coworkers. That's why we have the /bin directory and more importantly, why we
introduced the concept of "relativeURLs" in the feed. If you open the modified XML file and find the first product
entry, you'll see an <installerURL> element that contains the full path to the offline cached version of the installer.
But you'll also notice the new <relativeInstallerURL> attribute - this new attribute is a relative path to the installer
based on the known directory structure.

What does that mean? If you copy the full directory structure (let's say it was on c:) to a USB key and hand it over
to a friend and they fire it up, the full path won't be valid anymore (their USB key will be g: or some other drive).
But the relativeURL doesn't care - it works off the relative paths and installs will still work. So your friend can use it
with WebPICMD.exe!

One of the great opportunities for the offline cache is to point the WebPI UX version to the new feed and offer it to
users who do not have internet access. These users will only see the products available offline and can have a
complete and seamless experience. To enable this, please do the following:

1. Click the Options link in the WebPI UX
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2. Browse/enter the full path to the offline feed in the Primary Feed (not Custom Feed) box
3. Click OK - that's it!

This is the first preview release of the new /Offline cache support and therefore it's not feature complete - below
are a list of some features we are considering. We'd like to hear from you though - are these features important?
What other features should be add?

What do you think? Our friends on the WebMatrix team are sharing their UserVoice site to help us collect feedback
- you can access that site here: http://webmatrix.uservoice.com/forums/128313-webmatrix-suggestions

If you've made it this far - thanks! We hope you find WebPICMD.exe useful - we are excited about the new features
and look forward to delivering upcoming versions with the help of your feedback!

Thanks

WebPICMD.exe Team

http://webmatrix.uservoice.com/forums/128313-webmatrix-suggestions
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by Chris Sfanos

WebPI Direct Download Links

In some cases, it may be helpful to be able to download the Web Platform Installer directly vs using the launcher to
get started. Below are the links for the current version (WebPI 5.0) and the previous version (WebPI 4.6)

WebPI 5.0

x86: https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-
496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi

x64: https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-
496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi

WebPI 4.6

x86: https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/0/4/704CEB4C-9F42-4962-A2B0-
5C84B0682C7A/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi

x64: https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/0/4/704CEB4C-9F42-4962-A2B0-
5C84B0682C7A/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/web-platform-installer/web-platform-installer-direct-downloads.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/C/F/F/CFF3A0B8-99D4-41A2-AE1A-496C08BEB904/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/0/4/704CEB4C-9F42-4962-A2B0-5C84B0682C7A/WebPlatformInstaller_x86_en-US.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/0/4/704CEB4C-9F42-4962-A2B0-5C84B0682C7A/WebPlatformInstaller_amd64_en-US.msi
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Introduction

New in IIS 8.5

Before You Begin

by IIS Team

This document describes how to install Internet Information Services (IIS) 8.5 on Windows Server® 2012 R2. IIS
is the Web server role in Windows Server 2012 R2. The Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system has all the IIS
features needed to support the hosting of Web content in production environments. Windows 8 also includes IIS
features, but feature availability depends on the operating system version.

Note: You can use the procedures in this document to install IIS 8.0 or IIS 8.5.

The Web server has a modular design that enables you to customize a server by adding or removing modules to
meet your specific needs. The Install IIS 8.5 on Windows Server 2012 R2 section describes how to install
modules, and the Modules in IIS 8.5 section below describes the functionality that each module provides and
which modules are installed by default.

IIS 8.5 includes several new features not found in IIS 8.0 or lower:

Enhanced logging. An administrator can enable the logging of additional custom fields from request or
response headers, or from server variables.
Logging to event tracing for Windows. An administrator can enable the sending of logging information to
Event Tracing for Windows (ETW).
Dynamic Website activation. If there are a large number of configured sites (100 or greater, by default), the
service will not activate any of the sites when the service is started.
Idle Worker Process Page-Out. An administrator can enable an idle worker process to be suspended rather than
terminated.

For more information on these features, see What's New in IIS 8.5.

For information on new features in IIS 8.0, see What's New in IIS 8.0.

Ensure that you have administrative user rights on the computer on which you plan to install IIS 8.5. Note that by
default, you do not have administrative user rights if you are logged on as a user other than as the built-in
administrator, even if you were added to the local Administrators group on the computer.

Log on either to the built-in administrator account, or explicitly invoke applications as the built-in administrator by
using the runas command-line tool.

Note: You can run runas /user:administrator cmd.exe so that every application you run from that command line
will be elevated, eliminating the need to use the runas syntax from that command line.

If you are logged on to an account other than the built-in local administrator account, you may see the following
security alert dialog box.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/install/installing-iis-85/installing-iis-85-on-windows-server-2012-r2.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/get-started/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/get-started/whats-new-in-iis-8/index


Install IIS 8.5 on Windows Server 2012 R2

Install I IS 8.5 using the Server ManagerInstall I IS 8.5 using the Server Manager

Install IIS 8.5 for the first time in the Server ManagerInstall IIS 8.5 for the first time in the Server Manager

 

IIS is one of the server roles on Windows Server 2012 R2, named Web Server (IIS). You can use the following to
install IIS:

The Server Manager user interface in Windows Server 2012 R2
A command-line installation using DISM (Deployment Image Servicing and Management)
A command-line installation using PowerShell cmdlets

Note: IIS can also be installed on Windows 8 through the Turn Windows features on or off dialog box from the
Programs and Features settings of the Control Panel.

Server Manager provides a single dashboard to install or uninstall server roles, role services, and features. Server
Manager also gives an overview of all currently installed roles and features.

When you install IIS 8.5 using the Windows Server 2012 R2 Server Manager, the steps you perform are different
when you install IIS for the first time, as opposed to when you add roles, services, or features to an existing IIS
installation. The two procedures are provided below. Different procedures are also used to add and remove roles,
role services, and features. You cannot add and remove from the same UI

For more information on how to run the installation wizards in Server Manager, see Install or Uninstall Roles, Role
Services, or Features.

  

When the Web Server (UI) role is chosen for the first time in the Add Roles and Features Wizard in Server
Manager, the basic components and services needed for IIS are automatically selected. The following procedure
will install Internet Information Services on a running physical server when IIS has not already been installed. To
change an existing installation of IIS, perform the next procedure, Install additional role services for IIS. These two
procedures involve different steps.

1. Open Server Manager by clicking the Server Manager icon on the desktop.

3. On the Before You Begin page, click Next.

2. In the Server Manager window, with the Dashboard and Quick Start selected, click Add roles and
features, or click the Manage menu, and then click Add Roles and Features. The Add Roles and Features
Wizard will start with a Before You Begin page. The wizard asks for verification of the following:

The administrator account has a strong password.
The network settings, such as IP addresses, are configured.
The most current security updates from Windows® Update are installed.

4. On the Installation Type page, select Role-based or feature-based installation to configure a single
server. Click Next.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831809.aspx


5. On the Server Selection page, select Select a server from the server pool, and then select a server ; or
select Select a virtual hard disk server, select a server to mount the VHD on, and then select a VHD file.
Click Next.

Note: To connect to the virtual hard disk, the virtual machine must be turned off and disconnected. If you
select a VHD file from a network share, that share must grant Read and Write permissions to the computer
(local system) account of the server that you selected to mount the VHD (user-only account access is not
sufficient).

Note: Servers in a server pool will be available only if they have been added by the Add other servers to
manage command in Server Manager.



6. On the Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS).

7. In the Add Roles and Features wizard, click Add Features if you want to install the IIS Management
Console. If you do not want to install the Management Console, uncheck Include management tools (if
applicable), and then click Continue.



10. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.

8. On the Server Roles page, click Next.

Note: The features required for the default role services of Management Tools and IIS Management
Console will be preselected in the Features page.

9. On the Features page, select any features that you would like to install, and then click Next. Note that you
do not need to select any features on this page to install IIS. IIS setup will select the features that are
required.

11. On the Role Services page, select any additional role services that you want to install.



12. If you selected a role service that requires other role services or features to be installed, a page will be opened
indicating the role services or features to be installed. Leave Include management tools (if applicable)
selected to select the install management tools associated with the server role. You may not need the
management tools on the destination server if you plan to manage the role remotely. Click Add Features to
add the required role services or features.

13. After you have added the role services that you need on the Role Services page, click Next.

Note: When you install IIS for the first time by selecting Web Server (IIS), you will get at least the default
installation that includes a minimum set of role services. You can see at this point that those default services
are preselected on the Server Roles page. For a list of the server roles available, and which roles are
installed by default, see Modules in IIS 8.5. You will have the chance to select more role services later in
this procedure.

Note: You can also deselect role services that were selected by default when you selected Web Server.
However, at least one role service must be selected for Web Server to be selected and installed.

14. On the Confirmation page, verify the role services and features that are selected. Select Restart the
destination server automatically if required to restart the destination server if the settings need to take
immediate effect. To save the configuration information to an XML-based file that you can use for
unattended installations with Windows PowerShell, select Export configuration settings, move to the
appropriate path in the Save As dialog box, enter a file name, and then click Save.

When you are ready to start the installation process on the Confirmation page, click Install.



15. The Installation Progress page is displayed. You can close the wizard without interrupting running tasks.
You can view task progress or open the page again by clicking Notifications in the notification area, and
then clicking Task Details.

16. On the Results page, verify that the installation succeeds, and then click Close.
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17. Confirm that the Web server works by opening a Web browser, and verifying that the following default Web
page is displayed when you use the http://localhost address.

After you have installed the Web Server role on a running physical server for the first time, you can run through
the installation process again to install additional roles, role services, and features.

1. Open Server Manager by clicking the Server Manager icon on the desktop.
2. In the Server Manager window, with the Dashboard and Quick Start selected, click Add roles and

http://localhost


3. On the Before You Begin page, click Next.

features, or click the Manage menu, and then click Add Roles and Features. The Add Roles and Features
wizard will start with a Before You Begin page. The wizard asks for verification of the following:

The administrator account has a strong password.
The network settings, such as IP addresses, are configured.
The most current security updates from Windows® Update are installed.

4. On the Installation Type page, select Role-based or feature-based installation to configure a single
server. Click Next.

5. On the Server Selection page, select Select a server from the server pool, and then select a server ; or
select Select a virtual hard disk server, select the server to mount the VHD on, and then select the VHD
file. Click Next.

Note: To connect to the virtual hard disk, the virtual machine must be turned off and disconnected. If you
select a VHD file from a network share, that share must grant Read and Write permissions to the computer
(local system) account of the server that you selected to mount the VHD (user-only account access is not
sufficient).

Note: Servers in a server pool will be available only if they have been added by the Add other servers to
manage command in the Server Manager.

Note: On the Server Roles page, Web Server (IIS) will be selected when IIS 8.0 has already been installed.
If Web server (IIS) is not selected, perform the procedure in Install IIS 8.5 for the first time in the
Server Manager.



6. On the Server Roles page, open the Web Server (IIS) tree until you see a role service that you want to
install. Select the role service.

Note: Those roles, services, and features that have already been installed will be identified by "Installed" in
parentheses after the name, and the name will be grayed out. To remove a role, service, or feature, see
Uninstall IIS 8.5 Using the Server Manager. Note, however, that you can expand the lower-level entries
under a node even when the node is grayed out.

Note: For a list of the server roles that are available, and which roles are installed by default, see Modules
in IIS 8.5 below.



7. If the role service that you selected requires other role services or features to be installed, an Add Features
page will be opened listing those required role services or features. Leave Include management tools (if
applicable) selected to select the install management tools associated with the server role. You may not
need the management tools on the destination server if you plan to manage the role remotely. Click Add
Features to add the required role services or features to the installation.

8. If you need any additional role services, repeat steps 6 and 7.

Note: Add only the modules that are necessary to minimize the IIS installation footprint and the attack
surface.

When you have selected all required role services, and their dependencies, on the Server Roles page, click



Next.

9. On the Features page, select any features that you need to be installed. Any features required to be
installed for role services that you selected in step 6 will already be selected. Click Next.

10. On the Confirmation page, verify the role services and features that are selected. Select Restart the
destination server automatically if required to restart the destination server if the settings need to take
immediate effect. To save the configuration information to an XML-based file that you can use for
unattended installations with Windows PowerShell, select Export configuration settings, move to the
appropriate path in the Save As dialog box, enter a file name, and then click Save.

When you are ready to start the installation process on the Confirmation page, click Install.



11. The Installation Progress page is displayed. You can close the wizard without interrupting running tasks.
You can view task progress or open the page again by clicking Notifications in the notification area, and
then clicking Task Details.

12. On the Results page, verify that the installation succeeds, and then click Close.
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13. Confirm that the Web server works by opening a Web browser, and verifying that the following default Web
page when you use the http://localhost address.

 

In the Add Roles and Features wizard of Server Manager, you cannot delete existing features that have already
been installed. To delete roles and features, use the Remove Roles and Features wizard of Server Manager. You can
remove an individual role, role service, or feature by unchecking it in the wizard, or you can uninstall all of IIS by
unchecking the IIS Web Server Role.

http://localhost


1. Open Server Manager by clicking the Server Manager icon on the desktop.

3. On the Before you begin page, click Next.

2. Click Manage at the top of the Server Manager, and then click Remove Roles and Features.

4. On the Server Selection page, select the server from the server pool, and then click Next.

5. On the Remove Server Roles page, clear the check box of any server role or role service that you would
like to remove.



7. On the Remove Server Roles page, select any other role or role service that you want to remove, and then
click Next.

6. If you uncheck a role service that has feature dependencies, the Remove Features dialog box will be
displayed showing the dependencies. Click Remove Features to remove them. You can remove all of IIS by
unchecking Web Server (IIS).

8. On the Features page, uncheck any feature that you would like to remove. If you uncheck a feature that has
feature dependencies, a dialog box will be displayed showing the dependencies. Click Remove Features to
remove them. On the Features page, click Next.



9. On the Confirmation page, verify that the roles, role services, and features to be removed are correct, and
then click Remove.

Note: It is recommended that you do a restart if you are prompted to do so, unless you have other activities
that you want to do before the restart takes place. A restart is especially important when you remove roles,
role services, or features.

10. The Removal Progress page is displayed. You can close the wizard without interrupting running tasks. You
can view task progress or open the page again by clicking Notifications in the notification area, and then
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12. Restart the destination server to finish removing features.

clicking Task Details.

11. On the Results page, click Close.

You can install IIS 8.5 from the command line using DISM or PowerShell. Note that DISM and PowerShell have
different namespaces for installation parameters, so the parameter names used in their commands will be
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DISM.EXE /enable-feature /online /featureName:IIS-WebServerRole /featureName:IIS-WebServer 
/featureName:IIS-CommonHttpFeatures /featureName:IIS-StaticContent /featureName:IIS-DefaultDocument 
/featureName:IIS-DirectoryBrowsing /featureName:IIS-HttpErrors /featureName:IIS-HttpRedirect 
/featureName:IIS-ApplicationDevelopment /featureName:IIS-ASPNET /featureName:IIS-NetFxExtensibility 
/featureName:IIS-ASPNET45 /featureName:IIS-NetFxExtensibility45 /featureName:IIS-ASP /featureName:IIS-CGI 
/featureName:IIS-ISAPIExtensions /featureName:IIS-ISAPIFilter /featureName:IIS-ServerSideIncludes 
/featureName:IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics /featureName:IIS-HttpLogging /featureName:IIS-LoggingLibraries 
/featureName:IIS-RequestMonitor /featureName:IIS-HttpTracing /featureName:IIS-CustomLogging 
/featureName:IIS-ODBCLogging /featureName:IIS-Security /featureName:IIS-BasicAuthentication 
/featureName:IIS-WindowsAuthentication /featureName:IIS-DigestAuthentication 
/featureName:IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication /featureName:IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication 
/featureName:IIS-URLAuthorization /featureName:IIS-RequestFiltering /featureName:IIS-IPSecurity 
/featureName:IIS-Performance /featureName:IIS-HttpCompressionStatic /featureName:IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic 
/featureName:IIS-WebDAV /featureName:IIS-WebServerManagementTools /featureName:IIS-ManagementScriptingTools 
/featureName:IIS-ManagementService /featureName:IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility /featureName:IIS-Metabase 
/featureName:IIS-WMICompatibility /featureName:IIS-LegacyScripts /featureName:IIS-FTPServer /featureName:IIS-
FTPSvc 
/featureName:IIS-FTPExtensibility /featureName:NetFx4Extended-ASPNET45 /featureName:IIS-ApplicationInit 
/featureName:IIS-WebSockets /featureName:IIS-CertProvider /featureName:IIS-ManagementConsole /featureName:IIS-
LegacySnapIn

Install IIS 8.5 using PowerShellInstall IIS 8.5 using PowerShell

import-module servermanager
add-windowsfeature web-server -includeallsubfeature

import-module servermanager
add-windowsfeature Web-Server, Web-WebServer, Web-Security, 
Web-Filtering

different. For more information, see Modules in IIS 8.5.

Note: Pkgmgr.exe has been deprecated. Use DISM instead for scripts installing IIS 8.5.

Automating the installation of IIS by using unattended scripts is very useful if you need to deploy multiple Web
servers and want to ensure that each of the Web servers is set up with identical components and services. In
Windows Server 2012 R2, DISM is used for unattended scripts, letting you install or uninstall optional features
from a command prompt or scripts. To use DISM, you must make sure you have administrative user rights on the
computer. For more information about DISM, see What is DISM?

If you do not explicitly include in the DISM code a feature that the IIS installation has a dependency on, the
installation will fail, and will not generate an error message. For a list of dependencies required, see Feature
Dependencies.

For a full list of the DISM parameters corresponding to IIS roles, services, and features, see Modules in IIS 8.5.

The following script will install all roles, role services, and features of IIS 8.5, getting the full IIS installation that
includes all available feature packages. If there are roles, role services, or features that you do not need, you should
edit the script to include only those that you require. The order of the commands in the DISM script does not
matter. The entire script will be handed off to the engine and treated as one transaction. To install IIS 8.5 with a
script, type the following on one line in an elevated command prompt.

You can use the following PowerShell cmdlets to install all of IIS 8.5:

To install only specific features, list them in the PowerShell cmdlet, as in the following example:

The following points apply to running the PowerShell cmdlets:

The cmdlet requires elevation. You must be running a Windows PowerShell session as an administrator to run

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd744566(v=WS.10).aspx


the cmdlet.
The cmdlet does not install management tools for roles, role services, and features by default. You must add the
IncludeManagementTools parameter to the cmdlet to do so.

For a full list of the PowerShell parameters corresponding to IIS 8.5 roles, services, and features, with more
information, see Modules in IIS 8.5. The following lists all these parameters.

Web-Server
Web-WebServer
Web-Security
Web-Filtering
Web-Cert-Auth
Web-IP-Security
Web-Url-Auth
Web-Windows-Auth
Web-Basic-Auth
Web-Client-Auth
Web-Digest-Auth
Web-CertProvider
Web-Common-Http
Web-Http-Errors
Web-Dir-Browsing
Web-Static-Content
Web-Default-Doc
Web-Http-Redirect
Web-DAV-Publishing
Web-Performance
Web-Stat-Compression
Web-Dyn-Compression
Web-Health
Web-Http-Logging
Web-ODBC-Logging
Web-Log-Libraries
Web-Custom-Logging
Web-Request-Monitor
Web-Http-Tracing
Web-App-Dev
Web-Net-Ext
Web-Net-Ext45
Web-ASP
Web-Asp-Net
Web-Asp-Net45
Web-CGI
Web-ISAPI-Ext
Web-ISAPI-Filter
Web-WebSockets
Web-AppInit
Web-Includes



Uninstall IIS 8.5 using PowerShellUninstall IIS 8.5 using PowerShell

Modules in IIS 8.5

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY

Web Server Role IIS-WebServerRole Web-Server Provides support for
HTML Web sites and
optional support for
ASP.NET, ASP, and
Web server
extensions, enabling
you to host an
internal or external
Web site or create
Web-based
applications.

Web-Ftp-Server
Web-Ftp-Service
Web-Ftp-Ext
Web-Mgmt-Tools
Web-Mgmt-Console
Web-Mgmt-Compat
Web-Metabase
Web-WMI
Web-Lgcy-Mgmt-Console
Web-Lgcy-Scripting
Web-Scripting-Tools
Web-Mgmt-Service

You can use the PowerShell cmdlet UnInstall-WindowsFeature to uninstall IIS 8.5. Run get-help Install-
WindowsFeature at a PowerShell command line to see the syntax of the cmdlet. The following points apply to
running the cmdlet:

The cmdlet requires elevation. You must be running a Windows PowerShell session as an administrator to run
the cmdlet.
The cmdlet does not uninstall management tools for roles, role services, and features by default. You must add
the IncludeManagementTools parameter to the cmdlet to do so.

      

IIS modules are individual role services that the server uses to process requests. The following table shows which
modules are available to be installed in the Web server, which are installed by default, which role the role service is
included in, the parameter used in DISM or PowerShell to install them, and a brief description of the functionality
that they provide.

Note: An asterisk (*) in the table below denotes a role or role service that is installed by default when the Web
Server (IIS) role is installed.



Web Server* IIS-WebServer Web-WebServer Provides support for
HTML Web sites and
optional support for
ASP.NET, ASP, and
Web server
extensions, enabling
you to host an
internal or external
Web site or create
Web-based
applications.

Common HTTP
Features*

IIS-
CommonHttpFeature
s

Web-Common-Http Supports basic HTTP
functionality, such as
delivering standard
file formats and
configuring custom
server properties.

Default Document* IIS-DefaultDocument Web-Default-Doc Enables you to
configure a default file
for the Web server to
return when users do
not specify a file in a
request URL.

Directory Browsing* IIS-DirectoryBrowsing Web-Dir-Browsing Enables users to see
the contents of a
directory on a Web
server when they do
not specify a file in a
request URL and
default documents
are either disabled or
not configured.

HTTP Errors* IIS-HttpErrors Web-Http-Errors Enables you to
customize the error
messages that are
returned to the users'
browsers when the
Web server detects a
fault condition,
improving the user
experience.

Static Content* IIS-StaticContent Web-Static-Content Enables the Web
server to publish
static Web file
formats, such as
HTML pages and
image files that can
be viewed using a
Web browser.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



HTTP Redirection IIS-HttpRedirect Web-Http-Redirect Enables the Web
server to redirect user
requests that are sent
to a specific
destination.

WebDAV Publishing IIS-WebDAV Web-DAV-Publishing Web Distributed
Authoring and
Versioning. Enables
you to publish files to
and from a Web
server by using the
HTTP protocol,
working through
most firewalls without
modification.

Health and
Diagnostics*

IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics

Web-Health Provides an
infrastructure to
monitor, manage, and
troubleshoot the
health of Web
servers, sites, and
applications.

HTTP Logging* IIS-HttpLogging Web-Http-Logging Provides logging of
Web site activity for
the server, in addition
to the logging
provided by the
operating system.

Custom Logging IIS-CustomLogging Web-Custom-
Logging

Enables you to create
a custom logging
module that performs
logging of Web server
activity in a format
that differs from the
logging normally
performed by IIS.

Logging Tools IIS-LoggingLibraries Web-Log-Libraries Provides an
infrastructure to
manage Web server
logs and automate
common logging
tasks.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



ODBC Logging IIS-ODBCLogging Web-ODBC-Logging Provides an
infrastructure that
supports logging
Web server activity to
an ODBC-compliant
database, enabling
you to
programmatically
display and
manipulate logging
data on an HTML
page.

Request Monitor IIS-RequestMonitor Web-Request-
Monitor

Provides an
infrastructure to
monitor Web
application health by
capturing information
about HTTP requests.

Tracing IIS-HttpTracing Web-Http-Tracing Provides an
infrastructure to
diagnose and
troubleshoot Web
applications, including
poor performance
and authentication-
related failures.

Performance* IIS-Performance Web-Performance Provides an
infrastructure to
enable more efficient
use of bandwidth by
performing
compression of static
and/or dynamic
content.

Static Content
Compression*

IIS-
HttpCompressionStati
c

Web-Stat-
Compression

Provides an
infrastructure to
configure HTTP
compression of static
content.

Dynamic Content
Compression

IIS-
HttpCompressionDyn
amic

Web-Dyn-
Compression

Provides an
infrastructure to
configure HTTP
compression of
dynamic content.

Security* IIS-Security Web-Security Provides an
infrastructure for
securing the Web
server from users and
requests, using one of
multiple
authentication
methods.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



Request filtering* IIS-RequestFiltering Web-Filtering Enables screening of
all incoming requests
to the server, and
filters the requests
based upon rules set
by the administrator.

Basic Authentication IIS-
BasicAuthentication

Web-Basic-Auth An authentication
method in which
users are prompted
to supply credentials
that are transmitted
unencrypted across
the network.

Centralized SSL
Certificate

IIS-CertProvider Web-CertProvider An authentication
method that uses SSL
server certificates that
are managed centrally
using a file share.

Client Certificate
Mapping
Authentication

IIS-
ClientCertificateMappi
ngAuthentication

Web-Client-Auth An authentication
method that uses
client certificates to
authenticate users,
using Active Directory
to offer one-to-one
certificate mappings
across multiple Web
servers.

Digest Authentication IIS-
DigestAuthentication

Web-Digest-Auth An authentication
method that sends a
password hash to a
Windows domain
controller to
authenticate users,
especially useful if
users who must be
authenticated will
access the Web site
from behind firewalls
and proxy servers.

IIS Client Certificate
Mapping
Authentication

IIS-
IISCertificateMapping
Authentication

Web-Cert-Auth An authentication
method that uses
client certificates to
authenticate users,
using IIS to offer one-
to-one or many-to-
one certificate
mapping.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



IP and Domain
Restrictions

IIS-IPSecurity Web-IP-Security An authentication
method that enables
you to enable or deny
content based upon
the originating IP
address or the
domain name of the
request.

URL Authorization IIS-URLAuthorization Web-Url-Auth An authentication
method that enables
you to create URL
authorization rules
that restrict access to
Web content.

Windows
Authentication

IIS-
WindowsAuthenticati
on

Web-Windows-Auth An authentication
method that enables
administrators in a
Windows domain to
take advantage of the
domain infrastructure
for authenticating
users, a low-cost
authentication
solution for internal
Web sites.

Application
Development

IIS-
ApplicationDevelopm
ent

Web-App-Dev Provides an
infrastructure for
developing and
hosting Web
applications, useful for
creating Web content
and extending the
functionality of IIS.

.NET Extensibility 3.5 IIS-NetFxExtensibility Web-Net-Ext Enables managed
code developers to
change, add, and
extend Web server
functionality in the
entire request
pipeline, the
configuration, and the
UI.

.NET Extensibility 4.5 IIS-
NetFxExtensibility45

Web-Net-Ext45 Enables managed
code developers to
change, add, and
extend Web server
functionality in the
entire request
pipeline, the
configuration, and the
UI.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



Application
Initialization

IIS-ApplicationInit Web-AppInit Enables you to
perform expensive
Web application
initialization tasks
before serving Web
pages.

ASP IIS-ASP Web-ASP Provides a server-side
scripting environment
for building Web sites
and Web applications,
especially for existing
applications.

ASP.NET 3.5 IIS-ASPNET Web-Asp-Net Provides a server-side
object-oriented
programming
environment for
building Web sites
and Web applications
using managed code.

ASP.NET 4.5 IIS-ASPNET45 Web-Asp-Net45 Provides a server-side
object-oriented
programming
environment for
building Web sites
and Web applications
using managed code.

CGI IIS-CGI Web-CGI Defines how a Web
server passes
information to an
external program.

ISAPI Extensions IIS-ISAPIExtensions Web-ISAPI-Ext Internet Server
Programming
Interface Extensions.
Provides support for
dynamic Web content
development.

ISAPI Filters IIS-ISAPIFilter Web-ISAPI-Filter Internet Server
Programming
Interface Filters.
Enables you to extend
or change the
functionality provided
by IIS, reviewing
every request made
to the Web server
and processing the
appropriate requests.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



Server Side Includes IIS-ServerSideIncludes Web-Includes A scripting language
used to dynamically
generate HTML
pages, using script
that is run on the
server before the
page is delivered to
the client.

WebSocket Protocol IIS-WebSockets Web-WebSockets Provides
communication
channels for server
applications created
with IIS 8.x and
ASP.NET 4.5.

FTP Server IIS-FTPServer Web-Ftp-Server Enables the transfer
of files between a
client and a server,
using either an FTP
client or an FTP-
enabled Web browser.

FTP Service IIS-FTPSvc Web-Ftp-Service Enables FTP
publishing on a Web
server.

FTP Extensibility IIS-FTPExtensibility Web-Ftp-Ext Enables support for
FTP extensibility
features such as
customer providers,
ASP.NET users, or IIS
Manager users.

IIS Hostable Web
Core (IIS 8.0, not IIS
8.5)

IIS-HostableWebCore Web-WHC Enables you to write
custom code that will
host core IIS
functionality in your
own application that
serves HTTP requests
and uses its own
applicationHost.config
and root Web.config
configuration files.

Management Tools* IIS-
WebServerManageme
ntTools

Web-Mgmt-Tools Provides an
infrastructure for
managing a Web
server that runs IIS
7.0 or later.

IIS Management
Console*

IIS-
ManagementConsole

Web-Mgmt-Console Provides an
infrastructure for
managing an IIS 7.0
or later Web server,
local or remote, using
a user interface.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



IIS 6 Management
Compatibility

IIS-
IIS6ManagementCom
patibility

Web-Mgmt-Compat Provides forward
compatibility for
applications and
scripts that use the IIS
6 APIs, Admin Base
Object (ABO) and
Active Directory
Service Interface
(ADSI).

IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility

IIS-Metabase Web-Metabase Provides an
infrastructure for
querying and
configuring the
Metabase, so that
you can run
applications and
scripts migrated from
earlier versions of IIS
that use Admin Base
Object (ABO), and
Active Directory
Service Interface
(ADSI).

IIS 6 Management
Console

IIS-LegacySnapIn Web-Lgcy-Mgmt-
Console

Provides an
infrastructure for
administration of
remote IIS 6.0
servers.

IIS 6 Scripting Tools IIS-LegacyScripts Web-Lgcy-Scripting Enable you to
continue to use
scripts built to
manage IIS 6 in IIS
7.0 or later, especially
if your applications
and scripts use
ActiveX Data Objects
(ADO) or Active
Directory Service
Interface (ADSI).

IIS 6 WMI
Compatibility

IIS-WMICompatibility Web-WMI Provides Windows
Management
Instrumentation
(WMI) scripting
interfaces to
programmatically
manage and
automate tasks for an
IIS 8.0 or later Web
server.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY



IIS Management
Scripts and Tools

IIS-
ManagementScripting
Tools

Web-Scripting-Tools Provides an
infrastructure to
programmatically
manage an IIS 7.0 or
later Web server by
using commands in a
command window or
by running scripts.

Management Service IIS-
ManagementService

Web-Mgmt-Service Enables the Web
server to be managed
remotely from
another computer
using IIS Manager.

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DISM PARAMETER
POWERSHELL
PARAMETER FUNCTIONALITY

Feature DependenciesFeature Dependencies

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DEPENDENCY

Web Server Role None

Web Server* None

Common HTTP Features* None

Default Document* None

Directory Browsing* None

HTTP Errors* None

Static Content* None

HTTP Redirection None

WebDAV Publishing Static Content

Health and Diagnostics* None

 

The following table shows which role services and features must be installed for the role service or features in the
table row to be installed.

The Add Roles and Features Wizard and Remove Roles and Features Wizard of Server Manager take care of
dependencies by prompting you to add dependencies when adding a role service or feature, or to remove
dependencies when removing a role service or feature. However, when you install IIS using DISM, you need to
include in the DISM code any dependency that a role service or feature being installed has, or the installation will
fail, and you may not receive an indication why it failed.

When you remove a role service or feature, make sure that you do not remove a service or feature that another
service or feature has a dependency on. There can be an intersection of dependencies, for example between ASP
and ASP.NET. So if you were to remove ASP, and remove its feature dependencies, you could remove
dependencies for ASP.NET, as well.



HTTP Logging* None

Custom Logging None

Logging Tools None

ODBC Logging None

Request Monitor None

Tracing None

Performance* None

Static Content Compression* None

Dynamic Content Compression None

Security* None

Request filtering* None

Basic Authentication None

Centralized SSL Certificate None

Client Certificate Mapping
Authentication

None

Digest Authentication None

IIS Client Certificate Mapping
Authentication

None

IP and Domain Restrictions None

URL Authorization None

Windows Authentication None

Application Development None

.NET Extensibility 3.5 - .NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0
and 3.0) - ASP.NET 4.5 - .NET
Framework 4.5 - Application
Development - Request Filtering

.NET Extensibility 4.5 - ASP.NET 4.5 - .NET Framework 4.5 -
Application Development - Request
Filtering

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DEPENDENCY



Application Initialization None

ASP - Web Server (IIS)-Web Server-
Application Development- ISAPI
Extensions - Request Filtering

ASP.NET 3.5 - .NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0
and 3.0) - ASP.NET 4.5 - .NET
Framework 4.5 - ISAPI Extensions -
ISAPI Filters - .NET Extensibility 3.5 -
Request Filtering

ASP.NET 4.5 - ASP.NET 4.5 - .NET Framework 4.5 -
ISAPI Extensions - ISAPI Filters - .NET
Extensibility 3.5 - Request Filtering

CGI None

ISAPI Extensions None

ISAPI Filters None

Server Side Includes None

WebSocket Protocol None

FTP Server None

FTP Service None

FTP Extensibility FP Service

IIS Hostable Web Core (IIS 8.0, not IIS
8.5)

None

Management Tools* - .NET Framework 4.5 - Graphic
Management Tools and Infrastructure -
Windows PowerShell 3.0

IIS Management Console* - .NET Framework 4.5 - Graphic
Management Tools and Infrastructure -
Management Tools - Windows
PowerShell 3.0

IIS 6 Management Compatibility None

IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility None

IIS 6 Management Console - .NET Framework 4.5 - Graphic
Management Tools and Infrastructure -
IIS 6 Metabase Compability - Windows
PowerShell 3.0

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DEPENDENCY



IIS 6 Scripting Tools - IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility - IIS 6
WM Compatibility

IIS 6 WMI Compatibility IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility

IIS Management Scripts and Tools None

Management Service - ASP.NET 4.5 - .NET Framework 4.5 -
Management Tools

ROLE ROLE SERVICE DEPENDENCY

Links for Further Information
Install or Uninstall Roles, Role Services, or Features
IIS.NET Install
What's New in IIS 8.5
What is DISM?
Editing Configuration Files
Extending IIS Configuration

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831809.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/install/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/get-started/index
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd744566(v=WS.10).aspx


Provisioning FTP 7.5 Sites
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Guide for Creating FTP Sites

Guide for Adding FTP to a Web Site

Guide to Configuration Files

by Walter Oliver

The following articles point to recommended guides for Provisioning FTP 7.0 Sites:

Creating a New Site
Adding FTP to a Web Site
Administering Using Configuration Files

This guide walks you through creating FTP sites from scratch using two methods:

The new FTP Publishing Service user interface
Directly editing the IIS configuration files.

This guide walks you through adding FTP publishing to an existing Web site by:

Using the new FTP Publishing Service user interface
Directly editing the IIS configuration files.

This guide walks you through creating FTP sites and implementing some common scenarios by directly editing the
IIS configuration files.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/provisioning-ftp-75-sites.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/using-the-ftp-service/index


Select a Provisioning Option
4/20/2017 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

Use the UI or Remote Delegation

Use the Text Editor

by Tali Smith

Both the IT administrator and the software developer need to consider the provisioning of Web sites in a hosting
environment. The provisioning of Web sites in Internet Information Services (IIS) can be done in several ways:

Through the IIS Manager user interface (UI)
Programmatically, through use of C#
Through Windows PowerShell™ scripts

This article describes the advantages and disadvantages of the different options for IT administrators and software
developers, and provides some examples. For more information, see Provisioning Options in IIS.

You can use IIS Manager, the management user interface that comes with IIS, to configure the most common
properties in the ApplicationHost.config. Open the property sheets for a service, site, or virtual directory, and
change values. Changes take place immediately without a need to stop and start the server.

Advantages
When you create a site or virtual directory, or when you configure a feature with more than one property, the
management user interface sets all the supporting properties. IIS Manager informs you if a new value is invalid.
Disadvantages
Managing large IIS server configurations or multiple servers over the Internet can be slow and cumbersome.
Not all configuration properties can be accessed in the user interface.

For instructions on using the UI to provision Web sites, see Create a Web Site (IIS 7).

You can use a text editor such as Notepad to directly edit the ApplicationHost.config file while IIS is running.
Entries are case sensitive.

Advantages
You can change multiple properties or create new nodes in one instance without having to open and close
multiple property sheets.
Disadvantages
It is easy to corrupt an IIS server by using edit-while-running. If your edits include XML that is not formatted
correctly, IIS cannot read the ApplicationHost.config and the last history file must be restored. If your edits
include an invalid configuration that does not comply with the rules in the schema, an error is logged in the
event viewer, but the rest of IIS can run.
Property inheritance must be taken into consideration when cutting and pasting portions of the
ApplicationHost.config. The section you paste might inherit properties from parent nodes and impart
properties to child nodes.
If you are using edit-while-running over the network and the connection fails, you might end up with an invalid
ApplicationHost.config. Note that using edit-while-running on multiple servers in a Web farm takes as much
time as using the user interface.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/select-a-provisioning-option.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(WS.10).aspx


Use Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
You can use Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) to programmatically configure IIS in a script or
compiled program. Changes take place immediately without needing to stop and start the server.

Advantages
Configuring large sites or multiple servers with WMI is fast and efficient.WMI is also scriptable. An example of
a WMI script follows.
Disadvantages
If you create a site or virtual directory, or use a property that depends on others, you also must ensure that you
know which supporting properties need to be created and set.

The following code can be used to create a Web site and an application pool.



If WScript.Arguments.Count < 4 Then 
    WScript.Echo "Not enough parameters. Enter: username | web site name | app pool password | site ID" 
    WScript.Quit
End If

userName = WScript.Arguments(0) 
siteName = WScript.Arguments(1)
appPoolPassword = WScript.Arguments(2)
siteID = WScript.Arguments(3) 
appPoolName = "apppool_" & siteName
physicalPath = "\\server\share" & userName & "\" & siteName [slg1] [slg2] 

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

Set oBinding = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding.BindingInformation = "*:80:" & siteName
oBinding.Protocol = "http"

Set oBinding2 = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding2.BindingInformation = "*:80:www." & siteName
oBinding2.Protocol = "http"
arrBindings = array(oBinding, oBinding2)

Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site")
oSiteDefn.Create siteName, arrBindings, physicalPath
WScript.Echo "Site created"

WScript.Sleep(100)

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSite.ID = siteID 
oSite.Put_

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
appPoolUserName = "poolname_" & siteID

Set oAppDefn = oIIS.Get("ApplicationPool")
oAppDefn.Create appPoolName
WScript.Echo "App pool created"

WScript.Sleep(3000)

Set oAppDefn = oIIS.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='" & appPoolName & "'")
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.IdentityType = 3
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.Username = appPoolUserName
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.Password = appPoolPassword
oAppDefn.Put_ 

WScript.Echo "Identity set for App Pool"

Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSiteDefn.ApplicationDefaults.ApplicationPool = appPoolName
oSiteDefn.Put_
WScript.Echo "Site assigned to pool"

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSite.Start

Use AppCmd.exe
AppCmd.exe can be used to provision Web sites and run many commands to edit configuration.

The following code sample is an example of code that can be used to create a site and an application pool (with
failed request tracing and W3svc log file locations).



%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd add AppPool -name:%poolname% -processModel.username:%poolaccount% -
processModel.password:%poolaccountpwd% -enable32BitAppOnWin64:true

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd add site -name:%sitename% -bindings:http/*:80:%sitename% -
physicalPath:%sitepath% -logfile.directory:%W3svclogpath% -traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:%FREBlogpath%

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd set app -app.name:%sitename%/ -applicationPool:%poolname%

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -
section:traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:\\remoteserver\content$\<sitename>\logs\failedReqLog

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -section:-logfile.directory:\\remotefileshare\content$\
<sitename>\logs\logfiles

Use a Managed API (Microsoft.Web.Administration)

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Diagnostics;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

namespace IIS7Demos
{
   class CreateSites
   {
      const int NUMBEROFSITES = 100;
      const int SITEBASENUMBER = 1000;
      const string POOLPREFIX = "POOL_";
      const string SITENAMEPREFIX = "SITE";
      const string ROOTDIR = "e:\\content"; 

   static void Main(string[] args)
   { 
      ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager();
      SiteCollection sites = mgr.Sites;

You can use the following code to configure the Failed Request Tracing log file location:

You can use the following code to configure the W3SVC log file location:

You can use managed application programming interfaces (APIs) in Microsoft.Web.Administration to
programmatically configure IIS in any Microsoft® .NET application. Microsoft.Web.Administration is a new API in
IIS that allows developers using managed code to read and manipulate the server configuration in a simple way.

Advantages
Configuring large sites or multiple servers is fast and efficient with Microsoft.Web.Administration.
Microsoft.Web.Administration can be managed using remote procedure call (RPC) for remote server
configuration. Microsoft.Web.Administration can create as many as 100,000 sites within 62 seconds
(approximately 1,600 sites/sec).
Disadvantages
Microsoft.Web.Administration can only be used on the Windows® operating system. Many objects are not
exposed as strongly-typed objects, therefore, you must understand the lower level APIs to configure certain
objects and properties.

The following code can be used to create a site and an application pool and to set temporary compilation
directories.



      Stopwatch watch = new Stopwatch();
      watch.Start();

      for (int i = SITEBASENUMBER; i < NUMBEROFSITES+SITEBASENUMBER; i++)
      {
         if (!CreateSitesInIIS(sites, SITENAMEPREFIX, i, ROOTDIR))
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Creating site {0} failed", i);
         }

         if (!CreateAppPoolInIIS(mgr, SITENAMEPREFIX, i))
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Creating apppool {0} failed", i);
         }
      }

      mgr.CommitChanges();
      watch.Stop();
      Console.WriteLine("Creating {0} sites took {1} seconds", NUMBEROFSITES, 
((double)watch.ElapsedMilliseconds) / 1000f);
   }

   static bool CreateSitesInIIS(SiteCollection sites, string sitePrefix, int siteId, string dirRoot)
   {
      string siteName = sitePrefix + siteId;
      // site gets set to Poolname using the following format. Example: 'Site_POOL10'
      string poolName = POOLPREFIX + sitePrefix + siteId;

      try
      {
         Site site = sites.CreateElement();
         site.Id = siteId;
         site.SetAttributeValue("name", siteName);
         sites.Add(site);

         Application app = site.Applications.CreateElement();
         app.SetAttributeValue("path", "/");
         app.SetAttributeValue("applicationPool", poolName);
         site.Applications.Add(app);

         VirtualDirectory vdir = app.VirtualDirectories.CreateElement();
         vdir.SetAttributeValue("path", "/");
         vdir.SetAttributeValue("physicalPath", dirRoot + @"\" + siteName);

         app.VirtualDirectories.Add(vdir);

         Binding b = site.Bindings.CreateElement();
         b.SetAttributeValue("protocol", "http");
         b.SetAttributeValue("bindingInformation", ":80:" + siteName);
         site.Bindings.Add(b);
      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
         Console.WriteLine("Create site {0} failed. Reason: {1}", siteName, ex.Message);
         return false;
      }
      return true;
   }

   static bool CreateAppPoolInIIS(ServerManager mgr, string sitePrefix, int siteId)
   {
      string poolName = POOLPREFIX + sitePrefix + siteId;

      try
      {
         mgr.ApplicationPools.Add(poolName);
         ApplicationPool apppool = mgr.ApplicationPools[poolName];
         apppool.ManagedPipelineMode = ManagedPipelineMode.Integrated;
      }



      }

      catch (Exception ex)
      {
         Console.WriteLine("Create site {0} failed. Reason: {1}", poolName, ex.Message);
         return false;
      }
      return true;
   }
  }
}

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
public class setASPNETCompilationDirectory
{
   static void Main()
   {
      ServerManager manager = new ServerManager();
      Configuration rootConfig = manager.GetWebConfiguration(new WebConfigurationMap(), null);
      ConfigurationSection section = rootConfig.GetSection("system.web/compilation");
      section.Attributes["tempDirectory"].Value = @"e:\inetpub\temp\temporary asp.net files\site1";
      section.SetMetadata("lockAttributes", "tempDirectory");
      manager.CommitChanges();
   }
}

Use Active Directory Service Interfaces (ADSI)

Use OLE Automation

Use Admin Base Objects (ABO)

To set a unique temporary compilation directory for each site, use the following code:

You can use the Active Directory® Service Interfaces (ADSI) to programmatically configure IIS in a script or
compiled program. Changes take place immediately without a need to stop and start the server.

Advantages
Configuring large sites or multiple servers with ADSI is fast and efficient. ADSI is scriptable, and you can
configure IIS 4.0, IIS 5.0, IIS 5.1, and IIS 6.0, and IIS7 and above (with IIS6 compatible-mode enabled) with
ADSI, as long as you use error checking to handle missing objects and properties. You can also extend the IIS
schema with ADSI, though it is not recommended.
Disadvantages
If you create a site or virtual directory, or use a property that depends on others, you also must ensure that you
know which supporting properties need to be created and set. ADSI is only available for IIS 7 and above if IIS 6
compatible mode is enabled. Note that it is also difficult to use.

OLE Automation (ProgId=Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager) can be used from Microsoft®
JScript® and Microsoft® Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript).

Advantages
Configuring large sites or multiple servers is fast and efficient. OLE automation is actually slightly faster than
Microsoft.Web.Administration, and it is also remoteable.
Disadvantages
You need to have an understanding of the lower level APIs to configure certain objects and properties. It
requires RPC for remote server configuration.



NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

Use ABO to programmatically configure IIS in a compiled program written in C, C++, or Microsoft® Visual
Basic® 6.0.

Advantages
It is faster than using ADSI or WMI because the ADSI and WMI providers are wrappers for ABO.
Disadvantages
If you create a site or virtual directory, or use a property that depends on others, you also must ensure that you
know which supporting properties need to be created and set.
ABO is not scriptable. ABO applications can only be written in C++ or Visual Basic 6.0.
Since ABO accesses IIS at the lowest level, it is more difficult to use than ADSI or WMI because there are no
methods that compress multiple lines of ABO code into one method call. Also, there are no safeguards to
prevent you from configuring invalid settings.

This article updates the articles in: "Code Samples and Scripts" by Walter Oliver, published on December 2, 2007.

IIS Configuration Reference.
Managing IIS with the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.
C# and PowerShell Scripts Samples.
Provisioning Sample in C#.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://www.iis.net/configreference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/powershell/index
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Configuring Logging and Diagnostics
OverviewOverview

Configuring ProceduresConfiguring Procedures
Failed Request TracingFailed Request Tracing

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -
section:traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:\\remotefileserver\content$\<sitename>\logs\failedRequestLogfiles

Log File LocationLog File Location

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -section:-
logfile.directory:\\remotefileserver\content$\<sitename>\logs\logfiles

Enabling a Delegated Administration User

by Walter Oliver

The following articles contain recommendations for provisioning sites in shared hosting environments.

 

IIS 7 provides the same website activity or traffic logging as IIS 6.0, but includes the new Failed Request Tracing
feature. Request-based tracing provides a way to determine what is happening with a request, allowing you to see
each step of the request as IIS processes it.

Problems, such as poor performance or authenticated failures, or even the Server Error 500 from ASP or
ASP.NET, can be difficult to troubleshoot. Failed Request Tracing buffers the trace events for a request and writes
them to disk when a failure occurs. The server administrator defines a failure by using the tracing rules. The
tracing rules can be as broad as all content and status codes, or as specific as a single status and sub-status code
such as 404.2.

For shared hosting, it is recommend that you delegate Failed Request Tracing to site owners, enabling site owners
to determine problems with their sites, which helps to prevent support calls. You can store the tracing logs in the
logs\FailedRequestLogFiles folder as discussed in the topic Configuring Share and NTFS Permissions in the
Setting Up a Remote File Server for Content Storage section.

To configure the Failed Request Tracing log file location by using the command line, use the following:

Open a command prompt and run the following:

It is also recommend that you configure all logging fields for W3SVC logging. You may need the W3SVC logging
information when a problem occurs.

For more information about failed request tracing, see the Failed Request Tracing walkthrough.

To configure the W3SVC log file location by using the command line, use the following :

Open a command prompt and run the following:

For more information about diagnostics, see Troubleshooting a Web Server Error.

 

IIS Manager allows those who host or administer websites to delegate administrative control to developers or

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/provisioning-iis-7-sites-for-shared-hosting.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/troubleshoot/index


ProcedureProcedure

Isolating Sites with Application Pools

I IS 7 ImprovementsIIS 7 Improvements

Configuring ASP.NET Temporary Compilation Directories
Directory CodeDirectory Code

"%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\{version}\Temporary ASP.NET Files"

Creating and Setting the DirectoryCreating and Setting the Directory

content owners, thus reducing cost of ownership and the administrative burden for the server administrator.

To enable a delegated user for a website using IIS Manager, use the following steps :

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Expand the server name node.
3. Expand the Sites node.
4. Double-click the name of the site you want to enable the user on.
5. Double-click the IIS Manager Permissions icon.
6. In the Actions pane, click Allow User....
7. In the Allow User dialog box, choose whether to use a Windows user or an IIS Manager user. In this case,

select a Windows user, type the name, and then click OK.

For more information about delegation, go to the Configuring Remote Administration and Feature Delegation
overview.

  

Each application, residing in its own application pool and configured with a unique process identity, offers the
highest level of isolation. Each application has its own process and if the application stops responding, it is unable
to affect other sites on the server. For these reasons, we recommend this configuration for a shared hosting
environment.

IIS 7 introduces a configuration isolation service that prevents application pools from having to access the
applicationHost.config file. When started, IIS 7 reads the applicationHost.config file and writes a temporary file for
each application pool that contains the configuration for that pool. The worker process only has access to that file,
and not other pool configuration files. This feature provides both enhanced security and performance
improvements.

For information on Application Pools, see Introduction to IIS 7 Architecture in the "IIS 7 Application Pools"
section.

 

By default, the temporary compilation directory is:

This directory contains all the temporary files that are generated by ASP.NET. This directory is shared between all
application pools. Although not a requirement when Medium Trust is used, it is a good security practice to create a
compilation directory for each application pool.

To create and set a unique temporary compilation directory, use the following:

1. Open a command prompt and run the following command to create a folder and set permissions:



md %systemdrive%\inetpub\tempcompilation\aspnettemp\<sitename>

cacls %systemdrive%\inetpub\tempcompilation\aspnettemp\<sitename> /G AppPoolUsername:F Administrators:F 
System:F

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "<sitename>" -section:compilation -
tempDirectory:%systemdrive%\inetpub\tempcompilation\aspnettemp\site%1 /commit:webroot

2. Run the following command to set the temporary compilation directory to a site:
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Overview

Resources

by Walter Oliver

Provisioning IIS 7 sites is a straight forward operation. You can accomplish it:

Through the IIS Manager UI
Programmatically in C#
Through PowerShell Scripts

This article provides a map of resources for each case. See the links below.

The article Understanding Sites, Applications, and Virtual Directories in IIS 7 provides a good introduction to
these concepts and the specific changes to IIS 7.
The Add a Web Site article in Microsoft Technet's IIS 7 Operations Guide provides the IIS Manager and
command line steps to create a site.
Provisioning IIS 7 Sites for Shared Hosting contains guidelines on how to provision sites in Shared Hosting
scenarios.
The Provisioning Sample in C# article gives examples of User Account, Content Storage, Application Pool, Web
and FTP Sites creation.
The Hosting Services Code Sample section shows how to implement the provisioning of sites (and other
resources) as part of a larger Hosting Services System.
Finally, the Code Samples and Scripts section provides simple code snippets in C# and PowerShell that
illustrate programmatic ways of creating sites and other resources.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/provisioning-iis-7-sites.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-9239-9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-9239-9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
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Prerequisites

Step 1: Install the IIS Web Server

To install I IS on Windows Server 2012 by using the UITo install I IS on Windows Server 2012 by using the UI

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document guides you through the process of installing an IIS web server and configuring it to serve static
content. Static content is a web page (HTML) that is delivered to the user exactly as stored. By contrast, dynamic
content is generated by a web application, such as an ASP.NET, classic ASP, or PHP application. Static content
displays the same information for all users; dynamic content can display user-specific information, such as the
user name.

A static-content web server is the most basic configuration of IIS for supporting HTML websites. You can use a
static-content web server to host internal or external (public) websites. When you install IIS 8, the default
installation provides all the IIS modules required to support a static-content web server. The default installation
includes the ability to serve static HTML files, documents, and images. IIS 8 supports default documents, directory
browsing, logging, and anonymous authentication for the static content server.

 

To get the most from this tutorial, you must have access to a computer that is running one of the following
operating systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

 

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install IIS and applications that run on IIS. The Web PI installs
the latest versions of web platform offerings, including updates. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more
and install the Web PI. If you use the Web PI to install IIS, you can skip to step 2.

You can also perform this procedure by using the Windows user interface (UI) or from a command line.

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select Installation Type page, select Role-based or Feature-based Installation and click Next
5. On the Select Destination Server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select the name of

your computer, and click Next.
6. On the Select Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and then click Next.
7. On the Select Features page, notice the preselected features, and then click Next.
8. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.
9. On the Select Role Services page, note the preselected role services, and then click Next. > [!NOTE] > Install

the IIS 8 default role services for a static-content web server.
10. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.
11. On the Installation Progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.
12. To verify that IIS installed successfully, enter the following into a web browser:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/scenario-build-a-static-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510


To install I IS on Windows 8 by using the UITo install I IS on Windows 8 by using the UI

To Install I IS by using the command lineTo Install I IS by using the command line

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

Step 2: Add a Website

To add a website by using the UITo add a website by using the UI

http://localhost

You see the default IIS Welcome page.

1. On the Start page, type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the search results.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.
3. In the Windows Features dialog box, click Internet Information Services, and then click OK.

This action installs the IIS 8 default features. Install only the default features for a static-content web server.

4. To verify that IIS installed successfully, enter the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You see the default IIS Welcome page.

Enter the following command at an elevated command prompt or into a script:

 

This step tells you how to add a website to IIS by using the IIS Manager UI, or by running Appcmd.exe commands
in a command-line window.

2. In the Connections pane, right-click the Sites node in the tree, and then click Add Website.
3. In the Add Website dialog box, enter a friendly name for your website in the Site name box.
4. If you want to select a different application pool than the one listed in the Application Pool box, click Select.

In the Select Application Pool dialog box, select an application pool from the Application Pool list and then
click OK.

5. In the Physical path box, enter the physical path of the website's folder, or click the browse button (...) to
navigate the file system to find the folder.

6. If the physical path that you entered in the previous step is to a remote share, click Connect as to specify
credentials that have permission to access the path. If you do not use specific credentials, select the
Application user (pass-through authentication) option in the Connect As dialog box.

7. Select the protocol for the website from the Type list.
8. . If you must specify a static IP address for the website (by default, this is set to All Unassigned), enter the IP

address in the IP address box.
9. Enter a port number in the Port text box.

10. Optionally, enter a host header name for the website in the Host Header box.

1. Open IIS Manager.

For Windows Server 2012, on the Start page click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK. In the
Server Manager, click the Tools menu, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
For Windows 8, on the Start page type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the
search results. On the Control Panel screen, click System and Security, click Administrative Tools,
and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.



To add a website by using the command lineTo add a website by using the command line

Step 3: Configure Anonymous Authentication

To configure anonymous authentication by using the UITo configure anonymous authentication by using the UI

11. If you do not have to make any changes to the site, and you want the website to be immediately available,
select the Start Web site immediately check box.

12. Click OK.

Use the following syntax at an elevated command prompt or in a script:

Note: For this syntax to work, you either must be in the following directory, or have the directory in your path: 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv

appcmd add site /name: string /id: uint /physicalPath: string /bindings: string

The variable name  is the name, and the variable id  is a positive integer that you want to assign to the site. The
variables name  and id  are the only variables that are required to add a site by using appcmd. However, if you
add a site without specifying the values for the bindings  and physicalPath  attributes, the site will not be able to
start.

The variable physicalPath  is the absolute path of the site content in the file system.

The variable bindings  contains information that is used to access the site. It must be in the form 
protocol/IP_Address:port:hostheader . For example, for a website, the binding http/*:85:  configures the site to

listen for HTTP requests on port 85 for all IP addresses and domain names (also known as host headers or host
names). On the other hand, a binding of http/*:85:marketing.contoso.com  configures a website to listen for HTTP
requests on port 85 for all IP addresses and for the domain name marketing.contoso.com.

To add a website named contoso with an ID of 2 that has content in c:\contoso , and that listens for HTTP
requests on port 85 for all IP addresses and a domain name of marketing.contoso.com, enter the following at
the command prompt:

appcmd add site /name:contoso /id:2 /physicalPath:c:\contoso /bindings:http/*:85:marketing.contoso.com

 

Anonymous authentication gives users access to the public areas of your website without prompting them for a
user name or password. You can configure anonymous authentication by using the default anonymous user
account (IUSR), or you can set up a local user account for anonymous users.

1. In Features View of IIS Manager, double-click Authentication.
2. On the Authentication page, select Anonymous Authentication.
3. In the Actions pane, click Edit to set the security principal (user credentials) under which anonymous users

will connect to the site.
4. In the Edit Anonymous Authentication Credentials dialog box, select one of the following options:

If you want to configure a specific user account that IIS uses to access your site or application, select
Specific user. Then click Set to open the Set Credentials dialog box, and enter a user name and
password for the identity. Then click OK.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

If you want IIS processes to run by using the account that is currently specified on the property page
for the application pool, select Application pool identity. By default, this identity is the IUSR
account.

If you use the IUSR account, you grant anonymous users all the internal network access associated with that
account.



To configure anonymous authentication by using the command lineTo configure anonymous authentication by using the command line

Step 4: Configure the Default Documents

To configure the default document by using the UITo configure the default document by using the UI

To configure the default document by using the command lineTo configure the default document by using the command line

Step 5: Configure Static Content Compression

To configure static content compression by using the UITo configure static content compression by using the UI

5. Click OK to close the Edit Anonymous Authentication Credentials dialog box.

Use the following syntax to change the default account for anonymous access:

appcmd set config /section:anonymousAuthentication /userName: string /password: string

The variable username  is the account that IIS uses for anonymous authentication, and the variable password  is the
password, which is encrypted in the configuration file by default. For example, to use an account named Moe and
a password of pssword1 for anonymous access, enter the following at the command prompt:

appcmd set config /section:anonymousAuthentication /userName:Moe /password:pssword1

 

When a client request to your website doesn't include a document name, IIS looks for a file whose name is
defined as a default document. Typically, the default document name is Default.htm. You can define a list of default
document names in order of precedence.

1. In Features View of IIS Manager, double-click Default Document.
2. In the Actions pane, click Add.
3. In the Name box, enter the file name that you want to add to the list of default documents and then click OK.

This file name is added to the top of the default document list.
4. Optionally, select a default document in the list and in the Actions pane, click Move Up or Move Down to

change the file's precedence.
5. Optionally, select a default document in the list, and in the Actions pane, click Remove to remove any file

names that you do not want to use as default documents.

To add a file name to the list of default documents, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:defaultDocument /+files.[value=' string ']

The variable string is the file name that you want to add to the list. For example, to add a file named home.html
to the default document list, enter the following at the command prompt:

appcmd set config /section:defaultDocument /+files.[value='home.html']

To remove a file named home.html from the default document list, enter the following at the command prompt,
and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:defaultDocument /-files.[value='home.html']

 

You can optionally configure your web server to compress static content to user bandwidth more efficiently and to
enhance the performance of your website.

1. In Features View of IIS Manager, double-click Compression.
2. Select Enable static content compression to configure IIS to compress static content.
3. In the Static Compression box, configure the following settings:

a. Optionally, select Only compress files larger than (in bytes) and enter the minimum file size that you
want IIS to compress. The default size is 256 bytes.



To configure static content compression by using the command lineTo configure static content compression by using the command line

Next Steps

See also

4. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

b. In the Cache directory text box, enter the path of a local directory or click the browse button ( ...) to
locate a directory. After a static file is compressed, it is cached in this temporary directory until it expires,
or until the content changes. The temporary directory must be on a local drive on an NTFS-formatted
partition. The directory cannot be compressed, and should not be shared.

c. Optionally, select Per application pool disk space limit (in MB) and enter the maximum amount of
space per application pool, in megabytes, you want IIS to use when it compresses static content. For
example, if there are 20 application pools on the server and the Disk space limit is set to 100, the
maximum disk space will be 2GB. If you click the Per application pool disk space limit (in MB)
option and enter a number in the text box under it, IIS automatically cleans up the temporary directory
according to a least recently used rule when the set limit is reached. The default is 100 MB per
application pool.

To enable HTTP compression of static content, at the command prompt, enter the following command, and then
press Enter:

appcmd set config /section:urlCompression /doStaticCompression:True

To configure static-content compression settings, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:urlCompression /minFileSizeforComp: int /directory: string /maxDiskSpace: int

The variable minFileSizeforComp  sets the minimum number of bytes that a file must contain for it to be
compressed. The default value is 256. The variable directory  specifies the directory where compressed versions
of static files are temporarily stored and cached. The default is the following folder:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\temp\IIS Temporary Compressed Files

The variable maxDiskSpace  sets the maximum amount of space per application pool, in megabytes, that you want
IIS to use when it compresses static content. The default is 100 MB per application pool.

 

Test your website thoroughly to ensure that it functions as expected. Then consider configuring the following
features:

To help you troubleshoot or optimize the performance of your web server, set up IIS logging. For instructions
see, Configure Logging in IIS.
To improve the security of your web server, configure request filtering. For instructions see, Configure Request
Filtering in IIS.

Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
Build a PHP Website on IIS
Build an FTP Site on IIS
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
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by Won Yoo

Won Yoo gives an overview of web server features in Windows Server 2012.

▶ Watch video (6 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/creating-websites/iis-8-new-features-overview.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/iis-8-new-features-overview
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Overview

Deployment Guide

User Provisioning

by Walter Oliver

SQL Server® 2005 is an ideal database platform for use in shared and dedicated Web hosting environments.

The SQL Server 2005 Deployment Guidance for Web Hosting Environments provides best practices for
configuring SQL Server 2005 to optimize security, tenant isolation, and the performance of your hosted SQL
Server 2005 deployment. Sample scripts for provisioning users and databases for use in shared hosting are
included.

The User Provisioning section covers:

User and database provisioning (logins, users, and databases)
Stored procedure for creating assemblies

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/provisioining-sql-2005-resources.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/bestpractice/sql2005dgwhe.mspx
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/bestpractice/sql2005dgwhe.mspx#EBBAC
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Introduction

Deploying and Managing Web Farms

Performance Tuning

by Walter Oliver

This article provides a map to download locations for presentations, videos, and links to existing articles about IIS
management and administration: Web farms, performance tuning, troubleshooting, remote administration, and a
hosting management sample.

For further details about this topic, visit Managing and Maintaining IIS 7.0.

This video provides an overview of how to use the new IIS Manager for IIS management.

This video provides an overview of IIS 7.0 Web farm features, along with best practices and demonstrations of
how to deploy and manage Web farms. The video covers:

Challenges with IIS 6.0
What's new in IIS 7.0 for Web Farms
Demonstrations
Lessons Learned and Guidance

This guide describes important tuning parameters and settings that can result in improved performance for the
Windows Server® 2008 operating system. Each setting and its potential effect are described to help you make an
informed judgment about its relevance to your system, workload, and performance goals. The guide uses a holistic
approach toward tuning Windows Server's various roles, including the Web Server role.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/iis-management-and-administration.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Diagnostics and Troubleshooting

Remote Administration

The following video provides diagnostic and troubleshooting guidance and demonstrations using:

Runtime Status and Control (RTSC) features

HTTP substatus codes, detailed errors, and custom error pages

Failed Request Tracing (FREB) and Event Tracing for Windows (ETW)

The following download contains guidance about IIS 7.0 features used in the Diagnostics and Troubleshooting
video.

The following section provides further video demonstrations and step-by-step guidance for troubleshooting errors
in IIS 7.0.

This article will help you diagnose and fix issues found while using remote management. This is based on
frequently asked questions on the IIS.net forums.

The following video provides an overview of the new IIS 7.0 Remote Administration features. It includes
demonstrations, non-administrator capabilities, and tips and tricks.

The following download <link: https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-
878E233C3F08/RemoteManagement.zip> provides the presentation used in this video, as well as a remote
management user access matrix that compares the administrator, Windows user, and IIS Manager user accounts
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Security

(also available here <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/remote-administration/remote-administration-
behavior-matrix>).

Guidance articles:

The Remote Administration tool is available at: https://www.iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?
tabid=34&i=1524&g=6.
For more learning and guidance material, see Managing IIS 7.0 Remotely <link:
https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/remote-administration>.
This article <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/remote-administration/configuring-remote-
administration-and-feature-delegation-in-iis-7> provides a step-by-step guide for configuring Remote
Administration and Feature Delegation in IIS 7.0.
This article <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegated-
administration> has a list of feature delegation settings that are relevant to shared hosting, and instructions
about how to configure them and how to enable remote connections (the latter is also covered in the article
cited under the previous bullet).

The following video provides an overview of IIS 7.0 security and performance features.

The following video details the new Windows Server 2008 security enhancements in the areas of kernel/core, host,
network, data protection, compliance, and management. It also includes demonstrations.

https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&i=1524&g=6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/remote-administration/index
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/SecuringandTuningIIS7.wmv
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https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/WindowsServer2008Security.wmv


A Hosting Management Sample

Conclusion

This download includes the presentations and demonstration used in the videos in this section.

This download contains a video that describes a sample hosting management system based on the sample source
code and documentation found in Hosting Services Code Sample.

This download contains the presentation and documents from the sample demonstrated in this video.

This article helps you manage Windows Sever 2008 Web servers by providing a map to IIS management and
administration videos, demonstrations, step-by-step guidance topics, and downloads.
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Overview

Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Step 1 - Turn off any site provisioning and management automation

Step 2 - Remove server 1 from the load balance solution

Step 3 - Remove server 1 from the shared config and backup the
configuration locally.

Step 4 - Install the IIS Module in server 1

Step 5 – Export the configuration from server 1 to a new shared

by Walter Oliver

This article describes the steps to install an IIS Module in machines that are part of the Shared Configuration
environment. The following process assumes n servers using a common shared configuration. Since Shared
Configuration requires that all web servers are running the exact IIS configuration modules, it is important to
maintain such requirement throughout the update process. This articles describes the installation process in detail.

The following is required to perform this operation:
Familiarity with Shared Configuration, see: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-
settings/shared-configuration_264#08
Familiarity with the Load Balancing and the Site Provisioning/Management solution used in your environment
One available file share to be used as the new shared config location

If you are using an automated system for provisioning and/or managing web sites, you need to turn it off. The
reason is that changes to the shared configuration files should be stopped during the Module installation process.
Refer to your site provisioning system to accomplish this step.

The steps to accomplish this step varied depending on which technology you are using for Load Balancing.
For Network Load Balancing review the documentation at: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/cc732855(WS.10).aspx
For Application Request Routing see: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/planning-for-arr/using-the-application-
request-routing-module
For any other solution (including hardware) see the manufacturer's provided documentation.

This is accomplished through the IIS Manager UI and Command line prompt. See article
https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264#08 for details.

Use Web Platform Installer to install the new IIS Modules:
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/installing-iis-modules-in-shared-configuration-environments.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855(WS.10).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx


configuration location

Step 6 – Enable Shared Config in server 1

Step 7 – Add server 1 to the Network Load Balancing solution

Step 8 – Apply changes to each subsequent server as follows:

Step 9 – Restore the site provisioning and management automation
system

Step 10 – (Optional) Clean up the old shared config location

Conclusion

Once server 1 has all the new modules installed, export its configuration to a new shared config location. All
subsequent server will point to this new location as they get updated.

Now that the server's configuration has been exported to a new location, the server can point to that configuration.

The newly updated server can now join the set of servers under load balancing.

1. Repeat Steps 2, 3, 4, 6 (skip step 5).
2. Point the server to the new Shared Config location created in step 5.
3. Repeat Step 7.

Once all servers are pointing to the new shared configuration created in step 5, you can restore normal operations
of the provisioning and management system.

You may want to have the file location ready for the new time a new module is installed. You may want to backup
and delete the current content.

This article covers the steps required to install an new module in a set of Web servers using shared configuration.
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Hosted Services Control Panels

by Brad Joseph

Hosted services control panels are customer-facing, web-based applications provided by hosting providers and
WebVAPs for issuing and managing hosted services such as websites, database administration, email accounts,
and resource provisioning. Control panels are a proven model for monetizing commodity web servers and host
services. hosting providers depend on control panels to automate rapid web server and website deployment by
abstracting the complexity of enterprise-focused management tools through the use of user-centric controls for
getting customers up and running in minutes, at anytime, and from anywhere. In addition to basic website
functions, most control panel manufacturers also provide a complete billing system with extensive reports and
itemized billing information.

Host control panels provide two primary functions to users: web server administration and domain-level task
automation.

Web server administration includes the following functions:

Managing customer accounts
Defining host packages

Account quotas
Domains
Billing

Server-level functions

Web server configuration
Database configuration
Domain Name System (DNS) configuration
Managing virtual servers

Domain-level task automation includes the following actions:

Application installation
Website file transfer
Website analytics
Database management
Sub-domain configuration
Email account configuration and administration

Since all functions are performed from a browser, there is no operating system–specific control panel installation
needed, remote desktop dependency, or firewall negotiation required. An additional advantage to web interfaces is
a decreased dependency upon the underlying platforms—such as Windows/SQL or Linux/MySQL—thereby
eliminating the need for custom-built control panels. And in an attempt to fit the hosting providers' business needs,
many manufacturers let you modify the control panel's look and feel with skins, branding, and customized
modules.

The following graphic shows the role control panels play when working with Windows-based hosting

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/hosted-services-control-panels.md


Recommended Control PanelsRecommended Control Panels

WebsitePanelWebsitePanel

environments:

Microsoft does not currently offer a control panel to shared and dedicated hosting providers, but there are many
control panel products on the market to choose from. Below are a few of the control panel offerings on the market
today that cater to hosting providers:

Parallels Plesk Panel 9.5 is a comprehensive solution for shared, virtual and dedicated hosting providers.
Plesk 9.5 provides multi-level administration for the server administrator, reseller, and hosting customers by
providing management features like key auto-update mechanism, auto-component updater, migration manager
and a Web-based installation for quick deployment. For more information on Plesk 9.5 and other Parallels
products, visit: http://www.parallels.com/.
Ensim Unify Managed and Service Provider. Ensim Unify Service Provider is a single, multi-tenant,
centralized software application that simplifies the day-to-day burden of activating, configuring and managing a
service provider's unified communications and collaboration infrastructure. Ensim Unify Managed is a
comprehensive systems management console that allows managed service providers to administer and
automate their customers' dedicated mission-critical application infrastructure. For more information on Unify
Managed, Service Provider and other Ensim products, visit: http://www.ensim.com/
Hosting Controller is an integrated control panel, providing a multi-tenant, self-served, coherent interface for
the management and facilitation of day to day web and cloud hosting tasks. For its Windows platform Hosting
Controller leverages the convenience and simplicity of IIS, which also serves as its web server. Some of its key
offerings include a multi-tiered hierarchy, automated billing and provisioning, customizable auto sign-up scripts
and tightly coupled domain registrars and payments processors enabling a complete Web automation suite. For
more information on Hosting Controller, visit: http://hostingcontroller.com/
EMS Cortex enables service providers to host, sell, and resell hosted infrastructure and applications in a low
cost automated manner through a single web based control panel. Cortex allows Hosting providers to offer
Virtual Data Centres on Hyper-V and a range of popular Cloud Applications including Exchange, SharePoint,
OCS and Dynamics CRM, as well as Cloud Desktop delivery. For more information on EMS, visit:
http://www.ems-cortex.com/.

Another option for hosting providers is WebsitePanel. WebsitePanel, formerly known as DotNetPanel, is an open-
source control panel built exclusively for the Windows operating system. With the help of former DotNetPanel
developers, Microsoft is investing in the future and success of WebsitePanel by contributing support for ongoing
development efforts.

WebsitePanel has recently been submitted as an open-source project on SourceForge and carries a BSD license.
For more information on WebsitePanel, visit: http://websitepanel.net.
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WebsitePanel

by Brad Joseph

Another option for hosting providers is WebsitePanel. WebsitePanel, formerly known as DotNetPanel, is an open-
source control panel built exclusively for the Windows web technology platform. With the help of former
DotNetPanel developers, Microsoft is investing in the future and success of WebsitePanel by contributing support
for ongoing development efforts. WebsitePanel is designed for developers managing customer servers and web
sites and hosting service providers offering Windows hosting services.

The WebsitePanel features list includes:

· True multi-server architecture

· Long list of supported software and platforms

· Close integration with Microsoft Web App Gallery

· Microsoft Web Platform Installer (WPI) integration

· Strong community support

WebsitePanel has recently been submitted as an open-source project on SourceForge and carries a BSD license.
For more information on WebsitePanel, visit: http://websitepanel.net.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/websitepanel.md
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Architectural Diagram

Process Model Features

Efficient Resource ManagementEfficient Resource Management
On-Demand ActivationOn-Demand Activation

Idle-timeoutIdle-timeout

Health MonitoringHealth Monitoring

by Thomas Deml

The Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) of IIS 7 is the key component that provides process model and
configuration features to Web Applications and Web Services. WAS major task is to manage Application Pools.
Application Pools are configuration containers that represent the hosting environment for groups of URLs.

When an HTTP client requests a URL HTTP.SYS maps the request to an Application Pool request queue. A worker
process for the Application Pool request queue is spawned by WAS and the worker process executes the code
necessary to send a response. One of WAS's main tasks is to manage the worker processes it spawned, i.e. WAS
monitors their health, recycles them if necessary and makes sure none of them consume more resources than
specified in the corresponding AppPool configuration. WAS is also the arbiter and collector for run-time and state
data, e.g. performance counters, site and Application Pool state.

Supporting 10000 or more web sites to be hosted on the same physical machine is a core requirement for today's
mass hosting environments. The code running on these web-sites is usually not well tested, if at all. To support
these requirements WAS needs to provide a powerful process model and efficient resource management.

Resources like RAM and CPU are scarce in multi-tenant scenarios. WAS will start an IIS worker process only once
requests for a particular web site or web application arrive.

Because resources are usually scarce WAS can shutdown web applications based on a configurable idle-timeout.

To ensure their health WAS monitors the worker processes it spawned. Health messages are periodically sent to
each running worker process. If the worker process doesn't respond in a configurable time interval the worker
process will be recycled or killed. This way undetected deadlocks in worker processes get automatically fixed by

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/features-of-the-windows-process-activation-service-was.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


Startup LimitStartup Limit

Shutdown LimitShutdown Limit

CPU affinityCPU affinity

User ProfileUser Profile

SecuritySecurity
Application Pool IdentityApplication Pool Identity

Job Object FeaturesJob Object Features

Configuration Isolation and Security

Diagnostics and Monitoring
Event LoggingEvent Logging

Currently Executing RequestsCurrently Executing Requests

Performance CountersPerformance Counters

restarting the worker process.

Part of the Rapid-Fail Protection feature is the Startup limit. If a worker process doesn't report back to WAS within
the configurable startup-limit it will be killed and the Rapid-Fail-Protection counter is incremented. Application
Pools are stopped, i.e. restarting the worker process will not be tried anymore, if the Rapid-Fail-Protection counter
reaches a configurable limit within a configurable time limit. This prevents scenarios where worker processes hang
or crash during startup.

A worker process also has to shutdown in a configurable limit. If the shutdown doesn't happen in this time the
worker process gets killed by WAS. This prevents resource overuse due to processes hanging in their shut-down
phase. Additional shutdown settings allow an executable to be started (e.g. a debugger) when the shutdown doesn't
complete within the allotted time.

Configuration settings allow WAS to start worker processes that are affinitized to one or more CPUs. This prevents
tenants from interfering with each other if they share the same physical machine.

WAS can start worker processes with or without loading the user profile.

IIS worker processes can run as a custom account, built-in account (LocalService, LocalSystem, NetworkService),
or application pool identity (default). Using application pool identity is recommended because it does not require
password management and application pool identities already abide to the principle of least privilege. Built-in
accounts don't require password management as well. If a custom user identity is used, the password is
automatically encrypted. Configuration settings can be replicated to multiple machines by sharing the
configuration encryption keys across machines.

Job objects allow administrators to restrict worker processes to a particular CPU limit. A configurable action is
taken if this CPU limit is exceeded. Job objects will also make sure that processes spawned by the worker process
get terminated.

Before WAS starts an Application Pool and its worker process it generates a unique configuration file for this
Application Pool. Application Pools also have configuration settings to run Application Pools under unique
identities. Isolation can be achieved however even if the same identity is used. WAS creates a unique Security
Identifier (S ID) for each Application Pool. The Application Pool configuration file is then secured with this unique
SID. This ensures that Application Pool configuration files can only be read by Administrators and the Application
Pool itself. Even file permissions can be configured using this unique SID.

Events regarding invalid configuration, recycling, startup or shutdown of worker processes are reported to the
System Eventlog.

WAS exposes a run-time and state control interface that allows scripts and tools to query for the currently
executing requests of a particular worker process. This is useful to find requests that hang or requests that take a
very long time to complete.
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Overlapping RecyclingOverlapping Recycling

Recycling ConfigurationRecycling Configuration

Scheduled RecyclingScheduled Recycling

Recycling based on Memory ConsumptionRecycling based on Memory Consumption

Recycling Based on Number of RequestsRecycling Based on Number of Requests

Custom RecyclingCustom Recycling

Process OrphaningProcess Orphaning

Application Pool State Management

Additional WAS Features
Load-Balancer FeaturesLoad-Balancer Features

WoW64 SupportWoW64 Support

All IIS performance counters get funneled through WAS. WAS gathers these performance counters because IIS
counters are site-based and web applications can live in different Application Pools.

Recycling allows the refresh of worker processes without losing a single request due to down-time. This is done via
a feature called "overlapping recycling".

WAS does this by spawning up a new worker process parallel to the old one that is still handling requests. Once
the new worker process is up it starts picking up requests from the request queue while the old worker process is
instructed by WAS to stop picking up requests. Once the old worker process finishes all executing requests it shuts
down. This feature is called "overlapping recycling". It ensures that no requests are lost during a recycle.

Recycling parameters are configurable in the IIS configuration system.

Customers might want to recycle their applications based on a regular schedule. Via configuration settings
recycling can be scheduled periodically, e.g. every 4 hours, every day at 1am etc.

Applications might leak memory over time. WAS can monitor the memory consumption of each worker processes
to ensure that no worker process uses more than its preconfigured limit. Reaching a configured virtual or private
memory threshold will trigger the recycling of a worker process.

Recycling can also be configured based on the number of requests a particular worker process handled.

Custom code can custom health statistics and trigger a recycling via an API call to the WAS run-time and state
API's.

Some errors only happen in a production environment. Killing worker processes ensures up-time but
troubleshooting of these errors becomes difficult, e.g. if the failing worker process needs to be debugged. The
process orphaning feature in WAS allows worker processes to be recycled without killing the failed worker process.
Now a debugger can be attached to it. Additional process orphaning settings allow the execution of a process (e.g.
a debugger) if orphaning happens.

Application Pools can be stopped, recycled or started via publicly available API's, e.g. if an application has to be
taken offline or if recycling has to be done based on parameters different from what's configurable in the
applicationhost.config file.

HTTP.SYS still listens on the network and will return a 500 HTTP error message if requests are not picked up by an
Application Pool. This is a problem because for a Level 5 Load Balancers (TCP/IP) a 500 HTTP error looks like a
valid TCP/IP connection. A WAS configuration setting can enable HTTP.SYS to reject connections instead of
sending HTTP responses.

WAS can be configured to start worker processes with the following settings:



.NET Framework Preload.NET Framework Preload

Web GardensWeb Gardens

WAS Multi Protocol Support

WAS can start 32-Bit or 64-Bit worker processes.

WAS can be configured to preload a particular version of the .NET Framework. This can make the troubleshooting
of version conflicts much easier.

A Web Garden is the term for an Application Pool that runs with multiple worker processes. Requests get
distributed among these worker process instances using a round-robin mechanism.

WAS doesn't only host the HTTP stack. It can also host other protocols via its Listen Adapter and Worker Process
Framework. WCF services take advantage of the WAS Multi-Protocol support. WCF protocols come with their
own Listeners (e.g. the NET.TCP, NET.MSMQ or NET.PIPE Listener). These Listeners connect to WAS using the
Listener Adapter Interfaces WAS provides.

Application protocols that take advantage of this infrastructure can host custom application code in the same .NET
Application Domain as regular ASP.NET applications. They can also take advantage of the protocol-independent
services the ASP.NET Hosting Environment provides, for example on-demand compilation, configuration support
etc.
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Introduction

ComponentsComponents

NOTENOTE

Getting Started with the Services

I IS 7.0IIS 7.0

by Walter Oliver

The Hosting Services Sample is a set of services implemented in C# provided to help developers in web hosting
organizations developing and/or integrating Hosting Provisioning and Management system.

Its purpose is to show through sample code and documentation how to take advantage of the Windows Server®
2008 platform to implement such functionality. These services were developed as part of the early IIS 7.0
Technology Adopter Program (TAP), where Microsoft worked with over 20 hosters and helped them create an
offer on Windows Server 2008 and SQL 2005. Hosters leveraged these sample services because it helped them
cut back on their learning curve.

There are three main components in the sample. Each has a corresponding Visual Studio 2008 project:

1. The Windows Service based host. Includes contracts for managing provisioning and managing web and FTP
sites, content storage, Active Directory and SQL Server resources. The services are hosted in a Windows
Service. This is useful for managing configurations where IIS 7.0 is not installed or when running the hosting
services on the web is not desired.

2. The Web Service based host. Includes the same functionality as the Windows Service based version of the
host. The only difference is that the services are hosted in a Windows Web Service instead of an Windows
Service based application.

3. Sample Client. Is a simple web application that calls the contracts for each service. Its purpose is to illustrate
the use of the services.

This is a sample application and should not be used in a production environment. It is provided for learning purposes only.

 

The Hosting Services Code Sample has been deployed in two different scenarios. One is through IIS 7.0 and the
other is through a Windows Service.

Under Windows Server® 2008 and IIS 7.0, the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) services are
deployed as a hosted web site. This allows it to take advantage of features such as:

Process recycling
Idle shutdown
Process health monitoring
Message based activation

Because the hosting extensions require high permissions to perform operations such as creating directories on the
file system, creating databases, adding new users and so forth, the application pool for this site requires an identity
with administrator permissions. An installation package (HostServiceInstaller.msi) has automated this deployment.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/services-overview.md
https://github.com/walterov


Windows ServiceWindows Service

Validating the InstallationValidating the Installation

Hosting Environment

The second scenario deploys the services to run as a Windows Service. This deployment allows the services to be
hosted on a server that is not running IIS. It also requires additional code to be written so that the WCF services
inherit from ServiceBase class and implements the OnStart (to create and open an instance of ServiceHost) and
OnStop (to close the instance of ServiceHost). An installation package (HostingWindowsService.msi) has
automated this deployment.

Validate the installation using the following steps.

NOTENOTE

2. Download and install the solution with the SolutionSetup.msi installation package. Open the solution
(IIS7GoLive.sln) in Visual Studio and you find the following structure in Solution Explorer.

1. Browse to the following url: http://<hostheader>/webmanagementservice.svc . The following page appears
if the installation was successful, which indicates that the service is now hosted.

You must configure an account with admin rights for running either Windows Service or an application pool for the
IIS hosted web site, since the services require admin level permissions to manage IIS configurations, as well as other
functions.

 

A typical hosting environment is a heterogeneous environment (as shown in figure below). Most hosters use Web
Services to manage the disparate set of servers and the different roles each server plays.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/services-overview/_static/image1.jpg
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Figure 1: A Heterogeneous Hosting Environment

The hosting environment has multiple versions of Windows and Linux servers, each of which provides a specific
service or role. Hosters stitch together or integrate these services to provide a coherent offer to their customers. It
is quite common to see the Web site served from IIS 7.0 servers, whereas the email accounts may be served from
a Linux server (and vice versa). The provisioning operations can be managed from a Linux server, but the website
is provisioned on Windows. Regardless of the service being offered, the needs and constraints of the hosters in
managing these servers are the same.

Hosters also tend to have a very heavily firewalled infrastructure. Some of the APIs available on the Microsoft
stack leverage DCOM or .NET Remoting, which requires hosters to open additional ports in the firewalls--this is
not an ideal solution.

To address the constraints created by the heterogeneous environments and by firewall/security issues, most
hosters have now standardized using Web Services to provision and manage their servers and the different server
roles.

The Windows Platform does not natively ship Web Services, and therefore, every hoster needs to implement their
own. In order to address this deficiency and the needs of hosters, Microsoft has created a set of services. This set of
services is Management Services for Hosters, and is treated as "Hosting Extensions" to the managed APIs.

 

The sample is made up of a set of low level services that provide capabilities for some of the most common server
roles used in the hosting space. The service subsystems are:

Web
FTP
Content Storage
SQL Server 2005 (& 2008)
Active Directory

In addition to these, the sample can be extended to support DNS, WSS and Email (Exchange or SMTP/PoP3).

All operations against each of the subsystems are grouped into three interfaces:

Provisioning
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Sample Services Architecture

Hosting SubsystemsHosting Subsystems

Management
Querying

These operations perform the tasks that both the operational tools, and the control panel type application used by
end users, must perform.

The provisioning operations deal mainly with creation of a site, a user, a database, and so forth. These are
operations that the hoster may initially execute in order to create an environment for the end user. Each create has
a corresponding delete.

Once the object is created, the management operations provide the capability to maintain the object: for instance, a
web site can be stopped, or restarted; default documents and additional bindings may be applied to the site; and
site authentication may be added or changed. The users of these operations can be either the end user managing
their own site, or a hoster's support department applying certain properties.

The Query operations view information specific to each subsystem. A hoster's support department might call
services in these operations to monitor server activity or gather information on current status of sites.

 

The sample is implemented as Windows Communication Framework (WCF) services, which are then exposed to
customers as Web Services using the WSHttpBinding. The following is an architectural diagram:

Figure 1: Hosting Services Sample Architecture

In the diagram, notice the consistency of the framework. All subsystems are developed with the same pattern of
contracts and operations. This framework can be followed by future subsystems.

The following subsystems are provided in the sample:

1. Web Service - This subsystem is for IIS 7.0 web site provisioning, management, and query. Aside from the
basic site creation, added functionality pertains to managing and querying of sites, Application Pools, default
documents, bindings, authentication, and others. The goal of this subsystem is to create web services for all
functionality that exists in IIS manager. The data contract for this subsystem is based on the IIS 7.0 xml schema
found at c:\windows\system32\inetsrv\config . Services are written using the Microsoft.Web.Administration
APIs.

2. FTP Service - This subsystem is built for the new FTP7 Server that only runs on Windows Server® 2008 and
IIS 7.0. The FTP7 Server add-on is available as a free download. The new FTP contains feature improvements
for the shared hosting scenario. For instance, an FTP binding can be added to a web site so that the same
content can be hosted on both sites. Like the subsystem for the web, this subsystem's data contracts are also
based on the Config files schema.

3. Content Storage Service - This subsystem is for provisioning, managing, and querying of storage that an end
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user may need. This is used in conjunction with site creation and managing the storage a user has for a site.
Quotas can be set and permissions and security applied at both directory and file levels.

4. Active Directory Service - This subsystem is for provisioning, managing and querying of Active Directory
membership stores. This would be used in situations where a customer might want to create an Organization
Unit, groups within that OU, and users to be added to the groups.

5. SQL service - This subsystem is for SQL Server Database provisioning, management and query. This is used
in situations in which a customer develops an application that requires a database. They need to create the
database, run scripts to create stored procedures, create tables, and populate tables with data.
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Overview

Subsystems

by Walter Oliver

From an implementation standpoint, the solution follows recommended patterns and practices for building Web
Services using the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) as described in the Web Service Software Factory
guidance.

Additional information can be found at the following sites:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms735119.aspx
http://www.codeplex.com/servicefactory

In the following sections, we describe each subsystem implementation in detail.

Subsystems
Web Subsystem
FTP Subsystem
Content Storage Subsystem
User Account Subsystem
SQL Subsystem
Hosting the Sample Services
Security Role Provider

 

The implementation of each subsystem, such as web, ftp, and SQL, etc., is split into three projects:

DataContracts
ServiceContracts
ServiceContract implementation, as illustrated in the following diagram.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/setting-up-components.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms735119.aspx
http://www.codeplex.com/servicefactory


Web Subsystem

SchemaSchema

Due to the fact that there is a certain commonly shared functionality among all subsystems, such as exception
management, all those components are grouped into a separate project, which is Microsoft.Hosting.Management.
Furthermore, all subsystems share the same FaultContracts for consistent exception handling across all WCF
services as illustrated in the above architecture diagram.

 

IIS 7.0 introduces a new configuration system at the core of all the new administration-related features. The
configuration system is based on distributed, clear-text, XML files that hold the configuration settings for the entire
web server platform, including IIS, ASP.NET and other components, such as FTP, and may optionally be set at the
content directories together with the web content.

Different levels of the configuration hierarchy may be delegated by the machine administrator to other users, such
as the site administrator or the application developer.

Secure defaults and out-of-the-box lockdown limit write-access to configuration settings to the machine
administrator only; however, sophisticated and granular locking features enable safe unlocking and delegation of
management of specific configuration settings to more users, for their scope of the web namespace.

The system is backward compatible at two levels: the API level, with previous versions of IIS; and, the XML level,
with previous versions of the .NET framework.

At its core, the configuration system is driven off of a declarative schema. The configuration schema spans multiple
files, which reside in a well-known location: windows\system32\inetsrv\config\schema.

Those schema files define the various configurations/settings controlling web server behaviors, sites, and
applications, and other entities.

The data contracts defined in web subsystem are derived from those schema files. The following fragment of
IIS_schema.xml shows the definition of ProcessModel:
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The following code snippet shows the corresponding DataContract for ProcessModel:

Refer to actual code for complete source code.

As described in previous articles, all service operations are grouped into three categories:

Provisioning
Management
Query

Following this pattern, all web subsystem related service operations are defined by the following three service
contracts:

IProvisioningService
IManagementService
IQueryService

The following code snippets show the actual definitions for those three service contracts respectably:
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All service implementations are contained in the service implementation project, as illustrated in the following
Visual Studio screen shot:
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FTP Subsystem

Schema and DiagramsSchema and Diagrams

Due to the fact that certain operations overlap among these three services, all actual implementations are handled
by the WebManager class as static methods, which leverages the managed APIs that come with IIS.

Beside Web related operations, there is CertificateManager class handling of all certificate-related operations.
Windows Server® 2008 introduced new APIs for managing certificates, and those platform APIs are not exposed
as managed code. CertificateManager uses p/invoke to wrap those APIs as managed APIs.

The service implementation project also contains some configuration related classes to enable the services to use
settings defined in the configuration (i.e. web.config, app.config, etc).

As IIS 7.0 contains a large number of settings, not all service operations have been implemented as this point. We
will continue to add more operations when time permits. However, by following the existing implementation, it is
fairly easy to extend for more functionality, if needed by other users.

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service, completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new FTP service
incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web
administrators more security and deployment options. Refer to related documentations for details about newly
introduced FTP services.

The back end configuration system for FTP service in Windows Server 2008 is based on the system architecture as
IIS service. All FTP related settings are defined in the FTP_Schema.xml file under
windows\system32\inetsrv\config. The following diagram shows a fragment of the schema file:

The implementation of the FTP subsystem follows the same design pattern as the web subsystem described above.
It is illustrated in the following screen shot.
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Content Storage Subsystem

DiagramsDiagrams

Since FTP service is an extension of the IIS service from a configuration perspective, the same managed APIs -
Microsoft.Web.Administration - are used throughout the implementation. The FTPManager class contains all
actual implementations of the service operations, and it depends on WebManager class described above to reuse
some of the functionality.

 

The Content Storage subsystem provides a set of services for managing content on the Windows file system, such
as creating a directory, setting directory/file permissions, and managing disk quota.

The following diagrams show the same design pattern used for implementing services for content storage.
Certainly, different file systems could be implemented following the same design pattern.

The actual implementation of the content storage service is in the class ContentStorageManager in the
Microsoft.Hosting.Management component, since those functions can be shared by other services.
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User Account Subsystem

Diagram PatternDiagram Pattern

SQL Subsystem

Implementation DiagramImplementation Diagram

The User Account subsystem implements the common functions for creating local Windows user accounts, Active
Directory users, OU and groups.

It follows the same design pattern as other subsystems. It consists of DataContracts, ServiceContracts, and
ServiceImplementation. All service operations implementations are contained in the UserAccountManager class in
Microsoft.Hosting.Component project.

 

The SQL subsystem implements a set of operations for managing Microsoft SQL Server® 2005 related services,
such as create database, backup/restore database, and so forth. It leverages the Microsoft SQL Server SMO (SQL
Management Objects) for providing all functionality. To enable compiling and running the service, Microsoft SQL
Server client components are required. You can implement similar service operations for different database
products, such as Oracle and MySQL.

The implementation follows the same design pattern: it contains the DataContracts, ServiceContracts, and
ServiceImplementation as illustrated below.
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Hosting the Sample Services

OptionsOptions

 

Two different hosting solutions have been implemented: IIS based hosting, and Windows Service based hosting.

Implement your own preferred hosting options by following WCF documentations for how to implement WCF
Hosting:

 Hosting in Internet Information Services

Or

 Hosting in a Windows Service Application

More options are available at WCF Hosting.

The following figure shows the two hosting solutions within Visual Studio.
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Security Role Provider

Changing the RoleChanging the Role

 

The sample code uses the Windows Role Provider to perform a role check in WCF on every call to verify that the
caller is a member of the WindowsBuiltInRole.Administrator group. This is implemented in the file
WindowsAuthorizationManager.cs within the Microsoft.Hosting.Management project, as seen in the figure below.

If there is a need to change this role, the method for modifying is CheckAccessCore, shown in the figure below

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/6b241xwt.aspx
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Client Configuration

SvcUtil.exe http://<hostheader>/webmanagementservice.svc  /out:webmanagementservice.cs

Client Web.Config

by Walter Oliver

Since Hosting Services Code Sample is implemented using Windows Communication Foundation, consuming it is
fairly straightforward. Here, a few key points are described. Refer to WCF documentations for details regarding
how to consume WCF services.

 

Calling the services from a client application involves some configuration. The SampleWebClient project is an
example of such an application. Generating the proxy for each of the services can be done either through Visual
Studio® 2005, or by using the SvcUtil.exe command-line utility, found in \Program Files\Microsoft
SDKs\Windows\v6.0\Bin. The following command generates the proxy for the WebManagementService.svc.

The Proxy class can then be added to the project's Service References.

SvcUtil.exe has many options for controlling how the proxy classes are generated. Refer to SvcUtil related
documentations for details. In the sample client application, we use the namespace option to dedicate the
namespace for generated proxy classes to avoid the class conflicts.

The following screen shot shows a fragment of the proxy codes generated:

 

In the SampleWebClient, we provide the address and binding in the client's web.config file. Notice that there are
binding and endpoint sections for each proxy class.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/consuming-the-services.md
https://github.com/walterov
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<binding name="WSHttpBinding_IWebManagementService" closeTimeout="00:01:00"
 openTimeout="00:01:00" receiveTimeout="00:10:00" sendTimeout="00:01:00"
 bypassProxyOnLocal="false" transactionFlow="false" hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard"
 maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize="65536" messageEncoding="Text"
 textEncoding="utf-8" useDefaultWebProxy="true" allowCookies="false">
   <readerQuotas maxDepth="32" maxStringContentLength="8192" maxArrayLength="16384"
      maxBytesPerRead="4096" maxNameTableCharCount="16384" />
   <reliableSession ordered="true" inactivityTimeout="00:10:00" enabled="false" />
   <security mode="Message">
      <transport clientCredentialType="Windows" proxyCredentialType="None"    realm="" />
      <message clientCredentialType="Windows" negotiateServiceCredential="true" algorithmSuite="Default" 
establishSecurityContext="true" />
   </security>
</binding>
<endpoint address="http://HostingServices/WebManagementService.svc"
 binding="wsHttpBinding"  bindingConfiguration="WSHttpBinding_IWebManagementService"
 contract="Microsoft.Hosting.Web.Client.WebManagement.IWebManagementService" 
name="WSHttpBinding_IWebManagementService">
      <identity>
            <userPrincipalName value="IIS7SHWS.IIS7Live\administrator" />
      </identity>
</endpoint>

Implementing the Proxy

using System.ServiceModel;

using Microsoft.Hosting.Web.Client.WebManagement;

using Microsoft.Hosting.Web.Client.WebProvisioning;

WebProvisioningServiceClient client = new WebProvisioningServiceClient();

status = client.StartSite(sitename);

client.Close();

Common Scenarios

When moving the client application from one environment to another, ensure that the endpoint address and
userPrincipalName are modified to reflect the correct environment.

 

From the client application, add the System.ServiceModel namespace as well as the appropriate subsystem
namespace.

To call a service, you must first instantiate a proxy. The following line instantiates the proxy object for the Web
subsystem's provisioning operation.

Call the method to be executed, passing the appropriate parameter. In cases where the parameter consists of more
complex data types, find the definition in the corresponding Data Contract class.

Then close the proxy. Closing the proxy terminates the session with the service and closes the connection.

 



WebProvisioningServiceClient.CreateWebSite(WebSiteProvisioningRequest request)
WebSiteProvisioningRequest exists in the Microsoft.Hosting.Web.Client.WebManagement.DataContract namespace. It 
is shown below.
public class WebSiteProvisioningRequest
public class WebSiteProvisioningRequest
{
 #region Fields
 private long _siteId;
 private string _siteName;
 private string _domainName;
 private string _userName;
 private string _password;
 private string _contentPath;
 private bool _useDefaultContentStructure;
 private string _physicalRootPath; 
 private string _logPath;
 private string _faultRequestsLoggingPath;
 private bool _createNewApplicationPool;
 private string _applicationPoolName;
 private bool _startSite;
 private BindingInfo _bindingInfo;
 //give the option for specifing to use an existing application pool or to create a new          application 
pool
 #endregion 
}

C# SampleC# Sample

The following CreateWebSite method creates a site, based on the site properties set in the
WebSiteProvisioningRequest parameter.

The WebSiteProvisioningRequest class contains properties to:

Create an Application pool
Create a site
Create the default application
Create the default virtual directory
Add the bindings

In addition, it configures logging and fault logging.

The following code sample demonstrates the creation of a website using the service. You must instantiate the
WebProvisioningServiceClient proxy. The CreateWebSite(WebSiteProvisioningRequest request) method
requires a parameter. All data types used in the methods are found in the corresponding Data Contract class. In
this case, the WebSiteProvisioningRequest object can be found in the Microsoft.Hosting.Web.DataContract
namespace.

The fault contracts apply to all subsystems and can be implemented as shown in the code below.



WebProvisioningServiceClient client = new WebProvisioningServiceClient();
try
{
  BindingInfo binding = new BindingInfo();
  binding.Protocol ="http"; 
  binding.IPAddress ="*"; //all ip addresses
  binding.TCPPort = 80;
  binding.HostHeader ="www.contoso.com";
  WebSiteProvisioningRequest request = new WebSiteProvisioningRequest();
  request.SiteName ="www.contoso.com";
  request.DomainName =string.Empty;
  request.UserName ="Testuser";
  request.Password ="pass@word1";
  request.ContentPath = @"c:\contents\";
  request.UserDefaultContentStructure = false;
  request.PhysicalRootPath = @"c:\contents\www.contoso.com";
  request.LogPath = @"c:\contents\www.contoso.com\logs";
  request.FaultRequestsLoggingPath = c:\contents\www.contoso.com\logs\FailedRequestLogs";
  request.Binding = binding;
  request.CreateNewApplicationPool = true;
  request.ApplicationPoolName = "TestAppPool";
  request.StartSite = true;
  request.SiteId = 0;
  if (client.CreateWebSite(request))
  this.lblResult.Text = "Web Site: " + request.SiteName + " has been successfully created.";
  client.Close();
}
catch (FaultException<HostingServiceFault> ex)
{
  this.lblResult.Text = "FaultException<HostingServiceException>: Hosting service fault while doing " + 
  ex.Detail.Operation + ". Error: " + ex.Detail.ErrorMessage;
  client.Abort();
}
  catch (FaultException ex)
{
  this.lblResult.Text = "Add Web Site Failed with unknown faultexception: " + e.GetType().Name + " - " + 
ex.Message;
  client.Abort();
}
  catch (Exception ex)
{
  this.lblResult.Text = "Failed with exception: " + ex.GetType().Name + " - " + ex.Message;
  client.Abort();
}

For more examples, refer to the sample web client application included with the Visual Studio Solution.
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Creating a Site and Application PoolCreating a Site and Application Pool

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Diagnostics;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

namespace IIS7Demos
{
   class CreateSites
   {
      const int NUMBEROFSITES = 100;
      const int SITEBASENUMBER = 1000;
      const string POOLPREFIX = "POOL_";
      const string SITENAMEPREFIX = "SITE";
      const string ROOTDIR = "e:\\content"; 

   static void Main(string[] args)
   { 
      ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager();
      SiteCollection sites = mgr.Sites;

      Stopwatch watch = new Stopwatch();
      watch.Start();

      for (int i = SITEBASENUMBER; i < NUMBEROFSITES+SITEBASENUMBER; i++)
      {
         if (!CreateSitesInIIS(sites, SITENAMEPREFIX, i, ROOTDIR))
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Creating site {0} failed", i);
         }

         if (!CreateAppPoolInIIS(mgr, SITENAMEPREFIX, i))
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Creating apppool {0} failed", i);
         }
      }

      mgr.CommitChanges();
      watch.Stop();
      Console.WriteLine("Creating {0} sites took {1} seconds", NUMBEROFSITES, 
((double)watch.ElapsedMilliseconds) / 1000f);
   }

   static bool CreateSitesInIIS(SiteCollection sites, string sitePrefix, int siteId, string dirRoot)
   {
      string siteName = sitePrefix + siteId;

by Walter Oliver

Managed code can be used to provision Web sites and edit configuration.

Use the following to create a site and an application pool, and to set temporary compilation directories.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/microsoftwebadministration.md
https://github.com/walterov


      string siteName = sitePrefix + siteId;
      // site gets set to Poolname using the following format. Example: 'Site_POOL10'
      string poolName = POOLPREFIX + sitePrefix + siteId;

      try
      {
         Site site = sites.CreateElement();
         site.Id = siteId;
         site.SetAttributeValue("name", siteName);
         sites.Add(site);

         Application app = site.Applications.CreateElement();
         app.SetAttributeValue("path", "/");
         app.SetAttributeValue("applicationPool", poolName);
         site.Applications.Add(app);

         VirtualDirectory vdir = app.VirtualDirectories.CreateElement();
         vdir.SetAttributeValue("path", "/");
         vdir.SetAttributeValue("physicalPath", dirRoot + @"\" + siteName);

         app.VirtualDirectories.Add(vdir);

         Binding b = site.Bindings.CreateElement();
         b.SetAttributeValue("protocol", "http");
         b.SetAttributeValue("bindingInformation", ":80:" + siteName);
         site.Bindings.Add(b);
      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
         Console.WriteLine("Create site {0} failed. Reason: {1}", siteName, ex.Message);
         return false;
      }
      return true;
   }

   static bool CreateAppPoolInIIS(ServerManager mgr, string sitePrefix, int siteId)
   {
      string poolName = POOLPREFIX + sitePrefix + siteId;

      try
      {
         mgr.ApplicationPools.Add(poolName);
         ApplicationPool apppool = mgr.ApplicationPools[poolName];
         apppool.ManagedPipelineMode = ManagedPipelineMode.Integrated;
      }

      catch (Exception ex)
      {
         Console.WriteLine("Create site {0} failed. Reason: {1}", poolName, ex.Message);
         return false;
      }
      return true;
   }
  }
}

Set a Unique Temporary Compilation Directory for Each SiteSet a Unique Temporary Compilation Directory for Each Site



using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
public class setASPNETCompilationDirectory
{
   static void Main()
   {
      ServerManager manager = new ServerManager();
      Configuration rootConfig = manager.GetWebConfiguration(new WebConfigurationMap(), null);
      ConfigurationSection section = rootConfig.GetSection("system.web/compilation");
      section.Attributes["tempDirectory"].Value = @"e:\inetpub\temp\temporary asp.net files\site1";
      section.SetMetadata("lockAttributes", "tempDirectory");
      manager.CommitChanges();
   }
}

NOTENOTE
 

This code uses network service as the application pool identity. It should use a unique AD or machine account for each site.
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WMI scripts can be used to provision Web sites and run many commands to edit configuration.

Use the following to create a site and application pool.

To create a site and application pool

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/iis-7-wmi-provider.md
https://github.com/walterov


If WScript.Arguments.Count < 4 Then 
    WScript.Echo "Not enough parameters. Enter: username | web site name | app pool password | site ID" 
    WScript.Quit
End If

userName = WScript.Arguments(0) 
siteName = WScript.Arguments(1)
appPoolPassword = WScript.Arguments(2)
siteID = WScript.Arguments(3) 
appPoolName = "apppool_" & siteName
physicalPath = "\\server\share" & userName & "\" & siteName [slg1] [slg2] 

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

Set oBinding = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding.BindingInformation = "*:80:" & siteName
oBinding.Protocol = "http"

Set oBinding2 = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding2.BindingInformation = "*:80:www." & siteName
oBinding2.Protocol = "http"
arrBindings = array(oBinding, oBinding2)

Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site")
oSiteDefn.Create siteName, arrBindings, physicalPath
WScript.Echo "Site created"

WScript.Sleep(100)

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSite.ID = siteID 
oSite.Put_

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
appPoolUserName = "poolname_" & siteID

Set oAppDefn = oIIS.Get("ApplicationPool")
oAppDefn.Create appPoolName
WScript.Echo "App pool created"

WScript.Sleep(3000)

Set oAppDefn = oIIS.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='" & appPoolName & "'")
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.IdentityType = 3
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.Username = appPoolUserName
oAppDefn.ProcessModel.Password = appPoolPassword
oAppDefn.Put_ 

WScript.Echo "Identity set for App Pool"

Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSiteDefn.ApplicationDefaults.ApplicationPool = appPoolName
oSiteDefn.Put_
WScript.Echo "Site assigned to pool"

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='" & siteName & "'")
oSite.Start
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%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd add AppPool -name:%poolname% -processModel.username:%poolaccount% -
processModel.password:%poolaccountpwd% -enable32BitAppOnWin64:true

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd add site -name:%sitename% -bindings:http/*:80:%sitename% -
physicalPath:%sitepath% -logfile.directory:%W3svclogpath% -traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:%FREBlogpath%

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd set app -app.name:%sitename%/ -applicationPool:%poolname%

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -
section:traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:\\remoteserver\content$\<sitename>\logs\failedReqLog

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd set config <sitename> -section:-logfile.directory:\\remotefileshare\content$\
<sitename>\logs\logfiles

by Walter Oliver

AppCmd.exe can be used to provision Web sites and run many commands to edit configuration.

Use the following code samples for implementing AppCmd.exe.

To create a site and an application pool (with failed request tracing and W3svc log file locations)

To configure the Failed Request Tracing log file location

To configure the W3SVC log file location

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/appcmdexe.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Set PermissionsSet Permissions

NOTENOTE

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.DirectoryServices;
using System.Security.AccessControl;
using System.Security.Principal;

class Program
{
    static void Main(string[] args)
    {
        String dir = @"e:\content";
        DirectorySecurity dirsec = Directory.GetAccessControl(dir);
        dirsec.SetAccessRuleProtection(true, false);
        foreach (AuthorizationRule rule in dirsec.GetAccessRules(true, true, typeof(NTAccount)))
        {
        dirsec.RemoveAccessRuleAll(new FileSystemAccessRule(rule.IdentityReference, 
FileSystemRights.FullControl, AccessControlType.Allow));
        }
    dirsec.AddAccessRule(new FileSystemAccessRule(@"BUILTIN\Administrators", FileSystemRights. 
FullControl,AccessControlType.Allow));
    dirsec.AddAccessRule(new FileSystemAccessRule(@"BUILTIN\Administrators", FileSystemRights.FullControl, 
InheritanceFlags.ObjectInherit, PropagationFlags.InheritOnly, AccessControlType.Allow));
    dirsec.AddAccessRule(new FileSystemAccessRule(@"BUILTIN\Administrators", FileSystemRights.FullControl, 
InheritanceFlags.ContainerInherit, PropagationFlags.InheritOnly, AccessControlType.Allow));
    Directory.SetAccessControl(dir, dirsec);
    }
}

Create a User AccountCreate a User Account

by Walter Oliver

Use the following managed code samples to set permissions and to create a user account.

Use the following to set permissions on a folder using managed code .

A reference to System.DirectoryServices.dll is required.

Use the following to create a user account using managed code.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/other-managed-code-samples.md
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using System;
using System.DirectoryServices;
class Program
{
    static void Main(string[] args)
    {
        DirectoryEntry AD = new DirectoryEntry("WinNT://" + Environment.MachineName + ",computer");
        DirectoryEntry NewUser = AD.Children.Add("PoolID1", "user");
        NewUser.Invoke("SetPassword", new object[] { "PoolIDPwd1" });
        NewUser.Invoke("Put", new object[] { "Description", "AppPool Account" });
        NewUser.CommitChanges();
    }
}
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Problem Description

by Walter Oliver

When using the IIS 7 Shared Configuration featured in an environment where site provisioning tasks are driven
from a remote machine, you can encounter what is know as the "double-hop authentication issue". This issue will
prevent you from executing provisioning tasks. This article describes the problem and provides workarounds for it.

The provisioning topology illustrated in the following diagram could be one common option for leveraging the
new shared configuration feature available in IIS 7, which the configuration is centralized on a network share, and
a centralized provisioning server will perform provisioning operations in multiple web server farms. We assume all
web server farms are running Windows Server® 2008 R2 with IIS 7.

Typical Provisioning Topology

Shared Configuration can be enabled easily via IIS Manager as shown in the following screen shot.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/shared-configuration-and-remote-provisioning.md
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A set of new managed APIs has been provided in IIS 7 in the Microsoft.Web.Administration namespace. The APIs
contain a method OpenRemote, which enable remote administrations across the network as illustrated in the
following diagram.

The following code snippet demonstrates the use of OpenRemote to provision an application on a different web
server.
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When shared configuration is enabled for the remote web server, you get the following error when execute the
sample code:

The issue does not exist if the remote web server is using local configuration instead of shared configuration.

Disable the shared configuration:
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Re-run the sample application:

The modification is successfully committed.

This is a double-hop authentication issue caused by shared configuration across multiple servers. The
OpenRemote call is simply remotely invoking the COM object via DCOM. If the configuration is not configured
locally, the COM object will try to do the double hop which is not allowed when using COM. Keep in mind that this
only occurs in write operation to the shared configuration.

When read operation is performed, the underline configuration system is using the credential stored in the
redirection.config file to authenticate on the remote network share server, which will not have this double-hop
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Workarounds
Option 1: Modify the DCOM Configuration for Configuration COM Object Using a Specified AccountOption 1: Modify the DCOM Configuration for Configuration COM Object Using a Specified Account

issue. With write operations, the underline configuration is using the caller security token to conduct the operations
which the security token is invalid on the remote network share server.

To work around the double-hop issue with configuration COM object, we need to change the DCOM configuration
to use a specified account instead of caller's security context to enable the configuration COM object authenticating
at the remote network share server with specified credential.
You can locate the IIS 7 configuration COM object – ahadmin under DCOM Config by using Component Services
on the remote web server as illustrated in the following diagram:

Right-click the ahadmin node, and select properties…, select the Identity tab, change the option to This User
instead of The launching user, and specify a user account with the following permissions:

1. Have change permissions on the shared configuration files on the network share server.
2. Have read permission to redirection.config file stored under system32\inetsrv\config
3. Member of local administrators group, otherwise you will have can't decrypt exception.
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Click OK.

After the change, re-run the sample application, it works successfully.

The Test application is provisioned correctly.
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**Security Warning****Security Warning**

Option 2: Using a Hosting Services Sample ApproachOption 2: Using a Hosting Services Sample Approach

Security ConsiderationSecurity Consideration

Using a specified account for the configuration COM object might expose additional security risks (i.e. any users
could modify the configuration as long as they have permission to invoke the COM object). To reduce the security
risks, only configure one web server in the web server farm using this option for provisioning, and configure
firewall to only allow certain IP to access the server.

This approach can potentially allow a non-administrator to make administrative level changes on the
server, since the component will not be running under the security context of the caller.

An alternative option is not using OpenRemote via DCOM call and instead creating a service like the Hosting
Services Code Sample, which is a set of web services built on top of WCF (Windows Communication Foundation),
on one of the web server in the web farm as illustrated in the following diagram:

You can use Windows Service to hosting the services if you have concerns hosting in IIS 7. The web service is built
on top of Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs and provides better integration option, and furthermore there is no
needs to open the firewall as OpenRemote required.

The service should be secured to only allow authorized and authenticated users to call into the service.
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Option 3: Using WMIOption 3: Using WMI
Another option to avoid the double-hop issue is to use WMI service as illustrated in the following diagram.

WMI service has the option for you to specify the credential to connect to remote web server, the WMI service on
the remote server will impersonate the identity while performing the provisioning option as shown in the
following code snippet. To enable the operations working with shared configuration, you must specify the
impersonate option while connecting to WMI on the remote server. WMI also requires certain ports open in the
firewall for remote invocation.
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Options Table

METHOD OF PROVISIONING DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

User Interface (UI)
/Remote Delegation

Use IIS Manager, the
management user interface
that comes with IIS, to
configure the most common
properties in the
applicationhost.config. Open
the property sheets for a
service, site, or virtual
directory and change values.
Changes take place
immediately without a need
to stop and start the server.

When you create a site or
virtual directory, or when
you configure a feature with
more than one property, the
IIS Manager user interface
sets all the supporting
properties. IIS Manager
informs you if a new value is
invalid.

Managing large IIS server
configurations or multiple
servers over the Internet can
be slow and cumbersome.
Not all configuration
properties can be accessed
in the user interface.

Text Editor Use a text editor such as
Notepad to directly edit the
applicationhost.config file
while IIS is running. Entries
are case-sensitive.

You can change multiple
properties or create new
nodes in one instance
without having to open and
close multiple property
sheets.

It is easy to corrupt an IIS
server by using edit-while-
running. If your edits include
XML that is not formatted
correctly, IIS cannot read the
applicationhost.config and
the last history file must be
restored. If your edits
include an invalid
configuration that does not
comply with the rules in the
schema, an error is logged in
the event viewer, but the
rest of IIS can run. Property
inheritance must be taken
into consideration when
cutting and pasting portions
of the applicationhost.config.
The section you paste might
inherit properties from
parent nodes and impart
properties to child nodes. If
you are using edit-while-
running over the network
and the connection fails, you
might end up with an invalid
applicationhost.config. Using
edit-while-running on
multiple servers in a Web
farm takes as much time as
using the user interface.

by Walter Oliver

There are a number of ways to create and manage web sites. The following table lists the options that are currently
available along with the advantages and disadvantages of each.
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AppCmd.exe Use command line tool to
quickly make configuration
changes on an IIS server.

The tools were developed to
provide solutions to the
most popular administration
tasks.

?

Active Directory Service
Interfaces (ADSI)

Use ADSI to
programmatically configure
IIS in a script or compiled
program. Changes take
place immediately without a
need to stop and start the
server.

Configuring large sites or
multiple servers with ADSI is
fast and efficient. ADSI is
scriptable. You can configure
IIS 4.0, IIS 5.0, IIS 5.1, and IIS
6.0, IIS 7.0 with IIS 6.0
compatible mode enabled
with ADSI, as long as you
use error checking that can
handle missing objects and
properties. You can extend
the IIS schema with ADSI,
though it is not
recommended.

If you create a site or virtual
directory, or use a property
that depends on others, you
must ensure that you know
which supporting properties
need to be created and set
as well. Only available for IIS
7.0 if IIS 6.0 compatible
mode is enabled. Difficult to
use.

Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI)

Use WMI to
programmatically configure
IIS in a script or compiled
program. Changes take
place immediately without
stopping and starting the
server.

Configuring large sites or
multiple servers with WMI is
fast and efficient. WMI is
scriptable.

If you create a site or virtual
directory, or use a property
that depends on others, you
must ensure that you know
which supporting properties
need to be created and set
as well. Difficult to use.

Admin Base Objects
(ABO)

Use ABO to
programmatically configure
IIS in a compiled program
written in C, C++, or Visual
Basic 6.0.

It is faster than using ADSI
or WMI because the ADSI
and WMI providers are
wrappers for ABO.

If you create a site or virtual
directory, or use a property
that depends on others, you
must ensure that you know
which supporting properties
need to be created and set
as well. ABO is not
scriptable. ABO applications
can only be written in C++
or Visual Basic 6.0. Since
ABO accesses IIS at the
lowest level, it is more
difficult to use than ADSI or
WMI because there are no
methods that compress
multiple lines of ABO code
into one method call. Also,
there are no safeguards to
prevent you from
configuring invalid settings.
Not available for IIS 7.0.

METHOD OF PROVISIONING DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES



Managed API: Use managed APIs in
Microsoft.Web.Administratio
n to programmatically
configure IIS in any .net
application.

Configuring large sites or
multiple servers is fast and
efficient. Managed, fastest
and remoteable using RPC.
MWA can create 100,000
sites within 62 seconds
(1600 sites/sec)

Only can be used on
Windows platform. Many
objects are not exposed as
strong typed objects, you
have to understand the
lower APIs to enable to
configure certain objects,
and properties. Requires
RPC for remote server
configuration.

OLE Automation: OLE Automation
ProgId=Microsoft.Applicatio
nHost.WritableAdminManag
er, can be used from Jscript
and VBScript.

Configuring large sites or
multiple servers is fast and
efficient. Actually slightly
faster than MWA; it is also
remoteable.

Need to understand the
lower APIs to enable to
configure certain objects and
properties. Requires RPC for
remote server configuration.

METHOD OF PROVISIONING DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
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Introduction

Classes and Objects

DiagramDiagram

by Walter Oliver

IIS 7 provides a comprehensive managed-code management application programming interface (API) that allows
complete manipulation of the XML configuration files and convenience access to server objects. This article
introduces you to the new management API used to modify server configuration and administer server objects.

IIS 7 includes Microsoft.Web.Administration, which is a new a management API for the web server that enables
editing configuration through complete manipulation of the XML configuration files and also provides
convenience objects to manage the server, its properties and state. The configuration editing aspect of the API
provides programmatic access to read and write configuration properties in the IIS configuration file hierarchy and
specific configuration files. The object management aspect of this API provides a series of top-level administration
objects for direct management of the server (i.e. sites, application pools, worker processes, etc).

The management classes reside in the Microsoft.Web.Administration namespace. The classes provide a weakly-
typed interface to access configuration sections and convenience objects with properties and methods
representing attributes of the configuration (like the path of a virtual directory) or actions to take on the object (like
recycling an application pool).

The ServerManager is the factory class that contains a set of server convenience objects to which properties and
methods are available to use in a strongly-typed way. ServerManager is the main entry point for managing the
server. Managing the server could be done via other cumbersome routes (accessing raw configuration XML or
calling state APIs), but through these objects, managing the server is seamless.

The most common set of objects are available to use via the server manager include:

Applications
Virtual directories
Sites
Worker processes
Application domains

The following shows the main objects (excluding Configuration related classes).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/using-managed-apis-in-iis-7.md
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The ServerManager class also provides methods for obtaining different configurations, such as web.config, and
administration.config, etc., and returns as Configuration class, which allows you to navigate the different XML
entities to manage various configuration settings.

Since Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs only expose certain key entities as strongly typed objects such as Site,
ApplicationPool and Application to manage other configuration settings, you must use weakly typed configuration
objects, i.e. ConfigurationElement, ConfigurationSection and so forth. This sample illustrates it when provisioning
an FTP site, which is not exposed as a strongly typed object.
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Overview

Provision a New User Account

by Walter Oliver

Over the years, it has become simple for advanced Web users to create their own Web site. Once an end-user has
registered their domain name, there are various types of hosters to choose from. Web hosters are available
throughout the world to meet the demands of end customers. But regardless of which hoster is chosen, the
scenario of signing up and creating a web site is similar in all cases.

Initially, a new user account needs to be established for the user. Once the account has been set up, the end user
decides what features and options the site should incorporate: for instance, how much disk space, FTP capability,
creation of virtual directories, whether or not databases are needed, etc. Hosters build control panels or
dashboard applications that allow end users to create and manage these features.

There are a number of ways that these capabilities can be implemented into the control panel. In this section, we
look at implementing the provisioning aspect of these features through managed code. An outline of the features
is as follows:

The site owner who manages and maintains the site needs a new user account. The account can either be an
Active Directory® account or a local user account. The following code fragments demonstrate the creation of a
local account. Note that the System.DirectoryServices namespace must be specified.
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public static bool CreateLocalUserAccount(string userName, string password)
{
   try
   {
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(userName))
        throw new ArgumentNullException("userName", "Invalid User Name.");
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(password))
        throw new ArgumentNullException("password", "Invalid Password.");
      DirectoryEntry directoryEntry = new DirectoryEntry("WinNT://" +
      Environment.MachineName + ",computer");
      bool userFound = false;
      try
      {
         if (directoryEntry.Children.Find(userName, "user") != null)
           userFound = true;
      }
      catch
      {
         userFound = false;
      }
      if (!userFound)
      {
         DirectoryEntry newUser = directoryEntry.Children.Add(userName, "user");
         newUser.Invoke("SetPassword", new object[] { password });
         newUser.Invoke("Put", new object[] { "Description", "Application Pool User Account" });
         newUser.CommitChanges();
         newUser.Close();
      }
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
        throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
   }
   return true;
}

Create Content Storage

Directory.CreateDirectory(parentPath + "\\" + directoryName);

A Web site requires a location on the file systems to which users can upload content for the site. The Microsoft®
.NET Directory Class provides the application programming interface (API) to create directories on the file
system.

The content storage requires specific permissions configured so that users can manage their own contents. The
following code fragment demonstrates how to set directory permissions using managed code in C#:



public static bool AddDirectorySecurity(string directoryPath, string userAccount, FileSystemRights rights, 
InheritanceFlags inheritanceFlags, PropagationFlags propagationFlags, AccessControlType controlType)
{
   try
   {
       // Create a new DirectoryInfo object.
       DirectoryInfo dInfo = new DirectoryInfo(directoryPath);
       // Get a DirectorySecurity object that represents the 
       // current security settings.
       DirectorySecurity dSecurity = dInfo.GetAccessControl();
       // Add the FileSystemAccessRule to the security settings. 
       dSecurity.AddAccessRule(new FileSystemAccessRule(userAccount, rights, inheritanceFlags, 
propagationFlags, controlType));
       // Set the new access settings.
       dInfo.SetAccessControl(dSecurity);
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
       throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
   }
   return true;
}

public static bool AddUserDiskQuota(string userName, double quota, double quotaThreshold, string diskVolume)
{
   try
   {
      DiskQuotaControlClass diskQuotaCtrl = GetDiskQuotaControl(diskVolume);
      diskQuotaCtrl.UserNameResolution = UserNameResolutionConstants.dqResolveNone;
      DIDiskQuotaUser diskUser = diskQuotaCtrl.AddUser(userName);
      diskUser.QuotaLimit = quota;
      diskUser.QuotaThreshold = quotaThreshold;
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
      throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
    }
    return true;
}

Create an Application Pool

The following code fragment demonstrates how to set disk quota using managed code if the disk quota is
restricted. To use the disk quota management, you must add reference to the Windows® disk quota management
component; it resides under Windows\system32\dskquota.dll.

An application pool defines the settings for a worker process that hosts one or more Internet Information
Services 7 (IIS 7) applications, which carry out their request processing. The application pool is a unit of process
isolation, since all request processing for an application runs within its application pool's worker processes.

An application pool also provides isolation, which in turn provides security. Each application pool can run with a
unique identity and can use an access control list (ACL) to prevent applications in other pools from accessing its
resources. The following code fragment demonstrates the creation of an application pool, setting the identity, and
setting properties.



public static bool CreateApplicationPool(string applicationPoolName, ProcessModelIdentityType identityType, 
string applicationPoolIdentity, string password, string managedRuntimeVersion, bool autoStart, bool 
enable32BitAppOnWin64,ManagedPipelineMode managedPipelineMode, long queueLength, TimeSpan idleTimeout, long 
periodicRestartPrivateMemory, TimeSpan periodicRestartTime)
{
   try
   {
      if (identityType == ProcessModelIdentityType.SpecificUser)
      {
         if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(applicationPoolName))
            throw new ArgumentNullException("applicationPoolName", "CreateApplicationPool: 
applicationPoolName is null or empty.");
         if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(applicationPoolIdentity))
            throw new ArgumentNullException("applicationPoolIdentity", "CreateApplicationPool: 
applicationPoolIdentity is null or empty.");
         if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(password))
            throw new ArgumentNullException("password", "CreateApplicationPool: password is null or empty.");
      }
      using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
      {
         ApplicationPool newAppPool = mgr.ApplicationPools.Add(applicationPoolName);
         if (identityType == ProcessModelIdentityType.SpecificUser)
         {
            newAppPool.ProcessModel.IdentityType = ProcessModelIdentityType.SpecificUser;
            newAppPool.ProcessModel.UserName = applicationPoolIdentity;
            newAppPool.ProcessModel.Password = password;
         }
         else
         {
            newAppPool.ProcessModel.IdentityType = identityType;
         }
            if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(managedRuntimeVersion))
               newAppPool.ManagedRuntimeVersion = managedRuntimeVersion;
               newAppPool.AutoStart = autoStart;
               newAppPool.Enable32BitAppOnWin64 = enable32BitAppOnWin64;
               newAppPool.ManagedPipelineMode = managedPipelineMode;
            if (queueLength > 0)
               newAppPool.QueueLength = queueLength;
            if (idleTimeout != TimeSpan.MinValue)
               newAppPool.ProcessModel.IdleTimeout = idleTimeout;
            if (periodicRestartPrivateMemory > 0)
               newAppPool.Recycling.PeriodicRestart.PrivateMemory = periodicRestartPrivateMemory;
            if (periodicRestartTime != TimeSpan.MinValue)
               newAppPool.Recycling.PeriodicRestart.Time = periodicRestartTime;
            mgr.CommitChanges();
         }
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
      throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
   }
   return true;
 }

Create a Site
  

A site is the top-level logical container that specifies how HTTP requests are received and processed. A site
defines a group of bindings that determine how the site listens for incoming requests, and a site contains the
definitions of applications or virtual directories that partition the site's URL namespace for the purposes of
structuring the application content.

The following code fragment demonstrates how to create a new site. The Microsoft.Web.Administration
namespaces are necessary when implementing the ServerManager object. Note that the application collection,
site collection, and binding objects are all accessed through the ServerManager object.



public static bool CreateWebSite(string siteName)
{
   try
   {
     if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(siteName))
     {
        throw new ArgumentNullException("siteName", "CreateWebSite: siteName is null or empty.");
     }
     //get the server manager instance
     using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
     {
        Site newSite = mgr.Sites.CreateElement();
        //get site id
        newSite.Id = GenerateNewSiteID(mgr, siteName);
        newSite.SetAttributeValue("name", siteName);
        mgr.Sites.Add(newSite);
        mgr.CommitChanges();
     }
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
      throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
   }
   return true;
}

Create a Binding
A bindingis a combination of the protocol name and protocol-specific binding information. While IIS 7 supports
multi-protocol bindings (such as the Windows® Communication Foundation [WCF] SOAP-TCP and FTP), the
code that follows uses the HTTP path only; an HTTP binding effectively defines an HTTP endpoint that listens on
a specific interface IP address (or all interfaces), a specific port number, or a specific HTTP host header (or all host
headers). In this way, you can configure many sites on your server that listen on different IP addresses, different
ports, or on the same IP address or port but with different host headers.



public static bool AddSiteBinding(string siteName, string ipAddress, string tcpPort, string hostHeader, 
string protocol)
{
    try
    {
        if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(siteName))
        {
            throw new ArgumentNullException("siteName", "AddSiteBinding: siteName is null or empty.");
        }
        //get the server manager instance
        using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
        {
            SiteCollection sites = mgr.Sites;
            Site site = mgr.Sites[siteName];
            if (site != null)
            {
                string bind = ipAddress + ":" + tcpPort + ":" + hostHeader;
                //check the binding exists or not
                foreach (Binding b in site.Bindings)
                {
                    if (b.Protocol == protocol && b.BindingInformation == bind)
                    {
                        throw new Exception("A binding with the same ip, port and host header already 
exists.");
                    }
                }
                Binding newBinding = site.Bindings.CreateElement();
                newBinding.Protocol = protocol;
                newBinding.BindingInformation = bind;
                site.Bindings.Add(newBinding);
                mgr.CommitChanges();
                return true;
            } 
            else
                throw new Exception("Site: " + siteName + " does not exist.");
        }
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
        throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
    }
}

Create a Root Application
An applicationis a logical container for the Web site functionality, letting you divide the site URL namespace into
separate parts and control the runtime behavior of each part individually.

For example, you can configure each application to reside in a separate application pool. This isolates an
application from other applications by putting it in a separate process, and optionally making that process run
with a different Windows identity to sandbox it.



public static bool AddApplication(string siteName, string applicationPath, string applicationPool, string 
virtualDirectoryPath, string physicalPath, string userName, string password)
{
 try
 {
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(siteName))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("siteName", "AddApplication: siteName is null or empty.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(applicationPath))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("applicationPath", "AddApplication: application path is null or empty.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(physicalPath))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("PhysicalPath", "AddApplication: Invalid physical path.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(applicationPool))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("ApplicationPool", "AddApplication: application pool namespace is Nullable 
or empty.");
  using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
  {
   ApplicationPool appPool = mgr.ApplicationPools[applicationPool];
   if (appPool == null)
    throw new Exception("Application Pool: " + applicationPool + " does not exist.");
   Site site = mgr.Sites[siteName];
   if (site != null)
   {
    Application app = site.Applications[applicationPath];
    if (app != null)
     throw new Exception("Application: " + applicationPath + " already exists.");
    else
    {
     app = site.Applications.CreateElement();
     app.Path = applicationPath;
     app.ApplicationPoolName = applicationPool;
     VirtualDirectory vDir = app.VirtualDirectories.CreateElement();
     vDir.Path = virtualDirectoryPath;
     vDir.PhysicalPath = physicalPath;
     if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(userName))
     {
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(password))
       throw new Exception("Invalid Virtual Directory User Account Password.");
      else
      {
       vDir.UserName = userName;
       vDir.Password = password;
      }
     }
     app.VirtualDirectories.Add(vDir);
    }
    site.Applications.Add(app);
    mgr.CommitChanges();
    return true;
   }
   else
    throw new Exception("Site: " + siteName + " does not exist.");
  }
 }
 catch (Exception ex)
 {
  throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
 }
}

Create a Virtual Directory
A virtual directory maps a part of the application URL namespace to a physical location on disk. When a request
is routed to the application, it uses the same algorithm to find the virtual directory with the longest virtual path
matching the remainder of the request's absolute path after the application path.



public static bool AddVirtualDirectory(string siteName, string application, string virtualDirectoryPath, 
string physicalPath, string userName, string password)
{
 try
 {
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(siteName))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("siteName", "AddVirtualDirectory: siteName is null or empty.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(application))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("application", "AddVirtualDirectory: application is null or empty.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(virtualDirectoryPath))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("virtualDirectoryPath", "AddVirtualDirectory: virtualDirectoryPath is null 
or empty.");
  if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(physicalPath))
   throw new ArgumentNullException("physicalPath", "AddVirtualDirectory: physicalPath is null or empty.");
  using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
  {
   Site site = mgr.Sites[siteName];
   if (site != null)
   {
    Application app = site.Applications[application];
    if (app != null)
    {
     VirtualDirectory vDir = app.VirtualDirectories[virtualDirectoryPath];
     if (vDir != null)
     {
      throw new Exception("Virtual Directory: " + virtualDirectoryPath + " already exists.");
     }
     else
     {
      vDir = app.VirtualDirectories.CreateElement();
      vDir.Path = virtualDirectoryPath;
      vDir.PhysicalPath = physicalPath;
      if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(userName))
      {
       if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(password))
        throw new Exception("Invalid Virtual Directory User Account Password.");
       else
       {
        vDir.UserName = userName;
        vDir.Password = password;
       }
      }
      app.VirtualDirectories.Add(vDir);
     }
     mgr.CommitChanges();
     return true;
    }
    else
     throw new Exception("Application: " + application + " does not exist.");
   }
   else
    throw new Exception("Site: " + siteName + " does not exist.");
  }
 }
 catch (Exception ex)
 {
  throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
 }
}

Create an FTP Site
  

An FTP site lets customers upload content to their Web site and provides the ability to move files across the
Internet. The customer can manage both content and access. The creation of an FTP site is similar to that of a Web
site: An application pool and site is created with a root application and virtual directory, and then an FTP binding



public static bool CreateFtpSite(string applicationPoolName,string siteName, string domainName, string 
userName, string password,string contentPath, string ipAddress, string tcpPort, string hostHeader)
{
 try
 {
  //provision the application pool
  using (ServerManager mgr = new ServerManager())
  {
   ApplicationPool appPool = mgr.ApplicationPools[applicationPoolName];
   //per IIS7 team recommendation, we always create a new application pool
   //create new application pool
   if (appPool == null)
   {
    appPool = mgr.ApplicationPools.Add(applicationPoolName);
    //set the application pool attribute
    appPool.ProcessModel.IdentityType = ProcessModelIdentityType.SpecificUser;
    appPool.ProcessModel.UserName = domainName + "\\" + userName;
    appPool.ProcessModel.Password = password;
   }
   //if the appPool is null, we throw an exception. The appPool should be created or already exists.
   if (appPool == null)
    throw new Exception("Invalid Application Pool.");
   //if the site already exists, throw an exception
   if (mgr.Sites[siteName] != null)
    throw new Exception("Site already exists.");
   //create site
   Site newSite = mgr.Sites.CreateElement();                   
   newSite.Id = GenerateNewSiteID(mgr, siteName);
   newSite.SetAttributeValue("name", siteName);
   newSite.ServerAutoStart = true;
   mgr.Sites.Add(newSite);
   //create the default application for the site
   Application newApp = newSite.Applications.CreateElement();
   newApp.SetAttributeValue("path", "/"); //set to default root path
   newApp.SetAttributeValue("applicationPool", applicationPoolName);
   newSite.Applications.Add(newApp);
   //create the default virtual directory
   VirtualDirectory newVirtualDirectory = newApp.VirtualDirectories.CreateElement();
   newVirtualDirectory.SetAttributeValue("path", "/");
   newVirtualDirectory.SetAttributeValue("physicalPath", contentPath);
   newApp.VirtualDirectories.Add(newVirtualDirectory);
   //add the bindings 
   Binding binding = newSite.Bindings.CreateElement();
   binding.SetAttributeValue("protocol", "ftp");
   binding.SetAttributeValue("bindingInformation", ipAddress + ":" + tcpPort + ":" + hostHeader);
   newSite.Bindings.Add(binding);
   //commit the changes
   mgr.CommitChanges();
  }
 }
 catch (Exception ex)
 {
  throw new Exception(ex.Message, ex);
 }
 return true;
}

is applied.
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Prerequisites

Configure Logging at the Site Level

To configure logging at the site level by using the UITo configure logging at the site level by using the UI

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

You can configure logging on your web server or website that records information about HTTP requests and
errors. The information in your log can help you troubleshoot or optimize your website.

 

To get the most from this tutorial, you must have access to a computer that is running one of the following
operating systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), or by editing configuration files directly.

2. In the Connections tree view, select your website.
3. In Features View, double-click Logging.

1. Open IIS Manager.

For Windows Server 2012, on the Start page click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK. In
Server Manager, click the Tools menu, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
For Windows 8, on the Start page type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the
search results. On the Control Panel screen, click System and Security, click Administrative Tools,
and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

4. On the Logging page, in the Log file section under Format, select one of the following log file formats:

IIS: to use the Microsoft IIS log file format to log information about a site. This format is handled by
HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format, which means that you cannot customize the fields that
are logged. Fields are separated by commas, and time is recorded as local time. For more information
about the IIS log file format, see IIS Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
NCSA: to use the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Common log file format to
log information about a site. This format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format,
which means that you cannot customize the fields that are logged. Fields are separated by spaces, and
time is recorded as local time with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) offset. For more information
about the NCSA log file format, see NCSA Common Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
W3C: to use the centralized W3C log file format to log information about all sites on the server. This
format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a customizable ASCII text-based format, which means that you
specify the fields that are logged. Specify the fields that are logged on the W3C Logging Fields dialog
box by clicking Select Fields on the Logging page. Fields are separated by spaces, and time is recorded
in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). For more information about the W3C log file format, see W3C
Extended Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
Custom: to use a custom format for a custom logging module. When you select this option, the
Logging page becomes disabled, because custom logging cannot be configured in IIS Manager. For
more information about how to use custom log file formats, see Custom Logging Modules (IIS 6.0).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/configure-logging-in-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103792
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103791
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103790
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103789


Configure Per-site Logging at the Server Level

To configure per-site logging at the server level by using the UITo configure per-site logging at the server level by using the UI

5. Under Directory, specify the path where the log file should be stored. The default is 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles . > [!NOTE] > As a best practice, store log files, such as failed request trace

logs, in a directory other than %systemroot% .

7. Select Use local time for file naming and rollover to specify that log file naming and time for log file
rollover uses the local server time. When this option is not selected, Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is used.
> [!NOTE] > Regardless of this setting, timestamps in the actual log file will use the time format for the log
format that you select from the Format list. For example, NCSA and W3C log file formats use UTC time format
for timestamps.

8. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

6. In the Log File Rollover section, select one of the following options:

Maximum file size (in bytes): to create a log file when the file reaches a certain size (in bytes).The
minimum file size is 1048576 bytes. If this attribute is set to a value less than 1048576 bytes, the default
value is implicitly assumed as 1048576 bytes.
Do not create a new log file: there is a single log file that continues to grow as information is logged.

Schedule: to create new log file that is based on one of the following values:

Hourly: a new log file is created each hour.
Daily: a new log file is created each day.
Weekly: a new log file is created each week.
Monthly: a new log file is created each month.

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), or by editing configuration files directly.

1. In the Connections tree view of IIS Manager, select your web server.
2. In Features View, double-click Logging.
3. On the Logging page under One log file per site, select Site from the drop-down list. By default, Site is

selected.

5. Under Directory, specify the path where the log file should be stored. The default is 

4. On the Logging page, in the Log file section under Format, select one of the following log file formats:

IIS: to use the Microsoft IIS log file format to log information about a site. This format is handled by
HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format, which means that you cannot customize the fields that
are logged. Fields are separated by commas, and time is recorded as local time. For more information
about the IIS log file format, see IIS Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
NCSA: to use the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Common log file format to
log information about a site. This format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format,
which means that you cannot customize the fields that are logged. Fields are separated by spaces, and
time is recorded as local time with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) offset. For more information
about the NCSA log file format, see NCSA Common Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
W3C: to use the centralized W3C log file format to log information about all sites on the server. This
format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a customizable ASCII text-based format, which means that you
specify the fields that are logged. Specify the fields that are logged on the W3C Logging Fields dialog
box by clicking Select Fields on the Logging page. Fields are separated by spaces, and time is recorded
in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). For more information about the W3C log file format, see W3C
Extended Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
Custom: to use a custom format for a custom logging module. When you select this option, the
Logging page becomes disabled, because custom logging cannot be configured in IIS Manager. For
more information about how to use custom log file formats, see Custom Logging Modules (IIS 6.0).

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103792
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103791
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103790
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103789


Configure Per-server Logging at the Server Level

To configure per-server logging at the server level by using the UITo configure per-server logging at the server level by using the UI

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles . > [!NOTE] > As a best practice, store log files, such as failed request trace
logs, in a directory other than %systemroot% .

7. Select Use local time for file naming and rollover to specify that log file naming and time for log file
rollover uses the local server time. When this option is not selected, Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is used.
> [!NOTE] > Regardless of this setting, timestamps in the actual log file will use the time format for the log
format that you select from the Format list. For example, NCSA and W3C log file formats use UTC time format
for timestamps.

8. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

6. In the Log File Rollover section, select one of the following options:

Maximum file size (in bytes): to create a log file when the file reaches a certain size (in bytes).The
minimum file size is 1048576 bytes. If this attribute is set to a value less than 1048576 bytes, the default
value is implicitly assumed as 1048576 bytes.
Do not create a new log file: there is a single log file that continues to grow as information is logged.

Schedule: to create new log file that is based on one of the following values:

Hourly: a new log file is created each hour.
Daily: a new log file is created each day.
Weekly: a new log file is created each week.
Monthly: a new log file is created each month.

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), or by editing configuration files directly.

1. In the Connections tree view of IIS Manager, select your web server.
2. In Features View, double-click Logging.
3. On the Logging page, under One log file per site, select Server from the drop-down list. By default, Site is

selected.

5. Under Directory, specify the path where the log file should be stored. The default is 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles . > [!NOTE] > As a best practice, store log files, such as failed request trace

4. On the Logging page, in the Log file section under Format, select one of the following log file formats:

IIS: to use the Microsoft IIS log file format to log information about a site. This format is handled by
HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format, which means that you cannot customize the fields that
are logged. Fields are separated by commas, and time is recorded as local time. For more information
about the IIS log file format, see IIS Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
NCSA: to use the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Common log file format to
log information about a site. This format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a fixed ASCII text-based format,
which means that you cannot customize the fields that are logged. Fields are separated by spaces, and
time is recorded as local time with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) offset. For more information
about the NCSA log file format, see NCSA Common Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
W3C: to use the centralized W3C log file format to log information about all sites on the server. This
format is handled by HTTP.sys, and is a customizable ASCII text-based format, which means that you
specify the fields that are logged. Specify the fields that are logged on the W3C Logging Fields dialog
box by clicking Select Fields on the Logging page. Fields are separated by spaces, and time is recorded
in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). For more information about the W3C log file format, see W3C
Extended Log File Format (IIS 6.0).
Custom: to use a custom format for a custom logging module. When you select this option, the
Logging page becomes disabled, because custom logging cannot be configured in IIS Manager. For
more information about how to use custom log file formats, see Custom Logging Modules (IIS 6.0).

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103792
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103791
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103790
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=103789


Select W3C Fields to Log

To select W3C fields to log by using the UITo select W3C fields to log by using the UI

logs, in a directory other than %systemroot% .

7. Select Use local time for file naming and rollover to specify that log file naming and time for log file
rollover uses the local server time. When this option is not selected, Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is used.
> [!NOTE] > Regardless of this setting, timestamps in the actual log file will use the time format for the log
format that you select from the Format list. For example, NCSA and W3C log file formats use UTC time format
for timestamps.

8. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

6. In the Log File Rollover section, select one of the following options:

Maximum file size (in bytes): to create a log file when the file reaches a certain size (in bytes).The
minimum file size is 1048576 bytes. If this attribute is set to a value less than 1048576 bytes, the default
value is implicitly assumed as 1048576 bytes.
Do not create a new log file: there is a single log file that continues to grow as information is logged.

Schedule: to create new log file that is based on one of the following values:

Hourly: a new log file is created each hour.
Daily: a new log file is created each day.
Weekly: a new log file is created each week.
Monthly: a new log file is created each month.

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), or by editing configuration files directly.

1. In Features View of IIS Manager, double-click Logging.
2. On the Logging page, in the Log file section under Format, click Select Fields.
3. In the W3C Logging Fields dialog box, select one or more of the following options:

Date (date): the date on which the request occurred.
Time (time): the time, in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), at which the request occurred.
Client IP Address (c-ip): the IP address of the client that made the request.
User Name (cs-username): the name of the authenticated user who accessed your server. Anonymous
users are indicated by a hyphen.
Service Name (s-sitename): the site instance number that fulfilled the request.
Server Name (s-computername): the name of the server on which the log file entry was generated.
Server IP Address (s-ip): the IP address of the server on which the log file entry was generated.
Server Port (s-port): the server port number that is configured for the service.
Method (cs-method): the requested action, for example, a GET method.
URI Stem (cs-uri-stem): the Universal Resource Identifier, or target, of the action.
URI Query (cs-uri-query): the query, if any, that the client was trying to perform. A Universal Resource
Identifier (URI) query is necessary only for dynamic pages.
Protocol Status (sc-status): the HTTP or FTP status code.
Protocol Sub-status (sc-substatus): the HTTP or FTP substatus code.
Win32 Status (sc-win32-status): the Windows status code.
Bytes Sent (sc-bytes): the number of bytes that the server sent.
Bytes Received (cs-bytes): the number of bytes that the server received.
Time Taken (time-taken): the length of time that the action took in milliseconds.
Protocol Version (cs-version): the protocol version that the client used.
Host (cs-host): the host name, if any.



Configure Log File Rollover Options

To configure log file rollover options by using the UITo configure log file rollover options by using the UI

See Also

4. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

User Agent (cs(UserAgent)): the browser type that the client used.
Cookie (cs(Cookie)): the content of the cookie sent or received, if any.
Referer (cs(Referer)): the site that the user last visited. This site provided a link to the current site.

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), or by editing configuration files directly.

1. In Features View of IIS Manager, double-click Logging.

3. Select Use local time for file naming and rollover to specify that log file naming and time for log file
rollover uses the local server time. When this option is not selected, Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is used.
> [!NOTE] > Regardless of this setting, timestamps in the actual log file will use the time format for the log
format that you select from the Format list. For example, NCSA and W3C log file formats use UTC time format
for timestamps.

4. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

2. On the Logging page, in the Log File Rollover section, select one of the following options:

Maximum file size (in bytes): to create a log file when the file reaches a certain size (in bytes).The
minimum file size is 1048576 bytes. If this attribute is set to a value less than 1048576 bytes, the default
value is implicitly assumed as 1048576 bytes.
Do not create a new log file: This option means that there is a single log file that continues to grow as
information is logged. If you use a single log file for your site, it is helpful when you use log parsing
utilities, but it also creates larger log files that could affect the overall performance of the server.

Schedule: to create new log file that is based on one of the following values:

Hourly: a new log file is created each hour.
Daily: a new log file is created each day.
Weekly: a new log file is created each week.
Monthly: a new log file is created each month.

Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
Build a Static Website on IIS
Build a PHP Website on IIS
Build an FTP Site on IIS
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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Overview

Enable Folder Compression

by Jim van de Erve

You can manage the amount of server disk space that Internet Information Services (IIS) log files consume by
using compression, remote storage, scripted deletion, and an IIS Log Cleaner Tool.

The log files that IIS generates can, over time, consume a large amount of disk space. Logs can potentially fill up an
entire hard drive. To mitigate this problem, many users turn off logging completely. Fortunately, there are
alternatives to doing so, such as the following:

Enable folder compression
Move the log folder to a remote system
Delete old log files by script.
Delete old log files by the IIS Log File Cleaner.

The above mitigations are described in the sections below. You may also want to do the following to control disk
usage:

Limit log size by omitting unneeded property fields
Create separate logs for Web sites and applications
Preserve memory resources by using centralized binary logging.

For more information, see Configuring Logging in IIS.

 

IIS log files compress to about 2% of their original size. Enable compression of a log file as follows. You must be an
administrator to perform this procedure.

1. Click the File Manager icon in the icon bar.
2. Move to the folder containing IIS log files (by default, %SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles ).
3. Right-click on the folder and click Properties.
4. On the General tab of the Properties page, click Advanced.
5. Click Compress contents to save disk space, and then click OK.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/managing-iis-log-file-storage.md
https://twitter.com/jimvde


Move the Log Folder to a Remote System

6. Click Apply, and then select whether to compress the folder only, or the folder, its subfolders, and its files.
7. Click OK. Verify that the folder contents are compressed. The name of the folder and the name of each file

should be colored blue, and the size of a compression file should be smaller.

This is a simple way to lower disk usage. It is not a final solution, however, because disk usage still grows over time,
and could eventually fill up the hard drive.

If the folder already contains a significant amount of data, it could take the computer a while to compress its
contents. Also note that this one-time process could slow down the computer during the initial compression, so if
this is a production server, perform this operation during off-peak hours to prevent service degradation.

 

IIS log files are stored by default in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles  folder of your IIS server. The folder is
configured in the Directory property on the Logging page for either the server or an individual site. To lessen the
problem of log disk usage, you can move your IIS log files to a folder on another server that has more space. This
server can either be in the same domain as the local IIS server, or a different domain. You can save log files
remotely either for the entire server or for individual Web sites.

This solution can help the security of the system, because if a local hard drive crashes, the log data is still available
on remote storage. In addition, the log files can be consumed by analysis systems.

Change the location of an IIS log file to a remote share as follows:

1. Create a log-file directory on a remote server that is in the same domain as your local Web server running IIS.
2. In the folder's Properties page, on the Sharing tab, click Share so that the directory is shared. On the

Security tab, assign groups and users with the appropriate permissions. Ensure that the appropriate groups



3. Open IIS Manager on your local Web server.
4. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the server or a Web site.
5. Double-click Logging.

6. In the Directory text box, enter the full UNC path of the directory that you created on the remote server. For
example, type \servername\Logs, where "servername" represents the name of the remote server, and "Logs"
represents the name of the share where the log files are stored.

and users are able to read and write to the log files. 

For more information, see Configuring Permissions for Remote Logging.

Note: If you want to write log files to a remote server in a different domain, see Setting Up a Null Session
for Cross-Domain Logging.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc779701(v=ws.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc728059(v=ws.10).aspx


Delete Old Log Files by Script

sLogFolder = "c:\inetpub\logs\LogFiles"
iMaxAge = 30   'in days
Set objFSO = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject")
set colFolder = objFSO.GetFolder(sLogFolder)
For Each colSubfolder in colFolder.SubFolders
        Set objFolder = objFSO.GetFolder(colSubfolder.Path)
        Set colFiles = objFolder.Files
        For Each objFile in colFiles
                iFileAge = now-objFile.DateCreated
                if iFileAge > (iMaxAge+1)  then
                        objFSO.deletefile objFile, True
                end if
        Next
Next

7. In the Actions pane, click Apply, and then click OK. All Web sites within the directory should begin logging
data to the remote share.

For more information, see Remote Logging.

 

You can control disk usage of log files by running a script that automatically deletes log files that are older than a
certain age. Running this script in a scheduled task will keep the problem of a disk filling up under control without
constant maintenance.

The following VBScript will check the age of each log file in a folder and will delete any log file older than a
specified age. To customize the script for your purposes, simply change the name and path of the folder in line 1 of
the script, and change the maximum age to the desired value in days, in line 2.

The script above will scan all subfolders, so it will process logs for ALL sites in and under the folder specified. If you
want to limit the process to just a single site, change the path appropriately.

To run the script manually, execute the following script in an administrator command line: 
cscript.exe c:\scripts\retentionscript.vbs

Using a script to delete log files is a long-term, reliable solution to the problem of log files consuming disk space. If

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc786172(v=ws.10).aspx


Run the script as a scheduled taskRun the script as a scheduled task

you automate the process, as shown below, it doesn't require constant maintenance.

You can automate the task of deleting log files by script by creating a Windows task schedule to run the script
periodically. You can schedule the script to run at any time using the Windows Task Scheduler. How you configure
the scheduled task should be coordinated with the configuration of the log file rollover options.

1. Open Server Manager, click the Tools menu, and then click Task Scheduler.
2. In the Actions pane of the Task Scheduler dialog box, click Create Task.

3. On the General tab of the Create Task dialog box, enter a name for the task, such as "Delete Log Files". Set the
security properties, selecting a user account with sufficient privileges to run the script.



4. Click the Triggers tab, and then click New. In the New Trigger dialog box, set Begin the task to On a
schedule. Select the periodicity, for example, Daily. Enter the Start date, select more advanced settings, and
ensure that Enabled is selected if you are ready to initiate the schedule. Click OK.

5. Click the Actions tab, and then click New. In the New Action dialog box, select a value for Action, in this case,
Start a program. In Program/script, enter cscript, and in Add arguments (optional), enter the path and
name of the script file, for example, C:\iis\Log\_File\_Deletion.vbs . Click OK.

6. Click OK.
7. Verify that the task has been added to the Active Tasks pane.
8. Right-click on the new task, and select Run.



Delete Old Log Files by the IIS Log Cleaner Tool

Cleaner Tool FilesCleaner Tool Files

9. Navigate to the folder that the script ran on, and verify that the appropriate log files were deleted.
10. Navigate back to the Task Scheduler, right-click on the task, and click End so the status returns to Ready and

the task is ready for scheduled runs.

 

IIS Log Cleaner is a simple tool for enacting a log retention policy for IIS. The tool runs in the background (once
every hour) and cleans up the IIS log folder automatically, deleting log files older than a maximum age that you set.
The log files are moved to the Recycle bin to avoid potential data loss. You can also run the cleaning process
manually, and you can pause the automated process.

This is a third-party tool that is not supported by Microsoft.

The IIS Log Cleaner consists of the following:

The IISLogCleaner.exe application that executes the log cleaning process. The application is stored in a local
folder that you select when you download the tool.
The settings.txt file that specifies the log file folder to be cleaned and the maximum age at which a log file is
deleted. The default settings are the default IIS log folder (ex: c:\inetpub\logs\LogFiles ), and a maximum age
(in days) of 30. These settings are configurable by either opening settings.txt in a text editor or by using a
command in the notification area (see below). The settings.txt file is created automatically when
IISLogCleaner.exe is first run. The settings.txt file is stored in the same folder as IISLogCleaner.exe.
The IIS Log Cleaner icon in the notification area (labeled IIS). Right-clicking the IIS notification icon
displays a list of action commands and status settings:

Clean Now executes the cleaning process immediately instead of on a timed basis.
Paused stops the automated cleaning process. If Paused is selected, you can click it to re-start the
automated cleaning process.
Settings enables you to configure the settings in settings.txt.
Exit to exit the tool.



Use the Cleaner ToolUse the Cleaner Tool
To download, configure, and run the IIS Log Cleaner tool, proceed as follows:

1. Download the executable by executing http://www.erezbenari.com/IISLogCleaner.exe and saving the executable
in a folder of your choice on the server (there is no installer).

2. Click through the security popups.
3. Execute IISLogCleaner.exe in the folder. This creates the settings.txt file in the same folder.
4. To make changes to the settings.txt file, open the file with a text editor, or right-click the IIS icon in the

notification area, and then click Settings.
5. If you change the settings file, exit the tool by right-clicking the IIS notification icon and then clicking Exit, and

then launch the tool again.
6. Right-click the IIS icon in the notifications area, and then click Paused to un-pause the application.

7. The application will run once an hour and move log files older than the specified period to the recycle bin. To
run the cleaning tool manually, right-click the IIS icon in the notifications area, and then click Clean Now.

8. Optionally, adjust the recycle bin size to control how much log data is kept before being purged from the recycle
bin by the operating system.

Usage notes:

The application is set by default for the IIS root log folder, so it will scan the logs for all sites (all subfolders). If
you want it to clean up only a specific site, point it at the site's folder.
The application will only move files with the .LOG extension.
The application is not a service, so the user must remain logged on to use it.
The application requires that the logged-on user have write permissions to the log folder to work correctly.
If the system is restarted, the application needs to be re-run. You can drag it to your Startup folder to make it
run on boot.

http://www.erezbenari.com/IISLogCleaner.exe


Configuring SSL in IIS Manager
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by IIS Team

Enabling powerful SSL security to protect your Web applications is simpler to setup with IIS Manager and easier to
deploy with self-signed certificates in IIS 7.0 and above. This tutorial covers adding self-signed certificates, creating
certificates with a Certificate Authority and setting up HTTPS bindings.

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/configuring-ssl-in-iis-manager.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/configuring-ssl-in-iis-manager
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Introduction

The Pieces of the Puzzle

<connectionStrings>
  <add name="LocalSqlServer" connectionString="data source=.\SQLEXPRESS;Integrated 
Security=SSPI;AttachDBFilename=|DataDirectory|aspnetdb.mdf;User Instance=true" 
providerName="System.Data.SqlClient"/>
...

The Issue

by Thomas Deml

IIS 7.5 on Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 supports a new feature called "Application Pool Identity". It
allows the effective isolation of Application Pools without having to maintain a user account for each and every
Application Pool that is supposed to be sandboxed. Application Pool Identities are generated automatically and
don't require passwords either - management costs go down.

As with every new feature there are certain drawbacks and this is not different with the Application Pool Identity
feature. This article describes an issue that an web application developer might face when he uses IIS 7.5 together
with SQL Express.

SQL Express supports a feature called "User Instances" or RANU (Run As Normal User). If this feature is turned
on (turning it on is as easy as adding "UserInstance=true" to your connection string) the SQL Server process that is
started when a user opens a database connection will run under the same account as the connecting user. RANU is
very desirable from a security perspective.

When you are developing with Visual Studio 2008 or Visual Studio 2010 a default connection string is stored in
the machine.config file. Here it is:

The default connection string is using RANU (User Instance=true) as you can see. The default connection string is
used, for example, when a feature requires a database to store some data but no database is configured yet.
ASP.NET Membership is a good example for this. If a developer adds Membership functionality to his web
application ASP.NET will automatically create a database and the necessary tables by using the default connection
string in machine.config.

Now here comes the problem:

Out-of-the-box RANU doesn't work with the new "Application Pool Identity" feature. The "Application Pool
Identity" feature is the default identity in IIS 7.5. The IIS 7.5 DefaultAppPool for example, runs under the "IIS
AppPool\DefaultAppPool identity and not as NetworkService anymore. For this reason you might run into this
issue if you are also developing with Visual Studio.

Here is the error pages you might see:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities-and-sql-server-express.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb264564(SQL.90).aspx


The Fix

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:applicationPools 
/[name='DefaultAppPool'].processModel.loadUserProfile:false

Side Effects of Loading the User Profile

The error is caused because SQL Server Express RANU requires a user profile to be loaded and IIS 7.5 doesn't
load a user profile by default. You don't see this error in previous versions of IIS because the DefaultAppPool was
running as NetworkService and the operating system preloads the user profile for NetworkService.

Fortunately the fix for this problem is pretty straightforward. IIS allows you to load the user profile for an
Application Pool by simply setting the LoadUserProfile setting on an Application Pool to true.

This can be done via the User Interface:

1. Click the "Application Pools" node in the IIS Manager.
2. Select the Application Pool in question, e.g. DefaultAppPool
3. Click "Advanced Settings..." in the Actions menu on the right hand side.
4. In the "Process Model" sub section you find the line with the name "Load User Profile". Switch it to "true"

If you want to do this via command-line execute the following command in an elevated command prompt:

The biggest side effect with loading the user profile can be the temp directory. If the user profile is not loaded the
%temp% environment variable points to the \windows\temp directory. Everybody can write to this directory. If the
user profile is loaded the %temp% environment variable points to a dedicated directory to which only the user has
access to. So if your DefaultAppPool runs as the "IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool" the %temp% variable wout point to
the C:\Users\DefaultAppPool\AppData\Local\Temp  directory. To this directory only the DefaultAppPool and
Administrators would have write access to.

So why is this a problem? Unfortunately the Windows operating system supports a feature called "impersonation".
Impersonation allows a piece of code to run under an identity different from the identity the process is running as.
Some Web Application Frameworks take advantage of this feature. Classic ASP for example executes all code as
impersonated. The identity used is either the anonymous user configured in the IIS configuration store or the user
authenticated via the IIS provided authentication schemes (Basic, Digest or Windows). ASP.NET doesn't
impersonate the code it runs by default. Impersonation is still supported using the system.web identity section in
configuration or using .NET APIs. The problem is that the impersonated identity probably doesn't have access to

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities-and-sql-server-express/_static/image3.png
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb776892(VS.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/72wdk8cc(VS.71).aspx


Summary

the %temp% directory. Here is an article that explains one instance of this problem.

If you are only developer ASP.NET applications and don't use the identity section you probably will never see these
issues and loading the user profile should be perfectly safe.

This article described an issue with SQL Express and the new IIS 7.5 Application Pool Identity. Because the
Application Pool Identity feature is the default in IIS 7.5 users might see the problem described above when using
SQL Express in a development environment, i.e. when developing with Visual Studio. This issue won't happen on
production environments because SQL Express is not supported in production environments.



Using Encryption to Protect Passwords
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Creating a New RSA Encryption Provider Application

by Saad Ladki

This document provides an overview of the steps required for setting both application pool and worker process
isolation for IIS 7.0 and above servers. Application pool isolation entails protecting data that WAS (the IIS local
system process) needs to access. An example of this data is the application pool passwords. Worker process
isolation, on the other hand, entails protecting data that the application pool identity needs to access. An example
of this data is the anonymous user account password.

 

To help simplify this process, two pieces of sample code are provided that:

Create a new RSA encryption provider in machine.config.
Set the name of the default provider in machine.config.

The final prerequisite section guides you in setting up four User accounts that will be used in later topics.

 

1. Open Windows Notepad and create a file in a directory of your choosing named createProvider.cs that
contains the following C# code:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/using-encryption-to-protect-passwords.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


Creating an Application to Change the Default ProviderCreating an Application to Change the Default Provider

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
using System.Configuration;

namespace testingEncryption
{   
    public class createProvider   
    {
        public static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            String keyContainerName = args[0];
            String description = args[1];
            String providerName = args[2];
            System.Configuration.Configuration machineConfig =
            System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.OpenMachineConfiguration();
            System.Configuration.ProviderSettings settings =
                new System.Configuration.ProviderSettings(providerName,
                "System.Configuration.RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider,
                System.Configuration,
                Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
                PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a");
            settings.Parameters["description"] = description;
            settings.Parameters["keyContainerName"] = keyContainerName;
            settings.Parameters["cspProviderName"] = String.Empty;
            settings.Parameters["useMachineContainer"] = "true";
            settings.Parameters["useOAEP"] = "false";
            settings.Parameters["name"] = providerName;
            ProtectedConfigurationSection pcSection =
                (System.Configuration.ProtectedConfigurationSection)machineConfig.GetSection 
("configProtectedData");
            pcSection.Providers.Add(settings);
            machineConfig.Save();
        }
    }
}

3. In the command prompt Window, navigate to the where location you saved the createProvider.cs file and run
the following command to compile your code:
%SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe
/reference:%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll createProvider.cs

2. Next, launch an elevated command prompt:

Click the Start menu.
Right-click Command Prompt.
Select Run as administrator.

This step is now complete.

1. Open Windows Notepad and create a file in a directory of your choosing named setProvider.cs that
contains the following C# code:



Creating User Accounts

net user /add AppPoolIdentity1 password1
   net user /add AppPoolIdentity2 password2
   net user /add AnonymousAccount1 password3
   net user /add AnonymousAccount2 password

Application Pool Isolation

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
using System.Configuration;
namespace testingEncryption 
{
    public class setProvider
    {
        public static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            String provider = args[0];  // example: DataProtectionConfigurationProvider
            System.Configuration.Configuration machineConfig =
                System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.OpenMachineConfiguration();
            ProtectedConfigurationSection pcSection =
                
(System.Configuration.ProtectedConfigurationSection)machineConfig.GetSection("configProtectedData");
            string oldEncryptionProviderName = pcSection.DefaultProvider;
            Console.WriteLine("The default provider is currently: " + oldEncryptionProviderName);
            Console.WriteLine("Changing the default provider to: " + provider);
            pcSection.DefaultProvider = provider;
            machineConfig.Save();
        }
    }
}

3. In the command prompt Window navigate to the location you saved the setProvider.cs file and run the
following command to compile your code:
%SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe
/reference:%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll setProvider.cs

2. Next, launch an elevated command prompt:

Click the Start menu.
Right-click Command Prompt.
Select Run as administrator.

This step is now complete.

 

In this step, we create four new user accounts that will be used throughout this document.

To begin, open a command shell Window running under administrative rights using the following steps:

1. Click the Start menu.
2. Right-click Command Prompt.
3. Select Run as administrator.
4. In the command window, execute the following commands:

This step is now complete.

 

IIS has a process called WAS that runs under the context of LOCALSYSTEM and is the only process that needs
access to the application pool passwords. In this task, we:



Create New RSA KeyCreate New RSA Key

createProvider.exe iisWasKey RsaKeyForWAS Rsa_WAS

keyContainerName="NetFrameworkConfigurationKey" cspProviderName=""
useMachineContainer="true" useOAEP="false" name="RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider"
type="System.Configuration.RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider,System.Configuration,

Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" />
useMachineProtection="true" keyEntropy="" name="DataProtectionConfigurationProvider"
type="System.Configuration.DpapiProtectedConfigurationProvider,System.Configuration,
Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" />

cspProviderName="" useMachineContainer="true" useOAEP="false"
name="Rsa_WAS"
type="System.Configuration.RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider,System.Configuration,
Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" />

Encrypt the Application Pool PasswordsEncrypt the Application Pool Passwords

setProvider.exe Rsa_WAS

Create New Application PoolsCreate New Application Pools

Create a new RSA key (iisWasKey) that only LOCALSYSTEM and Administrators have access to. This key will
be used to encrypt every application pool's passwords.
Create two application pools.
Configure each of these application pools to run under different identities and encrypt their passwords using
the iisWasKey.
Restrict NTFS file system permissions on the key files so only SYSTEM and Administrators have access.

1. Click the Start menu.
2. Right-click on Command Prompt.
3. Select Run as administrator.
4. In the command window navigate to where you saved your createProvider.exe and run the following

command:

Verify that these changes occurred correctly. Open your 
%SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\config\machine.config  using Windows Notepad and verify the

lines to the section are present for the new provider :

By default, whenever a property is encrypted, IIS uses the defaultProvider for encryption defined in
machine.config. The default value for this is RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider.

In this step, we use the setProvider.exe application created earlier to change the provider to iisWasKey and then
use the IIS Manager to change the passwords:

1. Click the Start menu.
2. Right-click on Command Prompt.
3. Select Run as administrator.
4. In the command window navigate to where you saved your setProvider.exe and run the following command:

The default provider Rsa_WAS has been successfully changed.

In this step, we create two new application pools that we isolate from one another. To do so, launch the IIS
Manager:



1. Click Start, and type 'INetMgr.exe' and press Enter (if prompted, select Continue to elevate your
permissions).

2. Click the + button beside the name of your machine in the Connections section.
3. Click Application Pools.
4. Select the task on the right titled Add Application Pool.

6. Repeat previous steps but this time use the name AppPool2.

8. Notice how the identity for both AppPool1 and AppPool2 are NetworkService. We will change this to be
the accounts we created earlier by right clicking AppPool1 and then selecting Advanced Settings

5. Input the Name 'AppPool1' and then press OK as shown:

7. You now see the following screen within the IIS Manager:

9. Under the title Process Model:

Click the button to the right of the words Identity.
In the Application Pool Identiy window select the "Custom account" radio button and click the
"Set..." button.
Input the following user name and password in the Set Credentials dialog.

user name: AppPoolIdentity1
password: password1

10. Now the Identity value should appear as shown below:
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Locking Down the Encryption ProvidersLocking Down the Encryption Providers

cd /d %systemroot%
cd Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727
aspnet_regiis.exe -pr iisWasKey IIS_IUSRS

11. Click OK to save your changes.
12. Repeat the previous step for AppPool2 and user the user name "AppPoolIdentity2" and the password

"password2".

password="[enc:Rsa_WAS:jAAAAAECAAADZgAAAKQAAAUkBfhWFbUHIt/qtlo+P7CiZC10r9H0DGBvAl
    U2mhiOxMoHXX6Dz0S8TQjKx2YTKvuE8y+SBUWrEs3JYzXKOkY45Q9z6E/3BFvru5oR9uzbjInASKF/83N
    N1tIEsoorQWmUOjnL4XM9RNzpqkY6TgyC3CyPUGN9fR7li5+AUupHHfgVPMzcLHfCsoq+ri+X6IbEnJdu
     cUEAYBn1P9F/Zxk=:enc]" />
     password="[enc:Rsa_WAS:jAAAAAECAAADZgAAAKQAAEbQEa/sAmyLbryAR0hD3voip2+0RfzM44sXPekp
     I2H7HYLzta55NfLcG8vSPHhasahKVgO4wcIcT03CLSn+5koWvAaIRdeClhXWK/X8ZQPFooOpyhOqT0TEP5v
     jB+DXAKgq0RC6ufHFtrHMy0U69ew7/49YXEcrkF+o8OJZ1K+EkgA3J2ikHKxW0pFBU0tFvLCjt2/UXypfNI
     0hYPe2syk=:enc]" />

13. You see the following displayed in the IIS Manager (mainly the Identities for the application pools have
changed):

14. Verify the changes by using Windows Notepad and opening the 
%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv\applicationHost.config  file. Navigate to the applicationPools section and

you see that we encrypted the application pool passwords using the Rsa_WAS key as intended:

By default, the IIS_IUSRS is given read access to the keys when they are created. However, we can use the
ASPNET_REGIIS tool to remove that access. To do so, run the following commands from the elevated command
prompt:
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Worker Process Isolation

Create New SitesCreate New Sites

This removed IIS_IUSRS (the application pool identities group) from being able to read the iisWasKey which is
intended for only Administrators and LOCALSYSTEM access.

 

This topic tells how to setup worker process isolation by creating two new sites that are part of different
application pools and have different anonymous authentication identities. We then create a new RSA provider for
each application pool to encrypt the anonymous passwords.

In this section, we create two new sites and add each site to an application pool we created earlier. To begin, open a
command shell running under administrative rights using the following steps:

1. Click the Start menu.
2. Right-click Command Prompt.
3. Select Run as administrator.

cd /d %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot

mkdir one

mkdir two

<html><body>Hello from site X</body></html>

NOTENOTE

4. In the command window, navigate to your wwwroot directory using the following command:

5. Create a new directory named "one" and a directory "two" using the following commands:

6. Create a basic Default.htm file in both the "one" and "two" directories that contain following HTML code:

Replace 'X' with either 'one' or 'two' depending on the directory location of the file.

Now use the IIS manager to create two sites:

1. Click Start, type INetMgr.exe and press Enter (if prompted, select Continue to elevate your permissions).
2. Click on the + button beside the name of your machine in the Connections section.
3. Right click Site in the tree view under Connections and then select Add Web Site.
4. Use the following information to create your site:

Web Site Name: One
Application Pool: AppPool1
Physical Path: {location of your inetpub directory}\wwwroot\one
Port: 81 This should like the following when completed:



Create New Providers for Each Application PoolCreate New Providers for Each Application Pool

Set the Anonymous Account for Site OneSet the Anonymous Account for Site One

setProvider.exe Rsa_app1

5. Click OK to save the changes.
6. Repeat the previous two steps but this time use the following information for the second site:

Web Site Name: Two
Application Pool: AppPool2
Physical Path: {location of your inetpub directory}\wwwroot\two
Port: 82

You have now created two new sites named One and Two, and added them to the AppPool1 and AppPool2
applications pools.

The URLs to test your sites are:

http://localhost:81 for site One
http://localhost:82 for site Two

In this section, we create a new RSA provider for each of the application pools:

1. Click the Start menu.
2. Right-click Command Prompt.
3. Select Run as administrator.

createProvider.exe App1Key RsaKeyForAppPool1 Rsa_app1
createProvider.exe App2Key RsaKeyForAppPool2 Rsa_app2

4. In the command window execute, navigate to where you saved your createProvider.exe and run the
following command:

In your elevated command prompt Window, run the following command:

1. Return back to IIS Manager and double click site One.
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Set the Anonymous Account for Site TwoSet the Anonymous Account for Site Two

setProvider.exe Rsa_app2

Reset the Encryption Provider to the DefaultReset the Encryption Provider to the Default

setProvider.exe RsaProtectedConfigurationProvider

NOTENOTE

Verify the ChangesVerify the Changes

2. Double click the Authentication item under the Feature Name heading.
3. Select Anonymous Authentication and then click Edit under the Tasks heading on the right side which

brings up the Edit Anonymous Authentication Credentials dialog box.
4. Click the Specific User option and then click the Set button.
5. Input the username AnonymousAccount1 and password password3 and select OK.

7. Press OK to save your changes.

6. This brings up the following dialog box:

In your elevated command prompt Window, run the following command:

1. Return back to IIS Manager and double click on site Two.
2. Double click the Authentication item under the Feature Name heading.
3. Select Anonymous Authentication and then click Edit under the Tasks heading on the right side which

brings up the Edit Anonymous Credentials dialog box.
4. Click the Specific User option and click Set.
5. Input the username AnonymousAccount2 and password password4 and select OK.
6. Click OK to save your changes.

Return to your elevated command prompt Window and run the following command:

This change ensures that all encrypted future properties use the default encryption provider.

Verify that what we wanted did happen. Using Windows Notepad, open the 
%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv\applicationHost.config  file:

Notice that the password for AppPool1 and AppPool2 are both still protected with the Rsa_Was key

password="[enc:Rsa_app1:jAAAAAECAAADZgAAAKQAAKoz4LV7HyPQuyNzXh8gspB0rPG7j3Ijvn3d+jY3/f
    gma8ZxA7AHLUxjis9b0+Qu8XkLvsGn/A+F+m1O68gY1LkWzAcSW9ks81FuiBVhpZx73FzEo6aOz2QqBduJ7Xhu
    x923KMBqmwkIVJ0mVAdzwFIm6LWymwRXxNxDE4eosKsw6QP6Rd6duC8gckaLxrTndclErQYgGdMt3W6ofxzRMlc=:enc]" />

Notice that the password for AnonymousAccount1 is also protected with the Rsa_app1 key:
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Locking Down the Encryption ProvidersLocking Down the Encryption Providers

cd /d %systemroot%
cd Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727
aspnet_regiis.exe -pr App1Key IIS_IUSRS
aspnet_regiis.exe -pa App1Key   AppPoolIdentity1
aspnet_regiis.exe -pr App2Key IIS_IUSRS
aspnet_regiis.exe -pa App2Key   AppPoolIdentity2

Testing Your SitesTesting Your Sites

Summary

password="[enc:Rsa_app2:jAAAAAECAAADZgAAAKQAAKmHMhCTICEUhGncSGCxQc6ll/QGXo0asEIzOf3rIjl
 sBDGRYhlDQWlf2QbFcIsBGYt8dHo9hzAQN/f03BPSlaFynevpSx4xJOg2/B8ATgPmCg4vgxpY5huZbGxongs55c
   Rr20WFXsxzlUuw1xoUZI8c1+7gQPOtF0Rwh1g8NBmb5ML/R3jAIFcMtVhaj0OOIfAP7JCjdInwztBqK0XO7FM=:enc]" />

Finally, note that the AnonymousAccount2 password is also protected with the Rsa_app2 key:

Secure the file permissions for our keys, as done previously, above. Run the following commands from the
elevated command prompt:

These commands have removed the ability of IIS_IUSRS to read the keys and added only the application pool
identity that needs access permission to the keys.

Now test your sites:

Http://localhost:81
Http://localhost:82

Everything should continue to work as it had before.

 

In summary, we performed the following tasks to secure the application pool settings:

Created two application pools
Created two local user accounts and configured them as the application pool identities
We created an Administration encryption key and used it to protect all the application pool identities passwords
We used ASPNET_REGIIS to remove IIS_IUSRS (the application pool identities group) from accessing the key

These tasks effectively ensured that only the Administrators and SYSTEM accounts can read the passwords for the
application pools. Therefore, if applications within an application pool tried to retrieve the passwords for their (or
any) application pool, the attempt would fail.

To isolate the worker process settings, we:

Created a new anonymous identity account
We created a new provider for the application pool
We encrypted the anonymous authentication password with the application pool key
We removed access to the anonymous authentication provider for IIS_IUSRS and granted access to just the
application pool identity

This effectively ensured that the application pool identity can decrypt the anonymous password it belongs too and
no one else.



Understanding IIS 7.0 URL Authorization
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Scenario

Scenario SetupScenario Setup

net user Alice <password_of_your_choice> /add
net user Bob <password_of_your_choice> /add
net user Fred <password_of_your_choice> /add
net localgroup BobAndFriends /add
net localgroup BobAndFriends Alice /add
net localgroup BobAndFriends Bob /add

by Saad Ladki

Authorization was difficult in previous versions of IIS. Because IIS only worked with Windows identities, you had
to go to the file system and set Access Control Lists on files and directories. This was tedious because the ACL UI
is complex and authorization rules do not copy very well from machine to machine.

IIS 7.0 and above uses URL Authorization. It allows you to put authorization rules on the actual URL instead of the
underlying file system resource. Additionally, the IIS URL Authorization configuration is stored in web.config files-
- you can distribute authorization rules with the application content. The following walkthrough introduces you to
the IIS URL Authorization feature in Windows Server® 2008 Beta 3 and Windows Vista Service Pack 1.

 

This walkthrough requires installing the following IIS above features on top of the default install:

"ASP.NET" under "Internet Information Services" – "World Wide Web Services" – "Application Development
Features"
"URL Authorization" under "Internet Information Services" –" World Wide Web Services" – "Security"

 

Let's simulate a scenario where you have a secure directory that only Alice, Bob and the Administrators group can
access. Within this directory we have a file called bobsSecret.aspx that only Bob is supposed to access.

For this scenario we need three users: Alice, Bob and Fred. We also need a new group called BobAndFriends in
which Alice and Bob are members. Create the three accounts and the group via the Windows User Manager or by
starting an elevated command prompt and enter the following commands

1. Open Explorer and go into the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory.
2. Create a directory called "secure".
3. Change into the "secure" directory and create a new file called "default.aspx". You can do this with notepad or

any other text editor.
4. Paste the following code into the default.aspx page:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/understanding-iis-url-authorization.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


<%@Language="C#"%>
<%
    string currentUser = Request.ServerVariables["LOGON_USER"];
    if (currentUser == "")
        currentUser = "anonymous";
    Response.Write("<b>Current User:</b> " + currentUser);
%>

<%@Language="C#"%>
<%
   string currentUser = Request.ServerVariables["LOGON_USER"];
    if (currentUser == "")
        currentUser = "anonymous";
    Response.Write("<b>Current User:</b> " + currentUser);
Response.Write("
<b>My secret:</b> I used Apache before I discovered IIS7.</b> ");
%>

Configuring AuthenticationConfiguring Authentication

Configuring URL AuthorizationConfiguring URL Authorization

1. Create another file called bobsSecret.aspx and paste the following code into it:

1. Now see if the two web pages work by requesting http://localhost/secure/ and
http://localhost/secure/bobsSecret.aspx.

Authentication answers the question "who" wants to have access. Authorization answers "if" the authenticated
"who" actually gets access. So, before experimenting around with URL authorization, we must enable
authentication because without knowing "who" wants to have access, we cannot answer the "if".

1. Start INETMGR by typing INETMGR in the "Start Search" menu.
2. Open the machine node in the left tree view, then open the "Default Web Site" node and select the "secure"

directory.
3. Double click "Authentication."
4. Disable "Anonymous Authentication" and enable "Basic Authentication."

NOTENOTE

5. Now request http://localhost/secure and http://localhost/secure/bobsSecret.aspx again. You will get
prompted for credentials. Enter "Alice" as username and her password. You will be authenticated as "Alice".

If you use Internet Explorer, you may to hit Ctrl+F5 so that Internet Explorer refreshes the cached version of the
ASP.NET page.

Now secure the two pages so that only Alice and Bob have access:

1. Double click the "secure" web directory again and select "Authorization Rules".
2. Remove the "Allow All Users" rule.
3. Click "Add Allow Rule…" and select the "Specified roles or user groups:" radio button and add

"BobAndFriends" and click the "OK" button.

http://localhost/secure/
http://localhost/secure/bobsSecret.aspx
http://localhost/secure
http://localhost/secure/bobsSecret.aspx


Configuring URL Authorization for a single web pageConfiguring URL Authorization for a single web page

4. Close all Internet Explorer windows because Internet Explorer caches the credentials that you entered in the
previous step.

5. Open Internet Explorer and try to access the page using Fred's credentials. You do not get access.
6. Now try Bob's credentials or Alice's credentials. You get access.

Now we still have the problem left that Alice can still access BobsSecret.aspx. Here is how you fix it:

1. Double click the "Secure" web directory again and select "Content View" at the bottom of the page.
2. You will see a list of files in the secure folder namely "default.aspx" and "bobsSecret.aspx".

4. Now you are making only changes for the bobsSecret.aspx page as indicated in the statusbar.
5. Select "Authorization Rules" again. You see the inherited settings, i.e. the BobsAndFriends group is allowed to

access bobsSecret.aspx.
6. Remove the "BobsAndFriends" rule.

3. Right click on bobsSecret.aspx and select "Feature View"
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URL Authorization Advanced TopicsURL Authorization Advanced Topics

ConfigurationConfiguration

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<configuration> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <security> 
            <authorization> 
                <remove users="*" roles="" verbs="" /> 
        <add accessType="Allow" roles="BobAndFriends" />             

            </authorization> 
        </security> 
    </system.webServer> 
    <location path="bobsSecret.aspx"> 
        <system.webServer> 
            <security> 
                <authorization> 
                    <remove users="" roles="BobAndFriends" verbs="" /> 
                    <add accessType="Allow" users="Bob" />                  

                </authorization> 
            </security> 
        </system.webServer> 
    </location> 
</configuration>

Differences Between ASP.NET URL Authorization and IIS URL

7. Now click "Add Allow Rule…"

9. Close all Internet Explorer windows and request http://localhost/secure/bobsSecret.aspx
10. Only by entering Bob's credentials will you get access.

8. Click the "Specified users:" radio button, enter "Bob" and click "OK".

The next paragraphs show some advanced URL Authorization topics.

You do not have to use the User Interface to specify URL Authorization settings. You can specify URL
Authorization rules directly in your web.config file. The IIS <authorization> configuration section is delegated by
default--you can distribute authorization rules together with web content. Below, see how the 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\secure\web.config  file looks after following this walkthrough:
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Authorization

<add name="UrlAuthorization" type="System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorizationModule" preCondition="managedHandler" 
/>

<add name="UrlAuthorizationModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\urlauthz.dll" />

Rules EvaluationRules Evaluation

There are small but important differences between ASP.NET UrlAuthorization and IIS URL Authorization. Both
modules can be installed via the IIS Setup. IIS URL Authorization installs when you install the "URL Authorization"
feature in the IIS Setup User Interface:

ASP.NET Url Authorization is installed when you install ASP.NET on top of IIS. If you are an ASP.NET expert, you
recall that ASP.NET UrlAuthorization is implemented in the System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorizationModule
module. The corresponding configuration section is system.web/authorization. Here is the configuration entry.

The IIS URL Authorization module is implemented in the global module urlauthz.dll.

It is important to keep in mind that the managedHandler precondition is on the ASP.NET UrlAuthorization
module. The precondition tells you that the URL authorization module is invoked only when the code that handles
the request is mapped to managed code, typically an .aspx or .asmx page. IIS URL Authorization, on the other
hand, applies to all content. You can remove the managedHandler precondition from the ASP.NET Url
Authorization module. It is there to prevent a performance penality you have to pay when every request (such as a
request to .html or .jpg pages) would have to go through managed code.

There are also differences in the order in which IIS and the two URL authorization modules evaluate authorization
rules. ASP.NET URL Authorization is developer-focused and developers have full control over which rules they set.
IIS URL Authorization keeps the Administrator in mind and tries to make sure that developers cannot override the
rules an Administrator sets.

An example:

Suppose the administrator wants to ensure that all users of a particular site must be authenticated. To do this is, set

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/understanding-iis-url-authorization/_static/image7.jpg


<authorization lockElements="clear"> 
 <add accessType="Deny" users="?" /> 
</authorization>

Differences tableDifferences table

DIFFERENCE ASP.NET URL AUTHORIZATION BEHAVIOR IIS URL AUTHORIZATION BEHAVIOR

Rule evaluation Order: a) Lower level first going up to
the parent b) Order of appearance in
rule collection

Order: a) Deny rules get evaluated first
starting at the parent b) Allow rules
starting at the parent. c) Order of
appearance in rule collection

IISUser Interface No IIS User Interface "Authorization Rules" User Interface

Configuration section system.web/authorization system.webServer/security/authorizatio
n

Module System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorization %windir%\system32\inetsrv\urlauthz.dll

Content Applies only to content that is mapped
to a managed handler (can be turned
off via managedHandler precondition)

Applies to all content

Using Domain Accounts and Groups

<domainname or username>\<user>

the following configuration on the site root:

This configuration denies access to anonymous users (? = anonymous users, * = all users). With the
lockElements="clear", you ensure that no one on a lower level can clear the inheritance of this setting. Your setting
would be inherited to all applications and virtual directories of this site. It comes to a lock violation when you try to
use the <clear/> statement at a lower level.

For more information on configuration locking, see https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178693.aspx.

You can also lock the clear element in ASP.NET Url Authorization. The problem is that ASP.NET URL
Authorization evaluates authorization rules from the bottom up, i.e. it first evaluates rules in the current web.config
file before it evaluates parent rules. As soon as a match is found, access is granted or denied. In the above example,
you can still grant access to anonymous users by specifying <add users="?"/> as an authorization rule in the
secure web.config file. Because it gets evaluated first, anonymous users would be granted access.

The IIS URL Authorization module evaluates deny rules first. Because you deny access to anonymous users, you
cannot simply override that rule. The other big difference is that parent rules are evaluated first. This means that if
you deny access for Fred at a higher level, you can't allow access to Fred on a lower level.

 

You must specify domain accounts and groups using the following:

This example uses the machinename, assuming our accounts were created on machine iis7test:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178693.aspx


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<configuration> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <security> 
            <authorization> 
                <remove users="*" roles="" verbs="" /> 
                <add accessType="Allow" roles="iis7test\BobAndFriends" />             

            </authorization> 
        </security> 
    </system.webServer> 
    <location path="bobsSecret.aspx"> 
        <system.webServer> 
            <security> 
                <authorization> 
                    <remove users="" roles="iis7test\BobAndFriends" verbs="" /> 
                    <add accessType="Allow" users="iis7test\Bob" />                  

                </authorization> 
            </security> 
        </system.webServer> 
    </location> 
</configuration>

Using Non-Windows Identities

Summary

 

URL Authorization is not only for Windows identities. It works well for non-Windows, too. Use it together with
ASP.NET Membership and Roles and for custom identities, in case you write your own authentication module.

 

URL Authorization is a powerful new way to specify authorization rules for web applications. Now you can specify
rules in XML without using Windows Access Control Lists any longer.
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Introduction

Filter Double-Encoded Requests

<configuration>
 <system.webServer> 
  <security>
   <requestFiltering
                  allowDoubleEscaping="false">
   </requestFiltering> 
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Filter High Bit Characters

by IIS Team

UrlScan, a security tool, was provided as an add-on to earlier versions of Internet Information Services (IIS) so
administrators could enforce tighter security policies on their Web servers. Within IIS 7 and above, all the core
features of URLScan have been incorporated into a module called Request Filtering, and a Hidden Segments
feature has been added. This article describes each feature of Request Filtering and gives examples of how the
features can be applied in your environment.

Note that IIS also includes a module for URL rewriting. There are differences between these two modules:
Request filtering is designed and optimized for security scenarios, while URL rewriting can be applied for a broad
set of scenarios (security scenarios are just a subset of these). For more information about the differences, see IIS
7.0 and Above Request Filtering and URL Rewriting.

This feature prevents attacks that rely on double-encoded requests and applies if an attacker submits a carefully
crafted double-encoded request to IIS. When the double-encoded requests filter is enabled, IIS normalizes the
URL twice; if the first normalization is different from the second, the request is rejected and the error code logged
is 404.11. The double-encoded requests filter was the VerifyNormalization option in UrlScan.

If you do not want IIS to allow doubled-encoded requests to be served, use the following:

This feature either allows or rejects all requests to IIS that contain non-ASCII characters and logs the error code
404.12. The UrlScan equivalent is AllowHighBitCharacters.

For example, suppose you want to allow high bit characters for one application but not for the entire server. Set
the allowHighBitCharacters="false" in the ApplicationHost.config file; but within the application root, create a
Web.config file that allows that single application to accept non-ASCII characters. In the Web.config file, use:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/use-request-filtering.md


<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering
                  allowHighBitCharacters="true"
            >
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Filter Based on File Extensions

<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering>
    <fileExtensions allowUnlisted="true" >
     <add fileExtension=".asp" allowed="false"/>
    </fileExtensions>
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Filter Based on Request Limits

This feature defines a set of allowed file extensions that IIS serves. When IIS rejects a request based on file
extensions, the error code logged is 404.7. The AllowExtensions and DenyExtensions options are the UrlScan
equivalents.

For example, suppose you want to allow every type of file except ASP files. Set the allowUnlisted option for
fileExtensions to "true", and then define a file extension entry to explicitly deny ASP:

This filter combines three features (which had the same names in UrlScan):

maxAllowedContentLength–upper limit on the content size
maxUrl–upper bound on a URL length
maxQueryString–upper bound on the length of a query string

When IIS rejects a request based on request limits, the error code logged is:

404.13 if the content is too long.
404.14 if the URL is too large.
404.15 if the query string is too long.

For example, it is very common for companies to purchase software to which they do not have source code
access. Over time, they may find vulnerabilities in that code. Getting updates for the affected code is often not
easy. The problems are frequently caused by a URL or query string that is too long or by an excess of content sent
to an application. Once you determine a safe upper bound, you can apply limits using the configuration below,
without having to patch the application binaries:



<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering>
    <requestLimits
       maxAllowedContentLength="30000000"
       maxUrl="260"
       maxQueryString="25" 
                  />
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Filter by Verbs

<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering>
    <verbs
       allowUnlisted="false"
                  >
     <add verb="GET" allowed="true" />
    </verbs>
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Filter Based on URL Sequences

<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering>
    <denyUrlSequences>
     <add sequence=".."/>
    </denyUrlSequences>
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

This feature defines a list of verbs that IIS accept as part of a request. When IIS reject a request based on this
feature, the error code logged is 404.6. This corresponds to the UseAllowVerbs, AllowVerbs, and DenyVerbs
options in UrlScan.

For example, suppose you only want to allow only the verb GET. To set this, you must first lock down the
configuration so that no verbs are allowed by setting the allowUnlisted="false" option. Next, list the verbs you
want to explicitly allow, in this case, GET.

This feature defines a list of sequences that IIS reject when it is part of a request. When IIS reject a request for this
feature, the error code logged is 404.5.This corresponds to the DenyUrlSequences feature in UrlScan.

This is a very powerful feature. Using the following code, you can prevent a given character sequence from ever
being served by IIS:

In the previous example, the '..' sequence is rejected. Suppose you purchased an application from a vendor who



Filter Out Hidden Segments

<configuration>
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <requestFiltering>
    <hiddenSegments>
     <add segment="BIN"/>
    </hiddenSegments>
   </requestFiltering>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

IIS 7 and Above Error Codes

ERROR STATUS CODES

Site not found 404.1

Denied by policy 404.2

Denied by mime map 404.3

No handler 404.4

Request Filtering: URL Sequence denied 404.5

Request Filtering: Verb denied 404.6

Request Filtering: File extension denied 404.7

Request Filtering: Denied by hidden segment 404.8

went out of business and you discovered that the application was vulnerable when a given character sequence
was sent to it. Using this feature, you can protect that application by simply adding that URL sequence to the
denied list without having to patch the application's code.

 

This feature allows you to define which segments are "servable." When IIS rejects a request based on this feature,
the error code logged is 404.8. This feature is new to IIS 7 and above; it was not part of UrlScan.

Consider the following example where there are two URLs on a server:

http://site.com/bin

http://site.com/binary

Suppose you want to allow content in the binary directory, but not the content in the bin directory. If you use URL
sequences and reject the sequence "bin", you deny access to both URLs. By using the configuration shown below,
you can deny access to bin, but still have the content in binary served:

 

In previous versions, you could use UrlScan at a global level to define security policies you wanted to enforce on
your systems. With IIS 7 and above, you can still implement those polices at a global level, but also per URL. You
can therefore leverage all the benefits that the new rich delegation model provides.

The following table is a summary of the error codes IIS logs:



Denied since hidden file attribute has been set 404.9

Request Filtering: Denied because request header is too
long

404.10

Request Filtering: Denied because URL doubled escaping 404.11

Request Filtering: Denied because of high bit characters 404.12

Request Filtering: Denied because content length too
large

404.13

Request Filtering: Denied because URL too long 404.14

Request Filtering: Denied because query string too long 404.15

ERROR STATUS CODES
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Introduction

SSL Configuration

netsh http show sslcert

by Saad Ladki

The steps for configuring Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for a site are the same in IIS 7 and above and IIS 6.0, and
include the following:

Get an appropriate certificate.
Create an HTTPS binding on a site.
Test by making a request to the site.
Optionally configure SSL options, that is, by making SSL a requirement.

This document provides some basic information on SSL, then shows how to enable SSL in the following ways:

Using IIS Manager.
Using the AppCmd.exe command line tool.
Programmatically through Microsoft.Web.Administration.
Using WMI scripts.

This article contains the following sections:

SSL Configuration
Using AppCmd
Using WMI
Using IIS Manager
Summary

 

Whether you are running your web site on your own server, or in the cloud, using SSL to secure your site is
probably extremely important to you, as many websites are turning to it to protect user's privacy. If you need to
configure SSL on your server, it's important to realize that the implementation of SSL changed from IIS 6.0 to IIS
7 and above. In IIS 6.0 on Windows Server 2003, all SSL configuration was stored in the IIS metabase, and
encryption/decryption occured in User mode (requiring a lot of kernel/user mode transitions). In IIS 7 and above,
HTTP.sys handles SSL encryption/decryption in kernel mode, resulting in up to 20% better performance for
secure connections in IIS 7 and above than that experienced in IIS 6.0.

Using SSL in kernel mode requires storing SSL binding information in two places. First, the binding is stored in
%windir%\System32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config for your site. When the site starts, IIS sends the
binding to HTTP.sys, and HTTP.sys starts listening for requests on the specified IP:Port (this works for all
bindings). Second, the SSL configuration associated with the binding is stored in the HTTP.sys configuration. Use
the netsh command at a command prompt to view SSL binding configuration stored in HTTP.sys as in the
following example:

When a client connects and initiates an SSL negotiation, HTTP.sys looks in its SSL configuration for the IP:Port

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/how-to-set-up-ssl-on-iis.md
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Choosing a CertificateChoosing a Certificate

Using AppCmd

Configure SSL SettingsConfigure SSL Settings

%windir%\system32\inetsrv>AppCmd set config "Default Web Site" -commitPath:APPHOST -section:access -
sslFlags:Ssl

Applied configuration changes to section "system.webServer/security/access" for 
"MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/Default Web Site" at configuration commit path "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST"

NOTENOTE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv>AppCmd list config "Default Web Site" -section:access

pair to which the client connected. The HTTP.sys SSL configuration must include a certificate hash and the name
of the certificate store before the SSL negotiation will succeed.

Troubleshooting Tip: If you're having trouble with an SSL binding, verify that the binding is configured in
ApplicationHost.config, and that the HTTP.sys store contains a valid certificate hash and store name for the
binding.

When choosing a certificate, consider the following: Do you want end users to be able to verify your server's
identity with your certificate? If yes, then either create a certificate request and send that request to a known
certificate authority (CA) such as VeriSign or GeoTrust, or obtain a certificate from an online CA in your intranet
domain. There are three things that a browser usually verifies in a server certificate:

1. That the current date and time is within the "Valid from" and "Valid to" date range on the certificate.
2. That the certificate's "Common Name" (CN) matches the host header in the request. For example, if the client is

making a request to https://www.contoso.com/ , then the CN must be www.contoso.com .
3. That the issuer of the certificate is a known and trusted CA.

If one or more of these checks fails, the browser prompts the user with warnings. If you have an Internet site or an
intranet site where your end users are not people you know personally, then you should always ensure that these
three parameters are valid.

Self-signed certificates are certificates created on your computer. They're useful in environments where it's not
important for an end user to trust your server, such as a test environment.

 

You cannnot request or create a certificate by using AppCmd.exe. You also cannot use AppCmd.exe to create an
SSL binding.

You can use AppCmd.exe to configure a site to accept only server HTTPS connections by modifying the sslFlags
attribute in the Access section. For example, you can configure this setting for the "Default Web Site" in the
ApplicationHost.config file (for example, commitPath:APPHOST) by using the following command:

If successful, the following message is displayed:

To require 128-bit SSL, change the sslFlags value to Ssl128.

The following example demonstrates how to view the <access/> section settings for the Default Web Site. The
sslFlags attribute has been set successfully.

Executing the command results in the following entry in the ApplicationHost.config file:



<system.webServer>
  <security>
    <access flags="Script, Read" sslFlags="Ssl" />
  </security>
</system.webServer>

Using WMI

Create an SSL BindingCreate an SSL Binding

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
' CREATE SSL BINDING
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

oIIS.Get("SSLBinding").Create _ 
   "*", 443, "4dc67e0ca1d9ac7dd4efb3daaeb15d708c9184f8", "MY"

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
' ADD SSL BINDING TO SITE
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Set oBinding = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding.BindingInformation = "*:443:"
oBinding.Protocol = "https"

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='Default Web Site'")
arrBindings = oSite.Bindings

ReDim Preserve arrBindings(UBound(arrBindings) + 1)
Set arrBindings(UBound(arrBindings)) = oBinding

oSite.Bindings = arrBindings
Set oPath = oSite.Put_

NOTENOTE

Configure SSL SettingsConfigure SSL Settings

 

You cannot request or create a certificate by using the WebAdministration WMI namespace.

The following script demonstrates how to create a new SSL binding and how to add the appropriate configuration
for both HTTP.sys and IIS:

The certificate hash and store must reference a real, functional certificate on your server. If the certificate hash and/or store
name are bogus, an error is returned.

The following script demonstrates how to set SSL settings by using the IIS WMI provider. You can find this value
in the IIS_Schema.xml file.



CONST SSL = 8  
Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")  
Set oSection = oIIS.Get(\_  
 "AccessSection.Path='MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST',Location='Default Web Site'")  
oSection.SslFlags = oSection.SslFlags OR SSL  
oSection.Put\_ <a id="IISManager"></a>

IIS Manager
Obtain a CertificateObtain a Certificate

Create an SSL BindingCreate an SSL Binding

Select the server node in the treeview and double-click the Server Certificates feature in the listview:

Click Create Self-Signed Certificate... in the Actions pane.

Enter a friendly name for the new certificate and click OK.

Now you have a self-signed certificate. The certificate is marked for "Server Authentication" use; that is, it uses as a
server-side certificate for HTTP SSL encryption and for authenticating the identity of the server.

Select a site in the tree view and click Bindings... in the Actions pane. This brings up the bindings editor that lets
you create, edit, and delete bindings for your Web site. Click Add... to add your new SSL binding to the site.

The default settings for a new binding are set to HTTP on port 80. Select https in the Type drop-down list. Select
the self-signed certificate you created in the previous section from the SSL Certificate drop-down list and then
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Verify the SSL BindingVerify the SSL Binding

click OK.

Now you have a new SSL binding on your site and all that remains is to verify that it works.

In the Actions pane, under Browse Web Site, click the link associated with the binding you just created.

Internet Explorere (IE) 7 and above will display an error page because the self-signed certificate was issued by
your computer, not by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA). IE 7 and above will trust the certificate if you add it to
the list of Trusted Root Certification Authorities in the certificates store it on the local computer, or in Group Policy
for the domain.
Click Continue to this website (not recommended).
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Configure SSL SettingsConfigure SSL Settings

Summary

Configure SSL settings if you want your site to require SSL, or to interact in a specific way with client certificates.
Click the site node in the tree view to go back to the site's home page. Double-click the SSL Settings feature in the
middle pane.

 

In this walkthrough, we successfully used the command-line tool AppCmd.exe, the scripting provider WMI, and IIS
Manager to set up SSL on IIS.
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Background

IIS 7 and Above Schema

<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/security/authentication/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication">
  <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />
  <attribute name="oneToOneCertificateMappingsEnabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" />
  <element name="oneToOneMappings">
    <collection addElement="add" clearElement="clear">
      <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" />
      <attribute name="userName" type="string" />
      <attribute name="password" type="string" encrypted="true" />
      <attribute name="certificate" type="string" required="true" isUniqueKey="true" />
    </collection>
  </element>
</sectionSchema>

Prerequisites

Step 1: Getting the Certificate Blob

by Robert Lucero

IIS 6 had a User Interface to configure and map one to one certificates for authentication. It allowed users to select
the validation client certificate and assign the authorized user credentials. There isn't a similar UI in IIS 7 and
above. This walkthrough is designed to instruct users to configure one to one client certificates using
Administration Pack's Configuration Editor. Users who do not have this add-on can view the appendix section for
AppCmd arguments and C# code examples to perform this walkthrough.

This is the schema for the IIS Client Certificate Mapping Authentication Feature in IIS 7 and above.

These are the prerequisites needed for this walkthrough. I won't be covering how to create or do these things.

1. Installed IIS Client Certificate Mapping module
2. A Web Site with an HTTPS binding, properly configured
3. A Base-64 certificate (.cer file). [Note: This can be any valid 64-bit certificate, but it must be in file form]
4. Installed a client certificate on a client
5. Installation of IIS 7 Administration Pack Technical Preview 2

The oneToOneMappings collection item has an attribute called certificate. The required value for this attribute is
not the certificate has but the actual certificate blob. Here's how you extract it.

1. Right click on your .cer file.
2. Select Open With... in the context menu
3. Select Notepad from the list of Other Programs and click OK. [Note: Notepad may be hidden beneath a drop

down in the Vista/Windows 2008 list view]

4. This is what should be displayed in notepad:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/configuring-one-to-one-client-certificate-mappings.md
https://github.com/rlucero
https://blogs.iis.net/rlucero/archive/2008/05/13/iis7-administration-pack-and-database-manager-technical-preview-2.aspx


Step 2: Enabling IIS Client Certificates Mapping Authentication and
One to One Certificate Mapping For A Web Site

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIEfjCCA2agAwIBAgIKFW1IXAAAAAAAAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADAbMRkwFwYD 
VQQDExBJSVNSZW1vdGVNZ3JUZXN0MB4XDTA4MDIxMTIxNTk1NloXDTA5MDIxMTIy 
MDk1NlowaDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEzARBgNVBAgTCldhc2hpbmd0b24xEDAOBgNV 
BAcTB1JlZG1vbmQxDTALBgNVBAoTBE1TRlQxDDAKBgNVBAsTA0lJUzEVMBMGA1UE 
AxMMUkxVQ0VSTzItSUlTMIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQC3611j 
34q2qQgHa7ao11TcQMDYlJMrqET05MWFY1/Vso+leujLoIGTfdHOuz4IBVoeUE+y 
mlL8r53s2BQeVFROnDtg4Jko1zJsz7AUAnQNBk/GYA1AHYmhY79Z0p1KXW/wSTJB 
tdUn732GQOqYf4wY8jOD2zUJDUG4HXm6ib8ajwIDAQABo4IB+TCCAfUwDgYDVR0P 
AQH/BAQDAgTwMBMGA1UdJQQMMAoGCCsGAQUFBwMBMHgGCSqGSIb3DQEJDwRrMGkw 
DgYIKoZIhvcNAwICAgCAMA4GCCqGSIb3DQMEAgIAgDALBglghkgBZQMEASowCwYJ 
YIZIAWUDBAEtMAsGCWCGSAFlAwQBAjALBglghkgBZQMEAQUwBwYFKw4DAgcwCgYI 
KoZIhvcNAwcwHQYDVR0OBBYEFHbHA+HwZcIrslklj1W3O23UFrBgMB8GA1UdIwQY 
MBaAFMxzlGbmkp2+phhDg7TPfi83d7UVMHMGA1UdHwRsMGowaKBmoGSGL2h0dHA6 
Ly9paXNzYjMwNS9DZXJ0RW5yb2xsL0lJU1JlbW90ZU1nclRlc3QuY3JshjFmaWxl 
Oi8vXFxpaXNzYjMwNVxDZXJ0RW5yb2xsXElJU1JlbW90ZU1nclRlc3QuY3JsMIGe 
BggrBgEFBQcBAQSBkTCBjjBEBggrBgEFBQcwAoY4aHR0cDovL2lpc3NiMzA1L0Nl 
cnRFbnJvbGwvaWlzc2IzMDVfSUlTUmVtb3RlTWdyVGVzdC5jcnQwRgYIKwYBBQUH 
MAKGOmZpbGU6Ly9cXGlpc3NiMzA1XENlcnRFbnJvbGxcaWlzc2IzMDVfSUlTUmVt 
b3RlTWdyVGVzdC5jcnQwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAEsSkcx0re36IL80UphJ 
w/srR3LBsy8sfwqxBMzMTdF7k6jYtUVpn3D2Dd4JXXVOaEVud9YNn9pr6xJL4t79 
Zh+hJzIPA5pQLbccx4vjWB4cWEYxzcoKYCuUdZrfPFXO1a5kQAj8IZ0/6bhMceyR 
Z7dRDoaIuAGQLFAlC/KjIBCemDi54MlWtvATQ8bmiRuEOWeneK2Vd2e0fxyezk05 
dRqa8DEC74CQN4rQuz395ECm+M/hQnN+dHOygV8n9swd0bdNq8qypwfVUes5HIpj 
LFmKTuGyFSVj7jv+64oTxvxtYX2QFp9q6Bi+qj0uyrX8Xjxy5rPSVPEfnxPCBg58 
RCI= 
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

5. Remove -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- and -----END CERTIFICATE----
6. Format the certificate blob to be a single line.
7. Save this file as clientCertBlob.txt

The next steps will cover how to enable the Client Certificate Mapping Authentication feature, One to One
Certificate Mapping and added a mapping entry.

1. Start Inetmgr, the IIS Manager UI
2. Select the SSL web site that is being configured and open Configuration Editor
3. Type "system.webServer/security/authentication/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication" in the

Section drop down box.
4. Select the enabled field and change the value to true
5. Select the oneToOneCertificateMappingsEnabled property grid entry and change the value to true
6. Select the oneToOneMappings property grid entry and click Edit Items... in the Actions Task Pane
7. Click Add in the Collection Editor task list
8. Copy the single string certificate blob from above and paste it into the certificate field
9. Set the userName and password that clients will be authenticated as.

10. Set the enabled field to true
11. Close Collection Editor
12. Click Apply in the Actions Task Pane [Note: Click Script Generation prior to clicking Apply to get scripts for

this process]

Once this is complete the server will be configured to handle IIS Client Certificate Mapping authentication with a
single one to one certificate mapping entry.



Step 3: Enabling Client Certificate Authentication For A Web Site Using
SSL

Step 4: Verifying It All Works

Summary

Appendix

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -
section:system.webServer/security/authentication/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication 
 /enabled:"True" /oneToOneCertificateMappingsEnabled:"True"  /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -
section:system.webServer/security/authentication/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication 
 /+"oneToOneMappings.[userName='testUser',password='securePassWord!1',certificate='CERTIFICATE_BLOB']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/access /sslFlags:"Ssl, 
SslNegotiateCert, Ssl128"  /commit:apphost

Once a mapping has been created and the feature has been enabled, a site must be configured to use client
certificates.

1. From within Inetmgr, the IIS Manager UI, select the SSL web site you want to use client certificates
2. Select the SSL UI module
3. Under Client certificates: selectthe Accept radio button
4. Click Apply in the Actions Task Pane

Now the web site is configured to accept and authenticate clients based on client certificates.

The client that is trying to access the SSL web page needs the client certificate properly installed. If a client
attempts to request a page without the certificate a 401 will be served. Once the client certificate is correctly
installed, the page will be served as normal.

Play around with different combinations of authorization rules to suit your needs.

You have now configured IIS Client Certificate Mappings and a single One to One Certificate mapping.

These are the Code Snippets to perform walkthrough steps 2 and 3. All of this was generated using Configuration
Editor's Script Generation.

AppCmd specific instructions

C# Code:



using System;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

internal static class Sample {

    private static void Main() {
        
        using(ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager()) { 
            Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
            
            ConfigurationSection iisClientCertificateMappingAuthenticationSection = 
                    
config.GetSection("system.webServer/security/authentication/iisClientCertificateMappingAuthentication", 
"Default Web Site");
            iisClientCertificateMappingAuthenticationSection["enabled"] = true;
            iisClientCertificateMappingAuthenticationSection["oneToOneCertificateMappingsEnabled"] = true;
            
            ConfigurationElementCollection oneToOneMappingsCollection = 
                     iisClientCertificateMappingAuthenticationSection.GetCollection("oneToOneMappings");
            
            ConfigurationElement addElement = oneToOneMappingsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement["userName"] = @"testUser";
            addElement["password"] = @"securePassWord!1";
            addElement["certificate"] = @"CERTIFICATE_BLOB";
            oneToOneMappingsCollection.Add(addElement);
            
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}

using System;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

internal static class Sample {

    private static void Main() {
        
        using(ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager()) { 
            Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
            
            ConfigurationSection accessSection = config.GetSection("system.webServer/security/access", "Default 
Web Site");
            accessSection["sslFlags"] = @"Ssl, SslNegotiateCert, Ssl128";
            
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}
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Creating Rules to Disallow String Patterns in Parts of Requests

ExampleExample

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockFooInHeader']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockFooInHeader'].scanHeaders.[requestHeader='Foo-Header']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockFooInHeader'].denyStrings.[string='Foo']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockFooInHeader'].denyStrings.[string='Bar']"

ConfigConfig

by Suditi Lahiri

This article provides a list of common usage scenarios for enhanced Request Filtering features, which is shipped
with Windows Server 2008 SP2 or can be downloaded from https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/ for Windows
Server 2008 RTM. In the absence of a corresponding UI to configure these features, appcmd.exe is used to enable
and configure the scenarios in this article.

A new feature, added to IIS Request Filtering feature, is the ability to create a rule list that will let you specify rules
to disallow requests based on patterns matched against certain portions of an HTTP request. The main
configuration for this is the filteringRules section under the system.webServer/security/requestFiltering
section. In the event of a denied condition HTTP Error 404.19 is raised.

In this example a server administrator wishes to block strings "Foo" and "Bar" in header "Foo-Header" using
appcmd.exe:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/using-enhanced-request-filtering-features-in-iis.md
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/


<configuration> 
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <requestFiltering>
        <filteringRules>
          <filteringRule name="BlockFooInHeader">
            <scanHeaders>
              <add requestHeader="Foo-Header" />
            </scanHeaders>
            <denyStrings>
              <add string="Foo" />
              <add string="Bar" />
            </denyStrings>
          </filteringRule>
        </filteringRules>
      </requestFiltering>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

GET /iisstart.htm HTTP/1.1\r\n
Host: localhost\r\n
Accept: */*\r\n
Foo-Header: Foo--value\r\n
\r\n

ExampleExample

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockSqlCommands',scanQueryString='True']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockSqlCommands',scanQueryString='True'].appliesTo.[fileExtension='.asp']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockSqlCommands',scanQueryString='True'].denyStrings.[string='Insert']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+"filteringRules.
[name='BlockSqlCommands',scanQueryString='True'].denyStrings.[string='Table']"

ConfigConfig

The request below would fail this rule since it has a header called Foo-Header that contains the 'Foo' pattern

In this example a server administrator wishes to block strings "Insert" and "Table" in the query string sent with any
".asp" page:



<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <requestFiltering>
        <filteringRules>
          <filteringRule name="BlockSqlCommands" scanQueryString="true">
            <appliesTo>
              <add fileExtension=".asp" />
            </appliesTo>
            <denyStrings>
              <add string="Insert" />
              <add string="Table" />
            </denyStrings>
          </filteringRule>
        </filteringRules>
      </requestFiltering>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

GET /iisstart.asp?Query=InsertData HTTP/1.1\r\n
Host: localhost\r\n
Accept: */*\r\n
Foo-Header: Foo--value\r\n
\r\n

Creating Safe-List for URLs and Query Strings

ExampleExample

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+"alwaysAllowedUrls.[url='Login.asp']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+"alwaysAllowedQueryStrings.[queryString='Allow=true']"

ConfigConfig

The asp request below would fail this rule since it has string "Insert" in Query String:

It is important to note that the whole header will be scanned for the string patterns listed under "denyString"
section and not the header value only.

This new feature allows you to specify safe URLs and query strings that will bypass all the deny rules defined. This
feature must be used with caution, since wrong configuration in this section could let malicious requests bypass
your deny rules. If a user always wants to allow the URL '/my.login.page.asp' for instance even though it might
trigger a deny rule defined, you can add configuration as below to allow this.The feature can be configured using
alwaysAllowedUrls and alwaysAllowedQueryStrings under system.webServer/security/requestFiltering
section.

In the following example appcmd.exe is used to configure page "Login.asp" as a white listed URL and "Allow=true"
as a white listed Query string sequence.



<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <requestFiltering>
        <alwaysAllowedUrls>
          <add url="Login.asp" />
        </alwaysAllowedUrls>
        <alwaysAllowedQueryStrings>
          <add queryString="Allow=true" />
        </alwaysAllowedQueryStrings>
      </requestFiltering>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Creating a Deny List of URL Sequences

ExampleExample

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+"denyQueryStringSequences.[sequence='..']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+"denyQueryStringSequences.[sequence='./']"

ConfigConfig

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <requestFiltering>
        <denyQueryStringSequences>
          <add sequence=".." />
          <add sequence="./" />
        </denyQueryStringSequences>
      </requestFiltering>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

GET /iisstart.htm?.. HTTP/1.1\r\n
Host: localhost\r\n
Accept: */*\r\n
\r\n

It is important to note that the leading '/' is required for the URL to be accepted as a valid URL. If a user wants to
allow a query string 'session<1' which might otherwise trigger a deny rule defined, you can add configuration as
below to allow this. Note that you do not need to specify query strings leading with the '?' character.

To deny a list of URL sequences for all requests create a denyQueryStringSequences section and add the list of
strings you want to disallow in the URL of your requests. The deny list is case insensitive and allows encoded
values of the format %XX, where XX are hexadecimal digits. In the event of a denied condition HTTP Error 404.18
is raised.

For example, if you wanted to deny any URL with ".." or "./" sequence, appcmd.exe command will be:

The request below would fail this rule since it has a ".." in its Query String:



Checking for both Escaped and unEscaped Query String

ExampleExample

ConfigConfig

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <requestFiltering unescapeQueryString="true">
        <denyQueryStringSequences>
          <add sequence="script" />
        </denyQueryStringSequences>
      </requestFiltering>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

It is possible that you want to scan for both escaped and un-escaped versions of this pattern using
unescapeQueryString attribute in the "system.webServer/security/requestFiltering" section.

So if someone were to send a request like http://www.foo.com/id=%3C%53%43%52%49%50%54%3E where the
<script> sequence has been escaped, we would like to check the un-escaped version of this query string as well:

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering
/unescapeQueryString:"True"

This will perform 2 passes when it checks for patterns in query string, one for raw query string and one for the un-
escaped query string.

http://www.foo.com/id=%3CSCRIPT%253E
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Introduction

Features

Installing the DIPR module

Getting Dynamic IP RestrictionsGetting Dynamic IP Restrictions

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Uninstall the Beta version of the DIPR moduleUninstall the Beta version of the DIPR module

by Nazim Lala

The Dynamic IP Restrictions (DIPR) module for IIS 7.0 and above provides protection against denial of service and
brute force attacks on web servers and web sites. To provide this protection, the module temporarily blocks IP
addresses of HTTP clients that make an unusually high number of concurrent requests or that make a large
number of requests over small period of time.

The Dynamic IP Restrictions module includes these key features:

Blocking of IP addresses based on number of concurrent requests - If an HTTP client exceeds the number
of concurrent requests allowed, that client's IP address gets temporarily blocked.
Blocking of IP address based on number of requests over a period of time - If an HTTP client exceeds
the number of requests made over a specified time interval, that client's IP address gets temporarily blocked.
Allow list of IP addresses that will not be blocked - You can add a list of the IP addresses of clients you
want to exclude from being blocked by the module regardless of other configuration.
Various deny actions - You can specify which response to return to an HTTP client for which the IP address is
blocked. The module can return status codes 403 and 404 or just terminate the HTTP connection and not
return any response.
Support for web servers behind a proxy - If your web server is behind a proxy, you can configure the
module to use the client IP address from an X-Forwarded-For header.
IPv6 - the module provides full support for IPv6 addresses.

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install the Dynamic IP Restrictions module, or you can
download it from the download page.

Dynamic IP Restrictions download page

You must have one of the following operating systems.

Windows Server 2008
Windows Vista SP1
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows 7

If you are using the first Beta release of the DIPR module, you must uninstall it before you install the Release
Candidate, or an error will occur and the installation will fail. Make sure you back up your configuration before
uninstalling the Beta version.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/using-dynamic-ip-restrictions.md
https://github.com/naziml
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/dynamic-ip-restrictions


Configuring Dynamic IP Restrictions

If you are using the Beta 2 release of the DIPR module you can upgrade directly to the final release. Your
configuration settings will be preserved.

The Dynamic IP Restrictions can be configured by using either IIS Manager, IIS configuration APIs or by using
command line tool appcmd.

To access Dynamic IP Restriction settings in IIS Manager follow these steps:

1. Open IIS Manager
2. In the left-hand side tree view select server node if you want to configure server-wide settings, or select a site

node to configure site-specific settings.
3. In the Features View click "Dynamic IP Restrictions"

4. In the "Dynamic IP Restrictions" main page you can enable and specify the configuration for any of the features.
To add an IP address to the Allow list you can click on the "Show Allowed Addresses" link on the right:



5. Selecting the "Show Allowed Addresses" link above will bring up a window as shown below where you can see
all the IP addresses that are allowed to bypass Dynamic IP Restriction validation. You can add more IP
addresses to the list by selecting the "Add Allow Entry" link on the right.



Blocking of IP address based on number of concurrent requestsBlocking of IP address based on number of concurrent requests

%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/security/dynamicIpSecurity 
/denyByConcurrentRequests.enabled:"True" 
/denyByConcurrentRequests.maxConcurrentRequests:"2" 
/commit:apphost

<%@ Page Language="C#" %> 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd"> 
<script runat="server">
protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
 System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(3000);
}
</script>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
 <head runat="server">
 <title>Dynamic IP Restrictions Test</title>
 </head>
 <body>
 <form id="form1" runat="server">
 <div>
 <h1>Hello World!</h1>
 </div>
 </form>
 </body>
</html>

When using this option, the server will allow any client's IP address to make only a configurable number of
concurrent requests. Any additional requests that exceed the specified limit will be denied.

A simple way to test this feature is to set the maximum number of concurrent requests to 2 by either using UI or
by executing appcmd command:

In the root folder of your web site create a file test.aspx and paste the following content into it:

This ASP.NET page for 3 seconds before returning any response. Save the file and then open web browser, request
http://localhost/test.aspx  and then continuously hit F5 to refresh the browser. This will result in browser making

more than 2 concurrent requests so as a result you will see the 403 - Forbidden error from server:



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Blocking of IP addresses based on number of requests over timeBlocking of IP addresses based on number of requests over time

%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/security/dynamicIpSecurity 
/denyByRequestRate.enabled:"True" /denyByRequestRate.maxRequests:"5" 
/denyByRequestRate.requestIntervalInMilliseconds:"5000" /commit:apphost

When configuring number of concurrent requests for a real web application, thoroughly test the limit that you pick to ensure
that valid HTTP clients do not get blocked. This is especially important for Rich Internet Applications that have AJAX enabled
web pages and serve media content.

When using this option the server will deny requests from any HTTP client's IP address that makes more than
configurable number of requests over a period of time. The IP address will remain blocked until the number of
requests within a time period drops below the configured limit.

To test this feature set the "Maximum number of requests" to 5 and "Time period" to 5000 by using either IIS
Manager or by executing appcmd command:

Open web browser, request http://localhost/welcome.png  and then hit F5 to continuously refresh the page. This
will generate more than 5 requests over 5 seconds so as a result you will see server responding with 403 -
Forbidden status code:

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/using-dynamic-ip-restrictions/_static/image7.png


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Deny ActionsDeny Actions

Support for web servers behind proxySupport for web servers behind proxy

If you wait for another 5 seconds when all the previous requests have executed and then make a request, the
request will succeed.

When configuring number of allowed requests over time for a real web application, thoroughly test the limits that you pick
to ensure that valid HTTP clients do not get blocked. This is especially important for Rich Internet Applications that have
AJAX enabled web pages and serve media content.

The module can be configured to perform the following actions when denying requests for IP addresses:

Send 403 (Forbidden) response to the client;
Send 404 (File not found) response to the client;
Abort request by closing the HTTP connection, without sending any response to the client.

If your web servers are behind a firewall or proxy machine, then the client IP for all requests might show up as the
IP of the proxy or firewall server. This would hamper the ability for Dynamic IP Restriction module to be useful.
Most of such servers however add an X-Forwarded-For header in the HTTP request that contains the original
client's IP address. Selecting the "Proxy" mode checkbox in the main Dynamic IP Restrictions configuration page
will check for client IP address in this header first.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/using-dynamic-ip-restrictions/_static/image11.png
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Introduction

Application Pool Identity Accounts

Configuring IIS Application Pool Identities

by Thomas Deml

Whether you are running your site on your own server or in the cloud, security must be at the top of your priority
list. If so, you will be happy to hear that IIS has a security feature called the application pool identity. This feature
was introduced in Service Pack 2 (SP2) of Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista. An application pool identity
allows you to run an application pool under a unique account without having to create and manage domain or
local accounts. The name of the application pool account corresponds to the name of the application pool. The
image below shows an IIS worker process (W3wp.exe) running as the DefaultAppPool identity.

Worker processes in IIS 6.0 and in IIS 7 run as Network Service by default. Network Service is a built-in Windows
identity. It doesn't require a password and has only user privileges; that is, it is relatively low-privileged. Running as
a low-privileged account is a good security practice because then a software bug can't be used by a malicious user
to take over the whole system.

However, a problem arose over time as more and more Windows system services started to run as Network
Service. This is because services running as Network Service can tamper with other services that run under the
same identity. Because IIS worker processes run third-party code by default (Classic ASP, ASP.NET, PHP code), it
was time to isolate IIS worker processes from other Windows system services and run IIS worker processes under
unique identities. The Windows operating system provides a feature called "virtual accounts" that allows IIS to
create a unique identity for each of its application pools. Click here for more information about Virtual Accounts.

If you are running IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2, or a later version of IIS, you don't have to do anything to
use the new identity. For every application pool you create, the Identity property of the new application pool is set
to ApplicationPoolIdentity by default. The IIS Admin Process (WAS) will create a virtual account with the name

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/
file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities/_static/image1.jpg
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd548356.aspx


%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set AppPool <your AppPool> -
processModel.identityType:ApplicationPoolIdentity

of the new application pool and run the application pool's worker processes under this account by default.

To use this virtual account when running IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008, you have to change the Identity
property of an application pool that you create to ApplicationPoolIdentity. Here is how:

1. Open the IIS Management Console (INETMGR.MSC).
2. Open the Application Pools node underneath the machine node. Select the application pool you want to change

to run under an automatically generated application pool identity.
3. Right click the application pool and select Advanced Settings...

4. Select the Identity list item and click the ellipsis (the button with the three dots).

6. Select the Built-in account button, and then select the identity type ApplicationPoolIdentity from the combo
box.

5. The following dialog appears:

To do the same step by using the command-line, you can call the appcmd command-line tool the following way:

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities/_static/image5.jpg
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Securing Resources

ICACLS test.txt /grant "IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool:F"

Accessing the Network

Whenever a new application pool is created, the IIS management process creates a security identifier (S ID) that
represents the name of the application pool itself. For example, if you create an application pool with the name
"MyNewAppPool," a security identifier with the name "MyNewAppPool" is created in the Windows Security
system. From this point on, resources can be secured by using this identity. However, the identity is not a real user
account; it will not show up as a user in the Windows User Management Console.

You can try this by selecting a file in Windows Explorer and adding the "DefaultAppPool" identity to the file's
Access Control List (ACL).

1. Open Windows Explorer
2. Select a file or directory.
3. Right click the file and select Properties
4. Select the Security tab
5. Click the Edit button and then Add button

7. Enter IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool in the Enter the object names to select: text box.
8. Click the Check Names button and click OK.

6. Click the Locations button and make sure that you select your computer.

By doing this, the file or directory you selected will now also allow the DefaultAppPool identity access.

You can do this via the command-line by using the ICACLS tool. The following example gives full access to the
DefaultAppPool identity.

For more information, see ICACLS.

On Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2, and later versions of Windows, the default is to run application
pools as the application pool identity. To make this happen, a new identity type with the name "AppPoolIdentity"
was introduced. If the "AppPoolIdentity" identity type is selected (the default on Windows 7 and Windows Server
2008 R2, and later), IIS will run worker processes as the application pool identity. With every other identity type,
the security identifier will only be injected into the access token of the process. If the identifier is injected, content
can still be ACLed for the ApplicationPoolIdentity, but the owner of the token is probably not unique. Here is an
article that explains this concept.

Using the Network Service account in a domain environment has a great benefit. Worker process running as
Network Service access the network as the machine account. Machine accounts are generated when a machine is
joined to a domain. They look like this:

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/application-pool-identities/_static/image9.jpg
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<domainname>\<machinename>$,

mydomain\machine1$

What about Application Pool Identities?What about Application Pool Identities?

Compatibility Issues with Application Pool Identities
Guidance DocumentationGuidance Documentation

User ProfileUser Profile

Summary

For example:

The nice thing about this is that network resources like file shares or SQL Server databases can be ACLed to allow
this machine account access.

The good news is that application pool identities also use the machine account to access network resources. No
changes are required.

The biggest compatibilty issue with application pool identities is probably earlier guidance documents which
explicitly recommend that you ACL resources for Network Service, that is, the default identity of the
DefaultAppPool in IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0. Customers will have to change their scripts to ACL for "IIS
AppPool\DefaultAppPool" (or another application pool name) when running on IIS 7.5 or later (see the example
above for how to do this).

IIS doesn't load the Windows user profile, but certain applications might take advantage of it anyway to store
temporary data. SQL Express is an example of an application that does this. However, a user profile has to be
created to store temporary data in either the profile directory or in the registry hive. The user profile for the
Network Service account was created by the system and was always available. However, with the switch to unique
Application Pool identities, no user profile is created by the system. Only the standard application pools
(DefaultAppPool and Classic .NET AppPool) have user profiles on disk. No user profile is created if the
Administrator creates a new application pool.

However, if you want, you can configure IIS application pools to load the user profile by setting the
LoadUserProfile attribute to "true".

Application pool identities are a powerful new isolation feature introduced for Windows Server 2008, Windows
Vista, and later versions of Windows. It will make running IIS applications even more secure and reliable.



Ensure Security Isolation for Web Sites
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Introduction

Create Application Pools

by Tali Smith

The recommendation for isolating Web sites in a shared hosting environment is consistent with all general security
isolation recommendations for Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above. In particular, it is recommended
to:

Use one application pool per Web site.
Use a dedicated user account as an identity for the application pool.
Configure anonymous user identity to use the application pool identity.
Ensure that FastCGI impersonation is enabled in the Php.ini file.

An architectural view of application pools appears in the figure that follows.

Figure 1: Application pools

You can create application pools from the UI or the command line.

1. From the IIS Manager, navigate to the Connections pane.
2. Choose the Application Pools option, and then choose Add Application Pool to open the Add Application

Pool dialog box.
3. Enter a unique name for the application pool.
4. Choose the version, if any, of the Microsoft® .NET Framework for the application pool to use, and then choose

your pipeline mode.

Once a pool is created, you can change its settings whenever necessary.

1. From the Connections pane, choose Application Pools.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/ensure-security-isolation-for-web-sites.md
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appcmd add apppool /name:string

Application Pool Identities

Application Pool Identity Accounts

2. In the Work pane, choose the application pool you would like to configure.
3. From the Actions pane, choose Basic Settings. Note that with the exception of the dialog box title, the Basic

Settings dialog box and the Add Application Pool dialog boxes look identical.

You can also use the command line. Use:

Note that string is the name of the application pool.

The Edit Application Pool dialog box lets you configure how IIS 7 and above handles worker process recycling for
the application pool.

Figure 2: Edit Application Pool

Application Pool Identities is a new security features that lets you run application pools under a unique account
without having to create and manage domain or local accounts. The name of the application pool account
corresponds to the name of the application pool. The figure that follows shows an IIS worker process (w3wp.exe)
running as the DefaultAppPool identity.

Figure 3: Application Pool Identity Accounts

Worker processes in IIS 6, and in IIS 7 and above, run as NETWORKSERVICE by default. NETWORKSERVICE is
a built-in Windows® identity. NETWORKSERVICE does not require a password and has only user privileges (it is
relatively low privileged). Running as a low-privileged account is a good security practice because this prevents
malicious users from using software bugs to take over the system.

Over time, however, more and more Windows system services have been run as NETWORKSERVICE, and these
services can tamper with other services running under the same identity. Because IIS worker processes run third-

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/configuring-security/ensure-security-isolation-for-web-sites/_static/image3.jpg
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ICACLS test.txt /grant "IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool":F

Accessing the NetworkAccessing the Network

party code by default (PHP, classic ASP, and Microsoft® ASP.NET), it became necessary to isolate IIS worker
processes from other Windows system services and to run IIS worker processes under unique identities. The
Windows operating system provides a feature called virtual accounts that lets IIS create unique identities for each
of its application pools.

Whenever a new application pool is created, the IIS management process creates a security identifier (S ID)
representing the name of the application pool itself. For example, if you create an application pool with the name
"MyNewAppPool," a S ID with the name "MyNewAppPool" is created in the Windows Security system. Resources
can be secured using this identity. Note that the identity is not a real user account, however; it will not show up as a
user in the Windows User Management Console.

Try selecting a file in Windows Explorer® and adding the "DefaultAppPool" identity to its Access Control List
(ACL):

1. Start Windows Explorer.
2. Select a file or directory.
3. Right-click on the file name, and then click Properties.
4. Click the Security tab.
5. Click Edit, and then click Add.
6. Click Locations, and select your computer.
7. In the Enter the object names to select text box, type iis apppool\defaultapppool
8. Click Check Names, and then click OK.

The file or directory you selected now also allows the DefaultAppPool identity access.

Figure 4: Select Users or Groups

You can also use the command line with the Icacls.exe tool. The following gives full access to the DefaultAppPool
identity:

On the Windows® 7 and Windows Server® 2008 R2 operating systems, the default is to run Application Pools as
this security identifier (as the Application Pool Identity). A new identity type with the name "AppPoolIdentity" is
available. If the "AppPoolIdentity" identity type is selected (this is the default on Windows 7 and Windows Server
2008 R2), IIS will run worker processes as the Application Pool identity. With every other identity type, the security
identifier is only injected into the access token of the process. If the identifier is injected, content can still be ACLed
for the AppPool identity, but the owner of the token is probably not unique. See the section Isolate Application
Pools that follows.

Using the NETWORKSERVICE account in a domain environment has a great benefit. Worker process running as

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd548356(WS.10).aspx
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<domainname>\<machinename>$,

mydomain\machine1$

Compatibility Issues with Application Pool IdentitiesCompatibility Issues with Application Pool Identities

Isolate Application Pools

icacls.exe %systemdrive%\inetpub\temp\appPools\appPool.config /save output.txt

NETWORKSERVICE can access the network as the machine account. Machine accounts are generated when a
machine is joined to a domain:

For example:

Network resources such as file shares or Microsoft® SQL Server® databases can be ACLed to allow access for
this machine account. Application Pool identities also use the machine account to access network resources. No
changes are required.

A challenge with Application Pool Identities is that guidance documents explicitly recommend to ACL resources for
NETWORKSERVICE (the default identity of the DefaultAppPool in IIS 6.0 and 7.0). Users must change their
scripts to ACL for "IIS AppPool\DefaultAppPool" when running on IIS 7.5 and above.

IIS does not load the Windows user profile, but certain applications (such as Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008
Express) might use it anyway (for example, to store temporary data). The user profile must be created to store
temporary data in the profile directory or in the registry hive. The user profile for the NETWORKSERVICE account
was created by the system and was always available. A user profile is not created by the system, however, when
switching to unique Application Pool identities. Only the standard application pools (DefaultAppPool and Classic
.NET AppPool) have user profiles on disk. No user profile is created if the administrator creates a new application
pool.

Note that IIS application pools can be configured to load the user profile however by setting the "LoadUserProfile"
setting to "true".

 

Separating applications into multiple application pools not only can improve performance but also improves
server and site reliability. However, in previous versions of IIS, it has sometimes been difficult to isolate Web
application pools from each other. If several application pools are configured to run with the same identity, then
code running inside one application pool could use file system objects (FSOs) to access resources belonging to
another.

In IIS 7, each application pool has a configuration file that is generated when the application pool is started. These
files are stored by default in the %systemdrive%\inetpub\temp\AppPools  folder.

Each application pool also has a Security Identifier (S ID) that is added to the relevant w3wp.exe process. The
application pool's configuration file is access control listed (ACLed) to only allow access to that S ID.

You can use the Icacls.exe tool to identify the SID applied to any given application pool's configuration file with:

A user can use the application pool S ID to ACL their contents and secure their Web site. This is useful for Web
hosters who need to accept content from various external sources.

1. Configure each Web site (or Web application) to run in its own Web application pool.
2. Configure anonymous authentication to use the application pool identity, rather than the Industry Usability

Reporting (IUSR) account by editing the Anonymous Authentication properties.
3. Remove NTFS permissions for the IUSRS group and the IUSR account from the Web site's files and folders.



NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

4. Use the Icacls.exe tool to give the application pool's S ID "read" (and optionally "execute" and "write") access to
the Web site's files and folders. You can use IIS APPPOOL\ApplicationPoolName as the user to grant read
permissions.

After configuring the NTFS permissions, only the SID that has been injected into a particular w3wp.exe process
will be able to read the contents of the Web site. All code running in other w3wp.exe processes (even if running
with the same identity) will not be able to access this Web site's content.

This article is based on material from "Application Pool Identities"written by the IIS Team and published on May 27, 2009.

New in IIS 7 - App Pool Isolation.
Create an Application Pool (IIS 7).
Managing Application Pools in IIS 7.

http://www.adopenstatic.com/cs/blogs/ken/archive/2008/01/29/15759.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc731784.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc753449(WS.10).aspx
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OverviewOverview

NOTENOTE
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Using the IISUAL.EXE UtilityUsing the IISUAL.EXE Utility

by Robert McMurray

User Access Logging (UAL) is a built-in feature of Windows Server 2012 which allows administrators to collect
data about client usage.

User Access Logging (UAL) is a built-in feature of Windows Server 2012 which allows administrators to collect
data about client usage; you can find more information about UAL in the following article:

User Access Logging Overview
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh849634.aspx

Internet Information Services 8 ships with a command-line tool, IISUAL.EXE, which helps network administrators
analyze the W3C log data from their web servers to determine the number of authenticated and anonymous users
for their websites. The IISUAL.EXE utility will provide the user access information that it collects to the UAL APIs in
Windows Server 2012 so that the data will be available through the UAL methods that are provided through WMI
and PowerShell.

The IISUAL.EXE utility is designed for use only with log files that are in W3C format; it will not work with log files in NCSA, IIS,
or ODBC formats.

That being said, because log file analysis can be CPU-intensive, it is recommended that you do not analyze your log
data on a production server ; the article listed above contains the following note:

UAL is not recommended for use on servers that are connected directly to the Internet, such as web servers on an Internet-
accessible address space, or in scenarios where extremely high performance is the primary function of the server (such as in
HPC workload environments). UAL is primarily intended for small, medium, and enterprise intranet scenarios where high
volume is expected, but not as high as many deployments of Windows Server 2012 that serve Internet-facing traffic volume
on a regular basis.

The IISUAL.EXE utility is located in the following directory:

%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv

When you run the IISUAL.EXE utility with no command-line switches, it will return the following help message:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/analyzing-client-usage-data-with-iis-user-access-logging.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh849634.aspx


HTTP User Access Logging v1.0
Date: Monday, December 21, 2012 9:12:00 PM

Usage: IISUAL.exe -logfile <logfile path> -outputpostfix <string>
Example: IISUAL.exe -logfile c:\inetpub\logs\LogFiles\W3SVC1\sample.log -outputpostfix output

NOTENOTE

@echo off

for /f "usebackq delims=|" %%a in (`dir /b *.log`) do (
    iisual.exe -logfile "%%a" -outputpostfix UAL
)

Examining the IISUAL.EXE ResultsExamining the IISUAL.EXE Results

HTTP User Access Logging v1.0
Date: Monday, December 21, 2012 9:12:00 PM

Total requests in IIS log:                                              6440
Total requests with authenticated users and valid IP:                   6430 (99.84%)
Total successful UAL API calls for authenticated users with valid IP:   6430 (100% successful)
Total anonymous requests with valid IP:                                 10 (0.16%)
Total successful UAL API calls for anonymous users with valid IP:       10 (100% successful)

As indicated by the example, IISUAL.EXE supports two command-line switches:

logfile - This switch defines the name of a specific W3C log file to analyze.
outputpostfix - This switch specifies a character string that will be appended to the input W3C log file name in
order to create the output statisics.

For example, if you specify the following options:

IISUAL.EXE -logfile u_ex130319.log -outputpostfix UAL

IISUAL.EXE will analyze the W3C log file named "u_ex130319.log" for client usage data and write the statistics to a
file named "u_ex130319_UAL.log".

For performance reasons, IISUAL.EXE is designed to be used with a single W3C log file; IISUAL.EXE will not work with wildcard
characters. For example, the following command will return an error:

IISUAL.EXE -logfile *.log -outputpostfix UAL

If you need to process more than one log file, you can use the following batch file to loop through all of the log files in a
directory:

When you use IISUAL.EXE to analyze a W3C log file, it will search through all of the log file entries and use the
information in the "cs-username" and "c-ip" fields to generate statistics that will be written to an output file that
resembles the following format:

This User Access Logging information provides administrators with the statistics for authenticated versus
anonymous users for the time period that is defined by the W3C log file. As mentioned earlier, this information is
useful for small, medium, and enterprise scenarios where administrators are interested in tracking the number of
users who are accessing an intranet website.
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Prerequisites

General Request Filter Settings

To configure general request-filter options by using the UITo configure general request-filter options by using the UI

To configure general request-filter options by using the command lineTo configure general request-filter options by using the command line
Configure high-bit charactersConfigure high-bit characters

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document shows you how to use common request-filter settings to improve the security of your IIS 8 web
server.

Request filters restrict the types of HTTP requests that IIS 8 processes. By blocking specific HTTP requests, request
filters help prevent potentially harmful requests from reaching the server. The request filter module scans
incoming requests and rejects requests that are unwanted based upon the rules that you set up.

By default, IIS rejects requests to browse critical code segments. It also rejects requests for some file name
extensions.

You can configure a request filter at the server-wide level and then override the configuration at a website level.

 

To get the most from this tutorial, you must have access to a computer that is running one of the following
operating systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

 

The general settings include such settings as the following:

1. Whether to allow access to a file with an extension that is not listed for request filter.
2. Whether to allow requests that use HTTP verbs that are not listed.
3. Whether to allow requests that contain high-bit characters (non-ASCII).
4. Whether to allow requests that are double encoded.
5. Maximum length of the content requested.
6. Maximum length of the URL.
7. Maximum size of a query string.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. In the Actions pane, click Edit Feature Settings.
4. In the Edit Request Filtering Settings dialog, edit the settings as desired, and then click OK.

To configure high-bit characters, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /allowhighbitcharacters: true |  false

For example, to allow high-bit characters, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /allowhighbitcharacters:true

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/configure-request-filtering-in-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Configure double escapingConfigure double escaping

Configure the maximum allowed content lengthConfigure the maximum allowed content length

Configure the maximum allowed URL lengthConfigure the maximum allowed URL length

Configure the maximum allowed query string lengthConfigure the maximum allowed query string length

Configure the maximum size for an HTTP headerConfigure the maximum size for an HTTP header

File Name Extensions

To configure double escaping, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /allowdoubleescaping: true |  false

For example, to enable double escaping, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /allowdoubleescaping:true

To configure a value for the maximum allowed length of content, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxallowedcontentlength: unit

The variable requestlimits.maxallowedcontentlength: unit specifies the maximum length of content.

For example, to specify 30000000 as the maximum length of content, type the following at the command prompt,
and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxallowedcontentlength:30000000

To configure a value for the maximum allowed length of an incoming URL, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxurl: unit

The variable requestlimits.maxurl: unit specifies the maximum length of an incoming URL.

For example, to specify 4096 as the maximum incoming URL length, type the following at the command prompt,
and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxurl:4096

To configure a value for the maximum allowed length of an incoming query string, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxquerystring: unit

The variable requestlimits.maxquertystring: unit specifies the maximum length of an incoming query string.

For example, to specify 2048 as the maximum incoming query string, type the following at the command prompt,
and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /requestlimits.maxquerystring:2048

To configure a size limit for a specific HTTP header, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+requestlimits.headerLimits.[header=' string ',sizelimit=' unit ']

The variable header= string specifies the header this restriction applies to. The variable sizelimit= unit specifies
the maximum size of this header.

For example, to specify a maximum size of 2048 for headers that include a value of contoso.com, type the
following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+requestlimits.headerLimits.
[header='contoso.com',sizelimit='2048']

 

For each file name extension you add, you can indicate whether to allow or reject requests for that type of file.



To configure file name extensions by using the UITo configure file name extensions by using the UI

To configure file name extensions by using the command lineTo configure file name extensions by using the command line
Configure unlisted file name extensionsConfigure unlisted file name extensions

Configure for WebDAV requestsConfigure for WebDAV requests

Add or remove a file name extensionAdd or remove a file name extension

Filtering Rules

To configure a filtering rule by using the UITo configure a filtering rule by using the UI

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the File Name Extensions tab.
4. In the Actions pane, click either Allow File Name Extension or Deny File Name Extension.
5. Type the file name extension in the box, and then click OK.

To configure how IIS deals with unlisted file name extensions, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /fileExtensions.allowunlisted: true |  false

For example, to deny unlisted file name extensions, type the following at the command prompt, and then press
ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /fileExtensions.allowunlisted:false

To configure whether file name extensions apply to WebDAV requests, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /fileExtensions.applyToWebDAV: true |  false

For example, to configure IIS so that file name extensions do not apply to WebDAV requests, type the following at
the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /fileExtensions.applyToWebDAV:false

To add a file name extension, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+fileExtensions.[fileextension=' string ',allowed='true | false']

The variable fileextension =string is the file name extension you want to allow or deny.

For example, to add an allow rule for the file name extension .xxx, type the following at the command prompt, and
then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+fileExtensions.[fileextension='.xxx',allowed='true']

To remove a rule for the file name extension .xxx, type the following at the command prompt, and then press
ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /-fileExtensions.[fileextension='.xxx']

 

IIS 8 permits you to define custom filter rules that apply to incoming requests. Using this feature, you can define
filters that can do the following:

1. Scan the request URL.
2. Scan for query strings contained in the URL.
3. Scan for specific header fields.
4. Define what file name extensions the filter applies to.
5. Define strings you want to deny.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.



Hidden Segments

To configure hidden segments by using the UITo configure hidden segments by using the UI

To configure hidden segments by using the command lineTo configure hidden segments by using the command line
Configure for WebDAV requestsConfigure for WebDAV requests

Add a hidden segmentAdd a hidden segment

URL Filtering

To configure URL filtering by using the UITo configure URL filtering by using the UI

2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the Rules tab.
4. In the Actions pane, double-click Add Filtering Rule.
5. In the Name box, type a name for the filtering rule.
6. If you want the URL scanned, select the Scan Url check box.
7. If you want the query string scanned, select the Scan query string check box.
8. Under Scan Headers, type one or more headers to scan for.
9. Under Applies To, type one or more file name extensions that the rule applies to.

10. Under the Deny Strings, type one or more strings you want to deny.
11. Click OK.

 

This feature allows you to reject requests that contain a URL segment (for example, a folder name).

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the Hidden Segments tab.
4. In the Actions pane, click Add Hidden Segment.
5. Type the URL segment in the box, and then click OK.

To configure whether hidden segments apply to WebDAV requests, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /hiddensegments.applyToWebDAV: true |  false

For example, to configure IIS so that hidden segments do not apply to WebDAV requests, type the following at the
command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /hiddensegments.applyToWebDAV:false

To configure a hidden segment, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+hiddensegments.[segment=' string ']

The variable segment= string specifies a URL segment that is hidden.

For example, to specify that /bin is a hidden segment, type the following at the command prompt, and then press
ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+hiddensegments.[segment='/bin']

 

You can configure IIS to accept a specified URL. In addition, you can configure it to deny a specified URL
sequence.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the URL tab.
4. In the Actions pane, select either Allow URL or Deny Sequence.



To configure URL filtering by using the command lineTo configure URL filtering by using the command line

HTTP Verbs

To configure unlisted HTTP verbs by using the UITo configure unlisted HTTP verbs by using the UI

To configure unlisted HTTP verbs by using the command lineTo configure unlisted HTTP verbs by using the command line
Configure unlisted HTTP verbsConfigure unlisted HTTP verbs

Configure for WebDAV requestsConfigure for WebDAV requests

Add an HTTP verbAdd an HTTP verb

Header Size Limits

5. Type the URL or the URL sequence in the box, and click OK.

To deny a URL sequence, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+denyurlsequences.[sequence=' string ']

The variable sequence= string specifies a sequence of characters in a URL that IIS is never allowed to parse.

For example, to specify that IIS never parse URLs that contain two periods, type the following at the command
prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+denyurlsequences.[sequence='..']

 

You can define a list of verbs that IIS 8 accepts as part of a request. When IIS rejects a request based on this
feature, the error code logged is 404.6.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the HTTP Verbs tab.
4. In the Actions pane, click either Allow Verb or Deny Verb.
5. Enter the verb in the box, and then click OK.

To configure how IIS deals with unlisted verbs, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /verbs.allowunlisted: true |  false

For example, to deny unlisted verbs, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /verbs.allowunlisted:false

To configure whether verb filtering applies to WebDAV requests, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /verbs.applyToWebDAV: true |  false

For example, to configure IIS so that verb filtering does not apply to WebDAV requests, type the following at the
command prompt and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /verbs.applyToWebDAV:false

To configure a verb to filter, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+verbs.[verb=' string ',allowed=' true |  false ']

The variable verb= string specifies the verb this restriction applies to.

For example, to specify GET is allowed, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:requestfiltering /+verbs.[verb='GET',allowed='true']

 

You can limit the size of HTTP request headers to improve performance and security. Headers are name/value



To configure header size limits by using the UITo configure header size limits by using the UI

Query Strings

To configure query strings by using the UITo configure query strings by using the UI

Request Filter Logging

ERROR DESCRIPTION STATUS CODE

Request Filtering: URL Sequence denied 404.5

Request Filtering: Verb denied 404.6

Request Filtering: File name extension denied 404.7

Request Filtering: Denied by hidden segment 404.8

Request Filtering: Denied because request header is too long. 404.10

Request Filtering: Denied because URL doubled escaping 404.11

Request Filtering: Denied because of high bit characters 404.12

Request Filtering: Denied because content length too large 404.13

Request Filtering: Denied because URL too long 404.14

Request Filtering: Denied because query string too long 404.15

See Also

pairs that define the operating parameters of an HTTP transaction.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level for which you want to configure request filter.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the Headers tab, and click Add Header.
4. In the Header box, type the header field name.
5. In the Size Limit box, type a positive integer that represents the header size limit in bytes.
6. Click OK.

 

You can configure IIS 8 to allow or deny specific query strings contained in the requested URL. For example, if a
denied query string is found in a request URL, the request is denied.

1. Open IIS Manager and select the level where you want to configure request filtering.
2. In Features View, double-click Request Filtering.
3. Select the Query Strings tab, and click either Allow Query String or Deny Query String.
4. In the Query string box, type the query string.
5. Click OK.

 

You can use IIS logging to evaluate and optimize your request filter configuration.

The following table shows the request filter error codes that you see in the log:



Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
Build a Static Website on IIS
Build a PHP Website on IIS
Build an FTP Site on IIS
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview



IIS 8 - Certificate Management and Deployment
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Shaun Eagan

Shaun Eagan describes the performance and management improvement for certificates in IIS 8.

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/iis-8-certificate-management-and-deployment.md
https://github.com/shauneagan
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/iis-8-certificate-management-and-deployment


IIS 8 - Sandboxing and Security
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Robert McMurray

Robert McMurray covers the sandboxing and security features in IIS 8.

▶ Watch video (17 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/configuring-security/iis-8-sandboxing-and-security.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/iis-8-sandboxing-and-security


Improving Performance with Native Output Caching
11/2/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

Dramatically reduce web application response time by leveraging the native HttpCacheModule in IIS that stores all
application outputs in Kernel mode cache. This tutorial covers enabling and configuring user-mode and kernel-
mode caching by creating new output caching rules in config and through the IIS Manager GUI.

▶ Watch video (12 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-performance-settings/improving-performance-with-native-output-caching.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/improving-performance-with-native-output-caching


Using WSRM to manage IIS 7 AppPool CPU
Utilization
11/2/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

Turning Off the CPULimit Metabase Property

by Walter Oliver

In the past administrators used CPULimit Metabase Property in IIS to configure the maximum percentage of CPU
time that the worker processes in an application pool are allowed to consume over a period of time. With the
availability of Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM), setting CPULimit is no longer needed, moreover, it is
not recommended.

WSRM enables administrators to control how CPU and memory resources are allocated to applications, services,
and processes. Managing resources in this way improves system performance and reduces the chance that
applications, services, or processes will interfere with the rest of the system. It also creates a more consistent and
predictable experience for users of applications and services running on the computer.

WSRM integrates resource management with Web pools through a built-in policy called Equal_Per_IISAppPool.
Policies in WSRM automatically switch to different resource allocations in response hardware to hot-add changes
or cluster changes if running in a cluster configuration.

For more information see Overview of Windows System Resource Manager.

1. Start the IIS Manager and connect to the target server
2. Click on the Application Pools node to view the available application pools, for each application pool open

the Advanced Settings dialog by clicking Advanced Settings in the Actions panel.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/1b82ca25-5ea4-48b0-9ce7-a1c36765f1e2.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/c5b76d56-99b1-4ad7-875c-417b631184541033.mspx?mfr=true


Using the Built-in IIS Policy

3. Under the CPU section ensure that the CPU Limit property is set to 0 (default value).

1. After installing the Web Role proceed to install Windows System Resource Manager
2. Start WSRM by clicking the Windows Start button, select "Administrative Tool", and select "Windows

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image3.jpg
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/497d620a-3c40-4236-ae9a-5c4e565787171033.mspx?mfr=true


System Resource Manager"

3. Start the Equal_Per_IISAppPool built-in policy

b. Right click on Equal_Per_IISAppPool in the left-hand pane
c. Select Set as Managing Policy

a. Open the Resource Allocation Policies node in the left-hand pane

d. If prompted to disable the calendar, click OK

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image5.jpg
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Creating a Custom IIS Policy (Optional)

e. Observe the behavior of the system under an IIS load. You could use WCAT for simulating a load on the
server. This tools is part of IIS 6.0 Resource Kit which can be downloaded from the following link:
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=56fc92ee-a71a-4c73-b628-
ade629c89499&DisplayLang=en

1. Create at least 2 process matching criteria (PMC) for different AppPools

a. Right-click on the Process Matching Criteria node in the left-hand pane
b. Select New Process Matching Criteria...

d. Enter a name for the PMC and click Add...
e. The Add Rule dialog appears
f. Select the Files or Command Lines tab
g. Click in the area labeled "Included files or command lines" and type in a matching criteria.

c. The New Process Matching Criteria dialog appears

h. Use the following format (without the quotes): "@w3wp.exe.*<AppPoolName>"

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image9.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=56fc92ee-a71a-4c73-b628-ade629c89499&DisplayLang=en
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i. Add lines to match additional AppPools (or any other processes) to this PMC
j. Click OK
k. Repeat the above steps for each additional PMC

2. Create a resource allocation policy (RAP)

a. Right click on the Resource Allocation Policy node in the left-hand pane
b. Select New Resource Allocation Policy
c. The New Resource Allocation Policy dialog appears

e. Click Add
f. The Add or Edit Resource Allocation dialog appears
g. Select the PMC (from the dropdown) this allocation should go to

d. Enter a name for the RAP

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image13.jpg
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i. Click OK
j. Add Resource Allocations for all other PMCs to be managed by RAP
k. Click OK

h. Enter the processor percentage to be allocated to the PMC

3. Activate the policy

a. Right click on the RAP created above
b. Select Set as Managing Policy
c. If prompted to disable the calendar, click Yes
d. Observe the behavior of the system while running an IIS load

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/using-wsrm-to-manage-iis-7-apppool-cpu-utilization/_static/image17.jpg


Walkthrough: IIS 7.0 Output Caching
4/20/2017 • 14 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

Prerequisites

Walkthrough Overview

Part I – Writing and Configuring the Copyright Handler

md %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures

by Saad Ladki

Web content can be divided into two categories: static content and dynamic content. Static content does not
change from request to request. The content that gets returned to the web browser is always the same. Examples
of static content include HTML files, JPG or GIF files.

The other is dynamic content. This is the response that gets generated for dynamic content changes with every
request. Examples include ASP.NET or PHP content.

There is a big range between these two categories which includes semi-dynamic content. Imagine a dynamic
ASP.NET page that executes a database query. There is no reason to execute this query on every request if the
underlying database tables change infrequently.

The IIS Output Caching feature targets semi-dynamic content. It allows you to cache static responses for dynamic
requests and to gain tremendous scalability.

 

For this walkthrough, you need IIS 7.0 or above on Windows® Vista SP1 or on Windows Server® 2008 Beta 3 or
later. This walkthrough also uses ASP.NET 2.0 which must be installed as an optional component in the IIS Setup.

 

In the following walkthrough, we use the IIS extensibility interfaces to add language-specific copyright messages
to JPG files.

First, we do this by adding a managed handler. Dynamically inserting a copyright message into every JPG file
comes with a cost however, because now managed code must be executed for every JPG file.

Next, we install WCAT, an IIS performance analysis tool, to measure the throughput of our JPG copyright handler.

Then we add Output Caching to regain performance degradation incurred by adding our copyright handler.

 

1. Create a directory called 'pictures' under the %systemroot%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory. Execute the following
command in an elevated command shell:

1. Copy some digital pictures - this walkthrough assumes them to be JPG files - to the new pictures directory.
Use the following picture if you don't have any JPG files handy: http://wallpaper.iis7.org/gallery/iis7-
highlight.jpg

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-performance-settings/walkthrough-iis-output-caching.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
http://wallpaper.iis7.org/gallery/iis7-highlight.jpg


%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add app -site.name:"Default Web Site" 

    -path:/pictures -physicalPath:%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures

using System;
using System.Web;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Drawing.Imaging;
          
namespace IIS7Demos
{
    public class imageCopyrightHandler : IHttpHandler
    {
        public void ProcessRequest(HttpContext context)
        {
            string message = "Copyright © IIS 7.0 Team";
            try            {
                string languageHeader;
         languageHeader = context.Request.Headers["Accept-Language"].Substring(0,2).ToUpper();
                switch (languageHeader)
                {
                    case ("DE"):
                        message = "IIS 7.0 Team - Alle Rechte vorbehalten";
                        break;
                    case ("ES"):
                        message = "Marca Registrada IIS 7.0 Team";
                        break;
                    default:
                        break;
                }
            }
            catch 
           { 
                // if something fails, e.g. no Language-Accept header, we go with the english message 
           }
            InsertCopyrightMessage (   context, 
                            message, 
                            "yellow"                            
                        );
        }
        void InsertCopyrightMessage(
                            HttpContext context, 
                            string message, 
                            string color
                         )
        {
            try 
            {

NOTENOTE

2. Create an application with the appcmd command-line tool

Due to the high Internet Explorer security settings on Windows Server 2008, you might get a security dialog box
telling you that the web site is blocked. To download the IIS wallpaper, add wallpaper.iis7.org to the list of trusted
sites.

md %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures\App_Code

2. Open Notepad and paste the following code into it.

1. Create the directory App_Code underneath the pictures directory:



            {
                // get physical path of request 
                string strPath = context.Request.PhysicalPath;
                // load as bitmap 
                Bitmap jpgFile = new Bitmap(strPath);
                // add copyright message 
                Graphics g = Graphics.FromImage(jpgFile);
                Font f = new Font("Arial", 20, GraphicsUnit.Pixel);
                SolidBrush sb = new SolidBrush(Color.FromName(color));
                // write copyright message to bitmap 
                g.DrawString(   message, 
                                f, 
                                sb, 
                                5, 
                                jpgFile.Height - f.Height - 5
                            );
                f.Dispose();
                g.Dispose();

                // save it to response stream 
                jpgFile.Save(   context.Response.OutputStream, 
                                System.Drawing.Imaging.ImageFormat.Jpeg
                            );
                jpgFile.Dispose();
            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                context.Response.Write(e.Message);
            }
        }
          
        public bool IsReusable
        {
            get { return true; }
        }
    }
}

Save the file as `%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures\App\_Code\imageCopyrightHandler.cs`

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.web.Server/handlers 

    /+[name='imageCopyrightHandler-Integrated',path='*.jpg',

    verb='GET,HEAD',type='IIS7Demos.imageCopyrightHandler',preCondition='integratedMode']

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site/pictures" 

    -section:directoryBrowse -enabled:true

1. Create the handler that executes this code when a JPG file is requested:

1. We must also enable directory browsing because there is not yet a default document:

1. Browse to the pictures application by typing in the Internet Explorer address bar: http://localhost/picures. Click
the link to your JPG file in the IIS directory listing. You should see the JPG image with the inserted Copyright
message.

2. Look at the code. You see that the Copyright Message depends on the "Accept-Language" header that the
browser sends. If you have a German version of Microsoft Server 2008 installed, you see the copyright
message "IIS 7.0 Team - Alle Rechte vorbehalten"; if you have a Spanish language version, you see "Marca

http://localhost/picures


Part II - Performance Test of the imageCopyrightHandler

md %systemdrive%\perftest

Registrada IIS 7.0 Team". In all other cases the copyright message will be "Copyright © IIS 7.0 Team". A
way to test this code is to change the "Accept-Language" header Internet Explorer sends:

Open "Internet Explorer".
Open the "Tools" Menu and click "Internet Options".
Click the "Languages" button.
Click the "Add…" button and add "es" for Spanish or "de" for German.
Move the new language to the top of the list via the "Move Up" button.
Browse to http://localhost/pictures/%3cyour_jpg_file%3e.jpg. The Copyright message has changed to
the language you configured.
Do not forget to go back into the "Languages" dialog box and reset-- otherwise you might wonder later
why you get Spanish or German web pages.

 

Once the JPG Copyright Handler works, we must determine how fast our code is. Install an IIS 6.0 Resource Kit
Tool to run performance tests:

NOTENOTE

2. Create a directory called PERFTEST, for example:

1. Download the IIS 6.0 Resource Kit Tools and install them. Do a custom install and install only the Web
Capacity Analysis Tool (WCAT). WCAT is the only feature of the IIS 6.0 Resource Kit Tools we need to do
our performance tests.

Due to the high Internet Explorer security settings on Windows Server 2008, you might get a security dialog box
telling you that the web-site is blocked. To download the IIS 6.0 Resource Kit, add *.microsoft.com to the list of
trusted sites.

1. The WCAT controller requires three input files:

A script file that tells WCAT which URLs to request. Each URL gets a unique ClassID
A distribution file that tells WCAT how the requests should be distributed across the URLs specified in
the script file

NEW TRANSACTION
    classId = 1
    NEW REQUEST HTTP
        Verb = "GET"
        URL = "http://localhost/pictures/<your image name>.JPG"
NEW TRANSACTION
    classId = 2
    NEW REQUEST HTTP
        Verb = "GET"
        URL = "http://localhost/pictures/<your image name>.JPG"

A configuration file that configures the parameters of a particular performance run, e.g. the duration
of the tests, how many HTTP clients to simulate, etc.

The Script File

Create a new file called script.cfg in the perftest directory and paste the following content into it:

http://localhost/pictures/%3cyour_jpg_file%3e.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=56fc92ee-a71a-4c73-b628-ade629c89499&DisplayLang=en


Cd \perftest
"%programfiles%\IIS Resources\WCAT Controller\wcctl" 
    -c config.cfg -s script.cfg -d distribution.cfg -a localhost

As soon as all clients are connected, the perf test will start.

"%programfiles%\IIS Resources\WCAT Client\wcclient.exe" localhost

To do this with more clients, set NumClientMachines in config.cfg to a higher number, and connect clients to 
the controller via the wcclient command by specifying the name of the controller machine.   

2. Start the controller by executing the following commands:

NOTENOTE

1 50
2 50

Warm-up: 5 seconds
Cooldown: 5 seconds

Warmuptime 5s
Duration 30s
CooldownTime 5s
NumClientMachines 1
NumClientThreads 20

Replace the <your image name> entry with the names of your JPG files. If you have more JPG files, you can
add a new transaction. Make sure you give each transaction a new ClassID.

The Distribution File

The distribution file tells WCAT how it should weigh requests. With the two URLs above, we do an
even 50/50 distribution. Each ClassID gets requested 50% of the time.

Create a file called %systemdrive%\perftest\distribution.cfg  in the perftest directory and paste the
following content into it:

The Configuration File

Here are recommended parameters for the test:

Duration: 30 seconds

Simulated Http Clients: 20

Create a file called config.cfg in the perftest directory and paste the following content into it:

1. Because we only have one client, open another elevated command-shell and run the following:

Example: wcclient MyPerfTestControllerMachine



> [!NOTE]
> If you do this on a 64-Bit version of Windows, WCAT is installed in the "program files (x86)" directory and 
you must use `%programfiles(x86)%` to start WCAT.

########################################################################
WCAT Performance Statistics_________________________________
Server                      :      localhost      ()
#Transactions               :              3      (HTTP/1.1)
Total Async Sockets         :             20      (5 WCAT Pool Threads)
Total Elapsed Time          :             30 Secs (0 Hrs,0 Mins,30 Secs)
Current Connections         :             20
Total Connection Attempts   :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total Connect Errors        :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Success Connections   :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total Consec. Connect Errors:              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Bytes                 :       32301100      ( 1051 KB/Sec)
Total Bytes Written         :          32264      (    1 KB/Sec)
Total Bytes Read            :       32268836      ( 1050 KB/Sec)
Total Requests              :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total Responses             :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total Socket Reads          :           6976      (  232/Sec)
Total Socket Writes         :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total Parse Errors          :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Socket Errors         :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total I/O Errors            :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Internal Errors       :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Time Outs             :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 200 OK                :            436      (   14/Sec)
Total 30X Redirect          :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 304 Not Modified      :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 404 Not Found         :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 500 Server Error      :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Bad Status            :              0      (    0/Sec)
Min. Connect Time           :              0 MS
Avg. Connect Time           :              0 MS
Max. Connect Time           :             16 MS
Min. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :           1281 MS
Avg. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :           1371 MS
Max. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :           1578 MS
Min. Response Time (Last)   :           1281 MS
Avg. Response Time (Last)   :           1373 MS
Max. Response Time (Last)   :           1578 MS
Current Outstanding Connects:              0      (   20 Max)
Current Waitable Connects   :              0      (   20 Max)
Total Asynchronous Connects :            531      (    1/Sec)
Total Discarded Connects    :              0      (    0/Sec)
########################################################################

The important number to look at is the requests per second. In this case, we get 14 requests per second.

A word of caution - the bigger your JPG files, the fewer requests you will see. It is likely that your machine 
is network-bound: IIS will not be able to handle more requests because the network is saturated with the data 
you are sending. You see the best results with JPG files in the 200-300 KB range.

Adding Output Caching

1. Here are the results from the first run:

 

The code to dynamically insert the copyright message is fairly slow. Fourteen requests per second is not fast for a
web server. IIS performs much better. All you must do is create a caching policy that puts URLs with the JPG
extension into the kernel Mode cache. Here is how you add the cache policy:



Adding a Cache Policy via the IIS Management ToolAdding a Cache Policy via the IIS Management Tool

NOTENOTE

Adding a Cache Policy via Command-lineAdding a Cache Policy via Command-line

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site/pictures" 
    -section:caching /+profiles.[extension='.jpg',duration='00:00:10',
    policy='CacheForTimePeriod',varyByHeaders='Accept-Language']

Cd \perftest
"%programfiles%\IIS Resources\WCAT Controller\wcctl" 
    -c config.cfg -s script.cfg -d distribution.cfg -a localhost

"%programfiles%\IIS Resources\WCAT Client\wcclient.exe" localhost

> [!NOTE]
> If you do this on a 64-Bit version of Windows, WCAT is installed in the `program files (x86)` directory and 
you must use `%programfiles(x86)%` to start WCAT.

Sample OutputSample Output

1. Navigate to "Administrative Tools" and select "Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager".
2. Use the tree view on the left side to navigate to the "pictures" application.
3. Select the "Ouput Caching Rules" menu item.
4. Click "Add…" in the "Actions" menu.
5. Add JPG as the "File extension" to cache.
6. Select "At time intervals" in the "Monitor cached files" section and enter 00:00:10 as the time interval.
7. Check the "Headers" check-box and enter "Accept-Language".

The Output Cache User Interface is not available in versions before Windows Vista Service Pack 1.

To do the same procedure with the appcmd tool, enter the following command:

Repeat the performance run to see what and how the configuration settings change.

1. Start the controller by executing the following commands:

1. Start the client with:



########################################################################
WCAT Performance Statistics_________________________________
Server                      :      localhost      ()
#Transactions               :              3      (HTTP/1.1)
Total Async Sockets         :             20      (5 WCAT Pool Threads)
Total Elapsed Time          :             30 Secs (0 Hrs,0 Mins,30 Secs)
Current Connections         :             19
Total Connection Attempts   :          13020      (  434/Sec)
Total Connect Errors        :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Success Connections   :          13019      (  433/Sec)
Total Consec. Connect Errors:              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Bytes                 :      958045737      (31186 KB/Sec)
Total Bytes Written         :         963406      (   31 KB/Sec)
Total Bytes Read            :      957082331      (31155 KB/Sec)
Total Requests              :          13019      (  433/Sec)
Total Responses             :          13019      (  433/Sec)
Total Socket Reads          :         258283      ( 8609/Sec)
Total Socket Writes         :          13019      (  433/Sec)
Total Parse Errors          :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Socket Errors         :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total I/O Errors            :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Internal Errors       :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Time Outs             :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 200 OK                :          13019      (  433/Sec)
Total 30X Redirect          :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 304 Not Modified      :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 404 Not Found         :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total 500 Server Error      :              0      (    0/Sec)
Total Bad Status            :              0      (    0/Sec)
Min. Connect Time           :              0 MS
Avg. Connect Time           :              0 MS
Max. Connect Time           :             63 MS
Min. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :              0 MS
Avg. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :             33 MS
Max. Resp Time (1st Byte)   :            125 MS
Min. Response Time (Last)   :              0 MS
Avg. Response Time (Last)   :             45 MS
Max. Response Time (Last)   :            141 MS
Current Outstanding Connects:              0      (   20 Max)
Current Waitable Connects   :              0      (   20 Max)
Total Asynchronous Connects :          14093      (  147/Sec)
Total Discarded Connects    :              0      (    0/Sec)
########################################################################

Output Caching Advanced Topics
Performance CountersPerformance Counters

 

To ascertain the performance in the output cache, look at output cache counters in the "Reliability and Performance
Monitor". There are many interesting counters. Here is one example of how to use the "Reliability and
Performance Monitor" together with the output cache.

1. On Windows Server 2008, start PERFMON via the Start menu. Go to "Administrative Tools" and click
"Reliability and Performance Monitor". On Vista, you find "Administrative Tools" in the Control Panel.

2. Select "Performance Monitor" in the tree view on the right and click the big "+" sign in the toolbar.
3. Navigate to the "Web Service Cache" counter and click it to open.
4. Add the "Total URIs Cached" counter.
5. Rerun the WCAT test.

You see that the number of cached URIs increases depending on how many items you request during the
performance test.



I IS Kernel Mode Caching RulesIIS Kernel Mode Caching Rules

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <directoryBrowse enabled="true" />
        <caching>
            <profiles>
                <add extension=".jpg" policy="CacheForTimePeriod" 
                duration="00:00:10" varyByHeaders="Accept-Language" />
            </profiles>
        </caching>                  
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

<caching>
    <profiles>
  <add extension=".jpg" policy="CacheForTimePeriod" 
                duration="00:00:10" varyByHeaders="Accept-Language" />
 </profiles>
</caching>

<caching>
    <profiles>
            <add extension=".jpg" kernelCachePolicy="CacheForTimePeriod" 
        duration="00:00:10" />
        </profiles>
</caching>

Limitations of the Kernel Mode Output CacheLimitations of the Kernel Mode Output Cache

Troubleshoot CachingTroubleshoot Caching

The IIS output cache supports two cache policies. The regular output cache policy takes advantage of a cache that
resides in an IIS worker process. The other cache policy is a kernel mode cache policy, in which case the cache
resides in HTTP.SYS, a kernel-mode driver.

Caching your content in kernel-mode allows your web site to go faster. Modify the configuration of the pictures
application to use the kernel-mode cache. Here is how the current configuration looks (
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures\web.config ):

Now change it to use kernel-mode caching:

1. Open %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures\web.config .
2. Change the setting.

to the following:

You see that we do not use the varyByHeaders attribute anymore. This is because the kernelModeCache does not
support some of the features that the user mode output cache supports.

There are two significant differences between user mode and kernel mode output cache.

Kernel Mode Output cache does not support modules and features that must run in user mode, such as
authentication or authorization. Example: If authentication schemes like Basic or Windows authentication are
enabled, the cache policy will not work. The content is served but not cached. See "Troubleshoot Caching" on
how to find out if the content gets cached. More details on why responses might not get cached in kernel-mode
is found in this Knowledge Base article.
The Kernel Mode Output Cache supports the varyByHeaders attribute but not varyByQuerystring.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/817445


netsh http show cachestate

Caching IntricaciesCaching Intricacies

Caching Your Most Popular PagesCaching Your Most Popular Pages

Summary

Failed Request Event Buffering (FREB) is the best way to find out whether or not your request gets cached. FREB
tells you why something does not get cached. Here is a sample of a FREB log. In this case, the
HTTPSYS_CACHEABLE event tells you that the request does not get cached because the kernel-mode cache is not
enabled.

For more detailed information on how to work with FREB, see this IIS.NET article.

Use the following command to find out which content is cached in kernel mode:

Even if you enable Output Caching, IIS does not immediately cache a request. It must be requested a few times
before IIS considers a request to be "cache worthy". Cache worthiness can be configured via the ServerRuntime
section described in this MSDN article.

The two properties that determine cache-worthiness are frequentHitTimePeriod and frequentHitThreshold. A
request is only cached if more than <frequentHitThreshold>  requests for a cacheable URL arrive within the
<frequentHitTimePeriod>.

The default setting for frequentHitTimePeriod is 10 seconds.

The default setting for frequentHitThreshold is 2.

In the example above, we put all files with the extension JPG into the output cache. This does not always work
because sometimes you want to be more selective and only put a particular document into the output cache. Here
is how you do this with your most frequently requested page, your default document:

<%=DateTime.Now%>

2. Navigate to "Administrative Tools" and select "Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager".
3. Use the tree view on the left side to navigate to the "pictures" application.
4. Click "Content View" at the bottom of the page.
5. Select your default document, e.g. default.aspx page.
6. Click "Switch to feature view" in the "Actions" menu on the right. Every setting that you configure will now only

be applied to the default document.
7. Open the "Output Caching Rules" setting.
8. Add ".aspx" as a file extension.
9. Select "kernel-mode caching" then we can select "At time intervals" and enable "Monitor cached files" and

enter 00:00:30 as the time interval.
10. Browse to http://localhost/pictures with "Internet Explorer". By constantly refreshing the page (press Ctrl+F5 to

make sure it does not come from the Browser cache), you see that the time will not change for 30 seconds.

1. Create a file called default.aspx in the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\pictures  directory and add the
following code:

 

Using the IIS Output Cache feature for semi-dynamic content can improve your web site. You see a substantial
improvement in performance and throughput capacity. A simple configuration change is enough to take
advantage of this feature.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms690574
http://localhost/pictures


Configure IIS 7 Output Caching
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Introduction

When to Use Output Caching

Select a Cache Policies

by Tali Smith

Internet Information Services (IIS) includes an output cache feature that can cache dynamic PHP content (or
output from your Microsoft® ASP.NET or classic ASP, or other dynamic pages) in memory. This can yield
enormous performance improvements, since the script used to generate the dynamic output does not need to run
for each request. The cache can vary the output that is cached based on query string values as well as HTTP
headers sent from the client to the server. The cache is also integrated with the Http.sys kernel-mode driver,
improving performance.

Web content can be divided into two main categories: static content and dynamic content.

Static content does not change from request to request. The content that gets returned to the Web browser is
always the same. Examples of static content include HTML, JPG, or GIF files.
Dynamic content is output that changes with every request. Examples include ASP.NET or PHP content.

Between these two categories is semi-dynamic content. Imagine a dynamic ASP.NET page that executes a
database query. There is no reason to execute this query on every request if the underlying database tables change
infrequently.

IIS automatically caches static content (such as HTML pages, images, and style sheets), since these types of content
do not change from request to request. IIS also detects changes to the files when you make updates, and IIS
flushes the cache as needed.

The IIS output caching feature targets semi-dynamic content. It lets you cache static responses for dynamic
requests and increase scalability.

Note that not every dynamic page can take advantage of the output cache. Pages that are highly personalized (such
as shopping cart or e-commerce transactions) are not good candidates because the dynamic output is not likely to
be requested repeatedly, and the memory used to cache the content would be wasted. Content that is output as a
result of a POST type request to an HTML form is also not cacheable.

The best candidates for the output cache are pages which generate data dynamically but are not likely to change
from request to request based on the URL or the header information. For example, photo gallery–type applications
that dynamically resize images for display in a Web page are great candidates for the output cache because caching
the data saves the server from having to re-process the image resizing for each request. Another good example of
a type of application that can take advantage of the output cache feature is a stock ticker application.

IIS supports two types of cache policies:

varyByQuerystring, in which the URL is the same but the query string value varies.
varybyHeaders, which can vary the cache based on the HTTP headers that are sent from the client to the server.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-performance-settings/configure-iis-7-output-caching.md


Invalidate the Cache

Configure Cache Worthiness

Configure Output Caching Through the IIS Manager

With dynamic content, data can change frequently and you must flush the cache, letting new data be retrieved and
re-cached. Note that even if the data changes as frequently as every second, it may still be useful to cache the data;
a site may get hundreds of requests per second or more, and caching can reduce trips to the database to retrieve
data, saving the Web server and the database server from extra work.

IIS supports two ways to invalidate dynamic content:

Use a simple timeout period - the configuration property is CacheForTimePeriod.
Detect a change to the underlying resource - the configuration property is CacheUntilChange. Use this type of
invalidation scheme only when you want the cache flushed when the underlying resource changes.

Even if you enable output caching, IIS does not immediately cache a request. It must be requested a few times
before IIS considers a request to be "cache worthy." Cache worthiness can be configured via the ServerRuntime
section described in this Microsoft® Developer Network (MSDN®) article.

Two properties determine cache worthiness:

frequentHitTimePeriod
frequentHitThreshold

A request is only cached if more than <frequentHitThreshold>  requests for a cacheable URL arrive within the 
<frequentHitTimePeriod> . The default setting for frequentHitTimePeriod  is 10 seconds. The default setting for 
frequentHitThreshold  is 2 hits.

The cache is fairly easy to configure using the user interface feature in the new IIS administration tool.

1. From the Start menu, click Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. In the tree view on the left side, find your application.
3. Select the Output Caching menu item.
4. In the right column, click Add in the Action menu. You can add your output caching rule here.
5. In the File name extension field, for example, type .php, and then select User-mode caching.
6. Click Advanced, and then select the Query string variable(s) check box.
7. Enter the appropriate variable(s) in the Query string variable(s) text box.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms690574


Configure Output Caching Through the Web.config File

<configuration> 
     <location path="showStockPrice.asp">     
       <system.webserver>        
         <caching>         
           <profiles>
             <add varybyquerystring="*"location="Any"
               duration="00:00:01" policy="CacheForTimePeriod"            
               extension=".asp">
           </profiles>
         </caching>
       </system.webserver>
     </location>
</configuration>

NOTENOTE

Check Performance Counters

Figure 1: Output caching example

You can also configure the caching feature in the local Web.config file, which is found in the content directory.
Below is a sample of the configuration needed for a ShowStockPrice.asp page with a varyByQueryString
parameter of * (meaning cache all unique variations of querystring parameters) and a timeout of 1 second.

If you want to cache this data in kernel for even faster performance, you just need to change the policy attribute to
kernelCachePolicy.

Microsoft ASP.NET already includes an output cache feature; The IIS output cache feature works in parallel with the ASP.NET
cache and works for all types of applications.

To see performance in the output cache, you can look at output cache counters in the reliability and performance
monitor.

1. From the Start menu, click Administrative Tools, and then click Reliability and Performance Monitor. (On
Windows Vista® or Windows® 7, Administrative Tools is found in the Control Panel.)

2. Select Performance Monitor in the tree view on the right, and then click + in the toolbar.
3. Navigate to the Web Service Cache counter, and then click on it to open it.
4. Add the Total URIs Cached counter.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-performance-settings/configure-iis-7-output-caching/_static/image1.jpg


Use Kernel-Mode Caching

Troubleshoot Caching

netsh http show cachestate

Cache Your Most Popular Pages

<%=DateTime.Now%>

If you run a performance test, you can see that the number of cached URIs increases with the number if items you
request.

The IIS output cache supports two cache policies:

User-mode output cache policy, which uses a cache that resides in an IIS worker process.
Kernel-mode cache policy, which uses a cache that resides in Http.sys, a kernel-mode driver.

Caching your content in kernel mode lets you speed Web site performance. An example of using kernel-mode
caching can be found in the article "IIS Output Caching."

Note that there are two significant differences between user-mode and kernel-mode output cache.

The kernel-mode output cache does not support modules and features that must run in user mode, such as
authentication or authorization. For example, if authentication schemes like basic authentication or Windows®
authentication are enabled, the cache policy does not work. The content is served but not cached. You can find
more details on why responses might not get cached in kernel mode in this Knowledge Base article.
The kernel-mode output cache supports the varyByHeaders attribute, but not varyByQuerystring.

Failed Request Event Buffering (FREB) is the best way to find out whether or not your request gets cached; you can
also find out why a request is not getting cached. For example, the HTTPSYS_CACHEABLE event in an FREB log
can tell you that a request is not getting cached because the kernel-mode cache is not enabled.

The following command can be used to find out which content is cached in kernel mode:

You can set the output cache to cache only your default page (the most frequently requested page):

1. Create a file called default.aspx in the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\<your application> directory
and add the following code:

1. From the Start menu, click Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. Use the tree view on the left side to navigate to your application.
3. Click Content View at the bottom of the page.
4. Select your default document (for example, Default.aspx page).
5. In the Actions menu on the right, click Switch to feature view. Every setting that you configure is now only

applied to the default document.
6. Open the Output Caching Rules setting.
7. Add .aspx as a file extension.
8. Select Kernel-mode caching, select At time intervals, enable Monitor cached files, and then type a time

interval, such as 00:00:30.
9. Browse to http://localhost//<your application> with Windows® Internet Explorer®. By constantly

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/817445


NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

refreshing the page (press Ctrl+F5 to make sure you are not using the browser cache), you see that the time
does not change for 30 seconds.

This article is based on information from the article "IIS 7 Output Caching for Dynamic Content - Speed Up Your ASP and
PHP Applications" by Bill Staples, published on May 2, 2007.

IIS Output Caching.
PHP on IIS7 w/FastCGI.

https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/05/02/iis7-output-caching-for-dynamic-content-dramatically-speed-up-your-asp-and-php-applications.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2006/10/31/PHP-on-IIS.aspx


Use Bit Rate Throttling
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Introduction

by Tali Smith

The Bit Rate Throttling extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) provides the ability to throttle progressive
downloads of media files (in which audio/video playback starts as soon as sufficient data has been buffered on the
client) based on the content bit rate. For sites that deliver audio and video files that may not be watched in their
entirety, this extension can significantly reduce your media-related bandwidth costs. A secondary feature of Bit
Rate Throttling is that it can also be used to throttle non-media ("Data") file types at specified bit rates.

For media files, automatic bit-rate detection and throttling are executed according to settings specified in the IIS
configuration settings. New settings can be added, and existing settings can be adjusted, to achieve significant
bandwidth savings without compromising the user experience. Bit Rate Throttling can automatically detect the
encoded bit rates of 11 common media formats, such as Windows Media® Video (WMV), Flash Video (FLV), and
MPEG 4 (MP4), and then throttles the response to the client. Bit Rate Throttling lets administrators configure
throttling rules for all file and Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) types.

Reduce bandwidth costs without compromising user experience. Bit Rate Throttling saves network
bandwidth costs by controlling the rate at which media is delivered over HTTP. The throttling rate can be
configured using server-side rules or by automatically adjusting the download rate for detected media files
based on format and encoded bit rate. When Bit Rate Throttling is not used, content is downloaded at the
maximum possible speed. If an end user drops off after watching 20 percent of a video clip, the hoster would
have paid for bandwidth for content that was never watched.
When Bit Rate Throttling is used, a few seconds of content is sent to the client at the highest possible data rate
before throttling down delivery to the encoded bit rate, so that users experience a "Fast Start" of the content
they want to watch.
Share extra bandwidth among all users with dynamic throttling. Bit Rate Throttling also allows you to
dynamically split your total available bandwidth allocation across all concurrent users. If you are billed for
network usage based on a 95th percentile billing model, rather than per byte of data transferred, this equitably
shares extra available bandwidth among all of your users. As new users start to consume the extra bandwidth,
dynamic throttling reduces bandwidth to each user, but ensures that the allocated bandwidth for each user does
not fall below the specified bit rate for the content being consumed.
Extend throttling to other content types. Bit Rate Throttling allows you to add automatic detection and
throttling support for other media file formats through its extensible architecture. You can also simply specify
fixed-rate throttling for any file or MIME type, media or otherwise, by adding new throttle settings. If you need
to vary the throttling rate on a per-response basis, Bit Rate Throttling also lets you configure programmatic
throttling.

Features of Bit Rate Throttling include:

Seamless integration into IIS Manager
Out-of-the box compatibility for the following media types: .asf, .avi, .flv, .m4v, .mov, .mp3, .mp4, .rm, .rmvb,
.wma, and .wmv
Dynamic throttling adjustment based on:

The file types and their encoded bit rate
The available bandwidth of the connection

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-performance-settings/use-bit-rate-throttling.md


Install Bit Rate Throttling

Install Using Web Platform InstallerInstall Using Web Platform Installer

Install Using Windows Installer

Throttling rules configurable at various levels, including server, site, and virtual directory
Fast Start experience for optimal user experience
Extensibility to enable other media formats and file types

Default and maximum throttling rates
Concurrent connection limits
Target throughput rate for the site

IIS Bit Rate Throttling is included in IIS Media Services 3.0, which can be installed by using either Microsoft® Web
Platform Installer (Web PI) 2.0 or Windows® Installer.

1. Go to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 Web page, and then click Download It Now to download
and run Web Platform Installer 2.0.

2. In the lower-left corner of the Web Platform Installer 2.0 dialog box, click Options.
3. In the Change Options dialog box, under Display additional scenarios, make sure that the Media check box

is selected, and then click OK.
4. In the Web Platform Installer 2.0 dialog box, on the Media Platform tab, under Host and Deliver Media

Content, click Customize.
5. Select IIS Media Services 3.0, and then click Install.

Two separate downloadable installation packages are available for IIS Media Services 3.0, which includes IIS Bit
Rate Throttling. Click one of the following links to download the Windows Installer (.msi) file for your edition of
Windows®:

IIS Media Services 3.0 (32-bit)
IIS Media Services 3.0 (64-bit)

To run the Windows Installer file that you downloaded, do the following:

Double-click the Windows Installer file that you downloaded, and then complete the Setup wizard.

-or-

1. Open an elevated Command Prompt window (click Start, click All Programs, click Accessories, right-click
Command Prompt, and then click Run as administrator).

2. In the Administrator: Command Prompt window, navigate the command prompt to the folder where the
Windows Installer file is stored.

3. Type one of the following commands to run the installation: msiexec /I IISMedia32.msi (for the 32-bit edition
of the operating system) or msiexec /I IISMedia64.msi (for the 64-bit edition of the operating system).

If you encounter any problems during installation, type one of the following commands at the command prompt to
create a log file that contains information about the installation process: msiexec /L IISMedia.log /I
IISMedia32.msi (for the 32-bit edition of the operating system) or msiexec /L IISMedia.log /I IISMedia64.msi
(for the 64-bit edition of the operating system). Analyze this log file after a failed installation to help determine the
cause of the failure.

You can then configure throttling at the server level, the site level (using Web.config files in the content directories),
the virtual directory level, and the file level.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656457
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689914
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689915


Links for Further Information
TechNet Virtual Lab: Using IIS 7.0 Media Features in a PHP Application.
Bit Rate Throttling

http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/WebCastEventDetails.aspx?EventID=1032413789&EventCategory=3&culture=en-US&CountryCode=US
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/bit-rate-throttling


Delegating Configuration to web.config Files
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by IIS Team

Distributed, file-based configuration is a powerful feature of IIS that enables delegated management of Web
application settings at a very granular level. This tutorial covers the structure of IIS and ASP.NET configuration,
unlocking IIS configuration for delegation, creating and setting configuration in Web.config files and using location
tags.

▶ Watch video (8 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/delegating-configuration-to-webconfig-files.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/delegating-configuration-to-webconfig-files


Configuring a Web Farm Using IIS Shared
Configuration
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

Managing large web farms with IIS and Windows Server 2008 has become simpler than ever. In this tutorial we
will cover how to setup IIS 7.0's new shared configuration features.

▶ Watch video (13 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/configuring-a-web-farm-using-iis-shared-configuration.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/configuring-a-web-farm-using-iis-shared-configuration


Adding IE 9 MIME Types to IIS 7
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FILE NAME EX TENSION MIME TYPE

.svg image/svg+xml

.xht application/xhtml+xml

.xhtml application/xhtml+xml

Using the AddMimeTypes Script

by Randall DuBois

The preview release of Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) version 9 includes support for additional MIME Types for
rich media applications. To support the additional MIME Types, the MIME types must be added to your IIS server.

The following additonal MIME types are supported in IE 9:

To learn more about the preview release of IE 9, see http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/. The Release Notes contain
information about the new features supported in IE 9.

To add these MIME types to your IIS server, you can:

Manually add them by using the IIS Manager. For more information, see Configuring MIME Types in IIS 7 and
Above.
Update your web.config file as discussed in Bill Staple's blog post How to add mime types with IIS7 Web.config.
Use the script included in this article.

You can also use the script included in this article to add the MIME Types on versions of Windows including
Windows 2000 and later. The script uses WMI, and will add the MIME types on either a local or remote server.

To add MIME types for IE 9 to your IIS server using the AddMimeTypes script:

1. Create a new script file using your authoring tool or a text editor.
2. Copy the contents of the script file from the following section.
3. Paste the contents of the script into your new script file.
4. Save the script file as AddMimeTypes.vbs.

cscript AddMimeTypes.vbs [RemoteServerName]

NOTENOTE

5. At a Command Prompt, type the following command:

Replace [RemoteServerName] > with the name of the remote computer you want to add the MIME types to.

If the folder in which the script file is saved is not included in your Path environment variable, you must specify the
full path to the script in the command, or change directories to the folder before running the command.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/adding-ie-9-mime-types-to-iis.md
http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/
http://ie.microsoft.com/testdrive/info/ReleaseNotes/Default.html
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=64365
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2008/03/25/how-to-add-mime-types-with-iis7-web-config.aspx


The AddMimeTypes.vbs Script
'  File: AddMimeTypes2.vbs 
'  Copyright Microsoft Corp. 2010 
' 
'  This script adds the following Mime types to the root of a local or remote 
'  server. 
' 
'    (0) .svg    image/svg+xml
'    (1) .xht    application/xhtml+xml
'    (2) .xhtml  application/xhtml+xml
'
'  Usage: 
'      cscript AddMimeTypes.vbs [RemoteServerName]
'
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
OPTION EXPLICIT
DIM strServer, objWMIService, objOperatingSystem, colOperatingSystems
DIM osVersion, iisVersion, objMimeMap, objMimeTypes, Mime, i 
DIM objShell, strInetsrvDir, strInetpubScriptsDir
DIM numMimeTypes, numExistingMimes, mimeExists(2)
CONST ADS_PROPERTY_UPDATE = 2
IF WScript.Arguments.Length = 1 THEN
    strServer = WScript.Arguments( 0 )
ELSE
    strServer = "."
END IF
iisVersion = "0"
' What version of Windows and IIS am I using? If I am on IIS 5.x/6 use adsutil.vbs
' If I am on IIS 7 and later use appcmd
SET objWMIService = GetObject("winmgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate}" _
    + "!\\" + strServer + "\root\cimv2")
SET colOperatingSystems = _
    objWMIService.ExecQuery("Select * from Win32_OperatingSystem")
FOR EACH objOperatingSystem IN colOperatingSystems
    osVersion = objOperatingSystem.Version
    strInetsrvDir = objOperatingSystem.SystemDirectory + "\inetsrv"
    strInetpubScriptsDir = objOperatingSystem.SystemDrive _
        + "\inetpub\AdminScripts"
NEXT    
IF ( 0 = Strcomp(strServer,".") ) THEN
    strServer = "localhost"
END IF
i = InStr(osVersion,"6.")
IF ( i = 1 ) THEN 
    iisVersion = "7"
END IF
i = InStr(osVersion,"5.")    
IF ( i = 1 ) THEN 
    iisVersion = "5"
END IF
i = InStr(osVersion,"5.2")    
IF ( i = 1 ) THEN 
    iisVersion = "6"
END IF
SET objShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
SELECT CASE iisVersion
    CASE "7" 
        ' Run appcmd
        objShell.Run(strInetsrvDir + _
        "\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/staticContent /+_""
[fileExtension='.svg',mimeType='image/svg%2Bxml']""")
        objShell.Run(strInetsrvDir + _
        "\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/staticContent /+""
[fileExtension='.xht',mimeType='application/xhtml%2Bxml']""")

6. Verify the MIME types were added either by using the IIS Manager.



[fileExtension='.xht',mimeType='application/xhtml%2Bxml']""")
        objShell.Run(strInetsrvDir + _
        "\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/staticContent /+""
[fileExtension='.xhtml',mimeType='application/xhtml%2Bxml']""")
        
    CASE "6", "5"
        ' Use ADSI to add the MIME types. 
        ' Can't use adsutil because they will destructively overwrite instead of appending
        SET objMimeMap = GetObject( "IIS://" + strServer + "/MimeMap" )
        objMimeTypes = objMimeMap.GetEx("MimeMap")
        ' Check to see if the MIME types already exist
        mimeExists(0)=0
        mimeExists(1)=0
        mimeExists(2)=0
        numExistingMimes=0
        CheckIfMimeTypeExists(objMimeMap)
        numExistingMimes=mimeExists(0)+mimeExists(1)+mimeExists(2)
        IF ( 3 = numExistingMimes ) THEN
            WScript.Echo("All extensions currently have mime types registered. Complete.")
            WScript.Quit
        END IF
        ' For extensions that don't have registered MIME types, add them
        numMimeTypes = UBound(objMimeTypes)
        REDIM PRESERVE objMimeTypes(numMimeTypes+3-numExistingMimes)
        i = numMimeTypes+1
        IF ( 0 = mimeExists(0) ) THEN
            SET objMimeTypes(i) = CreateObject("MimeMap")
            objMimeTypes(i).Extension = ".svg"
            objMimeTypes(i).MimeType = "image/svg+xml"
            i = i+1
        ELSE
            WScript.Echo("Mime type for .svg already exists")
        END IF
        IF ( 0 = mimeExists(1) ) THEN
            SET objMimeTypes(i) = CreateObject("MimeMap")
            objMimeTypes(i).Extension = ".xht"
            objMimeTypes(i).MimeType = "application/xhtml+xml"
            i=i+1
        ELSE
            WScript.Echo("Mime type for .xht already exists")
        END IF    
        IF ( 0 = mimeExists(2) ) THEN
            SET objMimeTypes(i) = CreateObject("MimeMap")
            objMimeTypes(i).Extension = ".xhtml"
            objMimeTypes(i).MimeType = "application/xhtml+xml"
        ELSE
            WScript.Echo("Mime type for .xhtml already exists")    
        END IF
            
        objMimeMap.PutEx ADS_PROPERTY_UPDATE, "MimeMap", objMimeTypes 
        objMimeMap.SetInfo()
    CASE ELSE
        WScript.Echo("Unsupported IIS version")
END SELECT

SUB CheckIfMimeTypeExists(MimeMap)
    objMimeTypes = MimeMap.GetEx("MimeMap")
    FOR EACH Mime IN objMimeTypes
        SELECT CASE LCase(Mime.Extension)
            CASE ".svg"
                mimeExists(0) = 1
            CASE ".xht"
                mimeExists(1) = 1
            CASE ".xhtml"
                mimeExists(2) = 1
        END SELECT
    NEXT  
END SUB
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NOTENOTE

Installing Metabase Compatibility Support

How Metabase Compatability Works

by Saad Ladki

The configuration system in IIS 7 and above is compatible with legacy configuration interfaces at the API level. It
supports the Admin Base Objects (ABO) interface, also known as IMSAdminBase, as well as the ADSI and WMI
providers that were built on top of ABO in IIS 6.0. Existing applications and scripts can still call into those
programmatic interfaces on IIS 7.0 and above and continue to work, as long as the Metabase Compatibility
component of IIS is installed

By default, this component is not installed.

 

You can find this component in setup under Internet Information Services->Web Management Tools -> IIS 6.0
Management Capability Feature.

This component is not installed by default because IIS is not initially set up to use it. The legacy interfaces have
some limitations and are not ideal for working with distributed configuration files (see Limitations section below);
therefore it is recommended that over time, and especially when opening up the configuration system for more
and more delegation (i.e. more and more web.config files with IIS settings in them are present on the system),
customers will consider porting legacy scripts and applications over to the new system and its interfaces.

It is also recommended that new scripts and applications be developed using the new interfaces, so they work
ideally with the new system, and can have access to the new properties, concepts and structure of the
configuration system.

When all of the legacy scripts and applications are ported to the new interfaces, it is recommended to uninstall the
Metabase Compatibility feature.

 

The Metabase Compatibility feature runs inside the Metabase service (IISADMIN). It intercepts all method calls to
ABO. If the information in the method call is related to the web server configuration, it is mapped to the new
system. If it is related to FTP, or SMTP, or NNTP configuration, then it follows the regular logic of the Metabase
system and ends up in the Metabase file.

Note that even custom properties that are under the web server configuration are mapped to (and persisted in)
the new system.

The mapping decision is based on the Metabase node in question. Web server configuration is typically under
LM/W3SVC, including custom properties, with some few additions like Mime Maps.

Mapping is done to translate back and forth between the ABO view back and the new system view. For example,
the new system has a concept of applications, under each site and above all virtual directories. The legacy system
handles applications differently: they are simply virtual directories with a special property to mark them as

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/metabase-compatibility-with-iis-7-and-above.md
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Other Metabase Configuration Data

OverviewOverview

XML File compatibilityXML File compatibility

Legacy Metabase Features

applications (AppIsolated, or AppRoot).

When calling ABO to write web server configuration, the Metabase Compatibility component will persist the data
in applicationHost.config. This is referred to as "write-through", because the information is not kept in-memory.
When calling ABO to read web server configuration, the Metabase Compatibility component will read it from
applicationHost.config. This is referred to as "read-through", because the information is again not fetched from
memory.

Incomplete data that is not ready for consumption by the server runtime is persisted into a special section in
applicationHost.config, called customMetadata. This section is used as a persistent store for the Metabase
Compatibility feature, and customers should never modify its content. An example of incomplete data is when the
legacy script set the site id but not the site bindings. In IIS 6.0, such a call would have created an invalid site object
in configuration. In IIS 7.0 and above, it is kept in the section, which is not consumed by the server. If a subsequent
call is made to set the site bindings, then the site object is considered complete, and persisted in its entirety to the
section, where it will be picked up by the server runtime. Temporary data will be removed from at that point, so the
user will not need to cleanup leftovers from the system. If such a subsequent call is not made, then the server
runtime will never see this invalid site, but legacy scripts will have it in the ABO view, just like they did in IIS 6.0.
From the legacy script perspective, the system is fully compatible here with IIS 6.0.

Custom web server properties that are set via legacy scripts and applications are always persisted into the section.
They can be retrieved via the legacy interface just like in IIS 6.0, so the system is fully compatible. Obviously, this is
very different from the recommended way to extend the IIS configuration system, hence another reason to
consider porting such applications, over time, to use new interfaces and new features offered by the IIS 7.0 and
above configuration system.

 

Note that FTP, SMTP and NNTP configuration is still persisted in the Metabase system and was not ported over
to the new IIS configuration systems. The configuration settings for those can still be managed via legacy
programmatic interfaces and direct editing of the metabase.xml file.

Most operations on Metabase keys and properties work seamlessly and the user is presented with these legacy
concepts and names and not the new IIS concepts like configuration sections and named properties (ABO
continues to work with property IDs; ADSI continues to work with the legacy property names).

Legacy users can still use the ADSI schema and even extend it like they used to on IIS 6.0.

The web server configuration, including custom configuration that extends the web server, is persisted into
system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config, and not metabase.xml. Therefore the legacy support is at the API level,
and not at the file format level (and this is also why some legacy features are not supported). The legacy interface
caller will get the "ABO view" of configuration just like it did on IIS 6.0, and not the new file format or naming or
concepts.

One implication is that concepts like Metabase ACLs, are not supported. This is because they are tightly related to
the Metabase file format. The IIS configuration system is leveraging standard file ACLs on the configuration files.
The system is not providing mapping between Metabase ACLs and standard file ACLs.

Features like history files, backup/restore and import/export work differently because they rely on the new
configuration system. ABO calls to backup configuration will therefore be ignored.

 

Configuration auditing was added to IIS 6.0 in Windows Server® 2003 Service Pack 1. It is not currently
supported by IIS 7.0 or above, because the new configuration system is architected very differently (e.g. IIS 7.0
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Mapping LimitationsMapping Limitations

Distributed ConfigurationDistributed Configuration

and above use in-proc configuration system, IIS 6.0 is using a dedicated NT service that is encapsulated from user
code in other processes).

Only legacy properties are supported. IIS 7.0 and above configuration properties are not returned to the legacy
user, and neither do .NET framework configuration properties.

The mapping algorithm needs to take care of differences between the IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0 and above configuration
systems. For example, IIS 6.0 did not require sites to have names ("server comments"); and if they were given
names, there was no requirement to have these names be unique. In IIS 7.0 and above, every site must have a
unique name. So mapping the old ServerComment property to the new Name property is not trivial. The mapping
algorithm forces names to be unique per site because that's a requirement of the IIS 7.0 and above configuration
system; it does so by adding numbers to the server comments to create uniqueness. The end result is that the
value that is actually set for the server comment is different than the one specified by the script.

Only applicationHost.config is supported by the Metabase Compatibility feature. Configuration in web.config files
is not returned to the legacy user. Location tags are used in applicationHost.config to support per-URL
configuration.
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Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

by Tobin Titus

IIS 7 and and IIS 8 allow legacy configuration scripts and applications to continue running. There is an optional
setup component that enables the Metabase system with its programmatic interfaces: Admin Base Objects (ABO),
and ADSI and WMI providers on top of it. The system intercepts calls to ABO and maps them to the new
configuration system. The data is persisted in applicationHost.config but the ABO caller is presented with a legacy
view of the configuration structure.

1. Make sure IIS is installed on the machine by selecting http://LocalHost from IE and see that you get the default
"Under Construction" page. If IIS is not installed, refer to the Setup How-To for installation instructions.

2. Make sure you have administrative privileges on the machine: By default, you do not have them if you're logged
on as a user other than the built-in Administrator account, even if this user was added to the local
Administrators group on the machine (this is a new security feature in Windows Server® 2008 and above with
IIS, called LUA, which is beyond the scope of IIS). Make sure to either log-on as the built-in Administrator
account, or explicitly invoke applications as the built-in Administrator as needed, using the "runas" cmd-line
tool. For example, to launch notepad.exe you could run this command: "runas /user:administrator notepad.exe".
You will be prompted for the password of the Administrator account. It is useful to have a cmd-box shell that is
already elevated, by running "runas /user:administrator cmd.exe". Every application you run from that cmd-box
will be elevated as well, and you will not need to use the "runas" syntax from that cmd-box.

3. Make sure the master configuration file is backed up. Simply copy applicationHost.config to a different file, so
that you can restore it later. You will find applicationHost.config under the inetsrv\ directory, which in turn is
under the system directory. Note that you will need to be an administrator to do this – see previous point
above.

4. Before you start, make sure you are in a "clean state". To do so, revert changes you may have done to the
applicationHost.config file in previous exercises. (If you are using a VPC image, the easiest way to do that is to
restart the image without saving its state).

5. It is also recommended that you turn off friendly HTTP error messages in IE (Tools > Options > Advanced) for
quicker troubleshooting.

When copying text from .html files, you also copy hidden characters. When you paste the text into an editor such as Visual
Studio, or into a command-box window, the text might appear as if it had been copied correctly, but the text you pasted
might not work properly because it contains hidden characters. This situation can be difficult to debug.

The best way to copy text from .MHT files is to copy it, then paste it into Notepad, and then copy it again from
Notepad. This removes any hidden characters. If the text is short, sometimes it is easier to just type it yourself
instead of copying and pasting it.
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Writing a Global Settings Using ABO

Writing a Virtual Directory Setting Using ABO

In this step, you will learn how to change a value on a global setting using AdminBaseObjects interface and have it
written through to the applicationHost.config file. You will use the MBExplorer.exe tool to perform this task.

First, verify that the Metabase Compatibility component of IIS is installed on the machine. This component is not
installed by default. On Windows Server® 2008 and above builds, you can use the Server Manager tool (Start-
>Administrative Tools->Server Manager), and check the "IIS 6.0 Management Compatibility" component to install
it. From a cmd-box, verify that the NT service IISADMIN is up and running, by running "net start iisadmin". You
should get a message indicating that IISADMIN is already running.

Next, you need to download the MBExplorer tool off the web. Use MSN Search to look it up--it will direct you to
the download center on Microsoft.com, where you will need to download and install the IIS 6.0 Resource Kit. The
MBExplorer tool is included in the resource kit. After installation, you will typically find it under \Program Files\IIS
Resources\Metabase Explorer\MBExplorer.exe.

1. Run MBExplorer.exe. This tool works on top of the AdminBaseObjects (ABO) interface, so it presents an ABO
view of the configuration hierarchy.

2. In the left pane, navigate to the LM > W3SVC level. This is the global level of the configuration hierarchy, in an
ABO view.

3. Locate the AuthFlags property. Tip: It is easier to locate the property if you sort the properties by clicking the
Name column header. The default value is 1.

4. Change the value to an integer between 1 and 7, inclusive.
5. Using a text editor such as Notepad, open the ApplicationHost.config file in the following location: 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ApplicationHost.config

6. Locate the <authentication> section group. The <authentication> sections are enabled per the value you set.
For example, if you set AuthFlags=2, then only BasicAuthentication will have enabled="true", and other
authentication sections will have enabled="false". This is because "2" maps to "AUTH_BASIC" in the IIS 6.0
schema.

7. Change the value in MBExplorer and refresh your view of the ApplicationHost.config file. By changing
AuthFlags property in the metabase, you indirectly enable and disable authentication schemes in the
ApplicationHost.config file.

 

In this step, you will learn how to change a value under a virtual directory using ABO, and have the value write
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Summary

through to applicationHost.config. Because you are not changing a global setting, the ABO compatibility layer
generates a location tag in the applicationHost.config file, with a path that corresponds to the virtual directory you
changed. Note that web.config files are not handled by the Metabase Compatibility component.

1. Run the MBExplorer.exe tool.
2. In the left pane, navigate to the LM > W3SVC > 1 >ROOT level. This is the root application under the default

Web site.
3. Set a value for the AuthFlags property. Click ROOT in the left pane, from the Edit menu select New DWORD

Record, and then enter 6000 as the record ID.
4. This creates an AuthFlags property at this level with the value 0. Double-click the property in the right pane

and change the value to an integer between 1 and 7, inclusive.
5. Using a text editor such as Notepad, open the ApplicationHost.config file in the following location: 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ApplicationHost.config

6. At the bottom of the file, note a new <location path="Default Web Site":> tag with the authentication sections
enabled or disabled per the value you set.

 

In this document, you learned how to enable and use the compatibility feature of the configuration system. You
used a legacy tool to change settings at the global, and virtual directory, levels and have them written through to
applicationHost.config. You might want to use other tools, like adsutil.vbs, to perform the mapping and write-
through. You might want to verify that your existing ABO/ADSI/WMI scripts and applications continue to work in
this environment. You can also experiment with the reverse direction: change values in applicationHost.config, and
verify that they are reflected in the ABO view in MBExplorer or any other tool or script.
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Task 1: Reviewing configHistory Default Configuration Settings

Step 1: Open applicationHost.configStep 1: Open applicationHost.config

by Tobin Titus

In IIS 6.0, administrators had a safety net that allowed them to easily ascertain what changed in the IIS
configuration. It was implemented as a history file that could be restored easily, and served as a usable history of
events that happened to the configuration. In case anything went wrong during application installs, upgrades, or
individual changes to the metabase, the user could restore to a working state.

With IIS 7.0 and above, the IIS team wanted the same "safety net," yet we could not use the IIS 6.0 history feature
because of changes in the configuration architecture. In IIS 7.0 and above, we resolved this problem by creating a
service that monitors for changes to the master configuration file, ApplicationHost.config, and periodically creates
snapshots to later retrieve if necessary.

This feature is called IIS Configuration History. This walkthrough illustrates how this feature works.

 

In this task, you review the configuration options available after a default IIS installation. In later tasks, you later
modify some of these settings to show the flexibility of the feature to fit the environment.

1. Click Start, click Run, and in the Open: dialog box, type notepad and Click OK.

Figure 1: Opening Configuration with Notepad
2. Click File, then Open, and in the File name: dialog box, type 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config . Click Open.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/using-configuration-history-with-iis-7-and-iis-8.md
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<sectionGroup name"system.applicationHost>
 <section name="applictionPools" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideMode="Deny" />
 <section name="configHistory" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
 <section name="customMetadata" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> 
 <section name="listenerAdapters" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> 
 <section name="log" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> 
 <section name="sites" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> 
 <section name="webLimits" allowDefinition="AppHostOnly" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> 
</sectionGroup>

Step 2: Locate configHistory Defaults in IIS SchemaStep 2: Locate configHistory Defaults in IIS Schema

Figure 2: ApplicationHost.config Path
3. To locate configHistory section, click CTRL-F and enter configHistory and Click Find Next.

After opening the master file, you see an entry like the following for configHistory:

Notice that there are no further settings for this feature in applicationHost.config. This is expected behavior
because by default, IIS uses the values stored in the IIS schema. To see the default settings, open the IIS schema file
(IIS_schema.xml.)

1. Click Start, click Run, and in the Open: dialog box, type notepad and Click OK.
2. Click File, then Open, and in the File name: dialog box, type 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\iis\_schema.xml .

Figure 3: IIS Schema- To locate configHistory section, click CTRL-F and enter configHistory.
3. On Windows Server® 2008, you see the following:
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Task 2: Validating configHistory Functionality is Working Properly

Step 1: Create a WebsiteStep 1: Create a Website

ATTRIBUTE DEFAULT SETTING DEFINITION

enabled True This value indicates whether
configuration history is enabled or
disabled

path %systemdrive%\inetpub\history The path where history directories
are created and stored

maxHistories 10 The maximum number of directories
retained

period 00:02:00 The time between each check made
for changes

Figure 4: configHistory Schema Definition

There are four configurable settings (attributes) for the configHistory section:

Despite its relative simplicity, do not overlook this task. It offers direct insight into configuration attributes available
for the configHistory section. You later modify these settings as a demonstration of the features flexibility based on
the environment.

 

The goal of this task is to see configHistory in action. Furthermore, for experienced administrators who understand
the IIS 6.0 metabase history, this task aids in learning the differences between the two features.

Metabase history was a file-based, rather than directory-based, like the IIS 7.0 and above configuration history. For
example, all backups in IIS 6.0 were stored in the same location that was not customizable. In IIS 7.0 and above,
each unique copy is stored in its own directory at creation time. In this task, you make some changes to the IIS
configuration file using IIS Manager and review the results of these changes.

1. Click Start, Run, and type Inetmgr and Click OK.
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Figure 5: Opening IIS Manager- Double-click your server name, for example IIs7Server, to expand the
navigation tree.

2. Right-click the server, and choose Add Web Site.

Figure 6: Add Web Site
3. In the Add Web Site wizard, enter information to create a new Website. For example:

Figure 7: Add Web Site Wizard
4. Click OK.
5. You now see the new Website created in your IIS Manager, as in the following:
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Step 2: Locate History Files for applicationHost.configStep 2: Locate History Files for applicationHost.config

NOTENOTE

Figure 8: IIS Manager Homepage

Now, we validate that a successful backup of the configuration changes has been captured by the
Application Host Helper Service.

It is likely that your copy will not show immediately after following these steps. This is based on the default value of two
minutes. If you find that no copy is created, check to make sure that you have waited two minutes.

1. Click Start, Run, and open %systemdrive%\inetpub\history .

Figure 9: Configuration History Default Path
2. Double-click the history folder and locate the most recent change.
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Task 3: Modifying the Number of Directories (maxHistories) Retained
and the Period Attributes

NOTENOTE

Figure 10: History File of ApplicationHost.config

If you fail to locate your copy in the history folder, verify that the Application Host Helper Service is running. Check
your Event Viewer for any potential errors thrown by IIS-AppHstSvc.

Figure 11: Application Host Helper Service

In this task, we took a few steps toward understanding how the IIS configuration history feature works. First, we
made changes to ApplicationHost.config, triggering the Application Host Helper Service to create a copy at the next
scheduled period. Further, we located the copy and validated that we successfully created the copy in 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\history .

 

The goal of this task is to successfully modify the number of history files retained by IIS 7.0 and above. Because the
defaults are stored in the schema, we must create the configHistory section in applicationHost.config and add the
appropriate attributes and values for the maxHistories and period attributes.
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Step 1: Open applicationHost.configStep 1: Open applicationHost.config

Step 2: Add configHistory Section and Add maxHistoryStep 2: Add configHistory Section and Add maxHistory

NOTENOTE

Step 3: Set Period Attribute for configHistoryStep 3: Set Period Attribute for configHistory

<configHistory maxHistories="15" period="00:00:10" />

Step 4: Execute Script to Cause History CreationStep 4: Execute Script to Cause History Creation

In this task, use Notepad to modify this attribute to show the flexibility and simplicity of editing
ApplicationHost.config.

1. Click Start, click Run, and in the Open: dialog box, type notepad and Click OK.
2. Click File, then Open, and in the File name: dialog box, type 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config  and Click Open.

The next step is to add the configuration section, and then add the attribute with value.

1. To locate configHistory section, click CTRL-F and enter <system.applicationHost.

Figure 12: Locating system.applicationHost Section Group

<configHistory maxHistories="15" />

2. Now that you are in the right section, add the correct attribute and value for maxHistory. Type the following
text into your system.applicationHost section group:

To save time in your next step, leave notepad open after completing this task.

Last, validate that the change has taken place. We know that by default that we should only see 10 directories at a
time as defined by the IIS schema.

After we increase the maximum values kept by IIS, we need an easy method to trigger many directories to be
created. To simulate this, we lower the default value for the period attribute to its default minimum of 10 seconds.
This increases the interval for checking for changes and hence potentially creates more copies of the files in a
dynamic environment.

1. Using the previous session, add the period attribute by adding the period="00:00:10".
2. Click File, Save to commit changes.

After completing, the configHistory section looks like the following:

Option Explicit 

' Global objects, variables
Dim objShell, argObj, oExec
Dim strDirectory, strFile, strCmd, strFullCmd, stdIn, i

set objShell = CreateObject("Wscript.Shell")

1. Open Notepad. Copy and paste the following:
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strDirectory = "%windir%\system32\inetsrv\" 
strFile = "AppCmd.exe"

set ArgObj = Wscript.Arguments

' No args (default case), hard-code StdIn
If ArgObj.Count = 0 Then 
stdIn = 17

i = 0 'initilize i

For i = 0 to stdIn 
' Call Select Case to change Statement 
strCmd = getStrCmd(i)
strFullCmd = strDirectory & strFile & " " & strCmd

Set oExec = objShell.Exec(strFullCmd) 

Do While oExec.Status = 0
WScript.Sleep 100
Loop 

If oExec.ExitCode <> 0 Then 
' Something wrong with the IIS Installation

' Is AppCmd installed on the machine? \inetsrv directory?
msgBox "Executing AppCmd Command Failed. Please Try Again!"

wscript.Quit
End if 

WScript.Sleep(2 * 1000)

Next 

' Handle the case where we passed arguments to
' the script

Else 
stdIn = ArgObj(0)

' Same code as above but handle arguments being passed.

i = 0 ' initialize i

For i = 0 to stdIn 
' Call Select Case to change Statement
strCmd = getStrCmd(i)
strFullCmd = strDirectory & strFile & " " & strCmd

Set oExec = objShell.Exec(strFullCmd)

Do While oExec.Status = 0
WScript.Sleep 100
Loop 

' Validate that AppCmd calls succeeded by checking Error code
If oExec.ExitCode <> 0 Then 
' Something wrong with the IIS Installation
' Is AppCmd installed on the machine? \inetsrv directory?
msgBox "Executing AppCmd Command Failed. Please Try Again!"
wscript.Quit
End if 

' Go to sleep for x period (default: 20)
WScript.Sleep(20 * 1000)

Next 



' End the StdIn Input Tree

End if 

' AppCMD Command Function 
Function getStrCmd(MyIndex)
Select Case (MyIndex)
Case 0 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:false"
Case 1 ' set Default Document
getStrCmd = "set config /section:defaultDocument /enabled:true"
Case 2 'set httpRedirect
getStrCmd = "set config /section:httpRedirect /enabled:true"
Case 3 ' set Client Certificate Mapping Auth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/clientCertificateMappingAuthentication 
/enabled:true"
Case 4 ' set Directory Browse
getStrCmd = "set config /section:directoryBrowse /enabled:true"
Case 5 ' set httpRedirect
getStrCmd = "set config /section:httpRedirect /enabled:false" 
Case 6 ' set anonymousAuth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/anonymousAuthentication /enabled:false"
Case 7 ' set basicAuth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/basicAuthentication /enabled:true"
Case 8 ' set digestAuth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/digestAuthentication /enabled:true"
Case 9 ' set client cert mapping auth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/clientCertificateMappingAuthentication 
/enabled:false"
Case 10 ' set windows auth
getStrCmd = "set config /section:security/authentication/windowsAuthentication /enabled:true"
Case 11 ' server runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"
Case 12 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:false"
Case 13 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"
Case 14 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"
Case 15 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"
Case 16 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"
Case 17 ' set Server Runtime
getStrCmd = "set config /section:serverRuntime /enabled:true"

End select 
End Function

2. Save this as ConfigHst.vbs (ensure that you choose All Files to avoid saving as a text file).

Figure 13: Saving VBS Script
3. Run this VBS file by opening a command prompt, locating the file location where saved, and type the

following:
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SummarySummary

Task 4: Changing the Default Path for Saving configHistory Backups

Step 1: Create Directory for HistoryStep 1: Create Directory for History

cscript //nologo configHst.vbs

4. Next, open the default path for the configHistory by clicking Start, then Run, and typing 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\history

5. You see a backup folder such as CFGHISTORY_0000001, CFGHISTORY_0000002, and so on.

This script makes calls to modify the configuration of IIS every 15 seconds. This is enough time for the
configuration history to check for changes and create a backup. After completing this, we see a multitude of
configuration backups in our backup directory.

After running this script, notice how this feature pushes the oldest out when hitting the maximum (i.e.
maxHistories.) In our case, after reaching CFGHISTORY_0000000015, the oldest item was deleted before creating
the sixteenth directory.

Figure 14: History Directory with maxistories value of 15

In this task, we successfully modified the number of backups stored by IIS. The default setting of 10 is sufficient for
many; yet, for dynamic environments such as shared hosting servers where customers are signing up for sites
randomly and often, it is good practice to have a more thorough history.

In this task, we modified the maxHistories and period attributes for configHistory section and then produced
multiple changes that would show that we stored more than 10 (the default) copies.

 

The number of history directories and associated files stored by IIS is configurable to be flexible depending on the
environment. For many cases, storing the history files on the system path (i.e. %systemdrive%inetpub\history ) is not
desirable. Unlike history in IIS 6.0, which had no configurable mechanism for configuration history, the IIS 7.0 and
above configuration history now offers the ability to change where IIS stores the history directories and files.

We use in this task a method to modify the configuration--in this case, the IIS command-line interface. The goal of
this task is not only to learn about changing the path for configuration history directories, but also to become
familiar with AppCmd.exe, the IIS command-line interface to configuration and runtime data.

1. Click Start, select Run, and thentype CMD and Click OK.
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Step 2: Locate AppCmd.exeStep 2: Locate AppCmd.exe

NOTENOTE

Step 3: Change Path Value for configHistoryStep 3: Change Path Value for configHistory

2. At the command prompt, create your directory by typing the following:

md MyWebHistory

This step is required because no directory is automatically created if it does not exist. If you fail to do this step, you
see the following:

Figure 15: Event Message if Permissions Inadequate to History Path

1. Click Start, select Run, and thentype CMD and Click OK.

Cd %windir%\system32\inetsrv

Appcmd /?

2. At the command prompt, change directories by typing the following:

3. To familiarize yourself with AppCmd's syntax, type the following:

At this point, change the value for the path attribute to a value that is more appropriate in your environment. In this
case, change it to a custom directory on the system partition – the %systemdrive%\MyWebHistory  directory.

Often you must move this data to a separate partition, or better, to a drive on a different controller, such as D:, etc. Change
the path value using AppCmd: -

Appcmd set config –section:?

Appcmd list config –section:configHistory –config:*

1. To familiarize yourself further with AppCmd.exe, open a command prompt and type the following:

This command helps you learn how to review the currently available sections allowed for editing.

This command help you understand what the currently set attributes and values are on our system.

2. Now issue the following command to change the path attribute from the default of 
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<configHistory maxHistories="15" period="00:00:10" path="%systemdrive%\MyWebHistory" />

Step 4: Re-run the Earlier ScriptStep 4: Re-run the Earlier Script

cscript //nologo configHst.vbs

SummarySummary

Task 5: Restoring Configuration from a Backup File

Step 1: List the available backupsStep 1: List the available backups

appcmd list backups

Appcmd set config -section:configHistory –path:"%systemdrive%MyWebHistory"

3. To validate the change, type the following and verify that maxHistories and period are set appropriately.

%systemdrive%inetpub\history  to %systemdrive%MyWebHistory  –

You see the following:

Figure 16: Using AppCmd to list Configuration

Last, we will produce changes to the configuration causing a backup to be triggered -- notice the new location for
the directories and files.

Execute ConfigHst.vbs by typing the following:

If you check %systemdrive%\MyWebHistory , you see several directories with folder names similar to
CFGHISTORY_0000001, 2, and so on.

It is standard practice to move important, volatile data off the server system partition ( %systemdrive%  by default) to
other partitions or drives. In this task, you successfully changed the target location for the IIS configuration history
directories.

 

It is not useful to have a history feature without offering a method for restoring a previously working configuration.
The purpose of this task is to walk you through a manual process for restoring from a copy of your configuration
created earlier.

1. Click Start, Run, and type CMD and Click OK.
2. Change to the inetsrv directory using the following command: cd %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. To get the currently configured path for the configHistory section, type the following:

This command will list the available backups, including manual backups made with the appcmd add backup
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Step 2: Restore the backupStep 2: Restore the backup

Findstr /S /I /C:"directoryBrowse enabled=\"false\"" *.config

SummarySummary

command, as well as backups made by the configuration history service. You can use the appcmd restore backup
command to restore any one of these, as shown in the next step

Having followed the instructions in the step above to list the backups, select the backup you'd like to restore and
restore it by typing the following:

appcmd restore backup BACKUPNAME

Where BACKUPNAME is one of the backups listed in step 1, for example, CFGHISTORY_0000000016.

You can also manually search the configuration files in the backup folder to determine which backup you'd like to
restore:

Click Start, Run, and type CMD and Click OK.

1. Change to the history directory using information in Step 1, above.
2. Use Windows findstr command to locate the change you are looking for. In this case, locate the configuration

with directoryBrowse set to false.

This searches the current directory and all sub-directories for the string directoryBrowse is equal to false. This
returns only one item, for example CFGHISTORY_0000000016, that indicates what we will restore.

In this task, we located a history copy and restored it. This task is the most important illustration of the
configuration history feature, as it offers the ability to roll-back to a previously working configuration with ease.
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Introduction

Configuration Section Locking [appcmd]

NOTENOTE

by Saad Ladki

IIS feature delegation will interest you if you are one of the following:

A server administrator and you are not the primary person providing content on your server.
A developer and you want your server administrator to give you more control over IIS configuration for your
application.

Of interest to server administrators is the fact that by default on IIS 7.0 and above, developers / site owners can
put configuration for default documents, directory browsing, HTTP response headers, HTTP redirects, handlers
and modules into their web.config files. This allows a developer to configure "start.aspx" to be their default
document, and change the site URL structure so that all requests to www.contoso.com/techcareers/ are redirected
to www.contoso.com/careers/technical/ - without the assistance of the server administrator.

You can accomplish this by unlocking more configuration. For example, unlock custom errors configuration so that
developers can specify that all 404s be redirected to www.contoso.com/NotFound.aspx, or unlock failed request
tracing configuration so that developers can trace 500 requests to pages *.axd that return a status 500.

For developers and site owners, IIS configuration eliminates the need for modifying the metabase. Config changes
can be made directly in web.config alongside ASP.NET configuration. This solves issues such as needing to write
an MSI for your applications to make custom IIS configuration changes; having a set of manual instructions for
setting up your applications; or, trying to remember a year later the configuration details of an application on a
production server.

IIS feature delegation means managing:

Configuration section locking to control what configuration can be set in web.config (generally, one IIS
configuration section equals one IIS module).
The set of site and application users that are permitted to use IIS Manager to view configuration and set
configuration for features with unlocked configuration sections.

 

The terms "configuration lock" or "configuration locking" in this article refer to overrideMode on configuration sections. Also,
configuration locking alone cannot secure your configuration system – you must set ACL configuration files appropriately.
Locking and setting file ACLs together make a complete configuration security plan.

Configuration locks can be managed using either IIS Manager or appcmd. We start with appcmd. The first step in
the command prompt when working with appcmd is to add the inetsrv directory to the path so that you can use
appcmd from anywhere.
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set path=%path%;%windir%\system32\inetsrv

appcmd unlock config "Default Web Site" –section:httpErrors

appcmd unlock config –section:httpErrors

appcmd lock config "UntrustedSite" –section:httpErrors

Configuration Section Locking [IIS Manager]

Run these commands in an elevated cmd window if you are not running as the built-in Administrator account:

Appcmd does not show the current lock state for configuration sections (you must use IIS Manager for this) – it
only allows you to manipulate the locking. Here is how to unlock the custom errors configuration for all sites:

appcmd unlock config –section:httpErrors

Users new to IIS may ask how they know that httpErrors is the configuration section for custom errors. First, use
this reference article that maps core server modules to their configuration. Second, find all IIS configuration
settings in %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\IIS\_schema.xml .

Open the schema file in notepad, CTRL+F for Find, and type in a known config property or word that you
associate with the feature. Try "customerror" first. If that does not find anything, try "errors" -- this finds the section
"system.webServer\httpErrors" on the third try.

If you want to unlock the custom errors configuration for just one site instead of for all sites, the appcmd command
below specifies that "Default Web Site" is what you are unlocking the configuration for:

One more aspect on the basics: suppose you want to unlock custom errors configuration for all sites except a site
called "UntrustedSite". When you do this, everyone who publishes content to all your sites will be able to put
custom error configuration in their web.config files, except for the person who publishes to UntrustedSite. This is
accomplished by:

This completes locking and unlocking configuration sections using appcmd in Beta3.

 

Now to do the same thing in IIS Manager.

1. Open IIS Manager (Start, Run, type inetmgr.exe) and click the connection to the local server in the tree view
on the left side. Scroll down the feature list, find Feature Delegation, and double-click to open.



2. The Feature Delegation page shows all the features and their default delegation state for all sites ("features"
means all the items that appear in the home page feature list). Try Grouping by Delegation.
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NOTENOTE

3. Notice that most of the IIS features like Windows Authentication and IPv4 Address and Domain
Restrictions are Read Only, while ASP.NET configuration like Forms Authentication, Machine Key, and
Session State are Read/Write.

You see the Windows Authentication, Compression, or IP and Domain Restrictions features if they are installed.

4. Click a feature to see the delegation options in the task pane on the right.
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Error Pagescan be set to Read/Write.

Read/Write means that the feature's corresponding configuration section is unlocked and can be
configured in web.config.
Both Read Only and Remove Delegation mean that the feature's corresponding configuration section
is locked and cannot be configured in web.config without causing runtime errors.

Do the same thing here as with appcmd above. When you change this delegation state, you change
the default delegation for all sites.

5. If you want to configure delegation for just one site, click the Custom Site Delegation link at the top of the
task pane.
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The Custom Site Delegation page displays, allows you to customize delegation for one site. This page looks
similar to the Feature Delegation page, except that there is a drop-down at the top to select the site for
which you want to configure delegation. This page also allows you to copy delegation from site to site to
save time if you have a site with the same delegation that you want for a new site.
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IIS Manager – Creating Site and Application Administrators

/p>

 

So far, the article has discussed how to control what the developers (or content providers, or site owners) can
configure in web.config files, but it has not covered how they're going to set configuration once it is unlocked.
Visual Studio is very good for ASP.NET and other framework configuration – IntelliSense makes it especially easy.
Unfortunately, there is no IntelliSense for IIS configuration sections (hopefully, this will be addressed in the near
future). Notepadcis an option, but Notepad is only as good as your memory and typing skills.

With IIS, a server administrator can configure IIS Manager to allow non-administrators to connect to a site or
application and set configuration in their web.config files. There are two steps to make this work:

1. Specify the users that can connect to a site or application.
2. Start the Web Management Service (WMSVC) and enable remote connections if your users are not local

Start with creating site and application administrators.

1. Navigate to the Default Web Site, find the IIS Manager Permissions feature, and double-click to open.
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2. Click Allow User... in the task pane to add a new user for the Default Web Site.

3. You have two options here: Windows User or Group, or IIS Manager user.

An IIS Manager user is a username and password stored in 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\administration.config . Most situations call for Windows Users. For

example, a developer who publishes content directly to a web server through a file share or FTP already has
read/write permission to the content folder. Since IIS Manager will impersonate that user when making
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IIS Manager – Enabling Site and Application Administrators to Connect

configuration changes, the Windows user account has to have read/write access to the content folder where
the web.config files will be written.

On the other hand, perhaps the content provider publishes to a staging server and the content is replicated
from the staging server out to the server farm. In this case, the content provider does not have access to the
production servers; i.e., there is no Windows account to add. In this case, creating an IIS Manager user by
adding a username/password as a site administrator allows the end user to view configuration for their
application without making them a Windows user on the server.

Add a Windows user (not an administrator) as a site administrator for the Default Web Site. Now you have
a site administrator – but they still cannot connect to the server yet. This is discussed below.

 

The first step is installing the Web Management Service (WMSVC).

1. Open Server Manager (right-click Computer and click Manage), select the Web Server role, and install the
Management Service component from under the Management Tools node.

The Web Management Service (WMSVC) is a stripped down, stand-alone web server. When installed and
started, WMSVC listens on port 8172. The IIS Manager client, the UI with buttons and text boxes,
communicates over HTTP through web service calls to WMSVC when the user wants to take an action.
WMSVC hosts the logic that implements the action, such as setting a configuration property or stopping a
web site.

2. Open the Management Service page by navigating to the server home page. Find Management Service,
and double-click to open.
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Enable remote management so that WMSVC serves all requests instead of only requests that originate
on the local server. WMSVC cannot be configured when running, so look at the HTTPS binding and IP
and domain restrictions and decide whether or not you want to make any other changes.
Start WMSVC by clicking Start in the task pane. WMSVC listens on all unassigned IP addresses by
default. If your web servers have more than one network card (NIC) and you want WMSVC to listen
on one specific NIC, you have to configure that explicitly.

At this point WMSVC is listening on port 8172, waiting for management requests.
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Testing

D:\>netstat -a | findstr 8172

  TCP    172.30.188.74:8172              alexise-fs:0           LISTENING

 

Now that everything is configured, test it to make sure it works. Do a sanity check on the local server first because
local site and application administrators actions are routed through WMSVC.

If that works, then try to connect from a remote machine.

2. On the first page of the connection wizard, select "Manually enter the connection details on the next page" (the
other option was removed in post-Beta 2 builds, so ignore it).

3. On the second page, fill in "localhost" for the server name, and "Default Web Site" for the site name.

1. Click the drop-down arrow beside the Connect icon on top of the tree view and select Connect to a Site.

4. On the credentials page, enter the credentials for the Windows user you added earlier as a site
administrator. When you successfully connect, the final page of the wizard gives you the option to name the
connection.

The new connection should look similar to the one in the screen shot below. The bottom right corner of the
tool shows that you are connected to localhost on port 8172 as Alexis, and the lock icon indicates that the
connection is over SSL. Your user name is in parentheses at the end of the connection name in the tree view.

Also notice that a number of the site tasks are missing from the task pane – this is because site and
application administrators are not permitted to take any administrator actions, for example, managing site
bindings which are stored in the applicationHost.config file.
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Introduction

Configuration Files and Configuration Schema

by Saad Ladki

IIS introduces a brand-new file-based configuration system for its seventh product release. This new system
emphasizes a data-driven system suited for an entire web platform where technologies like ASP.NET, Indigo and
even third-party components can both use and extend this configuration store to house any site or application
property.

The system is based on XML files defined in a simple and clear format with a similar syntax to ASP.NET web.config
files. These configuration files hold settings in logical groupings and any change to the files is immediately
reflected on the site or application whose properties are being modified.

This new system also provides a delegated administration experience in which: administrators may allow site and
application owners to modify specific settings; and, the impact of these changes is confined to the specific site or
application in question. This model introduces the concept of self-contained applications where both content and
configuration settings are housed in the site or application directory and can be x-copy deployed from one
machine to another.

 

IIS 7.0 and above has a central configuration file named applicationHost.config located in 
%WINDIR%\System32\InetSrv\Config\ . This file replaces the metabase.xml file that IIS 6.0 used for its configuration

store. This new configuration system is very simple, file-based, and yet very powerful. There is no configuration
service, since IISADMIN is not required. Each worker process has an instance of a configuration reader component
and fetches the configuration from the files directly.

Also, there is no in-memory representation of configuration. Once a change is issued to a file, it is picked up
immediately by the worker process and reflected on the given site, application or virtual directory.

The applicationHost.config file houses global settings for the different features and components of IIS and other
web technologies. Any property set in this file will apply to all sites, applications, and virtual directories in the
machine.

The configuration reader that IIS uses understands the format, syntax and correct naming of each configuration
section, element and attribute because they are defined in a schema file. The schema for configuration is defined in
files located in the %WINDIR%\System32\InetSrv\Config\Schema\  directory. Upon instantiating the configuration
system, the worker process reads the schema to memory and this helps the system understand properties that are
available to be set and its format. At a minimum, IIS_schema.xml, ASPNET_schema.xml, and FX_schema.xml files
are located in this directory and define the structure of configuration for sections that apply to IIS, ASP.NET and
the .NET Framework features respectively.

The schema defines several aspects of configuration and its sections, like the naming of sections and properties,
the expected types for values, the range of these values or if any of them are unique or required. Also, it defines the
default value that a specific attribute will take. In the given case where a property is not defined in
applicationHost.config, its value is taken from the default setting that was stated in the schema file.

In addition to this central file, applicationHost.config, several web.config files can appear at any level of the URL
hierarchy. These files can appear at the site, application, virtual directory or even physical path levels. These files
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Configuration Hierarchy and Effective Configuration

Configuration Sections

<defaultDocument enabled="true"> 
 <files> 
  <add value="Default.htm" /> 
  <add value="Default.asp" /> 
  <add value="index.htm" /> 
  <add value="index.html" /> 
  <add value="iisstart.htm" /> 
  <add value="default.aspx" /> 
 </files> 
</defaultDocument>

define properties whose values override the global settings defined in applicationHost.config. However, these
changes are only applicable at the scope to which the file appears, i.e. for the given site, application, virtual
directory or physical path to where the web.config file resides.

 

Besides applicationHost.config, IIS uses ASP.NET, which relies on both the machine.config and the root web.config
files. The machine.config file defines the properties that are required for all Framework features. The root
web.config file defines the global settings for properties defined for all ASP.NET web applications. These two files
are analogous to applicationHost.config of IIS. The three files exist because the .NET Framework and IIS version
separately. There can be multiple versions of the Framework installed in a given Windows Server system that has a
single version of IIS.

Therefore, a configuration hierarchy is defined and calculated for the configuration settings of the system. The
hierarchy starts at machine.config, then progresses to the root web.config file, followed by applicationHost.config.
From then on, any optional web.config file that is located at the site, application or virtual directory level is added
and applied to the hierarchy. At the end, the properties inherit from parent to child file from machine.config down
to the last web.config file (if any) and the effective configuration is calculated for a given path.

The inheritance behavior is done by default. Any setting at a lower level in the hierarchy overrides a parent setting
defined in a file above the current level. However, going further down the hierarchy, the scope of configuration is
more limited. Where as the machine.config, root web.config and applicationHost.config files' settings apply to
everything in the system, optional web.config files' settings only apply to the current location and below (whether it
is a site, application or virtual directory).

 

Within a configuration file, there are possible settings that can be read and set. The settings are grouped in a
structured manner. Multiple settings that are similar or applicable to a specific feature (i.e. ASP, authentication,
ISAPI, etc.) are grouped together in logical unit blocks called configuration sections. Each configuration section can
include other configuration sections within them, but most commonly define elements, collections or attributes.

A configuration element is an XML element that defines multiple configuration attributes. A configuration
collection is a special case of a configuration element that contains a list of elements defined with the
add/remove/clear configuration directives. Finally, configuration attributes are leaf configuration settings that
represent XML attributes.

The following snippet shows the settings for the <defaultDocument> section. The enabled word is an attribute
where the files word is an element that includes a listing of other elements defined by the add directive and a series
of attributes.

This configuration section has an associated schema. The following snippet shows the schema for the
<defaultDocument> section in the file IIS_schema.xml. The schema defines the name of the section and the
namespace it appears in (in this case, system.webServer). Also, the schema describes the attributes and elements
and for each the name, type, default values and other interesting data.



<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/defaultDocument"> 
    <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" /> 
    <element name="files"> 
      <collection addElement="add" clearElement="clear" removeElement="remove" mergeAppend="false"> 
        <attribute name="value" type="string" isUniqueKey="true"/> 
      </collection> 
    </element> 
</sectionSchema>

A Special Section: <configSections>

<configSections> 
 <sectionGroup name="system.webServer" /> 
  <section name="defaultDocument" overrideModeDefault="Allow" /> 
</configSections>

The Concept of Location

 

The <configSections>  configuration section is a special section defined in applicationHost.config. It is used as a
registry point for the configuration sections of the IIS server. This section is where the current configuration
sections that are available in the system are registered. In the given case that the configuration system is extended
and a custom section is added to the server, it must be registered by adding an element entry to this section.

The following snippet shows the <configSections>  entry for the <defaultDocument> section. Other entries have
been omitted for the sake of clarity. The interesting part of the <configSections>  is the section group entry that
defines the namespace of each section--in this case system.webServer and the value of the overrideModeDefault
attribute, which for this section is "Allow". Since allowDefinition is not declared, it is taken from schema and the
default value is "Everywhere".

Besides defining a section and its section group, there are two key attributes that are defined: overrideModeDefault
and allowDefinition.

The overrideModeDefault attribute is an optional attribute that defines the locked state of a section. Its available
values are either Allow or Deny. The default value is "Allow". All IIS sections that are related to any performance,
security or critical aspect of the server are locked with this attribute set to "Deny". If the overrideModeDefault
attribute is set to "Deny", then any configuration files at a lower level (i.e. web.config files) that set a value for a
property for the specific configuration section are not able to take effect and override the global values. This incurs
in a lock violation and an error occurs.

The allowDefinition attribute is another optional attribute that defines the level of the hierarchy in which the
section can be defined and properties can be set. If its value is MachineOnly, then the section can be set only in
applicationHost.config or machine.config. If its value is MachineToRootWeb, then the section can be set either in
the MachineOnly files or also in the root web.config. If its value is MachineToApplication, then the section can be
either set in all the previous three files or also in web.config files in the application root folder. And lastly, if its value
is Everywhere (which is the default) it can be set in any configuration file, whether the ones that affect configuration
globally or in web.config files that apply to a given site, application or virtual directory.

 

Any setting specified in a given file of the configuration hierarchy applies to that level and below with the
possibility of being overridden by child files. However, there is the option to specify and apply configuration
settings to certain paths under the current configuration file by using the location tag with a path attribute. If the
configuration file is applicationHost.config, location tags can include a path ranging from all sites, applications and
virtual directories in the system to a specific site, application, virtual directory or file. The location tag can also be
specified in web.config files and it can include any relative path for paths underneath the current site, application or
virtual directory.



<location path="Developer Site" overrideMode="Allow"> 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true"> 
  <files> 
   <add value="Developer.htm" /> 
  </files> 
 </defaultDocument> 
</location>

Locking and Unlocking a Section

<section name="windowsAuthentication" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<location path="AdministratorSite" overrideMode="Allow"> 
   <security> 
  <authentication> 
   <windowsAuthentication enabled="false"> 
    <providers> 
     <add value="Negotiate" /> 
     <add value="NTLM" /> 
    </providers> 
   </windowsAuthentication> 
  </authentication> 
   </security> 
</location> 
 
The location tag path can be specified here a site, application or even a virtual directory to which the 
administrator wants to unlock configuration and/or apply configuration at that level.

The following snippet shows how to specify a configuration property to be applicable to the Developer Site only.
This can also be achieved via a web.config file in the site content. The effective configuration for the Developer Site
will be the list of entries for the files collection in applicationHost.config plus the location path and any web.config
file for the site.

If no path is declared, which is equivalent to specifying a dot (.), then the path is understood to be from this level
and below to all child paths. Doing this in applicationHost.config is specifying configuration for the global level too.

An attribute that can be defined in a location tag is the overrideMode. Like overrideModeDefault, this specifies if
the given configuration section referenced and properties set in the current location tag can be edited and
overridden at lower levels of the hierarchy.

 

The initial concept of locking a section via the overrideModeDefault tag in the <configSections>  section can be
taken and extended to be more fine-grained. By allowing a section to be overridden at the <configSections>  level,
the section is opened up and its values can be overridden by anyone in the system via web.config files at any level
of the URL namespace. However, this may pose a serious security risk and may cause negative effects to the
availability or performance of the system. Via location tags, one can use the overrideMode attribute and specify the
locking state of a section and constrain it for a given path.

The following snippet shows how to unlock the <windowsAuthentication>  section for all sites, applications and
virtual directories in the system. This is done by setting "Allow" in the overrideModeDefault attribute. The
disadvantage of this approach is that it unlocks a section for everyone and anyone is able to override the settings at
their site or application level via web.config files.

The following snippet shows how to achieve the same thing, unlocking the <windowsAuthentication>  section, but
only for the AdministratorSite so that properties for that section can be modified via web.config files at the site
AdministratorSite level. The other sites in the system have the default behavior of a locked 
<windowsAuthentication>  section. This is accomplished via the overrideMode attribute.



<location path="Basic Site" overrideMode="Deny"> 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true"> 
  <files> 
    </clear> 
   <add value="basic.htm" /> 
  </files> 
 </defaultDocument> 
</location>

Granular Locking

<location path="Developer Site" > 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true" lockAttributes="enabled" /> 
</location>

The opposite behavior can be achieved, which is locking a section for a specific site whereas the rest of the system
is able to edit it. For example, <defaultDocument> is a section that has the overrideModeDefault attribute set to
"Allow" in the <configSections>  section, but via a location tag, we can lock this section for the Basic Site. The
following snippets shows how to accomplish this while also setting so that the only value accepted by the system
as the default page for the server to show as the home page is titled basic.htm. The clear directive nulls any
inherited values from above levels in the configuration hierarchy, which in this case is the global listing of files from
applicationHost.config.

 

Opening up a section via a location tag is an effective way to unlock a section and all its properties for the owner of
the site or application of the specified path. This is in effect an all-or-nothing approach on letting site and
application owners have unlimited access to a section. However, sometimes administrators want specific control
over certain properties in a section and desire control over certain value. Others can be delegated. This is where
granular locking comes in.

Granular locking is a grouping of specific attributes that can be set on elements or other attributes. Granular
locking can declare whether paths below the current one can modify the configuration values. Values can be read,
but if locks are set, they cannot be edited or even declared. Do not edit values whose locks are set, as this will result
in configuration locking violation errors.

The first attribute in the granular locking grouping is lockAttributes. The lockAttributes defines a comma-separated
list of attributes that are locked for paths below the current configuration level. It also accepts an asterisk (*) as its
value, which means that all attributes are locked. At this point, the configuration section can be read in child level
paths and even the locked attributes, but editing protected ones results in errors.

The following snippet shows how to lock the enabled state of the <defaultDocument> section for the Developer
Site. If the owner of the Developer Site disables the default document feature or even declares the property with
the same value as what it is stated in the location tag, a lock violation occurs.

The second attribute in the granular locking grouping is lockElements. The lockElements defines a comma-
separated list of elements that are locked for paths below the current configuration level. Like lockAttributes, It also
accepts an asterisk (*) as its value, which means that all elements are locked. This is very useful for configuration
sections that have multiple elements or collections and need to be protected for child level paths. Again, editing any
of the locked values results in errors.

The following snippet shows how to lock the files collection for the Developer Site. This leaves it to the site owner
to decide whether or not the default document feature is enabled or not; but, if enabled, it cannot modify the global
values and inherits what the machine administrator stated in applicationHost.config.



<location path="Developer Site"> 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true" lockElements="files" > 
  <files> 
   <add value="Developer.htm" /> 
  </files> 
 </defaultDocument> 
</location>

<location path="Developer Site"> 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true" > 
  <files lockElements="clear,remove"> 
   <add value="Developer.htm" /> 
  </files> 
 </defaultDocument> 
</location> 
 
Besides lockAttribute and lockElement, there are negative counterparts: lockAllAttributesExcept, and 
lockAllElementsExcept. These attributes achieve  the inverse action of the previous ones in which the comma-
separated list declares the attributes and elements to be unlocked while the rest are not  available to be 
edited in child paths.

<location path="Developer Site"> 
 <defaultDocument enabled="true" > 
  <files> 
   <add value="basic.htm" lockItem="true"/> 
  </files> 
 </defaultDocument> 
</location>

Summary

The lockElement example is also useful within collections to lock the directives of such collection. The directives are
the key words like add, remove, clear of a collection. By locking the directives, an administrator can fine-tune
whether a collection listing is available for adding or removing certain or all elements.

The following snippet shows how to lock the removal and clearing of current entries in the files collection. The site
owner can add new entries to the files collection if needed. If the site owner specifies a clear tag or tries to remove
an entry, a lock violation occurs.

There is also a lockItem attribute. This locks an attribute and works at the XML attribute level. The following
snippet shows how the site administrator is able to do anything she wants to do, like add, or remove entries in the
collection, except modify the basic.htm entry in the files collection.

 

This document outlined a basic overview on the configuration system, its files, schema and delegation capabilities.
It also discussed the configuration hierarchy and effective configuration. The article also presented an introduction
to configuration sections and its structure of elements and attributes. It exemplified the concept of location, locking
and granular locking.

Overall, IIS introduces and new file-based configuration system with capabilities for either having all configuration
in a central configuration file or distributed via web.config files where site and application administrators are able
to modify properties that apply to their applications and content. With the distributed configuration model the
concept of self-contained applications where both content and configuration settings are housed in the site or
application directory and can be x-copy deployed from one machine to another is enabled.
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Abstract

Introduction

Prerequisites

by Saad Ladki

This article explains how to enable delegated configuration on the server. It discusses how to deploy configuration
settings for the server and for your applications, together with the content pages and application code.

Once the machine administrator has defined the application or virtual directory for your use in the master
configuration file %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config , and allowed specific sections to be
delegated, you can control the settings at the application level: by making settings in the application's web.config
file, you override global defaults. This is possible if you have access to the application's directory, even if you are
not a local administrator on the machine.

After reading this document, you will know how to define applications and virtual directories at the global level,
unlock configuration sections for delegation, and override configuration settings for individual applications at a
lower level of the configuration hierarchy.

 

IIS allows machine administrators to delegate the task of setting and changing configuration to site and
application owners. To do this, use web.config files in the content directories. These files specify configuration
sections which take effect on their level in the hierarchy and downward. The machine administrator must explicitly
unlock sections at the global level to enable such delegation. By default, most IIS sections are locked down for
delegation, and all .NET framework sections (including ASP.NET) are not locked at the global level.

This document explains how to define new applications and virtual directories at the global level (only machine
administrators can perform this task; it can never be delegated).

This document then explains how to xcopy-deploy web.config with the application content to override some
settings for the specific level. It also explains core concepts of the configuration system, and therefore explains how
to do these tasks using direct editing of configuration files, without using the UI or other abstractions on top of the
configuration system.

 

Make sure IIS 7.0 or above is installed on the machine. Go to http://localhost/ from IE and see that the default
"Under Construction" page opens. If IIS is not installed, refer to the Setup How-To for installation instructions.
Make sure you have administrative privileges on the machine. By default, you do not have them if you are
logged on as a user other than the built-in Administrator account, even if this user was added to the local
Administrators group on the machine. This is a new security feature in Windows Server® 2008, called LUA,
which is beyond the scope of IIS. Either log-on as the built-in Administrator account, or explicitly invoke
applications as the built-in Administrator, as needed, using the "runas" cmd-line tool:

For example, to launch notepad.exe, run this command: "runas /user:administrator notepad.exe". You will be
prompted for the password of the Administrator account. It is useful to have a cmd-box shell that is already
elevated, by running "runas /user:administrator cmd.exe". Every application run from that cmd-box is elevated as
well, and you do not need to use the "runas" syntax from that cmd-box.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/how-to-use-configuration-delegation-in-iis.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
http://localhost/
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Step 1: Define a New Application

Make sure the master configuration file is backed up. Simply copy applicationHost.config to a different file, so
that you can restore it later. You will find applicationHost.config under the inetsrv\ directory, which in turn is
under the system directory.

You must be an administrator to do this – see previous bullet point above.

Before you start, make sure you're in a "clean state". To do so, revert changes you may have done to the
applicationHost.config file in previous exercises. (If you are using a VPC image, the easiest way to do that is to
restart the image without saving its state).
It is recommended that you turn off friendly HTTP error messages in IE (Tools > Options > Advanced) for
quicker troubleshooting.

 

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config

<sites>
    <siteDefaults>
        <logFile directory="C:\WINDOWS\System32\LogFiles" />
    </siteDefaults>
     <applicationDefaults applicationPool="DefaultAppPool"/>
     <site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
        <bindings>
          <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
        </bindings>
                <application path="/">
          <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\wwwroot" />
        </application>
         <logFile directory="C:\WINDOWS\System32\LogFiles" />
    </site>
</sites>

3. Verify that the Web server is running and that you can access the default Web site. To do so, launch the browser
and request http://localhost/

4. The request should return a Web page. If it does not, start the IIS server by typing "net start w3svc" from the
command-box, or troubleshoot using the Windows Event Log viewer.

1. Using a text editor such as Notepad, open the ApplicationHost.config file in the following location:

2. Navigate to the <sites>  section, which looks similar to the following:

5. In the browser, request http://localhost/app

This request does not return a page (you see an error page), because the virtual path is not yet defined in
the configuration—this is the next procedure.

6. In the ApplicationHost.config file, add an <application>  element with path "/app" that includes a top-level 
<virtualDirectory>  element. Top-level virtual directory is one with path "/". For the physical path of the

virtual directory, specify C:\tmp (or something similar that you will later work with).

When you are finished, the <sites>  sections looks similar to the following:

http://localhost/
http://localhost/app


Step 2: Unlock Configuration Sections

Step 3: Override Settings at the Application Level

<sites>
    <siteDefaults>
        <logFile directory="C:\WINDOWS\System32\LogFiles" />
    </siteDefaults>
     <applicationDefaults applicationPool="DefaultAppPool"/>
     <site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
       <bindings>
         <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
       </bindings>
               <application path="/">
         <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\wwwroot" />
       </application>
       <application path="/app" >
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\tmp" />
      </application>
        <logFile directory="C:\WINDOWS\System32\LogFiles" />
    </site>
</sites>

You have just defined a new application in the configuration file.

7. In the browser, request http://localhost/app

The Web server returns an error page, saying that directory browsing is not enabled. This happens because
you do not have content yet in c:\tmp , so the server is handling the request as a request to browse the
directory. Copy iisstart.htm from the \inetpub\wwwroot  directory into c:\tmp  and refresh the browser. Now
you see the Under Construction page.

 

1. Using a text editor such as Notepad, open applicationHost.config and locate the <authentication> section
group.

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
       <!-- cut the anonymousAuthentication and windowsAuthentication -->
       <!-- XML elements from this area in the file, and paste below  -->
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
   <location overrideMode="Allow">
    <system.webServer>
      <security>
        <authentication>
          <!-- paste the 2 sections from above here -->
        </authentication>
      </security>
    </system.webServer>
  </location>
</configuration>

2. Move the <anonymousAuthentication> and <windowsAuthentication>  sections from their current location in
the file into a new location tag at the bottom of the file that has overrideMode="Allow" on it, as follows:

These sections are now over-ridable by lower-levels of the namespace, because they are in a location tag
that specifies overrideMode="Allow". All lower-level web.config files can now override these settings.

 

http://localhost/app


1. Using a text editor such as Notepad, create a new text file in the application folder (e.g. c:\tmp ) named
web.config.

2. In the web.config file, create a <configuration>  element and a <system.webServer>  element as its child. Within
the <system.webServer>  element, create a <security>  element that contains an <authentication>  element.

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <windowsAuthentication enabled="false" />
        <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" />
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

NOTENOTE

5. In the browser, request http://localhost/ and confirm that you can access the page. The configuration in the
web.config file applies only at the application level.

<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <security>
      <authentication>
        <windowsAuthentication enabled="false" />
        <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" />
       <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
      </authentication>
    </security>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

3. Enter the settings to disable the Windows authentication and anonymous authentication schemes, which
are turned on by default at the global level.

When you are finished, the web.config file looks like the following:

4. In a browser, request http://localhost/app.

You are not authorized to see the page, because you disabled all authentication methods to this page in your
web.config file.

6. In the web.config file, enable basic authentication by adding a <basicAuthentication>  element with its
enabled attribute set to true.

When you are finished, the web.config file looks like the following:

7. Request http://localhost/app again. You see an error page saying that some configuration is locked at the
global level and the web.config files is trying to override it--therefore it is a configuration error. To resolve
this, allow the <basicAuthentication> section at the global level (applicationHost.config) to be overridden, as
you did for the two other sections. Then refresh the browser .

You will now be prompted for a user name and password, which indicates the basic authentication is taking
place.

8. Enter the user name and password of the logged-on user, and note that the page displays.

If you request http://localhost/, you will not be asked to enter user name and password, because the

http://localhost/app
http://localhost/
http://localhost/app
http://localhost/


Summary

NOTENOTE

changes to configuration you made apply at the application level only.

The server and the browser both cache the user token. If you wish to start from scratch and you no longer see the
user-name prompt, close the browser, and stop the IIS worker process (or run "net stop /y http' from the Windows
command line, then "net start w3svc", to restart IIS).

 

This document explains how to define applications and virtual directories in the master configuration file,
applicationHost.config. It also covers how to deploy application-specific configuration files that contain server
settings in the <system.webServer>  section. You can add settings to the web.config file in the <system.web>  section
group, such as ASP.NET settings.

A good practice is to set access control lists (ACLs) on the web.config file or on the entire directory of your
application so that non-administrative users cannot access the file.
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Introduction

OverviewOverview

Non-Goals: What This Article Does Not CoverNon-Goals: What This Article Does Not Cover

by IIS Team

The Internet changes the ways in which companies handle their day-to-day business and how they compete in
the marketplace. With the advent of new Web technologies and an increase in the number of customers accessing
resources that are available through the Web, there is a pressing need for improved scalability, availability,
reliability, and manageability of applications. The applications should rely on systems that provide the capability
to deliver high uptime, improved request throughput, increased concurrent user transactions and better return-
on-investment value, such as a better quality of service, than competing systems.

Web farms - server clusters - have become a standard in helping to deliver highly scalable, available, and
manageable applications by distributing load. More specifically, these application attributes are the main reasons
behind Web farms and load balancing. By using a Web farm, an organization can provide a scalable way to
increase the capacity of the user base that accesses the application and its resources concurrently.

The server cluster provides improved availability by having multiple servers distribute the load. The cluster also
scales better to an increased number of customers at any given point in time. Finally, the cluster provides an
improved management experience by handling the provisioning and administration of the Web farm architecture
with ease and without straining operational resources.

This article focuses on the shared centralized global configuration feature. This feature helps support
homogeneous Web farms where servers share the same configuration across a server group. By using a UNC
share, any changes to a central master configuration file will propagate across different servers without extra
tools or programmatic support.

The first part of this article describes how to use the IIS 7 and above administration UI to enable and use shared
configuration. The second part describes how to enable and use shared configuration from the command line.

In this article:

Multiple aspects contribute to a successful Web farm environment, including correct supportability,
manageability, accessibility, scalability, etc.

Shared configuration focuses only on the configuration management aspect of a Web farm and deals with
configuration across servers. There are tools and other features that can help with managing multiple servers,
copying content, deploying modules, synchronizing application binaries, setting up third-party components, etc.
These tools, features, and aspects are out of the scope of this article.

This article only details how to maintain the configuration by using a central file across servers.

Therefore, note that sharedconfiguration enables a server to access a configuration file in a back-end UNC share
as if it were its local configuration. As a result, when you update the configuration by using a front-end Web
server, the updates are made to all other servers.

It is important to take into consideration other situations, such as installing a third-party module or adding
configuration settings, and include properties that only one server can understand and has the binaries and
schema available to function correctly. Otherwise, this type of usage can break the other servers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264.md


Domain and Non-domain EnvironmentsDomain and Non-domain Environments

Prerequisites

Centralized Configuration

To export files and set up configuration redirection by using the UI:To export files and set up configuration redirection by using the UI:

To avoid this problem in homogeneous farms, you should disable shared configuration on the cluster, update the
local applicationHost file so that it mirrors the remote file, deploy and update modules and the configuration on a
single server, and then re-enable shared configuration on that server. Then you can deploy and update the
binaries and modules on the rest of the servers before enabling shared configuration again.

Some administrators deploy Web server clusters in a domain environment, while others deploy in a workgroup
(non-domain). This article discusses both scenarios and points out the differences and caveats. It is recommended
that you set up IIS in a cluster in a domain, with the help and security that Active Directory provides by using a
domain controller.

 

You must complete the following steps in order:

1. Install IIS on your server, which will be referred to as the Web Server throughout this article.
2. Ensure access to a second server, which will be referred to as the File Server throughout this article. The File

Server will house the share for configuration and basic content, which can be accessed by using UNC.
3. Each step of this article assumes that the previous step was completed. Perform all steps in order.
4. For some steps, there is an equivalent step that can be done by using the UI. Perform only one type of step,

unless specified otherwise.

 

The IIS administration UI includes support for setting up configuration redirection and exporting configuration
files and necessary encryption keys to a specified path.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the tree view, select the server connection for which you want to set up configuration redirection.
3. Double-click Shared Configuration.

4. In the Actions pane, click Export Configuration... to export the necessary configuration files from the local
server to another location (e.g., a UNC share).

5. In the Export Configuration dialog box, enter the path to which you want to export the files. Enter a
password to protect the encryption keys that are also exported. Click OK to export the configuration files and
password-protected encryption keys.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264/_static/image1.jpg
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6. Select the Enable shared configuration check box to enable configuration redirection.

7. Specify the path where the configuration and encryption keys are located, and specify the credentials to use to
access that path. Click Connect As... and enter the credentials.

8. Click Apply to save the settings. In the Shared Configuration dialog box, enter the password that you
specified to protect the encryption keys.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264/_static/image5.jpg
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Notes About Using the UINotes About Using the UI

Command Prompt

Backing Up the Current applicationHost.config File

To back up the applicationHost.config file:To back up the applicationHost.config file:

9. Click OK to finish setting up configuration redirection.

The steps above describe how to export the configuration and turn on centralized configuration. However, you
only need to export the configuration once. Perform steps 6 to 9 on each subsequent server that will use the
centralized configuration.

When setting up configuration redirection, the exported files are expected to have been exported by using the UI.
This is because the UI exports and imports items such as the password-protected encryption keys by using its
own custom format.

For example, if you manually copied the administration.config and applicationHost.config files to a share and then
manually exported the encryption keys, you would not be able to use the UI to set up configuration redirection to
point to those files. This is because the exported encryption keys would not be in the format that is required by
the UI.

 

Throughout the remainder of this article, you must use a command prompt to run certain commands. It is
recommended that you use a command prompt with elevated user rights, since certain commands will not work
if you run a normal command prompt.

To open a command prompt with elevated user rights:

1. Click Start.
2. Click All Programs.
3. Click Accessories.
4. Right-click Command Prompt and select Run as administrator.
5. Follow the prompts in any dialog boxes that appear.

 

When trying new features or changing multiple configuration settings, it is good practice to back up the current
applicationHost.config file.

1. Open a command prompt.

cd /d %windir%\system32\inetsrv
appcmd add backup centralConfigBackup

2. Navigate to the IIS directory, which is located in %WINDIR%\System32\InetSrv  by default. The configuration
files are stored in the InetSrv\Config directory. Use the AppCmd tool to create a backup object and back
up the applicationHost.config file by running the following command:

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-configuration_264/_static/image11.jpg


Creating a User to Access the UNC Share for Configuration

To create a user that can read the share where the shared configuration resides (non-domain):To create a user that can read the share where the shared configuration resides (non-domain):

net user ConfigUser1 ConfigPass1 /add

net user ConfigUser1 ConfigPass1 /add

Creating the UNC Shares for Central Configuration and Content

To create the UNC share:To create the UNC share:

NOTENOTE

appcmd list backup

The AppCmd tool resides in the InetSrv directory. You must access the tool from this directory, unless the tool's
path is added to the system's environment variables.

3. Ensure that the backup object, which includes the applicationHost.config file and the legacy metabase file
for SMTP and other non-Web server settings, is present by running the following command:

To replace the current configuration file with the backup file:

1. Open a command prompt.

cd /d %windir%\system32\inetsrv\
appcmd restore backup centralConfigBackup

2. Navigate to the IIS directory, which is located in the InetSrv directory by default. Restore the AppCmd
backup file object by running the following command:

 

In a domain environment, an administrator must provide or create an account in the domain to use with Active
Directory. This account must be set up with the correct user rights to access the UNC share.

In a non-domain environment, an administrator must create on both servers a local user with user rights to
access content. The user name and password must be the same across servers to work in this setup. The
following steps help in the creation of a user to read the share where the shared configuration resides.

1. Open a command prompt.
2. On the Web Server (front-end server where IIS is installed), create a user called ConfigUser1 with the

password ConfigPass1 by running the following command:

1. On the File Server (back-end server where the central configuration will reside), create a user called
ConfigUser1 with the password ConfigPass1 by running the following command:

 

The UNC share for configuration hosts the applicationHost.config file for any servers that want to pick up
configuration data from this centralized location.

1. On the File Server, open a command prompt.
2. Navigate to the root of the drive. Run the following command to create a directory for configuration and share

this directory, making sure to grant users with the user rights to read and write to the directory:



md %SystemDrive%\centralconfig
net share centralconfig$=%SystemDrive%\centralconfig /grant:Users,Change

> [!NOTE]
> This command automatically grants user rights to the users group to this share. The user created for the 
non-domain scenario is granted change rights automatically, which can be further restricted if needed. For 
the domain scenario, the user must either have user rights set explicitly to access the share or be added to 
the users group in the system.

Granting User Rights to the Accounts for the UNC Shares That Host
Central Configuration and Content
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To grant user rights to the accounts for the UNC share (domain):To grant user rights to the accounts for the UNC share (domain):

icacls %SystemDrive%\centralconfig\ /grant domain\user:R

To add the UNC user (non-domain and domain):To add the UNC user (non-domain and domain):

1. Non-domain scenario: To increase the security of the share, you can substitute the Users,Change portion of
the /grant switch with the ConfigUser1,Change parameters. Only the specified user will have access to the
share.

NOTENOTE

2. Domain scenario: To increase the security of the share, you can substitute the Users,Change portion of the
/grant switch with the domain\user,Change parameters. Only the specified user will have remote access to
the share.

The user rights on a share are a union between remote and local file system user rights. You must set the
appropriate user rights to the directory for a domain account to be able to read the configuration share successfully.

 

You must ensure that the account that is used to access the configuration has the appropriate user rights. This
account is used by IIS to access the UNC share in the same manner that it accesses content when a virtual
directory is mapped to a UNC share. The read user rights for this account are useful when accessing the share
only. After that point, whenever IIS reads the configuration file, it reverts back to the identity that the caller has:
either the API, the administration tool that is being used, or the user that is logged in at that moment.

The ConfigUser1 account - or the equivalent domain account that is used to read the configuration - is not the same as the
account that is used for writing the configuration. These accounts are not required to have write user rights to the share or
configuration file.

1. If the domain account is part of the local users group and the users were granted access when the share was
created, you can skip the next steps for the domain setup. However, if the domain account to access the local
file share is not part of any local user groups, you must execute the command to grant user rights.

2. On the File Server, open a command prompt.
3. Provide user rights to the domain account to read the directory where the configuration is stored by running

the following command:

For domain and non-domain scenarios, the user name must include the logon batch job configuration. This is not
a default setting in Windows Servers® 2008; you must manually add it to the Web server.



Redirecting the Configuration
IntroductionIntroduction

To store the configuration in a UNC share:To store the configuration in a UNC share:

<configuration> 
    <configSections> 
        <section name="configurationRedirection" /> 
    </configSections> 
    <configurationRedirection enabled="true" path="\\machinename\centralconfig$\" userName="ConfigUser1 or 
domain\user" password="ConfigPass1 or domainPassword" /> 
</configuration>

Testing the Configuration

Summary

1. Click Start. Click Administrative Tools and select Local Security Policy.
2. Under Local Policies, select User Rights Assignments.
3. Double-click Log on as a batch job and add the UNC user that you created.

    

Now that you have completed the preceding steps, the Web server is functional and the front-end Web server
should be serving its Default Web Site by using the localhost loop back address.

You can now move the configuration to a central location. This allows you to declare a file as the master file and
save it in a UNC share for the configuration of multiple servers. Changing this file once will provision and update
all server configurations at once.

1. Copy the applicationHost.config and administration.config files from the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  directory on the front-end Web server to share on the back-end file server.

If the user account that is currently logged in has write access to the back-end share, you can drop the file in
the directory. If not, then you must authenticate the user account to the back-end to complete this step.

3. Open the redirection.config file. Set the following configuration with the correct server name, user name, and
password for your environment.

2. Access the existing redirection.config XML file in the front-end server's configuration directory:

Use Windows Explorer to navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config .
Open the redirection.config file. This file and its contents are created when the Web server is set up.
Tools and APIs can access this file to determine whether or not this feature is enabled.

1. Save your redirection.config file. You can access the sites again, but the configuration is now stored in a UNC
share.

 

With the configuration being referenced from the back-end, there are two key scenarios for which this feature
was designed. You can update the configuration in the front-end Web servers in two ways:

1. You can edit the applicationHost.config file directly in the file share. Once this is done, change notifications take
place and the Web servers pick up the changes in the file.

2. You can add a second applicationHost.config file in the back-end file share and change the Web server's
redirection.config file to point to the new version of the file. This is useful for rollback purposes or staged
deployments.

 

This article introduced the new centralized configuration feature. This feature lets administrators that have
homogeneous clusters in a Web farm environment set up and deploy a configuration to all servers in a seamless
way.



Appendix 1: Accessing Redirection.config File Programmatically to
Read the Values

To read the values programmatically:To read the values programmatically:

try
{
  var config = WScript.CreateObject( "Microsoft.ApplicationHost.AdminManager" );
  var section = config.GetAdminSection( "configurationRedirection", "MACHINE/REDIRECTION" );

  WScript.Echo( "Current redirection:" );
  WScript.Echo( "enabled = " + section.Properties.Item( "enabled" ).Value );
  WScript.Echo( "path = " + section.Properties.Item( "path" ).Value );
  WScript.Echo( "user = " + section.Properties.Item( "userName" ).Value );
  WScript.Echo( "pass = " + section.Properties.Item( "password" ).Value );
}
catch(e)
{
  WScript.Echo(e.number);
  WScript.Echo(e.description);
}

Appendix 2: Accessing the redirection.config File Programmatically to
Write the Values

To write the values programmatically:To write the values programmatically:

Once the feature is setup, whether a change is made in the file at the UNC share, or a server is redirected to
another location, the changes are picked up immediately by the Web server. Only the global changes that affect
multiple sites and applications will cause them to recycle, but if changes are made in a localized scope, then the
rest of the sites and applications will not be restarted.

 

This step provides a sample of how to access the redirection.config file programmatically by taking advantage of
the new COM AHADMIN API. Use the AHADMIN COM API to implement this API from native code or from
script and managed code.

1. Create a text file and save it with the .js extension. The following script provides a sample of how to read the
enabled attribute, server name, user name, and password for your environment:

1. Save your redirection.js file. You can now run this file from a command prompt because of the Windows Script
Host (WSH).

 

This step provides a sample of how to access the redirection.config file programmatically by taking advantage of
the new COM AHADMIN API. Use this API from native code or from script and managed code from its COM
object.

1. Create a text file and save it with the .js extension. The following script provides a sample of how to write
the enabled attribute, server name, user name, and password for your environment:



Appendix 3: Dealing With Machine-specific Encrypted Properties

StepsSteps

try
{
    var config = WScript.CreateObject( "Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager" );
  config.CommitPath = "MACHINE/REDIRECTION";
    var section = config.GetAdminSection( "configurationRedirection","MACHINE/REDIRECTION" );
  section.Properties.Item( "enabled" ).Value = true;
  section.Properties.Item( "path" ).Value = "\\\\somemachine\\sharefile://folder/";
  section.Properties.Item( "userName" ).Value = "testuser";
  section.Properties.Item( "password" ).Value = "testuser";
  config.CommitChanges();
}
catch(e)
{
  WScript.Echo(e.number);
  WScript.Echo(e.description);
}

2. Save your redirection.js file.
3. You can now run this file from a command prompt because of the Windows Script Host (WSH).

 

By default, IIS includes two main providers for securing properties. These providers are located in the
applicationHost.config file's <configProtectedData> configuration section and are defined in the <providers>
element.

The AesProvider is specific to dealing with encryption and decryption for properties that are in the
system.webServer section.

The IISWASOnlyRsaProvider is specific to dealing with encryption and decryption for properties that are in the
system.applicationHost section.

These keys are in the iisConfigurationKey and iisWasKey key containers and are machine-specific. In a Web farm
scenario, if encryption is required, then a key from one machine - usually the one that created the
applicationHost.config file - is exported and brought into the other machines so that secure properties can be
decrypted and used by the Web server.

1. Open a command-prompt. Navigate to the Framework directory, which is located in 
%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\  by default.

> [!NOTE] > For reference, the machine keys for the system are located in
%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Microsoft\Crypto\RSA\MachineKeys\

aspnet_regiis -px "iisConfigurationKey" "D:\iisConfigurationKey.xml" -pri

3. Once exporting completes successfully, copy the XML file to the other machine in the cluster to prepare to
import it there.

2. Use the aspnet_regiis tool to export the key. The command to transfer the configuration key is stated
below. The px switch identifies that you want to export an RSA key pair. The pri switch identifies that you
also want to include both the private and public key.

This switch identification is necessary to do both encryption and decryption; otherwise, you can only
encrypt data with the exported key. The parameter after the -px is the name of the key container to be
exported. In this case, it is the "iisConfigurationKey" key container. The other key container that IIS uses is
the "iisWasKey" key container.

4. Navigate to the Framework directory and use the aspnet_regiis tool to import the key from the XML file.



aspnet_regiis -pi "iisConfigurationKey" "D:\iisConfigurationKey.xml"

The command to finalize the transfer for the key is stated below.

The parameter after the -pi is the name of the key container to be imported. In this case, it is the
"iisConfigurationKey" key container. The other key container that IIS uses is the "iisWasKey" key container.



Using Configuration Editor: Generate Scripts
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Walkthrough Goal

Prerequisites

Part 1 – Create an application pool using the configuration editor

Part 2 – Generate script

Managed Code: C# code snippet to create ‘applicationPool1'Managed Code: C# code snippet to create ‘applicationPool1'

by Crystal Hoyer

This walkthrough is aimed to demonstrate how to use Configuration Editor's Generate Script functionality through
the example of Application Pool generation.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

Administration Pack V1 for IIS

1. Launch the Configuration Editor in the IIS Manager by double clicking the "Configuration Editor" feature from
a server connection.

2. Under the Section: dropdown menu click on system.applicationHost -> applicationPools
3. In the property grid displayed below, click on the ellipse "…" on the first row, which corresponds to the

(Collection) item.
4. In the Collection Editor, you will see a list of the application pools that already exists.
5. On the action pane, click "Add"

7. [optional] To commit the changes to the configuration system, click Apply on the Actions pane. However, for the
purpose of our walkthrough, please do not do so.

6. Fill in the property grid displayed in the Properties section.

a. Notice the "name" property has a key in symbol. This indicates a required field. Enter "applicationPool1"
as your name to create a new application pool.

b. Select processModel to expand.
c. Set userName to "PoolId1"
d. Set password to "PoolId1Pwd"
e. Change identityType to "SpecificUser"
f. You can optionally change other settings here

After closing the properties dialog, click on the Generate Script link on the Actions pane. The 3 tabs of the Script
Dialog displays 3 types of scripts to accomplish the actions we did on this section.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/using-configuration-editor-generate-scripts.md
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using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

internal static class Sample {

 private static void Main() {

 ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
 Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();

 ConfigurationSection applicationPoolsSection = config.GetSection("system.applicationHost/applicationPools");

 ConfigurationElementCollection applicationPoolsCollection = applicationPoolsSection.GetCollection();

 ConfigurationElement addElement = applicationPoolsCollection.CreateElement("add");
 addElement["name"] = @"applicationPool1";

 ConfigurationElement processModelElement = addElement.ChildElements["processModel"];
 processModelElement["identityType"] = @"SpecificUser";
 processModelElement["userName"] = @"PoolId1";
 processModelElement["password"] = @"PoolId1Pwd";
 applicationPoolsCollection.Add(addElement);

 serverManager.CommitChanges();
 }
}

Scripting: Jscript code to create ‘applicationPool1'Scripting: Jscript code to create ‘applicationPool1'

var adminManager = new ActiveXObject('Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager');
adminManager.CommitPath = "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST";

var applicationPoolsSection = adminManager.GetAdminSection("system.applicationHost/applicationPools", 
"MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST");

var applicationPoolsCollection = applicationPoolsSection.Collection;

var addElement = applicationPoolsCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement.Properties.Item("name").Value = "applicationPool1";
var processModelElement = addElement.ChildElements.Item("processModel");
processModelElement.Properties.Item("identityType").Value = "SpecificUser";
processModelElement.Properties.Item("userName").Value = "PoolId1";
processModelElement.Properties.Item("password").Value = "PoolId1Pwd";
applicationPoolsCollection.AddElement(addElement);

adminManager.CommitChanges();

Command Line: Appcmd commands to create ‘applicationPool1' and specify an identiy.Command Line: Appcmd commands to create ‘applicationPool1' and specify an identiy.

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/applicationPools /+".[name='applicationPool1']" 
/commit:apphost
appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/applicationPools /.
[name='applicationPool1'].processModel.identityType:"SpecificUser" /.
[name='applicationPool1'].processModel.userName:"PoolId1" /.
[name='applicationPool1'].processModel.password:"PoolId1Pwd" /commit:apphost

Part 3 – Create a C# program that creates 10 application pools
Based on the code generated by the Configuration Editor, we will refactor the code to create one application pool
to the method "CreateApplicationPool". The final code looks like this:



using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
 
internal static class Sample {
  private static void Main() {
  ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
 
ConfigurationSection applicationPoolsSection = config.GetSection("system.applicationHost/applicationPools");
 
ConfigurationElementCollection applicationPoolsCollection = applicationPoolsSection.GetCollection();
 
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
CreateApplicationPool(applicationPoolsCollection,
"AppPool" + i.ToString(),
  "AppPoolId" + i.ToString(),
"AppPoolPwd" + i.ToString());
}
serverManager.CommitChanges();
}
 
private static void CreateApplicationPool(ConfigurationSection applicationPoolsSection,
string appPoolName,
string appPoolUserName,
string appPoolPassword) 
{
  ConfigurationElement addElement = applicationPoolsCollection.CreateElement("add");
addElement["name"] = appPoolName;
 
ConfigurationElement processModelElement = addElement.ChildElements["processModel"];
processModelElement["identityType"] = @"SpecificUser";
processModelElement["userName"] = appPoolUserName;
processModelElement["password"] = appPoolPassword;
applicationPoolsCollection.Add(addElement);
}
}

Summary
You have now created code to create 10 application pools with aid from the Configuration Editor.



Editing Collections with Configuration Editor
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Walkthrough Goal

Prerequisites

Accessing the system.webServer/caching Configuration Section

Use Collection Editor to Add Three Cache Rules

by Robert Lucero

Learn how to use Configuration Editor to edit collections. For this example we will be configuring Output Caching
to highlight the new functionality.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

Administration Pack V1 for IIS

1. Open IIS Manager
2. Select the Server in the Connections Tree View
3. Open the Configuration Editor User Interface module

4. In the Configuration Editor Section combo box, Select system.webServer – caching or type
system.webServer/caching

1. Select the profiles entry within Configuration Editor and click the … button next to (Count=0). This will
open the Collection Editor to edit the caching collection.

2. In the Actions Task Pane on the right hand side, click Add. You will now have a new entry in the Items
section as well as a property listing.
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3. The Properties section of collection editor comes pre-populated with the schema defaults for the defined
collection. In this case, you get the schema defaults for system.webServer/caching collection elements.

4. There is a key next to the extension property entry. This means that this is the unique key for this collection
entry. Gold keys mean that this key must be unique for each item within the collection. A silver key means that
this is a shared key. The combination of shared keys must be unique for a collection item in this case.

5. Change the extension entry to be ".html" to create a static content caching rule.
6. Change the location entry to be ServerAndClient.
7. Change the policy entry to cache for CacheForTimePeriod, this will cache this static content for 30 seconds.

9. Close Collection Editor.

11. Click Apply in the Actions Task pane to make the changes to config.
12. [Extra Step] If you don't want to keep any of the cache rules that you created, edit the caching collection again

and click Clear All in the Actions Task Pane. Click Apply within Configuration editor and all of your rules will

8. Add two more cache rules by clicking Add in the Actions task pane. Configure them how you like.

10. In order to set the changes you must click Apply in the Actions Task Pane. Before you do that, click
Generate Script in the Actions Task Pane. Now you have script code to set the three cache rules that were
created.
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Summary

be removed.

You have now created three output caching rules using Configuration Editor's Collection Editor. Collection Editor
exposes all of the configuration settings for a given collection, just as Configuration Editor does.
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Complex Sections
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Walkthrough Goal

Prerequisites

Accessing the system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests Section

Use Collection Editor to add a new failed tracing request rule

by Crystal Hoyer

Use the Collection Editor within the Configuration Editor module to add a new failed request tracing rule for an
aspx request that either returns a status code of 401 and/or takes more than a minute to respond. This task can be
accomplished using the current user interface, but the steps taken will expose an important feature within the new
Administration Pack Configuration Editor module.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

Administration Pack V1 for IIS

1. Open IIS Manager
2. Select the Server in the Connections Tree View
3. Open the Configuration Editor User Interface module

4. In the Configuration Editor Section combo box, Select system.webServer – tracing - traceFailedRequests or
type system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests

1. Select the (Collection) entry within Configuration Editor and click the … button next to (Count=0). This
will open the Collection Editor to edit the tracefailedRequests collection.
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3. The Properties section of collection editor comes pre-populated with the schema defaults for the defined
collection. In this case, you get the schema defaults for system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests collection
elements.

4. There is a key next to the path property entry. This means that this is the unique key for this collection entry.
Gold keys mean that this key must be unique for each item within the collection. A silver key means that this is a
shared key. The combination of shared keys must be unique for a collection item in this case.

5. Change the path entry to be *.aspx to create a rule for all asp.net paths.
6. Change the statusCodes entry to be 401
7. Change the timeTaken entry 00:01:00

2. In the Actions Task Pane on the right hand side, click Add. You will now have a new entry in the Items
section as well as a property listing.

8. Select the (traceAreas) entry within Collection Editor and click the … button next to (Count=0). This will
open the Collection Editor to edit the traceAreas collection.
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10. The Properties section of collection editor comes pre-populated with the schema defaults for the defined
collection. In this case, you get the schema defaults for
system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests/add/traceAreas collection elements.

11. There is a key next to the provider property entry. This means that this is the unique key for this collection
entry. Gold keys mean that this key must be unique for each item within the collection. A silver key means that
this is a shared key. The combination of shared keys must be unique for a collection item in this case.

12. Change the provider entry to be ASPNET
13. Change the areas entry to be Infrastructure, Module, Page, AppServices [Note: You can get the provider

name and the corresponding areas from the system.webServer/tracing/traceProviderDefinitions section]
14. Let the verbosity entry to be Warning
15. Close Collection Editor for traceAreas
16. Close Collection Editor for traceFailedRequests
17. In order to set the changes you must click Apply in the Actions Task Pane. Before you do that, click Generate

Script in the Actions Task Pane. Now you have script code to add a failed trace request rule for aspx requests
that either return a 401 or take more than a minute to respond

18. Click Apply in the Actions Task pane to make the changes to config.

9. In the Actions Task Pane on the right hand side, click Add. You will now have a new entry in the Items
section as well as a property listing.

19. You can quickly verify the new failed request tracing rule added by going to the Failed Request Tracing Rules
feature page
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Summary

21. [Extra Step] If you don't want to keep any of the failed trace request rules that you created, edit the
tracefailedRequests collections again and click Clear All in the Actions Task Pane. Click Apply within
Configuration editor and the newly added rule will be removed.

20. The rule we just added using the configuration editor feature should be listed on the failed request tracing
rules page

You have now created a new failed tracing request rule using Configuration Editor's Collection Editor tool.
Collection Editor exposes all of the configuration settings for a given collection.
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Managing Sites with IIS 7.0's WMI Provider
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Introduction

Before You Start
Install I ISInstall I IS

Install WMI ProviderInstall WMI Provider

Install WMI Tools (includes CIM Studio)Install WMI Tools (includes CIM Studio)

Required Privileges and User Account Control (UAC)Required Privileges and User Account Control (UAC)

by Saad Ladki

This document provides an introducation to WMI by walking through Site management using the IIS
WebAdministration namespace. Learn how to create, delete, stop, start, and modify sites – all tasks that can be
translated easily to objects like Application Pools and Virtual Directories.

If you need to view properties for a specific site, want to create and or delete a Site, or see all of the sites on your
server, you have come to the right place. This document walks you through most tasks related to Sites, and
provides a basic introduction to WMI.

Tasks and sections in this article include:

Before You Start
Getting a Site Instance (single-key object)
Getting an Application Instance (multi-key object)
Creating a Site
Enumerating All Sites
Stopping and Starting a Site
Deleting a Site
Summary

Many of these tasks are performed in a similar manner for other objects, like ApplicationPool. Challenge yourself at
the end of this article to see whether or not you can use what you learn here to create, delete and modify
ApplicationPool objects.

This document makes extensive use of CIM Studio; if you're not already familiar with it, see CIM Studio.

 

IIS 7.0 or above must be installed to complete the steps in this document. If you can browse to http://localhost/ and
receive the standard IIS "Under Construction" page, then IIS is installed on your machine. If IIS is not installed,
please refer to Installing IIS on Windows Vista for installation instructions.

Install the IIS WMI provider by selecting the IIS Management Scripts and Tools component under
Management Tools (or Web Management Tools). In Windows Vista, this is in the Windows Features dialog under
Internet Information Services. On Windows Server® 2008, this is in the Server Manager under the Web Server
(IIS) role.

Install the WMI Tools suite from the Microsoft Download Center.

You must be an administrator to connect to the WebAdministration WMI namespace. This means that you are
logged in as one of the following:
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Make a BackupMake a Backup

BACKUP object "IIS7_WMI_CIMStudioLab" added

Restored configuration from backup "IIS7_WMI_CIMStudioLab"

1. Get a Site Instance

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

The built-in Administrator account on Windows Server 2008
A member of the Administrators group and you have disabled User Account Control (UAC), or
A member of the Administrators group and UAC is enabled.

If you are in the first or second situation, you will not encounter any permissions problems with this article.

If you are in the third situation, you will encounter Access is Denied errors. Avoid these problems by always
opening command prompts as Administrator and by launching CIM Studio from an elevated command prompt.

To open a command prompt as Administrator, click Start, click All Programs, click Accessories, right-click
Command Prompt, and select Run as Administrator.

To launch CIM Studio from an elevated command prompt:

1. Open a command prompt as Administrator.
2. Type %systemdrive%\Program Files\WMI Tools\studio.htm  andpress Enter.

Backup key IIS configuration files before beginning so that you can restore the system to its original state after you
have finished.

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Type %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup IIS7\_WMI\_CIMStudioLab .

Expected output:

After you have finished, restore IIS to its original state by opening the command prompt as administrator and
typing %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup IIS7\_WMI\_CIMStudioLab .

Expected output:

 

To get a site instance, click Start, click the Start Search box, type notepad.exe, and then press Enter. Paste the
following line of script into notepad:

Click File, Save As... to open the Save dialog. Find the Save as type: textbox at the bottom of the dialog and
change its value from "Text Documents (*.txt)" to "All Files". Save the file to the Desktop as "GetSite.vbs".



Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='Default Web Site'")            
WScript.Echo "Retrieved an instance of Site " 
WScript.Echo "        Name: " & oSite.Name 
WScript.Echo "        ID:   " & oSite.ID

Click Start, click the Start Search box, type cmd.exe, and then press Enter. Type cd
%SystemDrive%\Users\Administrator\Desktop, then press Enter. Type cscript //h:cscript, and press Enter.
This sets the default script host to cscript.exe which sends its output to the command window in which it was
started. For more information, read Running Scripts from Windows.

Type GetSite.vbs, and press Enter. If your script runs without error, it means you have successfully connected to
the "WebAdministration" namespace. For more information on the "winmgmts:root\WebAdministration" string,
read Constructing a Moniker String. We will add four more lines to our GetSite.vbs script. These four lines of script
will get the Default Web Site and then confirm success by printing two of its properties.

Go back to your cmd prompt and run GetSite.vbs. You should see the following output:

Retrieved an instance of Site

Name: Default Web Site

ID: 1

To see how the "Get" works, click Start, All Programs, WMI Tools, and finally WMI CIM Studio. Connect to the
WebAdministration namespace (see Get to Know the IIS WMI Provider Using CIM Studio), and search for the Site
class. The right pane in CIM Studio shows Site properties. The Name property is beside a key icon, shown circled
in red below.

A class can have one or more "key" properties; this set of one or more keys uniquely identifies an object. Read
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2. Get an Application Instance

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration") 
Set oApp = oIIS.Get("Application.SiteName='Default Web Site',Path='/'")
WScript.Echo "Successfully retrieved: '" & oApp.SiteName & oApp.Path & "'"

3. Create a Site Instance

Describing an Instance Object Path for more details; in effect, the string "Site.Name='Default Web Site'" is saying
"get the instance of the Site object, with key property Name equal to 'Default Web Site'". If this makes sense, try
something a little more difficult.

 

To get an application instance, open CIM Studio and search for the Application class. Notice that the Application
class has two key properties: "SiteName" and "Path", as shown in the screenshot below.

Click Start, click the Start Search box, type notepad.exe, and then press Enter. Paste the following lines of script
into notepad. The second line of script specifies values for both of the Application key properties. Note that the
format of this string is: <object_name>.<key_property>='<value>',<key_property>='<value>' where the key
properties and their values are separated by commas.

Click File, Save As... to open the Save dialog. Find the Save as type: textbox at the bottom of the dialog and
change its value from "Text Documents (*.txt)" to "All Files". Save the file to the Desktop as "GetApp.vbs".

Click Start, click the Start Search box, type cmd.exe, and then press Enter.

Type cd %SystemDrive%\Users\Administrator\Desktop, then press Enter.

Type GetApp.vbs, and press Enter. You see the following output:

Successfully retrieved: 'Default Web Site/'

 

To create a site instance, view the method parameters again from the CIM Studio article. Search for the Site class in
CIM Studio. Select the Methods tab in the right pane.
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Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
        
' Create a binding for the site
Set oBinding = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding.BindingInformation = "*:80:www.newsite.com"
oBinding.Protocol = "http"

' These are the parameters we pass to the Create method
name = "NewSite"
physicalPath = "C:\inetpub\wwwroot"
arrBindings = array(oBinding)

Right-click on the Create method and select Edit Method Parameters. You see the dialog below showing the
parameters for the Create method. Click Cancel.

As we now know what parameters this method takes, we will create variables for these parameters by pasting the
following lines of script into notepad.

Click File, Save As... to open the Save dialog. Find the Save as type: textbox at the bottom of the dialog and
change its value from "Text Documents (*.txt)" to "All Files". Save the file to the Desktop as "CreateSite.vbs".

Click Start, click the Start Search box, type cmd.exe, and then press Enter.

Type cd %SystemDrive%\Users\Administrator\Desktop, then press Enter.

Type CreateSite.vbs, and press Enter. Your script should run without error.

Go back to CIM Studio, right-click on the Create method again, and this time select "Method Qualifiers...". The
resulting dialog, shown below, shows that the "Create" method is a Static method. Click Cancel.
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Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")        
' In order to retrieve an object instance, the object's key properties
' and their values must be specified in the WMI object instance path
Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='Default Web Site'")    
' The object definition can be retrieved by specifying the name
' of the object without any key properties and values
Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site")

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
' Create a binding for the site
Set oBinding = oIIS.Get("BindingElement").SpawnInstance_
oBinding.BindingInformation = "*:80:www.newsite.com"
oBinding.Protocol = "http"
' These are the parameters we pass to the Create method
name = "NewSite"
physicalPath = "C:\inetpub\wwwroot"
arrBindings = array(oBinding)
' Get the Site object definition
Set oSiteDefn = oIIS.Get("Site")
' Create site!!
oSiteDefn.Create name, arrBindings, physicalPath
WScript.Echo "Site created successfully!"

Static methods must be called from the object definition. The script sample below shows the difference between
retrieving an object instance, and retrieving the object's definition:

Add a few lines to our CreateSite.vbs script to create the Site:

Go back to your cmd prompt and run CreateSite.vbs. You see the following output:

Site created successfully!

To see proof that the site was created, type notepad %windir%\system32\inetsrv\ApplicationHost.config . Type Ctrl+F
to bring up notepad's Find dialog. Type NewSite in the "Find what:" text box, and click the Find Next button. This
brings you to the <sites>  section where the new site has been defined:
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<site name="NewSite" id="2">
   <application path="/">
      <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\wwwroot" />
   </application>
   <bindings>
      <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:www.newsite.com" />
   </bindings>
</site>

An Additional Note on Object Creation/Deletion/ModificationAn Additional Note on Object Creation/Deletion/Modification
Not all objects in the WebAdministration namespace can be created or deleted. For example, the server manages
the lifecycle of the WorkerProcess and AppDomain objects and they cannot be created or deleted through WMI.

To know a general way to find out whether an object can be created, deleted, or modified, search for Site in CIM
Studio. Right-click in the property grid on the Properties tab and click Object Qualifiers.... You see the dialog
below:

The object qualifiers SupportsCreate, SupportsDelete, and SupportsUpdate describe whether an object can be
created, delete, or modified. Site can be created, deleted and modified, so Site has all three of these qualifiers and
they are all true.

Search for WorkerProcess in CIM Studio. Right-click in the property grid on the Properties tab and click Object
Qualifiers.... The dialog below shows that the WorkerProcess object does not have these three qualifiers; the value
of these qualifiers is false by default (for more information, see Standard Qualifiers). Therefore, the WorkerProcess
object cannot be created, deleted or modified.
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4. Enumerate All Site Instances

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oSites = oIIS.InstancesOf("Site")
For Each oSite In oSites            
     WScript.Echo oSite.Name & " (" & oSite.Id & ")"
Next

The DetailsThe Details

Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration").

5. Starting and Stopping Sites

 

The script below uses the "InstancesOf" method to retrieve all instances of the Site object. Paste the script below
into a new notepad window and Save As "EnumSites.vbs".

Run the EnumSites.vbs script. You see the following output, i.e. the Default Web Site, and the site that we created in
Task 3.

Default Web Site (1)

NewSite (2)

You may ask where the InstancesOf method came from, and where you can read more about it. The first line of the
script is the same line used many times before to connect to the WebAdministration WMI namespace:

The GetObject call returns an SWbemServices object that can be used to perform operations against a namespace.
This object has an InstancesOf method, as well as a number of other useful methods. To read more about
InstancesOf or other available methods, see the Platform SDK article on SWbemServices.

 

Before we modify the Site state, we find out what state the Site is in. The script below connects to the
WebAdministration namespace, gets the Site instance, and then calls the GetState method on the Site instance. The
GetState method returns a numeric status, so this script includes a helper function to convert the numeric status to
a more descriptive string. Paste this script into a new notepad window and save it as GetSiteStatus.vbs.
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Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='NewSite'")
                                                
WScript.Echo GetStateDescription(oSite.GetState)
' -------helper functions-----------
Function GetStateDescription(statusCode)
Select Case statusCode
                                Case 1
GetStateDescription = "Started"
                                Case 2
GetStateDescription = "Starting"
                                Case 3
GetStateDescription = "Stopped"
                                Case 4
GetStateDescription = "Stopping"
                                Case 5
GetStateDescription = "Unknown"
                                Case Else
GetStateDescription = "Error: Bad Status"
End Select
End Function

Started

Run GetSiteStatus.vbs from the cmd prompt, and you see the following output:

The Site is started, so write a script to stop it. We copy the script code from GetSiteStatus.vbs, but we add a few
lines to stop the site (all new or updated lines are in bold). Paste this script into a new notepad window and save it
as StopSite.vbs.



Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
                        
Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='NewSite'")
                        
WScript.Echo oSite.Name & " is " & GetStateDescription(oSite.GetState)
            
oSite.Stop
        
WScript.Echo oSite.Name & " is " & GetStateDescription(oSite.GetState)
 
' -------helper functions-----------
                        
Function GetStateDescription(statusCode)                        
            
   Select Case statusCode
                                   
      Case 1                       
 GetStateDescription = "Started"
                                  
      Case 2
                                  
 GetStateDescription = "Starting"
                        
      Case 3
                        
 GetStateDescription = "Stopped"
                        
      Case 4
                        
 GetStateDescription = "Stopping"
                        
      Case 5
                        
 GetStateDescription = "Unknown"
                                                                    
      Case Else
                                                
GetStateDescription = "Error: Bad Status"

6. Delete a Site

Run the StopSite.vbs script and you see the following results:

NewSite is Started

NewSite is Stopped

Now we just have to start the Site again. Copy StopSite.vbs to a new script called StartSite.vbs. Open StartSite.vbs
and change the line oSite.Stop to read oSite.Start. Run StartSite.vbs and you should see the following output:

NewSite is Stopped

NewSite is Started

 

Run the EnumSites.vbs script that you created in Task 4. You should see the following output, meaning that you
have two sites on the server :

Default Web Site (1)

NewSite (2)

The script below connects to the WebAdministration namespace, gets the NewSite instance of Site, and deletes it.
Paste this script into a new notepad window and save it as DeleteSite.vbs.



Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oSite = oIIS.Get("Site.Name='NewSite'")
oSite.Delete_

Summary

Run DeleteSite.vbs from the cmd prompt.

Run EnumSites.vbs again to confirm that NewSite was successfully deleted. You see the following output showing
that the Default Web Site is the only remaining Site on the server:

Default Web Site (1)

 

You have learned how to retrieve a specific instance of a Site or Application object, create a site, enumerate all Site
instances, stop and start Sites, and finally, delete Sites. Much of this information is applicable for other namespace
objects; for example, Application and ApplicationPool objects are created and deleted in the same manner as sites.
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Introduction

First Steps

Creating and Enumerating Applications

by Tim Ammann

Managing application and application pools on IIS 7.0 and above can be performed with relative ease by using
WMI scripting. This article describes how to accomplish the following entry-level tasks with just a few lines of
VBScript:

Create and enumerate applications
Create, configure, and delete application pools
Start, stop, and recycle application pools
View the state of application pools
List all the application pools on the server

2. Run commands as administrator. To open an elevated Command Prompt window, click Start, point to All
Programs, click Accessories, right-click Command Prompt, and then click Run as administrator. If you open a
command shell as administrator, all applications that you run from that command shell will run as administrator.

3. Save the script files in text format with a .vbs extension. They can be run at the command prompt by using the
syntax "cscript.exe <scriptname>.vbs".

4. Before you start, make a backup of the System32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config file with the AppCmd
tool. The backup copy will enable you to restore IIS to its original state by just copying the original version over
the later one. To make a backup, follow these steps:

1. Make sure IIS and scripting are enabled.

If you are using Windows Vista, open Control Panel, Programs and Features, and then Windows
Features. Under "Web Management Tools," select "IIS Management Scripts and Tools" to enable
scripting.
If you are using Windows Server® 2008, open Server Manager. Use the Add Roles Wizard to install the
IIS 7.0 Web server. On the Select Role Services page, in the Management Tools section, select "IIS
Management Scripts and Tools."

a. Open an elevated Command Prompt window.

b. Type cd %Windir%\system32\inetsrv\

c. Type appcmd add backup backupName to back up the ApplicationHost.config file, where backupName is the
name that you specify for the backup. A directory with the backup name that you specify will be created under
the %Windir%\system32\inetsrv\backup  directory. If you do not specify a name, appcmd will generate a directory
name automatically using the current date and time.

Applications can be easily created and enumerated by using WMI scripting in IIS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/scripting/managing-applications-and-application-pools-on-iis-with-wmi.md


Creating an ApplicationCreating an Application

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
' Define the Path, SiteName, and PhysicalPath for the new application.
strApplicationPath = "/NewApp"
strSiteName = "Default Web Site"
strPhysicalPath = "D:\inetpub\NewApp"
  
' Create the new application
oWebAdmin.Get("Application").Create _
      strApplicationPath, strSiteName, strPhysicalPath

Cscript.exe AppCreate.vbs

Enumerating ApplicationsEnumerating Applications

' Connect to the WMI WebAdministration namespace.
Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")  
' Use InstancesOf to retrieve the applications.
Set oApps = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("Application")
  ' Iterate through the applications.
For Each oApp In oApps
    WScript.Echo "  Web site/Application: " & oApp.SiteName & oApp.Path
    WScript.Echo "      Application Pool: " & oApp.ApplicationPool
    WScript.Echo "   Enabled protocol(s): " & oApp.EnabledProtocols
    WScript.Echo
Next

To create an application, IIS uses the new application Create method. This is a static method that takes two required
string parameters: ApplicationPath and SiteName. ApplicationPath defines the virtual path for the new application,
and SiteName contains the name of the Web site on which the application will be created. A third parameter,
PhysicalPath, is optional and specifies the path for the application's directory on disk.

ApplicationPath and SiteName are key properties and cannot be changed after you create the application (notice
that ApplicationPath is called "Virtual Path" in the UI).

The following script creates a new application called "NewApp" on the default Web site. Observe how the Create
method is called on the Application class definition. Copy the script into notepad and save it with the filename
AppCreate.vbs.

To run the script, open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the
AppCreate.vbs file. Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:

Remember that ApplicationPath and SiteName must be specified for Create to complete successfully. You also
want to specify the PhysicalPath property. If you specify a nonexistent directory for the PhysicalPath parameter, the
directory will not be created for you. The script will terminate silently, and a new node for the application will in fact
appear in IIS Manager. However, when you try to open the node of the new application, you will receive the error
"Could not find a part of the path <path>".

After you have created your application, you can easily display its properties through WMI script.

The following VBScript shows the site name, application path, application pool, and enabled protocols for each
application on a server. The script uses the WMI InstancesOf method to retrieve all the applications, then iterates
through them to display their properties.

Copy the code into notepad and save it with the filename AppEnumerate.vbs.

To run the script, open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the
AppEnumerate.vbs file. Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:



Cscript.exe AppEnumerate.vbs

Creating and Configuring Application Pools

Creating an Application PoolCreating an Application Pool

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool").Create("NewAppPool")
oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool").Create("OneMoreAppPool")

Cscript.exe AppPoolCreate.vbs

Creating Application Pools InteractivelyCreating Application Pools Interactively

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
strNewAppPoolName = InputBox("Enter the name for the new application pool.")
 If strNewAppPoolName <> "" Then
oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool").Create(strNewAppPoolName)
End If

Assigning an Application to an Application PoolAssigning an Application to an Application Pool

Next, you see how to create, configure, and manage the application pools that host your Web applications.

This section presents some basic but important tasks that you can accomplish with application pools by using WMI
scripting. Application pools connect one or more applications to one or more worker processes. Application pools
help separate applications from each another, and this isolation increases their security and reliability.

To create an application pool, IIS uses the ApplicationPool class Create method. This static method has two
parameters: the first, AppPoolName, is a required string that specifies the name of the new application pool; the
second, AutoStart, is an optional Boolean.

AutoStart, which is true by default, specifies that the application pool you create will start after it is created, and will
start automatically thereafter when IIS itself is started. If you set AutoStart to false, you must start the application
pool manually. However, disabling automatic startup may be useful when you want to make configuration or
content changes to an application in the application pool before the application pool starts.

The following example creates two application pools, "NewAppPool" and "OneMoreAppPool" with just three lines
of code. Note how the Create method is called—not on an instance of ApplicationPool, but on its class definition.

Copy the script into notepad and save it with the filename AppPoolCreate.vbs.

To run the script, open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the
AppPoolCreate.vbs file. Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:

With just a few more lines of code, you can create a convenient script that will throw up an input box so that you
can create application pools interactively. As before, copy and paste the script into notepad, save it as a file with a
.vbs extension, and run the file by using cscript.exe.

Now that you have created an application pool, assign an application to it. It is easy to change the application pool
for an application by using WMI script, but there are two important things to remember. First, because IIS does not
check whether the application pool you specify actually exists, make sure that you create it first. Second, to save the
application pool assignment change, remember to use the Put_ method. The Application class inherits the Put_
method from WMI.

The following script changes the application pool for the "/NewApp" application on the default Web site to



Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

' Retrieve the NewApp application.
Set oApp = oWebAdmin.Get("Application.SiteName='Default Web Site',Path='/NewApp'")
WScript.Echo "Application Web site and Path: '" & oApp.SiteName & oApp.Path & "'"
WScript.Echo "Old application pool: " & oApp.ApplicationPool
WScript.Echo
' Specify the new application pool name.
oApp.ApplicationPool = "NewAppPool"
' Save the change.
oApp.Put_
' Display the new application pool name.
WScript.Echo
WScript.Echo "New application pool: " & oApp.ApplicationPool

Deleting a Specific Application PoolDeleting a Specific Application Pool

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppPools = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("ApplicationPool")
For Each oAppPool In oAppPools
    If oAppPool.Name = "OneMoreAppPool" Then

        oAppPool.Delete_
        Exit For

   End If

Next

Setting the Default Application Pool for a Web SiteSetting the Default Application Pool for a Web Site

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
' Retrieve the default Web site.
Set oSite = oWebAdmin.Get("Site.Name='Default Web Site'")
' Specify the new default application pool name.
oSite.ApplicationDefaults.ApplicationPool = "NewAppPool"
' Save the change.
oSite.Put_

Administering Application Pools

"NewAppPool". As before, copy and paste the script into notepad. Save it with the filename AppPoolAssign.vbs,
then run it with cscript.exe.

If you want to get rid of the old application pool completely, you can use the Delete_ method that the
ApplicationPool class inherits from WMI.

This next script deletes the application pool called "OneMoreAppPool" that you created earlier. As before, copy and
paste the script into notepad. Save it with the filename AppPoolDelete.vbs, then run it with cscript.exe.

If you want to make your application pool the default application pool for all applications on a Web site, use the
Site object's ApplicationDefaults.ApplicationPool property. Once again, use the Put_ method on the Site object to
save the change.

The following script sets the default application pool for the default Web site to the "NewAppPool" that you created
earlier. Copy and paste the script into notepad, save it with the filename SetAppPoolDefault.vbs, then run it with
cscript.exe.

You can start, stop, and recycle, and create application pools easily by using WMI scripting. This section shows you
how to execute each of these tasks. In addition, it also shows how you can obtain the current state of an application



Stopping an Application PoolStopping an Application Pool

' Connect to the WMI WebAdministration namespace.
Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
' Specify the application pool.
Set oAppPool = oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='DefaultAppPool'")
' Stop the application pool.
oAppPool.Stop

Starting an Application PoolStarting an Application Pool

' Connect to the WMI WebAdministration namespace.
Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
' Specify the application pool.
Set oAppPool = oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='DefaultAppPool'")
' Start the application pool.
oAppPool.Start

Recycling an Application PoolRecycling an Application Pool

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppPool = oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='DefaultAppPool'")
' Recycle the application pool.
oAppPool.Recycle

Getting the State of an Application PoolGetting the State of an Application Pool

pool.

IIS's ApplicationPool.Stop method corresponds to the IIsApplicationPool.Stop method in IIS 6.0.

Stopping an application pool can be accomplished in three lines of script. Copy and paste the script below into
notepad, save it with the filename AppPoolStop.vbs, then run it with cscript.exe.

IIS has an ApplicationPool.Start method that corresponds to the IIsApplicationPool.Start method in IIS 6.0.

Starting an application pool is equally straightforward. Copy and paste the script below into notepad, save it with
the filename AppPoolStart.vbs, then run it with cscript.exe.

IIS's ApplicationPool.Recycle method corresponds to the IIsApplicationPool.Recycle method in IIS 6.0.

Recycling an application pool follows the same pattern as the previous examples; the only caveat is that the Recycle
method works only on an application pool that is already started.

Copy and paste the script below into notepad, save it with the filename AppPoolRecycle.vbs, then run it with
cscript.exe.

The run-time state of an application pool can be retrieved by using the ApplicationPool object's GetState method,
which returns an enumeration value from 0 to 4. The following example shows what these values mean and how
you can use a simple helper function to display them. This method has no direct counterpart in IIS 6.0.

Copy and paste this script into notepad, save it with the filename AppPoolState.vbs, and run it with cscript.exe.



Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppPool = oWebAdmin.Get("ApplicationPool.Name='DefaultAppPool'")
' Get the application pool's name and its state.
WScript.Echo oAppPool.Name & " is " & _
      GetStateDescription(oAppPool.GetState) & "."
' The helper function translates the return value into text.
Function GetStateDescription(StateCode)
    Select Case StateCode
        Case 0
            GetStateDescription = "Starting"
        Case 1
            GetStateDescription = "Started"
        Case 2
            GetStateDescription = "Stopping"
        Case 3
            GetStateDescription = "Stopped"
        Case 4
            GetStateDescription = "Unknown"
        Case Else

            GetStateDescription = "Undefined value."
    End Select

End Function

Listing the Application Pools on a ServerListing the Application Pools on a Server

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppPools = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("ApplicationPool")
For Each oAppPool In oAppPools
    WScript.Echo "Application pool name: " & oAppPool.Name
    If oAppPool.ManagedPipelineMode = 0 Then

        sAppPoolMode = "Integrated"
    ElseIf oAppPool.ManagedPipelineMode = 1 Then

        sAppPoolMode = "ISAPI"
    End if

    WScript.Echo "Application pool mode: " & sAppPoolMode
    WScript.Echo 
Next

Application pool name: DefaultAppPool
Application pool mode: Integrated
Application pool name: Classic .NET AppPool
Application pool mode: ISAPI

Conclusion

Note that the value returned will reflect the state of the application pool at the time that the script was run. Of
course, it will not update itself in real time. If you require this, schedule a task to run the script to report on the
health of a particular application pool or pools at set intervals.

You can use the WMI InstancesOf method to retrieve all application pools and then iterate through them to display
their properties. The following code displays the application pools and their mode (Integrated or ISAPI).

Copy and paste the script below into notepad, save it with the filename ListAppPools.vbs, then run it with
cscript.exe.

Your output should resemble this:



This article presented information about how to accomplish the following basic tasks with WMI scripting:

Create and enumerate applications
Create, configure, and delete application pools
Start, stop, and recycle application pools
View the state of application pools
List all the application pools on the server

The Application and ApplicationPool classes have additional features not covered in this article. For more
information, see the IIS 7.0 WMI Provider Reference.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=79310
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First Steps

Worker Processes

by Tim Ammann

WMI scripting lets you manage worker processes and application domains (AppDomains) in IIS with relative ease.
IIS worker processes are spawned by the Windows Process Activation Service (WAS) and executed by W3wp.exe.
Worker processes can contain AppDomains that are typically created in response to a request for an .aspx page.

This article describes how to accomplish, with just a few lines of VBScript, the following tasks:

View the currently executing requests for a worker process
Get the state of all worker processes
Unload a specific AppDomain or all AppDomains
Display all AppDomains and their properties

1. Make sure IIS and scripting are enabled.

a. If you are using Windows Vista, open Control Panel, Programs and Features, and then Windows Features.
Under "Web Management Tools," select "IIS Management Scripts and Tools" to enable scripting.
b. If you are using Windows Server® 2008, open Server Manager. Use the Add Roles Wizard to install the IIS
Web server. On the Select Role Services page, in the Management Tools section, select "IIS Management
Scripts and Tools."

1. Run commands as administrator. To open an elevated Command Prompt window, click Start, point to All
Programs, click Accessories, right-click Command Prompt, and then click Run as administrator. If you open a
command shell as administrator, all applications that you run from that command shell will run as
administrator.

2. Save the script files in text format with a .vbs extension. They can be run at the command prompt by using
the syntax "cscript.exe <scriptname>.vbs".

3. Before you start, make a backup of the System32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config file with the
AppCmd tool. The backup copy will enable you to restore IIS to its original state by just copying the original
version over the later one. To make a backup, follow these steps:

a. Open an elevated Command Prompt window.
b. Type cd %Windir%\system32\inetsrv\  c.Type appcmd add backup backupName to back up the
ApplicationHost.config file, where backupName is the name that you specify for the backup. A directory
with the backup name that you specify will be created under the %Windir%\system32\inetsrv\backup  directory.
If you do not specify a name, appcmd will generate a directory name automatically using the current date
and time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/scripting/managing-worker-processes-and-appdomains-in-iis-with-wmi.md


Get Executing RequestsGet Executing Requests

<%  System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(30000)
Response.Write ("I'm finally finished...") %>

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oWorkerProcesses = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("WorkerProcess")
     
For Each oWorkerProcess In oWorkerProcesses
    ' Place the requests queued for a process into an array variable.
    oWorkerProcess.GetExecutingRequests arrReqs
    
    ' Show the number of requests queued.
    If IsNull(arrReqs) Then
        WScript.Echo "No currently executing requests."

    Else
        ' Display the number of requests.
        WScript.Echo "Number of currently executing requests: " & _
            UBound(arrReqs) + 1
        WScript.Echo
  
        ' List the properties of each request.
        For Each oRequest In arrReqs
            WScript.Echo "Module: " & "[" & oRequest.CurrentModule & "]"
            WScript.Echo "Verb:" & "[" & oRequest.Verb & "]"
            WScript.Echo "HostName: " & "[" & oRequest.HostName & "]"
            WScript.Echo "Url: " & "[" & oRequest.Url & "]"
            WScript.Echo
        Next
    End If
Next

This section shows you how to retrieve the currently executing requests for each worker process on a Web server.
You then learn how to display the each worker process PID, state, and the application pool to which it belongs.

One exciting new feature of IIS is the ability to see the requests that are currently executing in a worker process.
You can do this with the WorkerProcess.GetExecutingRequests method.

The WorkerProcess.GetExecutingRequests method reports in a snapshot manner the requests that were executing
at the time that the method was run. Because most requests execute very quickly, it may not be easy for you to test
the method manually with a Web browser. For this reason, you will create a Web page just for this purpose.

Use notepad to put the following text into a text file. Then, save the file by using the name Sleep.aspx.

Put the Sleep.aspx file in the content directory of the default Web site: %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot .

The Sleep.aspx file that you created forces the request for the Web page to take 30 seconds to execute. This will
give you time to run a script that will show GetExecutingRequests in action.

The GetExecutingRequests method takes an empty array variable as an OUT parameter, which it then fills with
HttpRequest objects. You can iterate through these requests to show the attributes for each request. The following
script takes the HttpRequest object output and displays the current module, verb, host name, and URL for each
request.

Copy the following script into notepad and save it with the filename GetRequests.vbs.

Open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the GetRequests.vbs
file.

Before you run the script, type http://localhost/sleep.aspx into the address bar of a Web browser. This will start the

http://localhost/sleep.aspx


Cscript.exe GetRequests.vbs

Sample OutputSample Output

Number of currently executing requests: 2
Module: [ManagedPipelineHandler]
Verb:[GET]
HostName: [localhost]
Url: [/MyApp/]
Module: [ManagedPipelineHandler]
Verb:[GET]
HostName: [localhost]
Url: [/MyApp/default.aspx]

Getting the State of a Worker ProcessGetting the State of a Worker Process

request execution and set the browser spinning for 30 seconds while it waits to render the Sleep.aspx page.

While the browser is still waiting to render the page, run the script by typing the following in the command prompt
window you just opened:

The output you see should resemble the following.

The WorkerProcess object in the IIS WMI provider has a GetState method that reveals whether a worker process is
starting, running, or stopping. WorkerProcess also has two properties that interest us here: ApplicationPool and
PID. The ApplicationPool property represents the application pool to which the worker process belongs. The PID
property contains the process ID that uniquely identifies the worker process.

You can use the following code to list each worker process PID and state, and its application pool. If no worker
processes are running, the script will exit silently. Copy the code into notepad and save it with the filename
GetState.vbs.



' Connect to the WMI WebAdministration namespace. 
Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration") 
       
' Get the worker process instances. 
Set oWorkerProcesses = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("WorkerProcess") 
       
' Get the ID of each worker process in the application pool and report its status. 
For Each oWorkerProcess In oWorkerProcesses 
       
    ' Report the worker process state via the GetStateDescription helper function. 
    WScript.Echo "WorkerProcess " & oWorkerProcess.ProcessID & ": " & _ 
        GetStateDescription(oWorkerProcess.GetState) 
    WScript.Echo "Application Pool: " & oWorkerProcess.AppPoolName
    WScript.Echo 
Next 

' The helper function translates the return value into text. 
Function GetStateDescription(StateCode) 
    Select Case StateCode 
        Case 0 
            GetStateDescription = "Starting" 
        Case 1 
            GetStateDescription = "Running" 
        Case 2 
            GetStateDescription = "Stopping" 
        Case 3 
            GetStateDescription = "Unknown" 
       
        Case Else 
            GetStateDescription = "Undefined value." 
    End Select 
End Function

Cscript.exe GetState.vbs

Sample OutputSample Output

WorkerProcess 1336: Running 
Application Pool: DefaultAppPool 
       
WorkerProcess 3680: Running 
Application Pool: Classic .NET AppPool 
       
WorkerProcess 1960: Running 
Application Pool: NewAppPool

AppDomains

Open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the GetState.vbs file.
Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:

Your output should resemble this:

Now that you have learned to use WMI scripting to reveal the secrets of worker processes, do the same for
application domains.

The first time a request for an ASP.NET page is received, the IIS managed engine module creates an application
domain (AppDomain) in memory. The AppDomain processes requests for aspx pages, or any page that uses
managed code. Unloading and enumerating AppDomains by using WMI is easy, and this section shows you how
to do both.



Unloading a Specific AppDomainUnloading a Specific AppDomain

/LM/W3SVC/1/ROOT

Cscript.exe AppDomainUnload.vbs

Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppDomains = oWebAdmin.ExecQuery("SELECT * FROM AppDomain")

' Unload only the Northwind application domain.
For Each oAppDomain In oAppDomains
    If oAppDomain.ApplicationPath = "/Northwind/" Then 
        oAppDomain.Unload
        Exit For 
    End If 
Next

Unloading All AppDomainsUnloading All AppDomains

Cscript.exe AppDomainUnloadAll.vbs

AppDomain unloading in IIS 7 and above works somewhat differently than in IIS 6.0. Whereas the IIS 6.0
AppUnload command unloaded out-of-process ASP applications, the IIS 7 and above AppDomain.Unload method
unloads only ASP.NET application domains. The AppUnload functionality has disappeared because the IIS 5.0
compatibility mode that it supported is no longer present in IIS 7 and above.

To unload a specific AppDomain, you must be able to uniquely identify it. AppDomain objects have three key
properties: ApplicationPath, ID, and SiteName. However, just one of these may be sufficient for your purposes.

Incidentally, the AppDomain ID property is not a number, but a path that looks like this:

The "1" in the path listed is the Site ID (by default, 1 corresponds to the default Web site.) If you must generate a
list of your server's AppDomains and their properties first, see the "Enumerating AppDomains" section later in this
article.

The next script unloads the AppDomain called "Northwind." The script iterates through the available AppDomains
until it finds the one with the matching ApplicationPath. Copy the code into notepad, replace "Northwind" with the
AppDomain application path of your choice, and save the file with the name AppDomainUnload.vbs.

Open an elevated command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the
AppDomainUnload.vbs file. Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just
opened:

Unloading all AppDomains on a server is even easier: you simply retrieve them, iterate through them, and unload
each in turn.

The following example unloads all application domains on an IIS Web server. Note how a simple WQL query
(WQL is WMI's version of SQL) is used to retrieve the AppDomains.

Copy the code into notepad and save the file with the name AppDomainUnloadAll.vbs. Open an elevated
command prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the AppDomainUnloadAll.vbs file.
Run the script by typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:



Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")

' Get all the application domains on the Web server.
Set oAppDomains = oWebAdmin.ExecQuery("SELECT * FROM AppDomain")

' Unload all the application domains.
For Each oAppDomain In oAppDomains
    oAppDomain.Unload
Next

Set oAppDomains = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("AppDomain")

Enumerating AppDomainsEnumerating AppDomains

Cscript.exe AppDomainProps.vbs

'Connect to the WMI WebAdministration namespace
Set oWebAdmin = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")
Set oAppDomains = oWebAdmin.InstancesOf("AppDomain")
WScript.Echo "AppDomain Count: " & oAppDomains.Count
WScript.Echo 
ADCounter = 0
For Each oAppDomain In oAppDomains
    ADCounter = ADCounter + 1
    WScript.Echo "---- AppDomain " & ADCounter & " of " & _
                oAppDomains.Count & " ----" & vbCrLf
    WScript.Echo "[ Key properties ]"
    WScript.Echo "ID: " & oAppDomain.ID
    WScript.Echo "Site Name: " & oAppDomain.SiteName
    WScript.Echo "Application Path: " & oAppDomain.ApplicationPath
    WScript.Echo
    WScript.Echo "[ Run-time properties ]"
    WScript.Echo "Process ID: " & oAppDomain.ProcessID
    WScript.Echo "Is idle: " & oAppDomain.IsIdle
    WScript.Echo vbCrLf
Next

As an alternative to the WQL query syntax, you can use the WMI InstancesOf method, just as you did earlier with
WorkerProcess:

You can display all currently running AppDomains and their properties by using an approach similar to that of the
previous scripts. Here is a list of AppDomain properties:

ApplicationPath
Id
IsIdle
PhysicalPath
ProcessId
SiteName

The following script shows all properties for each AppDomain except the Physical Path property, but you can add
this easily enough. For convenience, the script displays the key and run-time properties separately.

Copy the code into notepad and save the file with the name AppDomainProps.vbs. Open an elevated command
prompt window and navigate to the directory in which you saved the AppDomainProps.vbs file. Run the script by
typing the following in the command prompt window you just opened:



Sample OutputSample Output

AppDomain Count: 3
---- AppDomain 1 of 3 ----
[ Key properties ]
ID: /LM/W3SVC/1/ROOT
Site Name: Default Web Site
Application Path: /

[ Run-time properties ]
Process ID: 3608
Is idle: False

---- AppDomain 2 of 3 ----
[ Key properties ]
ID: /LM/W3SVC/2/ROOT/ContosoApp
Site Name: ContosoSite
Application Path: /ContosoApp/

[ Run-time properties ]
Process ID: 3608
Is idle: True

---- AppDomain 3 of 3 ----
[ Key properties ]
ID: /LM/W3SVC/1/ROOT/Fabrikam
Site Name: Default Web Site
Application Path: /Fabrikam/

[ Run-time properties ]
Process ID: 2552
Is idle: False

Conclusion

Your output should look like the following:

This article showed some basic WMI scripting techniques for retrieving information about IIS worker processes
and AppDomains. The WMI InstanceOf method and WQL queries were used to retrieve them. Here is a brief
review of the tasks presented and the methods that were used:

View the currently executing requests for a worker process: WorkerProcess.GetExecutingRequests
Get the state of all worker processes: WorkerProcess.GetState
Unload a specific AppDomain or all AppDomains: AppDomain.Unload

For more information, see the IIS 7.0 WMI Provider Reference.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=79310
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Introduction

Create a New Site

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
namespace MSWebAdmin_Application
{       
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
            Site mySite = serverManager.Sites.Add("Racing Cars Site", "d:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\racing",  8080);
            mySite.ServerAutoStart = true;
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
         }
    }
}

by Saad Ladki

IIS 7.0 and above provide a comprehensive managed-code management application programming interface (API)
that allows complete manipulation of the XML configuration files and convenience access to server objects. This
document walks you through using the new management API to modify server configuration and administer
server objects.

IIS includes Microsoft.Web.Administration, which is a new a management API for the web server that enables
editing configuration through complete manipulation of the XML configuration files. It also provides convenience
objects to manage the server, its properties and state. The configuration editing aspect of the API provides
programmatic access to read and write configuration properties in the IIS configuration file hierarchy and specific
configuration files. The object management aspect of this API provides a series of top-level administration objects
for direct management of the server (i.e. sites, application pools, worker processes, etc).

The management classes reside in the Microsoft.Web.Administration namespace. The classes provide a weakly-
typed interface to access configuration sections and convenience objects with properties and methods
representing attributes of the configuration (like the path of a virtual directory) or actions to take on the object (like
recycling an application pool).

The following code creates a site titled "Racing Cars Site" with its root application and root virtual directory. It also
sets the site to use the HTTP protocol at port 80 and defines the physical path at d:\inetput\wwwroot\racing.

The ServerManager is the factory class that contains a set of server convenience objects to which properties and
methods are available to use in a strongly-type way. It is the main entry point for managing the server. Managing
the server could have been done via other cumbersome routes (accessing raw configuration XML or calling state
APIs), but through these objects managing the server is seamless. The most common set of objects are available to
use via the server manager include: applications, virtual directories, sites, worker processes and application
domains.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/scripting/how-to-use-microsoftwebadministration.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();

Site mySite = serverManager.Sites.Add("Racing Cars Site", "d:\\inetpub\\wwwroot\\racing",  8080);

mySite.ServerAutoStart = true;

serverManager.Sites["Racing Cars Site"].ServerAutoStart = true;

serverManager.CommitChanges();

<site name="Racing Cars Site" id="2" serverAutoStart="true"> 
    <application path="/"> 
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="d:\inetpub\wwwroot\racing" /> 
    </application> 
    <bindings> 
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation=":8080:" /> 
    </bindings> 
</site>

Create a New Application Pool

The sites object enables access to a sites properties and applications. It also contains methods to add a site to the
system or get the total site count. The add method also defines the name of the site, the root virtual directory path,
and the port number as integer. Also note that this call is being instantiated as a Site object, mySite, to which then
we could act upon the newly created site by modifying its properties directly.

The convenience objects make modifying properties easy. By accessing the properties from the mySite object, one
can set the auto-start property of the site to "true" directly without knowing any specific XML attribute or element
concepts.

Also, a different route that could have been taken to modify the auto-start property is to not instantiate a site
object. Instead, fetch the site once it is created and modify its properties directly. The management object uses the
concept of indexers to search for specific objects by keys such as name or index without having to incur in
expensive calls to list the entire object set. By defining the name one can get the specific object and act upon it.

In order to update, the commit changes call executes the transaction to serialize configuration, if any has changed,
to disk.

Executing the code above generates the following output in applicationHost.config within the section. Instead of
manipulating the XML directly and working at the element and attribute level, using the server manager objects
provides a convenient way to manage the web server.

The following code modifies the existing "Racing Cars Site" and changes its name and the physical path at
d:\inetput\wwwroot\racing. It also creates a new application pool, defines some properties, set the racing site to
use this pool and finally recycles it.



using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
namespace MSWebAdmin_Application
{       
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
            Site site = serverManager.Sites["Racing Cars Site"];
            site.Name = "Racing Site";
            site.Applications[0].VirtualDirectories[0].PhysicalPath = "d:\\racing";
            serverManager.ApplicationPools.Add("RacingApplicationPool");
            serverManager.Sites["Racing Site"].Applications[0].ApplicationPoolName = "RacingApplicationPool";
            ApplicationPool apppool = serverManager.ApplicationPools["RacingApplicationPool"];
            apppool.ManagedPipelineMode = ManagedPipelineMode.ISAPI;
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
   apppool.Recycle();
        }
    }
}

Site site = serverManager.Sites["Racing Cars Site"];
site.Name = "Racing Site";

site.Applications[0].VirtualDirectories[0].PhysicalPath = "d:\\racing";

serverManager.ApplicationPools.Add("RacingApplicationPool");
serverManager.Sites["Racing Site"].Applications[0].ApplicationPoolName = "RacingApplicationPool";

ApplicationPool apppool = serverManager.ApplicationPools["RacingApplicationPool"];
apppool.ManagedPipelineMode = ManagedPipelineMode.ISAPI;
serverManager.CommitChanges();
apppool.Recycle();

Instead of indexing to fetch the site, you can instantiate a site object and set the reference to it. Once the reference
is set, you can call the methods for the site object, in this case name, to rename the site directly.

Here is another use of the indexers to get the root application and then the root directory and set the physical path
on it.

Besides the site object, we have the application pool object that provides a convenient way to get and set
configuration properties, as well as act on state methods and data. A new application pool is created and then
immediately the site is put on that application pool.

Like the server manager site object, the server manager application pool object allows you to create the application
pool object and set the reference to it. You can also get and set properties and call on methods.

Once the application pool configuration data is serialized to the file via the update call, you can execute the recycle
method on it. This recycle call is not necessary, since the application pool will simply be created and there is no
need. But this illustrates that action can be taken in objects that have been created only after they are serialized to
disk and the server can fetch this configuration and act upon it.

Executing the code above generates the following output in applicationHost.config within the section. Instead of



<site name="Racing Site" id="2" serverAutoStart="true"> 
    <application path="/"> 
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="d:\racing" /> 
    </application> 
    <bindings> 
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation=":8080:" /> 
    </bindings> 
</site>

<add name="RacingApplicationPool" managedPipelineMode="ISAPI" />

Set Configuration in Site Root web.config

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
namespace MSWebAdmin_Application
{
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
            Configuration config =
            mgr.GetWebConfiguration("Default Web Site");
            ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/defaultDocument");
            ConfigurationAttribute enabled = section.GetAttribute("enabled");
            enabled.Value = true;
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}

Configuration config = serverManager.GetWebConfiguration("Default Web Site");

ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/defaultDocument");

manipulating the XML directly and working at the element and attribute level, using the server manager objects
provides a convenient way to manage the web server.

Also, the following changes happen to the section:

The following code sets the "enabled" attribute of the section to false for site "Default Web Site".

The configuration is a class that provides access to configuration sections in the system. Based on the different calls
to get configuration, you could access applicationHost.config, web.config, administration.config or any other
configuration file. The GetWebConfiguration call specifically gets a web.config file for the given site – Default Web
Site - and the specific path – root.

Once the web.config file is acquired (if it does not exist, is created), the call to get a section is made. We are looking
for the section in order to disable it. Even if the web.config file does not exist (or if it does exist, but there is no
section set explicitly), there is still effective configuration applied to the site level. This is the configuration that will
be overridden.

By using methods on the section object, you can get the enabled attribute and then set its value via the value



ConfigurationAttribute enabled = section.GetAttribute("enabled");
enabled.Value = true;    
serverManager.CommitChanges();

section["enabled"] = true;

Set Configuration For a Site in applicationHost.config

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

namespace MSWebAdmin_Application
{
    class Program
    {
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
            Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
            ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/defaultDocument","Default Web 
Site");
            ConfigurationAttribute enabled = section.GetAttribute("enabled");
            enabled.Value = false;
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}

NOTENOTE

Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();

method. Only after calling the commit changes method in the server manager will the changes be serialized and
persisted to disk and immediately be picked up by the server. If there are multiple instances of configuration
objects, calling commit changes on the server manager will persist all objects to disk.

Another option to get and set attribute information from a section is via the use of indexers. The following line of
code can be used after getting the section object in order to set the enabled attribute value.

The end result is configuration set on the web.config file of the site specified.

The following code sets the "enabled" attribute of the section to false for site "Default Web Site".

This code is effectively the same as the previous task; the only difference is the configuration manager call to get
the applicationHost.config file via GetApplicationHostconfiguration.

The get section call is the one that specifies both the section that will be read and/or modified as well as the location path for
it.

The end result is configuration set on the applicationHost.config file applicable to the site specified via a location
tag.
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Abstract

Introduction

Schema for Sections with Nested Elements and Collections
Sections with nested elementsSections with nested elements

<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/asp"> 
  <attribute name="appAllowClientDebug" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
  <attribute name="appAllowDebugging" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
  <!-- Omitted to simplify --> 
  <element name="session"> 
 <attribute name="allowSessionState" type="bool" defaultValue="true" /> 
 <attribute name="keepSessionIdSecure" type="bool" defaultValue="true" /> 
  </element> 
</sectionSchema>

Sections with a collectionSections with a collection

by Saad Ladki

This article shows how configuration sections in the IIS configuration files (applicationHost.config and web.config)
can be accessed programmatically using the Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs. It deals with more complex
sections that have nested elements and collections. There are examples using the real IIS configuration sections
defined in the IIS_schema.xml file. This article show how these sections can be accessed and manipulated in a
generic way using the base classes provided by Microsoft.Web.Administration and also by using strongly-typed
classes to represent these sections.

This article provides examples of programmatic access to the IIS configuration sections using the
Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs. This deals with sections that have nested elements (system.webServer/asp)
and collections (system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction). The first section shows how these sections can be
manipulated using the generic base classes provided by Microsoft.Web.Administration and the second section
gives examples of how strongly typed wrapper classes representing these sections are used.

An example of a section that has nested elements is the system.webServer/asp section. The "session" element is
defined within the "asp" section. The schema for this section is as shown below. There are other properties in the
schema and other nested elements which are not shown in the example.

A section having a collection of elements indexed by a key is the system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction
section. The schema for the section is as shown.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/scripting/accessing-configuration-sections-using-microsoftwebadministration-mwa.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


<sectionSchema name="system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction"> 
  <collection addElement="add" clearElement="clear" removeElement="remove"> 
 <attribute name="path" type="string" expanded="true" required="true" isUniqueKey="true" 
validationType="nonEmptyString" /> 
   <attribute name="allowed" type="bool" required="true" defaultValue="false" /> 
   <attribute name="groupId" type="string" required="false" /> 
   <attribute name="description" type="string" /> 
  </collection> 
  <attribute name="notListedIsapisAllowed" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
  <attribute name="notListedCgisAllowed" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
</sectionSchema>

Generic Access to the Sections

static void Main(string[] args) {  
    ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();  
    Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();  
          ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/asp");  
          ConfigurationElement element = section.GetChildElement("session"); 
  Console.Write("allowSessionState attribute value: ");  
          Console.WriteLine(element.GetAttributeValue("allowSessionState"));  
          Console.WriteLine("Set allowSessionState value to false"); 
  element.SetAttributeValue("allowSessionState", false); 
  Console.Write("allowSessionState attribute value: ");  
          Console.WriteLine(element.GetAttributeValue("allowSessionState"));  
  serverManager.CommitChanges();  
    }

Microsoft.Web.Administration provides several generic base classes which represents different components in the
configuration system.

Configuration: represents a single configuration file (applicationHost.config or the web.config files for sites
and applications)
ConfigurationElement: a generic entity used to represent an element in a configuration file. This is the base
class for configuration sections, collection entries, nested elements in a section, etc.
ConfigurationAttribute: represents a property within a ConfigurationElement
ConfigurationSection: derives from ConfigurationElement and represents a section defined in the IIS schema
files. Used to access the various properties of a section.
ConfigurationElementCollection: A collection class comprising of ConfigurationElements. Also derives from
ConfigurationElement.

The example below shows how the nested elements can be accessed in the system.webServer/asp section.

The ServerManager class is the entry point to access the various server settings. We set the properties in the
applicationHost.config files, but these properties can also be accessed and changed in the web.config files of
individual sites and applications. The CommitChanges call saves the changed settings.

The next example shows how to iterate through elements in a collection and add elements to it.



static void Main(string[] args) {         
          ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();     
  Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();         
ConfigurationSection section = 
      config.GetSection("system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction");
    ConfigurationElementCollection collection = section.GetCollection(); 

      // Iterating through the elements in the collection foreach (ConfigurationElement element in collection) 
 { 
  Console.Write("Path: " + element.GetAttributeValue("path")); 
Console.WriteLine(" Allowed: " + element.GetAttributeValue("allowed")); 
        } 
       // Adding a new element to the collection        ConfigurationElement newElement = 
collection.CreateElement(); 
      newElement.SetAttributeValue("path", @"%SystemDir%\someDll.dll"); 
      newElement.SetAttributeValue("allowed", false); 
      collection.Add(newElement); 
      serverManager.CommitChanges();             
    }

Strongly Typed Classes to Access the Sections
Strongly typed classes derived from the generic base classes can be written in order to make accessing properties
easier and more intuitive. This is especially useful when you might have to access the same section many times for
different operations. These classes also ensure that you have compile time checking for property types. They avoid
the tedious calls to methods like GetChildElement and GetAttributeValue.

The example below shows the wrapper for the system.webServer/asp section and the "session" element for that
section. All the properties in that section are not included in this snippet.



public sealed class AspSection : ConfigurationSection { 
   private AspSession _session; 
    public AspSection() 
    { 
    } 

    public AspSession Session 
    {          
        get 
    { 
        if (_session == null) 
         {             
              _session = (AspSession)GetChildElement("session", 
typeof(AspSession)); 
         } 
       return _session; 
    }         
 }         
   } 

    public sealed class AspSession : ConfigurationElement { 
    public AspSession() 
    { 
    } 
     public bool AllowSessionState 
     { 
        get { 
       return (bool)base["allowSessionState"]; 
          } 
         set 
    { 
           base["allowSessionState"] = value; 
         } 
      } 
    }

static void Main(string[] args) { 
 ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager(); 
 Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration(); 
 AspSection section = (AspSection)config.GetSection("system.webServer/asp", 
  typeof(AspSection)); 
 Console.WriteLine(section.Session.AllowSessionState); 
 section.Session.AllowSessionState = false; 
 serverManager.CommitChanges(); 
}

The GetChildElement call in the above example is used to access a nested element in a configuration element (a
section, collection element etc.). Calling base[...] wraps the GetAttributeValue and SetAttributeValue classes which
retrieves and sets the values for those attributes.

The next example shows how the properties in a nested element can be accessed in a strongly typed manner.

Observe the call to config.GetSection which takes a section path and also the type of section you want to create. By
default calls to config.GetSection create a ConfigurationSection and in order to get an instance of a strongly typed
wrapper you need to pass in a type.

Here is an example of how to create strongly typed classes for a section which has a collection. This example uses
the system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction section. This snippet does not include all the properties that are
present on this section.



public sealed class IsapiCgiRestrictionSection : ConfigurationSection {  
    private IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection _collection;             
    public IsapiCgiRestrictionSection() { 
      }         
    public IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection IsapiCgiRestrictions { 
        get { 
          if (_collection == null) { 
            _collection = 
              (IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection)GetCollection(typeof(IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection)); 
          } 
        return _collection; 
        } 
      } 
    }

The GetCollection method of the base class (ConfigurationElement) is used to access the default collection for that
element.

The next example shows the strongly typed classes for the collection itself and the elements in the collection.



public sealed class IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection : 
ConfigurationElementCollectionBase<IsapiCgiRestrictionElement> { 
   public IsapiCgiRestrictionCollection() {  
      } 
   public new IsapiCgiRestrictionElement this[string path] {  
        get { 
          for (int i = 0; i< Count; i++) { 
            IsapiCgiRestrictionElement restriction = base[i]; 
            if (String.Equals=(Environment.ExpandEnvironmentVariables(restriction.Path),  
              Environment.ExpandEnvironmentVariables(path), StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase)) {  
              return restriction; 
            } 
          } 
        return null; 
      } 
    } 
    public IsapiCgiRestrictionElement Add(string path, bool allowed) { 
        IsapiCgiRestrictionElement element = CreateElement(); 
        element.Path = path; 
        element.Allowed = allowed; 
        return Add(element); 
    } 
    protected override IsapiCgiRestrictionElement CreateNewElement(string elementTagName) { 
        return new IsapiCgiRestrictionElement(); 
      } 
    } 
    public sealed class IsapiCgiRestrictionElement : ConfigurationElement { 
  public IsapiCgiRestrictionElement() { 
      } 
     public bool Allowed { 
      get { 
        return (bool)base["allowed"]; 
      } 
      set { 
        base["allowed"] = value; 
      } 
    }         
     public string Path { 
      get { 
        return (string)base["path"]; 
      } 
      set { 
        base["path"] = value; 
      } 
     } 
   }

For the strongly typed collection class it is very useful to be able to index into the collection using the collection key,
which in this case is the "path" attribute. The parameter to the Add method takes the required properties for that
element. In this case the Add could have only taken the "path" attribute and then the "allowed" attribute would then
have its default value.

Here is an example using these strongly typed classes to iterate through the entries in a collection and to add an
element to it.



static void Main(string[] args) { 
  ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();             
  Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration(); 
  IsapiCgiRestrictionSection section =  
 (IsapiCgiRestrictionSection)config.GetSection("system.webServer/security/isapiCgiRestriction", 
typeof(IsapiCgiRestrictionSection));
  // Iterating through the elements in the collection 
  foreach (IsapiCgiRestrictionElement element in section.IsapiCgiRestrictions) { 
 Console.Write("Path: " + element.Path); 
 Console.WriteLine(" Allowed: " + element.Allowed); 
  } 
  // Adding a new element to the collection 
  section.IsapiCgiRestrictions.Add(@"%SystemDir%\someDll.dll", false); 
  serverManager.CommitChanges(); 
}
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by IIS Team

This document introduces WMI CIM Studio, a tool that provides a visual interface for exploring WMI namespaces.
Using the IIS "WebAdministration" namespace, you learn how to enumerate classes in a namespace, view the
properties and methods on a class, search classes and properties for a specific word like "restriction", and much
more – all without writing one script.

Before you can do anything in WMI, you must connect to a namespace. The first section of this document
describes how to download and open CIM Studio, enumerate all namespaces, and connect to a specific namespace.

The second portion of this document shows how to explore classes in a namespace by viewing their properties and
methods, and property/method metadata such as whether a property is read only or read/write. Finally, you get
object instances and interact with them by setting properties and executing methods. This is WMI, visual and
demystified.

IIS 7.0 or above must be installed to complete the steps in this document. If you can browse to http://localhost and
receive the standard IIS "Under Construction" page, then IIS is installed. If IIS is not installed, please refer to
Installing IIS on Windows Vista for installation instructions.

Install the IIS WMI provider by selecting the IIS Management Scripts and Tools component under
Management Tools (or Web Management Tools). In Windows Vista, this is in the Windows Features dialog under
Internet Information Services. On Windows Server® 2008, this is in the Server Manager under the Web Server
(IIS) role.

Install the WMI Tools suite from the Microsoft Download Center before starting.

You must be an administrator to connect to the WebAdministration WMI namespace. This means that you are
logged in as:

The built-in Administrator account on Longhorn Server
A member of the Administrators group and you have disabled User Account Control (UAC)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/scripting/get-to-know-the-iis-wmi-provider-using-cim-studio.md
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Make a BackupMake a Backup

BACKUP object "IIS7_WMI_CIMStudioLab" added

Restored configuration  from backup "IIS7_WMI_CIMStudioLab"

1. Connect to the WebAdministration Namespace

A member of the Administrators group and UAC is enabled

If you are in the first or second situation, you will not encounter any permissions problems with this article.

If you are in the third situation, you will encounter Access is Denied errors. Avoid these problems by always
opening command prompts as Administrator and by launching CIM Studio from an elevated command prompt.

To open a command prompt as Administrator, click Start, click All Programs, click Accessories, right-click
Command Prompt, and select Run as Administrator.

To launch CIM Studio from an elevated command prompt:

1. Open a command prompt as Administrator.
2. Type %systemdrive%\Program Files\WMI Tools\studio.htm  andpress Enter.

Backup key IIS configuration files before beginning so that you can restore your system to its original state after
you have finished.

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Type %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup IIS7\_WMI\_CIMStudioLab .

Expected output:

After you have finished, restore IIS to its original state by opening the command prompt as administrator and
typing %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup IIS7\_WMI\_CIMStudioLab .

Expected output:

Click Start, click All Programs, click WMI Tools, and click WMI CIM Studio.

If you are prompted with the following dialog, click Close.
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NOTENOTE

If the yellow information bar indicates that Internet Explorer is blocking active content, right-click the information
bar and click the Allow Blocked Content... option. You then receive a Security Warning asking you if you are sure
you want to let this file run active content; click Yes.

If you wish to avoid this security warning in the future, click on the Tools drop-down menu on the right hand side of
Internet Explorer 7, select Internet Options..., click on the Advanced tab, scroll down to the Security settings and check
"Allow active content to run in files on my computer". Click OK.

You will see the dialog below when CIM Studio opens. This dialog allows you to connect to a specific WMI
namespace. Click the browse button circled in red below.

The browse button brings up the namespace browsing dialog below. Click the Connect button.

CIM Studio now pops up a login dialog, as shown below. Click OK.
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2. Explore Classes

The dialog shows a tree view of namespaces available under "root" after connecting to the root namespace. Scroll
to the bottom to see "WebAdministration", the new IIS WMI namespace. Double-click the WebAdministration
folder icon to connect to the namespace.

CIM Studio pops up a login dialog again. Click OK.

After successfully connecting to the WebAdministration namespace, the left side of CIM Studio window looks
similar to the screen shot below. Check to see that your namespace is called "root\WebAdministration" as shown
below.

The list of classes in the WebAdministration namespace looks similar to the screen shot below. The classes circled
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in red are the base classes for the WebAdministration provider; the classes that are not circled and begin with a
double underscore "__" are WMI standard classes that are not related specifically to the WebAdministration
provider.

Expand the tree under the Object class. Expand the tree under the ConfiguredObject class. You now see a tree
view that contains familiar web server objects such as Site and Application, as shown below. These objects are the
central focus of the WebAdministration WMI namespace and you will likely spend most of your time interacting
with these objects.

Select the Site object. When you select an object, the right-hand pane of the CIM Studio window provides
information about that object. The screen shot below shows the Properties tab. The Properties tab shows the
names of the Site properties, their type, and their value. You notice that the value column contains mostly "
<empty>" strings because we are looking at the definition of the Site object, not an instance of Site (we look at
instances in later). Note that all properties beginning with double underscore "__" are standard WMI class
properties and can be ignored while learning WMI basics.
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To know if the Site Id property is read-only or read/write, right-click on Id and select Property Qualifiers...

The dialog below shows the "qualifiers" for the Id property. Qualifiers are metadata about a property. The "read"
and "write" qualifiers describe whether a property can be read or written; both the read and write qualifiers have a
value of true for the Id property, so this property is read/write.

1. Click the Cancel button.
2. Click the Methods tab to see the Site methods, as shown below.

To know what parameters the Create method takes, right-click on the Create method and select Edit Method
Parameters. This menu item launches a dialog box that contains a list of the parameters for the Create method, as
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shown below. The return type for the method is specified at the bottom of the dialog. Take care not to modify any
of the method parameters; only use this dialog to view the method parameters.

Click the Cancel button.

Take another look at the Site properties by clicking the Properties tab in the right pane. The Bindings property has
a type "array of object:BindingElement"; i.e. an array of BindingElement objects. Next, take a look at the
BindingElement class to see what properties a BindingElement has.

Click the Search button, circled in red below.

Type BindingElement into the search text box and click the Go! button. The "Search results:" text box displays an
entry called BindingElement.

Double-click BindingElement entry in the search results to go to the BindingElement class definition.
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3. Get Object Instances
Use search to find the "Site" class again. Click the Instances Of button, shown circled in red below, to see all
instances of the Site object.

All instances of the Site object are displayed in blue text in the right hand panel of CIM Studio, as shown below.
Double-click on the Default Web Site instance for detailed information about that Site object.

Now CIM Studio displays information about the Default Web Site. The Site name is displayed at the top of the
right hand pane, and the properties on the Property tab have real values instead of "<empty>". The "LogFile"
property has a button labeled Object in its Value column instead of a real value. Click this Object button.

The Object button launches a dialog that shows the properties of the LogFile object, as shown below. These
properties enable/disable logging, define the format of the log file, specify the logging directory, etc.
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Click inside the Value field for the LocalTimeRollover property. Click the drop-down to see the options for this
value, and select "true". This field now shows "true"; the text is in blue because this property has been modified.

Click the OK button. The Save button, shown below circled in red, has become available because the
LogFile.LocalTimeRollover property is modified. Click the Save button.

To see this change in configuration, click Start, click Run, and type 
notepad %windir%\system32\inetsrv\applicationHost.config . Click the Edit menu, and select Find. Type

"localTimeRollover" to find the newly added configuration. The configuration should appear similar to the XML
below, and the localTimeRollover configuration property should be set to "true".
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<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
   <application path="/">
      <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="C:\inetpub\wwwroot" />
   </application>
   <bindings>
      <clear />
      <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
   </bindings>
   <logFile localTimeRollover="true" />
</site>

Close the applicationHost.config file (click No if notepad asks if you would like to save changes). Now we execute
one of the Site methods. Click the Methods tab, right click the GetState method, and select Execute Method.
Click the Execute button.

The return value is 1, or "Started". How do we know that? Click Close. Right click the GetState method and select
Method Qualifiers…. This brings up the GetState method metadata, including ValueMap and Values which
describe how the return values map to human readable data. Click the Array button in the Values row to see the
different states.
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Summary
In this document you have learned how to connect to a WMI namespace, how to search for a class, how to
discover the properties and methods for a class, how to determine whether a property is read/write or read-only,
how to find the parameters for a method, how to get instances of a specific object, how to interactively change
properties on an object instance, and how to view the properties of an embedded object.
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Introduction

NOTENOTE

by Sergei Antonov

With PowerShell shipped, IIS administrators get a new tool to use. The following article concentrates on
administration tasks for IIS 7.0 and above; however, PowerShell can be used for existing IIS 6.0 servers.

This article focuses on the administration of the remote IIS server using PowerShell on the client machine. As of
this writing, this is possible only if you use the WMI provider that the IIS team shipped with Vista and Windows
Server® 2008. In this case, you do not need to have anything related to IIS on your client computer – WMI
provides the connection to the actual configuration available on the remote server.

You may also use Microsoft.Web.Administration within PowerShell to perform administration functions. However, this article
does not focus on that technique.

The PowerShell team created a special command to use for access to WMI objects – get-wmiobject. Normally it
returns an object, which is created inside of PowerShell that exposes WMI properties and methods, instead of the
usual managed code object that is returned for regular classes.

This synthetic object exposes metadata defined in WMI namespace, not metadata from
System.Management.ManagementBaseObject which is used as the base. This gives the user the namespace view
which was exposed by the WMI provider, and which reflects the administration model of the configured entity.

Unfortunately, this command does not work with IIS namespaces. For PowerShell version 1.0, the get-wmiobject
supports only the default authentication level for the remote DCOM connection. This is not enough either for IIS
6.0 or for IIS 7.0 and above. When users configure IIS, it may be necessary to send passwords and other sensitive
data over the network connection to edit and store it in the configuration. To support that, IIS providers require an
authentication level "Packet Privacy". There is no way to supply this requirement to the get-wmiobject cmdlet.

With this limitation we have two options:

Use PowerShell as a generic scripting interface to System.Management namespace. Use PowerShell also to do
the following: write script code that configures the connection to the remote WMI namespace; and, to retrieve
and save administration data using System.Management objects, accessed through PowerShell. It is like C#
programming, only in PowerShell language. Usually this works well, but for the WMI case, PowerShell applies a
special adapter that automatically converts all System.Management objects into synthetic PowerShell objects
that expose WMI namespace as a primary API. For this reason, we must overcome adapter changes and write
additional code to access the "native" System.Management substructure, which quickly turns this programming
into an unnecessarily complicated exercise.

Therefore, we explore the other option:

Write PowerShell cmdlets in C# and access the required functionality in C# code. In this case, we choose any
suitable APIs to configured entities. We use WMI to access the server. Compared to the same code in
PowerShell, C# is much more effective, as it does not need to be parsed and interpreted each time.
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PowerShell Cmdlet

get-iissite –computer somecomputer –name somesite –credential $(get-credential)

public string Computer;
public string Name;
public PSCredential Credential;

using System;
using System.Net;
using System.Management;
using System.Management.Automation;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Security;
 

To start writing cmdlets, you need a client computer installed with PowerShell. You must also install PowerShell
SDK, or simply copy reference DLLs to the working folder using the trick posted by Jeffrey Snover in the
PowerShell team blog. Be sure that you have the DCOM connection on your server. The easiest way to confirm this
is to start the utility wbemtest, which is available on each Windows platform, and try the connection.

1. Start wbemtest.
2. Click Connect.
3. Enter connection parameters:

4. Click Connect. WMI on your client machine connects to the WMI service on your server machine. If it is not
accessible, you get an error message dialog box.

5. Perform some simple action that engages the WMI provider on the server box, to confirm that it works. Do an
enumeration of sites:

Replace "root\default" by \<computer>\root\webadministration, where "<computer>" has to be name of
your server.
Enter the credentials of the account that has administrator rights on the server.
Select "Packet Privacy" in Authentication level group.

Click on "Enum Instances" button and enter "site" for class name.
When it works, the resulting dialog shows a list of all sites available on your server.

PowerShell cmdlet is simply a managed code assembly implemented following formal rules, which are
documented in PowerShell SDK. Find them on-line.

Before writing any code, it is useful to have a plan.

First, implement a cmdlet that enumerates all IIS sites on the remote server. This cmdlet returns an array of site
objects, which represent the IIS configuration element with properties, defined for the site. We will add some extra
properties that are useful to have in that object.

We want the cmdlet to look like the following:

If we do not pass the credential to the cmdlet programmatically, PowerShell produces a dialog box requesting the
user name and password for the remote server.

To get the site object from the remote computer, we must provide the following parameters from our cmdlet:

All these parameters are public properties in the cmdlet class, decorated by the Parameter attribute.

Implement the first cmdlet. Since get-iissite is not our last command, it is better to do two things: separate code
that is responsible for the connection to the server into the parent class RemotingCommand; and, inherit the
cmdlet from that class.
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namespace Microsoft.Samples.PowerShell.IISCommands
{
    public class RemotingCommand : PSCmdlet
    {
        private string computer = Environment.MachineName;
        [Parameter(
           ValueFromPipeline = true,
           ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName = true)]
        [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty]
        public string[] Computer
        {
            get { return computer; }
            set { computer = value; }
        }
 
        private PSCredential credential = null;
        [Parameter(
           ValueFromPipeline = true,
           ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName = true)]
        [CredentialAttribute]
        public PSCredential Credential
        {
            get { return credential; }
            set { credential = value; }
        }

        protected ManagementScope GetScope(string computerName)
        {
            ConnectionOptions connection = new ConnectionOptions();
            connection.Username = Credential.UserName;
            connection.Password = Credential.GetNetworkCredential().Password;
            connection.Impersonation = ImpersonationLevel.Impersonate;
            connection.Authentication = AuthenticationLevel.PacketPrivacy;
            ManagementScope scope = new ManagementScope(
"\\\\" + computerName + "\\root\\webadministration", connection);
            return scope;
        }
 
        protected override void EndProcessing()
        {
            if (null == credential)
            {
                // Check variable first 
               object varCred = GetVariableValue("IISCredential");
                if (varCred != null && varCred.GetType() == typeof(PSObject))
                {
                    credential = ((PSObject)varCred).BaseObject as PSCredential;
                }
                if (null == credential)
                {
                    // use credential of current user or process 
                   SecureString ss = new SecureString();
     foreach (char c in  CredentialCache.DefaultNetworkCredentials.Password.ToCharArray())
                    {
                        ss.AppendChar(c);
                    }
                    credential = new PSCredential(
                        CredentialCache.DefaultNetworkCredentials.UserName, ss);
                }
            }
       }
 
       protected ManagementClass CreateClassObject(
          string computerName, 
          string classPath )
       {
            return new ManagementClass(
                GetScope(computerName), 



                new ManagementPath(classPath), 
                new ObjectGetOptions()
             );
        }
    }

Class RemotingCommand includes parameters and methods required for connection.

GetScope() returns the System.Management object that has all information required for connection to the
remote namespace. Look at the connection.Authentication property. It is initialized to
AuthenticationLevel.PacketPrivacy. This is a mandatory requirement. Otherwise, WMI will refuse the
connection.
Method CreateClassObject() is a utility method that uses connection scope to create a specified class based on
remote WMI namespace.
EndProcessing() method is the standard method that each cmdlet class should implement. It is called from
PowerShell when our cmdlet is processed. The implementation of EndProcessing() tries to fill the credential
property, if it is empty. On the first attempt, it gets the credential from the external variable IISCredential (just
for convenience).

When in a PowerShell session, the user may want to place the user name and password into this variable and use it
multiple times in multiple commands. If this variable is not defined, or contains an unsuitable object type, the code
gets the credentials of the current user or process. It works when the user is running this command locally on the
server, using the administrator account. In this case, we do not need to enter any credentials at all. For each loop in
this code, there is a known trick to convert the password from string into SecureString.

Now we implement get-iissite.



[Cmdlet(VerbsCommon.Get, "IISSite")]
    public class GetSiteCommand : RemotingCommand
    {
        private string name = null;
        [Parameter(
           Position = 0,
           ValueFromPipeline = true,
           ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName = true)]
        public string Name
        {
            get { return name; }
            set { name = value; }
        }
 
        protected override void EndProcessing()
        {
            base.EndProcessing();
 
            ManagementObjectCollection sites = CreateClassObject(computerName, "Site").GetInstances();
            foreach (ManagementObject site in sites)
            {
                string siteName = site.GetPropertyValue("Name") as string;
                if (Name != null)
                {
                    if (siteName.Equals(Name, StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
                    {
                        WriteObject(siteName);
                        break;
                    }
                }
                else 
                {
                    WriteObject(siteName);
                }
            }
        }
    } //GetSiteCommand 
    // 
    // [RunInstaller(true)] 
    // public class IISDemoCmdSnapIn : PSSnapIn {…} 
    // 
} // Microsoft.Samples.PowerShell.IISCommands

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc /t:library /r:c:\sdk\system.management.automation.dll 
IISDemoCmd.cs

In the first cut, the command returns only site names. If the user wants some specific site, they must supply the
name of this site to the command; otherwise, all sites on that particular computer will be returned.

To finish the command, you must add the implementation of the class, inherited from PSSnapin. This class is used
to register our commands. It has nothing specific to IIS; see the complete code in the source file IISDemoCmd.cs.

Build the cmdlet now and see how it works. You could do it from Visual Studio, but it is simple enough to build it
from the command line. Suppose you placed PowerShell reference DLLs into a folder c:\sdk . The following
command line builds the cmdlet into IISDemoCmd.dll and places it into the same folder, where the source file is
located

Now you must register the command and add it into PowerShell. This procedure is described in PowerShell
Programming Reference. Start PowerShell and execute the following commands from the same folder where you
built cmdlet DLL.



>set-alias installutil $env:windir\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\installutil
>installutil iisdemocmd.dll
>add-pssnapin IISDemoCmdSnapIn

>get-command Get-IISSite
 
CommandType     Name                            Definition
-----------     ----                            ----------
Cmdlet          Get-IISSite                     Get-IISSite [[-Name] <String...

>Get-IISSite -computer test_server -credential $(get-credential administrator)
 
Default Web Site
Foo
Bar

>$global:iiscredential = new-object System.Management.Automation.PsCredential "Administrator",$(convertto-
securestring "password" -asplaintext -force)

>Get-IISSite -computer test_server
Default Web Site
Foo
Bar

Adding Configuration Data to the Site

This adds the cmdlet to the running instance of PowerShell. Save those command lines into a script file.You will use
them again as you continue working on the cmdlets. You find this script in the file demo_install.ps1.

See if the command is available:

Now try it. Suppose you connect to computer test_server, using the local administrator account.

This command line receives the credential object from get-credential cmdlet, which will interact with user to get the
password. It is also possible to produce the credential programmatically, but you must type the password in the
script, which is not at all secure.

This command stores the credential in the global variable $iiscredential, and the cmdlet will automatically use it. In
real sitautions, however, it is better to store the credential into a variable using the get-credential command:
$global:iiscredential = get-credential Administrator.

Now that command again.

All infrastructure is in place. Now to return to the command and add the rest of the data from the site.

 

We have to convert the object from ManagementBaseObject to PSObject and return it to PowerShell. PSObject is
a freeform container that can be filled with different kinds of data. We will use PSNoteProperty type. Keep the
cmdlet code clean and add a new class that is responsible for the conversion.



class ObjectConverter
{
 public static PSObject ToPSObject(
  ManagementBaseObject source
  )
 {
  PSObject obj = new PSObject();
  foreach (PropertyData pd in source.Properties)
  {
   if (pd.Value.GetType() == typeof(System.Management.ManagementBaseObject))
   {
    obj.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty(
     pd.Name, ObjectConverter.ToPSObject(pd.Value as ManagementBaseObject)
     ));
   }
   else if (pd.Value.GetType() == typeof(ManagementBaseObject[]))
   {
    ManagementBaseObject[] ar = pd.Value as ManagementBaseObject[];
    PSObject[] psar = new PSObject[ar.Length];
    for (int i = 0; i < ar.Length; ++i)
    {
     psar[i] = ObjectConverter.ToPSObject(ar[i]);
    }
    obj.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty(pd.Name, psar));
   }
   else 
     {
    obj.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty(pd.Name, pd.Value));
   }
  }
  return obj;
 }
}

private PSObject ConstructPSSite(
 string computerName,
 ManagementObject site)
{
 PSObject pssite = ObjectConverter.ToPSObject(site);
 pssite.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty("Computer", computerName));
 pssite.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty("Credential", Credential));
 return pssite;
}

This code recourses for complex properties and adds simple properties such as PSNoteProperty to the resulting
PSObject. We also add a dedicated method that will deal with the conversion into out cmdlet. This method
converts all WMI data, and adds two more properties: the computer name and the credential that was used to get
the connection to this computer. This helps to distinguish each site from other objects in PowerShell session.

Replace the site name that we returned to PowerShell with a whole object. Method EndProcessing() in the cmdlet
now looks like this:



protected override void EndProcessing()
{
 base.EndProcessing();

 ManagementObjectCollection sites = CreateClassObject(Computer, "Site").GetInstances();
 foreach (ManagementObject site in sites)
 {
  string siteName = site.GetPropertyValue("Name") as string;
  if (Name != null)
  {
   if (siteName.Equals(Name, StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
   {
    WriteObject(ConstructPSSite(Computer, site));
    break;
   }
  }
  else 
    {
   WriteObject(ConstructPSSite(Computer, site));
  }
 }
}

> get-iissite -computer test-server "default web site"
 
ApplicationDefaults        : @{ApplicationPool=; EnabledProtocols=http; Path=}
Bindings                   : {@{BindingInformation=*:80:; Protocol=http}}
Id                         : 1
Limits                     : @{ConnectionTimeout=00000000000200.000000:000; Max
                             Bandwidth=4294967295; MaxConnections=4294967295}
LogFile                    : @{CustomLogPluginClsid=; Directory=%SystemDrive%\i
                             netpub\logs\LogFiles; Enabled=True; LocalTimeRollo
                             ver=False; LogExtFileFlags=2199503; LogFormat=2; P
                             eriod=1; TruncateSize=20971520}
Name                       : Default Web Site
ServerAutoStart            : True
TraceFailedRequestsLogging : @{Directory=%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLo
                             gFiles; Enabled=False; MaxLogFiles=50}
VirtualDirectoryDefaults   : @{AllowSubDirConfig=True; LogonMethod=3; Password=
                             ; Path=; PhysicalPath=; UserName=}
Computer                   : test-server 
Credential                 : System.Management.Automation.PSCredential

When we repeat the build and the registration, and run the command again, we see more data about the site:

If you compare this with WMI schema for the site, you see that all data are now available; plus, we have additional
properties that we added in cmdlet. All properties are accessible from PowerShell through "dot" notation.



> $sites = get-iissite -computer test-server 
>$sites[0]

ApplicationDefaults        : @{ApplicationPool=; EnabledProtocols=http; Path=}
Bindings                   : {@{BindingInformation=*:80:; Protocol=http}}
Id                         : 1
Limits                     : @{ConnectionTimeout=00000000000200.000000:000; Max
                             Bandwidth=4294967295; MaxConnections=4294967295}
LogFile                    : @{CustomLogPluginClsid=; Directory=%SystemDrive%\i
                             netpub\logs\LogFiles; Enabled=True; LocalTimeRollo
                             ver=False; LogExtFileFlags=2199503; LogFormat=2; P
                             eriod=1; TruncateSize=20971520}
Name                       : Default Web Site
ServerAutoStart            : True
TraceFailedRequestsLogging : @{Directory=%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLo
                             gFiles; Enabled=False; MaxLogFiles=50}
VirtualDirectoryDefaults   : @{AllowSubDirConfig=True; LogonMethod=3; Password=
                             ; Path=; PhysicalPath=; UserName=}
Computer                   : test-server 
Credential                 : System.Management.Automation.PSCredential
 
>$sites[0].Limits

ConnectionTimeout                        MaxBandwidth            MaxConnections
-----------------                        ------------            --------------
00000000000200.000000:000                  4294967295                4294967295
 
> $sites[0].Limits.MaxBandwidth
4294967295

We have made good progress, but not good enough. The WMI site also has methods, so try to add them as well.
This is simple to do in PowerShell – you name the method and tell PowerShell where the code is located. We will
add methods of the PSCodeMethod type. To keep the code for the methods, we add the class SiteMethods.



public class SiteMethods
{
 static public void Start(PSObject site)
 {
  InvokeMethod(site, "Start");
 }
 static public void Stop(PSObject site)
 {
  InvokeMethod(site, "Stop");
 }

 static public string GetStatus(PSObject site)
 {
  uint status = (uint)InvokeMethod(site, "GetState");
  string statusName =
   status == 0 ? "Starting" :
   status == 1 ? "Started" :
   status == 2 ? "Stopping" :
   status == 3 ? "Stopped" : "Unknown";
  return statusName;
 }

 static private object InvokeMethod(PSObject site, string methodName)
 {
  string computerName = site.Properties["Computer"].Value as string;
  string siteName = site.Properties["Name"].Value as string;
  PSCredential credential = site.Properties["Credential"].Value as PSCredential;
  ConnectionOptions connection = new ConnectionOptions();
  connection.Username = credential.UserName;
  connection.Password = credential.GetNetworkCredential().Password;
  connection.Impersonation = ImpersonationLevel.Impersonate;
  connection.Authentication = AuthenticationLevel.PacketPrivacy;
  ManagementScope scope = new ManagementScope(
   "\\\\" + computerName + "\\root\\webadministration", connection);
  string sitePath = "Site.Name=\"" + siteName + "\"";
  ManagementObject wmiSite = new ManagementObject(
   scope, new ManagementPath(sitePath), new ObjectGetOptions());
  return wmiSite.InvokeMethod(methodName, new object[] { });
 }
}

As you see, this code creates a WMI object for the site and calls WMI methods on this object. This code uses two
additional properties that we added to the site. With this class, we can extend the method ConstructPSSite. We
must also add a reference to the System.Reflection namespace.



private PSObject ConstructPSSite(
 string computerName,
 ManagementObject site)
{
 PSObject pssite = ObjectConverter.ConvertSiteToPSObject(site);
 pssite.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty("Computer", computerName));
 pssite.Properties.Add(new PSNoteProperty("Credential", Credential));
 Type siteMethodsType = typeof(SiteMethods);
 foreach (MethodInfo mi in siteMethodsType.GetMethods())
 {
  if (mi.Name.Equals("Start", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
  {
   pssite.Methods.Add(new PSCodeMethod("Start", mi));
  }
  if (mi.Name.Equals("Stop", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
  {
   pssite.Methods.Add(new PSCodeMethod("Stop", mi));
  }
  if (mi.Name.Equals("GetStatus", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
  {
   pssite.Properties.Add(new PSCodeProperty("Status", mi));
  }
 }
 return pssite;
}

In addition to the methods added, there is one dynamic property-- "Status". It behaves the same way as properties
in C# classes; it is a function that is called when PowerShell needs its value. The code is very simple, because we
refer methods from the same assembly as our cmdlet. Nothing prevents loading any other assembly and getting
the information about the methods of its classes. If those methods have the right signature, PowerShell uses it the
same way.

The object now looks like:



>$s = get-iissite "Default Web Site" –computer test-server 
> $s | get-member

   TypeName: System.Management.Automation.PSCustomObject

Name                       MemberType   Definition
----                       ----------   ----------
Start                      CodeMethod   static System.Void Start(PSObject site)
Stop                       CodeMethod   static System.Void Stop(PSObject site)
Status                     CodeProperty System.String Status{get=GetStatus;}
Equals                     Method       System.Boolean Equals(Object obj)
GetHashCode                Method       System.Int32 GetHashCode()
GetType                    Method       System.Type GetType()
ToString                   Method       System.String ToString()
ApplicationDefaults        NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
Bindings                   NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
Computer                   NoteProperty System.String Computer=iissb-101
Credential                 NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSCrede...
Id                         NoteProperty System.UInt32 Id=1
Limits                     NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
LogFile                    NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
Name                       NoteProperty System.String Name=Default Web Site
ServerAutoStart            NoteProperty System.Boolean ServerAutoStart=True
TraceFailedRequestsLogging NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
VirtualDirectoryDefaults   NoteProperty System.Management.Automation.PSObjec...
 
>$s.Status
Started
> $s.Stop()
> $s.Status
Stopped
> $s.Start()
> $s.Status
Started

How to Call One cmdlet From Another cmdlet

>add-iissite –name <siteName> -computer <serverName> -credential <credential> -bindings <array-of-bindings> –
homepath <path> -autostart

With the ability to add methods and dynamic properties to the objects, we can synthesize what we need for any
situation. In addition to the methods and properties added in cmdlet, we can add more in the script, without any
need to use C# code.

It is also possible to load the definition of the object from XML. A good candidate for additional properties is data
exposed from IIS through perf counters related to site-- for example, the total count of processed requests. Those
data are easily accessible directly from the managed code-- there is no need to use WMI.

 

Getting site objects is important, but we need more, like writing a command to add a new site. To create sites, we
can use the abstract method Create() defined on the Site class in the WMI WebAdministration namespace. The
cmdlet looks like this:

We have the same parameters as defined in the Create method. In addition, the command should support –whatif
and –passthru switches. The first shows the result of the command execution, but does not make any changes; the
second instructs the command to output the result into the pipeline. These two switches are highly recommended
to use in "destcructive" commands. To support the –whatif cmdlet, the class must be decorated by the attribute
SupportsShouldProcess = true.

Here is part of the code (find the whole code in the iisdemocmd.cs).



[Cmdlet(VerbsCommon.Add, "IISSite", SupportsShouldProcess = true)]
public class AddSiteCommand : RemotingCommand
{
 //… 
   private SwitchParameter passThru = new SwitchParameter(false);
 [Parameter]
 public SwitchParameter PassThru
 {
  get { return passThru; }
  set { passThru = value; }
 }

 protected override void EndProcessing()
 {
  base.EndProcessing();
  if (ShouldProcess(string.Format("{0} bound to {1} on {2}", name, bindings.ToString(), rootFolder)))
  {
   object[] args = new object[4];
   args[0] = Name;
   ManagementBaseObject[] mbarr = new ManagementBaseObject[bindings.Length];
   for (int b = 0; b < bindings.Length; ++b)
   {
    mbarr[b] = ObjectConverter.ToManagementObject(
     GetScope(Computer), "BindingElement", bindings[b]);
   }
   args[1] = mbarr;
   args[2] = rootFolder;
   args[3] = autoStart;
   ManagementClass siteClass = CreateClassObject(Computer, "Site");
   try 
     {
    siteClass.InvokeMethod("Create", args);
   }
   catch (COMException comEx)
   {
    WriteError(new ErrorRecord(comEx, comEx.Message, ErrorCategory.InvalidArgument, Name));
   }
   if (PassThru.IsPresent)
   {
    string getSiteScript = "get-iissite" 
      + " -name " + Name
      + " -computer " + Computer
      + " -credential $args[0]";
    this.InvokeCommand.InvokeScript(
     getSiteScript, false, PipelineResultTypes.Output, null, Credential);
   }
  }
 }
}

This code uses a new method in the ObjectConverter class to produce a bindings array. The method
ToManagementObject() converts input parameters that can be PSObject or Hashtable into the instance of
ManagementBaseObject class. Since the call to Create could fail with perfectly correct parameters if the site with
those parameters is already available, we call this method in try/cach.

Finally, if the cmdlet checks to see if the user specified –passthru is present, it calls PowerShell to execute a piece of
script that returns this new site. In this script, we call our command "get-iissite" and reuse the parameters passed to
the current command. InvokeScript puts the result in the pipeline as requested, so there is no need to do anything
else. This is an example of how we can do "callback" to PowerShell, passing formatted command lines statically or
dynamically. Of course, it is possible to write it as C# code, but it requires either cutting and pasting large parts of
GetSiteCommand, or reorganizing and refactoring the namespace.

At the beginning of the method EndProcessing() we see the call to ShouldProcess(). This is how the –whatif switch



> add-iissite Foo @{Protocol="http"; BindingInformation="*:808"} e:\inetpub\demo -computer test-server -whatif

What if: Performing operation "Add-IISSite" on Target "Foo bound to System.Management.Automation.PSObject[] on 
e:\inetpub\demo".

StringBuilder bindingText = new StringBuilder("(");
foreach (PSObject b in bindings)
{
 Hashtable ht = b.BaseObject as Hashtable;
 foreach (object key in ht.Keys)
 {
  string bstr = String.Format("{0}={1}",
   key.ToString(), ht[key].ToString());
  bindingText.Append(bstr + ",");
 }
 bindingText.Remove(bindingText.Length - 1, 1);
 bindingText.Append(";");
}
bindingText.Remove(bindingText.Length - 1, 1);
bindingText.Append(")");
if (ShouldProcess(string.Format("{0} bound to {1} on {2}", name, bindingText.ToString(), rootFolder)))

> add-iissite Foo @{Protocol="http"; BindingInformation="*:888"} e:\inetpub\demo -computer test-server -whatif

What if: Performing operation "Add-IISSite" on Target "Foo bound to (BindingInformation=*:888,Protocol=http) on 
e:\inetpub\demo".

is supported. When the user passes this switch, this method prints text passed to it as a parameter, and the return is
false. All actions that can change the environment must be performed when this call returns true. PowerShell has
other switches that can interact with the user and ask confirmation before performing any action. ShouldProcess()
returns as a result of this confirmation.

Test the new command with the following:

This is how –whatif works. We get a rather cryptic message about what happens when this command executes. To
make it more clear, we must format it properly. Parameter Bindings is entered in command line as a hash table, and
gets passed into the cmdlet as Hashtable wrapped into PSObject. To produce meaningful text from it, we must add
more smart code – the default ToString() simply returns the class name.

Insert this block of text in place of ShouldProcess() line:

After the cmdlet is built and executed, we see the following output:

This is much more understandable. From this new code, it is also clear why we must process Hashtable in the
method ToManagementObject() – this is a common type in PowerShell for passing structured parameters.

Now run the command.



> add-iissite Foo @{Protocol="http"; BindingInformation="*:888"} e:\inetpub\demo -computer test-server -
passthru | format-table Name,Status

Name                                    Status
----                                    ------
Foo                                     Stopped
 
> get-iissite -computer sergeia-a | format-table name,status

Name                                    Status
----                                    ------
Default Web Site                        Started
Foo                                     Stopped

Extending cmdlets to Work With a Server Farm

[Cmdlet(VerbsCommon.Remove, "IISSite", SupportsShouldProcess = true)]
public class RemoveSiteCommand : RemotingCommand
{
 private string name = null;
 [Parameter(
    Position = 0,
    ValueFromPipeline = true,
    ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName = true)]
 [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty]
 public string Name
 {
  get { return name; }
  set { name = value; }
 }

 protected override void EndProcessing()
 {
  base.EndProcessing();

  if (ShouldProcess(string.Format("{0} on server {1}", name, Computer)))
  {
   ManagementObject site = CreateClassInstance(Computer, "Site.Name=\"" + Name + "\"");
   site.Delete();
  }
 }
} //RemoveSiteCommand

The first command created the site on the remote server and then retrieved it and passed to the pipeline. To ensure
it was done correctly, we got a list of the sites, and indeed, the new site is available. By default, the server will try to
start the site, unless we add the parameter –AutoStart false. If there is some problem in the parameters-- for
example, the server cannot find the home folder-- then the site will remain stopped.

 

For now we have two commands: get-iissite and add-iissite. We are missing cmdlets to save the modified site and
to delete the site. The deletion command should be remove-iissite, to keep it compatible with the PowerShell
naming standards. The Save command will have a name set-iissite. For remove-iissite, we modify the get-iissite
code and call the method Delete() on ManagementObject.

We also added a simple method CreateClassInstance() to the parent cmdlet. This method produces the object
instance bound to the object path. Another change is that the Name parameter now cannot be empty – otherwise
the user can delete all the sites by mistake. Finally, we added ShouldProcess() call to enable the –whatif and –
confirm switches.



> Remove-IISSite foo -computer test-server -confirm

Confirm
Are you sure you want to perform this action?
Performing operation "Remove-IISSite" on Target "foo on server sergeia-a".
[Y] Yes  [A] Yes to All  [N] No  [L] No to All  [S] Suspend  [?] Help
(default is "Y"): <CR>

> get-iissite -computer test-server | ft name,status

Name                                    Status
----                                    ------
Default Web Site                        Started

private string[] computer = { Environment.MachineName };
[Parameter(
   ValueFromPipeline = true,
   ValueFromPipelineByPropertyName = true)]
[ValidateNotNullOrEmpty]
public string[] Computer
{
 get { return computer; }
 set { computer = value; }
}

foreach (string computerName in Computer)
        {
            ManagementObjectCollection sites = CreateClassObject(computerName, "Site").GetInstances();
            foreach (ManagementObject site in sites)
            {
                if (Name != null)
                {
                    string siteName = site.GetPropertyValue("Name") as string;
                    if (siteName.Equals(Name, StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
                    {
                        WriteObject(ConstructPSSite(computerName, site));
                        break;
                    }
                }
                else 
               {
                    WriteObject(ConstructPSSite(computerName, site));
                }
            }
        }

We can implement the last command set-iissite as an exercise, modifying the add-iissite cmdlet and calling the
Put() on ManagementObject.

Now scale the commands out and adapt them to work with multiple servers. This is easy:

Change the property Computer on the parent command to represent an array of strings:

Then add an extra loop over this array into each cmdlet to perform the same action on each computer. Here is an
example from get-iissite:

Now we can manipulate sites on the whole server farm.



> get-iissite -computer test-server,iissb-101,iissb-102 | ft Computer,Name,Status

Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
test-server                Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Demo                       Started
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Started

>$("test-server","iissb-101","iissb-102" >farm.txt
>cat farm.txt

test-server 
tissb-101
tissb-102
>get-iissite –computer $(cat farm.txt) | ft Computer,Name,Status

Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
test-server                Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Demo                       Started
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Started
>get-iissite –computer $(cat farm.txt) | where {$_.Computer –like "iissb*"} | ft Computer,Name,Status
 
Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Demo                       Started
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Started

> $sitelist = get-iissite -computer $(cat farm.txt) | where {$_.Computer -like "iissb*"}
> foreach ($site in $sitelist) {
>> if ($site.Status -eq "Started") {$site.Stop()}
>> }
>>
> get-iissite -computer $(cat farm.txt) | ft Computer,Name,Status

Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
test-server                Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Stopped
iissb-101                  Demo                       Stopped
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Stopped

> $sitelist | ft computer,name,status

Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Stopped
iissb-101                  Demo                       Stopped
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Stopped

Save the server names from the farm into text file and use them as a parameter:

We can do more advanced things using more PowerShell language. The following code enumerates sites on
servers with names. Starting with "iissb", store the list into the variable and then stop all sites that are started.

The variable $sitelist keeps the site list, but thanks to the dynamic nature of the property site.Status, we see the
actual, not stored, status of each object.



> get-iissite -computer (cat farm.txt) | foreach { if ($_.Status -eq "Stopped") { $_.Start() }}
> get-iissite -computer $(cat farm.txt) | ft Computer,Name,Status
 
Computer                   Name                       Status
--------                   ----                       ------
test-server                Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Default Web Site           Started
iissb-101                  Demo                       Started
iissb-102                  Default Web Site           Started

ConclusionConclusion

We can do the same without using any variables. Start any stopped site on any server on the server farm.

In the accompanying source file iisdemocmd.cs, you find more commands for manipulating virtual directories and
some properties in the configuration sections.

As we can see, having only three commands allows us to cover most of the needs in the administration of IIS sites.
Combined with the flexibility and richness of the shell language, each command adds a great deal of functionality.
At the same time, writing a new command is not much more complicated than implementating similar script in
VBScript or Jscript.

The IIS team plans to add full scale support of PowerShell into IIS 7.0 and above. This includes implementing a
navigation provider, a property provider and all the other pieces of functionality required to work with all aspects of
administration. Follow the progress of these upcoming improvements and look for the announcement on
https://www.iis.net/ and on the PowerShell site.

https://www.iis.net/
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Introduction

About Windows PowerShell

by Saad Ladki

Windows PowerShell is Microsoft's shell and scripting language. This short article provides a brief tour of
Windows PowerShell and IIS. Reading this article, you gain a solid understanding of exactly what Windows
PowerShell is, learn about the relationship between Windows PowerShell and IIS, and discover some of the ways
in which Windows PowerShell simplifes performing IIS management tasks.

The information presented here is useful to IT administrators, software developers, software testers, and managers.
Even the skeptical will be convinced that Windows PowerShell is a must-have tool.

 

Windows PowerShell is Microsoft's comprehensive next generation shell environment and scripting language.
Consider Windows PowerShell as a dramatic upgrade to the old cmd.exe command shell and .BAT files. Users may
ask why there is a new command shell, when Cmd.exe works well--and there is no time to learn yet another
scripting language. Windows PowerShell is an improvement over previous Microsoft command line scripting
technologies--this means that Windows PowerShell is easier to use for both simple and complex tasks, and is
surprisingly easy to learn.

Some of the improvements from Windows PowerShell include:

An updated and consistent scripting language
Intrinsic regular expression capabilities
The ability to call into the .NET Framework, WMI extensions, and the Windows registry

This section provides concrete examples and highlights a few of Windows PowerShell's features. In the following
sections, it then discusses how Windows PowerShell works together with IIS.

To get a feel for Windows PowerShell, look at an example. Consider the screen shot in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Windows PowerShell Basics

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/an-introduction-to-windows-powershell-and-iis.md
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PS C:\> set-location Data

PS C:\Data> get-childitem Pow*

PS C:\Data> copy-item 'PowerShell' 'C:\Data\PSBackup' -recurse –force

PS C:\Data> remove-item PSBackup –recurse

PS C:\Data> get-content 'Hello.txt' | out-file '.\HelloCopy.txt'

PS C:\Data> get-content HelloCopy.txt

PS C:\Data> sl \

First, notice that the shell in Windows PowerShell looks like a traditional Windows command prompt. Using
Windows PowerShell will quickly feel quite natural after a brief ramp-up period.

The first command is:

This invokes a Windows PowerShell cmdlet (pronounced "command-let") to change the current working directory
from C:\  to C:\Data . This is the functional equivalent of the old cd (change directory) command. You may note
that having to type "set-location" every time you change the current directory is too much typing; this is correct.

Windows PowerShell has an extensive set of shortcut aliases you can use. The set-location cmdlet is aliased to sl (a
shortened version of the full cmdlet name), and to cd (the "old" way). This article uses the full version of cmdlet
names for improved readability.

The second command is:

This lists the contents in the current directory which start with "Pow". Windows PowerShell is not case sensitive, so
you can type Get-ChildItem or GET-ChildItem. This article uses all lower-case. The get-childitem cmdlet is aliased
to both dir (for Windows familiarity) and ls (for Unix users), and aliased to gci for ease of typing.

Next, use the copy-item cmdlet to copy the Windows PowerShell directory, including all sub-directories, to a new
directory named PSBackup:

Then immediately delete the newly created directory and all its contents using the remove-item cmdlet:

The next command uses the get-content cmdlet to fetch the contents of file Hello.txt and then save those contents
to a new HelloCopy.txt file in the current directory by piping (with the '|' character) to the out-file cmdlet:

The next to last command uses get-content to display the contents of the new file:

The get-content cmdlet is roughly equivalent to the type (Windows) or cat (Unix) commands. Finish the mini-demo
by using the sl alias to change the working directory to the root drive:

Now, if all there were to Windows PowerShell was performing common file system navigation and manipulation
tasks using a new set of commands, there would be no point in reading further. A brief, one-paragraph introduction
could lead to that incorrect assumption. However, Windows PowerShell has many advantages over many current
shell environments.



Windows PowerShell in a Typical IIS Environment

To conclude this introductory Windows PowerShell discussion: Windows PowerShell has a learning curve. New
technology is useless unless there is a way to quickly learn the technology. Programmers call this process
discoverability. Windows PowerShell was designed with excellent discoverability characteristics, making it much
easier to learn.

For example, you can get a list of all cmdlets simply by typing get-command at the Windows PowerShell prompt.
You can also get detailed information about a particular cmdlet by typing get-help followed by the cmdlet name.
Extensive experience teaching Windows PowerShell to engineers and managers shows that most engineers can
become adept at using Windows PowerShell with a single day of practice.

 

The previous section of this article gave a short, basic overview of Windows PowerShell. However, a real
advantage of using Windows PowerShell comes from the Windows PowerShell ability to interact with and manage
IIS. Engineers reading this article might be skeptical of "latest and greatest" claims. This article will shortly show
the power behind Windows PowerShell: many IIS management tasks can be accomplished using Windows
PowerShell commands and scripts as well as the IIS GUI tools.

With IIS, you now have the ability to perform many management tasks using any of the following:

Graphical user interface (GUI)
Interactive Windows PowerShell commands
Windows PowerShell scripts

Those users with significant experience managing server software using shells and scripts do not need any more
motivation; but those used to using strictly GUI tools may ask what is special about being able to manage IIS
through a command line or a script, when they have managed well enough with MMC. The end of this article
points out six significant advantages of managing IIS using Windows PowerShell.

The following are some Windows PowerShell examples based on a Web cast featuring Windows PowerShell
architect Jeffrey Snover and IIS Product Unit Manager Bill Staples. (Find the Web cast at
https://channel9.msdn.com/).

Suppose you want to examine IIS-related services running on your computer -- a very common task. One "GUI
approach" to do this is to launch MMC and then expand the Services and Application category, and then select the
Services category. The result looks like the screenshot in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Using MMC to Get Service Information

Listing Windows services using Windows PowerShell is easy. For example, from the Windows PowerShell prompt,
use the get-service cmdlet:

https://channel9.msdn.com/
file:///T:/n3zn/manage/powershell/an-introduction-to-windows-powershell-and-iis/_static/image3.jpg


PS C:\> get-service

PS C:\> get-service -include w* | sort-object -property status

PS C:\> gsv w* | sort status

PS C:\> stop-service -servicename w3svc

PS C:\> spsv w3svc

PS C:\> get-process

This is not very compelling, but suppose you want to list only services that begin with the letter 'w' and sort them
by status. One way to do this is:

You can interpret this command as meaning fetch all Windows service information but then filter to include just
those services that have a name beginning with the letter 'W'; then, sort those results according to the service
status (running, stopped, paused). The result looks like the screenshot in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Using Windows PowerShell to Get Service Information

As pointed out in the previous section, you can type terse PowerShell commands; the previous command can be
shortened to:

Here, gsv is used, which is an alias for get-service; It takes advantage of the fact that the -include switch is in the
first parameter position, using sort which is an alias for the sort-object cmdlet. The -property switch is in the first
parameter position. Now suppose that you want to stop the World Wide Web Publishing service. Without
PowerShell, you can right-click on the W3SVC service to get its context menu, and click the Stop item. Using
Windows PowerShell you can issue the command:

or, in shortened form:

Another common task is examining the processes running on a machine. At this point, you can predict how to do
this using Windows PowerShell -- Windows PowerShell's consistent and logical cmdlet naming scheme makes
guessing commands easy rather than frustrating:

Suppose you want to view running processes sorted by the number of handles owned by each process:
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PS C:\> get-process | sort-object -property handles

PS C:\> $p = get-process
PS C:\> $result = $p | measure-object -property handles -sum -average -max
PS C:\> $result | out-file '.\ProcessHandleStats.txt'

PS C:\> gps | measure-object handles -sum -average -max |
        out-file '.\ProcessHandleStats.txt'

PS C:\> get-process |
        measure-object handles -sum |
        out-gauge -value sum -refresh 0:0:1 -float -type

You can get this information as easily using the GUI-based Windows Task Manager. But consider what these three
Windows PowerShell commands do:

The first command, $p = get-process, fetches all the information about processes currently running on the host
machine, and stores that information into variable $p.

The second command, $result = $p | measure-object -property handles -sum -max, sends the captured process
information to the measure-object cmdlet which computes the sum, average, and max value for all the handles in
use by the currently running processes, and stores that information into variable $result. If you examined $result at
this point, you see something like:

Count : 54
Average : 273.148148148148
Sum : 14750
Maximum : 1625
Minimum :
Property : Handles

Notice that in this example there are a total of 54 processes running, and a total of 14,750 handles in use, which is
an average of about 273 handles per process. The largest number of handles used by a process is 1625 handles.

The third line, $results | out-file '.\ProcessHandleStats.txt', saves the results to a text file. Experienced Windows
PowerShell users would likely combine the three commands just described into a single command like:

One characteristic of the Windows PowerShell architecture is that Windows PowerShell is easily extensible at all
levels by both users and third party companies. Windows PowerShell extensibility is a topic in its own right, and
here is but one example.

In the Web cast demonstration referenced at the end of this article, Jeffrey Snover and Bill Staples demonstrate a
remarkable Windows PowerShell visualization output cmdlet developed by a third party company. This cmdlet is
named out-gauge. Notice the semantic similarity to the intrinsic out-file cmdlet. Instead of sending output to a file
as out-file does, out-gauge sends output to a visually rich set of controls. For example, one of the commands
demonstrated in the Web cast is:

This command produces a floating-on-the-screen, digital-style gauge which displays the total number of handles in
use in real time, and updates the display every second. All this demonstrates that a wide range of useful, Windows
PowerShell-based tools will be soon available.

Next, look at an example of IIS Web site deployment using Windows PowerShell. Because previous versions of IIS
store configuration in the metabase, copying a Web site from one machine to another is not possible. IIS makes
Web site deployment a simple matter of copying files. Consider this Windows PowerShell script:



# file: Deploy-Application.ps1

$sourceMachine = "DemoServer1"
$farmList = get-content '.\RestOfFarm.txt'
$filesToCopy = get-content '.\AppManifest.txt'

foreach ($targetMachine in $farmList)
{
   foreach ($file in $filesToCopy)
   {
      $sourcePath = "\\" + (join-path $sourceMachine $file)
      $destPath   = "\\" + (join-path $targetMachine $file)
      write-host -for yellow "$targetMachine : Copying files from
        $sourcePath"

      copy-item $sourcePath $destPath
        -recurse -force
   }
}

PS C:\> .\Deploy-Application.ps1

Windows PowerShell with IIS

This script is complex but instructive. When saved as file Deploy-Application.ps1 and then executed from a
Windows PowerShell command line, it looks like this:

The net effect is to copy all files listed in file AppManifest.txt, located on machine DemoServer1, to all the machines
listed in file RestOfFarm.txt. One feature of Windows PowerShell is that well-written scripts are easy to understand,
relative to the alternatives such as VBScript or Perl. The script uses the get-content cmdlet to read machine names
from file RestOfFarm.txt and file names from file AppManifest.txt.

The foreach loop may be new to you. The outer loop iterates through each machine name stored in variable
$farmList, storing each name into variable $targetMachine in turn. The inner loop is similar and stores each file
into $file in turn. The join-path cmdlet is used to intelligently concatenate strings to produce complete source and
destination paths.

Finally, the copy-item cmdlet performs the copy actions, where the -recurse switch copies all sub-directories and
the -force switch causes existing files to be overwritten. Notice that this script has all the information about source
and destination locations hard-coded into it. Windows PowerShell has excellent parameter passing capabilities, so
this example script could be parameterized to accept information from the command line--however, that topic is
outside the scope of this article.

 

So far, this article has presented Windows PowerShell examples that apply to any server machine. Now we
examine some Windows PowerShell cmdlets that are specific to IIS.

IIS adds the powerful ability to cache dynamically created content. IIS has long had the ability to cache static pages.
When the server receives new client requests for recently requested content, the following occurs: instead of
having to retrieve that content from external storage, the requested content can be pulled immediately from cache
memory and returned to the client. The result is big performance improvement. IIS extends this idea by enabling
caching dynamically created pages as well. Consider this pre-release, IIS Windows PowerShell cmdlet:



PS C:\> add-iiscaching
        -computer $computerlist
        -path Demo
        -location index.php
        -credential $cred
        -extension .php
        -kernelcachepolicy 0
        -itemlocation 0
        -policy 1
        -varybyquerystring "Qwd,Qif,Qiv,Qis"

PS C:\> $computerlist = get-content '.\MyServers.txt'

PS C:\> $cred = get-credential

Writing custom cmdlets is a topic outside the scope of this article, but this example givea an idea of the kinds of
cmdlets you can write and which the IIS community will write. The cmdlet name is add-iiscaching. As mentioned
earlier, Windows PowerShell has an extensible architecture that allows the IIS development team to create custom
cmdlets which work directly with IIS. The net effect of this command is to enable dynamic caching for page
requests with Qwd, Qif, Qiv, and Qis in the query string against a particular PHP application on all the IIS servers
whose names are stored in variable $computerlist.

Although the main point should be clear -- that IIS you can easily enable a powerful performance improvement
using a simple Windows PowerShell command -- the article continues with details of the switch parameters in this
example.

The first argument, -computer $computerlist, specifies which machines to perform the add-iiscaching command
on. For example, if you had a simple text file named "MyServers.txt" with machine names like:

demo1server
demo2server
demo3server
demo4server

then the command

reads the list of servers into variable $computerlist.

The second argument, -path Demo, points to the root path of the application on which you wish to enable caching.
In this example, because the path value does not have spaces, it is possible to omit quote characters, although they
could have been used like this: -path "Demo".

The third argument, -location index.php, points to the target application. The fourth argument, -credential $cred,
holds authentication information in variable $cred. This is necessary because we will copy files to remote machines.
This information can also be captured by the intrinsic get-credential cmdlet, like:

This command launches a GUI control in which the user could specify a user name and password, and the results
would be stored into the $cred variable.

The fifth argument, -extension .php, specifies the type of application to cache.

The sixth argument, -kernelcachepolicy 0, tells the add-iiscaching cmdlet not to cache kernel information.

The seventh argument, -itemlocation 0, specifies where to cache response information; 0 means store on either
client or server.

The eighth argument, -policy 1, means to continue caching until there is a change in the underlying cache element
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(as opposed to caching for a specified time interval).

The final argument, -varybyquerystring "Qwd,Qif,Qiv,Qis", tells IIS which type of response to cache-- in this case,
responses to requests which contain Qwd, Qif, Qiv, and Qis in the query string. (These are specific name parts of
name-value pairs used by the PHP application in this example.)

 

This article first presented a quick look at Windows PowerShell, Microsoft's new shell environment and scripting
language. It showed some typical Windows PowerShell file navigation and manipulation examples and made the
claim that Windows PowerShell goes far beyond existing shell environments.

The second section of this article demonstrated how to use Windows PowerShell in a typical environment in which
IIS is running. The examples included examining Windows services and processes on a host machine. It also
promised a list of a few of the advantages of using Windows PowerShell to manage and interact with IIS.

Here are six comments on such advantages from early Windows PowerShell adopters. They also include
advantages that the IIS Team has experienced.

1. Because Windows PowerShell commands can be stored as scripts, they can be saved and executed unattended.
This advantage is true of any scripting-based technique, but Windows PowerShell is significantly easier to use
than other existing scripting languages.

2. Because Windows PowerShell commands can be stored and used as scripts, they create a self-documenting
record of IIS management activity. How often have you tried to remember how you modified some registry key
using the regedit.exe GUI?

3. Compared with using GUI-based management interfaces, Windows PowerShell commands "remove the magic"
and let you see exactly what is going on. GUI-based tools are good for lighter management activity. However,
using GUI-based tools can lead to thoughts like, "I'm not sure exactly why it works, but when I double-click on
this, it usually fixes the problem."

4. Because many other Microsoft server products will be based on Windows PowerShell, every time you use
Windows PowerShell commands and scripts to manage IIS, you indirectly get training on other systems.

5. Using Windows PowerShell creates a common management paradigm and means of communication:
Windows PowerShell communities are growing quickly and it is much easier to understand documentation or
blog entries which are in the form of Windows PowerShell commands than it is to understand documentation
which reads like, "Open MMC then click here, then click there, then double-click up there . . ."

6. Because Windows PowerShell is a comprehensive environment, you can perform the majority of your work in
Windows PowerShell. There is no need to constantly jump from a GUI-based program, to a cmd.exe shell, to
another GUI-based program. This is similar to the way in which software development activities have evolved
from using separate compilers, linkers, debuggers, and so on, to using an integrated environment like Visual
Studio.

The second section of this paper also showed an example of a Windows PowerShell script which showcases the
ability of IIS to deploy Web servers across multiple machines using simple file-copy operations.

The third section of this paper explained how the Windows PowerShell design allows the IIS community to create
and share custom Windows PowerShell cmdlets which operate directly with native IIS functionality. In particular, it
presented add-iiscaching, a pre-release cmdlet which can enable IIS's ability to cache dynamically created pages.

Though this article has just scratched the surface of how Windows PowerShell and IIS work together, it should
have convinced you that the two in tandem provide an easier, more efficient, and more enjoyable IT management
experience.

 

See https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/management/powershell/default.mspx for

https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/management/powershell/default.mspx
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Introduction

Available Walkthroughs

by Thomas Deml

The IIS PowerShell Provider is a PowerShell Snap-In that allows you to manage IIS configuration and run-time
data. It gives easy access to Web-Sites, Application Pools, Web Applications, Virtual Directories, request in flight,
Worker Processes and .NET Application Domains within Worker Processes.

Follow the subsequent walkthroughs. They cover the comprehensive functionality of the IIS PowerShell Provider
using common scenarios. It is recommended that you start with the basic walkthroughs first to understand how IIS
PowerShell Provider works.

Installing IIS PowerShell Snap-in
Introduction to IIS PowerShell Snap-in Namespace
Using Task-based Cmdlets
Using the PowerShell Help System
Creating Web-Sites, Web Applications, Virtual Directories and Application Pools
Changing Simple Configuration Properties on Web-Sites, Application Pools, Web Applications and Virtual
Directories
Adding and Changing Configuration Settings like Handlers and Modules
Querying and Changing Run-time Data (Web-Site State, Application Pool State, Currently Executing Requests)
Advanced Configuration Tasks
Configuring SSL with the IIS PowerShell Snap-in

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/getting-started-with-the-iis-powershell-snap-in.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

To install I IS PowerShell Snap-in:To install I IS PowerShell Snap-in:

To use the IIS PowerShell Snap-inTo use the IIS PowerShell Snap-in

Automatic Registration by using the IIS PowerShell Management ConsoleAutomatic Registration by using the IIS PowerShell Management Console

Manual RegistrationManual Registration

PS C:\> & "$env:programfiles\IIS\PowerShellSnapin\iisConsole.psc1"

A Word About Security
User Access ControlUser Access Control

PowerShell Execution PoliciesPowerShell Execution Policies

by Thomas Deml

In the following walkthrough you will learn how to install the IIS PowerShell Snap-in and how to start the IIS
PowerShell Management Console.

The IIS PowerShell Snap-in requires the following prerequisites:

Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Vista Service Pack 1, or Windows 7
Microsoft PowerShell 1.0 or 2.0

1. The IIS PowerShell Snap-in is available as x86 and x64 version. Download the 32-Bit version or 64-Bit version.
2. Run the MSI file to install the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.

PowerShell snap-ins like the IIS PowerShell Snap-in have to be registered with PowerShell. There are two ways to
do this:

The IIS PowerShell Snap-in setup will create a new Program Menu shortcut. By starting this shortcut the IIS
PowerShell Snap-in will be registered automatically. Click on the Start Menu - select "All Programs" - "IIS 7.0
Extensions" - "IIS PowerShell Management Console". The prompt of the new PowerShell command window is set
to "IIS:" - the root of the IIS Snap-in namespace.

If you want to use the IIS PowerShell Snap-in in an existing PowerShell command window you have to register
the IIS snap-in manually. You can do this by simply executing the IISConsole.PSC1 file located in the
"$env:programfiles\IIS\PowerShellProvider" directory:

You need Administrator privileges to manage IIS configuration. This means that you have to run PowerShell
command windows elevated. Make sure you always start PowerShell via the "Run as Administrator" menu item.

You might see the following error depending on the PowerShell Execution Permissions.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/installing-the-iis-powershell-snap-in.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1664
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1665


Windows PowerShell
Copyright (C) 2006 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
Do you want to run software from this untrusted publisher?
File C:\Program Files\IIS\PowerShellProvider\iisprovider.types.ps1xml is published by CN=Microsoft
Corporation, O=Microsoft Corporation, L=Redmond, S=Washington, C=US and is not trusted on your
system. Only run scripts from trusted publishers.
[V] Never run  [D] Do not run  [R] Run once  [A] Always run  [?] Help (default is "D"):

Relax the Execution PolicyRelax the Execution Policy

PS C:\> Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned

help about_signing

Trust Microsoft Code Signing Certficate to Trusted Publishers ListTrust Microsoft Code Signing Certficate to Trusted Publishers List

dir cert:\CurrentUser\TrustedPublisher | fl

Summary

Although the IIS PowerShell Provider files are all signed, PowerShell only trusts scripts that are signed by a
'Trusted Publisher' when it's execution policy is set to "Restricted". There are two ways you can fix this problem.

If you see the error above your execution policy is probably set to "Restricted". To trust other code you can set the
execution policy to "RemoteSigned" which allows local scripts to run without requiring a digital signature. Execute
the following command in an elevated PowerShell window:

Execute the following command if you want to know more about signing and execution policies.

To trust the IIS Provider scripts and binaries you can hit "A" in the above dialog and it will add the code signing
certificate used by the IIS Snap-in to the list of Trusted Publishers. You can get a list of "Trusted Publishers" with
the following command:

In this walkthrough you learned how to automatically or manually install the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.
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Organization of the IIS Snap-in Namespace

Task 1 - Getting Familiar with the IIS Provider Namespace
1.1. Start the IIS PowerShell Management Console1.1. Start the IIS PowerShell Management Console

1.2. Navigate the Namespace1.2. Navigate the Namespace

PS IIS:\> dir

Name
----
Sites
AppPools

by Thomas Deml

Everybody is familiar on how the file system is organized. File systems are hierarchical namespaces, comprised of
directories that contain files and other directories. PowerShell Snap-in leverage this familarity with the file system
and allow other data stores to be exposed as an hierarchical namespace. Like the root of a file system drive is
usually C:\  the root of the IIS configuration system is "IIS:".

Underneath the root "IIS:" drive you will find "Sites" and Application Pools - "AppPools" in short.

Here is the structure of the IIS PowerShell Snap-in namespace. The following containers cannot be deleted or
moved.

IIS:\

SslBindings

Sites

Site Collection

Applications and Virtual Directories
AppPools

WorkerProcesses

Note: if Worker Processes are started you will find PowerShell Process objects in the Worker Process collection.
This Process collection is augmented with Request and AppDomain objects. This allows you to query IIS Worker
Processes for currently executing requests and running Application Domains.

Now let's try it out.

Click on the Start Menu - select "All Programs" - "IIS 7.0 Extensions" - "IIS PowerShell Management Console". The
prompt of the new PowerShell command window is set to "IIS:" - the root of the IIS Provider namespace.

Type "dir" and notice that Sites and AppPools are the only two directories underneath the root.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-navigating-the-iis-snap-in-namespace.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


PS IIS:\> cd Sites
PS IIS:\Sites> dir
Name             ID   State      Physical Path                  Bindings
----             --   -----      -------------                  --------
Default Web Site 1    Started    f:\inetpub\wwwroot             http *:80:

1.2 Some more Navigation1.2 Some more Navigation

PS IIS:\Sites> Get-Item 'Default Web Site' | Select-Object *

PSPath                     : IIsProviderSnapIn\WebAdministration::\\THDLAP\Sites\Default Web Site
PSParentPath               : IIsProviderSnapIn\WebAdministration::\\THDLAP\Sites
PSChildName                : Default Web Site
PSDrive                    : IIS
PSProvider                 : IIsProviderSnapIn\WebAdministration
PSIsContainer              : True
State                      : Started
name                       : Default Web Site
id                         : 1
serverAutoStart            : True
bindings                   : {binding, binding}
limits                     : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElement
logFile                    : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElement
traceFailedRequestsLogging : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElement
applicationDefaults        : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElement
virtualDirectoryDefaults   : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElement
applicationPool            : DefaultAppPool
enabledProtocols           : http
userName                   :
password                   :
physicalPath               : f:\inetpub\wwwroot
Attributes                 : {name, id, serverAutoStart, state}
ChildElements              : {bindings, limits, logFile, traceFailedRequestsLogging...}
ElementTagName             : site
IsLocallyStored            : True
Methods                    : {Start, Stop}
RawAttributes              : {name, id, serverAutoStart, state}
Schema                     : Microsoft.Web.Administration.ConfigurationElementSchema

Summary

As the next step we want to change into the Sites directory. You can do that with the following commands:

If you are adventurous you will notice that typing cd Si<tab> will give you command-line completion.

Now try this:

Now try the following:

The first time we are trying a PowerShell cmdlet instead of using good old DOS commands like CD or DIR. If you
want to effectively work with the IIS PowerShell Snap-in it is a good idea to get familiar with these commands.

Get-Item for example, is a command that allows you to get details about the item at the specified location. In our
case we get details for the 'Default Web Site' (if you want to save some typing try 'get-item D<tab>' and the
command-line will be automatically completed by PowerShell). We pipe the output of Get-Item to the Select-
Object cmdlet and it displays all configuration settings of the 'Default Web Site'.

This walkthrough gave you a quick introduction in how the IIS Snap-in namespace is organized. You also learned
some basic command to find your way around in the IIS namespace.
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Introduction

Help for Built-in Cmdlets

get-help WebAdministration | more

Help for IIS-specific Cmdlets

Get-Help <cmdlet name>

Get-Help Get-WebConfiguration
Get-Help Get-WebItemState
Get-Help Add-WebConfiguration

by Thomas Deml

In this walkthrough you will learn how you can get help on how to use the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.

The IIS PowerShell Snap-in uses two types of cmdlets.

1. Built-in cmdlets like New-Item, Get-ChildItems or Set-ItemProperty, are implemented in every namespace (the
file system for example) and also work with the IIS PowerShell Snap-in. These built-in cmdlets apply to
containers that are exposed in the IIS hierarchy: Sites, Application Pools, Web Applications and Virtual
Directories.

2. IIS PowerShell Snap-in specific cmdlets like Get-WebConfiguration, Set-WebConfigurationProperty or Get-
WebItemState are only applicable to IIS. These cmdlets have to be used to manage feature configuration or
run-time state. Examples for feature configuration are defaultDocument configuration, compression settings,
modules and handlers configuration etc. Run-time state examples are the state of Application Pools and Sites.

Getting help for these two types of cmdlets is different. To get help on how the built-in cmdlets can be used in the
IIS:\ namespace you have to use the following command:

The output of this command will give you a detailed overview on how built-in cmdlets can be used in the IIS
namespace. It shows you the syntax and what additional parameters need to be specified. And finally it will display
a large set of examples that will help you to get familiar with these cmdlets.

If you want to get help for IIS-specific cmdlets you have to use the following command:

Examples:

You can execute the following command to retrieve a list of the cmdlets IIS provides:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-using-the-powershell-help-system.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


PS IIS:\> Get-Command -pssnapin IISProviderSnapIn
CommandType     Name                                      Definition
-----------     ----                                      ----------
Cmdlet          Add-WebConfiguration                      Add-WebConfiguration [-Filter] <String...
Cmdlet          Add-WebConfigurationProperty              Add-WebConfigurationProperty [-Filter]...
Cmdlet          Begin-Transaction                         Begin-Transaction [[-PSPath] <String[]...
Cmdlet          Clear-WebConfiguration                    Clear-WebConfiguration [-Filter] <Stri...
Cmdlet          End-Transaction                           End-Transaction [[-PSPath] <String[]>]...
Cmdlet          Get-section                               Get-section [-Section] <String> [-PSPa...
Cmdlet          Get-URL                                   Get-URL [-Url <String>] [-PSPath <Stri...
Cmdlet          Get-WebConfiguration                      Get-WebConfiguration [-Filter] <String...
Cmdlet          Get-WebConfigurationProperty              Get-WebConfigurationProperty [-Filter]...
Cmdlet          Get-WebItemState                          Get-WebItemState [[-PSPath] <String[]>...
Cmdlet          Remove-WebConfigurationProperty           Remove-WebConfigurationProperty [-Filt...
Cmdlet          Restart-WebItem                           Restart-WebItem [[-PSPath] <String[]>]...
Cmdlet          Set-WebConfiguration                      Set-WebConfiguration [-Filter] <String...
Cmdlet          Set-WebConfigurationProperty              Set-WebConfigurationProperty [-Filter]...
Cmdlet          Start-WebItem                             Start-WebItem [[-PSPath] <String[]>] [...
Cmdlet          Stop-WebItem                              Stop-WebItem [[-PSPath] <String[]>] [-...

Summary
In this walkthrough you learned how to use the PowerShell help system to get more information on how to use
built-in cmdlets in the IIS namespace, but also on how to use IIS-specific cmdlets.
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Creating Web-Sites

ParametersParameters

PS IIS:\Sites> New-Item iis:\Sites\TestSite -bindings @{protocol="http";bindingInformation=":80:TestSite"} -
physicalPath c:\test

PS IIS:\Sites> dir

Name             ID   State      Physical Path                  Bindings
----             --   -----      -------------                  --------
Default Web Site 1    Started    f:\inetpub\wwwroot             http *:80:
TestSite         2    Started    c:\test                        http :80:TestSite

<bindings>
 <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation=":80:TestSite" />
</bindings>

by Thomas Deml

In this walkthrough you will learn how to create Web-Sites, Web Applications, Virtual Directories and Application
Pools.

The IIS PowerShell namespace consists of items like Web-Sites, Apps, Virtual Directories and Application Pools.
Creating new namespace items and managing them is very easy using the built-in PowerShell cmdlets.

If you are familiar with PowerShell you know that the New-Item cmdlet is used to create new items in the various
PowerShell namespaces. The command New-Item c:\TestDirectory  creates a new filesystem directory for example
(most people use the MD  or MKDIR  alias for New-Item  however). New-Item  is also used to create new Web-Sites
within the IIS PowerShell namespace.

Specifying the name of the directory is the only argument needed when you create a new file system directory.
Unfortunately this is not enough when you create a Web-Site. Additional parameters like the file system path and
network bindings are needed to create a Web-Site. Here is the command to create a new Web-Site followed by a
dir command:

Using the -physicalPath argument is pretty straightforward. But you might ask yourself why the -bindings
argument looks so complex.

The construct used is a hashtable (go here to learn more about PowerShell hash tables). Within the hash table
key=value pairs indicate the settings that reflect the attributes within the IIS site bindings section:

Now here is the reason why we use a hash table: IIS configuration is completely extensible (see here for more

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-creating-web-sites-web-applications-virtual-directories-and-application-pools.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/scriptcenter/resources/pstips/sept07/pstip0914.mspx


Deleting SitesDeleting Sites

PS IIS:\ >Remove-Item IIS:\Sites\TestSite

Creating Web Applications

PS IIS:\> New-Item 'IIS:\Sites\Default Web Site\DemoApp' -physicalPath c:\test -type Application

Name                     ApplicationPool          EnabledProtocols         PhysicalPath
----                     ---------------          ----------------         ------------
DemoApp                  DefaultAppPool           http                     c:\test

Creating Virtual Directories

PS IIS:\> New-Item 'IIS:\Sites\Default Web Site\DemoVirtualDir1' -type VirtualDirectory -physicalPath 
c:\test\virtualDirectory1
Name                                              PhysicalPath
----                                              ------------
DemoVirtualDir1                                   c:\test\virtualDirectory1

PS IIS:\> New-Item 'IIS:\Sites\Default Web Site\DemoApp\DemoVirtualDir2' -type VirtualDirectory -physicalPath 
c:\test\virtualDirectory2
Name                                              PhysicalPath
----                                              ------------
DemoVirtualDir2                                   c:\test\virtualDirectory2

Creating Application Pools

PS IIS:\> new-item AppPools\DemoAppPool
Name                     State
----                     -----
DemoAppPool              {}

details) with additional sections and attributes. You can imagine that somebody extending the <binding> element
with additional attributes. Key value pairs within a hash table provide the flexibility to incorporate these new
attributes without having to completely rewrite the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.

Granted, the syntax is a bit complex. We are thinking about wrapping some typical tasks like creating sites with
additional functions or scripts in a later Tech Preview.

Here is how you delete the site you just created.

Creating Web Applications is easier than creating sites. Here we go:

The only parameter you have to specify is the type (-type) because underneath a Web-Site you might want to
create an Applications or a Virtual Directories. By specifying the -type parameter you tell the IIS Snap-in to create
an application.

To delete the application you can also use Remove-Item.

To create a Virtual Directory you also use the New-Item cmdlet. Let's create a Virtual Directory underneath the
'Default Web Site' but and a second one underneath the Web Application we created in the previous step.

But it gets even simpler. Creating a new AppPool only requires the name to be specified.



Putting it all Together

Step 1: Create New DirectoriesStep 1: Create New Directories

New-Item C:\DemoSite -type Directory
New-Item C:\DemoSite\DemoApp -type Directory
New-Item C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir1 -type Directory
New-Item C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir2 -type Directory

Step 2: Copy ContentStep 2: Copy Content

Set-Content C:\DemoSite\Default.htm "DemoSite Default Page"
Set-Content C:\DemoSite\DemoApp\Default.htm "DemoSite\DemoApp Default Page"
Set-Content C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir1\Default.htm "DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir1 Default Page"
Set-Content C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir2\Default.htm "DemoSite\DemoApp\DemoVirtualDir2 Default Page"

Step 3: Create New Application PoolStep 3: Create New Application Pool

New-Item IIS:\AppPools\DemoAppPool

NOTENOTE

Import-Module "WebAdministration"

Step 4: Create New Sites, Web Applications and Virtual Directories and Assign to Application PoolStep 4: Create New Sites, Web Applications and Virtual Directories and Assign to Application Pool

Simple, wasn't it? Now let's put this together to an end-to-end scenario.

In the following end-to-end scenario we will execute the following step:

1. Create a set of new file system directories for the sites, web applications and virtual directories we will create a
little later.

2. Copy some very simple web content into the newly created directories.
3. Create new Application Pool
4. Create a new site, a new application and two new virtual directories and assign them to newly created

Application Pool.
5. Request the web content via the web browser.

We use the New-Item cmdlet to create four new file system directories. Execute the following commands (use 'md'
instead of New-Item if you don't want to specify the -type parameter):

Now let's write some simple html content to these directories:

Create the new Application Pool 'DemoAppPool' for the new site if you deleted the one we created in the previous
sample.

The above cmdlet will fail if the WebAdministration module has not been imported. To do so, you can add the following
cmdlet as the first step of a script containing the above cmdlet:

Here comes the beef. We create DemoSite, DemoApp and two Virtual Directories - DemoVirtualDir1 is directly
underneath DemoSite and DemoVirtualDir2 is underneath DemoApp. We are assigning DemoSite and DemoApp
to DemoAppPool created in the previous step. DemoSite is assigned to port 8080 to not conflict with the 'Default
Web Site'



New-Item IIS:\Sites\DemoSite -physicalPath C:\DemoSite -bindings 
@{protocol="http";bindingInformation=":8080:"}
Set-ItemProperty IIS:\Sites\DemoSite -name applicationPool -value DemoAppPool
New-Item IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp -physicalPath C:\DemoSite\DemoApp -type Application
Set-ItemProperty IIS:\sites\DemoSite\DemoApp -name applicationPool -value DemoAppPool
New-Item IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir1 -physicalPath C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir1 -type VirtualDirectory
New-Item IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp\DemoVirtualDir2 -physicalPath C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir2 -type 
VirtualDirectory

Step 5: Request the Web ContentStep 5: Request the Web Content

$webclient = New-Object Net.WebClient
$webclient.DownloadString("http://localhost:8080/");
$webclient.DownloadString("http://localhost:8080/DemoApp");
$webclient.DownloadString("http://localhost:8080/DemoVirtualDir1");
$webclient.DownloadString("http://localhost:8080/DemoApp/DemoVirtualDir2");

$ie = new-object -com InternetExplorer.Application
$ie.Visible = $true
$ie.Navigate("http://localhost:8080/");

Summary

Voila. All that's left is to request the web content.

You can of course open the browser and enter http://localhost:8080/ and all the other URLs. But it's a PowerShell
walkthrough and we'll use PowerShell to do it by using the .NET WebClient classes:

If you feeling adventurous you can also use Internet Explorer object itself:

In this walkthrough you learned how to create Web-Sites, Web Applications, Virtual Directories and Application
Pools with PowerShell. Additional PowerShell features were used to build a functional end-to-end scenario.

http://localhost:8080/
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Looking at Configuration Settings

PS IIS:\> get-item IIS:\Sites\DemoSite
Name             ID   State      Physical Path                  Bindings
----             --   -----      -------------                  --------
DemoSite         2    Started    c:\demosite                    http :8080:

(Get-ItemProperty IIS:\Sites\DemoSite -Name bindings).Collection

by Thomas Deml

In this walkthrough you will learn how to change simple properties of IIS namespace containers like Web-Sites,
Web Applications, Virtual Directories and Application Pools by using built-in PowerShell cmdlets. The next
walkthrough will cover how to change configuration properties on system.webServer sections and custom
sections.

The task of the PowerShell Snap-ins is to offer namespaces that can be managed with a common, built-in
PowerShell cmdlets like New-Item, Get-Item, Get-ChildItems, Set-Item, Set-ItemProperty etc.. The built-in cmdlets
work against all PowerShell-provided namespaces. New-Item c:\testdir  for example allows you to create a new
file system directory, but you can also to create a new IIS object like a Web-Site or an Application Pool, for example
New-Item IIS:\AppPools\NewAppPool .

In the previous walkthrough we started using the New-item and Get-Item cmdlets. This walkthrough will explore
more of the built-in cmdlets.

Often times you might have to change settings on these items after you created them. To do this we are using the
built-in cmdlets New-ItemProperty and Set-ItemProperty. We will also have a look how to use Get-Item and Set-
Item.

This walkthrough relies on the Web-Site 'Demosite' and its Web Applications and Virtual Directories that we
created in the last walkthrough.

Before we start changing settings we want to look at them first. Here is a command to look at the configuration
settings of 'DemoSite'.

This gives you a view of the most important properties of the site. There are more settings you might be interested
though.

Here is a command that gives you more details:

In the example above we are using parenthesis because the Get-ItemProperty call has to be evaluated first before
we can print the collection entries. In this case kind of the same thing as in math: (5 + 4) * 3 will evaluate the 5 + 4
first, then multiply by 3. In this case, the results of Get-ItemProperty command will be evaluated and the resulting
IIS configuration object contains a collection that we output to the screen.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-making-simple-configuration-changes-to-web-sites-and-application-pools.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


PS IIS:\> (Get-ItemProperty IIS:\AppPools\DemoAppPool -name processModel).startupTimeLimit

Days              : 0
Hours             : 0
Minutes           : 1
Seconds           : 30
Milliseconds      : 0
Ticks             : 900000000
TotalDays         : 0.00104166666666667
TotalHours        : 0.025
TotalMinutes      : 1.5
TotalSeconds      : 90
TotalMilliseconds : 90000

Changing Site and AppPool Settings

Set-ItemProperty and New-ItemPropertySet-ItemProperty and New-ItemProperty

PS IIS:\> New-ItemProperty IIS:\sites\DemoSite -name bindings -value @{protocol="http";bindingInform
ation=":8081:"}

PS IIS:\> dir IIS:\Sites
Name             ID   State      Physical Path                  Bindings
----             --   -----      -------------                  --------
Default Web Site 1    Started    f:\inetpub\wwwroot             http *:80:
DemoSite         2    Started    c:\demosite                    http :8080:
                                                                http :8081:

PS IIS:\> Set-ItemProperty IIS:\Sites\DemoSite -name name -value NewDemoSite
PS IIS:\> dir iis:\Sites
Name             ID   State      Physical Path                  Bindings
----             --   -----      -------------                  --------
Default Web Site 1    Started    f:\inetpub\wwwroot             http *:80:
NewDemoSite      2    Started    c:\demosite                    http :8080:
                                                                http :8081:

PS IIS:\> Set-ItemProperty IIS:\Sites\NewDemoSite -name name -value DemoSite

You can use the same strategy with other properties or collections like the AppPools processModel section. The
following command for example returns a nice DateTime object for the startupTimeLimit of our DemoAppPool:

There are two basic ways to make changes.

1. If you are changing a simple property you use Set-ItemProperty.
2. If you are dealing with a collection and you want to add a new collection entry you use New-ItemProperty. In

an IIS default install the bindings collection is the only collection used in the IIS namespace.

Let's begin by adding an additional binding to our DemoSite:

As you can see DemoSite is now also listening on port 8081.

Use the Set-ItemProperty if you want to modify an existing property. Changing the name of the site for example:

Let's change it back to the old name:

We also want to change the identity our Application Pool runs as. First we have to create a user however. Let's use
ADSI to do that



$computer = [ADSI]"WinNT://."
$user = $computer.Create("user", "DemoAppPoolUser")
$user.SetPassword("Secret!!Pw3009")
$user.SetInfo()

Set-ItemProperty iis:\apppools\DemoAppPool -name processModel -value 
@{userName="DemoAppPoolUser";password="Secret!!Pw3009";identitytype=3}

Set-Item and Get-ItemSet-Item and Get-Item

PS IIS:\AppPools> $demoPool = Get-Item IIS:\AppPools\DemoAppPool
PS IIS:\AppPools> $demoPool.processModel.userName = "DemoAppPoolUser"
PS IIS:\AppPools> $demoPool.processModel.password = "Secret!!Pw3009"
PS IIS:\AppPools> $demoPool.processModel.identityType = 3
PS IIS:\AppPools> $demoPool | Set-Item

Summary

Now we are ready to configure the DemoAppPool to run as this user:

To be extensible we are using a good old hash table for property names and their values. If you forgot how to use
it, here is a link.

Let's do the same, i.e. assigning a user to an Application Pool, with the set-item/get-item combo. You might like
this variant a little better because it allows you to take advantage of command-line completion. To see how this
works don't copy and paste the following commands. Enter a couple of characters and use the TAB key to enjoy the
advantages of command-line completion:

In this walkthrough you learned how to use PowerShell-provided cmdlets to manage IIS namespace containers
like Sites and Application Pools. You learned how to use hash tables and how to take advantage of command-line
completion. In the next walkthrough you will learn how to use IIS Snap-in cmdlets to make configuration changes
to IIS configuration settings that are not exposed via the IIS Snap-in namespace.

https://www.microsoft.com/technet/scriptcenter/resources/pstips/sept07/pstip0914.mspx
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Get-WebConfiguration and Get-WebConfigurationProperty

Querying Configuration SettingsQuerying Configuration Settings

PS IIS:\> cd IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp
PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> dir
Type               Name                             Physical Path
----               ----                             -------------
file               Default.htm                      C:\DemoSite\DemoApp\Default.htm
virtualDirectory   DemoVirtualDir2                  C:\DemoSite\DemoVirtualDir2

Get-WebConfigurationProperty -filter /system.webServer/directoryBrowse -name enabled -PSPath 
'IIS:\Sites\Default Web Site'
ItemXPath                   : /system.webServer/directoryBrowse
IsInheritedFromDefaultValue : False
IsProtected                 : False
Name                        : enabled
TypeName                    : System.Boolean
Schema                      : Microsoft.IIs.PowerShell.Framework.ConfigurationAttributeSchema
Value                       : False
IsExtended                  : False

Using Set-WebConfigurationPropertyUsing Set-WebConfigurationProperty

by Thomas Deml

In the previous walkthrough you learned how to manage IIS namespace containers like Sites, Application Pools,
Applications and Virtual Directories.

In this walkthrough we will manage configuration settings that are not exposed via the IIS namespace.

There are several cmdlets that allow you to change IIS settings not configurable via the IIS namespace, i.e. you
can't use built-in cmdlets to modify them. You have to use IIS provided cmdlets instead. This walkthrough relies on
the site, applications and virtual directories we created in previous walkthroughs.

Get-WebConfiguration and Get-WebConfigurationProperty allow you to get IIS configuration sections. They are
very similar to Get-Item and Get-ItemProperty. Where Get-Item* only works against namespace containers (Sites,
Apps, AppPools, VDirs) Get-WebConfiguration* will work against any IIS configuration section.

Let's have a look what settings for the directoryBrowse section are enabled on the DemoApp application we
created previously. First we navigate to the DemoApp folder and then we query the authentication settings in this
folder. Here is how you do it:

In the next example we are using the -filter parameter to specify the configuration section we are interested in and
the -name parameter to specify which property we want to look at. If you want to see the settings of a section that
is not the current location you can use the -PSPath property on top of that. Here is an example how you would
query for the directory browsing settings on the Default Web Site:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-changing-simple-settings-in-configuration-sections.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


Dealing with Locked SectionsDealing with Locked Sections

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> Set-WebConfigurationProperty -filter 
/system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication -name enabled -value true
Set-WebConfigurationProperty : This configuration section cannot be used at this path. This happens
 when the section is locked at a parent level. Locking is either by default (overrideModeDefault="D
eny"), or set explicitly by a location tag with overrideMode="Deny" or the legacy allowOverride="fa
lse".
At line:1 char:29
+ Set-WebConfigurationProperty  <<<< -filter /system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication -
name enabled -value true

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> Set-WebConfigurationProperty -filter 
/system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication -name enabled -value true -PSPath IIS:\ -
location DemoSite/DemoApp

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> Get-WebConfigurationProperty -filter 
/system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication -name enabled
True

Get-WebConfiguration vs. Get-WebConfigurationPropertyGet-WebConfiguration vs. Get-WebConfigurationProperty

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> $winAuth = Get-WebConfiguration -filter 
/system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication 
PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> $winAuth.enabled = $false
PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> $winAuth | set-Webconfiguration -filter 
/system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication -PSPath IIS:\ -location "DemoSite/DemoApp"

Add-WebConfigurationAdd-WebConfiguration

Changing the setting is as simple as:

Here is a problem. Authentication sections are usually locked, i.e. they can't be written to a web.config file but have
to be written to the central applicationhost.config file instead. Using the above command to enable
WindowsAuthentication would fail with a locking violation:

What you have to do here is to use the -PSPath and -location parameter. The following command will enable
Windows Authentication for application DemoApp. The configuration is written to applicationhost.config however
using a location tag. Click here to find more information on locking and location tags.

You don't have to specify locations when querying the configuration however. The regular Get-
WebConfigurationProperty command will show you that the setting is enabled.

The same applies as Get-Item vs. Get-ItemProperty in the previous example. Get-WebConfiguration gets the
whole section instead of only a property. This allows you to store the section to a variable, make modifications to
the section properties and save the section back via Set-WebConfiguration. And you get the benefit of command
completion.

Here is an example. Don't just copy and paste. Explore the properties of the windowsAuthentication section. Type
$winAuth. and hit the <TAB> key to iterate through the available properties and functions.

Add-WebConfiguration is a cmdlet that you want to use if you have to add something to an IIS configuration
collection. Handlers, modules, default document settings and some other examples where IIS uses a collection to
store multiple values.

Here is an example on how to add a new default document to the DemoApp default document collection:



PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp>Add-WebConfiguration /system.webServer/defaultDocument/files  
"IIS:\sites\Default Web Site" -at 0 -value
@{value="new-index.html"}

Summary

The example uses the additional parameter -at. This allows you to specify where in the collection you want to add
the new value. 0 is at the beginning; -1 specifies the end.

In this walkthrough you learned how to use the IIS provided web configuration cmdlets. You learned how to query
for configuration settings, how to configure settings using location tags, how to take advantage of command-line
completion and how to add entries to collections.

In the next walkthrough you will learn how to accomplish some complex configuration tasks using advanced IIS
Provider features like globbing and XPath.
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Using XPath Queries

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> Get-WebConfigurationProperty -filter //defaultDocument/files -name 
Collection[value="index*"] | select value

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> Get-WebConfigurationProperty -filter //handlers -name 
Collection[scriptProcessor="*aspnet_isapi.dll"]  | select name,path
name                                              path
----                                              ----
svc-ISAPI-2.0-64                                  *.svc
svc-ISAPI-2.0                                     *.svc
AXD-ISAPI-2.0                                     *.axd
PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0                      *.mspx
SimpleHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0                    *.ashx
WebServiceHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0                *.asmx
HttpRemotingHandlerFactory-rem-ISAPI-2.0          *.rem
HttpRemotingHandlerFactory-soap-ISAPI-2.0         *.soap
AXD-ISAPI-2.0-64                                  *.axd
PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0-64                   *.mspx
SimpleHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0-64                 *.ashx
WebServiceHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0-64             *.asmx
HttpRemotingHandlerFactory-rem-ISAPI-2.0-64       *.rem
HttpRemotingHandlerFactory-soap-ISAPI-2.0-64      *.soap

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> set-webconfiguration "/system.webServer/handlers/add[@path='*.aspx']/@path" -
value "*.mspx"

by Thomas Deml

In this walkthrough you will learn how to accomplish some advanced configuration tasks using XPath queries and
wildcards.

The previous walkthrough introduced you to the *-WebConfiguration and *-WebConfigurationProperty cmdlets.
There is more to these cmdlets than meets the eye. The -filter parameter is not just a way to specify a configuration
section. It is an XPath query and in this walkthrough we'll explore how to take advantage of it. There are also some
nice ways you can use wilcards with the *-WebConfiguration* commands.

This walkthrough uses the sites, applications and virtual directories created in previous examples.

Here is a simple example that shows you how to use wilcards with the Get-WebConfigurationProperty cmdlet:

And another one. Here all the handler mappings that will get executed by ASPNET_ISAPI.DLL:

Let's suppose you don't like the .aspx extension for your ASP.Net files too much and you want to change all IIS
handler mappings from *.aspx to *.mspx. Can it be shorter than this?

Let's look if the changes were set:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-advanced-configuration-tasks.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


(get-webconfiguration //handlers).collection | select name,path

PS IIS:\Sites\DemoSite\DemoApp> get-content (((get-item .).physicalPath).ToString() + "\web.config")
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
         <handlers>
            <remove name="PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0-64" />
            <remove name="PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0" />
            <remove name="PageHandlerFactory-Integrated" />
            <add name="PageHandlerFactory-Integrated" path="*.mspx" verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG" 
type="System.Web.UI.PageHandlerFactory" preCondition="integratedMode" />
            <add name="PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0" path="*.mspx" verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG" 
modules="IsapiModule" scriptProcessor="%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll" 
preCondition="classicMode,runtimeVersionv2.0,bitness32" responseBufferLimit="0" />
            <add name="PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0-64" path="*.mspx" verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG" 
modules="IsapiModule" scriptProcessor="%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll" 
preCondition="classicMode,runtimeVersionv2.0,bitness64" responseBufferLimit="0" />
        </handlers>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Discovering IIS Configuration

get-webconfiguration //* | where {$_.psbase.SectionPath -like "*" -and $_.psbase.SectionPath.length -gt 0} | 
select SectionPath

get-webconfiguration system.webServer/caching | select -exp Attributes | select Name

get-webconfiguration //* | where {$_.psbase.SectionPath -like "*" -and $_.psbase.SectionPath.length -gt 0} | 
foreach {$_.SectionPath.ToUpper();get-webconfiguration $_.SectionPath | select -exp Attributes | select 
Name;"`n"} | more

Summary

Now how about looking at the configuration file itself. We can use the get-item cmdlet that we explored in a
previous walkthrough.

You can see that the configuration system removed the old handlers and replaced them with new handlers that are
now mapped to *.mspx.

It's great if you know what you want to configure. But what if you don't. Here are a few helpers.

Showing available IIS configuration sections

Showing the properties you can configure on a particular section:

Putting the two together, i.e. showing all sections with their properties.

We will probably pack these commands into some functions at a later Tech Preview but this is what you get for
now :).

In this walkthrough you learned how to accomplish complex IIS configuration tasks by using wildcards and XPath
queries. The next walkthrough will discuss how to discover state and run-time data.
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Sites and Application Pool State

Site StateSite State

PS IIS:\> cd Sites
PS IIS:\Sites> Get-WebItemState IIS:\Sites\DemoSite
Started

PS IIS:\Sites> Stop-WebItem DemoSite
PS IIS:\Sites> Get-WebItemState IIS:\Sites\DemoSite
Stopped

PS IIS:\Sites> Start-WebItem DemoSite
PS IIS:\Sites> Get-WebItemState IIS:\sites\DemoSite
Started

AppPool StateAppPool State

by Thomas Deml

The previous walkthroughs showed you how to query and change IIS configuration settings. There is one
unexplored area left however: run-time data.

Things change, IIS is not different. Sites get started or stopped, Application Pools recycle or time out, requests
come in and responses get sent, AppDomains get spawned or shut down. IIS implements an interface called RSCA
(run-time state and control API) that allows you to monitor what's going on in the system.

The IIS PowerShell Snap-in uses this interface and exposes some of its data via the IIS Snap-in namespace. The
state of Sites and Application Pools is configurable via the Get-WebItemState, Start-WebItem, Stop-WebItem and
Restart-WebItem cmdlets. Run-time state like currently running worker processes, currently executing requests
and loaded AppDomains is exposed via the IIS namespace.

This walkthrough uses the sites, applications and virtual directories that were created in a previous walkthrough.

We're starting by querying the state of our web-sites.

Stopping DemoSite can be achieved with the Stop-WebItem cmdlet:

Starting works the same of course:

We want to do the same for Application Pools

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-run-time-data.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml


PS IIS:\> cd AppPools
PS IIS:\AppPools> Get-WebItemState DemoAppPool
Started
PS IIS:\AppPools> Stop-WebItem DemoAppPool
PS IIS:\AppPools> Get-WebItemState DemoAppPool
Stopped

dir 'iis:\AppPools' | foreach {[void](new-object -com Sapi.SPVoice).Speak("Application Pool State:");}
{$poolState = "Application Pool " + $_.Name +" is " + $_.State;$poolState;[void](new-object -com 
Sapi.SPVoice).Speak($poolState);}

PS IIS:\AppPools> Start-WebItem DemoAppPool

Recycling AppPoolsRecycling AppPools

1. Requesting the default page1. Requesting the default page

PS IIS:\AppPools> $response = (new-object Net.WebClient).DownloadString("http://localhost/")
PS IIS:\AppPools> $response.Length
689

2. Querying the Worker Process PID2. Querying the Worker Process PID

PS IIS:\AppPools> get-process w3wp | select processname,id
ProcessName                                                                                      Id
-----------                                                                                      --
w3wp                                                                                           3684

3. Recycling the Application Pool3. Recycling the Application Pool

PS IIS:\AppPools> Restart-WebItem DefaultAppPool

But there is also the state property you can read on the AppPools node. Let's have some fun with the next example.
Turn your speakers on and execute the following command:

Now start DemoAppPool again:

The one difference with AppPools is that they can be recycled. The cmdlet to recycle AppPools is called Restart-
WebItem and not Recycle-WebItem. PowerShell has pretty strict naming rules and we had to settle for Restart-
WebItem. Let's expand this example a little bit by

1. making a request to the default page of the 'Default Web Site'
2. querying the PID of the worker process is that handles the request
3. recycling the Application Pool
4. Requesting the PID again to confirm that the process was restarted

We use the Net.WebClient class to request http://localhost/. Instead of displaying the output on the screen we are
just looking at the length of the response.

Assuming you have no other active web sites and applications on your machine the following command should
return only one PID:

There is a better way to get to worker processes, handled a little later in this walkthrough.

We recycle the Application Pool by using the Restart-WebItem cmdlet:

1. Querying for the Worker Process PID

http://localhost/


PS IIS:\AppPools> get-process w3wp | select processname,id
ProcessName                                                                                      Id
-----------                                                                                      --
w3wp                                                                                           5860

Worker Processes and Requests

PS IIS:\AppPools> dir DefaultAppPool\WorkerProcesses
               processId                  Handles                    state StartTime
               ---------                  -------                    ----- ---------
                    6612                      326                        1 3/28/2008 12:20:27 PM

Currently Executing RequestsCurrently Executing Requests

Set-Content "$env:systemdrive\inetpub\wwwroot\long.aspx" "<%@ Page language=`"C#`"%>
<%System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(30000);Response.Write(`"slept for 30 seconds`");%>"

PS IIS:\AppPools\DefaultAppPool\WorkerProcesses> dir
Process  State      Handles  Start Time
Id
-------- -----      -------  ----------
6612     Running    737      3/31/2008 8:18:15 AM
PS IIS:\AppPools\DefaultAppPool\WorkerProcesses> (get-item 6612).GetRequests(0).Collection
requestId    : d8000001800000f5
connectionId : d8000001600000f3
verb         : GET
url          : /long.aspx
siteId       : 1

PS IIS:\AppPools\DefaultAppPool\WorkerProcesses> (get-item 6612).GetRequests(0).Collection | select 
url,timeElapsed
url                                                                                     timeElapsed
---                                                                                     -----------
/long.aspx                                                                                     2637

Summary

If the AppPool was successfully recycled your Process ID should have been changed.

The get-process cmdlet doesn't help you figuring out which Application Pool a particular worker process is
serving. This can be easily done however:

If your machine is not a production machine you will have a hard time looking at currently exeucting requests. The
request is long gone until you make a request via Internet Explorer and get back into the PowerShell console. Here
is a little helper ; a request that takes a long time.

If you want to look at the currently executing requests you can type the following command (NOTE: the process id
you have to use for the get-item command will be different on your machine):

Or if you want to see how much time already passed since you started the request:

Done. In this walkthrough you learned how to query the state of IIS Application Pools and Sites. You found out
how to start and stop them. You also learned how to look at worker processes and currently executing requests.
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Acquiring and Installing a Certificate

makecert -r -pe -n "CN=MyTestServer" -b 07/01/2008 -e 07/01/2010 -eku 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1 -ss my -sr 
localMachine -sky exchange -sp "Microsoft RSA SChannel Cryptographic Provider" -sy 12

PS IIS:\> dir cert:\localmachine\my
    Directory: Microsoft.PowerShell.Security\Certificate::localmachine\my
Thumbprint                                Subject
----------                                -------
7ABF581E134280162AFFFC81E62011787B3B19B5  CN=MyTestServer

NOTENOTE

Creating an SSL Binding

PS IIS:\> New-WebBinding -Name "Default Web Site" -IP "*" -Port 443 -Protocol https

by IIS Team

To enable SSL three steps are involved:

1. Acquiring and installing a certificate
2. Creating an SSL binding in IIS
3. Assigning the certificate to the IP:Port of the IIS binding

and optionally:

Enforcing SSL on your web-site

Acquiring certificates is a tricky business. The users of your web-site have to trust the certificate and that's why you
have to get it from a trusted Certificate Authority. For testing purposes you can make your own certificate however.
For this walkthrough we will use a so-called self-signed certificate. The tool that helps us creating a self-signed
certificate is called MAKECERT and is part of the Visual Studio SDK Tools. The following MAKECERT command
will create a self-signed certificate and automatically install it in the "my" Windows Certificate Store:

You can look at the certificates in the certificate store using the certificate provider:

Your certificate thumbprint will be different!

Now lets use the IIS PowerShell Snap-in to create an SSL binding and associate it with the certificate we just
created

We are adding the SSL binding to the Default Web Site using one of the task-based cmdlets called New-
WebBinding:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-configuring-ssl-with-the-iis-powershell-snap-in.md


PS IIS:\> Get-WebBinding 'Default Web Site'

protocol                                          bindingInformation
--------                                          ------------------
http                                              *:80:
https                                             *:443:

Assigning the Certificate to the IP:Port of the IIS Binding

PS IIS:\> cd SslBindings
PS IIS:\SslBindings> dir

PS IIS:\SslBindings> get-item cert:\LocalMachine\MY\7ABF581E134280162AFFFC81E62011787B3B19B5 | new-item 
0.0.0.0!443

IP Address       Port Store            Sites
----------       ---- -----            -----
0.0.0.0          443  My               Default Web Site

Summary

You can look at the binding collection using the following command:

Now it gets a bit tricky because SSL settings get stored in the HTTP.SYS configuration store and the naming
conventions are a bit different.

1. In HTTP.SYS you have to use 0.0.0.0 to specify all IP addresses; in IIS you use an asterisk (*).
2. In IIS you use ":" to separate the binding. Because PowerShell sees a colon as a drive indicator an exclamation

mark is used instead:

You can CD into the IIS:\SslBindings directory and query the existing SSL bindings. The directory will be empty on
an IIS default install:

Now you can use the certificate hash we got in step one and associate it with all IP addresses (0.0.0.0) and the SSL
port 443:

The previous command generated the following SSL Binding:

SSL is ready to go now and you can browse to your site by entering https://localhost

It is fairly straightforward process to set up SSL with PowerShell. You need to get a certificate, create an SSL
binding in IIS and then use the IP and Port of the IIS binding to create a SSL binding in HTTP.SYS.

https://localhost/
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Introduction

Cmdlets Required by the Provider HierarchyCmdlets Required by the Provider Hierarchy

Low-level Configuration CmdletsLow-level Configuration Cmdlets

by Thomas Deml

IIS PowerShell Snap-in cmdlets can be grouped into three categories:

Cmdlets required by the Provider Hierarchy
low-level configuratioin cmdlets
Task-based cmdlets

This walkthrough introduces the task-based IIS cmdlet and gives some examples how to use them.

IIS decided early on to make IIS configuration available as an hierarchy of Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories
and Application Pools. The benefit is that customers can navigate to a location, e.g. a Site or Application, in the
hierarchy and set settings in this context. To support a navigation hierarchy certain pre-defined PowerShell cmdlets
like New-Item, Set-ItemProperty etc. have to be implemented. The hierarchy and these built-in cmdlets were
shipped in Tech Preview 1 in April 2008.

The IIS configuration system was completely revised in version 7. The new configuration system is fully XML-
based, schema-driven and completely extensible. The new IIS FTP Server (FTP7) and many other IIS modules like
the URL Rewriter, WebDAV etc. leverage this extensibilty to plug into the IIS configuration system.

This extensibilty makes it hard to ship cmdlets with static arguments. Imagine the case where somebody extends
an existing configuration section, for example somebody adds a myFancyNewBehavior property to the
virtualDirectory configuration section. Without revising the IIS cmdlets fancyNewBehavior setting wouldn't be
settable via the PowerShell Snap-in cmdlets.

Technical Preview 1 of the IIS PowerShell Snap-in included only low-level cmdlets that took the total configuration
extensibility in account. Every IIS configuration setting (more than 100 configuration sections with collections,
enumerations etc.) can be configured using these cmdlets. These low-level cmdlets also work against custom
configuration, for example if you extended IIS configuration with your own configuration section.

Here is the list of low-level cmdlets we ship since Tech Preview 1 back in April 2008:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/powershell/powershell-snap-in-using-the-task-based-cmdlets-of-the-iis-powershell-snap-in.md
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Add-WebConfiguration                                                                               
Add-WebConfigurationProperty                                                                       
Begin-WebCommitDelay                                                                                  
Clear-WebConfiguration                                                                             
End-WebCommitDelay                                                                                    
Get-WebURL                                                                                            
Get-WebConfiguration                                                                               
Get-WebConfigurationProperty                                                                       
Get-WebItemState                                                                                   
Remove-WebConfigurationProperty                                                                    
Restart-WebItem                                                                                    
Set-WebConfiguration                                                                               
Set-WebConfigurationProperty   
Select-WebConfiguration                                                             
Start-WebItem                                                                                      
Stop-WebItem

Task-based Cmdlets
Here comes the exciting news. For day-to-day IIS tasks like creating web-sites, enabled request tracing, adding a
handler or a module you probably want to use the task-based cmdlets that come with the IIS PowerShell Snap-in.
Here is a list of the task-based cmdlets:



Add-WebConfigurationLock
Backup-WebConfiguration
Clear-WebRequestTracingSettings
ConvertTo-WebApplication
Disable-WebGlobalModule
Disable-WebRequestTracing
Enable-WebGlobalModule
Enable-WebRequestTracing
Get-WebAppDomain
Get-WebApplication
Get-WebAppPoolState
Get-WebBinding
Get-WebConfigFile
Get-WebConfigurationBackup
Get-WebConfigurationLocation
Get-WebConfigurationLock
Get-WebFilePath
Get-WebGlobalModule
Get-WebHandler
Get-WebItemState
Get-WebManagedModule
Get-WebRequest
Get-Website
Get-WebsiteState
Get-WebURL
Get-WebVirtualDirectory
New-WebApplication
New-WebAppPool
New-WebBinding
New-WebFtpSite
New-WebGlobalModule
New-WebHandler
New-WebManagedModule
New-Website
New-WebVirtualDirectory
Remove-WebApplication
Remove-WebAppPool
Remove-WebBinding
Remove-WebConfigurationBackup
Remove-WebConfigurationLocation
Remove-WebConfigurationLock
Remove-WebGlobalModule
Remove-WebHandler
Remove-WebManagedModule
Remove-Website
Remove-WebVirtualDirectory
Rename-WebConfigurationLocation
Restart-WebAppPool
Set-WebBinding
Set-WebGlobalModule
Set-WebHandler
Set-WebManagedModule
Start-WebAppPool
Start-Website
Stop-WebAppPool
Stop-Website

Help for the Task-based Cmdlets

get-command -pssnapin WebAdministration

'Using the built-in help system is the easiest way to find out what cmdlets are available and how to use them. The
following command lists all IIS cmdlets.



get-command *-Web*

get-help New-WebSite

get-help New-Website -full

get-help New-Website -example

End-to-end Example

Step 1: Creating a new web-siteStep 1: Creating a new web-site

PS IIS:\>mkdir "$env:systemdrive\inetpub\MyNewWebSite"

PS IIS:\>New-Website -name "MyNewWebSite" -PhysicalPath "$env:systemdrive\inetpub\MyNewWebSite" -port 81

Step 2: Adding content to the siteStep 2: Adding content to the site

PS IIS:\>cd IIS:\sites\MyNewWebsite

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> dir

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> notepad "$(Get-WebFilePath .)\test.htm"

Another way is to look for -Web prefix we use for all IIS cmdlets. Try this command:

The built-in help system gives you a quick description about an individual cmdlet, about the parameters and
arguments it takes and it has examples how to use the cmdlet. Try the following:

To receive the full help about a particular cmdlet you can enter the following:

If you only want to see an example how to use it try the following command:

The power of the task-based cmdlets shows when you use it for an end-to-end scenario. In the following example
we will create an new web-site, add some content to the web-site, make some configuration changes, enable
Request Tracing and request the new content page.

Enter the following commands:

This creates a new physical directory for our new site.

The line above creates a new web site pointing to the newly created directory and listening on port 81.

The following commands will navigate the IIS namespace and create a new content file.

The command above navigates to the MyNewWebSite node in the IIS namespace.

The above command lists all the contents of the new web site. It won't show anything because there is no content.

The above command opens notepad and allows you to edit test.htm. Instead of having to remember where the



PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> dir

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> Get-WebURL -content ".\test.htm"

Step 3: Enabling Request TracingStep 3: Enabling Request Tracing

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> Enable-WebRequestTracing

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite> notepad (Get-WebConfigFile)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <tracing>
            <traceFailedRequests>
                <add path="*">
                    <traceAreas>
                        <add provider="ASPNET" areas="Infrastructure,Module,Page,AppServices" 
verbosity="Verbose" />
                    </traceAreas>
                    <failureDefinitions timeTaken="00:00:30" statusCodes="200-500" verbosity="Warning" />
                </add>
            </traceFailedRequests>
        </tracing>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite>Get-WebURL -url http://localhost:81/URL_DOES_NOT_EXIST

physical path of your web site. Enter some text, e.g. "Hello World" and save the file in notepad.

If you enter the dir command again it will show you the newly created file test.htm.

The above command will make a HTTP request to the newly created web site and return the content you entered
into notepad.

IMPORTANT: For this example to work the IIS Tracing feature needs to be enabled. On Windows Vista
open the Control Panel, click "Programs", select "Turn Windows features on or off". Find and select "Tracing" under
"Internet Information Services", "World Wide Web Services", "Health and Diagnostics" and click "OK".

As a last step we are enabling Request Tracing. Web Request Tracing is an IIS feature which allows you to get a
detailed log of what happened during a request was executing. This feature is extrememly valuable for a lot of
troubleshooting scenarios. To enable Web Request Tracing we just need to run another location-aware cmldet
called Enable-WebRequestTracing.

Now let's look into the web.config file what configuration got written by the Enable-WebRequestTracing cmdlet.
We do this by using the Get-WebConfigFile cmdlet which is also location-aware:

The configuration looks like this:

Contents of web.config file

The important configuration is the failureDefinitions rule. By default a trace file is generated when the error code is
between 200 and 500 or when the request takes longer than 30 seconds. Let's issue a request that generates a
response in the 200-500 error range by executing the following command:



PS IIS:\Sites\MyNewWebSite>cd "$env:systemdrive\inetpub\logs\failedReqLogfiles\w3svc2\"

PS C:\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC2>&"$env:programfiles\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe" 
"$env:systemdrive\inetpub\logs\failedReqLogfiles\w3svc2\fr000001.xml"

Summary

A request to a non-existing resource generates a 404 error. To look at the trace file you have to navigate to the
following location:

Now you can look at the trace file by opening the xml file in Internet Explorer:

The new task-based cmdlets will give Administrators an easy way to accomplish day-to-day IIS task with
PowerShell. The cmdlets offer location-awareness and intuitive syntax and help.

The low-level IIS cmdlets shipped since Tech Preview 1 will still allow more advanced IIS Administration tasks.
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Install Web Management Service (WMSVC)Install Web Management Service (WMSVC)

Enable Remote Connections

by Saad Ladki

Remote management of IIS 7.0 and above through Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager must be explicitly
enabled. This has changed from IIS 6.0 where IIS Manager remoting was through MMC and was always enabled.
This document describes how to enable remote management of IIS on Windows Server® 2008 through IIS
Manager.

First, you must be on Windows Server 2008. IIS on Windows Vista will not be remotely manageable when it
released. You must also be logged in as the built-in Administrator account, or be a member of the Administrators
group using elevated privileges.

These are the steps for enabling remote administration of your IIS server.

1. Install the Web Management Service (WMSVC).
2. Enable remote connections.
3. Optionally set other configuration, e.g.:

a. HTTPS binding (port, IP address, and/or SSL certificate)
b. IP and domain restrictions.

4. Start WMSVC, and optionally change the service Startup Type from Manual to Automatic.

Starting WMSVC is the last step because WMSVC cannot be configured while running.

This document only describes how to enable remoting. For an overview of how IIS Manager remoting works, please see the
Getting Started with IIS Manager.

Click Server Manager in the Start menu, select the Roles node in the left-hand tree view, and scan down to find
the Web Server (IIS) role. Click Add Role Services and select the Management Service component.

  

To enable remote connections using IIS Manager, click the server node in the tree view, open the Management
Service feature, and check the Enable Remote Connections check box under Remote Connections.

This configuration is stored in the dword registry value "EnableRemoteManagement" under the registry key

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/remote-administration/remote-administration-for-iis-manager.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
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REGEDIT4
   
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\WebManagement\Server]
   
"EnableRemoteManagement"=dword:00000001

Configure WMSVC Settings

Start WMSVC

net start WMSVC

sc config WMSVC start= auto

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WebManagement\Server. The easiest way to enable remote
management from the command line is to save this text in a file called EnableRemoteMgmt.reg and run it:

 

There are a few other WMSVC settings you might want to configure:

Binding – By default, WMSVC is bound to all unassigned IP addresses on port 8172 using a self-signed
certificate (WMSVC only communicates over HTTPS).
IPv4 Restrictions – After remote connections are enabled, WMSVC accepts connects from any IP address. You
may want to refuse connections from a set of known clients, or lock down connections to only a set of known
clients.
Acceptable for unspecified clients – By default, WMSVC accepts both Windows credentials and IIS
Manager credentials (i.e. non-Windows credentials stored in administration.config). You can choose to restrict
this to just Windows credentials.

To configure these settings using IIS Manager, click the server node in the tree view and open the Management
Service feature. This configuration is stored in the registry and can be manipulated many different ways (e.g.
regedit, .reg files, WMI, etc.):

 

To start WMSVC using IIS Manager, click the server node in the tree view, open the Management Service
feature, and click Start in the task pane. To start WMSVC from the command line, type:

WMSVC installs with Startup Type set to Manual, which means that the service has to be manually restarted each
time the server reboots or if HTTP.sys is stopped (WMSVC depends on HTTP.sys). Set the Startup Type to
Automatic if you want WMSVC to start on system boot. Do this in the Services MMC console, or using this
command line:
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Introduction

Prerequisites

by Saad Ladki

IIS provides administrators and developers with a new configuration system that is accessible, extensible and
distributable. The new XML-based format allows for easy configuration of the modules and features available in
IIS 7 and above. It also enables granular control of the locations at which settings for individual features can be
configured (for example, at the server level in the applicationHost.config file, or at a site or an application level in
a Web.config file).

The new IIS administration user interface (UI), IIS Manager, fully supports this new configuration system and
adds additional features that provide a powerful and granular system for configuring the Web server. Two of
these additional features are remote administration of servers, sites and applications, and support for user-based
authentication and authorization.

This article explains how to enable remote connections, configure users and permissions, and delegate features to
a site or application level. There are many scenarios where an IIS server administrator might want to delegate
administrative control of a certain feature or features to someone, or where the administrator might want to
prevent others from viewing existing configuration. Take the following scenario, for example.

Edward is a server administrator on a computer that hosts several sites. The computer is part of a domain, and
some of the site owners belong to the same domain. However, some of the site owners are outside of the domain,
and Edward must create IIS Manager user accounts for them by creating a user name and password for each
owner. After he has created the necessary IIS Manager user accounts, Edward sets up IIS Manager permissions
for each site to specify which of the users are allowed to connect to a particular site. To do this, Edward opens the
IIS Manager Permissions feature in each site and adds Windows users and IIS Manager users. This action does
two things. First, it configures IIS to allow a user to connect to the site when the user provides valid credentials.
Second, it permits users who successfully connect to configure any delegated features in that site.

Edward also wants to delegate configuration of some features that he trusts to be configured by a site owner in
his or her own site. This eliminates the need for a site owner to request that Edward configure features that vary
by site, such as default documents. He decides to delegate configuration for the following features in all sites on
his server: Default Documents, Directory Browsing, and Error Pages. In addition, Edward decides to delegate
configuration of an additional feature, HTTP Redirect, to the site Contoso, because he knows that the site often
needs to be redirected and trusts the site owners to configure those settings. He sets all other features to be Read
Only so that site owners can see the settings but not configure them in their sites.

Julian and Catherine are site owners for the site Contoso on Edward's computer. Julian has a Windows user
account, and Catherine has an IIS Manager user account for which Edward has provided her credentials. They can
both open IIS Manager on their own computers, and connect to Contoso because Edward has permitted their
accounts to configure the Contoso site. They each see all of the features that have been delegated to the site level.
They can configure Default Documents, Directory Browsing, Error Pages, and HTTP Redirect because Edward
delegated configuration of those settings to their site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/remote-administration/configuring-remote-administration-and-feature-delegation-in-iis-7.md
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Configuring Remote Connections in IIS Manager

Enable Remote Connections and Configure Identity Credentials

The following items are required to be installed to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 on Windows Server® 2008 or IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2
IIS Manager

In IIS, IIS Manager makes it easy to perform remote administration. In addition to managing IIS on the local
computer, IIS Manager can manage remote servers, sites, and applications. The server administrator uses remote
administration features to add IIS Manager user accounts and to allow those users to connect to any sites or
applications for which they have permission.

Configuring remote administration involves enabling remote connections in IIS Manager and configuring the
type of credentials required to connect to the server. Optionally, you can change default connection and logging
settings, and add connection restrictions based on IP addresses or domain names.

Install the Management Service

The default IIS installation options do not include the Management Service (also referred to as the Web
Management Service (WMSVC)), which is required for remote administration. If you have not installed the
Management Service, follow the steps in this procedure to install it.

To install the Management Service:

1. Click Start, type Server Manager in the Search box, and press ENTER to open Server Manager.
2. In the tree, under Roles, select Web Server (IIS).
3. Click Add role services, and then select Management Service as shown in the image below.
4. Click Next and follow the instructions to complete the installation.

file:///T:/n3zn/manage/remote-administration/configuring-remote-administration-and-feature-delegation-in-iis-7/_static/image1.jpg
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Enable remote connections so that Windows users and IIS Manager users (configured later in this article) can
connect to this computer by using IIS Manager on their computers. By default, the Management Service allows
connections only from users that have Windows credentials, but you can configure it to also allow connections
from users with IIS Manager credentials. For the purposes of this article, configure the Management Service to
allow both credential types as shown in the image below.

The next section in this article explains IIS Manager credentials.

To enable remote connections and allow connections from Windows users and IIS Manager users:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the server node in the tree.
2. Double-click Management Service to open the Management Service feature page.
3. Select the Enable remote connections check-box.
4. Under Identity Credentials, select Windows credentials or IIS Manager credentials.
5. In the Actions pane, click Apply to save the changes, and then click Start to start the Management Service.

Additional Information

You do not have to enable remote connections to start the Management Service. If remote connections are
disabled and the Management Service is started, you can connect to the Management Service from the local
computer but not from a remote computer. If you cannot connect from a remote computer, make sure that
remote connections are enabled.

You should check your firewall settings to ensure that connections are allowed to the Management Service. When
the Management Service is installed, the setup process adds a firewall rule that allows traffic to the Management
Service on port 8172 (the default port) which is on by default. If you ever change the port that the Management
Service uses, you must add a new firewall rule to allow traffic to the Management Service on that port.
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Configure Connection and Logging Settings for the Management
Service

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION DEFAULT SETTING

IP Address Specifies the IP address to which the
service is bound.

All Unassigned

Port Specifies the port number that the
service uses for requests.

8172

SSL Certificate Specifies the SSL certificate used by the
service. All requests to the service use
HTTPS over the port specified in the
Port field. This list contains the SSL
certificates that are available to the
server. If you want to add additional
SSL certificates, use the Server
Certificates feature at the server level.

Self-signed certificate that is installed
during setup

Log requests to Specifies the path to the log files for
the Management Service.

%SystemDrive%\Inetpub\logs\WMSVC

Configure IP and Domain Restrictions for the Management Service

Configuring Users and Permissions for IIS Manager

Add an IIS Manager User

In addition to the Management Service settings that were configured in the above section, you can configure
connection settings and specify where to log requests. The following table describes each field and its default
setting. If you change any settings, make sure to click Apply in the Actions pane and then restart the
Management Service.

By default, the Management Service accepts all requests made to its configured IP address and port, and users
are allowed to connect when they are added to IIS Manager (as explained in the next section). However, you can
configure the service to deny access for unspecified requests and instead add specific allow rules so that only
requests made from a specific IP address or domain are accepted. For more information about allowing or
denying requests from IP addresses or domains, see the procedures under Configuring Remote Management on
Microsoft TechNet.

When you configured the Management Service in the above section, you selected the Windows credentials or
IIS Manager credentials option. This option enables users with either Windows user accounts or IIS Manager
user accounts to connect to a site or application on the remote computer by using IIS Manager. Both types of
users must provide valid credentials (a user name and password pair) when they connect remotely. A Windows
user must provide valid Windows credentials for a user account on the remote computer or for a user account in
the domain if the computer is a member of a domain. An IIS Manager user must provide valid IIS Manager
credentials, which are configured in IIS Manager by a server administrator on the remote computer. In both
cases, a user is able to use IIS Manager to connect to sites or applications for which the server administrator has
given the user permission.

The following procedures explain how to open the IIS Manager Users feature and add a user. When the IIS
Manager Users feature page opens, the list displays each IIS Manager user name and whether the account is
enabled or disabled. Only enabled accounts are allowed to connect to sites or applications for which they have

http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/fd7b1818-2b54-49ba-8d8f-c4a0c3dbb1e41033.mspx


Configure IIS Manager Permissions for a Site or an Application

been granted permission.

To add an IIS Manager user:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the server node in the tree.
2. On the server home page, double-click IIS Manager Users.

3. On the IIS Manager Users page, in the Actions pane, click Add User.
4. In the User name box, type a user name.
5. In the Password box, type a password and then retype the password in the Confirm password box.
6. Click OK.

In order for a user to remotely connect to a site or application on the server, they must be granted permission to a
site or application by the server administrator. After they are granted permission, they can use IIS Manager to
connect to the site or application using either their Windows credentials (if they are a Windows user) or their IIS
Manager user credentials (if they are an IIS Manager user).

To permit an IIS Manager user to connect to a site or an application:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, select the site or application for which you want to configure
permissions.

2. On the home page for the site or application, double-click IIS Manager Permissions.
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3. On the IIS Manager Permissions page, in the Actions pane, click Allow User.
4. On the Allow User dialog box, select IIS Manager and click Select.

5. On the Users dialog box, select one or more IIS Manager users from the list and then click OK.

6. Click OK to dismiss the Allow User dialog box.

To permit a Windows user to connect to a site or an application:

1. On the IIS Manager Permissions page, in the Actions pane, click Allow User.
2. On the Allow User dialog box, select Windows and then click Select.
3. On the Select User or Group dialog box, type a user name or search for a user account, and then click OK.
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Configure Access Control Lists (ACLs) for Content Directories

Connect to a Site or an Application in IIS Manager

4. Click OK to dismiss the Allow User dialog box.

In order for IIS Manager to work correctly when a user connects to a site or an application, the ACLs must be
configured properly for the physical directory of the site or application. For Windows users, you must configure
directory and file ACLs for each Windows user or group that needs to access the directories and files. For IIS
Manager users, you must configure directory and file ACLs for the WMSVC user (NT Service\WMSVC by
default).

For the physical directory of a site or an application, configure read, write, and execute permissions for the
WMSVC user (if you are permitting IIS Manager users to connect) and for any Windows users who need to
connect to that site or application.

If the physical directory of the site or application is on a different machine (i.e. on a UNC share) then you will
need to configure WMSVC to run as a user which has read, write, and execute permissions for the content on that
UNC share (the default user, NT Service\WMSVC, cannot access items on a different machine).

After you have configured the Management Service and configured users and permissions, a user can connect to
his or her site or application.

To connect to a site or an application

1. In IIS Manager, click File and then click Connect to a Site(or Connect to an Application).
2. On the Connect to Site or Connect to Application wizard, type the server name and the site name to

which you want to connect. If you are connecting to an application, type the application name also. Then click
Next.
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3. On the Provide Credentials page of the Connect to Site or Connect to Application wizard, select
whether you want to use current credentials or to specify the credentials to connect to the site. When you
specify credentials, the default is Windows credentials unless you select the Use IIS Manager credentials
check-box. After you specify the credentials, click Next to connect to the server.

4. If the connection succeeds, IIS Manager will display a final page on the Connect to Site or Connect to
Application wizard to name the connection. As shown in the image below, the TestAdmin user has created a
site connection to the Contoso.com site.
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Delegating Features in IIS Manager

DELEGATION TYPE DESCRIPTION

Not Delegated The configuration is locked and any configuration of the
feature in a Web.config file will cause a runtime error. The
feature is not visible or configurable in IIS Manager when a
user is connected at levels below where this state is set. For
example, if a feature is configured to be Not Delegated at a
site level, users connected to applications in that site will not
see the feature and cannot configure it in IIS Manager.

Read Only The configuration is locked and any configuration of the
feature in a Web.config file will cause a runtime error. The
feature is visible in IIS Manager when a user is connected at
lower levels, but the configuration is locked so that changes
cannot be made.

Read/Write The feature can be configured in Web.config. The feature
appears in IIS Manager and can be configured when a user is
connected at lower levels (site or application level).

Additional Information

In the next section, we look at Feature Delegation. However, before we do that, and to better explain Feature
Delegation and what it does, we look at one feature of the site we have just connected to. The site should be
highlighted and the site home page should be displayed. On the home page, double-click Error Pages.

As shown in the image below, on the right-hand side of the page there is an alert saying "This feature has been
locked and is read only." This alert is displayed when a feature has been locked; the next section explains Feature
Delegation and locking in more detail.

The Feature Delegation feature page lets a server administrator configure the delegation state of features that
are configurable in Web.config files at the site and application levels in IIS Manager. He or she might want to
delegate configuration of certain features, such as Default Documents and Directory Browsing, to an individual
site owner so that the owner can configure those delegated features in his or her site.

Or a server administrator might delegate a feature as read only so that a site owner can view the configuration of
a feature but cannot change the settings. The server administrator can even prevent features from appearing in
IIS Manager at the site and application levels.

There are several different delegation states, each of which determines whether a feature is delegated to lower
levels in the configuration system and whether the feature displays in IIS Manager when users are connected at
lower levels. The following table describes each delegation state.
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Configuration Read Only The meaning is the same as Read Only; however, there are
settings or data for the feature that are stored and managed
outside of IIS, such as in a database.

Configuration Read/Write The meaning is the same as Read/Write; however, there are
settings or data for the feature that are stored and managed
outside of IIS, such as in a database.

DELEGATION TYPE DESCRIPTION

NOTENOTE

Configure Default Delegation States for Features in IIS Manager

Server administrators can modify the configuration for all features, so if they are connected to the server, they will see all
features at all levels even if a feature has been configured to not display at lower levels.

When you first open the Feature Delegation feature page, you can configure the default delegation state of
features in IIS Manager. These delegation states are the default settings used by IIS Manager for all sites and
applications on the server.

To configure default delegation states for features in IIS Manager

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the server node in the tree.
2. On the server home page, double-click Feature Delegation. 

3. Select Delegation from the Group by list to organize the list of features by their current delegation states.
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Additional InformationAdditional Information

<location path="" overrideMode="Allow">
    <system.webServer>
        <httpErrors>
            ...
            ...
        </httpErrors>
    </system.webServer>
</location>

Configure Custom Delegation States for Features in a Site or an
Application

4. Select Error Pages in the Feature Delegation list, and then review the available delegation states in the
Actions pane. The Error Pages feature is selected and the available options under Set Feature Delegation
are Read/Write, Remove Delegation and Reset to Inherited.

5. Select Error Pages. In the Actions pane, click Read/Write to unlock the configuration section that is related
to the Error Pages feature. This makes the feature configurable in Web.config files and in IIS Manager at the
site and application levels.

The following excerpt from the IIS configuration files shows that the values can be overridden at every location
(also referred to as "path"):

To further demonstrate what this action does, look at Error Pages feature at a site level. In the Connections
pane, connect to a site and then double-click Error Pages on the site home page. As shown in the image below,
the Error Pages feature can now be configured by the user connected to the site level.

The steps above configured the default delegation state for the Error Pages feature in all sites on the server.
There may also be a time when you do not want the delegation state that you configure to be applicable to all
sites. In this case, you can configure a custom delegation state for a specific site. You can also copy custom
delegation states of all features from one site to another site.

To configure custom delegation states for features in a specific site

1. In IIS Manager, double-click Feature Delegation.
2. On the Feature Delegation page, in the Actions pane, click Custom Web Site Delegation.
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Reset Feature Delegation StatesReset Feature Delegation States

3. From the Sites list, select the site for which you want to configure custom delegation settings.

4. Select a feature, and then click a delegation state in the Actions pane.

To copy custom delegation states from one site to another site

1. On the Custom Web Site Delegation page, in the Sites list, select the site from which you want to copy
delegation to another site.

2. Click Copy Delegation.
3. On the Copy Delegation dialog box, select the site or sites to which you want to copy the delegation states

and then click OK.

There may be a time in which it is necessary to undo the changes that have been made to the delegation states of
features. Perhaps the changes were made to a particular site or application by accident, or some 'experimentation'
with the feature has gone wrong. In this case, reset the delegation states of all features back to their default states.
Or, reset only one feature back to its default state.

To reset feature delegation states

1. Open the Feature Delegation feature page.
2. To reset all feature delegation states, in the Actions pane click Reset All Delegation.

To reset the delegation state of a specific feature, select the feature in the list, and in the Actions pane click Reset
to Inherited.
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Remote Administration Behavior Matrix
CONNECT AS: WINDOWS ADMINISTRATOR WINDOWS USER IIS MANAGER USER

Default Experience Server Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows admin when
writing to the server config
files (applicationHost.config,
administration.config and
root web.config)

Server Connection: - N/A Server Connection: - N/A

Site Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows admin when
reading from and writing to
the site's web.config

Site Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows user when reading
from and writing to the site's
web.config

Site Connection: - Site's
web.config file is read from
and written to using the
identity in which WMSVC
runs (NT Service\WMSVC)

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

by Nitasha Verma

This document contains the matrix of scenarios for remote administration for IIS Manager and the runtime
behavior for each one. It helps understand the different administration scenarios and troubleshooting issues
(401s).

A prerequisite for remote administration via the IIS UI is starting the remote administration service (WMSVC) on
the server machine. A good article for this information is Remote Administration for IIS Manager.

General rules of thumb which are valid for every item in the matrix:

Redirection.config, applicationHost.config and administration.config are always read (even for site and app
connections).
Redirection.config is always read using the identity in which the service WMSVC runs (by default: NT
Service\WMSVC).

UI does nothing special when trying to read Root web.config, the ASP.NET counterpart of
applicationHost.config

If configurationRedirection is enabled in Redirection.config, then:

Server Config files (applicationHost.config, administration.config) are always read using the username
and password specified in redirection.config

If configurationRedirection is disabled, then:

Server Config files (applicationHost.config, administration.config) are always read using the identity in
which WMSVC runs (NT Service\WMSVC by default)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/remote-administration/remote-administration-behavior-matrix.md
https://github.com/NitashaV


Site or App on UNC Server Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows admin when
writing to the server config
files(applicationHost.config,
administration.config and
root web.config)

Server Connection: - N/A Server Connection: - N/A

Site Connection: - If UNC
credentials are specified for
the UNC share, UI will read
the site's web.config file
using those UNC credentials
and write as windows
administrator - If UNC
credentials are not specified
for the UNC share, UI will
read from and write to the
site's web.config file as
windows administrator

Site Connection: - If UNC
credentials are specified for
the UNC share, UI will read
the site's web.config file
using those UNC credentials
and write as windows user -
If UNC credentials are not
specified for the UNC share,
UI will read from and write
to the site's web.config file as
windows user

Site Connection: - If UNC
credentials are specified for
the UNC share, UI will read
the site's web.config file
using those UNC credentials
and write using the identity
in which WMSVC runs (NT
Service\WMSVC) - If UNC
credentials are not specified
for the UNC share, UI will
read from and write to site's
web.config using the identity
in which WMSVC runs (NT
Service\WMSVC) *see note
below

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection * see
note below

Configuration Redirection is
enabled in
Redirection.Config Config
files:
applicationHost.config
administration.config

Server Connection: - Server
files are read using the
username and password
specified in redirection.config
- UI impersonates as the
windows admin when
writing to the server config
files (applicationHost.config,
administration.config and
root web.config)

Server Connection: - N/A Server Connection: - N/A

Site Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows admin when
reading from and writing to
the site's web.config

Site Connection: - UI
impersonates as the
windows user when reading
from and writing to the site's
web.config

Site Connection: - Site's
Config is read from and
written to as the identity in
which WMSVC runs (NT
Service\WMSVC)

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

App Connection: - Same as
the site connection

CONNECT AS: WINDOWS ADMINISTRATOR WINDOWS USER IIS MANAGER USER

NOTENOTE
If NT Service\WMSVC does not have permissions to the UNC share -- which will be the case for UNC shares on another
machine -- (WMSVC means nothing outside the realm of a local machine), update the identity of Web Management Service
(services.msc) to be a domain user that has access to the server as well as the UNC share.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
Do not use a Network Service identity – it is a possible security risk, since that is the identity under which ASP.NET
applications run. If you use ACLs to this account, you will open your content/configuration up for anyone to access via an
aspx page.
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Installing on Windows Vista

by Brian Delahunty

These requirements must be met in order to continue with the procedures in this article:

You must have Windows Vista® SP1 installed.
You must have the Microsoft .NET Framework® version 2.0 or greater installed.
You must have the Internet Information Services 7.0 or above Management Console® installed (click here to
see how to install).

 

If at any stage during the install process you receive a User Access Control dialog, you can continue the installation by
clicking Continue or Allow.

 

1. Ensure that you meet the installation requirements for Windows Vista®. Note that you must install the IIS
Management Console (see how by clicking here).

2. Download the Remote Manager installer from:
32 bit (x86) - https://www.iis.net/go/1626
64 bit (x64) - https://www.iis.net/go/1633
If you are running the 64 bit version of Windows Vista, ensure that you download the 64 bit installer. The 32 bit
installer will not work on 64 bit Windows Vista.

3. After downloading the installer, simply double click on it to run it.

4. Click Next to display the License agreement page.
5. To continue, you must agree to the license agreement and then click Next.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/remote-administration/remote-manager-for-windows-2003-xp-and-vista-sp1.md
https://github.com/briandela
https://blogs.iis.net/bdela/#InstallingMgtConsole
https://blogs.iis.net/bdela/#InstallingMgtConsole
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
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Using Remote Manager on Windows VistaUsing Remote Manager on Windows Vista

6. Select the location where you want to install Remote Manager and click Next to continue.

7. On the next screen, click Install to start the installation.

 

After installing Remote Manager on Windows Vista, start the IIS Management Console as you did before. For
example:

1. Click the Windows Start button  to display the start menu.
2. Type "inetmgr.exe" into the search box and press Enter.

If you are prompted by "User Access Control", click Continue.
3. When the Management Console starts, you may notice that it is different than before. There is now a Start Page

and additional options such as "Connect to Server", "Connect to Site" and so on. You can also connect to a
Server, Site or Application by going to the File menu and selecting the appropriate option.
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Known IssueKnown Issue

Installing the Management Console on Windows Vista (a prerequisite
for installing Remote Manager on Vista)

4. After you select which type of connection you want to make a wizard will be displayed. Follow the wizard and
enter the request details to make a remote connection.

The following issue is known for Remote Manager:

The 32 bit version of Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager will not function correctly on 64 bit version of
Windows XP®, Windows Server® 2003 and Windows Vista. Ensure that you install the 64 bit version Internet
Information Services (IIS) Manager on 64 bit operating systems.

  

To install the Internet Information Services (IIS) Management Console on Windows Vista, follow the steps below:

1. a. Click the Windows Start button  to display the start menu.
a. Type "optionalfeatures.exe" into the search box and press enter.

(If you are prompted by "User Account Control," click Continue.)

b. When the Windows Features dialog is finished loading, expand the "Internet Information
Services" node.

c. Next, expand the "Web Management Tools" node.
d. To install the IIS Management Console, check the check box beside "IIS Management Console"

and click OK.
If the check box is already checked, the Management Console is already installed.
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Installing on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003

Install instructions:Install instructions:

  

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled in order to install Remote Manager on Windows XP or Windows
Server 2003:

You must have Windows XP Service Pack 2 installed if you are using Windows XP
You must have Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1 installed if you are using Windows Server 2003
You must have the Microsoft .NET Framework version 2.0 or greater installed

 

1. Ensure that you meet the installation requirements for Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 as discussed
earlier.

2. Download the Remote Manager installer from:
32 bit (x86) - https://www.iis.net/go/1626
64 bit (x64) - https://www.iis.net/go/1633.

3. After downloading the installer, double click it to run.

4. Click Next to display the License agreement page.
5. To continue, you must agree to the license agreement and then click Next.
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Using Remote Manager on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003

6. Select the location where you want to install Remote Manager and click Next to continue.

7. On the next screen, click Install to start the installation.

  

To start Remote Manager after installation, follow these instructions:

1. Click the Windows Start button to display the start menu.
2. Go to the Programs (or All Programs) menu and click Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Manager.
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3. After Remote Manager starts you can connect to a server, site or application by going to the site menu and
clicking the appropriate options.

4. After you select which type of connection you want to make, a wizard displays. Follow the wizard and enter the
request details to make a remote connection.
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Using IIS with Windows Server Core
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by IIS Team

Discover how IIS and the Server Core installation option in Windows Server® 2008 can help reduce management
and setup time. IIS on Server Core combines a powerful Web server with a minimal footprint server operating
system, which has a smaller disk space requirement, lower memory utilization, a reduced attack surface, and lower
servicing needs.

▶ Watch video (8 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/working-with-server-core/using-iis-with-windows-server-core.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/using-iis-with-windows-server-core
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IIS Deployment and Configuration Tips

start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel

start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-
CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-
BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-DigestAuthentication;IIS-
ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-URLAuthorization;IIS-
RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools; IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-
WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;IIS-FTPPublishingService;IIS-FTPServer;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-
ProcessModel

NOTENOTE

by Tobin Titus

As you may know from TechEd 2007 announcements and a Bill Staples' blog post, IIS 7.0 is supported on the
Server Core installation option of Windows Server® 2008. IIS 7.0 on Server Core combines a powerful new Web
server with a minimal footprint server operating system, which has a smaller disk space requirement, lower
memory utilization, a reduced attack surface, and lower servicing needs.

This article provides basic instructions for getting started with IIS 7.0 on Server Core, including installation
instructions for running Classic ASP and PHP applications.

Q1. How to install IIS 7.0 on Server Core?

A. You can use pkgmgr.exe command line tool option to install IIS 7.0 on your Server core box. For default IIS
install option, type following on the command-window:

For Full IIS install option, you can type following in command-line:

1. To uninstall IIS, you can pass "/uu:" instead of "/iu:" for the commands mentioned above (Ex. Start /w pkgmgr /uu: IIS-
WebServerRole….).

2. For more information on pkgmgr.exe, click the link.

Q2. Which features of IIS 7.0 are not available on Server Core installation option of Windows Server
2008?

Server Core installations on Windows Server 2008 comes with certain differences from regular Windows Server
2008 OS installations. In a nutshell, .Net framework is not available (hence no ASP.Net) and there is no windows
shell so GUI administration tools are not available. As a note, availability and support of .Net framework on Server
Core installation option is being discussed so there is no final answer on that as of this date yet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/manage/working-with-server-core/iis-70-on-server-core.md
https://github.com/tobint
https://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2007/jun07/06-04IIS7.mspx
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/06/04/iis7-on-server-core.aspx


Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-
ISAPIExtensions;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-
Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel

NOTENOTE

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-CGI;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-
RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-
ProcessModel

A. Following features are not available as installation options on Server Core:

IIS-ASPNET
IIS-NetFxExtensibility
IIS-ManagementConsole
IIS-ManagementService
IIS-LegacySnapIn
IIS-FTPManagement
WAS-NetFxEnvironment
WAS-ConfigurationAPI

Q3. How do you install Classic ASP on Server Core?

A. Type following pkgmgr.exe command to install Classic ASP along with features for Static Content Web Server
on Server Core machine.

Q4. How do you install PHP on Server Core?

A. Steps to install and configure PHP on Server Core are as follows:

1. Unzip the content of PHP download from http://www.php.net/downloads.php to a file share.

Since Server Core does not have browser support, it is recommended to download the PHP content on a file share where
browser access is available.

1. Create a %SystemDrive%\PHP  directory on Server Core machine and xcopy the content of the folder from the
file share above onto %SystemDrive%\PHP  folder on local machine.

2. Copy the %SystemDrive%\PHP\PHP.INI-Recommended  file as %SystemDrive%\PHP\PHP.INI .

Q5. How do you install and configure Fast-CGI support on the IIS Server?

A. After completing the steps on installing PHP in Q4, please follow the steps below to install Fast-CGI and
configure it.

Step 1. Please use following command-line to install IIS features for FastCGI along with features for Static Content
Web Server:

http://www.php.net/downloads.php


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Server Core Administration Tips

Cscript %windir%\system32\SCRegEdit.wsf /ar 0

Cscript %windir%\system32\SCRegEdit.wsf /ar 0

Cscript %windir%\system32\SCRegEdit.wsf /cs 0

Alternatively, you can choose to install Full IIS option indicated in Q1. Default IIS install option does not contain FastCGI
installation.

Step 2. Create the PHP/FastCGI handler mapping from command line by typing following two appcmd.exe
commands:

> AppCmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='d:\php\php-cgi.exe']

> AppCmd set config /section:system.webServer/handlers /+[name='PHP-
FastCGI',path='*.php',verb='*',modules='FastCgiModule',scriptProcessor='d:\php\php-
cgi.exe',resourceType='Either']

1. AppCmd.exe is a new command-line tool that ships with IIS 7.0. AppCmd.exe can be found at 
%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv  directory. For more information on AppCmd command-line tool, please click the link.

2. Depending on PHP installation location described in Q4, paths to executables on the hard disk may require updates. All
appcmd example commands above assume that PHP installation is in D:\PHP folder.

This section includes a few command line utilities and commands to perform common tasks/actions on
command-line.

Q1. How do you start a command window on Server Core installation?

A. Click Ctrl+Alt+Del and then choose "Start Task Manager". In Task Manager window, click File and choose "New
Task (Run…)" option on the menu. Type cmd.exe on Create New Task window and hit ok.

Q2. How do you enable Remote Desktop for Server Core installed box?

A. If you plan to access from another Windows Server 2008 or Vista machine, please execute this from command-
line:

Otherwise, if you plan to access from a machine which has earlier version of Windows OS (i.e. Windows XP),
please execute following:

Q3. How do you change administrator password?

A. Type "Net user administrator *" in the command-window. When prompted, please type the new password for
administrator user.

Q4. How do you add a user to local administrators group?



Net localgroup Administrators /add <domain>\<username>

Net localgroup Administrators /add <domain>\<username>

Netdom renamecomputer <currentcomputername> /NewName:<new computer name>

Netdom renamecomputer <currentcomputername> /NewName:<new computer name> /userd:<domain>\<username> 
/password:*

Netdom join %computername% /domain:<domain> /userd:<domain>\<username> /password:*

Netdom remove

netsh firewall set opmode disable

shutdown /r

Install: wusa <update_package_name.msu> /quite

Q5. How do you add a user to local administrators group?

Q6. How do you change machine name?

A. If machine is in a workgroup, then please type following in command window:

Otherwise, if machine is a member of a domain then please type following in command window:

Q7. How do you join a machine to domain?

A. Type following on command-window:

Q8. How do you remove a machine from the domain?

A.

Q9. How do you disable the firewall?

A.

Q10. How do you restart a Server Core machine?

A.

Q11. How do you install an updates?

A.

Q12. How do you access event logs?

A. Enumerate event log names by typing "Wevtutil el". In order to see/query events in a particular log, please type
"Wevtutil qe <event log name>".



Extending Web Server Functionality in .NET
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by IIS Team

Building Web server add-ons and extensions is simpler and less time-consuming because IIS 7.0 supports .NET
extensibility through the IHTTPModule and IHTTPHandler interfaces that ASP.NET developers already know and
use today. This tutorial covers building a .NET module starting with the Managed Module Kit, implementing the
IHTTPModule interface, attaching EventHandlers to pipeline events and configuring IIS 7.0 to use the module in
the request pipeline.

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)
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An End-to-End Extensibility Example for IIS 7.0
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Introduction

Feature Set:Feature Set:

Prerequisites

ASP.NETASP.NET

by Saad Ladki

IIS 7 and above are built with a completely modular architecture, on top of rich extensibility APIs. This enables
developers to easily add, remove and even replace built-in IIS components with hand-crafted ones, specifically
suited for any given Web site. It has never been so easy to plug code deep into the IIS core pipeline and extend IIS
in ways that were impossible before.

To give some examples: a few lines of code allows developers to write modules or handlers that provide new
authentication and authorization schemes, do run-time or security analysis of incoming request and inspect
responses. But to provide a real value-add, these modules must be manageable via programming interfaces,
command-line tools and a user interface.

This white paper is an end-to-end example of how to extend the IIS web server with a custom request handler. It
shows how to add API and command-line support for the configuration of this handler and how to write a user
interface module plugs into the IIS Management interface.

The solution has been tested on Windows Vista and Windows Server® 2008 Beta 3. It will be updated once the
final version of Windows Server 2008 is available.

Managed handler inserts a copyright message into image files
Copyright message feature is configuration driven and uses the new IIS configuration system
Configuration can be schematized and made accessible to configuration APIs, WMI scripting and IIS
command-line tools
User Interface Extension Module allows configuration of copyright message feature through the IIS user
interface

To follow the steps in this document, the following software must be installed.

Install ASP.NET via the Windows Vista Control Panel. Select "Programs" - "Turn on or off Windows features".
Then open "Internet Information Services" - "World Wide Web Services" - Application Development Features" and
check "ASP.NET.

If you have a Windows Server 2008 build. open "Server Manager" - "Manage Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)".
Click "Add role services". Under "Application Development" check "ASP.NET".

You must also install "IIS Management Scripts and Tools" to take advantage of the WMI extensibility in IIS. To do
this, select "Programs" - "Turn on or off Windows features". Then open "Internet Information Services" - "Web
Management Tools" and check " IIS Management Scripts and Tools".

If you have a Windows Server 2008 build, open "Server Manager" - "Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)". Click
"Add role services". Under "Web Management Tools" check " IIS Management Scripts and Tools ".

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


Visual C# Express Edition or Visual Studio 2005Visual C# Express Edition or Visual Studio 2005

Dealing With User Account Control IssuesDealing With User Account Control Issues

Scenario

Step 1 – Configuration Extensibility: Configuration for the Image

For the User Interface Module, you need a C# Development Tool. If you do not have a copy of Visual Studio 2005,
download Visual C# Express for free.

Windows Vista User Account Protection removes the Administrator privileges from your access token. By default,
you will not have access to IIS configuration and content locations. To fix this problem, we recommend going
through this article by using an elevated command prompt.

To start an elevated command prompt, go to the "Start" menu, click "All Programs" - "Accessories". Right click
"Command Prompt" and click "Run as administrator". Confirm the elevation prompt.

The following example dynamically decorates images served by our web server with copyright information in the
lower left corner as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Image Copyright Module in Action

We use managed code for developing the handler that decorates the images. As part of the sample, we also specify
the configuration for this handler and store it in the IIS configuration store. Last, we will develop a User Interface
plug-in for IIS Manager.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/visualcsharp/
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image1.png


Copyright Handler

Schema DeclarationSchema Declaration

<configSchema>
    <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/imageCopyright">
        <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />
        <attribute name="message" type="string" defaultValue="Your Copyright Message" />
        <attribute name="color" type="string" defaultValue="Red"/> 
   </sectionSchema>
</configSchema>

<configSections>
...
<sectionGroup name="system.webServer">
<section name="imageCopyright"  overrideModeDefault="Allow"/>
...    
</sectionGroup>
</configSections>

Configure ItConfigure It

<system.webServer>
    <imageCopyright />
</system.webServer>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/imageCopyright 

/color:yellow /message:"Copyright (C) Contoso.COM" /enabled:true

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/imageCopyright 

/color:yellow /message:"Copyright (C) Contoso.COM" /enabled:true

The IIS configuration store can be extended by simply copying a schema file into the IIS schema directory. The
schema declares the name of the new configuration section and its attributes, types and default values. For our
example, we declare a new configuration section called imageCopyright. It lives within the system.webServer
configuration group. Its properties are:

A Boolean flag that enables or disables the imageCopyright functionality
A string attribute containing the copyright message
A color attribute specifying the color of the copyright message

Save the following schema definition as imagecopyright.xml in %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema :

If you get an "access denied" message, you did not do this from the elevated command prompt. Once the schema
file is added, the schema needs to be declared in the applicationhost.config file. Add the following XML to 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config

The process is complete. You can set the new configuration settings via the command-line or directly within
applicationhost.config or web.config. Try it. Open a command shell and enter the following:

The output shows the configuration section was recognized, with its default configuration:

Now add your configuration settings via appcmd.exe, e.g.



%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list config -section:system.webServer/imageCopyright

<system.webServer> 
 <imageCopyright enabled="true" message="Copyright (C) Contoso.COM" color="yellow" />
</system.webServer>

Make imageCopyright Configuration Scriptable

NOTENOTE

Installation of I IS WMI supportInstallation of I IS WMI support

Installation of WMI Support on Vista Client SKUsInstallation of WMI Support on Vista Client SKUs

Installation of WMI Support on Windows Server 2008 SKUsInstallation of WMI Support on Windows Server 2008 SKUs

Creating the imageCopyright.mof FileCreating the imageCopyright.mof File

Tasks to Add the Schema InformationTasks to Add the Schema Information

Check to see if the configuration was saved by running:

See the saved configuration:

Making the imageCopyright handler configuration available for WMI scripting is optional. You can go directly to "Step 2 –
Core Extensibility: The Image Copyright Handler" without affecting the remaining steps.

To make the imageCopyright handler configuration available for WMI scripts, complete the following steps:

Installation of IIS WMI support
Creating the imageCopyright.mof file
Including the imageCopyright.mof file into webadministration.mof and compilation of the WMI schema files
Writing and executing the script

The default install of IIS does not include the WMI scripting components. You must add them.

Install "IIS Management Scripts and Tools" via the Windows Vista Control Panel. Select "Programs" - "Turn on or
off Windows features". Then open "Internet Information Services" - "Web Management Tools" and check "IIS
Management Scripts and Tools".

If you have a Windows Server 2008 build, open "Server Manager" - "Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)". Click
"Add role services". Under "Management Tools" check "IIS Management Scripts and Tools".

The schema declaration of WMI properties is very similar to the schema declaration of IIS properties in the
previous step. WMI schemas are declared in .mof files and are compiled by a tool called mofcomp. Mofcomp adds
the schema declaration to the WMI repository.

Open a notepad instance and copy the following lines into it:



#pragma AUTORECOVER
#pragma namespace("\\\\.\\Root\\WebAdministration")
[            
    dynamic : ToInstance ToSubClass,
    provider("WebAdministrationProvider") : ToInstance ToSubClass,
    Description("imageCopyright Section") : ToSubClass,
    Locale(1033) : ToInstance ToSubClass,
    factory_clsid("{901a70b2-0f7a-44ea-b97b-1e9299dec8ca}"),
    section_path("system.webServer/imageCopyright"),
    SupportsUpdate
]
 
class imageCopyright : ConfigurationSection
{      
    [
        read: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        write: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        DefaultValue("False"): ToSubClass ToInstance,
        Description("To be written"): ToSubClass ToInstance
    ]
    boolean Enabled;
  
    [
        read: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        write: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        DefaultValue("Your Copyright Message"): ToSubClass ToInstance,
        Description("Copyright Message"): ToSubClass ToInstance
    ]
    string Message;

    [
        read: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        write: ToSubClass ToInstance,
        DefaultValue("Yellow"): ToSubClass ToInstance,
        Description("Color of Copyright Message"): ToSubClass ToInstance
    ]
    string Color;
};

Compilation of WMI Schema Files

mofcomp webadministration.mof

The WMI Script

The schema declaration contains the same entries as imageCopyright.xml in the previous step, namely the name
and type of the configuration setting and its default value. Save the file as 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\imageCopyright.mof .

Compile imageCopyright.mof by executing the following command

Mofcomp added the imageCopyright schema to the WMI repository. Set IIS configuration settings by scripting the
IIS WMI provider. Here is an example:

Tasks

Open an instance of NOTEPAD and copy the following lines into it. Save the file as SetCopyrightConfig.vbs:



Set oIIS = GetObject("winmgmts:root\WebAdministration")        
Set oSection = oIIS.Get("ImageCopyright.Path='MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/Default Web Site',Location=''")
oSection.Enabled = true
oSection.Message = "Copyright (C) IIS7 Team - Date: " & date
oSection.Color = "White"
oSection.Put_

Step 2 – Core Extensibility: The Image Copyright Handler

Creating the Content DirectoryCreating the Content Directory

NOTENOTE

Create the mypictures ApplicationCreate the mypictures Application

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add app -site.name:"Default Web Site"

-path:/mypictures -physicalPath:%systemdrive%\inetpub\mypictures

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site/mypictures"

 -section:directoryBrowse -enabled:true

This is a standard WMI script that connects to the IIS WMI provider. It gets the configuration section at the
specified location ("Default Web Site") and changes its values. The Put_ call will save the changes to disk.

If you execute the script, it adds the copyright message with the current date into 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\web.config . Have a look.

Next, add the image copyright handler itself.

A handler is a piece of code that gets executed when the request matches a certain pattern, usually a file extension.
Requests ending with .ASP are mapped to ASP.DLL, for example. In IIS 6.0, you had to write an ISAPI extension to
handle requests with certain file extension. ASP.NET also allowed handling file extensions, but only if you mapped
the request to ASP.NET first. In IIS, you can handle arbitrary file extensions without involving ASP.NET. In our
example, we handle requests with the extension .JPG. Here is how to do it:

Create a content directory, for example c:\inetpub\mypictures , and copy some digital pictures of your choice into
it. Make sure these files are image files with the extension .JPG.

For simplicity purposes, the code examples shown here do not include error handling code for files that are not image files.

Create a sub directory called App_Code underneath your new directory: for example, 
c:\inetpub\mypictures\App\_Code .

You can create an application that points to c:\inetpub\mypictures  via the IIS Management console, but there are
more interesting ways to do it. Create a new application via appcmd. The following command creates an app called
"mypictures" on the "Default Web Site" with the physical path c:\inetpub\mypictures :

Because we want to see the JPG files copied into this directory, enable directory browsing. Do this via the IIS
Management Console, or resort to a more interesting method and use appcmd. Here is how to set directory
browsing to true via appcmd:

If you request http://localhost/mypictures, you see a directory listing with your pictures.

http://localhost/mypictures


Time to Write Code

#region Using directives
using System;
using System.Web;
using System.Drawing;
using System.Drawing.Imaging;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
#endregion
  
namespace IIS7Demos
{
    public class imageCopyrightHandler : IHttpHandler
    {
        public void ProcessRequest(HttpContext context)
        {
            ConfigurationSection imageCopyrightHandlerSection = 
                WebConfigurationManager.GetSection("system.webServer/imageCopyright");
  
            HandleImage(    context,
                            (bool)imageCopyrightHandlerSection.Attributes["enabled"].Value,
                            (string)imageCopyrightHandlerSection.Attributes["message"].Value,
                            (string)imageCopyrightHandlerSection.Attributes["color"].Value                             
                        );
        }
  
        void HandleImage(   HttpContext context,
                            bool enabled,
                            string copyrightText,
                            string color
                        )           
        {
            try
            {
                string strPath = context.Request.PhysicalPath;
                if (enabled)
                {
                    Bitmap bitmap = new Bitmap(strPath);
                    // add copyright message
                    Graphics g = Graphics.FromImage(bitmap);
                    Font f = new Font("Arial", 50, GraphicsUnit.Pixel);
                    SolidBrush sb = new SolidBrush(Color.FromName(color));
                    g.DrawString(   copyrightText,
                                    f,
                                    sb,
                                    5,
                                    bitmap.Height - f.Height - 5
                                );
                    f.Dispose();
                    g.Dispose();
                    // slow, but good looking resize for large images
                    context.Response.ContentType = "image/jpeg";
                    bitmap.Save(
                                        context.Response.OutputStream,
                                        System.Drawing.Imaging.ImageFormat.Jpeg
                                     );
                    bitmap.Dispose();
                }
                else
                {
                    context.Response.WriteFile(strPath);
                }
            }

Now write the actual image handling code. Write a few lines of C# code and you have the result: use the code
below as a reference and save it as imagecopyrighthandler.cs in your App_Code directory, for example 
c:\inetpub\mypictures\App\_Code\imagecopyrighthandler.cs .



            }
            catch (Exception e)
            {
                context.Response.Write(e.Message);
            }
        }
  
        public bool IsReusable
        {
            get { return true; }
        }
    }
}

<system.web>
    <compilation>
      <assemblies>
        <add assembly="Microsoft.Web.Administration, Version=7.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35, processorArchitecture=MSIL"/>
      </assemblies>
    </compilation>
</system.web>

Handler Configuration

appcmd set config "Default Web Site/mypictures/" -section:handlers 

/+[name='JPG-imageCopyrightHandler',path='*.jpg',verb='GET',type='IIS7Demos.imageCopyrightHandler']

The above code does the following:

Reads the configuration
Calls HandleImage

HandleImage does the following:

Creates a Graphics object from the bitmap
Creates a font object using the configured values
Draws the message into the bitmap

To use the Microsoft.Web.Administration class, you must add the reference to the IIS Administration API assembly.
To do this, open %systemdrive%\inetpub\mypictures\web.config  and add the following entries:

You can also compile the handler into an assembly and put it into the mypictures/bin. If you do this, you do not
have to add the Microsoft.Web.Administration assembly to your web.config file.

You only have to tell IIS to invoke your new handler if a .JPG file is requested. Do this via the IIS Management
Console or you use appcmd:

The appcmd command above configures the new handler in the /mypictures directory only. Because handler
entries are in a collection, you have to use the +[] syntax. This syntax is always used when add elements must be
added to collections. The elements of the handler configuration are:

name

Can be any unique name. The name is only used to uniquely identify the handler.

path



One Last Note

appcmd recycle AppPool DefaultAppPool

appcmd set config "Default Web Site/mypictures/" -section:handlers /+[name='BMP-
imageCopyrightHandler',path='*.bmp',verb='GET',type='IIS7Demos.imageCopyrightHandler']

Step 3 - Creating the Image Copyright UI Module

Creating the Project

Tells IIS when to execute this handler. *.JPG tells IIS to execute this handler for all files ending in .JPG. If you use
foo*.JPG as a path, only JPG files starting with foo are executed by this handler.

verb

Comma-separates list of http verbs that have to match to execute this handler. In our case, we only want to execute
the request when a GET request comes in.

type

The managed type of the class that should be executed when the request matches. It is comprised of the
namespace and the IHttpHandler derived class in your App_Code directory.

Before you start testing the copyrighted images, make sure that the IIS worker process which executes the request
picks up the schema changes you made. It is possible that the worker process was already running when you
added the imageCopyright.xml file to the schema directory. If this happens, you get a configuration exception in
imagecopyrightconfig.cs. The author encountered into this issue when writing this article and it cost quite a bit of
time.

Simply recycling the Application Pool solves this problem:

The process is complete. If you now request http://localhost/mypictures/<imageOfYourChoice.jpg>, you see the
copyright message.

Options:

You can change the copyright message options via appcmd or by directly editing the web.config file
You can map the imageCopyright handler to other image types, e.g. BMP or GIF by adding the same handler
for a different extension. Example:

Time for the finishing touches. We already extended the IIS core server with a few lines of code; we extended the
IIS configuration system with no code at all and got command-line support for free. Now to configure our
imageCopyright handler via the IIS Management Console.

We do this via the following tasks:

Creating the project in Microsoft Visual Studio or Microsoft Visual C# Express so that the assembly can be used
inside the IIS Management Console
Creating a module provider
Creating a module that reads and sets imageCopyright properties.

To create an extensibility module for InetMgr you need to create a DLL project also known as a Class Library
project. This DLL needs to be strongly named so that it can be registered in the GAC (Global Assembly Cache)
which is a requirement for Modules that are used by the IIS Management Console.

http://localhost/mypictures/%3CimageOfYourChoice.jpg


StepsSteps
1. Click Start, click Programs and run Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Express Edition.
2. In the File Menu select the option New Project.
3. In the New Project dialog select Class Library as the project type and type imageCopyrightUI as the name of

the project and click OK.

Figure 2: New Project Dialog

1. Remove the file Class1.cs that was added by default since we will not be using that.

2. Using the Add New Reference option from the Project Menu, add a reference to
Microsoft.Web.Management.dll located in the \Windows\system32\inetsrv directory. This is the DLL that
contains all the extensibility classes needed for creating modules for the IIS Management Console.

3. Using the Add New Reference option from the Project Menu, add a reference to
Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll located in the \Windows\system32\inetsrv directory. This is the DLL that
contains all the configuration classes needed for reading configuration writing IIS configuration.

4. Since we will be using code to create UI based on WinForms, we also want to add a reference to
System.Windows.Forms.dll; for that again using the Add New Reference option from the Project Menu,
select System.Windows.Forms.dll and System.Web.dll in the.NET list of assemblies.

5. One of the requirements for libraries to be used inside InetMgr is that they need to be registered inside the
GAC. For that, we need to make sure our DLL is strongly named (sometimes referred as Signed). Visual
Studio offers an easy way to create new names and to select one for the project, so for that, using the
Project menu select the option imageCopyrightUI Properties.

6. In the Signing Tab check the Sign the assembly.

7. In the Create Strong Name Key type imageCopyrightUI as the name for the key and uncheck the Protect
my key file with a password check box. Click OK.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image3.png


call "%VS80COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat" > NULL

gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Figure 3: Create Strong Name Dialog

The signing tab displays:

Figure 4: VS Project Signing Tab

1. Since we want the assembly to be in the GAC, we will add some Post-build events so that it automatically gets
added to the GAC every time we compile. This will make it really straight forward to debug and make changes
as we add new functionality. For this, select the Build Events tab and add the following Post-build event
command line:

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image5.png
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Creating the Module Provider

Figure 5: VS Post-Build Events Tab

(Optional) If you are using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 (this will not work with the Visual C# Express Edition),
setup debugging correctly to use F5 to run your code. To do this, go to the project properties, select Debug tab and
set it to start an external program choosing \windows\system32\inetsrv\inetmgr.exe

Figure 6: Debugging Tab

1. Finally, close the project properties, select the option Save All in the File Menu and click OK.

Now compile the project using Build Solution under Build menu. This automatically builds the DLL and adds it to
the GAC.

The IIS user interface is as customizable and modular as the IIS core server and the IIS configuration system. The
IIS user interface is a set of feature modules that can be removed or replaced. The entry point for each UI module
is a module provider. A list of all module providers can be found in 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Administration.config  in the <modules>  section.

As a first step, create the imageCopyrightUI module provider.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image8.png
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using System;
using System.Security;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
    
namespace IIS7Demos           
{
    class imageCopyrightUIProvider : ModuleProvider
    {
        public override Type ServiceType              
        {
            get { return null; }
        }

        public override ModuleDefinition GetModuleDefinition(IManagementContext context)
        {
            return new ModuleDefinition(Name, typeof(imageCopyrightUI).AssemblyQualifiedName);
        }

        public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope)
        {
            return true;
        }
    }            
}

Steps

1. Select the option Add New Item from the Project Menu. In the Add New Item dialog select the Class template
and type imageCopyrightUIModuleProvider.cs as the name for the file.

Figure 7: Add New Item Dialog

1. Change the code so that it looks as follows:

This code creates a ModuleProvider that supports all types of scopes (Server, Site and Application) and registers a
client-side Module called imageCopyrightUI. To only show your module on the application level, the
SupportsScope function looks like this:

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image12.png


public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope)
{
 return (scope == ManagementScope.Application) ;
}

Creating the UI Module

using System;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace IIS7Demos
{
    internal class imageCopyrightUI : Module
    {
        protected override void Initialize(IServiceProvider serviceProvider, ModuleInfo moduleInfo)
        {
            base.Initialize(serviceProvider, moduleInfo);
            IControlPanel controlPanel = (IControlPanel)GetService(typeof(IControlPanel));
            ModulePageInfo modulePageInfo = new ModulePageInfo(this, typeof(imageCopyrightUIPage), "Image 
Copyright", "Image Copyright");
            controlPanel.RegisterPage(modulePageInfo);
        }
    }              
}

Creating the Module Page

A Module is the main entry point in the client for all extensibility objects. It has one main method called Initialize.
This is the method where all the action takes place.

Steps

1. Select the option Add New Item in the Project Menu.

2. Select the Class template and type imageCopyrightUI.cs as the file name. Change the code so that it looks
as follows:

In the above code, we specify the Text of the entry in the list of UI Modules and the type of a single page that
should be displayed when a user clicks this text.

All that is left is to write the page itself.

In this task, you create the most basic Module Page. ModulePage is the base class provided by the framework to
create a new user interface. There are four different classes that are provided by the framework that are helpful,
depending on the scenario you are trying to build.

ModulePage. This base class offers only the most basic services, and offers no special user interface at all.
None of the features that are included in InetMgr derives from this class directly.
ModuleDialogPage. This base class offers similar semantics as a dialog, including an Apply and Cancel links
in the task list and offer specific methods you can override to handle this common tasks. It also handles things
like Refresh and other functions automatically. Samples of features that derive from this page include Machine
Key, Management Service, etc.
ModulePropertiesPage. This base class offers a UI similar to the Visual Studio Property Grid where all the
properties are displayed in a hierarchical grid-like control. Samples of this include CGI, ASP, .NET Compilation,
etc.



using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client.Win32;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
namespace IIS7Demos
{
    public sealed class imageCopyrightUIPage : ModulePage
    {
        public string message;
        public bool featureenabled;
        public string color;

        ComboBox _colCombo = new ComboBox();
        TextBox _msgTB = new TextBox();
        CheckBox _enabledCB = new CheckBox();
        public imageCopyrightUIPage()
        {
            this.Initialize();
        }
        protected override void OnActivated(bool initialActivation)
        {
           base.OnActivated(initialActivation);
           if (initialActivation)
           {
                ReadConfig();
                UpdateUI();
            }
        }

        void UpdateUI()
        {
            _enabledCB.Checked = featureenabled;
            int n = _colCombo.FindString(color, 0);
            _colCombo.SelectedIndex = n;
            _msgTB.Text = message;
        }

        void Initialize()
        {
            Label crlabel = new Label();
            crlabel.Left = 50;
            crlabel.Top = 100;
            crlabel.AutoSize = true;
            crlabel.Text = "Enable Image Copyright:";
            _enabledCB.Text = "";
            _enabledCB.Left = 200;
            _enabledCB.Top = 100;
            _enabledCB.AutoSize = true;

            Label msglabel = new Label();
            msglabel.Left = 150;
            msglabel.Top = 130;
            msglabel.AutoSize = true;

ModuleListPage. This base class is useful whenever you need to display a list of items. It includes a ListView
control you can use to display the settings and offers searching, grouping and views automatically. Samples
include Application Settings, Modules, Worker Processes, etc.

Steps

1. Select the option Add New Item from the Project Menu.

2. In the Add New Item dialog, select the Class template and type imageCopyrightUIPage.cs as the name for
the file. Change the code so that it looks as follows:



            msglabel.AutoSize = true;
            msglabel.Text = "Message:";
            _msgTB.Left = 200;
            _msgTB.Top = 130;
            _msgTB.Width = 200;
            _msgTB.Height = 50;

            Label collabel = new Label();
            collabel.Left = 160;
            collabel.Top = 160;
            collabel.AutoSize = true;
            collabel.Text = "Color:";
            _colCombo.Left = 200;
            _colCombo.Top = 160;
            _colCombo.Width = 50;
            _colCombo.Height = 90;
            _colCombo.Items.Add((object)"Yellow");
            _colCombo.Items.Add((object)"Blue");
            _colCombo.Items.Add((object)"Red");
            _colCombo.Items.Add((object)"White");

            Button apply = new Button();
            apply.Text = "Apply";
            apply.Click += new EventHandler(this.applyClick);
            apply.Left = 200;
            apply.AutoSize = true;
            apply.Top = 250;

            Controls.Add(crlabel);
            Controls.Add(_enabledCB);
            Controls.Add(collabel);
            Controls.Add(_colCombo);
            Controls.Add(msglabel);
            Controls.Add(_msgTB);
            Controls.Add(apply);
        }

        private void applyClick(Object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            try
            {
                UpdateVariables();
                ServerManager mgr;
                ConfigurationSection section;
                mgr = new ServerManager();
                Configuration config =
                mgr.GetWebConfiguration
                (
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.SiteName, 
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.ApplicationPath +
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.FolderPath
                );

            section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/imageCopyright");
            section.GetAttribute("color").Value = (object)color;
            section.GetAttribute("message").Value = (object)message;
            section.GetAttribute("enabled").Value = (object)featureenabled;

            mgr.CommitChanges();

            }

            catch
            {}

        }

        public void UpdateVariables()
        {
            featureenabled = _enabledCB.Checked;



            featureenabled = _enabledCB.Checked;
            color = _colCombo.Text;
            message = _msgTB.Text;
        }

        public void ReadConfig()
        {
            try
            {
                ServerManager mgr;
                ConfigurationSection section;
                mgr = new ServerManager();
                Configuration config =
                mgr.GetWebConfiguration(
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.SiteName,
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.ApplicationPath +
                       Connection.ConfigurationPath.FolderPath);

                section = config.GetSection("system.webServer/imageCopyright");
                color = (string)section.GetAttribute("color").Value;
                message = (string)section.GetAttribute("message").Value;
                featureenabled = (bool)section.GetAttribute("enabled").Value;

            }

            catch
            {}

        }
    }
}

Reading Configuration

Connection.ConfigurationPath.SiteName,

Connection.ConfigurationPath.ApplicationPath+

Connection.ConfigurationPath.FolderPath

Saving Configuration

section.GetAttribute("enabled").Value = (object)featureenabled;

mgr.CommitChanges();

Although there is a lot, this code does nothing more than put a couple of controls on the ModulePage and reads
and writes to the IIS configuration store.

The ReadConfig function uses the same Microsoft.Web.Administration interfaces to open the IIS configuration
store. The UI itself provides the scope at which the configuration settings will be applied.

Example:

The configuration is saved when the Apply button is clicked (applyClick function). The changes made in the UI
transfer into the section attributes and the section saves to disk.

At this point, you are ready to compile everything again using "Build Solution" from the Build Menu. This builds
the assembly imageCopyrightUI and puts it into the Global Assembly Cache.



Module Registration

"%vs80comntools%\vsvars32.bat

GACUTIL /l imageCopyrightUI

<add name="imageCopyrightUI" type="IIS7Demos.imageCopyrightUIProvider, IIS7Demos, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=3fd9bd5e992ee757"/>

The Result

The UI Module is built, but we still must tell the IIS Management Console to load it. Do this by:

Getting the UI module's strong name from the Global Assembly Cache
Adding the strong name and type to the IIS Management Console's configuration file. This will cause the IIS
Management Console to load the type on startup
Enabling the module in the UI modules list

Steps

1. Open or use an existing elevated command shell and register the Visual Studio 8.0 environment variables by
executing the following command:

1. Run GacUtil

1. Open %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\administration.config  and add the following right after the 
<moduleProviders>  entry:

The task is complete. Look at the results.

Open the IIS Management Console and navigate to the /mypictures application.

Double-click the "Image Copyright" entry. You see the following page:

Figure 8: IIS Manager



Summary

I IS Core ExtensibilityIIS Core Extensibility

IIS Configuration System ExtensibilityIIS Configuration System Extensibility

IIS User Interface ExtensibilityIIS User Interface Extensibility

Figure 9: Image Copyright User Interface

Change the copyright message, click apply and refresh your browser. The copyright message changed. Look into
the web.config file in the %systemdrive%\inetpub\mypictures  directory to see the changed configuration.

IIS is extensible in ways that were not possible before. You can extend the IIS core processing pipeline with your
own component, store the configuration for this component together with the IIS configuration and even write a
user interface plug-in that lives side-by-side with the standard IIS settings. To review what we did in the previous
example:

We added an image handler to the IIS core that inserts a copyright message into each .JPG file that gets served.
This was accomplished with only a few lines of C# code. The functionality of the handler was configuration driven.
We stored the configuration in the regular IIS configuration files applicationhost.config and web.config. We also
added caching support for the images.

We added the image copyright handler configuration to the IIS configuration system. Benefits like a highly
readable and xml store, instant API and command-line support, delegation and distributed deployments came for
free. We did not have to write a single line of code.

To give our feature the visibility it deserves, we added an IIS User Interface Module. Although not shown, the IIS
User Interface is completely remotable via HTTPS.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/an-end-to-end-extensibility-example-for-iis-developers/_static/image14.png
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Introduction

Develop a Native Module

by Mike Volodarsky

IIS 7.0 and above allows for extending the server by modules which are developed in two ways:

Using managed code, and the ASP.NET server extensibility APIs
Using native code, and the IIS native server extensibility APIs

Unlike the previous versions of IIS, the majority of server extensibility scenarios does not require native (C++)
code development, and can be accommodated using managed code and the ASP.NET APIs. Using ASP.NET to
extend the server allows you to reduce dramatically development time, and to take advantage of the rich
functionality of ASP.NET and the .NET Framework. To learn more about extending IIS with ASP.NET, see
Developing an IIS Module with .NET.

IIS also provides a (C++) native core server API, which replaces ISAPI filter and extension API from previous IIS
releases. If you have specific requirements that demand native code development, or would like to convert your
existing native ISAPI components, take advantage of this API to build server components. The new native server
API features object-oriented development with an intuitive object model, provides more control over request
processing, and uses simpler design patterns to help you write robust code.

This walkthrough examines the following tasks:

Developing a native module using the native (C++) server API
Deploying a native module on the server

In order to compile the module, you must install the Platform SDK that contains the IIS header files. The latest
Windows Vista Platform SDK is available here.

In order to use the Platform SDK with Visual Studio 2005, you must register the SDK. After you have installed the
SDK, do this via Start > Programs > Microsoft Windows SDK > Visual Studio Registration > Register
Windows SDK Directories with Visual Studio.

The source code for this module is available in the Visual Studio IIS7 Native Module Sample.

In this task, we examine the development of a native module using the new native (C++) server API. A native
module is a Windows DLL that contains the following:

RegisterModule exported function. This function is responsible for creating a module factory, and registering
the module for one or more server events.
Implementation of the module class inheriting from the CHttpModule base class. This class provides the main
functionality of your module.
Implementation of the module factory class implementing the IHttpModuleFactory interface. The class is
responsible for creating instances of your module.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/develop-a-native-cc-module-for-iis.md
https://github.com/leanserver
https://msdn.microsoft.com/windowsvista/downloads/products/getthebeta/default.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1301


NOTENOTE

HRESULT        
__stdcall        
RegisterModule(        
    DWORD                           dwServerVersion,    
    IHttpModuleRegistrationInfo *   pModuleInfo,
    IHttpServer *                   pHttpServer            
)
{
   // step 1: save the IHttpServer and the module context id for future use 
    g_pModuleContext = pModuleInfo->GetId();
    g_pHttpServer = pHttpServer;

    // step 2: create the module factory 
    pFactory = new CMyHttpModuleFactory();

    // step 3: register for server events 
    hr = pModuleInfo->SetRequestNotifications( pFactory, 
                                              RQ_ACQUIRE_REQUEST_STATE,
                                               0 );            
}

The RegisterModuleThe RegisterModule

Save the Global StateSave the Global State

In some cases, you can also implement the IGlobalModule interface, in order to extend some of the server functionality
that is not related to request processing. This is an advanced topic and is not covered in this walkthrough.

Your native module has the following life cycle:

1. When the server worker process starts, it will load the DLL containing your module, and invoke its
exported RegisterModule function. In this function, you:

a. Create the module factory.
b. Register the module factory for the request pipeline events your module implements.

2. When a request arrives, the server:

a. Creates an instance of your module class using the factory you provided.
b. Calls the appropriate event handler method on the module instance for each of the request events you
registered for.
c. Disposes the instance of the module at the end of request processing.

Now, to build it.

The full source code for the module is available in the Visual Studio IIS7 Native Module Sample. The steps below
are the most important for developing the module, and do not include supporting code and error handling.

Implement the RegisterModule function that the server invokes when the module DLL is loaded. Its signature
and the rest of the native API is defined in the httpserv.h header file, which is part of the Platform SDK (if you do
not have the Platform SDK, please see the Introduction for information on obtaining it):

main.cpp:

There are three basic tasks we need to accomplish inside RegisterModule:

We will store the global server instance, and the module context id for later use in global variables. While this
example does not use this information, many modules find it useful to save and use later during request
processing. The IHttpServer interface provides access to many server functions, such as opening files, and

https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1301
https://www.iis.net/overview


Create Module FactoryCreate Module Factory

Register the Module Factory for the Desired Request Processing EventsRegister the Module Factory for the Desired Request Processing Events

#define RQ_BEGIN_REQUEST               0x00000001 // request is beginning 
#define RQ_AUTHENTICATE_REQUEST        0x00000002 // request is being authenticated             
#define RQ_AUTHORIZE_REQUEST           0x00000004 // request is being authorized 
#define RQ_RESOLVE_REQUEST_CACHE       0x00000008 // satisfy request from cache 
#define RQ_MAP_REQUEST_HANDLER         0x00000010 // map handler for request 
#define RQ_ACQUIRE_REQUEST_STATE       0x00000020 // acquire request state 
#define RQ_PRE_EXECUTE_REQUEST_HANDLER 0x00000040 // pre-execute handler 
#define RQ_EXECUTE_REQUEST_HANDLER     0x00000080 // execute handler 
#define RQ_RELEASE_REQUEST_STATE       0x00000100 // release request state 
#define RQ_UPDATE_REQUEST_CACHE        0x00000200 // update cache 
#define RQ_LOG_REQUEST                 0x00000400 // log request 
#define RQ_END_REQUEST                 0x00000800 // end request

#define RQ_CUSTOM_NOTIFICATION         0x10000000 // custom notification 
#define RQ_SEND_RESPONSE               0x20000000 // send response 
#define RQ_READ_ENTITY                 0x40000000 // read entity 
#define RQ_MAP_PATH                    0x80000000 // map a url to a physical path

class CMyHttpModuleFactory : public IHttpModuleFactory
{
public:
    virtual HRESULT GetHttpModule(
        OUT CHttpModule            **ppModule, 
        IN IModuleAllocator        *
    )
            
    {
    }

   virtual void Terminate()
    {
    }

};

accessing the cache. The module context id is used to associate the custom module state with several server
objects, such as request and application.

We will implement our factory class, CMyHttpModuleFactory, later in this walkthrough. This factory is
responsible for manufacturing instances of our module for each request.

The registration is done through the SetRequestNotificatons method, which instructs the server : to create our
module instance for each request using the specified factory; and, to invoke the appropriate event handlers on it
for each of the specified request processing stages.

In this case, we are only interested in the RQ_ACQUIRE_REQUEST_STATE stage. The complete list of the stages
that comprise the request processing pipeline is defined in httpserv.h:

In addition, you can subscribe to several non-deterministic events that may occur during request processing due
to actions that other modules take, such as flushing the response to client:

In order for our RegisterModule implementation to be accessible to the server, we must export it. Use a .DEF file
that contains the EXPORTS keyword to export our RegisterModule function.

Next, implement the module factory class:

mymodulefactory.h:



Implementing the Module ClassImplementing the Module Class

class CMyHttpModule : public CHttpModule
{
public:
    REQUEST_NOTIFICATION_STATUS
    OnAcquireRequestState(
        IN IHttpContext *                       pHttpContext,
        IN OUT IHttpEventProvider *             pProvider
    );
};

REQUEST_NOTIFICATION_STATUS
    OnEvent(
        IN IHttpContext *                       pHttpContext,
        IN OUT IHttpEventProvider *             pProvider
    );

The module factory implements the IHttpModuleFactory interface, and serves to create instances of the module
on each request.

The server calls the GetHttpModule method at the beginning of every request to obtain the instance of the
module to use for this request. The implementation simply returns a new instance of our module class,
CMyHttpModule, which we implement next. As we see shortly, this enables us to store request state easily
without worrying about thread safety, because the server always create and uses a new instance of the module for
each request.

More advanced factory implementations may decide to use a singleton pattern instead of creating a new instance
each time, or use the provided IModuleAllocator interface to allocate module memory in the request pool.
These advanced patterns are not discussed in this walkthrough.

The Terminate method is called by the server when the worker process shuts down to perform final cleanup of
the module. If you initialize any global state in RegisterModule, implement its cleanup in this method.

This class is responsible for providing the main functionality of the module during one or more server events:

myhttpmodule.h:

The module class inherits from the CHttpModule base class, which defines an event handler method for each of
the server events discussed earlier. When the request processing pipeline executes each event, it invokes the
associated event handler method on each of the module instances that have registered for that event.

Each event handler method has the following signature:

The IHttpContext interface provides access to the request context object, which can be used to perform request
processing tasks such as inspecting the request, and manipulating the response.

The IHttpEventProvider interface is replaced with a more specific interface for each of the events that provide
specific functionality to the module. For example, the OnAuthenticateRequest event handler receives the
IAuthenticationProvider interface that allows the module to set the authenticated user.

The return of each event handler method is one of the values of the REQUEST_NOTIFICATION_STATUS
enumeration. You must return RQ_NOTIFICATION_CONTINUE if the module successfully performed the task;
the pipeline should continue execution.

If a failure occurred and you want to abort request processing with an error, you must set the error status and
return RQ_NOTIFICATION_FINISH_REQUEST. The RQ_NOTIFICATION_PENDING return allows you to
perform work asynchronously, and to let go of the thread processing the request so it can be reused for another
request. Asynchronous execution is not discussed in this article.



Compiling the ModuleCompiling the Module

Deploying a Native Module

Summary

Our module class overrides the OnAcquireRequestState event handler method. In order to provide functionality in
any of the pipeline stages, the module class must override the respective event handler method. If you register for
an event in RegisterModule, but do not override the appropriate event handler method on your module class,
your module will fail at runtime (and trigger a debug-time assertion if compiled in the debug mode). Be careful
and make sure that the method signature of the overriding method is exactly equivalent to the base class method
of the CHttpModule class you are overriding.

Remember, you require the Platform SDK in order to compile. See the Introduction for more information about
obtaining it and enabling Visual Studio to reference it.

After you have compiled your module, you must deploy it on the server. Compile the module, and then copy
IIS7NativeModule.dll (and the IIS7NativeModule.pdb debugging symbols file if desired) to any location on the
machine running IIS.

Native modules, unlike managed modules that can be added directly to the application, need to first be installed
on the server. This requires Administrative privileges.

In order to install a native module, you have several options:

Use APPCMD.EXE command line tool
APPCMD makes module installation simple. Go to Start>Programs>Accessories, Right click on the Command
Line Prompt, and choose Run As Administrator. In the command line window, execute the following:
%systemroot%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe install module /name:MyModule /image:[FULL\_PATH\_TO\_DLL]

Where [FULL_PATH_TO_DLL] is the full path to the compiled DLL containing module you just built.
Use the IIS Administration Tool
This enables you to add a module by using a GUI. Go to Start>Run, type in inetmgr, and press Enter. Connect
to localhost, locate the Modules task, and double-click to open it. Then, click the Add a Native Module task
on the right pane.
Install the module manually
Install the module manually by adding it to the <system.webServer>/<globalModules> configuration section
in applicationHost.config configuration file, and add a reference to it in the <system.webServer>/<modules>
configuration section in the same file in order to enable it. We recommend that you use one of the previous
two options to install the module instead of editing the configuration directly.

The task is complete--we have finished configuring the new native module.

In this walkthrough, you learned how to develop and deploy a custom native module using the new native (C++)
extensibility APIs. Please consult the IIS 7.0 SDK documentation to learn more about the native (C++) server
APIs.

To learn about extending IIS using managed code and the .NET framework, see Developing an IIS module With
.NET. To learn more about managing IIS modules, see the module overview white paper.

https://www.iis.net/overview
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms692515.aspx
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Prerequisites

ASP.NETASP.NET

by Mike Volodarsky

IIS 7.0 and above allows for extending the server by modules which are developed in two ways:

Using managed code, and the ASP.NET server extensibility APIs
Using native code, and the IIS native server extensibility APIs

In the past, ASP.NET modules were limited in functionality, as the ASP.NET request processing pipeline was
separate from the main server request pipeline.

In IIS, managed modules become virtually as powerful as native modules with the Integrated Pipeline
architecture. Most important, the services that managed modules provide can now be applied to all requests to
the server, not just to requests to ASP.NET content like ASPX pages. Managed modules are configured and
managed in a consistent manner with native modules, and can execute in the same processing stages and
orderings as native modules. Finally, managed modules can perform a wider set of operations to manipulate
request processing via several added and enhanced ASP.NET APIs.

This article illustrates extending the server with a managed module in order to add the ability to perform basic
authentication against an arbitrary credential store, such as the provider-based credential infrastructure in the
ASP.NET 2.0 Membership system.

This allows replacing the built in basic authentication support in IIS, which is tied to the Windows credential
store, with one that supports arbitrary credential stores, or any of the existing Membership providers shipped
with ASP.NET 2.0 like SQL Server, SQL Express, or Active Directory.

This article examines the following tasks:

Developing a managed module using ASP.NET APIs
Deploying a managed module on the server

To learn more about the basics of developing IIS modules and handlers, see Developing IIS7 modules and
handlers with the .NET framework.

You can also find lots of resources and tips on writing IIS modules on the blog, http://www.mvolo.com/, as well
as download existing IIS modules for your applications. For some examples, see Redirecting requests to your
application with the HttpRedirection module, Nice looking directory listings for your IIS website with
DirectoryListingModule, and Displaying pretty file icons in your ASP.NET applications with IconHandler.

The code provided in this article is written in C#.

To follow the steps in this document, you must have the following IIS features installed:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/developing-a-module-using-net.md
https://github.com/leanserver
http://mvolo.com/redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-httpredirection-module/
http://www.mvolo.com/
http://mvolo.com/blogs/serverside/pages/Redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-HttpRedirection-module.aspx
http://mvolo.com/get-nice-looking-directory-listings-for-your-iis-website-with-directorylistingmodule/
http://mvolo.com/display-pretty-file-icons-in-your-aspnet-applications-with-iconhandler/
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Task 1: Developing a Module using .NET

NOTENOTE

Install ASP.NET via the Windows Vista Control Panel. Select "Programs" - "Turn on or off Windows features".
Then open "Internet Information Services" - "World Wide Web Services" - "Application Development Features"
and check "ASP.NET".

If you have a Windows Server® 2008 build, open "Server Manager" - "Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)".
Click "Add role services". Under "Application Development" check "ASP.NET".

Basic authentication is an authentication scheme defined in the HTTP.1 protocol (RFC 2617). It uses a standard
challenge-based mechanism that works as follows at a high level:

Browser makes request to a URL with no credentials
If the server requires authentication for that URL, it responds with a 401 Access Denied message, and
includes a header that indicates that the basic authentication scheme is supported
Browser receives the response, and if configured, will prompt the user for a username/password that it will
include in plain text inside a request header for the next request to the URL
Server receives the username / password inside a header, and uses them for authentication

While a detailed discussion of this authentication protocol is outside the scope of this article, its worth mentioning that the
basic authentication scheme requires SSL to be secure, as it sends the username/password in plain text.

IIS includes support for basic authentication against the Windows accounts stored in the local account store or
Active Directory for domain accounts. We want to enable our user to authenticate using basic authentication, but
to validate credentials using ASP.NET 2.0 Membership service instead. This gives the freedom to store user
information in a variety of existing Membership providers, such as SQL server, without being tied to Windows
accounts.

In this task, we examine the development of an authentication module that supports the HTTP.1 basic
authentication scheme. This module was developed using the standard ASP.NET module pattern available since
ASP.NET v1.0. This same pattern is used to build ASP.NET modules that extend the IIS server. In fact, existing
ASP.NET modules written for previous versions of IIS can be used on IIS, and take advantage of better ASP.NET
integration to provide more power to the web applications which use them.

The full code for the module is provided in Appendix A.

A managed module is a .NET class that implements the System.Web.IHttpModule interface. The primary
function of this class is to register for one or more events that occur within IIS request processing pipeline, and
then perform some useful work when IIS invokes the module's event handlers for those events.

Lets create a new source file named "BasicAuthenticationModule.cs", and create the module class (the complete
source code is provided in Appendix A):

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2617.html
https://www.asp.net/QUICKSTART/aspnet/doc/security/default.aspx


public class BasicAuthenticationModule : System.Web.IHttpModule
{
    void Init(HttpApplication context)
    {
    }
    void Dispose()
    {
    }
}

Init()Init()

public void Init(HttpApplication context)            
{
   //          
   // Subscribe to the authenticate event to perform the 
   // authentication. 
   // 
   context.AuthenticateRequest += new        
              EventHandler(this.AuthenticateUser);

   // 
   // Subscribe to the EndRequest event to issue the 
   // challenge if necessary. 
   // 
   context.EndRequest += new 
              EventHandler(this.IssueAuthenticationChallenge);
}

AuthenticateUser()AuthenticateUser()

The primary function of the Init method is wiring the module's event handler methods to the appropriate
request pipeline events. The module's class provides the event handle methods, and they implement the desired
functionality provided by the module. This is discussed further in detail.

The Dispose method is used to clean up any module state when the module instance is discarded. It is typically
not implemented unless the module uses specific resources that require to be released.

After creating the class, the next step is to implement the Init method. The only requirement is to register the
module for one or more request pipeline events. Wire up module methods, which follow the
System.EventHandler delegate signature, to the desired pipeline events exposed on the provided
System.Web.HttpApplication instance:

The AuthenticateUser method is invoked on every request during the AuthenticateRequest event. We utilize
it to authenticate the user based on the credential information present in the request.

The IssueAuthenticationChallenge method is invoked on every request during the EndRequest event. It is
responsible for issuing a basic authentication challenge back to the client whenever the authorization module
rejects a request, and authentication is needed.

Implement the AuthenticateUser method. This method does the following:

Extract the basic credentials if present from the incoming request headers. To see the implementation of this
step, see the ExtractBasicAuthenticationCredentials utility method.
Attempts to validate the provided credentials via Membership (using the default membership provider
configured). To see the implementation of this step, see the ValidateCredentials utility method.
Creates a user principal identifying the user if the authentication is successful, and associates it with the
request.

At the end of this processing, if the module was successfully able to obtain and validate the user credentials, it



IssueAuthenticationChallenge()IssueAuthenticationChallenge()

Utility Methods
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Task 2: Deploy the module to the application

Deploy to ApplicationDeploy to Application

will produce an authenticated user principal that other modules and application code later use in access control
decisions. For example, the URL authorization module examines the user in the next pipeline event in order to
enforce the authorization rules configured by the application.

Implement the IssueAuthenticationChallenge method. This method does the following:

Check the response status code to determine whether this request was rejected.
If so, issue a basic authentication challenge header to the response to trigger the client to authenticate.

Implement the utility methods that the module uses, including:

ExtractBasicAuthenticationCredentials. This method extracts the basic authentication credentials from the
Authorize request header, as specified in the basic authentication scheme.
ValidateCredentials. This method attempts to validate user credentials by using Membership. The
Membership API abstracts the underlying credential store, and allows the credential store implementations to
be configured by adding / removing Membership providers through configuration.

In this sample, the Membership validation is commented out, and instead the module simply checks whether the username
and password are both equal to the string "test". This is done for clarity, and is not intended for production deployments.
You are invited to enable Membership-based credential validation by simply un-commenting the Membership code inside
ValidateCredentials, and configuring a Membership provider for your application. See Appendix C for more information.

After creating the module in the first task, we next add it to the application.

First, deploy the module to the application. Here, you have several options:

Copy the source file containing the module into the /App_Code directory of the application. This does not
require compiling the module - ASP.NET automatically compiles and loads the module type when the
application starts up. Simply save this source code as BasicAuthenticationModule.cs inside the /App_Code
directory of your application. Do this if you do not feel comfortable with the other steps.

Compile the module into a strongly named assembly, and register this assembly in the GAC. This is a good
option if you want multiple applications on your machine to use this module. To learn more about building
strongly named assemblies, see this MSDN article .

Compile the module into an assembly, and drop this assembly in the /BIN  directory of the application.
This is the most typical option if you only want this module to be available to this application, and you do
not want to ship the source of the module with your application. Compile the module source file by
running the following from a command line prompt:

<PATH\_TO\_FX\_SDK>csc.exe /out:BasicAuthenticationModule.dll /target:library
BasicAuthenticationModule.cs

Where <PATH_TO_FX_SDK> is the path to the .NET Framework SDK that contains the CSC.EXE compiler.

Before making configuration changes in the application's web.config file, we must unlock some of the
configuration sections that are locked at the server level by default. Run the following from an Elevated
command prompt (Start > Right click on Cmd.exe and choose "Run as Administrator"):

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/xwb8f617%28VS.80%29.aspx


%windir%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD.EXE unlock config /section:windowsAuthentication
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD.EXE unlock config /section:anonymousAuthentication

<configuration> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <modules> 
        </modules> 
        <security> 
            <authentication> 
                <windowsAuthentication enabled="false"/> 
                <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false"/> 
            </authentication> 
        </security> 
    </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

<add name="MyBasicAuthenticationModule" type="IIS7Demos.BasicAuthenticationModule" />

Summary

After running these commands, you will be able to define these configuration sections in your application's
web.config file.

Configure your module to run in the application. Start by creating a new web.config file, which will contain the
configuration necessary to enable and use the new module. Start by adding the text below and saving it to the
root of your application ( %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\web.config  if using the root application in the Default
Web Site).

Before enabling the new basic authentication module, disable all the other IIS authentication modules. By default,
only Windows authentication and anonymous authentication are enabled. Because we do not want the browser
to attempt authenticating with your Windows credentials or allow anonymous users, we disable both the
Windows Authentication module and the Anonymous authentication module.

Now enable the module by adding it to the list of modules loaded by our application. Open web.config once
again and add the entry inside to the <modules>  tag

You can also deploy the module by using either the IIS Administration Tool, or the APPCMD.EXE command line
tool.

The final contents of the application's web.config file after these changes are provided in Appendix B.

Congratulations, you have finished configuring the custom basic authentication module.

Let's try it! Open Internet Explorer, and make a request to the application at the following URL:

http://localhost/

You should see the basic authentication login dialog. Enter "test" in the "User name:" field and "test" in the
"Password:" field to get access. Note that if you copy HTML, JPG, or any other content to your application, they
too will be protected by your new BasicAuthenticationModule.

In this article, you learned how to develop and deploy a custom managed module for an application, and enable
that module to provide services for all requests to the application.

You also witnessed the power of developing server components in managed code. This allowed developing a
basic authentication service that is decoupled from the Windows credential storage.

http://localhost/


Appendix A: Basic Authentication Module Source Code
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#region Using directives
using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Text;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.Security;
using System.Security.Principal;
using System.IO;
#endregion
 
namespace IIS7Demos
{
    /// 
    /// This module performs basic authentication. 
    /// For details on basic authentication see RFC 2617. 
    /// 
    /// The basic operational flow is: 
    /// 
    ///     On AuthenticateRequest: 
    ///         extract the basic authentication credentials 
    ///         verify the credentials 
    ///         if succesfull, create the user principal with these credentials 
    /// 
    ///     On SendResponseHeaders: 
    ///         if the request is being rejected with an unauthorized status code (401), 
    ///         add the basic authentication challenge to trigger basic authentication. 
    ///       
    /// 

    public class BasicAuthenticationModule : IHttpModule
    {
        #region member declarations
        public const String     HttpAuthorizationHeader = "Authorization";  // HTTP1.1 Authorization header 
        public const String     HttpBasicSchemeName = "Basic"; // HTTP1.1 Basic Challenge Scheme Name 
        public const Char       HttpCredentialSeparator = ':'; // HTTP1.1 Credential username and password 
separator 
        public const int        HttpNotAuthorizedStatusCode = 401; // HTTP1.1 Not authorized response status 
code 
        public const String     HttpWWWAuthenticateHeader = "WWW-Authenticate"; // HTTP1.1 Basic Challenge 
Scheme Name 
        public const String     Realm = "demo"; // HTTP.1.1 Basic Challenge Realm 
        #endregion

        #region Main Event Processing Callbacks
        public void AuthenticateUser(Object source, EventArgs e)
        {

If you are adventurous, configure this module to leverage the power of the ASP.NET 2.0 Membership application
services to support pluggable credential stores. See Appendix C for more information.

Find many resources and tips on writing IIS modules in the blog, http://www.mvolo.com/, as well as download
existing IIS modules for your applications. For some examples, see Redirecting requests to your application with
the HttpRedirection module, Nice looking directory listings for your IIS website with DirectoryListingModule,
and Displaying pretty file icons in your ASP.NET applications with IconHandler.

Save this source code as BasicAuthenticationModule.cs inside the /App_Code directory to quickly deploy it to
your application.

If you are using Notepad, make sure to set Save As: All Files to avoid saving the file as BasicAuthenticationModule.cs.txt.

http://www.mvolo.com/
http://mvolo.com/redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-httpredirection-module/
http://mvolo.com/get-nice-looking-directory-listings-for-your-iis-website-with-directorylistingmodule/
http://mvolo.com/display-pretty-file-icons-in-your-aspnet-applications-with-iconhandler/


            HttpApplication application = (HttpApplication)source;
            HttpContext context = application.Context;
            String userName = null;
            String password = null;
            String realm = null;
            String authorizationHeader = context.Request.Headers[HttpAuthorizationHeader];

            // 
            //  Extract the basic authentication credentials from the request 
            // 
            if (!ExtractBasicCredentials(authorizationHeader, ref userName, ref password))
                return;
            // 
            // Validate the user credentials 
            // 
            if (!ValidateCredentials(userName, password, realm))
               return;

            // 
            // Create the user principal and associate it with the request 
            // 
            context.User = new GenericPrincipal(new GenericIdentity(userName), null);
        }

        public void IssueAuthenticationChallenge(Object source, EventArgs e)
        {
            HttpApplication application = (HttpApplication)source;
            HttpContext context = application.Context;

            // 
            // Issue a basic challenge if necessary 
            // 

            if (context.Response.StatusCode == HttpNotAuthorizedStatusCode)
            {
                context.Response.AddHeader(HttpWWWAuthenticateHeader, "Basic realm =\"" + Realm + "\"");
            }
        }
        #endregion

        #region Utility Methods
        protected virtual bool ValidateCredentials(String userName, String password, String realm)
        {
            // 
            //  Validate the credentials using Membership (refault provider) 
            // 
            // NOTE: Membership is commented out for clarity reasons.   
            // !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
            // WARNING: DO NOT USE THE CODE BELOW IN PRODUCTION 
            // !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
            // return Membership.ValidateUser(userName, password); 
            if (userName.Equals("test") && password.Equals("test"))
            {
                return true;
            }
            else 
            {
                return false;
            }    
        }
      
        protected virtual bool ExtractBasicCredentials(String authorizationHeader, ref String username, ref 
String password)
        {
            if ((authorizationHeader == null) || (authorizationHeader.Equals(String.Empty)))
               return false;
            String verifiedAuthorizationHeader = authorizationHeader.Trim();
            if (verifiedAuthorizationHeader.IndexOf(HttpBasicSchemeName) != 0)     
                return false;



            // get the credential payload 
            verifiedAuthorizationHeader = verifiedAuthorizationHeader.Substring(HttpBasicSchemeName.Length, 
verifiedAuthorizationHeader.Length - HttpBasicSchemeName.Length).Trim();
           // decode the base 64 encoded credential payload 
            byte[] credentialBase64DecodedArray = Convert.FromBase64String(verifiedAuthorizationHeader);
            UTF8Encoding encoding = new UTF8Encoding();
            String decodedAuthorizationHeader = encoding.GetString(credentialBase64DecodedArray, 0, 
credentialBase64DecodedArray.Length);

            // get the username, password, and realm 
            int separatorPosition = decodedAuthorizationHeader.IndexOf(HttpCredentialSeparator);

           if (separatorPosition <= 0)
              return false;
            username = decodedAuthorizationHeader.Substring(0, separatorPosition).Trim();
           password = decodedAuthorizationHeader.Substring(separatorPosition + 1, 
(decodedAuthorizationHeader.Length - separatorPosition - 1)).Trim();

            if (username.Equals(String.Empty) || password.Equals(String.Empty))
               return false;

           return true;
        }
        #endregion

        #region IHttpModule Members
        public void Init(HttpApplication context)
        {
            // 
            // Subscribe to the authenticate event to perform the 
            // authentication. 
            // 
            context.AuthenticateRequest += new 
                               EventHandler(this.AuthenticateUser);
            // 
            // Subscribe to the EndRequest event to issue the 
            // challenge if necessary. 
            // 
            context.EndRequest += new 
                               EventHandler(this.IssueAuthenticationChallenge);
        }
        public void Dispose()
        {
            // 
            // Do nothing here 
            // 
        }
        #endregion

    }
}

Appendix B: Web.config for Basic Auth Module
Save this configuration as web.config file in the root of your application:



<configuration> 
    <system.webServer> 
      <modules> 
           <add name="MyBasicAuthenticationModule" type="IIS7Demos.BasicAuthenticationModule" /> 
      </modules> 
      <security> 
         <authentication> 
          <windowsAuthentication enabled="false"/> 
             <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false"/> 
         </authentication> 
      </security> 
 </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

Appendix C: Configuring Membership
The ASP.NET 2.0 Membership service enables applications to quickly implement credential validation and user
management required by most authentication and access control schemes. Membership isolates the application
code from the actual credential store implementation, and provides a number of options for integrating with
existing credential stores.

To take advantage of Membership for this module sample, uncomment a call to Membership.ValidateUser inside
the ValidateCredentials method, and configure a Membership provider for your application. You can learn more
about configuring Membership in this MSDN article.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/6e9y4s5t%28VS.80%29.aspx
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Step 3: Make a BackupStep 3: Make a Backup

by Saad Ladki

IIS 7.0 and above features the ability to plug-in and use custom developed managed modules to accomplish many
different tasks and use those modules for all sorts of content. However, the question arises: what happens if the
module has problems or difficulties? Previously, you used System.Diagnostics to trace the event when problems
occurred. Unfortunately, those traces are completely separate from IIS traces.

Not so with IIS 7.0 and above. Now you can add traces to the module code using System.Diagnostics.TraceSource
(new to .Net 2.0). You have the ability to route those traces into the IIS tracing infrastructure so that they are
available to modules that consume traces--for example, Failed Request Tracing.

The IIS Team encourages instrumenting code using basic patterns such as:

START & STOP events around key activities within your code
WARNING & ERROR events for unexpected occurrences that might cause the request to fail (such as failed
authentication)
INFORMATIONAL & VERBOSE events for help with diagnostics, such as module configuration being used

Tasks illustrated in this walkthrough include:

Adding tracing to the module using System.Diagnostics.TraceSource
Configuring failed request tracing to capture these traces
Generating the failure condition and viewing the resulting trace

Follow the steps below before performing the tasks in this article.

First, IIS must be installed. Check to see if IIS is installed by browsing to http://localhost/. If IIS is installed, you see
the "under construction" page. If IIS is not installed, refer to Installing IIS for instructions. Make sure to install the
following IIS components:

ASP (under World Wide Web Services => Application Development Features => ASP)
ASP.Net (under World Wide Web Services => Application Development Features => ASP.Net)
Tracing (under World Wide Web Services => Health & Diagnostics => Tracing)

Login as is the administrator account or in the Administrators group.

Being in the Administrators group does not grant you complete administrator privileges by default. You must run many
applications as Administrator. Right-click the application icon and choose "Run as Administrator".

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/how-to-add-tracing-to-iis-managed-modules.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
http://localhost/


Step 4 : Creating Sample ContentStep 4 : Creating Sample Content

<h2>HOWTO: Adding tracing to modules </h2>

This is a sample page served by the static file handler (native code).

Creating & Tracing a Simple Module

Step 1: Create a Simple ModuleStep 1: Create a Simple Module

Make a backup of the configuration before executing the tasks in this article. Run the following:

1. Click the Start button -> All Programs -> Accessories -> (r-click)Command Prompt -> Run as Administrator

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup

2. Execute the following command in that command prompt:

1. Delete everything in the c:\inetpub\wwwroot  folder.
2. From the Administrator command prompt started above, paste the attached code into a file in

inetpub\wwwroot called test.htm:

In this section, you create a sample module to instrument.

Using the Administrator command prompt, copy and paste the following code into a file called
IIS_MOD_REQDATA.cs:

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/how-to-add-tracing-to-iis-managed-modules/_static/image1.jpg


using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Web;

namespace IIS_MOD_REQDATA
{
    public class IIS_MOD_REQDATA : IHttpModule
    {
        public void Init(HttpApplication application)
        {
            application.EndRequest += (new EventHandler(this.Application_EndRequest));
        }

        private void Application_EndRequest(Object source, EventArgs e)
        {
            HttpApplication application = (HttpApplication)source;
            HttpContext context = application.Context;

            // start writing out the request data

            context.Response.Write("<hr>");
            context.Response.Write("<b><font size=2 color=green>REQUEST HEADERS</font></b><br>");
            context.Response.Write("<font size=2>");
            context.Response.Write("METHOD : " + context.Request.HttpMethod + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("URL : " + context.Request.Url + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("QUERYSTRING : " + context.Request.QueryString + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("</font><br>");

            // now response data

            context.Response.Write("<b><font size=2 color=blue>RESPONSE HEADERS</font></b><br>");
            context.Response.Write("<font size=2>");
            context.Response.Write("STATUS CODE : " + context.Response.StatusCode.ToString() + "." + 
context.Response.SubStatusCode.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("CONTENT TYPE : " + context.Response.ContentType.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("EXPIRES : " + context.Response.Expires.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("</font><br>");

            // set cache policy on response so it's not cached.

            context.Response.DisableKernelCache();
        }

        public void Dispose()
        {
        }
    }
}

Step 2: Adding Tracing to the Managed ModuleStep 2: Adding Tracing to the Managed Module

using System.Diagnostics;

In order to add tracing to your module and route its trace events into IIS, use System.Diagnostics.Trace source. Add
the following line under the using statements:

You must create a TraceSource within the code – notice the definition of the traceSource within the declaration of
the IIS_MOD_REQDATA module:



public class IIS_MOD_REQDATA : IHttpModule
{
 TraceSource tsStatus;

public void Init(HttpApplication application)    
{    
 application.EndRequest += (new EventHandler(this.Application_EndRequest));
 // setup traceSource
 tsStatus = new TraceSource("tsStatus");    
}

private void Application_EndRequest(Object source, EventArgs e)        
{    
 tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Start, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] START EndRequest");

 // other code

 tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Stop, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] END EndRequest");    
}

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Web;
using System.Diagnostics;

namespace IIS_MOD_REQDATA
{
    public class IIS_MOD_REQDATA : IHttpModule
    {

        TraceSource tsStatus;

        public void Init(HttpApplication application)
        {
            application.EndRequest += (new EventHandler(this.Application_EndRequest));

            // TRACING

            tsStatus = new TraceSource("tsStatus");
        }

The tsStatus member is initialized during the IHttpModule's Init() method:

The name of the TraceSource ("tsStatus") is important, as this name is later referenced in the web.config file later.
The module is now setup to emit events if needed.

To add a new trace event, use tsStatus.TraceEvent(<type>, 0, <somestring>) to write out events. Add the
recommended Start & End events to the Application_EndRequest() method:

Notice the different <type>'s – the types supported, among others, include:

TraceEventType.Start
TraceEventType.Stop
TraceEventType.Error
TraceEventType.Warning
TraceEventType.Information
TraceEventType.Verbose

For completeness, the entire source for the module (including the trace events), can be copied from here:



        }

        private void Application_EndRequest(Object source, EventArgs e)
        {
            HttpApplication application = (HttpApplication)source;
            HttpContext context = application.Context;

            tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Start, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] START EndRequest");

            // start writing out the request data

            context.Response.Write("<hr>");
            context.Response.Write("<b><font size=2 color=green>REQUEST HEADERS</font></b><br>");
            context.Response.Write("<font size=2>");
            context.Response.Write("METHOD : " + context.Request.HttpMethod + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("URL : " + context.Request.Url + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("QUERYSTRING : " + context.Request.QueryString + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("</font><br>");

            tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Verbose, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] done with Req Data, moving onto 
Response");

            // now response data

            context.Response.Write("<b><font size=2 color=blue>RESPONSE HEADERS</font></b><br>");
            context.Response.Write("<font size=2>");
            context.Response.Write("STATUS CODE : " + context.Response.StatusCode.ToString() + "." + 
context.Response.SubStatusCode.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("CONTENT TYPE : " + context.Response.ContentType.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("EXPIRES : " + context.Response.Expires.ToString() + "<br>");
            context.Response.Write("</font><br>");

            if (context.Response.StatusCode > 399)
            {
                tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Warning, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] error status code detected");
            }

            tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Verbose, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] done with Response Data");

            // set cache policy on response so it's not cached.

            context.Response.DisableKernelCache();
            tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Verbose, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] cache setting is (" + 
context.Response.Cache.ToString() + ")");

            tsStatus.TraceEvent(TraceEventType.Stop, 0, "[REQDATA MODULE] STOP - EndRequest");
        }

        public void Dispose()
        {
        }
    }
}

Step 3: Compiling Our Traced ModuleStep 3: Compiling Our Traced Module

%systemroot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe /target:library /out:IIS_MOD_REQDATA.dll /debug 
/d:TRACE /R:System.Web.dll IIS_MOD_REQDATA.cs

Now to compile the module & deploy it. In the Administrator command prompt, run the following command:



NOTENOTE

Adding Modules to the Site's Configuration

Step 1 : Adding the Module to the Site's ConfigurationStep 1 : Adding the Module to the Site's Configuration

If you are running this on a 64bit system, compile using the 64bit c# compiler in 
%windir%\microsoft.net\framework64\v2.0.50727\csc.exe

Note the use of the /debug & /d:TRACE  switches. You must use these switches to compile the trace events into
the binary. Failing to compile with these switches means that the module will not have any trace events in it.

Having compiled the module, deploy the module and run an initial test to see if the module works before capturing
its traces.

This section includes adding and testing the module.

1. Using the same Administrator command prompt, make a directory called \inetpub\wwwroot\bin, then copy
IIS_MOD_REQDATA.dll over to that directory.

2. Enable the module. From the administrator command prompt, type start inetmgr to bring up the IIS
administration UI.

3. Under the Connections pane, expand the local machine name, then Sites, and click on Default Web Site.
4. Under IIS in the center pane, double-click on Modules:
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5. You see a large list of modules configured for use by this site. On the right side of the UI under Actions, click
Add Managed Module:

6. In the window that displays, name the managed module IIS_MOD_REQDATA and the type of the module is
IIS_MOD_REQDATA.IIS_MOD_REQDATA(select this from the dropdown list box):

7. Click OK. The newly traced module is now configured for the web site's use.
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Step 2 : Testing Our ModuleStep 2 : Testing Our Module

Routing Events to IIS

Step 1 : Enabling the Module TraceSource & Routing Its Events into IISStep 1 : Enabling the Module TraceSource & Routing Its Events into IIS

Test the module by opening Internet Explorer and browsing to http://localhost/test.htm. You see the following
window:

The "REQUEST HEADERS" & "RESPONSE HEADERS" content came from our module, indicating that is works.

This task hooks the Module's TraceSource up to IIS tracing so that its events are emitted through IIS and then
configure Failure Request Tracing to capture these trace events.

The module is updated to include trace events. Configure System.Diagnostics and IIS to capture these trace events
and route them into IIS's Failed Request Tracing module. Do this by configuring the <system.diagnostics> section
in the web.config file to setup the TraceSource & route its events accordingly.

1. Using your Administrator command prompt, navigate to c:\inetpub\wwwroot , and use notepad to edit your
web.config file.

3. IIS ships a new System.Diagnostics.TraceListener used to route TraceSource events into IIS's Trace
infrastructure. This provider must also be defined in your web.config file.

4. Define the traceSource by its name (tsStatus) and wire it up to the DefaultSwitch & IisTraceListener.

2. There are 3 parts of the configuration that must be completed to get the events emitted by the module to be
routed to IIS's tracing infrastructure:

Defining the IIS event traceListener as a shared Listener
Defining a switch to enable all the events
Defining the trace source, attaching the switch we defined as well as defining the trace listener for our
source.

5. Copy and paste this <system.Diagnostics> section into your web.config file (after your <system.webServer>

section).

http://localhost/test.htm
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Step 2 : Enabling Failed Request Tracing to Capture Module Trace EventsStep 2 : Enabling Failed Request Tracing to Capture Module Trace Events

<system.diagnostics>
    <sharedListeners>
      <add name="IisTraceListener" type="System.Web.IisTraceListener, System.Web, Version=2.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" />
    </sharedListeners>

    <switches>
      <add name="DefaultSwitch" value="All" />
    </switches>

    <sources>
      <source name="tsStatus" switchName="DefaultSwitch">
        <listeners>
          <add name="IisTraceListener" type="System.Web.IisTraceListener, System.Web, Version=2.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a" />
        </listeners>
      </source>
    </sources>
</system.diagnostics>

The tsStatus traceSource is wired up to the IIS7TraceListener, which will emit events into IIS's tracing
infrastructure. Continue to the next step to wire those events up to the Failed Request Tracing provider.

When these diagnostics events are emitted into IIS's tracing infrastructure, they are mapped to the ASP.net
Provider & the Module flag on that provider. Their verbosity depends on the TraceEventType used. To configure
Failed Request Tracing to pick these up:

1. From your Administrator command prompt, type start inetmgr. In the Connections panel, expand the
machine name, then Sites folder, then click on the Default Web Site. To the right under the Actions pane, click
on Failed Request Tracing… link under Configure:

2. In the next dialog box, configure the following:

3. Check the Enable check box. Keep the defaults for the other settings. Click OK to continue.
4. Now that we have verified that Failed Request Tracing Logging is enabled, we must configure the failure

definitions. Back in the IIS Manager, under IIS, double-click on Failed Request Tracing Rules
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5. In the Actions pane, click Add…. This launches the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule wizard.
6. On the Specify Content to Trace page, select the All Content (*) option for what to trace. Click Next.

7. In the Define Trace Conditions screen, check the Status Codes check box & enter "200" as the status code to
trace.

8. Click Next. The Select Trace Providers page appears. Select the ASPNET check box and the Module &
Page check boxes under "Areas". Under Verbosity, select Verbose.
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Testing and Viewing the ResultsTesting and Viewing the Results

NOTENOTE

9. Click Finish. You see the following definition for the Default Web Site:

Due to a bug in Server Beta 3 builds, module traces can only be captured if both Module and Page areas are selected.
Post Server Beta 3, only Module is required to collect these events.

In this task, we generate the failed request and view the resulting trace log. Remember, we configured IIS to
capture trace logs for http://localhost/* requests that fail with a 200. To verify that it worked:

1. Open a new Internet Explorer window. Type in the address http://localhost/test.htm. Again, you see the
following:
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Summary

2. To verify our module has generated traces that have been captured, use an Administrator-elevated Internet
Explorer window and hit CTRL-O, then navigate to c:\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC1 . In the dropdown
list box that reads HTML Files, select All Files.

3. Select the most recent fr######.xml file (today's date) and click Open. You see the events:

You finished adding a new trace event to a managed module, compiled and deployed that module, configured
System.Diagnostics to route its events to IIS's tracing infrastructure, and finally, configured IIS's Failed Request
Tracing feature to capture its events. You can now easily add new events to the module, then recompile the module
& deploy it to the \bin directory. Using Failed Request Tracing, you see the results of the events.

Remember that using System.Diagnostics.TraceSource allows you to still use your module and its trace events
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down level, provided you hook it up to a different trace Listener.
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Overview

Introduction: Developing IIS features with ASP.NET

Tools of the Trade: Deciding on Your Development Environment

by Mike Volodarsky

This article focuses on getting started with developing IIS 7.0 and above Web server features based on the .NET
Framework. This article demonstrates:

1. How to decide whether to develop an IIS module or an IIS handler
2. How to set up your development environment, with Visual Studio, Visual C# Express, or command-line tools

provided with the .NET Framework
3. How to create your first project
4. How to develop a simple module and handler
5. How to deploy a simple module and handler to an IIS server

To see some real-world managed IIS modules and handlers, and download them for your application, visit
Redirect requests to your application with the HttpRedirection module, Get nice looking directory listings for your
IIS website with DirectoryListingModule, and Display pretty file icons in your ASP.NET applications with
IconHandler.

IIS releases prior to IIS 7.0 featured a C API, called ISAPI, as a primary extensibility API for building web server
features. IIS 7.0 and above have been re-engineered from the ground up to provide a brand new C++ API, on
which all of the in-the-box features are based, to allow complete runtime extensibility of the web server.

In addition to this, IIS for the first time also provides a full-fidelity .NET API for extending the web server, by
leveraging tight integration with ASP.NET 2.0. To you, this means that you are now able to extend IIS with new
web server features built with the familiar ASP.NET 2.0 APIs. Likewise, you can use existing ASP.NET 2.0 modules
and handlers on IIS, leveraging ASP.NET integration to enhance the power of your application without writing any
new code. To learn more about ASP.NET integration in IIS, click here.

To build IIS modules and handlers, use any environment that allows you to develop and compile .NET assemblies.
Some of the common options are:

1. Visual Studio 2005. Alternatively, you can also download the latest beta release of Visual Studio 2008.
2. Visual C# 2005 Express Edition, a free download (or other Express tools, including Visual Basic 2005

Express).
3. The C# command line compiler (csc.exe) included in the .NET framework runtime (for other languages, you

will need to download the SDK), plus your favorite source editor.

The samples in this article use C#, although you can develop IIS components in any other supported .NET
language (except managed C++). The article illustrates how to develop IIS extensibility components with all three
of the above environments.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/developing-iis-modules-and-handlers-with-the-net-framework.md
https://github.com/leanserver
http://mvolo.com/redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-httpredirection-module/
http://mvolo.com/get-nice-looking-directory-listings-for-your-iis-website-with-directorylistingmodule/
http://mvolo.com/display-pretty-file-icons-in-your-aspnet-applications-with-iconhandler/
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9268697
https://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/express/visualcsharp/default.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569263.aspx


NOTENOTE

Two Ways to Extend IIS: Module vs. Handler

NOTENOTE

Getting Started: Creating the Visual Studio Project

Because IIS leverages the existing ASP.NET APIs for its .NET extensibility, you can develop IIS .NET modules and handlers with
.NET Framework 2.0 on Windows XP® and Windows Server® 2003. However, if you plan to use one of the several new
ASP.NET APIs that have been added to support new IIS features, you must either develop on Windows Vista®, or obtain the
version of System.Web.dll from in Windows Vista or the latest release of .Net Framework 3.5 in order to compile your code.

All IIS web server features fit into two categories: modules, and handlers.

A module, similar to the ISAPI filter in previous IIS versions, participates in the request processing of every
request in order to change or add to it in some way. Examples of some in-the-box modules in IIS include
authentication modules, which manipulate the authentication status of the request, compression modules that
compress the outgoing response, and logging modules that log information about the request to the request logs.

The module is a .NET class that implements the ASP.NET System.Web.IHttpModule interface, and uses the
APIs in the System.Web namespace to participate in one or more of ASP.NET's request processing stages.

A handler, similar to the ISAPI extension in previous IIS versions, is responsible for handling the request and
producing the response for specific content types. The main difference between the module and the handler is that
the handler is typically mapped to a particular request path or extension, and supports the processing of a specific
server resource to which that path or extension corresponds. Examples of handlers provided with IIS include ASP,
which processes ASP scripts, the static file handler, which serves static files, and ASP.NET's PageHandler which
processes ASPX pages.

The handler is a .NET class that implements the ASP.NET System.Web.IHttpHandler or
System.Web.IHttpAsyncHandler interface, and uses the APIs in the System.Web namespace to produce an
http response for specific content it supports.

When planning to develop an IIS feature, the first question you should ask is whether this feature is responsible
for serving requests to a specific url/extension, or applies to all/some requests based on arbitrary rules. In the
former case, your should be a handler, and in the latter, a module.

This article demonstrates building both a simple module, and a simple handler, the common steps in creating the
project, and compiling it, and the specific steps to deploying them to the server.

You are not required to develop a handler if you are developing a module, and visa-versa.

To build either a module or a handler, you must produce a .NET assembly (DLL) containing the module/handler
classes. If you are using Visual Studio or Visual Studio Express tools, the first step is creating a Class Library
project:

1. From the "File" menu, select "New", "Project ...". In the New Project dialog (below), select the "Visual C#"
project type and select the "Class Library" in the right hand list of Visual Studio installed templates.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/default.aspx


2. We must add a reference to the "System.Web.dll" assembly which contains the APIs used to develop
ASP.NET and IIS modules and handlers. Right click the "References" node under the Project node in the
right hand solution explorer tree view, choose "Add Reference ...", and in the .NET tab select the
System.Web assembly, version 2.0 (below).
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NOTENOTE

Writing Code: Building a Simple Module

You can use the System.Web assembly version 2.0 on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 if you do not plan to take
advantage of IIS specific ASP.NET APIs. Modules and handlers compiled referencing this assembly can be deployed and
operated on IIS on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 without a problem. If you do want to use the few IIS specific
ASP.NET APIs in your module, you must either develop on Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, or obtain the
System.Web.dll assembly from .NET Framework 3.5. The IIS specific APIs include HttpServerUtility.TransferRequest, the
HttpResponse.Headers collection, the HttpApplication.LogRequest event, and several others.

 

The first task is to build a simple module. Later in the article, we also build a sample handler.

To create a module, define a class that implements the System.Web.IHttpModule interface.

1. Delete the "class1.cs" file generated by the project system, and add a new C# class called MyModule by right-
clicking on the MyIIS7Project project in the right-hand tree view, selecting "Add", New item ...", choosing
"Class", and typing in "MyModule.cs" in the Name field.

2. Import the System.Web namespace so we can easily access the types therein.
3. Make our MyModule class implement the IHttpModule interface, and define the interface members

Dispose() and Init(). Do this quickly by right clicking IHttpModule interface and choosing "Implement
interface" option:

The Dispose() method is intended to clean up any unmanaged resources deterministically when the
module is being unloaded, so the resources can be released before the module instance is finalized by the
garbage collector. You may leave this method blank most of the time.

The Init(HttpApplication context) method is the main method of interest. Its role is to perform the initialization
of your module, and wire up your module to one or more of request processing events available on the
HttpApplication class. During the request processing, your module will be invoked for each of the events that it

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.ihttpmodule.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.ihttpmodule.dispose.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.ihttpmodule.init.aspx
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subscribed for, allowing it to execute and perform its service. To do that:

public void Init(HttpApplication context) 
{ 
    context.PreRequestHandlerExecute += 
        newEventHandler(OnPreRequestHandlerExecute) 
}

1. Subscribe to one or more of the request processing events by wiring up a method on your module class to
one of the events on the HttpApplication instance provided. The method has to follow the
System.EventHandler delegate signature. We define a new method, called
OnPreExecuteRequestHandler, and wire it up to the
HttpApplication.PreRequestRequestHandlerExecute event, which occurs right before the server is
about to invoke the request handler for the request:

At this point, our module is set up to receive the PreRequestHandlerExecute event on each request. You can
repeat this for all other events you would like to receive.

2. Now we make our modules do something useful, something that illustrates using some of the ASP.NET
APIs that a module could use. Check if the request specifies a referer header, and if it does, reject it, as a silly
way to prevent people from linking to your website from other websites. We will do this in our
OnPreRequestHandlerExecute method which is invoked right before the handler runs on every request:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.eventhandler.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.httpapplication.prerequesthandlerexecute.aspx
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Writing Code: Building a Simple Handler

public void OnPreRequestHandlerExecute (
   Object source, EventArgs e) 
{ 
   HttpApplication app = (HttpApplication)source; 
   HttpRequest    request = app.Context.Request; 

   if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty( request.Headers["Referer"] )) 
   { 
       throw new HttpException(403, 
                                               "Uh-uh!"); 
   } 
}

NOTENOTE
The HttpApplication instance is provided to your module via the source argument, and requires casting. You can
access the rest of the request object model from the HttpApplication instance, such as the HttpContext object, and
the contained HttpRequest object that represents the request.

The code above checks if the Referer header has been specified, and if so, it rejects the request with a 403
Unauthorized error code.

 

The next task is to build a simple handler. Earlier in the article, we built a sample module - go back if you want to
read about building a module instead.

To create a handler, we must define a class that implements the System.Web.IHttpHandler interface (we can
also implement theSystem.Web.IHttpAsyncHandlerif we want the page to execute asynchronously). To do that:

1. If you have not already, delete the "class1.cs" file generated by the project system, and add a new C# class
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called MyHandler by right-clicking on the MyIIS7Project project in the right-hand tree view, selecting "Add",
New item ...", choosing "Class", and typing in "MyHandler.cs" in the Name field.

2. Import the System.Web namespace so we can easily access the types therein.

public bool IsReusable
{
    get { return true; }

3. Make our MyHandler class implement the IHttpHandler interface, and define the interface members
IsReusable and ProcessRequest(). You can do this quickly by right clicking IHttpHandler interface and
choosing "Implement interface" option:

The IsReusable () indicates whether or not your handler instance can be re-used for subsequent requests.
In some cases, after processing the request your handler may be in an incorrect state to process another
request, especially if you have stored data about the previous request in member variables. Note that the
runtime will never use the same instance of your handler to process two requests at the same time, even if
its marked as reusable. If your handler does not store any per-request state in member variables and can
have its ProcessRequest function called as many times as needed, make this property return true to allow
reuse.

The ProcessRequest () method is the main entry point of the handler. Its role is to process the request
specified by the HttpRequest instance available off the provided HttpContext instance, and generate the
appropriate response using the HttpResponse instance also available off the HttpContext. The
ProcessRequest() method will be invoked by the runtime during the ExecuteRequestHandler request
processing stage, and ONLY IF the request mapped to your handler based on the configured handler
mappings. This is different from a module which receives notifications for all requests to the application.

4. Implement the IsReusable property first. Since our handler will not store any member state for the request
and will be able to support multiple calls to ProcessRequest() with different requests, we will mark it as
reusable by returning true.

5. Finally, let's implement the ProcessRequest() method to make our handler actually do something useful.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.ihttphandler.isreusable(VS.71).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.ihttphandler.processrequest(VS.71).aspx
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public void ProcessRequest(HttpContext context) 
{ 
    DateTime dt; 
    String useUtc = context.Request.QueryString["utc"]; 
    if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(useUtc) && 
            useUtc.Equals("true")) 
    { 
        dt = DateTime.UtcNow; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        dt = DateTime.Now; 
    } 
    context.Response.Write( 
        String.Format( "<h1>{0}</h1>", 
                       dt.ToLongTimeString() 
                       ) ); 
}

To keep things nice and simple, our handler will return the current time on the server, optionally allowing
the timezone to be specified in the query string. Our goal is to be able to request a URL, like
http://myserver/time.tm, and get the current time on the server. Also, we will be able to the universal
coordinated time by requesting http://myserver/time.tm?utc=true. Here is our implementation:

We use the HttpRequest.QueryString collection to retrieve a QueryString variable, and write the current
time to response using the HttpResponse.Write method. This is just a sample of the kinds of things you
may choose to do in your handler - the HttpRequest class provides a lot more information about the
request, and the HttpResponse class provides a number of different ways to shape the response returned to
the client.

The handler is finished.

 

http://myserver/time.tm
http://myserver/time.tm?utc=true
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Code Complete: Compiling the Module/Handler

Deploying the Assembly to the Server

Now that we have the module and handler implemented, we can compile them into an assembly that ASP.NET
can load at runtime. If you are using Visual Studio or Visual Studio Express, compile the project directly from the
tool by pressing "Ctrl-Shift-B" or right-clicking on the project and choosing "Build".

The .DLL assembly will be generated in the <ProjectDirectory>\bin\debug folder, along with the .PDB symbols file
that you can use for debugging the assembly on the server / including source code lines in exceptions during the
debugging stage of your project.

If you are uploading your assembly to a production server, be sure to change the Solution configuration to be
"Release" by right clicking the solution node, choosing Configuration Manager, and changing the type to Debug.
Upload the Release version of the assembly (leave the PDB file behind) - this will strip the debugging information
from the assembly, and optimize it resulting in faster code.

If you are not using Visual Studio, compile the project with the C# command line compiler included in the
Framework runtime. To compile your project, open a command line prompt (be sure to run the command line
prompt with the "Run as Administrator" option if you are on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008):

> %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe /t:library /out:MyIIS7Project.dll /debug \*.cs
/r:System.Web.dll

This produces the MyIIS7Project.DLL and MyIIS7Project.PDB files. If you want to build a release version of the
assembly, omit the /debug switch, and include the /o switch to optimize the assembly.

Now that we have implemented the custom module and handler, we deploy them to our web application. There
are a number of ways to deploy a module or handler to the application, and a number of configuration options you
can use to tailor their deployment to your needs. We illustrate the most basic deployment steps below. For an
advanced discussion of deployment and configuration options, including how to deploy a module/handler for the
entire server, please see the next article in the series: Deploying IIS Modules and Handlers (coming soon).

The steps below assume that you are deploying the module and handler to an existing application on your IIS
server. If you do not have an application created, use the root application of the "Default Web Site" typically
located at %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot . In the example below, we deploy the module and handler to an
application called "myiis7project" located in the Default Web Site.

To deploy the module and handler, first make the assembly containing their implementation available to your
ASP.NET application:

1. Copy the MyIIS7Project.dll assembly compiled earlier to the /BIN directory located in the root of your
application. If this directory does not exist, create it.

2. Configure the module and handler to be loaded in the application. Open the IIS7 Administration tool via the
Start menu, typing in inetmgr.exe in the start/search box and pressing Enter. In the tool, double-click on your
server node in the left-hand tree view, then expand the "Sites" node, and double-click on the site or application
to which you would like to add your module and handler.

3. Select the "Modules" feature icon, then click the "Add Managed Module ..." action, and in the resulting
dialog box type in the module name (arbitrary) and the fully-qualified module type
"MyIIS7Modules.MyModule". Note that you can also select the type in the drop-down box, as the tool
will automatically load your assembly in bin and discover types that implement the IHttpModule interface.
Press OK to add the module.



4. Add the handler by double-clicking the site/application node again, and selecting the "Handler Mappings"
feature icon. Then, click the "Add Managed Handler ..." action, and in the resulting dialog box specify
"time.tm" for path, "MyIIS7Modules.MyHandler" for the type, and "MyHandler" for the name
(arbitrary). Again, note that the type is present in the dropdown box because the Admin tool automatically
detected this type in your assembly. Press OK to add the handler.

The application configuration generated by the actions above configures the MyModule module to be loaded in
your application (which enables it to run for all requests), and maps the MyHandler handler to process requests
to the time.tm URL inside your application.

Note that this configuration enables your module and application to run only in IIS Integrated mode applications.
If you want the module and handler to also run in Classic mode applications on IIS, and also on earlier versions of
IIS, you must also add the Classic ASP.NET configuration for the module and handler. In addition, when running in
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Testing the Module and Handler

Classic mode on IIS or on earlier versions of IIS, your handler requires you to create a script map mapping the .tm
extension to ASP.NET in IIS scriptmaps, and your module runs only for requests to extensions mapped to
ASP.NET. For more details on this, see Deploying IIS Modules and Handlers (coming soon).

You can also add the module and the handler using the IIS command line tool, AppCmd.exe, or by manipulating
the IIS configuration from script or managed code, or by placing the configuration directly into the web.config
file. These additional options are discussed in-depth in Deploying IIS modules and handlers (coming soon).

We have deployed and configured the module / handler. Now to test them:

<html>
  <body>
      <a href="time.tm">View current server time</a>
  </body>
</html>

1. Test our handler by making a request to "time.tm" in our application. If successful, we see the current time
on the server. Make a request to your application, for example http://localhost/myiis7project/time.tm as we
deployed the handler to the myiis7project application in the Default Web Site:

If the handler is properly deployed to this application, you see the current time on the server:

Also try requesting http://localhost/myiis7project/time.tm?utc=true to display the time in UTC.

2. Test the module. Create a simple html page called page.html in your application that links to the /time.tm
URL:

page.html

Then, make a request to http://localhost/myiis7project/page.html to display the link. When you click the
link, you observe an error :

http://localhost/myiis7project/time.tm
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Summary

You may ask if we did not just request this same URL above and successfully see the time. This is because
our module is configured to reject requests to your application that specify a Referer header, which gets
added by the browser whenever a user clicks a link to go to your website instead of just typing in the URL
in the browser directly. So, when you requested the URL directly, you were able to access it - however, when
you followed a link from another page, your request was rejected by our module.

In this article, we illustrated the basic steps for developing an IIS module and handler with the familiar ASP.NET
APIs, and deploying them to your application. We also discussed the choices you have for your development
environment, and how to decide when to build a module vs. a handler. The information in this article should enable
you to build your first modules and handlers to empower your IIS applications.

You can also review an example module that enables basic authentication against ASP.NET's Membership
providers in Developing a Module using .NET.

Be sure to check out more examples of how managed IIS modules and handlers can add value to your
applications, and download them for your application by visiting Redirect requests to your application with the
HttpRedirection module, Get nice looking directory listings for your IIS website with DirectoryListingModule, and
Display pretty file icons in your ASP.NET applications with IconHandler.
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Watermark Module

by Fabio Yeon

This is a sample of how to write a native (C++) module that will dynamically insert an user-configured watermark
into an image being served, as well as how to extend the configuration and the inetmgr UI tool to provide easy
administration of the new module.

The watermark module has the following capabilities:

It can be enabled/disabled at any configuration level (i.e. site, application, virtual directory, etc).
It can watermark the JPG, GIF and PNG image formats.
The watermark image can be of JPG, GIF or PNG format. The watermark image doesn't have to be the same
type as the image to be watermarked (i.e. a GIF watermark image can be used to watermark a PNG image
request).
One can configure the location of the watermark image ("upper left", "upper right", "lower left", "lower right",
"center", as well as the options of "tile" and "stretch"). Only the "stretch" option will change/modify the
watermark image if needed.
One can also select the transparency level of the watermark image, from 0 to 100%.

In order to compile the sample, you must install the Platform SDK for Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008.
The project file included in the sample can be loaded in either Visual Studio 2005 or 2008.

The source code for these samples is available here.

The first component of this sample is the watermark module itself. It's a native C++ module that watches as
requests are served, and if the MIME type of the request indicates it's an image, it will dynamically apply an user-
configured watermark to the image, and replace the outgoing image. This is all done transparently in a module that
runs after the request handler. To illustrate it:

1. The logic of the code is pretty straightforward:
2. When the module is first loaded, it registers for the post-RQ_EXECUTE_REQUEST_HANDLER event, which

indicates to the system that it wants to be notified right after the request handler is run.
3. Now, when the post-RQ_EXECUTE_REQUEST_HANDLER event is fired, it will retrieve the configuration for its

path. If it's not enabled, it will not do anything further to the request and bail.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/sample-image-watermark-module.md
https://github.com/fabioy
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Configuration

<configSchema> 
 <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/watermark"> 
  <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
  <attribute name="watermarkImage" type="string" /> 
  <attribute name="transparency" type="uint" defaultValue="50" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="0,100" /> 
  <attribute name="position" type="enum" defaultValue="LowerRight" > 
    <enum name="UpperLeft" value="0" /> 
    <enum name="UpperRight" value="1" /> 
    <enum name="LowerLeft" value="2" /> 
    <enum name="LowerRight" value="3" /> 
    <enum name="Center" value="4" /> 
    <enum name="Stretch" value="5" /> 
    <enum name="Tile" value="6" /> 
  </attribute> 
 </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

4. If it's enabled, it will check the "Content-Type" response header and see if it's an image type. If it's not, it will bail.
5. If it's an image, it will then see if the response is a buffer or a file handle. If it's the later, it will load the image into

memory, apply the watermark based upon the user-configured settings (i.e. image file, position, transparency),
save the resulting image into an in-memory buffer, replace the response data with the in-memory buffer and
return.

6. The in-memory buffer will be released in the module's "Dispose" method.

Using the ATL's CImage classes makes loading and processing the image very simple, especially since it can
manipulate various image formats easily.

Now, there are a few caveats in this sample and should be considered, especially if one wishes to use it in a "real"
production environment:

The code only works for image types where the response is in a file handle. The HTTP_RESPONSE object may
instead contain the image in a series of buffers. An interesting exercise would be to create an in-memory
IStream implementation that wraps the buffers in the response object (watch out for the multiple buffer
responses!).
The module makes no attempts to modify or update the "ETag" response header. This means that the resulting
watermarked image will be considered the "real" image as far as the client is concerned (as it should), but can
also confuse the client caching logic. A correct implementation of this would have to modify the "ETag" to take
into account the configuration of the watermarked image. For example, in the current implementation, if you
watermarked an image with "WatermarkFileA" in the "UpperLeft" position with a transparency of "50%", and
then made a request with a browser (i.e. Internet Explorer), IE would cache that image based upon the various
response headers. If you were to change the configuration of the watermark module (i.e. changed the image,
position, or the transparency), and requested the file again (via "F5"), because the image has been cached by IE,
instead of requesting the image, it would simply do a "HEAD" request, sending the info it has about the image.
The request handler, not knowing that the image has changed, will respond that the response that it sent earlier
is still valid and end the request processing. Unfortunately, in this case, the watermark module won't have a
chance to run and re-watermark the image with its new configuration, so the client will happily keep showing
the old watermarked image. A proper fix for this would have the watermark module somehow incorporate its
configuration in the "ETag" of the response so that any changes to the image or the watermark module will
cause an invalidation of any client cached image and reprocessing of it.

The configuration of the watermark module is done via a new section in the "system.webServer" namespace. The
schema file is as follow:



<section name="Watermark" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<add name="WatermarkModule" image="c:\Watermark\Watermark.dll" />

<add name="WatermarkModule" />

Inetmgr

<add name="Watermark" type="WatermarkServer.WatermarkModuleProvider, Watermarkserver, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=5f6f8f3f74d67fe4" />

<add name="Watermark" />

The file "watermark.xml" should be dropped in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema  directory for it to take
effect, as well as adding the section definition in the "applicationhost.config" file, under the "system.webServer"
namespace:

To use the module, one must then install the module in the global module list, "system.webServer\globalModules":

And to the module list for the application, "system.webServer\modules":

Along with the module sample, is a set of managed classes that are management plug ins to the new "Inetmgr" UI
administration tool. There are various other documentations on how to write and extend the new "Inetmgr", which
are available here. In short, to use them, one needs to build, add the dlls to the GAC (Global Assembly Cache), and
add the following configuration to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\administration.config  file:

In the <moduleProviders> collection, add the following entry:

And add the following line to the <modules>  collection:

Restart the tool and a new icon should be available in your site.
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Problems with current web analytics services

by Ruslan Yakushev

The Web Analytics is a popular technology space today. Its purpose is to provide web site owners with statistical
information about visitors to their sites, so that site publisher can optimize the content, advertisement and service
offering to increate the customer satisfaction and ROI.

The web analytics services have been around for a while but they have become very popular after Google has
made its analytics service a free offering to everybody. Now any site owner – from personal hobbyists to big
commercial portals – got access to a free and feature rich web analytics service. Microsoft is also providing a free
Web Analytics service that is offered as part of Microsoft AdCenter.

The Web Analytics Module for IIS allows web site publishers to easily enable basic web analytics tracking of their
web sites, without touching the actual web application code.

The source code for the sample is available here.

The basic purpose of Web Analytics Service is to collect data about web site visitors, then process this data and
present it to site owners in a nice, easy to digest form. In order to collect the data, web site owner has to instrument
all the pages on his web site with the tracking script issued by the web analytics service provider :

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/runtime-extensibility/sample-web-analytics-tracking-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://www.google.com/analytics
https://adcenter.microsoft.com/
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/sample-web-analytics-tracking-module/_static/sample-web-analytics-tracking-module-480-webanalyticsmodule1.zip


Web Analytics Module benefits and features

Module setup

The main pain point with asking user to do this is that it may potentially require considerable amount of work to
modify all the web pages. In some cases this can be mitigated by using templates and master pages, but in many
cases user would still need to go through his html pages and add the tracking script at the end of every document.

The Web Analytics Module for IIS tries to solve the above mentioned problem by allowing users to separate the
tracking logic from the actual web site implementation. Instead of modifying the web site pages, now user can just
configure the IIS setting and the tracking script will be automatically inserted into all html responses, produced by
his web site. The main benefit provided by this module is that Web Analytics instrumentation becomes very easy.
Another benefit is that user can easily turn the analytics tracking on/off, which is useful for development/testing
scenarios.

Web Analytics module sample demonstrates the following:

How to implement a .NET module that inserting tracking script into the HTTP responses.
How to extend IIS configuration and provide UI for the module in IIS manager. The module UI and
configuration allow user to specify the tracking script and to enable/disable web analytics tracking. It also allows
user to choose where the tracking code should be placed to (<head> or <body> element of HTML document).

To start using the module, first compile it from this Visual Studio solution. You can use VS 2005, VS2008 or Visual
C# Express 2005 and 2008 to compile the solution. You may also use the precompiled versions in the bin\release
folder.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/sample-web-analytics-tracking-module/_static/image1.png


Module walkthrough

To install the module follow these steps:

1. Copy the WebAnalyticsModule.dll to a bin folder within your web site or application
2. Copy the WebAnalytics_schema.xml to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema  folder.
3. Add the following to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config  file: In the sectionGroup for

"system.webServer", add the section definition: <section name="webAnalytics" overrideModeDefault="Allow">

<modules>
 <add name="WebAnalytics" type="WebAnalyticsModule.WebAnalyticsHttpModule" />
</modules>

gacutil -if WebAnalyticsModule.dll

7. Open the IIS Manager. You should see the "Web Analytics Tracking" icon in the feature view for your web site
or application.

4. Add module to a web site or an application by opening corresponding web.config file and adding the
following section to the <system.webServer>  element:

5. Next, use the gacutil tool to put the module to the Global Assembly Cache so that IIS Manager can use
them:

6. Add the module to the IIS Manager configuration in the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\administration.config  file:

<add name="WebAnalytics" type="WebAnalyticsModule.WebAnalyticsProvider, WebAnalyticsModule, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=c6b7132bcfe43312" />

<add name="WebAnalytics" />

In the <moduleProviders> collection, add the following entry:

And add the following line to the <modules>  collection:

After module is installed you will see Web Analytics configuration in the main IIS control panel. This will be
available on site and application level.



The configuration UI for the Web Analytics module looks as below:

After the module has been configured, we can see how it works by requesting the web page from the server by
using WFetch. The output from web server contains the tracking script before the closing <body /> tag:

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/runtime-extensibility/sample-web-analytics-tracking-module/_static/image3.png
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=b134a806-d50e-4664-8348-da5c17129210&displaylang=en




Extending IIS Configuration
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by Tobin Titus

This video demonstrates how to extend configuration. You'll learn how to use the XML configuration in IIS 7.0 and
above to store your own custom configuration elements. You'll also learn how to extend existing configuration
objects with your own metadata. Then, you'll learn how to use existing IIS tools and Powershell to access and
modify your custom configuration.

▶ Watch video (6 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/extending-iis-configuration/extending-iis-configuration.md
https://github.com/tobint
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/extending-iis-configuration
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Configuration Extensibility - The Basics
OverviewOverview

Step 1 - The Schema FileStep 1 - The Schema File

by IIS Team

The configuration system in IIS 7.0 and above is based on distributed xml files that contain the configuration for
IIS, ASP.NET and other components; flexibility in the configuration system also allows for configuration to be set
at a a number of levels including at the server, the site and the application level. Configuration at the site and
application level coexists alongside ASP.NET configuration in web.config files.

One aspect of the new configuration system is the ease with which configuration can be extended. It is possible,
with only a few simple changes, to integrate custom configuration sections directly into the configuration system
and manipulate these settings using the existing administration APIs. Configuration is extended by simply defining
a new configuration section in an XML schema file which is then dropped in the IIS schema directory 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema . Finally, the new configuration section has to be registered in the IIS

global configuration file.

This article walks through an example which uses basic configuration extensibility and some of the more advanced
scenarios. Though the example used is contrived, it should be sufficient to demonstrate the power of configuration
extensibility.

There are a number of prerequisites for this article. They include:

1. Having a default install of IIS 7.0 or above. If IIS is not installed, install it by opening the Server Manager and
adding the Web Server (IIS) role.

2. Making sure that you have the .NET Framework SDK installed. If you do not have the SDK installed, get it from
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads

3. Using a number of tools in the bin directory of the SDK. Either use the SDK Command Prompt from your start
menu or add the bin directory to your path (e.g. %systemdrive%\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\SDK\v2.0\Bin )

4. Running all the commands from a command prompt with elevated privileges. Right click on "SDK Command
Prompt" (or "Command Prompt") in the start menu and then select "Run as administrator".

In order to demonstrate some of the basic configuration extensibility features, we use the contrived example of a
custom logging module. The module itself is not all that special and simply handles a built in IIS logging event -
LogRequest - and writes a log entry to a file on disk; think of it as a basic version of IIS logging.

Configuration extensibility comes into play because the module needs to know where to log information. The
module must have a custom configuration section that stores its configuration - in this case, the logfile location.

The first step in adding a new configuration section is defining the section. Define the section schema in xml and
drop the file into the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema  directory.

Create an xml file called simpleLogging_Schema.xml and put the following into it:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/extending-iis-configuration/configuration-extensibility.md
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads


<configSchema> 
    <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
        <attribute name="logfileDirectory" type="string" 
            defaultValue="%systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs" expanded="true" encrypted="false" />

    </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

md %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs

icacls %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:RW

More About the SchemaMore About the Schema

TYPE SCHEMA INFO AND EXAMPLES

The schema above does two things. First, it defines a new configuration section named "simpleLogging" using the
<sectionSchema> element. Second, it defines an attribute of that new configuration section called
"logfileDirectory".

You can see from the schema file that the attribute is a string and the configuration system will not encrypt it. The
expanded="true" tells the configuration system to automatically expand environment variables when used. If you
did not create the file in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema  directory, move it there now.

Next, create the default directory specified for "logfileDirectory", as it probably does not exist on your machine.
Run the following command from the command line to create the directory:

The Windows group IIS_IUSRS must have write permissions to the directory so that the SimpleLogging module
we create in Step 4 can write log files to it. Run the following command at the command line:

Although Step 1 is complete in terms of our example, it is appropriate to discuss the schema files. In the schema
above, we simply created a new configuration section simpleLogging that exists under system.webServer and
specified a custom attribute. However, you can easily create more complex custom configuration with collections,
elements and attributes. The table below shows some examples, but the best way to learn is to look at the schema
file for the IIS configuration. Find it at %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\IIS\_schema.xml .



attribute <

attribute 
name="" [String, Required] [XML name of the 
attribute] 
type="" 
[bool|enum|flags|uint|int|int64|string|timeSpan, 
Required] [Runtime type] 
required="false" [bool] [Indicates if it must be 
set] 
isUniqueKey="false" [bool] [Serves as the 
collection key] 
isCombinedKey="false" [bool] [Part of a multi-
attribute key] 
defaultValue="" [String] [Default value or 
comma-delimited flags] 
encrypted="false" [bool] [Indicates if the value 
persisted is encrypted] 
expanded="false" [bool] [Environment variables 
are expanded when read] 
allowInfinite="false" [bool] [Indicates if 
"Infinite" can be set] 
timeSpanFormat="string" [string|seconds|minutes] 
[hh:mm:ss or number] 
validationType="" [See validation below] 
validationParameter="" [See validation below] 
/>

Example:

<configSchema> 
  <sectionSchema 
name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
 <attribute name="logfileDirectory" 
type="string" />
  </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

element
<element 
 name="" [String, Required] [XML name of the 
element]
 isCollectionDefault="false" [bool] [Indicates 
if default values are held for other elements in 
this collection] />

Example:

<configSchema> 
  <sectionSchema 
name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
    <element name="logfile"> 
      <attribute name="fileLocation" 
type="string" /> 
    </element> 
  </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

TYPE SCHEMA INFO AND EXAMPLES



collection
<collection 
addElement="" [String] [Name of Add directive, 
if supported] 
removeElement="" [String] [Name of Remove 
directive, if supported] 
clearElement="" [String] [Name of Clear 
directive, if supported] 
defaultElement="" 
[applicationDefaults|applicationPoolDefaults|sit
eDefaults|virtualDirectoryDefaults] 
mergeAppend="true" [bool] [Indicates whether or 
not deepest set values are appended] 
allowDuplicates="false" [bool] [Indicates if 
multiple elements may have the same key] 
allowUnrecognizedAttributes="false" [bool] 
[Indicates if non-schema attributes are ok] 
/>

Example:

<configSchema> 
  <sectionSchema 
name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
    <collection addElement="add"> 
      <attribute name="logfileDirectory" 
type="string" /> 
    </collection> 
  </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

TYPE SCHEMA INFO AND EXAMPLES

Step 2 – Registering the New SectionStep 2 – Registering the New Section

<configSections> 
    ...
    <sectionGroup name="system.webServer"> 
        <section name="simpleLogging"/> 
        ...
    </sectionGroup> 
</configSections>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list config –section:system.webServer/simpleLogging

<system.webServer> 
    <simpleLogging /> 
</system.webServer>

Step 3 – Setting the ConfigurationStep 3 – Setting the Configuration

Now that a new section has been defined, tell the configuration system about the section. Register the new section
in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config  file. Open the file and register the simpleLogging
section as below:

This step is complete. The section is defined and registered.

To check that the section has registered correctly, run the following command from the command line:

If everything has gone well up to now, then the configuration section displays and you see something like this:



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<configuration> 
    <system.webServer> 
        <simpleLogging logfileDirectory="%systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs" /> 
    </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site" –section:system.webServer/simpleLogging 
                                    /logfileDirectory:""%"systemdrive"%"\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list config "Default Web Site" –section:system.webServer/simpleLogging

<system.webServer> 
    <simpleLogging logfileDirectory="%systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs" /> 
</system.webServer>

NOTENOTE

Step 4 – The SimpleLogging ModuleStep 4 – The SimpleLogging Module

Now that the section has been registered, set the configuration as you would any other configuration using a
web.config file, or set it using the appcmd.exe tool in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\  directory. You can also set
the configuration using any of the configuration APIs. One more option is to set the configuration via the new IIS
administration UI by creating a UI module and calling the configuration APIs to set the configuration.

For the time being, set the configuration by adding it to a new web.config file for the default IIS website (the one
installed at %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  and named "Default Web Site" in the default IIS configuration). Create
a file called web.config and add the following:

You can achieve the same thing from the command line using:

Run the following command to list the configuration for the "Default Web Site"

The output is something like this:

If the directory specified for "logfileDirectory" does not exist, create it now. The Windows group IIS_IUSRS must have write
permissions to the directory so that the SimpleLogging module we create in the next step can write log files to it. Step 1
above showed the command line command used to set the correct permissions on the default directory. Use a similar
command if you have created a different directory.

At this stage, we have extended the configuration system with our customer simpleLogging configuration
section. We round off the look at basic configuration extensibility by creating the module and showing how to use
the custom configuration from it.

We will create a strongly named .NET assembly that all websites in IIS can use. We must use some tools from the
.NET SDK for this section; if it is not installed, download it from the www.microsoft.com/downloads website.

The required steps include:

1. Create a directory in which to work and open it.
2. Create a SimpleLoggingModule.cs file and add the following code to it using a text editor :

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads


using System;
using System.Web;
using System.Web.Hosting;
using System.IO;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

namespace ConfigurationExtensibility
{
    public class SimpleLoggingModule : IHttpModule
    {
        private string GetlogfileDirectory(HttpContext context)
        {
            ConfigurationSection section = WebConfigurationManager.GetSection(
                    context, "system.webServer/simpleLogging");
            return (string)section["logfileDirectory"];
        }
 
        public void Init(HttpApplication context)
        {
            context.LogRequest += new EventHandler(LogRequest_EventHandler);
        }
 
        private void LogRequest_EventHandler(object sender, EventArgs e)
        {
            HttpApplication application = (HttpApplication)sender;
            LogRequest(application.Context);
        }
 
        private void LogRequest(HttpContext context)
        {
            string logfileDirectory = GetlogfileDirectory(context);
 
            if (Directory.Exists(logfileDirectory) == false)
            {
                Directory.CreateDirectory(logfileDirectory);
            }
 
            string logfile = Path.Combine(logfileDirectory, DateTime.Now.ToString("yyyyMMdd") + ".log");
            string ogline = string.Format("{0}\t{1}\t{2}\t{3}\t{4}\t{5}\t{6}\t{7}",
                    DateTime.Now,
                    context.Request.HttpMethod,
                    context.Request.UserHostAddress,
                    context.Request.Url.ToString(),
                    context.Request.ServerVariables["LOGON_USER"],
                    context.Request.UserAgent,
                    context.Response.StatusCode,
                    HostingEnvironment.SiteName);
        File.AppendAllText(logfile, ogline + Environment.NewLine);
        }
 
        public void Dispose()
        {
        }    
    }
}

sn.exe /k keyFile.snk

3. We must make this a strongly named module in order for IIS to use it as a global module for all sites. First,
create a strong name key file. Open a command prompt and change the directory to the one containing the
SimpleLoggingModule.cs file. Then, run the following command (make sure that the bin directory of
your .NET framework SDK is in your path):

If this worked correctly, the output of sn.exe says something like "Key pair written to keyFile.snk"



%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe /t:library SimpleLoggingModule.cs /r:System.Web.dll 
                   /r:%windir%\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll /keyfile:keyFile.snk

gacutil.exe /i SimpleLoggingModule.dll

gacutil.exe /l SimpleLoggingModule

SimpleLoggingModule, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=652a8d02f48e4288, 
processorArchitecture=MSIL

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add module /name:"SimpleLoggingModule" 
/type:"ConfigurationExtensibility.SimpleLoggingModule, SimpleLoggingModule, Version=0.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=652a8d02f48e4288"

4. Now compile the file and create a DLL. Run the following command from the command prompt:

5. Next, place the compiled assembly (SimpleLoggingModule.dll) into the Global Assembly Cache. Run the
following command from the command prompt:

6. Now we must add our module to the list of modules that IIS can use. Before that, however, we must get the
full name of the assembly just created. Run the following at the command line:

This outputs something like this:

7. Add the module to the list of modules that IIS can use. Run the command below. However, ensure that you
replace the variables with the output of the last command.

This adds the necessary configuration entry to the applicationHost.config file - IIS's global configuration
file.

8. The process is complete. The custom module, which uses custom configuration, has been setup. All that
remians is to test it. Initiate the browser and navigate to http://localhost/. You see the following:

If you get an error, make sure that you have given the IIS_IUSRS group permissions to write to the directory.

Open %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs  (or whatever directory you used in the configuration) and you have a
.log file named with today's date. Open the file and you see something like this:

http://localhost/
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/extending-iis-configuration/configuration-extensibility/_static/image1.jpg


NOTENOTE

Configuration Extensibility - More Advanced Scenarios
OverviewOverview

Extending Configuration - An Attribute Backed by COMExtending Configuration - An Attribute Backed by COM

NOTENOTE

Step 1 - Creating and Registering the .NET COM ComponentStep 1 - Creating and Registering the .NET COM Component

Experiment with the configuration to ensure that it is working. Try removing the simpleLogging section from
your web.config file and check to see if the logs go to to the default location (just ensure that the ASPNET user has
the correct permissions).

The module we just created is for demonstration purposes only and should not be used in a production environment. It will
fail if there are multiple requests trying to write a log entry at the same time.

The previous section examined the basics of configuration extensibility - simply extending the configuration using
schema. However, there is more power available when extending configuration.

First, there is the ability to extend configuration to use COM objects for retrieving configuration, allowing you to
store the configuration information wherever and however you want without worrying that the configuration APIs
cannot read it.

Second, there is the ability to define methods to manipulate and operate on your configuration. These methods
can then be called using the existing configuration APIs. Together these two features provide powerful support for
building custom configuration extensions.

This section first looks at modifying the simpleLogging custom configuration from the first part of this article to
retrieve configuration values using a COM component. Then it looks at adding a configuration method backed by
a COM component that performs actions.

This section extends the schema to have an attribute called "logfileCount". This configuration attribute is backed by
a .NET assembly (a managed dll - programmed in C#), which counts the number of log files in the log directory;
once again, this is a contrived scenario but one that some might find useful.

You do not have to create a .NET component - any valid COM component will do.

First, to create the .NET COM component. Create a directory to store the files we will create and the component
we will build and open it.

The component we create must implement some interfaces exposed via COM by the IIS configuration system. In
order to use the COM interface from the .NET component, we must create an interop dll - this allows the IIS
configuration system to talk to the component when it must get a value for the logfileCount attribute. To create the
interop dll, use a tool from the .NET Framework SDK called tlbimp.exe. Having Visual Studio or the .NET SDK
installed is a prerequisite for this article. If it is not installed, download it from www.microsoft.com/downloads.

Here are the steps to create the .NET COM component:

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/extending-iis-configuration/configuration-extensibility/_static/image3.jpg
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tlbimp %windir%\system32\inetsrv\nativerd.dll /keyfile:keyFile.snk

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using AppHostAdminLibrary;

namespace ConfigurationExtensibility
{
    [ComVisible(true)]
    public class SimpleLoggingExtension : IAppHostPropertyExtension
    {
        public void ProvideGetProperty(IAppHostElement pElement, IAppHostProperty pProperty)
        {
            switch(pProperty.Name)
            {
            case "logfileCount":
            string logDirectory = (string) pElement.Properties["logfileDirectory"].Value;
 
            if(Directory.Exists(logDirectory))
            pProperty.Value = Directory.GetFiles(logDirectory, "????????.log").Length;
            else 
           pProperty.Value = 0;
            break;
        }
        }
    }
}

NOTENOTE

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe /t:library /r:AppHostAdminLibrary.dll 
                    ConfigurationExtensibility.cs /keyfile:keyFile.snk

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\regasm.exe /register /codebase 
ConfigurationExtensibility.dll

1. Open a command line prompt and change to the directory you created to store the files. Make sure that the
bin directory of the .NET Framework is in your path and then run the following command at the command
line:

The tlbimp.exe tool will have created a file called AppHostAdminLibrary.dll – this is the interop dll that we
need.

2. Create a ConfigurationExtensibility.cs file in the directory you created earlier and copy the following C#
code into the file using a text editor :

We have a class which is implementing the IAppHostPropertyExtension interface. The code itself only reads the
logfileDirectory attribute to get the logfile directory and then counts all the files that match the filename pattern for
the log files that SimpleLoggingModule created.

3. Build the component by running the following command from the commandline:

You now have your .NET COM component – ConfigurationExtensibility.dll.

4. Register the managed COM component you just created. Run the following command at the command
prompt:



Step 2 - Updating the Schema FileStep 2 - Updating the Schema File

<configSchema> 
    <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
        <attribute name="logfileDirectory" type="string" 
             defaultValue="%systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs\" expanded="true" encrypted="false" />
        <attribute name="logfileCount" type="int" 
extension="ConfigurationExtensibility.SimpleLoggingExtension" /> 
    </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

Step 3 - TestingStep 3 - Testing

Dim adminManager, section
Set adminManager = WScript.Createobject("Microsoft.ApplicationHost.AdminManager")
Set section = adminManager.GetAdminSection("system.webServer/simpleLogging",
                    "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/Default Web Site")
WScript.Echo(section.Properties.Item("logfileCount").Value)

Extending Configuration - A Method Backed by COM

Step 1 - The CodeStep 1 - The Code

This registers the COM component in the registry. You have created and registered a .NET COM
component that the configuration system can use.

Next, modify the simpleLogging_Schema.xml file created earlier. Open the file and change it to look like the
following (the new attribute is bolded):

Everything should be working properly now-- all that remains is testing. To test the extension, use a simple script.
Create a SimpleLoggingTest.vbs file and enter the following text:

At this stage, there should be a single log file from testing the SimpleLoggingModule earlier. Run the script from
the command line. You see an output of 1.

Finally, this article examines extending configuration with a method. Configuration methods are operations that
the configuration system can call to do work such as modifying a configuration or deleting log files--which is what
this method will do. For this example, we add a method to delete all the log files created by the
SimpleLoggingModule.

1. First,add the necessary code for the method. Open up the ConfigurationExtensibility.cs file created earlier
and update it to look as follows (new code bolded):



Step 2 - Updating the SchemaStep 2 - Updating the Schema

using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using AppHostAdminLibrary;
 
namespace ConfigurationExtensibility
{
    [ComVisible(true)]
    public class SimpleLoggingExtension : IAppHostPropertyExtension, IAppHostMethodExtension 
    {
        public void ProvideGetProperty(IappHostElement pElement, IappHostProperty pProperty)
        {
            switch(pProperty.Name)
            {
            case "logfileCount":
            string logDirectory = (string) pElement.Properties["logfileDirectory"].Value;
 
            if(Directory.Exists(logDirectory))
            pProperty.Value = Directory.GetFiles(logDirectory, "????????.log").Length;
            else 
           pProperty.Value = 0;
            break;
        }
        }
 
        public void ProvideMethod(IappHostMethod pMethod,
            IappHostMethodInstance pMethodInstance,
            IappHostElement pElement)
        {
            switch(pMethod.Name)
        {
            case "deleteLogs":
            string logDirectory = (string) pElement.Properties["logfileDirectory"].Value;
 
            if(Directory.Exists(logDirectory))
            {
            foreach(string logFile in Directory.GetFiles(logDirectory, "????????.log"))
            {
                File.Delete(logFile);
                }
            }
 
            break;
        }
        }
    }
}

NOTENOTE

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\csc.exe /t:library /r:AppHostAdminLibrary.dll 
            ConfigurationExtensibility.cs /keyfile:keyFile.snk

We have implemented the IappHostMethodExtension interface. This interface has a single method called
ProvideMethod which logically provides the method. When someone calls the method (see Step 3 for how to do
this), the configuration system calls ProvideMethod and passes parameters, one of which has the name of the
method being called; in the code above, we only handle a method called "deleteLogs".

2. Build the project again using:



<configSchema> 
    <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/simpleLogging"> 
        <attribute name="logfileDirectory" type="string" 
            defaultValue="c:\inetpub\logs\simpleLogs\" expanded="true" encrypted="false" />
        <attribute name="logfileCount" type="int" 
extension="ConfigurationExtensibility.SimpleLoggingExtension" /> 
        <method name="deleteLogs" extension="ConfigurationExtensibility.SimpleLoggingExtension" /> 
    </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

Step 3 - TestingStep 3 - Testing

Dim adminManager, section
Set adminManager = WScript.Createobject("Microsoft.ApplicationHost.AdminManager")
Set section = adminManager.GetAdminSection("system.webServer/simpleLogging", "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/Default 
Web Site")
WScript.Echo(section.Properties.Item("logfileCount").Value)
section.Methods.Item("deleteLogs").CreateInstance().Execute()
WScript.Echo(section.Properties.Item("logfileCount").Value)

1
0

Configuration Extensibility - Extending Existing Configuration

Extending the "sites" configurationExtending the "sites" configuration

Next, tell the schema about our new method. At this stage, you should be fairly familiar with your
simpleLogging_Schema.xml file, so open it up again and change it to look like the following:

The change defined a new method called "deleteLogs" and tells the configuration where to look for the method.

Finally, check to see if the method is working. A quick and easy way to do this is to write a simple VB script. Below
is an example script that outputs the logfileCount, then calls our method and ouputs the logfileCount. Simply
update the SimpleLoggingTest.vbs file you created earlier and enter the following:

Run the script from a command line and you get an output of:

The above was a quick overview of how to provide new configuration and configuration methods backed by COM
components. As you probably found, extending configuration using this method is very powerful.

The final aspect of configuration extensibility is the ability to extend existing configuration sections such as the
system.webServer/sites section, or to extend the system.webServer/simpleLogging section created in the
previous two sections.

Extending an existing configuration section is as easy as creating a new one. Simply define the schema as xml and
place the schema file in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\  directory. This should sound familiar, as we
have done this previously mpre than once.

To better show how to extend an existing configuration section, we extend the system.applicationHost/sites
section - the configuration section used to define sites. We extend the sites section by adding an "owner" attribute
and an "ownerEmail" attribute. Attributes like these are useful when you host multiple sites on a single box and
want to keep track of who owns the different sites.

First, create a new schema file. Create a siteExtension_schema.xml file in the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\  directory and enter the text below:



<configSchema> 
    <sectionSchema name="system.applicationHost/sites"> 
        <collection addElement="site"> 
            <attribute name="owner" type="string" /> 
            <attribute name="ownerEmail" type="string" /> 
        </collection> 
    </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set site "Default Web Site" /owner:"John Contoso" 
/ownerEmail:"john@contoso.com"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list site "Default Web Site" /config

<system.applicationHost> 
    <sites> 
    ...
        <site name="Default Web Site" id="1" siteOwner="John Contoso" siteOwnerEmail="john@contoso.com">
        ...
        ...
        </site> 
    </sites> 
</system.applicationHost>

NOTENOTE

When extending the schema of an existing section, simply create a <sectionSchema>  element and set the name
attribute to be the same as an existing section. In the schema file above, we have defined a <sectionSchema> with
a name of "system.applicationHost/sites" - this is the same as the sectionSchema name in the IIS_Schema.xml file
in the Schema directory.

Test our modifications by adding values for the "owner" and "ownerEmail" attributes and then check the
configuration file to see the changes. Simply run the following command from the command line:

To see if the configuration was applied, run the following command and check the output:

The output should be something like the following:

If you now browse to http://localhost/, you may receive a server 500.19 error message. This is a known issue and will be
resolved in a later build of IIS. To get around this issue, run "iisreset" from the command line.

That concludes the look at configuration extensibility. Hopefully, you can use configuration extensibility in an
interesting way after reading through the examples above.

http://localhost/
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The IIS 7.0 and above XML configuration files allow third parties to include their own custom configuration
sections. This document shows how to extend the IIS schema in order to set up and access customized
configuration sections in the IIS configuration files (applicationHost.config and web.config). Users can
programmatically get and set properties in their custom sections using the Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs in
both a generic manner and by developing strongly typed classes to represent the section.

This document walks through the following: extending the IIS schema to set up a custom configuration section;
and, creating a console application in order to access the properties of that section using the
Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs.

Microsoft.Web.Administration provides several generic base classes which represents different components in the
configuration system.

Configuration: Represents a single configuration file (applicationHost.config or the web.config files for sites
and applications)
ConfigurationElement: A generic entity used to represent an element in a configuration file. This is the base
class for configuration sections, collection entries, nested elements in a section, etc.
ConfigurationAttribute: Represents a property within a ConfigurationElement
ConfigurationSection: Derives from ConfigurationElement and represents a section defined in the IIS
schema files. Used to access the various properties of a section.
ConfigurationElementCollection: A collection class comprised of ConfigurationElements. Also derives from
ConfigurationElement.

Strongly typed classes representing specific sections can be written by deriving from these base classes.

Extending the schema involves adding a simple .xml file in the %SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema

directory on the machine. The IIS_schema.xml file is already present in this directory and can be used as an
example in order to set up your own schema. Create a file named CUSTOM_schema.xml and set it up as shown in
the example below. In this case, the custom section (called "myCustomSection") has four properties of type
boolean, string, integer and enum. The default values for these properties are specified in the schema as shown
below:
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<configSchema> 
  <sectionSchema name="myCustomSection"> 
    <attribute name="booleanProperty" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
    <attribute name="stringProperty" type="string" /> 
    <attribute name="integerProperty" type="int" defaultValue="100" /> 
    <attribute name="enumProperty" type="enum" defaultValue="EnumValue1" > 
        <enum name="EnumValue1" value="0" /> 
        <enum name="EnumValue2" value="1" /> 
    </attribute> 
  </sectionSchema> 
</configSchema>

<configSections> 
 <section name="myCustomSection" /> 
 <sectionGroup name="system.applicationHost"> 
…
…
…
</configSections>

Creating a Console Application

Register the section in the applicationHost.config. This involves adding just one line in the applicationHost.config as
shown in the example below:

Create a new console application using Visual Studio.

Add a reference to the Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll located at %SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv .
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Access the Configuration Section Using Generic Classes

static void Main(string[] args) 
{
  // Initialize the server manager used to administer the sections 
  ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();

  // Get the applicationHost.config file 
  Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();

  // Get the custom configuration section from that file 
  ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("myCustomSection");

  // Output the default value of the booleanProperty 
  Console.WriteLine(section.GetAttributeValue("booleanProperty"));

  // Set the new value of the booleanProperty 
  section.SetAttributeValue("booleanProperty", true);

  // Update the config file with the changes that you have made 
  serverManager.CommitChanges();

}

<myCustomSection booleanProperty="true" />

Now write C# code in order to access the configuration section just created.

Use the generic classes present in the Microsoft.Web.Administration namespace to access the configuration section
created above. The code snippet below shows how to get and set the property "booleanProperty" in the section.
These snippets set the properties in the applicationHost.config file and are inherited (and can be overridden) by all
sites and applications on the machine.

The applicationHost.config file is now updated with the changes.

The code snippet to read and update all the properties in the section is:
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static void Main(string[] args) {
 ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
 Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
 ConfigurationSection section = config.GetSection("myCustomSection");
 Console.WriteLine(section.GetAttributeValue("booleanProperty"));
 Console.WriteLine(section.GetAttributeValue("stringProperty"));
 Console.WriteLine(section.GetAttributeValue("integerProperty"));
 Console.WriteLine(section.GetAttributeValue("enumProperty"));
 section.SetAttributeValue("booleanProperty", true);
 section.SetAttributeValue("stringProperty", "customString");
 section.SetAttributeValue("integerProperty", 300);
 section.SetAttributeValue("enumProperty", "EnumValue2");
 serverManager.CommitChanges();
}

Access the Configuration Section Using Strongly Typed Classes
The Microsoft.Web.Administration API provides base classes to derive strongly typed classes for the custom
configuration section. The main advantage of using strongly typed classes is that getting and setting properties is
easy, especially when the section has nested elements. Using these classes in Visual Studio also provides
IntelliSense and compile time checking of property types.

Calling base[...] wraps the GetAttributeValue and SetAttributeValue classes which sets the values for those
attributes.



class MyCustomSection : ConfigurationSection {
      public MyCustomSection() {
      }

      public bool BooleanProperty {
        get {
          return (bool)base["booleanProperty"];
        }
     set {
          base["booleanProperty"] = value;
        }
      }
      public string StringProperty {
        get {
          return (string)base["stringProperty"];
        }
        set {
          base["stringProperty"] = value;
        }
      }

      public int IntegerProperty {
        get {
          return (int)base["integerProperty"];
        }
        set {
          base["integerProperty"] = value;
        }
      }

      public EnumValue EnumProperty {
        get {
          return (EnumValue)base["enumProperty"];
        }
        set {
          base["enumProperty"] = value;
        }
      }
    }

    public enum EnumValue {
      EnumValue1 = 1,
      EnumValue2 = 2
    }

static void Main(string[] args) {
 ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager();
 Configuration config = serverManager.GetApplicationHostConfiguration();
 MyCustomSection section = 
  (MyCustomSection)config.GetSection("myCustomSection", typeof(MyCustomSection));
 Console.WriteLine(section.BooleanProperty);
 Console.WriteLine(section.StringProperty);
 Console.WriteLine(section.IntegerProperty);
 Console.WriteLine(section.EnumProperty);
 section.BooleanProperty = true;
 section.StringProperty = "CustomString";
 section.IntegerProperty = 300;
 section.EnumProperty = EnumValue.EnumValue2;
 serverManager.CommitChanges();
}

Here is the code to get and set values for this configuration section using the strongly typed classes.
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Extending the IIS Manager tool to manage custom configuration (in the distributed configuration files) on the IIS
7.0 and above server involves use of APIs from two different assemblies, the Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll and
the Microsoft.Web.Management.dll. These APIs should be used for very different actions and have fundamentally
different purposes. This document provides a quick overview of what functionality these APIs provide and the
relationship between them.

If you are planning to add UI to the IIS Manager (InetMgr) to manage custom settings on the server configuration
files, you will use APIs from Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll and Microsoft.Web.Management.dll. The
functionality provided by APIs from these assemblies is fundamentally different and could be confusing for a
developer using it for the very first time. This article will provide a brief overview of what each of these assemblies
offers.

This section provides a brief introduction to each of these.

The Microsoft.Web.Administration (MWA) APIs are built as a managed code wrapper over the Application Host
Administration API (AHADMIN) which is a native code interface library. It provides a programmatic way to access
and update the web server configuration and administration information.

The Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll is an easy way for users to adjust settings on the server. It does not support
adding any UI extensibility or functionality. In fact, several UI features in the IIS Manager use this API to manage
configuration settings on the back end.

The MWA API is used when a developer wants to write a program in managed code (C#, VB etc) to configure the
server in order in a particular manner order. This API is used from standalone console applications or from within
a UI feature in the IIS Manager.

These APIs also have support to access configuration at runtime (for example, from a managed module in the IIS
pipeline).

The Microsoft.Web.Management.dll has the framework to add new UI features to the IIS Manager tool. The
framework has the extensibility to develop new features and provides the base classes and other functionality. This
allows user defined extensions to be first-class citizens in the UI, and they have a look and feel identical to the built-
in IIS and ASP.Net features.

The IIS Manager has a modular infrastructure where every UI feature is its own entity and has to be individually
registered with the tool. The client-server architecture of IIS Manager separates the logic, which manipulates
server settings from the code. This displays these settings in a user-friendly manner. Each feature in the tool
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ServerManager and Sites, Applications and Virtual DirectoriesServerManager and Sites, Applications and Virtual Directories

Accessing Individual Configuration FilesAccessing Individual Configuration Files

follows this client-server paradigm. This is enforced by providing well-defined base classes for server-side and
client UI code in the IIS manager.

This API also provides the extensibility mechanism to develop UI features represented as lists, property grids,
custom designed Actions panes, modal wizards and dialogs (to name a few).

Many of the existing UI features which ship with the tool use the MWA APIs (in the server-side code) to access
configuration.

As mentioned earlier, the MWA APIs can be used to manipulate settings on the server. They provide built-in
strongly typed access to sites, applications and virtual directories configured for IIS. These APIs also allow users to
generate their own strongly-typed classes representing specific configuration sections and thus build an easy way
to access properties and other information stored in these sections.

This is by no means a comprehensive list and this assembly offers much more than what is described here.

The entry point to administering the server properties is the ServerManager class. The ServerManager has a
reference to the list of all the sites on that IIS server and individual sites are accessed by indexing into the sites
collection.

Applications and virtual directories are accessed in a similar manner. These entities also provide runtime state
information (e.g. whether a site is started/stopped). Updates are made to the default settings for the entire server
or to properties which belong to an individual entity (e.g. updates to a particular site).

The server settings are updated when CommitChanges is called on the ServerManager.

Here is an overview of some of the strongly typed classes offered by this assembly:

The distributed configuration file model that IIS uses allows a site, application, virtual directory or even a folder to
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Runtime Access to ConfigurationRuntime Access to Configuration

Microsoft.Web.Management

have its configuration in a web.config file.

It is possible to access individual configuration files in order to adjust the settings for a particular entity. The
ServerManager method GetApplicationHostConfiguration is used to access the applicationHost.config, while the
method GetWebConfiguration accepts parameters to get specific configuration files.

The IIS configuration system allows you to create a section where you specify properties relevant to your
application. Using the MWA APIs, create strongly-typed classes in managed code in order to manipulate these
settings. Some of the base classes which facilitate this are:

Configuration: represents a single configuration file (applicationHost.config or the web.config files for sites
and applications)
ConfigurationElement: a generic entity used to represent an element in a configuration file. This is the base
class for configuration sections, collection entries, nested elements in a section etc.
ConfigurationAttribute: represents a property within a ConfigurationElement
ConfigurationSection: derives from ConfigurationElement and represents a section defined in the IIS schema
files. Used to access the various properties of a section.
ConfigurationElementCollection: A collection class comprising of ConfigurationElements. Also derives from
ConfigurationElement.

A simple overview of generic configuration extensibility is shown below:

The WebConfigurationManager is used for runtime access to the server's configuration settings. A managed
module loaded into the IIS pipeline accesses the configuration settings in its particular context (e.g. a request to a
particular site) by referencing this class.

The Microsoft.Web.Management (MWM) APIs are the building blocks for developing server-side code to
manipulate administration settings and the client side user interface features (which allow users to view and
manipulate these settings in a friendly manner).

Brief descriptions of some of the important classes in each namespace are given below. Again, this is not a
comprehensive list and this assembly offers much more that what is discussed here.

A high level view of what this assembly offers:
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Classes deriving from the ModuleProvider base class form the entry point for the IIS Manager to identify a UI
module. This is the class which must be registered in the administration.config for IIS Manager to display it as a
part of its feature set.

Classes deriving from the ModuleService base class form the meat of the server side administration. These
classes perform the actual server settings manipulation. Methods in the class which must be visible to the UI client
are marked with the ModuleServiceMethod attribute.

The ManagementUnit gives the developer the context in which the server is administered. For example, the
SiteManagementUnit and the ApplicationManagementUnit correspond to site connections and application
connections in the IIS Manager tool. The ModuleService base class exposes the current ManagementUnit which
can be used to access information about the current context.

ManagementConfigurationPath is a class which represents a path (to the current server, site, application or
folder). If you are administering a site, then this holds the site name and other relevant information about the site.
The ManagementUnit exposes the current ManagementConfigurationPath.

The ManagementConfiguration is a helper class to access and manipulate configuration settings at the server.
This is a very powerful abstraction for the Configuration class in the MWA API defined earlier and allows you to
query for sections without worrying about whether these sections are defined in applicationHost.config or in the
root web.config.

The PropertyBag is a kind of container used to hold information which is transferred between the client and
server. This is implemented as a generic dictionary.The dictionary is serialized to a string while transferring data in
scenarios in which the server is administered remotely.

Classes derived from the Module base class form the entry point for a feature to register its UI components. This
indicates whether the UI for this module is a page (displayed in the center pane of the IIS Manager), a node in the
tree or simply a task in the Actions pane (to list a few examples).

The ModuleServiceProxy is the base class for the method stubs used to access the actual service methods
specified in the ModuleService on the server.

The HierarchyInfo represents a node in the tree view and supports several actions on the node.

The Connection class has all the context information for the current management session (a management session
defining a connection to a server, site or an application). It provides helpers to access services, create proxies, etc.

The TaskItem is the base class for the tasks added to the Actions pane in the IIS Manager. Classes like
MethodTaskItem, TextTaskItem etc. derive from this base class and display links, labels, alerts and other
information in the Actions pane. The developer does not have to write any additional UI code in order to display
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these actions.

The ModulePage is the base class for all features which display a "page" in the center pane of the IIS Manager
tool. Classes such as ModuleListPage, ModuleDialogPage and ModulePropertiesPage all derive from the
ModulePage. These are base classes which provide an easy way to develop pages that display lists, dialogs and
property grids.

The TaskForm base class allows developers to create forms which are shown as a modal dialog.

The WizardForm forms the base classes of all dialogs. Developers can specify several WizardPage derived
classes to plug into the wizard.

The classes in this namespace provide client-side extensibility using the IExtensibilityManager. For example, the
AuthenticationFeature has the tasks for every entry in the Authentication feature in the InetMgr tool.

This is a brief overview of the functionality that the Microsoft.Web.Administration and the
Microsoft.Web.Management APIs offer a developer who wishes to extend the configuration and the UI to add his
own features. For more in-depth descriptions of how configuration extensibility and UI extensibility work, see the
individual articles which cover these topics.
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The administration tool for IIS 7 and above is an extensible platform which developers can use to plug in their own
features and manage custom settings. Any added features are integrated into the tool and appear along with the
IIS and ASP.NET features as first class citizens.

This document shows how to access configuration settings for a custom section and how to manipulate them by
developing a page derived from the ModulePropertiesPage base class in the
Microsoft.Web.Management.Client.Win32 namespace. This uses a property grid to view and change the settings.
The following articles provide the background for this document: "Creating a simple UI module", "Adding
Configuration Functionality to IIS Admin Tool Extensions" and "Extending the IIS Schema and Accessing the
Custom Sections Using Microsoft.Web.Administration APIs" .

This document describes how a developer can extend the IIS administration tool (InetMgr) in order to develop a
feature which plugs into the tool. The InetMgr is designed to have distributed client-server architecture with the
ModuleProvider and the ModuleService as the principle components on the server-side and the Module and the
ModuleServiceProxy as the chief components on the client-side.

There are several base classes in the Microsoft.Web.Management namespace which allow users to develop dialog
pages, list pages, property pages, etc. in order to display and manipulate settings. This document focuses on
creating a page derived from the ModulePropertiesPage which uses a property grid to view and manipulate the
administration settings. Examples of existing property pages in the IIS Manager tool are the pages to manipulate
the ASP settings, CGI settings etc.

This document contains:

Overview of how to extend the IIS schema to create a custom configuration section
Setting up the ModuleProvider and the ModuleService used to manipulate the server's settings. In this
example, we manipulate properties in the configuration files.
Setting up the Module and registering the properties page. This displays the client UI.
Developing the actual property page deriving from the ModulePropertiesPage base class.

Extending the schema involves adding a simple .xml file in the %SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema

directory on your machine. The IIS_schema.xml file is already present in this directory and can be used as an
example to set up your own schema. Create a file named CUSTOM_schema.xml and set it up as shown in the
example below. In this case, the custom section (called "myCustomSection") has three properties of type boolean,
string, and integer. The default values for these properties are specified in the schema as shown.
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<configSchema>
  <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/myCustomSection">
 <attribute name="booleanProperty" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />
 <attribute name="stringProperty" type="string" /> 
 <attribute name="integerProperty" type="int" defaultValue="100" />
  </sectionSchema>
</configSchema>

NOTENOTE

<configSections>
  <sectionGroup name="system.webServer">
 <section name="myCustomSection" />
 ... 
  </sectionGroup>
  <sectionGroup name="system.applicationHost">
 ... 
 ... 
 ... 
  </sectionGroup>
</configSections>

Creating the ModuleProvider and ModuleService

public class CustomModuleProvider : ModuleProvider { 
      public override Type ServiceType { 
        get { 
          return typeof(CustomModuleService); 
        } 
      } 

      public override ModuleDefinition GetModuleDefinition(IManagementContext context) { 
        ModuleDefinition moduleDefinition = 
          new ModuleDefinition(Name, typeof(CustomModule).AssemblyQualifiedName); 
        return moduleDefinition; 
      } 

      public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope) { 
        return (scope == ManagementScope.Application) || 
          (scope == ManagementScope.Site) || 
          (scope == ManagementScope.Server); 
      } 
    }

Register the section in the applicationHost.config. This involves adding just one line in the applicationHost.config
as shown in the example below.

Since the path to our section is system.webServer/myCustomSection, we must register the section under the
system.webServer group, which is an existing group for IIS sections.

The CustomModuleProvider derived from the ModuleProvider class provides the entry point for registering the
extensibility module with the administration tool. It specifies the following: the scope at which the feature is
available (server, site or application); the ModuleService which is associated with this feature; and, the client side
Module for this feature.

The CustomModuleProvider must be registered in the administration.config under 
%SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\config . Specify the complete assembly qualified type name of the ModuleProvider.

The administration.config is a special file used by the InetMgr. On startup, InetMgr uses this file to determine what



<moduleProviders> 
  ... 
  ... 
  <add name="Custom" type="CustomModule.CustomModuleProvider, CustomModule, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=fb21e927ce4cfa1e" /> 
</moduleProviders> 

<location path=".">  
  <modules> 
 ... 
 ... 
 <add name="Custom" />  
  </modules>
</location>

NOTENOTE

features must be displayed.

If you only include the entry in the <moduleProviders> list, the UI feature appears only at the server level. Since we specified
that the feature will appear at the Site and Application level as well, we must add the entry to the <modules>  list. This
indicates to InetMgr that this feature is valid for the site and application levels as well. (This gives users the flexibility to
change where the feature is displayed without changing any code.)

The CustomModuleService derives from the ModuleService base class and performs the actual server
administration. In this case, it has methods to read the configuration section and its properties, and to update the
section with the new properties set by the user.



public class CustomModuleService : ModuleService { 
      [ModuleServiceMethod] 

      public PropertyBag GetCustomSettings() { 
        PropertyBag bag = new PropertyBag(); 
        ConfigurationSection section = 
          ManagementUnit.Configuration.GetSection("system.webServer/myCustomSection"); 
        bag[CustomGlobals.booleanProperty] = 
          section.GetAttributeValue("booleanProperty"); 
        bag[CustomGlobals.stringProperty] = 
          section.GetAttributeValue("stringProperty"); 
        bag[CustomGlobals.integerProperty] = 
          section.GetAttributeValue("integerProperty"); 
        return bag; 
      } 

      [ModuleServiceMethod] 
      public void UpdateCustomSettings(PropertyBag updatedSettings) { 
        if (updatedSettings == null) { 
          throw new ArgumentNullException("updatedSettings"); 
        } 
        ConfigurationSection section = 
          ManagementUnit.Configuration.GetSection("system.webServer/myCustomSection"); 

        foreach (int key in updatedSettings.ModifiedKeys) { 
          switch (key) { 
            case CustomGlobals.booleanProperty: 
              section.SetAttributeValue("booleanProperty", 
                updatedSettings[CustomGlobals.booleanProperty]); 
              break; 
            case CustomGlobals.stringProperty: 
              section.SetAttributeValue("stringProperty", 
                updatedSettings[CustomGlobals.stringProperty]); 
              break; 
            case CustomGlobals.integerProperty: 
              section.SetAttributeValue("integerProperty", 
                updatedSettings[CustomGlobals.integerProperty]); 
            break; 
          } 
        } 
        ManagementUnit.Update(); 
      } 
    }

internal sealed class CustomGlobals { 
      public const int booleanProperty = 0; 
      public const int stringProperty = 1; 
      public const int integerProperty = 2; 
    }

The GetCustomSettings uses a property bag (a generic dictionary that holds parameters and which can be
serialized) to return the values of the custom configuration section. The UpdateCustomSettings updates the value
for these settings and ManagementUnit.Update() saves the configuration file.

The ModifiedKeys property of the updatedSettings property bag contains those keys whose values the user has
changed using the UI (thus, we update only those properties which are different from the settings which already
exist in the configuration file). The articles explains later how we get the PropertyBag to recognize that it has to
track changes and populate the ModifiedKeys. The methods called from the client proxies are marked using the
ModuleServiceMethod attributes.

The CustomGlobals class contains integers which act as keys to index into the property bag.



Creating the Module and ModuleServiceProxy

class CustomModule : Module { 
  protected override void Initialize(IServiceProvider serviceProvider, 
 ModuleInfo moduleInfo) { 
 base.Initialize(serviceProvider, moduleInfo); 

 // Register the control panel category and page with the control panel 
    IControlPanel controlPanel = 
   (IControlPanel)serviceProvider.GetService(typeof(IControlPanel)); 
 Debug.Assert(controlPanel != null, "Couldn't get IControlPanel"); 
 ModulePageInfo customPage = 
   new ModulePageInfo(this, typeof(CustomPage), 
   "Custom Section Settings", "Edits the custom settings"); 
 controlPanel.RegisterPage(ControlPanelCategoryInfo.Server, customPage); 
  } 
}

class CustomModuleProxy : ModuleServiceProxy { 
  public CustomModuleProxy() { 
  } 

  public PropertyBag GetCustomSettings() { 
 return (PropertyBag)Invoke("GetCustomSettings"); 
  } 

  public void UpdateCustomSettings(PropertyBag updatedSettings) { 
 Invoke("UpdateCustomSettings", updatedSettings); 
  } 
}

Creating the Property Grid Page

The CustomModule derives from the Module class and provides the entry point for the client side code. The
Initialize method on the CustomModule registers the CustomPage and displays the property grid to manipulate
the settings. In this case, the CustomPage is registered in the Server category (which indicates in which group the
feature appears on the Home Page of the tool).

The CustomModuleProxy derives from ModuleServiceProxy and is called the method stub, which is the
component used on the client-side in order to invoke methods on the server-side. The proxy methods correspond
to those methods on the ModuleService which have been marked with the [ModuleServiceMethod] attribute.

With the other components set up, we now develop the class derived from the ModulePropertiesPage, which sets
up a property grid. The grid allows the user to view and change the configuration settings.

Define a class which exposes all the properties which you want on the page:



class CustomPropertiesInfo : PropertyGridObject { 
  private PropertyBag _bag; 

  public CustomPropertiesInfo(ModulePropertiesPage page, PropertyBag bag) 
 : base(page) { 
 Initialize(bag); 
  } 

  [DefaultValue(false)] 
  public bool BooleanProperty { 
 get { 
   object o = _bag[CustomGlobals.booleanProperty]; 
   if (o == null) { 
  return false; 
   } 
   return (bool)o; 
 } 
 set { 
   _bag[CustomGlobals.booleanProperty] = value; 
 } 
  } 

  public string StringProperty { 
 get { 
   object o = _bag[CustomGlobals.stringProperty]; 
   if (o == null) { 
  return String.Empty; 
   } 
   return (string)o; 
 } 
 set { 
   _bag[CustomGlobals.stringProperty] = value; 
 } 
  } 

  [DefaultValue(100)] 
  public int IntegerProperty { 
 get { 
   object o = _bag[CustomGlobals.integerProperty]; 
   if (o == null) { 
  return 100; 
   } 
   return (int)o; 
 } 
 set { 
   _bag[CustomGlobals.integerProperty] = value; 
 } 
  } 

  internal void Initialize(PropertyBag bag) { 
 _bag = bag; 
  } 
}

class CustomPage : ModulePropertiesPage { }

This derives from the base class PropertyGridObject. It implements the ICustomTypeDescriptor interface, which
allows you to provide dynamic type information for this object (for example, specify special attributes for certain
properties at runtime). However, in this example, we do not use any of the functionality provided by this base class.

Set up a class which derives from the ModulePropertiesPage.

Override the GetProperties method of the ModulePropertiesPage base class used to retrieve the settings from the
server. This is called in two cases:



protected override PropertyBag GetProperties() { 
 return ServiceProxy.GetCustomSettings(); 
}

protected override void ProcessProperties(PropertyBag properties) { 
  _bag = properties; 
  _clone = _bag.Clone(); 

  CustomPropertiesInfo info = (CustomPropertiesInfo)TargetObject; 
  if (info == null) { 
 info = new CustomPropertiesInfo(this, _clone); 
 TargetObject = info; 
  } 
  else { 
 info.Initialize(_clone); 
  } 
  ClearDirty(); 
}

When first navigating to the page
When clicking the refresh button on the page

This method runs asynchronously on a background thread, so the best practice is not to access any UI elements in
this method. It returns a property bag with the latest settings from the server.

Override the ProcessProperties method. This method is used to set and display the current settings specified in the
PropertyBag argument passed to it.

This is called when we want to update the property grid with the latest settings. The property grid is updated in the
following cases:

When first retrieving settings from the server (on navigating to this page)
When updating the server (the user hits Apply Changes)
When cancelling any changes made in the UI and want to restore the original settings (the user hits Cancel
Changes)

Implement the UpdateProperties method. This method makes the service call to update the settings on the server
and shows any errors which occurred during the update. It returns a property bag containing the newly updated
settings, indicating to the base class the newest set of values from the server.

We create a clone of the property bag and use the clone to store all the changes the user made. We want to
preserve the original settings that exist in config in case the user hits "Cancel Changes". The base class takes care
of preserving the bag and you only need to ensure that the all the user operations are performed on the cloned
bag. By cloning the bag, you also indicate that you want to track the changes made to the clone. The clone
populates the ModifiedProperties with the keys that have been changed (we used this at the server side to make
changes to configuration).

The ClearDirty method is to indicate that there are no changes on the page, i.e., it is not dirty and that the Apply
and Cancel changes links should be disabled.



protected override PropertyBag UpdateProperties(out bool updateSuccessful) { 
  updateSuccessful = false; 
  try { 
 ServiceProxy.UpdateCustomSettings(_clone); 
 _bag = _clone; 
 updateSuccessful = true; 
  } 
  catch (Exception ex) { 
 OnException(ex); 
  } 
  return _bag; 
}

protected override void OnException(Exception ex) { 
  while (ex.InnerException != null) { 
 ex = ex.InnerException; 
  } 
  ShowError(ex, false); 
}

Override the OnException method to handle errors in any special way. In this example, we simply show the error in
a message box.

Here is a snippet showing the framework of the entire class:



class CustomPage : ModulePropertiesPage { 
  private CustomModuleProxy _serviceProxy; 
  private PropertyBag _bag; 
  private PropertyBag _clone; 
  protected override bool CanApplyChanges { 
 get { 
   return HasChanges; 
 } 
  } 

  protected override bool CanRefresh { 
 get { 
   return true; 
 } 
  } 

  private CustomModuleProxy ServiceProxy { 
 get { 
   if (_serviceProxy == null) { 
  _serviceProxy = 
    (CustomModuleProxy)CreateProxy(typeof(CustomModuleProxy)); 
   } 
   return _serviceProxy; 
 } 
  } 

  protected override PropertyBag GetProperties() { 
  } 

  protected override void ProcessProperties(PropertyBag properties) { 
  } 

  protected override void OnException(Exception ex) { 
  } 

  protected override PropertyBag UpdateProperties(out bool updateSuccessful) { 
  } 
}
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Introduction

Task 1: Creating the Project

by Carlos Aguilar Mares

The new IIS 7.0 and above Web Management tool is an extensible developer platform. Third parties can develop
and install their own management features that appear as first-class features in the tool. The tasks illustrated in
this article include:

Creating the project in Microsoft Visual Studio or Microsoft Visual C# Express so that the library can be used
inside InetMgr
Creating a simple module provider
Creating a simple module that displays a message box.

To create an extensibility module for InetMgr, you must create a DLL project also known as a Class Library project.
This DLL needs to be strongly named so that it can be registered in the GAC (Global Assembly Cache), which is a
requirement for Modules used by InetMgr.

1. Click Start, click Programs and run Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or Microsoft Visual C# 2005
Express Edition

2. In the File Menu select the option New Project.

3. In the New Project dialog select Class Library as the project type and type ExtensibilityDemo as the
name of the project. Click OK.

4. Remove the file Class1.cs added by default (since we will not be using that file) using the context menu
Delete option in the Solution Explorer.
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5. Using the Add Reference... option from the Project Menu, add a reference to
Microsoft.Web.Management.dll using the Browse tab and search for it in the
*Windows\system32\inetsrv* directory. This is the DLL that contains all the extensibility classes needed for
creating modules for InetMgr.

Since we use code to create UI based on WinForms, we must add a reference to System.Windows.Forms.dll; for
that, use the Add Reference... option from the Project Menu and select System.Windows.Forms.dll in the.NET
list of assemblies.

One of the requirements for libraries used inside InetMgr is that they must be registered inside the GAC. Make
sure the DLL is strongly named (sometimes referred as Signed). Visual Studio offers an easy way to create and
new names. Use the Project menu select the option ExtensibilityDemo Properties.

1. In the Signing tab, check the Sign the assembly check box.

2. In the combo box, select the option <New…> to create a new key. In the Create Strong Name Key dialog,
type DemoKey.snk as the name for the key and uncheck the Protect my key file with a password check
box. Click OK.

The signing tab should appears as follows:

Since we want the assembly to be in the GAC, we add some Post-build events so that the assembly
automatically gets added to the GAC every time we compile. This makes debugging easy, as well as making
changes as we add new functionality.

3. Select the Build Events tab and add the following Post-build event command line:
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CALL "%VS80COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat" > NULL
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

(Optional) If you are using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005, setup debugging correctly so that you can use F5
to run the code. In the project properties, select Debug tab and set it to start an external program choosing
\windows\system32\inetsrv\inetmgr.exe.

4. Close the project properties and select the option Save All in the File Menu, and set the location to
d:\Demos. Click Save.

You can now compile the project using Build Solution under the Build menu. This automatically builds
the DLL and adds it to the GAC.
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Task 2: Creating a Module Provider

NOTENOTE

"D:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\SDK\v2.0\Bin\gacutil.exe" /if "$(TargetPath)"

If the command for setting vsvars32.bat does not work with an error code 9009, replace the command added in the
Post Build events in step 8, by adding the full path to gacutil.exe, for example:

In this task, you create a module provider; this is the main entry point for registration of modules in InetMgr.
These module providers are listed in Administration.config.

using System;
using System.Security;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
namespace ExtensibilityDemo {
    class DemoModuleProvider : ModuleProvider {
        public override Type ServiceType {
            get { return null; }
        }
        public override ModuleDefinition GetModuleDefinition(IManagementContext context) {
            return new ModuleDefinition(Name, typeof(DemoModule).AssemblyQualifiedName);
        }
        public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope) {
            return true;
        }
    }
}

1. Select the option Add New Item from the Project Menu. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Class
template and type DemoModuleProvider.cs as the name for the file.

2. Change the code so that it looks as follows:

This code creates a ModuleProvider that supports all types of connections (Server, Site and Application) and
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Task 3: Creating a Module

Task 4: Testing the Module

registers a client-side Module called DemoModule.

In this task, you learn how to create a Module. A Module is the main entry point in the client for all extensibility
objects. It has one main method called Initialize. That is the method where all the action occurs.

using System;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace ExtensibilityDemo {
    internal class DemoModule : Module {
        protected override void Initialize(IServiceProvider serviceProvider, ModuleInfo moduleInfo) {
            base.Initialize(serviceProvider, moduleInfo);
             MessageBox.Show("Hello World Inside InetMgr");
        }
    }
}

1. Select the option Add New Item in the Project Menu. Select the Class template and type DemoModule.cs as
the file name.

2. Change the code so that it looks as follows:

In this task, you add the new module that you built. For that, we must add it to the file administration.config in the
moduleProviders list.

First, we must figure out the full name for the assembly we just created. It is in the form of "ExtensibilityDemo,
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken={YourKey}". Use Windows Explorer to find it.

1. Open Windows Explorer and navigate to *Windows\Assembly* folder.

2. Look for ExtensibilityDemo in the list of assemblies and right-click it and select properties. In the dialog,
you will see a field called Public Key Token; we need this value to register it to InetMgr, so copy it to the
clipboard.
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Summary

<moduleProviders>
  <add name="ExtensibilityDemo" type="ExtensibilityDemo.DemoModuleProvider, ExtensibilityDemo, 
                          Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=bed679b1975c7f97" />
<moduleProviders>

NOTENOTE

<location path=".">
  <module>
    <add name="ExtensibilityDemo" />
</location>

3. Back in Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Express, select the option Open File… under File Menu. Browse for the
file \Windows\System32\InetSrv\Administration.config

4. Search for the <moduleProviders> section and add the following, but make sure you replace the Public Key
Token with the one we copied in step 2:

By adding it only to the list of moduleProviders you are registering the module only for Server connections. If you
want this module to be enabled for Site connections as well as application connections, add it to the following list:

5. Save the File and run InetMgr, connect to localhost and you see the following message:

This article explained how to create a Visual Studio project to develop extensibility modules for the new IIS
Management Tool. We created a simple ModuleProvider and its Module counterpart to display a message.

Now that you understand the basics of creating IIS Management Tool Modules, you can explore more interesting
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features that are available for extensibility.
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Introduction

Creating an Empty Solution

Creating the Client Assembly

by Gurpreet Singh

The administration tool for IIS 7.0 and above is an extensible platform for plugging in modules. Developers can
write their own UI features and will be treated as first class citizen by intemgr.

This walkthrough shows how to create a UI module from scratch. It shows the best practices for creating a module
followed by IIS team.

The task consists of creating two assemblies. The process can be summarized as two steps.

Creating the Client assembly
Creating the server assembly

The new inetmgr is designed to use a web service like architecture that enforces a clean separation between user
interface logic and code manipulating server settings. This is done mainly through two classes ModuleService and
ModuleServiceProxy. The ModuleService derived class is assosciated with its ModuleProvider through the
ModuleProvider ServiceType property.

Click Start, Click Programs and run Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Express
Edition. In the File Menu, select the option New Project, go to Other Project Types and Visual Studio
Solutions. Select Blank Solution from the right hand side and name the Solution as ExtensibilityDemo.

Tasks illustrated to create a client assembly consist of

Setting up the project for Client Assembly
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Setting up the project for Client AssemblySetting up the project for Client Assembly

Creating a ModuleServiceProxy
Creating a ModuleListPage and using the ModuleServiceProxy.
Creating a Module Class.

In the solution Explorer, right click the solution select Add and New Project to launch this window. Select Visual C#
and class Library from the right pane and name the project as Client.

Remove the file Class1.cs that was added by default since we will not be using that file by using the context menu
Delete option in the solution explorer.

Using the Add Reference… from the Project menu, add reference to Microsoft.Web.Management.dll using the
Browse tab and search for \Windows\system32\inetsrv directory. This is the directory that contains the
extensibility classes for creating modules in inetmgr. Since we are going to reference some of the classes from
System.Windows.Forms, so include reference to System.Windows.Forms also.

Best Practice: Never reference Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll from the Client Project.

One of the requirements for libraries to be used inside the InetMgr is that they need to be registered inside GAC.
For that, we need to make sure our DLL is strongly named. Visual studio offers an easy way to create new names.
To sign an assembly, go to Project Properties and to Signing Tab, Click Sign the assembly. In the dialog box,
name the key as ExtensibilityDemoKey and uncheck Protect my key file with a password.
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gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\SDK\v2.0\Bin\gacutil.exe" /if "$(TargetPath)

Creating the ModuleServiceProxy

Hit OK to sign the assembly. Also, since we want the assembly to be in the GAC, we will add some Post-build
events so that it automatically gets added to the GAC every time we compile. This will make it really straight
forward to debug and make changes as we add new functionality. For this, select the Build Events tab and add the
following Post-build event command line:

Finally, close the project Properties and select the option Save All in the File Menu. You can now compile the
project using Build Solution under the Build Menu. This will automatically build the dll and add it to the GAC.

Note: If the command for setting vsvars32.bat does not work with an error code 9009, you can also replace the
command added in the Post Build Events, by adding the full path to gacutil.exe, for example:

A ModuleServiceProxy is the class that simplifies the process of calling methods in ModuleService class. This class
is important because it abstracts the logic when administering a local server or administering a remote machine
using the Web Management Service(wmsvc).

In this sample, we are going to write read contents of "appSettings". Select the option Add New Item in the
project Menu. Select the Code and type DemoModuleServiceProxy as the file name.
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace Client {
    internal class DemoModuleServiceProxy : ModuleServiceProxy {
        public ArrayList GetAppSettings() {
            return (ArrayList )Invoke("GetAppSettings");
        }
    }
}

Creating a ModuleListPage

using System.Collections;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client.Win32;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace Client {
    internal class DemoModuleListPage : ModuleListPage {
        private ColumnHeader _keyColumnHeader;
        private ColumnHeader _valueColumnHeader;
        private DemoModuleServiceProxy _serviceProxy;

        private DemoModuleServiceProxy ServiceProxy {
            get {
                if (_serviceProxy == null) {
                    _serviceProxy = (DemoModuleServiceProxy)CreateProxy(typeof(DemoModuleServiceProxy));

Change the code so that it looks like this.

As we can see writing a proxy is simple matter of writing a class that derives from ModuleServiceProxy and
invoking methods in the ModuleService on the server side.

Select the option Add New Item in the project menu. Select the Code and type DemoModuleListPage.cs as the file
name.

Change the code so that it looks like this.
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                    _serviceProxy = (DemoModuleServiceProxy)CreateProxy(typeof(DemoModuleServiceProxy));
                }
                return _serviceProxy;
            }
        }

        protected override void InitializeListPage() {
            _keyColumnHeader = new ColumnHeader();
            _keyColumnHeader.Text = "Key";
            _keyColumnHeader.Width = 200;

            _valueColumnHeader = new ColumnHeader();
            _valueColumnHeader.Text = "Value";
            _valueColumnHeader.Width = 200;

            ListView.Columns.Add(_keyColumnHeader);
            ListView.Columns.Add(_valueColumnHeader);
        }

        protected override void OnActivated(bool initialActivation) {
            base.OnActivated(initialActivation);
            if (initialActivation) {
                GetAppSettings();
            }
        }

        private void GetAppSettings() {
            StartAsyncTask("Getting Settings", new DoWorkEventHandler(GetSettings),
                                              new RunWorkerCompletedEventHandler(GetSettingsCompleted));
        }

        private void GetSettings(object sender, DoWorkEventArgs e) {
            e.Result = ServiceProxy.GetAppSettings();
        }

        private void GetSettingsCompleted(object sender, RunWorkerCompletedEventArgs e) {
            ListView.BeginUpdate();
            try {
                ArrayList settingsList = (ArrayList)e.Result;
                foreach (PropertyBag bag in settingsList) {
                    ListViewItem item = new ListViewItem();
                    item.Text = (string)bag[0];
                    item.SubItems.Add((string)bag[1]);

                    ListView.Items.Add(item);
                }
            }
            finally {
                ListView.EndUpdate();
            }
        }
    }
}

Creating the Module Class

In this demo, we are extending ModuleListPage class. It overrides the InitializeListPage method to initialize the
columns and adding them to listview. It also overrides the OnActivated method. This method is invoked when this
page is accessed

This is the entry point for the client side for all existing objects. It has three main methods called
Initialize,GetService and Dispose. This is the method where all the actions such as registration of page, assigning
category to page etc. is done.

Select the option Add New Item in the project menu. Select the Code and type DemoModule.cs as the file name.



using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;

namespace Client {
    internal class DemoModule : Module {
        protected override void Initialize(IServiceProvider serviceProvider, 
Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ModuleInfo moduleInfo) {
            base.Initialize(serviceProvider, moduleInfo);

            IControlPanel controlPanel = (IControlPanel)GetService(typeof(IControlPanel));
            controlPanel.RegisterPage(new ModulePageInfo(this, typeof(DemoModuleListPage), "DemoPage"));
        }
    }
}

Creating the Server Assembly

Change the code so that it looks like this.

DemoModule overrides the Initialize method. It first calls the Initialize on the base class. It then accesses Control
Panel service through GetService. It then registers itself through RegisterPage of ControlPanel.

Server assembly consist of writing two main classes

Module Provider
Module Service

The server should also reference two main assemblies from \Windows\System32\inetsrv directory called
Microsoft.Web.Management.dll and Microsoft.Web.Management.Administration.dll. The first assembly consists of
all the framework classes of creating the UI for intemgr and second assembly consist of classes for reading
configuration and writing configuration.

In the solution Explorer, right click the solution select Add and New Project to launch the window. Select Visual C#
and class library from the right pane and name the project as Server.

Remove the file Class1.cs that was added by default since we will not be using that file by using the context menu
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"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 8\SDK\v2.0\Bin\gacutil.exe" /if "$(TargetPath)"

Delete option in the solution explorer.

Using the Add Reference… from the Project menu, add reference to Microsoft.Web.Management.dll and
Microsoft.Web.Management.Administration.dll using the Browse tab and search for
\Windows\system32\inetsrv directory. This is the directory that contains the extensibility classes for creating
modules in inetmgr.

One of the requirements for libraries to be used inside the InetMgr is that they need to be registered inside GAC.
For that, we need to make sure our DLL is strongly names. Visual studio offers an easy way to create new names.
To sign an assembly, go to Project Properties and to Signing Tab, Click Sign the assembly.In the drop down
click on Browse. In the dialog box, go to the Client folder, and select the ExtensibilityDemoKey and hit open.
Save the project properties.

Hit OK to sign the assembly. Also, since we want the assembly to be in the GAC, we will add some Post-build
events so that it automatically gets added to the GAC every time we compile. This will make it really straight
forward to debug and make changes as we add new functionality. For this, select the Build Events tab and add the
following Post-build event command line:

gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Finally, close the project Properties and select the option Save All in the File Menu. You can now compile the
project using Build Solution under the Build Menu. This will automatically build the dll and add it to the GAC.

Note: If the command for setting vsvars32.bat does not work with an error code 9009, you can also replace the
command added in the Post Build Events, by adding the full path to gacutil.exe, for example:
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Creating a Module Service

using System.Collections;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace Server {
    internal class DemoModuleService : ModuleService {

        [ModuleServiceMethod(PassThrough = true)]
        public ArrayList GetAppSettings() {

            ArrayList settingsList = new ArrayList();

            ConfigurationSection appSettingsSection =
                ManagementUnit.Configuration.GetSection(@"appSettings");
            ConfigurationElementCollection settingsCollection = appSettingsSection.GetCollection();

            foreach (ConfigurationElement element in settingsCollection) {
                PropertyBag bag = new PropertyBag();
                bag[0] = element.GetAttributeValue("key");
                bag[1] = element.GetAttributeValue("value");
                settingsList.Add(bag);
            }

            return settingsList;
        }
    }
}

Creating an AssemblyRef class

In this task, we will be creating a new ModuleService. This is the class which makes use of
Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll to read or write to the underlying configuration files.

Select the option Add New Item from the project menu. In the Add New Item dialog select Code template and
type DemoModuleService.cs as the name of the file.

Change the code so that it looks as follows:

In this you will create an AssemblyRef class. This class will be referenced by moduleprovider to instantiate the
module class.

Select the option Add New Item from the project menu. In the Add New Item dialog select Code template and
type DemoModuleProvider.cs as the name of the file.



using System.Reflection;

internal static class AssemblyRef {

    private static string client;

    internal static string Client {
        get {
            if (client == null) {
                AssemblyName assemblyName = typeof(AssemblyRef).Assembly.GetName();
                string assemblyFullName = assemblyName.FullName;
                client = assemblyFullName.Replace(assemblyName.Name, "Client");
            }

            return client;
        }
    }
}

Creating a Module Provider
In this you will create a module provider; this is the main entry point for registration of modules in Inetmgr. These
module providers are listed in Administration.config.

Select the option Add New Item from the project menu. In the Add New Item dialog select Code template and
type DemoModuleProvider.cs as the name of the file.

Change the code so that it looks as follows:
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using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace Server {
    internal class DemoModuleProvider : ModuleProvider {
        public override ModuleDefinition GetModuleDefinition(IManagementContext context) {
            return new ModuleDefinition(Name, "Client.DemoModule," + AssemblyRef.Client);
        }

        public override Type ServiceType {
            get {
                return typeof(DemoModuleService);
            }
        }

        public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope) {
            return true;
        }
    }
}

Adding Entry in Administration.Config

<moduleProviders>
<..
<add name="DemoModule" type="Server.DemoModuleProvider,Server, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=e788138af6131538"/>

../ moduleProviders>

In this section, we will add the entry in administration.config in the moduleProviders list. Full name of the assembly
can be found from \Windows\Assembly folder. Search for the assembly Client and right click and Properties.

The full name of the assembly can be determined from this window. So for example, the full name of the assembly
in my case is Server, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=e788138af6131538. The entry that
should be added to administration.config, in moduleProviders would be
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NOTENOTE
By adding this entry, this module is only registered for server connections.

Build the solution and run inetmgr and you will see following screenshots
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Summary
You have learned how to use extensibility model of inetmgr and create your own custom page. In future articles, I
will also talk about how to add taskItems and write to the configuration files.
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Create an IIS Manager Provider that uses SQL to
Store User Credentials
4/20/2017 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

Overview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

Step 1: Create the SQL Database

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft's Internet Information Services (IIS) was built with extensibility in mind for a variety of management
tasks. This extensibility allows developers the ability to create their own providers that can replace the core
management functionality that was shipped when IIS was released. One of the great features in IIS is the IIS
Managers, which are accounts that can be allowed to manage the configuration settings even if they are non-
Windows accounts that only exist within the context of IIS.

This document walks you through creating a new provider for the IIS Managers feature that uses an SQL database
for authentication.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

If you do not have access to an existing SQL Server, you must install SQL Server.

IIS 7 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 computer,
along with the following role services:

The IIS Management Console, this is used to configure IIS Managers.
The IIS Management Service, this allows for remote management of IIS.

This document was written using Visual Studio 2008 and an instance of SQL server that is installed on the local web server.
You could use this walkthrough with a different version of Visual Studio or a remote database, but you would need to change
the appropriate steps accordingly.

The first step is to create the SQL database that will store the usernames, passwords, and statuses for IIS
Managers. To do so, use the following steps:

/****** Create the Database ******/

USE [master]
GO

CREATE DATABASE [DemoDB] ON  PRIMARY 
( NAME = N'DemoDB', FILENAME = N'C:\databases\DemoDB.mdf' , SIZE = 2048KB , MAXSIZE = UNLIMITED, 
FILEGROWTH = 1024KB )
 LOG ON 
( NAME = N'DemoDB_log', FILENAME = N'C:\databases\DemoDB_log.ldf' , SIZE = 1024KB , MAXSIZE = 2048GB , 

1. Modify the highlighted sections in the following TSQL script for your environment. For example, the script
as-written will create the physical database files in C:\databases , which is probably not a valid path on your
system.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/extending-the-management-ui/how-to-create-an-iis-manager-provider-that-uses-a-sql-database-to-store-user-credentials.md
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( NAME = N'DemoDB_log', FILENAME = N'C:\databases\DemoDB_log.ldf' , SIZE = 1024KB , MAXSIZE = 2048GB , 
FILEGROWTH = 10%)
 COLLATE SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS
GO
EXEC dbo.sp_dbcmptlevel @dbname=N'DemoDB', @new_cmptlevel=90
GO
IF (1 = FULLTEXTSERVICEPROPERTY('IsFullTextInstalled'))
begin
EXEC [DemoDB].[dbo].[sp_fulltext_database] @action = 'enable'
end
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ANSI_NULL_DEFAULT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ANSI_NULLS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ANSI_PADDING OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ANSI_WARNINGS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ARITHABORT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET AUTO_CLOSE OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET AUTO_CREATE_STATISTICS ON 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET AUTO_SHRINK OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET AUTO_UPDATE_STATISTICS ON 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET CURSOR_CLOSE_ON_COMMIT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET CURSOR_DEFAULT  GLOBAL 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET CONCAT_NULL_YIELDS_NULL OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET NUMERIC_ROUNDABORT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET RECURSIVE_TRIGGERS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET  ENABLE_BROKER 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET AUTO_UPDATE_STATISTICS_ASYNC OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET DATE_CORRELATION_OPTIMIZATION OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET TRUSTWORTHY OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET ALLOW_SNAPSHOT_ISOLATION OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET PARAMETERIZATION SIMPLE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET  READ_WRITE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET RECOVERY SIMPLE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET  MULTI_USER 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET PAGE_VERIFY CHECKSUM  
GO
ALTER DATABASE [DemoDB] SET DB_CHAINING OFF 

/****** Create the Database Table ******/

USE [DemoDB]
GO

SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO



Step 2: Set up the Visual Studio Project Environment

GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Authentication](
    [Username] [nvarchar](50) COLLATE SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS NOT NULL,
    [Password] [nvarchar](150) COLLATE SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS NOT NULL,
    [Enabled] [bit] NOT NULL CONSTRAINT [DF_Authentication_Enabled]  DEFAULT ((1)),
 CONSTRAINT [PK_Authentication] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED 
(
    [UserName] ASC
) WITH (PAD_INDEX  = OFF, IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF) ON [PRIMARY]
) ON [PRIMARY]

2. Open your SQL Server management studio and execute the script as a new query. This will create the
"DemoDB" database and the "Authentication" table that the provider will use.

3. Because the management service for IIS runs as "NT AUTHORITY\LOCAL SERVICE", you need to add the
"NT AUTHORITY\LOCAL SERVICE" account to the SQL Server database that you just created on your
server. To do so, use the following steps:

Open the SQL Server Enterprise Manager on the web server.
Create a SQL Server login for NT AUTHORITY\LOCAL SERVICE.
Grant the login access to the DemoDB database by creating a database user.
Add the database user to the db_datareader and db_datawriter database roles.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type SqlIisManagerDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. Add a reference path to the Microsoft.Web.Management library:

Click Project, then Add Reference...
Click the Browse tab.
Navigate to your %WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv  folder.
Select the "Microsoft.Web.Management.dll" file.
Click OK.

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, then SqlIisManagerDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter SqlIisManagerDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, uncheck the Protect my key file with a
password box.
Click OK.

6. OPTIONAL: Add a custom build event to automatically GAC the DLL:

Click Project, then SqlIisManagerDemo Properties.



Step 3: Create the Extensibility Class

8. Save the project.

Click the Build Events tab.

call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">nul
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line box:

7. OPTIONAL: Enable debugging with IIS Manager:

Click Project, then SqlIisManagerDemo Properties.
Click the Debug tab.

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\InetMgr.exe

Click to select Start External Program, then enter the following in the text box:

Where C: is your operating system drive.

1. Add the code for the class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
using System.Data.SqlClient;

namespace SqlIisManagerDemo
{
   public class IisManagerProvider : ManagementAuthenticationProvider
   {
      // Storage for the provider's SQL connection string.
      private string _connectionString;

      public override void Initialize(IDictionary<string, string> args)
      {
         // Initialize the argument list.
         base.Initialize(args);

         // Test if the arguments contain a connection string.
         if (args.ContainsKey("connectionString"))
         {
            // Configure the provider's connection string from the argument.
            _connectionString = args["connectionString"];
         }
         else
         {
            // Configure a default connection string.
            _connectionString = "Data Source=localhost;Initial 
Catalog=DemoDB;Trusted_Connection=yes";
         }
      }

      // Retrieve a SQL connection.
      private SqlConnection GetConnection()

Paste the following code into the editor:



      private SqlConnection GetConnection()
      {
         // Create a new SQL connection using the provider's connection string.
         SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection(_connectionString);
         // Open the SQL connection.
         connection.Open();
         // Return the connection to the 
         return connection;
      }

      // Authenticate a user.
      public override bool AuthenticateUser(string userName, string password)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to verify a username/password.
            command.CommandText = "SELECT Count(Username) FROM Authentication WHERE Enabled=1 and 
Username=@Username and Password=@Password";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Specify the password parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Password", password));
            // Retrieve the number of matching records.
            int rowCount = (int)command.ExecuteScalar();
            // Return whether the username/password are valid.
            return rowCount != 0;
         }
      }

      // Create a new user.
      public override ManagementUserInfo CreateUser(string userName, string password)
      {
         // Test whether the username already exists.
         if (GetUser(userName) != null)
         {
            // throw an exception if the user already exists.
            throw new InvalidOperationException("Username already exists");
         }

         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to insert a username/password.
            command.CommandText = "INSERT INTO Authentication (Username, Password) 
Values(@Username, @Password)";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Specify the password parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Password", password));
            // Execute the SQL query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
         }
         // Return whether the user was successfully created.
         return GetUser(userName);
      }

      // Delete a user.
      public override void DeleteUser(string userName)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to delete a user.



            // Specify the SQL query to delete a user.
            command.CommandText = "DELETE FROM Authentication WHERE Username=@Username";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Execute the SQL query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
         }
      }

      // Disable a user.
      public override void DisableUser(string userName)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to disable the user.
            command.CommandText = "UPDATE Authentication SET Enabled=0 WHERE Username=@Username";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Execute the SQL query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
         }
      }

      // Enable a user.
      public override void EnableUser(string userName)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            command.CommandText = "UPDATE Authentication SET Enabled=1 WHERE Username=@Username";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Execute the SQL query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
         }
      }

      // Retrieve a specific username and status.
      public override ManagementUserInfo GetUser(string userName)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to retrieve a specific username and status.
            command.CommandText = "SELECT Username, Enabled FROM Authentication WHERE 
Username=@Username";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Execute the SQL query and retrieve a SQL reader object.
            SqlDataReader reader = command.ExecuteReader();
            // Test if any data was retrieved.
            if (reader.HasRows)
            {
               // Retrieve a record from the database.
               reader.Read();
               // Retrieve the username.
               string username = reader.GetString(0);
               // Retrieve the status.
               bool enabled = reader.GetBoolean(1);
               // Close the SQL reader.
               reader.Close();
               // Return an IIS Manager user with the username/status.
               return new ManagementUserInfo(username, enabled);



               return new ManagementUserInfo(username, enabled);
            }
            else
            {
               // Return null if the username was not found.
               return null;
            }
         }
      }

      // Retrieve a collection of usernames and statuses.
      public override ManagementUserInfoCollection GetUsers(int itemIndex, int itemsPerPage)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to retrieve all usernames and statuses.
            command.CommandText = "SELECT Username, Enabled FROM Authentication";
            // Execute the SQL query and retrieve a SQL reader object.
            SqlDataReader reader = command.ExecuteReader();
            // Create a new collection of IIS Manager users.
            ManagementUserInfoCollection users = new ManagementUserInfoCollection();
            // Loop through the database records.
            while (reader.Read())
            {
               // Retrieve the username.
               string username = reader.GetString(0);
               // Retrieve the status.
               bool enabled = reader.GetBoolean(1);
               // Add a user object with the username/status to the collection.
               users.Add(new ManagementUserInfo(username, enabled));
            }
            // Return the collection.
            return users;
         }
      }

      // Test the password strength.
      public override InvalidPasswordReason IsPasswordStrongEnough(string password)
      {
         // NOTE: You could implement a custom password strength algorithm here.
         return InvalidPasswordReason.NoError;
      }

      // Update the password for a specific username.
      public override void SetPassword(string userName, string newPassword)
      {
         // Open a SQL connection.
         using (SqlConnection connection = GetConnection())
         {
            // Create a command object.
            SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
            // Specify the SQL query to update the password for a specific username.
            command.CommandText = "UPDATE Authentication SET Password=@Password WHERE 
Username=@Username";
            // Specify the username parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Username", userName));
            // Specify the password parameter.
            command.Parameters.Add(new SqlParameter("@Password", newPassword));
            // Execute the SQL query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
         }
      }
   }
}



Step 4: Add the Provider to IIS

Summary

2. Save and compile the project.

3. Close and re-open the IIS Manager.

1. Determine the assembly information for the provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the SqlIisManagerDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly and click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Replace the default provider with your demo provider:

Open the administration.config file for editing.

<authentication defaultProvider="ConfigurationAuthenticationProvider">
   <providers>
      <add name="ConfigurationAuthenticationProvider"
         type="Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ConfigurationAuthenticationProvider, 
Microsoft.Web.Management, Version=7.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35" />
   </providers>
</authentication>

<authentication defaultProvider="SqlIisManagerDemo">
   <providers>
      <add name="SqlIisManagerDemo"
         type="SqlIisManagerDemo.IisManagerProvider, SqlIisManagerDemo, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73"
         connectionString="Data Source=localhost;Initial Catalog=DemoDB;Trusted_Connection=yes" 
/>
   </providers>
</authentication>

Save and close the the administration.config file.

In <system.webServer>/<management>, locate and comment out the following default
authentication provider :

Add the following default authentication provider:

4. If you are using the Windows Management Service for IIS, you need to restart that service:

Open IIS Manager.
Highlight your server in the Connections tab.
Double-click the Management Service feature in the Home pane.
Click Restart in the Actions pane.

In this walkthrough you completed the following:

1. Created a SQL database to store usernames, passwords, and statuses.
2. Created a C# class project in Visual Studio for an IIS Management Provider.
3. Replaced the default IIS Management Provider with your custom IIS Management Provider.



After completing all of these steps, when you configure IIS to allow remote management using IIS Manager
credentials, those credentials will come from the SQL database instead of the built-in IIS Manager provider.
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Mike Volodarsky

Visual Studio® provides several options for working with IIS when developing Web sites and applications. These
include the Web application and Web site projects. In Visual Studio 2008, these features receive a much awaited
upgrade to properly support IIS 7 and above in Windows Vista® and Windows Server® 2008. In addition, the
recently released Web Deployment Project 2008 also provides support for IIS 7 and above.

This article provides an overview of using Visual Studio 2008 Web development features with IIS, including
information on the steps necessary to enable these features to work correctly.

To use Visual Studio 2008 to work with Web sites and applications on your local machine, do the following:

1. Install IIS 7 or above.
2. Install ASP.NET.
3. Install IIS 6.0 Metabase Compatibility.

On Windows Vista, open the Control Panel, click Programs and Features, click the Turn Windows features
on and off link, check the Internet Information Services check box, as well as the Web Management
Tools \ IIS 6 Management Compatibility \ IIS Metabase and IIS 6 configuration compatibility and
the World Wide Web Services \ Application Development Features \ ASP.NET check boxes under it.
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Starting Visual Studio 2008 as AdministratorStarting Visual Studio 2008 as Administrator

Create a New IIS Web Site or Application Project
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On Windows Server 2008, use Server Manager to install the Web Server (IIS) role, and add the
Management Tools*IIS 6 Management Compatibility**IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility* and "Application
Development\ ASP.NET role services. For more information, see Installing IIS on Windows Server 2008.

To use Visual Studio 2008 to work with Web sites and applications on a remote machine, see the section
"Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS Server" later in this article.

Certain tasks, including debugging and creating local IIS applications, require that you start Visual Studio as a user
with Administrative privileges. On Windows Vista, and Windows Server 2008 when not running as the built-in
Administrator account, this requires right-clicking the Visual Studio 2008 icon in the Start Menu and choosing
Run as administrator.

To make this process easier, you can create a shortcut and check the Run this program as an administrator
check box on the Compatibility tab of the shortcut properties.

Visual Studio provides two conceptual models for working with Web applications: the Web site project model, and
the Web application project model.

While both options allow you to create Web applications and publish them to an IIS server, they do have
significant differences in how the corresponding ASP.NET application is built and deployed. Some of the
differences between the two models are:

The Web application project option requires the source application files to be located on the local file system, or,
on a network share. However, you can subsequently publish the Web application to a remote IIS Web site by
using a network share, FTP, or Front Page Server Extensions.
The Web site project option allows you to connect directly to a local IIS Web site, or to a remote IIS Web site by
using a network share, FTP, or Front Page Server Extensions. With the Web site project, you work directly with
the content of your IIS Web site and there is no project file.

You can find the detailed explanation of the two models and their differences in https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/aa730880(VS.80).aspx.

Visual Studio 2008 provides the options to create a New project and Open an existing project. This does not necessarily
mean that you must create a new IIS Web application project or open an existing application project – you can use either of
the options with an existing IIS Web application.

To create a new project using the Web application project option:

1. In Visual Studio, on the File menu, select New Project, and then select the ASP.NET Web Application
template.

2. Click OK. Visual Studio opens to the Source view of the Default.aspx page so that you can edit it.

Unlike the Web site project option, you must place the application files on the local file system or a network share, and later
use the Publish option to publish the contents of your application to an IIS Web site.

To publish the project to an IIS Web site:

1. Create the IIS Web site using IIS Manager, AppCmd, or another configuration tool. For more information, see

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa730880(VS.80).aspx


https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(v=ws.10).aspx. Alternatively, use an existing IIS Web site.

NOTENOTE

3. Select Local IIS. You can also map the Web application project directory as a virtual directory on the local IIS
installation by opening the project Properties, clicking the Web tab, and clicking the Create Virtual Directory
button. You can use the Create Virtual Directory option as a quick way to host your Web application locally
on IIS without going through the Publish Web option. However, this option is not generally recommended
because it places all of the project files, source files, object files, and other temporary files in the servable
namespace of the IIS virtual directory, which may result in a security risk. A better practice is to use the
Publish options, which by default publish only the Web servable portions of the project.

2. In Visual Studio, use the Build \ Publish option to publish the contents of your Web application to an IIS
Web site.

The Publish Web dialog by default publishes only the parts of your project that comprise your Web application - it
does not publish the project file, obj directory, and other files. This is important because exposing these components
to your Web users may be a security risk.

By clicking the "…" button, you can chose one of the four options for publishing your Web site:

File System. When using this option, Visual Studio opens / creates the Web application as a folder, and
uses the built-in ASP.NET Development Server to host the Web site. This option may be sufficient for
basic testing of ASP.NET applications – however, this mode does not support running ASP.NET
applications in Integrated mode, and it does not support application technologies other than ASP.NET
(such as PHP, ASP, CGI, etc).
Local IIS. When using this option, Visual Studio allows you to publish your application files to a local IIS
Web site or application. You can also use the dialog to create new IIS applications or virtual directories to
publish your files to.
FTP Site. When using this option, Visual Studio supports editing your application files if they are shared
through FTP. You can still use Visual Studio to debug your applications by configuring the URL of your
application in project start settings. For more information, see the section "Using Visual Studio 2008
with a Remote IIS Server" later in this article.
Remote Site. Using this option, Visual Studio can connect to a remote IIS server. To use this option, you
need to have Front Page Server Extensions installed on the remote server and configure your Web site
to use FPSE. For more information on this, see the "Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS Server"
section later in this article.

4. Configure debugging. By default, projects created using the Web application project model use the built-in
ASP.NET Development Server ("Cassini") when testing or debugging your project. This provides a
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convenient way to test your ASP.NET application without IIS – however, we recommend that you configure
Visual Studio to test your application by using the IIS environment. The reasons for this are:

The ASP.NET Development Server does not support hosting ASP.NET applications in Integrated mode,
which is the default mode of operation used by IIS. This may introduce differences in application
behavior.
The ASP.NET Development Server does not support many of the IIS configuration features, so if your
application relies on or uses them, its behavior may be different or incorrect when hosted under the
ASP.NET Development Server.
The ASP.NET Development Server does not support hosting portions of your application that utilize
application technologies other than ASP.NET, such as PHP, CGI, and other third party frameworks.

If you are developing on Windows Vista, you can easily take advantage of IIS to test your application locally by
using the same environment it will be on when it is deployed - use the Create Virtual Directory option or the
Publish Web dialog as discussed earlier in this article.

Alternatively, you can configure Visual Studio to connect to the a remote IIS server to which you publish your
application.

In those cases, you can configure Visual Studio to debug your application in the IIS environment. To do this, right-
click the project node, chose Properties, and click the Web tab. In the Web tab, select the Use Local IIS Web
server option. The base URL of your Web application should populate automatically.

For more information on configuring remote debugging, see "Debugging IIS Web Applications" later in this
article.

To create a new project using the Web site project option:

1. Create the IIS Web site using IIS Manager, AppCmd, or another configuration tool. For more information, see
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(v=ws.10).aspx. Alternatively, use an existing IIS Web site.
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To Open an Existing IIS Web Site or Application

2. In Visual Studio, on the File menu, select New Web Site to create a new Web site project using the IIS Web
site you created.

3. In the New Web Site dialog, select one of the Visual Studio Web site templates, such as ASP.NET Web Site.
4. Next, indicate where this Web site should be located. To do this, click the Browse button, which displays a

Choose Location dialog similar to what you get when you publish a Web application project. Here, click the
Local IIS button again to select an existing Web site or application on the local machine, or create a new Web
application or virtual directory to host your project files.

5. Click OK. Visual Studio opens to the Source view of the Default.aspx page so that you can edit it.

Alternatively, you will have the option to place your new Web site project on the local File System for use
with the ASP.NET Development Server, upload it to a remote server using FTP, or upload it to a remote IIS
server using Front Page Extensions. For more information on connecting to a remote server, see the "Using
Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS Server" section later in this article.

To create a project based on an existing IIS Web site:

1. To open an existing IIS Web site, on the Visual Studio File menu, select Open Web Site.

NOTENOTE

2. Click Local IIS to select the local IIS server.

In the resulting dialog, you can select the Web site or a child application to open. Alternatively, in the top
right hand corner of the dialog box, you can use the Create New Web Application, Create New Virtual
Directory, and Delete buttons to manage the Web site hierarchy.

Be sure to back up your configuration first before making changes.

3. Click Open.

If you do not have IIS or any of the prerequisites installed, Visual Studio 2008 displays a message when you
attempt to connect to the Local IIS server telling you to install the required components. To do this, see the
"Prerequisites" section earlier in this article.
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Visual Studio provides several different options for working with existing Web sites, in addition to connecting to an
existing IIS Web site. These options include:

File System. When using this option, Visual Studio opens or creates the Web application as a folder, and
uses the built-in ASP.NET Development Server to host the Web site. You can use this option to connect
to an existing IIS Web site by opening its virtual directory's root folder on the local file system or
through a network share.
FTP Site. When using this option, Visual Studio supports editing your application files if they are shared
through FTP. For more information, see the section "Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS
Server" later in this article.
Remote Site. Using this option, Visual Studio can connect to a remote IIS server. To use this option, you
need to have Front Page Server Extensions installed on the remote server and configure your Web site
to use FPSE. For more information on this, see the section "Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS
Server" later in this article.

4. Configure debugging.

If you have opened an existing IIS Web site using the Local IIS or Remote Site options, your project is
automatically configured to use the IIS Web site when debugging so no further action is necessary (the
Remote Site option requires additional configuration to enable remote debugging, as explained later in the
article).

If you have opened your Web site project using the File System or FTP site options, it is by default
configured to use the ASP.NET Development Server for testing and debugging. It is recommended that you
configure Visual Studio to use the IIS server on which the Web site is located for debugging.

To do this, right-click on the Web site project node in Visual Studio and chose Start Options. In the dialog,
select the Use custom server option and type in the base URL of your Web application on the remote
server.
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Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS Server

Connect to an IIS Web site using FTPConnect to an IIS Web site using FTP
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In order to open an existing Web site or create a new Web site on a remote IIS server, you can use many of the
options mentioned earlier :

File System. You can create a file share pointing to the root virtual directory of your Web application, and use
the "File System" option to connect to it. To use this option, select the "File System" button in the "Open Web
Site" dialog. You then have to configure the URL of your application in project start settings to be able to debug
the application using Visual Studio. You cannot create new IIS Web sites, applications, or virtual directories on
the remote machine using this option.
FTP Site. If your Web site or application files are shared using FTP, you can access these files using this option.
You then have to configure the URL of your application in project start settings to be able to debug the
application using Visual Studio. To use this option, select the "FTP Site" button in the "Open Web Site" dialog.
You cannot create new IIS Web sites, applications, or virtual directories on the remote machine using this
option.
Remote Site. This option uses Front Page Server Extensions to connect to a remote IIS server. To use this
option to connect to a remote IIS server on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista computers, you first need
to install Front Page Server Extensions on the remote computer.

You can use the FTP Site option if you have used FTP to share the IIS virtual directory you want to publish to.

When using FTP, you cannot create or edit IIS Web sites, applications, or virtual directories, but you can publish and edit files.

To use this option, provide the address of the FTP server, the port, the directory to which you are connecting, and
logon credentials if not using anonymous access.
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Connect to an IIS Web Site Using Front Page Server ExtensionsConnect to an IIS Web Site Using Front Page Server Extensions

For more information on using the FTP server included in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, see FTP Site
Setup (IIS 6.0). To use the new FTP 7, which is available as a download from IIS.NET, see Adding FTP to a Web
Site. If you are using Windows Server 2008 R2, the new version of FTP (FTP 7.5) is already included.

You can use the Remote Site option if you have shared the IIS Web site you want to publish to using Front Page
Server Extensions. Unlike the FTP Site option, you can create and edit IIS applications and virtual directories when
using this option.

Front Page Server Extensions for IIS 7 are available as a free download for Windows Vista and Windows Server
2008. For more information on installing and enabling Front Page Server Extensions for IIS Web sites, see
Installing Front Page Server Extensions for IIS.

To quickly enable a remote Web site to be used with the "Remote Site" option in Visual Studio, do the following:

1. Download and install FPSE on the remote IIS server. The provided installer automatically installs all required
IIS components.

2. Create an IIS Web site to connect to (optional, if the site does not already exist).

NOTENOTE

> "%CommonProgramFiles%\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\50\bin\owsadm.exe" -o install -p 
LM/W3SVC/<SITEID> -u <USERNAME>

3. Enable either Basic authentication or Windows authentication methods for the Web site. This is required for
FPSE to be able to manage the site.

If you use Basic authentication, the username and password are transmitted in clear text, so do not use Basic
authentication for connecting to Web sites over public networks unless you also use SSL to protect the
communication.

4. Enable the Web site to be managed with FPSE. You can do this by executing the following from the
command line:

Where <SITEID> is the site id of the Web site you want to enable for FPSE, and the <USERNAME> is the
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Windows account that can act as FPSE administrator.

5. Connect to the site Using the "Remote Site" option in the Open Web Site dialog or the New Site dialog. This
allows you to connect to an existing Front Page Server Extensions – enabled Web site, or create new Web
applications and virtual directories.

If you receive the following error dialog during connection, double-check that you have installed FPSE on
the remote server, and have enabled FPSE management for the Web site to which you are attempting to
connect.

If you are using Windows authentication for your FPSE-enabled Web site, Visual Studio attempts to
authenticate using the account under which it was started. If this authentication fails, it prompts you to
provide credentials for authentication with the remote server.

If you are using Basic authentication, Visual Studio immediately prompts you for credentials.

Basic authentication sends credentials in clear text, so it can lead to unintended disclosure of your username and
password if the site is not protected with SSL. For this reason, we recommend using Windows authentication for
intranet environments, and using Basic authentication over SSL for internet environments .

If you have not enabled a suitable authentication method (Windows authentication, Basic authentication, or
Digest authentication), you will receive the following error dialog when you connect. To resolve this, enable
one of the authentication methods mentioned above.
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Debugging IIS Web Applications

Use F5 to Debug a Local I IS Web Application from Visual StudioUse F5 to Debug a Local I IS Web Application from Visual Studio
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The "New Web Site …" button in the "Remote Site" dialog cannot be used to create a new IIS Web site. Instead, it is
used to create a new Web application with the specified path for an existing Front Page Server Extensions – enabled
IIS Web site.

After you have opened a Web site or application in Visual Studio, you can take advantage of Visual Studio
debugging features to test it. In doing so, you have the following options:

Use F5 debugging to debug from Visual Studio. If you have opened an IIS Web site project using one of
the options discussed earlier, this gives you the most convenient way to debug your Web application. You can
debug it simply by pressing F5, and then interacting with your application using a browser window. In the rest
of this article, we will focus on this option.
Attach to the IIS worker process directly. If you know which IIS worker process is hosting your application,
you can use this option to attach directly to that process.

F5 debugging provides the most convenient way to debug your Web application with Visual Studio. To use it, do
the following:

1. Open an IIS Web site using one of the options discussed earlier.
2. Select the project file to which you want to make the initial request (optional).
3. Set the desired breakpoints in your application source code (optional, you can also set them during debugging).
4. Press F5 to begin debugging. Visual Studio will make an initial request to the IIS Web application, attach to the

hosting IIS worker process, and open a new browser window where you can interact with your application.

In order to successfully debug a local IIS Web application, you must meet the following requirements:

1. Be logged on as a user that has Administrative privileges on the local computer (Either the built-in
Administrator account, or an account that is a member of the built-in Administrators group).

2. Start Visual Studio in Administrator mode by right-clicking the Visual Studio 2008 icon in the Start menu
and selecting Run as administrator.

If you do not do this, Visual Studio receives a filtered UAC token and cannot debug.

If you have opened an ASP.NET application using the File System option, Visual Studio by default starts
the ASP.NET Development Server to host your application. In this option, IIS is not involved, and you are
not required to be an Administrator to debug your application. However, when using the ASP.NET
Development Server, you do not have the full range of features and services that IIS environment provides,
which may make your application behave differently from when it is deployed on IIS. This includes the
following:

No support for ASP.NET Integrated Mode.
No support for IIS features such as compression, native URL authentication, request filtering, and
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others.
No support for application technologies other than ASP.NET, such as PHP, ASP, CGI, and others.

You can use F5 to debug an IIS Web application running on a remote server. The process is similar to what was
described earlier for debugging local IIS applications, but requires additional configuration to enable remote
debugging to take place.

First, you must open the remote IIS Web site or application project using the File System, FTP Site or Remote
Site options as discussed in the "Using Visual Studio 2008 with a Remote IIS Server" section earlier in this article.

In order to successfully debug a remote application, you must also meet the following requirements:

1. Install the Remote Debugging components on the server machine. For more information, see How to: Set Up
Remote Debugging.

2. Run the Remote Debugging monitor (msvsmon.exe) on the server machine. See further notes about how to do
this properly.

5. Configure permissions to allow debugging to take place. See further notes about how to do this properly.

3. Open the required firewall ports for remote debugging.

When you run msvsmon.exe for the first time on the remote machine, it warns you if the ports are not open,
and offers to open them automatically. If you want to configure the firewall manually or to see which ports
are opened, see How to: Manually Configure the Windows Vista Firewall for Remote Debugging.

4. If you are using a Web application project and publishing to a remote IIS server, or if you have opened the
remote Web site project using the File System or FTP Site options, you must configure the Visual Studio
project start options to enable debugging. To do this for a Web site project, right-click on the Web site
project node, and then chose Start Options. In the dialog, select the Use custom server option and type in
the base URL of your Web application on the remote server.

For a Web application project, right-click on the project node, chose Properties, and the click the Web tab.
In the Web tab, select the Use IIS Web server option and type in the base URL of your Web application on
the remote server.

This process is described in detail earlier in the article.

How you run the Remote Debugging monitor (msvsmon.exe) and configure your permissions depends on
whether your are operating in a domain or workgroup environment.

To set up remote debugging in a workgroup environment

NOTENOTE

1. Create an account with the same username and password on both the Visual Studio 2008 client computer
and the remote server computer. This account must have Administrative rights on the remote server
computer.

If you are using Windows authentication in your application, this account must be the built-in Administrator account.
This means that the built-in Administrator account must have the same password on both computers.

2. Log on to the remote server computer using the account created in Step 1, and run the Visual Studio 2008
Remote Debugger from the Start menu by right-clicking it, and choosing Run as administrator. This is
important because otherwise the Remote Debugging monitor receives a UAC-filtered token and cannot
debug IIS worker processes.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bt727f1t.aspx
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4. Open the remote IIS Web site by using the File System, FTP Site or Remote Site option).

Do not use the RunAs.exe command to run the msvsmon.exe process, as this always results in a UAC-filtered token
and prevents debugging from working .

You also have an option to run the Remote Debugging monitor as a service by opening the Visual Studio
2008 Remote Debugger Configuration Wizard from the Start menu. (Select Start, All Programs,
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008, and then locate it in the Visual Studio Tools folder). If you use this option,
you must configure the Remote Debugging monitor to log on using the account created in Step 1. You then
also must grant the corresponding account the "Log On As A Service" right in the computer's Local Security
Policy console.

3. Log on to the Visual Studio 2008 client computer with the account created in step #1. Run Visual Studio
2008 by right-clicking its icon in the Start menu, and choosing Run as administrator.

It is very important to both log in using the account created in Step 1, and use the Run as administrator option
when running Visual Studio. As mentioned in Step 1, the account you are using MUST be an Administrative user on
the remote server machine.

If you are using Windows authentication in your IIS Web site, you must be running Visual Studio 2008 using the
built-in Administrator account and therefore also run the Remote Debugging monitor on the remote computer
using the built-in Administrator account. The password for the Administrator account must be the same on the
client and remote server computers.

In addition, you can do the following:

Use the FTP Site option to connect to the remote IIS Web site, and use Anonymous authentication. Then, you
do not need to use the built-in Administrator account, as long as the account you are using is an Administrative
user on the remote server computer.
Use the Remote Site option to connect to the remote IIS Web site, and use Basic or Digest authentication. Then,
you do not need to use the built-in Administrator account, as long as the account you are using is an
Administrative user on the remote server computer.

If you need to use Windows authentication in your IIS Web site, and you cannot use synchronized Administrator
accounts, you must turn off UAC on the remote server computer and reboot prior to attempting to debug. This is
not recommended for production servers because it may negatively affect the security of your server.

To set up remote debugging in a domain environment

Debugging in a domain environment is simpler to configure. To debug in a domain environment, you must:

1. Make the domain account you will be using to run Visual Studio 2008 a member of the Administrators group
on the remote server computer.

3. Log on to the Visual Studio 2008 client computer with the domain account. Run Visual Studio 2008 by right-

2. Log on to the remote server computer using the domain account, and run the Remote Debugging monitor
(msvsmon.exe) using the Run as administrator option.

You also have an option to run the Remote Debugging monitor as a service by right clicking the Visual
Studio 2008 Remote Debugger Configuration Wizard from the Start menu, and choosing Run as
administrator. You can let the Remote Debugging monitor service run as LocalSystem.



Summary

clicking its icon in the Start menu, and choosing Run as administrator.
4. Open the remote IIS Web site by using the FTP Site or Remote Site option.

This article provided information about using Visual Studio 2008 to work with IIS Web sites located on the local
and remote computers, and how to debug Web applications hosted in IIS.
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Mike Volodarsky

Visual Studio® provides several options for working with IIS when developing web sites and applications. This
article covers using Visual Studio 2005 to work with, publish, and debug IIS 7.0 and above applications on
Windows Vista® SP1 and Windows Server® 2008, using both the Web application and Web site project models.

If you are using Visual Studio 2008, review Using Visual Studio 2008 with IIS instead as Visual Studio 2008
contains a number of changes and improvements that affect working with IIS.

This article provides an overview of using Visual Studio 2005 Web development features with IIS, including
information on the steps necessary to enable these features to work correctly.

To use Visual Studio 2005 to work with Web sites and applications on your local machine, do the following:

1. Install Visual Studio 2005 SP1
2. Install IIS 7.0 or above
3. Install ASP.NET
4. Install IIS 6.0 Metabase Compatibility

On Windows Vista, open the Control Panel, click Programs and Features, click the Turn Windows features on and
off link, check the "Internet Information Services" check box, as well as the "Web Management Tools \ IIS 6
Management Compatibility \ IIS Metabase and IIS 6 configuration compatibility" and "World Wide Web Services \
Application Development Features \ ASP.NET" check boxes under it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-visual-studio-with-iis/using-visual-studio-2005-with-iis.md
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Starting Visual Studio 2005 as AdministratorStarting Visual Studio 2005 as Administrator

Create a New IIS Web Site or Application Project

On Windows Server 2008, use the Server Manager tool to install the Web Server (IIS) role, and add the
"Management Tools \ IIS 6 Management Compatibility \ IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility" and "Application
Development \ ASP.NET" role services. For more information, see Installing IIS on Windows Server 2008.

To use Visual Studio 2005 to work with Web sites and applications on a remote machine, see the "Using Visual
Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server" section later in this article.

Certain tasks, including debugging and creating local IIS applications, require starting Visual Studio as a user with
Administrative privileges. On Windows Vista, and Windows Server 2008 when not running as the built-in
Administrator account, this requires right-clicking the Visual Studio 2005 icon in the Start Menu and choosing
"Run As Administrator".

To make this process easier, you can create a shortcut and check the "Run this program as an administrator" check
box in the Compatibility tab of the shortcut properties.

Visual Studio provides two conceptual models for working with Web applications: the Web site project model, and
the Web application project model.

While both options allow you to create Web applications and publish them to an IIS server, they do have
significant differences in how the corresponding ASP.NET application is built and deployed. Some of the
differences between the two models are:

The Web application project option requires the source application files to be located on the local file system, or,
on a network share. However, you can subsequently publish the Web application to a remote IIS Web site by
using a network share, FTP, or Front Page Server Extensions.
The Web site project option allows you to connect directly to a local IIS Web site, or to a remote IIS Web site by
using a network share, FTP, or Front Page Server Extensions. With the Web site project, you work directly with
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the content of your IIS Web site and there is no project file.

You can find the detailed explanation of the two models and their differences in https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/aa730880(VS.80).aspx.

Visual Studio 2005 provides the options to create a New project and Open an existing project. This does not necessarily
mean that you must create a new IIS web application or open an existing application – you can use either of the options with
an existing IIS web application.

To create a new project using the Web application project option:

In Visual Studio, use the "File menu \ New \ Project ..." option and select the "ASP.NET Web Application"
template.

Unlike the Web site project option, you must place the application files on the local file system or a network share, and later
use the Publish option to publish the contents of your application to an IIS Web site.

To publish the project to an IIS Web site:

1. Create the IIS Web site using IIS Manager, AppCmd, or another configuration tool.
For more information, see http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-
9239-9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true . Alternatively, use an existing IIS Web site.

NOTENOTE

2. In Visual Studio, use the "Build \ Publish" option to publish the contents of your Web application to an IIS
Web site.

The Publish Web dialog by default publishes only the parts of your project that comprise your web application - it
does not publish the project file, obj directory, and other files. This is important because exposing these components
to your web users may be a security risk.

By clicking the "…" button, you can chose one of the four options for publishing your Web site:

File System. When using this option, Visual Studio opens / creates the web application as a folder, and
uses the built-in ASP.NET Development Server to host the Web site. This option may be sufficient for
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basic testing of ASP.NET applications – however, this mode does not support running ASP.NET
applications in Integrated mode, and it does not support application technologies other than ASP.NET
(such as PHP, ASP, CGI, etc).
Local IIS. When using this option, Visual Studio allows you to publish your application files to a local IIS
Web site or application. You can also use the dialog to create new IIS applications or virtual directories to
publish your files to.
FTP Site. When using this option, Visual Studio supports editing your application files if they are shared
through FTP. You can still use Visual Studio to debug your applications by configuring the URL of your
application in project start settings. For more information, see Using Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote
IIS Server section later in this article.
Remote Site. Using this option, Visual Studio can connect to a remote IIS server. To use this option,
you need to have Front Page Server Extensions installed on the remote server and configure your
Web site to use FPSE. For more information on this, see the "Using Visual Studio 2005 with a
Remote IIS Server" section later in this article.

You can also map the Web application project directory as a virtual directory on the local IIS
installation by opening the project Properties, clicking the "Web" tab, and using the "Create Virtual
Directory" button. You can use the "Create Virtual Directory" option as a quick way to host your Web
application locally on IIS without going through the "Publish Web" option.

However, this option is not generally recommended because it places all of the project files, source
files, object files, and other temporary files in the servable namespace of the IIS virtual directory,
which may result in a security risk. Using the Publish options which by default only publish the web
servable portions of the project is a better practice.

3. Configure debugging.

By default, projects created using the Web application project model use the built-in ASP.NET Development
Server when testing or debugging your project.

This provides a convenient way to test your ASP.NET application without IIS – however, we recommend
that you instead configure Visual Studio to test your application in the IIS environment. The reasons for this
are:

The ASP.NET Development Server does not support hosting ASP.NET applications in Integrated mode,
which is the default mode of operation used by IIS. This may introduce differences in application
behavior.
The ASP.NET Development Server does not support many of the IIS configuration features, so if your
application relies or uses them, it's behavior may be different or incorrect when hosted under the
ASP.NET Development Server.
The ASP.NET Development Server does not support hosting portions of your application that utilize
application technologies other than ASP.NET, such as PHP, CGI, and other third party frameworks.

If you are developing on Windows Vista, you can easily take advantage of IIS to test your application
locally using the same environment it will be on when it is deployed - use the "Create Virtual
Directory" option or the Publish Web dialog as discussed earlier in this article.

Alternatively, you can configure Visual Studio to connect to the a remote IIS server to which you
publish your application.

In those cases, you can configure Visual Studio to debug your application in the IIS environment. To
do this, right-click on the project node, chose "Properties …", and click the "Web" tab. In the "Web"
tab, select the "Use IIS Web server" radio button and type in the base URL of your Web application
on the remote server.



To Open an Existing IIS Web Site or Application

For more information on configuring remote debugging, see "Debugging IIS Web Applications" later
in this article.

To create a new project using the Web site project option:

1. Create the IIS Web site using IIS Manager, AppCmd, or another configuration tool. For more information, see
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-9239-
9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true. Alternatively, use an existing IIS Web site.

2. In Visual Studio, use the "File menu \ New \ Web Site …" option to create a new Web site project using the
IIS Web site you created.

In the "New Web Site" dialog, select one of the Visual Studio Web site templates, such as the ASP.NET Web
Site.

Next, indicate where this web site should be located. To do this, click the "Browse …" button, which displays a
dialog similar to what you get when publishing a Web application project. Here, click the "Local IIS" button
again to select an existing Web site or application on the local machine, or create a new Web application or
virtual directory to host your project files.

Alternatively, you will have the option to place your new Web site project on the local File System for use
with the ASP.NET Development Server, upload it to a remote server using FTP, or upload it to a remote IIS
server using Front Page Extensions. For more information on connecting to a remote server, see the "Using
Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server" section later in this article.

To create a project based on an existing IIS Web site:

1. Open the existing IIS Web site using the "File menu \ Open \ Web Site …" option.

Click "Local IIS" to connect to the local IIS server.

In the resulting dialog, you can select the Web site or a child application to open. Alternatively, you can use
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the "Create New Web Application", "Create New Virtual Directory", and "Delete" buttons in the top right
hand corner to manage the web site hierarchy.

Be sure to back up your configuration first before making changes.

If you do not have IIS or any of the prerequisites installed, Visual Studio 2005 displays a message when you
attempt to connect to the Local IIS server telling you to install the required components. To do this, see the
"Prerequisites" section earlier in this article.
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Using Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server

Visual Studio provides several different options for working with existing Web sites, in addition to connecting to an
existing IIS Web site. These options include:

File System. When using this option, Visual Studio opens / creates the web application as a folder, and
uses the built-in ASP.NET Development Server to host the Web site. You can use this option to connect
to an existing IIS web site by opening its virtual directory's root folder on the local file system or through
a network share.
FTP Site. When using this option, Visual Studio supports editing your application files if they are shared
through FTP. For more information, see the "Using Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server" section
later in this article.
Remote Site. Using this option, Visual Studio can connect to a remote IIS server. To use this option, you
need to have Front Page Server Extensions installed on the remote server and configure your Web site
to use FPSE. For more information on this, see the "Using Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server"
section later in this article.

2. Configure debugging.

If you have opened an existing IIS Web site using the Local IIS or Remote Site options, your project is
automatically configured to use the IIS Web site when debugging so no further action is necessary (the
Remote Site option requires additional configuration to enable remote debugging, as explained later in the
article).

If you have opened your Web site project using the File System or FTP site options, it is by default
configured to use the ASP.NET Development Server for testing and debugging. It is recommended that you
configure Visual Studio to use the IIS server on which the Web site is located for debugging.

To do this, right-click on the Web site project node, chose "Start Options ...". In the dialog, select "Use custom
server" radio button and type in the base URL of your Web application on the remote server.

In order to open an existing Web site or create a new Web site on a remote IIS server, you can use many of
the options mentioned earlier :
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Connect to an IIS Web site using FTPConnect to an IIS Web site using FTP

NOTENOTE

Connect to an IIS Web Site Using Front Page Server ExtensionsConnect to an IIS Web Site Using Front Page Server Extensions

File System. You can create a file share pointing to the root virtual directory of your Web application,
and use the "File System" option to connect to it. To use this option, select the "File System" button in the
"Open Web Site" dialog. You then have to configure the URL of your application in project start settings
to be able to debug the application using Visual Studio. You cannot create new IIS Web sites,
applications, or virtual directories on the remote machine using this option.
FTP Site. If your Web site or application files are shared using FTP, you can access these files using this
option. You then have to configure the URL of your application in project start settings to be able to
debug the application using Visual Studio. To use this option, select the "FTP Site" button in the "Open
Web Site" dialog. You cannot create new IIS Web sites, applications, or virtual directories on the remote
machine using this option.
Remote Site. This option uses Front Page Server Extensions to connect to a remote IIS server. To use
this option to connect to a remote IIS server on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista computers,
you first need to install Front Page Server Extensions on the remote computer.

You can use the FTP Site option if you have used FTP to share the IIS virtual directory you want to publish to.

When using FTP, you cannot create or edit IIS Web sites, applications, or virtual directories, but you can publish and edit files.

To use this option, provide the address of the FTP server, the port, the directory to which you are connecting, and
logon credentials if not using anonymous access.

For more information on using the FTP server included in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, see FTP Site
Setup (IIS 6.0). To use the new FTP 7.0, which is available as a download from IIS.NET, see Adding FTP to a Web
Site.

You can use the Remote Site option if you have shared the IIS Web site you want to publish to using Front Page
Server Extensions. Unlike the FTP Site option, you can create and edit IIS applications and virtual directories when
using this option.

Front Page Server Extensions for IIS 7.0 are available as a free download for Windows Vista and Windows Server
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2008. For more information on installing and enabling Front Page Server Extensions for IIS Web sites, see
Installing Front Page Server Extensions for IIS.

To quickly enable a remote Web site to be used with the "Remote Site" option in Visual Studio, do the following:

1. Download and install FPSE on the remote IIS server. The provided installer automatically installs all required
IIS components.

2. Create an IIS web site to connect to (optional, if the site does not already exist).

NOTENOTE

> "%CommonProgramFiles%\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\50\bin\owsadm.exe" -o install -p 
LM/W3SVC/<SITEID> -u <USERNAME>

3. Enable either Basic Authentication or Windows Authentication methods for the Web site. This is required
for FPSE to be able to manage the site.

If you use Basic authentication, the username and password are transmitted in clear text so you should not use it for
connecting to web sites over public networks unless you also use SSL to protect the communication .

4. Enable the web site to be managed with FPSE. You can do this by executing the following from the
command line:

Where <SITEID> is the site id of the Web site you want to enable for FPSE, and the <USERNAME> is the
Windows account that can act as FPSE administrator.

5. Connect to the site Using the "Remote Site" option in the Open Web Site dialog or the New Site dialog. This
allows you to connect to an existing Front Page Server Extensions – enabled web site, or create new Web
applications and virtual directories.

If you receive the following error dialog during connection, double-check that you have installed FPSE on
the remote server, and have enabled FPSE management for the Web site you are attempting to connect to.
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Debugging IIS Web Applications

Use F5 to Debug a Local I IS Web Application from Visual StudioUse F5 to Debug a Local I IS Web Application from Visual Studio

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

If you are using Windows authentication for your FPSE-enabled Web site, Visual Studio attempts to
authenticate using the account under which it was started. If this authentication fails, it prompts you to
provide credentials for authentication with the remote server.

If you are using Basic authentication, Visual Studio immediately prompts you for credentials.

Basic authentication sends credentials in clear text, so it can lead to unintended disclosure of your username and
password if the site is not protected with SSL. For this reason, we recommend using Windows authentication for
intranet environments, and using Basic authentication over SSL for internet environments .

If you have not enabled a suitable authentication method (Windows Authentication, Basic Authentication, or
Digest Authentication), you receive the following error dialog when connecting. Turn on one of the above
authentication methods to fix this problem.

The "New Web Site …" button in the "Remote Site" dialog cannot be used to create a new IIS Web site. Instead, it is
used to create a new Web application with the specified path for an existing Front Page Server Extensions – enabled
IIS Web site.

After you have opened a Web site or application in Visual Studio, you can take advantage of Visual Studio
debugging features to test it. In doing so, you have the following options:

Use F5 debugging to debug from Visual Studio. If you have opened an IIS Web site project using one of
the options discussed earlier, this gives you the most convenient way to debug your web application. You can
debug it simply by pressing F5, and then interacting with your application using a browser window. In the rest
of this article, we will focus on this option.
Attach to the IIS worker process directly. If you know which IIS worker process is hosting your application,
you can use this option to attach directly to that process.

F5 debugging provides the most convenient way to debug your Web application with Visual Studio. To use it, do
the following:

1. Open an IIS Web site using one of the options discussed earlier.
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Use F5 to Debug a Remote IIS Web Application from Visual StudioUse F5 to Debug a Remote IIS Web Application from Visual Studio

2. Select the project file to which you want to make the initial request (optional).
3. Set the desired breakpoints in your application source code (optional, you can also set them during debugging).
4. Press F5 to begin debugging. Visual Studio will make an initial request to the IIS web application, attach to the

hosting IIS worker process, and open a new browser window where you can interact with your application.

If you using Visual Studio 2005 to debug a local IIS application on Windows Vista Home Basic or Home Premium editions,
you may encounter an authentication error when attempting to debug. This issue and the hotfix are provided in KB 937523.
This issue does not occur when debugging IIS applications on Windows Server 2008 or other Windows Vista editions.

In order to successfully debug a local IIS Web application, you must meet the following requirements:

1. Be logged on as a user that has Administrative privileges on the local computer (Either the built-in
Administrator account, or an account that is a member of the built-in Administrators group).

2. Start Visual Studio in Administrator mode by right-clicking the Visual Studio 2005 icon in the Start menu,
and selecting "Run As Administrator".

If you do not do this, Visual Studio receives a filtered UAC token and cannot debug.

3. Install and enable IIS Windows Authentication for the IIS application. Alternatively, you can install the hotfix
in KB 937523 to not require Windows Authentication for debugging.

NOTE: If you have opened an ASP.NET application using the "File System" option, Visual Studio by default
starts the ASP.NET Development Server to host your application. In this option, IIS is not involved, and you
are not required to be an Administrator to debug your application. However, when using the ASP.NET
Development Server, you do not have the full range of features and services that IIS environment provides,
which may make your application behave differently from when it is deployed on IIS. This includes the
following:

No support for ASP.NET Integrated Mode.
No support for IIS features such as compression, native URL authentication, request filtering, and others.
No support for application technologies other than ASP.NET, such as PHP, ASP, CGI, and others.

You can use F5 to debug an IIS Web application running on a remote server. The process is similar to what was
described earlier for debugging local IIS applications, but requires additional configuration to enable remote
debugging to take place.

In addition, you must open the remote IIS Web site or application project using the File System, FTP Site or
Remote Site options as discussed in the "Using Visual Studio 2005 with a Remote IIS Server" section earlier in this
article.

In order to successfully debug a remote application, you must also meet the following requirements:

1. Install the Remote Debugging components on the server machine. For more information, see How to: Set Up
Remote Debugging.

2. Run the Remote Debugging monitor (msvsmon.exe) on the server machine. See notes further about how to do
this properly.

3. Open the required firewall ports for remote debugging.
When you run msvsmon.exe for the first time on the remote machine, it warns you if the ports are not open,
and offers to open them automatically. If you want to configure the firewall manually or to see which ports
are opened, see How to: Manually Configure the Windows Vista Firewall for Remote Debugging .

NOTE: msvsmon.exe may fail to open the firewall on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008. In that
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5. Configure permissions to allow debugging to take place. See notes further about how to do this properly.

case, you will receive the error dialog below after selecting one of the "Unblock remote debugging ..."
options in the "Configure Firewall for Remote Debugging" dialog. If you receive this error, create the firewall
rules manually using How to: Manually Configure the Windows Vista Firewall for Remote Debugging .

4. If you are using a Web application project and publishing to a remote IIS server, or if you have opened the
remote Web site project using the "File System" or "FTP Site" options, you must configure Visual Studio
project start options to enable debugging.
To do this for a Web site project, right-click on the Web site project node, chose "Start Options …". In the
dialog, select "Use custom server" radio button and type in the base URL of your Web application on the
remote server.

For a Web application project, right-click on the project node, chose "Properties …", and click the "Web" tab.
In the "Web" tab, select the "Use IIS Web server" radio button and type in the base URL of your Web
application on the remote server.

This process is described in detail earlier in the article.

How you run the Remote Debugging monitor (msvsmon.exe) and configure your permissions depends on whether
your are operating in a domain or workgroup environment.

To set up remote debugging in a workgroup environment

1. Create an account with the same username and password on both the Visual Studio 2005 client computer and
the remote server computer. This account must have Administrative rights on the remote server computer.
> [!NOTE] > If you are using Windows Authentication in your application, this account must be the built-in
Administrator account. This means that the built-in Administrator account must have the same password on
both computers.

NOTENOTE

2. Log on to the remote server computer using the account created in Step 1, and run the Visual Studio 2005
Remote Debugger from the Start menu by right-clicking it, and choosing "Run As Administrator".
This is important – otherwise the Remote Debugging monitor receives a UAC-filtered token and cannot
debug IIS worker processes.

Do not use the RunAs.exe command to run the msvsmon.exe process, as this always results in a UAC-filtered token
and prevents debugging from working.

You also have an option to run the Remote Debugging monitor as a service by opening the Visual Studio 2005
Remote Debugger Configuration Wizard from the Start menu. If using this option, you must configure the Remote
Debugging monitor to log on using the account created in Step 1. You then also must grant the corresponding
account the "Log On As A Service" right in the computer's Local Security Policy console.

1. Log on to the Visual Studio 2005 client computer with the account created in step #1. Run Visual Studio 2005
by right-clicking its icon in the Start menu, and choosing "Run As Administrator".
> [!NOTE] > It is very important to both log in using the account created in Step 1, and use the "Run As
Administrator" option when running Visual Studio. As mentioned in Step 1, the account you are using MUST
be an Administrative user on the remote server machine.
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Summary

2. Open the remote IIS Web site (using the File System, FTP Site or the Remote Site option).
If you are using Windows Authentication in your IIS Web site, you must be running Visual Studio 2005
using the built-in Administrator account and therefore also running the Remote Debugging monitor on the
remote computer using the built-in Administrator account. The password for the Administrator account
must be the same on the client and remote server computers.

In addition, you can do the following:

Use the FTP Site option to connect to the remote IIS Web site, and use Anonymous authentication. Then,
you do not need to use the built-in Administrator account, as long as the account you are using is an
Administrative user on the remote server computer.
Use the Remote Site option to connect to the remote IIS Web site, and use Basic or Digest
authentication. Then, you do not need to use the built-in Administrator account, as long as the account
you are using is an Administrative user on the remote server computer.

If you need to use Windows Authentication in your IIS Web site, and you cannot use synchronized
Administrator accounts, you must turn off UAC on the remote server computer and reboot prior to
attempting to debug. This is not recommended for production servers as it may negatively affect the
security of your server.

To set up remote debugging in a domain environment

Debugging in a domain environment is simpler to configure. To debug in a domain environment, you must:

1. Make the domain account you will be using to run Visual Studio 2005 a member of the Administrators group
on the remote server computer.

2. Log on to the remote server computer using the domain account, and run the Remote Debugging monitor
(msvsmon.exe) using the "Run As Administrator" option.
You also have an option to run the Remote Debugging monitor as a service by right clicking the Visual Studio
2005 Remote Debugger Configuration Wizard from the Start menu, and choosing "Run As Administrator". You
can let the Remote Debugging monitor service run as LocalSystem.

3. Log on to the Visual Studio 2005 client computer with the domain account. Run Visual Studio 2005 by right-
clicking its icon in the Start menu, and choosing "Run As Administrator".

4. Open the remote IIS Web site using the FTP Site or the Remote Site option.

This article provided information about using Visual Studio 2005 to work with IIS Web sites located on the local
and remote computers, and how to debug web applications hosted in IIS.
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The Windows® Web Application Gallery gives Web site builders an easy way to discover, learn about, and install
freely available and community applications on an Internet Information Services (IIS) Web server. To have your
application included in the Gallery, you must add a couple of configuration files to your existing distribution
package.

This article provides everything you need to prepare your application for the Windows Web App Gallery.

When users find an application in the Gallery, they want to be able to see that application running on their
systems as simply and quickly as possible. Microsoft provides two products to assist users in setting up their
environments and applications.

Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI) is a free tool that makes it simple to download, install, and keep up
to date with the latest components of the Microsoft® Web Platform. Web PI is the main interface for the users
who are installing applications. It is responsible for ensuring that all of the prerequisite software is installed and
configured on the system. Web PI installs and configures applications based on data supplied by the user. The
Web Deployment Tool is used by Web PI to install these applications.

Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool) is a tool for deploying and installing Microsoft®ASP.NET and PHP
applications, which are available from the Gallery. Web Deploy is responsible for setting up files and directories,
working with the database, setting up file access control lists (ACLs), and substituting user- entered data
(parameters) in appropriate places. Most of the information in this article is geared towards helping application
developers configure their applications to work with Web Deploy. Web Deploy also has significant capabilities
that go beyond the usage described here.

The following procedure is a summary of the most common process for preparing a working application for
inclusion in the Windows Web App Gallery. The steps are described in more detail in the sections that follow.

1. Review the Web Application Gallery Principles. All applications in the Windows Web App Gallery must follow
these principles.

2. Read and use this article to create and test a Web Deploy application package.
3. Refer to the article "Best Practices for PHP on Windows" for guidance in running your PHP application.
4. Submit the package to the Gallery for testing using the submission form.
5. Resolve any issues with the Application Gallery team.
6. See your application on the Windows Web Application Gallery.

To create your application package, start with a simple Manifest.xml file that describes what is in the package.
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<MSDeploy.iisApp> 
  <iisApp path="application" /> 
</MSDeploy.iisApp>

<parameters>  
  <parameter  
    name="AppPath" 
    defaultValue="Default Web Site/application"  
    tags="iisapp"  
    >  
    <parameterEntry  
      type="ProviderPath"  
      scope="iisapp"  
      match="application"  
    />  
  </parameter>

Tip: A manifest is an XML file that says what your package contains and how to install it.
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/reference-for-the-web-application-
package has more information about format of manifest.xml file.

This manifest will copy the contents of "application" and make it an application in IIS. Include this file in the root
directory of your distribution package and your application can be installed by Web PI. In this example, the value
of the path is used both as the name of the directory in the package where the application files are stored and as
the name of the Web site where the application is installed.

The next step would be to ask the user where they would like to install the application. For this, you use
parameters.

Tip: The parameters.xml file has a list of parameters (or questions) to ask the user during
installation.https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/reference-for-the-web-
application-package has more information about format of parameters.xml file.

By default, the application is installed in a Web site that has the same name as the path element of the iisapp
directive in the Manifest.xml file. You must add a parameter similar to this one into your Parameters.xml file. The
parameterEntry must have a type of "ProviderPath" and a scope of "iisapp." This parameter is used to ask the
user to specify a Web site and application name.

The scope here identifies the type of directive in the Manifest.xml file being parameterized (for example, iisApp),
and the match contains a regular expression to specify which directive is being modified. The regular expression
is evaluated based on the "path" attribute of the "iisApp" provider.

(Note that users installing applications on IIS 5.1 do not have a choice for the Web site portion of this path. IIS
5.1 only supports a single Web site, which is always "Default Web Site.")

Here are some tips for creating parameters.xml:

<parameter name="DbName" defaultValue="app_db" tags="MySQL,dbName">
  <parameterValidation type="RegularExpression" validationString="^\w{1,16}$"/>
  <parameterEntrytype="TextFile" scope="install.sql" match="PlaceholderForDbName"/>
  <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="app\\config\.php" match="putyourdbnamehere"/>
</parameter>

1. Use regular expressions for TextFile matches:

Consider this entry in your application package's parameters.xml file:

This parameter effectively treats config.php as a text file, looks for "putyourdbnamehere" inside the file and



<parameter name="Database Name" description="Name of the database for your application." 
defaultValue="app_db" tags="MySQL,dbName">
 <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="install.sql" match="PlaceHolderForDbName" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="Automatic Database Name PHP File" defaultValue="define('DB_NAME', '{Database   
Name}');" tags="Hidden, MySQL">
 <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="wp-config\.php$" match="define\('DB_NAME', '[^']*'\);" />
</parameter>

2. Never use parameter type TextFilePosition: This is a deprecated parameter type. TextFilePosition allows you to
specify matches at specific character positions. This is an inherently fragile approach, you should use TextFile
parameter type with regular expression scope.

<parameter name="Connection String For Config" defaultValue="Data Source={DbServer};Database=
{DbName};uid={DbAdmin};Pwd={DbAdminPW};" tags="Hidden,SQL">
 <parameterEntry kind="XmlFile" scope="\\web\.config$" 
match="//connectionStrings/add/@connectionString" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Local Application URL" description="The URL of the application on the target box such 
as http://www.myserver.com/myapp ." defaultValue="" tags="AppURL">
  <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="dbFullSql|dbMySql" match="http://localhost:?[0-9]*/?" />
  <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="dbFullSql|dbMySql" match="http://127.0.0.1:?[0-9]*/?" />
</parameter>

replaces it with what the user specifies on install time of the application. Hence in your app's config.php, it
replaces the text in the following line:define('DB_NAME', 'putyourdbnamehere');This prevents config.php
from ever being updated again through parametrization, because the string ‘putyourdbnamehere' is no
longer present, so the parameter match will no longer work. One downside is that the application will
install correctly in Microsoft WebMatrix, but will not be parameterized correctly when the user tries to
publish it to a remote location.Instead, you should use regular expressions so config.php can be updated at
a future date:

Notice that the parameter match will continue to work because of the regular expression.

3. Constraint parameter scopes as much as possible: Consider this entry in your application package's
parameters.xml file:

The $ at the end of the scope regular expression is important - it indicates that we only want to match files
names web.config and not, for example, files named web.config.bak. Constraining parameter scopes in this
manner can help avoid unintentional changes to files which are difficult to diagnose.

4. If you store the local application URL in a file or database, parameterize it appropriately. Some
applications store a base URL aka Local Application URL in a file or database. For example, a blog
application may store "http://localhost:80" in the database and used this as a base URL to generate
application-wide URLs. If your application does this, you need to create a parameter and tag it as
"AppURL".

The above parameter will let the user specify a value for Local Application URL for the destination so the
application works correctly on the remote server. It works by matching two different regular expressions in
database scripts generated by the dbFullSql and dbMySql providers.

5. Tag one-time parameters with "NoStore". Some parameters that are only required to be filled in once e.g.
a salt value for generating strong passwords. Such parameters should be tagged as ‘noStore'. Parameters
tagged in this manner are not stored in Web Deploy's application definition store and the user will be not
be prompted for them when the application is published to a remote server.

http://localhost:80


<msdeploy.iisapp> 
  <iisapp path="Application" /> 
  <dbfullsql path="install.sql" /> 
</msdeploy.iisapp>

<parameters >   

   <!-- General Note - If you are using MySQL, you will need to change 
  the "SQL" tag to "MySQL" for all of the parameters below.-->   

   <!-- The Database Server parameter is used to identify the database 
  server that the Web Deployment Tool will connect to for execution of 
  the SQL script(s) required for installation. For SQL (Express or 
  Server) this field points to the server and database instance being 
  used. Typically, this will be './SQLEXPRESS' or './SQLSERVER', where 
  the '.' specifies the local machine, and 'SQLEXPRESS' and 
  'SQLSERVER' are the default instance names. For MySQL Databases, the 
  Database Server will be a host name for the system that the database 
  is running on. In many cases, this will be 'localhost' to specify 
  that MySQL is running on the local machine. -->   

   <parameter   
     name = "dbServer"   
     defaultValue = ".\SQLEXPRESS"   
     tags = "SQL, dbServer" >   
   </parameter>   

<parameter name="Unique Phrase" friendlyName="Unique Key for Passwords" description="Unique phrase to 
strengthen your password." defaultValue="put your unique phrase here" tags="NoStore">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" match="put your unique phrase here" scope="app\\config\.php"/>
</parameter>

Note that it's okay to use a flat text replace with noStore parameters.

Add a Database

Most Web applications use a database to store information. Application packages installed through Web PI can
support MS SQL or MySQL data stores and run a database script or create a database. To add a SQL database
check to your Manifest.xml, add the dbfullsql directive. For MySQL, use dbmysql.

The Install.sql script would be in the root of the package, and it can contain any SQL script or be empty if all that
you want to do is verify that the database is there. You may use as many scripts as your application needs for
setup. If you use more than one SQL script, you must specify a database provider in the Manifest.xml file for each
one. We require that you use a single set of database credentials for executing all of the scripts.

The following example shows how to connect to a database that has commonly used parameters stored in the
Parameters.xml file. Four of these parameters are used to build the Connection String used for connecting to the
database. The Connection String and the four parameters used to build it are all required parameters.

NEW Note that all of the parameters in the examples below have changes from the earlier versions. The most
notable changes are:

All descriptions have been removed. All of these parameters have default descriptions that are associated with
their tags.
There are additional tags, and many of them are now mandatory.
The concept of parameter validation is introduced. The comments are greatly expanded for many of the
parameters. If you choose to bypass the defaults, some of the detail in the comments might be suitable for
descriptions of these parameters

For more information, see the Reference for the Web Application Guide.



   </parameter>   

   <!-- The Database Name parameter specifies the name of the database 
  on the server that will be used by the application. If this database 
  doesn't exist, the Web Deployment Tool will attempt to create it 
  using the specified credentials. This parameter can also be applied 
  to configuration files or SQL scripts as needed.-->   

   <parameter   
     name = "dbName"   
     defaultValue = "Application"   
     tags = "SQL, dbName" >   
     <parameterEntry   
       type = "TextFile"   
       scope = "install.sql"   
       match = "PlaceholderForDbName"  />   
   </parameter>   

   <!-- Prompts for the database username and fills it into the 
  database scripts. The SQL tag indicates it is a parameter required 
  for SQL, the DbUsername tag indicates this is a Db username Note 
  that this is the User Name that the application uses to communicate 
  with the database. If the user does not exist prior to the 
  installation, this user will be created by the install.sql scripts. 
  -->   

   <parameter   
     name = "dbUsername"   
     defaultValue = "ApplicationUser"   
     tags = "SQL, dbUsername" >   
     <parameterEntry   
       type = "TextFile"   
       scope = "install.sql"   
       match = "PlaceholderForDbUsername"  />   
   </parameter>   

   <!-- Prompts for the database password and fills it into the 
  database scripts. The SQL tag indicates it is a parameter required 
  for SQL, the DbUserPassword tag indicates this is a Db password. 
  Since this is a new password being set for SQL or SQL Express, we 
  use a Regular Expression validationString to make sure that the 
  password meets the minimum complexity requirements. This Regular 
  Expression ensures that Passwords will contain at least (1) upper 
  case letter, at least (1) lower case letter, at least (1) number or 
  special character, and be least (8) characters in length. While 
  MySQL does not have password strength restrictions by default, it is 
  considered a good security practice to enforce this minimum level of 
  password complexity for MySQL as well. -->   

   <parameter   
     name = "dbUserPassword"   
     tags = "New, Password, SQL, dbUserPassword" >   
     <parameterValidation   
       type = "RegularExpression"   
       validationString = "(?=^.{8,}$)((?=.*\d)|(?=.*\W+))(?![.\n])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[a-z]).*$"  />   
     <parameterEntry   
       type = "TextFile"   
       scope = "install.sql"   
       match = "PlaceholderForDbUserPassword"  />   
   </parameter>   

   <!-- Prompts for the Database Administrator's user name. This is 
  'sa' by default for SQL, and 'root' by default for MySQL. When using 
  the Web PI, the user will only be prompted for this information if 
  the user is creating a new database for the application. If the user 
  is specifying an existing database to use, then the Database 
  Username and Password are substituted for the Administrator's 
  credentials to run the SQL scripts. -->   



   <parameter   
     name = "dbAdminUsername"   
     defaultValue = "sa"   
     tags = "SQL, dbAdminUsername" >   
   </parameter>   

   <!-- Prompts for the Database Administrator's password. This is used 
  in conjunction with the Database Administrator's user name under the 
  same circumstances. The SQL tag indicates it is a parameter required 
  for SQL. The DbAdminPassword tag indicates it should be used when 
  the user is creating a new database. -->   

   <parameter   
     name = "dbAdminPassword"   
     tags = "Password, SQL, dbAdminPassword" >   
   </parameter>   

   <!-- This is the hidden database connection string used to run the 
  database scripts. The SQLConnectionString tag identifies this as a 
  connection string for SQL or SQL Express to the UI. The Validate tag 
  tells the UI to validate that this connection string works before 
  proceeding with the rest of the installation. The credentials used 
  for this connection string are the Administrative credentials if the 
  user is creating a new database, and the application user's 
  credentials if the user is not. Note that when using any 
  installation mechanism other than the WebPI, this connection string 
  will use the Administrative credentials only.-->   

   <parameter   
     name = "ConString"   
     defaultValue = "Server={dbServer};Database={dbName};uid={dbAdminUsername};Pwd={dbAdminPassword};"   
     tags = "SQL, Hidden, SQLConnectionString, Validate" >   
     <parameterEntry   
       type = "ProviderPath"   
       scope = "dbfullsql"   
       match = "install.sql"  />   
   </parameter>   
</parameters>

<alias 
  from="Application\sites\default\sample.settings.php" 
  to="Application\sites\default\settings.php" />

For additional information about adding the database, see the article "Database Notes for packaging applications
for use with the Windows Web App Gallery."

Copy Files

If your application includes a configuration file that has to be copied to a new name or location before it is set up,
you can do that with the alias directive in the Manifest.xml file. The paths are both relative to the locations of the
files in the package. The destination file is specified as the location where the file would have come from if it was
in the original package.

Set File and Directory Permissions

By default, the WDT installs all files and directories without changing any of the existing permissions. In most
cases, this means that the application only has read access to the installed files and directories. If your application
needs to be able to write to any file or directory, you can specify which ones with a setAcl directive in the
Manifest.xml file. The setAclResourceType element defines whether the path represents a file or a directory.



<setAcl 
    path="application/sites/default/settings.php" 
    setAclResourceType="File" 
    setAclAccess="Modify" 
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" />

<!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -
-> 
<parameter 
name="SetAclParameter1" 
defaultValue="{AppPath}/sites/default/settings.php" 
tags="Hidden"> 
<parameterEntry 
  type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" 
  match="Application/sites/default/settings.php" /> 
</parameter>

LINUX WINDOWS LINUX WINDOWS

0 No equivalent to None 4 Read

1 Execute 5 ReadAndExecute

2 Write 6 Read,Write

3 Write,Execute 7 Modify

To ensure that the ACL gets applied to the proper directory, you should also provide a hidden parameter so that
the ACL gets applied to the named directory relative to the AppPath where it is installed.

If no ACL is set on a file or directory, the ACL is most likely to be "Read." The ACLs are specific, so granting write
access does not necessarily grant read access. If you must write to a file or directory, you should add "Read,
Write". If you need to be able to enumerate the files in a directory, you should add "ListDirectory". Note that write
access does not grant modify access. If you must change files once they are written to disk, you must explicitly set
"Modify" access. There are some permissions that are combinations of other permissions. For example, "Modify"
includes "Read," "Write," "Execute," and "Delete."

Note that it is considered a risky security practice to grant "Write" or "Modify" access to the entire application
tree by applying an ACL at the root of the application. ACLs need to be as limiting and granular as possible, while
still allowing all required functionality of the application.

NEW If you are familiar with UNIX or Linux style permissions, the privileges being set here are the equivalent of
"Owner" permissions. While Group and World privileges can be set through various ACLs outside of the Web
Deployment Tool, only "Owner" class permissions are set here. The table below shows the Windows®
equivalents of various Linux bit-masked permissions:

For a full list of the various user rights and their descriptions, see FileSystemRights Enumeration.

For IIS-specific ACL guidance, see the article "Securing Content in IIS through File System ACLs."

The token "anonymousAuthenticationUser" is automatically compared to the ID that the Web Site has configured
that is used for anonymous authentication. As this ID is configured by the Web site administrator, it is best to use
anonymousAuthenticationUser for PHP applications and no setAclUser for ASP.NET applications, unless your
application has a specific need for a user of its own for handling file ownership.

PHP applications are typically run as the anonymous user because the FastCGI settings usually set the

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.accesscontrol.filesystemrights.aspx


Pack the Application

MyApp.zip 
\ 
 +--MyApp root folder 
 +--Manifest.xml (required) 
 +--Parameters.xml (required) 
 +--Install.sql (provisioning script for the database if you need it) 
    \ 
     +--MyApp-admin sub folder 
     |--MyApp-content sub folder 
     |--MyApp-includes sub folder 
     |--readme.txt 
     |--license.text 
     |--web.config 
     |--various other files

Test Your Package

Use Web Platform InstallerUse Web Platform Installer

Use the Web Deployment Tool UIUse the Web Deployment Tool UI

impersonation to be True(run as anonymous user). ASP.NET applications typically run as the worker process
identity (application pool identity). If setAclUser is not specified, then the setAcl directive uses the application's
Application Pool Identity as the ID for authorization.

Create a compressed file (Zip) package of the application if you don't already have one. You can create the Zip file
with Windows® Explorer, WinZip, or the Linux zip command. The Manifest.xml, Parameters.xml, and Install.sql
files all go in the root directory of the package. The rest of your application goes in a sub folder of the root as in
the diagram below.

Note that the layout of the subdirectory tree is up to you. This example illustrates where the WDT XML files go
for an application, and it is not prescriptive for how your sub tree should look.

When you have a complete package, you should generate a SHA-1 hash signature of the file. This signature is
used by the Web Platform Installer to ensure that the package that gets downloaded onto users' systems is the
one you intended it to be. If you don't have a tool for generating a SHA-1 hash, you can get the Microsoft® File
Checksum Integrity Verifier.

NEW Note that all packages in the Gallery will be switched to use SHA-1 instead of MD5 hashes.

You can test your package by using the Web Deployment Tool. You can get the latest release of the Web
Deployment Tool using the Web Platform Installer. The Web Deployment Tool runs on Windows® XP and later
versions of the Windows operating system. Note that the Web Deployment Tool uses the MySQL Connector for
.Net 5.2 to communicate with MySQL. You can download this from the MySQL Web site.

You can test your package by using Web Platform Installer. You can refer to this guide : Testing a Web Application
Zip Package for Inclusion with the Web Application Gallery

If you are running on Windows Vista®, Windows® 7, Windows Server® 2008, or Windows Server® 2008 R2,
you can use the Web Deployment Tool from within IIS Manager to test your package. For all other versions of
Windows, you must use the command-line version for testing.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreMsDeploy"

1. Always make a backup prior to changing your system. Run the following command to backup an IIS
server :

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=B3C93558-31B7-47E2-A663-7365C1686C08&displaylang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/5.2.html


Use the Web Deployment Tool Command LineUse the Web Deployment Tool Command Line

"C:\Program Files\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy\msdeploy.exe" ^
 -verb:sync -source:Package="application.zip" ^
 -dest:auto ^
 -setParam:dbAdminUsername="root" ^
 -setParam:dbAdminPassword="<password>" ^
 -setParam:dbUsername="appuser" ^
 -setParam:dbUserPassword="<password>" ^
 -setParam:dbServer="localhost" ^
 -setParam:dbName="application"  ^
 -setParam:AppPath="Default Web Site/application"

Submit the Application

CodePlex NotesCodePlex Notes

2. Open the IIS Manager by clicking Start > Run, and then typing: inetmgr
3. In IIS Manager, expand the Server node, expand the Sites node, and then select the Default Web Site.
4. In the Actions pane on the right, click the Import Application link to launch the packaging wizard.
5. Select the package that you created.
6. In the Install an Application Package dialog box, you see the application and the database.
7. On the Parameters page, review the parameters and their descriptions to make sure that they match your

intent and provide enough information for a user to be able to fill them all in.
8. Click Next to install the package.
9. The Summarypage provides a high-level overview of some items that were installed from the package. The

Detailstab provides details of exactly what was added.

This creates a backup of the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  directory, which contains the main IIS
configuration files. If you are testing your package on a server that also has other applications or Web sites
running, back up those applications and Web sites prior to starting your testing.

You can also test your package by using the Web Deployment Tool at the command prompt. This is the only
testing method available on Windows XP and Windows Server® 2003. The simplest way to test your application
from the command prompt is by using a batch file that calls the Web Deployment Tool and sets values for the
parameters.

NEW Following is the shorthand syntax.

Batch File Usage Notes

The parameter names used match the parameter names from the Parameters.xml file.

Ensure that all of the values match your environment.
Parameters that have DefaultValues defined can be skipped if you want to use the default.
Parameters that are tagged "Hidden" still must be set if they don't have DefaultValues defined.
The Web site used in the Application Path must exist before you can run this batch file.
The Command Prompt session from which you run the script must be run with administrator user rights.
The '^' at the end of each line tells the batch file processor that the command continues on the next line.

You can see full documentation of all of the Web Deployment Tool command-line arguments by running
msdeploy.exe -help.

When your package is ready, submit a form to the Windows Web Application Gallery describing your application.

If your application is being hosted on CodePlex, you must have a special URL for your package. This URL looks
similar to:



http://YourApplicationName.codeplex.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?DownloadId=nnnnn

Next Steps

Update Your Application

Links for Further Information

You must substitute the name of your application at the beginning of the URL and the DownloadID for your
package in place of the "nnnnn."

If your application has been accepted in to the Gallery, you can provide a direct link on your Web site to your
application's Gallery page. In addition, you can provide a link that starts the Web Platform Installer with your
application and all of its prerequisites selected to be installed.

You can learn more about these links and the graphics that are available to use with them in the article "Using the
Microsoft Web Platform Installer Badge."

When you release an update to your application, please follow this procedure:

1. Advise the Windows Web App Gallery in advance of the new package, if your schedule allows.
2. Do not remove the old version until you receive a confirmation that all links are pointing to the new version.
3. Create and test your new application package.
4. Ensure that the new package has a different name than the previous package.
5. Generate a SHA-1 hash for the new package.
6. Click here to update your existing submission with the following information for the new package:

App Version
URL
SHA-1 hash
A link to any Release Notes or Changelog for the update (optional)

Note that it takes up to a week to test and roll out the new package. You will be informed when all
testing has been completed and the new package is live; you may then remove the old package
(optional).

For more information, see the Reference for the Web Application Guide.

Windows Web App Gallery.
Web App Gallery principles.
Web App Gallery submission form.
Using the Microsoft Web Platform Installer Badge.
Web Platform Installer.
CodePlex.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/myapps.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://login.iis.net/login/signin.aspx?ReturnUrl=TODO - get the URL for    the new form
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/
http://www.codeplex.com/
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Overview of the submission process

Starting the Submission Process

Submitting your application

by IIS Team

This walkthrough will guide you through the process of submitting an application to the Windows Web
Application Gallery.

The steps from developing an application to seeing it live in the Web Application Gallery are shown below. This
document concentrates on the step in Green, which can be exploded out into the process below it:

The Windows Web Application Gallery submission process begins on the Web Application Gallery. This page
contains links to all of the information you will need to understand and participate in the Windows Web
Application Gallery.

The following items are available on this landing page.

Application Packaging Guide. This document contains the overview of creating a package for the Gallery.
Application Submission Agreement. This is the agreement you will need to accept as part of the submission
process.
Application Gallery Policies. These are the guiding policies for the Application Gallery

To submit your application, you will need to fill out the submission form. This form is broken down into three
sections, all of which must be completed. Each section is described below, with each field explained.

Application Information

App Name - This is the name that you want the application listed with.
Description - The description can be up to 200 words. This is the description that is shown to the user
when the user is looking at a page or screen dedicated to your application in either the Gallery or the
WebPI.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-link-addition-process-walkthrough.md
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-link-addition-process-walkthrough/_static/image7.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/developer.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/submit.aspx


Brief Description - The Brief Description can be up to 40 words in length. This description will show up
whenever your application is listed with other applications in the Gallery, and in the Web Platform
Installer.
App ID - An indentifier for your application. Use only letters and digits, no spaces or punctuation. This
ID is used as the page name for your application in the application Gallery.
Version - The version must be detailed enough to uniquely identify this release / build compared to
future releases
Submitting Entity - The Publisher is the entity that owns the rights for the application being submitted. It
can be a company, an individual, a community, etc...
Submitting Entity URL - Website for the application Publisher.
App Web Site URL - Website for the Application. This may be the same as the Publisher URL.
Support URL - The URL for whatever Support mechanism you provide. i.e. forums, help desk system,
wiki, etc...
Release Date - This is the date that the application at this version was released to the public. It may be
different from the date that the application is available in the Gallery.
Primary Category - This is the category in which your application will be displayed on
microsoft.com/web/gallery.
Secondary Category - This is the secondary category which may also be used by
microsoft.com/web/gallery.
Professional Services URL - Website where you may offer professional services to your application
customers.
Commercial Products URL - Website where you may offer other commercial products.
Images - use this section of the form to specify product screen shots.

Dependencies - The Dependencies section gives you the opportunity to specify software and
environmental prerequisites for your application. When the application is installed via the Web Platform
Installer, the WebPI will ensure that the environment has these Dependencies. The WebPI will set up all
of the specified dependencies so the application can function properly. The IIS components required to
support the language will automatically be determined and installed by the WebPI. The IIS Components
list allows you to select IIS extensions that your application depends on which go beyond the
requirements for the framework. For example, if you specify PHP 5.2, the WebPI knows to install and
configure FastCGI. However, if your application requires the URL Rewriter, you will need to select it in
the Web Server Extensions column.

Package Information - This portion of the form contains two tabs for specifying the details for your
installation package. One tab for a 32-bit version, and a second for a 64-bit version, if needed.

Package Location URL - This specifies the location that the WebPI will use to download your
application onto users' systems. If this changes for any reason, please return and update this form,
or your application won't be usable.
Application Start Page URL - This is any path or file name that you want the user to execute the
first time the user visits his installation of your application. For example, if your application
requires a setup routine to run after the WebPI is finished, you might put "/setup/index.php" here.
Then, when the user installs the application via the WebPI, the link that the user sees to visit their
installation will include this path.
SHA-1 - The WebPI uses a SHA-1 hash to confirm that the version downloaded onto a user's
computer is the same file that you want it to be. If the installation package changes at all, the hash
will need to be updated so that the application can contnue to be installed correctly.
File Size (in bytes) - the size of your application package.
Language - This is a dropdown list for the primary language that the application supports. If the
application supports multiple langagues, please select the one that is the default here.

There are three lists for specifying dependencies:



Testing

Production

What comes next?

  - Framework - Specify one framework from the list of ASP.NET and PHP versions. This should be the 
version that your application depends on to function.
  - Database - Select all of the databases that your application supports.
  - IIS Components Select each of the IIS and other components that your application depends on to 
function. An example component is the IIS URL Rewriter.

Terms and Conditions - You must agree to the Terms and Conditions of the Web Application Gallery
before you can submit your application.

When you have completed the form, submit the form. This data will be used to populate the Application Gallery
with metadata for your application. At the application level of the Gallery, this data will be displayed as in the
image below:

After the application submission form has been sent, Microsoft will review the contents of the form and the
application. Our process will be to:

1. Download the application package zip.
2. Scan for Viruses and other materials that violate the Agreement
3. Ensure the application meets the Web Application Gallery Principles.
4. Run some basic tests to make sure the application will install.

We will be in contact with you throughout the process to keep you informed during the verification process.

When all of the testing is complete, we will push the metadata into the production version of the Web Application
Gallery. At this point your application will be live, and available to all of the users that discover Web applications
through the Gallery, and all of the programs that make use of its Atom feed.

When the application is in production, there may be required updates, or new versions. For any new submissions
(including application updates), you can edit the details of your submission using the MyApps page. If you have
any questions about the process, please check out our Web Application Gallery: Developers & Integrators forum.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/insertproperlink
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-link-addition-process-walkthrough/_static/image9.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/myapps.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1158.aspx
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by Chris Sfanos

The Windows Web Application Gallery makes it easy to explore, discover and install popular community ASP.Net
and PHP applications on Windows. Users can browse and view applications for different types of Web sites,
ranging from photo galleries to blogs to ecommerce sites. When an application is accepted by the Web
Application Gallery, the application is added to the Web Application Gallery ATOM feed. The ATOM feed is
consumed by the Web Application Gallery itself, Web Platform Installer, IIS Manager, and participating Hosting
Control Panels.

To be part of the Windows Web Application Gallery, developers should follow these principles, which establish a
consistent, quality user experience:

Be Current: The application you provide a link to must be the latest, stable final release version available,
hosted on a publically available Web URL.
Be Free of Charge: The application for which you submit a link to the Windows Web App Gallery must be
provided free of charge and fully functional without time restrictions. You are welcome to charge for
professional support or consulting services and/or provide an enhanced, enterprise version of the application
for purchase on your site. We will be happy to provide a link to your commercial products and services from
your page in the Windows Web Application Gallery.
Be Compatible: The application to which you provide a link must run on Windows Server 2003, Windows
Server 2008, Windows XP, Windows Vista & Windows 7 using best practices on running ASP.NET
applications and PHP applications on IIS.
Be Deployable: The application to which you provide a link must integrate with Microsoft Web Deploy as
described in the Microsoft Web Application Packaging Guide, and run with the Microsoft Web Platform
Installer v3.
Be Supported: You must provide a publicly available Web site where end users can download your
application, find documentation and/or get free on a best effort basis support through a forum.
Be Hostable: The application to which you provide a link must run well in a shared hosted environment as
well as when the user has administrative rights for the computer.
Be Platform Independent: The application to which you provide a link must be able to run on all platforms:
x86, Itanium, and x64.
Be Inclusive: If your link is included in the Gallery, you should include a link on your application community's
Web site to your application entry on the Windows Web Application Gallery.
Be Safe: The application to which you provide a link must not harm customers or be malicious, dishonest,
destructive, invasive, or act in any manner restricted by the Web Gallery Application Submission agreement.
Be a Web App: The application to which you provide a link must be a Web application that can be used to
generate a working, usable Web site after deployment without requiring code or customization. All
submissions should adhere to the application categories currently available in the Windows Web Application
Gallery.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-principles.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/index
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Application Discovery and Installation by Users

by Chris Sfanos

The Windows Web Application Gallery makes it easy to explore, discover and install popular community ASP.Net
and PHP applications on Windows. Users can browse and view applications for different types of Web sites,
ranging from photo galleries to blogs to ecommerce sites.

The Web Application Gallery integrates with the Web Platform Installer 3.0, so that when a user clicks "Install" for
an application, the Web Platform Installer 3.0 launches with context set on the user's selection. This powerful
combination of application discovery and simplified installation makes it easier than ever for community-based
applications to run on Windows.

The Web Application Gallery also provides a way for developers to reach millions of Windows users. When an
application is accepted by the Web Application Gallery, the application is added to the Web Application Gallery
ATOM feed. The ATOM feed is consumed by the Web Application Gallery itself, Web Platform Installer 3.0,
WebMatrix, IIS Manager, and participating Hosting Control Panels.

Users can browse the Web App Gallery by viewing by categories or groups like "Most Popular" or searching by
keywords. Once the user clicks "Install", the Web App Gallery detects if the Microsoft Web Platform Installer is
present on the computer. If not, the Web App Gallery redirects the user to install the Microsoft Web Platform
Installer. When the Web Platform Installer is on the computer, the user can select "Install" and the Web Platform
Installer will launch to install the selected application.

The Web Platform Installer knows about the dependencies for each application in the Web Application Gallery. As
a result, when the user installs an application, the Web Platform Installer also includes any required dependencies,

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/introducing-the-windows-web-application-gallery.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/introducing-the-windows-web-application-gallery/_static/image3.png


Application Submissions to the Web Application Gallery by Developers

Step 1: Apply Web App Gallery PrinciplesStep 1: Apply Web App Gallery Principles

Step 2: Tune Application Based on Best Practices and PrinciplesStep 2: Tune Application Based on Best Practices and Principles

Step 3: Package Using Web DeployStep 3: Package Using Web Deploy

Step 4: Submit Application to Web Application GalleryStep 4: Submit Application to Web Application Gallery

such as PHP.

Once the Web Platform Installer completes the installation of the application, the user can get started using or
extending the application. Users can also rate applications after logging into the site.

The Windows Web Application Gallery provides a way for developers to more easily deploy applications to
Windows users. The Web Application Gallery does not store code snapshots of applications. Instead, the App
Gallery and Web PI retrieve the application package from the application developer's Web site. The application
developer owns the originating distribution point, which Web Platform Installer uses to retrieve the package for
deployment. The information displayed with the package, such the Publisher link, is all provided by the application
developer during the application submission process. The Web Application Gallery will cache application
screenshots and icon URLs to prevent inadvertent rerouting, but the application developer is free to provide new
URLs at any time to the Microsoft Web Application for updates.

The App Gallery contains both ASP.NET and PHP applications that follow the Web Application Gallery Principles
and use Microsoft Web Deploy for application packaging to streamline deployment on Windows.

Developers follow four steps to submit an application to the Web Application Gallery.

First, developers must review and apply the Web Application Gallery Principles to their applications. These
Principles reflect the Web Application Gallery's goals to deliver a quality, safe user experience that is consistent
across platforms supported by Windows Platform Installer. If developers have any questions about the Principles,
the developer can ask questions or post comments to the Web Application Gallery Developer forum.

Next, developers can visit IIS.NET for best practices in running applications on IIS. For ASP.NET applications,
developer can start with a snapshot of ASP.NET Technical Resources or check out the Running ASP.NET
Applications on IIS section. For PHP applications, developers can browse the Running PHP Applications for
articles on how to make PHP applications work well on Windows. Guidance for PHP developers includes how to
use web.config to set default document and static rewrite rules. IIS.NET also hosts guidance for any application
developer on Windows, such as Securing Content on IIS Using File System ACLs. You can also post questions
about running PHP applications on Windows or the Principles in the Web App Gallery Developer forum.

After tuning the application package with best practices, the developer adds Web Deploy support to the
application package. Microsoft Web Deploy provides the framework for deploying and migrating Web
applications and Web servers locally and remotely on IIS. With Web Deploy, a developer adds a couple of
manifest files to the root directory of an existing ZIP package that tell IIS how to deploy the application.

The manifest.XML file tells IIS what is in the package and allows the developer to set the name of the directory
and Web site where the package is deployed. The parameters.xml file gives developers the ability to ask the user
for information during the install process, such as Web site path. Learn more about how to define the Web Deploy
manifest files in the Application Packaging Guide.

Once the manifest files are added and tested in an application package, the Web developer is ready to submit the
package to the Web Application Gallery. The Web Application Gallery Submission form in theWeb Application

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/introducing-the-windows-web-application-gallery/_static/image6.png
https://forums.iis.net/1158.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/index
https://forums.iis.net/1158.aspx


Web Application Gallery DevelopersWeb Application Gallery Developers

Gallery starts by collecting information about the application. See the Submitting Links to the Web Application
Gallery walkthrough for a detailed description of how to submit an application. Each application is reviewed to
make sure that the application follows the Web Application Gallery Principles. Microsoft may contact the
application developer in the course of the review, and also to inform the application developer about the state of
the submission.

If an application developer is accepted into the Web Application Gallery, the lifecycle of the application continues
at the developer's pace. With each package update, the application developer must contact the Microsoft Web
Application Gallery to provide a new MD5 hash, which helps secure the distribution point.

Some users will visit the Web Application Gallery user forum or Web Platform Installer forums where the Web
Application Gallery team member will help diagnose the point of failure as Web PI, Web Deploy, the application
package, or the application itself. If the failure occurs in the application package Web Deploy integration, the Web
Application Gallery team will inform the application developer about the issue with the application package.

Otherwise, for general application questions and issues, the Web Application Gallery team redirects the user to the
application's free support forums. The application developer is also encouraged to use IIS.NET as a technical
resource to answer any questions in forums that might stem from Web Application Gallery or Web Platform
Installer, starting with the Troubleshooting Web Platform Installer 3.0 article and Known Issues with Web
Application Gallery.

Since the Web Platform Installer points to the application download URL, the application developer can collect
download statistics on the app download server (which is owned by the application developer) by checking for the
Web App Gallery user agent.
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Introduction

Before You Begin

by IIS Team

The Windows® Web Application Gallery (WAG) lets application developers reach a wide audience of users and
gives Web site builders an easy way to discover and install freely available applications on Internet Information
Services (IIS). Hosters and control panel vendors can use the guidance in this article to provide their users with
access to the applications in the Web Application Gallery.

The Gallery provides a dynamic feed that keeps your control panels up to date automatically. You can integrate the
Web Application Gallery into your existing control panel solution, providing users with a simple installation path
for the applications available in the Gallery.

This article describes how to integrate the Windows Web Application Gallery applications in your application. Post
any questions about the Gallery or about working with the Gallery feed or the Microsoft®Web Deployment Tool
(MS Deploy) API to the Web Application Gallery: Developers & Integrators Forum.

To integrate the WAG into your control panel solution, you need the following:

Web Application Gallery Feed.
This is an extended ATOM XML feed that contains all the information needed to download and install the
applications available in the WAG. You can use the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer API to load and
manipulate the content in the feed (recommended) or manually download and parse the feed XML content.
This article provides information on the feed‘s location and XML content.

Web Deployment API. The Web Platform Installer tool uses a new API to manage the application packages,
you can find its documentation at: Microsoft Web Deployment. It is a public API available to developers. It
allows your application to read and set parameter values and deploy applications including their associated
database to the target servers.
Sample Application.
A sample application, Sample App, is provided. It uses the WebPI API to access and manipulate the WAG XML
feed, and it uses the Web Deployment API to manage the application package, its parameters, and deployment.

Web Platform Installer API (WebPI API). The Web Platform Installer tool uses a new API to access the
feed content. This is a public API available to developers: Microsoft Web Platform Installer. We highly
recommend you use this API to access the feed‘s content instead of manipulating the feed XML directly. It
provides:

Abstraction from the details of the XML elements format and semantics.
Intuitive classes and methods.
Access to the list of applications and their tags to aid classification.
Easy detection of missing application dependencies.

This link downloads a compressed (Zip) file. Extract the contents of the compressed file, browse to the
ControlPanelAppRtwAPI folder, and copy the content into your project or site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/integrate-the-windows-web-application-gallery-into-a-control-panel.md
https://forums.iis.net/1158.aspx
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.deployment.aspx
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Set Up the Environment

Set Up the Web Management Service (WMSVC)

Set Up the Web Deployment Handler

Note that the Zip file is formatted as a Web Deployment Tool package; this means that you can use the MS Deploy
tool or the "Import Application" functionality in IIS Manager to deploy the application into the "Default Web Site."
This Zip file package format is used by all applications in the Windows Application Gallery.

Note also that you can manipulate the feed XML directly instead of using the WebPI API; however, this is
discouraged since changes to the feed file may have unexpected results in your code.

Post any feedback or questions about the sample application to the Web Application Gallery: Developers &
Integrators Forum.

The sample application illustrates some techniques that you may want to use with your own control panel
application. Note, however, that the sample application should not be deployed in a production environment.

The sample application includes instructions for configuring your environment for its use. Those instructions
should be used as your general guide for setting up the users and privileges needed for running a control-panel
style application with MS Deploy.

Install and configure WMSVC. This service is used both to host the deployment handler that installs applications
and to authorize site owners to install in their Web sites.

1. In the Start menu, click Server Manager.
2. In the tree view on the left, select the Roles node.
3. Scroll down to find and select the Web Server (IIS) role.
4. Click Add Role Services, and select the Management Service component.
5. Once the Management Service is installed, start IIS Manager.
6. Select the Server node.
7. Scroll down and locate the Management Service icon, and double-click on it.
8. Select the Enable Remote Connections check box.
9. In the Task pane, click Start to start the service.

Install and configure the deployment handler.

1. Use the Web Platform Installer to download and install Web Deployment Tool 1.0. under the What's New tab
in the New Web Platform Extensions section.

2. During installation, select either Custom or Complete.
3. If you selected Custom, be sure that you select the Web Management Service Integration component.
4. The deployment handler uses rules to authorize users to perform actions during installation. For example, a

common action is running a database script. This action should run as the low-privileged database account that
the user already has. Some actions require higher privileges than the site owner has, such as marking a folder
as an application. For this task, the handler can be configured to elevate to a higher privileged account. You
should create an account that has access just to perform this action.

5. Allow a user to write to ApplicationHost.config, the IIS configuration file, to mark folders as applications.

net user CustomAppUser PasswordHere /add

Create a custom user to mark folders as applications.

https://forums.iis.net/1158.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx


<system.webServer>
 <management>

<!-- MS Deploy rules for delegation, do not allow admins to bypass these rules -->           
<delegation allowAdministrators="false">

   <!-- Allows creating an application, runs as a special account -->
   <rule providers="createapp" actions="*" path="{userScope}">
      <permissions>
        <user name="*" isRole="false" accessType="Allow" />
      </permissions>
      <runAs identityType="SpecificUser" userName="CustomAppUser" password="PasswordHere" />
   </rule>

   <!-- Allows syncing an app and setting acls on the file system, runs as the user connecting -->
   <rule providers="iisapp,setAcl" actions="*" path="{userScope}">
         <permissions>
           <user name="*" isRole="false" accessType="Allow" />
         </permissions>
   </rule>

  <!-- Allows syncing to databases on this or other machines, not limiting to specific machines -->
   <rule providers="dbMySql,dbFullSql" actions="*" path="" pathType="ConnectionString">
        <permissions>
           <user name="*" isRole="false" accessType="Allow" />
        </permissions>             
   </rule>

</delegation>

8. In the Administration.config file, find the element "<sectionGroup name="management">" inside "
<sectionGroup name="system.webServer">", verify that the following element is listed in it: "<section
name="delegation" overrideModeDefault="Deny" allowDefinition="MachineToWebRoot" />". If
not, add it.

9. Restart WMSVC.
10. If you are using a remote Universal Naming Convention (UNC) share for content, follow the permission

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config.
icacls %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config /grant CustomAppUser:(R,RD,RA,REA)

windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config.

icacls %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config /grant CustomAppUser:
(W,WD,AD,RA,REA,RD,WA,WEA,R)

Grant the user read permission to

Grant the user modify permission to

6. Add a set of rules to allow customers to deploy content, applications, and databases by opening the
Administration.config file and navigating to this section:

7. To allow site owners to create applications, set access control lists (ACLs), and deploy database data, you
must add the following rules to the Administration.config file within the <management>  section. Make sure
to change the <runAs>  element to contain the user credentials you created in step 5 above. Notice that you
can add these rules programmatically using MWA.



Set Up the Sample Application

Set Up the Site

Use the Default SSL Certificate for WMSVC

specified in Configuring Share and NTFS Permissions, with the following exception: for the path \server\share$
(share), set "Domain Users" to "Full Control" instead of "Change." If you are using shared configuration, apply
the update to ensure that WMSVC allows connections when Shared Configuration is enabled in Windows
Server® 2008.

Create a Web site, application pool, and custom identity to host the code for the sample application.

md %systemdrive%\inetpub\controlpanel

net user ControlPanelAppId <PasswordHere> /add

icacls %systemdrive%\inetpub\controlpanel /grant ControlPanelAppId:R

4. Create a new Web site to host the sample application.
5. Start IIS Manager, and browse to the Web Sites node.
6. Right-click on the Web Sites node, and then select Add Web Site.
7. Create a new Web site called ControlPanel. This automatically creates an associated application pool called

ControlPanel.
8. Open IIS Manager, and browse to the Application Pools node.
9. Right-click on the application pool ControlPanel, and then select Advanced Settings.

10. Under the Process Model header, click on the Identity Network Service.

12. Copy the contents of the sample application into the physical path you selected when creating the Web site.
13. Make sure the application is running under Full Trust. You can enable it in the App Web.config file or, if not

allowed, the administrator can add it to the root Web.config file.

1. Create a physical directory for the sample application Web site with the following command:

2. Create a new user account that will be used to run the sample application and install the applications. Run
the following from an elevated command prompt:

3. Grant access to the user account:

11. Set the identity network service to a custom account, and then enter the credentials for the user created in
step 2, ControlPanelAppId.

For dependency checking in the sample application to work correctly, you must use an account that has
administration privilege on the computer because dependency checking requires access to the registry and
directories that is only available to administrators. Alternately, you can comment out the dependency
checking code.

By default, the WMSVC service installs a self-signed Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate. Ideally, a fully trusted
certificate is installed for the WMSVC, but for testing purposes, use this default certificate with the sample
application.

1. In the sample application, open the file Global.asax.
2. Look for the Application_Start function, and uncomment the line:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/969912
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/tkscy493.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/wyts434y.aspx


Create a Customer Site and Authorize the Site Owner

Test the Installation of an Application Package

Manipulate the Feeds

//ServicePointManager.ServerCertificateValidationCallback = delegate { return true; };

ServicePointManager.ServerCertificateValidationCallback = delegate { return true; };

3. Save the file.

to

Create a Web site for a site owner and authorize the site owner to both connect using remote management in IIS
Manager and install application packages using the sample application.

1. Start IIS Manager.
2. Browse to the Web Sites node.
3. Create a new Web site called MySite, or use one that has already been provisioned.

net user MySiteUser PasswordHere /add

5. Select the Web site called MySite.
6. In the Features View, double-click IIS Manager Permissions.
7. On the IIS Manager Permissions page, in the Actions pane, click Allow User.
8. In the Allow User dialog box, add a Windows user.
9. Click Select to open the Users dialog box.

10. Type mysiteuser, and then click OK.

4. Create a new site owner account called MySiteUser, or use one that has already been provisioned.

11. Click OK to close the Allow User dialog box.

See Allow an IIS Manager User Account to Connect to a Site or an Application (IIS 7) for additional
information.

1. Start IIS Manager.
2. Browse to the Web Sites node.
3. Select the Web site ControlPanel.
4. In the Task pane, click Browse.
5. Click on the application package that you want to install.
6. Type mysite for the site name, type mysiteuser for the username, and type the password for this account.
7. Supply other information requested, and click Install.

The Gallery feed is provided as an extended ATOM feed. The product list contains the components of the Microsoft
Web Platform and the application list contains many popular open-source applications. Feeds are used in the
sample application to:

Generate the list of applications to install.
Get the download information for a package.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770968.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/2.0/WebProductList.xml
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/2.0/WebApplicationList.xml


Download the Application List Feed

Use the WebPI API to Parse the Application Feed

Initialize the ProductManager ObjectInitialize the ProductManager Object

ProductManager pm = new ProductManager();
string fileLocation = GetXmlLocationFromFeed(feedUrl);
pm.Load(new Uri(fileLocation));

Extract the Installer Information for Each ApplicationExtract the Installer Information for Each Application

Get dependency information on any of the applications.

Before you can parse the feed, you must download it locally. The sample application uses the
WebClient.DownloadFile method to download the feed (see the application list URL above) and save it in a
temporary file obtained through Path.GetTempFileName. These calls are made in GetXmlLocationFromFeed
(see Reload method in the file "ControlPanelAppRtwAPI\App_Code\Packges.cs").

Also in Reload, you find calls to the Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.ProductManager class. This class provides the
functionality for managing the data in the feeds (application and product lists).

The following code initatiates and intializes a ProductManager object:

When building your user interface, you have the choice of which fields from the ATOM feed you want to display. A
minimalist approach would be to just display the applications' names, taken from the title element. You can also
create a much richer UI by taking advantage of the graphic elements, such as the icon and screenshot, and
incorporating other metadata from the feed.

To display the application information and to create the links to each installation package, the sample application
uses the Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.Installer object for each of the applications. (See Reload method for
reference.)

foreach (Product p in pm.Products) {
  if (!p.IsApplication) {
     continue;
  }
[...]

1. Within a foreach loop, examine each Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.Product object contained in the
Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.ProductManager.Products collection. Identify those that are marked as
applications:

2. Still within the foreach loop, get the installer for the application and access the particular object properties
needed for the user interface and installation process. The most important of them all is the
InstallerFile.InstallerUrl.AbsoluteUri, which contains the location for downloading the Web Deploy package
for the application:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ez801hhe(VS.80).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.io.path.gettempfilename.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.productmanager.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.installer.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.product.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.installerfile.installerurl.aspx


The Application Entry XML

[...]
Installer installer = p.GetInstaller(english);
if (installer == null) {
       if (p.Installers.Count > 0) {
         installer = p.Installers[0];
        }
        else {
           // some products are just for detection
           continue;
        }
}
// if there's no install location we'll skip as well
if (installer.InstallerFile == null) {
        continue;
}
Package package = new Package {
    ID = p.ProductId,
    Description = p.Summary,
    Title = p.Title,
    Version = p.Version,
    SartPage = installer.MSDeployPackage.StartPage ?? String.Empty,
    DownloadUrl = installer.InstallerFile.InstallerUrl.AbsoluteUri,
    DownloadHash = installer.InstallerFile.SHA1Hash
};
[...]

3. You can then add each of the package objects to your own packages collections and display them in your UI.

Applications are listed as entries within the feed identified with the attribute type="application". A sample
application entry from the feed looks like:



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
  <webpiFile version="2.0.1.0" />
[…] 
  <!-- BlogEngine.NET ASP.NET app-->
  <entry type="application">
    <productId>BlogEngineNET</productId>
    <title resourceName="Entry_BlogEngineNET_Title">BlogEngine.NET</title>
    <version>1.5.0</version>
    <summary resourceName="Entry_BlogEngineNET_Summary">BlogEngine.NET is a fully featured, open source 
blogging platform written in ASP.NET.  BlogEngine.NET is easily customizable with many downloadable themes, 
widgets, and extensions.</summary>
    <id>http://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/2.0/blogengine</id>
    <updated>2009-3-18T18:30:02Z</updated>
    <published>2009-03-18T18:30:02Z</published>
    <longSummary resourceName="Entry_BlogEngineNET_LongSummary">BlogEngine.NET is an open source ASP.NET 
blogging project that was born out of desire for a better blog platform. We focused on simplicity, ease of 
extendibility, and innovative features while taking advantage of the latest .NET features. BlogEngine.NET is 
easily customizable. We have many downloadable themes, widgets, and extensions or you could make your own with 
some basic .NET skills.  With BlogEngine.NET, it is easy to make your blog look and function exactly how you’d 
like.</longSummary>
    <link href="http://www.dotnetblogengine.net/" />
    <author>
      <name>dotnetblogengine.net</name>
      <uri>http://www.dotnetblogengine.net/</uri>
    </author>
    <images>
      <screenshot>BlogEngine200x200.jpg</screenshot>
      <icon>http://www.microsoft.com/web/media/gallery/apps-screenshots/BlogEngine200x200.jpg</icon>
    </images>
    <keywords>
      <keywordId>Blogs</keywordId>
      <keywordId>ASPNET</keywordId>
    </keywords>
    <dependency idref="ASPNETApp" />
    <installers>
      <installer>
        <id>1</id>
        <languageId>en</languageId>
        <osList idref="SupportedAppPlatforms" />
        <installerFile>
          <fileSize>1342</fileSize>
          <installerURL>http://blogengine.codeplex.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?
DownloadId=66012</installerURL>
          <trackingURL>http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=146340</trackingURL>
          <sha1>C1EA7BF684D85A0CAD2EE6DE859011A61264CF2C</sha1>
        </installerFile>
        <helpLink>http://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx</helpLink>
        <msDeploy>
          <startPage />
        </msDeploy>
      </installer>
    </installers>
    <addToFeedDate>3-10-2009</addToFeedDate>
    <pageName>BlogEngine</pageName>
  </entry>
[…]

Reading the List of Applications Directly from the XML Feed
You can access the XML from the feed directly, but this is not the recommended approach. The following example
illustrates how you could access key application elements:



public static void Reload() {
    lock (_packagesLock) {
        string feedUrl = ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["FeedXmlUrl"];
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(feedUrl)) {
            throw new InvalidOperationException("Could not find FeedXmlUrl in application settings");
        }
        // Parse the XML feed with the packages in them
        XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
        doc.LoadXml(GetXmlFromFeed(feedUrl));
        // Feed uses the Atom XML schema
        XmlNamespaceManager nsmgr = new XmlNamespaceManager(doc.NameTable);
        nsmgr.AddNamespace("atom", "http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom");
        _packages = new Dictionary<string, Package>();
        foreach (XmlNode app in doc.SelectNodes("//atom:entry[@type='application']", nsmgr)) {
            Package package = new Package {
                ID = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, "atom:productId"),
                Description = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, "atom:summary"),
                Title = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, "atom:title"),
                Version = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, "atom:version"),
                StartPage = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, "atom:pageName"),
                DownloadUrl = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, 
"atom:installers/atom:installer/atom:installerFile/atom:installerURL"),
                DownloadHash = GetXmlNodeText(app, nsmgr, 
"atom:installers/atom:installer/atom:installerFile/atom:sha1")
            };
            _packages.Add(package.ID, package);
        }
    }
}

Identifying Missing Dependencies Using the WebPI API
An important step within the sample application is to identify all the missing dependencies in the target server
where the application will be installed. The sample apllication collects this information and displays it as an error if
the user tries to install an application package for which dependencies are missing. For this purpose, the
Web.PlatformInstaller provides the Microsoft.Web.PlatformInstaller.Product.GetMissingDependencies method,
which returns a collection of missing products.

Before this method is called, you must create an instance of ProductManager and initialize it with the Products List
feed (not the Application feed). The following code snippet is an example on how to check for missing
dependencies. You can find this code in the ControlPanelAppRtwAPI\App_Code\Package.cs file of the sample
application.

Note that the call to GetMissingDependencies only works correctly if it is made within the context of a user with
administrative rights to the computer because it needs access to the registry and directories only available to
administrators.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.product.getmissingdependencies.aspx


public string GetMissingRequirements() {
    string displayString = String.Empty;
    try {
        ProductManager pm = new ProductManager();
        // we need to load the whole product list since app will depend on products in that file
        // the "true" parameter says filter the installer set to only installers available on this
        // architecture
        pm.Load(new Uri(ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["PLFeedXmlUrl"]), true);
        Product p = pm.GetProduct(ID);
        ICollection<Product> missingProducts = p.GetMissingDependencies(null);
        if (missingProducts.Count > 0) {
            displayString = "The server is missing the following products that are required to run this app: 
";
            foreach (Product missing in missingProducts) {
                displayString += " " + missing.Title + ",";
            }
            displayString = displayString.Trim(',');
        }
    }
    catch {
    }
    return displayString;
}

Tracking Application/Product Dependencies

Control panel applications should ensure that the corresponding dependencies for a particular package are
available in the target server before proceeding with the installation process. If this functionality is not available,
there is a risk of failure once the user tries to execute the application after a successful installation. In the absence
of this dependency check, hosters would have to monitor the feed applications and their dependencies to ensure
that target servers are properly set up.

Note that the GetMissingDependencies method looks for dependencies within the scope of the bit size of the
running process. If it is a 32-bit process, it looks for 32-bit dependencies, and for 64-bit process, it looks for 64-bit
dependencies. This is important if you are running on a 64-bit computer under 32-bit mode application pools.

The best approach to identifying missing dependencies within your solution is to use WebPI API. However, you
can use the following steps if you wish to review the feed XML and identify which dependencies are needed for
each application.

One of the most important elements within the WebApplicationList.xml feed file is the <dependency> element.
This element describes the dependencies needed for a particular application package to work properly.

The product list feed WebProductList.xml is the root feed. It not only contains references to the product
information (Web Platform components) but also points to a child feed WebApplicationList.xml. The
WebApplicationList.xml contains the references to the applications packages, and each application package
entry contains a set of dependency references to product packages defined in WebProductList.xml. The
following example shows how this relationship is implemented:

<link rel="enclosure" href="http://feedserver/WebApplicationList.xml"/>

1. The WebProductList.xml contains a link to the WebApplicationList.xml:

2. The WebApplicationList.xml contains references to application packages contained within <entry>
elements. Each package entry contains a list of dependencies. For example, the dependency element for a
PHP application that also uses MySQL such as WordPress is:



<dependency>
  <and>
 <dependency idref="PHPApp" />
 <dependency idref="MySQLApp" />
  </and>
</dependency>

<dependency id="PHPApp">
  <and>
 <!--msdeploy-->
 <dependency>
   <productId>WDeployNoSMO</productId>
 </dependency>
 <!--php-->
 <dependency>
   <or>
  <dependency>
    <productId>PHP</productId>
  </dependency>
  <dependency>
    <productId>LegacyPHP</productId>
  </dependency>
   </or>
 </dependency>
 <!-- bring along IIS for PHP-->
 <dependency idref="IISForPHP" />
  </and>
</dependency>

The <dependency> element means the beginning of the dependency list. The <and> element means that
all the dependency elements listed inside are required by the application.

3. Note the idref="PHPApp" and idref="MySQLApp" properties. They refer to another <dependency>
element with corresponding "id" value that defines the actual dependencies. For example, if you examine the
WebApplicationList.xml file for the "PHPApp" dependency element, you find the set of PHPApp
dependencies:

4. The <productId>  element contains the reference to the corresponding product in the parent feed
WebProductList.xml. For example:

ID = WDeployNoSMO, corresponds to Web Deploy without SMO
ID= PHP, corresponds to the PHP engine (currently: 5.2.11)

Notice that the <or> entry means that the dependency is for one or the other or both.

5. The product entries in the WebProductList.xml contain a <discoveryHint> element that shows what to look
for to find out if the product already exist in the target machine or not. For example, in the case of product id
"MySQLConnector":



Filter the List of Applications Using the Web PI API

<keywords>
  <keywordId>Blogs</keywordId>
  <keywordId>ASPNET</keywordId>
</keywords>

ProductManager pm = new ProductManager();
    pm.Load(new Uri(appXml), false, false);
    foreach (Keyword k in pm.Keywords) {
        tw.WriteLine("******** Keyword " + k.Text + " Products *********");
        foreach (Product p in k.Products) {
            tw.WriteLine(p.Title + " (id = '" + p.ProductId + "')");
        }
    }

<discoveryHint>
  <or>
 <discoveryHint>
   <registry>
  <keyPath>HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\MySQL AB\MySQL Connector/Net</keyPath>
  <valueName>Version</valueName>
  <valueValue>5.2.5</valueValue>
   </registry>
 </discoveryHint>
 <discoveryHint>
   <registry>
  <keyPath>HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\MySQL AB\MySQL Connector/Net</keyPath>
  <valueName>Version</valueName>
  <valueValue>5.2.5</valueValue>
   </registry>
 </discoveryHint>
  </or>
</discoveryHint>

6. The <or> element means that at least one of <discoveryHint> elements must be satisfied.

You can provide your users with a UI that lets them sort the applications based on information provided in the
Applications List feed. You can filter applications by using the keywords associated with each application under the
element <keywords>.

In the Application Entry example above, you can see:

The following code snippet illustrates how you can filter applications by their keywords:

This example uses the Web.PlatformInstaller API to load the Application List feed and then list each application
ordered by keyword. The ProductManager.Keywords collection lists all the available keywords from the loaded
feed.

The following example lists all applications that have the "PHP" keyword followed by the applications that have the
"ASPNET" keyword.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.platforminstaller.productmanager.keywords.aspx


// get the php keyword
Keyword phpKeyword = pm.GetKeyword("PHP");
tw.WriteLine("******** PHP apps ********");
foreach (Product p in phpKeyword.Products) {
 tw.WriteLine(p.Title + "(id = '" + p.ProductId + "')");
}
tw.Write("\r\n");
// get aspnet keyword
Keyword aspnetKeyword = pm.GetKeyword("ASPNET");
tw.WriteLine("******** ASPNET apps ********");
foreach (Product p in aspnetKeyword.Products) {
 tw.WriteLine(p.Title + "(id = '" + p.ProductId + "')");
}

Download a Web Deploy Package

<installers>
  <installer>
 <id>1</id>
 <languageId>en</languageId>
 <osList idref="SupportedAppPlatforms" />
 <installerFile>
   <fileSize>1342</fileSize>
   <installerURL>http://blogengine.codeplex.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?
DownloadId=66012</installerURL>
   <trackingURL>http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=146340</trackingURL>
   <sha1>C1EA7BF684D85A0CAD2EE6DE859011A61264CF2C</sha1>
 </installerFile>
 <helpLink>http://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx</helpLink>
 <msDeploy>
   <startPage />
 </msDeploy>
  </installer>
</installers>

Use the SHA1 Hash to Verify the Package

When the user selects an application, you need to download the Web Deploy package to a location on the server
where the application will be installed. The package is available via HTTP. Its location is in the feed as the data
within the <installer> element. For example:

The sample applications use the WebClient.DownloadFile method to download the package file; after downloading
the sample applications, verify the hash and display the parameters required by the package.

The <sha1>  element in the example contains the SHA1 hash of the package to download and acts as a signature
for the package. You can use this hash to verify that the downloaded package is indeed the one you expect. The
sample application collects this value for every application in the feed XML file and uses the value to verify the
hash of the downloaded package.

The following code snippet from the sample application illustrates this verification:



// Verify SHA1 Hash
SHA1 sha1 = SHA1.Create();
byte[] hash = sha1.ComputeHash(File.ReadAllBytes(_downloadTempFile));
string hashString = hash.Aggregate("", (acc, value) => acc + value.ToString("X2"));
if (DownloadHash.ToUpperInvariant() != hashString) {
 File.Delete(_downloadTempFile);
 _downloadTempFile = null;
 throw new InvalidOperationException("The download file appears to be corrupt.");
}

Handle Package Parameters

Collecting the Parameters Defined in the Package

private void LoadParameters() {
 string zipFile = GetDownload();
 if (!File.Exists(zipFile)) {
  throw new InvalidOperationException("Could not download package for ID=" + ID + ", Title=" + Title);
 }
 using (DeploymentObject iisApplication = DeploymentManager.CreateObject(DeploymentWellKnownProvider.Package, 
zipFile)) {
  _parameters = (from parameter in iisApplication.SyncParameters
        where !IsHidden(parameter)
        select parameter).ToList();
 }
}

ParameterList.DataSource = _package.Parameters;
ParameterList.DataBind();

Using the Parameter Names and Tags

Most packages contain parameters that are required to install them in a given environment. As part of the control
panel design, you can choose what types of parameters you can compute and set and which ones require input
from the user.

The Web Deployment API allows you to retrieve the parameters from a package by accessing a collection within
the Web Deploy DeploymentObject.

The code snippet below is taken from the sample applications and shows one method of generating the
parameters as a collection called "_parameters" to be used later.

The sample applications use a "ReadOnlyCollection" called "Parameters" to bind the "_parameters" data list from
the example above to the UI fields in a ListView control inside the Install.aspx file:

A typical package requests the following parameter names:

Application Path. This is the Web server path for the application in the form of "Web Site/Application" (for
example, "Default Web Server/application_name").
Application Database Information. This is the database information required for the application to
communicate with the database, typically consisting of four parameters:

Database Server. The host name or IP address of the database server.
Database Name. The name of the database.
Database Username. The ID used by the application for communicating with the database.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.deployment.deploymentobject.aspx


Using the Parameter Validation Data

Database Administrator information. These are the credentials required for creating the database and user
listed above.

Database Password. The password for the database username.

These parameter names are recommended, but not required. The control panel can tell which parameters are parts
of the database connection by referring to the tags that are included with the parameters.

The following tags can be used with parameters to tell the UI how to display and use the parameters:

iisApp. This identifies a parameter as the application path for installation. The defaultValue should be displayed
unless you already know which site will be used for application installation. The defaultValue is usually set to a
value such as "Default Web Site/application1" (this is not enforced). For example, if the user logs in and you
determine they own "MySite.com," you can parse the defaultValue to get "/application1," and append this to the
hosted site name.
Hidden. This identifies a parameter that is set programmatically rather than through user input. For example,
the "Connection String" has a default value that is computed from the values of other parameters. The portions
of the entry within the {}s are replaced with the values of those parameters.
SQLConnectionString or MySQLConnectionString. These parameters are used for constructing a
connection string for connecting to the database.
SQL or MySQL. These parameters are used in relation to a specific database. An application package can work
with either SQL or MySQL as the database. Parameters can be tagged with one or both of these. The UI can let
the user to choose which database to use. All parameters that have a ConnectionString tag also have the
corresponding database tag.
Password. This identifies a field that is used as a password that is already known. The UI obfuscates the value.
New. When used along with the password tag, this identifies a field that is used to set a new password. The UI
obfuscates the value, and asks the user to confirm it. For example, New, Password.
dbUsername, dbUserPassword, dbAdminUsername, dbAdminUserPassword. Some UIs that install
application packages handle the database creation themselves. If the user has already created a database, the
UIs seamlessly hide and correctly fill in the administrative credentials to avoid making the user enter data twice.
The tags identify the parameters to modify if the UI handles database creation.
dbServer. This is used to identify a parameter that can be filled in with a database server name.
dbName. This is used to identify a parameter that can be filled in with the name of a database.

You can retrieve these tags through the DeploymentSyncParameter.Tags property; it is a comma-delimited
string containing the tags associated to the parameter.

Some parameters have default values that can be retrieved from the syncParameters collection. You have the
choice of using those defaults, prompting the user for new values with the defaults in the forms, or ignoring them,
as appropriate for your environment.

There is validation data you can use to help you build the appropriate UI. Each DeploymentSyncParameter has a
DeploymentSyncParameterValidation object that identifies the parameter as having one or more of the following
types of data:

AllowEmpty. The parameter allows an empty value.
Boolean. The parameter only allows "true" or "false."
Enumeration. The parameter only allows values specified within the
DeploymentSyncParameterValidation.ValidationString. This is a comma-delimited string.
RegularExpression. The parameter only allows strings that match the specified regular expression within
DeploymentSyncParameterValidation.ValidationString.

The sample application uses this data to setup the UI input controls appropriately. For example, locate the

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.deployment.deploymentsyncparameter.aspx


/// <summary>
/// Gets the package's parameters.
/// </summary>
public ReadOnlyCollection<PackageParameter> Parameters {
 get {
  Initialize();
  return new ReadOnlyCollection<PackageParameter>(
   (from syncParam in _parameters
    select new PackageParameter {
     Name = syncParam.Name,
     Description = syncParam.Description,
     Value = syncParam.DefaultValue,
     IsPassword = IsPassword(syncParam),
     IsBoolean = IsBoolean(syncParam),
     ValidationValues = SplitValidationValues(syncParam),
     AllowEmpty = AllowEmpty(syncParam),
     RegEx = HasRegEx(syncParam) ? syncParam.Validation.ValidationString : null // if there is no RegEx, allow 
any value
    }).ToArray());
 }
}

Deploy an Application

Initialize the DeploymentObject

using (DeploymentObject iisApplication =  
  DeploymentManager.CreateObject(providerOptions, 
  sourceOptions)) {
 DeploymentBaseOptions destinationOptions = new DeploymentBaseOptions {
  ComputerName = agentUri,
  UserName = userName,
  Password = password,
  AuthenticationType = "basic",
 };

Set the Parameters

following code snippet within either sample application and note the definitions of IsBooleam(),
SplitValidationValues(), AllowEmpty(), and HasReg():

Once you have gathered all of the data for the parameters, it is time to install the application. Working with your
DeploymentObject, you can apply the set parameters and install the application. The API steps to do this are
outlined below.

You must tell the DeploymentObject how to install the application. For example:

In the example, the ComputerName is the Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for the MS Deploy agent. The
UserName and Password are the credentials for the ID that has the authority to use the agent.

Each of the parameters in the original application package must have a value. If a parameter has a DefaultValue,
you do not need to specify a new value at this point. All other parameters require values.



// for each parameter that was specified in the UI, set its value 
foreach (PackageParameter updatedValue in updatedValues) {
    DeploymentSyncParameter parameter;     if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(updatedValue.Name)) {
       throw new InvalidOperationException("A value without a name was passed to the installer");
    }
 
    // find the parameter to which a value should be set
    if (! iisApplication.SyncParameters.TryGetValue(updatedValue.Name, out parameter)) {
       throw new InvalidOperationException("Could not find a parameter with the name " + updatedValue.Name);
     }
     // Set the value
     parameter.Value = updatedValue.Value;
}

Installing the Application

// Install the application
DeploymentSyncOptions syncOptions = new DeploymentSyncOptions();
iisApplication.SyncTo(DeploymentWellKnownProvider.Auto, String.Empty, destinationOptions, syncOptions);

Change the Target Server

// change localhost to a computer name to do remote deployments
string agentUri = "https://localhost:8172/msdeploy.axd?Site=" + Uri.EscapeDataString(siteName);

Provide the User with the Application Location

Links for Further Information

The Web site and application that MS Deploy uses to install the application is specified with the Application Path
parameter.

The application is installed using the DeploymentObject.SyncTo() method. The sample application call to SyncTo
follows:

In the code snippet:

DeploymentWellKnownProvider.Auto specifies that the MS Deploy auto provider be used to install the
application. This provider examines the package manifest, contents, and parameter values to decide which
resources need to be deployed.
destinationOptions specifies the target computer, the credentials, and type of authentication to be used
during the installation.

The sample application assumes that the target server is the "localhost." Note that inside the Package.cs file, in the
installation method, the code specifies localhost, the SiteName that you enter in the corresponding UI field:

If you created a site called "MySite" (as in the example above), you must type mysite in the Site Name UI field.

When the installation is complete, your control panel should provide a link to the application for the user. The base
of this URL should be determined from the Web site setup. An application may have a StartPage element defined
within its entry in the ATOM feed. If there is a StartPage element, its value should be appended to the link
presented to the user.

Microsoft® Developer Network (MSDN®):



Microsoft Web Deployment namespace

Forums:

Web Application Gallery: Users
Web Application Gallery: Developers & Integrators
Web Platform Installer

Articles:

Application Packaging Guide for the Windows Web Application Gallery
Web Application Gallery Overview
Web Application Gallery Principles
Best Practices: Running PHP Applications on IIS
Best Practices: Running ASP.NET Applications on IIS
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Introduction

Web Platform Installer Issues

Empty Password FieldsEmpty Password Fields

Creating New Web SitesCreating New Web Sites

by IIS Team

With just a few mouse clicks the Windows Web Application Gallery lets you select, download and install popular
web applications like blogs, content management systems, wikis or media galleries. This dramatically simplified
installation process comes with a few gotchas that are called out in the following article.

The following paragraphs describe problems you might run into when using the Web Platform Installer.

Web Platform Installer 2.0 doesn't allow empty passwords even if you don't want to use a password for your
database or application. The following message is shown.

The easiest way to work around this issue is to use a password for your database.

If you want to create a new web site for your web application you need to create a physical directory for your new
site. The Web Platform Installer doesn't create web site directories automatically. You have to specify an existing
path if you select "New Web Site..." in the following dialog:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-known-issues.md
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-known-issues/_static/image27.png


Other Web Platform Installer IssuesOther Web Platform Installer Issues

Issues with Databases
SQL Server IssuesSQL Server Issues
Strong PasswordStrong Password

Authentication ModeAuthentication Mode

SA login disabledSA login disabled

SA account doesn't work when "Existing Database" is selected.SA account doesn't work when "Existing Database" is selected.

For other Web Platform Installer issues, for example if Web Platform Installer can't connect to the list of
applications due to connectivity issues, read the following article for more details:

https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot/web-platform-installer-issues/troubleshooting-problems-with-microsoft-
web-platform-installer

Web Platform Installer prompts for a SQL Server sa password if SQL Server 2008 Express is installed by the Web
Platform Installer as part of a web application. The SQL Server password needs to be a strong password and the
SQL Server Express 2008 install can fail in certain cases if a weak password is used. Here is an article how to
generate a strong password:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/965823

All Web Applications installed by the Web Platform Installer which have a SQL Server dependency require SQL
Server to run in Mixed Mode Authentication also known as "SQL Server and Windows Authentication mode".
Here is a link to an article how to change the SQL Server authentication mode:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188670.aspx

Administrators often want to use the built-in SA account to administer SQL Server. This account is still disabled
even if Mixed Mode authentication is enabled. The same article explains how to enable the SA account:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188670.aspx

The SA account cannot be used when you choose "Existing Database" in a Web Platform Installer installation that
has a SQL Server dependeny. The script that is run will try to add sa to the database and because the SA account
already exists the script will fail. SA is a special account and the script will fail.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-known-issues/_static/image31.png
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/965823
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Web Application Issues

UmbracoUmbraco

SubTextSubText

The following paragraphs describe known issues with web applications in the Windows Web Application Gallery.

Umbraco can't be hosted in an application directory. It has to be hosted in the root of a web site.

When Web Platform Installer shows the following dialog during the Umbraco installatioin the 'Umbraco'
application name has to stay empty or Umbraco will not work correctly.

If you install SubText The SubText admin menu is not shown in Internet Explorer 6.0 (see below). This issue is
likely to occur on Windows 2003 or other operating systems where the Internet Explorer wasn't upgraded to a

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-known-issues/_static/image37.png
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GalleryGallery
Database Server NameDatabase Server Name

Hiding the Data DirectoryHiding the Data Directory

DasBlogDasBlog

higher version. Please upgrade to a later version of Internet Explorer to see the admin menu.

Gallery is a web application that works with Microsoft SQL Server as well as MySQL. For this reason the database
field doesn't suggest the name of the database server. If you have SQL Server Express installed locally (which is
the default if SQL Express is installed via Web Platform Installer) the database name has to look like this:
.\SQLExpress

If MySQL is used locally the database server name can be 'localhost'.

When you open Gallery the first time it will ask you to secure the g2data folder. There are multiple ways to do this.
In IIS you can add g2data to the hidden segements list. You can also turn off all authentication schemes (including
anonymous authentication) for the g2data folder. Another way to do this is to remove all Access flags, i.e.
AccessRead, AccessWrite and AccessExecute.

DasBlog asks you to enter an application URL in the WebPI parameters UI. DasBlog content will not display
correctly if the URL you enter doesn't match the URL that is used for the actual site.
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Using the Microsoft Web Platform Installer Badge
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by Steve Jacobson

Developers of applications have the ability to provide a link on their sites which will be able to launch the Web
Platform Installer with their application and all prerequisites ready to install. To take advantage of this feature,
developers should link to the badge in this document.

The link associated with the badge should be in this format mentioned below and will be available to use once the
application is available in Web Platform Installer. Note the URL must include the Application ID that you entered
when submitting the application to the Gallery

Link : https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=<YourApplicationID>;

Image URL: https://www.microsoft.com/web/media/badge/install_using_webpi_btn.png

Width: 195px

Height: 43 px

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/using-the-microsoft-web-platform-installer-badge.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=<YourApplicationID&gt
https://www.microsoft.com/web/media/badge/install_using_webpi_btn.png
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<msdeploy.iisapp> 
 <dbfullsql path="install.sql" /> 
</msdeploy.iisapp>

by Steve Jacobson

The database providers for the Web Deployment Tool (WebDeploy) give application developers a great deal of
flexibility in setting up databases as part of their application installs. Outside of the Gallery, applications have a
variety of methods for setting up databases, tables, users, and starting data:

Some applications can do everything necessary, as long as the user can provide administrative credentials
during the application setup. These applications usually have the flexibility to work with any database
components that have already been configured, and can work without administrative credentials in those cases.
Some applications expect the database and the database user to be created before running the application for
the first time.
Some applications expect all of these steps to be done before running the application for the first time.
Some applications will use any combination of the above.

The WebDeploy database providers give the application developer the ability to perform whatever database
functions are required prior to the application's first run. There are three WebDeploy components involved in
specifying database installation directives.

1. The provider directive in the manifest.xml file. This directive tells WebDeploy which database provider to use,
and what file to use for the script.

2. The connection string in the parameters.xml file. This tells Web Deploy what credentials to use, and what
database and server to connect to.

3. The SQL Script. This is a standalone file that can contain any valid database commands for the specific
database engine you are using. We recommend using separate script files for different SQL transactions to
isolate any SQL script errors.

A minimal provider directive identifies the provider to use and the SQL file for the provide to use :

This example tells WebDeploy to use the MS SQL (dbfullsql) provider and to run a file called "install.sql".

The connection string is usually put together from other parameters in the parameters.xml file. The App Packaging
Guide contains a description of the requirements for these parameters, and examples of how to use them and put
them together.

When using one of the database providers, the user will need to provide credentials for WebDeploy to use to
communicate with the database. Even though these credentials are used somewhat differently for the different
databases, they are all present in some form for each. These credentials consist of:

Database Server - This can be the hostname or IP address of a server, or the service name for the database
server.
Database Name - The name of the database on the server that the application will use
Database User - This is the user that is used specifically for WebDeploy to connect to the database and, if

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/database-notes-for-packaging-applications-for-use-with-the-web-application-gallery.md


necessary, perform database operations.
Database Password - The password for the Database User.

In addition to these credentials, applications will usually need an ID and password specific to the application.
Application developers can use the WebDeploy tool to prompt the user for these credentials as well. Then the
credentials can be placed in configuration files or SQL scripts to be used by the application.

The SQL Script can be any valid SQL or commands that the database engine will accept. The contents of this file
can be parameterized the same way as any other file in the package. The SQL file can also be empty if you just
want to use the provider to ensure that the database already exists. Most of the current applications in the Web
Application Gallery use this SQL to create a database user for the application to use. Example syntax for each
engine is covered in their respective sections.

The providers will follow these steps in communicating with a database:

1. Connect to the database server.
2. Authenticate as the database user.

4. Execute the contents of all the database scripts in the package.

3. Check to see if the database exists, and if the user has access to it.

If the database does not exist, WebDeploy will attempt to create it using the provided credentials.
If the database creation fails, then WebDeploy will exit with a message telling the user that the user does
not have sufficient privileges for the required tasks.

Common Scenarios

There are a few common scenarios that users of applications in the Gallery will face. The WebDeploy database
providers have been designed with the flexibility to allow an application developer to create one set of
configuration entries and scripts that will work for all of these scenarios.

Shared hosting

In a shared hosting scenario, the customer rarely has direct administrative access to the database. While in many
cases, the user can create databases, the function is usually performed through a control panel where the user
never sees the administrative credentials. The user that gets created as part of this process usually has full
administrative privileges for the specific database that was created. Packages need to be able to execute the
required SQL without needing full database administrative privileges. The database is usually remote in these
scenarios.

Dedicated Hosting

Dedicated hosting users will usually have full privileges for their database engine. Many of these users may not
have the skills, though, to be a full DBA. These users require the flexibility to be able to use either the
administrative user for WebDeploy connections, or an application database user. The database may be local or
remote.

Dev environment

In a dev environment, the user can be expected to have full control over the database and operating system. Any
actions required by the application can be performed from outside the setup, if necessary. However, most devs still
prefer an application installation that takes care of setting up the database.

Installation Methods

WebDeploy packages which are part of the Application Gallery can be installed by one of the methods below, each
of which will provide a slightly different experience for users. As you design your package, you should keep each of
these methods in mind such that your package will work with any of them.



1. Using the Web Platform Installer (WebPI). When a package is installed with the WebPI, the WebPI's user
interface adapts to the database requirements of the package. The WebPI will look at the tags on database
oriented parameters, and the providers specified in the manifest.xml file. If more than one database engine is
available for the application, the WebPI will ask the user to specify which database to use. The parameter
setting screen will then only show the parameters that are relevant for that database. The WebPI will ask the
user if the user wants to use an existing database, or create one. The user will only be asked for database
administrative credentials if they are needed to create a new database.

2. Using WebDeploy locally. You may choose to make your WebDeploy package available to users outside of the
WebPI. Users could then download the package and use the IIS Manager to install the application. The
WebDeploy UI will ask the user to select from multiple databases if relevant. The user will be asked to provide
all parameters specified for that database, including the administrative credentials. When designing your script,
you should think about how the script would run if run by a regular user instead of an administrative user.

3. Using a third-party control panel. We have provided documentation on the way we use the parameter tags to
all of our partners who are working on control panels to integrate with the Gallery. How they choose to
implement their user interfaces is up to their discretion, and is dependent on their existing models. In some
cases, the UI will behave like either of the examples above. Control panel vendors may choose to expose or
hide any portion of the parameterization they want. It is important to make sure you use the specified tags, as
these control panel vendors will be looking for them to help them build their UIs.

SQL Specifics

Applications that require access to MS SQL databases can work with either SQL Server (including SQL Express)
and SQL Azure (with some additional requirements).When the Web Platform Installer installs one of these
applications, it will check to see if any SQL is installed on the local machine. If there is none, the WebPI will select
SQL Express as one of the components to be installed. Users that want to use a remote database have the option
of unselecting the SQL Express option.

SQL Express / SQL Azure

The Web Platform Installer will install current version of SQL Express 2008 when the user requests a SQL
Installation, or when an application needs SQL. The WebPI will offer the user a choice of authentication modes for
SQL - either Windows Native or database based. The WebPI recommends that application users choose database
based authentication, as most applications prefer that method. When the user selects database authentication, the
user will need to enter a password for the ‘sa' or administrative user. This password needs to meet the
requirements set out in https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143705.aspx. If you use the SQL script to set
a password for a database user, the same password requirements will apply. The default installation sets up the
SQL Express server with the service name of .\SQLEXPRESS.

If you want to use a remote database (SQL Server on another machine, or SQL Azure) you don't need to install
SQL Express.

In all cases, two scripts are required to perform the initial setup of the database. This script will be complementary
to the parameters example shown before in the packaging and their goal is:

1. CreateLogin.sql: Create a login in the DB (newly created if the DB didn't exist). This script requires a connection
string parameter with database administrative user credentials

2. CreateUser.sql: Create a user with appropriate db roles for the application's database. This script requires a
connection string parameter with database user credentials.

Refer to this sample to get you started with building a package for SQL Server or SQL Azure based application.
The script is designed to set all of the required privileges for most application needs for both SQL Server and SQL
Azure.

Please note that in order to work in both SQL Server and SQL Azure, these two scripts need to be divided in two
different files since the connection string are different (SQL Azure does not allow the " USE database" command).

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143705.aspx


/**********************************************************************/
/* CreateLogin.SQL */
/* Creates a login */
/* This scripts runs on master to create login and requires connection string with DB admin credentials */
/* Supports SQL Server and SQL AZURE */
**********************************************************************/

-- Add here a test to be sure the login does not exist
-- Create login

CREATE LOGIN PlaceHolderForUser WITH PASSWORD = 'PlaceHolderForPassword'

/**********************************************************************/
/* CreateUser.SQL */
/* Creates a user and makes the user a member of db roles */
/* This script runs against the User database and requires connection string */
/* Supports SQL Server and SQL AZURE */
/**********************************************************************/

-- Create database user and map to login
-- and add user to the datareader, datawriter, ddladmin and securityadmin roles
--

CREATE USER PlaceHolderForUser FOR LOGIN PlaceHolderForUser;
GO
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_ddladmin', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_securityadmin', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datareader', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datawriter', PlaceHolderForUser;
GO

For more information about LOGIN and USER creation on SQL Azure, you can refer to this page. For more
information about SQL Azure limitations, you can refer to this page.

Usage:

Use a script for creating a login

Use a script to create a user and add database roles

MySQL Specifics

The Web PI will install MySQL on your users' systems. If your application requires MySQL, the WebPI will check
for the existence of MySQL on the local system. If MySQL is not found, the WebPI will install it.

WebDeploy can work with MySQL databases in much the same way as it does with SQL. SQL scripts can contain
any valid MySQL syntax. The Install.sql script below works with the parameters example in the packaging guide to
create a user and set a password for the application's database. The script is designed to set all of the required
privileges for most application needs.

In a shared hosting environment, the end user will probably not have the administrative privileges required for
executing the GRANT statement in the script. If the user does not have permission to execute the GRANT
statement, the MySQL provider will throw an error, and the installation process will fail. We have developed the
add_user script to ignore errors caused by the end user having insufficient privileges to execute the GRANT. This
way, the installation can be completed successfully in an environment where both the user and the database are
created before installing the application.

In MySQL syntax, the normal command delimiter is a semi-colon (;). MySQL procedures require a different
delimiter to be used for separating statements. This is explained in the MySQL documentation. To specify the
delimiter for WebDeploy, you should use attributes of the dbMySQL provider directive in the manifest.xml file:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/ee336235.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/ff394102.aspx
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.1/en/stored-programs-defining.html


<dbmysql path="install.sql" commandDelimiter="//" removeCommandDelimiter="true" />

USE PlaceHolderForDb;

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user ;

CREATE PROCEDURE add_user()
BEGIN
DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR 1044 BEGIN END;
DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR 1410 BEGIN END;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON PlaceHolderForDb.* to 'PlaceHolderForUser'@'PlaceHolderForServer' IDENTIFIED BY 
'PlaceHolderForPassword';
FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
END
//

CALL add_user() //

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user //

Related ArticlesRelated Articles

The create user script we use can be parameterized as well. We do recommend parameterizing the database server
for the GRANT statement in the SQL Script below in the parameters.xml file and using a place-holder to represent
the Database server, for example ‘PlaceHolderForServer' . By doing so, the user will have the option to either
install the application against a local MySQL server, usually ‘localhost' or install the application against a remote
MySQL database .

MSDeploy SQL Database Provider (dbFullSql)
MSDeploy MySql Database Provider(dbMySql)
SQL Azure Limitations
Migrating to SQL Azure
MySQL documentation

https://blogs.iis.net/msdeploy/archive/2008/11/10/the-msdeploy-sql-database-provider-dbfullsql.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/msdeploy/archive/2009/03/30/msdeploy-sample-custom-provider-to-sync-mysql-databases-dbfullmysql.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/ff394102.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/ssdt/archive/2012/04/19/migrating-a-database-to-sql-azure-using-ssdt.aspx
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.1/en/stored-programs-defining.html
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Introduction

Manifest.xml

by Tali Smith

Every application in the Web Application Gallery has at least two XML files that enable the Web Platform Installer
(Web PI) to use the Web Deployment Tool (WDT) to deploy the application on Windows® operating systems.
These files are the Manifest.xml and Parameters.xml files. In addition, many applications add a SQL script to be
run by the WDT as part of the pre-setup installation. PHP applications also include a Web.config file.

The Manifest.xml file (or the manifest) is the main file that tells the WDT what to do with an application. It is an
XML file made up of "providers". Each of the providers can be modified by user input, which is described in the
Parameters.xml file. There should generally be at least one parameter for each provider in the manifest.

The available providers include:

iisapp - This is the only required provider in the manifest. The iisapp element has a single required attribute -
"path". The path specifies the sub folder within the application package (compressed [Zip] file) that contains
the files and directories required for running the application. When the application is installed, the contents of
the specified folder are placed in the root of the Web site application folder.
dbfullsql - This provider identifies a connection to a Microsoft® SQL Server® or Microsoft® SQL Server®
Express database instance. The "path" attribute is required and identifies a SQL script to be executed against
the database. The credentials and database information required to connect to the database are provided by
the user through the parameters. The default behavior of this provider is to treat each SQL file as if it were a
single database transaction which can be committed or rolled-back as needed. If the contents of your script
maintain their own transactions, or have components which must run outside of a transaction, you can specify
a "transacted" attribute and set its value to "false".
dbmysql - This provider identifies a connection to a MySQL database engine. The "path" attribute is required
and identifies a SQL script to be executed against the database. The credentials and database information
required to connect to the database are provided by the user through the parameters. If your SQL scripts
contain stored procedures which require you to define a different command delimiter from the MySQL
default of a semicolon (;), you can specify the new delimiter with the optional "commandDelimiter" attribute. If
you specify a commandDelimiter, you can have it removed from the SQL by specifying a
"removeCommandDelimiter" attribute and setting its value to "true". Use removeCommandDelimiter if you
are using a delimiter other than a semicolon (;).
setacl - This provider is used to apply an access control list (ACL) to a file or directory. ACLs are used to define
the access and permissions that a user or an application has on a file or directory. By default, everything
installed by the WDT is installed without changing permissions. In most cases, this means that files will be
readable by PHP (and Microsoft® ASP.NET), but not writable. If your application needs additional
permissions, you can use this provider to set them.
alias - Alias is used when you need to copy a file from the application package to another name or location.
Typically this is used for applications that provide sample configuration files. Prior to the WDT, these
applications often required the user to copy the sample file and edit it by hand. With the alias provider, you can
have the WDT make the copy and use the parameters to fill in any necessary values.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/reference-for-the-web-application-package.md


Parameters.xml

ParameterEntry typesParameterEntry types

The Parameters.xml file defines the WDT and Web PI interactions with the user. Parameters.xml is an XML file
made up of "parameters", presented to the user as a form that needs to be filled out to customize the application
installation for the user's environment. Each parameter represents a data item that the WDT needs to collect to
perform the installation. These parameters can be used to modify the attributes of a manifest provider or to
replace targeted text in any file in the application distribution, or they can be used as components of the value of
other parameters.

The parameters have a number of attributes, including:

name - This is a required attribute which uniquely identifies the parameter within the scope of the
Parameters.xml file. It is also used as the parameter's variable name.
friendlyName - The friendlyName is used by most user interfaces (UIs) as the name above the form element
that the parameter defines. If there is no friendlyName defined, the UIs will default to the parameter name.
description - The description provides the caption for the form elements. These are most often used to
provide instructions to the user about what is expected for the parameter and how it will be used.
defaultValue - For parameters that are shown to the user, the defaultValue gets placed in the form as a
suggestion for the value of the parameter. For parameters that are hidden from the user (see the description of
the "hidden" tag below), the defaultValue is used to calculate the value for the parameter.
tags - Tags are a comma-separated list of words or phrases that provide extra information for the WDT and
Web PI to categorize a parameter.

If your parameter is tagged with one of the ten well-known tags from the table below, the UI will automatically
provide a friendlyName and description for the parameter. If you specify these elements, you override the
defaults. Do not override the defaults unless there is a significant reason to do so. Common parameter tags
include:

MySqlConnectionString
SqlConnectionString
DbAdminPassword
DbAdminUsername
DbName
DbServer
DbUsername
DbUserPassword
IisApp
SetAcl

In addition, each parameter can have sub elements that perform various functions.

There are four distinct ParameterEntry types available to specify parameter substitutions, each providing a
different way of identifying the target. Three attributes are required for each instance:

type—specifies the mechanism for identifying the target of the parameter replacement.
scope—identifies the file or component that will be searched for the target.
match—specifies the search parameters for identifying the target

Each ParameterEntry type has a specific format for defining the scope and the match attributes. The combination
of all three elements should always identify at least one match within the application package. You may have as
many ParameterEntrys as you need for your application; for more than one type of substitution or more than one
target for the substitutions (for example, if two different files both need the substitution), you will need a distinct
ParameterEntry element for each one.



TextFile ParameterEntry typesTextFile ParameterEntry types

<parameter name="dbUsername" defaultValue="appUser" tags="MySQL">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="install.sql" match="PlaceholderForDbUsername" />
</parameter>

XmlFileXmlFile

<connectionStrings>
  <clear />
  <add name="SQLiteDbConnection" connectionString="Data 
Source=|DataDirectory|application_data.sqlite;Version=3;" />
  <add name="SqlServerDbConnection" connectionString="Data Source=(local);Initial 
Catalog=Application;Integrated Security=true;Application Name=Application" />
</connectionStrings>

With the TextFile type, the scope is a regular expression used to identify a file or set of files to target. The match is
a regular expression that represents the string to be replaced. The WDT applies the parameter substitution to all
strings that are found by the match in all of the files identified by the scope. When defining regular expressions
for TextFile ParameterEntry types, it is important to make sure that you limit both your match and your scope to
the most precise expressions you can define.

TextFile gives you the most reliable method for identifying targets within a file when you have complete control
over the source and you are able to define the strings to be targeted. If you do not have complete control over the
source, you can use the TextFilePosition parameterEntry type to uniquely identify the target. This most commonly
happens with configuration files that have other aspects of the application that expect specific data in both
modified and unmodified versions of the file.

For example, you could specify that a database user name needs to be placed within a SQL script that was written
for use with the WDT. The WDT would look for the string "PlaceholderForDbUsername" and substitute the user's
parameter input for that string:

Many applications use XML files for data or configuration. All Microsoft® .NET applications, and many PHP
applications, use a Web.config file for storing Web site and application configuration information. When
identifying a target within a XML file, the most reliable mechanism to use is an XPath query.

The scope for an XmlFile entry type is defined the same way as for TextFile, using a regular expression to identify
the target file(s). The match is specified as an XPath query. An XmlFile entry will replace every existence of a
matching XPath in a file. This will frequently mean that you need a detailed XPath query to make sure you replace
only the targeted match.

For example, an application might have a SQL connectionString in a Web.config file. There may be more than one
connectionString in the file to allow for different database types:

You could use the generated connection string parameter in the following example to replace the value in the
configuration file with the values that the user entered. In this case, the XPath query searches from the root of the
XML file following the element path in the query for the first "add" element under the "connectionStrings"
element under the "configuration" element with an attribute of "name" that equals "SqlServerDbConnection". It
then replaces the value of the "connectionString" attribute of that element with the parameterized value.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms256471.aspx


<parameter 
  name="ConnectionString For Config" 
  defaultValue="DataSource={dbServer};Database={dbName};uid={dbUsername};Pwd={dbPassword};" 
  tags="Hidden"> 
  <parameterEntry 
    type="XmlFile" 
    scope="\\web.config$" 
    match="/configuration/connectionStrings/add[@name='SqlServerDbConnection']/@connectionString" /> 
</parameter>

ProviderPathProviderPath

PROVIDER
ELEMENT THAT THE
PARAMETER IS APPLIED TO DEFAULT VALUE REPLACEMENT VALUE

iisApp path The specified path, which
matches the name of the
folder in the package that
contains the application's
files and folders

The path is replaced with
the file system path to the
directory where the
application's files and folders
will be installed. This is
usually specified as the
parameter named
"Application Path" with a
"iisApp" as one of the tags.

setAcl path The specified path, which
matches the path to the file
or folder in the package to
which the ACL is applied

The path is replaced with
the value for the parameter
that identifies the setAcl
provider. SetAcl parameters
usually have "hidden" as one
of their tags. The values are
constructed by setting a
defaultValue which uses the
"Application Path"
parameter with the rest of
the path to the file or
directory appended.

For more information, see the article "XPath Syntax."

The ProviderPath type is used for applying parameters to providers specified in the Manifest.xml file. When you
are developing your application package, you cannot know all of the specifics about your users' system
environments. So when you specify each of the providers, you associate defaults for each one that matches the
expectations of the provider type. There will frequently be one ParameterEntry element in the Parameters.xml file
for each directive in the Manifest.xml file.

The scope of a ProviderPath entry refers to the type of provider being parameterized. The match specifies a
regular expression that uniquely identifies the value of the "path" attribute for that provider element. The table
below describes the substitutions for each of the providers that are allowed in the manifest.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms256471.aspx


dbFullSql and dbMySql connectionString -
unspecified attribute

The specified path, which
matches the path and name
of the SQL file to execute as
part of the installation

The connectionString is
replaced with one
constructed in the
Parameters.xml file. This
parameter is usually hidden
and built from other
parameters that identify the
database and the credentials
for connecting to it. The
WebPI and the WDT will
provide an intelligent UI for
building connection strings
when all of the relevant
parameters are specified. If
there is no matching
parameter, the
connectionString will remain
blank, which will mean the
database connection will be
made to the system's
defaults.

PROVIDER
ELEMENT THAT THE
PARAMETER IS APPLIED TO DEFAULT VALUE REPLACEMENT VALUE

TextFilePosition ParameterEntry typeTextFilePosition ParameterEntry type

<parameter name="dbUsername" defaultValue="appUser" tags="MySQL">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="install.sql" match="PlaceholderForDbUsername" />
    <parameterEntry type="TextFilePosition" scope="application\\config.php" match="22;20;12" />
</parameter>

Parameter Tags

There may be times when using a regular expression to replace a text string in a file may not be precise enough.
For example, there may be a string that you want to replace in one portion of the file but not in another. Or you
may not be able to use a regular expression to uniquely identify the string to be changed. For those situations,
you can use the TextFilePosition ParameterEntry type.

The scope for a TextFilePositionEntry type is defined the same way as for TextFile, using a regular expression to
identify the target file(s). The match is specified as a series of three integers separated by semicolons (;). The first
integer specifies the line number in the file. The second integer specifies the number of characters from the
beginning of the line. The third integer specifies the number of characters to replace. You do need to be careful
when specifying your target, as the parameter replacement will extend beyond the end of a line if the match
numbers specify a target that would include end-of-line characters within the target length.

For example, you could specify that the database user name from the TextFile example also needs to be included
in a configuration file. The target in this file cannot be uniquely identified with a regular expression. Using
TextFilePosition, we can target the specific string in the file based on its location instead of its content.

Parameter Tags are used to tell various UIs how to display and use parameters. Some of these tags are
mandatory in certain situations. The descriptions that follow specify when specific tags are mandatory and how
the tags should be used.

iisapp- This identities a parameter as the application path to install the application. The defaultValue will
be displayed by most installers. The defaultValue should be set to something like "Default Web
Site/application1", where "Default Web Site" is the default Web site for the server and "application1" is the
subdirectory under that Web site. Web PI and other installers will use this data to suggest a Web site
location for the installation when they don't already know where the user wants to install the application.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx


Parameter Validation

NOTENOTE

Hidden- A Hidden parameter is not shown to the user as part of the installation UI. A Hidden parameter must
have a defaultValue set. These parameters are used either to set a hard-coded default value or to set a
computed default value. Hard-coded defaults are sometimes used when establishing a parameter for future
use. Computed values are used to construct a parameter's value from other parameters. When constructing
computed values, you can refer to other parameters by putting the other parameter name surrounded by {}s in
the place you want the value. Please refer to the "Connection String" parameter in the example for a common
usage of this tag.
SQL or MySQL- These parameters are used in relation to a specific database. If the manifest contains
parameters for both SQL and MySQL, the UI can choose which database to use and the user will only be
presented with parameters relevant for that database.
Password- This identifies a field that will be used as a password that is already known. The UI will hide the
value of that password.
New- When used together with the Password tag, this identifies a field that will be used to set a new
password. The UI will hide the value of the password and ask the user to confirm it (for example,
"New,Password").
dbUsername, dbUserPassword, dbAdminUsername, dbAdminPassword, dbServer, dbName- Some
UIs that install application packages will handle the database creation themselves. In the case where the user
already has a database created, the UIs will seamlessly hide and fill in the administrative credentials correctly
to avoid requiring the user to enter data two times. These tags identify the parameters that must be modified if
the UI will handle database creation. > [!NOTE] > If there is a SQL or MySQL provider in the Manifest.xml,
then there must be six parameters in the Parameters.xml file, and each parameter must have one of these tags.
SQLConnectionString, MySQLConnectionString- This identifies that a field (usually a Hidden one) is
being used as a connection string to a database. Some UIs will use the connection string in conjunction with
the dbXxxx tags above to display a specific dialog box.
Validate- Validate is only allowed when specified with one of the connection string tags. Validate specifies a
connection string that must be valid for the installation to succeed and for any SQL scripts to run as part of
the installation. UIs will have a choice on how they want to implement this function. The Web PI will validate
the database credentials before allowing the user to proceed through the rest of the installation.
VistaDB, SQLite, FlatFile - These tags identify a parameter that is used with these flat file data types. There
is no corresponding provider in the Manifest.xml file for these. The WebPI and other UIs will recognize these
tags in the Parameters.xml file. If there is more than one type of database tag (for example, SQL, MySQL,
SQLite, and VistaDB all in the same Parameters.xml file), the UI will present the user with a choice of database
engines for the application. When the user selects the database engine, all parameters that are tagged for a
different engine and not the selected one will be bypassed.

This is a required tag. There must be at least one parameter that has this tag and that specifies the iisApp
provider as its target.

On IIS 5.1, the Web site portion of this will always be "Default Web Site". The user will be able to select a directory
under the default for the Web site to keep applications separate.

There are several types of parameter validation that are available. If none of these are specified, the user is
presented with a simple text box to enter the parameter's value:

AllowEmpty - Most UIs will require a value for all parameters that are not hidden. You can specify a
validation type of "AllowEmpty" to instruct the UI that a blank or empty value is acceptable. AllowEmpty can
be used in conjunction with any of the other parameter validation types, or on its own. The syntax for
AllowEmpty is:



<parameter name="AllowEmptyParameter"> 
    <parameterValidation type="AllowEmpty" /> 
</parameter>

<parameter name="BooleanParameter"> 
    <parameterValidation type="Boolean" /> 
</parameter>

<parameter name="Enumeration Parameter"> 
    <parameterValidation type="Enumeration" validationString="value1,value2,value3,value4" /> 
</parameter>

<parameter name="RegEx Parameter"> 
    <parameterValidation type="RegularExpression" validationString=".+" /> 
</parameter>

<parameter name="RegEx Parameter2"> 
    <parameterValidation type="RegularExpression,allowEmpty" validationString="^[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-
zA-Z0-9.-]+\.[a-zA-Z]{2,4}$" /> 
</parameter>

Boolean- Boolean parameters are simple True / False questions. Depending on the UI, the user might be
presented with a check box or two option buttons to select their choice. Booleans replace values in the
same way as other parameters. For Booleans, the replacement value is either "True" or "False". If you need
to have Boolean values other than "True" or "False", use an enumeration with only two values. The syntax
for Booleans is:

Enumeration- Enumeration allows you to limit the user's input to a list of discrete possible values. Most
UIs will implement this as a drop-down list box, where the user will have the ability to choose one value
from the list. Any whitespace in the validationString will be included as part of the possible values.
Therefore, there should be no whitespace on either side of a comma, unless you want that whitespace to
be included in the parameter substitution. The syntax for Enumeration is:

Currently, there is no way to escape a comma (,) so that it may be included as part of one of the values of
an enumeration.

Regular Expression- With Regular Expression validation, the user is presented with a simple text box the
way a non-validated parameter would be. Then, when the user goes to submit the form and move on to
the next part of the installation, the entry in the text box will be compared to the validationString in the
RegularExpression. For more information about specifying a regular expression, please refer to the
Microsoft® Developer Network (MSDN®) Regular Expression Language Elements or the Regular
Expressions Info Web site. The syntax for Regular Expression validation is:

For Regular Expressions, even if you specify a RegEx that allows for empty values, most UIs will require a
value anyway. To specify that a value can be blank, or empty, add 'allowEmpty' to the type of the
'parameterValidation', as in the example below:

The regular expressions in the two previous examples are explained here:

".+" - Specifies that the parameter entry must contain at least one of any type of character. Alternatively, use
".*" to specify that the parameter entry may contain at least one of any type of character, which means that it
can be empty.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx
http://www.regular-expressions.info/tutorial.html


Database Credentials Validation

Parameter Internationalization

"^[a-zA-Z0-9._%+-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+.[a-zA-Z]{2,4}$" - This is a simple e-mail address validation
expression. It does not catch every incorrect address, but it catches most. This regular expression does not
allow blank or empty parameters. However, since "allowEmpty" was included in the "type" attribute, empty
parameters will be accepted.

If your application package contains a SQL Server or MySQL database provider, you can specify a set of database
credentials to be validated by the UI prior to other steps in the installation process. Web PI will validate the
tagged connection string when all of the parameters have been filled out for the application and the user presses
the Next button. This validation consists of Web PI using the provided credentials to connect to the specified
database and server. If the validation fails, the user will be informed and returned to the previous screen to update
the database parameters as needed. Other UIs will provide some mechanism, such as a validate button or a
validation dialog, to perform a similar function. The parameter to use for the validation is identified with the
"Validate" tag.

Web PI and the Web Deployment Tool are available in versions localized for ten languages, including English and
the following:

Japanese
Spanish
German
French
Italian
Korean
Russian
Chinese (China)
Chinese (Taiwan)

If Web PI detects that the user's system default location is something other than "en", the user will be presented
with parameters using the user's system locale, for every parameter that has a translation available.

The WDT has translations for the "friendlyName" for each parameter, which is used as the parameter's caption.
The WDT also has translations for the "description" for each parameter, which is displayed below the caption to
inform the user of the purpose of the parameter.

Certain parameters are translated automatically into one of those languages based on the user's system
language. The parameters that are automatically translated are ones that have one of the tags in the table below.
Note that if there is a "description" or "friendlyName" attribute present in the parameter, the translation of that
parameter will not occur.

MySqlConnectionString
SqlConnectionString
DbAdminPassword
DbAdminUsername
DbName
DbServer
DbUsername
DbUserPassword
IisApp



<parameters>
  <parameter 
    name="AppPath" 
    friendlyName="Application Path" 
    description="Full site path where you want to install your application (for example, Default Web 
Site/Application)."
    tags="iisApp"
    >
    <description 
      culture="en">Full site path where you want to install your application (for example, Default Web 
Site/Application).</description>
    <description 
      culture="de">Vollständiger Pfad, unter dem Sie Ihre Anwendung installieren möchten (z.B. 
Standardwebsite/Anwendung).</description>
    <friendlyName
      culture="en">Application Path</friendlyName>
    <friendlyName
      culture="de">Anwendungs Pfad</friendlyName>
  </parameter>
</parameters>

xxxx.sql

Web.config

SetAcl

For the ten well-known parameters above, best practice is to use the parameter descriptions and friendly names
that the WDT automatically generates. This leads to a more consistent experience for users and lets your
application take advantage of additional languages as they are added. If necessary, specify your own translations
for any of those parameters or for any parameters that do not have a default translation. This is done by
providing alternate descriptions and friendlyNames in the parameter elements of the Parameters.xml file. The
default description for a parameter is provided as one of the attributes of the parameter element, while the
translations are provided as distinct elements. For example:

In the example, note:

The UI displays the description where the "culture" attribute matches the system locale. If there is no specific
match, the UI will display the default description.
When only the language is specified (as in the case of "de" above), all cultures that include "de" as their
language component will use that translation (for example, "de-DE" and "de-AT").
iisApp is one of the 10 automatically translated parameters; do not specify translations for this parameter
unless the default translations were insufficient for your needs.
Specify translations for both the "friendlyName" and the "description". If you do not specify a friendlyName,
the UI will use the parameter name in all cases.

For a table of common International Organization for Standardization (ISO) culture codes on MSDN, see the
Table of Language Culture Names, Codes, and ISO Values Method [C++].

An application package can have any number of SQL scripts that will be executed as part of the installation
package. These SQL scripts can contain any valid commands for the specified database engine, including all DDL,
DML, and stored procedures. For details about the WDT interaction with the database, see the article "Database
Notes for packaging applications for use with the Web Application Gallery."

A Web.config file can be placed at any level in an application's directory tree. To learn more about the Web.config
file, see the IIS 7.0 Configuration Reference.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms866170.aspx
https://www.iis.net/configreference


Integration Samples
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Links for Further Information

Samples of Web App Gallery integration are available for reference.

This article is based on information from "Application Packaging Guide for the Windows Web Application Gallery" by the
IIS team, published on September 24, 2009.

Regular Expression Language Elements.
XPath syntax.
Table of Language Culture Names, Codes, and ISO Values Method [C++].

Web App Gallery Integration Samples.

IIS 7.0 Configuration Reference.
Database Notes for packaging applications for use with the Web Application Gallery.
Regular Expression Language Elements.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms256471.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms866170.aspx
https://www.iis.net/configreference
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/az24scfc.aspx
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Test by modifying a local copy of the live XML feeds

Step 1. Download the Web Platform InstallerStep 1. Download the Web Platform Installer

Step 2. Download Web Application Gallery feeds locally.Step 2. Download Web Application Gallery feeds locally.

by Mai-lan Tomsen Bukovec

The Web Application Gallery makes it easy for Windows users to find and deploy a free open source, community
application onto a computer running Windows XP or later. To learn more about how to build Web Deploy support
for a zip package so that the application can be included in the Web Application Gallery, read the Package An
Application for the Web Application Gallery guide or view the Adding Web Deployment Tool Support to
Community Application ZIP Packages videocast. Once you have build Web Application Gallery integration for
your zip package, you can test the Web Application Integration using Web Platform Installer.

Both the Web Application Gallery and the Web Platform Installer consume the same application and product
feeds. The Web Platform Installer also orchestrates every deployment from the Web Application Gallery. As a
result, you can test the deployment experience from the Web Application Gallery by using the Web Platform
Installer and local feeds modified to contain the location of the application package that you want to test. Once you
get done with the application testing, you can submit your application link to the Web Application Gallery team on
the Web Application Gallery developers site.

You can take two different approaches to test your application package in your computer:

1. Modify a local copy of the live xml feeds. You may want to use this approach if:

You have already published your application in the Web Application Gallery, and
You only need to modify a few fields in the feed xml (installer url, version, and sha-1 hash), and
You want to test a new updated package of your application following the end-to-end user experience
that your users will see when using the Web Platform Installer.

2. Create a custom feed. You may want to use this approach if:

You want to build and maintain your own custom feed file.
You want to avoid making changes to the feeds that will drive all of the Web Platform Installation.

Details for each of the two approaches follow.

To test your application package locally by modifying a copy of the live XML feed files, follow these steps:

The Web Platform Installer orchestrates the installation of applications from the Web Application Gallery, and is
the tool you use to validate local feeds with your modified zip package. You can down the Web Platform Installer
from: https://www.iis.net/extensions/webpi.If you already have Web Platform Installer installed, please make sure
it is the latest version of Web Platform Installer.

Download the two WebPI feeds to your computer:

WebProductList.xml: https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebProductList.xml. This XML feed contains
the products and application dependencies for Web Platform Installer.
WebApplicationList.xml: https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebApplicationList.xml. This XML feed
contains the information for all applications in the Web App Gallery.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/testing-a-web-application-zip-package-for-inclusion-with-the-web-application-gallery.md
https://twitter.com/mailant
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/05/04/real-world-iis-adding-web-deployment-tool.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/developers.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebProductList.xml
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebApplicationList.xml


Step 3. Make Sure the Local XML Feeds Can Talk to Each OtherStep 3. Make Sure the Local XML Feeds Can Talk to Each Other

Ex a m p l e :Ex a m p l e :

<link rel="enclosure" href="file:///C:/wag/WebApplicationList.xml" />

Step 4. Modify the Local WebApplicationList.XML Feed to Point to the New Application PackageStep 4. Modify the Local WebApplicationList.XML Feed to Point to the New Application Package

Ex a m p l eEx a m p l e

<installerURL>http://site.org/app1.0.zip</installerURL>

Ex a m p l eEx a m p l e

<installerURL>file://C:/wag/app1.0.zip</installerURL>

Step 5. Set Up the Test Environment with DependenciesStep 5. Set Up the Test Environment with Dependencies

Step 6. Run Web Platform Installer Against Local FeedStep 6. Run Web Platform Installer Against Local Feed

In the WebProductList.xml feed, look for the reference to WebApplicationList.xml. Change the location to point the
location that you installed WebApplicationList.xml on your local computer.

Save the change.

Next, you'll have to modify the WebApplicationList.xml to point to your new zip package xml file for testing. You
will be eidting the XML entry for an application that would be similar to yours or, if your package is already
included in the Web Application Gallery, the XML entry for your existing application.

When you find "<productId>SimilarApp</productId>", you will see a child <entry type="application"> element.
Within this element,look for the <installerURL> element.

Change the location within that element to point to your local application zip package.

You will also need to find the <sha1> element and change it to the new hash value or remove it. If you forget this
step, your application testing will fail based on mismatched hash values.
Save the changes.

When a user installs an application from the Web Application Gallery, the Web Platform Installer will check the
user's machine for application dependencies. If the user's machine is missing an application dependency, such as
FastCGI for PHP applications, Web Platform Installer will take care of installing those dependencies. However, the
Web Platform Installer test feed configuration does not support application dependency installations; the test feed
configuration assumes all dependencies are present.

As a result, when you are testing your application install in a clean machine, you will have to install application
dependencies yourself. There are two ways to simplify the installation of application dependencies in your test feed
environment:

1. You can use the Web Platform Installer to install Internet Information Services (IIS), FastCGI 1.0, Web
Deployment Tool 1.0, and other dependencies for your application like SQL Express.

2. You can install a similar application from Web Platform Installer or Web Application Gallery. For example, if
you are testing a PHP application and want to set up a clean machine with the right dependencies, you can
install another PHP application from the Web Application Gallery. That installation process will automatically
install and configure the right dependencies on your computer for PHP application testing.

Once you have the test environment configured, you are ready to run Web Platform Installer against your local
modified feed.

Follow these steps so that Web Platform Installer will point to the local feed when it loads:

Click on Start -> Run
Type 'regedit' and Click OK



Test by creating a custom feed

Step 1. Create a new custom feed XML fileStep 1. Create a new custom feed XML file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
  <version>1.0.0</version>
  <title>Sample Applications for WebPI v2 RTW Feed</title>
  <link href="http://www.contoso.com/SampleApplicationsFeed.xml" />
  <updated>2009-10-5T16:30:00Z</updated>
  <author>
    <name>Sample Application Builder</name>
    <uri>http://www.contoso.com/</uri>
  </author>
  <id>http://www.contoso.com/SampleApplicationsFeed.xml</id>

  <!-- Sample ASP.NET & SQL app with dependencies -->
  <entry type="application">
    <productId>Sample_ASPNET_SQL_App</productId>
    <title>Sample ASP.NET and SQL application</title>
    <summary>ASP.NET and SQL application sample</summary>
    <longSummary>Sample ASP.NET and SQL to show how to add a feed with a custom ASP.NET application to WebPI 
and define all dependencies.</longSummary>

    <!-- Defines grouping for the application based on the keyword(s) -->
    <keywords>
      <keywordId>ASPNETApps</keywordId> <keywordId>SQL</keywordId>
    </keywords>

    <version>1.0</version>
    <images>
      <icon>c:\SampleASPNETAppIcon.jpg</icon>
    </images>
    
    <updated>2009-10-5T18:30:02Z</updated>
    <published>2009-10-5T18:30:02Z</published>

    <author>
      <name>Sample Application Builder</name>

Under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Webplatforminstaller, add a string key
"ProductXmlLocation" and let it point to the local copy of Webproductlist.xml
Close any instances of Web Platform Installer
Launch Web Platform Installer
Click on 'Options' to select IIS or IIS Express (Web Matrix) and Click OK
Look for the application you are testing and Click on Add
Click on Install

Web Platform Installer will now install the test application package onto IIS or Web Matrix.

To test your application package locally by modifying a copy of the live XML feed files, follow these steps (for more
details see: https://blogs.iis.net/kateroh/archive/2009/10/24/web-pi-extensibility-custom-feeds-installing-custom-
products.aspx):

Use the example below to create the custom feed XML file. This example illustrates:

How to add applications with ASP.NET/SQL and PHP/MySql dependencies,
Create a new tab and subtabs based on keywords,
Group products together and hint Web PI that your product is available in different languages.

Notice that you have to define a new custom tab for your custom products, since they cannot to be added to Web
PI core tabs.

https://blogs.iis.net/kateroh/archive/2009/10/24/web-pi-extensibility-custom-feeds-installing-custom-products.aspx


      <name>Sample Application Builder</name>
      <uri>http://www.contoso.com</uri>
    </author>
    
    <!-- Bring along SQLExpress, if it is not installed as a related/nice-to-have product, not a dependency --
>
    <related>
      <relatedProduct>
        <productId>SQLExpress</productId>
      </relatedProduct>
    </related>

    <!-- 
         Minimum set of requirements/dependencies in order to successfully install the application: 
         WDeploy, SQL Management Objects and URL Rewrite.
    -->
    <dependency>
      <and>
        <dependency>
          <productId>SMO</productId>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
          <productId>WDeployNoSMO</productId>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
          <productId>UrlRewrite2</productId>
        </dependency>
      </and>
    </dependency>
     
    <!-- Installer for an application should be Web Deploy package -->
    <installers>
      <installer>
        <id>1</id>
        <!-- List of languages this package is localized in: English, Korean, Spanish, Traditional and 
Simplified Chinese -->
        <languageId>en</languageId>
        <languageId>ko</languageId>
        <languageId>es</languageId>
        <languageId>zh-tw</languageId>
        <languageId>zh-cn</languageId>

        <installerFile>
          <!-- size of the package in KBs -->
          <fileSize>1024</fileSize>
          <installerURL>http://www.contoso.com/SampleASPNETApplication.zip</installerURL>
          <displayURL>http://www.contoso.com/SampleASPNETApplication.aspx</displayURL>
          <!-- SHA of the package file for signature verification -->
          <sha1>1223334444555556666667777777888888889999</sha1>
        </installerFile>
        <helpLink>http://www.contoso.com/SampleASPNETApplicationForum.aspx</helpLink>
        <msDeploy>
          <startPage>
            <!-- start with a setup page rather than a default one -->
            <startPage>Setup.aspx</startPage>
          </startPage>
        </msDeploy>
      </installer>
    </installers>
  </entry>

  <!-- Sample PHP & MySQL app with dependencies -->
  <entry type="application">
    <productId>Sample_PHP_MySQL_App</productId>
    <title>Sample PHP and and MySQL application</title>
    <summary>PHP and MySQL application sample</summary>
    <longSummary>Sample PHP and MySQL to show how to add a feed with a custom PHP application to WebPI and 
define all dependencies.</longSummary>

    <!-- Display under PHPApps keyword subtab -->



    <!-- Display under PHPApps keyword subtab -->
    <keywords>
      <keywordId>PHPApps</keywordId>
      <keywordId>MySQL</keywordId>
    </keywords>

    <version>1.0</version>
    <images>
      <icon>c:\SamplePHPAppIcon.jpg</icon>
    </images>

    <updated>2009-10-5T18:30:02Z</updated>
    <published>2009-10-5T18:30:02Z</published>

    <author>
      <name>Sample Application Builder</name>
      <uri>http://www.contoso.com</uri>
    </author>

    <!-- Bring along SQLExpress, if it is not installed as a related/nice-to-have product, not a dependency --
>
    <related>
      <relatedProduct>
        <productId>MySQL</productId>
      </relatedProduct>
    </related>

    <!-- 
         Minimum set of requirements/dependencies in order to successfully install the application: 
         PHP, WDeploy, SQL Management Objects, MySql Connector and URL Rewrite.
     -->
    <dependency>
      <and>
        <dependency>
          <productId>WDeployNoSMO</productId>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
          <productId>PHP53</productId>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
          <productId>MySQLConnector</productId>
        </dependency>
        <dependency>
          <productId>UrlRewrite2</productId>
        </dependency>
      </and>
    </dependency>
    
    <!-- Installer for an application should be Web Deploy package -->
    <installers>
      <installer>
        <id>1</id>
        <!-- List of languages this package is localized in: English, Russian, French, German and Italian -->
        <languageId>en</languageId>
        <languageId>ru</languageId>
        <languageId>fr</languageId>
        <languageId>de</languageId>
        <languageId>it</languageId>
        
        <installerFile>
          <!-- size of the package in KBs -->
          <fileSize>1024</fileSize>
          <installerURL>http://www.contoso.com/SamplePHPApplication.zip</installerURL>
          <displayURL>http://www.contoso.com/SamplePHPApplication.aspx</displayURL>
          <!-- SHA of the package file for signature verification -->
          <sha1>1223334444555556666667777777888888889999</sha1>
        </installerFile>
        <helpLink>http://www.contoso.com/SamplePHPApplicationForum.aspx</helpLink>
        <msDeploy>



          <!-- Default page is a start page -->
          <startPage />
        </msDeploy>
      </installer>
    </installers>
  </entry>
  
  <!-- Tab definition -->
  <tabs>
    <tab>
      <keywordTab>
        <id>SampleApplications</id>
        <name>Sample Applications</name>
        <description>Select from sample applications:</description>
        
        <!-- Subtabs definitions -->
        <keywords>
          <keywordId>ASPNETApps</keywordId>
          <keywordId>PHPApps</keywordId>
        </keywords>
      </keywordTab>
    </tab>
  </tabs>

  <!-- Keyword/titles of subtabs to group apps with those keywords under -->
  <keywords>
    <keyword id="ASPNETApps">ASP.NET Apps</keyword>
    <keyword id="PHPApps">PHP Apps</keyword>
  </keywords>
</feed>

Step 2. Enter the Installer URL for your zip packageStep 2. Enter the Installer URL for your zip package

Ex a m p l eEx a m p l e

<installerURL>file://C:/wag/app1.0.zip</installerURL>

Step 3. Enter the new SHA-1 hashStep 3. Enter the new SHA-1 hash

Step 4. Test your custom feed fileStep 4. Test your custom feed file

You can delete the <entry type="application"> element that do not correspond to the type of application you are
interested in. Also, if you have already published your application in the Application gallery, you could copy your
application's <entry type="application"> from the live feed:
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebApplicationList.xml.

Notice how applications are grouped based on keywords: xml element <keywords>.

In the custom feed file, locate the <installerURL> element and provide the path for your zip package, if it in
located in the local file system use "file://" instead of "http://"

In the custom feed file, locate <sha1> and substitute the value for the corresponding has for your zip package. You
can get a hash of your zip package, by using a free utility called File Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV) and
running fciv.exe -sha <path to your zip package> from the command prompt.

Now, you can try the custom feed file by saving it locally or storing it in a web server, and opening the Options
dialog and adding a feed through either a physical path or URL.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/4.2/WebApplicationList.xml
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/841290


You should be able to click in the new tab and see your application in it.
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From here you can select your application and proceed with the installation.
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How to Create an App Package Supporting both SQL
Server and MySQL
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Adding MySQL and SQL Server Databases

<dbfullsql path="sqlserver_script.sql" />
<dbmysql path="mysql_script.sql" />

Adding SQL Server and MySQL parameters in Parameters.xml file

<!-- Prompt the user for the database admin username. -->

<!-- Displayed if MySQL database selected -->
<parameter  name="MySQL Database Server"
            description="Enter Hostname, server name or IP. This is usually localhost"" 
defaultValue="localhost"
            tags="MySQL,DbServer" >
</parameter>

<!-- Displayed if SQL Server database selected -->
<parameter  name="MSSQL Database Server"
            description="Database server name"
            defaultValue=".\sqlexpress"
            tags="SQL, DbServer" >
</parameter>

by Sunitha Muthukrishna

Applications that currently support MySQL as their main DBMS can also support Microsoft SQL Server. The SQL
Server Driver for PHP is available to PHP developers, it is a cost-effective and efficient solution for supporting SQL
Server from within PHP applications. This article provides the steps needed for creating a Web Deployment
package to install an application that supports both SQL Server and MySQL.

Add both directives dbfullsql and dbmysql to add a SQL Server database and a MySQL database within the
Manifest.xml file.

"path" attribute is used to set the path to the Sql scripts associated with the directive. You may add multiple
dbfullsql/dbmysql directives within manifest file if you wish to use more than one Sql script for given database
type.

You need to create two sets of parameters one for SQL Server database and another for MySQL if they depend on
the database type.

Important Note: All the parameter names must be unique.

Here is an example for Database Server parameter.

Similarly you would need to create MySQL and SQL parameters each for Database username, Database user

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/how-to-create-an-app-package-supporting-both-sql-server-and-mysql.md
https://github.com/SunBuild
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc296172(SQL.90).aspx


<!-- SQL Server Custom parameter for Dtabase type -->
<parameter defaultValue="public $dbtype = 'sqlsrv';" name="Database Type SQL" tags="Hidden, SQL,NoStore" >
    <parameterEntry match="public[\s]*\$dbtype[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" scope="configuration.php" 
type="TextFile"/> 
</parameter> 
<!-- MySQL Custom parameter for Database type -->
<parameter defaultValue="public $dbtype = 'mysql';" name="Database Type MySQL" tags="Hidden, MySQL,NoStore" >
    <parameterEntry match="public[\s]*\$dbtype[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" scope="configuration.php" 
type="TextFile"/>
</parameter>

<!-- SQL Server Connection String -->
<parameter defaultValue="Server={Database Server SQL};Database={Database NameSQL};uid={Database Administrator 
SQL};Pwd={Database Administrator Password SQL};" description="Automatically sets the connection string for the 
connection request." name="ConnectionStringSQL" tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,SQL">
    <parameterEntry match="sqlserver_script.sql" scope="dbfullsql" type="ProviderPath"/>
</parameter>
<!-- MySQL Connection String -->
<parameter defaultValue="Server={Database Server MySQL};Database={Database Name MySQL};uid={Database 
Administrator MySQL};Pwd={Database Administrator Password MySQL};" description="Automatically sets the 
connection string for the connection request." name="ConnectionStringMySQL" 
tags="Hidden,MySQLConnectionString,MySQL">
    <parameterEntry match="mysql_script.sql" scope="dbfullsql" type="ProviderPath"/>
</parameter>

password, Database administrator, Database administrator password.

If user's choice is MySQL database during installation, the parameter "MSSQL Database Server" will be skipped
and will not be visible to the user.

This allows you to set different default values, descriptions based on database type which makes it user-friendly.
This feature also allows you to hide/show custom parameters specific to the application.

**For example:* *

If your application uses a Database type parameter in the application configuration file, say configuration.php; then
we can parameter this in the parameters.xml as follows

Connection Strings

Two connection string parameters must be included one for SQL server database parameters and one for MySQL
database parameters.



Azure App Gallery FAQ
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

DotNetNuke Community and Professional Editions:

by Sunitha Muthukrishna

With just a few mouse clicks the Windows Web Application Gallery lets you select, download and install popular
web applications like blogs, content management systems, wikis or media galleries onto Azure. The following FAQ
describes additional information that you may need when you are configuring several popular applications on
Azure.

The database information must be re-entered to complete installation of DotNetNuke. You can view this
information in the dashboard of your newly created site on the right side.

Once you have the database information, in the Database configuration step of DotNetNuke install wizard enter
this database information as seen below

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/azure-app-gallery-faq.md
https://github.com/SunBuild
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/azure-app-gallery-faq/_static/image1.png


Acquia Drupal and Drupal Commerce:

Umbraco CMS

Once either of these apps are deployed; the app runtime installer needs to run. Please click on the "Setup" icon to
continue the installation.

If "Setup" is not clicked and you browse the site you may see this error. This occurs since the app is not configured
yet. To resolve this append install.php to the URL and run this script; for example
http://mysitename.azurewebsites.net/install.php

Click on Setup in the notification bar once Umbraco is successfully deployed to configure your Umbraco site.

Umbraco install wizard will request you to re-enter the database information. You can view this information in the

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/azure-app-gallery-faq/_static/image3.png
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Kentico CMS

dashboard of your newly created site on the right side

Once you have the database information, re-enter this is the Umbraco install wizard

The database information must be re-entered to complete installation of Kentico CMS. You can view this
information in the dashboard of your newly created site on the right side.

When you browse the app, Kentico CMS installation wizard request the database server name and database user
information to be entered. Please refer to the connection string for this information.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/azure-app-gallery-faq/_static/image11.png
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Now select "Existing database" and enter the database name from the connection string.

Finally, a license needs to be created for the app as seen here. Continue with the wizard to complete the app
installation.
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Joomla! Sample files
4/20/2017 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

Sample manifest.xml file
<msdeploy.iisapp>
  <!-- iisapp path identifies the subdirectory in the ZIP file which
  contains all of the application files 
  -->
  <iisApp 
    path="joomla_17"
    />
  <!-- dbmysql path identifies the SQL script file that will be executed
  for database setup.  In this app's case, the script is being used
  to create the database user for the application
  -->
  <dbmysql 
    path="install.sql" 
    commandDelimiter="//" 
    removeCommandDelimiter="true" 
    /> 
<!-- Generate Joomla database -->
    <dbmysql path="joomla.sql"
    commandDelimiter="$$"
    removeCommandDelimiter="true" />

    <!-- Generate Admin User -->
    <dbmysql path="joomla_user.sql"
    commandDelimiter="$$"
    removeCommandDelimiter="true" />

    <!-- Sample data for Joomla site -->
    <dbmysql path="sample_data.sql"
    commandDelimiter="$$"
    removeCommandDelimiter="true" />

  <!-- alias is used to make a copy of a distribution file to a location
  where it will be used.  Note that when you specify the Application
  name in the "to" attribute, you should specify the full path using
  the value of iisapp above for the root.  Alias doesn't actually
  copy the file within the package.  It creates an alias to the 
  original file using the new file's path and name.  This alias then
  gets copied to the file system as if it were a real file within
  the package
  -->
  <!-- #Joomla
  You could use MS Deploy to ask the questions and populate the
  configuration.php file.  I don't recommend it for Joomla, as I think
  that the install routine you have handles that well
  -->
  <!--
  <alias
    from="joomla_17/configuration.php-dist"
    to="joomla_17/configuration.php" /> 
  -->

by Steve Jacobson

This is a set of sample files you could use with Joomla! and the Web Deployment tool for deploying Joomla on IIS.
The files are annotated with comments that explain specific lines in the files you'll need to customize for your
configuration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/joomla-sample-files.md


  -->
  <!-- setAcl with a setAclResourceType of "File" is used to set the access
  privileges for a file within the application.  In this case, the 
  ACL is being set on the configuration file that was created after the
  alias above was copied to disk.  This will enable the application to
  write to the configuration file as needed.  
  -->
  <!-- #Joomla
  The configuration.php file doesn't exist in the distro.  From a quick
  look through the code, it looks like the installation routines get
  triggered by the file not being there, or being too small.  This
  SetAcl directive will create the file empty, with permissions that
  allow PHP to write to it, so the installation routine can update the
  file.
  -->
  <setAcl 
    path="joomla_17/configuration.php"
    setAclResourceType="File"
    setAclAccess="Modify"
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" 
    />

  <!-- setAcl with no setAclResourceType set will default to setting an ACL
  on a directory.  We are setting an ACL here for the files directory.
  This directory is used to store files that are uploaded for the 
  application
  -->
  <!-- #Joomla -
  This ACL allows PHP to modify any file in the Joomla application tree.  
  It would be more secure to identify individual directories which require 
  write acces, rather than applying this to the whole tree.  If you set 
  individual ACLs, you will need a setAcl directive here in the manifest.xml 
  file for each, as well as a parameter entry for each in the parameters.xml 
  file.
  -->

<!-- We recommend setting Writeable permissions to only "Writable" directories in the application unless the 
application requires the "root" directory to be writable -->
  <setAcl 
    path="joomla_17" 
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" 
    setAclAccess="Modify" 
    />
  <!-- NOTE - with setAcl, the setAclUser can be explicitly set, or you can
  use the alias 'anonymousAuthenticationUser'.  This should be used in
  all situations, unless your application has a dependency on a specific
  OS user for access to these resources.

  Modify access includes Read and Write as well.  For a full breakdown
  on user rights, check out this article on MSDN:
  http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.accesscontrol.filesystemrights.aspx
  -->

</msdeploy.iisapp>

Sample parameters.xml file
<parameters>

<!-- Prompts where to copy the content files and takes a web site path (such as "contoso.com/app"). -->
<parameter name="ApplicationPath"
description="Full site path you would like to install your application to(i.e. Default Web Site/joomla)."
defaultValue="Default Web Site/joomla_17"
tags="iisapp" >

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"



type="ProviderPath"
scope="iisapp"
match="joomla_17$" />
</parameter>

<!-- Setting ACL parameters for Joomla -->

<parameter name="SetAclParameter1"
description="Sets the ACL on /"
defaultValue="{ApplicationPath}"
tags="Hidden" >

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="setAcl"
match="joomla_17"/>
</parameter>

<!-- Database Parameters -->

<!-- Prompts the user for the database server name.-->
<!-- Note that this parameter has only one parameterEntry element. This parameter is used with the 
configuration file and the connection string. It is not used within the SQL script itself like the other 
paramters are. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseServer"
description="This is usually localhost or a host name provided by the hosting provider."
defaultValue="localhost"
tags="MySQL, dbServer" >

<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForServer" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic DatabaseServer"
defaultValue="public $host = '{DatabaseServer}';"
tags="Hidden, MySQL" >
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$host[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database name. -->
<parameter name="DatabaseName"
description="Database Name for your application. Please note database name must start with a letter and must be 
in lowercase along. You can also use numerals and underscore(_)."
defaultValue="my_site_db"
tags="MySQL, dbName" >

<!-- This Regular expression ensures that Database name can be alphanumeric and allows _ character -->
<parameterValidation type = "RegularExpression" validationString = "^[a-z0-9_]+$" />

<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForDb" />

<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForDb" />

<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="sample_data.sql"



scope="sample_data.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForDb" />

</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database name. -->
<parameter name="Automatic DatabaseName"
defaultValue="public $db = '{DatabaseName}';"
tags="Hidden, MySQL" >
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$db[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter> 

<!-- Prompts user for a Database prefix -->

<parameter name="Database Prefix"
description="Use the table prefix that is added to your all table names."
defaultValue="jos_"
tags="Hidden,MySQL,NoStore" >

<!-- This Regular expression ensures that perfixes can be alphabets or underscore and 15 characters in length -
->
<parameterValidation type = "RegularExpression" validationString = "[a-zA-Z0-9_]{1,15}" />

<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla.sql"
match="#__" />

<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="sample_data.sql"
match="#__" />

<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla_user.sql"
match="#__" />

</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic db prefix"
defaultValue="public $dbprefix = '{Database Prefix}';" 
tags="Hidden,NoStore" >
<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$dbprefix[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<!--Prompts the user for the database username. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseAdministrator"
description="This can be the default MySQL username root, a username provided by your hosting provider, or one 
that you created in setting up your database server. "
defaultValue="root"
tags="MySQL, DbAdminUsername" >

</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database user's password. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseAdministratorPassword"
description="Using a password for the MySQL account is mandatory for site security. This is the same password 
used to access your database. This may be predefined by your hosting provider. "
tags="Password, MySQL, DbAdminPassword" >



tags="Password, MySQL, DbAdminPassword" >

</parameter>

<parameter name="Database Username"
description="Username to access your Joomla database"
defaultValue="joomlauser"
tags="MySQL, DbUsername">
<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForUser" />

</parameter>
<parameter name="Automatic Database Username"
defaultValue="public $user = '{Database Username}';"
tags="Hidden, MySQL">
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$user[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompts for the database password and fills it into the database scripts.The MySQL tag indicates it is a 
parameter required for MySQL, the DbUserPassword tag indicates this is a Db password -->
<parameter name="Database Password"
description="Password for your Joomla database"
tags="New, Password, MySQL, DbUserPassword">

<parameterValidation 
type = "RegularExpression" 
validationString = "(?=^.{8,}$)((?=.*\d)|(?=.*\W+))(?![.\n])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[a-z]).*$" /> 

<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForPassword" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic Database Password"
defaultValue="public $password = '{Database Password}';"
tags="Hidden, MySQL">
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$password[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the Load Sample data or not. -->
<parameter name="Load Sample Data"
description="Do you wish to load Sample Data"
defaultValue="Yes"
tags="MySQL,NoStore" >

<!-- This Regular expression ensures that ENUM data type is used -->
<parameterValidation type="Enumeration" validationString="Yes,No"/>

<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="sample_data.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForSampleDataFlag" />

</parameter>

<!-- This is the hidden admin connection string used to run the database scripts. -->



<parameter name="ConnectionString"
description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request."
defaultValue="Server={DatabaseServer};Database={DatabaseName};uid={DatabaseAdministrator};Pwd=
{DatabaseAdministratorPassword};"
tags="Hidden,MySQLConnectionString,validate" >

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="dbmysql"
match="install.sql" />

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="dbmysql"
match="joomla.sql" />

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="dbmysql"
match="joomla_user.sql" />

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="dbmysql"
match="sample_data.sql"
/>
</parameter>

<!-- Prompt user for Joomla Site Name -->

<parameter name="Website Name"
description="Name your Website(i.e., Joomla , XYZ company)"
defaultValue="My XYZ Website" tags="NoStore" >

<parameterValidation type = "RegularExpression" validationString = "^[^\']*$" />

</parameter>
<parameter name="Automatic Website Name1"
defaultValue="public $fromname = '{Website Name}';" tags="Hidden,NoStore" >
<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$fromname[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic Website Name2"
defaultValue="public $sitename = '{Website Name}';" tags="Hidden,NoStore" >
<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$sitename[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompt user for Joomla Administrator username-->

<parameter name="Site Administrator"
description="Joomla Site Administrator Username . You can access the Joomla! Administrator area using 
http://www.yourwebsite.com/administrator or Using Clicking on Main Menu-->Administrator Link ."
defaultValue="admin" tags="NoStore" >

<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla_user.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForAdminUser" />

</parameter>



<!-- Prompt user for Joomla Site Administrator password -->

<parameter name="Site Administrator Password"
description="Joomla Site Administrator Password must be atleast 8 characters in length with atleast one lower 
case/uppercase letter and atleast one special character/numeric"
tags="New,Password,NoStore" >

<!-- This Regular Expression ensures that Passwords will contain at least (1) upper case letter/at least (1) 
lower case letter, at least (1) number or special character, and be least (8) characters in length. -->
<parameterValidation
type = "RegularExpression"
validationString = "(?=^.{8,}$)((?=.*\d)|(?=.*\W+))(?![.\n])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[a-z]).*$" />

<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla_user.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForAdminPass" />

</parameter>

<!-- Prompt user for Joomla Site Administrator's Email -->

<parameter name="Site Administrator Email"
description="Joomla Site Administrator Email(Eg: john@example.com , john.adam@example.com)" tags="NoStore">

<!-- This Regular Expression ensures that Administrator Email address is a valid email address -->
<parameterValidation
type="RegularExpression"
validationString="^([a-zA-Z0-9_\.\-\+])+\@(([a-zA-Z0-9\-])+\.)+([a-zA-Z0-9]{2,4})+"/>

<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="joomla_user.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForAdminEmail" />

</parameter>

<!--Hidden Fields -->
<parameter
name="FTPDisabled"
description="Disable FTP configuration (Default setting)"
defaultValue="0"
tags="Hidden,NoStore"
>

</parameter>

<!--Hidden Fields -->
<parameter
name="Automatic FTPDisabled"
defaultValue="public $ftp_enable = '{FTPDisabled}';"
tags="Hidden,NoStore"
>
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="configuration.php"
match="public[\s]*\$ftp_enable[\s]*=[\s]*'([^']*)';"
/>
</parameter>

</parameters>

Sample install.sql file



USE PlaceHolderForDb;

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user ;

CREATE PROCEDURE add_user()
BEGIN
DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR 1044 BEGIN END;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON PlaceHolderForDb.* to 'PlaceHolderForUser'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 
'PlaceHolderForPassword';
FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
END
//

CALL add_user() //

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user //

Sample web.config file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <defaultDocument>
      <!-- Set the default document -->
      <files>
        <remove value="index.php" />
        <add value="index.php" />
      </files>
    </defaultDocument>
    <rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Imported Rule 1" stopProcessing="true">
          <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAny">
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="mosConfig_[a-zA-Z_]{1,21}(=|\%3D)" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="base64_encode.*\(.*\)" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(\&lt;|%3C).*script.*(\>|%3E)" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="GLOBALS(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="_REQUEST(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})" ignoreCase="false" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="CustomResponse" url="index.php" statusCode="403" statusReason="Forbidden" 
statusDescription="Forbidden" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="Imported Rule 2">
          <match url="(.*)" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" pattern="" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" pattern="" ignoreCase="false" 
/>
            <add input="{URL}" negate="true" pattern="^/index.php" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{URL}" pattern="(/|\.php|\.html|\.htm|\.feed|\.pdf|\.raw|/[^.]*)$" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
      </rules>
    </rewrite>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>
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Sample manifest.xml file
<msdeploy.iisapp>
 <!-- iisapp path identifies the subdirectory in the ZIP file which contains all of the application files 
   -->
 <iisapp path="BlogEngine" />

 <!-- setAcl with no setAclResourceType set will default to setting an ACL on a directory.  We are setting an 
ACL here for the App_Data directory that requires the following permissions : ReadAndExecute,Write,Delete
   -->
 <setAcl path="BlogEngine/App_Data" setAclAccess="ReadAndExecute,Write,Delete" />
</msdeploy.iisapp>

Sample parameters.xml
<parameters>

<parameter name="Application Path" description="Full site path where you would like to install your application 
(i.e., Default Web Site/blogengine)" defaultValue="Default Web Site/blogengine" tags="iisapp">
    <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="iisapp" match="BlogEngine" />
</parameter>

<!-- For every  ACL in the manifest.xml , an ACL parameter must exist -->
<!-- Here is the ACL parameter for the App_Data directory -->

<parameter name="SetAclParameter1" description="Automatically sets write access for the app" defaultValue="
{Application Path}/App_Data" tags="Hidden">
    <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="BlogEngine/App_Data" /> 
</parameter>

</parameters>

by Steve Jacobson

This is a set of sample files you could use with Blogengine .NET and the Web Deployment tool for deploying it on
IIS. The manifest.xml  and parameters.xml  here are used to set the appropriate permissions and deploy the files to
a web server . This application uses a file data store within App_Data direcotry and hence requires that this
directory have ReadAndExecute,Write,Delete permissions .

The files are annotated with comments that explain specific lines in the files you'll need to customize for your
configuration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/blogengine-net-sample-files.md
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Sample manifest.xml file
<MSDeploy.iisApp> 
  <!-- Copies content from path into the destination specified in parameters.xml and marks as an app in IIS 
5.1, 6.0 and 7.x -->
  <iisapp path="gsp" />

  <!-- Set NTFS ACLs on the destination specified in parameters.xml -->
  <setAcl path="gsp/App_Data" setAclAccess="Modify" />
  <setAcl path="gsp/gs/mediaobjects" setAclAccess="Modify" />

<!-- _SqlMembership.txt is being added to the distribution. The installer writes the admin username and 
password to this file. This file has two lines in it: 
  ==============================
  PlaceholderForAdminUser
  PlaceholderForAdminPassword
  ==============================
  
  -->

  <setAcl 
    path="gsp/App_Data/_SqlMembership.txt" 
    setAclAccess="Modify" 
    setAclResourceType="File" 
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" 
    /> 
</MSDeploy.iisApp>

Sample parameters.xml file
<parameters>
  <parameter
    name="Application Path"
    description="Relative Path from the selected Web Site or Application under which to install Gallery Server 
Pro."
    defaultValue="gallery"
    tags="iisapp"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="iisapp" 
      match="gsp" 
      />
  </parameter>

by Steve Jacobson

This is a set of sample files you could use with Gallery Server Pro and the Web Deployment tool for deploying
Gallery Server Pro on IIS. You can include a custom _SqlMembership.txt  file to parameterize the Application's
admin username and password that can be used by the application to setup the application administrator
credentials.

The files are annotated with comments that explain specific lines in the files you'll need to customize for your
configuration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/gallery-server-pro-sample-files.md


  <!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the 
  application path filled in by the user.

  Note the '$' at the end of the match in the parameterEntry below.
  This is important, as there is another ACL set on a file underneath
  App_Data.  If the '$' isn't there, the regex will match *both* the
  setAcl directives in the manifest, preventing the second setAcl
  parameter from working.
  -->
  <parameter 
    name="SetAcl1" 
    description="Automatically sets write access for the App_Data path" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/App_Data" 
    tags="hidden"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="setAcl" 
      match="gsp/App_Data$" 
      />
  </parameter>

  <!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -
->
  <parameter 
    name="SetAcl2" 
    description="Automatically sets write access for the app" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/gs/mediaobjects" 
    tags="hidden"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="setAcl" 
      match="gsp/gs/mediaobjects" 
      />
  </parameter>

  <!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -
->
  <parameter 
    name="SetAcl3" 
    description="Automatically sets write access for the app" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/App_Data/_SqlMembership.txt" 
    tags="hidden"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="setAcl" 
      match="gsp/App_Data/_SqlMembership.txt" 
      />
  </parameter> 

  <!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -
->
  <parameter 
    name="SetAcl4" 
    description="Automatically sets write access for the app" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/App_Data/install_temp" 
    tags="hidden"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="setAcl" 
      match="gsp/App_Data/install_temp" 
      />
  </parameter>
 <!--  Parameters to prompt for Gallery server pro administrator credentials to be created during install  -->
<parameter name="Gallery Server Pro Administrator Name" description="Please provide a user name to use for 



<parameter name="Gallery Server Pro Administrator Name" description="Please provide a user name to use for 
administering Gallery Server Pro" defaultValue="Admin" tags="NoStore">
<parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="gsp\\App_Data\\_SqlMembership.txt" match="PlaceholderForAdminName" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Gallery Server Pro Administrator Password" description="Please provide a password for the 
administrator" tags="password,New,NoStore">
<parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="gsp\\App_Data\\_SqlMembership.txt" match="PlaceholderForAdminPassword" 
/>
</parameter>

</parameters>

Sample App_Data\_SqlMembership.txt file
PlaceholderForAdminName
PlaceholderForAdminPassword
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Frequently Asked Questions

by Sunitha Muthukrishna

Here is a list of frequently asked questions designed to provide a better understanding of the Windows Web App
Gallery Submission and validation processes.

Q. How do I submit my Web Application to Windows Web Application Gallery?
A. You can submit your application at the following URL:

Windows Web App Gallery for Developers
http://webgallery.microsoft.com

Q. Is my web application qualified to be part of Windows Web Application Gallery?
A. Your web application must satisfy the following principles in order to be a part of Web Application Gallery. If you
have more questions, please contact appgal@microsoft.com.

Q. How long does it take for the Web Application Gallery Team to validate the application?
A. Once the application is submitted, it will take 3-5 business days for us to validate the application and send you
the status. You can review our process at the following URL:

Windows Web Application Gallery Link Addition Process Walkthrough
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/windows-web-application-gallery-link-
addition-process-walkthrough

Q. How do I build a package for Web Application Gallery?
A. Please refer to these articles to build a package for Web Application Gallery:

Packaging Guidelines
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/package-an-application-for-the-windows-
web-application-gallery
Reference for Web Application Gallery
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/reference-for-the-web-application-package

Q. How can I verify my web application package?
A. You can verify your application package with Sniffer Installer Reporter (S IR) for Application Gallery; you can find
instructions for downloading and using the SIR tool at the following URL:

Sniffer.Installer.Reporter (SIR) for Application Gallery
https://blogs.iis.net/kateroh/archive/2010/01/25/sniffer-installer-reporter-sir-for-application-gallery.aspx

Please report any issues to appgal@microsoft.com.

Q. How do I submit an application to Azure App Gallery?
A. If you are already a part of Windows Web Application Gallery, then please contact appgal@microsoft.com for
more information on Azure App Gallery. If you are not part of the Windows Web Application Gallery, we request
you to submit your application to Windows Web Application Gallery for review. Please do send an email to
appgal@microsoft.com notifying us about your interest in the Azure App Gallery. We shall respond within 3-5
business days.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/frequently-asked-questions.md
https://github.com/SunBuild
http://webgallery.microsoft.com/
mailto:appgal@microsoft.com
https://blogs.iis.net/kateroh/archive/2010/01/25/sniffer-installer-reporter-sir-for-application-gallery.aspx
mailto:appgal@microsoft.com
mailto:appgal@microsoft.com
mailto:appgal@microsoft.com


Q. How do I test my application for Windows App Gallery?
A. To test your article, please refer the following article:

Testing a Web Application Zip Package for Inclusion with the Web Application Gallery
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/testing-a-web-application-zip-package-for-
inclusion-with-the-web-application-gallery

You can use also the Web PI command line tool to test the application. We recommend that you test your
application with Web PI and WebMatrix for the following :

1. The application must install successfully onto IIS
2. The application must install successfully onto WebMatrix (IIS Express)
3. If you application has a database, you should be able to view the database in WebMatrix
4. Publish your application to a remote site using WebMatrix
5. Download your application to the local site created on WebMatrix

Q. How do I build a custom feed for Web Platform Installer?
A. First, please make sure you are using the latest version of Web PI. You can find a sample custom feed as a part
of the following article:

Testing a Web Application Zip Package for Inclusion with the Web Application Gallery
https://www.iis.net/learn/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/testing-a-web-application-zip-package-for-
inclusion-with-the-web-application-gallery

You can update the custom feed sample for your applications, and make sure that the following changes have been
made so that you application is shown in Web PI:

Update <productId> (This must be unique)
Update <Title>
Update <Version>
Update the <installerURL>
Update <SHA1> hash
Update <fileSize>
If your application requires uses SQL or MySQL or both, add the appropriate Keywords in <keywords>:

<keywordId>SQL<keywordId>
<keywordId>MySQL>keywordId>

If you are still seeing issues with the custom feed from loading in Web PI or are facing any other issues please
email us at appgal@microsoft.com.

Q. My Application is already in the Windows Web App Gallery, how do I submit an update for my
application?
If your application version is the same then update the existing submission with the following as listed below and
submit it to Web App Gallery through the submission form:

Include any metadata changes such as Description, Brief Description, etc., if needed
Update the package URL
Update the SHA1 hash

If you application version is different than the one that is live, you should create a new submission for the
Application and submit it to Web App Gallery through the submission form. Please note the process from
submission to live can take 3-5 business days.

https://blogs.iis.net/satishl/archive/2011/01/26/webpi-command-line.aspx
mailto:appgal@microsoft.com
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/submit.aspx
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Sample manifest.xml file
<MSDeploy.iisApp>
 <iisApp path="mediawiki-1.15.1"/>
 <setAcl path="mediawiki-1.15.1/config" setAclAccess="Modify" setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" />
</MSDeploy.iisApp>

Sample parameters.xml file

by Steve Jacobson

This is a set of sample files you could use with MediaWiki and the Web Deployment tool for deploying MediaWiki
on IIS. The files are annotated with comments that explain specific lines in the files you'll need to customize for
your configuration.

MediaWiki has an installation routine that takes care of creating the database using database super user privileges,
so there is no requirement for using the Web Deployment Tool for that. However, MediaWiki could be set up to
create the database from the Web Deployment Tool if that was prefered.

In addition, the MediaWiki installation routine creates the configuration file "LocalSettings.php" in the config sub
directory. This requires the user to access the Operating System through either a command line, or the Explorer, to
move the LocalSettings.php file to the application root. It might be worth investigating whether or not moving all
of the steps for creating the database and LocalSettings.php file into the Web Deployment Tool would be worth the
effort. The benfit would be that when the Web Deployment Tool (Or Web Platform Installer calling the WDT) was
finished, the Wiki would be completely configured and ready for use. Or at least ready for the remaining system
tests to be performed, and then to have the Wiki be used. The work invovled would be converting the PHP
parameterization to WDT parameterization. The potential risk is that if the installation needed to change in any
significant way, the change would have to be made in the MediaWiki installer, and in the WDT configuration files.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/mediawiki-sample-files.md


<parameters>
  <parameter 
    name="Application Path" 
    description="Full site path where you would like to install your application (i.e., Default Web 
Site/mediawiki)" 
    defaultValue="Default Web Site/mediawiki" 
    tags="iisapp"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="iisapp" 
      match="mediawiki-1.15.1" 
      />
  </parameter> 
  <parameter 
    name="SetAcl1" 
    description="Automatically sets write access for the application" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/config" 
    tags="Hidden"
    >
    <parameterEntry 
      type="ProviderPath" 
      scope="setAcl" 
      match="mediawiki-1.15.1/config" 
      />
  </parameter>

</parameters>

Sample web.config file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <defaultDocument>
      <files>
        <remove value="index.php" />
        <add value="index.php" />
      </files>
    </defaultDocument>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>
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Sample manifest.xml file
<msdeploy.iisApp>
<!-- iisapp path identifies the subdirectory in the ZIP file which contains all of the application files --> 
<iisApp path="umbraco" />
<!--ACLs for the files and the directories listed below will be overridden from Modify to the respective 
permission mention in the provider below
--> <setAcl path="umbraco/app_data" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/app_plugins" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/areas" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/bin" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/content" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/scripts" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/views" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<setAcl path="umbraco/web.config" setAclResourceType="File" setAclAccess="Read, Write, Modify" />
<!-- dbfullsql path identifies the SQL script file that will be executed for database setup. In this app's 
case, the script is being used to create the database user for the application  .  Runs SQL script to create 
login and assign permissions, requires transacted="false" -->
<dbfullsql path="createlogin.sql" transacted="false" /><dbfullsql path="createuser.sql" transacted="false" /> 
</msdeploy.iisApp>

Sample parameters.xml file
<parameters>
<parameter name="Application Path" description="It is recommended that Umbraco be installed as a web site 
root. Leave this parameter empty." tags="iisapp">
<parameterValidation type="AllowEmpty" />
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="iisapp" match="^umbraco$" />
</parameter> 
<!-- Set ACL parameters for Umbraco cms 5 -->
 <!-- This is the parameter that is used to set ACLs, it's set to the application path filled in by the user -
->

<parameter name="SetAclWebConfig" description="Sets the ACL on the web.config file" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/web.config" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/web.config$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclAppData" description="Sets the ACL on the /app_data/ folder" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/app_data" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/app_data$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclAppPlugins" description="Sets the ACL on the /app_plugins/ folder" defaultValue="
{Application Path}/app_plugins" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/app_plugins$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclAreas" description="Sets the ACL on the /areas/ folder" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/areas" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/areas$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclBin" description="Sets the ACL on the /bin/ folder" defaultValue="{Application 

by Sunitha Muthukrishna

This is a set of sample files you could use with Umbraco CMS 5 and the Web Deployment tool for deploying
Umbraco against a SQL Express/SQL Azure database or SQL CE database.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/windows-web-application-gallery/umbraco-cms-sample-files.md
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Path}/bin" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/bin$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclContent" description="Sets the ACL on the /content/ folder" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/content" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/content$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclScripts" description="Sets the ACL on the /scripts/" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/scripts" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/scripts$" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SetAclViews" description="Sets the ACL on the /views/ folder" defaultValue="{Application 
Path}/views" tags="Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="^umbraco/views$" />
</parameter> 
<!--Database Information -->
<parameter name="Database Server" description="Location of your database server." defaultValue=".\sqlexpress" 
tags="DBServer, SQL">

</parameter>
<parameter name="Database Name" description="Name of the database for your application." 
defaultValue="umbraco" tags="DBName, SQL"> 
</parameter>
<parameter name="Database Username" description="User name to access you application database." 
defaultValue="umbracouser" tags="SQL, DbUsername">
<parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="createlogin.sql" match="PlaceHolderForUser" />
<parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="createuser.sql" match="PlaceHolderForUser" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="Database Password" description="Enter Password for the Database Username. Please ensure that 
Passwords contain at least (1) upper
case letter, at least (1) lower case letter, at least (1) number or special character, and be least (8) 
characters in length" tags="New, Password, SQL, DbUserPassword">
<parameterValidation type = "RegularExpression" validationString = "(?=^.{8,}$)((?=.*\d)|(?=.*\W+))(?![.\n])(?
=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[a-z]).*$" />
<parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="createlogin.sql" match="PlaceHolderForPassword" />
</parameter>   
<!-- Prompts for the admin creds and uses it for the administrator connection string. This is used to create a 
login and assign permissions. The SQL tag indicates it is a parameter required for SQL. 
The DbAdminUsername tag indicates it should be used when the user is creating a new database. 
If they're not, it can be filled in with the DbUsername value. -->
<parameter name="Database Administrator" description="Administrator username for your database." 
defaultValue="sa" tags="SQL, DbAdminUsername">

</parameter>
<!-- Prompts for the admin password and uses it for the administrator connection string. 
This is used to create a login and assign permissions. The SQL tags indicates it is a parameter required for 
SQL. 
The DbAdminPassword tag indicates it should be used when the user is creating a new database. 
If they're not, it can be filled in with the DbUserPassword value. -->
<parameter name="Database Administrator Password" description="Password that is associated with the database 
administrator account." tags="Password, SQL, DbAdminPassword">
</parameter>
<!-- This is the hidden connection string will create the database user for the application database  -->
<parameter name="Connection String Master" description="Automatically sets the connection string for the 
connection request." defaultValue="Server={Database Server};Database=MASTER;uid={Database Administrator};Pwd=
{Database Administrator Password};" tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,NoStore">

<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="createlogin.sql" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="Connection String for Config" description="Connection string to enter into config" 
defaultValue="server={Database Server};database={Database Name};uid={Database Administrator};Pwd={Database 
Administrator Password};" tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString">
<parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="createuser.sql" />
</parameter>
<!-- This is the hidden connection string when SQL CE database is used -->
<parameter name="SQLCE Database Location" defaultValue="Data Source=|DataDirectory|Umbraco.sdf" tags="SQLCE, 
Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="XmlFile" scope="\\App_Data\\Umbraco\\HiveConfig\\web.config" 
match="/configuration/connectionStrings/add[@name='nhibernate.ConnString']/@connectionString" /></parameter>



<parameter name="SQLCE Database Provider" defaultValue="System.Data.SqlServerCe.4.0" tags="SQLCE, Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="XmlFile" scope="\\App_Data\\Umbraco\\HiveConfig\\web.config" 
match="/configuration/connectionStrings/add[@name='nhibernate.ConnString']/@providerName" />
</parameter>
<parameter name="SQLCE Database Driver" defaultValue="MsSqlCe4" tags="SQLCE, Hidden">
<parameterEntry type="XmlFile" scope="\\App_Data\\Umbraco\\HiveConfig\\web.config" 
match="/configuration/umbraco/persistenceProviderSettings/nhibernate/@driver" />
</parameter>
</parameters>

Sample createlogin.sql Script
/**********************************************************************/
/* CreateLogin.SQL */
/* Creates a login */
/* This scripts runs on master to create login */
/* Supports SQL Server and SQL AZURE */
/**********************************************************************/

-- Add here a test to be sure the login does not exist
-- Create login

CREATE LOGIN PlaceHolderForUser WITH PASSWORD = 'PlaceHolderForPassword'

Sample createlogin.sql Script
/**********************************************************************/
/* CreateUser.SQL */
/* Creates a user and makes the user a member of db roles */
/* This script runs against the User database */
/* Supports SQL Server and SQL AZURE */
/**********************************************************************/

-- Create database user and map to login
-- and add user to the datareader, datawriter, ddladmin and 
securityadmin roles
--

CREATE USER PlaceHolderForUser FOR LOGIN PlaceHolderForUser;
GO
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_ddladmin', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_securityadmin', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datareader', PlaceHolderForUser;
EXEC sp_addrolemember 'db_datawriter', PlaceHolderForUser;
GO
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Sample manifest.xml file

by Sunitha Muthukrishna

This is a set of sample files you could use with Wordpress and the Web Deployment tool for deploying Wordpress
onto IIS. The files are annotated with comments that explain specific lines in the files you'll need to customize for
your configuration.
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<msdeploy.iisapp>
  <!-- iisapp path identifies the subdirectory in the ZIP file which
  contains all of the application files 
  -->
  <iisApp path="wordpress" />
  <!-- dbmysql path identifies the SQL script file that will be executed
  for database setup.  In this app's case, the script is being used
  to create the database user for the application
  -->
  <dbmysql path="install.sql" /> 
   
  <!-- alias is used to make a copy of a distribution file to a location
  where it will be used.  Note that when you specify the Application
  name in the "to" attribute, you should specify the full path using
  the value of iisapp above for the root.  Alias doesn't actually
  copy the file within the package.  It creates an alias to the 
  original file using the new file's path and name.  This alias then
  gets copied to the file system as if it were a real file within
  the package
  -->
    <alias from="wordpress/wp-config-sample.php" to="wordpress/wp-config.php" />
 
  <!-- setAcl with a setAclResourceType of "File" is used to set the access
  privileges for a file within the application.  In this case, the 
  ACL is being set on the configuration file that was created after the
  alias above was copied to disk.  This will enable the application to
  write to the configuration file as needed.  
  We highly recommend setting Writable permission to only those directories that require this permission  
setting.
  -->
  
  <setAcl 
    path="wordpress/wp-content"   
    setAclAccess="Modify"
    setAclUser="anonymousAuthenticationUser" 
    />
  <!-- setAcl with no setAclResourceType set will default to setting an ACL
  on a directory.  We are setting an ACL here for the files directory.
  This directory is used to store files that are uploaded for the 
  application
  -->
  <!-- NOTE - with setAcl, the setAclUser can be explicitly set, or you can
  use the alias 'anonymousAuthenticationUser'.  This should be used in
  all situations, unless your application has a dependency on a specific
  OS user for access to these resources.

  Modify access includes Read and Write as well.  For a full breakdown
  on user rights, check out this article on MSDN:
  http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.security.accesscontrol.filesystemrights.aspx
  -->

</msdeploy.iisapp>

Sample parameters.xml file
<parameters>

<!-- Prompts where to copy the content files and takes a web site path (such as "contoso.com/app"). -->
<parameter name="ApplicationPath"
description="Full site path you would like to install your application to(i.e. Default Web Site/joomla)."
defaultValue="Default Web Site/wordpress"
tags="iisapp" >

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"



scope="iisapp"
match="wordpress" />
</parameter>

<!-- Setting ACL parameters for Wordpress content directory as mentioned in the manifest.xml -->

<parameter name="SetAclParameter1"
description="Sets the ACL on wp-content directory "
defaultValue="{ApplicationPath}/wp-content"
tags="Hidden" >

<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="setAcl"
match="wordpress/wp-content"/>
</parameter>

<!-- Database Parameters -->

<!-- Prompts the user for the database server name.-->
<!-- Note that this parameter has only one parameterEntry element. This parameter is used with the 
configuration file and the connection string. It is not used within the SQL script itself like the other 
paramters are. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseServer"
description="This is usually localhost or a host name provided by the hosting provider."
defaultValue="localhost"
tags="MySQL, dbServer" >

<!-- Parameter substitution -->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForServer" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic DatabaseServer"
defaultValue="define\('DB_HOST', '{DatabaseServer}'\);"
tags="Hidden, MySQL" >
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="wp-config.php"
match="define\('DB_HOST', '[^']*'\);" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database name. -->
<parameter name="DatabaseName"
description="Database Name for your application. Please note database name must start with a letter and must be 
in lowercase along. You can also use numerals and underscore(_)."
defaultValue="wordpressdb"
tags="MySQL, dbName" >
<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForDb" />

</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database name. -->
<parameter name="Automatic DatabaseName"
defaultValue="define('DB_NAME', '{DbName}');"
tags="Hidden, MySQL" >
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="wp-config.php"
match="define\('DB_NAME', '[^']*'\);" />
</parameter> 



<!--Prompts the user for the database username. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseAdministrator"
description="This can be the default MySQL username root, a username provided by your hosting provider, or one 
that you created in setting up your database server. "
defaultValue="root"
tags="MySQL, DbAdminUsername" >

</parameter>

<!-- Prompts the user for the database user's password. -->

<parameter name="DatabaseAdministratorPassword"
description="Using a password for the MySQL account is mandatory for site security. This is the same password 
used to access your database. This may be predefined by your hosting provider. "
tags="Password, MySQL, DbAdminPassword" >

</parameter>

<parameter name="Database Username"
description="Username to access your Wordpress database"
defaultValue="joomlauser"
tags="MySQL, DbUsername">
<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForUser" />

</parameter>
<parameter name="Automatic Database Username"
defaultValue="define('DB_USER', '{DbUsername}');"
tags="Hidden, MySQL">
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="wp-config.php"
match="define\('DB_USER', '[^']*'\);" />
</parameter>

<!-- Prompts for the database password and fills it into the database scripts.The MySQL tag indicates it is a 
parameter required for MySQL, the DbUserPassword tag indicates this is a Db password -->
<parameter name="Database Password"
description="Password for your Wordpress database"
tags="New, Password, MySQL, DbUserPassword">

<!-- Parameter substitution-->
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="install.sql"
match="PlaceHolderForPassword" />
</parameter>

<parameter name="Automatic Database Password"
defaultValue="define('DB_PASSWORD', '{DbPassword}');"
tags="Hidden, MySQL">
<parameterEntry
type="TextFile"
scope="wp-config.php"
match="define\('DB_PASSWORD', '[^']*'\);" />
</parameter>

<!-- This is the hidden admin connection string used to run the database scripts. -->

<parameter name="ConnectionString"
description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request."
defaultValue="Server={DatabaseServer};Database={DatabaseName};uid={DatabaseAdministrator};Pwd=
{DatabaseAdministratorPassword};"
tags="Hidden,MySQLConnectionString" >



<parameterEntry
type="ProviderPath"
scope="dbmysql"
match="install.sql" />

</parameter>

</parameters>

Sample install.sql file
USE PlaceHolderForDb;

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user ;

CREATE PROCEDURE add_user()
BEGIN
DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR 1044 BEGIN END;
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON PlaceHolderForDb.* to 'PlaceHolderForUser'@'PlaceHolderForServer' IDENTIFIED BY 
'PlaceHolderForPassword';
FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
END
//

CALL add_user() //

DROP PROCEDURE IF EXISTS add_user //
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Installing and Publishing Acquia Drupal
Q: How do I install Acquia Drupal?Q: How do I install Acquia Drupal?

Q: How do I publish my Acquia Drupal website?Q: How do I publish my Acquia Drupal website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "The service is unavailable" error when browsing to the website?Q: Why do I get a "The service is unavailable" error when browsing to the website?

: / @ + ( ) ? = &

by Faith A

WebMatrix Beta supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Acquia Drupal, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix Beta and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Acquia Drupal in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.
6. Note: If you use a database name, username or password that contains certain special characters, you will

receive an error when browsing to the application. Follow the workaround listed below..

A: To publish a Acquia Drupal website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: You will see this error if you are publishing to a database server where the database name, username or
password contains the following special characters:

This is because those characters are used by the application to parse the file, so it fails unless the characters are
escaped properly.

To resolve this issue, it is recommended that you use your hosting control panel to change your password to one
without the special characters.

If this is not possible, you can workaround the issue by creating a copy of the settings.php that will be used for the
remote web site:

1. Go to the Files workspace.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/acquia-drupal-faq.md


2. Navigate to the /sites/default folder.
3. Copy and paste the settings.php file to create a copy.
4. Rename the settings - Copy.php file to settings.php.local.

$db_url (not * $db_url)

$db_url = 'mysql://username:pass@/word@server/databasename';

$db_url = 'mysql://username:pass%40%2fword@server/databasename';

7. Click Save on the Quick Access Toolbar or press Ctrl + S.

10. You will need to switch these files every time you publish.

5. Open settings.php and find the line that begins with.

6. Change the line to escape special characters, you will find the hex replacements listed in settings.php.

For example, change the following line:

to:

8. Using a text editor, modify the WebMatrix Beta parameters file so that the Publish will not incorrectly replace
this value:

a. In Windows Explorer, navigate to %userprofile%\appdata\
b. First, make a copy of the parameters.xml file as a backup.
c. Open parameters.xml in a text or XML editor.

<parameter name="db_url in default settings php" description="DB URL in default settings php" 
defaultValue="*/ $db_url = 'mysql://{Database Username}:{Database Password}@{Database 
Server}/{Database Name}';" tags="Hidden">
 <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="\\sites\\default\\settings.php" 
match="\*/\n*\s*\$db_url[^;]*;" />
</parameter>

<!-- <parameterEntry kind="TextFile" scope="\\sites\\default\\settings.php" 
match="\*/\n*\s*\$db_url[^;]*;" /> -->

f. Save the changes to the file.
g. Publish again.
h. After publishing, browse to your remote web site to verify that the application works.

d. Find the below lines:

e. Comment out the <parameterEntry> line:

9. To switch to the local settings.php so that the application works on your client machine:

a. Rename settings.php to settings.php.remote.
b. Rename settings.php.local to settings.php.
c. Click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default web browser.
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Installing and Publishing AtomSite
Q: How do I install AtomSite?Q: How do I install AtomSite?

Q: How do I publish my AtomSite website?Q: How do I publish my AtomSite website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install AtomSite, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find AtomSite in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a AtomSite website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Some links in AtomSite are broken after you download a published site
Workaround: This is a known issue. A workaround is to perform a string replace for service.config, users.config,
and all .xml files of the remote URL string (i.e. "http://myhost.com/atomsite") to the local one (i.e.
"http://localhost:1239").

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/atomsite-faq.md
http://myhost.com/atomsite
http://localhost:1239/
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Installing and Publishing BlogEngine.NET
Q: How do I install BlogEngine.NET?Q: How do I install BlogEngine.NET?

Q: How do I publish my BlogEngine.NET website?Q: How do I publish my BlogEngine.NET website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a validation error when trying to edit or add blog posts?Q: Why do I get a validation error when trying to edit or add blog posts?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install BlogEngine.NET, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Blogs category on the left-hand side.
3. Find BlogEngine.NET in the list and install it.

A: To publish a BlogEngine.NET website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Because BlogEngine.NET has a default connection string that is not used, you will need to enter a fake

connection string.
For example: "Data Source=empty;database=empty;uid=empty;pwd=empty"

4. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
5. Click Publish.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue. Make sure that you do not select the database to be published.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool or you
changed your local site to run in .NET 4, you will receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0.

Error: Ooops! An unexpected error has occurred.

The error will also contain the message: "A potentially dangerous Request.Form value was detected from the
client (ctl00$cphAdmin$txtContent$TinyMCE1$txtContent="

To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/blogenginenet-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing dasBlog
Q: How do I install dasBlog?Q: How do I install dasBlog?

Q: How do I publish my dasBlog website?Q: How do I publish my dasBlog website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install dasBlog, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find dasBlog in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.

A: To publish a dasBlog website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/dasblog-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing DotNetNuke Community Edition
Q: How do I install DotNetNuke Community Edition?Q: How do I install DotNetNuke Community Edition?

Q: How do I publish my DotNetNuke Community Edition website?Q: How do I publish my DotNetNuke Community Edition website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install DotNetNuke Community Edition, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find DotNetNuke® Community Edition in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a DotNetNuke Community Edition website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Some links are not visible in DotNetNuke after publishing or downloading the site. If you publish or
download a DotNetNuke site, you may need to clear the cache to get the new links to appear on the site.

Workaround:

1. Log in as Host.
2. Go to the host menu and select "Host Settings"
3. Scroll down and expand the "Performance Settings" under "Advanced Settings"
4. Click the "Clear Cache" Link for pages.
5. Go to the bottom of the page and restart the application.

Issue: "Download published site…" fails with a database error
If you try to download an application from a server and you have administrator credentials in the database
connection string in the Publish Settings dialog, you may see this error in the publish log:
1:28:29 PM: An error occurred during execution of the database script. The approximate location of the error was
between lines '3260' and '3262' of the script. The verbose log may have more information about the error. The
command started with :

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/dotnetnuke-community-edition-faq.md


1:28:29 PM: CREATE LOGIN [MACHINE\Administrator] FROM WINDOW
1:28:29 PM: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=178587

Workaround:

Publish the site in the first place using non-administrator credentials for the database in Publish Settings.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=178587
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Installing and Publishing Gallery
Q: How do I install Gallery?Q: How do I install Gallery?

Q: How do I publish my Gallery website?Q: How do I publish my Gallery website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Gallery, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Galleries category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Gallery in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Gallery website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Gallery gives a "Service is unavailable" error after publishing
Workound: In WebMatrix, click Publish Settings and add a slash "" after the server name. Publish the application
again.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/gallery-faq.md


Gallery Server Pro FAQ
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Installing and Publishing Gallery Server Pro
Q: How do I install Gallery Server Pro?Q: How do I install Gallery Server Pro?

Q: How do I publish my Gallery Server Pro website?Q: How do I publish my Gallery Server Pro website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Gallery Server Pro, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Galleries category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Gallery Server Pro in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Gallery Server Pro website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/gallery-server-pro-faq.md


NOTENOTE

Q: Why do I get a JavaScript error when trying to browse my website?Q: Why do I get a JavaScript error when trying to browse my website?

For security reasons, this error will contain less information when you browse to your web site on a remote machine.

To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.

A: If your web site's application pool is configured to run in Classic mode, you will receive this error because
Gallery Server Pro requires Integrated mode. You will also see the following error message displayed:

Error: JavaScript error 'dgLogin' is undefined.

To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your application pool to Integrated mode.



Joomla! FAQ
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Installing and Publishing Joomla
Q: How do I install Joomla?Q: How do I install Joomla?

Q: How do I publish my Joomla website?Q: How do I publish my Joomla website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Joomla, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Joomla! in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Joomla website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/joomla-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing Kentico CMS
Q: How do I install Kentico CMS?Q: How do I install Kentico CMS?

Q: How do I publish my Kentico CMS website?Q: How do I publish my Kentico CMS website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Kentico CMS, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Kentico CMS for ASP.NET in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Kentico CMS website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Once Kentico is published, you need to add a license and update the domain in the published site for the
application to work correctly.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/kentico-cms-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing Kooboo CMS
Q: How do I install Kooboo CMS?Q: How do I install Kooboo CMS?

Q: How do I publish my Kooboo CMS website?Q: How do I publish my Kooboo CMS website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Kooboo CMS, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Kooboo CMS in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Kooboo CMS website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: You see a "Server Error" when browsing to the site

The application has 4 connection strings, but only 1 will be updated when publishing.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, use the following steps:

1. Using WebMatrix, create a copy of the web.config that will be used for the remote web site:

a. Go to the Files workspace.
b. Copy and paste the web.config to create a copy.
c. Rename Web - Copy.config to web.config.local.
d. Open web.config and make sure all connection strings use the same remote database server.
e. Click Save on the Quick Access Toolbar or press Ctrl + S.
f. Publish again.
g. After publishing, browse to your remote web site to verify that the application works.

2. To switch to the local web.config so that the application works on your client machine:

a. Rename web.config to web.config.remote.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/kooboo-cms-faq.md


3. You will need to switch these files every time you publish.

b. Rename web.config.local to web.config.
c. Click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default web browser.

Issue: "Download published site…" fails with a database error
If you try to download an application from a server and you have administrator credentials in the database
connection string in the Publish Settings dialog, you may see this error in the publish log:
1:28:29 PM: An error occurred during execution of the database script. The approximate location of the error was
between lines '3260' and '3262' of the script. The verbose log may have more information about the error. The
command started with :
1:28:29 PM: CREATE LOGIN [MACHINE\Administrator] FROM WINDOW
1:28:29 PM: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=178587
Workaround: Publish the site in the first place using non-administrator credentials for the database in Publish
Settings.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=178587
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Installing and Publishing Mayando
Q: How do I install Mayando?Q: How do I install Mayando?

Q: How do I publish my Mayando website?Q: How do I publish my Mayando website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Mayando, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Galleries category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Mayando in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Mayando website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/mayando-faq.md


To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.
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Installing and Publishing mojoPortal
Q: How do I install mojoPortal?Q: How do I install mojoPortal?

Q: How do I publish my mojoPortal website?Q: How do I publish my mojoPortal website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "We're sorry but a server error has occurred while processing..." message when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "We're sorry but a server error has occurred while processing..." message when browsing to my website?

Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install mojoPortal, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find mojoPortal in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a mojoPortal website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where your website is running in Medium trust (most hosting providers run in
Medium trust), you will see this error message.

To resolve this issue, use the following steps:

1. Go to the Files workspace.
2. Copy and paste the web.config file to create a copy.
3. Rename the web - Copy.config file to web.config.bak.
4. Renane web.mediumtrust.config to web.config.
5. Publish your website again.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/mojoportal-faq.md


To resolve this issue, use the following steps:

1. Use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.
2. Alternately, using WebMatrix, you can convert the application to use .NET 4:

a. Go to the Site workspace.
b. Open "Site Settings" by selecting the site node in the navigation pane.
c. Set the Framework version to .NET 4.
d. Click Save on the Quick Access Toolbar or press Ctrl + S.
e. Go to the Files workspace.
f. Rename web.config to web.config.bak.
g. Rename web.net4.config to web.config.
h. Click Run or press F12 to verify that the application works.
i. Publish again.
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Installing and Publishing Moodle
Q: How do I install Moodle?Q: How do I install Moodle?

Q: How do I publish my Moodle website?Q: How do I publish my Moodle website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Moodle, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Moodle in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Moodle website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Moodle website layout and links are broken after publishing
Workaround: Add a trailing slash ‘/' to the Site Name field in Publish Settings and publish again.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/moodle-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing My Web Pages Starter Kit
Q: How do I install My Web Pages Starter Kit?Q: How do I install My Web Pages Starter Kit?

Q: How do I publish my My Web Pages Starter Kit website?Q: How do I publish my My Web Pages Starter Kit website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install My Web Pages Starter Kit, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find My Web Pages Starter Kit in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a My Web Pages Starter Kit website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/my-web-pages-starter-kit-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing nopCommerce
Q: How do I install nopCommerce?Q: How do I install nopCommerce?

Q: How do I publish my nopCommerce website?Q: How do I publish my nopCommerce website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install nopCommerce, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the eCommerce category on the left-hand side.
3. Find nopCommerce in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a nopCommerce website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Publishing nopCommerce fails with a database error similar to this one: "Insert into the nop_log table failed"
Workaround: 1) In WebMatrix, click Run to start nopCommerce locally.
2) Log into the administration page
3) Click the "System" menu
4) Click the "Log" option.
5) Click the "Clear Log" button.
6) Publish nopCommerce again.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/nopcommerce-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing nService
Q: How do I install nService?Q: How do I install nService?

Q: How do I publish my nService website?Q: How do I publish my nService website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install nService, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Tools category on the left-hand side.
3. Find nService in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a nService website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/nservice-faq.md


To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.
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Installing and Publishing phpBB
Q: How do I install phpBB?Q: How do I install phpBB?

Q: How do I publish my phpBB website?Q: How do I publish my phpBB website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install phpBB, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Forums category on the left-hand side.
3. Find phpBB in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a phpBB website, use the following steps:

2. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
3. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
4. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
5. Click Publish.
6. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
7. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

1. Prior to publishing the application, you should remove the install directory or only the application's
administrative console will be available:

a. Go to the Files workspace.
b. In the navigation pane, select the directory called install and press the delete key.

Issue: phpBB gives a "Service is unavailable" error after publishing
Workound: In WebMatrix, click Publish Settings and add a slash "" after the server name. Publish the application
again.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/phpbb-faq.md


ResourceBlender.NET FAQ
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Installing and Publishing ResourceBlender.NET
Q: How do I install ResourceBlender.NET?Q: How do I install ResourceBlender.NET?

Q: How do I publish my ResourceBlender.NET website?Q: How do I publish my ResourceBlender.NET website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install ResourceBlender.NET, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Tools category on the left-hand side.
3. Find ResourceBlender.NET in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a ResourceBlender.NET website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/resourceblendernet-faq.md


To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.
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Installing and Publishing ScrewTurn Wiki
Q: How do I install ScrewTurn Wiki?Q: How do I install ScrewTurn Wiki?

Q: How do I publish my ScrewTurn Wiki website?Q: How do I publish my ScrewTurn Wiki website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install ScrewTurn Wiki, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Wiki category on the left-hand side.
3. Find ScrewTurn Wiki in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a ScrewTurn Wiki website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/screwturn-wiki-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing SilverStripe CMS
Q: How do I install SilverStripe CMS?Q: How do I install SilverStripe CMS?

Q: How do I publish my SilverStripe CMS website?Q: How do I publish my SilverStripe CMS website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install SilverStripe CMS, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find SilverStripe CMS in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a SilverStripe CMS website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Silverstripe CMS gives a "HTTP 500 PHP FCGI Error" when you download a published site
Workaround: Skip the silverstripe-cache/manifest_main in Publish Preview after you click on "Download
published site …". This file is used for caching purposes and is specific to each computer.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/silverstripe-cms-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing Sitefinity Community Edition
Q: How do I install Sitefinity Community Edition?Q: How do I install Sitefinity Community Edition?

Q: How do I publish my Sitefinity Community Edition website?Q: How do I publish my Sitefinity Community Edition website?

Common Issues
Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?Q: Why do I get a "500 Internal Server Error" when browsing to my website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Sitefinity Community Edition, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Sitefinity Community Edition in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

Note: If you choose MySQL during the browser installation process, you will need to update the web.config:

1. Go to the Files workspace.
2. Find the following entry:

<connectionStrings><add name="Sitefinity" connectionString="..." providerName="" /></connectionStrings>

3. Modify the providerName to work with MySQL:

<connectionStrings><add name="Sitefinity" connectionString="..." providerName="MySQL.Data.MySQLClient" />
</connectionStrings>

A: To publish a Sitefinity Community Edition website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. For the connection string, you need to copy the connection string from web.config (it will be pointing to a .mdf

file in your website) and paste it into the dialog, otherwise publishing will fail.
4. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
5. Click Publish.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

A: If you are publishing to a server where the web site is configured to run in a .NET 4 application pool, you will
receive this error because the application requires .NET 2.0. You will also see the following error message
displayed:

Error: The requested page cannot be accessed because the related configuration data for the page is invalid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/sitefinity-community-edition-faq.md


To resolve this issue, use your hosting control panel to set your .NET framework version to 2.0 or 3.5.



Subtext FAQ
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Installing and Publishing Subtext
Q: How do I install Subtext?Q: How do I install Subtext?

Q: How do I publish my Subtext website?Q: How do I publish my Subtext website?

Known Issues

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Subtext, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Blogs category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Subtext in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Subtext website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Issue: Subtext gives a "Server Error in '/' Application" when you download a published site

Workaround #1: Open up the site's web.config file and replace the user ID and password in the database
connection string with the SQL Server administrator credentials (i.e. "sa" credentials).

Workaround #2: Give the user account you are logged in with db_owner permissions.

1. Install SQL Server Management Studio using the Web Platform Installer
2. Connect to your local SQL server (.\SQLEXPRESS by default)
3. Click Databases > [localSubtextDatabase] > Security > Users > [localSubtextuser - default is "subtextuser"] and

right-click for properties. Check the box for "db_owner" in the role membership section.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/subtext-faq.md


SugarCRM FAQ
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Installing and Publishing SugarCRM
Q: How do I install SugarCRM?Q: How do I install SugarCRM?

Q: How do I publish my SugarCRM website?Q: How do I publish my SugarCRM website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install SugarCRM, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Tools category on the left-hand side.
3. Find SugarCRM in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a SugarCRM website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/sugarcrm-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing Umbraco CMS
Q: How do I install Umbraco CMS?Q: How do I install Umbraco CMS?

Q: How do I publish my Umbraco CMS website?Q: How do I publish my Umbraco CMS website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install Umbraco CMS, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the CMS category on the left-hand side.
3. Find Umbraco CMS in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a Umbraco CMS website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.

> [!NOTE] > Umbraco CMS is only supported at the root of a web site, such as contoso.com. It will not work
when installed to a sub-directory, such as contoso.com/application.

3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/umbraco-cms-faq.md
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Installing and Publishing WordPress
Q: How do I install WordPress?Q: How do I install WordPress?

Q: How do I publish my WordPress website?Q: How do I publish my WordPress website?

by Faith A

WebMatrix supports installing open source community applications from the Web Application Gallery, and
publishing to hosting providers, including a set of Beta partner hosting providers. This FAQ contains information
about installing and publishing, as well as any issues that may occur after publishing.

A: To install WordPress, use the following steps:

1. Open WebMatrix and select Site from Web Gallery.
2. Select the Blogs category on the left-hand side.
3. Find WordPress in the list and install it.
4. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Run or press F12 to open the site in your default

web browser.
5. Follow the instructions to complete installation.

A: To publish a WordPress website, use the following steps:

1. In any workspace, on the Home tab, in the Site group, click Publish.
2. On the Publishing Settings dialog, enter the server info you received from your web host.
3. Click Validate Connection to ensure that the settings are correct.
4. Click Publish.
5. If you have not published your database before, select the Database checkbox.
6. After previewing the changes, click Continue.

Known Issues

Issue: Wordpress fail to publish with a database error indicating that a particular line of SQL could not be
processed
WebMatrix installs MySQL with the UTF-8 character set by default. If you install MySQL on your own, and the
character set is not UTF-8 (e.g. it may be Latin1), publishing databases may fail
Workaround: 1) Change the character set for MySQL to UTF-8. More information.
2) Re-install the application
3) Re-publish the application

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/installingpublishing-apps-with-webmatrix/wordpress-faq.md
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/charset-server.html
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Installing WebMatrix Beta

Creating a New Website Using an Open Source Application from the
Gallery

by Robert McMurray

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

Microsoft has created a new authoring tool for the web named "WebMatrix," which is focused on creating websites
the way that you want to create them. You can create websites from scratch or a template, or you can use one of
several popular open source applications. WebMatrix Beta lets you download an application from an application
gallery, customize it for your needs, analyze it for broken links, optimize it for the web, and deploy it to your hosting
provider. (And if you don't have a hosting provider, WebMatrix Beta can help you find one!)

From your first look at WebMatrix Beta you will see how different it really is. With WebMatrix Beta you can
manage all your website's content, databases, and Search Engine Optimization (SEO) reports from a single, user-
friendly interface. It doesn't matter if you're using ASP.NET, PHP, or HTML - WebMatrix Beta has your developer
needs covered.

To install WebMatrix Beta, you can use Microsoft's Web Platform Installer (WebPI 3.0 Beta), which is a free
application that makes it easy to install and configure web-related technologies. You can install the Web Platform
Installer from the WebMatrix Beta download page.

Run the Web Platform Installer, select Getting Started, click Install WebMatrix, and you're ready to go!

WebMatrix Beta is fully integrated with Microsoft's Web Application Gallery, and since WebMatrix Beta takes care
of all the setup work and application dependencies, all you need to do is to pick your application, customize it for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-webmatrix/create-a-website-from-a-gallery-application.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=195938
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/using-webmatrix/create-a-website-from-a-gallery-application/_static/image2.png
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your needs, and publish it to your web server. WebMatrix Beta even helps you select an Internet hosting company
to fit your needs. For example, if you want to create a new website all you need to do is open WebMatrix Beta and
launch the Site from Web Gallery wizard.

You can select from a large number of popular, free, and open source applications. For example, just click
WordPress, and then click OK. It's that easy.

WebMatrix Beta may ask you for some additional configuration information during the installation process for an
open source application, but once you have entered any required information, WebMatrix Beta will take care of
everything and open your website when the installation is complete.

That's all it takes to install an application; no pain, no mess, no worries - WebMatrix Beta takes care of everything
for you.
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Getting to Know WebMatrix Beta

Now you can easily run your website. Simply click on Run in the WebMatrix Beta toolbar and choose one of the
browsers you may have installed on your machine. You can also use F12! You can move on to customize your
application, test it, optimize it for SEO, and publish it to an Internet hosting provider.

Now that you've installed a web application and created a website, let's take a quick tour of the WebMatrix Beta
interface. In the lower-left part of the page you see that you can select one of four workspaces. When you open
WebMatrix Beta and select a site, you start off in the Site workspace, which lets you perform tasks like specifying
site settings (for example, designating a default web page) and monitoring HTTP requests.

To review, create, delete, and update files such as web pages, select the Files workspace. The site's folder structure
appears in the left pane, and when you select a file, you can edit it in the content pane on the right. To add a
database to your site and then add tables and data to it, or simply to open a database, such as SQL Server
Compact, SQL Express, or MySQL that you might have created when you selected a web application from the
gallery, select the Databases workspace. You get a list of databases in the left pane, and the content pane changes
depending on what you want to do with a selected database.

Finally, to get information about how to help your site rank high in search engine results, select the Reports
workspace. Once you've run some reports, you'll see them listed on the left, and when you select one, you'll see the
report's contents on the right.

You might have noticed that across the top of the page is a Quick Access Toolbar and a ribbon, like in Microsoft
Office 2010. Some of the buttons on the ribbon's Home tab are different in each workspace, but the Site group
remains the same.
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Customizing an Application Using WebMatrix Beta

You use My Sites to choose a site to work on, Publish to make the site publicly available, Run to test the site in a
browser, and Start/Stop/Restart to work with the web server that you'll use in WebMatrix Beta to test your
website (IIS Express). You'll learn more about IIS Express in a minute.

Once you've installed an application and created a website, you may be wondering, "How do I customize it?" This is
a logical question, and there's nothing to worry about when you're using WebMatrix Beta, because WebMatrix Beta
makes it easy to modify your web content.

By now you should have downloaded and installed a WordPress application. However, if you restart WebMatrix
Beta, you can easily click My Sites in the Home tab to select a website from the list of sites that you have created.
For example, if you used WebMatrix Beta to create a website that was based on WordPress, you would see that site
listed in the WebMatrix Beta Choose a Site dialog box.

Once your website opens in WebMatrix Beta, you can view the files in your site and open pages for editing. For
example, you could modify the Header.php file in a WordPress theme to change how your page headers will
appear when your website is published. Another common file that you might edit is the 404.php file that users will
get if they navigate to a link that does not exist - you can edit it to give them a friendly message or a redirect to a
page that does work.
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Previewing Your Website from WebMatrix Beta
One of the great features of WebMatrix Beta is IIS Express, which is a full-featured web server that lets you test
your website on your local computer before you post it to an Internet hosting company. When you are editing a
web page, you can preview your changes in any web browser that is installed on your computer by clicking Run on
the WebMatrix Beta toolbar. Notice how all the browsers you have installed on your computer are displayed, you
can even launch them, all at once. This will start the Web server (IIS Express) and will browse directly to the page
that you are modifying so you can view how your changes will appear on the Internet.
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Managing Your Data
WebMatrix Beta comes with a handy database manager, so you can control your website's data using the same user
interface that you are using to manage your site's web content. You can create a new database, add and edit tables
(using Microsoft SQL Server Compact that comes with WebMatrix Beta), and you can additionally create tables,
views, and stored procedures in SQL Server or MySQL (as easily as if you were using an application like Microsoft
Access). To access your website's data, all you need to do is select the Databases workspace in WebMatrix Beta
and connect to your data; all your tables, views, and stored procedures will be available for editing.
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Testing Your Website
WebMatrix Beta includes IIS Express, which works much like IIS, the commercial web server from Microsoft.
However, IIS Express is integrated with WebMatrix Beta and runs on your local computer, which makes it easy to
test your site without having to copy your files to a public server and test them there.

Sometimes you need to do more than just see how pages look in a browser in order to test a site. You might want
to know what's going on behind the scenes when a request comes in to your site. For example, are there broken
links in your pages? The Requests tool in the Site workspace lets you know where there might be problems in
your site, and it can take you directly to the file to make a fix.
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Optimizing Your Website

This example shows that a 404 error code was issued because your site does not have a Favorites icon. This is the
icon that shows up in the browser's URL address bar, or in the Favorites list. It's not necessary to have one, but this
gives you a good example of what you might see. To see details about the error, you can click the line with the 404.
WebMatrix Beta then shows you details about the error, the name of the page that contains the broken link, and
links to resources for more information.

Once you've created your website, you may be wondering how your site will appear to search engines like Google,
Bing, and Yahoo. WebMatrix Beta has your answer - a built-in Search Engine Optimization (SEO) feature. To
analyze your website, all you need to do is click the Reports workspace in WebMatrix Beta, click New, and then
click OK.
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Publishing Your Website

Once WebMatrix Beta has analyzed your website, WebMatrix Beta will display a list of any SEO violations that it
finds, along with individual details and recommendations about how to fix each violation. You can easily navigate to
each issue and fix it - all from within WebMatrix Beta.

After you've finished creating and modifying your website, it's time to publish your site to an Internet hosting
company. If you don't have an Internet hosting company, WebMatrix Beta conveniently provides a list for you to
choose from. Simply click on the Publish button in the WebMatrix Beta toolbar, select Find Web Hosting, and
you'll be able to select from a list of offers.
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And after you've selected a hosting company, WebMatrix Beta takes care of all the publishing details for you.

To actually publish your site, WebMatrix Beta has built-in support for FTP, FTPS, and Microsoft Web Deploy, which
is a one-click publishing solution. Once you've established an account with an Internet hosting company, enter your
account settings into the WebMatrix Beta tool. Then all you have to do to publish your site directly from WebMatrix
Beta is click Publish. It's as easy as that!

Simply select Publish from the WebMatrix Beta toolbar, choose Configure, enter your account details and your
method of publishing (FTP , FTPS or Web Deploy). With Web Deploy you can deploy your site's content, the
database and any configuration changes you require, all in one click!
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Once you have entered all your publishing information, WebMatrix will show you a preview of all the actions that
will occur when the site is published.

After WebMatrix has finished publishing, you can browse to your website to verify that publishing was successful.
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More Information
To learn more about WebMatrix Beta and the Microsoft Web Platform, see the following website:
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/learn.aspx

Once you go to this Learn page, you'll find more resources about all aspects of WebMatrix Beta. You'll be able to
find help in forums, or file bugs and suggestions directly to the WebMatrix Beta product team!
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Download and Install an ASP.NET Application
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Overview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Downloading and Installing ScrewTurn Wiki

by Robert McMurray

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

This walkthrough shows the steps to download and install an ASP.NET application using WebMatrix Beta, and
includes an example that uses the ScrewTurn Wiki application.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this walkthrough:

You must have WebMatrix Beta installed. For information about how to install WebMatrix Beta, see Microsoft
Web Platform Installer 3.0.

You must be using a computer with one of the following operating systems installed:

Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP SP2 or a later version of Windows XP.
Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.
Windows Server 2003 SP1 or later.

To install ScrewTurn Wiki using WebMatrix Beta, first open WebMatrix. Then on the WebMatrix Beta Quick Start
page, click Site from Web Gallery.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-webmatrix/download-and-install-an-aspnet-application.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510
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When the Site from Web Gallery wizard opens, click ScrewTurn Wiki, and then click Next.

WebMatrix uses a SQL Server database as part of ScrewTurn Wiki. If SQL Server is not installed on your local
computer, you'll be prompted to install SQL Server Express. If you would like to use a local installation of SQL
Server, choose Yes, install it on my machine, and then click Next. To use a remote installation of SQL Server,
choose No, use a remote server.
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NOTENOTE

If you are prompted to enter the SQL Server administrator password, enter a password and then click Next.

The SQL Server administrator account is used for administering the SQL Server database.

On the Accept EULA page, click I Accept.
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On the next page, WebMatrix keeps you informed of the download and installation status.

When you are prompted, enter the following information:

Enter the instance name of your copy of SQL Server. For example, if you are using SQL Server Express on your
local computer, you can use the name ".\SQLEXPRESS".
Enter a database name for your ScrewTurn Wiki application. You can choose any name for your database, such
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as "ScrewTurnWiki" if you are creating your first ScrewTurn Wiki site on your local computer.
Enter the database administrator name and password – the SQL Server administrator account and password
for your instance of SQL
Server.
Scroll down to enter a user name and password for the Wiki database that you are creating. This is not the
administrator password
for SQL Server; it's the account for the database that WebMatrix will create for the ScrewTurn Wiki application.

Once you have entered all of the required information, click Next.
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On the next page, WebMatrix will keep you informed of the installation status.

After the installation has completed, WebMatrix lists everything that was installed. Click OK to close the Site from
Web Gallery wizard.
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After the Site from Web Gallery wizard has closed, WebMatrix automatically opens your ScrewTurn Wiki
application.

You can customize the ScrewTurn Wiki application for your use, test your website locally using the IIS Express Web
server that comes with WebMatrix Beta, or publish it to a public website.
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Download and Install a PHP Application
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Overview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Downloading and Installing WordPress

by Robert McMurray

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

This walkthrough shows the steps to download and install a PHP application using WebMatrix Beta, and includes
an example that uses the WordPress application.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this walkthrough:

You must have WebMatrix Beta installed. For information about how to install WebMatrix Beta, see Microsoft
Web Platform Installer 3.0.

You must be using a computer with one of the following operating systems installed:

Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows XP SP2 or a later version of Windows XP.
Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.
Windows Server 2003 SP1 or later.

To install WordPress using WebMatrix Beta, open WebMatrix. Then on the WebMatrix Beta Quick Start page, click
Site from Web Gallery.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-webmatrix/download-and-install-a-php-application.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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When the Site from Web Gallery wizard opens, you will see a wide selection of applications to choose from. Click
WordPress, and then click Next.

You need a MySQL database service to run WordPress. If MySQL is not installed on your local computer, you'll be
prompted to install it. If you would like to use a local installation of MySQL on your computer, choose Yes, install
it on my machine and then click Next. To use a remote instance of MySQL server, choose No, use a remote
server.
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NOTENOTE

If you are prompted to enter the root password for the MySQL database engine, you will need to enter a password
and then click Next.

The root account is used for administering an instance of the MySQL database engine.

On the Accept EULA page, read the terms, and if you accept them, click I Accept.
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On the next page, WebMatrix will keep you informed of the download status.

When you are prompted, enter the following information:

Enter the name of your MySQL database server. You can use "localhost" if you are using your local computer, or
you can enter the name of a remote MySQL server.
Enter the name of the database for your WordPress application. You can choose any name for your database,
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but you might want to try something as simple as "wordpress" if you are creating your first WordPress site on
your local computer.
Enter a database user name and password for the database that you are creating. This is not the root password
that you entered earlier when you installed MySQL; the WordPress application will use this account to access
the information for the database that WebMatrix will create for your WordPress application.
Enter the administrator name and password for your database server. If you install MySQL on your local
computer, you'll need to specify the MySQL root user name and password that you entered.

Once you have entered all of the required information, click Next.

On the next page, WebMatrix keeps you informed of the installation status.
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When the installation has completed, WebMatrix lists everything that was installed. Click OK to close the Site
from Web Gallery wizard.

When the Site from Web Gallery wizard has closed, WebMatrix automatically opens the WordPress application.
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You can customize the WordPress application for your use, test your website locally using the IIS Express Web
server that comes with WebMatrix, or publish it to a public website.
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by Tim Ammann

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

After you've created a website, you can use WebMatrix Beta to run an analysis to see how visible its pages will be
to search engines like Bing, Google, and Yahoo. You can do this with the WebMatrix Reports feature, which can
perform a Search Engine Optimization (SEO) analysis on your website and suggest how to fix the violations that it
finds. WebMatrix Beta does this by crawling your locally hosted website just like a search engine would, and then
reporting any issues it comes across.

To get started, open an existing website in WebMatrix. Then click Run a report or Reports.

Next, click Run an SEO Report for your site, or click New on the Home tab.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-webmatrix/make-your-website-seo-friendly.md
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This displays the New Report dialog box.
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Type a name that you want for the report, and the full URL of the website page that the analysis should start from.
Alternatively, you can accept the default, which is the start page (default document) for your website as it is hosted
locally by WebMatrix.

Clicking Advanced Settings will show you more options you can set for the analysis, including the maximum
number of URLs to crawl (the default is 20,000) and the maximum page size to download (100 KB). These options
are important if you have a website with a large number of pages, or if your website has very large pages. Since
the sample website in this how-to is small, you can just accept the defaults for now.

Click OK, and WebMatrix Beta will begin the analysis, crawling your website just like a search engine would and
recording the violations it finds.

When the analysis is finished, SEO violations appear grouped by URL in the report. This sample website has only
one page, so only one URL appears in the list.
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Here you can see that the home page has three SEO violations, or errors. Click to expand the URL entry to find out
what the violations are.
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Click a particular violation to see more information about it. In this example, all three will be checked to show both
the details for each, and recommendations for how to fix each one.
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This first violation says that the page has too many <h1> elements. The Violation Details section tells you that
search engines prefer that there be only one <h1> tag per page. The Recommendations section tells you that you
can correct this by changing the other headings to <h2> or <h3>. If you like, you can get more detailed
information about each violation by clicking View More Details, which will bring up a Details dialog box for the
URL.

You can also click Edit this page, which will take you directly into the editor so that you can fix the violation.
Because the website in this example has only one page and only a small number of violations, the editing step will
be saved for last so that all of the violations can be fixed at once.

On to the next violation.
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The page has no information inside the <title> element. Search engines depend on the title to get information
about web pages, so it should be filled in. Remember that search engines place more importance on the first words
in a title, so you want to be sure to put the most important words in the title first.
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This page lacks a description, which search engines use when they index a page and create a content summary for
it. The Recommendations section lets you know that you need to add a <meta> tag to the page in the form of
<meta name="description" content="description_text">.

To fix these violations, click Edit this page on the bottom right. This takes you directly to the right page in the
editor so that you can fix the violation in your page's HTML:
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After typing in a title, changing the headings, and adding a description, save your changes by clicking the Save icon
in the quick access toolbar. Your violations should be resolved.
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Click Reports again, select the latest report under the site, and click Re-run to confirm that the violations have
been corrected.
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The report now shows no violations, so the fixes were successful!
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Deleting ReportsDeleting Reports

Analyzing Other Web PagesAnalyzing Other Web Pages

Using the Bing Webmaster ToolsUsing the Bing Webmaster Tools

After you've fixed violations, you may no longer need or want the reports you used to find the violations. To delete
a report, select the report in the navigation pane, and then click Delete on the Home tab.

If you want to run an analysis on a website other than the one that you currently have open, select Other Sites in
the navigation pane, and then click New on the Home tab. This will reveal the New Report dialog box.

Just like you did before, type a title for the report and the URL of the website page that the analysis should start
from. If you choose to analyze a large commercial website, the analysis might take a few minutes to complete.

To improve your site's SEO, you can use the Bing webmaster tools. The Bing webmaster tools help you to submit
your sites to Bing, find out which pages of your site have been indexed, and perform many other SEO-related tasks.

For more information, see http://www.bing.com/toolbox/webmasters/.
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Overview

NOTENOTE

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Monitoring Your Site

by Diana Nguyen

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

This walkthrough shows you how to analyze requests to your website using the Requests feature in WebMatrix
Beta. This feature lets you view the status of requests in real-time, including detailed information like the verb, URL,
time elapsed, and more. You can identify where errors are occurring, and resolve these errors immediately. For
example, if you see an error in your browser, you can use the Requests feature to see if more information is
available about the error. This will help you to diagnose and troubleshoot the error.

IIS Express uses the following HTTP status codes:

Status code 2xx = Success
Status code 3xx = Information (Redirect)
Status code 4xx = Error (Client)
Status code 5xx = Error (Server)

For additional information about HTTP status codes, see the HTTP status codes in IIS 7.0 article in Microsoft Knowledge Base.

You must have the following installed to complete the procedures in this walkthrough:

Windows XP or a later version.
WebMatrix Beta 1 or a later version.

For information about how to install WebMatrix Beta, see Microsoft Web Platform Installer 3.0.

When you make requests, you can view the results in real-time so that you can identify errors that are easy to fix,
discover dependencies, and learn about your website.

1. To start WebMatrix, in Windows, click Start > All Programs > Microsoft WebMatrix Beta.

NOTENOTE

2. On the WebMatrix Beta Quick Start page, open your site by choosing it from My Sites.

If you do not already have a site, you can open the default site (Website1) or add a new one by choosing Site from
Web Gallery, Site From Template, or Site From Folder.
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3. On the Home tab, click Requests.

WebMatrix opens your site. This walkthrough uses the Bakery website as an example.

4. View your site in a browser by using one of the following:

On the Home tab, click Run.
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Press F12.
5. View the results of your request in the content pane.

While viewing the results, you can also do the following:

Search the list of results for specific request types, such as "304.0".
In the ribbon, in the Requests tab, click Only Errors to show only the results that are errors. Click Only
Errors again to show the full list of results.
Click Ignore Images to ignore the results that are related to image errors, such as 404.0 File Not
Found, where the image doesn't exist on the Web server. Click Ignore Images again to show the full
list of results.
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7. If the request is an error, click Edit in the subpane to open the file that contains the error and fix the file.
You can also click More Information to get more information about the HTTP status code and possible
solutions to the error from the Microsoft Support web page.

6. In the list, select a request to view detailed information about the request, such as the status, details, and
recommendations. If the request is an error, this will help you diagnose and fix the cause.

8. After you resolve the error, return to the Site workspace and open Requests again. Click Clear All to
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9. When you re-run the page, the resolved error will no longer appear in the results list.

remove the cached requests.
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Introduction

Hosting Providers

Databases

by Tom Dykstra

[This is preliminary documentation and is subject to change.]

After you create a website, you typically publish the site to a web hosting provider where others can use it.
Publishing a website involves the following tasks:

Setting up an account with a web hosting provider.
Configuring WebMatrix Beta for publishing. This includes entering settings for your web hosting account and
deciding how to publish the database (if your site has one).
Clicking the Publish button. WebMatrix Beta shows you the changes it plans to make on the remote server, you
approve the changes, and then it publishes the site.

WebMatrix publishes the website by copying files to a remote server, and it can optionally deploy one or more
databases to the hosting site.

When you publish your website, you copy files from your computer to a web server that's maintained by a hosting
company. There are dozens of hosting companies, each offering hosting plans that have different features and
pricing.

WebMatrix Beta lets you select a hosting provider right in the tool. These hosting providers all support the Web
Deploy process that automates most of the publishing process. However, you don't have to use one of these
hosting companies. If you select a different company, you can still publish from within WebMatrix, but you might
need to transfer files using FTP, which is a slightly more manual process. FTP also lets you publish SQL Server
Compact databases, but not databases that use SQL Server or SQL Server Express.

Among the publishing options is SSL, which stands for secure sockets layer. (SSL is what you're using if you access
a Web site using https://  instead of http:// .) SSL encrypts the information going between the browser and
server, and is a good idea for pages that involve private information like passwords and credit-card numbers.
Setting up SSL requires extra steps like purchasing and configuring a certificate that's used for encryption. We
don't cover those steps here, so we also won't provide any information about how to configure SSL during
publishing.

If you're using SQL Server Compact as your database, the data is stored in an .sdf file. When you publish the
database, WebMatrix copies not only the .sdf file but also the database program itself to the web server. This
ensures that the published site will work even if SQL Server Compact isn't already installed on the web server.

If you're using a SQL Server or MySQL database, WebMatrix publishes the database by creating scripts that run in
a database that has been created for you by your hosting provider. These scripts create database tables and insert
data into them in order to replicate the structure and data that you have in the database on your computer.

If you're using a SQL Server Compact database and want to publish to a SQL Server database, you must migrate
the data to SQL Server before publishing. For instructions, see How to Migrate a Database to SQL Server. You
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Setting Up a Web Hosting Account

might want to do this to take advantage of SQL Server features such as stored procedures and its additional
capabilities, such as handling more than 256 concurrent connections or creating databases larger than 4 gigabytes.

To set up web hosting, you must find a web hosting provider and set up an account.

1. In the Home tab, click the arrow below Publish, and then click Find Web Hosting.

The Find Web Hosting web page lists hosting providers.

2. Select one of the hosting providers and click Learn More.
3. Follow the directions provided by the hosting provider's site to set up a new account.

Support for a SQL Server database might be an option that costs extra. If you plan to publish a SQL Server
Compact database (.sdf file), you don't need this option.

After your account is set up, the hosting provider typically sends you an email message that contains information
you'll need in order to publish your website. For example:

Server: webmatrix01.contoso.com
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User Name: user123
Password: password
Site Name: user123.webmatrix01.contoso.com
Destination URL: http://user123.webmatrix01.contoso.com

If your hosting account includes a SQL Server database, you'll also get information that you will need to publish
your database, which will typically look like this:

Your database connection string is: Password=password;User ID=username;Initial
Catalog=username.hostingcompany;Data Source=sql1.hostingcompany.com

At the hosting company, your site will be associated with an application pool (often just called an app pool). The
application pool specifies which version of the .NET Framework your site will run under: version 2.0 or 4. Typically,
the hosting provider tells you what the default value is and how to change it. (Some providers may provide
separate sites for each .NET Framework version instead.) Most of the applications that you can download from the
Web Gallery require that you publish to a .NET Framework 2.0 application pool. If you create a new ASP.NET Web
pages application such as those built from the Site from Template option, you must publish to a .NET Framework 4
application pool. If you publish using Web Deploy to a site at the hosting provider that has an application pool
setting inappropriate for the site you are publishing, the publishing process will fail. If so, correct the application
pool setting and republish. If you publish using FTP and the application pool setting is inappropriate, publishing
will succeed, but your site will not work correctly. In that case, correct the application pool setting; you do not have
to republish.

Configuring WebMatrix Beta for Publishing

1. Open the website in WebMatrix.
2. On the Home tab, click the arrow below Publish, and then click Configure.

The Publishing Settings dialog box is displayed.
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3. If you selected a hosting provider through WebMatrix Beta, you can leave Protocol set to Web Deploy. If
you're using a hosting provider that doesn't support Web Deploy, or if you want to publish using FTP instead of
Web Deploy, change the Protocol to FTP .

OPTION WHAT TO ENTER

Server Enter the "Service URL" or "Server Name" provided by the
hosting company, like this: server1.lucernepublishing.com
If the Service URL includes the prefix "https://" and the
suffix ":8172/msdeploy.axd", you can leave out the prefix
and suffix.

User Name/Password Enter the credentials that the hosting provider provided
for your account. (If you also signed up for a database for
your account, the database might have a different
username and password, so be sure that you use the right
ones).

Site Name Enter the "Site" or "Site/Application" value from the
hosting company, like this:
user123.server1.lucernepublishing.com

Destination URL Enter the URL that people will use to browse your site over
the internet, like this: contoso.com -or- contoso.com/blog

5. If you want to use FTP instead of Web Deploy, select FTP . Some of the fields you have to enter are different:

4. If you are using Web Deploy, enter the information you received from the hosting provider in the text boxes:
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7. If you want to upload only the finles that have changed locally, select Upload locally changed files.
8. If you don't want to enter the password every time you publish, select the Save password check box.
9. Click Validate Connection to verify that WebMatrix Beta is able to connect to the hosting provider. WebMatrix

Beta displays the results to the right of the button.

If the connection test fails, double-check that that you entered the information correctly. If you did but validation
continues to display an error, contact the hosting provider for help.

10. If your website uses a full SQL Server or SQL Server Express database (that is, not a SQL Server Compact
database), enter the connection string that was sent to you by the hosting provider.
If the SQL Server database doesn't appear in the dialog box, make sure it has a connection string in the
Web.config file. For more information, see About Connection Strings later in this document.

11. If a SQL Server Compact database does not appear in this dialog box, make sure that the .sdf file is in the
App_Data folder.

6. If you are using FTP:

a. Enter the Server, User name, Password, and Destination URL as described above for Web Deploy.
b. In the Site path box, enter the value identified by the hosting company as the "Site Root," such as

/wwwroot. This field is optional.
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Publishing
You can now start the publishing process. Before WebMatrix Beta makes any changes at the hosting company's
web server, it tells you what it plans to do. You can then review the plan and modify it if necessary. Then, when
you're ready, you tell WebMatrix Beta to go ahead and publish.

1. In the Publishing Settings dialog box, click Publish. The Publish Preview dialog box appears.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

2. Review the list of files and databases and make changes if necessary. For example, you might want to clear
check boxes under Changed Files to exclude some files. Or, if this is the first time you're publishing the site,
you might want to select check boxes under Databases to publish databases. (Check boxes are selected by
default in the Files section and cleared by default in the Databases section.)

If you're publishing a database and the database already exists in at the hosting provider's site, whatever is in that
database will be overwritten.

3. Click Continue.

WebMatrix Beta publishes the website, showing status messages in the navigation bar at the bottom of the
screen. The publishing process is done in the background, which means you can continue to work in
WebMatrix Beta while it is publishing.
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About Connection Strings

NOTENOTE

You can click More Details in the notification bar to see a detailed log of the publishing activity.

To verify that publishing was successful, browse to the site.

If you published a database, make sure you try any pages that display data from the database.

If your site has a Web.config file, the copy on the hosting provider's web server might look slightly different. For
example, if you published a SQL Server database, it will have the hosting provider's connection string value so that the
published site will use the database at the hosting provider.

If you're using a SQL Server (not SQL Server Compact) database, your site has to have a Web.config file with a
connection string that tells the site how to connect to the database. To set up publishing, you enter the connection
string for the destination database in the Publishing Settings dialog box. When you publish to a hosting
company, the company provides you this string. If you want to publish to another server on your own network, you
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<configuration>
  <connectionStrings>
    <add name="CohoWineryConnectionString" 
connectionString="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS;AttachDbFilename=|DataDirectory|\CohoWinery.mdf;Integrated 
Security=True;User Instance=True" providerName="System.Data.SqlClient" />
  </connectionStrings>
</configuration>

<configuration>
  <connectionStrings>
    <add name="CohoWineryConnectionString" 
connectionString="Data Source=Server01;Initial Catalog=CohoWinery; Trusted_Connection=True" />
    <add name="SmallBakeryConnectionString" 
connectionString="Data Source=Server01;Initial Catalog=SmallBakery; User Id=username; Password=password" />
  </connectionStrings>
</configuration>

have to create the string yourself. (And in that case you also have to know the site and application name as they
appear in IIS Manager, and enter this as the Site Name in the Publishing Settings dialog box.)

The following example shows a connection string in a Web.config file for a SQL Server Express database named
CohoWinery.mdf. The .mdf file is located in the App_Data folder.

The following example shows a connection string for a full SQL Server database named CohoWinery that is on a
server named "Server01", using integrated Windows authentication. The connection string for the database named
SmallBakery shows how to use SQL Server authentication (that is, how to specify a user name and password).
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by IIS Team

WebMatrix allows you to build websites using gorgeous, built-in templates or popular open source applications
that run on many devices, and publish them to the cloud in minutes.

For information about getting started with WebMatrix, see the following topics:

What is WebMatrix
Top 10 WebMatrix Features
Install WebMatrix with the Web Platform Installer
Start from scratch, or with a Web Application

You can also refer to documentation for getting started with WebMatrix and ASP.NET Web Pages.

For questions about specific gallery applications in WebMatrix, refer to the Application Gallery FAQ.
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Microsoft WebMatrix 2.0 Privacy Statement

Collection and Use of Your InformationCollection and Use of Your Information

Collection and Use of Information about Your ComputerCollection and Use of Information about Your Computer

by Bilal Aslam

Last updated: April, 2011 Microsoft is committed to protecting your privacy, while delivering software that brings
you the performance, power, and convenience you desire in your personal computing. This privacy statement
explains many of the data collection and use practices of Microsoft WebMatrix 2.0 ("WebMatrix"). It focuses on
features that communicate with the Internet. It does not apply to other online or offline Microsoft sites, products, or
services.

WebMatrix provides web development tooling functionality that includes everything you need for website
development. Start from open source web applications, built-in web templates or just start writing code yourself.
It's all-inclusive, simple and best of all free. Developing websites has never been easier.

The information we collect from you will be used by Microsoft and its controlled subsidiaries and affiliates to
enable the features you are using and provide the service(s) or carry out the transaction(s) you have requested or
authorized. It may also be used to analyze and improve Microsoft products and services.In order to offer you a
more consistent and personalized experience in your interactions with Microsoft, information collected through
one Microsoft service may be combined with information obtained through other Microsoft services. We may also
supplement the information we collect with information obtained from other companies. For example, we may use
services from other companies that enable us to derive a general geographic area based on your IP address in
order to customize certain services to your geographic area.Except as described in this statement, personal
information you provide will not be transferred to third parties without your consent. We occasionally hire other
companies to provide limited services on our behalf, such as packaging, sending and delivering purchases and
other mailings, answering customer questions about products or services, processing event registration, or
performing statistical analysis of our services. We will only provide those companies the personal information they
need to deliver the service, and they are prohibited from using that information for any other purpose. Microsoft
may access or disclose information about you, including the content of your communications, in order to: (a)
comply with the law or respond to lawful requests or legal process; (b) protect the rights or property of Microsoft
or our customers, including the enforcement of our agreements or policies governing your use of the services; or
(c) act on a good faith belief that such access or disclosure is necessary to protect the personal safety of Microsoft
employees, customers, or the public. We may also disclose personal information as part of a corporate transaction
such as a merger or sale of assets.Information that is collected by or sent to Microsoft by WebMatrix may be stored
and processed in the United States or any other country in which Microsoft or its affiliates, subsidiaries, or service
providers maintain facilities. Microsoft abides by the safe harbor framework as set forth by the U.S. Department of
Commerce regarding the collection, use, and retention of data from the European Union, the European Economic
Area, and Switzerland.

When you use software with Internet-enabled features, information about your computer ("standard computer
information") is sent to the Web sites you visit and online services you use. Microsoft uses standard computer
information to provide you Internet-enabled services, to help improve our products and services, and for statistical
analysis. Standard computer information typically includes information such as your IP address, operating system
version, browser version, and regional and language settings. In some cases, standard computer information may
also include hardware ID, which indicates the device manufacturer, device name, and version. If a particular feature
or service sends information to Microsoft, standard computer information will be sent as well. The privacy details
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Security of your informationSecurity of your information

Changes to this privacy statementChanges to this privacy statement

For More InformationFor More Information

Specific features

for each WebMatrix feature, software or service listed in this privacy statement describe what additional
information is collected and how it is used.

Microsoft is committed to helping protect the security of your information. We use a variety of security
technologies and procedures to help protect your information from unauthorized access, use, or disclosure. For
example, we store the information you provide on computer systems with limited access, which are located in
controlled facilities.

We will occasionally update this privacy statement to reflect changes in our products, services, and customer
feedback. When we post changes, we will revise the "last updated" date at the top of this statement. If there are
material changes to this statement or in how Microsoft will use your personal information, we will notify you either
by posting a notice of such changes prior to implementing the change or by directly sending you a notification. We
encourage you to periodically review this statement to be informed of how Microsoft is protecting your
information.

Microsoft welcomes your comments regarding this privacy statement. If you have questions about this statement
or believe that we have not adhered to it, please contact us at cypressp@microsoft.com. Bilal Aslam, Building 42, 1
Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052

The remainder of this document will address the following specific features:

Customer Experience Improvement Program

What This Feature Does: The Customer Experience Improvement Program ("CEIP") collects basic information
about your hardware configuration and how you use our software and services in order to identify trends and
usage patterns. CEIP also collects the type and number of errors you encounter, software and hardware
performance, and the speed of services. We will not collect your name, address, or other contact information.

Information Collected, Processed, or Transmitted: For more information about the information collected,
processed, or transmitted by CEIP, see the CEIP privacy statement at https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
LinkID=52097.

Use of Information: We use this information to improve the quality, reliability, and performance of Microsoft
software and services.

Choice/Control: You are offered the opportunity to participate in CEIP after installation. If you choose to
participate and later change your mind, you can turn off CEIP at any time by: Start WebMatrix. Click Options. Click
Customer Feedback. Choose the "I do not wish to participate…" radio button

Web Applications Feed

What This Feature Does:

The "Site from Web Gallery" and "Site from Template" features of WebMatrix uses the Microsoft Web Platform
Installer (WebPI), if it is on your computer, to download an XML feed of web applications which you can install on
your computer.

Information Collected, Processed, or Transmitted:

Microsoft does not transmit or store any personally identifiable information through this feature.

Use of Information:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=52097


WebMatrix downloads the latest feed of web applications that you can install on your computer.
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Creating a Content Feed for Learning

Learning TriggersLearning Triggers

by Simon Tan

If you are a content/documentation provider that writes articles or creates video to help others learn web
development, you can have your learning content syndicated inside the WebMatrix environment! Your content can
be presented to users at opportune moments in the WebMatrix experience - for example, articles about databases
can be shown right when WebMatrix users are working in the Databases workspace, or videos about JavaScript
can be suggested as users are working in JavaScript files.

In order to take advantage of this integration, you will need to create a specially formatted Atom feed which tells
WebMatrix what content you want to make available, and at what times (conditions) you want to make it available.
You can put this file online and WebMatrix will query it and cache it, much like how RSS clients handle RSS feeds.

In this article, we will describe the integration experience through conditions in the app, how to create the feed in
the right format, and how to add it to WebMatrix.

WebMatrix has a selection of interesting states, or triggers, that it captures events for. When these occur,
WebMatrix looks at the set of feeds it is currently indexing and opens a learning panel on the side of the
application if there are any relevant entries in the feed for that event:

So when the user is performing some action in the IDE, relevant content can be presented to them at that
opportune time - likely when they would find it most useful. A trigger fires by matching a defined "Condition" that
is specific to that event - for example, a user entering the Database workspace might trigger the condition named
"DatabaseWorkspace".

The result is that any content marked with that condition name (i.e. "DatabaseWorkspace") in your feed will be
shown at that time.

Conditions may also have parameters - for example, an application ID from the Web Application Gallery or a
NuGet package name might be necessary to narrow down the scope of what the user would need content for. The
currently available conditions (and their respective identifiers and parameters if any) in WebMatrix include:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/using-webmatrix/creating-a-content-feed-for-learning.md
https://github.com/simtan
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/using-webmatrix/creating-a-content-feed-for-learning/_static/image1.png


USER ACTION CONDITION NAME PARAMETERS

Being in the Site workspace with an
Application Gallery app or template

KnownAppInSiteWorkSpace appId (string identifier for the
site/template from the WebPI feed)

Being in the Site workspace while
working from scratch

UnknownAppInSiteWorkSpace N/A

Focusing on a CSS File CssFile N/A

Focusing on a JScript File JavaScriptFile N/A

Focusing on a CSHTML File CshtmlFile N/A

Focusing on a VBHTML File VbhtmlFile N/A

Focusing on a PHP File PhpFile N/A

Focusing on an HTML File HtmlFile N/A

Entering Files workspace EditorWorkspace N/A

Entering Reports workspace (SEO) ReportsWorkspace N/A

Entering Databases workspace DatabaseWorkspace N/A

Opening Site Settings Page SettingsPage N/A

Opening Requests Page RequestPage N/A

Opening a database table DatabaseTable N/A

Opening a Report Report N/A

Installing a NuGet package NuGet packageID

Feed StructureFeed Structure

<feed xmlns='http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom' xmlns:d='http://schemas.microsoft.com/2011/webmatrix/dynamichelp'>

(This list is subject to change after WebMatrix 2 Beta.)

More triggers may be added in future versions of WebMatrix, or via WebMatrix extensions that users can install.

Your feed just needs to be in the Atom format with an additional custom namespace that adds a place for trigger
definitions and OPML style outlining capabilities:

The custom namespace allows you to create two new kinds of tags in each Atom <entry>  block - ConditionRef
tags that are used to identify which trigger the content should launch on and Outline tags that are used to lay out
a hierarchy of content (if necessary).

Average entries in the feed will just be single links, so they will not need Outline nodes. They might look something
like this:

http://www.opml.org/


<entry>
    <title>Your First Website Using WebMatrix</title>
    <link href='http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/your-first-website-using-webmatrix' />
    <id>http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/your-first-website-using-webmatrix</id>
    <d:DynamicHelp>
      <d:ConditionRef id="KnownAppInSiteWorkSpace" appId="Wordpress" />
    </d:DynamicHelp>
</entry>

<entry>
 <title>Introduction to JavaScript</title>
 <link href='http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/introduction-to-javascript-part-1-of-3' />
 <id>http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/introduction-to-javascript-part-1-of-3</id>
 <d:DynamicHelp>
 <d:ConditionRef id="JavaScriptFile" />
 <d:Outline text='Part 1' uri='http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/introduction-to-javascript-part-1-of-3' 
type="article" />
 <d:Outline text='Part 2' uri='http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/introduction-to-javascript-part-2-of-3' 
type="article" />
 <d:Outline text='Part 3' uri='http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/introduction-to-javascript-part-3-of-3' 
type="article" />
 </d:DynamicHelp>
</entry>

ATTRIBUTE DETAILS

type Required for all nodes without children. Must be one of the
following: - article - video - series Describes the kind of
content this node represents. This in turn informs WebMatrix
on how to label the node in the learning panel (with an icon).
If this attribute is missing, the node must have children and
this node will be interpreted as a header for those children.

uri Required for all nodes without children. Must be a full URL,
including a valid protocol. In the case of article or video types,
this should be the URL to a web page containing the content.
In the case of series types, this should be a URL to a page that
describes the series more in-depth (like the website hosting
the series). If this attribute is missing, the node must have
children and this node will be interpreted as a header for those
children.

Sample FilesSample Files

The <title>  and <link>  elements are used to render the link in the sidebar. The <d:DynamicHelp>  block contains
one <d:ConditionRef>  element that points to a specific trigger ("KnownAppInSiteWorkspace" above) and passes in
the required parameter of "appId" so the content will only be shown with that application.

The <id>  element must be a unique identifier for this <entry>  node - these are used to determine which articles
are "new" to the user and notifications will be presented to them accordingly. One simple way to ensure they are
unique is to use the URL for the content as the ID string.

Things can be more complex when you'd like to lay out a detailed hierarchy (e.g. for courses or series) or include
many links for one particular trigger - that is where the <d:Outline>  nodes come in.

Here is an example where there are three consecutive parts of a series, represented using the <d:Outline>  nodes:

Just like in OPML, each <d:Outline> node can have the following attributes in addition to the required text
attribute:



Adding a feed to WebMatrixAdding a feed to WebMatrix

Questions?Questions?

This downloadable package includes:

An example of an full feed file that has multiple kinds of nodes and hierarchy, and exercises many kinds of
triggers
A trigger definitions file which specifies all the available "ConditionRef" identifiers
An XSD schema file for the feed - this can be used for validation purposes

Download the samples here: DynamicHelpSamples.zip

Users can add additional feeds to WebMatrix wherever they find them on the web, just by adding URLs to valid
feeds using the WebMatrix interface. So you can create separate feeds for different purposes and provide links to
them for your visitors - they can then add the feeds to WebMatrix in order to stay aware of your latest content
while working on their websites.

Please feel free to send questions to the author of this article, or post on the official WebMatrix forums.

file:///T:/n3zn/develop/using-webmatrix/creating-a-content-feed-for-learning/_static/creating-a-content-feed-for-learning-1032-dynamichelpsamples1.zip
https://forums.iis.net/1166.aspx
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SITE DEPENDENCY CHECKED BY PUBLISH COMPATIBILITY?
WHAT TO DO IF THE COMPATIBILITY TEST
FAILS

Simple HTML page Y Check the Destination URL field in
Publish Settings

ASP.NET Y, but not checked if publishing
protocol is FTP

Check if your hosting provider supports
ASP.NETCheck if your hosting provider
has given you permissions to change
your IIS application pool's .NET
framework version and pipeline mode

PHP Y Check if your hosting provider supports
PHP

SQL Server database Y, but not checked if publishing
protocol is FTP since FTP does not
support transferring SQL Server
database

Check the database connection string in
the Publish Settings dialog

MySQL database Y, but not checked if publishing
protocol is FTP since FTP does not
support transferring MySQL databases

Check the database connection string in
the Publish Settings dialog

MySQL driver for PHP Y Check if your hosting provider supports
connecting to MySQL databases using
PHP

SQL Server driver for PHP Y Check if your hosting provider supports
connecting to SQL Server databases
using PHP

URL Rewrite Y Check if your hosting provider supports
URL Rewrite

by Bilal Aslam

Microsoft WebMatrix includes a feature called Publish Compatibility, which can help determine if your site is
compatible with a web hosting provider. To check your site's compatibility with a web hosting provider:

1. Create or open a site in WebMatrix
2. Provide publish settings in the Publish Settings dialog
3. Click Publish > Check Compatibility... in the ribbon dropdown menu.

Publish Compatibility will find out what components your site depends on, and then check if they are available on
the web hosting provider. For example, if your site includes a Microsoft SQL Server database, then Publish
Compatibility will verify that a Microsoft SQL Server database is available on the web hosting provider using the
connection string you provided in the Publish Settings Dialog.

This is a summary of what Publish Compatibility checks:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/microsoft-webmatrix-publish-compatibility.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam


ASP.NET MVC N Not currently checked by Publish
Compatibility

SITE DEPENDENCY CHECKED BY PUBLISH COMPATIBILITY?
WHAT TO DO IF THE COMPATIBILITY TEST
FAILS

Known Issues
Issue: If you publish an app (e.g. mysite/myapp) that has a different .NET version from the site (e.g. mysite), the
Publish Compatibility check that runs on first publish does NOT set the .NET version. This may result is errors
when you browse to your published application

Workaround: Run Publish Compatibility again, which will update the remote site's .NET version as needed.
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by Bilal Aslam

If you are publishing using Web Deploy, WebMatrix helps you publish your site securely by checking the certificate
of the remote server and prompting you if any issues are detected. For example, you may see the following security
prompt when publishing a site:

If you wish to continue publishing your site, click 'Accept Certificate'. You will not be prompted again while
WebMatrix is open, but you will be prompted if you close and reopen WebMatrix. If you do not want to be
prompted about certificate errors for this site, click "Save this certificate for future sessions of WebMatrix".

If you do NOT wish to continue publishing your site, click 'Reject Certificate'. Publishing will stop immediately.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/microsoft-webmatrix-certificate-errors-during-publishing.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
file:///T:/n3zn/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/microsoft-webmatrix-certificate-errors-during-publishing/_static/image1.png
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Introduction

Tips

by Bilal Aslam

Microsoft WebMatrix includes the ability to transfer your site's database to and from a remote server. This article
contains tips for when you encouter errors during a database transfer.

Check that the username and password in the database connection string in Publish Settings is correct. Click
'Validate Connection' to verify that WebMatrix can connect to the database.

If you are transferring a MySQL database, ensure that MySQL has default collation of UTF-8. WebMatrix
automatically sets this collation if it installs MySQL. Further reading:
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/charset-server.html

If you are still stuck, we recommending posting a question on the WebMatrix Forum.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/microsoft-webmatrix-database-errors-while-publishing-and-downloading-sites.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/charset-server.html
https://forums.iis.net/1166.aspx
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by Faith A

When your "My Documents" folder is pointing to a network share, Windows translates the location automatically.
This is so that applications such as WebMatrix or IIS Express can simply request the special folder and Windows
takes care of the rest.

While this works fine in most circumstances, there are cases that do not work. When My Documents points to a
network share, this is supported.

However it will not work when My Documents points to a mapped drive (like Z:), which then points to a network
share.

This problem is due to the way that Windows calculates the path for the special folder. We block this case because
IIS Express will not work properly in this case.

The workaround is to point your "My Documents" directly to the network share.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/microsoft-webmatrix-my-documents-on-network-shares.md
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are not listed in the dialog
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How to reproduce

Resolution

by Bilal Aslam

When publishing a site from WebMatrix using the FTP protocol, some files are not listed in the Publish Preview
dialog.

Publish site from to Remote Server 1 using the FTP protocol.
Change a single file associated, foo.html, with the site on Remote Server 1 (for example, by using an FTP client
to download the file, modify it, and upload it again).
Publish site to Remote Server 1 using the FTP protocol. Notice that foo.html does not show up in the Publish
Preview dialog because WebMatrix does not recognize it as being changes.

When publishing using the FTP protocol, WebMatrix by default keeps track of files that are changed on the local
computer. This makes all FTP transfers after the first transfer faster because WebMatrix does not need to obtain a
folder list from the remote server to determine what files are different.

There are two resolutions available:

1) (Recommended) Clear the cached list of changed files

1. Close WebMatrix
2. Open the IIS Express configuration directory in Explorer: %USERPROFILE%\IISExpress\config\PublishUI
3. Open the folder named after your site. For example, if your site is named Bakery, open the bakery folder.
4. Open the folder named after your remote server. For example, if you are publishing to ftp.contoso.com, open

the ftp.contoso.com folder.
5. Delete the CSV file in this folder
6. Open WebMatrix and try publishing again

2) Disable the feature

1. Open WebMatrix
2. Click the Application Menu in the top-left corner of the window
3. Click Options
4. lick Publishing
5. Uncheck "Make FTP faster by only publishing the files that have changed on this computer". > [!NOTE] > This

will make FTP transfers significantly slower

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/when-publishing-a-site-from-webmatrix-using-the-ftp-protocol-some-files-are-not-listed-in-the-publish-preview-dialog.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
ftp://ftp.contoso.com/
ftp://ftp.contoso.com/
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Publishing ErrorsPublishing Errors

Bad gateway / proxy errorBad gateway / proxy error

Could not connect to the remote computerCould not connect to the remote computer

Could not connect to the destination computerCould not connect to the destination computer

Connected to the remote computer using the Web Management Service, but could not authorizeConnected to the remote computer using the Web Management Service, but could not authorize

Unable to read beyond end of the streamUnable to read beyond end of the stream

Could not complete the request to remote agent URLCould not complete the request to remote agent URL

by Faith A

Use this troubleshooting guide when you are run into problems with publishing or downloading sites in
WebMatrix.

Bad gateway / proxy error
"Could not connect to the remote computer"
"Could not connect to the destination computer"
"Connected to the remote computer ("computername") using the Web Management Service, but could not
authorize"
"Unable to read beyond the end of the stream"
"Could not complete the request to remote agent URL"

Cause: A proxy server is most likely blocking access to the server.

Things You Can Try: Try installing your corporation's required firewall client, and disabling all settings in Internet
Explorer > Tools > Options > Connections > LAN settings.

 

Cause: The server was contacted but did not respond to the publishing. This is often due to the Web Management
Service not being started on the server.

Things You Can Try: Contact your server administrator or hosting provider.

Cause: The server was contacted but did not respond to the publishing. This is often due to the Web Management
Service not being started on the server.

Things You Can Try: Contact your server administrator or hosting provider.

Cause: WebMatrix connected to the server, but your username is not authorized for the site name.

Things You Can Try: Check the publish settings to verify that your site name is correct. If everything looks correct,
contact your server administrator or hosting provider.

Cause: Either the server or a device such as a router between your computer and the server closed the connection.
This can be due to firewall or server configuration.

Things You Can Try: If you still get this error consistently after several publishing attempts, try when connected to
another network. If it still occurs, contact your server administrator or hosting provider.

Cause: This is a transient issue when the network is busy.

Things You Can Try: Try the publishing again. If it continues to happen, contact your server administrator or
hosting provider.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/webmatrix-publish-and-download-troubleshooting.md
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by Faith A

Symptom: You see a Database Migration Required message when you are trying to download a database from
SQL Azure into a local MDF database.

For example, when you install an application such as DotNetNuke, the default installation uses an MDF file. You
can publish this directly to a remote site and SQL server, including SQL Azure. If you have published the site to
SQL Azure and then click the Download button in order to sync remote changes, then you will see this message.

This is because you cannot migrate a SQL Azure database back into an attached MDF file. To resolve this issue,
click on the Databases workspace, select the local database and click Migrate in the ribbon.

The migration will not affect your data or schema. Once migration is complete, you can click Download.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/webmatrix-mdf-migration.md
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by Chris Sfanos

The following article will grow to cover issues when using SQL Server Express or MySQL and WebMatrix or
WebPI (Web Platform Installer)

Issue: The SA (SQL Express) or root (MySQL) password you entered (or have stored) is not valid

Error Message: The specified password for user account 'SA'/'root' is not valid or failed to connect to the database
server

Potential solutions

1. The password you entered may not match the required security settings of SQL Express or MySQL. The
following articles detail the password strength requirements:

a. SQL Express: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms161959.aspx
b. MySQL: No complexity requirements

2. The password that WebMatrix or WebPI has stored does not match the database you are trying to connect
to

a. Delete the reg key that is storing the password (hashed) and try the install again
b. Delete the mysql_pwd or sql_pwd key stored at HKCU\Software\Microsoft\WebPlatformInstaller

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/troubleshooting-webmatrix/issues-with-sql-server-express-or-mysql-when-using-webmatrix-or-webpi_1298.md
https://github.com/chrissfanos
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms161959.aspx
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new FTP service
incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before, and offers Web administrators
more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with the FTP service. More
specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging
and for determining the home directory information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple FTP authentication provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager must
also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps in this walkthrough

may not be correct.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the https://www.iis.net/ Web
site by using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpAuthenticationDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpAuthenticationDemo Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your operating system drive:

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpAuthenticationDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpAuthenticationDemoKey for the key file name.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-a-simple-ftp-authentication-provider.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197


Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) on your
development computer :

Click Project, and then click FtpAuthenticationDemo Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interfaces for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.
Paste the following code into the editor:



NOTENOTE

Step 3: Add the Authentication Provider to FTP

4. Save and compile the project.

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;

namespace FtpAuthentication
{
    public class FtpAuthDemo : BaseProvider,
        IFtpAuthenticationProvider,
        IFtpRoleProvider
    {
        bool IFtpAuthenticationProvider.AuthenticateUser(
            string sessionId,
            string siteName,
            string userName,
            string userPassword,
            out string canonicalUserName)
        {
            // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
            canonicalUserName = userName;
            string strUserName = "MyUser";
            string strPassword = "MyPassword";

            // Verify that the user name and password are valid.
            // Note: In this example, the user name is case-insensitive
            // and the password is case-sensitive.
            if (((userName.Equals(strUserName,
                StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))==true) &&
                userPassword == strPassword)
            {
                return true;
            }
            else
            {
                return false;
            }
        }
        bool IFtpRoleProvider.IsUserInRole(
            string sessionId,
            string siteName,
            string userName,
            string userRole)
        {
            // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
            string strUserName = "MyUser";
            string strRoleName = "MyRole";

            // Verify that the user name and role name are valid.
            // Note: In this example, both the user name and
            // the role name are case-insensitive.
            if (((userName.Equals(strUserName,
                StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))==true) &&
                ((userRole.Equals(strRoleName,
                StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))==true))
            {
                return true;
            }
            else
            {
                return false;
            }
        }
    }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to your IIS computer and
add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpAuthenticationDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP authentication providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpAuthenticationDemo for the provider Name.
Click Managed Provider (.NET).
Enter the assembly information for the extensibility provider using the information that you copied earlier. For example:
FtpAuthentication.FtpAuthDemo,FtpAuthenticationDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73
Click OK.
Clear the FtpAuthenticationDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

3. Add the custom authentication provider for an FTP site:

Open an FTP site in the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Check FtpAuthenticationDemo in the providers list.
Click OK.

4. Add an authorization rule for the authentication provider:

Double-click FTP Authorization Rules in the main window.
Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.

Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.
Click OK.

You can add either of the following authorization rules:

For a specific user:

Select Specified users for the access option.
Type "MyUser" for the user name.

For a role or group:

Select Specified roles or user groups for the access option.
Type "MyRole" for the role name.

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP authentication provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP authentication.
Add a custom authentication provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will attempt to authenticate users with your custom authentication provider. If this
fails, the FTP service will use other built-in or authentication providers to authenticate users.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication providers. You can also
create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use native code to create a simple FTP authentication provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.

NOTENOTE
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2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

4. You must use Visual Studio 2008.

If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps in this walkthrough may not be correct.

If you plan to develop custom FTP providers for computers that use a 64-bit version of Windows, you will have to
install the 64-bit tools and compilers for Visual Studio. You can find additional information about 64-bit development
in the Installing Visual Studio 64-bit Components topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site.

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C++ as the project type.
Choose ATL Project as the template.
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Type FtpAuthenticationDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the ATL Project Wizard dialog appears:

Click Next.
Ensure that only Dynamic-link library (DLL) is checked.
Click Finish.

5. When the project opens, add an ATL Class to the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Class.
Choose ATL Simple Object as the template.
Click Add.

6. When the ATL Simple Object Wizard appears:

Enter "FtpAuthDemo" for the short name and accept the defaults for the other values.
Click Next.

Click Finish.

Choose the following options:

Choose Apartment for the Threading model. (Note: This can be customized depending on your
application's needs.)

Choose No for Aggregation. (Note: This can be customized depending on your application's
needs.)

Choose Custom for the Interface.

7. Add the extensibility interfaces:

Click View, and then click Class View.
In the Class View window, expand FtpAuthenticationDemo.
Right-click CFtpAuthDemo, then click Add, then click Implement Interface.
Choose File for the interface implementation.

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb

NOTENOTE

C:\Windows\SysWOW64\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb

Click Finish.

For the Location, enter the full path of the FTP extensibility type library. For example:

If you are developing on a 64-bit computer, you should copy the FTP extensibility type library to the following
32-bit path and use that location. For example:

Choose the following interfaces to implement:

IFtpAuthenticationProvider
IFtpRoleProvider

8. Configure the project so that the DLL will not be registered automatically:

Click Project, and then click FtpAuthenticationDemo Properties.
Expand Configuration Properties, and then click Linker.



Step 2: Implement the Extensibility Interfaces

NOTENOTE

11. Save the project.

Select Register Output, and select No from the drop-down menu.
Click OK.

9. Optional: If you are developing your custom provider on a 32-bit version of Windows, you can optionally
add a custom build event to automatically deploy and register the DLL on your development computer.

These steps will not work on a 64-bit version of Windows.

To add the custom build event, follow these steps:

Click Project, and then click FtpAuthenticationDemo Properties.
Expand Configuration Properties, then expand Build Events, then click Post-build Event.
Click the ellipsis (...) on the right side of the Command line text box.

net stop ftpsvc
copy /y "$(TargetPath)" "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv"
regsvr32.exe /s "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv\$(TargetFileName)"
net start ftpsvc

Click OK to close the Command line dialog box.
Click OK to close the FtpAuthenticationDemo Property Pages dialog box.

Enter the following in the Command line dialog box:

10. If you are developing a provider for a 64-bit version of Windows, you will need to add a build configuration
for 64-bit complilation:

Click Build, and then click Configuration Manger...
Select <New...> in the Active Solution Platform drop-down menu.
Select x64 in the Type or select the new platform drop-down menu.
Click OK.
Click Close.

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interfaces for the demo provider.

1. Implement IFtpAuthenticationProvider:

In the Class View window, double-click the AuthenticateUser method.
Replace the existing implementation with the following code:



// IFtpAuthenticationProvider Methods
public:
    STDMETHOD(AuthenticateUser)(LPWSTR pszSessionId,
        LPWSTR pszSiteName,
        LPWSTR pszUserName,
        LPWSTR pszPassword,
        LPWSTR * ppszCanonicalUserName,
        long * pfAuthenticated)
    {
        // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
        *ppszCanonicalUserName = pszUserName;
        
        CString strUserName = L"MyUser";
        CString strPassword = L"MyPassword";
        
        // Verify that the user name and password are valid.
        // In this example, the user name is case-insensitive
        // and the password is case-sensitive.
        if ((strUserName.CompareNoCase(pszUserName)==0) &&
            (strPassword.Compare(pszPassword)==0))
        {
            *pfAuthenticated = TRUE;
        }
        else
        {
            *pfAuthenticated = FALSE;
        }
        return S_OK;
    }

2. Implement IFtpRoleProvider:

In the Class View window, double-click the IsUserInRole method.

// IFtpRoleProvider Methods
public:
    STDMETHOD(IsUserInRole)(LPWSTR pszSessionId,
        LPWSTR pszSiteName,
        LPWSTR pszUserName,
        LPWSTR pszRole,
        long * pfIsInRole)
    {
        // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
        CString strUserName = L"MyUser";
        CString strRoleName = L"MyRole";
        
        // Verify that the user name and role name are valid.
        // In this example, both the user name and
        // the role name are case-insensitive.
        if ((strUserName.CompareNoCase(pszUserName)==0) &&
            (strRoleName.CompareNoCase(pszRole)==0))
        {
            *pfIsInRole = TRUE;
        }
        else
        {
            *pfIsInRole = FALSE;
        }
        
        return S_OK;
    }

Replace the existing implementation with the following code:

3. Add an include file reference for atlstr.h to the start of the FtpAuthDemo.h file:



Step 3: Add the Authentication Provider to FTP

Summary

#include <atlstr.h>

4. Save and compile the project.

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP authentication providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpAuthenticationDemo for the provider Name.
Click Native Provider (COM).
Enter the class name for the extensibility provider as FtpAuthenticationDemo.FtpAuthDemo.
Click OK.
Clear the FtpAuthenticationDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

2. Add the custom authentication provider for an FTP site:

Open an FTP site in the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Check FtpAuthenticationDemo in the providers list.
Click OK.

3. Add an authorization rule for the authentication provider:

Double-click FTP Authorization Rules in the main window.
Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.

Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.
Click OK.

You can add either of the following authorization rules:

For a specific user:bye

Select Specified users for the access option.
Type "MyUser" for the user name.

For a role or group:

Select Specified roles or user groups for the access option.
Type "MyRole" for the role name.

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP authentication provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP authentication.
Add a custom authentication provider to your FTP service.



When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will attempt to authenticate users with your custom
authentication provider. If this fails, the FTP service will use other built-in or authentication providers to
authenticate users.
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Prerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple FTP home directory
provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.
5. A home directory for each user must be created; the code sample uses C:\Ftpusers\%*UserName*% , but you could

change that as necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpHomeDirectoryDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
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Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive:

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpHomeDirectoryDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.
Paste the following code into the editor:



NOTENOTE

Step 3: Add the Home Directory Provider to FTP

4. Save and compile the project.

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;
 
namespace FtpHomeDirectory
{
    public class FtpHomeDirDemo : BaseProvider,
        IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider
    {
        string IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider.GetUserHomeDirectoryData(
            string sessionId,
            string siteName,
            string userName)
        {
            // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
            // Return the user's home directory based on their user name.
            return @"C:\Ftpusers\" + userName;
        }
    }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpHomeDirectoryDemo for the provider Name.
Click Managed Provider (.NET).
Enter the assembly information for the extensibility provider using the information that you copied
earlier. For example:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

FtpHomeDirectory.FtpHomeDirDemo,FtpHomeDirectoryDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyTok
en=426f62526f636b73

Click OK.
Clear the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpHomeDirectoryDemo',enabled='true']

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

4. Configure user isolation to use a custom provider:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /ftpServer.userIsolation.mode:Custom

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to specify custom features for user isolation, so you
will have to use the following command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP home directory provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP home directory lookups.
Add a custom home directory provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will set each user's home directory to the path that you
specified in the demo provider.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use native code to create a simple FTP home directory
provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.

NOTENOTE
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5. A home directory for each user must be created; the code sample uses 
C:\Ftpusers\%*UserDomain*%\%*UserName*% , but you could change that as necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

4. You must use Visual Studio 2008.

If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps in this walkthrough may not be correct.

If you plan to develop custom FTP providers for computers that use a 64-bit version of Windows, you will have to
install the 64-bit tools and compilers for Visual Studio. You can find additional information about 64-bit development
in the Installing Visual Studio 64-bit Components topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site.

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
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2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C++ as the project type.
Choose ATL Project as the template.
Type FtpHomeDirectoryDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the ATL Project Wizard dialog appears:

Click Next.
Ensure that only Dynamic-link library (DLL) is checked.
Click Finish.

5. When the project opens, add an ATL Class to the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Class.
Choose ATL Simple Object as the template.
Click Add.

6. When the ATL Simple Object Wizard appears:

Enter "FtpHomeDirDemo" for the short name and accept the defaults for the other values.
Click Next.

Click Finish.

Choose the following options:

Choose Apartment for the Threading model. (Note: This can be customized depending on your
application's needs.)

Choose No for Aggregation. (Note: This can be customized depending on your application's
needs.)

Choose Custom for the Interface.

7. Add the extensibility interfaces:

Click View, and then click Class View.
In the Class View window, expand FtpHomeDirectoryDemo.
Right-click CFtpHomeDirDemo, then click Add, then click Implement Interface.
Choose File for the interface implementation.

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb
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C:\Windows\SysWOW64\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb

Click Finish.

For the Location, enter the full path of the FTP extensibility type library. For example:

If you are developing on a 64-bit computer, you should copy the FTP extensibility type library to the following
32-bit path and use that location. For example:

Choose the following interface to implement:

IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider



Step 2: Implement the Extensibility Interface
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11. Save the project.

8. Configure the project so that the DLL will not be registered automatically:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemoProperties.
Expand Configuration Properties, and then click Linker.
Select Register Output, and select No from the drop-down menu.
Click OK.

9. Optional: If you are developing your custom provider on a 32-bit version of Windows, you can optionally
add a custom build event to automatically deploy and register the DLL on your development computer.

These steps will not work on a 64-bit version of Windows.)

To add the custom build event, follow these steps:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Expand Configuration Properties, then expand Build Events, then click Post-build Event.
Click the ellipsis (...) on the right side of the Command line text box.

net stop ftpsvc
copy /y "$(TargetPath)" "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv"
regsvr32.exe /s "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv\$(TargetFileName)"
net start ftpsvc

Click OK to close the Command line dialog box.
Click OK to close the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Property Pages dialog box.

Enter the following in the Command line dialog box:

10. If you are developing a provider for a 64-bit version of Windows, you will need to add a build configuration
for 64-bit complilation:

Click Build, and then click Configuration Manger...
Select <New...> in the Active Solution Platform drop-down menu.
Select x64 in the Type or select the new platform drop-down menu.
Click OK.
Click Close.

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Implement IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider:

In the Class View window, double-click the GetUserHomeDirectoryData method.
Replace the existing implementation with the following code:



Step 3: Add the Home Directory Provider to FTP

#include "strsafe.h"

3. Save and compile the project.

// IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider Methods
public:
    STDMETHOD(GetUserHomeDirectoryData)(
        LPWSTR pszSessionId,
        LPWSTR pszSiteName,
        LPWSTR pszUserName,
        LPWSTR * ppszHomeDirectoryData)
    {
        // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
        HRESULT hr = S_OK;
        WCHAR wszPath[MAX_PATH] = L"";
        
        // Calculate the user's home directory based on their user name.
        hr = StringCchPrintf(wszPath,_countof(wszPath),
            L"\\\\?\\C:\\ftpusers\\%s",pszUserName);
        // Return an error if a failure occurs.
        if (FAILED(hr))
        {
            return hr;
        }
        
        // Allocate a block of memory for the user's home directory.
        LPWSTR wszHomeDirectoryData =
            (LPWSTR)CoTaskMemAlloc(_countof(wszPath) * sizeof(WCHAR));
        // Return an error if a failure occurs.
        if (wszHomeDirectoryData == NULL)
        {
            return E_OUTOFMEMORY;
        }
        
        // Copy the user's home directory into the memory block.
        hr = StringCchCopy(wszHomeDirectoryData,
            _countof(wszPath), wszPath);
        // Return an error if a failure occurs.
        if (FAILED(hr))
        {
            return hr;
        }
        
        // Return the user's home directory.
        (*ppszHomeDirectoryData) = wszHomeDirectoryData;
        return S_OK;
    }

2. Add an include file reference for strsafe.h to the start of the FtpHomeDirDemo.h file:

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP authentication providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.



Summary

Enter FtpHomeDirectoryDemo for the provider Name.
Click Native Provider (COM).
Enter the class name for the extensibility provider as FtpHomeDirectoryDemo.FtpHomeDirDemo.
Click OK.
Clear the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

2. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpHomeDirectoryDemo',enabled='true']

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

3. Configure user isolation to use a custom provider:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /ftpServer.userIsolation.mode:Custom

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to specify custom features for user isolation, so you
will have to use the following command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP home directory provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP home directory lookups.
Add a custom home directory provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will set each user's home directory to the path that you
specified in the demo provider.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple FTP logging provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.
5. A folder for logging must be created; the code sample uses C:\logfiles\myftpsite , but you can change that if

necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpLoggingDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.
Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
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Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

Click Add Folder.

operating system drive:

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpLoggingDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

In this step, you will implement the logging extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.
Paste the following code into the editor:
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Step 3: Add the Logging Provider to FTP

4. Save and compile the project.

using System;
using System.IO;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;

namespace FtpLogging
{
    public class FtpLogDemo : BaseProvider,
        IFtpLogProvider
    {
        void IFtpLogProvider.Log(FtpLogEntry loggingParameters)
        {
            // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
            // Open the log file for output.
            using (StreamWriter sw =
                new StreamWriter(@"C:\logfiles\myftpsite\myftplog.log",true))
                {
                // Retrieve the current date and time for the log entry.
                DateTime dt = DateTime.Now;
                // Retrieve the user name.
                string un = loggingParameters.UserName;
                // Write the log entry to the log file.
                sw.WriteLine("{0}\t{1}\t{2}\t{3}\t{4}\t{5}",
                    dt.ToShortDateString(),
                    dt.ToLongTimeString(),
                    loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress,
                    (un.Length == 0) ? "-" : un,
                    loggingParameters.Command,
                    loggingParameters.SessionId);
            }
        }
    }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpLoggingDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpLoggingDemo for the provider Name.
Click Managed Provider (.NET).

FtpLogging.FtpLogDemo,FtpLoggingDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636
b73

Click OK.
Clear the FtpLoggingDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

Enter the assembly information for the extensibility provider using the information that you copied
earlier. For example:

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpLoggingDemo',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP logging provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP logging.
Add a custom logging provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will create a log file in the path that you specified in the
demo provider.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use native code to create a simple FTP logging provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

5. A folder for logging must be created; the code sample uses C:\logfiles\myftpsite , but you can change that if
necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

4. You must use Visual Studio 2008.

If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps in this walkthrough may not be correct.

If you plan to develop custom FTP providers for computers that use a 64-bit version of Windows, you will have to
install the 64-bit tools and compilers for Visual Studio. You can find additional information about 64-bit development
in the Installing Visual Studio 64-bit Components topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site.

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-native-code-c-to-create-a-simple-ftp-logging-provider.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms246588.aspx


3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C++ as the project type.
Choose ATL Project as the template.
Type FtpLoggingDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the ATL Project Wizard dialog appears:

Click Next.
Ensure that only Dynamic-link library (DLL) is checked.
Click Finish.

5. When the project opens, add an ATL Class to the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Class.
Choose ATL Simple Object as the template.
Click Add.

6. When the ATL Simple Object Wizard appears:

Enter "FtpLogDemo" for the short name and accept the defaults for the other values.
Click Next.

Click Finish.

Choose the following options:

Choose Apartment for the Threading model. (Note: This can be customized depending on your
application's needs.)

Choose No for Aggregation. (Note: This can be customized depending on your application's
needs.)

Choose Custom for the Interface.

7. Add the extensibility interfaces:

Click View, and then click Class View.
In the Class View window, expand FtpLoggingDemo.
Right-click CFtpLogDemo, then click Add, then click Implement Interface.
Choose File for the interface implementation.

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb

NOTENOTE

C:\Windows\SysWOW64\inetsrv\ftpext.tlb

Click Finish.

For the Location, enter the full path of the FTP extensibility type library. For example:

If you are developing on a 64-bit computer, you should copy the FTP extensibility type library to the following
32-bit path and use that location. For example:

Choose the following interface to implement:

IFtpLogProvider

8. Configure the project so that the DLL will not be registered automatically:



Step 2: Implement the Extensibility Interface

NOTENOTE

11. Save the project.

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Expand Configuration Properties, and then click Linker.
Select Register Output, and select No from the drop-down menu.
Click OK.

9. Optional: If you are developing your custom provider on a 32-bit version of Windows, you can optionally
add a custom build event to automatically deploy and register the DLL on your development computer.

These steps will not work on a 64-bit version of Windows.)

To add the custom build event, follow these steps:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Expand Configuration Properties, then expand Build Events, then click Post-build Event.
Click the ellipsis (...) on the right side of the Command line text box.

net stop ftpsvc
copy /y "$(TargetPath)" "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv"
regsvr32.exe /s "%WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv\$(TargetFileName)"
net start ftpsvc

Click OK to close the Command line dialog box.
Click OK to close the FtpLoggingDemo Property Pages dialog box.

Enter the following in the Command line dialog box:

10. If you are developing a provider for a 64-bit version of Windows, you will need to add a build configuration
for 64-bit complilation:

Click Build, and then click Configuration Manger...
Select <New...> in the Active Solution Platform drop-down menu.
Select x64 in the Type or select the new platform drop-down menu.
Click OK.
Click Close.

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Implement the IFtpLogProvider interface:

In the Class View window, double-click the Log method.

// IFtpLogProvider Methods
public:
    STDMETHOD(Log)(LOGGING_PARAMETERS * pLoggingParameters)
    {
        // Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
        HRESULT hr = S_OK;
        DWORD dwResult;
        HANDLE hFile;
        char szLogEntry[256]="";
        const DWORD FILE_WRITE_TO_END_OF_FILE = 0xffffffff;

Replace the existing implementation with the following code:



#include "strsafe.h"

        OVERLAPPED Overlapped = { 0 };
        Overlapped.Offset = FILE_WRITE_TO_END_OF_FILE;
        Overlapped.OffsetHigh = -1;
        
        // Retrieve the current date and time for the log entry.
        SYSTEMTIME CurrentTime;
        GetSystemTime(&CurrentTime);
        
        // Open the log file for output.
        hFile = CreateFile(
            L"\\\\?\\C:\\logfiles\\myftpsite\\myftplog.log",
            GENERIC_WRITE,
            FILE_SHARE_READ,
            NULL,
            OPEN_ALWAYS,
            FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL | FILE_FLAG_WRITE_THROUGH,
            NULL);
        
        // Return an error if a failure occurs.
        if (hFile == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)
        {
            hr = HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(GetLastError());
            goto EXIT;
        }
        
        // Format the log entry.
        hr = StringCchPrintfA(
            szLogEntry,256,
            "%04d-%02d-%02d\t%02d:%02d:%02d\t%S\t%d\r\n",
            CurrentTime.wYear,CurrentTime.wMonth,CurrentTime.wDay,
            CurrentTime.wHour,CurrentTime.wMinute,CurrentTime.wSecond,
            pLoggingParameters->pszCommand,
            pLoggingParameters->FtpStatus);

        // Test for error.
        if (FAILED(hr))
        {
            // Return the error if a failure occurs.
            hr = HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(GetLastError());
            goto EXIT;
        }
        
        // Write the log entry to the log file.
        if(!WriteFile(hFile, szLogEntry,
            strlen(szLogEntry), &dwResult, &Overlapped))        
        {
            // Return an error if a failure occurs.
            hr = HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(GetLastError());
            goto EXIT;
        }

EXIT:
        // Close the log file if it is open.
        if(CloseHandle(hFile)==0)
        {
            // Return an error if a failure occurs.
            hr = HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(GetLastError());
        }
        return hr;
    }

2. Add an include file reference for strsafe.h to the start of the FtpLogDemo.h file:



Step 3: Add the Logging Provider to FTP

Summary

3. Save and compile the project.

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP authentication providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpLoggingDemo for the provider Name.
Click Native Provider (COM).
Enter the class name for the extensibility provider as FtpLoggingDemo.FtpLogDemo.
Click OK.
Clear the FtpLoggingDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

2. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpLoggingDemo',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

There is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to use the following
command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP logging provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP logging.
Add a custom logging provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will create a log file in the path that you specified in the
demo provider.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication providers. You can also
create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory information for your FTP users.

FTP 7.5 extensibility does not have a request-processing pipeline like the HTTP process model in IIS 7.0 and above,
but you can use the IFtpLogProvider.Log() method to implement custom actions in response to FTP commands
that have been sent by FTP clients, and you can examine the FTP status code to determine whether the FTP
command succeeded or failed.

You do not have to have to actually write to a log file when you implement the IFtpLogProvider.Log() method in your
providers.

As a practical illustration, this walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple
FTP provider that sends an email whenever a file is uploaded, and changes the text of the email message
depending on whether the upload succeeded or failed.

The FTP provider in this walkthrough implements the IFtpLogProvider.Log() method and uses the
FtpLogEntry.Command and FtpLogEntry.FtpStatus values to determine the FTP command from the client and the
response status from FTP service. In addition, the provider overrides the IFtpLogProvider.Initialize() method to
retrieve the SMTP server name/port and email addresses for the email message from the provider settings in your
provider's entry in the ApplicationHost.config file. If the SMTP settings have not been added to the configuration
settings, the FTP provider will return a simple exception to the FTP service and do nothing. You can monitor for
these exceptions using ETW tracing, or you could add Debug.WriteLine() statements to write that status to the
debug channel.

When an FTP client sends a file to the FTP service, the client will send a STOR command to the server. The FTP
server should respond with a 226 status if the command succeeded, or a different status if the command failed. For
example, the FTP service might return a 550 status if the user's disk quota has been exceeded.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-an-ftp-provider-that-sends-an-email-when-files-are-uploaded.md
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Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

3. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps
in this walkthrough may not be correct.

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpMailDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpMailDemo Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive:

C:\Windows\assembly\GAC_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0__31bf3856ad364e35

C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista:

For Windows 7:

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpMailDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpMailDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpMailDemo Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.
Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:



Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Diagnostics;
using System.Net.Mail;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;

public sealed class FtpMailDemo : BaseProvider, IFtpLogProvider
{
  private string smtpServerName;
  private string smtpFromAddress;
  private string smtpToAddress;
  private int smtpServerPort;

  // Override the default initialization method.
  protected override void Initialize(StringDictionary config)
  {
    // Retrieve the provider settings from configuration.
    smtpServerName = config["smtpServerName"];
    smtpFromAddress = config["smtpFromAddress"];
    smtpToAddress = config["smtpToAddress"];
    
    // Detect and handle any mis-configured settings.
    if (!int.TryParse(config["smtpServerPort"], out smtpServerPort))
    {
      smtpServerPort = 25;
    }
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(smtpServerName))
    {
      throw new ArgumentException(
        "Missing smtpServerName value in configuration.");
    }
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(smtpFromAddress))
    {

Paste the following code into the editor:



4. Save and compile the project.

    {
      throw new ArgumentException(
        "Missing smtpFromAddress value in configuration.");
    }
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(smtpToAddress))
    {
      throw new ArgumentException(
        "Missing smtpToAddress value in configuration.");
    }
  }

  // Implement the logging method.
  void IFtpLogProvider.Log(FtpLogEntry loggingParameters)
  {
    // Test for a file upload operation.
    if (loggingParameters.Command == "STOR")
    {
      // Create an SMTP message.
      SmtpClient smtpClient =
        new SmtpClient(smtpServerName, smtpServerPort);
      MailAddress mailFromAddress =
        new MailAddress(smtpFromAddress);
      MailAddress mailToAddress = new
        MailAddress(smtpToAddress);
      using (MailMessage mailMessage =
        new MailMessage(mailFromAddress, mailToAddress))
      {
        // Format the SMTP message as UTF8.
        mailMessage.BodyEncoding = Encoding.UTF8;
        // Test for a successful operation.
        if (loggingParameters.FtpStatus == 226)
        {
          // Create a customized message for a successful operation.
          mailMessage.Subject = "File Uploaded Successfully";
          mailMessage.Body = loggingParameters.UserName +
            " successfully uploaded a file to " +
            loggingParameters.FullPath;
        }
        else
        {
          // Create a customized message for a failed operation.
          mailMessage.Subject = "File Operation Status";
          mailMessage.Body =
            "The FTP service returned a status of " +
            loggingParameters.FtpStatus + "." +
            loggingParameters.FtpSubStatus +
            " when " + loggingParameters.UserName +
            " attempted to upload a file to " +
            loggingParameters.FullPath;
        }
        try
        {
          // Send the email message.
          smtpClient.Send(mailMessage);
        }
        catch (SmtpException ex)
        {
          // Send an exception message to the debug
          // channel if the email fails to send.
          Debug.WriteLine(ex.Message.ToString());
        }
      }
    }
  }
}
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Step 3: Add the Custom Provider to FTP

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and an FTP site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpMailDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"
[name='FtpMailDemo',type='FtpMailDemo,FtpMailDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=
426f62526f636b73']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpMailDemo']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpMailDemo'].[key='smtpServerName',value='localhost']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpMailDemo'].[key='smtpServerPort',value='25']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpMailDemo'].[key='smtpFromAddress',value='someone@contoso.com']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpMailDemo'].[key='smtpToAddress',value='someone@contoso.com']" /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add a custom provider with its related configuration
settings to IIS, so you will have to use command line syntax like the following example:

You need to update the above syntax using the managed type information for your provider and the
configuration settings for your SMTP server and email addresses.

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use command line syntax like the following example that configures the Default Web Site:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpMailDemo',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP functionality.
Add a custom provider to your FTP service.

When users attempt to upload files to your FTP site, the FTP service will send an email message with a success or
failure message using the SMTP server settings that you specified in your provider definition.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

ImportantImportant

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options. The new FTP 7.5 service supports
extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with the FTP service. More specifically,
FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication, home directory, and logging providers.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to an FTP authentication provider that uses
the sample XML file from the following walkthrough for users and roles:

How to use the Sample Read-Only XML Membership and Role Providers with IIS

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment
Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class
Step 3: Add the Demo Provider to FTP
Summary

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must have FTP publishing enabled for a site.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

To help improve the performance for authentication requests, the FTP service caches the credentials for successful
logins for 15 minutes by default. This means that if you change the password in your XML file, this change may not
be reflected for the cache duration. To alleviate this, you can disable credential caching for the FTP service. To do
so, use the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Type the following commands:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-an-ftp-authentication-provider-using-an-xml-database.md
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https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197


Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

cd /d "%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv"
Appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/caching /credentialsCache.enabled:"False" 
/commit:apphost
Net stop FTPSVC
Net start FTPSVC

3. Close the command prompt.

 

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpXmlAuthentication as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthentication Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive.

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthentication Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpXmlAuthenticationKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthentication Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:



Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

 

In this step, you will implement the logging extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add a reference to System.Configuration for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Configuration.
Click OK.

4. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Configuration.Provider;
using System.IO;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Xml;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;
using System.Xml.XPath;

// Define the XML authentication provider class.
public class FtpXmlAuthentication :
  BaseProvider,
  IFtpAuthenticationProvider,
  IFtpRoleProvider
{
  // Create a string to store the path to the XML file that stores the user data.
  private static string _xmlFileName;

  // Create a file system watcher object for change notifications.
  private static FileSystemWatcher _xmlFileWatch;

  // Create a dictionary to hold user data.
  private static Dictionary<string, XmlUserData> _XmlUserData =
    new Dictionary<string, XmlUserData>(
      StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);

  // Override the Initialize method to retrieve the configuration settings.
  protected override void Initialize(StringDictionary config)
  {
    // Retrieve the path to the XML file.
    _xmlFileName = config["xmlFileName"];

Paste the following code into the editor:



    // Test if the path is empty.
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(_xmlFileName))
    {
      // Throw an exception if the path is missing or empty.
      throw new ArgumentException("Missing xmlFileName value in configuration.");
    }

    // Test if the file exists.
    if (File.Exists(_xmlFileName) == false)
    {
      // Throw an exception if the file does not exist.
      throw new ArgumentException("The specified XML file does not exist.");
    }

    try
    {
      // Create a file system watcher object for the XML file.
      _xmlFileWatch = new FileSystemWatcher();
      // Specify the folder that contains the XML file to watch.
      _xmlFileWatch.Path = _xmlFileName.Substring(0, _xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\"));
      // Filter events based on the XML file name.
      _xmlFileWatch.Filter = _xmlFileName.Substring(_xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\") + 1);
      // Filter change notifications based on last write time and file size.
      _xmlFileWatch.NotifyFilter = NotifyFilters.LastWrite | NotifyFilters.Size;
      // Add the event handler.
      _xmlFileWatch.Changed += new FileSystemEventHandler(this.XmlFileChanged);
      // Enable change notification events.
      _xmlFileWatch.EnableRaisingEvents = true;
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
      // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
      throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
    }
   }

  // Define the event handler for changes to the XML file.
  public void XmlFileChanged(object sender, FileSystemEventArgs e)
  {
    // Verify that the changed file is the XML data file.
    if (e.Name.Equals(
      _xmlFileName.Substring(_xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\") + 1),
      StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
    {
      // Clear the contents of the existing user dictionary.
      _XmlUserData.Clear();
      // Repopulate the user dictionary.
      ReadXmlDataStore();
    }
  }

  // Define the AuthenticateUser method.
  bool IFtpAuthenticationProvider.AuthenticateUser(
         string sessionId,
         string siteName,
         string userName,
         string userPassword,
         out string canonicalUserName)
  {
    // Define the canonical user name.
    canonicalUserName = userName;

    // Validate that the user name and password are not empty.
    if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) || String.IsNullOrEmpty(userPassword))
    {
      // Return false (authentication failed) if either are empty.
      return false;
    }



    else
    {
      try
      {
        // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
        ReadXmlDataStore();
        // Create a user object.
        XmlUserData user;
        // Test if the user name is in the dictionary of users.
        if (_XmlUserData.TryGetValue(userName, out user))
        {
          // Perform a case-sensitive comparison on the password.
          if (String.Compare(user.Password, userPassword, false) == 0)
          {
            // Return true (authentication succeeded) if the passwords match.
            return true;
          }
        }
      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
        // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
        throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
      }
    }
    // Return false (authentication failed) if authentication fails to this point.
    return false;
  }

  bool IFtpRoleProvider.IsUserInRole(
       string sessionId,
       string siteName,
       string userName,
       string userRole)
  {
    // Validate that the user and role names are not empty.
    if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) || String.IsNullOrEmpty(userRole))
    {
      // Return false (role lookup failed) if either are empty.
      return false;
    }
    else
    {
      try
      {
        // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
        ReadXmlDataStore();
        // Create a user object.
        XmlUserData user;
        // Test if the user name is in the dictionary of users.
        if (_XmlUserData.TryGetValue(userName, out user))
        {
          // Loop through the user's roles.
          foreach (string role in user.Roles)
          {
            // Perform a case-insensitive comparison on the role name.
            if (String.Compare(role, userRole, true) == 0)
            {
              // Return true (role lookup succeeded) if the role names match.
              return true;
            }
          }
        }
      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
        // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
        throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
      }



      }
    }
    // Return false (role lookup failed) if role lookup fails to this point.
    return false;
  }

  // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
  private void ReadXmlDataStore()
  {
    // Lock the provider while the data is retrieved.
    lock (this)
    {
      try
      {
        // Test if the dictionary already has data.
        if (_XmlUserData.Count == 0)
        {
          // Create an XML document object and load the data XML file
          XPathDocument xmlDocument = new XPathDocument(_xmlFileName);
          // Create a navigator object to navigate through the XML file.
          XPathNavigator xmlNavigator = xmlDocument.CreateNavigator();
          // Loop through the users in the XML file.
          foreach (XPathNavigator node in xmlNavigator.Select("/Users/User"))
          {
            // Retrieve a user name.
            string userName = GetInnerText(node, "UserName");
            // Retrieve the user's password.
            string password = GetInnerText(node, "Password");
            // Test if the data is empty.
            if ((String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) == false) && (String.IsNullOrEmpty(password) == 
false))
            {
              // Retrieve the user's roles.
              string xmlRoles = GetInnerText(node, "Roles");
              // Create a string array for the user roles.
              string[] userRoles = new string[0];
              // Test if the user has any roles defined.
              if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(xmlRoles) == false)
              {
                // Split the roles by comma.
                userRoles = xmlRoles.Split(',');
              }
              // Create a user data class.
              XmlUserData userData = new XmlUserData(password, userRoles);
              // Store the user data in the dictionary.
              _XmlUserData.Add(userName, userData);
            }
          }
        }
      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
        // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
        throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
      }
    }
  }

  // Retrieve data from an XML element.
  private static string GetInnerText(XPathNavigator xmlNode, string xmlElement)
  {
    string xmlText = "";
    try
    {
      // Test if the XML element exists.
      if (xmlNode.SelectSingleNode(xmlElement) != null)
      {
        // Retrieve the text in the XML element.
        xmlText = xmlNode.SelectSingleNode(xmlElement).Value.ToString();
      }
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5. Save and compile the project.

      }
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
      // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
      throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
    }
    // Return the element text.
    return xmlText;
  }  
}

// Define the user data class.
internal class XmlUserData
{
  // Create a private string to hold a user's password.
  private string _password = "";
  // Create a private string array to hold a user's roles.
  private string[] _roles = new string[0];

  // Define the class constructor  requiring a user's password and roles array.
  public XmlUserData(string Password,string[] Roles)
  {
    this.Password = Password;
    this.Roles = Roles;
  }

  // Define the password property.
  public string Password
  {
    get { return _password; }
    set
    {
      try { _password = value; }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
        throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
      }
    }
  }

  // Define the roles property.
  public string[] Roles
  {
    get { return _roles; }
    set {
      try { _roles = value; }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
        throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
      }
    }
  }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Step 3: Add the Demo Provider to FTP

Adding the XML FileAdding the XML File

NOTENOTE

Adding the ProviderAdding the Provider

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

Create an XML file for the membership users and roles:

<Users>
   <User>
      <UserName>Alice</UserName>
      <Password>contoso!</Password>
      <EMail>alice@contoso.com</EMail>
      <Roles>Members,Administrators</Roles>
   </User>
   <User>
      <UserName>Bob</UserName>
      <Password>contoso!</Password>
      <EMail>bob@contoso.com</EMail>
      <Roles>Members</Roles>
   </User>
</Users>

Save the code as "Users.xml" to your computer. For example, you could use the path 
C:\Inetpub\XmlSample\Users.xml .

Paste the following code into a text editor:

For security reasons, this file should not be stored in a folder that is located in your Web site's content area.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpXmlAuthentication assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Using the information from the previous steps, add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP
providers and configure the options for the provider :

At the moment there is no user interface that enables you to add properties for a custom
authentication module, so you will have to use the following command line:



Summary

cd %SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"
[name='FtpXmlAuthentication',type='FtpXmlAuthentication,FtpXmlAuthentication,version=1.0.0.0,Cult
ure=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpXmlAuthentication']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpXmlAuthentication'].[key='xmlFileName',value='C:\Inetpub\XmlSample\Users.xml']" 
/commit:apphost

NOTENOTE
The file path that you specify in the xmlFileName attribute must match the path where you saved the
"Users.xml" file on your computer in the earlier in this walkthrough.

3. Add the custom authentication provider for an FTP site:

Open an FTP site in the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Check FtpXmlAuthentication in the providers list.
Click OK.

4. Add an authorization rule for the authentication provider:

Double-click FTP Authorization Rules in the main window.
Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.

Click OK.

You can add either of the following authorization rules:

Select Read and/or Write for the Permissions option.

For a specific user:

Select Specified users for the access option.
Enter the user name. For example, using the XML sample in this walkthrough you could
enter "Alice" or "Bob".

For a role or group:

Select Specified roles or user groups for the access option.
Enter the role or group name. For example, using the XML sample in this walkthrough you
could enter "Members" or "Administrators".

 

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP authentication provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP authentication.
Add a custom authentication provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will attempt to authenticate users with your custom
authentication provider. If this fails, the FTP service will use other built-in or authentication providers to
authenticate users.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code in Visual Basic to create a simple FTP
logging provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.
5. A folder for logging must be created; the code sample uses C:\logfiles\myftpsite , but you can change that if

necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual Basic as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpLoggingDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add the required references to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the References tab.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-visual-basic-to-create-a-simple-ftp-logging-provider.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197


Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

Add a reference path for the FTP extensibility library:

On the References tab, and then click the Reference Paths button.

Click Add Folder.
Click OK.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive:

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

On the References tab, and then click the Add button.
Select Microsoft.Web.FtpServer in the list of components.
Click OK.

Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

On the References tab, and then click the Add button.
Select System.Web in the list of components.
Click OK.

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpLoggingDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpLoggingDemo Properties.
Click the Compile tab.
Click the Build Events button.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

In this step, you will implement the logging extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
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Step 3: Add the Logging Provider to FTP

2. Save and compile the project.

Remove the existing code.

Imports System
Imports System.IO
Imports Microsoft.Web.FtpServer

Namespace FtpLogging
    Public Class FtpLogDemo
        Inherits BaseProvider
        Implements IFtpLogProvider
        Public Sub Log(ByVal loggingParameters As FtpLogEntry) _
            Implements IFtpLogProvider.Log
            ' Note: You would add your own custom logic here.
            ' Open the log file for output.
            Dim sw As StreamWriter = New StreamWriter( _
                "C:\logfiles\myftpsite\myftplog.log", True)
            ' Retrieve the current date and time for the log entry.
            Dim dt As DateTime = DateTime.Now
            ' Retrieve the user name.
            Dim un As String = loggingParameters.UserName
            ' Write the log entry to the log file.
            sw.WriteLine( _
                String.Format("{0}" & vbTab & "{1}" & vbTab & "{2}" & _
                vbTab & "{3}" & vbTab & "{4}" & vbTab & "{5}", _
                dt.ToShortDateString(), _
                dt.ToLongTimeString(), _
                loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress, _
                IIf((un.Length = 0), "-", un), _
                loggingParameters.Command, _
                loggingParameters.SessionId))
            sw.Dispose()
        End Sub
    End Class
End Namespace

Paste the following code into the editor:

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpLoggingDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Click Register.
Enter FtpLoggingDemo for the provider Name.
Click Managed Provider (.NET).

FtpLoggingDemo.FtpLogging.FtpLogDemo,FtpLoggingDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToke
n=426f62526f636b73

Click OK.
Clear the FtpLoggingDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

Enter the assembly information for the extensibility provider using the information that you copied
earlier. For example:

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpLoggingDemo',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a Visual Basic project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP logging provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP logging.
Add a custom logging provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will create a log file in the path that you specified in the
demo provider.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Prerequisites

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication providers. You can
also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory information for your FTP
users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to an FTP authentication provider that
provides support for dynamic IP restrictions that uses a SQL Server database to store account information. This
provider implements this logic by logging the number of failures from remote IP addresses and then using this
information to block IP addresses that fail to log in to the server within a given time frame.

The latest version of the FTP 7.5 service must be installed in order to use the provider in this walkthrough. A version FTP 7.5
was released on August 3, 2009 that addressed an issue where the local and remote IP addresses in the
IFtpLogProvider.Log() method were incorrect. Because of this, using an earlier version of the FTP service will prevent this
provider from working.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 server, and the Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager must also be installed.

3. You must have FTP publishing enabled for a site.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.
5. You must use a SQL Server database for the list of user accounts and the associated restriction lists; this

example cannot be used with FTP Basic authentication. The "Additional Information" section of this
walkthrough contains a script for SQL Server that creates the necessary tables for this sample.

6. You will need Gacutil.exe on your IIS computer; this is required to add the assemblies to your Global Assembly

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP 7.5 service from the
https://www.iis.net/ Web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64) > [!IMPORTANT] > As mentioned earlier in this walkthrough, the latest version of
the FTP 7.5 service must be installed in order to use the provider in this walkthrough. A version FTP 7.5
was released on August 3, 2009 that addressed an issue where the local and remote IP addresses in the
IFtpLogProvider.Log() method were incorrect. Because of this, using an earlier version of the FTP
service will prevent this provider from working.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-an-ftp-authentication-provider-with-dynamic-ip-restrictions.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
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Provider Description

Cache (GAC).

To help improve the performance for authentication requests, the FTP service caches the credentials for successful
logins for 15 minutes by default. This authentication provider will deny requests from an attacker immediately, but
if the attacker were able to successfully guess the password for a user that has recently logged in, they may gain
access through the cached credentials. This may have the unintentional consequence of allowing a malicious user
to attack your server after this provider has blocked their IP address. To alleviate this potential avenue of attack,
you should disable credential caching for the FTP service. To do so, use the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt.

cd /d "%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv"
Appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/caching /credentialsCache.enabled:"False" 
/commit:apphost
Net stop FTPSVC
Net start FTPSVC

3. Close the command prompt.

2. Type the following commands:

After you have made these changes, the authentication provider in this example will be able to deny all requests
from a potential attacker immediately.

 

This walkthrough contains several points that necessitate some discussion. Internet-based attacks often exploit an
FTP server in the attempt to gain the username and password for an account on a system. Detecting this behavior
is possible through analysis of the FTP activity logs and examining the IP addresses that are being used to attack
your system and blocking those addresses from future access. Unfortunately, this is something of a manual
process, and even if that process is automated it will not be real-time.

The FTP service contains a feature for restricting connections based on IP addresses, but the list of IP addresses is
stored in the IIS configuration files and requires administrative access to update. The extensibility process for the
FTP service runs as a lower-privileged account that does not have permissions to update the requisite settings the
IIS configuration files. You could write an FTP logging provider that detects username flooding and writes that
information to a data store and a separate service that runs as a higher-privileged account that can update the IIS
configuration files, but that requires a greater knowledge of system architecture and requires a number of difficult
implementation details. Because of this, an alternative data store is necessary.

A database makes an ideal choice because of the ease of data access and the general availability of tools that are
available for manipulating data in a database. The next challenge is to use the existing FTP extensibility interfaces
to implement the necessary logic to detect login flooding that an attacker would use. By way of review, the
available extensibility interfaces are:

IFtpAuthenticationProvider Interface
IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider Interface
IFtpLogProvider Interface
IFtpRoleProvider Interface

You could easily write a provider that takes advantage of all of these interfaces in order to tighten security to a
greater degree, but the provider in this walkthrough will use only the following interfaces:

IFtpAuthenticationProvider - The provider will use this interface to allow or deny access to the FTP server.
IFtpLogProvider - The provider will use this interface as a generic event listener.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd692892.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd692893.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd692885.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd692895.aspx
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Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

The FTP service does not have actual event notifications that a provider can register for, but you can write
providers that use the IFtpLogProvider.Log() method to provide post-event processing. For example, any failed
login attempts will log the "PASS" command with a status code other than "230", which is the status code for a
successful FTP login. By capturing additional information about the failed login attempt, such as the IP address of
the client that failed to log in, it becomes possible to use this information to provide additional functionality, such
as blocking IP addresses from accessing your FTP server in the future.

The following descriptions summarize the behavior for this authentication provider:

When you register the provider on your system, you specify the database connection to use and the values for
the number of failed logon attempts and flood timeout in your IIS configuration files.
When the FTP service loads your provider, it provides the values from your IIS configuration files to your
provider's Initialize() method. After these values are stored in global settings, the Initialize() method
performs some initial garbage collection to clean up any information from previous FTP sessions that might be
in the database.
When an FTP client connects to the FTP server, the provider's Log() method is sent the
"ControlChannelOpened" message by the FTP service. The Log() method checks the database to see if the
client's IP address has been blocked; if so, it flags the session in the database.
When the user enters their username and password, the FTP service calls the provider's AuthenticateUser()
method, which checks to see if the session is flagged. If the session is flagged, the provider returns false,
signifying that the user failed to log in. If the session is not flagged, the username and password are checked
with the database to see if they are valid. If they are valid, the method returns true, indicating that the user is
valid and can log in.

When an FTP client disconnects from the server, the FTP service calls the provider's Log() method and sends
the "ControlChannelClosed" message. The Log() method takes advantage of this notification to perform
garbage collection for the session.

If the user fails to enter a valid username and password, the Log() method is called by the FTP service, and
the method runs periodic garbage collection to make sure that the number of failures is less than the flood
timeout. Next, the method checks to see if the remaining number of failures is less than the maximum
number of failures:

If the maximum number of failures has not been reached, the method adds a failure notification for the
client's IP address to the database.
If the maximum number of failures has been reached, the method adds the client's IP address to the list
of blocked IP addresses in the database.

Additional Notes:

This provider exposes functionality for user and IP address validation, but does not provide an implementation
for role lookups. That being said, it would be relatively easy to add an additional table for user-to-role
mappings and add the IFtpRoleProvider.IsUserInRole() method to the provider, but that is outside the scope
of this walkthrough.
This provider makes a small number of calls to the SQL database server during the authentication process.
Through consolidation of a few of the SQL statements into single compound queries or stored procedures you
could further reduce the number of round-trips to the database, but that is outside the scope of this
walkthrough.

 

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.



Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

7. Save the project.

3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive.

C:\Windows\assembly\GAC_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0__31bf3856ad364e35

C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista:

For Windows 7:

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpAddressRestrictionAuthenticationKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

 

In this step, you will implement the logging extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...



On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add a reference to System.Configuration for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Configuration.
Click OK.

4. Add a reference to System.Data for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Data.
Click OK.

5. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Configuration.Provider;
using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;

public class FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication :
  BaseProvider,
  IFtpLogProvider,
  IFtpAuthenticationProvider
{
  // Define the default values - these are only
  // used if the configuration settings are not set.
  const int defaultLogonAttempts = 5;
  const int defaultFloodSeconds = 30;

  // Define a connection string with no default.
  private static string _connectionString;

  // Initialize the private variables with the default values.
  private static int _logonAttempts = defaultLogonAttempts;
  private static int _floodSeconds = defaultFloodSeconds;

  // Flag the application as uninitialized.
  private static bool _initialized = false;

  // Define a list that will contain the list of flagged sessions.
  private static List<string> _flaggedSessions;

  // Initialize the provider.
  protected override void Initialize(StringDictionary config)
  {
    // Test if the application has already been initialized.
    if (_initialized == false)
    {

Paste the following code into the editor:



      // Create the flagged sessions list.
      _flaggedSessions = new List<string>();

      // Retrieve the connection string for the database connection.
      _connectionString = config["connectionString"];
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(_connectionString))
      {
        // Raise an exception if the connection string is missing or empty.
        throw new ArgumentException(
          "Missing connectionString value in configuration.");
      }
      else
      {
        // Determine whether the database is a Microsoft Access database.
        if (_connectionString.Contains("Microsoft.Jet"))
        {
          // Throw an exception if the database is a Microsoft Access database.
          throw new ProviderException("Microsoft Access databases are not supported.");
        }
      }

      // Retrieve the number of failures before an IP
      // address is locked out - or use the default value.
      if (int.TryParse(config["logonAttempts"], out _logonAttempts) == false)
      {
        // Set to the default if the number of logon attempts is not valid.
        _logonAttempts = defaultLogonAttempts;
      }

      // Retrieve the number of seconds for flood
      // prevention - or use the default value.
      if (int.TryParse(config["floodSeconds"], out _floodSeconds) == false)
      {
        // Set to the default if the number of logon attempts is not valid.
        _floodSeconds = defaultFloodSeconds;
      }

      // Test if the number is a positive integer and less than 10 minutes.
      if ((_floodSeconds <= 0) || (_floodSeconds > 600))
      {
        // Set to the default if the number of logon attempts is not valid.
        _floodSeconds = defaultFloodSeconds;
      }

      // Initial garbage collection.
      GarbageCollection(true);
      // Flag the provider as initialized.
      _initialized = true;
    }
  }

  // Dispose of the provider.
  protected override void Dispose(bool disposing)
  {
    base.Dispose(disposing);

    // Test if the application has already been uninitialized.
    if (_initialized == true)
    {
      // Final garbage collection.
      GarbageCollection(true);
      // Flag the provider as uninitialized.
      _initialized = false;
    }
  }

  // Authenticate a user.
  bool IFtpAuthenticationProvider.AuthenticateUser(
    string sessionId,



    string siteName,
    string userName,
    string userPassword,
    out string canonicalUserName)
  {
    // Define the canonical user name.
    canonicalUserName = userName;

    // Check if the session is flagged.
    if (IsSessionFlagged(sessionId) == true)
    {
      // Return false (authentication failed) if the session is flagged.
      return false;
    }

    // Check the user credentials and return the status.
    return IsValidUser(userName, userPassword);
  }

  // Implement custom actions by using the Log() method.
  void IFtpLogProvider.Log(FtpLogEntry loggingParameters)
  {
    // Test if the control channel was opened or the USER command was sent.
    if ((String.Compare(loggingParameters.Command,
      "ControlChannelOpened", true) == 0)
      || (String.Compare(loggingParameters.Command,
      "USER", true) == 0))
    {
      // Check if the IP address is banned.
      if (IsAddressBanned(loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress) == true)
      {
        // If the IP is banned, flag the session.
        FlagSession(loggingParameters.SessionId);
        return;
      }
    }
    // Test if the PASS command was sent.
    if (String.Compare(loggingParameters.Command,
      "PASS", true) == 0)
    {
      // Check for password failures (230 is a success).
      if (loggingParameters.FtpStatus != 230)
      {
        // Periodic garbage collection - remove authentication
        // failures that are older than the flood timeout.
        GarbageCollection(false);

        // Test if the existing number of failures exceeds the maximum logon attempts.
        if (GetRecordCountByCriteria("[Failures]",
          "[IPAddress]='" + loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress +
          "'") < _logonAttempts)
        {
          // Add the failure to the list of failures.
          InsertDataIntoTable("[Failures]",
            "[IPAddress],[FailureDateTime]",
            "'" + loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress +
            "','" + DateTime.Now.ToString() + "'");
        }
        else
        {
          // Ban the IP address if authentication has failed
          // from that IP more than the defined number of failures.
          BanAddress(loggingParameters.RemoteIPAddress);
          FlagSession(loggingParameters.SessionId);
        }
        return;
      }
    }
    // Test if the control channel was closed.



    // Test if the control channel was closed.
    if (String.Compare(loggingParameters.Command,
      "ControlChannelClosed", true) == 0)
    {
      // Session-based garbage collection - remove the
      // current session from the list of flagged sessions.
      _flaggedSessions.Remove(loggingParameters.SessionId);
      return;
    }
  }

  // Check for a valid username/password.
  private static bool IsValidUser(
    string userName,
    string userPassword)
  {
    // Define the initial status as the credentials are not valid.
    try
    {
      // Create a new SQL connection object.
      using (SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection(_connectionString))
      {
        // Create a new SQL command object.
        using (SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand())
        {
          // Specify the connection for the command object.
          command.Connection = connection;
          // Specify a text command type.
          command.CommandType = CommandType.Text;

          // Specify the SQL text for the command object.
          command.CommandText = "SELECT COUNT(*) AS [NumRecords] " +
            "FROM [Users] WHERE [UID]=@UID AND [PWD]=@PWD AND [Locked]=0";

          // Add parameters for the user name and password.
          command.Parameters.Add("@UID", SqlDbType.NVarChar).Value = userName;
          command.Parameters.Add("@PWD", SqlDbType.NVarChar).Value = userPassword;

          // Open the database connection.
          connection.Open();
          // Return the valid status for the credentials.
          return ((int)command.ExecuteScalar() > 0);
        }
      }
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
      // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
      throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
    }
  }

  // Check if the IP is banned.
  private bool IsAddressBanned(string ipAddress)
  {
    // Return whether the IP address was found in the banned addresses table.
    return (GetRecordCountByCriteria("[BannedAddresses]",
      "[IPAddress]='" + ipAddress + "'") != 0);
  }

  // Check if the session is flagged.
  private bool IsSessionFlagged(string sessionId)
  {
    // Return whether the session ID was found in the flagged sessions table.
    return _flaggedSessions.Contains(sessionId);
  }

  // Mark a session as flagged.
  private void FlagSession(string sessionId)
  {



  {
    // Check if the session is already flagged.
    if (IsSessionFlagged(sessionId) == false)
    {
      // Flag the session if it is not already flagged.
      _flaggedSessions.Add(sessionId);
    }
  }

  // Mark an IP address as banned.
  private void BanAddress(string ipAddress)
  {
    // Check if the IP address is already banned.
    if (IsAddressBanned(ipAddress) == false)
    {
      // Ban the IP address if it is not already banned.
      InsertDataIntoTable("[BannedAddresses]",
        "[IPAddress]", "'" + ipAddress + "'");
    }
  }

  // Perform garbage collection tasks.
  private void GarbageCollection(bool deleteSessions)
  {
    // Remove any authentication failures that are older than the flood timeout.
    DeleteRecordsByCriteria("[Failures]",
      String.Format("DATEDIFF(second,[FailureDateTime],'{0}')>{1}",
      DateTime.Now.ToString(),_floodSeconds.ToString()));

    // Test if flagged sessions should be deleted.
    if (deleteSessions == true)
    {
      // Remove any sessions from the list of flagged sessions.
      _flaggedSessions.Clear();
    }
  }

  // Retrieve the count of records based on definable criteria.
  private int GetRecordCountByCriteria(
    string tableName,
    string criteria)
  {
    // Create a SQL string to retrive the count of records 
    // that are found in a table based on the criteria.
    StringBuilder sqlString = new StringBuilder();
    sqlString.Append("SELECT COUNT(*) AS [NumRecords]");
    sqlString.Append(String.Format(
      " FROM {0}",tableName));
    sqlString.Append(String.Format(
      " WHERE {0}",criteria));
    // Execute the query.
    return ExecuteQuery(true, sqlString.ToString());
  }

  // Insert records into a database table.
  private void InsertDataIntoTable(
    string tableName,
    string fieldNames,
    string fieldValues)
  {
    // Create a SQL string to insert data into a table.
    StringBuilder sqlString = new StringBuilder();
    sqlString.Append(String.Format(
      "INSERT INTO {0}",tableName));
    sqlString.Append(String.Format(
      "({0}) VALUES({1})",fieldNames, fieldValues));
    // Execute the query.
    ExecuteQuery(false, sqlString.ToString());
  }



  // Remove records from a table based on criteria.
  private void DeleteRecordsByCriteria(
    string tableName,
    string queryCriteria)
  {
    // Create a SQL string to delete data from a table.
    StringBuilder sqlString = new StringBuilder();
    sqlString.Append(String.Format(
      "DELETE FROM {0}",tableName));
    // Test if any criteria is specified.
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(queryCriteria) == false)
    {
      // Append the criteria to the SQL string.
      sqlString.Append(String.Format(
        " WHERE {0}",queryCriteria));
    }
    // Execute the query.
    ExecuteQuery(false, sqlString.ToString());
  }

  // Execute SQL queries.
  private int ExecuteQuery(bool returnRecordCount, string sqlQuery)
  {
    try
    {
      // Create a new SQL connection object.
      using (SqlConnection connection =
        new SqlConnection(_connectionString))
      {
        // Create a new SQL command object.
        using (SqlCommand command =
          new SqlCommand(sqlQuery, connection))
        {
          // Open the connection.
          connection.Open();
          // Test whether the method should return a record count.
          if (returnRecordCount == true)
          {
            // Run the database query.
            SqlDataReader dataReader = command.ExecuteReader();
            // Test if data reader has returned any rows.
            if (dataReader.HasRows)
            {
              // Read a single row.
              dataReader.Read();
              // Return the number of records.
              return ((int)dataReader["NumRecords"]);
            }
          }
          else
          {
            // Run the database query.
            command.ExecuteNonQuery();
          }
        }
      }
      // Return a zero record count.
      return 0;
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
      // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
      throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
    }
  }
}



NOTENOTE

Step 3: Add the Demo Provider to FTP

6. Save and compile the project.

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

 

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the Default Web Site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Using the information from the previous steps, add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP
providers and configure the options for the provider :

cd %SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication',type='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication,FtpAddressR
estrictionAuthentication,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication'].
[key='connectionString',value='Server=localhost;Database=FtpAuthentication;User 
ID=FtpLogin;Password=P@ssw0rd']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication'].[key='logonAttempts',value='5']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication'].[key='floodSeconds',value='30']" /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

At the moment there is no user interface that enables you to add properties for a custom
authentication module, so you will have to use the following command line:

The connection string that you specify in the connectionString attribute must be a valid login for your
database.

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Step 4: Using the provider with FTP 7.5

NOTENOTE

Additional Information

AppCmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/sites /"[name='Default Web 
Site'].ftpServer.security.authentication.basicAuthentication.enabled:False" /commit:apphost

AppCmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/sites /+"[name='Default Web 
Site'].ftpServer.security.authentication.customAuthentication.providers.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication',enabled='True']" /commit:apphost

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpAddressRestrictionAuthentication',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

This syntax disables FTP Basic authentication, and it is important that you disable Basic authentication when
using this authentication provider. Otherwise, when an attacker's IP address has been blocked by this
authentication provider, an attacker would still be able to attack accounts that use Basic authentication.

4. Add an authorization rule for the authentication provider:

Double-click FTP Authorization Rules in the main window.
Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.
Select Specified users for the access option.
Enter a user name. > [!NOTE] > The user name will need to be entered into the database outside of this
list of steps.
Select Read and/or Write for the Permissions option.
Click OK.

 

When FTP clients connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will attempt to authenticate users with your custom
authentication provider using accounts that are stored in the database. If an FTP client fails to authenticate, the
provider will track the IP address and date/time of the failure in the database. When an FTP client fails to log in
from a specific IP address for the number of failures that is specified in the logonAttempts setting, and within the
time frame that is specified in the floodSeconds setting, the provider will block the IP address from logging in to
the FTP service.

This sample provider implements the authentication logic for the FTP service, but does not provide an admin module to
manage the data in the database. For example, you cannot manage the list of FTP user accounts, banned IP addresses, or
authentication failures using this provider. To manage the data using IIS Manager, you can use the IIS Database Manager.
For more information, see the following topic:

https://www.iis.net/extensions/DatabaseManager

 

You can use the following SQL Script for Microsoft SQL Server to create the necessary database and tables. To use
this script, you need to update the name of the database and location of the database files. In SQL Server you
would run the script in a new query window, and then create a database login that you will use with your
connection string.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/database-manager


NOTENOTE

/****** Create the FtpAuthentication Database ******/

USE [master]
GO
CREATE DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] ON  PRIMARY 
( NAME = N'FtpAuthentication', FILENAME = N'c:\databases\FtpAuthentication.mdf' , SIZE = 2048KB , MAXSIZE = 
UNLIMITED, FILEGROWTH = 1024KB )
 LOG ON 
( NAME = N'FtpAuthentication_log', FILENAME = N'c:\databases\FtpAuthentication_log.ldf' , SIZE = 1024KB , 
MAXSIZE = 2048GB , FILEGROWTH = 10%)
 COLLATE SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS
GO
EXEC dbo.sp_dbcmptlevel @dbname=N'FtpAuthentication', @new_cmptlevel=90
GO
IF (1 = FULLTEXTSERVICEPROPERTY('IsFullTextInstalled'))
begin
EXEC [FtpAuthentication].[dbo].[sp_fulltext_database] @action = 'enable'
end
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ANSI_NULL_DEFAULT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ANSI_NULLS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ANSI_PADDING OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ANSI_WARNINGS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ARITHABORT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET AUTO_CLOSE OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET AUTO_CREATE_STATISTICS ON 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET AUTO_SHRINK OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET AUTO_UPDATE_STATISTICS ON 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET CURSOR_CLOSE_ON_COMMIT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET CURSOR_DEFAULT  GLOBAL 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET CONCAT_NULL_YIELDS_NULL OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET NUMERIC_ROUNDABORT OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET RECURSIVE_TRIGGERS OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ENABLE_BROKER 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET AUTO_UPDATE_STATISTICS_ASYNC OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET DATE_CORRELATION_OPTIMIZATION OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET TRUSTWORTHY OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET ALLOW_SNAPSHOT_ISOLATION OFF 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET PARAMETERIZATION SIMPLE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET READ_WRITE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET RECOVERY SIMPLE 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET MULTI_USER 
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET PAGE_VERIFY CHECKSUM  
GO
ALTER DATABASE [FtpAuthentication] SET DB_CHAINING OFF 

/****** Create the Database Tables ******/

You might want to alter the SQL script to store the database in a location other than c:\databases .



/****** Create the Database Tables ******/

USE [FtpAuthentication]
GO
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[BannedAddresses]') AND type in 
(N'U'))
BEGIN
CREATE TABLE [BannedAddresses](
    [IPAddress] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
END
GO
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[Failures]') AND type in (N'U'))
BEGIN
CREATE TABLE [Failures](
    [IPAddress] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL,
    [FailureDateTime] [datetime] NOT NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
END
GO
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
IF NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.objects WHERE object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[Users]') AND type in (N'U'))
BEGIN
CREATE TABLE [Users](
    [UID] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL,
    [PWD] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL,
    [Locked] [bit] NOT NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
END

Summary
 

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP provider.
Implement the extensibility interfaces for a custom FTP provider.
Add an FTP custom provider to your FTP service.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before,
and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that lets you extend the built-in functionality that is included with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports the creation of your own authentication and authorization
providers. You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory
information for your FTP users.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple FTP home directory
provider.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7 or above must be installed on your server, and the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager must also
be installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.
4. You must use Visual Studio 2008. > [!NOTE] > If you use an earlier version of Visual Studio, some of the steps

in this walkthrough may not be correct.
5. A home directory for each user must be created; the code sample uses C:\Ftpusers\%*UserName*% , but you could

change that as necessary.

2. The new FTP 7.5 service must be installed. If you are using Windows Server 2008, you can download and
install the FTP 7.5 service from the https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS (x86)
FTP 7.5 for IIS (x64)

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual Basic as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpHomeDirectoryDemo as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add the required references to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Click the References tab.
Add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-visual-basic-to-create-a-simple-ftp-home-directory-provider.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
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7. Save the project.

On the References tab, click the Reference Paths button.

Click Add Folder.
Click OK.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive:

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista: 
C:\Windows\assembly\GAC\_MSIL\Microsoft.Web.FtpServer\7.5.0.0\_\_31bf3856ad364e35

For Windows 7: C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

On the References tab, click the Add button.
Select Microsoft.Web.FtpServer in the list of components.
Click OK.

Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

On the References tab, click the Add button.
Select System.Web in the list of components.
Click OK.

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpHomeDirectoryDemoKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpHomeDirectoryDemo Properties.
Click the Compile tab.
Click the Build Events button.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Click OK.

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.vb file.
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Step 3: Add the Home Directory Provider to FTP

2. Save and compile the project.

Remove the existing code.

Imports System
Imports Microsoft.Web.FtpServer

Namespace FtpHomeDirectory
  Public Class FtpHomeDirDemo
    Inherits BaseProvider
    Implements IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider

    Function IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider_GetUserHomeDirectoryData( _
      ByVal sessionId As String, _
      ByVal siteName As String, _
      ByVal userName As String) _
        As String _
        Implements IFtpHomeDirectoryProvider.GetUserHomeDirectoryData

      ' Note: You would add your own custom logic here.

      ' Return the user's home directory based on their user name.
      Return ("C:\Ftpusers\" + userName)

    End Function

  End Class
End Namespace

Paste the following code into the editor:

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Click your computer name in the Connections pane.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Summary

Click Register.
Enter FtpHomeDirectoryDemo for the provider Name.
Click Managed Provider (.NET).

FtpHomeDirectoryDemo.FtpHomeDirectory.FtpHomeDirDemo,FtpHomeDirectoryDemo,version=1.0.0.0,Culture
=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73

Click OK.
Clear the FtpHomeDirectoryDemo check box in the providers list.
Click OK.

Enter the assembly information for the extensibility provider using the information that you copied
earlier. For example:

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpHomeDirectoryDemo',enabled='true']

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use the following command line:

4. Configure user isolation to use a custom provider:

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /ftpServer.userIsolation.mode:Custom

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to specify custom features for user isolation, so you
will have to use the following command line:

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2008 for a custom FTP home directory provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP home directory lookups.
Add a custom home directory provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will set each user's home directory to the path that you
specified in the demo provider.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 The FTP 8.0 service is required for custom authorization.

IIS 7.5 Custom authorization is not supported in FTP 7.5.

IIS 7.0 Custom authorization is not supported in FTP 7.0.

Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

ImportantImportant

by Robert McMurray

[This documentation is preliminary and is subject to change.]

Note: The FTP 8.0 service ships as a feature for IIS 8.0 in Windows 8 and Windows 8 Server.

Microsoft has created a new FTP 8.0 service for Windows Server® 2012 that builds upon the rich set of features
that were introduced in FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5. In addition, this new FTP service extends the list of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for FTP with new extensibility features like support for custom authorization and
simple event processing.

This walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to an FTP authentication and authorization
provider that uses the sample XML file from the following walkthrough for users and roles, with the necessary
changes that are required to support custom authorization rules:

How to use the Sample Read-Only XML Membership and Role Providers with IIS

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 8 must be installed on your Windows Server 8 server, and the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager
must also be installed.

2. The FTP 8 service must be installed.
3. You must have FTP publishing enabled for a site.
4. You should use Visual Studio 2008 or later. > [!NOTE] > You can use a different version of Visual Studio, but

some of the steps in this walkthrough may be different.

To help improve the performance for authentication requests, the FTP service caches the credentials for successful
logins for 15 minutes by default. This means that if you change the password in your XML file, this change may not
be reflected for the cache duration. To alleviate this, you can disable credential caching for the FTP service. To do so,
use the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-an-ftp-authentication-and-authorization-provider-using-an-xml-database.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

cd /d "%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv"
Appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/caching /credentialsCache.enabled:"False" 
/commit:apphost
Net stop FTPSVC
Net start FTPSVC

3. Close the command prompt.

2. Type the following commands:

 

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio for the demo provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 or later.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpXmlAuthorization as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. When the project opens, add a reference path to the FTP extensibility library:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthorization Properties.
Click the Reference Paths tab.

Click Add Folder.

Enter the path to the FTP extensibility assembly for your version of Windows, where C: is your
operating system drive.

C:\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS

5. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthorization Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpXmlAuthorizationKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

6. Optional: You can add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache
(GAC) on your development computer:

Click Project, and then click FtpXmlAuthorization Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">null
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:
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7. Save the project.

 

In this step, you will implement the logging extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer.
Click OK.

2. Add a reference to System.Web for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Web.
Click OK.

3. Add a reference to System.Configuration for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
On the .NET tab, click System.Configuration.
Click OK.

4. Add the code for the authentication and authorization class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Configuration.Provider;
using System.IO;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.Xml;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;
using System.Xml.XPath;

// Define the XML authentication and authorization provider class.
public class FtpXmlAuthorization :
    BaseProvider,
    IFtpAuthenticationProvider,
    IFtpAuthorizationProvider,
    IFtpRoleProvider
{
    // Create a string to store the path to the XML file that stores the user data.
    private static string _xmlFileName;

    // Create a file system watcher object for change notifications.
    private static FileSystemWatcher _xmlFileWatch;

    // Create a dictionary to hold user data.
    private static Dictionary<string, XmlUserData> _XmlUserData =
      new Dictionary<string, XmlUserData>(
        StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);

    // Override the Initialize method to retrieve the configuration settings.
    protected override void Initialize(StringDictionary config)
    {
        // Retrieve the path to the XML file.

Paste the following code into the editor:



        _xmlFileName = config["xmlFileName"];

        // Test if the path is empty.
        if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(_xmlFileName))
        {
            // Throw an exception if the path is missing or empty.
            throw new ArgumentException("Missing xmlFileName value in configuration.");
        }

        // Test if the file exists.
        if (File.Exists(_xmlFileName) == false)
        {
            // Throw an exception if the file does not exist.
            throw new ArgumentException("The specified XML file does not exist.");
        }

        try
        {
            // Create a file system watcher object for the XML file.
            _xmlFileWatch = new FileSystemWatcher();
            // Specify the folder that contains the XML file to watch.
            _xmlFileWatch.Path = _xmlFileName.Substring(0, _xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\"));
            // Filter events based on the XML file name.
            _xmlFileWatch.Filter = _xmlFileName.Substring(_xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\") + 1);
            // Filter change notifications based on last write time and file size.
            _xmlFileWatch.NotifyFilter = NotifyFilters.LastWrite | NotifyFilters.Size;
            // Add the event handler.
            _xmlFileWatch.Changed += new FileSystemEventHandler(this.XmlFileChanged);
            // Enable change notification events.
            _xmlFileWatch.EnableRaisingEvents = true;
        }
        catch (Exception ex)
        {
            // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
            throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
        }
    }

    // Define the event handler for changes to the XML file.
    public void XmlFileChanged(object sender, FileSystemEventArgs e)
    {
        // Verify that the changed file is the XML data file.
        if (e.Name.Equals(
          _xmlFileName.Substring(_xmlFileName.LastIndexOf(@"\") + 1),
          StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
        {
            // Clear the contents of the existing user dictionary.
            _XmlUserData.Clear();
            // Repopulate the user dictionary.
            ReadXmlDataStore();
        }
    }

    // Define the AuthenticateUser method.
    bool IFtpAuthenticationProvider.AuthenticateUser(
           string sessionId,
           string siteName,
           string userName,
           string userPassword,
           out string canonicalUserName)
    {
        // Define the canonical user name.
        canonicalUserName = userName;

        // Validate that the user name and password are not empty.
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) || String.IsNullOrEmpty(userPassword))
        {
            // Return false (authentication failed) if either are empty.
            return false;



        }
        else
        {
            try
            {
                // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
                ReadXmlDataStore();
                // Create a user object.
                XmlUserData user;
                // Test if the user name is in the dictionary of users.
                if (_XmlUserData.TryGetValue(userName, out user))
                {
                    // Perform a case-sensitive comparison on the password.
                    if (String.Compare(user.Password, userPassword, false) == 0)
                    {
                        // Return true (authentication succeeded) if the passwords match.
                        return true;
                    }
                }
            }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
        // Return false (authentication failed) if authentication fails to this point.
        return false;
    }

    // Define the IsUserInRole method.
    bool IFtpRoleProvider.IsUserInRole(
         string sessionId,
         string siteName,
         string userName,
         string userRole)
    {
        // Validate that the user and role names are not empty.
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) || String.IsNullOrEmpty(userRole))
        {
            // Return false (role lookup failed) if either are empty.
            return false;
        }
        else
        {
            try
            {
                // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
                ReadXmlDataStore();
                // Create a user object.
                XmlUserData user;
                // Test if the user name is in the dictionary of users.
                if (_XmlUserData.TryGetValue(userName, out user))
                {
                    // Loop through the user's roles.
                    foreach (string role in user.Roles)
                    {
                        // Perform a case-insensitive comparison on the role name.
                        if (String.Compare(role, userRole, true) == 0)
                        {
                            // Return true (role lookup succeeded) if the role names match.
                            return true;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                // Raise an exception if an error occurs.



                // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
        // Return false (role lookup failed) if role lookup fails to this point.
        return false;
    }

    // Define the AuthorizeUser method.
    FtpAccess IFtpAuthorizationProvider.GetUserAccessPermission(
          string pszSessionId,
          string pszSiteName,
          string pszVirtualPath,
          string pszUserName)
    {
        // Define the default access.
        FtpAccess _ftpAccess = FtpAccess.None;

        // Validate that the user and virtual path are not empty.
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(pszUserName) || String.IsNullOrEmpty(pszVirtualPath))
        {
            // Return false (authorization failed) if either are empty.
            return FtpAccess.None;
        }
        else
        {
            try
            {
                // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
                ReadXmlDataStore();
                // Create a user object.
                XmlUserData user;
                // Test if the user name is in the dictionary of users.
                if (_XmlUserData.TryGetValue(pszUserName, out user))
                {
                    // Loop through the user's roles.
                    foreach (KeyValuePair<string, FtpAccess> rule in user.Rules)
                    {
                        // Test if the virtual path matches an authorization rule.
                        // Note: This is a very simple path search.
                        if (pszVirtualPath.StartsWith(rule.Key))
                        {
                            _ftpAccess = rule.Value;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }

        return _ftpAccess;
    }

    // Retrieve the user/role data from the XML file.
    private void ReadXmlDataStore()
    {
        // Lock the provider while the data is retrieved.
        lock (this)
        {
            try
            {
                // Test if the dictionary already has data.
                if (_XmlUserData.Count == 0)
                {
                    // Create an XML document object and load the data XML file
                    XPathDocument xmlDocument = new XPathDocument(_xmlFileName);



                    XPathDocument xmlDocument = new XPathDocument(_xmlFileName);
                    // Create a navigator object to navigate through the XML file.
                    XPathNavigator xmlNavigator = xmlDocument.CreateNavigator();
                    // Loop through the users in the XML file.
                    foreach (XPathNavigator node in xmlNavigator.Select("/Users/User"))
                    {
                        // Retrieve a user name.
                        string userName = GetInnerText(node, "UserName");
                        // Retrieve the user's password.
                        string password = GetInnerText(node, "Password");
                        // Test if the data is empty.
                        if ((String.IsNullOrEmpty(userName) == false) && 
(String.IsNullOrEmpty(password) == false))
                        {
                            // Retrieve the user's roles.
                            string xmlRoles = GetInnerText(node, "Roles");
                            // Create a string array for the user roles.
                            string[] userRoles = new string[0];
                            // Test if the user has any roles defined.
                            if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(xmlRoles) == false)
                            {
                                // Split the roles by comma.
                                userRoles = xmlRoles.Split(',');
                            }
                            // Create a dictionary to hold the user's authorization rules.
                            Dictionary<string, FtpAccess> userRules =
                                new Dictionary<string, FtpAccess>(
                                    StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);
                            // Loop through the set of authorization rules for the user.
                            foreach (XPathNavigator rule in node.Select("Rules/Rule"))
                            {
                                // Retrieve the URL path for the authorization rule.
                                string xmlPath = rule.GetAttribute("path", string.Empty);
                                // Strip trailing slashes from paths.
                                if (xmlPath.EndsWith("/") && xmlPath.Length > 1)
                                    xmlPath = xmlPath.Substring(0, xmlPath.Length - 1);
                                // Retrieve the user's permissionsfor the authorization rule.
                                string xmlPermissions = rule.GetAttribute("permissions", 
string.Empty);
                                // Parse the FTP access permissions for the authorization rule.
                                FtpAccess userPermissions = FtpAccess.None;
                                switch (xmlPermissions.Replace(" ", "").ToLower())
                                {
                                    case "read":
                                        userPermissions = FtpAccess.Read;
                                        break;
                                    case "write":
                                        userPermissions = FtpAccess.Write;
                                        break;
                                    case "read,write":
                                    case "write,read":
                                        userPermissions = FtpAccess.ReadWrite;
                                        break;
                                    default:
                                        userPermissions = FtpAccess.None;
                                        break;
                                }
                                // Add the authorization rule to the dictionary.
                                userRules.Add(xmlPath, userPermissions);
                            }
                            // Create a user data class.
                            XmlUserData userData = new XmlUserData(password, userRoles, 
userRules);
                            // Store the user data in the dictionary.
                            _XmlUserData.Add(userName, userData);
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
            catch (Exception ex)



            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
    }

    // Retrieve data from an XML element.
    private static string GetInnerText(XPathNavigator xmlNode, string xmlElement)
    {
        string xmlText = "";
        try
        {
            // Test if the XML element exists.
            if (xmlNode.SelectSingleNode(xmlElement) != null)
            {
                // Retrieve the text in the XML element.
                xmlText = xmlNode.SelectSingleNode(xmlElement).Value.ToString();
            }
        }
        catch (Exception ex)
        {
            // Raise an exception if an error occurs.
            throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
        }
        // Return the element text.
        return xmlText;
    }

}

// Define the user data class.
internal class XmlUserData
{
    // Create a private string to hold a user's password.
    private string _password = "";
    // Create a private string array to hold a user's roles.
    private string[] _roles = new string[0];
    // Create a private dictionary to hold user authorization rules.
    private Dictionary<string, FtpAccess> _rules =
        new Dictionary<string, FtpAccess>(
            StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);

    // Define the class constructor  requiring a user's password and roles array.
    public XmlUserData(string Password, string[] Roles, Dictionary<string, FtpAccess> Rules)
    {
        this.Password = Password;
        this.Roles = Roles;
        this.Rules = Rules;
    }

    // Define the password property.
    public string Password
    {
        get { return _password; }
        set
        {
            try { _password = value; }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
    }

    // Define the roles property.
    public string[] Roles
    {
        get { return _roles; }
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Adding the XML FileAdding the XML File

5. Save and compile the project.

        get { return _roles; }
        set
        {
            try { _roles = value; }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
    }

    // Define the rules property.
    public Dictionary<string, FtpAccess> Rules
    {
        get { return _rules; }
        set
        {
            try { _rules = value; }
            catch (Exception ex)
            {
                throw new ProviderException(ex.Message);
            }
        }
    }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on the Microsoft MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

 

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and the default Web site.

Create an XML file for the membership users and roles:

Paste the following code into a text editor:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx
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<Users>
  <User>
    <UserName>Alice</UserName>
    <Password>P@ssw0rd</Password>
    <EMail>alice@contoso.com</EMail>
    <Roles>Members,Administrators</Roles>
    <Rules>
      <Rule path="/" permissions="Read,Write" />
    </Rules>
  </User>
  <User>
    <UserName>Bob</UserName>
    <Password>P@ssw0rd</Password>
    <EMail>bob@contoso.com</EMail>
    <Roles>Members</Roles>
    <Rules>
      <Rule path="/" permissions="Read" />
      <Rule path="/bob" permissions="Read,Write" />
    </Rules>
  </User>
  <User>
    <UserName>Carol</UserName>
    <Password>P@ssw0rd</Password>
    <EMail>carol@contoso.com</EMail>
    <Roles>Members</Roles>
    <Rules>
      <Rule path="/" permissions="Write" />
      <Rule path="/carol" permissions="Read,Write" />
    </Rules>
  </User>
</Users>

Save the code as "Users.xml" to your computer. For example, you could use the path 
C:\Inetpub\XmlSample\Users.xml .

For security reasons, this file should not be stored in a folder that is located in your Web site's content area.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the FtpXmlAuthorization assembly.
Right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.
Copy the Culture value; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version number; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token value; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Using the information from the previous steps, add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP
providers and configure the options for the provider :

At the moment there is no user interface that enables you to add properties for custom
authentication or authorization modules, so you will have to use the following command line:



Summary

cd %SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"
[name='FtpXmlAuthorization',type='FtpXmlAuthorization,FtpXmlAuthorization,version=1.0.0.0,Culture
=neutral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpXmlAuthorization']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpXmlAuthorization'].[key='xmlFileName',value='C:\Inetpub\XmlSample\Users.xml']" 
/commit:apphost

NOTENOTE
The file path that you specify in the xmlFileName attribute must match the path where you saved the
"Users.xml" file on your computer in the earlier in this walkthrough.

3. Specify the custom authentication provider for an FTP site:

Open an FTP site in the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Double-click FTP Authentication in the main window.
Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
Check FtpXmlAuthorization in the providers list.
Click OK.

4. Specify the custom authorization provider for an FTP site:

Open an FTP site in the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
Double-click FTP Authorization Rules in the main window.
Click Edit Feature Settings... in the Actions pane.
Click to select Choose a custom authorization provider.
Select FtpXmlAuthorization in the drop-down menu.
Click OK.

 

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio for a custom FTP authentication and authorization provider.
Implement the extensibility interfaces for custom FTP authentication and authorization.
Add a custom authentication and authorization provider to your FTP service.

When users connect to your FTP site, the FTP service will attempt to authenticate users with your custom
authentication provider. If this fails, the FTP service will use other built-in or authentication providers to
authenticate users. After users have been authenticated, the FTP service will call the custom authorization provider
to authorize users. If this succeeds, the users will be granted access to your server. If this fails, users will not be able
to access your server.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 8.0 The FTP 8.0 service is required for custom FTP event handling.

IIS 7.5 Custom FTP event handling is not supported in FTP 7.5 for IIS
7.5.

IIS 7.0 Custom FTP event handling is not supported in FTP 7.0 for IIS
7.0.
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Step 1: Set up the Project Environment

by Robert McMurray

[This documentation is preliminary and is subject to change.]

Note: The FTP 8.0 service ships as a feature for IIS 8.0 in Windows 8 and Windows 8 Server.

Microsoft has created a new FTP 8.0 service for Windows Server® 2012 that builds upon the rich set of features
that were introduced in FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5. In addition, this new FTP service extends the list of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for FTP with new extensibility features like support for custom authorization and
simple event processing.

With that in mind, this walkthrough will lead you through the steps to use managed code to create a simple FTP
provider that prevents users from downloading more files per-session than you want to allow, which is a behavior
that is known that is known in Internet-speak as "leeching." The FTP provider in this walkthrough implements the 
IFtpPreprocessProvider.HandlePreprocess()  and IFtpPostprocessProvider.HandlePostprocess()  methods in order to

restrict a user to a maximum number of downloads that you specify in your provider's entry in the
ApplicationHost.config file.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 8.0 must be installed on your Windows Server 2012 server, and the Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager must also be installed.

2. The new FTP 8.0 service must be installed.
3. You need to install Visual Studio.

Note: This walkthrough was written by using Visual Studio 2010. You may use other versions of Visual Studio, but
some of the steps in this walkthrough may not be exact.

 

In this step, you will create a project in Visual Studio 2010 for the demo provider.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/develop/developing-for-ftp/how-to-use-managed-code-c-to-create-an-ftp-provider-that-prevents-leeching.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
http://leeching.urbanup.com/392924


Step 2: Create the Extensibility Class

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.

6. Save the project.

3. In the New Project dialog box:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type FtpLeechPrevention as the name of the project.
Click OK.

4. Add a strong name key to the project:

Click Project, and then click FtpLeechPrevention Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter FtpLeechPreventionKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, clear the Protect my key file with a password
check box.
Click OK.

5. Add a custom build event to add the DLL automatically to the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) on your
development computer :

Click Project, and then click FtpLeechPrevention Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

net stop ftpsvc
call "%VS100COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">nul
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"
net start ftpsvc

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line dialog box:

 

In this step, you will implement the extensibility interface for the demo provider.

1. Add a reference to the FTP extensibility library for the project:

Click Project, and then click Add Reference...
Click the Browse tab.
Navigate to your %ProgramFiles(x86)%\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS  folder.
Click Microsoft.Web.FtpServer and then click OK.

2. Add the code for the authentication class:

In Solution Explorer, double-click the Class1.cs file.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using Microsoft.Web.FtpServer;

Paste the following code into the editor:



public class FtpLeechPrevention :
  BaseProvider,
  IFtpPreprocessProvider,
  IFtpPostprocessProvider,
  IFtpLogProvider
{
  private static Dictionary<string, int> _sessionList = null;
  private static int _maxDownloads = 1;

  protected override void Initialize(StringDictionary config)
  {
    // Test if the dictionary has been created.
    if (_sessionList == null)
    {
      // Create the dictionary if it hasn't been created.
      _sessionList = new Dictionary<string, int>();
    }
    // Retrieve the max downloads from configuration.
    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(config["MaxDownloads"]) == false)
      _maxDownloads = Convert.ToInt16(config["MaxDownloads"]);
  }

  public FtpProcessStatus HandlePreprocess(
    FtpPreprocessParameters preProcessParameters)
  {
    // Test if the command was a RETR command.
    if (preProcessParameters.Command.Equals(
      "RETR", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
    {
      // Test if the max download count was exceeded.
      if (_sessionList[preProcessParameters.SessionId].Equals(_maxDownloads))
      {
        // Reject the command if the max download count was exceeded.
        return FtpProcessStatus.FtpProcessRejectCommand;
      }
    }
    return FtpProcessStatus.FtpProcessContinue;
  }

  public FtpProcessStatus HandlePostprocess(
    FtpPostprocessParameters postProcessParameters)
  {
    // Test if the command was a successful RETR command.
    if (postProcessParameters.Command.Equals(
      "RETR", StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase) &&
      postProcessParameters.FtpStatus == 226)
    {
      // Increment the download count.
      _sessionList[postProcessParameters.SessionId]++;
    }
    return FtpProcessStatus.FtpProcessContinue;
  }

  public void Log(FtpLogEntry logEntry)
  {
    // Test if the control channel was opened.
    if (logEntry.Command.Equals(
      "ControlChannelOpened",
      StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
    {
      // Add the current session to the dictionary.
      _sessionList.Add(logEntry.SessionId, 0);
    }
    // Test if the control channel was closed.
    if (logEntry.Command.Equals(
      "ControlChannelClosed",
      StringComparison.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase))
    {
      // Remove the current session from the dictionary.



NOTENOTE

Step 3: Add the Custom Provider to FTP

3. Save and compile the project.

      // Remove the current session from the dictionary.
      _sessionList.Remove(logEntry.SessionId);
    }
  }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS 8.0 computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

 

In this step, you will add the demo provider to your FTP service and an FTP site.

1. Determine the assembly information for the extensibility provider:

call "%VS100COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat"

gacutil.exe /l FtpLeechPrevention

FtpLeechPrevention, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73

Close the .

Open a command prompt and enter the following commands:

Copy the information for the the FtpLeechPrevention assembly; for example:

2. Add the extensibility provider to the global list of FTP providers:

cd /d "%WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv"

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"
[name='FtpLeechPrevention',type='FtpLeechPrevention,FtpLeechPrevention,version=1.0.0.0,Culture=ne
utral,PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpLeechPrevention']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.ftpServer/providerDefinitions /+"activation.
[name='FtpLeechPrevention'].[key='MaxDownloads',value='5']" /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add a custom provider with its related configuration
settings to IIS, so you will have to use command line syntax like the following example:

You need to update the above syntax using the managed type information for your provider and your desired
number of downloads.

3. Add the custom provider to a site:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c.aspx


Summary

cd /d "%WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv"

appcmd.exe set site "Default Web Site" /+ftpServer.customFeatures.providers.
[name='FtpLeechPrevention',enabled='true'] /commit:apphost

At the moment there is no UI that enables you to add custom features to a site, so you will have to
use command line syntax like the following example that configures the Default Web Site:

 

In this walkthrough you learned how to:

Create a project in Visual Studio 2010 for a custom FTP provider.
Implement the extensibility interface for custom FTP functionality.
Add a custom provider to your FTP service.

When an FTP client connects to the FTP service, the FTP provider will count the number of times that an FTP client
downloads a file, and prevent the user from downloading more files per-session than you have allowed in your
configuration settings.
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Enabling Application Offline

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:iisApp=mySite -dest:auto,computername=<publishUrl> -enableRule:AppOffline

What happens when a publish fails

msdeploy.exe -verb:delete -dest:contentPath=siteName/App_Offline.htm,computername=<publishUrl>

by Harsh Mittal

In Web Deploy V3, we added support to automatically take an ASP.Net application offline before publishing to it.
This is useful if a user wants to ensure that their application does not have a lock on a file (e.g. SQL CE sdf files
which only allow one connection to the file at a time) being overwritten, or if they want to ensure that visitors to
their site cannot affect the publish process. The way it works is if Web Deploy detects that a change needs to be
made on the destination server, it will automatically drop a blank App_Offline.htm file into the root of the
application folder. When ASP.Net detects that a file by the name of "App_Offline.htm" exists, it will automatically
bring down the app domain hosting the application. When the publish process is completed, the App_Offline.htm
file will be removed and the site will be online again.

Web Deploy takes an application offline by using the "AppOffline" rule, which is off by default. If a client wishes to
turn it on during a publish operation, it simply needs to enable the rule. Here is an example of how to do this from
the command line (executable lives under %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3 ):

If an error occurred during publishing, the htm file will remain in the site root to keep it offline because it is now in
an unknown state. After fixing your publishing issue, you will need to bring the application back online. To do this,
you can either manually delete the App_Offline.htm file from your application root on the server, or republish your
site. Here is an example of how to delete the App_Offline.htm file from the command line:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/taking-an-application-offline-before-publishing.md
https://twitter.com/harshmittal
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For developers

For Windows users

Technologies discussed

by IIS Team

Mai-lan Tomsen Bukovec has published a series of videos that target developers and users who want to experience
a simplified deployment experience for apps and the Web stack on Windows, focusing particularly on ASP.NET
and PHP open source community applications.

Make sure that you have the latest Microsoft Web platform tools (including the Microsoft Web server,
applications and frameworks, database and tools, as well as PHP), watch the Staying Current with the Latest
Web Platform with Web Platform Installer videocast (7 minutes).
Add required Web Deployment tool integration for the Windows Web App Gallery and/or simplify
installation on Windows, watch Adding Web Deployment Tool Support to Community Application Zip
Packages (12 minutes). This video explains how to add Web Deployment Tool manifest files to a community
application zip file (WordPress in this case) for easier deployment on Windows.
Find a community application that deploys easily on Windows and learn how to re-package that app
with customizations for deployment to a rstrongote IIS Web server, see the Packaging and Deploying an
Open Source Application Using Web Deployment Tool videocast (11 minutes). This video walks through how
to find and customize SilverStripe from the Web App Gallery, then re-package and deploy the customized
SilverStripe package using Web Deployment Tool to a remote IIS server.

Try out the Web Platform Installer, start with the Finding and Installing the Web Platform Installer 2.0
videocast (3 minutes). This video showing the different ways to find and install the Web Platform Installer, as
well as provides a brief introduction to the Web Platform Installer Tool.
Install a free open source community application easily on Windows, watch the Installing a Free Community
Application Using Web Platform Installer videocast (7 minutes). This video shows how to install Umbraco on
Windows using the Web Platform Installer.

Web Deployment Tool
Web Platform Installer
Web Application Gallery

These videos were encoded and are published using IIS Smooth Streaming.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/videocast-simplified-application-deployment-on-the-microsoft-web-platform.md
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/05/02/real-world-iis-staying-current-with-the-latest-microsoft-web-platform-with-web-platform-installer-videocast.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/05/04/real-world-iis-adding-web-deployment-tool.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/05/01/real-world-iis-packaging-and-deploying-an-open-source-application-using-web-deployment-tool-screencast.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/04/30/real-world-iis-finding-and-installing-web-platform-installer-2-0.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/mailant/archive/2009/04/30/real-world-iis-installing-a-free-community-application-using-web-platform-installer-videocast.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
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by Simon Tan

When provisioning a site, most hosters have some sort of control panel that allows them to capture the
information required for provisioning. This information can then be passed to simple scripts to create the user,
configure it for hosting, create a database, and import the application package.

Here are the basic steps for provisioning a site:

2. Create a DNS entry for the site that points to the server IP address.
3. Create SQL database(s) (MSSQL or MySQL) for the application (if required).
4. Create database user(s) and apply permissions.
5. Create the IIS site and application pool.

1. Gather information from user.

What package do they want?
What is the FQDN?
What are the database requirements?
What is the user name for the site?
What is the site password?
What is database user name?
What is the database password?

For more detailed information on how to provision an IIS Web site in a hosting environment, refer to Configuring
Remote Administration and Feature Delegation in IIS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/provision-an-iis-web-site-in-a-hosting-environment.md
https://github.com/simtan
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Introduction

Requirements

Procedure
Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.

Web Platform InstallerWeb Platform Installer

by Simon Tan

DotNetNuke is an open source content management system (CMS) and application development framework for
Microsoft .NET. For more information about DotNetNuke, refer to the DotNetNuke Web site. For step-by-step
instructions on installing this application in an IIS environment, see the Procedure section of this document.

For information about technical requirements for your IIS environment, refer to Install Server Components.

To install the application, you can use Web Platform Installer or WebMatrix. These procedures are described in this
step.

 

The Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 (Web PI) is a free tool that allows you to easily install and run the most
popular free web applications for blogging, content management and more with the built-in Windows Web
Application Gallery. For more information about Web PI, refer to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 Web
site.

To use Web PI to install this application, complete these steps:

2. Click the Web Applications tab, select the DotNetNuke Community Edition check box, and click Install.

1. From the Windows Start menu, click Programs, and then click Web Platform Installer.

The Web Platform Installation window appears.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke.md
https://github.com/simtan
http://www.dotnetnuke.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image1.jpg


3. Select the DotNetNuke Community Edition check box, and click I Accept.

4. Select Mixed Mode Authentication, enter a password, and click Continue.

Once the preinstallation steps complete, the site information window appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image3.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image5.jpg
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5. In the Web Site list, click New Web Site.
6. Enter an application name in the application name field.
7. Enter a web site name in the Web Site Name field.
8. Enter a physical path in the Physical path field.
9. In the IP address list, click All Unassigned, and enter 80 in the Port field.

10. Enter a host name in the Host Name field, and click Continue.

Once the installation process completes, the final installation window appears.

11. Click Finish.

The DotNetNuke Installation Wizard web page appears.

12. On the DotNetNuke Installation Wizard web page, select an installation method, choose your language, and
click Next.

The Checking File Permissions web page appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image9.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image11.jpg


WebMatrixWebMatrix

14. Select the type of database.
15. Enter the name or IP address of the computer where the database is located.
16. Enter the name of the database file.
17. Click the Integrated Security check box.
18. Click Next to complete the installation.

13. Once your site passes the permissions check, click Next.

The Configure Database Connection web page appears.

 

WebMatrix is a free, easy way to customize and build Web sites from popular open-source applications, such as
WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla. In addition, you can build sites from the ground up using ASP.NET, PHP, HTML
and a number of other leading technologies. For more information about WebMatrix, refer to the WebMatrix Web
site.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image13.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image15.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/


To use WebMatrix to install this application, complete these steps:

1. Launch WebMatrix.

The WebMatrix home page appears.

2. Click Site From Web Gallery.

The Site From Web Gallery page appears.

3. Click DotNetNuke, and then click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image17.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image19.jpg


The Accept EULA page appears.

4. Click I Accept to agree to the end-user license agreement.

WebMatrix installs the DotNetNuke software on your local computer. This page appears once installation is
complete.

5. Click OK.

The DotNetNuke application starts as indicated in bottom-left corner of the page.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image21.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image23.jpg


7. Select .Net 4 (Integrated) from the Select .NET Framework Version drop-down list.

6. Click Settings in the left navigation area.

8. Select Publish > Configuration.

The Publishing Settings dialog box appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image26.jpg
javascript:void(0);


9. Add your hosting provide and domain-specific information, and click Validate Connection.
10. If the connection was successful, click Apply, and then click Publish.

WebMatrix determines changes to be made.

11. Once changes have been determined, check the Publish to SQL Server check box, and click Continue.

Once the process completes, the Publish Preview dialog box appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image31.jpg
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13. Once publishing is complete, go to your domain, and verify DotNetNuke is running.

12. Click Continue.

The status of the publishing process is indicated in the bottom-left corner of the page.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image35.jpg
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Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.

Step 3. Install the application on the target server.Step 3. Install the application on the target server.

To build the application package from the IIS site, complete the steps described in Export a Package through IIS
Manager.

To install the application on the target server, complete the steps described in Import a Package through IIS
Manager.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/dotnetnuke/_static/image41.jpg
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Introduction

Requirements

Procedure
Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.

Web Platform InstallerWeb Platform Installer

by Simon Tan

ScrewTurn Wiki is a free, open source wiki application that is based on Microsoft ASP.NET 3.5 and allows you to
create, manage and share wikis.

For information about technical requirements for your IIS environment, refer to Install Server Components.

To install the application, you can use Web Platform Installer or WebMatrix. These procedures are described in this
step.

The Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 (Web PI) is a free tool that allows you to easily install and run the most
popular free web applications for blogging, content management and more with the built-in Windows Web
Application Gallery. For more information about Web PI, refer to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 Web
site.

To use Web PI to install this application, complete these steps:

1. From the Windows Start menu, click Programs, and then click Web Platform Installer.

The Web Platform Installation window appears.

2. Click the Web Applications tab, select the ScrewTurn Wiki 3.0 check box, and click Install.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki.md
https://github.com/simtan
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image1.jpg


3. Select the ScrewTurn Wiki 3.0 check box, and click I Accept.

4. Select Mixed Mode Authentication, enter a password, and click Continue.

Once the preinstallation steps complete, the site information window appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image3.jpg
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5. In the Web Site list, click New Web Site.
6. Enter an application name in the application name field.
7. Enter a web site name in the Web Site Name field.
8. Enter a physical path in the Physical path field.
9. In the IP address list, click All Unassigned, and enter 80 in the Port field.

11. In the Choose your database list, click SQL Server.
12. In the Create a new or use an existing database list, click Create new database.
13. Enter a database administrator user name in the Database Admin Username field.
14. Enter a password in the Database Admin Password field.

10. Enter a host name in the Host Name field, and click Continue.

The application information window appears.

15. Click Continue.

Once the installation process completes, the final installation window appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image7.jpg
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WebMatrixWebMatrix

16. Click Finish.

The ScrewTurn Wiki web page appears. From this web page, you can edit the ScrewTurn Wiki home page
and create new pages.

WebMatrix is a free, easy way to customize and build Web sites from popular open-source applications, such as
WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla. In addition, you can build sites from the ground up using ASP.NET, PHP, HTML
and a number of other leading technologies. For more information about WebMatrix, refer to the WebMatrix Web
site.

To use WebMatrix to install this application, complete these steps:

1. Launch WebMatrix.

The WebMatrix home page appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image11.jpg
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2. Click Site From Web Gallery.

The Site From Web Gallery page appears.

3. Click ScrewTurn Wiki, and then click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image15.jpg
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4. Click SQL Server, and choose the location in which you want to install the database from the drop-down list.

6. Click Mixed Mode Authentication, and enter a password for your administrator.

5. Click Next.

7. Click Next.

The Accept EULA page appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image19.jpg
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8. Click I Accept to agree to the end-user license agreement.

WebMatrix installs the ScrewTurn Wiki software on your local computer. During installation, this page
appears.

9. Enter information based on your environment, and click Next.

Once installation is complete, this page appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image24.jpg
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10. Click OK.

The ScrewTurn Wiki application starts as indicated in bottom-left corner of the page.

11. Click Settings in the left navigation area.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image29.jpg
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12. Select .Net 4 (Integrated) from the Select .NET Framework Version drop-down list.

14. Add your hosting provide and domain-specific information, and click Validate Connection.

13. Select Publish > Configure.

The Publishing Settings dialog box appears.

15. If the connection was successful, click Apply, and then click Publish.

The Publish Preview dialog box appears.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/screwturn-wiki/_static/image33.jpg
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17. Once publishing is complete, go to your domain, and verify DotNetNuke is running.

16. Click Continue.

The status of the publishing process is indicated in the bottom-left corner of the page.
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Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.

Step 3. Install the application on the target server.Step 3. Install the application on the target server.

To build the application package from the IIS site, complete the steps described in Export a Package through IIS
Manager.

To install the application on the target server, complete the steps described in Import a Package through IIS
Manager.
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Introduction

Requirements

Procedure
Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.Step 1. Install the application in an IIS test environment.

Web Platform InstallerWeb Platform Installer

by Simon Tan

BlogEngine.NET is an open source .NET blogging platform for Microsoft .NET. For more information about
BlogEngine.Net, refer to the BlogEngine.NET Web site. For step-by-step instructions on installing this application in
an IIS environment, see the Procedure section of this document.

For information about technical requirements for your IIS environment, refer to Install Server Components.

To install the application, you can use Web Platform Installer or WebMatrix. These procedures are described in this
step.

The Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 (Web PI) is a free tool that allows you to easily install and run the most
popular free web applications for blogging, content management and more with the built-in Windows Web
Application Gallery. For more information about Web PI, refer to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 Web
site.

To use Web PI to install this application, complete these steps:

1. From the Windows Start menu, click Programs, and then click Web Platform Installer.

The Web Platform Installation window appears.
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2. Click the Web Applications tab, select the BlogEngine.NET check box, and click Install.

3. Select the BlogEngine.NET check box, and click I Accept.
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5. In the Web Site list, click New Web Site.
6. Enter an application name in the application name field.
7. Enter a web site name in the Web Site Name field.
8. Enter a physical path in the Physical path field.
9. In the IP address list, click All Unassigned, and enter 80 in the Port field.

4. Select Mixed Mode Authentication, enter a password, and click Continue.

Once the preinstallation steps complete, the site information window appears.

10. Enter a host name in the Host Name field, and click Continue.

The application information window appears.
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11. In the Choose your database list, click SQL Server.
12. In the Create a new or use an existing database list, click Create new database.
13. Enter a database administrator user name in the Database Admin Username field.
14. Enter a password in the Database Admin Password field.
15. Click Continue.

Once the installation process completes, the final installation window appears.

16. Click Finish.

The BlogEngine.NET web page appears.
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WebMatrixWebMatrix

WebMatrix is a free, easy way to customize and build Web sites from popular open-source applications, such as
WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla. In addition, you can build sites from the ground up using ASP.NET, PHP, HTML
and a number of other leading technologies. For more information about WebMatrix, refer to the WebMatrix Web
site.

To use WebMatrix to install this application, complete these steps:

1. Launch WebMatrix.

The WebMatrix home page appears.

2. Click Site From Web Gallery.

The Site from Web Gallery page appears.
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3. Click BlogEngine.NET, and click Next.

The Accept EULA page appears.

4. Click I Accept to agree to the end-user license agreement.

WebMatrix installs the BlogEngine.NET software on your local computer. This page appears once installation
is complete.
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6. Click Settings in the left navigation area.
7. Select .Net 4 (Integrated) from the Select .NET Framework Version drop-down list.

5. Click OK.

The BlogEngine.NET application starts as indicated in bottom-left corner of the page.

8. To configure the settings for your hosting provider and domain, select Publish > Configure.
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9. Add your hosting provide and domain-specific information, and click Validate Connection.
10. If the connection was successful, click Apply, and then click Publish.

WebMatrix determines changes to be made.

11. Once changes have been determined, check the Publish to SQL Server check box, and click Continue.

Once the process completes, the Publish Preview dialog box appears.
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13. Once publishing is complete, go to your domain, and verify BlogEngine.NET is running.

12. Click Continue.

The status of the publishing process is indicated in the bottom-left corner of the page.
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Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.

Step 3. Install the application on the target server.Step 3. Install the application on the target server.

To build the application package from the IIS site, complete the steps described in Export a Package through IIS
Manager.

To install the application on the target server, complete the steps described in Import a Package through IIS
Manager.
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Web Platform InstallerWeb Platform Installer

by Simon Tan

Umbraco is an open source content management system (CMS) built on the Microsoft ASP.NET Framework. For
more information about Umbraco, refer to the Umbraco Web site. For step-by-step instructions for installing
Umbraco in an IIS environment, see the Procedure section of this topic.

For information about technical requirements for your IIS environment, refer to Install Server Components.

To install the application, you can use Web Platform Installer or WebMatrix. These procedures are described in this
step.

The Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 (Web PI) is a free tool that allows you to easily install and run the most
popular free web applications for blogging, content management and more with the built-in Windows Web
Application Gallery. For more information about Web PI, refer to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 Web
site.

To use Web PI to install this application, complete these steps:

1. From the Windows Start menu, click Programs, and then click Web Platform Installer.

The Web Platform Installation window appears.

2. Click the Web Applications tab, select the Umbraco CMS check box, and click Install.
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3. Select the Umbraco CMS check box, and click I Accept.

4. Select Mixed Mode Authentication, enter a password, and click Continue.

Once the preinstallation steps complete, the site information window appears.
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5. In the Web Site list, click New Web Site.
6. Enter an application name in the application name field.
7. Enter a web site name in the Web Site Name field.
8. Enter a physical path in the Physical path field.
9. In the IP address list, click All Unassigned, and enter 80 in the Port field.

11. In the Choose your database list, click SQL Server.
12. In the Create a new or use an existing database list, click Create new database.
13. Enter a database administrator user name in the Database Admin Username field.
14. Enter a password in the Database Admin Password field.

10. Enter a host name in the Host Name field, and click Continue.

The application information window appears.

15. Click Continue.

Once the installation process completes, the final installation window appears.

16. Click Finish.

The Umbraco Configuration Wizard appears. From this window, you can configure the Umbraco application
and view additional information about the Umbraco application.
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WebMatrixWebMatrix

WebMatrix is a free, easy way to customize and build Web sites from popular open-source applications, such as
WordPress, Drupal, and Joomla. In addition, you can build sites from the ground up using ASP.NET, PHP, HTML
and a number of other leading technologies. For more information about WebMatrix, refer to the WebMatrix Web
site.

To use WebMatrix to install this application, complete these steps:

1. Launch WebMatrix.

The WebMatrix home page appears.

2. Click Site from Web Gallery.

The Site from Web Gallery page appears.
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3. Click Umbraco CMS, and then click Next.

The Accept EULA page appears.

4. Click I Accept to agree to the end-user license agreement.

The Application Parameters page appears.
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5. Enter information appropriate to your environment, and click Next.

WebMatrix installs the Umbraco software on your local computer. This page appears once installation is
complete.

6. Click OK.

The Publishing Settings page appears.
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7. Add your hosting provide and domain-specific information, and click Validate Connection.
8. If the connection was successful, click Apply, and then click Publish.

The Publish Preview page appears.

9. Click Continue.

Once publishing is complete, the Deployment Details dialog box appears.
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Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.Step 2. Build the application package from the IIS site.

Step 3. Install the application on the target server.Step 3. Install the application on the target server.

10. Click OK.

The Umbraco Configuration Wizard appears. From this window, you can configure the Umbraco application and
view additional information about the Umbraco application.

To build the application package from the IIS site, complete the steps described in Export a Package through IIS
Manager.

To install the application on the target server, complete the steps described in Import a Package through IIS
Manager.
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Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for HostingStep 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
OverviewOverview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Simon Tan

WordPress is a personal publishing platform that focuses on aesthetics, web standards, and usability. This
document provides step-by-step instructions on how to easily create a package containing the WordPress
application for one-click deployment in a hosting environment. For more information about the WordPress
application, visit the link: Windows Web App page for WordPress.

Here is a zipped PDF of the complete document: WordPressDocPDF

Environment Requirements:

Windows Server 2008 R2 or greater
IIS 7.0 or greater
Web Deploy 2.0

Application Requirements:

PHP 5.2
MySQL 5.1
Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP

For information about how to install the necessary components, see Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting.

 

This procedure describes how to install WordPress using IIS with Web Deploy. IIS Web Deploy makes installing
sites simple and extremely flexible for Hosting Service Provider by allowing them to create deployment packages
that include the site, its content, and its database. The package can then be deployed by importing it into IIS via the
console or a script. For more information about Web Deploy, refer to the link: Web Deploy 2.0: The Official
Microsoft IIS Site.

This procedure requires 3 basic steps:

 

Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment
Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy

 

This step describes the server components that are required to support deployment of install packages via Web
Deploy.
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NOTENOTE

Install Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database ServerInstall Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database Server

NOTENOTE

Install MySQL on your Database ServerInstall MySQL on your Database Server

Step 2. Create an Application Package for DeploymentStep 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment

A. Create an IIS Web Site for this ApplicationA. Create an IIS Web Site for this Application

While it is possible to run a web server and database server on the same machine, it is not recommended due to
performance and security reasons. We recommend that you use two separate machines running Windows Server
2008 R2: one acting as the Web server and one acting as the database server.

Both machines must be connected to the Internet to download the required server components.

To simplify installation of the Web server components, installing Web Platform Installer (Web PI) on both machines
is highly recommended. Web PI is a tool that automates the installation of a vast majority of server components
and other products for Microsoft's Web Platform.

To install the required components on your Web server and database server using Web PI 3.0, visit the link: Install
Spotlight Components plus PHP/MySQL related components using Web PI and click Install, following the
onscreen instructions.

A complete list of components that are installed by default with Web PI 3.0 is included in the Products Installed by Default
using Web PI section of this document. You can also review the list of products before installation begins.

To install MySQL, click here on this link to download MySQL 5.1 and complete the steps described in the Install
MySQL on Your Database Server in this document. Next Steps:

If the Web Deploy 2.0 component is newly installed, you must configure it to allow delegated deployments.
Refer to the link: Configure the Web Deploy Component on the Web Server for more information.
After you install and configure the server components, validate your server configuration by following the
procedures described at the link: Validate Your Server Configuration.

 

This step describes how to export an application package that can be used to quickly provision IIS sites and
includes these substeps:

A. Create an IIS Web Site for this Application
B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site
C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)
D. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site

    

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=IIS7;NETFramework35;NETFramework4;ASPNET;MVC;WDeploy;FTPServer;MediaServices3;ManagementService;CGI;URLRewrite2;SMO;PHP52;WinCache52_11;MySQLConnector;SQLDriverPHPForIIS
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.1.html


B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web SiteB. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site

2. Expand your server connection, and click Sites.
3. In the Actions area, click the Add Web Site link.

The Add Web Site dialog box appears.

4. Enter a site name for your Web site.
5. In the Physical path field, type the physical path to the folder in which the application is installed, or click the

browse button (...) to navigate to the folder.
6. In the Binding area, select the protocol for your Web site from the Type drop-down list.
7. Type the IP address to your Web site in the IP address drop-down list. The default value is All Unassigned.
8. Type a port number in the Port field.
9. Type a host name for the Web site in the Host name field.

10. If you want the Web site to be immediately available and do not need to make further changes, select the Start
Web site immediately check box.

11. Click OK.

 

1. Open Web Platform Installer (Web PI) locally from the web server.
The Web Platform Installer application opens.
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3. Click I Accept to accept the end-user license agreement.

4. From the Web Site drop-down list, select the Web site you created earlier in this procedure.
5. In the application name field, enter an application name if it is different from the default value.

The remaining fields are populated automatically based on your Web site information.
6. Click Continue.

2. Select WordPress, and click Install.

The Web Platform Installation window appears.
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7. From the Create a new or use an existing database drop-down list, select Create new database.
8. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields to create a new database:

Database administrator user name and password—User name and password to allow administrative
access to this database.
Database user name and password—User name and password to allow general access to this database.
Database server—Name of the server on which this database resides.
Database name—Name of this database.
Database prefix—Prefix added to database table names used to identify this database.
Load sample data—Indicate whether you want to load sample data into this database.
Web site name—Name of your Web site.
Site administrator—User name for the Web site specified in the Website Name field.
Site administrator password—Password for the Web site administrator.

NOTENOTE

Site administrator email address—Email address for the Web site administrator.

You must scroll down to view all required fields.

9. Click Continue.

10. Once the Web PI process is complete, you can do one of the following:

Click Finish to complete the installation process. If you click Finish to complete the installation process,
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C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)

proceed to step C. Enable Permalinks (Optional) to continue creating an application package for
deployment.
Click Launch WordPress to launch your WordPress application. If you click Launch WordPress, the
WordPress application page appears:

For information about setting up your WordPress site, refer to the link: WordPress documentation Web page.

 

To enable permalinks (search engine friendly URLs) in WordPress, complete these steps:

1. Log in to WordPress with Administrator user rights.
2. In WordPress, click the Options tab.
3. On the Options page, click the Permalinks tab.

This step takes you to the page from which you can customize how WordPress generates permalinks for blog
posts.

4. On the Permalinks page, select Custom, specify below, and enter the following string in the Custom
structure text box:
"/%year%/%monthnum%/%day%/%postname%/"

5. Click Update Permalink Structure. All the blog post links have URLs that follow the format that you have
specified; however, if you click any one of those links, the Web server returns a 404 - File Not Found error. This
error occurs because WordPress relies on a URL rewriting capability within the server to rewrite requests that
include "pretty permalinks" to an Index.php file. In the next step, you create a rule that provides this capability.

<rewrite>
  <rules>
    <rule name="Main Rule" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url=".*" />
      <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

6. Create a rewrite rule. Open the Web.config file that is located in the WordPress install directory, and paste
the following XML section into the system.webServer element:

This rule attempts to match any requested URL. If the URL does not correspond to a file or a folder on the
file system, it rewrites the URL to the Index.php file. At that point, WordPress determines which content to
serve based on the REQUEST_URI server variable that contains the original URL before it was modified by
this rule.
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D. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web SiteD. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site 

1. Open IIS Manager. The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.

2. In the Connections navigation pane, expand Sites, and select the Web site you just created.

3. Click the Export Application link located in the Deploy section of the Actions pane.
The Export Application Package (Select the Contents of the Package) dialog box appears.

4. Click Manage Components. The Manage Components dialog box appears.
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5. Double-click the second row of the Provider Name column.

6. Select dbMySql from the drop-down list.

7. Double-click the second row of the Path column, and enter the connection string for your package export.

8. Click outside of the box in which you entered the connection string, and click OK. The newly created parameter
now appears in the Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.
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10. Click Next. The Export Application Package (Save Package) dialog box appears.

9. Rename the parameters:

Select Parameter 1, and click Edit. The Edit Parameter dialog box appears.

Enter SiteName in the Name field, and click OK.
Repeat these steps to rename Parameter 2 to "ConnectionString". The parameters appear renamed in the
Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.
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Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web DeployStep 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy
OverviewOverview

A. Create a Customer Application Web SiteA. Create a Customer Application Web Site

11. Enter the path to the application package, or click Browse to locate the application file.
12. Click Next. The Export Application Package (Export Progress and Summary) dialog box displays the progress of

the export process. Once the process is complete, a summary report appears.

13. Click Finish. Use this application package to deploy to customer Web sites as described in Step 3. Deploy a
Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy.

 

When deploying a customer site, most Hosting Service Providers use a control panel that allows them to capture
the information required for deployment. This information can then be passed to scripts that create the user,
configure the site for hosting, create a database, and import the application package. Here are the basic steps
required to deploy a customer site:

1. Create a Customer Application Web Site
2. Create a Customer Application Database
3. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

 

 

To create a customer application Web site, complete the steps described in A. Create an IIS Web Site for this
Application.

Tips:

When you create the Web site in IIS, give your application a user-friendly name by creating a fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) for the host header and adding that FQDN to your Domain Name Service.
You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section Automated Deployment
Script.
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B. Create a Customer Application DatabaseB. Create a Customer Application Database

TIPTIP

C. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell ScriptC. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

C L I  Co m m a n dC L I  Co m m a n d

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:package=C:\Websites\Packages\Temp\WordPressMSDeployPackage.zip 
    -dest:auto -setParam:name="SiteName",kind=ProviderPath,scope=iisApp,Value=WordPress/; 
    -setParam:name="ConnectionString",kind=ProviderPath,scope=dbMySql,Value=server=localhost;
     database= WordPress;Uid= WordPress;Pwd=password; > DWSpackage7.log

P o w e r Sh e l l  S cr i p tP o w e r Sh e l l  S cr i p t

[Array]$arguments = "-verb:sync", "-source:contentPath=`"$web_staging_directory`"", 
   "-dest:contentPath=`"\\$Server\$share\$appname\$web_project_name`""
     $proc = Start-Process $msdeploy -ArgumentList $arguments -NoNewWindow -Wait -PassThru 
if($proc.ExitCode -ne 0) {
throw "Failed to deploy"
}

To create a customer application database, complete these steps:

1. Open a command-line prompt (or MySQL Manager) at the MySQL bin directory. If you used the default
installation path, the bin directory path will be similar to the following: 
C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin

2. Enter the administrator password, and press Enter.
3. Type the following command to create the database, and press Enter.

mysql> create database wordpress01;
4. Type this command to create a user, and press Enter.

mysql> create user ‘wordpressuser'@'localhost' identified by ‘pass@word1';
5. Type this command to grant permissions, and press Enter.

mysql> grant all on wordpress01. * to ‘wordpress01'@'localhost';

Your command window should appear similar to the following:

You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section MySQL Database Creation Script.

 

Once you export the application package (as described in Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment),
you can easily import the package into the customer site using the CLI command or PowerShell script listed below.
These methods allow you to add the parameters that are required to configure an application for use.

The examples in this topic show how to import WordPress into an IIS Web site and install the application database.
This package is configured to allow two parameters: one for the IIS site name and one for the database connection
string.
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Sample Powershell Scripts
A u to m a te d  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p tA u to m a te d  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p t

# Web Deploy: Powershell script to setup IIS sites for Hosting.
# Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp. 2010
#
# Requirements: IIS 7, Windows Server 2008 (or higher)
#
# You should use this script if you want to set up a Windows 2008 (or higher) 
# server for delegated Web Deploy deployments. 
#   1. Create an IIS Site
#   2. Creates an IIS Manager user and assigns it 
#      permissions to the IIS Site Created 
#
# ================= PARAMS =======================
#
# All of these parameters are required.
#
# $website               IIS Web site. 
# $iisManagerUsername    User name of IIS Manager user
# $iisManagerPassword    Password of above user.  
# $hostheaderName        Web site Host Header/FQDN     
#
# All of these parameters are optional.
#
# $wmsvcUsername, 
# $directory          App physical directory        c:\websites by default.
# $serverPort         Web site Port                 80 by default.
#
# sample usage AddHostingSite.ps1 
#      -website MyWebSite01 
#      -iisManagerUsername TestUser01 
#      -iisManagerPassword TestPass01 
#      -hostheaderName www.mysite.com 
#      -directory c:\Websites -serverPort 80   
param($website, $iisManagerUsername, $iisManagerPassword, $hostheaderName, $wmsvcUsername, $directory,  
$serverPort)  
clear-host  
sv APPCMD -value $env:systemroot\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd.exe  
# Check if params are missing
if($website -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a website. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerUsername -eq $null){
     write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager username to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerPassword -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager password to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($wmsvcUsername -eq $null){
   $wmsvcUsername = "LOCAL SERVICE"
} 
if($directory -eq $null){
    $directory = "c:\Websites"
}
if($hostheaderName -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a domain name for the websites host header. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($serverPort -eq $null){
    $serverPort = '80'
}  
# ================= GLOBAL VARIABLES ====================  
# IIS management assemblies

 



$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME = $website + "_AP"  
$global:mwaAssembly = $null
$global:mwmAssembly = $null  
# the instance Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager we use to interact 
# with IIS's administration.config
$global:serverManager = $null  
# collection of Web Deploy delegation rules
$global:delegationRulesCollection = $null  
# ================ METHODS =======================  
function LoadAssemblies{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Failed to load Microsoft.Web.*.dll. Are you sure IIS 7 is installed?'
        break
    }
    $global:mwaAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               
"\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll" )
    $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
    $global:mwmAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               "\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Management.dll" 
)
}  
 function NotServerOS{
    $sku = $((gwmi win32_operatingsystem).OperatingSystemSKU)
    $server_skus = @(7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25)
    
    return ($server_skus -notcontains $sku)
}  
 function CheckDelegationRulesExist{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Did not find delegation rules in administration.config'
        return $false
    }
    $global:delegationRulesCollection = 
$serverManager.GetAdministrationConfiguration().GetSection("system.webServer/management/delegation").GetCollect
ion()
    
    if($global:delegationRulesCollection.Count -eq 0){
        return $false
    }
    else{
        return $true
    }
}  
function CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser {
    param ($username, $pwd)
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host "Could not create and / or authorize IIS Manager user on Default Web Site: $username"
    }
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthentication]::CreateUser($username, $pwd)
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthorization]::Grant($username, $website, $FALSE)
    write-host "Created IIS Manager user: $username and granted it permissions on website: $website"
}   
 function GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite{
    $path = ""
    if($website -eq $null){
        $path = $serverManager.Sites[0].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
    }
    else{
        $i = 0
        $found = $false
        for ($i=0; $i -lt $serverManager.Sites.Count; $i++){
            if($serverManager.Sites[$i].Name -eq $website){
                $found = $true
                break;            
            }        
        }



        }
      if($found){
            $path = $serverManager.Sites[$i].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
      }
    }
    # if website doesn't exist, create it
    if($path -eq ""){
            $fp = $directory+ "\" +$website
        $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
        $global:serverManager.Sites.Add($website, $fp, 8080)
        $global:serverManager.CommitChanges() 
      new-item $fp -type directory
        $path = $fp
      # Create the AppPool for this site
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add apppool /name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD set apppool /apppool.name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME 
/processModel.identityType:NetworkService"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add app /site.name:$WebSite /path:/ /physicalPath:`"$path`" 
/applicationPool:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      
      #appcmd add site /name: $website /physicalPath: $path   /bindings:http/*:$serverPort: $hostheaderName
      
      echo $error  
      write-host "Created new website name: $website, directory: $path , port:$serverport"
    }
    
    return $path
}  
#================= Main Script =================  
if(NotServerOS){
    write-host 'Please run this script on a server OS only. Script aborting.'
    break
}  
LoadAssemblies  
$physicalPathOfWebSite = GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite
$physicalPathOfApplicationHost = [System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
"\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config"  
CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser $iisManagerUsername $iisManagerPassword

M y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p tM y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p t 



# Powershell Args
$dbusername = $args[0]                                    # Administrative Username
$dbpassword = $args[1]                                    # Administrative Password
$dbname = $args[2]                                        # Database Name to Create
$appUsername = $args[3]                                   # Application Username
$appPassword = $args[4]                                   # Application Users Username  
# Add MySQL Data Connector
[void][system.reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName("MySql.Data")  
# Open Connection to SQL Server
$connStr = "server=127.0.0.1;port=3306;uid=root;pwd=SQLPassword"
$conn = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlConnection($connStr)
$conn.Open()  
# Create MySQL Database
$createmysqldatabase = 'CREATE DATABASE `' + $dbname + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqldatabase, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Create MySQL User
$createmysqluser = 'CREATE USER `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` ' + ' identified by `' + $appPassword + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqluser, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Grant permissions to Database
$grantmysqldatabaseperms = 'Grant ALL on ' + $dbname + '.* to `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` '
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($grantmysqldatabaseperms, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)

Install MySQL on your Database ServerInstall MySQL on your Database Server 

1. Download the latest stable version of MySQL from the official website and run the installer on a dedicated
database server. The MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard appears.

2. Click the Dedicated MySQL Server Machine option button, and click Next.

http://www.mysql.com/
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3. Click Next.
4. For concurrent connections, click the Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) option button (since this option

reflects the workload of a typical shared hosting database server), and then click Next.

5. Click the Enable TCP/IP Networking check box, and then click the Add firewall exception for this post
check box.

6. Clear the Enable Strict Mode check box if it is checked.
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NOTENOTE

Products Installed by Default using Web PI

7. Click the Best Support For Multilingualism option button to enable support for the UTF-8 character set.
IMPORTANT! You must choose the Best Support for Multilingualism option button since several applications
in the Web Application Gallery require UTF-8 support in the database.

8. Click Next.

9. Click the Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH check box, and click Next.
10. Since MySQL is installed on the database server (which is different than the Web server that runs the Web

Deploy web server component), you must complete these steps to ensure Web Deploy can access the
database server :

Copy mysqldump.exe (typically located in C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin ) to your Web
server in C:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe .
On the Web server, set a registry key (
HKEY\_LOCAL\_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\1\mysqldumppath ) to string value ==

"c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe"

If you lose the credentials to your MySQL database, refer to the link: Resetting the Root Password: Windows Systems to
reset your password.

This table provides additional information about the products that are installed by default using Web PI:
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 is a full cumulative update that
contains many new features building incrementally upon .NET
Framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, and includes cumulative servicing
updates to the .NET Framework 2.0 and .NET Framework 3.0
subcomponents. For more information, refer to the link:
Microsoft Download Center.

.NET Framework 4.0 The .NET Framework is Microsoft's comprehensive and
consistent programming model for building applications that
have visually stunning user experiences, seamless and secure
communication, and the ability to model a range of business
processes. For more information, refer to the link: .NET
Framework Developer Center.

ASP.NET ASP.NET is a free web framework that enables great Web
applications. Used by millions of developers, it runs some of
the biggest sites in the world. For more information, refer to
the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC ASP.NET MVC is part of the ASP.NET Web application
framework and is one of the two different programming
models you can use to create ASP.NET Web applications. For
more information, refer to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC3 ASP.NET MVC 3 builds on top of the features in ASP.NET MVC
1 and 2, adding on great features that both simplify your code
and allow for deeper extensibility. For more information, refer
to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET Web Pages The ASP.NET Web Forms page framework is a scalable
common language runtime programming model that can be
used on the server to dynamically generate Web pages. For
more information, refer to the Microsoft .net Framework SDK
link: Introduction to ASP.NET Pages.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) CGI is a standard for interfacing external programs with
information servers on the Internet. For more information,
refer to the link: CGI: Common Gateway Interface.

FTP Publishing Service The FTP Publishing Service for IIS allows Web content creators
to publish content more easily and securely to IIS Web servers
using modern Internet publishing standards. For more
information, refer to the link: FTP Publishing Service.

IIS 7 Web Server Internet Information Services (IIS) for Windows Server is a
flexible, secure and easy-to-manage Web server for hosting
anything on the Web. For more information, refer to the link:
IIS.

IIS Remote Management Service Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager for Remote
Administration provides end users and administrators with the
ability to securely manage remote IIS servers from Windows 7,
Windows Vista, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003. For
more information, refer to the link: IIS Manager for Remote
Administration.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=ab99342f-5d1a-413d-8319-81da479ab0d7&displaylang=en
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569263
https://www.asp.net/get-started
https://www.asp.net/mvc/whatisaspmvc
https://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
https://quickstarts.asp.net/QuickStartv20/aspnet/doc/pages/pages.aspx
http://www.w3.org/CGI/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/overview
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager


Media Services 3.0 IIS Media Services, an integrated HTTP-based media delivery
platform, delivers true HD (720p+) live and on-demand
streaming, DVR functionality, and real-time analytics support
to computers, TVs, and mobile devices. For more information,
refer to the link: IIS Media Services.

Microsoft Driver for PHP for SQL Server 2.0 in IIS The Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL Server provide
connectivity to Microsoft SQL Server from PHP applications.
For more information, refer to the link: Microsoft Drivers for
PHP for SQL Server.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 SQL Server delivers on Microsoft's Data Platform vision by
helping your organization manage your data by enabling you
to store data from structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured documents within the database. For more
information, refer to the link: Microsoft SQL Server 2008.

Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0 Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool) simplifies the migration,
management and deployment of IIS Web servers, Web
applications and Web sites. For more information, refer to the
link: Web Deploy.

MySQL Connector/Net 6.2.3 Connector/Net is a fully-managed ADO.NET driver for MySQL.
For more information, refer to the link: MySQL Download
Connector/Net.

PHP Driver for SQL Server The SQL Server Driver for PHP v1.1 is designed to enable
reliable, scalable integration with SQL Server for PHP
applications deployed on the Windows platform. For more
information, refer to the link: SQL Server Driver for PHP.

PHP PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that can be
embedded into HTML and is especially suited for Web
development. For more information, refer to the link: PHP.

SQL Server 2008 Management Objects - The SQL Server Management Objects (SMO) is a .NET
Framework object model that enables software developers to
create client-side applications to manage and administer SQL
Server objects and services. For more information, refer to the
link: Microsoft TechNet SQL Server Management Objects
(SMO).

URL Rewrite 2.0 IIS URL Rewrite 2.0 enables Web administrators to create
powerful rules to implement URLs that are easier for users to
remember and easier for search engines to find. For more
information, refer to the link: URL Rewrite.

Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP Windows Cache Extension for PHP is a PHP accelerator that is
used to increase the speed of PHP applications running on
Windows and Windows Server. For more information, refer to
the link: Windows Cache Extension for PHP.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Related Information
Web Deployment Tool (MS Deploy) Forum
PHP Manager for IIS 7 Community
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https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/6.2.html
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2005/en/us/php-driver.aspx
http://www.php.net/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms162169.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/wincache-extension
https://forums.iis.net/1144.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2010/09/php-manager-for-iis-7
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Deploying Joomla! via Packages in a Hosting
Environment
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Introduction

Requirements

Procedure

Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for HostingStep 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
OverviewOverview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Simon Tan

Joomla! is an open source content management system (CMS) for publishing content to the World Wide Web and
intranets. This document provides step-by-step instructions on how to easily create a package containing the
Joomla! application for one-click deployment in a hosting environment. For more information about the Joomla!
application, visit the link: Windows Web App page for Joomla!.

Here is a zipped PDF of this complete document: JoomlaDocPDF

Environment Requirements:

Windows Server 2008 R2 or greater
IIS 7.0 or above
Web Deploy 2.0

Application Requirements:

PHP 5.2
MySQL 5.1
Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP

For information about how to install the necessary components, see the section Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for
Hosting.

This procedure describes how to install Joomla! using IIS with Web Deploy. IIS with Web Deploy makes installing
sites simple and extremely flexible for Hosting Service Providers by allowing them to create deployment packages
that include the site, its content, and its database. The package can then be deployed by importing it into IIS via the
console or a script. For more information about Web Deploy, refer to the link: Web Deploy 2.0 : The Official
Microsoft IIS Site.

This procedure requires three basic steps:

Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment
Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy

This step describes the server components that are required to support deployment of install packages via Web
Deploy.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/deploying-joomla-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment.md
https://github.com/simtan
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/joomla16.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/deploying-joomla-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment/_static/deploying-joomla-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment-993-joomla-v051.zip
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
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Install Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database ServerInstall Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database Server

NOTENOTE

Install MySQL on Your Database ServerInstall MySQL on Your Database Server

Next StepsNext Steps

Step 2. Create an Application Package for DeploymentStep 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment

A. Create an IIS Web Site for this ApplicationA. Create an IIS Web Site for this Application

While it is possible to run a web server and database server on the same machine, it is not recommended due to
performance and security reasons. We recommend that you use two separate machines running Windows Server
2008 R2: one acting as the Web server and one acting as the database server.

Both machines must be connected to the Internet to download the required server components.

To simplify installation of the Web server components, installing Web Platform Installer (Web PI) on both machines
is highly recommended. Web PI is a tool that automates the installation of a vast majority of server components
and other products for Microsoft's Web Platform.

To install the required components on your Web server and database server using Web PI 3.0, visit the link: Install
Spotlight Components plus PHP/MySQL related components using Web PI and click Install, follow the onscreen
instructions.

A complete list of components that are installed by default with Web PI 3.0 is included in the Products Installed by Default
using Web PI section of this document. You can also review the list of products before installation begins.

To install MySQL, click here on this link to download MySQL 5.1 and complete the steps described in the Install
MySQL on Your Database Server in this document.

If the Web Deploy 2.0 component is newly installed, you must configure it to allow delegated deployments.
Refer to the link: Configure the Web Deploy Component on the Web Server for more information.
After you install and configure the server components, validate your server configuration by following the
procedures described at the link: Validate Your Server Configuration.

This step describes how to export an application package that can be used to quickly provision IIS sites and
includes these substeps:

A. Create an IIS Web Site
B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site
C. Enable Permalinks for Your Application (Optional)
D. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=IIS7;NETFramework35;NETFramework4;ASPNET;MVC;WDeploy;FTPServer;MediaServices3;ManagementService;CGI;URLRewrite2;SMO;PHP52;WinCache52_11;MySQLConnector;SQLDriverPHPForIIS
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.1.html


B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web SiteB. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site

2. Expand your server connection, and click Sites.
3. In the Actions area, click the Add Web Site link. The Add Web Site dialog box appears.

4. Enter a site name for your Web site.
5. In the Physical path field, type the physical path to the folder in which the application is installed, or click the

browse button (...) to navigate to the folder.
6. In the Binding area, select the protocol for your Web site from the Type drop-down list.
7. Type the IP address to your Web site in the IP address drop-down list. The default value is All Unassigned.
8. Type a port number in the Port field.
9. Type a host name for the Web site in the Host name field.

10. If you want the Web site to be immediately available and do not need to make further changes, select the Start
Web site immediately check box.

11. Click OK.

1. Open Web Platform Installer (Web PI) locally from the Web server. The Web Platform Installer application
opens.
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2. Select Joomla!, and click Install. The Web Platform Installation window appears.

3. Click I Accept to accept the end-user license agreement.

4. From the Web Site drop-down list, select the Web site you created earlier in this procedure.
5. In the application name field, enter an application name if it is different from the default value.

The remaining fields are populated automatically based on your Web site information.
6. Click Continue.
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7. From the Create a new or use an existing database drop-down list, select Create new database.

9. Click Continue.

8. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields to create a new database:

Database administrator user name and password—User name and password to allow administrative
access to this database.
Database user name and password—User name and password to allow general access to this database.
Database server—Name of the server on which this database resides.
Database name—Name of this database.
Database prefix—Prefix added to database table names used to identify this database.
Load sample data—Indicate whether you want to load sample data into this database.
Web site name—Name of your Web site.
Site administrator—User name for the Web site specified in the Website Name field.
Site administrator password—Password for the Web site administrator.

NOTENOTE

Site administrator email address—Email address for the Web site administrator.

You must scroll down to view all required fields.

10. Once the Web PI process is complete, you can do one of the following:

Click Finish to complete the installation process. If you click Finish to complete the installation process,
proceed to step C. Enable Permalinks (Optional) to continue creating an application package for
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C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)

deployment.
Click Launch Joomla! to launch your Joomla application. If you click Launch Joomla! link, the Joomla!
application page appears:

For information about setting up your Joomla! site, refer to the link: Joomla! documentation Web page.

By default, Joomla uses query string parameters for all the URLs it generates for your Web site. You can change
this default behavior by enabling Search Engine Friendly URLs, a feature which relies on the URL rewriting
functionality. To enable permalinks in Joomla, complete these steps:

1. If it does not already exist, create and open a Web.config file located in the root of the Joomla! install directory;
for example: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\joomla

2. Paste the following XML code into the file:
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D. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web SiteD. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Security Rule" stopProcessing="true">
          <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAny">
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="mosConfig_[a-zA-Z_]{1,21}(=|\%3D)" \
                ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="base64_encode.*\(.*\)" \
                ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(\&lt;|%3C).*script.*(\>|%3E)" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="GLOBALS(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})" \
                    ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="_REQUEST(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})"  \
                    ignoreCase="false" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="CustomResponse" url="index.php" statusCode="403" \
                 statusReason="Forbidden" statusDescription="Forbidden" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="SEO Rule">
          <match url="(.*)" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" pattern="" \
                ignoreCase="false" />
<add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" \      
     pattern=""ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{URL}" negate="true" pattern="^/index.php" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{URL}" \
                pattern="(/|\.php|\.html|\.htm|\.feed|\.pdf|\.raw|/[^.]*)$" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
      </rules>
    </rewrite>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

3. Save the web.config file.
4. Open a Web browser, and log in to the Joomla administrator console at http://localhost/joomla/administrator/.

6. Click Apply to save the configuration.

IMPORTANT! The backslashes () in the source code above indicate new lines. The backslashes are not part
of the code and should be removed (along with the new line) before you paste the code into the Web.config
file.

5. Select Site > Global Configuration to configure the following SEO settings:

Search Engine Friendly URLs - Yes
Add suffix to URLs - No

1. Open IIS Manager.
The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.

http://localhost/joomla/administrator/


2. In the Connections navigation pane, expand Sites, and select the Web site you just created.

3. Click the Export Application link located in the Deploy section of the Actions pane.

The Export Application Package (Select the Contents of the Package) dialog box appears.

4. Click Manage Components.

The Manage Components dialog box appears.
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5. Double-click the second row of the Provider Name column.

6. Select dbMySql from the drop-down list.

7. Double-click the second row of the Path column, and enter the connection string for your package export.

8. Click outside of the box in which you entered the connection string, and click OK.

The newly created parameter now appears in the Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.
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9. Rename the parameters:

Select Parameter 1, and click Edit.
The Edit Parameter dialog box appears.

Enter SiteName in the Name field, and click OK.
Repeat these steps to rename Parameter 2 to "ConnectionString."

The parameters appear renamed in the Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.

10. Click Next.
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Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web DeployStep 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy
OverviewOverview

A. Create a Customer Application Web SiteA. Create a Customer Application Web Site

 

11. Enter the path to the application package, or click Browse to locate the application file.
12. Click Next.

The Export Application Package (Export Progress and Summary) dialog box displays the progress of the export
process. Once the process is complete, a summary report appears.

13. Click Finish.Use this application package to deploy to customer Web sites as described in Step 3. Deploy a
Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy.

The Export Application Package (Save Package) dialog box appears.

When deploying a customer site, most Hosting Service Providers use a control panel that allows them to capture
the information required for deployment. This information can then be passed to scripts that create the user,
configure the site for hosting, create a database, and import the application package. Here are the basic steps
required to deploy a customer site:

A. Create a Customer Application Web Site
B. Create a Customer Application Database
C. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

To create a customer application Web site, complete the steps described in A. Create an IIS Web Site for this
Application.

Tips:

When you create the Web site in IIS, give your application a user-friendly name by creating a fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) for the host header and adding that FQDN to your Domain Name Service.
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B. Create a Customer Application DatabaseB. Create a Customer Application Database

TIPTIP

C. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell ScriptC. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

C L I  Co m m a n dC L I  Co m m a n d

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:package=C:\Websites\Packages\Temp\JoomlaMSDeployPackage.zip 
    -dest:auto -setParam:name="SiteName",kind=ProviderPath,scope=iisApp,Value=Joomla/; 
    -setParam:name="ConnectionString",kind=ProviderPath,scope=dbMySql,Value=server=localhost;
     database=Joomla;Uid=Joomla;Pwd=password; > DWSpackage7.log

P o w e r Sh e l l  M S D e p l o y  Scr i p tP o w e r Sh e l l  M S D e p l o y  Scr i p t

You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section Automated Deployment
Script.

To create a customer application database, complete these steps:

1. Open a command-line prompt (or MySQL Manager) at the MySQL bin directory. If you used the default
installation path, the bin directory path will be similar to the following: 
C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin

2. Enter the administrator password, and press Enter.
3. Type the following command to create the database, and press Enter.

mysql> create database Joomla;
4. Type this command to create a user, and press Enter.

mysql> create user ‘Joomla01'@'localhost' identified by ‘password';
5. Type this command to grant permissions, and press Enter.

mysql> grant all on Joomla. * to ‘Joomla01'@'localhost';

You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section MySQL Database Creation Script.

Once you export the application package (as described in Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment),
you can easily import the package into the customer site using the CLI command or PowerShell script listed below.
These methods allow you to add the parameters that are required to configure an application for use.

The examples in this topic show how to import Joomla! into an IIS Web site and install the application database.
This package is configured to allow two parameters: one for the IIS site name and one for the database connection
string.
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[Array]$arguments = "-verb:sync", "-source:contentPath=`"$web_staging_directory`"", 
    "-dest:contentPath=`"\\$Server\$share\$appname\$web_project_name`"" 
    $proc = Start-Process $msdeploy -ArgumentList $arguments -NoNewWindow -Wait -PassThru 
if($proc.ExitCode -ne 0) {
throw "Failed to deploy"
}

Sample Powershell Scripts
A u to m a te d  W e b s i te  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p tA u to m a te d  W e b s i te  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p t

# Web Deploy: Powershell script to setup IIS Sites for Hosting.
# Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp. 2010
#
# Requirements: IIS 7, Windows Server 2008 (or higher)
#
# You should use this script if you want to set up a Windows 2008 (or higher) 
# server for delegated Web Deploy deployments. 
#   1. Create an IIS Site
#   2. Creates an IIS Manager user and assigns it 
#      permissions to the IIS Site Created 
#
# ================= PARAMS =======================
#
# All of these parameters are required.
#
# $website               IIS web site. 
# $iisManagerUsername    user name of IIS Manager user
# $iisManagerPassword    password of above user.  
# $hostheaderName Website Host Header/FQDN     
#
# All of these parameters are optional.
#
# $wmsvcUsername, 
# $directory          App physical directory        c:\websites by default.
# $serverPort         Website Port                  80 by default.
#
# sample usage AddHostingSite.ps1 
#      -website MyWebSite01 
#      -iisManagerUsername TestUser01 
#      -iisManagerPassword TestPass01 
#      -hostheaderName www.mysite.com 
#      -directory c:\Websites -serverPort 80  
param($website, $iisManagerUsername, $iisManagerPassword, $hostheaderName, $wmsvcUsername, $directory,  
$serverPort)  
clear-host  
sv APPCMD -value $env:systemroot\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd.exe  
# Check if params are missing
if($website -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a website. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerUsername -eq $null){
     write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager username to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerPassword -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager password to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($wmsvcUsername -eq $null){
   $wmsvcUsername = "LOCAL SERVICE"
} 
if($directory -eq $null){
    $directory = "c:\Websites"
}



}
if($hostheaderName -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a domain name for the websites host header. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($serverPort -eq $null){
    $serverPort = '80'
}  
# ================= GLOBAL VARIABLES ====================  
# IIS management assemblies
$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME = $website + "_AP"  
$global:mwaAssembly = $null
$global:mwmAssembly = $null  
# the instance Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager we use to interact 
# with IIS's administration.config
$global:serverManager = $null  
# collection of Web Deploy delegation rules
$global:delegationRulesCollection = $null  
# ================ METHODS =======================  
function LoadAssemblies{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Failed to load Microsoft.Web.*.dll. Are you sure IIS 7 is installed?'
        break
    }
    $global:mwaAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               
"\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll" )
    $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
    $global:mwmAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               "\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Management.dll" 
)
}  
 function NotServerOS{
    $sku = $((gwmi win32_operatingsystem).OperatingSystemSKU)
    $server_skus = @(7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25)
    
    return ($server_skus -notcontains $sku)
}  
 function CheckDelegationRulesExist{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Did not find delegation rules in administration.config'
        return $false
    }
    $global:delegationRulesCollection = 
$serverManager.GetAdministrationConfiguration().GetSection("system.webServer/management/delegation").GetCollect
ion()
    
    if($global:delegationRulesCollection.Count -eq 0){
        return $false
    }
    else{
        return $true
    }
}  
function CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser {
    param ($username, $pwd)
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host "Could not create and / or authorize IIS Manager user on Default Web Site: $username"
    }
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthentication]::CreateUser($username, $pwd)
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthorization]::Grant($username, $website, $FALSE)
    write-host "Created IIS Manager user: $username and granted it permissions on website: $website"
}  function GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite{ 
    $path = ""
    if($website -eq $null){
        $path = $serverManager.Sites[0].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
    }
    else{



    else{
        $i = 0
        $found = $false
        for ($i=0; $i -lt $serverManager.Sites.Count; $i++){
            if($serverManager.Sites[$i].Name -eq $website){
                $found = $true
                break;            
            }        
        }
      if($found){
            $path = $serverManager.Sites[$i].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
      }
    }
    # if website doesn't exist, create it
    if($path -eq ""){
            $fp = $directory+ "\" +$website
        $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
        $global:serverManager.Sites.Add($website, $fp, 8080)
        $global:serverManager.CommitChanges() 
      new-item $fp -type directory
        $path = $fp
      # Create the AppPool for this site
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add apppool /name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD set apppool /apppool.name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME 
/processModel.identityType:NetworkService"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add app /site.name:$WebSite /path:/ /physicalPath:`"$path`" 
/applicationPool:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      
      #appcmd add site /name: $website /physicalPath: $path   /bindings:http/*:$serverPort: $hostheaderName
      
      echo $error  
      write-host "Created new website name: $website, directory: $path , port:$serverport"
    }
    
    return $path
}  
#================= Main Script =================  
if(NotServerOS){
    write-host 'Please run this script on a server OS only. Script aborting.'
    break
}  
LoadAssemblies  
$physicalPathOfWebSite = GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite
$physicalPathOfApplicationHost = [System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
"\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config"  
CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser $iisManagerUsername $iisManagerPassword

M y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p tM y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p t



# Powershell Args
$dbusername = $args[0]                                    # Administrative Username
$dbpassword = $args[1]                                    # Administrative Password
$dbname = $args[2]                                        # Database Name to Create
$appUsername = $args[3]                                   # Application Username
$appPassword = $args[4]                                   # Application Users Username  
# Add MySQL Data Connector
[void][system.reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName("MySql.Data")  
# Open Connection to SQL Server
$connStr = "server=127.0.0.1;port=3306;uid=root;pwd=SQLPassword"
$conn = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlConnection($connStr)
$conn.Open()  
# Create MySQL Database
$createmysqldatabase = 'CREATE DATABASE `' + $dbname + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqldatabase, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Create MySQL User
$createmysqluser = 'CREATE USER `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` ' + ' identified by `' + $appPassword + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqluser, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Grant permissions to Database
$grantmysqldatabaseperms = 'Grant ALL on ' + $dbname + '.* to `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` '
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($grantmysqldatabaseperms, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)

Install MySQL on Your Database ServerInstall MySQL on Your Database Server

1. Download the latest stable version of MySQL from the official website and run the installer on a dedicated
database server.
The MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard appears.

http://www.mysql.com/
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2. Click the Dedicated MySQL Server Machine option button, and click Next.
3. Click Next.

4. For concurrent connections, click the Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) option button (since this option
reflects the workload of a typical shared hosting database server), and then click Next.

5. Click the Enable TCP/IP Networking check box, and then click the Add firewall exception for this post
check box.

6. Clear the Enable Strict Mode check box if it is checked.
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NOTENOTE

Products Installed by Default using Web PI

7. Click the Best Support For Multilingualism option button to enable support for the UTF-8 character set.
IMPORTANT! You must choose the Best Support for Multilingualism option button since several applications
in the Web Application Gallery require UTF-8 support in the database.

8. Click Next.

9. Click the Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH check box, and click Next.
10. Since MySQL is installed on the database server (which is different than the Web server that runs the Web

Deploy web server component), you must complete these steps to ensure Web Deploy can access the
database server :

Copy mysqldump.exe (typically located in C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin ) to your Web
server in C:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe .
On the Web server, set a registry key (
HKEY\_LOCAL\_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\1\mysqldumppath ) to string value ==

"c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe"

If you lose the credentials to your MySQL database, refer to the link: Resetting the Root Password: Windows Systems to
reset your password.

This table provides additional information about the products that are installed by default using Web PI:
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 is a full cumulative update that
contains many new features building incrementally upon .NET
Framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, and includes cumulative servicing
updates to the .NET Framework 2.0 and .NET Framework 3.0
subcomponents. For more information, refer to the link:
Microsoft Download Center.

.NET Framework 4.0 The .NET Framework is Microsoft's comprehensive and
consistent programming model for building applications that
have visually stunning user experiences, seamless and secure
communication, and the ability to model a range of business
processes. For more information, refer to the link: .NET
Framework Developer Center.

ASP.NET ASP.NET is a free web framework that enables great Web
applications. Used by millions of developers, it runs some of
the biggest sites in the world. For more information, refer to
the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC ASP.NET MVC is part of the ASP.NET Web application
framework and is one of the two different programming
models you can use to create ASP.NET Web applications. For
more information, refer to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC3 ASP.NET MVC 3 builds on top of the features in ASP.NET MVC
1 and 2, adding on great features that both simplify your code
and allow for deeper extensibility. For more information, refer
to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET Web Pages The ASP.NET Web Forms page framework is a scalable
common language runtime programming model that can be
used on the server to dynamically generate Web pages. For
more information, refer to the Microsoft .net Framework SDK
at the link: Introduction to ASP.NET Pages.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) CGI is a standard for interfacing external programs with
information servers on the Internet. For more information,
refer to the link: CGI: Common Gateway Interface.

FTP Publishing Service The FTP Publishing Service for IIS allows Web content creators
to publish content more easily and securely to IIS Web servers
using modern Internet publishing standards. For more
information, refer to the link: FTP Publishing Service.

IIS 7 Web Server Internet Information Services (IIS) for Windows Server is a
flexible, secure and easy-to-manage Web server for hosting
anything on the Web. For more information, refer to the link:
IIS.

IIS Remote Management Service Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager for Remote
Administration provides end users and administrators with the
ability to securely manage remote IIS servers from Windows 7,
Windows Vista, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003. For
more information, refer to the link: IIS Manager for Remote
Administration.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=ab99342f-5d1a-413d-8319-81da479ab0d7&displaylang=en
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569263
https://www.asp.net/get-started
https://www.asp.net/mvc/whatisaspmvc
https://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
https://quickstarts.asp.net/QuickStartv20/aspnet/doc/pages/pages.aspx
http://www.w3.org/CGI/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/overview
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager


Media Services 3.0 IIS Media Services, an integrated HTTP-based media delivery
platform, delivers true HD (720p+) live and on-demand
streaming, DVR functionality, and real-time analytics support
to computers, TVs, and mobile devices. For more information,
refer to the link: IIS Media Services.

Microsoft Driver for PHP for SQL Server 2.0 in IIS The Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL Server provide
connectivity to Microsoft SQL Server from PHP applications.
For more information, refer to the link: Microsoft Drivers for
PHP for SQL Server.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 SQL Server delivers on Microsoft's Data Platform vision by
helping your organization manage your data by enabling you
to store data from structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured documents within the database. For more
information, refer to the link: Microsoft SQL Server 2008.

Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0 Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool) simplifies the migration,
management and deployment of IIS Web servers, Web
applications and Web sites. For more information, refer to the
link: Web Deploy.

MySQL Connector/Net 6.2.3 Connector/Net is a fully-managed ADO.NET driver for MySQL.
For more information, refer to the link: MySQL Download
Connector/Net.

PHP Driver for SQL Server The SQL Server Driver for PHP v1.1 is designed to enable
reliable, scalable integration with SQL Server for PHP
applications deployed on the Windows platform. For more
information, refer to the link: SQL Server Driver for PHP.

PHP PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that can be
embedded into HTML and is especially suited for Web
development. For more information, refer to the link: PHP.

SQL Server 2008 Management Objects The SQL Server Management Objects (SMO) is a .NET
Framework object model that enables software developers to
create client-side applications to manage and administer SQL
Server objects and services. For more information, refer to the
link: Microsoft TechNet SQL Server Management Objects
(SMO).

URL Rewrite 2.0 IIS URL Rewrite 2.0 enables Web administrators to create
powerful rules to implement URLs that are easier for users to
remember and easier for search engines to find. For more
information, refer to the link: URL Rewrite.

Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP Windows Cache Extension for PHP is a PHP accelerator that is
used to increase the speed of PHP applications running on
Windows and Windows Server. For more information, refer to
the link: Windows Cache Extension for PHP.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Related Information
Web Deployment Tool (MS Deploy) Forum
PHP Manager for IIS 7 Community

https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=80e44913-24b4-4113-8807-caae6cf2ca05&displaylang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/default.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/6.2.html
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2005/en/us/php-driver.aspx
http://www.php.net/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms162169.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/wincache-extension
https://forums.iis.net/1144.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2010/09/php-manager-for-iis-7
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Deploying Drupal via Packages in a Hosting
Environment
4/20/2017 • 19 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

Requirements

Procedure

Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for HostingStep 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
OverviewOverview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Simon Tan

Drupal is an open source content management system (CMS) often used as a back-end system for Web sites. This
document provides step-by-step instructions on how to easily create a package containing the Drupal application
for one-click deployment in a hosting environment. For more information about the Drupal application, visit the
link: Windows Web App page for Acquia Drupal.

Here is a zipped PDF of this complete document: DrupalDocPDF

Environment Requirements:

Windows Server 2008 R2 or greater
IIS 7.0 or above
Web Deploy 2.0

Application Requirements:

PHP 5.2
MySQL 5.1
Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP 5.2

For information about how to install the necessary components see Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting.

 

This procedure describes how to install Drupal using IIS with Web Deploy. IIS with Web Deploy makes installing
sites simple and extremely flexible for Hoster Service Providers by allowing them to create deployment packages
that include the site, its content, and its database. The package can then be deployed by importing it into IIS via the
console or a script. For more information about Web Deploy, refer to the link: Web Deploy 2.0: The Official
Microsoft IIS Site.

This procedure requires 3 basic steps:

 

Step 1. Set Up Your Servers for Hosting
Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment
Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy

 

This step describes the server components that are required to support deployment of install packages via Web
Deploy.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/deploying-application-packages/deploying-drupal-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment.md
https://github.com/simtan
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/acquiadrupal.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/deploying-application-packages/deploying-drupal-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment/_static/deploying-drupal-via-packages-in-a-hosting-environment-994-drupal-v051.zip
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy


NOTENOTE

Install Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database ServerInstall Web Server Components on Your Web Server and Database Server

NOTENOTE

Install MySQL on your Database ServerInstall MySQL on your Database Server

Step 2. Create an Application Package for DeploymentStep 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment

A. Create an IIS Web Site for this ApplicationA. Create an IIS Web Site for this Application

While it is possible to run a web server and database server on the same machine, it is not recommended due to
performance and security reasons. We recommend that you use two separate machines running Windows Server
2008 R2: one acting as the Web server and one acting as the database server.

Both machines must be connected to the Internet to download the required server components.

To simplify installation of the Web server components, installing Web Platform Installer (Web PI) on both machines
is highly recommended. Web PI is a tool that automates the installation of a vast majority of server components
and other products for Microsoft's Web Platform.

To install the required components on your Web server and database server using Web PI 3.0, visit the link: Install
Spotlight Components plus PHP/MySQL related components using Web PI and click Install, following the
onscreen instructions.

A complete list of components that are installed by default with Web PI 3.0 is included in the Products Installed by Default
using Web PI section of this document. You can also review the list of products before installation begins.

 

To install MySQL, click here on this link to download MySQL 5.1 and complete the steps described in the Install
MySQL on Your Database Server in this document.

Next Steps:

If the Web Deploy 2.0 component is newly installed, you must configure it to allow delegated deployments.
Refer to the link: Configure the Web Deploy Component on the Web Server for more information.
After you install and configure the server components, validate your server configuration by following the
procedures described at the link: Validate Your Server Configuration.

 

This step describes how to export an application package that can be used to quickly provision IIS sites and
includes these sub steps:

    

A. Create an IIS Web Site for this Application
B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site
C. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=IIS7;NETFramework35;NETFramework4;ASPNET;MVC;WDeploy;FTPServer;MediaServices3;ManagementService;CGI;URLRewrite2;SMO;PHP52;WinCache52_11;MySQLConnector;SQLDriverPHPForIIS
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.1.html


B. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web SiteB. Install the Application to the IIS Application Web Site

2. Expand your server connection, and click Sites.

4. Enter a site name for your Web site.
5. In the Physical path field, type the physical path to the folder in which the application is installed, or click the

browse button (...) to navigate to the folder.
6. In the Binding area, select the protocol for your Web site from the Type drop-down list.
7. Type the IP address to your Web site in the IP address drop-down list. The default value is All Unassigned.
8. Type a port number in the Port field.
9. Type a host name for the Web site in the Host name field.

10. If you want the Web site to be immediately available and do not need to make further changes, select the Start
Web site immediately check box.

11. Click OK.

3. In the Actions area, click the Add Web Site link.

The Add Web Site dialog box appears.

 

1. Open Web Platform Installer (Web PI) locally from the web server.
The Web Platform Installer application opens.
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4. From the Web Site drop-down list, select the Web site you created earlier in this procedure.
5. In the application name field, enter an application name if it is different from the default value.

The remaining fields are populated automatically based on your Web site information.
6. Click Continue.

2. Select Acquia Drupal, and click Install.
The Web Platform Installation window appears.

3. Click I Accept to accept the end-user license agreement.
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7. From the Create a new or use an existing database drop-down list, select Create new database.
8. Enter the following information in the appropriate fields to create a new database:

Database administrator user name and password—User name and password to allow administrative
access to this database.
Database user name and password—User name and password to allow general access to this database.
Database server—Name of the server on which this database resides.
Database name—Name of this database.
Database prefix—Prefix added to database table names used to identify this database.
Load sample data—Indicate whether you want to load sample data into this database.
Web site name—Name of your Web site.
Site administrator—User name for the Web site specified in the Website Name field.
Site administrator password—Password for the Web site administrator.

NOTENOTE

Site administrator email address—Email address for the Web site administrator.

You must scroll down to view all required fields.

9. Click Continue.

10. Once the Web PI process is complete, you can do one of the following:

Click Finish to complete the installation process. If you click Finish to complete the installation process,
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C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)C. Enable Permalinks (Optional)

D. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web SiteD. Export the Package from the IIS Application Web Site

proceed to step C. Enable Permalinks (Optional) to continue creating an application package for
deployment.
Click Launch Drupal to launch your Drupal application. If you click the Launch Drupal link, the
Drupal application page appears:

For information about setting up your Drupal site, refer to the link:Drupal documentation Web page.

 

By default, Drupal uses query string parameters for all the URLs it generates for your Web site. You can change
this default behavior by enabling clean URLs, a feature which relies on the URL rewriting functionality. To enable
permalinks (clean URLs) in Drupal, complete these steps:

1. Open the Web.config file located in the root of the Drupal install directory. The root directory path should be
similar to the following: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\drupal

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
  <configuration>
    <system.webServer>
      <rewrite>
        <rules>
          <rule name="Drupal Clean URLs" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^(.*)$" />
            <conditions>
              <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
              <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?q={R:1}" appendQueryString="true" />
          </rule>
        </rules>
      </rewrite>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

3. Save the web.config file.
4. Launch your Drupal application in a Web browser and log in as the administrator
5. Browse to Administer > Site Configuration > Clean URLs.
6. Under Clean URLs,click the Enabled option button, and then click Save configuration.

2. Copy and paste the following XML code into the Web.config file.

 

1. Open IIS Manager.
The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application opens.
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2. In the Connections navigation pane, expand Sites, and select the Web site you just created.

4. Click Manage Components.
The Manage Components dialog box appears.

3. Click the Export Application link located in the Deploy section of the Actions pane.

The Export Application Package (Select the Contents of the Package) dialog box appears.
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5. Double-click the second row of the Provider Name column.

6. Select dbMySql from the drop-down list.

[
7. Double-click the second row of the Path column, and enter the connection string for your package export.

8. Click outside of the box in which you entered the connection string, and click OK.

The newly created parameter now appears in the Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.
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10. Click Next. The Export Application Package (Save Package) dialog box appears.

9. Rename the parameters:

Select Parameter 1, and click Edit.
The Edit Parameter dialog box appears.

Enter SiteName in the Name field, and click OK.
Repeat these steps to rename Parameter 2 to "ConnectionString."

The parameters appear renamed in the Export Application Package (Select Parameters) dialog box.
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Step 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web DeployStep 3. Deploy a Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy
OverviewOverview

A. Create a Customer Application Web SiteA. Create a Customer Application Web Site

  

11. Enter the path to the application package, or click Browse to locate the application file.

13. Click Finish.Use this application package to deploy to customer Web sites as described in Step 3. Deploy a
Customer Site using IIS with Web Deploy.

12. Click Next.

The Export Application Package (Export Progress and Summary) dialog box displays the progress of the
export process. Once the process is complete, a summary report appears.

When deploying a customer site, most Hosting Service Providers use a control panel that allows them to capture
the information required for deployment. This information can then be passed to scripts that create the user,
configure the site for hosting, create a database, and import the application package. Here are the basic steps
required to deploy a customer site:

 

A. Create a Customer Application Web Site
B. Create a Customer Application Database
C. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

To create a customer application Web site, complete the steps described in A. Create an IIS Web Site for this
Application.

 Tips:

When you create the Web site in IIS, give your application a user-friendly name by creating a fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) for the host header and adding that FQDN to your Domain Name Service.
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B. Create a Customer Application DatabaseB. Create a Customer Application Database

TIPTIP

C. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell ScriptC. Import the Application Package using a CLI Command or PowerShell Script

C L I  Co m m a n dC L I  Co m m a n d

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:package=C:\Websites\Packages\Temp\drupalMSDeployPackage.zip 
    -dest:auto -setParam:name="SiteName",kind=ProviderPath,scope=iisApp,Value=drupal/; 
    -setParam:name="ConnectionString",kind=ProviderPath,scope=dbMySql,Value=server=localhost;
     database=drupal;Uid=drupal;Pwd=password; > DWSpackage7.log

P o w e r Sh e l l  S cr i p tP o w e r Sh e l l  S cr i p t

You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section: Automated Deployment
Script.

To create a customer application database, complete these steps:

1. Open a command-line prompt (or MySQL Manager) at the MySQL bin directory. If you used the default
installation path, the bin directory path will be similar to the following: 
C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin

2. Enter the administrator password, and press Enter.
3. Type the following command to create the database, and press Enter.

mysql> create database drupal;
4. Type this command to create a user, and press Enter.

mysql> create user ‘drupaluser'@'localhost' identified by ‘password';
5. Type this command to grant permissions, and press Enter.

mysql> grant all on drupal. * to ‘drupal'@'localhost';

Your command window should appear similar to the following:

You can automate this process using a script similar to the one described in the section: MySQL Database Creation Script.

 

Once you export the application package (as described in Step 2. Create an Application Package for Deployment),
you can easily import the package into the customer site using the CLI command or PowerShell script listed below.
These methods allow you to add the parameters that are required to configure an application for use.

The examples in this topic show how to import Drupal into an IIS Web site and install the application database.
This package is configured to allow two parameters: one for the IIS site name and one for the database connection
string.
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[Array]$arguments = "-verb:sync", "-source:contentPath=`"$web_staging_directory`"", 
    "-dest:contentPath=`"\\$Server\$share\$appname\$web_project_name`"" 
    $proc = Start-Process $msdeploy -ArgumentList $arguments -NoNewWindow -Wait -PassThru 
if($proc.ExitCode -ne 0)  { throw "Failed to deploy" }

Sample Powershell Scripts
A u to m a te d  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p tA u to m a te d  D e p l o y m e n t Scr i p t

# Web Deploy: Powershell script to setup IIS sites for Hosting.
# Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp. 2010
#
# Requirements: IIS 7, Windows Server 2008 (or higher)
#
# You should use this script if you want to set up a Windows 2008 (or higher) 
# server for delegated Web Deploy deployments. 
#   1. Create an IIS Site
#   2. Creates an IIS Manager user and assigns it 
#      permissions to the IIS Site Created 
#
# ================= PARAMS =======================
#
# All of these parameters are required.
#
# $website               IIS Web site. 
# $iisManagerUsername    User name of IIS Manager user
# $iisManagerPassword    Password of above user.  
# $hostheaderName        Web site Host Header/FQDN     
#
# All of these parameters are optional.
#
# $wmsvcUsername, 
# $directory          App physical directory        c:\websites by default.
# $serverPort         Web site Port                 80 by default.
#
# sample usage AddHostingSite.ps1 
#      -website MyWebSite01 
#      -iisManagerUsername TestUser01 
#      -iisManagerPassword TestPass01 
#      -hostheaderName www.mysite.com 
#      -directory c:\Websites -serverPort 80  
param($website, $iisManagerUsername, $iisManagerPassword, $hostheaderName, $wmsvcUsername, $directory,  
$serverPort)  
clear-host  
sv APPCMD -value $env:systemroot\system32\inetsrv\AppCmd.exe  
# Check if params are missing
if($website -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a website. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerUsername -eq $null){
     write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager username to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($iisManagerPassword -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please supply an IIS Manager password to create account. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($wmsvcUsername -eq $null){
   $wmsvcUsername = "LOCAL SERVICE"
} 
if($directory -eq $null){
    $directory = "c:\Websites"
}
if($hostheaderName -eq $null){
    write-host 'Please specify a domain name for the websites host header. Script aborting.'

 



    write-host 'Please specify a domain name for the websites host header. Script aborting.'
    break
}
if($serverPort -eq $null){
    $serverPort = '80'
}  
# ================= GLOBAL VARIABLES ====================  
# IIS management assemblies
$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME = $website + "_AP"  
$global:mwaAssembly = $null
$global:mwmAssembly = $null  
# the instance Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager we use to interact 
# with IIS's administration.config
$global:serverManager = $null  
# collection of Web Deploy delegation rules
$global:delegationRulesCollection = $null  
# ================ METHODS =======================  
function LoadAssemblies{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Failed to load Microsoft.Web.*.dll. Are you sure IIS 7 is installed?'
        break
    }
    $global:mwaAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               
"\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll" )
    $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
    $global:mwmAssembly = [System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadFrom( 
[System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
                                                               "\system32\inetsrv\Microsoft.Web.Management.dll" 
)
}  
 function NotServerOS{
    $sku = $((gwmi win32_operatingsystem).OperatingSystemSKU)
    $server_skus = @(7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25)
    
    return ($server_skus -notcontains $sku)
}  
 function CheckDelegationRulesExist{
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host 'Did not find delegation rules in administration.config'
        return $false
    }
    $global:delegationRulesCollection = 
$serverManager.GetAdministrationConfiguration().GetSection("system.webServer/management/delegation").GetCollect
ion()
    
    if($global:delegationRulesCollection.Count -eq 0){
        return $false
    }
    else{
        return $true
    }
}  
function CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser {
    param ($username, $pwd)
    trap [Exception]{
        write-host "Could not create and / or authorize IIS Manager user on Default Web Site: $username"
    }
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthentication]::CreateUser($username, $pwd)
    [Microsoft.Web.Management.Server.ManagementAuthorization]::Grant($username, $website, $FALSE)
    write-host "Created IIS Manager user: $username and granted it permissions on website: $website"
}   
 function GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite{
    $path = ""
    if($website -eq $null){
        $path = $serverManager.Sites[0].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
    }
    else{
        $i = 0



        $i = 0
        $found = $false
        for ($i=0; $i -lt $serverManager.Sites.Count; $i++){
            if($serverManager.Sites[$i].Name -eq $website){
                $found = $true
                break;            
            }        
        }
      if($found){
            $path = $serverManager.Sites[$i].Applications[0].virtualDirectories[0].physicalPath
      }
    }
    # if website doesn't exist, create it
    if($path -eq ""){
            $fp = $directory+ "\" +$website
        $global:serverManager = (New-Object Microsoft.Web.Administration.ServerManager)
        $global:serverManager.Sites.Add($website, $fp, 8080)
        $global:serverManager.CommitChanges() 
      new-item $fp -type directory
        $path = $fp
      # Create the AppPool for this site
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add apppool /name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD set apppool /apppool.name:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME 
/processModel.identityType:NetworkService"
      Invoke-Expression "$APPCMD add app /site.name:$WebSite /path:/ /physicalPath:`"$path`" 
/applicationPool:$ENV_APPPOOL_NAME"
      
      #appcmd add site /name: $website /physicalPath: $path   /bindings:http/*:$serverPort: $hostheaderName
      
      echo $error  
      write-host "Created new website name: $website, directory: $path , port:$serverport"
    }
    
    return $path
}  
#================= Main Script =================  
if(NotServerOS){
    write-host 'Please run this script on a server OS only. Script aborting.'
    break
}  
LoadAssemblies  
$physicalPathOfWebSite = GetPhysicalPathOfWebsite
$physicalPathOfApplicationHost = [System.Environment]::ExpandEnvironmentVariables("%WINDIR%") + 
"\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config"  
CreateAndAuthorizeIISManagerUser $iisManagerUsername $iisManagerPassword

M y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p tM y S Q L  D a ta b a s e  Cr e a ti o n  Scr i p t  



# Powershell Args
$dbusername = $args[0]                                    # Administrative Username
$dbpassword = $args[1]                                    # Administrative Password
$dbname = $args[2]                                        # Database Name to Create
$appUsername = $args[3]                                   # Application Username
$appPassword = $args[4]                                   # Application Users Username  
# Add MySQL Data Connector
[void][system.reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName("MySql.Data")  
# Open Connection to SQL Server
$connStr = "server=127.0.0.1;port=3306;uid=root;pwd=SQLPassword"
$conn = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlConnection($connStr)
$conn.Open()  
# Create MySQL Database
$createmysqldatabase = 'CREATE DATABASE `' + $dbname + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqldatabase, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Create MySQL User
$createmysqluser = 'CREATE USER `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` ' + ' identified by `' + $appPassword + '`'
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($createmysqluser, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)  
# Grant permissions to Database
$grantmysqldatabaseperms = 'Grant ALL on ' + $dbname + '.* to `' + $appUsername  + '`@`localhost` '
$cmd = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlCommand($grantmysqldatabaseperms, $conn)
$da = New-Object MySql.Data.MySqlClient.MySqlDataAdapter($cmd)
$ds = New-Object System.Data.DataSet
$da.Fill($ds)

Install MySQL on your Database ServerInstall MySQL on your Database Server  

1. Download the latest stable version of MySQL from the official website and run the installer on a dedicated
database server.
The MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard appears.

2. Click the Dedicated MySQL Server Machine option button, and click Next.

http://www.mysql.com/
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3. Click Next.

4. For concurrent connections, click the Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) option button (since this option
reflects the workload of a typical shared hosting database server), and then click Next.

5. Click the Enable TCP/IP Networking check box, and then click the Add firewall exception for this post
check box.

6. Clear the Enable Strict Mode check box if it is checked.
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Products Installed by Default using Web PI

7. Click the Best Support For Multilingualism option button to enable support for the UTF-8 character set.
IMPORTANT! You must choose the Best Support for Multilingualism option button since several applications
in the Web Application Gallery require UTF-8 support in the database.

8. Click Next.

9. Click the Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH check box, and click Next.
10. Since MySQL is installed on the database server (which is different than the Web server that runs the Web

Deploy web server component), you must complete these steps to ensure Web Deploy can access the
database server :

Copy mysqldump.exe (typically located in C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin ) to your Web
server in C:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe.

NOTENOTE

On the Web server, set a registry key (
HKEY\_LOCAL\_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\1\mysqldumppath ) to string value ==

"c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe"

If you lose the credentials to your MySQL database, refer to the link: Resetting the Root Password: Windows
Systems to reset your password.

 

This table provides additional information about the products that are installed by default using Web PI:
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 is a full cumulative update that
contains many new features building incrementally upon .NET
Framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, and includes cumulative servicing
updates to the .NET Framework 2.0 and .NET Framework 3.0
subcomponents. For more information, refer to the link:
Microsoft Download Center.

.NET Framework 4.0 The .NET Framework is Microsoft's comprehensive and
consistent programming model for building applications that
have visually stunning user experiences, seamless and secure
communication, and the ability to model a range of business
processes. For more information, refer to the link: .NET
Framework Developer Center.

ASP.NET ASP.NET is a free web framework that enables great Web
applications. Used by millions of developers, it runs some of
the biggest sites in the world. For more information, refer to
the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC ASP.NET MVC is part of the ASP.NET Web application
framework and is one of the two different programming
models you can use to create ASP.NET Web applications. For
more information, refer to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET MVC3 ASP.NET MVC 3 builds on top of the features in ASP.NET MVC
1 and 2, adding on great features that both simplify your code
and allow for deeper extensibility. For more information, refer
to the link: Microsoft ASP.net.

ASP.NET Web Pages The ASP.NET Web Forms page framework is a scalable
common language runtime programming model that can be
used on the server to dynamically generate Web pages. For
more information, refer to the Microsoft .net Framework SDK
link: Introduction to ASP.NET Pages.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI) CGI is a standard for interfacing external programs with
information servers on the Internet. For more information,
refer to the link: CGI: Common Gateway Interface.

FTP Publishing Service The FTP Publishing Service for IIS allows Web content creators
to publish content more easily and securely to IIS Web servers
using modern Internet publishing standards. For more
information, refer to the link: FTP Publishing Service.

IIS 7 Web Server Internet Information Services (IIS) for Windows Server is a
flexible, secure and easy-to-manage Web server for hosting
anything on the Web. For more information, refer to the link:
IIS.

IIS Remote Management Service Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager for Remote
Administration provides end users and administrators with the
ability to securely manage remote IIS servers from Windows 7,
Windows Vista, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003. For
more information, refer to the link: IIS Manager for Remote
Administration.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=ab99342f-5d1a-413d-8319-81da479ab0d7&displaylang=en
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569263
https://www.asp.net/get-started
https://www.asp.net/mvc/whatisaspmvc
https://www.asp.net/mvc/mvc3
https://quickstarts.asp.net/QuickStartv20/aspnet/doc/pages/pages.aspx
http://www.w3.org/CGI/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/overview
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager


Media Services 3.0 IIS Media Services, an integrated HTTP-based media delivery
platform, delivers true HD (720p+) live and on-demand
streaming, DVR functionality, and real-time analytics support
to computers, TVs, and mobile devices. For more information,
refer to the link: IIS Media Services.

Microsoft Driver for PHP for SQL Server 2.0 in IIS The Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL Server provide
connectivity to Microsoft SQL Server from PHP applications.
For more information, refer to the link: Microsoft Drivers for
PHP for SQL Server.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 SQL Server delivers on Microsoft's Data Platform vision by
helping your organization manage your data by enabling you
to store data from structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured documents within the database. For more
information, refer to the link: Microsoft SQL Server 2008.

Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0 Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool) simplifies the migration,
management and deployment of IIS Web servers, Web
applications and Web sites. For more information, refer to the
link: Web Deploy.

MySQL Connector/Net 6.2.3 Connector/Net is a fully-managed ADO.NET driver for MySQL.
For more information, refer to the link: MySQL Download
Connector/Net.

PHP Driver for SQL Server The SQL Server Driver for PHP v1.1 is designed to enable
reliable, scalable integration with SQL Server for PHP
applications deployed on the Windows platform. For more
information, refer to the link: SQL Server Driver for PHP.

PHP PHP is a general-purpose scripting language that can be
embedded into HTML and is especially suited for Web
development. For more information, refer to the link: PHP.

SQL Server 2008 Management Objects The SQL Server Management Objects (SMO) is a .NET
Framework object model that enables software developers to
create client-side applications to manage and administer SQL
Server objects and services. For more information, refer to the
link: Microsoft TechNet SQL Server Management Objects
(SMO).

URL Rewrite 2.0 IIS URL Rewrite 2.0 enables Web administrators to create
powerful rules to implement URLs that are easier for users to
remember and easier for search engines to find. For more
information, refer to the link: URL Rewrite.

Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP Windows Cache Extension for PHP is a PHP accelerator that is
used to increase the speed of PHP applications running on
Windows and Windows Server. For more information, refer to
the link: Windows Cache Extension for PHP.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Related Information Links
Web Deployment Tool (MS Deploy) Forum
PHP Manager for IIS 7 Community

https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=80e44913-24b4-4113-8807-caae6cf2ca05&displaylang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/default.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/6.2.html
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2005/en/us/php-driver.aspx
http://www.php.net/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms162169.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/wincache-extension
https://forums.iis.net/1144.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2010/09/php-manager-for-iis-7


Configure and Optimize the Microsoft Web Platform for PHP Applications

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/index


Packaging and Restoring a Web site
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

To package and restore an IIS 6.0 Web site

To package and restore an IIS 7 or Above Web site

Options for packaging multiple sites or objects

Summary

by Faith A

This quick guide will show you how to create an package (compressed file) of a Web site, and then restore the site
from the package.

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.1

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing Web Deploy.

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:package=c:\dws.zip > DWSpackage6.log

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:package=c:\dws.zip -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 > DWSpackage6.log

1. To create a package, run the following command:

2. To restore the package, run the following command:

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -dest:package=c:\dws.zip > 
DWSpackage7.log

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:package=c:\dws.zip -dest:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" > 
DWSpackage7.log

1. To create a package, run the following command:

2. To restore the package, run the following command:

If you need to package a second directory outside the scope of your Web site, or you want to include other sites or
objects, you have two options:

Package each of them separately
Create a manifest file to package multiple paths (see Using Custom Manifests)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/packaging-and-restoring-a-web-site.md


You have now created a package of a Web site, and restored the site from the package. This is useful if you need to
revert to a prior version of the site, or if files have become corrupt or missing from the site's content directory.



Using Custom Manifests
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

Overview of a Manifest

Sample manifest
<myCustomSite>
 <appHostConfig path="TestWebSite" />
 <appPoolConfig path="TestAppPool" />
 <dirPath path="C:\MyExtraFiles" />
 <gacAssembly path="'System.Web, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a'" />
 <comObject path="Microsoft.ApplicationHost.AdminManager" />
</myCustomSite>

To create and use a custom manifest

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you create a custom manifest and synchronize it. We will synchronize a Web site and
include the application pool, an external directory, and an assembly and COM object that are not automatically
gathered for a Web site.

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.1

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing Web Deploy.

A manifest is simply a grouping of providers into one definition file. It is a way of specifying multiple paths that will
be included in a synchronization, such as a Web site, an application pool, and an assembly. It can be used to specify
multiple Web sites, multiple directories or other paths.

Note: In this article, we show how to move an IIS 7 and above Web site and application pool, but you could also
use the manifest on IIS 6.0 to specify an IIS 6.0 Web site and application pool.

1. Open Notepad and create an XML file. Let's call it Custom.xml.
2. Copy the sample manifest into Custom.xml.
3. Copy Custom.xml into your installation directory, %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy.
4. Create a directory called MyExtraFiles on your C: drive.

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:manifest=Custom.xml -dest:package=c:\CustomPackage.zip > 
WebDeployPackage.log

5. Run the following command to synchronize the objects in the manifest to a package (compressed) file:

By specifying > WebDeployPackage.log, the results of the package will be listed in the log file and you can
easily refer back to it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/using-custom-manifests.md


To synchronize a site by using a custom manifest

Summary

Open the package. You should see the site itself and the extra directory specified.

Later, you can use the package as the source and synchronize it to a destination that is specified by the manifest file
(meaning you'll synchronize from the package to the providers that are specified in your manifest).

You can also perform a sync operation with a manifest live, without using a package. In order to synchronize with a
manifest, both the source and the destination arguments must specify a manifest file.

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:manifest=custom.xml -dest:manifest=custom.xml,computername=Server1 > 
webdeploysync.log

1. Run the following command to synchronize the manifest to a remote destination. The remote computer is
specified by the computername argument.

You have now created a custom manifest and used it for synchronization. You can further extend the manifest by
adding any provider paths that are important for your Web site or server, such as a registry key or an assembly in
the GAC. For more information about the manifest provider, see Web Deploy manifest Provider.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569104.aspx


Viewing Web Site Dependencies
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

How to View DependenciesHow to View Dependencies

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you run getDependencies and review the dependencies for a website.

Read our View Dependencies guidance for more information.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/viewing-web-site-dependencies.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569091.aspx


Migrate a Web Site from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Part 1 - View your site's dependenciesPart 1 - View your site's dependencies

Part 2 - Configure the targetPart 2 - Configure the target

Part 3 – Migrate your site to the target by using a package filePart 3 – Migrate your site to the target by using a package file

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you migrate a Web site from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above by using the Web Deployment
Tool.

What kinds of migrations can I accomplish with the Web Deployment Tool?

Migrate 1 or 1,000 Web sites from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above including all the configuration settings, content and
certificates
Migrate a single application
Migrate an entire server (all Web sites, application pools, etc.) from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above
Migrate a custom manifest comprised of sites, application pools, assemblies, COM objects, registry keys,
content and more from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.1

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing and Configuring Web Deploy.

msdeploy -verb:getDependencies -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1

2. Review the output of the dependencies and look for any script maps or installed components in use by the site.
For example, if Windows Authentication is in use by the Web site, you will see <dependency
name="WindowsAuthentication" />.

3. If your site is inheriting any script maps, these will not be listed in the dependencies and you should also review
the script maps for your site manually.

4. Compile a list of the components needed on the destination.

1. Get the dependencies of the Web site by running the following command:

For detailed steps on analyzing the output of getDependencies, see Viewing Dependencies.

Review the list of dependencies and install them on the destination server.

For example, let's assume you had the following in use for your Web site:

ASP.NET
Windows Authentication
Anonymous Authentication

Based on this analysis of your dependencies, you would install the corresponding components and modules.

1. Always make a backup of the destination server. Even if you are just testing, it allows you to easily restore

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/migrate-a-web-site-from-iis-60-to-iis-7-or-above.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569091(WS.10).aspx


{Optional - Migrate your site to the target by using the Web Deployment Agent Service}{Optional - Migrate your site to the target by using the Web Deployment Agent Service}

SummarySummary

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreWebDeploy"

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:package=c:\Site1.zip > WebDeployPackage.log

3. Copy the package file to the destination server.

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\Site1.zip -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -whatif > WebDeploySync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\Site1.zip -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 > WebDeploySync.log

the state of your server.

2. Run the following command on the source server to create a package (compressed) file of the server:

4. Run the following command on the destination server to validate what would happen if a sync operation
were run:

5. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the whatif flag:

If you don't want to use a package, you can use the Web Deployment Agent Service (MsDepSvc, also called
"remote service") to synchronize from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above.

1. Install the remote service on either the source or the destination depending on whether you want to
synchronize from a remote source or to a remote destination.

net start msdepsvc

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -whatif > 
msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -whatif > 
msdeploysync.log

2. Start the service on the computer.

3. Run the following command to do a "push" synchronization from the local source to a remote destination
(replace Server1 with the name of the remote computer). Run the command first with the whatif flag, then
without it once you have confirmed that the command will do what you want.

4. Alternatively, run the following command to do a "pull" synchronization from the remote source to the local
destination (replace Server1 with the name of the remote computer). Run the command first with the whatif
flag, then without it once you have confirmed that the command will do what you want.

You are now done migrating your site. To verify, test browsing to the web site on the destination server. For
troubleshooting help, see Troubleshooting Web Deploy.

You have now synchronized a Web site from a source IIS 6.0 server to a destination IIS 7 or above server by
viewing the dependencies, configuring the destination IIS server, and by using a package file or the Web
Deployment Agent Service.



Synchronize IIS 6.0 Web Sites
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Part 1 - View your site's dependenciesPart 1 - View your site's dependencies

Part 2 - Configure the target (destination)Part 2 - Configure the target (destination)

Part 3 – Synchronize your site to the targetPart 3 – Synchronize your site to the target

by Faith A

This quick guide will guide you through the process of using the Web Deployment Tool to synchronize a Web site
fon an IIS 6.0 source computer to an IIS 6.0 destination computer. You can do this by "pushing" data to a remote
destination, or by "pulling" data from a remote source. This guide will show both methods, as well as an option to
use a package file so that you do not have to install the Web Deployment Agent Service (MsDepSvc, or "remote
agent service".)

What are the ways you can synchronize by using the Web Deployment Tool?

Push (synchronize from a local source to a remote destination)
Pull (synchronize from a remote source to a local destination)
Independent Sync (initiate a synchronization from a computer where both destination and source are remote)
Manual Local Sync (create a package file of the source and copy it to the destination, then run it locally)

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.1

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing Web Deploy.

msdeploy -verb:getDependencies -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1

2. Review the output of the dependencies and look for any script maps or installed components that are in use by
the site. For example, if Windows Authentication is in use by the Web site, you will see <dependency
name="WindowsAuthentication" />.

3. If your site is inheriting any script maps, these will not be listed in the dependencies and you should also review
the script maps for your site manually.

4. Compile a list of the components needed on the destination.

1. Get the dependencies of the Web site by running the following command:

For detailed steps on analyzing the output of getDependencies, see Viewing Dependencies.

1. Review the list of dependencies and install them on the destination server. For example, let's assume you
had the following in use for your Web site:

ASP.NET
Windows Authentication
Anonymous Authentication

Based on this analysis of your dependencies, you would install the corresponding components on the
destination server before performing the synchronization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/synchronize-iis-60-web-sites.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569091(WS.10).aspx


{Optional - Synchronize your site to the target by using a package file}{Optional - Synchronize your site to the target by using a package file}

iisback /backup /b PreWebDeploy

2. Install the remote service on the source or the destination depending on if you want to "pull" the data from a
remote source or "push" the data to a remote destination.

net start msdepsvc

1. Always make a backup of the destination and source servers. Even if you are just testing, it allows you to
easily restore the state of your server.

3. Start the service on the server.

4. Run the following command to validate what would happen if the synchronization were run. The -whatif
flag will not show every change; it will just show an optimistic view of what might change if everything
succeeds (for example, it won't catch errors where you can't write to the destination.)

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -
whatif > msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -
whatif > msdeploysync.log

Pushing to remote destination, running on source machine (the computerName argument identifies
the remote destination computer).

Pulling from a remote source, running on destination machine (the computerName argument
identifies the remote source computer).

5. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the -whatif flag:

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 > 
msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 > 
msdeploysync.log

Pushing to remote destination, running on source machine

Pulling from a remote source, running on destination machine

If you don't wish to use the remote service, you can use a package (compressed file) instead.

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -dest:package=c:\Site1.zip

2. Copy the package file to the destination server.

1. Run the following command on the destination server to create a package of the Web site source:

3. Run the following command on the destination server to validate what would happen if the synchronization
were run:



SummarySummary

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\Site1.zip -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -whatif > msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\Site1.zip -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 > msdeploysync.log

4. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the whatif flag:

You are now done synchronizing your site. To verify, test browsing to the Web site on the destination server. For
troubleshooting help, see Troubleshooting Web Deploy.

You synchronized a Web site from a source IIS 6.0 server to a destination IIS 6.0 server by viewing the
dependencies, configuring the destination IIS 6.0 server, and by using the Web Deployment Agent Service or a
package file.



Synchronize IIS
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Part 1 - View your site's dependenciesPart 1 - View your site's dependencies

Part 2 - Configure the target (destination)Part 2 - Configure the target (destination)

by Faith A

This quick guide will guide you through the process of using the Web Deployment Tool to synchronize a Web site
on an IIS source computer to an IIS destination computer. You can do this by "pushing" data to a remote
destination, or by "pulling" data from a remote source. This guide will show both methods, as well as an option to
use a package file so that you do not have to install the Web Deployment Agent Service (MsDepSvc, or "remote
agent service".)

What are the ways you can synchronize using the Web Deployment Tool?

Push (synchronize from a local source to a remote destination)
Pull (synchronize from a remote source to a local destination)
Independent Sync (initiate a synchronization from a computer where both destination and source are remote)
Manual Local Sync (create a package file of the source and copy it to the destination, then run it locally)

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.1

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing and Configuring Web Deploy.

msdeploy -verb:getDependencies -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site"

2. Review the output of the dependencies and look for any script maps or installed components that are in use by
the site. For example, if Windows Authentication is in use by the Web site, you will see <dependency
name="WindowsAuthentication" />.

3. If your site is inheriting any script maps, these will not be listed in the dependencies and you should also review
the script maps for your site manually.

4. Compile a list of the components needed on the destination.

1. Get the dependencies of the Web site by running the following command:

For detailed steps on analyzing the output of getDependencies, see Viewing Web Site Dependencies.

Review the list of dependencies and install them on the destination server. For example, let's assume you had the
following in use for your Web site:

ASP.NET
Windows Authentication
Anonymous Authentication

Based on analyzing your dependencies, you would install those components on the destination server before
performing the synchronization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/synchronize-iis.md


Part 3 – Synchronize your site to the targetPart 3 – Synchronize your site to the target

{Optional - Synchronize your site to the target by using a package file}{Optional - Synchronize your site to the target by using a package file}

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreMsDeploy"

2. Install the remote agent service on the source or the destination depending on if you want to "pull" the data
from a remote source or "push" the data to a remote destination.

net start msdepsvc

1. Always make a backup of the destination and source servers. Even if you are just testing, it allows you to
easily restore the state of your server. Run the following command to backup an IIS 7 or above server:

3. Start the service on the computer.

4. Run the following command to validate what would happen if the synchronization were run. The -whatif
flag will not show every change; it will just show an optimistic view of what might change if everything
succeeds (for example, it won't catch errors where you can't write to the destination.)

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -dest:apphostconfig="Default Web 
Site",computername=Server1 -whatif > msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site",computername=Server1 -
dest:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -whatif > msdeploysync.log

Pushing to remote destination, running on source computer (the computerName argument identifies
the remote destination computer).

Pulling from a remote source, running on destination machine (the computerName argument
identifies the remote source computer).

5. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the -whatif flag:

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -dest:apphostconfig="Default Web 
Site",computername=Server1 > msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site",computername=Server1 -
dest:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" > msdeploysync.log

Pushing to remote destination, running on source machine

Pulling from a remote source, running on destination machine

If you don't wish to use the remote service, you can use a package (compressed file) instead.

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -dest:package=c:\site1.zip

2. Copy the package file to the destination server.

1. Run the following command on the source server to create a package of the Web site for synchronization:

3. Run the following command on the destination server to validate what would happen if the synchronization
were run:



SummarySummary

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\site1.zip -dest:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" -whatif > 
msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\site1.zip -dest:apphostconfig="Default Web Site" > 
msdeploysync.log

4. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the -whatif flag:

You are now done synchronizing your site. To verify, test browsing to the Web site on the destination server. For
troubleshooting help, see Troubleshooting Web Deploy.

You have now synchronized a web site from a source IIS server to a destination IIS server, including viewing the
dependencies, configuring the destination IIS server and performing the synchronization.



Synchronizing Two IIS Servers with PHP
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Part 1 - View dependencies of the sourcePart 1 - View dependencies of the source

Part 2 - Configure the target or destination computerPart 2 - Configure the target or destination computer

Part 3 – Create a custom manifestPart 3 – Create a custom manifest

<serverManifest><webServer /><dirpath path="c:\php" /></serverManifest>

Part 4 – Synchronize the source server to the destination serverPart 4 – Synchronize the source server to the destination server
Synchronize by using a package file:Synchronize by using a package file:

by Tim Ammann

This article will guide you through the process of using Web Deploy to synchronize an entire IIS 7 or above Web
server that has PHP installed to another IIS 7 or above server. Article Goal: To synchronize a Web server from IIS
that has PHP installed to another IIS server.

msdeploy -verb:getDependencies -source:webServer

NOTENOTE

3. Compile a list of the components needed on the destination.

1. Get the dependencies of the Web site by running the following command:

2. Review the output of the dependencies and look for any script maps or installed components that are in use
by the site.

In most cases on Windows Server 2008, PHP is installed by using the built-in FastCGI module, so the dependency
check will show CGI as a dependency, not PHP.

For detailed steps on analyzing the output of getDependencies, see Viewing Dependencies.

1. Review the list of dependencies and install them on the destination server. For example, let's assume you
had the following in use for your Web site:

CGI (FastCGI with PHP).

Based this analysis of your dependencies, you would install those components on the destination server. Because
PHP can be installed by simply copying the files, we will add a custom manifest that also copies the PHP folder.

Create the following manifest, assuming that your PHP install location is c:\php  (replace with your actual install
directory):

Save this as ServerManifest.xml. For convenience, you can save it into the 
%systemdrive%\program files\microsoft web deploy  directory, or to a directory of your choice. You should save it to

both the source and destination computers.

1. Always make a backup of the destination server. Even if you are just testing, it allows you to easily restore
the state of your server. Run the following command to backup an IIS server:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/synchronizing-two-iis-servers-with-php.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569091(WS.10).aspx


Synchronize by using the remote service:Synchronize by using the remote service:

SummarySummary

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreMsDeploy"

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:manifest=servermanifest.xml -dest:package=c:\WebServer.zip

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\WebServer.zip -dest:manifest=servermanifest.xml -whatif > 
msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:package=c:\WebServer.zip -dest:manifest=servermanifest.xml > 
msdeploysync.log

2. Run the following command on the source server to create a package (compressed file) of the server:

3. Run the following command on the destination server to validate what would happen if a synchronization
were run:

4. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the -whatif flag:

If you don't want to synchronize from a package, you can synchronize by using the Web Deployment Agent Service
(MsDepSvc, also called the "remote service").

net start msdepsvc

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:manifest=servermanifest.xml -
dest:manifest=servermanifest.xml,computerName=DestServer1 –whatif > msdeploysync.log

msdeploy -verb:sync  -source:manifest=servermanifest.xml -
dest:manifest=servermanifest.xml,computerName=DestServer1 >msdeploysync.log

1. Make sure that the service is started on the destination computer by running the command:

2. Run the following command on the source server. Use the computerName argument to specify the name
of a remote server (for example, DestServer1). If the source is a remote server, you would change the source
argument to source:manifest=servermanifest.xml,computerName=Server1.

3. After verifying the output, run the same command again without the whatif flag:

You are now done synchronizing your site. To verify, test browsing to the Web site on the destination server. For
troubleshooting help, see Troubleshooting Web Deploy. You synchronized a Web site from a source IIS server to a
destination IIS server by viewing the dependencies, configuring the destination IIS server, and by using a package
file or the Web Deployment Agent Service.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Prerequisites if you're using SQLPrerequisites if you're using SQL

Export a PackageExport a Package

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you create a package of your Web application using the IIS Manager, including a SQL
database.

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool
IIS 7.0 or above, or IIS Remote Manager

Note: The second and third pre-requisites will be installed automatically if you install the Web Deployment Tool
using the Web Platform Installer

SQL Server Express or Standard, either local or remote
SQL Server 2008 Management Objects (SMO) - x86 or x64
SQL CLR Types - x86 or x64

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing the Web Deployment Tool.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreMsDeploy"

2. Open the IIS Manager by clicking Start > Run and typing inetmgr.
3. In IIS Manager, expand the Server node and the Sites node, then select the Default Web Site/MyApplication.
4. In the right-hand Actions pane under Manage Packages, click the Export Application... link to launch the

wizard.

1. Always make a backup. Run the following command to backup an IIS 7.0 or above server:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/export-a-package-through-iis-manager.md
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5. By default, the package will contain the site or application you have selected (in this case the Default Web
Site/MyApplication) and its content folders. Click on the Manage Components button.

6. The first row is your iisapp provider entry, which is your application. In the second row, choose the dbFullSql
provider from the Provider Name drop-down. If you hover over a provider, you will see a description and
example path.

7. Enter the path to your database or script file in the Path column.
(Example: "Data Source=.\SQLExpress;Database=MyApplicationDb;User
id=MyAppUser;Password=SomePassWord;" without the quotes.)
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8. You'll notice that the database now shows up in the package contents tree view. Click Next to continue the
wizard.

9. Next you will see parameters that are generated based on the two providers that you added in the previous
step. We're going to give them friendlier names and descriptions. Select the second parameter in the list,
Parameter 2, and click on the Add Parameter Entry button.
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10. We're going to create a parameter entry that points to the connection string inside the application's Web.config
file. You'll notice that the parameter entry has 3 fields to fill out.

11. Choose the type of parameter you want. In this case, we'll choose XmlFile because we want to point to the
Web.config file.
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12. Enter the scope for the parameter entry. The scope is a regular expression that tells us what file to locate in the
package. In this case, we'll choose the Web.config file but we'll add \ to indicate the start of the file and $ to
indicate the end of the file name so that Web.config.bak wouldn't also be updated.

13. Then we'll add a match. For an XmlFile parameter entry, the match is an xpath query that indicates a particular
element or attribute in the XML file. We'll add an xpath pointing to the connection string attribute. Click OK to
accept the entry.
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14. You now have parameters that will allow a user installing this package to set the application path (site and app
name where they want this app to be installed) and change the connection string (which will be updated in 2
places, first when running the SQL script and second inside the Web.config file). Click Next to continue.

15. Finally, choose a location to save your package. For this example, we chose C:\MyApplication.zip .
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SummarySummary

16. The wizard will now complete the packaging process and save the package to disk. When it is complete, you
will see a Summary page that gives you an overview of what actions were performed.

Congratulations! You have now created a package based on the Default Web Site. It contains the application,
which contains content files and an entry that will mark the folder as an application in IIS, and a SQL database.
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Prerequisites

Prerequisites if you're using SQL

Import a Package

SummarySummary

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you install a package of your Web application using the IIS Manager, including a SQL
database. To create a package, see Export a Package through IIS Manager.

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.0
IIS 7.0 or above, or IIS Remote Manager

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing the Web Deployment Tool.

Note: The second and third prerequisites will be installed if you install the Web Deployment Tool using the Web
Platform Installer

SQL Server Express or Standard
SQL Server 2008 Management Objects (SMO) - x86 or x64
SQL CLR Types - x86 or x64

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "PreMsDeploy"

2. Open the IIS Manager by clicking Start > Run and typing inetmgr.
3. In IIS Manager, expand the Server node and the Sites node, then select the Default Web Site.
4. In the right-hand Actions pane, click the Import Application... link to launch the packaging wizard.
5. Select the package that you created in the previous quick guide, MyApplication.zip, or any other package.
6. In the Install an Application Package dialog, you will see the application and the database.
7. On the Parameters page, enter a new application name if desired and enter a SQL connection string.
8. Click Next to install the package.
9. The Summary page will provide a high-level overview of some items that were installed from the package.

The Details tab will give a lot of detail of exactly what was added.

1. Always make a backup prior to changing your system. Run the following command to backup an IIS 7.0 or
above server :

Congratulations! You have now installed a package. It contains the content files, a SQL database and an IIS
application.
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Understanding the Web Deployment HandlerUnderstanding the Web Deployment Handler

Part 1 - Configure WMSVC and IIS Manager PermissionsPart 1 - Configure WMSVC and IIS Manager Permissions

by Faith A

This guide provides a basic overview of the steps to configure the Web Deployment handler on your hosted
server and test that a user can deploy applications to a Web site. This setup will be using the information in this
document to install the Web Deployment Tool onto a new server and configure recommended settings.

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deployment Tool 1.0 or 1.1
IIS 7 or above with the Web Management Service (WMSvc) installed

Note: If you have not already installed the Web Deployment Tool, see Installing the Web Deployment Tool.

The handler is integrated with the Web Management Service (WMSVC) that ships with IIS 7.0 on Windows
Server 2008 and IIS 7.5 on Windows 2008 R2.

First, you must create an account (either an IIS Manager User or Windows account) for the user. For more
information about creating IIS Manager user accounts, see Configuring Remote Administration and Feature
Delegation in IIS.

Second, the user must be authorized to connect to his or her Web site by using WMSVC. You can use the IIS
Manager Permissions feature in IIS Manager to grant users the right to connect remotely to their Web sites.

Third, a user must also be authorized to perform deployments using the Web Deployment Tool. You can use the
the Management Service Delegation feature in IIS Manager to create delegation rules that allow users to
perform deployments to their Web sites and to no others.

The following diagram illustrates how a user is first connected to and authorized by WMSVC, before the
deployment request is routed to the handler and authorized against the handler's own rules. This quick guide will
help you setup the necessary rules to allow a user to deploy IIS applications with content, set file permissions and
deploy databases.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/configure-the-web-deployment-handler.md
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Part 2 – Create Delegation Rules for Web Deploy UsersPart 2 – Create Delegation Rules for Web Deploy Users

1. Install IIS and the Web Management Service on your Windows Server 2008 server.
2. Configure WMSVC so that remote connections are allowed.

a. Open IIS Manager.
b. Select the Server node.
c. In Features View of the Server, double-click the Management Service icon.
d. Ensure that the Enable remote connections checkbox is selected. If the checkbox is not selected and
grayed out, use the Actions pane to stop the WMSvc Service. This will let you select the checkbox.
e. On the right-hand Actions pane, click Start. The Enable remote connections checkbox will be selected
and grayed out.

3. Give the account under which WMSvc is running (for example, Local Service) Full Control permissions to the
customer's directory.

4. After creating a Web site for the user, allow the user access to his or her Web site.
a. Open IIS Manager.
b. Select the Web site that the user will manage remotely.
c. In Features View, double-click the IIS Manager Permissions icon.
d. On the IIS Manager Permissions page, in the Actions pane, click Allow User.
e. In the Allow User dialog box, select the type of user (Windows or IIS Manager), then click Select to choose
the user's account.
f. Click OK to dismiss the Allow User dialog box.

For more information about IIS Manager user accounts, see Allow an IIS Manager User Account to Connect to a
Site or an Application (IIS 7).

1. If you have not yet done so, download the Web Deployment tool and install it on the Web server.
2. Create delegation rules for the Web Deploy functionality (providers) that you want to allow users to have. To

allow a user to deploy applications and content to his or her Web site:
a. Open IIS Manager.
b. Select the Server node.
c. In Features View of the Server, double-click the Management Service Delegation icon.

d. In the right-hand Actions pane, click Add Rule…

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770968.aspx
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e. Select the Deploy Applications with Content rule template. This template creates a rule that allows any
WMSVC authorized user to use the Web Deploy contentPath and iisApp providers to deploy applications to
his or her user scope.

f. Click OK to open the template.
g. Click OK to create the rule.
h. In the Add User to Rule dialog box, type an asterisk (*). This will allow each user to deploy applications to
his or her user scope.

NOTE: If you want to perform admin-only synchronization, go to the Management Service Delegation page.
In the Actions pane, click Edit Feature Settings, and then select Allow administrators to bypass rules.

Mark Folders as Applications Rule

2. In the Add User to Rule dialog box, type an asterisk (*). This will allow each user to create applications within
his or her Web site.

1. To allow each user to create an application within his or her Web site:
a. Click Add Rule…
b. Select the Mark Folders as Applications rule template. This template allows all WMSVC authorized
users to use the Web Deploy createApp provider to create applications within their user scope. The
applications will inherit all settings from the parent, including the application pool.
c. Click OK to open the template.
d. In the RunAs section, select SpecificUser for the Identity Type , and the click the Set… button to
specify a user account that will perform this operation. In order for this rule to work, the rule must run as a
user that has access to write to the applicationHost.config file. It is recommended that you create an
account (for example, "CreateAppUser") that is not in the Administrators group and only grant it the
minimum required permissions. To do this:

Create a user account.
Grant read permission to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config .
Grant modify permission to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .
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Part 3 - Test the User's Connection to the Web sitePart 3 - Test the User's Connection to the Web site

Deploy Databases Rule

1. To allow users to deploy databases to their Web sites:
a. Click Add Rule …
b. Select the Deploy Databases rule template. This template allows any WMSVC authorized users (as set in
Part 1) to deploy databases to SQL database servers.
c. Click OK to open the template.
d. Add a path to authorize, such as Server=Server1 to allow anyone to deploy to this server using their SQL
credentials, or Server=Server1;Database={userName}_db1 to restrict to specific databases that match their
username.
e. Click OK to create the rule.

2. In the Add User to Rule dialog box, type an asterisk (*). This will allow each user to deploy databases to his or
her Web site.

Set Permissions Rule

1. To allow each user to deploy applications and content to his or her Web site:
a. Click Select Rule Template… b. Select the Set Permissions rule template. This template allows any
WMSVC authorized user to set ACLs on the file system.
c. Click OK to open the template.
d. Click OK to create the rule.

2. In the Add User to Rule dialog box, type an asterisk (*). This will allow each user to deploy applications and
content within his or her Web site.

Optionally, Enable Tracing for WMSvc

If you want to enable tracing for WMSvc, see Configuring Web Management Service Tracing. Tracing logs are
stored in %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\wmsvc\tracinglogfiles\w3svc1 .

1. Download and install the Web Deployment Tool on a client machine that has IIS Remote Manager installed, or
use the local server. It is recommended that you test the local server first to isolate any issues that may be
caused by networking, firewall or proxy settings.

2. Test connect to the user's Web site by using the credentials you created for the user:
a. Open IIS Manager.
b. Right-click on the Start Page node.
c. Select Connect to a Site… (Note: do not select Connect to a Server )
d. In the Server name text box, enter localhost.
e. In the Site name text box, enter the name of the user's Web site that you enabled for remote management.
f. Click Next.
g. In the User name text box, enter the user you authorized for the Web site.
h. In the Password text box, enter the user's password.
i. Click Next to complete the connection. You may be prompted to trust the certificate if you're using an
untrusted or self-signed certificate. The lower right-hand corner of IIS Manager will show the new connection
status (for example, localhost 8172 as SampleUser).

3. Create a quick application package to verify that the authorization rules are working:
a. In the Actions pane on the right, click Export Application…
b. This will launch the Export Application wizard, click Next through all of the screens to accept the defaults
and create a package.

4. Now that you have created a package, verify that you can install it:
a. In the Actions pane, click Import Application…
b. Click Next. c. On the Parameters page, change the application name to something that doesn't already exist
in the Web site to verify that the user can create applications.

https://technet.microsoft.com/ru-ru/library/ee461173(WS.10).aspx


TroubleshootingTroubleshooting

SummarySummary

d. Complete the wizard.
5. Finally, you should download an application package or using the Web Platform Installer to install an

application to this Web site to verify that the database and other options are working.

There are some common issues that can occur during deployments:

User receives 401 unauthorized error while trying to connect to a Web site. o Cause(s): This error comes
from WMSVC and is usually an error with username/password, or because the user does not have access to the
Web site.
o Resolution(s): Verify the username/password and that the user has access to the Web site.

User receives a server error while trying to import or export an application. o Cause(s): This error comes
from the Web Deployment Handler and is usually a problem with the deployment rules. Since the user has
connected successfully, it is not an issue with WMSVC. A deployment rule may have a typo, the user performing
deployment may not be authorized or the runAs identity may not have access.
o Resolution(s): Open the tracing logs at %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\wmsvc\tracinglogfiles\w3svc1  and see what
rule is failing to authorize.

Look for logs that contain failures, such as "Details: No rule was found that could authorize user
'server1\siteowner', provider 'appPoolConfig', operation 'Read', path 'DefaultAppPool'". In this case, the
provider appPoolConfig is not authorized and the user tried to add a provider they are not allowed to add.
Another common error is if the RunAs user that is being used to create apps does not have proper access to
configuration. In this case, Procmon is a useful tool for determining where an access denied error may be
coming from.

This guide shows how to configure the WMSVC and the deployment handler to allow users to manage their Web
applications and describes steps to use IIS Manager to create and install a package to verify that the delegation
rules are working.
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Application Center Comparison Table
APPLICATION CENTER FEATURE CORRESPONDING WEB DEPLOYMENT TOOL FEATURE

Cluster services- ability to define a group of servers for
operations

Web Deploy: Manual sync - Essentially there is no central
controller for a web farm in the tool. It can be accomplished
today by calling Web Deploy for each server in the farm. This
feature is being considered for future versions.

Cluster services - COM+ routing None

Cluster services - COM+ app cluster None

Load balancing– NLB NLB or Application Request Router (ARR) can be used for
the web farm but there is not currently a control mechanism
for controlling NLB. This feature is being considered for future
versions.

Load balancing – CLB None

Load balancing- Other devices Other devices can be used for load balancing the web farm
but we don't have a specific control mechanism. This feature is
being considered for future versions.

Request Forwarder - allows specific requests to be
forwarded

Application Request Router, NLB or similar mechanisms
allow for this functionality.

by Faith A

Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool) is an IIS Extension that simplifies the migration, management and
deployment of IIS Web servers, Web applications and Web sites. Administrators can use the Web Deployment Tool
to synchronize both IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0 and above servers, or to migrate an IIS 6.0 server to IIS 7.0 or above. It also
enables administrators and delegated users to use IIS Manager to deploy ASP.NET and PHP applications to an IIS
7.0 or above server.

The tool can be used to synchronize a web farm, including deploying new applications or just keeping changes
synchronized between the web farm servers. The tool does not currently support a central UI or configuration
store for a list of servers in a farm (i.e., syncing multiple machines at once), but you can simply store this list of
servers and perform sync operations against each server. These can easily be scheduled using System Center or
another scheduling mechanism. Resources that can be synchronized include Web sites or applications, content
folders and files, databases, registry keys, assemblies in the GAC and more. You can also build custom "providers"
that understand other types of resources that are not supported in-the-box.

For specific features available in Application Center and whether they are supported in the Web Deployment Tool
(or within IIS itself), please see the comparison table. While there are a limited set of Application Center features
that do not have a direct replacement, many of these will be added to future versions of Microsoft products.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/using-web-deploy-for-web-farms.md


Deployment- deploying an application across a cluster of
machines

Web Deploy: Deployment- This is provided today and goes
beyond AC, it allows granular control over what is synced.

Synchronization/Replication - syncing sites and more
across a cluster of machines

Web Deploy: Synchronization - This is essentially the same
as deployment.

Synchronization Schedule - ability to sync based on a
schedule

This can be managed through mechanisms such as Windows
task scheduler, System Center Configuration Manager or
a custom program/script. This feature is being considered for
future versions.

Automatic Synchronization- ability to detect changes and
sync based on changes/trigger

None yet. This feature is being considered for future versions.

Monitoring - aggregation of logs/perf counters and
threshold-based actions

System Center Operations Manager provides this
functionality.

Administrative console- single UI for managing web farm
tasks

We have the IIS Manager console that can be used to
manage servers. This can be used with shared configuration to
make changes that are shared across a farm. We also have a
Web Farm Framework that introduces the concept of a
cluster of machines inside the IIS Manager.What is not
available yet is the ability to sync across the farm in IIS
Manager using the Web Deployment Tool. Today, the sync
needs to be done manually outside of IIS Manager. This
feature is being considered for future versions.

Application Images - Definitions of what is an app and
should be synced

Web Deploy: Custom manifest / packages - A manifest is
used to define a collection of resources that make up an
application. You can then create an application package (.zip
file) that contains all of these resources and can be used for
deployment, sync, versioning and roll back.

AC.exe - command-line tool for administering the cluster Web Deploy: msdeploy.exe - command-line tool that
allows control over syncs and deployment. In addition, we also
have a public API and PowerShell support. We also have
common tools for editing configuration of a group of
machines if they use shared config (i.e., point to the same
config file), such as appcmd.exe, PowerShell, scripting API's and
more.

APPLICATION CENTER FEATURE CORRESPONDING WEB DEPLOYMENT TOOL FEATURE
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Introduction

Download and Install the Web Deployment Tool

Choose Installation OptionsChoose Installation Options

by Tali Smith

The Microsoft® Web Deployment Tool simplifies the migration, management, and deployment of Internet
Information Services (IIS) Web servers, Web applications, and Web sites. Administrators can use command-line
scripting with the Web Deployment Tool to synchronize IIS 6.0 and IIS 7 and above servers or to migrate an IIS
6.0 server to IIS 7 or above. The Web Deployment Tool also makes it possible for administrators and delegated
users to use IIS Manager to deploy Microsoft® ASP.NET and PHP applications to an IIS 7 and above servers.

With the Web Deployment Tool, you can:

Migrate Web applications between IIS 6.0 and IIS 7 and above - Simplify the planning of your IIS 6.0 to
IIS 7 and above migrations by determining incompatibilities and previewing the proposed changes before
starting the process. Learning about any potential issues in advance gives you the chance to take corrective
measures and simplifies migration.
Synchronize your server farm - The Web Deployment Tool makes it possible for you to efficiently
synchronize sites, applications, or servers across your IIS server farm by detecting differences between the
source and destination content and transferring only those changes which need synchronization. The tool
simplifies the synchronization process by automatically determining the configuration, content, and
certificates to be synchronized for a specific site. In addition to the default behavior, you still have the option to
specify additional providers for the synchronization, including databases, Component Object Model (COM)
objects, Global Assembly Cache (GAC) assemblies, and registry settings.
Package, archive, and deploy Web applications - You can use the Web Deployment Tool to package
configuration and content of your installed Web applications, including databases, and use the packages for
storage or redeployment. These packages can be deployed using IIS Manager without requiring
administrative privileges. The tool integrates with Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2010 to help developers
streamline the deployment of Web applications to the Web server. The tool also integrates with the
Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI) so you can simply and easily install community Web applications.
You can submit your own application to the Web Application Gallery.

The Web Deployment Tool is a managed code framework that includes the public application programming
interfaces (APIs) and underlying engine. (This is the top-level node and cannot be removed.)

IIS Manager UI Module – UI module makes it possible for users to perform a subset of deployment tasks,
mainly packaging or deploying a Web site or app. This module requires the installation of IIS 7 or above, or
IIS Remote Manager.
Remote Agent Service – An administrator-only service based on HTTP/HTTPS that allows server
administrators to connect and perform remote operations.
IIS Deployment Handler – A handler that integrates with Web Management Service (WMSvc) and allows
non-administrators or administrators to perform remote operations. This handler requires the installation of
IIS with WMSvc.

Before you install the Web Deployment Tool, decide whether you want to use the remote service to perform live

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/use-the-web-deployment-tool.md


To install the tool using the default remote service URLTo install the tool using the default remote service URL

To install the tool with a custom remote service URLTo install the tool with a custom remote service URL

Starting the remote service after installationStarting the remote service after installation

operations between two servers or if you prefer to use the offline mode.

The remote service is not started by default and is set to Manual startup. It is only required to have it running
during an operation, and it can be stopped when not in use.
Offline mode is simply installation of the tool without the service. It requires you to create a local copy of a
site or server and then manually copy this "snapshot" or archive to the destination.

Note that you only need the remote service installed on either the source or the destination. For example, to
"push" all content from a server to a client, you can install the remote service on all client computers so that the
content can be pushed from the source. Alternatively, you could have each client "pull" from the server and only
install the remote service on the source.

1. Download the Web Deployment Tool.
2. Run the Windows®Installer file to install the tool.
3. Select a Custom installation.
4. Click on the remote service node to install the remote service.
5. Complete the installation.

net start msdepsvc

7. Ensure that port 80 is open in the firewall.

6. Manually start the service by running the following command:

1. Download the Web Deployment Tool.
2. Open an administrative command prompt on Windows Server® 2008, or a command prompt on Windows

Server® 2003.
3. Go to the directory where the setup file is located.

msiexec /i <msi_filename> /passive ADDLOCAL=ALL LISTENURL=http://+:8080/MSDEPLOY2/

net start msdepsvc

6. Ensure that the port you have chosen is open in the firewall.

4. Run the following command (customize the port and URL specifications):

5. Manually start the service by running the following command:

The tool will be installed to %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy. This cannot be changed.

The remote service listens on http://+/msdeployagentservice/ by default or at the URL that you specified if you
performed a custom installation.

You should now start the remote service. You can do this by going to Start > Run, and then typing services.msc.
The service is listed as the Microsoft Web Deployment Agent Service.

The service startup is Manual by default; you can set the startup to Automatic in Services.msc. You can also use
the command-line tool Sc.exe, to set the startup to Automatic.

A Knowledge Base article provides more information about Sc.exe.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/251192


Use the Web Deployment Tool for Web Farms

Package and Deploy Applications with the Web Deployment Tool

Migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or Above

Synchronize Web Servers

Features of the Web Deployment Tool

The Web Deployment Tool can be used to deploy new applications to a Web farm or to keep changes
synchronized between the Web farm servers. The Web Deployment Tool does not currently support a central UI
or configuration store for a list of servers in a farm (for example, syncing multiple machines at once), but you can
simply store this list of servers and perform synchronization operations against each server. These
synchronization operations can easily be scheduled using Microsoft® System Center or another scheduling
mechanism. Resources that can be synchronized include Web sites or applications, content folders and files,
databases, registry keys, and assemblies in the GAC, among others. You can also build custom "providers" that
understand other types of resources that are not supported. For more information, see Using the Web
Deployment Tool for Web Farms.

For information about packaging and deploying applications with the Web Deployment Tool, see the following
articles.

Export a Package through IIS Manager.
Import a Package through IIS Manager.
Configure the Web Deployment Handler.

You can use the Web deployment Tool to migrate:

From 1 or 1,000 Web sites from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above, including all configuration settings, content, and
certificates.
A single application.
An entire server (including all Web sites and application pools) from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above.
A custom manifest comprised of sites, application pools, assemblies, COM objects, registry keys, and content
from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or above.

For instructions, see Migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 and Above.

You can use the Web Deployment Tool to synchronize a Web site from a source to a destination on IIS 6.0, or IIS
7 or above. You can do this by "pushing" data to a remote destination or by "pulling" data from a remote source.
You can also use a package (compressed file) to avoid installing the remote service. For more information, see the
following articles:

Synchronize IIS 7 and Above.
Synchronize IIS 6.0.

The following information is an extensive list of the features of the Web Deployment Tool:

Seamless integration with IIS Manager and Visual Studio 2010 interface for creating packages and deploying
them onto a machine, both locally and remotely.
Seamless integration with the Web Platform Installer to install community Web applications simply and easily.
Web application packaging:

Can package a Web application or an entire site, including the associated databases.



NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

In addition to using IIS Manager and Visual Studio 10, tasks can be performed using the command-line,
Windows PowerShell™ cmdlets, or public APIs.

Can package access control lists (ACLs), COM, GAC, and registry settings.
Supports both live servers and zipped packages as a source or destination.

Web application deployment:

Administrative privileges are not required in order to deploy Web applications.
Can add powerful parameters to change text in files when they are deployed (such as prompting to
replace a connection string when deploying from quality assurance to staging environments).
Integration with the IIS Web Management Service (WMSvc) for remote deployment by non-
administrators.
Server administrators have granular control over the operations that can be performed and can
delegate tasks to non-administrators.

Web server migration and synchronization:

Can synchronize or migrate the entire Web server, a Web site, or application.
Synchronizes only the data that has changed.
Can detect missing dependencies during synchronization.
Automatically gathers content, IIS configuration, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates, and ASP.NET
configuration when you synchronize a Web site.

This article is based on material from: " Installing the Web Deployment Tool" by Faith Allington, published on September
1, 2009.

Overview of the Web Deployment Tool.
Videocast: Simplified Application Deployment on the Microsoft Web Platform.
Web Deployment Tool.
Microsoft Web Deployment Team Blog.

https://forums.iis.net/1144.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/msdeploy/
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Overview

Features

by Bilal Aslam

 

The Web Deploy is a tool for simplifying migration, management and deployment of Web applications, sites and
servers. It can be used to package a Web site, automatically including content, configuration, certificates and
databases. It can be used to synchronize between IIS 6.0 or IIS 7.0, or to migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0. The
packages created can be used for versioning, backup or deployment.

Please note that IIS 8.0 is only supported with Web Deploy V3.

 

The Web Deploy includes these key features:

Package Web sites and applications. Developers or administrators can package the configuration and content
of installed Web applications, including SQL databases, and use the packages for storage or redeployment. These
packages can then be deployed using the IIS Manager interface without requiring administrative privileges on a
remote server.

Delegate deployment tasks to non-admins. Server administrators can now choose to delegate deployment
tasks to users who are not administrators. For example, in both shared hosting and enterprise environments,
deploying content and marking a folder as an application can be delegated. More advanced tasks suitable to a
dedicated environment, such as allowing a certificate, Web site or GAC'd assembly to be deployed, can also be
enabled.

Simplify deployment for administrators. Server administrators will find the delegation useful, since deploying a
Web application including a GAC'd assembly, certificate and application pool can be time-consuming even with all
the permissions required.

Migration from IIS 6.0. The migrate operation provides administrators with a way to migrate sites or entire
servers from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0, including their settings and content. A migration is essentially a way of
synchronizing, filtered by migration rules.

Synchronization of IIS 6.0 / IIS 7.0. The sync operation provides administrators with a way to quickly
synchronize a site or server and deploy changes to existing sites and servers. A synchronization allows you to
synchronize one source with one destination. For example, you can synchronize two directory paths or two web
servers. The sync can be performed with local or remote objects.

Snapshot IIS 6.0 / IIS 7.0. The snapshot, or archive, functionality allows administrators or developers to quickly
take an archive of their web site or server for rollback, restore or backup purposes.

Analysis of Dependencies on IIS 6.0 / IIS 7.0. The analyze operation allows administrators to check what
components are installed on the source server. In this way, they can determine if features are present that they will
need in IIS 7.0 or that require more advanced setup than simply copying files.

Troubleshooting and Validation. For validating an operation, the -whatif parameter allows administrators to see
what actions would happen when they perform an operation. This is especially useful for performing sync or
migration, when they want to validate what changes will be made before performing them. For troubleshooting,
the -verbose parameter allows administrators to get rich detail about what operations are being performed, and

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/microsoft-web-deploy-v2-readme.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam


Installation Notes
RequirementsRequirements

Downloading and InstallingDownloading and Installing

msiexec /I <path_to_msi>
msiexec /I <path_to_msi>

msiexec /i <path_to_msi> /passive ADDLOCAL=ALL LISTENURL=http://+:8080/MSDEPLOY2/

Known Issues
Issue: Some Management Service delegation rules do not work after Web Deploy is upgraded to Web DeployIssue: Some Management Service delegation rules do not work after Web Deploy is upgraded to Web Deploy
2.02.0

Issue: Site created with .\SetupSite.ps1 PowerShell script is not browseableIssue: Site created with .\SetupSite.ps1 PowerShell script is not browseable

upon failure, the ability to diagnose the problem.

Differential Synchronization. The tool will only synchronize what has changed between the source and the
destination.

 

 

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled in order to install the tool:

You must have .NET 2.0 SP1 or greater installed.

 

There are two separate downloadable packages for the tool; you will need to download the appropriate package:

https://www.iis.net/download/WebDeploy

You will need to run the installation package as an administrator. This can be accomplished by one of the following
methods:

Logging in to your server using the actual account named "Administrator".
Logging on using an account with administrator privileges and opening a command-prompt by right-clicking
the Command Prompt menu item that is located in the Accessories menu for Windows programs and
selecting "Run as administrator", then typing the appropriate command listed below for your version of
Windows to run the installation:

Important Note! By default, setup will offer you the choice of installing the remote service and will use a default
remote service URL, http://+:80/MSDEPLOY.

You can set the remote service URL to a custom URL by running setup from the command-line: (where the port
and URL are specified, please customize):

 

If an IIS 7+ server is using shared configuration, certain delegation rules with runAs identity set to SpecificUser
will stop working. This is because the Web Deploy installer and the .\AddDelegationRules.ps1 script creates local
machine user accounts and sets them as the runAs identity on certain delegation rules. These user accounts will not
be recognized on other machines and thus the rules will not work in shared configuration.
Workarounds:

Do not install Web Deploy 2.0 using the Web Platform Installer. Instead, install it directly from the MSI and de-
select the Configure for Non-administrator Deployments component
If your delegation rules have already been overwritten, re-create them manually.

When this script creates a site, it tries to assign it a port number between 8000 and 8200 which is not already
taken. It may be the case that no free port is available, in which case the port assigned to this site will not work.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy


Issue: Web Deploy is consuming 100% CPU time for a few minutesIssue: Web Deploy is consuming 100% CPU time for a few minutes

Issue: Web Deploy UI in IIS Manager gives a "Unable to cast object of
type" error

Issue: Web Deploy is unable to retrieve the USN number from remote serverIssue: Web Deploy is unable to retrieve the USN number from remote server

Also, possibly, the port assigned to the site may be blocked by a firewall.

Workarounds: Manually assign the site a different port from the IIS Manager UI. Also, make sure that the port is
not blocked by the firewall e.g. on Windows Server 2008 R2, run this command: "netsh advfirewall firewall add rule
name="MySite" dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=8080", where MySite is replaced by the name of
your site.

Issue: Cannot publish to site created with SetupSiteForPublish.ps1 PowerShell script or configured for Web
Deploy publishing through the "Configure for Web Deploy Publishing..." UI

The site creation script as well as the UI to configure Web Deploy for an existing site sets the publishing URL to
https://myserver :8172/msdeploy.axd. This computername is generally reachable within a network. However, it is
often not reachable from outside the network, so it should be replaced with a public DNS name.

Workarounds:

From the script: The script does not warn about this error. Replace the URL with the correct one (as below) in
the generated settings file.
From the UI: enter the public DNS name in the "Specify the URL for the publishing server connection" field e.g.
instead of https://myserver :8172/msdeploy.axd, enter https://some.publicDnsName.com:8172/msdeploy.axd

If the logging level is set too high, Web Deploy will consume 100% CPU when a sync operation is in progress. This
can happen if the logging level is set to verbose (4) or information (3).

Workarounds: Set the logging level lower:

1. Start the Registry Editor
2. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\2\WMSVCTracing

and set it to 1 or 2, as required.
3. Restart the Web Management Service by opening an elevated command prompt and typing "net stop wmsvc"

followed by "net start wmsvc"

If the destination computer has Web Deploy v1.1 installed and the source computer has v2 installed, you may see
this error. This is a cross-version incompatibility.

Workarounds:

Upgrade source computer to Web Deploy v2
Uninstall all versions of Web Deploy on source computer

The "-incremental" switch, when used with the dirPath provider, returns a USN number to be used with future
syncs to allow for incremental sync.
For example: msdeploy -verb:dump -source:dirpath=c:\Temp –incremental

Returns: c:\Temp

Info: The USN number for syncing source path 'c:\Temp' is '2140379512'.
However, if the source is remote, the USN number doesn't get returned by the operation. This is a known limitation
as Web Deploy v2 does not support retrieving a USN number from a remote server.

Workaround: Use another tool to retrieve the USN number from the remote server.

Issue: If you are syncing an IIS 6.0 machine with lots of sites (causing the metabase to be over 500MB), then the
tool may hang and stop responding.

https://myserver:8172/msdeploy.axd
https://myserver:8172/msdeploy.axd
https://some.publicdnsname.com:8172/msdeploy.axd


Workaround: Create a list of the sites and sync each site individually.

Issue: If you are syncing from a machine to a remote machine where the content or shared config is on a third,
separate machine (i.e., UNC), then the remote agent will be unable to authenticate properly.
Workaround: Either sync manually or use the Web Deployment Handler instead.

Issue: If you try to package or archive a folder that has a loop of some kind (like you're trying to create the package
inside a folder you're packaging), then the tool may crash or hang.
Workaround: Do not sync looped folders.

Issue: If you are syncing a web site with over 100 subdirectories (1\2\3..\100\101) then the tool may hang.
Workaround: Do not sync folder structures that are 120 subdirectories deep.

Issue: If you change shared configuration settings (such as enable or disable shared config), you will need to
restart the remote agent afterwards.
Workaround: Restart the agent after making a change to shared config.

Issue: If you are syncing a Web site where the path is %systemdrive%\wwwroot  to a destination Web site where the
system drive is different (C: instead of D:), then your Web site's path will be expanded at the destination. This means
if you have shared config means with different system drives and you rely on the %systemdrive%  to ensure content
works, you may break the site on a machine.
Workaround: Add a replace rule to change the path during the sync.

Issue: If you are syncing an IIS 6.0 machine with lots of sites (causing the metabase to be over 500MB), then the
tool may hang and stop responding.
Workaround: Create a list of the sites and sync each site individually.

Issue: If you are syncing a folder marked as an application in IIS 6.0 to an archive or package, sometimes the
content will not be automatically gathered.
Workaround: Manually add the content folders to a custom manifest and sync the manifest. See the Help for
more information about creating manifest files.

Issue: If you try to package to an existing package file, this may not work correctly.
Workaround: Use a new name or delete the old package file before creating a new package.

Issue: The Microsoft Web Deploy will not move the physical files for Script maps and items referenced in the Web
Service Extension Restriction List, unless the files are located in a Web site's content directories. This is because
many ISAPIs may not migrate correctly, such as:

ASP.NET (requires installation).
WebDAV (which is not included in Windows Server 2008 by default and requires additional installation).
FrontPage Server Extensions (which is not included in Windows Server 2008 by default and requires additional
installation).

Workaround: Workaround: Manually include any script maps or files that do not require installation in a manifest
file. See the Help for more information about creating manifest files.

Issue: Custom trust files referenced in the root level Web.config and Code Access Security (CAS) policy settings
will not be moved.
Workaround: Manually specify the custom trust file and the CAS policy file, security.config, in a manifest file. See
the Help file for more information about creating manifest files.

Issue: If you move a site to a server that has a different trust level, you will not receive a warning.
Workaround: Please ensure that the trust level is set correctly on the destination machine when doing a site level
sync or migrate.

Issue: If you have a custom manifest file that is pointing to an invalid source, you may not receive an error.
Workaround: If you are not seeing expected output when using a manifest file, try each item individually to see if



Troubleshooting Installation Issues

msiexec /L msdeployinstall.log /I <path_to_msi>
msiexec /L msdeployinstall.log /I <path_to_msi>

For More Information

they are mistyped or invalid.

Issue: FTP and SMTP are not included in the default definitions for webserver60.
Workaround: If you need to sync these locations, manually sync them using the metakey provider - i.e.,
metakey=lm/msftpsvc.

Issue: Inherited properties are not migrated with an IIS 6.0 site migration. A common example is authentication
set at the server level with all sites inheriting this property. When you migrate a single site, it will now inherit the
settings of the new destination server. If the destination server settings are not the same, your site could break. This
applies to every inherited property, including mime maps, script maps, etc.
Workaround: Use the metadataGetInherited flag to copy inherited settings to the site level when you sync or
migrate a web site on IIS 6.0. Or ensure the server settings are the same on source and destination servers or
manually set the site to use correct settings.

 

If you encounter any problems during installation, you can run appropriate command listed below for your version
of Windows to create a log file that will contain information about the installation process:

You can analyze this log file after a failed installation to help determine the cause of the failure.

 

The following additional resources for the Web Deploy are available on IIS.net:

Web Deploy Walkthroughs. Describes how to download and install the Web Deploy, how to use it for sync or
migrate operations and more.
Also, be sure to visit the Web Deployment Team Blog for tips, tricks and latest information about the tool.

© 2007 – 2011 Microsoft Corporation.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=8100895
https://blogs.iis.net/msdeploy
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What is Web Deploy?

How does Web Deploy compare to FTP?

How does it work?

by Harsh Mittal

Web Deploy is an extensible client-server tool for syncing content and configuration to IIS. Web Deploy is used
primarily in two scenarios:

1. Developers use it to sync (aka ‘publish') a compiled web applications (ASP .Net, PHP etc) from developer tools
(Visual Studio, WebMatrix, etc) to IIS

2. IT professionals use it to migrate websites & applications from an operating system running an older version of
IIS such as IIS6 to an operating system running a newer version of IIS such as IIS 7.5.

Web Deploy is often compared to technologies like FTP, XCOPY or RoboCopy. While these technologies are
useful, Web Deploy offers several benefits.

Here is a comparison of Web Deploy to FTP:

1. Web Deploy is faster than FTP. Web Deploy does not issue a different command for each operation. Instead,
it does a comparison at the start of the sync and only transfers changes.

2. Web Deploy is secure. Web Deploy supports transfer over HTTPS. Note that variants of FTP such as SFTP
and FTPS are also secure.

3. Web Deploy can set security descriptors (ACLs) on destination files and directories. For example, you
can use Web Deploy to give a Windows user specific access to your application's ‘Downloads' folder during
deployment.

4. Web Deploy can publish databases. Web Deploy has out-of-box support for scripting out SQL Server,
MySQL Server, Sqlite and SQL Server Compact databases and applying the resulting script during the sync.
This can be very handy if your app needs a database to function.

5. Web Deploy can apply transforms during deployment. You can use Web Deploy to change a connection
string or application setting during a sync. Web Deploy supports a large range of transforms, including
transforming IIS settings.

6. Web Deploy integrates with Visual Studio 2010 and WebMatrix.
7. Web Deploy is extensible. Web Deploy has a rich, publicly-accessible extensibility model which lets you

author new scenarios.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/introduction-to-web-deploy.md
https://twitter.com/harshmittal
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/introduction-to-web-deploy/_static/image1.png


FrameworkFramework

ProvidersProviders

Under the HoodUnder the Hood

[[

Most of the Web Deploy operations are modeled around sync operation between a source and a destination. Sync
operation is orchestrated by Web Deploy framework using one or more Web deploy providers as described below.

Web Deploy consists of a framework which manages connection state and orchestrates the sync between source &
destination. For example, the framework is responsible for skipping syncing certain types of content, running rules
and transforming files.

The framework is accessible via a public API as well as via a command-line executable, msdeploy.exe.

Web Deploy can synchronize any kind of data between two locations through the use of its built-in providers
which plug into the framework. Providers know how to synchronize a particular type of data between two sources,
or retrieve useful information about the data source.

For example, Web Deploy has a provider that works with SQL databases (dbFullSql) that can synchronize an entire
SQL Server database to another server. Other built-in providers synchronize MySQL databases (dbMySql), IIS 7
configuration (appHostConfig), GAC assemblies (gacAssembly), or COM objects (comObject32/comObject64). A
more complete listing can be found on TechNet.

The provider model is extensible and lets developers write their own providers for Web Deploy if they need to
synchronize custom data.

When a source initiates an action through Web Deploy, the Web Deploy Framework establishes a connection with
the destination. Web Deploy supports two connection end-points, and the one you use depends on several factors:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/introduction-to-web-deploy/_static/image3.png
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569040(WS.10).aspx


To Learn More

If the destination is Windows Server 2003 running IIS6, you can connect to its Web Deployment Agent Service
(also known as the Remote Agent Service) endpoint. The Remote Agent Service provides security for this
connection, and is only accessible to administrator users.
If the destination is Windows Server 2008 running IIS7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 running IIS7.5 AND you
are connecting with non-administrator credentials, you must connect to the Web Management Service
endpoint. Web Deploy installs a handler in Web Management Service, which allows non-administrators to
deploy after authenticating and authorizing with the Web Management Service.
If the destination is Windows Server 2008 running IIS7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 running IIS7.5 AND you
are connecting with administrator credentials, you can connect to either endpoint.

Please visit our walkthrough tutorials on iis.net and our technet documentation.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/introduction-to-web-deploy/_static/image7.png
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/deploying-application-packages/index
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd568996(v=ws.10).aspx
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PowerShell scripts for automating Web Deploy setup
Description:Description:

Requirements:Requirements:

General PowerShell instructions:General PowerShell instructions:

by Kristina Olson

The v2.1 release of Web Deploy installs several PowerShell scripts that make it easy to configure your IIS server so
that users can publish to it by using Web Deploy. This page shows you how to use these scripts to create a default
publishing site, enable publishing for a new or existing site and user, create publishing SQL or MySQL databases,
or to set up delegation rules – all using PowerShell.

The scripts that you will use are:

SetupSiteForPublish.ps1
CreateSqlDatabase.ps1
CreateMySqlDatabase.ps1
AddDelegationRules.ps1

The server must have an operating system that comes with IIS7—this means either Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2008 R2. You must be an administrator on the machine.
In the Web Platform Installer, search for "hosting" and install either the "Recommended Server
Configuration for Hosting Providers" product bundle or "Web Deployment Tool 2.1 for Hosting Servers."
Alternatively, make sure the following conditions are met:

PowerShell2 must be installed (this is built into Windows Server 2008 R2; for Windows Server 2008,
you can get PowerShell2 as an update from here: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/968930. A restart
may be required.
The Web Server (IIS) role must be enabled in Server Manager.
The Web Management Service role service of IIS ("Management Service") must be enabled in Server
Manager
To use the PowerShell database scripts, the server must have access to a SQL or MySQL database. SQL
Server Management Objects must also be installed for SQL.
Web Deploy must be installed with the Management Service Integration component. (For this option to
appear in the Web Deploy installer, the Web Management Service must be enabled first.)

1. Launch a PowerShell command window

a. Click on the PowerShell icon in the task bar or click Start, type PowerShell, and select Windows

PowerShell.  (The blue icon)
2. Make sure your execution policy allows for running scripts

a. Type "Get-ExecutionPolicy". If it is Restricted (the default) you must reset to a more permissive
setting such as by typing "Set-ExecutionPolicy AllSigned". The AllSigned setting will allow running
signed scripts, but prompt you in case they are not trusted

b. For more information on execution policy settings see Using the Set-ExecutionPolicy Cmdlet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/powershell-scripts-for-automating-web-deploy-setup.md
https://github.com/krolson
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145510
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/968930
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/powershell-scripts-for-automating-web-deploy-setup/_static/image1.png
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee176961.aspx


Use the SetupSiteForPublish script to create a default publishing web site (no databases):Use the SetupSiteForPublish script to create a default publishing web site (no databases):

Enable Web Deploy Publishing for any Site and User using the SetupSiteForPublish script:Enable Web Deploy Publishing for any Site and User using the SetupSiteForPublish script:

NAME DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE NOTES

siteName Name of the site. If site does
not exist, it will be created.

WDeploySite

sitePhysicalPath Physical file location for the
site content. If the directory
does not exist, it will be
created.

%systemdrive%\inetpub\WDeploySite

siteAppPoolName Name of the application pool
that will be associated with
the site. If the application
pool does not exist, it will be
created.

WDeployAppPool It is recommended to
dedicate one application
pool per site.

sitePort Port for the site bindings. First port from 8080-8200
that is not in use by another
site.

A firewall rule may be
required to open the port
for remote traffic.

deploymentUserName Name of the user to be
given access to the site. If
the user does not exist, a
non-administrator user will
be created.

WDeploySiteuser

3. Change to the Web Deploy scripts directory

a. Type cd '%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy v2\Scripts'  (but replace %programfiles%  with the
actual path, such as C:\Program Files ).

Run the SetupSiteForPublish.ps1 script with no arguments:

What this does:

The script creates a user and site for non-admin publishing and saves the publish profile information in a file on
the desktop. More specifically, it creates a site called WDeploySite with physical site root at 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\WDeploySite . The site will have a matching application pool, WDeployAppPool, and will be

assigned to port 8080 by default (or the next available port if another site is using 8080). The script also creates a
non-administrator local Windows user called WDeploySiteuser and grants that user Full Control ACLs on the
WDeploySite folder and IIS Manager Permissions to the site. The settings information is saved to the desktop in a
file called WDeploy.PublishSettings - this file may be consumed by WebMatrix (or potentially Visual Studio) for
publishing to the site. This profile does NOT contain any database publishing information at this point.

Script: SetupSiteForPublish.ps1

Description: For a specified site and user account, enables the specified user to publish to the specified site. The
script creates the user account, site, and application pool; sets the directory ACLs and IIS Manager permissions for
the site; and saves the setting information in a file.

Parameters:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/powershell-scripts-for-automating-web-deploy-setup/_static/image3.png


deploymentUserPassword Password for the
deployment user. If a
password is not specified,
one will be automatically
generated and saved in the
settings file.

[autogenerated]

managedRunTimeVersion If specified, will try to set the
specified run-time version
for the application pool. If a
matching runtime version is
not found, the application
pool defaults will be used.

Application pool defaults Example format "v2.0" or
"v4.0"

publishSettingSavePath An existing directory where
the settings file will be saved.

Current user's desktop Must be an existing
directory. If the directory
specified does not exist, an
error will result.

publishSettingFileName Name of the settings file,
including the extension.

WDeploy.PublishSettings Remember to include the
extension. If the file already
exists, the site information in
it will be overwritten.

NAME DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE NOTES

.\SetupSiteForPublish.ps1 -siteName ExistingSite -deploymentUserName UserA -publishSettingSavePath C:\profiles 
-publishSettingFileName UserA.PublishSettings

.\SetupSiteForPublish.ps1 -siteName NewSite -sitePhysicalPath C:\inetpub\NewSiteRoot -siteAppPoolName 
NewSitePool -sitePort 81 -deploymentUserName NewSiteUser -deploymentUserPassword Passw0rd -
publishSettingSavePath C:\profiles -publishSettingFileName NewSite.PublishSettings

Examples:

Enable publishing for an existing user on an existing site (the password will not be saved in the settings file):

Enable publishing for a new user on a new site, with a custom name and location for the publish settings file:

[

The PublishSettings file also contains the new user password. Notice that the connection string fields are empty -
they can be filled by hand or you can add this to the profile using the database generation scripts:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<publishData>
  <publishProfile publishUrl="RWS-2008R2" msdeploySite="NewSite" destinationAppUrl="http://RWS-2008R2:81" 
mySQLDBConnectionString="" SQLServerDBConnectionString="" profileName="Default Settings" 
publishMethod="MSDeploy" userName="NewSiteUser" userPWD="Passw0rd" savePWD="True" />
</publishData>

Create a SQL database for a publishing account using the CreateSqlDatabase script:Create a SQL database for a publishing account using the CreateSqlDatabase script:

NAME DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE NOTES

databaseName Name of the database to be
created.

wDeploySqldb

databaseUserName Name of the database user
and login.

wdeploySqlUser Specify a new user every
time, or you may end up
resetting a user's login
password and invalidating
the user's previous
connection credentials.

databaseUserPassword Password for the database
user and login. If no
password is specified, one
will automatically be
generated.

[autogenerated] In some cases the auto-
generated password may
contain characters that
cause issues with certain
publishing clients. Consider
modifying the script if you
are using the script for
automated database
creation.

databaseAdminUser SQL server administrator
user name (typically "sa").

REQUIRED

databaseAdminPassword Password for the SQL server
administrator account.

REQUIRED

sqlServerInstanceName Location of the SQL server. .\SQLExpress

PUBLISHSETTINGSAVEPATH

AN EXISTING DIRECTORY
WHERE THE SETTINGS FILE
WILL BE SAVED. CURRENT USER'S DESKTOP

MUST BE AN EXISTING
DIRECTORY. IF THE DIRECTORY
SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST, AN
ERROR WILL RESULT.

publishSettingFileName Name of the settings file,
including the extension.

WDeploy.PublishSettings Remember to include the
extension. If the file already
exists, the site information in
it will be overwritten.

Script: CreateSqlDatabase.ps1

Description: Creates a database, a login, a database user that has db_owner permissions to the database, and
saves the corresponding connection string information in a settings file.

Parameters:

General

Examples:



PS C:\Program Files\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V2\Scripts> .\CreateSqlDatabase.ps1 -databaseName UserADb -
databaseUserName UserADbUser -databaseUserPassword Passw0rdA -databaseAdminUser sa -databaseAdminPassword 
Passw0rd -sqlServerInstanceName .\SQLExpress -publishSettingSavePath C:\profiles -publishSettingFileName 
UserA.PublishSettings

Create a MySQL database for a publishing account using the CreateMySqlDatabase script:Create a MySQL database for a publishing account using the CreateMySqlDatabase script:

NAME DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE NOTES

databaseName Name of the database to be
created.

WDeployDb

databaseUserName Name of the database user. WDeployUser

databaseUserPassword Password for the database
user and login. If no
password is specified, one
will automatically be
generated.

[autogenerated] In some cases the auto-
generated password may
contain characters that
cause issues with certain
publishing clients. Consider
modifying the script if you
are using the script for
automated database
creation.

databaseAdminUser Name for the database
administrator, typically
"root".

REQUIRED You will be prompted for this
parameter if not supplied

databaseAdminPassword Password for the server
administrator account.

REQUIRED You will be prompted for a
value for this parameter if
you do not provide one.

serverHostName Location of the MySQL
server

localhost *see note below table

Create a database with user using the defaults (local SQLExpress database):

.\CreateSqlDatabase.ps1

Create a new database and add the connection string information to existing publish settings file 
c:\profiles\UserA.PublishSettings :

[

Script: CreateMySqlDatabase.ps1

Description: Creates a database, a database user with all privileges on the database (at localhost), and saves the
connection string information in a settings file

Parameters:

General
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PUBLISHSETTINGSAVEPATH

AN EXISTING DIRECTORY
WHERE THE SETTINGS FILE
WILL BE SAVED. CURRENT USER'S DESKTOP

MUST BE AN EXISTING
DIRECTORY. IF THE DIRECTORY
SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST, AN
ERROR WILL RESULT.

publishSettingFileName Name of the settings file,
including the extension.

WDeploy.PublishSettings Remember to include the
extension. If the file already
exists, the site information in
it will be overwritten.

$createUserScript = "Grant all privileges on {0}.* to '{1}'@'localhost' identified by '{2}';"

$createUserScript = "Grant all privileges on {0}.* to '{1}'@'%' identified by '{2}';"

.\CreateMySqlDatabase.ps1

.\CreateMySqlDatabase.ps1 -databaseName UserADb -databaseUsername UserADbUser -databaseUserPassword Passw0rd -
databaseAdminUser root -databaseAdminPassword iis6!dfu -publishSettingSavePath C:\profiles -
publishSettingFileName UserA.PublishSettings

Set up Delegation Rules for the server using the AddDelegationRules script:Set up Delegation Rules for the server using the AddDelegationRules script:

*If you specify a non-localhost value for serverHostName and do not modify the permissions for the user, the user
may not be able to access his or her database. By default the permissions granted in this script provide the
database user access from the local machine. If the database server is not hosted on the same machine, the
permission granting section of the PowerShell script should be modified to grant more general permissions, such
as by changing the following line of script to allow access from any machine:

Default script permissions line:

Modified script permissions line:

Examples:

Create a database with user using the defaults:

[

Create a new database and add the connection string information to existing publish settings file 
c:\profiles\UserA.PublishSettings :

[

Script: AddDelegationRules.ps1

Description: This script is run automatically at setup time by the installer during a full install, but if you did not do
a full install or wish to repair the rules at any time, you can re-run this AddDelegationRules script.

Parameters:
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NAME DESCRIPTION DEFAULT VALUE NOTES

elevatedUsername Name for the user account
that will be granted write
access to the server's
applicationHost.config file.
This user will be used as the
run-as user on the
appPoolPipeline,
appPoolNetFx and
createApp rules.

WDeployUser Creates only a local
Windows user and will not
work if shared configuration
is enabled. The password for
this user account will be
reset if the script is run a
second time.

elevatedPassword Automatically generated if
not specified.

[autogenerated]

adminUsername Name for an Administrator
user account that will be
used as the run-as user on
the recycleApp rule.

WDeployAdmin Creates only a local
Windows user and will not
work if shared configuration
is enabled. The password for
this user account will be
reset if script is run a second
time.

adminPassword Automatically generated if
not specified

[autogenerated]

ignorePasswordResetErrors Switch. If
elevated/adminUsername
references an existing
account, this switch allows
the script to reset the
password for the account.

[omitted - resetting user
passwords not allowed]

Resetting a user password
can result in the user losing
access to data. This switch
should be used with caution.
For more information, see
https://windows.microsoft.co
m/en-US/windows-
vista/What-are-the-risks-of-
resetting-a-password. Note
also that the new user
password is not stored and
cannot be retrieved later.
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Summary

Testing Administrator Deployment from Visual Studio 2010

by Ben Byrd

So far, we have configured Web Deploy on a server so non-administrators can deploy content to a single site
(Default Web Site) as well as databases. In this walkthrough, we will test that we can publish from Visual Studio
2010 and WebMatrix to this server.

1. Start Visual Studio 2010 and load up the Contoso University C# solution
2. Click the ContsoUniversity Web Application Project (WAP)
3. Click the Publish dropdown in the toolbar and click "New…"

4. Fill in the dialog as below:

a. Service URL. This is perhaps the most important component of this whole screen. Since we are
deploying as Administrator, we can simply deploy using the Remote Agent Service. Entering a URL of
the form http://{serverName} causes Visual Studio 2010 to deploy using the Remote Agent Service. Not
the HTTP prefix.

b. Site/application. This is the name of the IIS site and application we are deploying to. For now, we will just
deploy to Default Web Site.

c. Enter Administrator in User name and the password for the Administrator user on the server.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/testing-web-deploy-publishing-from-visual-studio-2010-and-webmatrix.md
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5. Click Publish. The Output window will show the deployment as it proceeds. Notice that Visual Studio 2010 is
indeed deploying your application over the Remote Agent Service:

6. If your application does not render in a browser, you may be running into one of two common problems:

a. Check that the remote application pool is set to the correct .NET version (4.0 in this case)
b. Check if you have all of the application's dependencies installed on the remote. In this case, we need

ASP.NET MVC and SQL Server Compact on the remote. Since they can be bin-deployed by Visual
Studio 2010, we right-click the WAP and click "Add Deployable Dependencies". Check the two
dependencies and re-publish:
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Testing Non-Administrator Deployment from Visual Studio 2010
1. Start Visual Studio 2010 and load up the Contoso University solution
2. Click the ContsoUniversity Web Application Project (WAP)
3. Click the Publish dropdown in the toolbar and click "New…"

4. Fill out the dialog like below:

Note that the Service URL field is slightly different for non-administrator deployments. Filling in just the
server name in this field is equivalent to filling in https://{serverName}:8172/MsDeploy.axd, which instructs
Web Deploy to deploy using the Web Management Service, which supports non-administrator
deployments.
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Testing Non-Administrator Deployment from WebMatrix

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<publishData>
  <publishProfile publishUrl="RWS-2008R2"
    msdeploySite="NewSite" 
    destinationAppUrl="http://RWS-2008R2:81" 
    mySQLDBConnectionString="" 
    SQLServerDBConnectionString="" 
    profileName="Default Settings" 
    publishMethod="MSDeploy" 
    userName="NewSiteUser" 
    userPWD="Passw0rd" 
    savePWD="True" />
</publishData>

5. Click Publish. The Output Windows shows that Web Deploy is indeed deploying over the Web Management
Service:

6. If the application does not render correctly in the browser, follow the troubleshooting steps given above in
"Testing Administrator Deployment from Visual Studio 2010"

Notice that a small XML containing Web Deploy settings was generated at the end of "PowerShell Scripts for
Automating Web Deploy Setup" with the extension of .PublishSettings. the XML contains the following values:

Visual Studio 2010 SP1 does not consume this settings file, but WebMatrix can use it to publish to the server using
Web Deploy.

1. Copy the settings file to a computer where WebMatrix is installed
2. Start WebMatrix
3. Click Site from Template and click Bakery to create a very simple ASP.NET site.
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4. Click Publish

5. Click Import publish settings and import the settings file

6. Click Save to publish the application.

If publishing to this server succeeds, we know that Web Deploy is set up correctly. If you are seeing issues, read
Troubleshooting Common Web Deploy Problems.
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Building a Web Deploy Package from Visual Studio
2010
4/20/2017 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

Summary

Web Deployment Packages

Configuring Package/Publish Options:Configuring Package/Publish Options:

by Ben Byrd

So far, we have installed Web Deploy on a web server and enabled non-administrators to deploy applications to IIS
7. In this walkthrough, we will learn how developers can create Web Deploy packages, which can be deployed by
users who have access to the web server (such as administrators, or IT / ops teams). A package contains the files
(binaries and static content), databases, and IIS settings that you want to deploy.

In this tutorial, we will deploy the package to our server from the development computer and we will also explore
importing it on the server using Web Deploy UI in IIS Manager.

In Visual Studio 2010, you can create Web Deploy packages through the UI or by using MSBuild on the command
line. Both of these methods will generate 1) a standard Web Deploy package and 2) a batch (.cmd) file that will help
you deploy the package.

1. Start Visual Studio 2010 and load up the Contoso University C# solution.
2. In Solution Explorer, expand the ContosoUniversity node and double click Properties (C#)

3. Click the Package/Publish Web tab.

4. Choose the Configuration for the package.

Packages are configuration specific and settings are per configuration, so you need to choose the configuration
and configure the setting before creating a package.

5. Configure Items to deploy (applies to all deployment methods)
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These options will be used regardless of whether you publish with Web Deploy or a different publishing
method.

Items to deploy has three options:

The Only files needed to run this application option should be sufficient in most cases. This will
exclude source code, project files, and other files that are not normally needed to run a site. The All files
in this project option will publish the above mentioned set plus the source files, project files, and other
related files. The All Files in this project folder option will include files not in the project, except for
files under the obj folder.
The Exclude generated debug symbols option tells VS to exclude debug symbols if the symbols are
being generated.
The Exclude files from the App_Data folder option will exclude files from the App_Data folder.

6. Configure Items to deploy (applies to Web Deploy only)

These options only apply when you create a Web Deploy package, or use the Web Deploy protocol for
publishing.

Include all databases option tells Web Deploy whether or not to deploy databases configured in the
Package/Publish SQL tab.
Include all IIS settings as configured in IIS/IIS Express and Include application pool settings
used by this Web project options are covered in the article {L INK to Article about IIS Settings} and are
only available when you have selected Use Local Web server on the Web property tab instead of the
Cassini development server.

7. Configure Web Deployment Package Settings

The Create deployment package as a zip file option will determine whether a zip file or a directory
structure (Archive Directory) is created at package time. Unless you are creating packages that would
encounter the ZIP file size limit of 2,147,483,647 bytes (Int.MaxValue), we recommend using the ZIP
format.
The Location where package will be created option specifies the location were the package file will be
created. You will need to ensure you have write permissions to the location that you specify.
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Configuring Package/Publish SQL Options:Configuring Package/Publish SQL Options:

The IIS Web Site/application name to use on the destination server option specifies the default
site or application name that will be used on the destination server if the user does not specify a different
one.
The Physical path of the web application on destination server (used only when IIS settings are
included and Password used to encrypt secure IIS settings options are covered in the article {L INK
to Article about IIS Settings}

There are scenarios in which you will want to deploy a database along with your application. For example, when
deploying your application for the very first time, you may want to deploy the database with schema and data.

Note that Visual Studio 2010 does NOT support incremental database deployment.

1. If you want to include databases in your package, click the Package/Publish SQL tab.

2. Choose the configuration for the package.

Packages are configuration specific, so you need to choose the configuration setting for the package before you
create it.

3. If your Web.config file has a database connection string, you can click Import from Web.Config. A message
will appear when the import is complete.

The following will appear if no connection string was found:
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If you see this error, check that the Web.Config file has the desired connection string and that the file has not
been modified (an asterisk in the editor tab will indicate that the file has been altered and that the changes have
not been saved.)

4. If a database that you want to add to your deployment package is not listed under Database Entries, click the
Add button to add the connection.

5. Once all of your connections are added, you can select an entry and adjust its order in the list to specify the
order in which it will added to the package, and thus deployed, by using the up and down arrows.

Clicking a database entry will allow you to remove it.

6. Next, configure the details for each database in the Database Entry Details section.

a. Select a database from the Database Entries list.

b. In the Connection string for destination database field, enter the connection string to be used when
the database is deployed to the server. This is needed for one-click publishing, but for packaging, this
value will be used as a default that can be changed at deployment time.)
Note: This value will NOT be used to update the connection string information in the Web.config file. You
can update your Web.config file for each build configuration using Web.config transforms. For more
information on Web.config transforms, see {link to publishing article}, this article on MSDN, or Vishal
Joshi's blog here under the Web.Config Transformation section.

c. The Pull data and/or schema from an existing database option will script out the database pointed
to by the Connection string for the source database field and will script out schema, data, or both
depending on the setting that you select for Database scripting options.

d. The last option, Database Scripts, is to add custom SQL scripts and pick the order in which the scripts
are executed. If you selected the Pull data and/or schema from an existing database checkbox under
Source Database Information, the [Auto-generated <Database scripting option>]" checkbox
appears. If you want to execute additional scripts, click Add Script. Browse to the location of the script
and click Open. You can then select it in the Database Scripts section and use the up and down arrows
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Generating the Package from Visual Studio 2010Generating the Package from Visual Studio 2010

Generating the Package from MSBuildGenerating the Package from MSBuild

to adjust its execution order.
e. The last option, Database Deployment Notes, is optional.
f. Now save the changes to the configuration before continuing.

Now that we have configured the packaging settings, we can create a package.

1. In VS 2010, select your WAP from the solution explorer.
2. Right-click the WAP.
3. Select Build Deployment Package.

5. The output window will give updates as packaging progresses. When it finishes, the output will contain a link to
the package location.

6. Control clicking this link will open the package location.

4. Note that if you have never logged on to Contoso University, the aspnetdb.mdf file does not exist. Package
creation will fail with an error similar to this one: "Cannot connect to the
database'C:\code\ContosoUniversity\ContosoUniversity\ContosoUniversity\App_Data\aspnetdb.mdf'. A
connection was successfully established with the server, but then an error occurred during the login
process."

To fix this error, simply start the application with F5 and register a user. This will create an aspnetdb.mdf
file.

All the settings we configured above are stored in the project file for the WAP. You can now build a WAP or
solution and have the package created that uses the settings above.

1. Open a command prompt with MSBuild in the path (for example, the VS command prompt, which is under
Start -> All Programs -> Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 -> Visual Studio Tools -> Visual Studio Command
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Deploying the Package from the Command PromptDeploying the Package from the Command Prompt

Deploying the Package using IIS ManagerDeploying the Package using IIS Manager

Prompt (2010))
2. Navigate to your solution or project file.

msbuild {solution file} /p:CreatePackageOnPublish=true /p:DeployOnBuild=true

msbuild {project file} /t:Package

/p:Configuration={Configuration Name}

3. If you are building a solution, the command will look like this:

If you are building the project file, the command will look like this:

If you would like to build a configuration other than the default, add the following to the above commands:

Now that we have a package, we can deploy it from the command prompt. We will deploy it as an administrator.

To deploy the package as an administrator using the Remote Agent Service:

1. Open a command prompt
2. Navigate to the location where the package was built. You can find this information in the build output. There

will be a link in the build Output window in the UI and from the command line the location will be listed in the
PackageUsingManifest section of the build output.

3. Type {project name}.deploy.cmd /t /m:{destinationServerName} /u:{administratorUser} /p:
{AdministratorPassword} and press enter.

4. If the trail publish produced the correct results rerun the command without the /t parameter.

For more information on deploying using the command file you can type {project name}.deploy.cmd to open
the associated readme or visit the article located here.

We can also use Internet Information Services (IIS) manager to install our newly created package.

To deploy the package using Internet Information Services manager (inetmgr):

1. Run inetmgr.exe
2. Expand the server node in inetmgr.
3. Expand the Sites node.
4. Right-click on the site you want to import the application to.
5. Select Deploy -> Import Application...

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff356104.aspx


6. Enter the location of the package into the Package path: text box.
7. Click Next

9. After selecting the desired items to install, click Next.

8. You will now be at Select the Contents of the Package screen. By checking and unchecking items you can
customize what is installed. In this screenshot you see:

There is an item to create the application.
File content for the site.
Two items configuring the ACLs on the site.
A database script.

10. You will now need to verify the set the package parameters.

Application Path is the location to install the application, since I decided to import from the Default
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11. Click Next.
12. If the application exists you will be prompted if you would like to delete extra files. Choose the desired option

and click Next.

13. You will know be at the summary page. Review the information and click Finish.

Web Site node in inetmgr that will be the root and I can enter an application name in the text box to
install to.
The first Connection String parameter is the database to install the package script to.
The second Connection String parameter is the value to be placed in the web.config file. The two
different parameters will allow you to install the database as a more privileged user and run the
application with a lower privileged account.
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14. Now in inetmgr you can click the Browse link under Manage Application to view your site
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Introduction to Parameterization

Different Ways to Deploy Applications: Live Synchronization, Web
Platform Installer, and Visual Studio

Creating and Parameterizing an Application to be Deployed with
Microsoft Web Platform Installer

Step 1 - Create an ApplicationStep 1 - Create an Application

by Web Deploy Team

Web application development most often involves deploying code in different environments: development, staging,
or production servers. Each environment might use a different set of resources, like database connection
information, and Web Deploy is built with features that help transform web applications as they are deployed into
different environments. In order to transform an application during deployment, different parts of the applications
can be "parameterized", and, at deployment time, Web Deploy takes a user's input to replace different pieces of
information within the application.

The Web Deploy tool can be used to deploy an application in a couple of different ways. A web application can be
synchronized live, from one server (perhaps the development server) to another server (perhaps the server that
hosts the application on the web). Web applications can also be packaged into a .zip file, to be downloaded and
installed by a wider, more general audience of developers. This is a model commonly used by "platform"-like apps
(for example, Wordpress), and the application can later be easily installed by using a guided UI, namely Microsoft
Web Platform Installer. Finally, Web Deploy is used behind the scenes by Visual Studio when developing and
deploying web application (WAP) projects. In this case, Visual Studio automatically parameterizes most of the
necessary parts of the web applications, with the ability to create custom parameters if necessary.

Microsoft provides an easy way to install over 50 popular web applications, like Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, and
DotNetNuke. These applications can be installed relatively quickly and easily with a guided UI by using either the
Microsoft Web Platform Installer or Microsoft WebMatrix. Behind the scene, these UIs use the Web Deploy tool to
install the application from a .zip package. In order to create an application package so that it can be installed by
using one of these tools, a number of steps must be taken, including parameterizing parts of the application.

The following steps are required to turn an application into a .zip package that can be deployed with the Web
Platform Installer:

1. Create an application.
2. Create a "manifest" file. This file tells the Web Deploy tool the different actions that are required to install the

application. This includes things like copying files and setting up a database.
3. Create a parameter file. This is the "parameterization" file that Web Deploy uses to identify the parts of the

application that need to be transformed at the time of installation based on user input.
4. Create a .zip file that contains the application, the manifest file, and the parameter file.
5. Create an XML file that the Web Platform Installer will use to display and install the application.

This article presents each of these steps in detail.

An easy way to create an application to experiment with web deploy parameterization is to use WebMatrix.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-parameterization.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/


WebMatrix can be installed using the Microsoft Web Platform Installer, which you can download here. After
installing Web Platform Installer, search for "WebMatrix" and install it:

After WebMatrix finishes installing, run the program and at the start screen select Site From Template:

The Site from Template page appears.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-parameterization/_static/image1.png
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Since the photo gallery template application can use a Microsoft SQL Server database, it is a good choice for
showing how Web Deploy parameterization can be used.

On the Site from Template page, select Photo Gallery. In the Site Name box, enter the name "Vacation
Pictures". Next, click OK to install the Photo Gallery application.

Out of the box, the photo gallery application uses a file-based, SDF database. However, most real-world
applications use a non-file based database, so you will convert (or "migrate") the SDF database into a Microsoft
SQL Server database. If you don't have SQL Server, use Web Platform Installer to search for "SQL Server Express
2008 R2". Next, click Add, and then click Install to install it:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-parameterization/_static/image9.png


During the application setup, remember the administrative username ("sa") and the password that you enter:

Now that a SQL server instance is available, navigate back to WebMatrix. In the bottom left corner of WebMatrix,
click the Databases tab to open the databases workspace.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-parameterization/_static/image13.png
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When the database workspace is open, click the database file , PhotoGallery.sdf, in the left pane:

This should light up the Migrate button in the ribbon control at the top of the application. Click Migrate to begin
the migration:

The Migrate Database dialog box appears:



Step 2 - Create a "manifest" fileStep 2 - Create a "manifest" file

Leave the default database name and SQL server name unchanged. Change the dropdown from Windows
Authentication to Database Authentication. In Login and Password boxes, enter the database administrator's
username and password (if you installed SQL Express, use the same values that you entered during installation.)

Click OK. The database migration begins.

After migration completes, you can verify that the application still works by running the application in a web
browser. In the top control ribbon, click Run to launch the application in a web browser :

This should bring up an application that looks similar to this:

Now you have an application that is ready to be packaged and parameterized so that other developers can
download and install it by using Web Platform Installer. The next step is to set up a file that will tell Web Deploy the
steps required to install the application.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-parameterization/_static/image31.png


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<msdeploy.iisApp>
  <iisApp path="Vacation Pictures" />
  <setAcl path="Vacation Pictures/App_Data" setAclAccess="Write, ReadAndExecute" />
  <dbFullSql path="CreateDBAndUser.sql" />
  <dbFullSql path="VacPicDBSchema.sql" />
</msdeploy.iisApp>

I I SA p p  P r o v i d e rI I SA p p  P r o v i d e r

<iisApp path="Vacation Pictures" />

Se t A c l  P r o v i d e rSe t A c l  P r o v i d e r

<setAcl path="Vacation Pictures/App_Data" setAclAccess="Write, ReadAndExecute" />

D b F u l l SQ L  P r o v i d e rD b F u l l SQ L  P r o v i d e r

The Web Deploy tool can perform a number of functions, including copying files, web server configuration settings,
and databases. Each of these functions is made possible by a Web Deploy "provider". In order to install the
application you just created, you'll use the iisApp provider, which helps copy files and create the application on the
server ; the setAcl provider, which sets necessary file permissions; and the dbFullSql provider, which sets up the
database. In order to tell Web Deploy to use multiple providers during setup, you need to create a Manifest.xml file
that declares these three providers in the following way (you can copy a sample from here):

Let's have a closer look at each of these entries.

The iisApp entry points to the folder where the application content is located. For example:

The path value would be different if the application had a different name.

The setAcl entry tells Web Deploy to grant read, write, and execute permissions to the "App_Data" directory when
the application is installed. For example:

Different applications might require special permissions on other folders. In that case, you would create a different
setAcl entry for each permission setting that was required.

The dbFullSQL provider entries point to different SQL scripts that are used to create a database and user
("CreateDBAndUser.sql") and to set up the database tables ("VacPicDBSchema.sql") at installation time.

The CreateDBAndUser.sql script is a fairly simple script that can be copied from here:

The VacPicDBSchema.sql is the script that creates all the tables in the database that the application uses. This file
can created using the Web Deploy command line tool. From the command line, navigate to where Web Deploy is
installed (typically %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy <LatestVersion>) and enter the following
command:



M o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  A b o u t  P r o v i d e r s  a n d  M a n i fe x t .x m lM o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  A b o u t  P r o v i d e r s  a n d  M a n i fe x t .x m l

Step 3 - Create a parameter fileStep 3 - Create a parameter file

P a r a m e t e r i z i n g  t h e  A p p l i c a t i o n  N a m eP a r a m e t e r i z i n g  t h e  A p p l i c a t i o n  N a m e

msdeploy -verb:sync -source:dbfullsql="data source=.\SQLExpress;initial catalog=PhotoGallery;user
id=sa;password=<AdminPassword>" -dest:dbfullsql="c:\VacPicDBSchema.sql"

Make sure to replace <AdminPassword> with the appropriate SQL administrator password.

At a basic level, the above command uses the dbFullSql provider to copy data from a database using a database
connection string ("-source:dbfullsql=…") and copies it to a database script file ("-dest:dbfullsql=…")

For more information about the above providers, and other providers that can be used in a manifest file, see the
web application package reference page.

After you create the manifest file that tells Web Deploy how to install the application, you need to create a
parameter file that tells Web Deploy how to transform certain settings so that the application can be customized to
work in a specific user's deployment environment.

The basic pieces that would be useful to transform are:

The application name: if the end user that is installing your application wants to change the application name,
you'll need to parameterize the application name.
The database name: a user might need to configure your application to run on a database that uses a different
name. If so, you'll need to parameterize the database connection information.

Web Deploy reads parameterization information from an XML file. In this case, you'll call the file Parameters.xml.
For this demo, the parameters file can be copied from here and looks like this (on the website, this XML file can be
expanded into a code box like is used on this page):

Next, you'll learn now to parameterize the application name and the database name.

Web Deploy parameterization can be used to transform different kinds of input. Normally this involves searching
for text in an XML file or text file and replacing it with different text. In the case of the application name, the file
copying and the creation of the web site on the destination computer is handled by a Web Deploy provider. So, in
order to parameterize the application name, you will actually have to parameterize the provider that you previously
declared in the Manifest.xml file.

The provider in the manifest file can be thought of as the Source provider, which will read information from the
application package that a user downloads. In turn, when the application is installed, a Destination provider is
used behind the scenes to copy the content and create a web site on the user's machine. The Manifest.xml file
contains the Source provider information, so in order to allow a user to change the application name; you need to
parameterize the provider that was defined in the Manifest.xml file.

In the Parameters.xml file linked to above, this parameterization is accomplished with the first XML entry:

https://blogs.iis.net/kateroh/archive/2009/10/24/web-pi-extensibility-custom-feeds-installing-custom-products.aspx


<parameter 
  name="Application Path" 
  description="Full site path where you would like to install your application (i.e., Default Web 
Site/PhotoGallery)" 
  tags="iisapp">
  <parameterValidation kind="AllowEmpty" />
  <parameterEntry kind="ProviderPath" scope="iisapp" match="Vacation Pictures" />
</parameter>

P a r a m e t e r i z i n g  t h e  D a t a b a se  N a m eP a r a m e t e r i z i n g  t h e  D a t a b a se  N a m e

<parameter 
  name="Create DB and DB User Connection String" 
  description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request."
  defaultValue="Server={Database Server};Database={Database Name};uid={Database Administrator};Pwd={Database 
Administrator Password};"
  tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,Validate">
  <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="CreateDBAndUser.sql" />
</parameter>
<parameter 
  name="Populate DB Connection String" 
  description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request." 
  defaultValue="Server={Database Server};Database={Database Name};uid={Database Administrator};Pwd={Database 
Administrator Password};" 
  tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,Validate">
  <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="VacPicDBSchema.sql" />
</parameter>

M o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  a b o u t  C r e a t i n g  t h e  P a r a m e t e r s .x m l  F i l eM o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  a b o u t  C r e a t i n g  t h e  P a r a m e t e r s .x m l  F i l e

Step 4 - Create a Zip File that Contains the Application, the Manifest File, and the Parameter FileStep 4 - Create a Zip File that Contains the Application, the Manifest File, and the Parameter File

The important XML tag to notice is parameterEntry. This tells Web Deploy a few things: one, that you are
parameterizing a provider in the manifest (kind="ProviderPath"); two, that you are parameterizing an iisApp
provider (scope="iisapp"); finally, that you only want to replace entries in the manifest file that have the value
"Vacation Pictures."

The second entry in the parameter file ('name="SetAclParameter1"') just makes sure that the setAcl provider in
our Manifest.xml file uses the same name entered by the user for the iisApp provider, which is accomplished with
the line 'defaultValue="{Application Path}/App_Data"'. The value in the brackets, {Application Path}, references the
name of the first parameter.

The rest of the entries in the Parameters.xml file deal with parameterizing the database connection information. The
2nd-6th entries in the parameters file gather information from the UI when a user is installing the application
through Web Platform Installer. These entries prompt the user for the database server which will host the database
for the application ("Database Server"), the name of the database to create ("Database Name"), the database user
to associate with the database ("Database Username"), and the password for that user ("Database Password"). To
create the database and user, Web Deploy also needs the database administrator user ("Database Administrator")
and password ("Database Administrator Password").

Finally, all of the information entered by the user is used by Web Deploy to actually execute the scripts that create
the database (CreateDBAndUser.sql) and setup the tables (VacPicDBSchema.sql). These are the 7th and 8th entries
in Parameters.xml:

Again, since Web Deploy uses a provider to synchronize database information (as declared in the Manifest.xml file),
these two parameter entries are 'type="ProviderPath"'.

Our "Vacation Pictures" application also keeps track of the database connection in the Web.config file. This
parameterization is handled by the final entry in Parameters.xml.

For more information about creating the Parameters.xml file, including the meaning of various tags and the
different kinds of parameter entries, see the web application package reference page.



Step 5 - Create an XML File that the Web Platform Installer Will Use to Display and Install the ApplicationStep 5 - Create an XML File that the Web Platform Installer Will Use to Display and Install the Application

You now have the basic building blocks needed to deploy the application using Web Platform Installer, so you can
now package the application into the appropriate package format. The package just needs to contain the
Parameters.xml file, the Manifest.xml file, and the database installation scripts at the top (root) level of the zip
package, and the application content in a subfolder.

In the lower left corner of WebMatrix, click the Site tab to navigate to the site's content.

The site page has a link to where the application content lives:

Click the link to navigate to the application content. Navigate up another level from this folder and create a new
folder called "VacationPicsWPIInstaller". Copy the application content folder, the Manifest.xml and Parameters.xml
files, and the database installation scripts into the newly created folder :

With all of the files selected, right click->Send to->Compressed (zipped) folder:

This zipped file can be named anything, but to work better with the demo, name it "VacationPicsWPIInstaller.zip".

This package now contains everything that is needed to deploy it with Web Platform Installer.

The applications and products listed by Web Platform Installer are defined inside an XML file. In turn, to install our



C r e a t e  a  C u s t o m  F e e dC r e a t e  a  C u s t o m  F e e d

<installerURL>file://C:/Path/To/ApplicationInstaller/VacationPicsWPIInstaller.zip</installerURL>

<PathToExtractedUtility>\fciv.exe -sha1 <PathToAppliationPackage>\VacationPicsWPIInstaller.zip

<sha1>8e53a4a0ca097470e906bc9c2d6c6b0125e20f27</sha1>

A d d  t h e  C u st o m  F e e d  t o  W e b  P l a t fo r m  In s t a l l e rA d d  t h e  C u st o m  F e e d  t o  W e b  P l a t fo r m  In s t a l l e r

application by using the Web Platform Installer, we need to create an XML "feed" that Web Platform Installer will
use to display and install our application.

A feed that works with the application created in this demo can be copied from here:

Two values need to be modified in order for the feed to work properly. First, in the middle of the feed is the path to
where the "VacationPicsWPIInstaller.zip" is located on disk. It should look like:

Change this value to point to wherever your application zip file lives.

Second, the Web Platform Installer uses a hash to verify that the file the application hasn't been tampered with. To
generate a hash for your zip package, download a tool called File Checksum Integrity Verifier, which can be found
here.

After unpacking the application, run this command from the command line to generate a hash for your application
package:

This will output the hash of the file, which will look something like this:

Copy the long number and use it to replace the value in the feed XML that looks like:

Now that we have a custom feed, we need to tell Web Platform installer to load this feed. Inside Web Platform
installer, click the options link at the bottom of the application:

Fill out the path to the custom application feed, and then click Add Feed:

Finally, click OK to close the options dialog.

If everything works, a new entry will be displayed in the Web Platform Installer:

https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/f/4/cf454ae0-a4bb-4123-8333-a1b6737712f7/windows-kb841290-x86-enu.exe
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M o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  a b o u t  C r e a t i n g  C u st o m  A p p l i c a t i o n  F e e d sM o r e  In fo r m a t i o n  a b o u t  C r e a t i n g  C u st o m  A p p l i c a t i o n  F e e d s

Scripts for this demo

CreateDBAndUser.sql

Click Add to test installing your application. If everything is working, you will be presented with a page to enter the
parameters that you previously declared in the Parameters.xml file:

Fill out information for the application to finalize the installation. If everything is working, the application will
launch inside WebMatrix after the installation completes. From there, you can click Run in the ribbon at the top of
WebMatrix to view the application in a web browser.

For reference, you can download a copy of the original application used to create this demo from here:

The feed linked in this demo is missing a lot of information that Web Platform Installer will normally display to a
user, like the date and time of the application's creation, a thumbnail image for the application icon, and the name of
the author of the application. More information about creating custom feeds can be found on this blog post.
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/**********************************************************************/
/* Install.SQL                                                        */
/* Creates a login and makes the user a member of db roles            */
/*                                                                    */
/**********************************************************************/

-- Declare variables for database name, username and password
DECLARE @dbName sysname,
      @dbUser sysname,
      @dbPwd nvarchar(max);

-- Set variables for database name, username and password
SET @dbName = 'PlaceHolderForDb';
SET @dbUser = 'PlaceHolderForUser';
SET @dbPwd = 'PlaceHolderForPassword';

DECLARE @cmd nvarchar(max)

-- Create login
IF( SUSER_SID(@dbUser) is null )
BEGIN
    print '-- Creating login '
    SET @cmd = N'CREATE LOGIN ' + quotename(@dbUser) + N' WITH PASSWORD ='''+ replace(@dbPwd, '''', '''''') + 
N''''
    EXEC(@cmd)
END

-- Create database user and map to login
-- and add user to the datareader, datawriter, ddladmin and securityadmin roles
--
SET @cmd = N'USE ' + quotename(@DBName) + N';
IF( NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.database_principals WHERE name = ''' + replace(@dbUser, '''', '''''') + 
N'''))
BEGIN
    print ''-- Creating user'';
    CREATE USER ' + quotename(@dbUser) + N' FOR LOGIN ' + quotename(@dbUser) + N';
    print ''-- Adding user'';
    EXEC sp_addrolemember ''db_ddladmin'', ''' + replace(@dbUser, '''', '''''') + N''';
    print ''-- Adding user'';
    EXEC sp_addrolemember ''db_securityadmin'', ''' + replace(@dbUser, '''', '''''') + N''';
    print ''-- Adding user'';
    EXEC sp_addrolemember ''db_datareader'', ''' + replace(@dbUser, '''', '''''') + N''';
    print ''-- Adding user'';
    EXEC sp_addrolemember ''db_datawriter'', ''' + replace(@dbUser, '''', '''''') + N''';
END'
EXEC(@cmd)
GO

Manifest.xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<msdeploy.iisApp>
  <iisApp path="Vacation Pictures"/>
  <setAcl path="Vacation Pictures/App_Data" setAclAccess="Write, ReadAndExecute"/>
  <dbFullSql path="CreateDBAndUser.sql"/>
  <dbFullSql path="VacPicDBSchema.sql"/>
</msdeploy.iisApp>

Parameters.xml
<parameters>
  
  <parameter 

  

  



  <parameter 
    name="Application Path" 
    description="Full site path where you would like to install your application (i.e., Default Web 
Site/PhotoGallery)" 
    tags="iisapp">
    <parameterValidation kind="AllowEmpty" />
    <parameterEntry kind="ProviderPath" scope="iisapp" match="Vacation Pictures" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="SetAclParameter1" 
    description="Hidden - automatically sets write access for the app" 
    defaultValue="{Application Path}/App_Data" 
    tags="Hidden">
    <parameterValidation kind="AllowEmpty" />
    <parameterEntry kind="ProviderPath" scope="setAcl" match="Vacation Pictures/App_Data" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Server" 
    description="Location of your database server." 
    defaultValue=".\sqlexpress" 
    tags="DBServer, SQL">
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Name" 
    description="Name of the database for your application." 
    defaultValue="VacPicDB" tags="DBName, SQL">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="CreateDBAndUser.sql" match="PlaceHolderForDb" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Username" 
    description="User name to access you application database." 
    defaultValue="VacPicDBUser" 
    tags="SQL, DbUsername">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="CreateDBAndUser.sql" match="PlaceHolderForUser" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Password" 
    description="Password for the Database Username." 
    tags="New, Password, SQL, DbUserPassword">
    <parameterEntry type="TextFile" scope="CreateDBAndUser.sql" match="PlaceHolderForPassword" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Administrator" 
    description="Administrator username for your database." 
    defaultValue="sa" 
    tags="SQL, DbAdminUsername">
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Database Administrator Password" 
    description="Password that is associated with the database administrator account." 
    tags="Password, SQL, DbAdminPassword">
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Create DB and DB User Connection String" 
    description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request." 
    defaultValue="Server={Database Server};Database={Database Name};uid={Database Administrator};Pwd={Database 
Administrator Password};" 
    tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,Validate">
    <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="CreateDBAndUser.sql" />
  </parameter>



  <parameter 
    name="Populate DB Connection String" 
    description="Automatically sets the connection string for the connection request." 
    defaultValue="Server={Database Server};Database={Database Name};uid={Database Administrator};Pwd={Database 
Administrator Password};" 
    tags="Hidden,SQLConnectionString,Validate">
    <parameterEntry type="ProviderPath" scope="dbfullsql" match="VacPicDBSchema.sql" />
  </parameter>

  <parameter 
    name="Connection String for Config" 
    description="Connection string to enter into config" 
    defaultValue="Data Source={Database Server};database={Database Name};user id={Database Username};password=
{Database Password}" 
    tags="Hidden, SQL">
    <parameterEntry kind="XmlFile" scope="\\web\.config$" match="//*[local-name()='connectionStrings']/*[local-
name()='add'][@name='PhotoGallery']/@connectionString" tags="Sql, SqlConnectionString, Hidden" />
  </parameter>

</parameters>

VacationFeed.xml
  



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom">
  <entry type="application">
    <productId>VactionPicApp</productId>
    <title>Vacation Picture App</title>
    <summary>App for posting vacation pictures</summary>
    <longSummary>Yet another app for posting pictures.</longSummary>
    <keywords>
      <keywordId>PicGalleryApp</keywordId>
      <keywordId>SQL</keywordId>
    </keywords>    
    <installers>
      <installer>
        <id>1</id>
        <installerFile>
          <!-- size of the package in KBs -->
          <fileSize>168</fileSize>
          <installerURL>file://C:/Path/To/ApplicationInstaller/VacationPicsWPIInstaller.zip</installerURL>
          <!-- SHA of the package file for signature verification -->
          <sha1>8e53a4a0ca097470e906bc9c2d6c6b0125e20f27</sha1>
        </installerFile>
        <msDeploy>
          <!-- Default page is a start page -->
          <startPage />
        </msDeploy>        
      </installer>
    </installers>
  </entry>
  <!-- Tab definition -->
  <tabs>
    <tab>
      <keywordTab>
        <id>SampleApplications</id>
        <name>Sample Applications</name>
        <description>Select from sample applications:</description>
        <!-- Subtabs definitions -->
        <keywords>
          <keywordId>PicGalleryApp</keywordId>
        </keywords>
      </keywordTab>
    </tab>
  </tabs>
  <!-- Keyword/titles of subtabs to group apps with those keywords under -->
  <keywords>
    <keyword id="PicGalleryApp">Picture Gallery Apps</keyword>
  </keywords>
</feed>
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Overview

Features
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The Web Deploy is a tool for simplifying migration, management and deployment of Web applications, sites and
servers. It can be used to package a Web site, automatically including content, configuration, certificates and
databases. It can be used to synchronize between IIS 6.0, IIS 7.x and IIS8.0, or to migrate from IIS 6.0, IIS7.x to IIS
7.x and above. The packages created can be used for versioning, backup or deployment.

The Web Deploy includes these key features:

Package Web sites and applications: Developers or administrators can package the configuration and content
of installed Web applications, including SQL databases, and use the packages for storage or redeployment. These
packages can then be deployed using the IIS Manager interface without requiring administrative privileges on a
remote server.

Delegate deployment tasks to non-admins. Server administrators can choose to delegate deployment tasks to
users who are not administrators. For example, in both shared hosting and enterprise environments, deploying
content and marking a folder as an application can be delegated. More advanced tasks suitable to a dedicated
environment, such as allowing a certificate, Web site or GAC'd assembly to be deployed, can also be enabled.

Simplify deployment for administrators. Server administrators will find the delegation useful, since deploying a
Web application including a GAC'd assembly, certificate and application pool can be time-consuming even with all
the permissions required.

Migration from IIS 6.0 and IIS7: The migrate operation provides administrators with a way to migrate sites or
entire servers from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 and above, IIS7 to IIS8 including their settings and content. A migration is
essentially a way of synchronizing, filtered by migration rules.

Synchronization of IIS 6.0 / IIS 7/IIS8.0 The sync operation provides administrators with a way to quickly
synchronize a site or server and deploy changes to existing sites and servers. A synchronization allows you to
synchronize one source with one destination. For example, you can synchronize two directory paths or two web
servers. The sync can be performed with local or remote objects.

Snapshot IIS 7.0 and above The snapshot, or archive, functionality allows administrators or developers to quickly
take an archive of their web site or server for rollback, restore or backup purposes. Automatic snapshot feature
also allows web site administrators to self-service some of above tasks.

Analysis of Dependencies on IIS 6.0 and above The analyze operation allows administrators to check what
components are installed on the source server. In this way, they can determine if features are present that they will
need in IIS 7.0 or that require more advanced setup than simply copying files.

Troubleshooting and Validation. For validating an operation, the -whatif parameter allows administrators to see
what actions would happen when they perform an operation. This is especially useful for performing sync or
migration, when they want to validate what changes will be made before performing them. For troubleshooting,
the -verbose parameter allows administrators to get rich detail about what operations are being performed, and
upon failure, the ability to diagnose the problem.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/microsoft-web-deploy-v3-readme.md
https://twitter.com/harshmittal


Installation Notes
RequirementsRequirements

Downloading and InstallingDownloading and Installing

Important Issues Fixed in this release:

Known Issues

Differential Synchronization. The tool will only synchronize what has changed between the source and the
destination.

Easy Scripting through PowerShell: Common Web Deploy tasks can be automated using PowerShell cmdlets.

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled in order to install the tool:

· You must have .NET 2.0 SP1 or greater installed.

There are two separate downloadable packages for the tool; you will need to download the appropriate package.
You can download the x86 or x64 versions.

Change: In previous versions of Web Deploy the tempAgent service would always run on port 80. In Web Deploy
v3 RC this port can by changed by specifying the new port in the computername argument using the format
computername=serverName:####, tempagent=true (where #### is the port number to use)

Change: Fixed an issue with Web Deploy where the change counts were not accurate for -whatif operations when
using the -useCheckSum option.

Change: Web Deploy V3 Automatically disables proxy settings. This was previously an issue for some clients, who
were required to open Internet Explorer and disable proxy settings there prior to starting a sync.

Change: Added support for IPv6-style bindings in certificate sync logic. Previous versions could not sync IPv6
bindings properly.

Change: When syncing a child registry key to a server where the parent registry key does not exist, the parent
registry keys up to the child key will now be created (without values) rather than the sync failing. For example, if
syncing the registry key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\MySoft\TestWeb1 where the MySoft key does not
exist on the destination machine, the MySoft key will be created on the destination machine allowing the sync will
succeed.

Change: In some cases Web Deploy publishing removed inherited permissions on root folder of site. Web Deploy
V3 fixes this issue.

Issue: Web Deploy v3 upgrade breaks SQLite syncs which were working using Web Deploy v2

The Web Deploy v3 executable default configuration files (msdeploy.exe.config and msdepsvc.exe.config) have
been updated from .Net 2.0 to .Net 4.0, which results in this break.

Workaround:

SQLite has a .Net 4 compatible version. Copying sqlite3.exe from this release in
"%ProgramFiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3" directory will resolve the issue.
Change default .Net version for WebDeploy V3 msdeploy.exe.config to .Net 2.0 as shown below

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=249138
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=249137


<configuration>
  <startup>
    <supportedRuntime version="v2.0.50727" />
    <supportedRuntime version="v4.0" />
  </startup>
</configuration>

Issue: Web Deploy Agent service does not work with local users accounts that are not the Administrator user
account, but are members of the Administrators group. ERROR_USER_NOT_ADMIN error is returned.

The Remote Agent Service accepts either built-in Administrator or Domain Administrator credentials , any other
administrator credentials will not work and will cause this error.

Workaround:

Use built in administrator account or domain user account (part of admin group on the local machine).The Remote
Agent Service accepts either built-in Administrator or Domain Administrator credentials. If you have a non-domain
setup and want to use account other that built-in administrator, please do following:

Create a separate user group MSDepSvcUsers on remote computer.
Crate an local account A on both local & remote computer.
Add A to MSDepSvcUsers on remote computer.
Use account A to publish, this will allow you to publish without needing to use built-in admin account.

Issue: Some Management Service delegation rules do not work after Web Deploy is upgraded to Web Deploy 3.0

If an IIS 7+ server is using shared configuration, certain delegation rules with runAs identity set to SpecificUser
will stop working. This is because the Web Deploy installer and the .\AddDelegationRules.ps1 script creates local
machine user accounts and sets them as the runAs identity on certain delegation rules. These user accounts will not
be recognized on other machines and thus the rules will not work in shared configuration.
Workarounds:

· If your delegation rules have already been overwritten, re-create the affected rules manually.

Issue: Cannot publish to site created with SetupSiteForPublish.ps1 PowerShell script or configured for Web
Deploy publishing through the "Configure for Web Deploy Publishing..." UI

The site creation script as well as the UI to configure Web Deploy for an existing site sets the publishing URL to
https://myserver :8172/msdeploy.axd. This computername is generally reachable within a network. However, it is
often not reachable from outside the network, so it should be replaced with a public DNS name.

Workarounds:

From the script: The script does not warn about this error. Replace the URL with the correct one (as below) in
the generated settings file.
From the UI: enter the public DNS name in the "Specify the URL for the publishing server connection" field e.g.
instead of https://myserver :8172/msdeploy.axd, enter https://some.publicDnsName.com:8172/msdeploy.axd

Issue: Package created with Web Deploy V3 Does not work with WebDeploy V2. It results in
System.NullReferenceException.

Workarounds:

Upgrade target computer to Web Deploy v3
Use Web Deploy V2 to create package.

Issue: Web Deploy UI in IIS Manager gives a "Unable to cast object of type" error

https://myserver:8172/msdeploy.axd
https://myserver:8172/msdeploy.axd
https://some.publicdnsname.com:8172/msdeploy.axd


If the destination computer has Web Deploy v1.1 installed and the source computer has v2 installed, you may see
this error. This is a cross-version incompatibility.

Workarounds:

Upgrade source computer to Web Deploy v2
Uninstall all versions of Web Deploy on source computer

Issue: If you are syncing an IIS 6.0 machine with lots of sites (causing the metabase to be over 500MB), then the
tool may hang and stop responding.
Workaround:

Create a list of the sites and sync each site individually.

Issue: If you are syncing from a machine to a remote machine where the content or shared config is on a third,
separate machine (i.e., UNC), then the remote agent will be unable to authenticate properly.
Workaround:

Either sync manually or use the Web Deployment Handler instead.

Issue: If you change shared configuration settings (such as enable or disable shared config), you will need to
restart the remote agent afterwards.
Workaround:

Restart the agent after making a change to shared config.

Issue: If you are syncing a Web site where the path is %systemdrive%\wwwroot  to a destination Web site where the
system drive is different (C: instead of D:), then your Web site's path will be expanded at the destination. This means
if you have shared config means with different system drives and you rely on the %systemdrive%  to ensure content
works, you may break the site on a machine.
Workaround:

Add a replace rule to change the path during the sync.

Issue: If you try to package to an existing package file, this may not work correctly.
Workaround:

Use a new name or delete the old package file before creating a new package.

Issue: The Microsoft Web Deploy will not move the physical files for Script maps and items referenced in the Web
Service Extension Restriction List, unless the files are located in a Web site's content directories. This is because
many ISAPIs may not migrate correctly, such as:

ASP.NET (requires installation).
WebDAV (which is not included in Windows Server 2008 by default and requires additional installation).
FrontPage Server Extensions (which is not included in Windows Server 2008 by default and requires additional
installation).

Workaround:

Manually include any script maps or files that do not require installation in a manifest file. See the Help for more
information about creating manifest files.

Issue: Custom trust files referenced in the root level Web.config and Code Access Security (CAS) policy settings
will not be moved.
Workaround:

Manually specify the custom trust file and the CAS policy file, security.config, in a manifest file. See the Help file for
more information about creating manifest files.



Troubleshooting Installation Issues

For More Information

Issue: If you move a site to a server that has a different trust level, you will not receive a warning.
Workaround:

Please ensure that the trust level is set correctly on the destination machine when doing a site level sync or migrate.

Issue: If you have a custom manifest file that is pointing to an invalid source, you may not receive an error.
Workaround:

If you are not seeing expected output when using a manifest file, try each item individually to see if they are
mistyped or invalid.

Issue: FTP and SMTP are not included in the default definitions for webserver60.
Workaround:

If you need to sync these locations, manually sync them using the metakey provider - i.e., metakey=lm/msftpsvc.

Issue: Inherited properties are not migrated with an IIS 6.0 site migration. A common example is authentication
set at the server level with all sites inheriting this property. When you migrate a single site, it will now inherit the
settings of the new destination server. If the destination server settings are not the same, your site could break. This
applies to every inherited property, including mime maps, script maps, etc.
Workaround:

Use the metadataGetInherited flag to copy inherited settings to the site level when you sync or migrate a web site
on IIS 6.0. Or ensure the server settings are the same on source and destination servers or manually set the site to
use correct settings.

If you encounter any problems during installation, you can run appropriate command listed below for your version
of Windows to create a log file that will contain information about the installation process:

msiexec /L msdeployinstall.log /I <path_to_msi>

msiexec /L msdeployinstall.log /I <path_to_msi>

You can analyze this log file after a failed installation to help determine the cause of the failure.

The following additional resources for the Web Deploy are available on IIS.net:

Web Deploy Walkthroughs. Describes how to download and install the Web Deploy, how to use it for sync or
migrate operations and more.
Also, be sure to visit the Web Deployment Team Blog for tips, tricks and latest information about the tool.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=8100895
https://blogs.iis.net/msdeploy
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Introduction

When Backups are created

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:iisapp=<siteName> -dest:auto,computername=<remoteComputerName>

What a Backup Contains

Configuring Automatic Backup Feature on the Server (For server
administrators)

by Elliott Hamai

In V3, Web Deploy is introducing an automatic server-side backup feature for IIS 7 and above. When automatic
backups are configured on the server and a user publishes to his site using Web Deploy, it will first take a backup
of the live site and store it on the server before committing any changes to the site. If the publish failed for some
reason or the user wants to restore an earlier version of his website, he will be able to restore from these backups
without involving a server administrator. This feature needs to be enabled and configured by a server administrator
before an end user may take advantage of it.

When Web Deploy detects that a user is publishing with a contentPath, iisApp, or appHostConfig provider, it will
automatically start a backup (if enabled on the server). In many cases, these providers are also included in
publishes using Web Matrix and Visual Studio. Here is a command line example of a sync which will initiate a
backup on "remoteComputerName" using the Web Deployment Agent.

If the source provider is a manifest, then Web Deploy will inspect all of the providers in the manifest to determine if
any of the providers in the manifest is a contentPath, iisApp, or appHostConfig provider. If it is, then it will initiate a
backup for ALL providers (see the section on "Known Issues and Limitations" for exceptions to this) in the manifest.
However if there are conflicting provider paths (like one is pointing to site "foo" while the other is pointing to site
"bar", Web Deploy will not take a backup.

By default, Web Deploy will use whatever providers you specified for your publish (except for setAcl which is never
included) in order to create the backup. So if I publish with an iisApp and dbFullSql provider, Web Deploy will take
a backup of your iisApp and dbFullSql providers on the server. This will include all the content and configuration
belonging to web application along with database script which can be used to republish the web application. You
can change this default behavior by modifying the ExcludedProviders backup setting, or by specifying skip rules
before doing a publish.

These backups are valid Web Deploy packages which can be copied and used with Web Deploy against any
compatible IIS server.

In order to provide the automatic backup feature to users, a server administrator needs to provision space on the
server where these backups can be stored. This space can be either physically located on the server or can be on a
network share accessible from the server.

The amount of the space required will depend upon how large individual applications are and the number of

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-automatic-backups.md
https://github.com/Tuesdaysgreen


Configuring Backup Settings on the Server for Global usage automatically using PowerShellConfiguring Backup Settings on the Server for Global usage automatically using PowerShell

..\BackupScripts.ps1

# Turns on all backup functionality
TurnOn-Backups -On $true

# Turns off all backup functionality
TurnOn-Backups -On $false

backups you are planning to store on the server. If you want to control the space taken by backups you should use
create a separate folder for each site and use Windows File Server Resource Manager (FSRM) for limiting quotas
of individual folders. As a security best practice, you should also ACL these folders so that each user has read/write
access to only his folder.

Backups can either be enabled globally on the server so that all sites can take advantage of it or these can be
configured on per site basis.

The PowerShell script to configure the Backup feature at the server level can be found under 
%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3\scripts\BackupScripts.ps1 . To load it, simply navigate to that directory

in PowerShell and run:

This will load the following functions into the session that you can use to configure backups.

1. TurnOn-Backups: Turns on/off backups for the entire server.
2. Configure-Backups: Sets the default server or site-specific backup settings.
3. Configure-BackupSettingsProvider: Controls server settings for how much control a site administrator will

have over their backup behavior.
4. Get-BackupSettings: Queries server or site-specific backup settings
5. Reset-BackupSettings: Resets server or site-specific backup settings

TurnOn-Backups Function:

Allows a server administrator to turn backups on or off at a SERVER scope, without overwritting site specific
settings. By default, backups are turned off. Even after turning backups on, backups must still be "enabled" at the
server or site level in order for backups to be taken.

Configure-Backups:

Allows a server administrator to configure the default backup behavior at the SERVER or SITE specific scope. If an
administrator specifies a setting at the server scope and a site has already specified a site specific setting, Web
Deploy will prefer the site specific settings over the server settings. If a server administrator would like for the
server settings to take preference, he/she should reset the site backup settings which would cause the site to
automatically inherit its settings from the server.



# Changes default global backup behavior to enabled
Configure-Backups -Enabled $true

# Changes default backup behavior for site "foo" to enabled
Configure-Backups -SiteName "foo" -Enabled $true

# Changes the path of where backups are stored to a sibling directory named "siteName_snapshots".  
# For more information about path variables, see the "backupPath" attribute in the section 
# "Configuring  Backup Settings on the Server for Global usage manually in IIS Config"
Configure-Backups -BackupPath "{SitePathParent}\{siteName}_snapshots"

# Configures default backup limit to 5 backups
Configure-Backups -NumberOfBackups 5

# Configures sync behavior to fail if a sync fails for any reason
Configure-Backups -ContinueSyncOnBackupFailure $false

# Adds providers to skip when performing a backup
Configure-Backups -AddExcludedProviders @("dbmysql","dbfullsql")

# Allows a site administrator to enable backups and set the number of backups at the site level
Configure-BackupSettingsProvider -CanSetEnabled $true -CanSetNumBackups $true

# Allows a site administrator to control which providers they want to skip in a backup, as 
# well as whether they can continue a sync after a backup failure
Configure-BackupSettingsProvider -CanSetContinueSyncOnBackupFailure $true -CanAddExcludedProviders $true

# Grabs the global default backup settings
Get-BackupSettings

# Grabs a sites-specific backup settings
Get-BackupSettings -SiteName "foo"

# Resets the global default backup settings
Reset-BackupSettings

# Resets a sites backup settings
Reset-BackupSettings -SiteName "foo"

Configuring Backup Settings on the Server for Global usage manually in IIS ConfigConfiguring Backup Settings on the Server for Global usage manually in IIS Config

Configure-BackupSettingsProvider:

Site administrators can modify their site specific backup settings by using the BackupSettingsProvider with Web
Deploy. This function allows a server administrator to control exactly which settings a site administrator can
configure.

Get-BackupSettings

Queries the server or a sites specific backup settings.

Reset-BackupSettings

Resets the server or a sites backup settings. If you reset a sites backup settings, it will automatically inherit from the
servers backup settings.

Global Backup Settings

The following global backup settings may be configured directly in the IIS Configuration system under 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config .



NOTENOTE

enabled - (Default = "false") Controls whether backups are turned on or not.
backupPath - (Default = "{sitePathParent}{siteName}_snapshots") Where on the server a backups will be
stored. It also upports path replacement variables for "{sitePathParent}" and "{siteName}" which are
determined at run-time.

sitePathParent - The physical file path of the parent of your sites content. For example, if your site's
application lives under c:\inetpub\wwwroot\siteName , then sitePathParent would be c:\inetpub\wwwroot\ .
siteName - The name of your site.

Example: The default schema sets this path to "{sitePathParent}{siteName}_snapshots" so that each backup
will be placed under a sibling folder of your site content instead of within it.

WARNING: Make sure that your backupPath does not live under your sites content path or your backups will
be deleted on each publish.

numberOfBackups - (Default = "4") The number of backups per site that will be stored on the server. When
the maximum number of backups has been created, the oldest backup will be deleted.
continueSyncOnBackupFailure - (Default = "true") Allows users to either fail a sync or continue a sync if a
backup fails to complete for any reason.
excludedProviders- (Default = Empty Set) A list of Web Deploy providers to always exclude from a backup.
For example, if database backups are managed separately in your environment, you use this setting to exclude
database backups as part of web Deploy backups by excluding dbFullSQLProvider For more details, refer to the
section "Controlling what a backup contains"

Although Web Deploy will technically allow you to backup almost every provider, there are some providers which cannot be
restored in a meaningful way because of the nature of those providers. Basically any providers which are "set-only" providers
and not "synchronization" providers fall into this category. Here is a list of built-in providers that are recommended to be
added to the ExcludedProviders setting:

appHostAuthOverride
appPoolEnable32Bit
appPoolNetFx
appPoolPipeline
createApp
setAcl
DBSqlPackage (Not installed by default with Web Deploy but is listed here because it is not currently supported with the
backup feature)

backupSettingsProvider - (Default: All attribute settings are "false") Gives a system administrator control over
which backup settings can be set by a web site administrator. You can allow web site administrators to control
any of the above settings "enabled", "numberOfBackups", "continueOnBackupFailure", and "excludedProviders"
for their site. This can be done by setting properties "canSetEnabled", "canSetNumberOfBackups" etc to true as
specified in following example.

Complete details about these settings and there allowed values can be found in BackupManagerSchema 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema\BackupManagerSchema.xml  in the IIS Configuration system.

Below is a sample configuration that can be added under <system.webServer>  (see the full schema for more
details). You do not have to specify all of the settings below as they all have default settings specified in the schema,
but they are specified here to show as an example.



<wdeploy>
 <backup enabled="true"
   numberOfBackups="2"
   backupPath="{sitePathParent}\{siteName}_siteBackups"
   continueSyncOnBackupFailure="false">
  <excludedProviders>
  <provider name="dbFullSql" />
  </excludedProviders>
  <backupSettingsProvider
   canSetEnabled="true"
   canSetNumberOfBackups="true"
   canSetContinueSyncOnBackupFailure="true"
   canSetExcludedProviders="true" />
 </backup>
</wdeploy>

Configuring Backup Settings on the Server for specific sitesConfiguring Backup Settings on the Server for specific sites

<location path="siteName">
 <system.webServer>
  <wdeploy>
   <backup enabled="true" numberOfBackups="4">
    <excludedProviders>
     <clear />
     <provider name="dbfullsql" />
    </excludedProviders>
   </backup>
  </wdeploy>
 </system.webServer>
</location>

Security considerations for automatic backupsSecurity considerations for automatic backups

Let us say that we have a site named "foo" that lives under c:\foo\wwwroot  on the server. The configuration
above tells Web Deploy to:

1. Turn on the Backup featureKeep a maximum of 2 backups.
2. Store each backup in a folder under c:\foo\foo\_siteBackups .
3. Fail a publish if a backup operation fails for any reason.
4. Exclude backing up SQL databases with the dbFullSql provider.
5. Allow web site administrators to use the backupSettingsProvider to configure the settings "enabled",

"numberOfBackups", "continueOnBackupFailure", and "excludedProviders" for their site.

The automatic backup feature also allows you to set site specific settings by specifying each backup setting using a 
<location>  tag in the applicationHost.config file. If a setting is not specified in the location tag, then it will be

inherited from the server settings. Here is an example of what a sites backup settings may look like:

If you would like to allow site administrators to be able to set their own site specific settings, you need to configure
the "canSet*" attributes of the BackupSettingsProvider element in the server backup settings (not the site backup
settings).

While storing these backups on the server, it should be ensured that each user only has access to their own content.
Web Deploy by default (during a Full install) configures BackupManager delegation rule to ensure that it is
impersonating as the user who is publishing while creating backups. This implies that the publishing user account
will also need to have "write" file privileges to the backup directory.

If you do not want to use the end users identity to create their backups, you can simply delete this delegation rule
and Web Deploy will use the identity of the WMSVC service to write to the backup directory.



NOTENOTE

Configuring Site-Level Backup Settings on the Server (For Site/server
Administrators)

NOTENOTE

msdeploy.exe -verb:dump -source:backupSettings=<siteName> -xml

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupSettings -dest:backupSettings=<siteName>,enabled="True",numberOfBackups=3

NOTENOTE

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupSettings -dest:backupSettings=
<siteName>,addExcludedProviders="dbFullSql;dbMySql"

Delegation rules only apply for non-administrative users connecting through WMSvc. For administrators (connecting
through Web Deploy agent), their own identity is used.
If you want to configure delegation rules manually, run our AddDelegationRules.ps1 script.
The Backup feature comes with 2 new provider delegation rules (BackupSettings and BackupManager) as shown below.

Server administrators can choose to delegate some of the backup administration to site administrators. If allowed,
site administrators can configure the backup behavior for their own sites.

msdeploy.exe is located under %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3

Listing site backup settings: Perform a "dump" operation while passing the name of your site into the
backupSettings provider. The -xml flag will also list out whether the setting is writeable or not.

Configure backup settings: Perform a "sync" operation while passing in the name of your site, plus any settings
that you would like to change.

Your server admin must allow delegation of these settings before you can change these.

Controlling failure behavior: You can control the behavior of whether you would like the publish to continue or
not in case of backup failure by modifying the "continueSyncOnBackupFailure" backup setting. If
"continueSyncOnBackupFailure" is set to false and a backup fails, the publish will fail and no site content or
databases will be modified.

Adding a provider to list of providers to exclude from a backup: Specify a semi-colon delimited list of
providers. You can use addExcludedProviders option to append providers to the global list.

Reset site backup settings to server defaults: Perform a "delete" operation.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-automatic-backups/_static/image2.png


msdeploy.exe -verb:delete -dest:backupSettings=<siteName>

Publishing to a Backup-Enabled Server (For Web Developers)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<m>
  <iisApp path="siteName" />
  <dbFullSql path="connectionString" />
</m>

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:iisapp=<siteName> -dest:auto,computername=<remoteComputerName> -
disablerule:BackupRule

Managing Backups (For Web Developers/Site administrators)

msdeploy.exe -verb:dump -source:backupManager=<siteName>

Automatically Creating backup

When a user publishes to a backup-enabled server using one of the supported providers (iisApp, appHostConfig,
contentPath), a backup will automatically be taken before any data is applied, so long as the backup is not skipped.
There is no specific action required on end user's part.

Manually Creating a Backup

A user may manually force a backup to be created by using the BackupManager provider, so long as backups are
configured and enabled for the site being published to. There are two methods of creating a manual backup.

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupManager -dest:backupManager=siteName

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupManager=manifest.xml -dest:backupManager=siteName

1. Specifying a destination site path - This will take a simple iisApp backup of your destination site.

2. Specifying a source manifest file - This will allow you to take a backup of multiple providers (i.e. iisApp,
dbFullSql, etc...)

An example of a simple manifest file for the second option could look something like this:

Skipping Backup during Publish

If a client wants to prevent a backup from being taken, they can either disable backups on the server as a persisted
setting using the backupSettings provider, or disable the Backup rule from being run on the server for each
individual publish. Here is an example of how to disable the Backup rule from running during a publish:

The BackupManager provider offers clients the ability to list, restore, and delete backups. Here are some examples
of how this is done:

Listing Backups for a Site: Perform a "dump" operation to see all backups for a site

Restoring a Specific Backup for a Site: Performs a "sync" operation to apply a backup



msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupManager -dest:backupManager=<siteName>/<backupFileName>

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupManager -dest:backupManager=<siteName>,useLatest=true

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupManager -dest:backupManager=<siteName>,useLatest=true,connectionString=
<connectionString>

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:backupmanager -dest:backupmanager=<siteName>,uselatst=true -
skip:xpath=dirPath[@path='App_Data']

msdeploy.exe -verb:delete -dest:backupManager=<siteName>/<backupFileName>

Known Issues & Limitations-

Restore the Latest Backup for a Site:

Restore the Latest Backup for a Site which also contains a Database: Assumes that the latest backup also
happens to contain a database backup. The connectionString provider setting is used to connect to the database
that you are restoring to and is necessary for restoring any backup with a database unless you apply a skip rule to
skip database restoration.

Restore the Latest Backup for a Site without Overwriting App_Data by using Skips:

Delete a Backup for a Site:

There are several scenarios in which Web Deploy will not automatically take a backup for you even if it is enabled
on the server :

1. The client is publishing using an earlier version of Web Deploy than V3 RC.
2. The server does not have at least Web Deploy V3 RC installed.
3. More than 1 database is specified in a manifest - Web Deploy only supports taking a backup of a single

database per publish.
4. The path of the provider you are using is not a relative site path - The contentPath provider accepts

physical file paths as well as relative site paths. If a physical path is specified then Web Deploy will not count
that provider towards initiating the backup. The apphostConfig provider accepts an empty path. If an empty
path is specified, then Web Deploy will not take a backup at all.

5. Conflicting Relative paths in a manifest - If there are multiple providers in a manifest that have conflicting
relative site paths, then Web Deploy will not take a backup. For instance, if you're publishing with multiple
iisApp providers to different sites - one pointing to site "foo" while the other pointing to site "bar" - Web Deploy
will not take a backup.

Other known issues:

1. Installing Web Deploy V2 Breaks BackupSettings Delegation Rule - If you install V2 after V3, the
BackupSettings delegation rule will no longer work if it was configured to run with the default
WDeployConfigWriter user. To get around this, simply run the V3 AddDelegationRule.ps1 (located under 
%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy\Scripts ) script from PowerShell.
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I. Publish Settings File

by Owais Shaikh

Web Deploy V3.0 ships with PowerShell cmdlets for carrying out most of the tasks supported by the Web Deploy
API [Microsoft.Web.Deployment]. You can read more about this API here. These cmdlets are in the snapin named
WDeploySnapin3.0 which is installed and registered as a snapin on a typical or higher install of web deploy. To use
these cmdlets either add the snapin every time the PowerShell console is started or add the snapin to the
PowerShell profile which will make all consoles automatically load the snapin.

To add when PowerShell console is loaded, run the following command in the console window:

Add-PSSnapin WDeploySnapin3.0

To add it to the PowerShell profile:

1. If you already have a PowerShell profile, go to step 4.
2. Create a WindowsPowerShell folder under <My Documents>.
3. Create a file called Microsoft.PowerShell_profile.ps1
4. Add this line to the PowerShell profile file: ‘Add-PSSnapin WDeploySnapin3.0'

A few points to note:

1. PowerShell console runs in 64 bit on 64 bit systems and runs in .Net 2.0 except until Windows8. If you face
issues because of one or both of these refer to the troubleshooting section for solutions.

2. All cmdlets that create a Web Deploy package create parameters for the most common tasks and the cmdlets
that consume it accept parameter values.

3. There is only one removal cmdlet for deleting a site or an app beneath it.
4. Web Deploy has parameters but they are orthogonal to PowerShell cmdlet parameters. When parameters are

referred to in this document, it implies cmdlet parameters. Web Deploy parameters have been specifically called
out as Web Deploy parameters.

 

All of the cmdlets given below have the ability to execute against a remote artifact such as a remote server or a
remote database. These require more than just the credentials. For e.g. you need the remote server name, the
remote database connection string, whether you want to allow publishing to a server with a test certificate etc. For
ease of use, transfer of credential information from server admin to consumer etc. a new file type has originated
which groups these settings together. This file is called the publish settings file ending in .publishsettings. This is
used by Visual Studio for publishing as well as by WebMatrix.

To be able to create such a file for consumption by other cmdlets and to edit it New-WDPublishSettings cmdlet
can be used. If no filename is specified it will create a new file in your documents directory with the name <new
guid>.publishsettings. This path will be displayed when the file is created. If a filename is specified and the file does
not exist it will be created as described above in the folder specified by the path, however the path to the file must
be valid. If the file exists only the values for the attributes that you specified while running the command will be
modified, except for the attributes in the file which are unknown and will get removed

Example: This example gets a credential object and then passes it to the new publish settings file cmdlet along with
other parameters

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/web-deploy-powershell-cmdlets.md
https://twitter.com/shmparvez
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.deployment(v=VS.90).aspx


$cred = Get-Credential
New-WDPublishSettings -ComputerName owais-1 -Site Site1 -Credentials $cred -AllowUntrusted -SiteUrl 
"https://www.mywebsite.com" -FileName C:\pprofiles\mywebsite.publishsettings -AgentType wmsvc
Get-WDPublishSettings cmdlet allows to load values from a publish setting file into PublishSettings object.
$publishsettings=Get-WDPublishSettings C:\pprofiles\mywebsite.publishsettings

II. Backup

A. IISA. I IS

1. Server1. Server

Backup-WDServer

Backup-WDServer -SourcePublishSettings c:\profiles\myserver.publishsettings -ConfigOnly

$list = @('\\site2\\iisstart.htm','\\site2\\welcome.png')
Backup-WDServer –SkipFileList $list

2. Site2. Site

Backup-WDSite

 

All backup cmdlets have a positional parameter (it's the second one except for backup-wdserver where it is the
first positional parameter) called output. This takes a path to the folder where you want the backup created. Backup
is always a Web Deploy zip package. You can read more about Web Deploy Packages at Package Provider and
custom packages. If no path is specified the backups are created in a folder named ‘Web Deploy Backups' under
the user's documents folder. The backups are named as
machinename_nameofproviderused_[Siteorapporfoldername(Optional)]_timestamp.zip.

All these cmdlets will work locally by default unless remote server information is provided by passing in a publish
settings file for SourcePublishSettings parameter.

 

All IIS cmdlets will work against installed IIS version 7 or higher

 

Description: This without any arguments backs up the current server where this command is run. It uses the well-
known webserver provider for this operation. Hence the package created contains all the artifacts that would be
contained in a webserver package. You can read more about this provider here.

Cmdlet Parameters: ConfigOnly parameter allows you to exclude all content while SkipFileList and SkipFolderList
parameters allow you to selectively exclude one or more files or folders from the package.

Examples:

This will back up everything of the web server except for the content:

Create a list of the files that should be skipped. This is standard regular expressions.

You can also change this to skip all files under site2 by changing the list to $list=@(‘\site2\')

 

Description: This will back up an IIS site along with its settings and content using apphostconfig provider. You can
read more about this provider here.

Cmdlet Parameters: The name of the site specified by the site parameter or by the publish settings file is backed
up. Site parameter value overrides publish settings specification for site name.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569019(v=WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569021(v=WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/es-ar/library/dd569080.aspx


Backup-WDSite "Default Web Site" -ConfigOnly
Backup-WDSite MySite –IncludeAppPool
Backup-WDSite MySite -SkipFileList $list

3. Web Application3. Web Application

Backup-WDApp

$list = @('\\iisstart\.htm')
Backup-WDApp "Default web site/app" -SkipFileList $list

B. DatabaseB. Database
1. MSSql1. MSSql

Backup-WDSqlDatabase

ConfigOnly can be used to create a backup with no content. If the site uses a non-default app pool then to make
this package work on other servers that might not have the same application pool, use the switch parameter
includeAppPool. This will bundle the application pool into the package.

Auto generated Web Deploy parameters: Two types of parameters are created:

1. A parameter to enable the user to change the name of the site where the site backup will be applied.
2. Another parameter to enable the user to change the physical path of the site and every web application under

that site.

So if I have a site with three apps beneath I will get 4 physical path parameters apart and one site name parameter.

Examples:

 

Description: This will back up a web application using iisApp provider. Read more about this provider here. Here is
a good article that explains what a web application is and what is the difference between a site, an app and a virtual
directory in IIS.

Cmdlet Parameters: The name of the app specified by the application parameter or by the publish settings file is
backed up. If none of them is specified it throws an error. Application parameter value overrides publish settings
specification for site name. SkipFileList and SkipFolderList parameters allow you to selectively exclude one or
more files or folders from the package.

Auto generated Web Deploy parameters: A Parameter for changing the name of the app or site during restore or
install is created.

 

 

Description: This will back up a Microsoft SQL Server Database using the dbfullsql provider. This provider uses
SMO to script out the database and exposes more than 100 provider settings to control the way the database is
scripted. This is covered in detail here.

Cmdlet Parameters: The connection string specified by the Database parameter or SQLServerDBConnectionString
in the publish settings file is backed up. Database parameter value overrides publish settings specification for
SQLServerDBConnectionString. The provider settings exposed by this dbfullsql provider can be passed using
SourceSettings parameter. One very commonly used setting is scriptdropsfirst which scripts if object exists drop
object scripts. Another provider setting from the SMO scripting options is to set scriptdata to false to just extract
schema.

Auto generated Web Deploy parameters: A parameter is created for changing the database connection string
during restore or install

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569054(WS.10).aspx
http:/learn.iis.net/page.aspx/150/understanding-sites-applications-and-virtual-directories-on-iis/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569036(v=ws.10).aspx


New-WDPublishSettings -ComputerName serverName -MSSqlConnectionString "Data Source=localhost;Initial 
Catalog=MyDb;User id=MyDbUser;Password=MyPassword" -FileName d:\SQLdb.PublishSettings -Credential 
serverName\Administrator

Backup-WDSQLDatabase -SourcePublishSettings D:\SQLdb.PublishSettings

Backup-WDSQLDatabase -Database "Data Source=localhost;Initial Catalog=MyDb;User 
id=MyDBUser;Password=MyPassword" -SourceSettings @{ copyAllUsers='false'; scriptDropsFirst='true'; }

2. MySql2. MySql

Backup-WDMySQLDatabase

New-WDPublishSettings -ComputerName serverName -MySqlConnectionString "Data 
Source=localhost;database=MyDb;Uid=MyDbUser;pwd=MyPassword" -FileName d:\MySQLdb.PublishSettings -Credential 
serverName\Administrator

Backup-WDMySQLDatabase -Database 'Server=localhost;Database=MyDb;Uid=MyDbUser;pwd=MyPassword’

Backup-WDMySqlDatabase –SourcePublishSettings d:\mysqldb.publishsettings

III. Restore

Examples:

 

Description: This will back up a MySql Server Database using the dbmysql provider. This provider uses
mysqldump to script out the database. This is covered in detail here.

Cmdlet Parameters: The connection string specified by the Database parameter or mySQLDBConnectionString in
the publish settings file is backed up. Database parameter value overrides publish settings specification for
mySQLDBConnectionString. The provider settings can be passed using SourceSettings parameter. The commonly
used settings are includeData and includeSchema. By default these are set to true.

Auto generated Web Deploy parameters: A parameter is created for changing the database connection string
during restore or install

 

All restore cmdlets take the Web Deploy package to restore as the first positional parameter.

WebDeploy supports the concept of parameterization of the packages, which lets you change few aspects during
restore (without modifying package). For example during restore, you can choose to specify value of database
connection string which is different from what is inside the package using WebDeploy parameters (you need to
have connection string parameter present in the package.)

Depending upon how package was built, Web Deploy package might have one or more parameters. These restore
cmdlets inspect the package and add dynamic PowerShell parameters to the collection. So if a package has a Web
Deploy parameter named "Parameter1" then you will find a PowerShell parameter with the name "Parameter1".
However dynamic parameters have their own issues in PowerShell and this will only work if packages don't have a
space in their name or in the path to the file.

Alternatively, all these restore cmdlets also have a "Parameters" parameter which allows you to manually specify
new parameter values during restore. This "Parameters" parameter takes PowerShell Dictionary object for the

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569017(v=ws.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff398068.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff398068.aspx


<parameters>
  <setParameter name="name1" value="value1" />
  <setParameter name="name2" value="value2" />
</parameters>

A. IISA. I IS
1. Server1. Server

Restore-WDServer

$folderList = @(‘\\app_data’)

Restore-WDServer D:\OWAIS-1_WebServer_20120419121214.zip -DestinationPublishSettings 
c:\destinationServer.publishSettings –SkipFolderList $folderList

2. Site2. Site

Restore-WDSite

name value pairs of Web Deploy parameters.

To find out the Web Deploy parameters defined in any Web Deploy package you can simply open the zip file in
Windows Explorer and examine the parameters.xml file present in the root of the package. Any Web Deploy
parameter that does not have a default value or a value needs a value to be specified. Add all of these parameters
in an xml file and pass it in as the value for ParameterValuesFile parameter. You can generate this file as given in
here or manually. The format is

Get-WDParameters cmdlet can read this file and convert it into WebDeploy parameters object (dictionary), which
is accepted by all restore cmdlets.

If any package is restored without specifying a value for the parameters within, the default behavior would be
overwrite the resources from which the package was originally created. For e.g. if I create a package from site1
using backup-wdsite site1, then when I restore this package using the restore cmdlet without providing any values
to the parameters in this package, site1 will be overwritten with whatever the package contains, content as well as
config. Same is true for all restore cmdlets.

All these cmdlets restore locally except when destination publish settings file is specified, in which case the same
exact operation would occur against a remote server via Web Management Service (WMSvc) or the Web
Deployment Agent service.

 

 

Description: Restores a web server package. Common usage is to back up a server before making a change and in
case of failure the server can be reverted by applying the Web Deploy backup package created before making the
changes.

 

Description: Restores an IIS Site package. If the package has two parameters named "Site Physical Path" and "Site
Name" they will be exposed as SitePhysicalPath and SiteName dynamic powershell parameter. This command will
create a new site site1 with physical path c:\site1 . If no value is specified for these parameters, restore will apply
to the same site and content, overwriting any changes you might have in the site.

Parameters: You might want to use skipfolderlist and skipfilelist to exclude some folders and/or files from being
copied in site contents.

https://blogs.iis.net/moshaikh/archive/2009/09/25/msdeploy-xpath-and-xsl-part-iii-auto-generate-setparamfile-from-package-and-batch-file-to-migrate-apps-to-sites.aspx


Restore-WDSite C:\defaultsite.zip -SitePhysicalPath c:\site1 -SiteName site1

Restore-WDSite -Package 'D:\Users\Administrator\Documents\Web Deploy Backups\IIS-Server_AppHostConfig_Default 
Web Site_20120417100827.zip' -skipFolderList @('App_Data')  -verbose

3. App3. App

Restore-WDApp

Restore-WDApp C:\myappbackup.zip -ApplicationPathParam1 "Default web site\app1"

B. DatabaseB. Database

Restore-WDDatabase

Backup-WDSqlDatabase "server=.\sqlexpress;integrated security=SSPI;database=customers" "C:\dbbackup.zip"

Restore-WDDatabase c:\dbbackup.zip –DatabaseConnectionStringParam1 "server=.\sqlexpress;integrated 
security=SSPI;database=customers_copy"

Backup-WDMySqlDatabase "server=localhost;uid=someuser;pwd=somepwd;database=coolDb" "C:\dbbackup.zip"

Restore-WDDatabase c:\dbbackup.zip –DatabaseConnectionStringParam1 
"server=localhost;uid=someuser;pwd=somepwd;database=coolDb_copy"

C. Generic PackageC. Generic Package

Restore-WDPackage

 

Description: This will restore a web application. Backup-WDApp creates package with one parameter to change the
name of the app at install time. This can be used to restore the app to a different app during restore. The site must
exist when deploying to an app under a site. App will be created by this package but site will not be created.

Examples:

 

Description: If the database does not exist, this will create a new database called customers (as long as the current
user has permissions for this operation) and execute the script on it. If this is run without any values for dynamic
Web Deploy parameters the original database from which this package was created will be overwritten. Note that
if scriptDropsFirst setting was not used when creating the package, then applying to a database with conflicting
existing content will fail. This cmdlet may be used to restore either an MSSql or MySQL backup. You can only
restore a MS SQL database with a backup created using Backup-WDSQLDatabase and My SQL database with a
backup created using Backup-WDMySqlDatabase.

Examples:

 

Description: This cmdlet can be used to apply any Web Deploy package. There are several ways to create or obtain
a Web Deploy package, such as by downloading an open source Application Gallery package, creating a package in
Visual Studio, using the msdeploy.exe command-line tool (more info), or using the Backup-WD* cmdlets noted

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd568996(WS.10).aspx


Restore-WDPackage c:\Packages\wordpress.zip -DBAdminPassword mysecretserverpassword –DBPassword 
mysqllocalpassword

IV. Remove
Remove-WDSite -Site NonWorkingSite

V. Get & Set App pool Framework

Get-WDAppPoolFx "default web site"
managedRuntimeVersion
---------------------
v2.0
Set-WDAppPoolFx "default web site" -AppPoolFrameworkVersion v4.0
Get-WDAppPoolFx "default web site"
managedRuntimeVersion
---------------------
v4.0

VI. Set WDACL

$ret = Get-Acl C:\site1
$ret.Access
I don’t see u1 in the list. Let me give the user u1 access as follows
Set-WDAcl "site1" -SetAclUser u1
Check whether this worked
$ret = Get-Acl C:\site1
$ret.Access
I see that u1 has been given read access as below. [I have not pasted the other permissions on this folder. 
Just the u1 part]
FileSystemRights  : Read, Synchronize
AccessControlType : Allow
IdentityReference : MOSHAIKH1\u1
IsInherited       : False
InheritanceFlags  : ContainerInherit, ObjectInherit
PropagationFlags  : None

VII. Invoke

earlier in the document. For e.g. for installing wordpress on an IIS Server Default web site as an app named
wordpress download the wordpress package from the app gallery into a folder called packages. All the default
values for the wordpress package parameters will work as is but just need to specify the values for two required
parameters: admin and non admin mysql password.

Parameters:

 

This command will delete the site named nonworkingsite's definition in applicationHost.config as well as the site's
directory contents

 

These cmdlets let you read and change the apppool .net framework version.

 

This cmdlet can be used to set acls on the content of a site. For e.g. Lets say I have a site, site1 and I am trying to
give user u1 read access.

First I check the current permissions.

 

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/wordpress.aspx


A. ScriptA. Script

B. CommandB. Command

$settings = @ { waitInterval = 3000; waitAttempts = 25;}
Invoke-WDCommand "dir c:\mydirectory /s/b" -DestinationSettings $settings

VIII. Sync

A. IISA. I IS
1. Server1. Server

New-WDPublishSettings -ComputerName owais-1 -AgentType MSDepSvc -FileName c:\owais1.publishsettings
Publish settings file created at: 'c:\owais1.publishsettings'.
New-WDPublishSettings -ComputerName owais-2 -AgentType MSDepSvc -FileName c:\owais2.publishsettings
Publish settings file created at: 'c:\owais2.publishsettings'.
Sync-WDServer -SourcePublishSettings c:\owais1.publishSettings -DestinationPublishSettings 
c:\owais2.publishSettings

2. Site2. Site

Sync-WDSite site1 Site2 -SitePhysicalPath c:\site2 -SiteBinding "*:8078:" -IncludeAppPool

3. App3. App

You can invoke commands or scripts on a remote system using destinationpublishsettings and the see the results
of the remote execution in real time. You have to be an admin on the remote system to be able to execute
runcommand provider remotely. You can read more about this provider here. The default maximum time MWD
Api waits for the given script or command to finish is 5 seconds. If you want to increase this time of execution, you
can specify higher values for waitInterval and waitAttempts as shown in the example below.

 

Invoke-WDScript C:\my.cmd –Verbose

This will execute the script and you will be able to see the output of the command if you run it with verbose.

 

This will execute the command and no output will be displayed since verbose was not specified. However this will
wait for 3 seconds between every time lapse and will do 25 iterations of wait. In all, the process execution will
continue at the most for 75 seconds.

 

These cmdlets take a source and a destination and synchronize between them. The source is never modified. The
reason I am using the word source instead of client is because client and server are very confusing terms in
synchronization. You can potentially sync the local server with a remote server. In this case the remote server is the
source and local server is the destination. Alternatively you can be executing the PowerShell cmdlet on machine 1
and syncing machines 2 and 3. In order to use a remote source and / or destination you need to provide a publish
settings file which can be created using the first cmdlet mentioned in this doc. All the sync cmdlets also support
sourceSettings and destinationSettings parameters to be able to selectively set provider settings for either the
source or destination or both.

 

 

I want to sync two IIS 7.5 servers, Owais-1 and Owais-2. I will first create a publishsettings file for each and then
sync the servers. Since I did not specify my credentials this will succeed if I am an admin on those two systems.

 

In the following command, the site2 will get created if it did not exist and I have also changed the physical path
(the contents will thus get copied to the new folder c:\site2 ) and the binding of the site.

 

I have an application running under default web site. I want to move this under Site1. The following command will
do it.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee619740(v=WS.10).aspx


Sync-WDApp "Default Web Site/drupal" "site1/drupal"

Remove-WDSite "Default Web Site/drupal"

B. DatabaseB. Database

1. MSSql1. MSSql

Sync-WDSQLDatabase "server=.\sqlexpress;uid=sa;pwd=********;database=umbracodb" 
"server=.\sqlexpress;uid=sa;pwd=************;database=sometestdb"

Sync-"server=.\sqlexpress;uid=sa;pwd=********;database=umbracodb"  c:\umbraco.sql

2. MySql2. MySql

Sync-WDMySQLDatabase "server=localhost;uid=root;pwd=********;database=wordpress265" 
"server=localhost;uid=root;pwd=************;database=wordpress265_new"

Sync-WDMySQLDatabase "server=localhost;uid=root;pwd=***************;database=wordpress265" c:\wordpress.sql

C. Everything elseC. Everything else

Now that I have tested my new drupal app works I will delete the original drupal app under default web site.

 

The previous cmdlets have shown how you can backup and restore a database using a Web Deploy package,
however you can also sync a database to or from a .sql script or sync directly to another database instance using
the Sync-WDSQLDatabase and Sync-WDMySQLDatabase cmdlets.

 

This will create a new database called sometestdb (if it does not exist already) and synchronize schema and data.

This will script out the umbracodb database into umbraco.sql at the path given above.

 

This will create a new database called wordpress265_new (if it does not exist already) and synchronize schema and
data.

This will script out the wordpress265 database into wordpress.sql at the path given above.

 

For general purpose sync not covered by other cmdlets given above, you can use Sync-WDManifest cmdlet. This is
a general manifest provider sync supported by the MWD API. You can read more about it here. Manifest is a
collection of providers, provider paths and provider settings in an xml file. The structure is that the root node of the
xml file is considered the name of a provider for the purpose of the current sync. Hence it cannot be the name of
any of the well-known providers as given in the list here. Then it can have child nodes with the element name
matching the provider you want to include in the sync. A path attribute represents the path of that provider and it
is mandatory. Then add attribute value pairs for each provider setting that you want to leverage for the current
sync operation.

This cmdlet needs two manifests: One for the source and one for the destination. The manifest is always executed
in the order specified. If the provider supports a commit operation such as apphostconfig provider which works
with IIS Sites, the commit is not called unless the sync is complete. Hence if you have a provider that expects a site
to exist after a provider that creates it, then this will fail since the site has not been committed yet. In the following
example I will synchronize an app and include a database that the app uses along with it in the manifest.

Source Manifest:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569104(v=WS.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.web.deployment.deploymentwellknownprovider(v=VS.90).aspx


<demoManifest>
  <iisApp path="Site1" />
  <dbfullsql path="server=.\sqlexpress;integrated security=SSPI;database=customers" />
</demoManifest>

<demoManifest>  <iisApp path="Site2" />  <dbfullsql path="server=.\sqlexpress;integrated 
security=SSPI;database=customers_demo_cpy" /></demoManifest>Sync-WDManifest C:\sourceManifest.xml 
C:\destManifest.xmlWARNING: Cannot connect to the database 'customers_demo_cpy'.Retrying operation 'Add' on 
object dbFullSql (server=.\sqlexpress;uid=sa;database=customers_demo_cpy). Attempt 1 of 5.Manifest         : 
C:\sourceManifest.xmlManifest-Dest    : C:\destManifest.xmlTimeTaken        : 0:10Errors           : 0Warnings         
: 0BytesCopied      : 0ObjectsDeleted   : 0ObjectsUpdated   : 0ObjectsAdded     : 3TotalChanges     : 
3ParameterChanges : 0

Destination Manifest:



Changing authentication mode for a given website
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

ApphostAuthOverride Provider

<location path="siteName" overrideMode="Allow">
 <system.webServer>
  <security>
   <authentication>
    <windowsAuthentication />
   </authentication>
  </security>
 </system.webServer>
</location>

msdeploy.exe -source:ApphostAuthOverride -dest:ApphostauthOverride="<siteName>;windowsAuthentication=Allow"

msdeploy.exe -source:ApphostAuthOverride -dest:ApphostauthOverride="<siteName>;aspNetAuthentication=Allow"

msdeploy.exe -source:ApphostAuthOverride -dest:ApphostauthOverride="<siteName>;anonymousAuthentication=Deny"

msdeploy.exe -dest:ApphostAuthOverride="<siteName>;windowsAuthentication"

by Elliott Hamai

This is a new Web Deploy provider which will provide support for changing authentication mode for a given
website. Many a times in enterprise environments applications want to choose their own authentication method
using web.config file, but AppHostConfig file locks this setting. This means that if a developer tries to set his/her
site's authentication settings, IIS will not obey it. The Application Host Authentication Override provider allows
developers to configure how IIS locks an authentication setting on the server by adding a <location>  tag for that
setting within the server's applicationHost.config file. Here is an example of what that looks like in config:

Here is a few command line examples of how this could be done (msdeploy.exe is located under 
%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3 ):

· Allow Windows Authentication on Destination at site = SiteName:

· Allow ASP.Net Forms Authentication on Destination at site = SiteName:

· Deny Anonymous Authentication on Destination at site = SiteName:

· Reset Windows Authentication Setting on Destination at site = SiteName:

Please note the sytax carefully, both <sitename" and authentication setting are part of -dest:ApphostAuthOverride
value.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/changing-authentication-mode-for-a-given-website.md
https://github.com/Tuesdaysgreen


Parameterization improvements in Web Deploy V3
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<parameter name="Replacement Param" defaultValue="\\myshare\share\web.config:://connectionStrings" >"
<parameterEntry kind="XMLFILE" scope="web\.config$" match="//connectionStrings" /></parameter>

<parameter name="Replacement Param" defaultValue="\web.config:://connectionStrings" >"<parameterEntry 
kind="XMLFILE" scope="web\.config$" match="//connectionStrings" /></parameter>

by Harsh Mittal

Earlier versions of Web Deploy only supported replacing attribute values which already existed as part of the
package. In Web Deploy V3 we have added support to:

1. Extend the current xml parameterization beyond attribute value replacements to a more complete xml
modification story by allowing addition/deletion/replacement of new elements.

<parameters><parameter name="Additive" description="Add a node" defaultValue="&lt;newNode />" tags="">
<parameterEntry kind="XmlFile" scope=".*" match="//*" /></parameter></parameters>

2. Accept the replacement data for parameters to come from the server, from the package itself or from the
source. Here is one example of a parameters.xml file which will add newNode to all nodes including the root
in the target xml file:

Below are some examples which demonstrate how to get the values from other places.

Get values from the remote server:

Get values from a file in the package that is being synced:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/parameterization-improvements-in-web-deploy-v3.md
https://twitter.com/harshmittal
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Introduction

"CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Department]( 
there is already an object named ‘Department’ in the database."

Dacpac an Incremental Database Sync

Azure Support

by Ahmed ElSayed

In V3 we are adding a new database sync provider that is called dbDacFx. As the name suggests, this provider is
making use of the new Data-Tier Applications Framework (Dacpac Framework) for syncing database. Right now
we already have dbFullSql that is using Shared Management Objects (SMO) for syncing SQL Server databases
and scripts. We have dbMySql that is used to sync MySQL databases. The main difference between dbDacFx and
dbFullSql (beside the different framework used) is the type of database sync.

In dbFullSql we do a full database sync every time. That is the way SMO works, it will only sync a full database to
another. One of the problems this introduced was trying to add duplicate objects in the database on a sync. For
example, if you have a table ‘Department' in your database then you sync it once to the server. After that you make
some changes in that database and try to sync again. SMO will attempt to insert that table again, and will give you
the error

This is because it is trying to sync the whole database again. The solution for this error was to add source settings
ScriptDropsFirst=true which will allow you to script drops for every object that is in the source database, this way
when you try to add it to the destination it will drop it first before attempting to add it. With the new dbDacFx there
is no need to do such a thing, and that is thanks to Dacpac framework.

Dacpac Framework is a new release from SQL Server team that enables incremental updates to databases. Dacpac
will diff the two databases and calculate what needs to be added to the destination database to make it similar to
the source and then generates a Dacpac with that info in it. This Dacpac can then be applied to the destination
database.

This means that updating one table, or adding one new table to your database won't require you to re-sync the
whole database again, and Dacpac will just do an incremental update to the destination. Unlike SMO, Dacpac files
are binary files and not plain SQL Scripts. This is important to keep in mind as they are incremental updates and
diffs and applying the Dacpac to a database will always diff the two and determines what should be applied. It is
also important to know that Dacpac will sync data by default in an incremental fashion as well. To turn it off we
have added a provider setting in our Web Deploy provider (dbDacFx) that allows you to turn data syncing off using
the provider setting IncludeData=false on the source.

SMO has some limitations when it comes to SQL Azure support. Dacpac on the other hand supports syncing from
and to SQL Azure completely and is actually the recommended way to sync your database with Azure. dbDacFx
provider is also supported on Azure Websites and can sync databases that are linked to those sites.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-web-deploy/dbdacfx-provider-for-incremental-database-publishing.md
https://github.com/ahmelsayed


Transactions are split into 2

Dacpac is .NET 4 only

Setting up Dacpac Framework and dbDacFx Provider
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

WMSvc Delegation Rule:WMSvc Delegation Rule:

Dacpac framework handles transactions a bit differently. Dacpac splits transactions into 2 sessions, schema and
data. If there is an error while applying the schema the schema will be pulled back. If the schema is applied
correctly without any error, the changes will be committed, and then it will start a new transaction for the data.
Sometimes data insertion will fail (e.g. null value in a NOT NULL column, or a non cluster index in Azure) in this
case the data will be rolled back but not the schema. This is by design of Dacpac framework itself. This is also the
default behavior of the dbDacFx provider, but it can be controlled using the provider setting
IncludeTransactionalScripts=false.

It is also worth mentioning that Dacpac Framework –unlike SMO- takes a hard dependency on .NET 4 Framework.
Therefore, installing .NET 4 is important for Dacpac to run. Also the msdeploy.exe should run in a .NET 4 process,
otherwise the dbDacFx provider will not work. For WMSvc, on Windows 8 WMSvc is a .NET 4 process therefore it
can load Dacpac Framework without any issues. However, on Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 WMSvc is a
.NET 2.0 process and it won't be able to load Dacpac. We worked around this issue by having WMSvc launch our
own msdeploy.exe executable in a new .NET 4 process that will do the sync locally on the machine running WMSvc.
This way Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 will still be able to run the new provider and sync databases using
Dacpac. The MsDepSvc runs as a .NET 4 process on Windows 2008 and 2008 R2 so it can load Dacpac
Framework. If you have changed the run time for MsDepSvc to run in .NET 2, then it will do the same thing as
WMSvc.

You will fist need to install these prerequisites

1) Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Data-Tier Application Framework (dacframework.msi)

2) Microsoft System CLR Types for Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (SQLSysClrTypes.msi)

3) Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom (SQLDOM.msi)

They all can be found here:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29065

If you are using WMSvc, you will need a delegation rule on that machine to allow for using this provider. We install
one by default that has a path of "Data Source=" and a Path Type of ConnectionString. it looks like this

This delegation rule will
only enforce the path to be a connection string, but you can change it.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29065


Using dbDacFx Provider:

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd" -Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd"

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd",IncludeData=false,IncludeTransactionScripts=false -Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; 
Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; Password=P@$$W0rd"

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd",IncludeData=false,IncludeTransactionScripts=false -Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; 
Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; Password=P@$$W0rd",computername=https://RemoteMachine:8172/msdeploy.axd?
site="Default Web Site",username=iisAdmin,password=pa$$word,authtype=basic -allowuntrusted

Dacpac ActionsDacpac Actions

DeployDeploy

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd" -Dest:dbDacFx="C:\Users\Admininstrator\Documents\database.dacpac"

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx=" C:\Users\Admininstrator\Documents\database.dacpac" -
Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; Password=P@$$W0rd"

Using the dbDacFx provider is very simple and very similar to that of dbFullSql. This is a simple example in which
we will create a new database and copy an existent database content to it.

This command will use the dbDacFx provider to sync these 2 databases together on the local SQL Express instance
you have on that machine. If NewDatabase doesn't exist, we will try to create it and if the user specified in the
connection string doesn't have the permissions to create databases, we will fail with that error.

dbDacFx includes data by default and also enables transactions by default. You can turn off these options by using
IncludeData=false and IncludeTransactionScripts=false, like this

This sync will only sync the schema in and without transactions. This is not advised however, because in the case of
a failure, the destination database will be left in a weird state.

You can also remote over WMSvc or MsDepSvc and we will take care of figuring out the .NET version and handle
that appropriately. In this example it's syncing a database ‘OldDatabase' from the local SQL Express to the SQL
Express on the machine ‘RemoteMachine'

That remote machine must have the correct delegation rule, and the user ‘iisAdmin' should have access to the
Default Web Site.

There are 3 different Dacpac actions that the dbDacFx provider expose Deploy, Script, and Report.

Deploy is the default option and what we have been using so far. This is the option that actually syncs 2 databases.
Deploy can also sync a database to (and from) a .dacpac file. Dacpac files are binary files that hold the content of a
database and can be applied later on another database. Using dbDacFx provider you can sync a database to a
dacpac file or sync from a dacpac file to a database. This is done by simply replacing the connection string in the
provider path with a file location on the local hard disk. For example,

This will create a database.dacpac file. Later applying this file using the provider like this

Will work exactly as syncing the OldDatabase to the NewDatabase directly.



ScriptScript

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa" -
Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd",DacpacAction=Script

ReportReport

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa" -
Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; 
Password=P@$$W0rd",DacpacAction=Report

dbDacFx Command TimeoutdbDacFx Command Timeout

msdeploy.exe -Verb:Sync -Source:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=OldDatabase; User ID=sa" -
Dest:dbDacFx="Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS; Database=NewDatabase; User ID=sa; Password=P@$$W0rd" 
",computername=https://RemoteMachine:8172/msdeploy.axd?site="Default Web 
Site",username=iisAdmin,password=pa$$word,authtype=basic,commandTimeout=100 –allowuntrusted

Dacpac OptionsDacpac Options

msdeploy.exe -Help -Source:dbDacFx

Troubleshooting dbDacFx Errors

This option generates a SQL script that can be applied to move the database to another. This script will only include
schema and is specific for the 2 databases that it was generated on. The script will update the schema in an
incremental fashion as well. For example,

The script will be displayed on the cmd window and you can copy it to a file. Alternatively, you can pipe the output
of the cmd into a file (using >), but you will have to remove the msdeploy.exe traces from before and after the
script.

This option will generate an XML report of the database content and what will be added to the destination
database. This report can only be parsed by an XML parser and can't be applied by the dbDacFx provider on any
database. This is how to get an XML report using the Report action

Like the Script, this XML report will be displayed on the cmd window and you can copy it to a file later.
Alternatively, you can pipe the output of the cmd into a file (using >), but you will have to remove the msdeploy.exe
traces from before and after the script.

This command timeout is used to specify the time out on the launched exe in the case of a .NET 2 service. When
WMSvc or MsDepSvc (running as .NET 2) launch the msdeploy.exe executable, they wait for this process if it is not
reporting anything back. You can specify the commadTimeout in seconds like this (in this case it is 100 seconds
timeout). Default timeout is 120 seconds.

Dacpac Framework supports a lot of different settings and options that you can apply on the dacpac files. A list and
explanation of all the options can be found here https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/microsoft.sqlserver.dac.dacdeployoptions.aspx.
All these options are exposed through dbDacFx provider and applied as provider settings. They will also show up in
the help listing for the provider

Most error codes and workarounds (including dbDacFx errors) can be found here:
https://www.iis.net/learn/publish/troubleshooting-web-deploy/web-deploy-error-codes

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/microsoft.sqlserver.dac.dacdeployoptions.aspx
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Prerequisites

Troubleshooting operationsTroubleshooting operations

To run with verbose outputTo run with verbose output

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -source:metakey=lm/w3svc/1,computername=Server1 -dest:metakey=lm/w3svc/1 -verbose 
>msdeploysync-verbose.log

Common errorsCommon errors

by Faith A

This quick guide will help you troubleshoot Web Deploy (Web Deployment Tool).

This guide requires the following prerequisites:

.NET Framework 2.0 SP1 or greater
Web Deploy 1.0 or greater

Note: If you have not already installed Web Deploy, see Installing Web Deploy.

The first level of validation for an operation should be the -whatif flag. The -whatif flag will show you what would
happen if you ran a command and everything was successful. It is intended to be a comparison flag, and will not
show you many errors. But if the operation did not go as expected and –whatif did not find any issues, you can use
the –verbose flag to specify output settings. This is very useful if you need to determine what failed to sync, and
often gives additional detail about the operation.

Let's say we were running a sync operation. Run the command again, with -verbose specified:

By specifying > msdeploysync-verbose.log, the results of the operation and all the extra informational alerts will
be listed in the log file and we can easily refer back to it.

Depending on the error, you should look through the log for related entries. For example, if a property wasn't set
correctly, check the verbose logging actions to see why it was missed or skipped.

Cannot read configuration file or similar error may be due to running from a non-elevated command prompt on
Windows Server 2008. Ensure you have administrative credentials for operations like reading or writing
configuration or registry settings.

An assembly or other object with commas in its path does not sync correctly. This is a known issue and requires
using double and single quotes around the path. For example, the path to an assembly contains commas and must
be specially treated: -source:gacAssembly="'System.Web, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=b03f5f7f11d50a3a'"

If your site has no ServerComment set on IIS 6.0, the ABO Mapper component will be unable to recognize them
on IIS 7.0 and above, and they will not be migrated correctly.

If you do not have IIS installed on the source or destination machine when you are trying to access IIS-related
providers such as metakey or apphostconfig, you may receive the following error message:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/troubleshooting-web-deploy/troubleshooting-web-deploy.md


Retrieving the COM class factory for component with CLSID {2B72133B-3F5B-4602-8952-803546CE3344} failed due to 
the following error: 80040154.

Remote service errorsRemote service errors

SummarySummary

404 Remote file not found – the remote service is not installed or running, or the URL is incorrect. It is a Manual
startup service so make sure that it is running.

The connection to the remote machine times out or returns a timeout error – verify that the port for the remote
service is open on the target machine. If it is open, re-try the command. Many times it will work after a retry.

You have run operations with tracing or verbosity enabled as well as learned some errors that can occur. This
guide will be updated to include additional error cases and troubleshooting tips.
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MySqlDumpNotFound

RemoteAppNotFound

FileOrFolderNotFound

ERROR_DESTINATION_INVALID

ERROR_DESTINATION_NOT_REACHABLE

ERROR_USER_UNAUTHORIZED

by Bilal Aslam

For certain common error cases, Web Deploy will show an error code. This table explains why the error occurs and
steps the user can take to avoid the error. Note that the error message may be different depending on how Web
Deploy is invoked e.g. Microsoft WebMatrix chooses to show custom error messages. The error messages listed
below show up on the msdeploy.exe command line and API:

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy cannot find the mysqldump.exe executable. This executable is required for MySQL
database deployments.

Resolution: There are two workarounds:

1. Place the executable in C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin

2. Set a REG_SZ registry key to point to the executable: e.g. (
HKEY\_LOCAL\_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\2\MySqlDumpPath  is set to

"c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe"

 

Diagnosis: The remote application could not be found. This can happen if you try to do a dump of
"remotesite/remoteapp" where "remoteapp" does not actually exist

Resolution: Specify a remote application name that actually exists

 

Diagnosis: This can happen if you try to do a SetAcl on a file or folder that does not exist.

Resolution: Specify a file or folder that exists.

 

Diagnosis: Computer name is mistyped, or the computer is not reachable.

Resolution: Try to check if the computername is valid. Try pinging the computer manually.

 

Diagnosis: Web Management Service or Remote Agent is not installed or unreachable on the remote computer.

Resolution: Verify that Remote Agent Service or Web Management Service are started on the remote computer,
depending on which one you are connecting to. You can do a "net start wmsvc & net start msdepsvc" on the
remote computer to ensure these services are started. Also, ensure that a firewall is not interrupting
communications with the destination.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/troubleshooting-web-deploy/web-deploy-error-codes.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam


ERROR_USER_NOT_ADMIN

ERROR_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_FAILED

ERROR_PROXY_GATEWAY

Diagnosis: This error code can surface because of a number of different reasons. It typically indicates an
authentication or authorization problem, and can happen because of any of thee following reasons:

User does not exist
User does not have IIS Manager access to site if connecting using Web Management Service
Site does not exist
Password is incorrect

Resolution: If connecting using the Web Management Service:

Verify that the username and password are correct
Verify that the site exists
Verify that the user has IIS Manager Permissions to the site's scope

Resolution: If connecting using the Remote Agent Service:

Verify that the username and password are correct
Verify that the user account you specified is a member of the Administrators group on the remote computer.
NOTE: If you are not using the built-in administrator, create a new group called the "MSDepSvcUsers" group
and add your new administrator to that group.
Verify that the site exists

 

Diagnosis: This happens if you try to connect to the Remote Agent Service but have not provided appropriate
administrator credentials.

Resolution: The Remote Agent Service accepts either built-in Administrator or Domain Administrator credentials.
If you have a non-domain setup and want to use account other that built-in administrator, please do following:

Create a separate user group MSDepSvcUsers on remote computer.
Create an local account A on both local & remote computer.
Add A to MSDepSvcUsers on remote computer.
Use account A to publish, this will allow you to publish without needing to use built-in admin account.

 

Diagnosis: The certificate presented by the Web Deploy endpoint is untrusted or invalid. This typically happens if
the remote server has a self-signed certificate for the Remote Agent Service or the Web Management Service.

Resolution: Either install a trusted certificate on the endpoint, or try bypassing certificate validation.

From the msdeploy.exe command line, you can do this by passing the -allowUntrusted flag.
From the Visual Studio 2010 publish UI, you can check "Allow untrusted"
From a Visual Studio 2010 deployment package (e.g. MyApp.deploy.cmd), you can pass the -allowUntrusted
flag

 

Diagnosis: A proxy gateway is preventing Web Deploy from communicating with the remote Web Deploy
endpoint.

Resolution: Web Deploy does not read system proxy settings. As a workaround, try disabling the system proxy:

Start Internet Explorer
Click Tools > Options



ERROR_SITE_DOES_NOT_EXIST

ERROR_APP_DOES_NOT_EXIST

ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_IISAPP,

ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_DEPLOYMENTPROVIDER

ERROR_INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_TO_SITE_FOLDER

Click Connection
Click LAN Settings
Disable all checkboxes

 

Diagnosis: Specified IIS site does not exist.

Resolution: Verify that the specified site actually exists.

In some cases you may get this error if you have specified "/" instead of "" in site URL,. Try changing "/" to "".

 

Diagnosis: The specified application does not exist in IIS.

Resolution: Check IIS Manager to make sure you have correctly specified the name of the application path.

         

ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_DBFULLSQL,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_DBMYSQL,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_SETACL,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_APPPOOLNETFX,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_APPPOOLPIPELINE,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_RECYCLEAPP,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_CREATEAPP,
ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_CONTENTPATH

The group of errors listed above share the following diagnosis, resolution and workaround:

Diagnosis: A non-administrative user attempted to perform an operation with a Web Deploy provider for which
the user is not currently authorized.

Resolution: Web Deploy 2.0 setup, by default, creates Management Service Delegation Rules which allow non-
administrators to perform operations with this provider. It is possible that a delegation rule required for this
provider has not been setup correctly.
Workaround: From the Programs Control Panel, run Repair on Web Deploy 2.0. Alternatively, create the delegation
rule manually.

 

Diagnosis: A non-administrative user attempted to perform an operation with a Web Deploy provider for which
the user is not currently authorized. This error code surfaces if the user attempts to perform an operation with a
provider for which Web Deploy 2.0's setup does not create a delegation rule.

Resolution: Web Deploy 2.0 setup does not create a delegation rule for this provider. Create the delegation rule
manually.

 

Diagnosis: This error code can surface if connecting over the Web Management Service as a non-administrator:

If connecting using IIS Manager credentials, the Web Management Service's identity (typically Local Service)
needs Full Control permissions on the site's root folder to be able to create files and folders underneath.
If connecting using Windows credentials, the Windows user needs Full Control over the site's root folder to be



ERROR_INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_TO_APPHOSTCONFIG

ERROR_INVALID_CONNECTION_STRING

ERROR_SQL_EXECUTION_FAILURE

ERROR_TYPE_NOT_FOUND_IN_ASSEMBLY

ERROR_OBJECT_TO_BE_DELETED_DOES_NOT_EXIST

ERROR_APPPOOL_VERSION_MISMATCH

ERROR_CENTRAL_CERT_STORE_SETTINGS_CANNOT_BE_READ

able to create files and folders underneath.

Resolution: Grant the appropriate account Full Control on the site's root folder. Alternatively:

Start IIS Manager and right click on the site in question
Click Deploy > Configure for Web Deploy Publishing
Select the appropriate username
Click Setup

 

Diagnosis: The RunAs identity specified for the createApp delegation rule needs Write access to the IIS server's
applicationHost.config file.

Resolution: Grant the RunAs identity of the createApp delegation rule Write access to the IIS server's
applicationHost.config file.

 

Diagnosis: An invalid database connection string was specified which caused a dbFullSql or dbMySql provider to
not run correctly. This can happen if a connection string is malformed (e.g. Se v ver=localhost;...) or if the
connection string contains keys which the target database server does not recognize.

Resolution: Verify that the connection string is valid.

 

Diagnosis: A SQL script execution failure occurred. This can happen for a va

Resolution: This can happen for a number of reasons. Please read more here.

 

Diagnosis: dbFullSql provider of Web Deploy requires Server Management Objects version 10 or higher.

Resolution: The SQL provider cannot run because of a missing dependency. Please make sure that Microsoft SQL
Server Management Objects (Version 10 or higher) is installed.

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy originally found an object to be deleted but when it tried to delete it, it was missing.

Resolution: Make sure there are no other external processes that are modifying the target while doing a sync.

 

Diagnosis: The source application pool version is different from the destination application pool version.

Resolution: You can manually change the application pool versions to match between the source and destination,
or use the apppoolnetfx provider to do it automatically.

 

Diagnosis: The central certificate store cannot be used in your current configuration.

Resolution: You need to make sure that you are using IIS 8 or later. If you are running msdeploy.exe on a 64-bit
server, make sure that you are using the 64-bit version of the executable.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/


ERROR_CENTRAL_CERT_STORE_NOT_CONFIGURED_PROPERLY

ERROR_MISSING_REQUIRED_DEPENDENCIES

ERROR_COULD_NOT_CONNECT_TO_REMOTESVC

ERROR_FRAMEWORK_VERSIONS_DO_NOT_MATCH

ERROR_HTTPCERT_BINDING_NOT_FOUND

 

Diagnosis: The Centralized SSL Certificate Store is either not installed or setup properly. This feature is also not
supported on IIS 7.5 or earlier.

Resolution: Verify that the server you are syncing to/from is running IIS 8 or later. Also verify that the Centralized
SSL Certificate Store is installed and configured on that server.

 

Diagnosis: The AppHostAuthOverride provider requires IIS7 or later.

Resolution: Make sure that the destination server you are modifying is running IIS7 or later.

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy cannot connect to the remote service.

Resolution: Ensure that:

1. You can ping the remote machine
2. That the msdepsvc or wmsvc service is started on the remote server.
3. Your firewall is not blocking incoming connections of your ports on the destination. If you used the default

installation, then it would be 80 for msdepsvc and 8172 for wmsvc.

 

Diagnosis: This can occur if you are doing a web server sync between two machines that have different versions
of .Net installed.

Resolution: By default, Web Deploy will favor running in the version of .Net that is specified in its configuration
file. If the version of .Net that Web Deploy is using on the client is different from the version on the server, we will
block a Web Server sync to prevent settings from different versions of .Net from being migrated. To get around
this, you have two options:

2. Run Web Deploy in the same version of .Net between client and server. On the client side, you can change the
ordering of the supportedRuntime version element in the 
%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy V3\msdeploy.exe.config  file for the version of .Net that is specified first

(see gacInstall provider for an example of this). This will indicate the version of .Net that will be loaded,
assuming it is installed on your system. On the server side, you can do the same for 
%programfiles%\IIS\microsoft web deploy\msdepsvc.exe.config . If you modify this file, make sure to restart the

Web Deployment Agent Service (net stop msdepsvc & net start msdepsvc).

1. Use the netFxVersion provider setting to tell Web Deploy exactly which .Net settings to migrate. Here is a
command line example which forces Web Deploy to sync .Net 2.0 settings:

msdeploy.exe -verb:sync -
source:webserver,machineconfig32.netfxversion=2,machineconfig64.netfxversion=2,rootwebconfig32.n
etfxversion=2,rootwebconfig64.netfxversion=2 -
dest:webserver,machineconfig32.netfxversion=2,machineconfig64.netfxversion=2,rootwebconfig32.netf
xversion=2,rootwebconfig64.netfxversion=2,computername=destServername

 

Diagnosis: The specified binding could not be found.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/gg607836(v=WS.10).aspx


ERROR_INCORRECT_PARAMETER_TAG

ERROR_INVALID_PATH

ERROR_INVALID_SETTING_SPECIFIED

ERROR_INVALID_SETTING_VALUE_SPECIFIED

ERROR_SNI_BINDINGS_NOT_SUPPORTED

ERROR_FAILED_TO_RESTORE_BACKUP

ERROR_BACKUPS_ARE_NOT_CONFIGURED_PROPERLY

ERROR_CANNOT_CREATE_BACKUP

Resolution: Run "netsh http show sslcert" from the command line to verify that the specified binding exists. If it is
not found, then you may need to recreate it through IIS Manager.

 

Diagnosis: An incorrect parameter tag was passed.

Resolution: Rerun msdeploy with the tag SQL, SQLCE, or MYSQL.

 

Diagnosis: The provider path is invalid.

Resolution: Depending on the provider you are using, the required path for your provider may be different. Visit
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569040(WS.10).aspx to find out more about the provider you are
using.

 

Diagnosis: The provider setting specified is invalid.

Resolution: Visit Technet to find out more about the provider you are using.

 

Diagnosis: The provider setting value is invalid.

Resolution: Visit Technet to find out more about the provider you are using.

 

Diagnosis: SNI Bindings are only supported on IIS 8 or later.

Resolution: SNI Bindings can only be created on IIS 8 or later.

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy was unable to restore a backup.

Resolution: Verify that:

1. The backup specified exists on the server.
2. If there is a database within the backup, that a connection string is specified in the connection string provider

setting.

 

Diagnosis: The backup feature is not configured properly on the destination server.

Resolution: Check the event logs for hints on which settings are misconfigured. Validate that the settings stored in
the applicationHost.config file conform to the IIS schema file BackupManagerSchema.xml.

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy failed to create a new backup on the destination server.

Resolution: Verify that:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569040(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569040(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569040(WS.10).aspx


ERROR_SETTING_IS_READ_ONLY

ERROR_FILE_IN_USE

<PropertyGroup>
  <EnableMSDeployAppOffline>true</EnableMSDeployAppOffline>
</PropertyGroup>

ERROR_FAILED_TO_BRING_APP_ONLINE

<PropertyGroup>
  <EnableMSDeployAppOffline>true</EnableMSDeployAppOffline>
</PropertyGroup>

ERROR_HIGHER_FXVERSION_REQUIRED

ERROR_MAX_NUM_APPLICATIONS_EXCEEDED

1. If you are doing an appHostConfig provider sync, that the path for the provider is not empty.
2. If there are multiple providers in a manifest that take in virtual paths, ensure that all paths point to the same

application.
3. If you are performing a manual backup, ensure that the feature is "turned on" in the server backup settings.
4. Check the server event logs if the error message returned to the client does not contain enough information.

 

Diagnosis: The backup setting that you are trying to set is marked as read only and cannot be set.

Resolution: The server administrator needs to mark the backup setting as "settable" in the applicationHost.config
file by either manually updating the file, or by using Web Deploy's PowerShell scripts.

 

Diagnosis: A destination file cannot be overwritten or deleted because it is currently in use.

Resolution: Make sure that the destination file is not in use before performing a sync. If you are syncing content to
a web site hosted on IIS 7 or later (using the appHostConfig, iisApp, or contentPath providers), consider taking the
application offline during the sync by enabling the appOffline rule.

You can configure the appOffline rule in the publishing profile (.pubxml). Add the EnableMSDeployAppOffline

element to the PropertyGroup like this:

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy was not able to remove the app_offline.htm file from the site after the sync completed.

Resolution: You may either rerun the sync with the appOffline rule enabled, or manually delete the
app_offline.htm file from the root of your site on the destination server. For details on the reason for the failure,
check the server event logs.

You can configure the appOffline rule in the publishing profile (.pubxml). Add the EnableMSDeployAppOffline

element to the PropertyGroup like this:

 

Diagnosis: Web Deploy failed to perform a sync using SQL Dedicated Administrator Connection (DAC) because
SQL DAC requires .Net 4.0.

Resolution: Ensure that the server making the SQL connection using DAC has .Net 4.0 installed. If you are
connecting using the msdeploy.exe client, ensure that it has .Net 4.0 listed as its first option in the
msdeploy.exe.config file. If you are connecting to the msdepsvc server endpoint (Web Deployment Agent service),
ensure that it has .Net 4.0 listed as its first option in the msdepsvc.exe.config file.

 



ERROR_API_NOT_SUPPORTED

DacFxNeededForSQLProvider,

ERROR_PACKAGE_TOO_LARGE

ERROR_TIMED_OUT

ERROR_ASSEMBLY_NOT_FOUND

ERROR_SMO_NEEDED_FOR_SQL_PROVIDER,

Diagnosis: You have created more web applications than allowed on the target server.

Resolution: Request more applications from your server administrator or delete some of your existing
applications.

 

Diagnosis: The API being called does not exist on the target server because the server is using an earlier version
of Web Deploy.

Resolution: Install the latest version of Web Deploy on the server.

   

ERROR_SCRIPTDOM_NEEDED_FOR_SQL_PROVIDER,
ERROR_SQLCLRTYPES_NEEDED_FOR_SQL_PROVIDER

The group of 3 errors listed above share the following diagnosis and resolution:

Diagnosis: SQL DAC and its dependencies are not installed.

Resolution: Use Web Platform Installer to install:

1. Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Data-Tier Application Framework
2. SQL Server 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom
3. SQL Server System CLR Types 11.0

 

Diagnosis: The package or backup being created exceeds the maximum size of 4GB.

Resolution: Use the archiveDir provider when creating a package instead. Currently there is no solution for this
limit with respect to automatic backups.

 

Diagnosis: MySqlDump took too long to respond to a given query.

Resolution: You can change how long Web Deploy waits for MySqlDump to return from a query by changing the
value of the WaitAttemptsSettingInfo and WaitIntervalSettingInfo provider settings.

 

Diagnosis: Required dependencies could not be loaded.

Resolution: If you installed Web Deploy manually through the MSI, try reinstall using Web Platform Installer to
install Web Deploy, which will help to install required dependencies for you.

   

ERROR_USER_NOT_AUTHORIZED_FOR_IISAPP,
ERROR_SCRIPTER_NEEDED_FOR_SQLCE_PROVIDER

The group of errors listed above share the following diagnosis and resolution:

Diagnosis: SQL Shared Management Objects (SMO) was not found or the installed version is too old.

Resolution: Install the latest version of SMO using Web Platform Installer.



ERROR_CANNOT_CONNECT_TO_DATABASE

ERROR_DACPAC_EXTRACTION_TIMEDOUT

ERROR_NOT_SUPPORTED

ERROR_EXCEPTION_WHILE_CREATING_OBJECT

ERROR_EXECUTING_METHOD

 

Diagnosis: Could not connect to a database.

Resolution: Verify that:

1. Your connection string is correct.
2. The account specified in the connection string has access to the database.
3. The database server you are connecting to allows remote connections.
4. The database server can be accessed from the machine running Web Deploy. If you are connecting to a remote

Web Deploy server and specified a database, then you need to make sure that the remote Web Deploy server
has access to your database.

 

Diagnosis: The DAC PAC action took too long to complete.

Resolution: Increase the amount of time that Web Deploy waits for a command to complete by specifying the
CommandTimeout provider setting.

Diagnosis: Azure Websites does not support creating new virtual applications or modifying existing application
configuration on the server during a Web Deploy publish operation.

Resolution: You can create new virtual applications or modify existing configuration settings for your site through
the Azure portal (manage.windowsazure.com). To do this, login to the portal, open your site settings, and click on
the "Configure" tab. From there, you need to modify your site to match the configuration settings of the application
you're trying to deploy. In most cases, this is simply a matter of changing the .Net Framework Version, but in some
cases this may also require you to add a new Virtual Application.

Typically, this indicates an issue with validating the providers on the source. For instance, if you're trying to sync
content from a source file share and you do not have access to the file share, you may see this error code. For these
types of issues, ensure that you have access to all of the source data you would like to publish from.

A generic error code to indicate that there was a problem publishing a database. Typically the stack trace and
message associated with this code should indicate the actual error being thrown by either SQL Management
Objects or SQL Data-Tier Application Framework.
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Logging

Error Codes

Installation
1. Could not install Web Deploy on a valid OS1. Could not install Web Deploy on a valid OS

SYMPTOMS
THE OS IS CORRECT, THE VERSION AND BITNESS OF WEB DEPLOY
ARE CORRECT, BUT THE INSTALLATION DOES NOT SUCCEED.

Root Cause Unknown

Fix/Workaround Look in the install log, located in %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft
Web Deploy V2.

2. Web Deploy does not function after upgrade2. Web Deploy does not function after upgrade

SYMPTOMS WEB DEPLOY DOES NOT WORK AFTER A VERSION UPGRADE.

Root Cause Web Deploy does not restart services after an upgrade.

by Elliott Hamai

This walkthrough shows how to diagnose and fix common problems with Web Deploy, including common errors
seen while publishing from Visual Studio 2010.

 

When you run into issues with Web Deploy, there are several logging options depending on where the problem
occurred. By default, Web Deploy logs to the Event Log under Applications > Microsoft Web Deploy. This is great
place to start looking for errors on the destination server.

In the unlikely case that you cannot diagnose the problem using the Event Log, here are some other options:

1. To diagnose installation problems, Web Deploy MSI logs are placed under %programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web
Deploy v3.

2. If Web Management Service or Remote Agent Service fail to start at all, look at the event Event Log > System
for Service Control Manager errors.

3. You can further configure tracing for Web Management Service

For certain common error cases, Web Deploy will show a message and an error code which may be useful in
getting more information to troubleshoot an issue. For a full list of error codes, see
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=221672 .

Note that the error message may be different depending on how Web Deploy is invoked. For example, Microsoft
WebMatrix chooses to show custom error messages instead of error codes whereas the command line will always
show error codes if they are logged.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/troubleshooting-web-deploy/troubleshooting-common-problems-with-web-deploy.md
https://github.com/Tuesdaysgreen
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee461173(WS.10).aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=221672


Fix/Workaround If you are upgrading an existing installation of Web Deploy,
make sure to restart the handler and agent services by
running the following commands at an administrative
command prompt: · net stop msdepsvc & net start msdepsvc ·
net stop wmsvc & net start wmsvc

SYMPTOMS WEB DEPLOY DOES NOT WORK AFTER A VERSION UPGRADE.

3. Could not install Web Deploy 32-bit version on 64-bit hardware3. Could not install Web Deploy 32-bit version on 64-bit hardware

SYMPTOMS

Root Cause Trying to install 32-bit on 64-bit OS is a check inside the Web
Deploy MSI that will fail because it doesn't support WoW64
mode.

Fix/Workaround Install the same version that matches the architecture of your
OS.

4. Could not install Web Deploy 64-bit version on 32-bit hardware4. Could not install Web Deploy 64-bit version on 32-bit hardware

SYMPTOMS

Root Cause Trying to install 64-bit on 32-bit OS is a check inside Web
Deploy's MSI that will fail.

Fix/Workaround Install the same version that matches the architecture of your
OS.

5. Could not register the URL namespace due to pre-existing namespace5. Could not register the URL namespace due to pre-existing namespace

SYMPTOMS UNABLE TO INSTALL WEB DEPLOY

Root Cause The URL namespace that Web Deploy tries to create during
installation is already registered

Fix/Workaround · Remove the conflicting registration · Change Web Deploy
URL during installation msiexec /i wdeploy.msi /passive
ADDLOCAL=ALL LISTENURL=http://+:8080/MSDEPLOY2/
Further details on URL customization are found here:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/dd569093(WS.10).aspx

Remote Agent Service
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1. Could not initialize Microsoft.Web.Deployment.Dll during start-up1. Could not initialize Microsoft.Web.Deployment.Dll during start-up

SYMPTOMS REMOTE AGENT SERVICE FAILS TO START

Root Cause msdepsvc.exe or other files are missing from
%programfiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy v2.

Fix/Workaround Re-install the product

2. Remote Agent Service is not started2. Remote Agent Service is not started

SYMPTOMS

MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTAGENTUNAVAILABLEE
XCEPTION: REMOTE AGENT (URL HTTP://DESTINATIONSERVER
/MSDEPLOYAGENTSERVICE) COULD NOT BE CONTACTED. MAKE
SURE THE REMOTE AGENT SERVICE IS INSTALLED AND STARTED ON
THE TARGET COMPUTER. ---> SYSTEM.NET.WEBEXCEPTION: THE
REMOTE SERVER RETURNED AN ERROR: (404) NOT FOUND.

Root Cause Remote Agent Service is not started

Fix/Workaround Start the service - ex: net start msdepsvc

3. Trying to connect to server where HTTP is not listening or allowed3. Trying to connect to server where HTTP is not listening or allowed

SYMPTOMS

MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTAGENTUNAVAILABLEE
XCEPTION: REMOTE AGENT (URL
HTTP://DESTINATIONSERVER/MSDEPLOYAGENTSERVICE) COULD
NOT BE CONTACTED. MAKE SURE THE REMOTE AGENT SERVICE IS
INSTALLED AND STARTED ON THE TARGET COMPUTER. --->
SYSTEM.NET.WEBEXCEPTION: UNABLE TO CONNECT TO THE
REMOTE SERVER ---> SYSTEM.NET.SOCKETS.SOCKETEXCEPTION: NO
CONNECTION COULD BE MADE BECAUSE THE TARGET MACHINE
ACTIVELY REFUSED IT DESTINATIONSERVER:80

Root Cause HTTP not listening

Fix/Workaround Make sure HTTP traffic is allowed to the Remote Agent Service

4. Trying to connect to server with Method Not Allowed error4. Trying to connect to server with Method Not Allowed error

SYMPTOMS

MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTEXCEPTION: COULD
NOT COMPLETE THE REQUEST TO REMOTE AGENT URL
'HTTP://DESTINATIONSERVER/'. ---> SYSTEM.NET.WEBEXCEPTION:
THE REMOTE SERVER RETURNED AN ERROR: (405) METHOD NOT
ALLOWED.

Root Cause Request was picked up by IIS itself instead of MS Deploy,
because the path to msdepsvc.exe is missing.

Fix/Workaround Change the URL to include to /MSDeployAgentService

5. Trying to access Remote Agent Service as a non-administrator5. Trying to access Remote Agent Service as a non-administrator

SYMPTOMS

MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTEXCEPTION: COULD
NOT COMPLETE THE REQUEST TO REMOTE AGENT URL
'HTTP://DESTINATIONSERVER/MSDEPLOYAGENTSERVICE'. --->
SYSTEM.NET.WEBEXCEPTION: THE REMOTE SERVER RETURNED AN
ERROR: (401) UNAUTHORIZED.

 

 

 

 

 

http://destinationserver
http://destinationserver/msdeployagentservice
http://destinationserver/
http://destinationserver/msdeployAgentService


Root Cause Remote Agent Service requires that the caller is a member of
the Administrators group or from a domain account that has
been added to the Administrators group. A local administrator
which is not the built-in account will not work with the
Remote Agent Service because of a bug in Web Deploy 2.0.

Fix/Workaround Provide administrative credentials

SYMPTOMS

MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTEXCEPTION: COULD
NOT COMPLETE THE REQUEST TO REMOTE AGENT URL
'HTTP://DESTINATIONSERVER/MSDEPLOYAGENTSERVICE'. --->
SYSTEM.NET.WEBEXCEPTION: THE REMOTE SERVER RETURNED AN
ERROR: (401) UNAUTHORIZED.

6. Remote Agent Service hangs during operation6. Remote Agent Service hangs during operation

SYMPTOMS
SERVICE MAY STOP RESPONDING FOR A LONG TIME, UP TO
SEVERAL HOURS

Root Cause Unknown

Fix/Workaround Stop the operation and attempt to repeat it

7. Client and server are not compatible (version mismatch)7. Client and server are not compatible (version mismatch)

SYMPTOMS

TIMESTAMP=24638007621418 MSDEPSVC.EXE ERROR: 0 : AN
ERROR OCCURRED. THE EXCEPTION DETAILS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
MICROSOFT.WEB.DEPLOYMENT.DEPLOYMENTCLIENTSERVEREXCEPT
ION: THE CLIENT AND SERVER ARE NOT COMPATIBLE. THE LOWEST
VERSION SUPPORTED BY THE CLIENT IS '7.1.538.0'. THE HIGHEST
VERSION SUPPORTED BY THE SERVER IS '7.1.537.0'.

Root Cause Some versions do not work together, so Web Deploy blocks
them from working together. This is typically done to block
pre-release versions from operating with released versions.

Fix/Workaround Match the versions

8. Remote Agent Service could not start listening on URL8. Remote Agent Service could not start listening on URL

SYMPTOMS
THE REMOTE AGENT SERVICE COULD NOT START LISTENING ON
THE URL '{0}'. MAKE SURE THAT THE URL IS NOT IN USE.

Root Cause Usually indicates a URL conflict.

Fix/Workaround Try reinstalling if you want the default URL or setting a custom
URL as specified in the documentation. Further details on URL
customization are found here:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/dd569093(WS.10).aspx

Web Management Service
1. Web Management Service not started1. Web Management Service not started

SYMPTOMS WEB MANAGEMENT SERVICE IS NOT STARTED.

Root Cause Unknown. The service should be started by default.

 

 

 

 

 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd569093(WS.10).aspx


Fix/Workaround Start the Web Management Service service: Net Start WMSVC

SYMPTOMS WEB MANAGEMENT SERVICE IS NOT STARTED.

2. Not Authorized: User not authorized by deployment handler rules2. Not Authorized: User not authorized by deployment handler rules

SYMPTOMS

COULD NOT COMPLETE AN OPERATION WITH THE SPECIFIED
PROVIDER <PROVIDER NAME> WHEN CONNECTING USING THE
WEB MANAGEMENT SERVICE. THIS CAN OCCUR IF THE SERVER
ADMINISTRATOR HAS NOT AUTHORIZED THE USER FOR THIS
OPERATION.

Root Cause A non-administrator user tried to perform a restricted action
with a provider. This usually indicates that a matching
delegation rule was not found. Either the username, provider,
operation or provider path is wrong.

Fix/Workaround The workaround is to fix the delegation rule or create one.
Further details on delegation rules can be found here:
https://www.iis.net/learn/publish/using-web-deploy/configure-
the-web-deployment-handler

Case Study: Diagnosing Publishing Errors in Visual Studio 2010Case Study: Diagnosing Publishing Errors in Visual Studio 2010

 

This case study shows how to diagnose common errors encountered in Visual Studio 2010. The steps below walk
through the series of errors you are likely to encounter when trying to publish from Visual Studio to a server that
has not been correctly configured.

To collect the screenshots and errors below, we used a new ASP.NET MVC3 project. The destination server was a
clean install of Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 with IIS. No additional configuration was done.

The first error you are likely to encounter will look something like this in Visual Studio's output window. To make it
easier to read, the full text of the message is reproduced below the screenshot.

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver"). On the destination
computer, make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process ("The Web Management Service")
is started.)

This error indicates that you cannot connect to the server. Make sure the service URL is correct, firewall and
network settings on this computer and on the server computer are configured properly, and the appropriate
services have been started on the server.

Error details:

Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver"). On the destination computer, make sure that Web
Deploy is installed and that the required process ("The Web Management Service") is started.

Unable to connect to the remote server
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A connection attempt failed because the connected party did not properly respond after a period of time, or
established connection failed because connected host has failed to respond 192.168.0.211:8172

Is the web management service installed? On the destination server, open IIS Manager and select the machine
name node. In the Features view, scroll down to the Management section and look for these Icons:

If they are not there, you need to install the Web Management Service.

· Through the "Add Role Services" dialog in Server Manager.

· Through the Web Platform Installer from the Products tab. Select "Server" in the left column and choose "IIS:
Management Service".

Note that after you install the Management Service, you will need to start it, as it is not started automatically.

Once the Web Management Service is installed, Visual studio may show this error:

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the specified
process ("The Web Management Service") because the server did not respond. Make sure that the process ("The
Web Management Service") is started on the destination computer.)

Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the specified process ("The Web
Management Service") because the server did not respond. Make sure that the process ("The Web Management
Service") is started on the destination computer.

The remote server returned an error: (403) Forbidden.

Is the Web Management Service configured to allow remote connections? Start IIS Manager and double-
click the Management Service icon, and verify that "Enable Remote Connections" is checked. You must stop the
service to make changes, so be sure to restart it.
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2011-05-12 15:21:50 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 404 7 0 
1606

Is Windows Firewall blocking the request? The Web Management Service creates an Inbound rule named
"Web Management Service (HTTP Traffic-In)", and enables it. Verify this rule is enabled by going to Start-
>Administrative tools-> "Windows Firewall with Advanced Security". Click "Inbound Rules" and find the Web
Management rule in the list. It should be enabled for all profiles.

If you are using a 3rd party firewall, make sure inbound TCP connections on port 8172 are allowed.

If Visual Studio is able to contact the Management Service, the error message changes:

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver"). On the destination
computer, make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process ("The Web Management Service")
is started.)

The requested resource does not exist, or the requested URL is incorrect.

Error details:

Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver"). On the destination computer, make sure that Web
Deploy is installed and that the required process ("The Web Management Service") is started.

The remote server returned an error: (404) Not Found.

If you look in the Web Management Service log under %SystemDrive%\Inetpub\logs\WMSvc  on the destination server,
you will see an entry that looks like

Is Web Deploy installed? You can verify web deploy is installed by going to the "Programs and Features" control
panel and looking for "Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0" in the list of installed programs. If it is not there, you can install it
via the Web Platform Installer by going to the "Products" tab. It is listed as "Web Deployment Tool 2.1".

Is the Web Deployment IIS7 Deployment Handler installed? If Web Deploy is installed and you still get this
error, make sure the "IIS 7 Deployment Handler" feature in Web Deploy is installed. In "Add Remove Programs",
find "Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0", right click and choose "Change". In the Wizard that comes up, click next on the
first page, and then choose "Change" on the second page. Add "IIS 7 Deployment Handler" and everything under
it.
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2011-05-12 15:50:12 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 401 2 5 
1653

2011-05-12 15:50:12 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 user1 192.168.0.203 - 401 1 
1326 124

Click Next to complete the Wizard.

Once Web Deploy and the Web Management Service are correctly configured, you will need to set up Web
Management Service delegation rules to allow users to update content. For permissions issues, there are several
different errors you may see in Visual Studio. For example:

Web deployment task failed.(Connected to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the Web Management
Service, but could not authorize. Make sure that you are using the correct user name and password, that the site
you are connecting to exists, and that the credentials represent a user who has permissions to access the site.)

Make sure the site name, user name, and password are correct. If the issue is not resolved, please contact your local
or server administrator.

Error details:

Connected to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the Web Management Service, but could not
authorize. Make sure that you are using the correct user name and password, that the site you are connecting to
exists, and that the credentials represent a user who has permissions to access the site.

The remote server returned an error: (401) Unauthorized.

In the Web Management Service log, you will see
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2011-05-12 15:55:38 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 401 2 5 0

The highlighted HTTP status in the Visual Studio output is an Access Denied error. The highlighted Win32 status in
the error log maps to "Logon failure: unknown user name or bad password". This is a simple logon failure. If the
user is authenticated, but does not have the rights needed to publish, the log entry will look like

You will need to setup delegation for this user per the instructions at https://www.iis.net/learn/publish/using-web-
deploy/configure-the-web-deployment-handler

If the account is able to log in, but has not been granted the rights needed to publish the content, you will see

[

Web deployment task failed. (Unable to perform the operation ("Create Directory") for the specified directory
("bin"). This can occur if the server administrator has not authorized this operation for the user credentials you are
using.

The WMSvc log will show HTTP 200 responses for these requests. The most likely cause is file system permissions.
Web Deploy will also write events to the "Microsoft Web Deploy" service log. To view it, open the event viewer and
go to "Applications and Services Logs" ->"Microsoft Web Deploy".

[

For this particular error, the event log contains extra detail (truncated for brevity):
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User: DEPLOYSERVER\User1
Client IP: 192.168.0.203
Content-Type: application/msdeploy
Version: 8.0.0.0
MSDeploy.VersionMin: 7.1.600.0
MSDeploy.VersionMax: 7.1.1070.1
MSDeploy.Method: Sync
MSDeploy.RequestId: 50de0746-f10d-4640-9b3d-4ba773520e38
MSDeploy.RequestCulture: en-US
MSDeploy.RequestUICulture: en-US
Skip: objectName="^configProtectedData$"
Provider: auto, Path: 
Tracing deployment agent exception. Request ID '50de0746-f10d-4640-9b3d-4ba773520e38'. Request Timestamp: 
'5/12/2011 9:18:12 AM'. Error Details:
Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentDetailedUnauthorizedAccessException: Unable to perform the operation 
("Create Directory")  for the specified directory ("C:\inetpub\wwwroot\bin"). This can occur if the server 
administrator has not authorized this operation for the user credentials you are using. ---> 
Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentException: The error code was 0x80070005. ---> 
System.UnauthorizedAccessException: Access to the path 'C:\inetpub\wwwroot\bin' is denied.
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.Win32Native.RaiseIOExceptionFromErrorCode(Win32ErrorCode errorCode, String 
maybeFullPath)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirectoryEx.CreateDirectory(String path)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirPathProvider.CreateDirectory(String fullPath, DeploymentObject source)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirPathProvider.Add(DeploymentObject source, Boolean whatIf)
   --- End of inner exception stack trace ---
   --- End of inner exception stack trace ---

This message tells you where permissions need to be granted for this particular error. Another permissions error
you may see in Visual Studio is

[

Web deployment task failed.((5/12/2011 11:31:41 AM) An error occurred when the request was processed on the
remote computer.)

(5/12/2011 11:31:41 AM) An error occurred when the request was processed on the remote computer.
The server experienced an issue processing the request. Contact the server administrator for more information.

This particular error does not give you much to go on, but the picture becomes much clearer if you look at the Web
Deploy error log in Event Viewer.
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User: DEPLOYSERVER\User1
Client IP: 192.168.0.203
Content-Type: application/msdeploy
Version: 8.0.0.0
MSDeploy.VersionMin: 7.1.600.0
MSDeploy.VersionMax: 7.1.1070.1
MSDeploy.Method: Sync
MSDeploy.RequestId: 63b2f3d1-1817-444f-8280-9fa4f6f85d53
MSDeploy.RequestCulture: en-US
MSDeploy.RequestUICulture: en-US
Skip: objectName="^configProtectedData$"
Provider: auto, Path: 
Tracing deployment agent exception. Request ID '63b2f3d1-1817-444f-8280-9fa4f6f85d53'. Request Timestamp: 
'5/12/2011 9:31:41 AM'. Error Details:
System.UnauthorizedAccessException: Attempted to perform an unauthorized operation.
   at System.Security.AccessControl.Win32.SetSecurityInfo(ResourceType type, String name, SafeHandle handle, 
SecurityInfos securityInformation, SecurityIdentifier owner, SecurityIdentifier group, GenericAcl sacl, 
GenericAcl dacl)
   at System.Security.AccessControl.NativeObjectSecurity.Persist(String name, SafeHandle handle, 
AccessControlSections includeSections, Object exceptionContext)
   at System.Security.AccessControl.NativeObjectSecurity.Persist(String name, AccessControlSections 
includeSections, Object exceptionContext)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.FileSystemSecurityEx.Persist(String path)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.SetAclProvider.Add(DeploymentObject source, Boolean whatIf)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentObject.Update(DeploymentObject source, DeploymentSyncContext 
syncContext)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.HandleUpdate(DeploymentObject destObject, DeploymentObject 
sourceObject)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.SyncChildrenOrder(DeploymentObject dest, DeploymentObject 
source)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.ProcessSync(DeploymentObject destinationObject, 
DeploymentObject sourceObject)

%systemdrive%\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.0.30319\aspnet_regiis.exe -iru

From this, we can see that User1 does not have rights to set security information. In this case, the user does not
have Modify permissions on the content. Granting "Change Permissions" to the content resolves the problem.

If you cannot browse a .NET 4.0 application after it has been successfully published, it could be that .NET 4.0 has
not been registered correctly with IIS. Other symptoms are that .NET 4.0 is installed, but there are no .NET 4.0
application pools or handler mappings in IIS. This happens when .NET 4.0 is installed before IIS was installed. To
fix this problem, start an elevated command prompt and run this command:



Troubleshooting Web Deploy problems with Visual
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :

Overview

"Unable to connect" errors

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver").On the destination 
computer, make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process("The Web Management Service") is 
started.)

This error indicates that you cannot connect to the server. Make sure the service URL is correct,firewall and 
network settings on this computer and on the server computer are configured properly,and the appropriate 
services have been started on the server.

Error details:
Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver"). On the destination computer,
make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process
("The Web Management Service") is started.

Unable to connect to the remote server

by Apurva Joshi

NA

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

The steps below walk through the series of errors you are likely to encounter when trying to publish from Visual
Studio to a server that has not been correctly configured via Web Deploy. To collect the screenshots and errors
below, I used a new ASP.Net MVC 3 project in Visual Studio 2010 SP1. The destination server was a clean install
of Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 with IIS. No additional configuration was done.

The first error you are likely to encounter will look something like the screenshot below in Visual Studio's output
window. To make it easier to read, the full text of the message is reproduced below the screenshot.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/troubleshooting-web-deploy/troubleshooting-web-deploy-problems-with-visual-studio.md
https://github.com/apurvajo


A connection attempt failed because the connected party did not properly respond after a period
of time, or established connection failed because connected host has failed to respond 1.1.1.1:8172

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver") using
the specified process ("The Web Management Service") because the server did not respond.
Make sure that the process ("The Web Management Service") is started on the destination computer.)

Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the specified process
("The Web Management Service") because the server did not respond. Make sure that the process
("The Web Management Service") is started on the destination computer.

The remote server returned an error: (403) Forbidden.

The text highlighted in this error (and the other errors below) is the key to understanding the nature of the
problem. Web Deploy did not get a reply from the server, so Visual Studio cannot distinguish between several
possible causes. As a result, it gives a list of things to try.

Is the web management service installed? On the IIS server, open the Internet Information Services Manager and
select the machine name node. In the Features view, scroll down to the Management section and look for these
Icons:

If they are not there, you need to install the Management Service through the Add Role Services dialog. It can also
be installed via the Web Platform Installer from the products tab. Select Server in the left column and choose IIS:
Management Service. Note that after you install the Management Service, you will need to start it, as it is not
started automatically. To do this, double-click the Management Service icon. After the Management Service pane is
displayed, click Start in the Actions pane on the right.

Has the web management service been allowed through Windows Firewall? When you install the Web
Management Service on the server, an inbound firewall rule named Web Management Service (HTTP Traffic-In).
Verify this rule is enabled by going to Start->AdministrativeTools-> Windows Firewall with Advanced Security.
Click Inbound Rules and find the Web Management rule in the list. It should be enabled for all profiles. If you are
using a 3rd party firewall, you need to ensure inbound connections on port 8172 are allowed.

Is the service URL correct?

By default, the Web Management Service listens on port 8172, but this can be changed. The easiest way to check
what port is being used is to open the Management Service pane as described above, and look at the IP and port
information in the Connections section. If the port has been changed to something other than 8172, you will need
to ensure the new port is allowed through the firewall, and update the service URL in Visual Studio's publishing
settings to use the new port.

This message is somewhat misleading. It states that the server did not respond, but the 403 error indicates that



2011-06-02 17:59:05 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 403 6 5 
1669

Web deployment task failed.(Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver").
On the destination computer, make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process
("The Web Management Service") is started.

Web Deploy could contact the server, but the request was actively refused. The HTTP log for the Web Management
Service can help confirm the request reached the server, and provide details about the actual request that failed.
This log can be found at %SystemDrive%\Inetpub\logs\WMSvc  by default. Like other IIS logs, data is not written to the
log immediately, so you may have to wait a couple minutes to see the request, or restart the Web Management
Service to flush the log.

In the WMSVC log, the error above looks like

The "6" after the 403 in the log is the substatus code, and means "IP address rejected". (A complete list of the status
and substatus codes for IIS can be found at https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891

Is the Management Service configured to allow remote connections?

This is the most likely reason for the 403.6 response. Double click the Management Service icon, and verify that
Enable Remote Connections is checked. You must stop the service to make changes, so be sure to restart it when
you are done.

Have IP restrictions been configured for the Management Service?

The other common reason you could get a 403 error is if the management service has been configured to deny the
IP of the client. By default, it is configured to allow all IPs as long as remote connections are allowed. You can check
for IP restrictions by double-clicking the Management Service icon. Any configured IP restriction rules will be at
the bottom of the page, in the IPv4 Address Restrictions

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891


The requested resource does not exist, or the requested URL is incorrect.

Error details: Could not connect to the destination computer ("deployserver").
On the destination computer, make sure that Web Deploy is installed and that the required process
("The Web Management Service") is started.

The remote server returned an error: (404) Not Found.

2011-05-12 15:21:50 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 404 7 0 
1606

Errors with Delegation Rules

The 404 error indicates that Web Deploy was able to contact the Web Mangement Service on the server, but
couldn't find what it needed. The first thing to do is confirm what resource Web Deploy tried to connect to. You
should see an entry in the WMSVC log that looks like

Msdeploy.axd is the handler for Web Deploy requests.

Is Web Deploy installed?

You can verify web deploy is installed by going to the Programs and Features control panel and looking for
Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0 in the list of installed programs. If it is not there, you can install it via the Web Platform
Installer by going to the "Products" tab. It is listed as Web Deployment Tool 2.1. You should also ensure the Web
Deployment Agent Service (MsDepSvc) is running.

Is the web deployment handler installed?

If Web Deploy is installed and you still get this error, make sure the IIS 7 Deployment Handler feature in Web
Deploy is installed. In the Programs and Features control panel, find Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0, right-click and
choose Change. In the Wizard that comes up, click next on the first page, and then choose "Change" on the second
page. Add IIS 7 Deployment Handler and everything under it.

Click Next to complete the Wizard. You will need to restart the web management service after making this change.

Once Web Deploy and the Web Management Service are correctly configured, you will need to set up delegation



Web deployment task failed.(Connected to the destination computer ("deployserver")
using the Web Management Service, but could not authorize.
Make sure that you are using the correct user name and password, that the site you are connecting
to exists, and that the credentials represent a user who has permissions to access the site.

Make sure the site name, user name, and password are correct. If the issue is not resolved,
please contact your local or server administrator.

Error details:
Connected to the destination computer ("deployserver") using the Web Management Service,
but could not authorize. Make sure that you are using the correct user name and password,
that the site you are connecting to exists, and that the credentials represent a user who
has permissions to access the site.

The remote server returned an error: (401) Unauthorized.

2011-05-12 15:50:12 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 401 2 5 
1653
2011-05-12 15:50:12 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 user1 192.168.0.203 - 401 1 
1326 124

2011-05-12 15:55:38 192.168.0.211 POST /msdeploy.axd site=default%20web%20site 8172 - 192.168.0.203 - 401 2 5 0

rules to allow users to update content. For permissions issues, there are several different errors you may see in
Visual Studio. For example:

In the WMSvc log, you will see

The highlighted http status in the Visual Studio output is an Access Denied error. The highlighted win32 status in
the error log maps to "Logon failure: unknown user name or bad password", so this is a simple logon failure. If the
user is authenticated, but does not have the rights needed to publish, the log entry will look like

To allow this user to publish, you will need to set up delegation per the instructions at
https://www.iis.net/learn/publish/using-web-deploy/configure-the-web-deployment-handler

If the account is able to log in, but has not been granted the rights needed to publish the content, you will see



Web deployment task failed. (Unable to perform the operation ("Create Directory")  for the specified
directory ("bin"). This can occur if the server administrator has not authorized this operation for
the user credentials you are using.

User: DEPLOYSERVER\User1
Client IP: 192.168.0.203
Content-Type: application/msdeploy
Version: 8.0.0.0
MSDeploy.VersionMin: 7.1.600.0
MSDeploy.VersionMax: 7.1.1070.1
MSDeploy.Method: Sync
MSDeploy.RequestId: 50de0746-f10d-4640-9b3d-4ba773520e38
MSDeploy.RequestCulture: en-US
MSDeploy.RequestUICulture: en-US
Skip: objectName="^configProtectedData$"
Provider: auto, Path: 
Tracing deployment agent exception. Request ID '50de0746-f10d-4640-9b3d-4ba773520e38'. Request Timestamp: 
'5/12/2011 9:18:12 AM'. Error Details:
Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentDetailedUnauthorizedAccessException: Unable to perform the operation 
("Create Directory")
for the specified directory ("C:\inetpub\wwwroot\bin"). This can occur if the server administrator has not 
authorized this
operation for the user credentials you are using.
---> Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentException: The error code was 0x80070005. ---> 
System.UnauthorizedAccessException:
Access to the path 'C:\inetpub\wwwroot\bin' is denied.
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.Win32Native.RaiseIOExceptionFromErrorCode(Win32ErrorCode errorCode, String 
maybeFullPath)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirectoryEx.CreateDirectory(String path)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirPathProvider.CreateDirectory(String fullPath, DeploymentObject source)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DirPathProvider.Add(DeploymentObject source, Boolean whatIf)
   --- End of inner exception stack trace ---
   --- End of inner exception stack trace ---

The WMSvc log will show HTTP 200 responses for these requests. Fortunately, Web Deploy 2.1 also writes
information to the Microsoft Web Deploy service log. To view it, open the event viewer and go to Applications and
Services Logs ->Microsoft Web Deploy.

For this particular error, the event log contains extra detail (truncated for brevity):

This message tells you where permissions need to be granted for this particular error. Another permissions error
you may see in Visual Studio is



Web deployment task failed.((5/12/2011 11:31:41 AM) An error occurred when the request was processed on the 
remote computer.)

(5/12/2011 11:31:41 AM) An error occurred when the request was processed on the remote computer.

The server experienced an issue processing the request. Contact the server administrator for more information.

User: DEPLOYSERVER\User1
Client IP: 192.168.0.203
Content-Type: application/msdeploy
Version: 8.0.0.0
MSDeploy.VersionMin: 7.1.600.0
MSDeploy.VersionMax: 7.1.1070.1
MSDeploy.Method: Sync
MSDeploy.RequestId: 63b2f3d1-1817-444f-8280-9fa4f6f85d53
MSDeploy.RequestCulture: en-US
MSDeploy.RequestUICulture: en-US
Skip: objectName="^configProtectedData$"
Provider: auto, Path: 
Tracing deployment agent exception. Request ID '63b2f3d1-1817-444f-8280-9fa4f6f85d53'. Request Timestamp: 
'5/12/2011 9:31:41 AM'. Error Details:
System.UnauthorizedAccessException: Attempted to perform an unauthorized operation.
   at System.Security.AccessControl.Win32.SetSecurityInfo(ResourceType type, String name, SafeHandle handle, 
SecurityInfos securityInformation, SecurityIdentifier owner, SecurityIdentifier group, GenericAcl sacl, 
GenericAcl dacl)
   at System.Security.AccessControl.NativeObjectSecurity.Persist(String name, SafeHandle handle, 
AccessControlSections includeSections, Object exceptionContext)
   at System.Security.AccessControl.NativeObjectSecurity.Persist(String name, AccessControlSections 
includeSections, Object exceptionContext)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.FileSystemSecurityEx.Persist(String path)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.SetAclProvider.Add(DeploymentObject source, Boolean whatIf)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentObject.Update(DeploymentObject source, DeploymentSyncContext 
syncContext)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.HandleUpdate(DeploymentObject destObject, DeploymentObject 
sourceObject)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.SyncChildrenOrder(DeploymentObject dest, DeploymentObject 
source)
   at Microsoft.Web.Deployment.DeploymentSyncContext.ProcessSync(DeploymentObject destinationObject, 
DeploymentObject sourceObject)

Other ResourcesOther Resources

This particular error does not give you much to go on, but the picture becomes much clearer if you look at the Web
Deploy error log in Event Viewer.

From this, we can see that User1 does not have rights to set security information. In this case, the user does not
have Modify permissions on the content. Granting "Change Permissions" to the content resolves the problem.

Configure the Web Deployment Handler
The HTTP status codes in IIS 7.0 and IIS 7.5
Configuring Web Management Service Logging and Tracing

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee461173(WS.10).aspx


WebDAV Extension - Video Walkthrough
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by Vijay Sen

This video demonstrates how to configure and use Microsoft WebDAV Module for IIS 7.0 to perform the following
tasks: Enabling WebDAV publishing for existing sites Adding WebDAV authorization rules Using the WebDAV
redirector for publishing Using custom properties with WebDAV

▶ Watch video (9 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/webdav-extension-video-walkthrough.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/webdav-extension-video-walkthrough
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

Additional InformationAdditional Information

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft released a new WebDAV extension module that was completely rewritten for Internet Information
Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) on Windows Server® 2008. This new WebDAV extension module incorporated many new
features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators more
security and configuration options. Microsoft has released an update to the WebDAV extension module for
Windows Server® 2008 that provides shared and exclusive locks support to prevent lost updates due to
overwrites.

One of the great features of WebDAV is the ability to store custom properties for content, which are most often
used for additional metadata for the content. The information that is stored in these custom properties depends on
the WebDAV client, but the new WebDAV module allows publishing clients to save these properties to a simple
property store for later retrieval.

This document walks you through configuring the new WebDAV module to store custom properties, which are
used by some WebDAV clients.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The Internet Information Services Manager must be installed.

The new WebDAV extension module must be installed. For information regarding the installation of the new
WebDAV module, please see the following document:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document using full administrative permissions. This is best
accomplished using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open IIS Manager and all command prompt sessions using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above condition is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server
2008 prevents administrative access to the IIS 7.0 configuration settings. For more information about UAC, please
see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The simple property store saves properties in a hidden system file named "properties.dav" in each folder. You
should add this file to the list of list of denied file types in your request filtering settings. For more information,

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-custom-properties-with-webdav.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


Enabling Custom Properties Using IIS Manager

please see the How to configure WebDAV and Request Filtering walkthrough.
Properties are limited in the following fashion:

Individual property values are limited to 32,000 characters.
The total size of properties per file is limited to 500,000 characters.

 

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. As shown in the image below, double-click the WebDAV Authoring Rules feature.

3. When the WebDAV Authoring Rules page is displayed, click the WebDAV Settings task in the Actions
pane.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108321
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-custom-properties-with-webdav/_static/image1.png


5. Click on the [...] button to launch the Namespace Collection Editor
6. Click on Add and then choose "webdav_simple_prop" from the drop-down list

4. When the WebDAV Settings page is displayed, specify the following options:

Set Allow anonymous property queries to False
Set Allow custom properties to True
Set Allow property queries with infinite depth to False

7. Specify '*' for the XmlNameSpace and then click on OK.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-custom-properties-with-webdav/_static/image3.png
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-custom-properties-with-webdav/_static/image1.jpg


Enabling Custom Properties Using AppCmd

NOTENOTE

Configuring Property BehaviorsConfiguring Property Behaviors
Using custom propertiesUsing custom properties

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowCustomProperties:true /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowCustomProperties:false /commit:apphost

Anonymous property queriesAnonymous property queries

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowAnonymousPropfind:true /commit:apphost

8. Once you have completed the above steps, click the Apply task in the Actions pane.

 

AppCmd.exe is a new command-line tool for administering IIS 7.0, and additional information about using this
utility with IIS and WebDAV is located in the following document:

How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd

The following steps will walk you through using the AppCmd utility to configure WebDAV's property settings.

The AppCmd.exe utility is located in the %WinDir%\System32\InetSrv  folder.

In order to use custom properties, you must first enable the feature. To do so, set the "allowCustomProperties"
attribute to "true" on the "properties" collection in the "authoring" section using syntax as in the following:

To disable custom properties, use syntax as in the following example:

Anonymous access to properties is disabled by default for security reasons, but you may need to enable
anonymous access for certain WebDAV clients to access the metadata. To do so, set the
"allowAnonymousPropfind" attribute to "true" on the "properties" collection in the "authoring" section using syntax
like the following:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-custom-properties-with-webdav/_static/image8.jpg
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108319


AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowAnonymousPropfind:false /commit:apphost

Infinite depth for property queriesInfinite depth for property queries

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowInfinitePropfindDepth:true /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/properties.allowInfinitePropfindDepth:false /commit:apphost

Managing your Property ProviderManaging your Property Provider

NOTENOTE

Configuring your property providerConfiguring your property provider

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /+properties.
[xmlNamespace='*',propertyStore='webdav_simple_prop'] /commit:apphost

Editing your property providerEditing your property provider

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /properties.
[xmlNamespace='*'].propertyStore:"webdav_simple_prop" /commit:apphost

Removing your property providerRemoving your property provider

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /-properties.
[xmlNamespace='*'] /commit:apphost

Summary
More InformationMore Information

To disable anonymous access, use syntax as in the following example:

Property queries can be executed recursively by WebDAV clients, allowing a client to retrieve the properties for an
entire web site with one request. This action can take a considerable amount of server resources to process, so it is
disabled by default. Some WebDAV clients may need to retrieve the properties for all of the content in a web site,
and that can be enabled by setting the "allowInfinitePropfindDepth" attribute to "true" on the "properties"
collection in the "authoring" section using syntax like the following:

To disable infinite depth for property queries, use syntax as in the following example:

The WebDAV module is designed to work with a configurable set of property providers, although currently only
one provider named "'webdav_simple_prop" has been developed. In the future, additional property providers will
be developed, allowing the use of different property providers for different XML namespaces for custom
properties.

Currently only the default namespace of "*" can be configured.

To specify the property provider for a web site, use syntax like the following:

To modify the property provider for a web site, use syntax as in the following:

To remove the property provider for a web site, use syntax as in the following:



For additional information about using WebDAV, please see the following articles:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd
How to configure WebDAV and Request Filtering

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108319
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108321


How to Configure WebDAV Settings Using AppCmd
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft released a new WebDAV extension module that was completely rewritten for Internet Information
Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) on Windows Server® 2008. This new WebDAV extension module incorporated many new
features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators more
security and configuration options. Microsoft has released an update to the WebDAV extension module for
Windows Server® 2008 that provides shared and exclusive locks support to prevent lost updates due to
overwrites.

This document will walk you through using the new AppCmd.exe utility in IIS 7.0 to configure WebDAV settings
from a command-line or batch script.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The new WebDAV extension module must be installed. For information regarding the installation of the new
WebDAV module, please see the following document:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document using full administrative permissions. This is best
accomplished using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open IIS Manager and all command prompt sessions using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above condition is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server
2008 will prevent administrative access to IIS 7.0's configuration settings. For more information about UAC, please
see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

Request Filtering settings may block several file types from WebDAV authoring by default. When you configure WebDAV
using the IIS Manager UI, the request filtering settings are automatically updated in order to unblock WebDAV authoring.
However, if you choose to configure WebDAV in any manner other than using the IIS Manager UI see the How to Configure
WebDAV with Request Filtering walkthrough.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/how-to-configure-webdav-settings-using-appcmd.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


Basic AppCmd Concepts

AppCmd (command) (object-type) <identifier> </parameter1:value1 ...>

AppCmd /?

AppCmd (object) /?

AppCmd (command) (object) /?

OBJECT DESCRIPTION

SITE Administration of virtual sites

APP Administration of applications

VDIR Administration of virtual directories

APPPOOL Administration of application pools

CONFIG Administration of general configuration sections

WP Administration of worker processes

REQUEST Administration of HTTP requests

MODULE Administration of server modules

BACKUP Administration of server configuration backups

TRACE Working with failed request trace logs

AppCmd list site

AppCmd.exe is a new command-line tool for administering IIS 7.0. In many ways, think of it as a replacement for
the adsutil.vbs script from previous IIS versions. AppCmd.exe supports a wide range of command switches for
various objects, making it easily scriptable in batch files to configure a myriad of IIS settings. (Note: The
AppCmd.exe utility is located in the %WinDir%\System32\InetSrv folder .)

The general syntax for AppCmd.exe is:

AppCmd.exe also provides extensive command-line help support, which can be accessed using one of the
following methods:

The list of commands depends on the object, and the following objects are supported:

For example, you can list which web sites are configured on your server using the SITE object with the following
syntax:

Likewise, you can list which application pools are configured on your server using the APPPOOL object with



AppCmd list apppool

AppCmd set site "Default Web Site" /?

AppCmd list config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication 
/enabled:true

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /enabled:true /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

Getting Started with WebDAV

AppCmd list config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring

following syntax:

AppCmd can also be used to set the values for various configuration settings using the SITE object, and you can
use the following command to list the available settings for your Default Web Site using the following syntax:

To list the configuration settings for a specific path, you use the CONFIG object like the following example:

The CONFIG object can also be used to set configuration settings, as shown in the following example:

You can also control where AppCmd will write the settings that you specify by using the "/commit:" command-line
parameter. For example, later in this document we will take a look at the following command that enables WebDAV
on your Default Web Site:

This command enables WebDAV for the Default Web Site and writes that setting to the ApplicationHost.config file.

AppCmd is an extremely powerful utility, and realistically speaking there's too much to cover in such a short space,
so for more information about becoming familiar with AppCmd.exe, please see the following article on the IIS.NET
web site:

Getting Started with AppCmd.exe

Thatsaid, we move on to configuring WebDAV on your server.

  

WebDAV installs an extension to the default schema for IIS settings, which is what makes AppCmd work with
WebDAV without any special modifications. The new WebDAV module stores all of its configurable settings in
ApplicationHost.config file, and uses the following sections:

system.webServer/webdav/authoring
system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules

The "authoring" settings are only configurable at the root of a web site, whereas the "authoringRules" settings can
be configured per-URL. To see which settings have been configured for each of these sections for a given path, you
can use AppCmd as seen in the following examples:



AppCmd list config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules

Enabling or Disabling WebDAV for a Web SiteEnabling or Disabling WebDAV for a Web Site

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /enabled:true /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /enabled:false /commit:apphost

Requiring SSL for WebDAV Authoring for a Web SiteRequiring SSL for WebDAV Authoring for a Web Site

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /requireSsl:true 
/commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /requireSsl:false 
/commit:apphost

Allowing Access to Hidden Files for a Web SiteAllowing Access to Hidden Files for a Web Site

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/fileSystem.allowHiddenFiles:true /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/fileSystem.allowHiddenFiles:false /commit:apphost

Configuring WebDAV Compatibility Settings for a Web SiteConfiguring WebDAV Compatibility Settings for a Web Site

COMPATIBILITY SETTING DESCRIPTION

None Specifies that no compatibility features should be supported.

  

Understandably enough, the most basic and useful command for WebDAV is enabling or disabling WebDAV for a
site. The syntax for enabling WebDAV a web site follows the following example:

In this example, we set the "enabled" attribute to "true" for the WebDAV "authoring" section on the Default Web
Site and force that change to be written to the ApplicationHost.config file. Conversely, you can disable WebDAV by
setting that same value to "false" as shown in the following example:

  

In order to protect the information that you may be transferring, WebDAV can be configured to require SSL for all
operations. This is accomplished by setting the "requireSsl " attribute to "true" for the WebDAV "authoring" section
using syntax like the following:

This functionality can be disabled by setting the "requireSsl" attribute to "false" using syntax like the following:

  

For security reasons, you can suppress whether files that are marked as hidden on the server will be returned in file
listings. To do so, set the "allowHiddenFiles" attribute to "true" on the "fileSystem" element in the "authoring"
section using syntax like the following:

To disable listing hidden files, set the "allowHiddenFiles" attribute to "false" using syntax like the following:

  

In order to be compatible with previous versions of WebDAV for IIS, some optional features are exposed through
compatibility settings. Currently the list of options is as follows:



MsAuthorVia Specifies that the "MS-Author-Via" header should be returned.
(Note: Several of Microsoft's web authoring tools use this
header.)

MultiProp Specifies that multiple <prop> statements should be allowed
in client requests.

CompactXml Defines whether the XML returned by the WebDAV module
will terminate each line with a CRLF sequence.

IsHidden Specifies that the IsHidden pseudo-live property should be
supported.

IsCollection Specifies that the IsCollection pseudo-live property should be
supported.

COMPATIBILITY SETTING DESCRIPTION

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/compatFlags:"MsAuthorVia,CompactXml" /commit:apphost

Working with WebDAV Authoring Rules

Configuring Authoring Rule DefaultsConfiguring Authoring Rule Defaults
Specifying whether non-MIME-mapped files are allowedSpecifying whether non-MIME-mapped files are allowed

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules 
/allowNonMimeMapFiles:true /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules 
/allowNonMimeMapFiles:false /commit:apphost

Specifying the default MIME typeSpecifying the default MIME type

To set any of these features, you will need to set the value of "compatFlags" attribute on the "authoring" section
using syntax like the following:

Notice that the compatibility settings are specified as a set of comma-separated flags.

  

The new WebDAV module makes use of authoring rules, which allow you to configure the way that WebDAV
responds to authoring request from clients. For example, your web site may have anonymous access enabled for
Internet users, but your web authoring access should be restricted to a certain set of users. Using authoring rules,
you can configure which users have access to the various parts of your web site's content.

  

For security reasons, IIS does not allow access to files that are not listed in the MIME map by default. With that in
mind, web authors may need to work with certain file types on a server that are not listed in the MIME map. (For
example: include files, data files, etc.) To enable access to non-MIME-mapped files, you need to set the
"allowNonMimeMapFiles" attribute to "true" on the "authoringRules" section. The following syntax example
illustrates how this is accomplished:

This functionality can be disabled by setting the "allowNonMimeMapFiles" attribute to "false" using syntax like the
following:

When working with file types that are not in the MIME list, IIS still needs to return a MIME type to clients. By
default this is set to "application/octet-stream", which means that the file should be treated as a raw binary file



AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules 
/defaultMimeType:"text/plain" /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules 
/defaultMimeType:"application/octet-stream" /commit:apphost

Managing Authoring RulesManaging Authoring Rules

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

path Specifies the content type for the rule. (See below)

users Specifies the user name for the rule. (See below)

roles Specifies a group/role for the rule.

access Specifies the access type for the rule. (See below)

regardless of the content type. To set the default MIME type for non-MIME-mapped files to a text file type you
could use the following syntax:

To reset the default MIME type, use the following syntax:

  

Authoring rules are kept in a collection, and each rule can contain the following attributes:

Notes:

The "path" attribute is used to specify the content type for the authoring rule. This can be for specific content
types like "*.aspx", "*.htm", etc., or you can use "*" to indicate that the authoring rule is for all content.
The "roles" and "users" attributes should be declared exclusive to each other. That is to say, an authoring rule
should be for either "users" or "roles", but not both.

VALUE DESCRIPTION

\* All users

? Anonymous users

NOTENOTE

VALUE DESCRIPTION

None Specifies that access is not allowed for the content type

Read Specifies read access for the content type

The following special values for the "users" attribute are defined:

Anonymous users cannot read/write content; this setting is used to restrict the file types for anonymous property
queries.

The following values are defined for the access types:



Adding an authoring ruleAdding an authoring rule

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules /+
[users='administrator',path='*',access='Read,Write,Source'] /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/mypath" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules /+
[roles='Authors',path='*.aspx',access='Read,Write,Source'] /commit:apphost

Editing an authoring ruleEditing an authoring rule

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules 
/[users='administrator',path='*'].access:"None" /commit:apphost

Removing an authoring ruleRemoving an authoring rule

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules /-[users='administrator'] 
/commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/webdav/authoringRules /-
[users='administrator',path='*'] /commit:apphost

Summary

Write Specifies write access for the content type

Source Specifies access to the source code for the content type

VALUE DESCRIPTION

To add an authoring rule for a path, you can use syntax like the following examples:

Once an authoring rule has been added, you can edit that rule using syntax like the following:

You can remove an authoring rule by simply specifying the user or role name using syntax like the following:

If more than one authoring rule exists for that user, the above command will only remove the first authoring rule in the list
and you would need to repeat the command to remove subsequent rules for that user.

Or you can specify both the user or role name and the content type like the following example:

 

This document has shown you how to do the following:

Work with AppCmd to perform basic WebDAV tasks:

Enable or disable WebDAV for a web site
Require SSL for WebDAV authoring for a web site
Allow access to hidden files for a web site
Configure WebDAV compatibility settings for a web site

Work with WebDAV Authoring Rules:

Configure Authoring Rule Defaults
Manage Authoring Rules



More InformationMore Information
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For additional information about using WebDAV, please see the following articles:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to use custom properties with WebDAV

As mentioned earlier, your default request filtering settings may block several file types from WebDAV authoring. If you do
not modify your request filtering settings, you may see various errors when you try to publish files that are blocked. For
example, if you attempt to upload or download a web.config file you will see errors in your WebDAV client. For more
information about configuring your request filtering settings, see the How to Configure WebDAV with Request Filtering
walkthrough.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108320
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft released a new WebDAV extension module that was completely rewritten for Internet Information
Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) on Windows Server® 2008. This new WebDAV extension module incorporated many new
features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators more
security and configuration options. Microsoft has released an update to the WebDAV extension module for
Windows Server® 2008 that provides shared and exclusive locks support to prevent lost updates due to
overwrites.

IIS 7.0 provides several great new security features, including the IIS 7.0 new Request Filtering. For IIS users who
are familiar with UrlScan from previous versions of IIS, the Request Filtering feature in IIS 7.0 is like having
URLScan built-in.

The new WebDAV module and Request Filtering were designed to work together, and this document walks you
through configuring WebDAV-related Request Filtering settings together with WebDAV settings in order to set up
a secure publishing environment. Note that if you use the IIS Manager UI to configure WebDAV then the request
filtering settings are automatically updated and you do not need to follow the steps in this article.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The Request Filtering feature must be installed.

The new WebDAV extension module must be installed. For information regarding the installation of the
new WebDAV module, please see the following document:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
Knowledge of how to use AppCmd is helpful. For more information about using request filtering, please
see the following document:

How to Use Request Filtering

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document using full administrative permissions. This is best
accomplished using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open IIS Manager and all command prompt sessions using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above condition is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server
2008 will prevent administrative access to IIS 7.0's configuration settings. For more information about UAC,
please see the following documentation:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/how-to-configure-webdav-with-request-filtering.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/urlscan
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146


Basic Request Filtering Concepts
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Configuring Request Filtering and WebDAV

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

  

Request Filtering in IIS 7.0 consists of filtering requests based on the following parameters:

File Extensions
Hidden Segments
HTTP Verbs
Request Limits
URL Sequences

All of these request filtering features can impact content that is uploaded or download through WebDAV, but
some features can be configured to work in cooperation with WebDAV.

The following list describes which features can be configured to work with WebDAV:

The following features always affect WebDAV requests:

Request Limits
URL Sequences

The following features affect WebDAV requests by default, but they can be configured to bypass WebDAV
requests:

File Extensions
Hidden Segments
HTTP Verbs

For example, you can configure your server to allow non-WebDAV requests for ".htm" and ".php" files while
blocking access to ".mdb" and ".config" files, while still allowing WebDAV requests to access that blocked content.

WebDAV requests require authentication.

You can edit your request filtering settings using one of the following methods:

Using the user interface that is provided as part of Administration Pack for IIS 7.0
Using AppCmd from a command-line
Editing your applicationHost.config file
Using Microsoft.Web.Administration from a .NET application or Windows PowerShell

The remaining information in this walkthrough will show you how to use AppCmd from a command-line, while
also showing what the resulting configuration settings in your applicationHost.config file might look like.

This document does not cover all of the features that can be configured using request filtering. For information about
configuring additional request filtering options, please see the following topic:

How to Use Request Filtering

  

  

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


Filtering File ExtensionsFiltering File Extensions

<requestFiltering>
   <fileExtensions applyToWebDAV="false">
      <add fileExtension=".txt" allowed="false" />
   </fileExtensions>
</requestFiltering>

Notes:Notes:

Certain file extensions like ".config" and ".asax" are protected by the default request filtering fileExtensions
collection. You can add additional entries to the list of file extensions in order to allow or block them for HTTP
requests, and you can control whether this list applies to WebDAV requests. In this example you will use AppCmd
block ".txt" files from being accessed, even though they might normally be accessible, and you will specify that
WebDAV requests will be able to access all blocked file extensions.

cd "%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv"

AppCmd list config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+fileExtensions.[fileExtension='.txt',allowed='false'] /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/fileExtensions.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:apphost

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your InetSrv folder:

2. Use the following syntax to view the existing request filtering rules:

3. Block access to ".txt" files by adding a specific file extension to the fileExtensions collection and specifying
false for the allowed attribute using the following syntax:

4. Allow WebDAV to access all blocked file types by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the
fileExtensions collection to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the fileExtensions section of your applicationHost.config
file should resemble the following example:

You can use the above steps to block access to additional file extensions by adding them to the fileExtensions
collection, or you can modify the syntax to allow specific files by specifying true for the allowed attribute.

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/fileExtensions.allowUnlisted:false /commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

You can use the above steps to block access for WebDAV requests by specifying true for the

You can block all unknown file extensions by setting the allowUnlisted attribute for the fileExtensions
collection to false using the following syntax:

Setting this option requires that you specifically add each file extension before it can be accessed by non-WebDAV
requests.



Filtering Hidden SegmentsFiltering Hidden Segments

<requestFiltering>
   <hiddenSegments applyToWebDAV="false">
      <add segment="include" />
   </hiddenSegments>
</requestFiltering>

Notes:Notes:

Filtering HTTP VerbsFiltering HTTP Verbs

applyToWebDAV attribute.

  

Certain file segments like "web.config" and "App_code" are hidden by the default request filtering
hiddenSegments collection. You can add additional entries to the list of file segments in order to hide them for
HTTP requests, and you can control whether this list applies to WebDAV requests. In this example, you will use
AppCmd hide the "include" segment from HTTP requests, even though it would normally be visible, and you will
specify that WebDAV requests will be able to access all hidden file segments.

cd "%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv"

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='include'] /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/hiddenSegments.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:apphost

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your InetSrv folder:

2. Block access to the "include" segment by adding a specific entry to the hiddenSegments collection using
the following syntax:

3. Allow WebDAV to access all blocked file types by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the
hiddenSegments collection to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the hiddenSegments section of your
applicationHost.config file should resemble the following example:

You can use the above steps to hide additional file segments by adding them to the hiddenSegments
collection.
You can use the above steps to block access for WebDAV requests by specifying true for the
applyToWebDAV attribute.

  

The default request filtering verbs collection allows all unlisted HTTP verbs, even though some verbs may not be
mapped to specific HTTP handlers. You can specify which HTTP verbs should be allowed or blocked by adding
entries to this list, and you can control whether this list applies to WebDAV requests. In this example, you will use
AppCmd to block the "DELETE" and "PUT" verb from HTTP requests, and you will specify that WebDAV requests
will be able to use these verbs.

cd "%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv"

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your InetSrv folder:

2. Block access to the "DELETE" verb by adding a specific entry to the verbs collection and specifying false
for the allowed attribute using the following syntax:



<requestFiltering>
   <verbs applyToWebDAV="false">
      <add verb="DELETE" allowed="false" />
      <add verb="PUT" allowed="false" />
   </verbs>
</requestFiltering>

Notes:Notes:

Summary

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+verbs.
[verb='DELETE',allowed='false'] /commit:appHost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering /+verbs.
[verb='PUT',allowed='false'] /commit:appHost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/verbs.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:appHost

3. Block access to the "PUT" verb by adding another specific entry to the verbs collection and specifying false
for the allowed attribute using the following syntax:

4. Allow WebDAV to access all HTTP verbs by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the verbs collection
to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the verbs section of your applicationHost.config file should
resemble the following example:

You can use the above steps to block additional HTTP verbs by adding them to the verbs collection, or you can
modify the syntax to allow specific verbs by specifying true for the allowed attribute.

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/verbs.allowUnlisted:false /commit:appHost

NOTENOTE

You can use the above steps to block access for WebDAV requests by specifying true for the
applyToWebDAV attribute.

You can block all unknown HTTP verbs by setting the allowUnlisted attribute for the verbs collection to
false using the following syntax:

Setting this option requires that you specifically add each HTTP verb before it can be accessed by non-WebDAV
requests.

 

This document has shown you the following concepts:

The basics of Request Filtering
Configuring Request Filtering with WebDAV

Filtering File Extensions
Filtering Hidden Segments
Filtering HTTP Verbs



More InformationMore Information
For additional information about using WebDAV, please see the following articles:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108319
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

A Brief Description of FPSE and WebDAV

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new WebDAV extension module that has been completely rewritten for Internet
Information Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) on Windows Server® 2008. This new WebDAV extension module incorporates
many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators
more security and configuration options.

Some of Microsoft's new web authoring tools like Expression Web Designer have built-in support for working with
WebDAV-enabled sites, while other web authoring tools rely on the FrontPage Server Extensions (FPSE) for
publishing. With the addition of a first-class WebDAV redirector in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008, it is
possible to map a drive letter to a web site that is configured to use the WebDAV module, and as such you can
open that web site using web authoring tools that do not have built-in WebDAV support like FrontPage 2003 and
Visual Studio.

This document walks you through migrating web sites on IIS 7.0 from the FrontPage Server Extensions to
WebDAV and configuring your request filtering settings to protect FPSE metadata from non-WebDAV requests.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The Request Filtering role service must be installed.

The new WebDAV extension module must be installed. For information regarding the installation of the new
WebDAV module, please see the following document:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document using full administrative permissions. This is best
accomplished using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open IIS Manager and all command prompt sessions using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above condition is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server
2008 prevents administrative access to the IIS 7.0 configuration settings. For more information about UAC, please
see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/how-to-migrate-fpse-sites-to-webdav.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


Migrating Sites from FPSE to WebDAV

One of the great things about the FrontPage Server Extensions from their original concept was their vision. When
the FrontPage development team first envisioned a client-independent way of publishing content between
disparate servers, technologies like WebDAV were still unheard of. By installing FPSE and using the FrontPage
client, it became possible to seamlessly publish content from a Windows web server to a UNIX web server (or vice-
versa) with full feature parity between the two systems. In its original presentation FPSE was implemented using
the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), although it was later implemented for IIS through ISAPI.

In addition to publishing functionality, FrontPage and FPSE also provided a variety of additional functionality
through what were affectionately called "bots". These were subdivided into two categories: save-time bots and
browse-time bots. Save-time bots were functionality that could be added to web pages when authoring that
provided auto-generation of content, such as included content and tables of contents. Browse-time bots were
designed to replace common CGI-based features, such as processing form-results. While these features offered
web developers a plethora of functionality, they were also proprietary in nature and as such, industry adoption was
limited.

Over the past several years Microsoft web authoring tools have moved away from bots: save-time bots are often
replaced with other features, and browse-time bots are most often replaced by other dynamic features like
ASP.NET or PHP applications. This leaves the remaining feature that FPSE provides as content publishing. That
said, in July of 2006 Microsoft Office XP passed out of mainstream support, (Office 2000 was already out of
mainstream support), and therefore FPSE was discontinued as a separate download. FPSE is still available and
supported as a pre-installed Windows component in Windows Server® 2003, and recently Microsoft and Ready-
to-Run Software released a version of FPSE for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista. However, Microsoft
web authoring tools are moving away from FPSE the publishing protocol of choice, which is where WebDAV enters
the picture.

WebDAV stands for Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning, and it is an open-standard extension to HTTP that
adds functionality in order to provide Internet-based web publishing without using a CGI-based or ISAPI-based
protocol extension like FPSE. WebDAV has been in use for ten years now, and industry adoption is steadily
growing. Windows now offers a great built-in WebDAV redirector that allows users to map drives to WebDAV-
enabled web sites, therefore turning the Internet into an extension of your local network and delivering on the
promise of seamlessly publishing content between disparate servers.

 

When migrating an FPSE web site to WebDAV, there are several folders that must be secured from normal HTTP
access. A detailed examination of all of the files and folders in an FPSE-based web site is available in the Upgrade
issues with FrontPage Server Extensions white paper on the Microsoft IIS.NET web site. We examine several of the

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/how-to-migrate-fpse-sites-to-webdav/_static/image1.jpg
http://www.rtr.com/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=86544
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community


FOLDER NOTES

_fpclass Should contain publicly-available FrontPage code - but should
be secured.

_private The FrontPage Server Extensions often keep sensitive data files
in this folder, so it should be secured to prevent browsing.

_vti_bin This is the virtual directory for the FrontPage Server
Extensions executables. This path is configured to allow
executables to function, and since we are migrating sites to
WebDAV it should be secured to prevent browsing.

_vti_cnf The FrontPage Server Extensions keep sensitive metadata files
in this folder, so it should be deleted or secured to prevent
browsing.

_vti_log The FrontPage Server Extensions keep author logs in this
folder, so it should be deleted or secured to prevent browsing.

_vti_pvt This folder holds several files that contain various metadata for
your web site, and should be secured.

_vti_txt This folder contains the text indices and catalogs for the older
FrontPage WAIS search. Since later versions of FrontPage only
used Index Server, it is safe to delete this folder, but at the
very least it should be secured to prevent browsing.

fpdb FrontPage keeps databases in this folder, so it should be
secured to prevent browsing.

Step 1: Removing FPSE from Your Web SiteStep 1: Removing FPSE from Your Web Site

Using HTML Administration Pages to Uninstall FPSEUsing HTML Administration Pages to Uninstall FPSE

relevant FPSE folders in order to create request filtering rules later.

  

The first step in the migration process is to remove FPSE from your content. The request filtering rules that we add
later prevent access to the FPSE folders, but we need to remove FPSE just to be on the safe side. There are two
ways to remove FPSE from a web site:

Uninstall - Removes the _vti_bin virtual directory but preserves all FPSE metadata (remaining _vti_* folders
are kept)
Full Uninstall - Removes the _vti_bin virtual directory and deletes all FPSE metadata (remaining _vti_* folders
are deleted)

The choice for whether to keep your FPSE metadata is up to you. If you are using FrontPage 2003 or Microsoft
Expression Web Designer and you are going to map a drive using the WebDAV redirector, you may want to keep
your metadata. If you are going to use Microsoft Expression Web Designer's built-in WebDAV support to open the
web site, your metadata will be ignored.

There are two ways to remove FPSE: using the FPSE HTML administration pages and using the command line.

  

To uninstall the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions using the FPSE HTML administration pages, follow these steps:

1. Open the Windows Control Panel.
2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
3. Double-click Microsoft SharePoint Administrator.
4. In the list of virtual servers, click Administration next to the virtual server you want to uninstall.



Using the Command Line to Uninstall FPSEUsing the Command Line to Uninstall FPSE
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Step 2: Adding Request Filtering RulesStep 2: Adding Request Filtering Rules

Creating Denied URL Sequences and Hidden Segments for FPSE FoldersCreating Denied URL Sequences and Hidden Segments for FPSE Folders

5. Under Administration, click Uninstall FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions.
6. If you want to uninstall FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions completely, including the metadata about your Web

site, click Yes next to Full Uninstall, otherwise choose No.
7. Click Uninstall.

  

To uninstall the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions using a command line, follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt.

cd "%CommonProgramFiles%\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\50\bin"

2. Type the following command:

3. Type one of the following commands:

owsadm.exe –o uninstall –p lm/w3svc/nnn

owsadm.exe –o fulluninstall –p lm/w3svc/nnn

To remove FPSE and preserve metadata:

To remove FPSE and delete metadata:

The "nnn" in the "lm/w3svc/nnn" path is the site ID that can be found in the IIS manager under the Sites node. For example,
the Default Web Site should always be site 1, and subsequent sites should have numerically increasing site IDs. Therefore, to
remove FPSE from the default web site you would use "lm/w3svc/1".

Additional information about installing or removing FPSE from web sites can be found in the Installing the
FrontPage Server Extensions on IIS 7.0 topic.

  

Two of the great new features in IIS 7.0 are Request Filtering, which is much like having UrlScan built-in, and
AppCmd, which is a command-line tool that is used for configuring IIS settings. Detailed information on these IIS
features and their use with WebDAV can be found in the following topics:

How to Use Request Filtering
Getting Started with AppCmd.exe
How to Configure WebDAV Using AppCmd
How to Configure WebDAV and Request Filtering

With that information in mind, we configure request filtering for WebDAV access.

  

Request Filtering blocks certain file paths like "App_Code" from web access by default, and we add additional
entries for the FPSE folders to the list of hidden paths. Additionally, you can control whether this list applies to
WebDAV requests, and we configure request filtering to allow WebDAV access to all hidden paths.

cd "%WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv"

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your Inetsrv folder:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88546


<requestFiltering>
   <hiddenSegments applyToWebDAV="false">
      <add segment="_fpclass" />
      <add segment="_private" />
      <add segment="_vti_cnf" />
      <add segment="_vti_log" />
      <add segment="_vti_pvt" />
      <add segment="_vti_txt" />
      <add segment="fpdb" />
   </hiddenSegments>
   <denyUrlSequences>
      <add sequence="_vti_bin" />
   </denyUrlSequences>
</requestFiltering>

Allowing Access to Blocked HTTP VerbsAllowing Access to Blocked HTTP Verbs

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+denyUrlSequences.[sequence='_vti_bin'] /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_fpclass'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_private'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_vti_cnf'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_vti_log'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_vti_pvt'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='_vti_txt'] /commit:apphost
AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/+hiddenSegments.[segment='fpdb'] /commit:apphost

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/hiddenSegments.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:apphost

2. Block access to the FPSE executables by adding an entry to the denyUrlSequences collection using the
following syntax:

3. Block access to the remaining FPSE segments by adding entries to the hiddenSegments collection using
the following syntax:

4. Allow WebDAV to access all hidden file segments by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the
hiddenSegments collection to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the requestFiltering section of your applicationHost.config
file should resemble the following example:

  

Request Filtering allows for a customized list of allowed or denied HTTP verbs for web access. When working with
WebDAV, you may want to allow all HTTP verbs, so you will need to allow WebDAV to access all blocked verbs by
setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the verbs collection to false using the following steps:

cd "%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv"

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your InetSrv folder:



<requestFiltering>
   <verbs applyToWebDAV="false" />
</requestFiltering>

Allowing Access to Blocked File ExtensionsAllowing Access to Blocked File Extensions

<requestFiltering>
   <fileExtensions applyToWebDAV="false" />
</requestFiltering>

Step 3: Cleaning Up FPSE SettingsStep 3: Cleaning Up FPSE Settings
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AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/verbs.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:appHost

2. Allow WebDAV to access all HTTP verbs by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the verbs collection
to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the verbs section of your applicationHost.config file should
resemble the following example:

  

Request Filtering will block certain file extensions like ".config" and ".asax" from web access by default, and you can
control whether this list applies to WebDAV requests. Typically, you want to allow web authoring tools to modify
these files, so you need to allow WebDAV to access all blocked file types by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute
for the fileExtensions collection to false using the following steps:

cd "%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv"

AppCmd set config "Default Web Site/" /section:system.webServer/security/requestFiltering 
/fileExtensions.applyToWebDAV:false /commit:apphost

1. Open a command prompt with full administrative privileges and change directory to your InetSrv folder:

2. Allow WebDAV to access all blocked file types by setting the applyToWebDAV attribute for the
fileExtensions collection to false using the following syntax:

After completing the above steps the resulting code in the fileExtensions section of your applicationHost.config
file should resemble the following example:

  

The remaining item is optional, and that is to remove the configuration settings that the FPSE administration tools
create for the FPSE-related folders. If these settings are not removed, then tools like FrontPage 2003 and Visual
Studio may not be able to access the metadata for the web site when accessing through the WebDAV redirector
using a mapped drive.

The following script removes all of settings for each of the FPSE-related folders; if you have made any customized settings
they will be removed as well. In addition, if you do not complete the steps in the request filtering section of this document
before running this script then your metadata files will be browsable via the Internet.

To run this script, use the following steps:

1. Copy the VBcript code listed below and paste it into a text editor, such as Windows Notepad.
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2. Save the file as "CleanFpseSettings.vbs" to your desktop and close your text editor.
3. Open a command prompt as an administrator by right-clicking the Command Prompt menu item that is located

in the Windows Accessories menu and selecting "Run as administrator".

cd /d "%USERPROFILE%\Desktop"

cscript.exe CleanFpseSettings.vbs

If you are using a site other than the Default Web Site, you must update the strSiteName variable.

4. Change directory to your desktop by entering the following command:

5. Run the code using the following command:

6. Close the command prompt.



Summary

More InformationMore Information

' Declare the name of the site to clean.
Const strSiteName = "Default Web Site"

' Declare the configuration path for the applicationHost.config (AppHost) file.
Const strConfigPath = "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST"

' Create the Admin Manager object.
Set objAdminManager = WScript.CreateObject( "Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager" )

' Set the configuration path to AppHost.
objAdminManager.CommitPath = strConfigPath

' Get a configuration object for the AppHost file.
Set objConfigFile = objAdminManager.ConfigManager.GetConfigFile( strConfigPath )

' Get the collection of location elements.
Set objLocations = objConfigFile.Locations

' Loop through the location collection.
For intLocationIndex = 0 To CInt(objLocations.Count)-1
   ' Get an object for an individual location element.
   Set objLocation = objLocations.Item( intLocationIndex )
   ' Make sure that it's for the correct site.
   If LCase(Left(objLocation.Path,Len(strSiteName))) = LCase(strSiteName) Then
      ' Make sure that it's for FPSE location paths.
      If (Right(objLocation.Path,5) = "/fpdb") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_private") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_vti_bin") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_vti_cnf") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_vti_log") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_vti_pvt") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,9) = "/_vti_txt") Or _
         (Right(objLocation.Path,12) = "/_vti_script") Then
             ' Loop through the collection of child elements.
             For intChildLocationIndex = 0 To CInt(objLocation.Count)-1
                 ' Get an object for an individual child element.
                 Set objChildLocation = objLocation.Item(intChildLocationIndex)
                 ' Clear the configuration settings.
                 objChildLocation.Clear
             Next
     End If
   End If
Next

' Commit the changes to the AppHost file.
objAdminManager.CommitChanges

 

This document has shown you how to migrate sites from FPSE to WebDAV using following steps:

Step 3: Cleaning Up FPSE Settings

Step 1: Removing FPSE from your web site

Using HTML Administration Pages to Uninstall FPSE
Using the Command Line to Uninstall FPSE

Step 2: Adding Request Filtering Rules

Creating Hidden Segments for FPSE Folders
Allowing Access to Blocked HTTP Verbs
Allowing Access to Blocked File Extensions



For additional information about using WebDAV, please see the following articles:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd
How to configure WebDAV and Request Filtering

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108319
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108321
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Introduction

Installing the WebDAV Redirector
PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1

Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, or Windows Server 2012 R2Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, or Windows Server 2012 R2

Mapping Drives using the WebDAV Redirector

Method 1: Mapping Drives using the Map Network Drive WizardMethod 1: Mapping Drives using the Map Network Drive Wizard

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new WebDAV extension module that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server
2008 and Windows Server 2012. This new WebDAV extension module incorporates many new features that
enable web authors to publish content better than before.

This document walks you through using the WebDAV redirector to publish content to an existing web site that has
the new WebDAV module installed.

 

You must be connecting to a web server that already has the WebDAV module installed.
> [!NOTE] > See the Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0 topic for more information.

You must be running one of the following operating systems:

Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8
Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, or Windows Server 2012

If you are using a desktop operating system like Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1, the
WebDAV redirector is already installed.

If you are using a server operating system like Windows Server 2008 or later, you need to install the Desktop
Experience feature. To do so, use the following steps:

1. Start the Windows Server Manager.
2. In the tree view, highlight the Features node.
3. In the details pane, click Add Features.
4. In the Add Features Wizard, check the Desktop Experience box, and then click Next.
5. Click Install.
6. When the Add Features Wizard has finished, click Close.
7. Click Yes when promoted to restart the computer.

 

Once the WebDAV Redirector has been installed, you can map drives to your web site using WebDAV. There are
two ways to accomplish this:

Mapping Drives using the Map Network Drive Wizard
Mapping Drives from a Command Prompt

 

To map a drive using the Map Network Drive Wizard, use the following steps:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146


1. Open the Map Network Drive wizard. This can be accomplished by using one of the following methods:

Opening a folder in Windows Explorer and clicking Tools, then Map Network Drive:

Opening the Network and Sharing Center in the Windows Control Panel and clicking Tools, then
Map Network Drive:

Right-clicking on the desktop icons for Computer or Network, then clicking Map Network Drive:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector/_static/image3.jpg


2. When the Map Network Drive Wizard appears, enter the URL for your web site then click Finish:

3. If prompted for credentials, enter your user name and password, then click OK.
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Method 2: Mapping Drives from a Command PromptMethod 2: Mapping Drives from a Command Prompt

4. Once these steps have been completed, the networked drive should open in Windows Explorer:

If you receive an error, please see the Troubleshooting the WebDAV Redirector section for more information.

 

To map a drive from a command prompt, use the following steps:

Click the Windows Start icon.
Click All Programs.
Click Accessories.
Click Command Prompt.
When the command prompt opens, type the following command:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector/_static/image9.jpg
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Troubleshooting the WebDAV Redirector

NET USE * http://www.example.com

Once completed, you should have the next available drive letter mapped to your web site.

Where www.example.com is the URL for your server.

The following image shows what this might look like:

If you receive an error, please see the Troubleshooting the WebDAV Redirector section for more information.

  

The following list of error conditions is designed to help troubleshoot situations that you might see when working
with WebDAV.

1. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 67 has occurred.

The network name cannot be found.**

This can be caused by one of the following conditions:

IIS is not installed or is not running on the server that you are attempting to connect to.
You have not installed the WebDAV Redirector on your client system.
The WebClient service is not running on your client system.
You have not enabled WebDAV on your web site.
You are using Basic Authentication and connecting to your web site using HTTP instead of HTTPS.
You are connecting to a web site on your local network that is using Fully-Qualified Domain Names
(FQDNs) for name resolution, your web site uses Windows Authentication, and you have not added the
web site's FQDN to the proxy server bypass list on your client.

2. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 1920 has occurred.

The file cannot be accessed by the system.**

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector/_static/image13.jpg


This error occurs when the account that you are using does not have an authoring rule created for it.

3. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 5 has occurred.

Access is denied.**

This can be caused by one of the following conditions:

The account that you are attempting to use does not exist.
You entered the incorrect password for the account that you are using.
The account that you are using does not have sufficient permissions for your web site's content.
You have not enabled any authentication methods for your web site.

4. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site using HTTPS, you are prompted with the following
dialog:

This occurs when the SSL certificate for the site that you are using does not match the name of the address
that you used. For example, you are connecting to a site named www.contoso.com, but your SSL certificate
was issued to shopping.contoso.com.

5. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System Error 1244 has occurred.

The operation being request was not performed because the user has not been authenticated.**

This can be caused by one of the following conditions:

The server that you are connecting to does not have any authentication methods enabled.
The WebDAV client is running into the problems that are described in KB941050 or KB943280.
The logon type for content on a UNC share is incorrect; this setting is configured in the Physical Path
Credentials Logon Type option in the Advanced Settings for a website or application, and is defined
by the logonMethod attribute for the virtualDirectory settings for a website or virtual directory. For
example: if the directory for your website's content is on a network share, you may need to change your
settings from Clear Text to Network depending on your network configuration.

6. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 59 has occurred.

An unexpected network error occurred.**

This can be caused by one of the following conditions:

The web site that you are attempting to connect to has been stopped.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-webdav/using-the-webdav-redirector/_static/image1.gif
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The application pool for the web site that you are attempting to connect to has been stopped.
7. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 1397 has occurred.

Mutual Authentication failed. The server's password is out of date at the domain controller.**

This error occurs when the WebDAV client is running into the problems that are described in KB941298.

8. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 58 has occurred.

The specified server cannot perform the requested operation.**

This error occurs when the WebDAV server does not have the correct host name in its bindings. For
example, if you have DNS entries for contoso.com and www.contoso.com, but you only have an IIS binding
for contoso.com, you will see the error when you attempt to map a drive to www.contoso.com.

9. When attempting to map a drive to a WebDAV site, you receive the following error:

**System error 224 has occurred.

Access Denied. Before opening files in this location, you must first add the web site to your trusted sites list,
browse to the web site, and select the option to login automatically.**

This error occurs when the WebDAV site is not trusted by the WebDAV redirector. To resolve this issue, you
need to add the website's URL to the list of trsuted sites. To do so, use the following steps:

Open the Windows Control Panel.
Open Internet Options.
Click the Security tab.
Click the Trusted sites icon.
Click the Sites button.
Type your website's URL in the Add this website to the zone text box, and then click the Add button.
(Note: You may need to uncheck the Require server verification (https:) for all sites in this zone
checkbox if your website uses an HTTP URL.)
Click the Close button.
Click the OK button.

 

There are several settings that control the behavior of the WebDAV redirector that can be configured in the
following registry key:

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\WebClient\Parameters

The following table details the various settings and values that are available.

After changing any of these values, the Web Client will need to be restarted or your computer will need to be rebooted.

WARNING: If you use Registry Editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to
reinstall your operating system. Microsoft cannot guarantee that you can solve problems that result from using
Registry Editor incorrectly. Use Registry Editor at your own risk.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/941298


VALUE & DESCRIPTION TYPE VALUES DEFAULT

AcceptOfficeAndTahoeSer
vers Specifies whether the
WebClient service can
connect to web sites that are
running SharePoint or Office
Web Server.

DWORD 0

AuthForwardServerList
Specifies a list of local URLs
for forwarding credentials
that bypasses any proxy
settings. (Note: This requires
Windows Vista SP1 or later.)

MULTI_SZ A carriage-return/line-feed
separated list of URLs.

n/a

BasicAuthLevel Specifies
whether the WebClient
service can use basic
authentication to talk to a
server. Note: Using basic
authentication can cause
serious security issues as
the username/password are
transmitted in clear text,
therefore the use of basic
authentication over
WebDAV is disabled by
default unless the
connection is using SSL. That
being said, this registry key
can override the default
basic authentication
behavior, but it is still
strongly discouraged.

DWORD 0

FileAttributesLimitInBytes
Specifies the maximum size
that is allowed by the
WebClient service for all
properties on a specific
collection.

DWORD Size of attributes in bytes 1,000,000 decimal (1 MB)

FileSizeLimitInBytes
Specifies the maximum size
in bytes that the WebClient
service allows for file
transfers.

DWORD File size in bytes 50,000,000 decimal (50 MB)

InternetServerTimeoutInS
ec Specifies the connection
timeout for the WebClient
service uses when
communicating with non-
local WebDAV servers.

DWORD Time in seconds 30 decimal



LocalServerTimeoutInSec
Specifies the connection
timeout for the WebClient
service uses when
communicating with a local
WebDAV server.

DWORD Time in seconds 15 decimal

SendReceiveTimeoutInSec
Specifies the timeout in
seconds that WebDAV the
WebClient service uses after
issuing a request, such as
"GET /file.ext" or "PUT
/file.ext".

DWORD Time in seconds 60 decimal

ServerNotFoundCacheLife
TimeInSec Specifies the
period of time that a server
is cached as non-WebDAV
by the WebClient service.
Note: The WebClient service
maintains a list of non-
WebDAV servers that have
been contacted. If the server
is found in this list, a fail is
returned immediately
without attempting to
contact the server.

DWORD Time in seconds 60 decimal

SupportLocking Specifies
whether the WebClient
service supports locking.

DWORD 0

VALUE & DESCRIPTION TYPE VALUES DEFAULT
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

NOTENOTE

Enabling Locks Using IIS Manager

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new WebDAV extension module that has been completely rewritten for Internet
Information Services 7.0 (IIS 7.0) on Windows Server© 2008. This new WebDAV extension module incorporates
many new features that enable Web authors to publish content more easily than before, and offers Web
administrators more security and configuration options.

One of the features of WebDAV 7.5 is the ability to create WebDAV locks for content, which are most often used to
lock files when updating content in your Web site.

This document walks you through how to configure the new WebDAV module to enable WebDAV locks on your
Web server, which are used by some WebDAV clients.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 or later must be installed on your server, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS installation must still exist.
The Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager must be installed.

The new WebDAV 7.5 module must be installed. For information about the installation of the new WebDAV
module, please see the following document:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0

You must make sure that you have full administrative user rights before you follow the steps in this document. This is best
accomplished by using one of two methods:

Log on to your computer using the local administrator account.
If you are logged on using an account with administrative user rights that is not the local administrator account,
open IIS Manager and all command prompt sessions using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above condition is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows Server
2008 prevents administrative access to the IIS 7.0 configuration settings. For more information about UAC, please
see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

 

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. As shown in the image below, double-click the WebDAV Authoring Rules feature.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-webdav/how-to-use-webdav-locks.md
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3. When the WebDAV Authoring Rules page is displayed, click the WebDAV Settings task in the Actions
pane.

4. When the WebDAV Settings page is displayed, specify the following options:

Set Allow Locks to True.
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Enabling Locks Using AppCmd
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Configuring Lock BehaviorsConfiguring Lock Behaviors
Enabling WebDAV locksEnabling WebDAV locks

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /locks.enabled:"True" 
/commit:apphost

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /locks.enabled:"False" 
/commit:apphost

For Lock Store, choose "webdav_simple_lock" from the drop-down list.
Set Require Lock for Writing to your desired setting.

5. a. Once you have completed steps 1-4, click Apply in the Actions pane.

 

AppCmd.exe is a new command-line tool for administering IIS 7.0, and additional information about using this
utility with IIS and WebDAV is located in the following document:

How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd

The following steps will walk you through how to use the AppCmd.exe utility to configure WebDAV"s lock settings.

The AppCmd.exe utility is located in the %WinDir%\System32\InetSrv folder.

To enable WebDAV locks, set the "enabled" attribute to "true" on the "locks" collection in the "authoring" section
using the syntax in the following example:

To disable WebDAV locks, use the syntax in the following example:
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Requiring locks for WebDAVRequiring locks for WebDAV

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/locks.requireLockForWriting:"True" /commit:apphost

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/locks.requireLockForWriting:"False" /commit:apphost

Managing your Lock ProviderManaging your Lock Provider

Configuring your lock providerConfiguring your lock provider

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring 
/locks.lockStore:"webdav_simple_lock" /commit:apphost

Removing your lock providerRemoving your lock provider

Appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/webdav/authoring /locks.lockStore:"" 
/commit:apphost

Summary
More InformationMore Information

To ensure that multiple WebDAV clients do not try to update content at the same time, you can configure WebDAV
to require locks. To do so, set the "requireLockForWriting" attribute to "true" on the "locks" collection in the
"authoring" section by using the syntax in the following example:

To configure WebDAV so that it does not require locks, use syntax in the following example:

The WebDAV module is designed to work with a configurable set of lock providers, although currently only one
provider named "webdav_simple_lock" has been developed. In the future, additional lock providers may be
developed.

To specify the lock provider for a Web site, use the following syntax:

To remove the lock provider for a Web site, use the following syntax:

For additional information about how to use WebDAV, see the following articles:

Installing and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7.0
How to manage WebDAV using AppCmd
How to configure WebDAV and Request Filtering

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=105146
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108319
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108321


FTP Extension - Video Walkthrough
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Vijay Sen

This video demonstrates how to configure and use Microsoft FTP Module for IIS 7.0 to perform the following
tasks: Enabling FTP for existing sites Creating a new FTP site Configuring FTP over SSL Using custom
authentication providers for IIS manager authentication Configuring FTP virtual Host names

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/ftp-extension-video-walkthrough.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/ftp-extension-video-walkthrough


Creating a New FTP Site in IIS 7
4/20/2017 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

NOTENOTE

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Creating a New FTP Site Using IIS Manager

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has updated the FTP service for Windows Server® 2008 and above. This updated FTP service
incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content better than before, and offers Web
administrators more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through creating FTP sites from scratch using the new FTP user interface and by directly
editing the IIS configuration files. It contains:

Creating a New FTP Site Using the IIS Manager
Creating a New FTP Site by Editing the IIS Configuration Files

This walk-through contains a series of steps in which you log in to your FTP site using the local administrator account. These
steps should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer
to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, you will need to create the appropriate folders and set
the correct permissions for that user account when necessary.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS must be installed on your Windows 2008 Server, and the Internet Information Services Manager must be
installed.

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing.

2. The new FTP service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP service from the
https://www.iis.net/ Web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7 (x86)

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196


Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP SiteStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP Site

NOTENOTE

The new FTP service makes it easy to create new FTP sites by providing you with a wizard that walks you through
all of the required steps to create a new FTP site from scratch.

In this first step you will create a new FTP site that anonymous users can open.

The settings listed in this walkthrough specify %SYSTEMDRIVE%\inetpub\ftproot  as the path to your FTP site. You are not
required to use this path; however, if you change the location for your site you will have to change the site-related paths that
are used throughout this walkthrough.

1. Open IIS Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. As shown in the image below, right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add

FTP Site in the Actions pane.

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Set the permissions to allow anonymous access:

a. Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant IUSR:R /T

c. Close the command prompt.

b. Type the following command:

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

folder that you created in the Prerequisites section. Note that if you choose to type in the path to your
content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths.
When you have completed these items, click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7/_static/image1.jpg


4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will be using the administrator account later in this walk-
through, you must ensure that you restrict access to the server and enter the local loopback IP address
for your computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box. > [!NOTE] > If you are using IPv6, you
should also add the IPv6 localhost binding of "::1".
Enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, choose to accept the
default port of 21.
For this walk- through, do not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.
When you have completed these items, click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7/_static/image5.jpg
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Step 2: Adding Additional FTP Security SettingsStep 2: Adding Additional FTP Security Settings

Select Anonymous for the Authentication settings.
For the Authorization settings, choose "Anonymous users" from the Allow access to drop-down, and
select Read for the Permissions option.
When you have completed these items, click Finish.

You have successfully created a new FTP site using the new FTP service. To recap the items that you completed in
this step:

1. You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site", with the site's content root at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .

2. You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21, and you chose not to use
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.

3. You created a default rule for the FTP site to allow anonymous users "Read" access to the files.

Creating a new FTP site that anonymous users can browse is useful for public download sites, but web authoring is
equally important. In this step, you add additional authentication and authorization settings for the administrator
account. To do so, follow these steps:

1. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you created earlier, then double-click FTP Authentication
to open the FTP authentication feature page.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7/_static/image13.jpg


2. When the FTP Authentication page displays, highlight Basic Authentication and then click Enable in the
Actions pane.

3. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site to re-display the icons for all of the FTP features.
4. You must add an authorization rule so that the administrator can log in. To do so, double-click the FTP

Authorization Rules icon to open the FTP authorization rules feature page.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7/_static/image1.png
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5. When the FTP Authorization Rules page is displayed, click Add Allow Rule in the Actions pane.

6. When the Add Allow Authorization Rule dialog box displays:

Select Specified users, then type "administrator" in the box.
For Permissions, select both Read and Write.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/creating-a-new-ftp-site-in-iis-7/_static/image9.png
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Step 3: Logging in to Your FTP SiteStep 3: Logging in to Your FTP Site
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Logging in to your FTP site anonymouslyLogging in to your FTP site anonymously

Logging in to your FTP site using your administrator accountLogging in to your FTP site using your administrator account

When you have completed these items, click OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You added Basic authentication to the FTP site.
2. You added an authorization rule that allows the administrator account both "Read" and "Write" permissions for

the FTP site.

In Step 1, you created an FTP site that anonymous users can access, and in Step 2 you added additional security
settings that allow an administrator to log in. In this step, you log in anonymously using your administrator
account.

In this step log in to your FTP site using the local administrator account. When creating the FTP site in Step 1 you bound the
FTP site to the local loopback IP address. If you did not use the local loopback address, use SSL to protect your account
settings. If you prefer to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, set the correct permissions for
that user account for the appropriate folders.

1. On your FTP server, open a command prompt session.

FTP localhost

3. When prompted for a user name, enter "anonymous".
4. When prompted for a password, enter your email address.

2. Type the following command to connect to your FTP server:

You should now be logged in to your FTP site anonymously. Based on the authorization rule that you added in
Step 1, you should only have Read access to the content folder.

1. On your FTP server, open a command prompt session.
2. Type the following command to connect to your FTP server:
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Creating a New FTP Site by Editing the IIS Configuration Files

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

FTP localhost

3. When prompted for a user name, enter "administrator".
4. When prompted for a password, enter your administrator password.

You should now be logged in to your FTP site as the local administrator. Based on the authorization rule that you
added in Step 2 you should have both Read and Write access to the content folder.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You logged in to your FTP site anonymously.
2. You logged in to your FTP site as the local administrator.

 

You can also create FTP sites for the new FTP service by editing the IIS configuration files.

Editing your ApplicationHost.config file requires full administrative permissions. This is best accomplished using one of two
methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account. - If you are logged in using an account with
administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator" account, open Notepad using the "Run as
Administrator" option.

The above steps are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevent access to your ApplicationHost.config file. For more information about
UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=113664

The following steps walk you through all of the required settings to create a new FTP site from scratch.

1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your ApplicationHost.config file, which is located in your 
%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\config  folder by default.

<sites>
  <site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
     <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
     </application>
     <bindings>
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
     </bindings>
  </site>

3. Copy the entire section for the Default Web Site and paste it on a new line just below the closing </site> tag.

2. Locate the <sites>  section. This section contains your Default Web Site and should begin with something
like the following:

4. Change the site's settings to create a unique FTP site:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=113664


<ftpServer>
  <security>
     <authentication>
         <anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" userName="IUSR" />
         <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
     </authentication>
     <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow" />
  </security>
</ftpServer>

NOTENOTE

<sites>
   <site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
      <application path="/">
         <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
      </application>
      <bindings>
         <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
      </bindings>
   </site>
   <site name="Default FTP Site" id="2">
      <application path="/">
         <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" />
      </application>
      <bindings>
         <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="*:21:" />
      </bindings>
      <ftpServer>
         <security>
            <authentication>
               <anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" userName="IUSR" />
               <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
            </authentication>
            <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow" />
         </security>
      </ftpServer>
   </site>

Modify the name and id attributes for the new site to respectively contain "Default FTP Site" and "2".
> [!NOTE] > You may need to choose a different number than "2" for the site ID if any site is currently
using that site identifier.
Change the value of the protocol attribute on the binding element to contain "ftp".
Change the physicalPath attribute to %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .
Change the port value of the bindingInformation attribute to contain "21".

5. Add an <ftpServer> section beneath the closing bindings tag that will contain your authentication settings.

The authentication settings for FTP sites are configured at the site-level, unlike authentication for Web sites, which
can be configured per URL.

Your <sites>  section should now contain something similar to the following example:

6. Scroll to the bottom of your ApplicationHost.config file and add a location section for your Default FTP Site
that will contain your authorization settings.



SummarySummary

<location path="Your FTP Site Name">
   <system.ftpServer>
       <security>
           <authorization>
               <add accessType="Allow" users="*" permissions="Read" />
               <add accessType="Allow" users="administrator" permissions="Read, Write" />
           </authorization>
       </security>
   </system.ftpServer>
</location>

NOTENOTE

7. Save your ApplicationHost.config file.

In this example, the authorization settings for FTP sites are configured per URL, and these settings specifically enable
Read permissions for all users, and Read/Write permissions for the administrator account.

You should now be able to log in to your newly created FTP site using an FTP client. To use Internet Explorer
anonymously on your IIS server, enter ftp://localhost in the Internet Explorer address bar. You should be logged in
and see your files anonymously; you should not be prompted for user credentials.

In this task you created an FTP site by editing the IIS configuration files. To recap the items that you completed in
this step:

1. You created a new FTP site by using the Default Web Site's settings as a template.
2. You configured the following authorization rules for the FTP site:

All users have Read permissions.
The administrator account had Read/Write permissions.



Adding FTP Publishing to a Web Site in IIS 7
4/20/2017 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Adding FTP Publishing Using the IIS Manager

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft updated the FTP service for Windows Server® 2008 and above. This new FTP service incorporates
many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators
more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through adding FTP publishing to an existing web site using the new FTP user interface
and by directly editing the IIS configuration files.

This walk-through contains a series of steps in which you log in to your FTP site using the local administrator account. These
steps should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer
to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, you must create the appropriate folders and set the
correct permissions for that user account when necessary.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Server 2008, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 or above installation must still exist.
The Internet Information Services Manager must be installed.

2. The new FTP service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

 

The new FTP service makes it easy to add FTP publishing to existing sites by providing you with a wizard that
walks you through all of the required steps.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/adding-ftp-publishing-to-a-web-site-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196


Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to add FTP publishingStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to add FTP publishing
In this first step, add FTP publishing to the Default Web site, and add the require settings to allow the local
administrator account to edit the content.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. As shown in the image below, click Add FTP Publishing in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because we use the administrator later in this walk-through, you want to
ensure that you restrict access to the server and enter the local loopback IP address for your computer
by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.
Normally, you would enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through,
choose to accept the default port of 21.
For this walk- through, we will not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.
When you have completed these items, click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/publish/using-the-ftp-service/adding-ftp-publishing-to-a-web-site-in-iis-7/_static/image1.png
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4. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Basic for the Authentication settings.
For the Authorization settings:

Choose "Specified users" from the Allow access to drop-down
Type "administrator" for the user name.
Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.

When you have completed these items, click Finish.

You have successfully added FTP publishing to an existing Web site.

To recap the items that you completed in this step, we added FTP publishing to the "Default Web Site" by:

Adding an FTP binding for the Web site for the local loopback IP address on port 21
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Step 2: Logging in to your FTP siteStep 2: Logging in to your FTP site
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Logging in to your FTP site using your administrator accountLogging in to your FTP site using your administrator account

SummarySummary

Adding FTP Publishing by Editing the IIS Configuration Files

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Choosing not to use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.
Enabling Basic Authentication and creating an authorization rule for the local administrator account for Read
and Write access.

In Step 1, you added FTP publishing to your Default Web Site and added an authorization rule that allows the local
administrator account Read and Write access your Web site's content. In this step you log in using your
administrator account.

When creating the FTP site in Step 1, we bound the FTP site to the local loopback IP address. If you were not using the local
loopback address, use SSL to protect your account settings. If you prefer to use a separate user account instead of the
administrator account, set the correct permissions for that user account for the appropriate folders.

1. On your FTP server, open a command prompt session.

FTP localhost

3. When prompted for a user name, enter "administrator".
4. When prompted for a password, enter your administrator password.

2. Type the following command to connect to your FTP server:

You should now be logged in to your FTP site as the local administrator. Based on the authorization rule that we
added in Step 1 you should have both Read and Write access to the content folder.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

You logged in to your FTP site as the local administrator.

 

You can also add FTP publishing to an existing Web site by editing the IIS configuration files.

Editing your applicationHost.config file requires full administrative permissions. This is best accomplished using one of two
methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open Notepad using the "Run as Administrator" option.

The above steps are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevent access to your applicationHost.config file. For more information about
UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=113664

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=113664


The following steps walk you through all of the required settings to add FTP publishing for the Default Web Site.

1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your applicationHost.config file, which is located in your 
%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\config  folder by default.

<site name="Default Web Site" id="1"> 
    <application path="/"> 
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" /> 
    </application> 
    <bindings> 
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" /> 
    </bindings> 
</site>

<site name="Default Web Site" id="1"> 
    <application path="/"> 
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" /> 
    </application> 
    <bindings> 
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" /> 
        <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="*:21:" /> 
    </bindings> 
</site>

NOTENOTE

<ftpServer> 
    <security> 
        <authentication> 
            <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" /> 
            <basicAuthentication enabled="true" /> 
        </authentication>
        <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow"/> 
    </security> 
</ftpServer>

2. Locate the section for your Default Web Site. This should resemble the following example:

3. Create a new binding element in the bindings collection, and set the value of the protocol attribute on the
new binding element to contain "ftp", then change the port value of the bindingInformation attribute to
contain "21".

Your Default Web Site's settings should now resemble the following example:

4. Add an ftpServer section beneath the closing bindings tag that will contain your authentication settings.

The authentication settings for FTP sites are configured at the site-level, unlike authentication for web sites, which
can be configured per URL.

Your <sites>  section should now contain something like the following example:



SummarySummary

<sites>
    <site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
        <application path="/">
            <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
        </application>
        <bindings>
            <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
            <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="*:21:" />
        </bindings>
        <ftpServer>
            <security>
                <authentication>
                    <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" />
                    <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
                </authentication>
                <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow"/>
            </security>
        </ftpServer>
    </site>

NOTENOTE

<location path="Default Web Site">
    <system.ftpServer>
        <security>
            <authorization>
                <add accessType="Allow" users="administrator" permissions="Read, Write" />
            </authorization>
        </security>
    </system.ftpServer>
</location>

6. Save your applicationHost.config file.

5. Scroll to the bottom of your applicationHost.config file and add a location section for your Default Web Site
that will contain your authorization settings.

As shown in this example, the authorization settings for FTP sites are configured per URL.

You should now be able to log in to your FTP-enabled site using an FTP client using the administrator account, but
no other users should be able to log in.

 

In this task you added FTP publishing to your Default Web Site by editing the IIS configuration files. To recap the
items that you completed in this task:

You added an FTP binding to the Default Web Site.
You enabled FTP basic authentication and disabled FTP anonymous authentication for the Default Web Site.
You configured the administrator account for Read/Write permissions for the Default Web Site.



Using FTP Over SSL in IIS 7
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.
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Prerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This FTP
service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers
web administrators more security and deployment options.

One of the features is FTP over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), which allows sessions to be encrypted between an
FTP client and server. This document walks you through: setting up an FTP site; and, configuring that site to use
SSL with the new FTP user interface, which allows you to directly edit the IIS 7.0 configuration files. It contains:

Prerequisites
OPTIONAL: Creating a Self-signed SSL Certificate
Creating an SSL-enabled FTP Site Using the IIS 7.0 Manager
Adding SSL-based FTP Publishing by Editing the IIS 7.0 Configuration Files

This walk-through contains a series of steps where you log in to your FTP site using the local administrator account. These
steps should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer
to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, you must create the appropriate folders and set the
correct permissions for that user account when necessary.

 

The following items are required to be installed to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 must be installed on your Windows 2008 Server, and the Internet Information Services Manager must
be installed.

2. The new FTP service. You can download and install the FTP service from the https://www.iis.net/ web site
using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/using-ftp-over-ssl-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196
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OPTIONAL: Creating a Self-signed SSL Certificate

NOTENOTE

3. You will need to create a root folder for FTP publishing:

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Set the permissions to allow access for the administrators group:

Open a command prompt.
Type the following command: ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant administrators:F /T

Close the command prompt.

The settings listed in this walkthrough specify %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot  as the path to your FTP site. You are not
required to use this path; however, if you change the location for your site you must change the site-related paths that are
used throughout this walkthrough.

  

In this optional task you will create a self-signed SSL certificate that you will use for testing your FTP site.

If you are setting up an FTP site for Internet-based activity, you would obtain an SSL certificate from one of the many
Certification Authorities, such as VeriSign, Thawte, DigiCert, etc. For more information about Certification Authorities, see the
following page on the Microsoft Developer Network Web site:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb540797(VS.85).aspx

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS 7.0) Manager.
2. Click your computer at the top node of the Connections tree, then double-click the Server Certificates

feature.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb540797(VS.85).aspx


3. Click Create Self-Signed Certificate in the Actions pane.

4. Enter "My FTP Certificate" as the name for the new certificate, then click OK.
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Creating an SSL-enabled FTP Site Using the IIS 7.0 Manager
Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an SSL-based FTP SiteStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an SSL-based FTP Site

 

In this first step, you create a new FTP site that can only be opened using your administrator account.

1. Go to IIS 7.0 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot
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folder that you created in the Prerequisites section.> [!NOTE] > If you choose to type in the path to your
content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths.
Click Next.

4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will use the administrator account later in this walk-through,
make sure that you restrict access to the server and enter the local loopback IP address for your
computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, choose
to accept the default port of 21.
For this walk- through, you do not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to your SSL certificate. For example, if you followed
the optional step to create a self-signed certificate, the drop-down box should say "My FTP Certificate".
Make sure that the Allow SSL option is selected.
Click Next.
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5. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Basic for the Authentication settings.
For the Authorization settings:

Choose "Specified users" from the Allow access to drop-down.
Type "administrator" for the user name.
Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.

When you have completed these items, click Finish.

You have successfully created a new SSL-based FTP site using the new FTP service.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site", with the site's content root at 
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Step 2: Configuring Additional FTP SSL SettingsStep 2: Configuring Additional FTP SSL Settings

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .
You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21.
You chose to require Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site, and selected your SSL certificate.
You enabled Basic Authentication and created an authorization rule for the local administrator account for Read
and Write access.

The SSL policy for FTP is customizable on a site-by-site basis. Different settings can be specified for the control
and data channels. In this step, you configure additional SSL settings for your FTP site that ensure that all user
credentials are encrypted, even if all other FTP activity is not.

1. Go to the IIS 7.0 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created in Step 1. The icons for all of the FTP
features display.

2. In order to configure the SSL options, double-click the FTP SSL Settings icon to open the SSL settings feature
page.
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3. When the FTP SSL Settings page displays, select the Custom option, and then click the Advanced button.

4. When the Advanced SSL Policy dialog box is displayed:

Select the Require only for credentials option for the control channel. > [!NOTE] > This setting
requires that all user names and password are encrypted via SSL, but the client can choose whether to
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Logging in To Your FTP SiteLogging in To Your FTP Site

5. On the FTP SSL Settings page, click Apply in the Actions pane to save the SSL settings.

encrypt all other control channel activity.
Select the Allow option for the data channel.> [!NOTE] > This setting allows the client to choose
whether to encrypt any data channel activity.
When you have completed these items, click OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

You configured the control channel SSL policy to require that all user credentials are encrypted, and allowed
FTP clients to determine whether to encrypt all other control channel activity.
You configured the data channel SSL policy to allow FTP clients to determine whether to encrypt any data
channel activity.

In Step 1, you created an FTP site that can be accessed by the administrator account. In Step 2, you configured the
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Adding SSL-based FTP Publishing by Editing the IIS 7.0 Configuration
Files

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Step 1: Retrieve the Hash for your SSL Certificate:Step 1: Retrieve the Hash for your SSL Certificate:

NOTENOTE

Step 2: Add FTP to your Default Web SiteStep 2: Add FTP to your Default Web Site

control channel SSL policy to require that all user credentials are encrypted while allowing FTP clients to choose
whether or not all other control channel and data channel activity be encrypted.

When logging in to the FTP server using an SSL-capable FTP client, the FTP server supports the following explicit
security options:

TLS-C/TLS - Use TLS for the connection with RFC2228 defaults. This means that there is no implicit protection
of the data connection.
TLS-P/SSL - Use TLS for the connection. This means that the data connection is implicitly protected.

These settings can be configured when specifying the SSL connection options in most 3rd-part FTP clients.

  

You can also add SSL-based FTP publishing to an existing Web site by editing the IIS 7.0 configuration files.

Editing your applicationHost.config file requires full administrative permissions. Use one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.

Or

If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open Notepad using the "Run as Administrator" option.

One of the above steps is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevents access to your applicationHost.config file. For more information about
UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The following steps walk you through all of the required settings to add FTP publishing for the Default Web Site.

1. In the Server Certificates feature, double-click your SSL certificate. For example, if you followed the optional
step to create a self-signed certificate, you would double-click the certificate that is named "My FTP Certificate".

2. Click the Details tab.
3. Scroll through the fields until you locate the Thumbprint value.
4. Highlight the Thumbprint value, the data displays as:

"57 68 6F 61 20 44 75 64 65 2C 20 49 49 53 20 52 6F 63 6B 73"
5. Copy the hex data from the text box and paste it in the clipboard. Then, open Windows Notepad and paste the

data into a blank document.

You will use this information later.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your applicationHost.config file, which is located in your 
%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\config  folder by default.

<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
    <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
    </bindings>
</site>

<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
    <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
        <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="*:21:" />
    </bindings>
</site>

NOTENOTE

<ftpServer>
    <security>
        <authentication>
            <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" userName="IUSR" />
            <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
        </authentication>
        <ssl serverCertHash="" controlChannelPolicy="SslRequire" dataChannelPolicy="SslRequire" />
    </security>
</ftpServer>

NOTENOTE

2. Locate the section for your Default Web Site. It should resemble the following example:

3. Create a new binding element in the bindings collection. Set the value of the protocol attribute on the new
binding element to contain "ftp", then change the port value of the bindingInformation attribute to contain
"21". Your Default Web Site's settings should now resemble the following example:

4. Add an <ftpServer> section beneath the closing <bindings> tag that will contain your authentication and
SSL settings.

The authentication settings for FTP sites are configured at the site-level, unlike authentication for Web sites, which
can be configured per URL.

5. Copy and paste the thumbprint data from the SSL certificate into the serverCertHash attribute of the SSL
element. Remove all the spaces from the thumbprint data.

If you do not convert the hex data to uppercase, it will not show up in IIS Manager later.

Your Default Web Site settings should now contain something like the following example:
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<site name="Default Web Site" id="1">
    <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:" />
        <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="*:21:" />
    </bindings>
    <ftpServer>
        <security>
            <authentication>
                <anonymousAuthentication enabled="false" />
                <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
            </authentication>
        </security>
        <ssl serverCertHash="57686F6120447564652C2049495320526F636B73" controlChannelPolicy="SslRequire" 
dataChannelPolicy="SslRequire" />
    </ftpServer>
</site>

NOTENOTE

<location path="Default Web Site">
    <system.ftpServer>
        <security>
            <authorization>
                <add accessType="Allow" users="administrator" permissions="Read, Write" />
            </authorization>
        </security>
    </system.ftpServer>
</location>

7. Save your applicationHost.config file.

6. Scroll to the bottom of your applicationHost.config file and add a location section for your Default Web Site
that will contain your authorization settings.

As shown in this example, the authorization settings for FTP sites are configured per URL.

You should now be able to log in to your Default Web Site using an SSL-based FTP client.

In this task you added SSL-based FTP publishing to your Default Web Site by editing the IIS 7.0 configuration
files. To recap the items that you completed in this task:

You added an FTP binding to the Default Web Site.
You enabled FTP basic authentication and disabled FTP anonymous authentication for the Default Web Site.
You configured the site to require SSL for all control channel and data channel activity.
You configured the administrator account for Read/Write permissions for the Default Web Site.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

NOTENOTE

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and
offers web administrators more security and deployment options.

This document will walk you through the various FTP user isolation settings using the new FTP user interface and
by directly editing the IIS configuration files.

This walk-through contains a series of steps where you will be logging in to your FTP site using the local administrator
account. These steps should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote
server. If you prefer to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, you will need to create the
appropriate folders and set the correct permissions for that user account when necessary.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7 must be installed on your Windows Server 2008 RC0 server, and the Internet Information Services
Manager must be installed.

2. The new FTP service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP for IIS 7 (x64)
FTP for IIS 7 (x86)

3. You will need to create a root folder for FTP publishing:

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Set the permissions to allow anonymous access:

Open a command prompt.
Type the following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/configuring-ftp-user-isolation-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196


Using the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP site

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant IUSR:R /T

Close the command prompt.
4. You will need to create additional content folders:

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot\LocalUser\Public

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\adminfiles

 

In this first section we will create a new FTP site that can be opened for Read-only access by anonymous users and
Read/Write access by the administrator account.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. As shown in the image below, right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP

Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

folder that you created in the Prerequisites section. Note that if you choose to type in the path to your
content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths.
When you have completed these items, click Next.
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4. On the next page of the wizard:

You would normally choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or you
could choose to accept the default selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will be using the
administrator account later in this walk-through, you want to make sure that you restrict access to the
server and enter the local loopback IP address for your computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address
box.
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, you
will choose to accept the default port of 21.
For this walk- through, you will not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.
When you have completed these items, click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Anonymous for the Authentication settings.
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6. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you created; this will display the icons for all of the FTP
features.

7. We need to add Basic Authentication so that users can log in. To do so, double-click the FTP Authentication
icon to open the FTP authentication feature page.

For the Authorization settings, choose "Anonymous users" from the Allow access to drop-down, and
select Read for the Permissions option.
When you have completed these items, click Finish.
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8. When the FTP Authentication page is displayed, highlight Basic Authentication and then click Enable in
the Actions pane.

9. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site to re-display the icons for all of the FTP features.
10. We need to add an authorization rule so that the administrator can log in. To do so, double-click the FTP

Authorization Rules icon to open the FTP authorization rules feature page.
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11. When the FTP Authorization Rules page is displayed, click Add Allow Rule in the Actions pane.

12. When the Add Allow Authorization Rule dialog box is displayed

Select Specified users, then type "administrator" in the box.
For Permissions, select both Read and Write.
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Examining the New FTP User Isolation Settings

When you have completed these items, click OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this section:

1. You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site", with the site's content root at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .

2. You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21, and we chose not to use
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.

3. You created a default rule for the FTP site to allow anonymous users "Read" access to the files.
4. You added an authorization rule that allows the administrator account both "Read" and "Write" permissions for

the FTP site.
5. You added Basic Authentication to the FTP site.

 

1. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you created; this will display the icons for all of the FTP
features.

2. Double-click the FTP User Isolation icon to open the FTP user isolation feature.
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3. When the FTP User Isolation feature page is displayed, notice that you have five different options available:

4. These five options are defined as:

Do not isolate users. Start users in:

FTP root directory
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Configuring User Isolation Settings by Physical Directories

This option specifies that all FTP sessions will start in the root directory for the FTP site. >
[!NOTE] > This option is new in this FTP server, and simply disables all user isolation or
starting folder logic.

User name directory

This option specifies that all FTP sessions will start in the physical or virtual directory with
the same name of the currently logged on user if the folder exists; otherwise, the FTP
session will start in the root directory for the FTP site. > [!NOTE] > This option is the same
as choosing no user isolation in the IIS 6.0 FTP server. For additional information about
using this option, see the "Do Not Isolate Users Mode" section in the Hosting Multiple FTP
Sites with FTP User Isolation (IIS 6.0) topic.

Isolate users. Restrict users to the following directory:

User name directory (disable global virtual directories)

This option specifies that you want to isolate FTP user sessions to the physical or virtual
directory with the same name of the FTP user account. The user sees only their FTP root
location and is, therefore, restricted from navigating higher up the physical or virtual
directory tree. Any global virtual directories that are created will be ignored. > [!NOTE] >
This option is new in this FTP server.

User name physical directory (enable global virtual directories)

This option specifies that you want to isolate FTP user sessions to the physical directory
with the same name of the FTP user account. The user sees only their FTP root location and
is, therefore, restricted from navigating higher up the physical directory tree. Any global
virtual directories that are created will apply to all users. > [!NOTE] > This option is the
same as choosing user isolation in the IIS 6.0 FTP server.

FTP home directory configured in Active Directory

This option specifies that you want to isolate FTP user sessions to the home directory that
is configured in the Active Directory account settings for each FTP user. > [!NOTE] > This
option is the same as choosing Active Directory user isolation in the IIS 6.0 FTP server. For
additional information about using this option, see the "Isolate Users Using Active
Directory Mode" section in the Hosting Multiple FTP Sites with FTP User Isolation (IIS 6.0)
topic.

 

When isolating users by physical directories only, all FTP user sessions are restricted to the physical directory with
the same name of the FTP user account. However, any global virtual directories that are created will apply to all
users.

1. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you created; this will display the icons for all of the FTP
features.

2. Double-click the FTP User Isolation icon to open the FTP user isolation feature.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=62833
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Logging in to your FTP siteLogging in to your FTP site

3. When the FTP User Isolation feature page is displayed, select the User name physical directory (enable
global virtual directories) option, then click Apply in the Actions pane.

You can now log in to your FTP site using user isolation, but the following information applies:
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USER ACCOUNT TYPES PHYSICAL HOME DIRECTORY SYNTAX

Anonymous users %FtpRoot%\LocalUser\Public

Local Windows user accounts (requires basic authentication) %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

Windows domain accounts (requires basic authentication) %FtpRoot%%UserDomain%%UserName%

IIS Manager or ASP.NET custom authentication user accounts %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

NOTENOTE

Configuring User Isolation Settings for All Directories

1. If you log in to your FTP site anonymously, your session will be restricted to the "LocalUser\Public" folder that
you created in the Prerequisites section.

2. If you attempt to log in to your FTP site using the administrator account, your logon request will be denied
because the administrator account does not have a home directory defined. To allow the administrator account
to log in you would need to create a home directory for the administrator account at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot\LocalUser\Administrator . After which, if you logged in to your FTP site using the

administrator account, your session will be restricted to the "LocalUser\Administrator" folder that you just
created.

To recap the items that you completed in this step, you configured FTP user isolation using the User name
physical directory (enable global virtual directories) option. When using this mode of user isolation, all FTP
user sessions are restricted to the physical directory with the same name of the FTP user account, and any global
virtual directories that are created will apply to all users.

To create home directories for each user, you first need to create a physical directory under your FTP server's root
folder that is named after your domain or named LocalUser for local user accounts. Next, you need to create a
physical directory for each user account that will access your FTP site. The following table lists the home directory
syntax for the authentication providers that ship with the FTP service:

In the above table, %FtpRoot% is the root directory for your FTP site; for example, C:\Inetpub\Ftproot .

Important Note: Global virtual directories are enabled; all virtual directories that are configured at the root-level
of your FTP site can be accessed by all FTP users, provided that they have sufficient permissions.

 

When isolating users for all directories, all FTP user sessions are restricted to the physical or virtual directory with
the same name of the FTP user account. In addition, all global virtual directories that are created will be ignored. In
this step you will configure user isolation for all directories, and add a virtual directory for the administrator user.

1. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you created; this will display the icons for all of the FTP
features.

2. Double-click the FTP User Isolation icon to open the FTP user isolation feature.



3. When the FTP User Isolation feature page is displayed, select the User name directory (disable global
virtual directories) option, then click Apply in the Actions pane.

4. Expand the tree node for your FTP site, then right-click the LocalUser folder and click Add Virtual Directory. >
[!NOTE] > In this example the "LocalUser" folder is a physical directory, but a virtual directory could also have
been used.
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5. When the Add Virtual Directory dialog box appears:

Enter "administrator" for the Alias.
Enter %SystemDrive%\inetpub\adminfiles  for the Physical path.
When you have completed these items, click OK.

You can now log in to your FTP site using user isolation, but the following information applies:

1. As with Step 3, if you log in to your FTP site anonymously, your session will be restricted to the
"LocalUser\Public" folder that you created in the Prerequisites section.

2. If you log in to your FTP site using the administrator account, your session will be restricted to the
"/LocalUser/administrator" virtual directory that you just created.

To recap the items that you completed in this step, you configured FTP user isolation using the User name
directory (disable global virtual directories) option. When using this mode of user isolation, all FTP user
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USER ACCOUNT TYPES PHYSICAL HOME DIRECTORY SYNTAX

Anonymous users %FtpRoot%\LocalUser\Public

Local Windows user accounts (requires basic authentication) %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

Windows domain accounts (requires basic authentication) %FtpRoot%%UserDomain%%UserName%

IIS Manager or ASP.NET custom authentication user accounts %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

NOTENOTE

sessions are restricted to the virtual or physical directory with the same name of the FTP user account, and any
global virtual directories that are created will be ignored.

To create home directories for each user, you first need to create a virtual or physical directory under your FTP
server's root folder that is named after your domain or named LocalUser for local user accounts. Next, you need to
create a virtual or physical directory for each user account that will access your FTP site. The following table lists
the home directory syntax for the authentication providers that ship with the FTP service:

In the above table, %FtpRoot% is the root directory for your FTP site; for example, C:\Inetpub\Ftproot .

Global virtual directories are ignored; all virtual directories that are configured at the root-level of your FTP site
cannot be accessed by any FTP users. All virtual directories must be explicitly defined under a user's physical or
virtual home directory path.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

NOTENOTE

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server© 2008. This FTP
service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers
web administrators more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through using the folder-based quotas provided by Windows Server 2008's File Server
Resource Manager (FSRM) with the new FTP service to create a publicly accessible FTP site with a fixed quota size.
It contains:

Create a New FTP Site
Installing and Configuring the File Server Resource Manager Service
More Information

This walkthrough contains a series of steps in which you log on to your FTP site using the local administrator account. These
steps should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer
to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, you must create the appropriate folders and set the
correct permissions for that user account when necessary.

The following items are required to be installed to complete the procedures in this article:

IIS 7.0 must be installed on your Windows 2008 Server 2008, and the Internet Information Services Manager
must be installed.
The new FTP service. You can download and install the FTP service from the https://www.iis.net/ web site
using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

You must create a root folder for FTP publishing:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/using-fsrm-folder-quotas-with-ftp-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196
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Create a New FTP Site

Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP Site with Anonymous AuthenticationStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP Site with Anonymous Authentication

Create a folder at C:\inetpub\ftproot

Set the permissions to allow anonymous access:

Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "C:\inetpub\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant IUSR:R /T

Close the command prompt.

Type the following command:

The settings listed in this walkthrough specify C:\inetpub\ftproot  as the path to your FTP site. You are not required to use
this path; however, if you change the location for your site you will have to change the site-related paths that are used
throughout this walkthrough.

 

In this section we create a new FTP site that can be opened for Read-only access by anonymous users and
Read/Write access by the administrator account.

Create an FTP site where users will be able to access content anonymously. Use the following steps:

1. Go to the IIS 7.0 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the C:\inetpub\ftproot  folder that
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you created in the Prerequisites section.
> [!NOTE] > If you choose to type in the path to your content folder, you can use environment variables
in your paths; for example: %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Click Next.

4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will be using the administrator account later in this walk-
through, you make sure that you restrict access to the server and enter the local loopback IP address for
your computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, you
will choose to accept the default port of 21.
For this walk- through, you will not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.
When you have completed these items, click Next.
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Step 2: Add Basic Authentication to your FTP siteStep 2: Add Basic Authentication to your FTP site

6. Go to the IIS 7.0 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created. The icons for all of the FTP features
display.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Anonymous for the Authentication settings.
For the Authorization settings, choose "Anonymous users" from the Allow access to drop-down, and
select Read for the Permissions option.
When you have completed these items, click Finish.

We need to add Basic Authentication so that users can log in. To do so, use the following steps:
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1. Go to the IIS 7.0 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created earlier. Double-click the FTP
Authentication icon to open the FTP authentication feature page.

2. When the FTP Authentication page displays, highlight Basic Authentication. Click Enable in the Actions
pane.

3. Go to the IIS 7.0 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site to display the icons for all of the FTP features again.
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4. We must add an authorization rule so that the administrator can log in. Double-click the FTP Authorization
Rules icon to open the FTP authorization rules feature page.

5. When the FTP Authorization Rules page displays, click Add Allow Rule in the Actions pane.

6. When the Add Allow Authorization Rule dialog box displays:
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Step 3: Show Available Bytes for the FTP SiteStep 3: Show Available Bytes for the FTP Site

Select Specified users, then type "administrator" in the box.
For Permissions, select both Read and Write.
Click OK.

We must configure the FTP site so that users will be able to see the available bytes for the site. Use the following
steps:

1. Go to IIS 7.0 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created earlier. Double-click the FTP Directory
Browsing icon to open the FTP directory browsing page.

2. Check the box for Available bytes, then click Apply in the Actions pane.
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SummarySummary

Installing and Configuring the File Server Resource Manager Service

Step 1: Install the File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)Step 1: Install the File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site", with the site's content root at C:\inetpub\ftproot .
2. You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21, choosing not to use Secure

Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.
3. You created a default rule for the FTP site to allow anonymous users "Read" access to the files.
4. You added an authorization rule that allows the administrator account both "Read" and "Write" permissions for

the FTP site.
5. You added Basic Authentication to the FTP site.
6. You configured the FTP site to display the available bytes to users.

 

This section of the walkthrough leads you through the steps to install the File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)
service and configure a folder quota.

1. In Server Manager under Roles, click Add Role in the Roles Summary.
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2. In the Select Server Roles dialog, check File Services. C lick Next.

3. On the Introduction to File Services page, click Next.
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4. On the Select Role Services page, check the File Server Resource Manager service. Click Next.

5. On the Configure Storage Utilization Monitoring page, click the Options button.
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6. In the Volume Monitoring Options dialog, check the Quota Usage Report option. Click OK.

7. On the Configure Storage Utilization Monitoring page, click Next.
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8. On the Set Notification Options page, customize the location for your reports and email settings. Click Next.

9. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, verify your choices. Click Install.
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10. When the installation is completed, click Close.

11. Expand the Roles node in Server Manager. You should now see the File Services role displayed with all of its
related information.
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Step 2: Creating a Folder QuotaStep 2: Creating a Folder Quota
1. Under the Windows Administrative Tools menu, click File Server Resource Manager.

2. In the File Server Resource Manager, expand Quota Management in the tree view and click Quotas, then
click Create Quota in the Actions pane.
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3. In the Create Quota dialog box, navigate to the C:\inetpub\ftproot  folder that you created in the Prerequisites
section. Choose a template from the list of available templates to apply to your folder. Click Create.

4. The File Server Resource Manager should now display the quota settings for your FTP site.
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SummarySummary

NOTENOTE

More Information

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You added the File Services role to your server, and added the File Server Resource Manager role service.
2. You added a folder quota for your FTP site's content directory.

Once folder quotas have been enabled for a content path for an FTP site and the site has been configured to
display the available bytes, FTP will return the available bytes every time a directory listing command is sent by
and FTP client.

Some graphical FTP clients may not show this information unless they support some form of viewing the activity log for the
FTP session.

 

For more information, please see the Step-by-Step Guide for File Server Resource Manager in Windows Server
2008 topic on Microsoft's web site.
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

Prerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This FTP
service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers
web administrators more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through configuring the firewall settings for the new FTP server.

 

The following items are required to be installed to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7 must be installed on your Windows 2008 Server, and Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager must be
installed.

2. The new FTP service. You can download and install the FTP service from the https://www.iis.net/ web site
using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7 (x86)

3. You must create a root folder for FTP publishing:

Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Set the permissions to allow anonymous access:

Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant IUSR:R /T

Close the command prompt.

Type the following command:

Important Notes:

The settings listed in this walkthrough specify %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot  as the path to your FTP site. You

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/configuring-ftp-firewall-settings-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196


Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP Site With Anonymous
Authentication

are not required to use this path; however, if you change the location for your site you will have to change the
site-related paths that are used throughout this walkthrough.
Once you have configured your firewall settings for the FTP service, you must configure your firewall
software or hardware to allow connections through the firewall to your FTP server.

If you are using the built-in Windows Firewall, see the (Optional) Step 3: Configure Windows Firewall
Settings section of this walkthrough.
If you are using a different firewall, please consult the documentation that was provided with your
firewall software or hardware.

 

In this section you, create a new FTP site that can be opened for Read-only access by anonymous users. To do so,
use the following steps:

1. Go to IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

folder that you created in the Prerequisites section. > [!NOTE] > If you choose to type in the path to your
content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths.
Click Next.
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4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will be accessing this FTP site remotely, you want to make
sure that you do not restrict access to the local server and enter the local loopback IP address for your
computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, you
will choose to accept the default port of 21.
For this walkthrough, you do not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.
Click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Anonymous for the Authentication settings.
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SummarySummary

For the Authorization settings, choose "Anonymous users" from the Allow access to drop-down.
Select Read for the Permissions option.
Click Finish.

6. Go to IIS 7 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created. The icons for all of the FTP features
display.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site", with the site's content root at 
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Step 1: Configure the Passive Port Range for the FTP Service

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .
2. You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21, choosing not to use Secure

Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.
3. You created a default rule for the FTP site to allow anonymous users "Read" access to the files.

 

In this section, you configure the server-level port range for passive connections to the FTP service. Use the
following steps:

1. Go to IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the server-level node in the tree.

2. Double-click the FTP Firewall Support icon in the list of features.
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4. Once you have entered the port range for your FTP service, click Apply in the Actions pane to save your
configuration settings.

3. Enter a range of values for the Data Channel Port Range.
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NOTENOTE

Step 2: Configure the external IPv4 Address for a Specific FTP Site

1. The valid range for ports is 1024 through 65535. (Ports from 1 through 1023 are reserved for use by system services.)
2. You can enter a special port range of "0-0" to configure the FTP server to use the Windows TCP/IP dynamic port range.
3. For additional information, please see the following Microsoft Knowledge Base articles:

174904 - Information about TCP/IP port assignments
929851 - The default dynamic port range for TCP/IP has changed in Windows Vista and in Windows Server 2008

1. This port range will need to be added to the allowed settings for your firewall server.

 

In this section, you configure the external IPv4 address for the specific FTP site that you created earlier. Use the
following steps:

1. Go to IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the FTP site that you created earlier in the tree,
Double-click the FTP Firewall Support icon in the list of features.

2. Enter the IPv4 address of the external-facing address of your firewall server for the External IP Address of
Firewall setting.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/174904/
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/929851/
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SummarySummary

(Optional) Step 3: Configure Windows Firewall Settings

NOTENOTE

3. Once you have entered the external IPv4 address for your firewall server, click Apply in the Actions pane to
save your configuration settings.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

1. You configured the passive port range for your FTP service.
2. You configured the external IPv4 address for a specific FTP site.

  

Windows Server 2008 contains a built-in firewall service to help secure your server from network threats. If you
choose to use the built-in Windows Firewall, you will need to configure your settings so that FTP traffic can pass
through the firewall.

There are a few different configurations to consider when using the FTP service with the Windows Firewall -
whether you will use active or passive FTP connections, and whether you will use unencrypted FTP or use FTP
over SSL (FTPS). Each of these configurations are described below.

You will need to make sure that you follow the steps in this section walkthrough while logged in as an administrator. This can
be accomplished by one of the following methods:

Logging in to your server using the actual account named "Administrator".
Logging on using an account with administrator privileges and opening a command-prompt by right-clicking
the Command Prompt menu item that is located in the Accessories menu for Windows programs and selecting
"Run as administrator".

One of the above steps is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows
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Using Windows Firewall with non-secure FTP trafficUsing Windows Firewall with non-secure FTP traffic

Using Windows Firewall with secure FTP over SSL (FTPS) trafficUsing Windows Firewall with secure FTP over SSL (FTPS) traffic

Vista and Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevents administrator access to your firewall settings. For
more information about UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

While Windows Firewall can be configured using the Windows Firewall applet in the Windows Control Panel, that utility
does not have the required features to enable all of the features for FTP. The Windows Firewall with Advanced Security
utility that is located under Administrative Tools in the Windows Control Panel has all of the required features to enable the
FTP features, but in the interests of simplicity this walkthrough will describe how to use the command-line Netsh.exe utility
to configure the Windows Firewall.

To configure Windows Firewall to allow non-secure FTP traffic, use the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt: click Start, then All Programs, then Accessories, then Command Prompt.

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="FTP (non-SSL)" action=allow protocol=TCP dir=in localport=21

netsh advfirewall set global StatefulFtp enable

2. To open port 21 on the firewall, type the following syntax then hit enter:

3. To enable stateful FTP filtering that will dynamically open ports for data connections, type the following
syntax then hit enter :

Important Notes:

Active FTP connections would not necessarily covered by the above rules; an outbound connection from port
20 would also need to be enabled on server. In addition, the FTP client machine would need to have its own
firewall exceptions setup for inbound traffic.
FTP over SSL (FTPS) will not be covered by these rules; the SSL negotiation will most likely fail because the
Windows Firewall filter for stateful FTP inspection will not be able to parse encrypted data. (Some 3rd-party
firewall filters recognize the beginning of SSL negotiation, e.g. AUTH SSL or AUTH TLS commands, and return
an error to prevent SSL negotiation from starting.)

The stateful FTP packet inspection in Windows Firewall will most likely prevent SSL from working because
Windows Firewall filter for stateful FTP inspection will not be able to parse the encrypted traffic that would
establish the data connection. Because of this behavior, you will need to configure your Windows Firewall settings
for FTP differently if you intend to use FTP over SSL (FTPS). The easiest way to configure Windows Firewall to
allow FTPS traffic is to list the FTP service on the inbound exception list. The full service name is the "Microsoft
FTP Service", and the short service name is "ftpsvc". (The FTP service is hosted in a generic service process host
(Svchost.exe) so it is not possible to put it on the exception list though a program exception.)

To configure Windows Firewall to allow secure FTP over SSL (FTPS) traffic, use the following steps:

1. Open a command prompt: click Start, then All Programs, then Accessories, then Command Prompt.

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="FTP for IIS7" service=ftpsvc action=allow protocol=TCP dir=in

2. To configure the firewall to allow the FTP service to listen on all ports that it opens, type the following syntax
then hit enter :

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


More Information about Working with Firewalls
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netsh advfirewall set global StatefulFtp disable

3. To disable stateful FTP filtering so that Windows Firewall will not block FTP traffic, type the following syntax
then hit enter :

  

It is often challenging to create firewall rules for FTP server to work correctly, and the root cause for this challenge
lies in the FTP protocol architecture. Each FTP client requires two connections to be maintained between client and
server :

FTP commands are transferred over a primary connection called the Control Channel, which is typically the
well-known FTP port 21.
FTP data transfers, such as directory listings or file upload/download, require a secondary connection called
Data Channel.

Opening port 21 in a firewall is an easy task, but this means that an FTP client will only be able to send commands,
not transfer data. This means that the client will be able to use the Control Channel to successfully authenticate and
create or delete directories, but the client will not be able to see directory listings or be able to upload/download
files. This is because data connections for FTP server are not allowed to pass through the firewall until the Data
Channel has been allowed through the firewall.

This may appear confusing to an FTP client, because the client will seem to be able to successfully log in to the server, but the
connection may appear to timeout or stop responding when attempting to retrieve a directory listing from the server.

The challenges of working with FTP and firewalls doesn't end with the requirement of a secondary data connection;
to complicate things even more, there are actually two different ways on how to establish data connection:

Active Data Connections: In an active data connection, an FTP client sets up a port for data channel listening
and the server initiates a connection to the port; this is typically from the server's port 20. Active data
connections used to be the default way of connecting to FTP server; however, active data connections are no
longer recommended because they do not work well in Internet scenarios.
Passive Data Connections: In a passive data connection, an FTP server sets up a port for data channel listening
and the client initiates a connection to the port. Passive connections work much better in Internet scenarios and
recommended by RFC 1579 (Firewall-Friendly FTP).

Some FTP clients require explicit action to enable passive connections, and some clients don't even support passive
connections. (One such example is command-line Ftp.exe utility that ships with Windows.) To add to the confusion, some
clients attempt to intelligently alternate between the two modes when network errors happen, but unfortunately this does
not always work.

Some firewalls try to remedy problems with data connections with built-in filters that scan FTP traffic and
dynamically allow data connections through the firewall. These firewall filters are able to detect what ports are
going to be used for data transfers and temporarily open them on firewall so that clients can open data
connections. (Some firewalls may enable filtering FTP traffic by default, but it is not always the case.) This type of
filtering is known as a type of Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) or Stateful Inspection, meaning that the firewall is
capable of intelligently determine the type of traffic and dynamically choose how to respond. Many firewalls now
employ these features, including the built-in Windows Firewall.

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1579.txt


For information regarding Microsoft's Windows Firewall software, please see the following topics on Microsoft's
web sites:

Windows Firewall FAQ
TechNet Webcast: Windows Firewall with Advanced Security (Level 200)

https://www.microsoft.com/protect/computer/firewall/faq.mspx
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/WebCastEventDetails.aspx?EventID=1032313272
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction
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Prerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and
offers web administrators more security and deployment options.

One of the features of the new FTP service is the ability to configure virtual host names, which enables web hosters
to configure multiple FTP sites on a single IP address. This document walks you through creating two FTP sites
with unique virtual host names in two ways: using the new FTP user interface and by directly editing the IIS 7.0
configuration files. It contains:

Prerequisites
Creating Two Hostname-based FTP Sites Using the IIS 7.0 Manager
Creating New FTP Sites by Editing the IIS 7.0 Configuration Files

This walk-through contains a series of steps in which you log in to your FTP site using the local user account.

 

You must install the following items to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 must be installed on your Windows Server 2008, and the Internet Information Services Manager must
be installed.

2. The new FTP service. You can download and install the FTP service from the https://www.iis.net/ web site
using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

3. You will need to create root folders for the FTP sites:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.example.com

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/using-ftp-virtual-host-names-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=143196


Creating Two Hostname-based FTP Sites Using the IIS 7.0 Manager
Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create the First FTP SiteStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create the First FTP Site

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.contoso.com

 

In this first step, we create a new FTP site using a unique virtual host name.

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the
tree.

2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site wizard displays:

Enter "www.example.com" in the FTP site name box.
Navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.example.com  folder that you created in the Prerequisites
section. > [!NOTE] > If you choose to type in the path to your content folder, you can use environment
variables in your paths.
Click Next.
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4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned."
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, you
will choose to accept the default port of 21.
Enter "www.example.com" in the Virtual Host box.
Make sure that the SSL Certificate drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that either the No SSL or
Allow SSL option is selected.
Click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

In Authentication settings, select Basic.
In Authorization settings:

Choose "Specified users" from the Allow access to drop-down.
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Step 2: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create the Second FTP SiteStep 2: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create the Second FTP Site

Click Finish.

Type the user name for a local user in the field below; for example, you could type "MyUser".
In the Permissions option, select read and Write.

You have successfully created a new FTP site using the new FTP service. To recap the items that you completed in
this step:

You created a new FTP site named "www.example.com", with the site's content root at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.example.com .

You bound the FTP site to "www.example.com" as the virtual host name.
You enabled Basic Authentication and created an authorization rule for the a local user account for Read and
Write access.

In this second step, we create another new FTP site using a unique virtual host name.

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the
tree.

2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.
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3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:

Enter "www.contoso.com" in the FTP site name box.
Navigate to the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.contoso.com  folder that you created in the Prerequisites
section. > [!NOTE] > If you choose to type in the path to your content folder, you can use environment
variables in your paths.
Click Next.

4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned."
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You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, choose
to accept the default port of 21.
Enter "www.contoso.com" in the Virtual Host box.
Make sure that the SSL Certificate drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that either the No SSL or
Allow SSL option is selected.
Click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

In Authentication settings, select Basic.

Click Finish.

In Authorization settings:

Choose "Specified users" from the Allow access to drop-down.
Type the user name for a local user in the field below; for example, you could type "MyUser".
In the Permissions option, select read and Write.
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Step 3: Logging in to Your FTP SiteStep 3: Logging in to Your FTP Site
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Logging in to the First FTP Site Using Your Local User AccountLogging in to the First FTP Site Using Your Local User Account

Logging in to the Second FTP Site Using Your Local User AccountLogging in to the Second FTP Site Using Your Local User Account

Creating Virtual Host FTP Sites by Editing the IIS 7.0 Configuration
Files
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You have successfully created a new FTP site using the new FTP service. To recap the items that you completed in
this step:

1. You created a new FTP site named "www.contoso.com", with the site's content root at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.contoso.com .

2. You bound the FTP site to "www.contoso.com" as the virtual host name.
3. You enabled Basic Authentication and created an authorization rule for a local user account for Read and Write

access.

In Steps 1 and 2, you created two FTP sites using unique virtual host names and configured the security settings to
allow only the administrator account to log in. In this step, you log in using your administrator account.

In this step, you log in to your FTP site using the local administrator account. When creating the FTP sites in Steps 1 and 2,
we bound the FTP sites to the local loopback IP address. If you did not use the local loopback address, use SSL to protect
your account settings. If you prefer to use a separate user account instead of the administrator account, set the correct
permissions for that user account for the appropriate folders.

1. On your FTP server, open a command prompt session.

3. When prompted for a user name, enter the "www.example.com" virtual host name followed by the vertical line
(|) character.
For example: "www.example.com|MyUser"

4. When prompted for a password, enter your local user account password.
5. You should now be logged in to the "www.example.com" FTP site as the local user account.

2. Type the following command to connect to your FTP server; for example, you could type the following:

FTP www.example.com

1. On your FTP server, open a command prompt session.

3. When prompted for a user name, enter the "www.contoso.com" virtual host name followed by the vertical line
(|) character.
For example: "www.contoso.com|MyUser"

4. When prompted for a password, enter your local user account password.
5. You should now be logged in to the "www.contoso.com" FTP site as the local user account.

2. Type the following command to connect to your FTP server; for example, you could type the following:

FTP www.contoso.com

 

You can also create FTP sites for the new FTP service by editing the IIS 7.0 configuration files.

Editing your applicationHost.config file requires full administrative permissions. Use one of two methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account.
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Or

If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open Notepad using the "Run as Administrator" option.

One of the above steps is required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 operating systems prevents access to your applicationHost.config file. For more information about
UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The following steps walk you through all of the required settings to create a new FTP site from scratch.

1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your applicationHost.config file, which is located in your 
%SystemRoot%\System32\inetsrv\config  folder by default.
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<site name="www.example.com" id="2">
    <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.example.com" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="127.0.0.1:21:www.example.com" />
    </bindings>
    <ftpServer>
        <security>
            <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow" />
            <authentication>
                <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
            </authentication>
        </security>
    </ftpServer>
</site>

NOTENOTE

2. Locate the <sites>  section. Add the first FTP site inside the <sites>  using syntax similar to the following.

You may need to choose a different number than "2" for the site ID if any site is currently using that site identifier.

3. Add the second FTP site inside the <sites>  using syntax similar to the following.

You may need to choose a different number than "3" for the site ID if any site is currently using that site identifier.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664
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<site name="www.contoso.com" id="3">
    <application path="/">
        <virtualDirectory path="/" physicalPath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.contoso.com" />
    </application>
    <bindings>
        <binding protocol="ftp" bindingInformation="127.0.0.1:21:www.contoso.com" />
    </bindings>
    <ftpServer>
        <security>
            <ssl controlChannelPolicy="SslAllow" dataChannelPolicy="SslAllow" />
            <authentication>
                <basicAuthentication enabled="true" />
            </authentication>
        </security>
    </ftpServer>
</site>

<location path="www.example.com">
    <system.ftpServer>
        <security>
            <authorization>
                <add accessType="Allow" users="MyUser" permissions="Read, Write" />
            </authorization>
        </security>
    </system.ftpServer>
</location>
<location path="www.contoso.com">
    <system.ftpServer>
        <security>
            <authorization>
                <add accessType="Allow" users="MyUser" permissions="Read, Write" />
            </authorization>
        </security>
    </system.ftpServer>
</location>

5. Save your applicationHost.config file.

4. Scroll to the bottom of your applicationHost.config file and add location sections for both of your FTP sites
that contain your authorization settings.> [!NOTE]

As shown in this example, the authorization settings for the FTP sites are configured per URL, and these
settings specifically enable Read/Write permissions for the local user account.

You should now be able to log in to your newly created FTP sites using an FTP client. For additional details, see the
Step 3: Logging in to Your FTP Site section of this walk-through.

To recap the items that you completed in this step:

You bound both FTP sites to the local loopback IP address for your computer on port 21 using
"www.example.com" and "www.contoso.com" as the virtual host names.
You enabled Basic Authentication and created an authorization rule for the local user account for Read and
Write access for each site.

You created two FTP sites named "www.example.com" and "www.contoso.com", with the sites' respective
content roots at:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.example.com

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\www.contoso.com .
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction
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Prerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has completely rewritten a new FTP service for Windows Server® 2008. This FTP service incorporates
many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and offers web administrators
more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through configuring FTP authentication for IIS 7 Manager accounts in two ways: using
the new FTP user interface and by directly editing the IIS 7 configuration files. It contains:

Prerequisites
Configuring the IIS 7 Management Service
Creating a New FTP Site and Configuring an IIS 7 Manager Account
Additional Information

This walkthrough contains a series of steps in which you log in to your FTP site using an IIS Manager account. These steps
should only be followed on the server itself using the loopback address or over SSL from a remote server. If you prefer to use
a separate user account instead of an IIS 7 Manager account, create the appropriate folders and set the correct permissions
for that user account when necessary.

 

You must install the following items to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7 must be installed on your that is running Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2, and the
Internet Information Services Manager must be installed.

2. The new FTP service.

If you are using Windows Server 2008 R2, the new FTP service is installed as feature of the IIS role in
Server Manager.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/configure-ftp-with-iis-manager-authentication-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
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Configuring the IIS 7 Management Service
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Step 1: Install the IIS Management ServiceStep 1: Install the IIS Management Service

If you are using Windows Server 2008 you can download and install the FTP service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

The "Network Service" account is used by the COM process that handles authentication extensibility; therefore, you
must grant the account specific permissions to certain folders to enable this form of authentication. To grant the
"Network Service" account "read" permissions to the IIS "config" folder:

1. Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config" /Grant "Network Service":R /T
ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config\administration.config" /Grant "Network Service":R
ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config\redirection.config" /Grant "Network Service":R

3. Close the command prompt.

2. Type the following command:

Create a root folder for FTP publishing:

1. Create a folder at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .
2. Set the permissions to allow access for the COM process that handles authentication extensibility:

Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant "Network Service":M /T

Close the command prompt.

Type the following command:

The settings listed in this walkthrough specify %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot  as the path to your FTP site. You are not
required to use this path; however, if you change the location for your site you will have to change the site-related paths that
are used throughout this walkthrough.

 

IIS 7 offers an optional management service that allows remote administration using non-Windows accounts. The
steps in this section lead you through the steps to install and configure this service.

The IIS 7 Management Service must be installed in order to use IIS 7 Manager Authentication with FTP, but the service does
not need to be started.

In this first step, you install the IIS 7 management service.

1. Click Server Manager in the Windows Start menu.

https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196


2. Click Roles in the tree view, locate the Web Server role and click Add Role Services.

3. If Management Service is not checked, check the box next to it and click Next. Otherwise, click Cancel.
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4. When prompted to confirm the service selections, click Install.

5. When the service installation is complete, click Close to exit the wizard and close Server Manager.
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Step 2: Configure the IIS Management Service and Add an IIS 7 ManagerStep 2: Configure the IIS Management Service and Add an IIS 7 Manager
In this second step, you configure the IIS 7 management service for IIS 7 Managers.

1. Go to the IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the server-level node in the tree. Double-click the
Management Service icon.
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2. Select the option for Windows credentials or IIS Manager credentials. C lick Apply in the Actions pane.

3. Go to the IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the server-level node in the tree. Double-click the IIS
Manager Users icon.

4. In the IIS Manager Users feature, click Add User in the Actions pane.
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Creating a New FTP Site and Configuring an IIS 7 Manager Account

Step 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP SiteStep 1: Use the FTP Site Wizard to Create an FTP Site

5. When the Add User dialog appears, enter "ftpmanager" for User Name and "P@ssw0rd" for Password. C lick
OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this section:

You installed the IIS 7 management Service.
You configured the IIS 7 management Service to use both Windows and IIS 7 Manager Credentials.
You created an IIS 7 manager that you will use later.

 

This section of the document walks you through the steps required to create a new FTP site from scratch and then
configure the site to use the IIS 7 manager account that you created in the previous section.

In this first step, you create a new FTP site that can only be opened by the local administrator account.

1. Go to the IIS 7 Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.
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3. When the Add FTP Site wizard appears:
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Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name box, then navigate to the 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot  folder that you created in the Prerequisites section.

If you choose to type in the path to your content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths; for
example: %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot

Click Next.
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4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." Because you will be using an IIS 7 manager account later in this walk-
through, make sure that you restrict access to the server -- enter the local loopback IP address for your
computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.
You would normally enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through, choose
to accept the default port of 21.
For this walk- through, you will not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the SSL Certificate drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Require SSL option
is not selected.
Click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

In Authentication settings, select Basic.
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Step 2: Configure the FTP Site to Use IIS 7 Manager AuthenticationStep 2: Configure the FTP Site to Use IIS 7 Manager Authentication

In Authorization settings, choose "Specified users" from the Allow access to drop-down. Type
"administrator" in the box, and select both Read and Write in Permissions options.
Click Finish.

This section walks you through the steps required to enable IIS 7 Manager Authentication for the FTP site that you
just created. Use the following steps:

1. Go to the IIS 7 Manager. Click the node for the FTP site that you created earlier. Double-click the FTP
Authentication icon to open the FTP authentication feature page.
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2. When the FTP Authentication page displays, click Custom Providers in the Actions pane.

3. When the Custom Providers dialog displays, click the check box for IIS Manager Authentication. C lick OK.

4. Your FTP Authentication page should now show both Basic Authentication and IIS Manager
Authentication enabled. If desired, disable Basic Authentication by highlighting it and clicking Disable in
the Actions pane.
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5. You now must enable access for the IIS 7 manager account. Click the node for the FTP site in the tree view.
Double-click the IIS Manager Permissions icon to open that feature.

6. On the IIS Manager Permissions page, click Allow User in the Actions pane.
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7. When the Allow User dialog displays, choose the IIS Manager option. Click Select.

8. When the Users dialog box displays, select the "ftpmanager" user. Click OK.

9. Click OK to close the Allow User dialog box.
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10. You must add an authorization rule so that the IIS 7 manager account can log in. Click the node for the FTP site
in the tree view. Double-click the FTP Authorization Rules icon to open the FTP authorization rules feature
page.

11. When the FTP Authorization Rules page displays, click Add Allow Rule in the Actions pane.
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12. When the Add Allow Authorization Rule dialog box opens:

Select Specified users, then type "ftpmanager" in the text box.
For Permissions, select both Read and Write.
Click OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this section:

1. You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site":

You specified the site's content root at %SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot .
You bound the FTP site to the local loopback address for your computer on port 21, choosing not to use
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.
You configured Basic Authentication to the FTP site, and created an authorization rule that allows the
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Additional Information

administrator account both "Read" and "Write" permissions for the FTP site.
2. You configured the FTP site to use an IIS 7 Manager account:

You enabled IIS 7 Manager Authentication.
You granted access to the site for an IIS 7 manager account.
You created an authorization rule that allows the IIS 7 manager account both "Read" and "Write"
permissions for the FTP site.

 

After completing all of the steps in the Configuring the IIS 7 Management Service and Creating a New FTP
Site and Configuring an IIS Manager account sections of this walkthrough, you are now able to log in using
the "ftpmanager" account that you created. To use the command-line FTP.EXE client on your IIS server:

1. Open a command prompt.

USER ftpmanager
PASS ********

4. The FTP service should log you into the FTP site using the IIS 7 Manager account.

2. Type the following command:

FTP localhost

3. When prompted for your USER name, enter your user name and password. For example:

For more information regarding the IIS Management Service, see Remote Administration for IIS Manager.



Configuring FTP with .NET Membership
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Compatibility
VERSION NOTES

IIS 7.5 The FTP 7.5 service ships as a feature for IIS 7.5 in Windows 7
and Windows Server 2008 R2.

IIS 7.0 The FTP 7.0 and FTP 7.5 services were shipped out-of-band
for IIS 7.0, which required downloading and installing the
service from the following URL:
https://www.iis.net/download/FTP.

Introduction

NOTENOTE

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

by Robert McMurray

 

Microsoft has created a new FTP service that has been completely rewritten for Windows Server® 2008. This new
FTP service incorporates many new features that enable web authors to publish content better than before, and
offers web administrators more security and deployment options.

This document walks you through configuring your Default Web Site for FTP membership-based authentication.

This document was written using an instance of SQL server that is installed on the local web server.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 must be installed on your Windows Server 2008, and the following must be configured:

The Default Web Site that is created by the IIS 7.0 installation must still exist.
The Internet Information Services Manager must be installed.

2. The new FTP service must be installed. You can download and install the FTP service from the
https://www.iis.net/ web site using one of the following links:

FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x64)
FTP 7.5 for IIS 7.0 (x86)

3. Set the content permissions to allow access for the extensibility COM process that handles authentication:

Open a command prompt.

ICACLS "%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ftproot" /Grant "Network Service":M /T

Type the following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/configuring-ftp-with-net-membership-authentication-in-iis-7.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143197
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=143196


Adding FTP Publishing to the Default Web Site

Close the command prompt.

 

In this first section, you add FTP publishing to the Default Web site, and add the required settings to allow the local
administrator account to edit the content.

1. In IIS 7.0 Manager, in the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, then click the Default Web Site.
2. Click Add FTP Publishing in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site Publishing wizard appears:

NOTENOTE

Normally, you would enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port box. For this walk-through,
choose to accept the default port of 21.
For this walkthrough, we will not use a host name, so make sure that the Virtual Host box is blank.
Make sure that the SSL Certificate drop-down is set to "Not Selected" and that the Allow SSL option is
selected.

Choose an IP address for your FTP site from the IP Address drop-down, or choose to accept the
default selection of "All Unassigned." For this walkthrough, enter the local loopback IP address for
your computer by typing "127.0.0.1" in the IP Address box.

If you are using IPv6, you should also add the IPv6 localhost binding of "::1".

When you have completed these items, click Next.
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Configuring ASP.NET for Membership Authentication
Configure your Local SQL Server for ASP.NET MembershipConfigure your Local SQL Server for ASP.NET Membership

4. On the next page of the wizard, you will not configure any authentication or authorization settings because
these settings will be configured later. Click Finish to complete the wizard.

To recap the items that you completed in this section -- we added FTP publishing to the "Default Web Site" by:

Adding an FTP binding for the Web site for the local loopback IP address on port 21
Choosing not to use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site.

You have not yet enabled any authentication or authorization settings.
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Configure ASP.NET for FTP MembershipConfigure ASP.NET for FTP Membership

This section describes the basic process for configuring ASP.NET for membership authentication. For detailed
information, please see the "Configure ASP.NET for Membership" section in the How To: Use Forms
Authentication with SQL Server in ASP.NET 2.0 topic on the MSDN web site.

If you do not have access to an existing SQL Server, you must install SQL Server.

If you do not already have an ASP.NET database created, you need to build the ASP.NET database on the SQL
server using the appropriate command from the following list for the version of the framework that you are using:

"%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_regsql.exe" -S localhost -A all -E

"%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\aspnet_regsql.exe" -S localhost -A all -E

32-bit Framework:

64-bit Framework:

To use a remote SQL server instead of "localhost" as shown in the above example, see the "Deployment Considerations"
section in the How To: Use Forms Authentication with SQL Server in ASP.NET 2.0 topic on the MSDN web site.

Because the COM process for FTP extensibility runs as "NT AUTHORITY\Network Service", you need to add the
"NT AUTHORITY\Network Service" account to the ASP.NET database on your SQL Server. To do so, use the
following steps:

1. Open the SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. Create a SQL Server login for NT AUTHORITY\Network Service.
3. Grant the login access to the Aspnetdb database by creating a database user.
4. Add the database user to the aspnet_Membership_FullAccess database role.

The following steps describe the process for configuring ASP.NET to allow membership authentication for FTP
access.

1. Using a text editor such as Windows Notepad, open your root web.config file, which should be located at the
appropriate path for the version of the framework that you are using:

"%SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\CONFIG\web.config"

"%SystemRoot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\CONFIG\web.config"

32-bit Framework:

64-bit Framework:

2. Scroll to the bottom and paste the following code before the closing </configuration> tag:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/ms998317.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998317.aspx
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Configuring FTP Membership Authentication

Prerequisite StepsPrerequisite Steps

Configuring .NET Membership SettingsConfiguring .NET Membership Settings
Step 1: Add a Connection StringStep 1: Add a Connection String

<location path="GlobalFtpSite/ftpsvc">
   <connectionStrings>
      <add connectionString="Server=localhost;Database=aspnetdb;Integrated Security=true" 
name="FtpLocalSQLServer" />
   </connectionStrings>
   <system.web>
      <membership defaultProvider="FtpSqlMembershipProvider">
         <providers>
            <add name="FtpSqlMembershipProvider"
               
type="System.Web.Security.SqlMembershipProvider,System.Web,Version=2.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToke
n=b03f5f7f11d50a3a"
               connectionStringName="FtpLocalSQLServer"
               enablePasswordRetrieval="false"
               enablePasswordReset="false"
               requiresQuestionAndAnswer="false"
               applicationName="/"
               requiresUniqueEmail="false"
               passwordFormat="Clear" />
         </providers>
      </membership>
      <roleManager defaultProvider="FtpSqlRoleProvider" enabled="true">
         <providers>
            <add name="FtpSqlRoleProvider"
               
type="System.Web.Security.SqlRoleProvider,System.Web,Version=2.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,PublicKeyToken=b03f
5f7f11d50a3a"
               connectionStringName="FtpLocalSQLServer"
               applicationName="/" />
         </providers>
      </roleManager>
   </system.web>
</location>

3. Save and close your root web.config file.

You have configured ASP.NET for membership authentication. To recap the items that you completed in this
section, we configured your server by:

Configuring your Local SQL Server for ASP.NET Membership
Configuring ASP.NET for FTP Membership

 

This section describes how to configure a membership database using the Default Web Site that is used for
creating users that the FTP-based membership authentication will use later. To do so, use the following steps:

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Expand your computer at the top node of the Connections tree.
3. Expand the Sites node in the tree.

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click Connection Strings, then follow these steps:

1. Click Add... in the Actions pane.
2. Configure the following options:

Name: "FtpLocalSQLServer"



Step 2: Add a Role ProviderStep 2: Add a Role Provider

Step 3: Add a Membership ProviderStep 3: Add a Membership Provider

Step 4: Add a Role for FTP MembershipStep 4: Add a Role for FTP Membership

Step 5: Add a User Account for FTP MembershipStep 5: Add a User Account for FTP Membership

3. Click OK.

Server: "localhost"
Database: "aspnetdb"

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click Providers, then follow these steps:

1. Choose .NET Roles from the drop-down.
2. Click Add... in the Actions pane.
3. Choose SqlRoleProvider from the drop-down.

5. Click OK.

4. Configure the following options:

Name: "FtpSqlRoleProvider"
Connection string name: "FtpLocalSQLServer"
Application name: "/"

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click Providers, then follow these steps:

1. Choose .NET Users from the drop-down.
2. Click Add... in the Actions pane.
3. Choose SqlMembershipProvider from the drop-down.

5. Click OK.

4. Configure the following options:

Name: "FtpSqlMembershipProvider"
Connection string name: "FtpLocalSQLServer"
Application name: "/"

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click .NET Roles, then follow these steps:

2. Click Add... in the Actions pane.

4. Click OK.

1. You may see an error dialog about connecting. If so, click OK to close the error dialog, then configure the
default provider using the following steps:

Click Set Default Provider... in the Actions pane.
Choose FtpSqlRoleProvider from the drop-down.
Click OK.

3. Configure the following options:

Name: "ftprole"

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click .NET Users, then follow these steps:

2. Click Add... in the Actions pane.

1. You may see an error dialog about connecting. If so, click OK to close the error dialog, then configure the
default provider using the following steps:

Click Set Default Provider... in the Actions pane.
Choose FtpSqlMembershipProvider from the drop-down.
Click OK.



Enabling Membership Authentication for FTPEnabling Membership Authentication for FTP
Configure FTP for Membership AuthenticationConfigure FTP for Membership Authentication

Method 1: Configure an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership RoleMethod 1: Configure an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership Role

Method 2: Configure an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership UserMethod 2: Configure an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership User

SummarySummary

TroubleshootingTroubleshooting

4. Click Next.
5. Add the user to "ftprole", then click Finish.

3. Configure the following options:

User Name: "ftpuser"
Email: "ftpuser@localhost.local"
Password: "P@ssw0rd"

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click FTP Authentication, then follow these steps:

1. Click Custom Providers... in the Actions pane.
2. Check the box for AspNetAuth.
3. Click OK.

You can now authorize the FTP user using one of two methods:

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click FTP Authorization Rules, then follow these steps:

1. Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.
2. Select Specified roles or user groups for the access option.
3. Type "ftprole" for role name.
4. Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.
5. Click OK.

Highlight the Default Web Site in the tree and double-click FTP Authorization Rules, then follow these steps:

1. Click Add Allow Rule... in the Actions pane.
2. Select Specified users for the access option.
3. Type "ftpuser" for the user name.
4. Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.
5. Click OK.

To recap the items that you completed in this section, we configured your server by:

Configuring .NET Membership Settings:

Adding a Connection String
Adding a Role Provider
Adding a Membership Provider
Add a Role for FTP Membership
Adding a User Account for FTP Membership

Enabling Membership Authentication for FTP:

Configuring FTP Authentication for Membership
Configuring an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership User
Configuring an FTP Authorization Rule for a Membership Role

If you are using Membership Roles, you may need to install the hotfix that is described in the following Microsoft
Knowledgebase Article:



530-User cannot log in.

Win32 error:
Error details: .Net SqlClient Data Provider: An error has occurred while establishing a connection to the 
server. 
When connecting to SQL Server 2005, this failure may be caused by the fact that under the default settings SQL 
Server
does not allow remote connections. (provider: Named Pipes Provider, error: 40 - Could not open a connection to 
SQL Server)

530 End
Login failed.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/955136/

When attempting to log in, you receive the following reply:

This error is caused when you have not configured your SQL server to accept remote connections.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/955136/
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Prerequisites

Step 1: Install FTP on an Existing IIS Web Server

To install FTP on Windows Server 2012To install FTP on Windows Server 2012

To install FTP on Windows 8To install FTP on Windows 8

Step 2: Add an FTP Site

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) simple is a protocol for transferring files between computer systems. IIS 8 includes
an FTP server that is easy to configure.

The document shows how to install and configure the FTP server on an existing IIS 8 web server. The first two
steps are required. All other steps are optional but recommended.

 

To get the most from this tutorial, you must have access to a computer that is running one of the following
operating systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

 

This step shows you how to install the FTP service on an existing IIS web server that runs on either Windows
Server 2012 or Windows 8.

1. On the Start screen, click the Server Manager tile, then click Yes.
2. In the Server Manager Dashboard, click Add roles and features.
3. If the Before you begin page of Add Roles and Features Wizard is displayed, click Next.
4. On the Select installation type page, select Role-based or feature-based installation, and click Next.
5. On the Select destination server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server

from the Server Pool list, and then click Next.
6. On the Select server roles page, expand the Web Server (IIS) node, and then expand the FTP Server node.
7. Select the FTP Server check box and the FTP Service check box, and then click Next.
8. On the Select features page, click Next.
9. On the Confirm installation selections page, click Install.

1. On the Start screen, type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the search results.
2. Click Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.
3. In the Windows Features dialog box, expand the Internet Information Services node.
4. Expand the FTP Server node.
5. Select the FTP Server check box and the FTP Service check box, and then click OK.

 

Once the FTP service is installed on your IIS web server, you can add one or more FTP sites. Add an FTP site
when you want to enable clients to transfer files to and from a site by using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/scenario-build-an-ftp-site-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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To add an FTP siteTo add an FTP site

Step 3: Configure FTP Site Defaults

Because FTP settings are contained in the sites section, changing any FTP setting also forces website application recycling. If
you want to avoid this side effect, add a site that is configured exclusively for FTP, instead of for both HTTP and FTP.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, expand the server node and click the Sites node.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add FTP Site to open the Add FTP Site wizard.
4. On the Site Information page, in the FTP site name box, type a unique friendly name for the FTP site.
5. In the Physical path box, type the physical path or click the browse button (...) to locate the physical path of

the content directory.
6. Click Next to open the Binding and SSL Settings page.
7. Under Binding, in the IP Address list, select or type an IP address if you do not want the IP address to

remain All Unassigned.
8. In the Port box, type the port number.
9. Optionally, in the Virtual Host box, type a host name if you want to host multiple FTP sites on a single IP

address. For example, type www.contoso.com.
10. Clear the Start FTP site automatically box if you want to start the site manually.
11. Under SSL, from the SSL Certificate list, select a certificate. Optionally, click View to open the Certificates

dialog box and verify information about the selected certificate.

13. Click Next to open the Authentication and Authorization Information page.

17. Click Finish.

12. Select one of the following options:

Allow SSL: Allows the FTP server to support both non-SSL and SSL connections with a client.
Require SSL: Requires SSL encryption for communication between the FTP server and a client.

14. Under Authentication, select the authentication method or methods that you want to use:

Anonymous: Allows any user to access content providing only the user name anonymous or ftp.
(Most, but not all, FTP clients enter user name for you automatically.)
Basic: Requires users to provide a valid user name and password to access content. Because Basic
authentication transmits unencrypted passwords across the network, use this authentication method
only when you know that the connection between the client and FTP server is secure, such as by using
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

15. Under Authorization, from the Allow access to list, select one of the following options:

All Users: All users, whether they are anonymous or identified, can access the content.
Anonymous Users: Anonymous users can access the content.
Specified Roles or User Groups: Only members of certain roles or user groups can access the
content. Type the role or user group in the corresponding box.
Specified Users: Only specified users can access the content. Type the user name in the corresponding
box.

16. If you selected an option from the Allow access to list, select one or both of the following permissions:

Read: Permits authorized users to read content from the directory.
Write: Permits authorized users to write to the directory.
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To configure FTP site defaultsTo configure FTP site defaults

SETTING CATEGORY SETTING NAME DESCRIPTION

General Allow UTF-8 Specifies whether to use UTF8
encoding. Default is true.

General Start Automatically If true, the FTP site is started upon
creation or when the FTP service is
started. Default is true.

Connections Control Channel Time-out Specifies the time-out (in seconds)
when a connection times out due to
inactivity.

Connections Data Channel Time-out Specifies the time-out (in seconds)
when the data channel times out due
to inactivity.

Connections Disable Socket Pooling Specifies whether socket pooling is
used for sites distinguished by IP
address rather than port number or
host name.

Connections Max Connections Specifies the maximum simultaneous
connections to a server.

Connections Reset On Max Connections Specifies whether to disconnect FTP
session when sending max connections
response.

Connections Server Listen Backlog Specifies the number of outstanding
sockets that can be queued.

Connections Unauthenticated Time-out Specifies the timeout (in seconds)
between when a new connection is
made and authentication succeeds.

Credential Caching Enabled Specifies whether credential caching is
enabled for the FTP service.

Change an FTP site default value when you want new FTP sites to use a different default value.

When you change a default value, existing sites are not overridden with the new value. Change the value for any existing
sites manually.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, click the server node and the Sites node.
3. In the Actions pane, click FTP Site Defaults.
4. Edit the settings, and then click OK.

The following table lists the settings available for configuration in the FTP Site Defaults dialog box.



Credential Caching Flush Interval Specifies the cache lifetime, in seconds,
for the credentials that are stored in
the cache.

File Handling Allow Reading Files While Uploading Specifies whether files can be read while
being transferred to the server.

File Handling Allow Replace on Rename Specifies whether files can overwrite
other files when renamed.

File Handling Keep Partial Uploads Specifies whether to keep files that
have been partially uploaded.

SETTING CATEGORY SETTING NAME DESCRIPTION

Step 4: Configure Firewall Support

To configure firewall supportTo configure firewall support

Step 5: Configure User Isolation

 

Use the FTP Firewall Support feature to configure the following settings that enable the FTP server to accept
passive data connections from a firewall:

Data Channel Port Range: Specify a range of ports for passive data connections. You must also open that
same range of ports on your firewall. This option can only be configured at the server-level, and the port
range of "0-0" means to use the ephemeral port range of the server. An ephemeral port is a short-lived
transport protocol port that TCP/IP allocates from a predefined range.
External IP Address of Firewall: Specify the external IP address of your firewall so that clients know which
IP address to use when they communicate with the FTP server through the firewall.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the server node.
3. In Features View, double-click FTP Firewall Support.
4. In the Data Channel Port Range box, type a range of port numbers (separated by a hyphen). For example,

type 5000-6000. Or type 0-0 to use the default port range specified in Windows TCP/IP settings. > [!NOTE] >
Do not use ports 0-1024 because these ports are reserved ports.

5. In the External IP Address of Firewall box, type the IP address of your firewall.
6. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

 

The user isolation feature allows you to configure your FTP server to isolate users, which prevents users from
accessing the directories of other users on the same FTP site. If you choose not to isolate users, they share a
common directory structure.

For example, you can choose not to isolate users on a site that offers only download capabilities for shared
content or for a site that does not require the protection of data between users.

If you want to isolate users on your site, you can choose one of the following isolation options:

1. User name directory: Isolates user sessions to the physical or virtual directory with the same name of the
FTP user account. The user sees only their FTP root location and is, therefore, restricted from navigating
higher up the physical or virtual directory tree. Any global virtual directories that are created are ignored.

2. User name physical directory: Isolates user sessions to the physical directory with the same name of the
FTP user account. The user sees only their FTP root location and is, therefore, restricted from navigating
higher up the physical directory tree. Any global virtual directories that are created apply to all users.



To configure user isolationTo configure user isolation

Step 6: Configure Directory Browsing Options

To configure directory browsing optionsTo configure directory browsing options

3. FTP home directory configured in Active Directory: Isolates user sessions to the home directory that is
configured in the Active Directory account settings for each FTP user.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In Features View, double-click FTP User Isolation.

5. If you selected FTP home directory configured in Active Directory in the previous step, click the Set
button, and then type a user name and password in the User name and Password boxes of the Set
Credentials dialog box that has access to your Active Directory server. Enter the password again in the
Confirm Password box, then click OK.

6. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

3. If you don't want to isolate users, under Do not isolate users. Start users in, select one of the following
options:

FTP root directory: specifies that all FTP sessions start in the root directory for the FTP site. This
option disables all user isolation and starting folder logic.
User name directory: specifies that all FTP sessions start in the physical or virtual directory with the
same name of the currently logged-on user if the folder exists; otherwise, the FTP session starts in the
root directory for the FTP site.

4. If you want to isolate users, under Isolate users. Restrict users to the following directory, select one of
the following options:

User name directory (disable global virtual directories): isolates user sessions to the physical or
virtual directory with the same name of the FTP user account.
User name physical directory (enable global virtual directories): isolates user sessions to the
physical directory with the same name of the FTP user account.
FTP home directory configured in Active Directory: isolates user sessions to the home directory
that is configured in the Active Directory account settings for each FTP user.
Custom: This option is an advanced feature, and enables developers to create custom providers that
provide home directory lookups based on their unique business needs.

 

The directory browsing feature gives you control over what is displayed when users browse FTP directories.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select either the server level or the site level.
3. In Features View, double-click FTP Directory Browsing.

6. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

4. On the FTP Directory Browsing page, under Directory Listing Style, select one of the following
options:

MS-DOS: Displays directory content in a manner consistent with MS-DOS.
UNIX: Displays directory content in a manner consistent with UNIX.

5. Under Directory Listing Options, select the information you want to display in directory listings. You can
select any of the following options:

a. Virtual directories: Shows virtual directories.
b. Available bytes: Displays file size in bytes.
c. Four-digit years: Displays years by using four digits rather than two.

 



Step 7: Configure Logon Attempt Restrictions

To configure logon attempt restrictionsTo configure logon attempt restrictions

Step 8: Configure Request Filtering

To configure request filteringTo configure request filtering

Step 9: Configure FTP Logging

To configure FTP loggingTo configure FTP logging

This feature enables you to configure the maximum number of failed sign-on attempts that you allow within a
specified time before the IP address is denied.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the server level.
3. In Features View, double click FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions.
4. On the FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions page, select the Enable FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions check

box.
5. In the Maximum number of failed login attempts box, type a positive integer. The default value is 4.
6. In the Time period (in seconds) box, type a positive integer. The default is 30.
7. Select either Deny IP addresses based on the number of failed login attempts or Write to the log

only. If you choose Write to the log only, IIS will not restrict clients even if the maximum number of failed
attempts is exceeded.

8. In the Actions page, click Apply.

 

Use the FTP Request Filtering feature page to define the request filtering settings for your FTP site. FTP
request filtering is a security feature that allows internet service providers (ISPs) and application service
providers to restrict protocol and content behavior.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select either the server level or the site level.
3. In Feature View, double click the FTP Request Filtering icon.
4. To change the general request filtering settings, click Edit Feature Settings in the Actions pane. Then edit

the general settings as required.
5. To add a filter based on file name extensions, select the File Name Extension tab. In the Actions pane, click

either Allow File Name Extension or Deny File Name Extensions. Then type the extension in the File
name extension box, and click OK.

6. To add a filter based on a URL segment (for example, a folder name), select the Hidden Segments tab. In the
Actions pane, click Add Hidden Segment. Then type the segment in the Hidden segment box, and click
OK.

7. To add a filter based on a URL sequence, select the Denied URL Sequences tab. In the Actions pane, click
Add URL Sequence. Then type the sequence in the URL sequence box, and click OK.

8. To add a filter based on a command, select the Commands tab. In the Actions pane, click either Allow
Command or Deny Command. Then type the command in the Command box, and click OK. (Warning:
The ability to add a command-based filter is an advanced feature. If you use this feature incorrectly, you could
deny access to all FTP clients on your server.)

 

You can use the FTP Logging feature to configure logging features at the server or site level, and to configure
logging settings.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select either the server level or the site level.



Step 10: Configure FTP Messages

To configure FTP messagesTo configure FTP messages

3. In Feature View, double click the FTP Logging icon.
4. In the One log file per menu, select either Site or Server.
5. Under Log File, click Select W3C Fields, and then select the information you want go log.
6. Under Directory, either type the path to the base folder where you want the FTP log files stored, or click

Browse to browse to the base folder.
7. Under Encoding, select either UTF8 (single-byte and multi-byte characters) or ANSI (single-byte characters

only).

9. Select the Use local time for file naming and rollover check box when you want log file naming and
rollover to be based on the local time zone instead of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

10. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

8. Under Log File Rollover, select how you want FTP to create new log files from the following list:

a. Schedule: select Hourly, Daily, Weekly, or Monthly to create new log files on a fixed time interval.
b. Maximum file size (in bytes): enter a positive integer to create new log files when the file size

exceeds that number of bytes.
c. Do not create new log files

 

Use the FTP Messages feature to modify the settings for messages sent when a user connects to your FTP site.

1. In the Connections pane, select either the server level or the site level.
2. In Features View, double-click FTP Messages.

5. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

3. On the FTP Messages page, under Message Behavior, select how you want your FTP messages to
behave. You can select any of the following options:

Suppress default banner: Specifies whether to display the default identification banner for the FTP
server.

Show detailed messages for local requests: Specifies whether to display detailed error messages
when the FTP client is connecting to the FTP server on the server itself (local host).

Support user variables in messages: Specifies whether to display a specific set of user variables
in FTP messages. The following user variables are supported:

%BytesReceived% - The number of bytes sent from the server to the client for the current
session.
%BytesSent% - The number of bytes sent from the client to the server for the current session.
%SessionID% - The unique identifier for the current session.
%SiteName% - The name of the FTP site that is hosting the current session.
%UserName% - The account name of the currently logged-on user.

4. Under Message Text, type messages in the following boxes:

Banner: Specifies the message the FTP server displays when FTP clients first connect to the FTP
server.
Welcome: Specifies the message the FTP server displays when FTP clients have logged in to the FTP
server.
Exit: Specifies the message the FTP server displays when FTP clients log off the FTP server.
Maximum Connections: Specifies the message the FTP server displays when clients try to connect
and cannot because the FTP service has reached the maximum number of client connections allowed.



See Also
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
Build a Static Website on IIS
Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build a PHP Website on IIS
Build an FTP Site on IIS
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
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CONFIGURING FTP AUTHENTICATION

CONFIGURING FTP AUTHORIZATION

CONFIGURING FTP USER ISOLATION

ENABLING FTP OVER SSL TO SECURE DATA OR USER CREDENTIALS

by Robert McMurray

This page is an experiment in a new approach to presenting annotated lists of links on specific subjects of
interest to developers. Please [send me an email with your comments](mailto:aspnetue@microsoft.com?
subject=New curated content view for FTP Settings) indicating what you think of the content and the way it is
presented.

The Internet presents a formidable set of security challenges for today's server administrators; hackers, malware,
and other cyber-threats require administrators to keep up-to-date with the growing number of threats. To help
counter these challenges, Microsoft's FTP service provides a variety of security features to help administrators
keep their FTP sites secure.

Article | Source: IIS Configuration Reference, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

At the most basic level, FTP administrators need to configure their FTP sites for the correct form of authentication.
The Ftp service in IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, and IIS 8.0 support the following authentication types: Anonymous, Basic, Client
Certificate, and Custom. This article from the official IIS configuration reference provides a detailed description for
how to configure your FTP authentication settings.

Article | Source: IIS Configuration Reference, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

In addition to authentication, FTP administrators need to configure their FTP sites so their users have the right
level of access that is necessary for them to accomplish their publishing tasks. This article from the official IIS
configuration reference provides a detailed description for how to configure your FTP authorization settings.

Article | Source: Robert McMurray, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

One of the challenges for FTP administrators that use a single FTP site for all of their users it how to keep
individual accounts restricted to their own content directories. Microsoft's FTP service makes this possible through
User Isolation, which allows administrators to restrict users to their individual content folders. This walkthrough
will teach you how to configure FTP User Isolation and the different options for restricting users.

Article | Source: Robert McMurray, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

The initial design of the FTP protocol did not allow for secure communications, so one of the challenges that FTP

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/using-the-ftp-service/cse-curated-view-ftp-security-settings.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.applicationhost/sites/site/ftpserver/security/authentication
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.ftpserver/security/authorization
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.ftpserver/security/authorization


CONFIGURING THE FTP SERVICE TO USE IIS MANAGERS
ACCOUNTS FOR FTP ACCESS

CONFIGURING THE FTP SERVICE TO USE .NET MEMBERSHIP
ACCOUNTS FOR FTP ACCESS

DENYING FTP ACCESS TO BRUTE-FORCE ATTACKERS

CREATING A CUSTOM FTP AUTHENTICATION PROVIDER

administrators often ask is: "How do I secure my FTP sessions?" These questions are usually based on one of two
conditions: 1) administrators want to secure their usernames and passwords, or 2) administrators want to keep
their data secure. With FTP 7 and later, administrators can configure the FTP service to use FTP over SSL to secure
the data channel, the control channel, or just their user credentials. This walkthrough/tutorial will walk you through
the steps to configure FTP over SSL.

Video | Source: Scott Forsyth, DotNetSlackers.com
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

IIS 7 introduced a new type of user account, which are called IIS Manager Accounts. Administrators can delegate
management tasks to these user accounts, which allows remote users who are not administrators on the web
server to manage their site's settings. Beginning with FTP 7, you can also use these IIS Manager Accounts for FTP
access; this provides an extra level of security for your server, because these accounts are not mapped to server or
Active Directory accounts. This video walks you through setting up the FTP service to use IIS Managers Accounts
for FTP access.

Article | Source: Robert McMurray, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

ASP.NET provides a user store that is separate from Active Directory or local server accounts through .NET
Membership and Role providers. Beginning with FTP 7, server administrators can take advantage of this
architecture to provide FTP access to .NET Membership accounts. These membership accounts are not stored on
the local server or in Active Directory, so this provides an extra level of security for your FTP server. This
walkthrough will illustrate the steps that are required to set up the FTP service to use .NET Membership for FTP
access.

Article | Source: Robert McMurray, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 8.0

One of the most-widely-used areas of attack for the FTP service is brute-force attacks by attempting to guess the
passwords for well-known Windows accounts. For example, the "administrator" account exists on most web
servers, so hackers can automate brute-force attacks in an attempt to guess the password for that account. To help
reduce this surface area of attack, FTP 8 introduced FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions, which allows administrators
to configure the number of failed logon attempts before a particular client is temporarily blocked. This offers
administrators an additional advantage over account lockout policies in Active Directory, because the attacker is
blocked while the physical account is not locked out and the valid user can still access your system. This
walkthrough will show you how to configure the FTP service to deter brute-force attackers from accessing your
system.

Code Sample | Source: Robert McMurray, Microsoft
Applies To: IIS 7.5, IIS 8.0

Beginning with IIS 7.5, the FTP service in IIS allows developers to create their own authentication providers,

http://dotnetslackers.com/articles/iis/IIS-FTP-and-IIS-Manager-Users-Week-45.aspx


thereby eliminating the need to use Active Directory or Windows local accounts to provide access for FTP users.
This code sample illustrates how to create a custom FTP authentication provider that uses an XML file that defines
the list of users and roles which administrators can use to provide FTP access.
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Introduction

NOTENOTE

Threat Levels and Recommended Actions

THREAT LEVEL DESCRIPTION

High When the threat to security is set to high, any failure in
securing or deleting the folders/files listed may result in
unauthorized access to sensitive information. Administrations
should always follow the actions recommended in this
document.

Medium When the threat level is set to medium, the folders/files listed
may contain information that administrators may not want to
expose. Administrations should analyze their environment and
usually follow the actions recommended in this document.

Low When the threat is set to low, the folders/files listed should
normally contain information that is safe for public access.
Because of this, no additional actions will usually need to be
accomplished. Administrations should still analyze their
content to determine if any threats exist that are outside the
scope of this document.

by Robert McMurray

When upgrading a computer that is running a previous version of IIS to Windows Vista® or Windows Server®
2008, the IIS web services will be disabled if the FrontPage Server Extensions (FPSE) were installed on the
computer. This behavior is a security measure to prevent unwarranted access to files where FPSE keeps metadata
for your web site. The FrontPage Server Extensions were not updated, yet are available on IIS.NET for download,
on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008. However, the files and folders that contain metadata and other
content-related information about your web site will not be removed during an upgrade. The purpose of this
article is to discuss the various files and folders that you should manually remove or secure before you enable web
services on an IIS 7.0 or above web server.

This document discusses the potential threats to the default folders and files that are created and used by the FrontPage
Server Extensions. If administrators/authors have been modifying the content in these files and folders, there may be greater
risk involved. Administrations should always analyze their environments to determine if any threats exist.

When discussing potential security risks, this document makes use of the following threat levels:

When recommending actions for administrators, this document makes use of the following recommended
definitions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/frontpage-server-extensions/upgrade-issues-with-frontpage-server-extensions.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1460


RECOMMENDED ACTION DESCRIPTION

Delete The folders/files listed should be deleted.

Secure The folders/files listed should be secured. Usually this can be
accomplished at the folder level by removing read access on
the path through the IIS administration tool, or by copying
the content to a safe location outside of your web site's
content folders and then removing the content from web site.

N/A No additional actions will usually need to be accomplished.

Securing FrontPage Folders and Files
Folders Found Within a FrontPage Web SiteFolders Found Within a FrontPage Web Site

FOLDER THREAT ACTION NOTES

_derived Low N/A FrontPage keeps derived
files like generated images in
this folder.

_fpclass Medium Secure Should contain publicly
available FrontPage code -
but should be secured if a
user has modified the code.

_overlay Low N/A FrontPage keeps derived
files like generated images in
this folder.

_private High Secure The FrontPage Server
Extensions often keep
sensitive data files in this
folder, so it should be
configured to prevent
browsing.

_vti_bin High Delete This is the virtual directory
for the FrontPage Server
Extensions executables.
Although the IIS security
settings should block any
unknown code from
executing within this path,
this path is configured to
allow executables to function
and should be removed
from your web site's
configuration if present.

The following table lists the folders that are used by the FrontPage Server Extensions and recommended actions. If
the folders listed in this table were used for additional functionality, you should always secure those folders as
appropriate.



_vti_bot Medium Secure or Delete This folder should not
usually exist for FrontPage,
and contains user-generated
FrontPage Web Bots.
Administrations should
examine what files are
located in this folder and
secure or delete them as
appropriate.

_vti_cnf High Secure or Delete The FrontPage Server
Extensions keep sensitive
metadata files in this folder,
so it should be deleted or
configured to prevent
browsing. The potential
threat is the revelation of
domain/user names and
other metadata.

_vti_log Medium Secure or Delete The FrontPage Server
Extensions keep author logs
in this folder, so it should be
deleted or configured to
prevent browsing. The
potential threat is the
revelation of domain/user
names and other author-
related activity.

_vti_pvt High Secure or Delete This folder holds several files
that contain various
metadata for your web site,
and should be secured.
Note: For more details,
please see the section Files
found within the _vti_pvt
folder

_vti_script Medium N/A or Delete This folder is used by
FrontPage for scripts that
search web sites using Index
Server. Administrators that
configure Index Server
searching may want to keep
this folder, or they may wish
to delete it. The potential
threat is the revelation of
physical file paths on the
server that are listed in IDQ
files.

_vti_shm Low Delete This folder should not exist,
and is a leftover from
FrontPage 1.x, so it is safe to
delete.

FOLDER THREAT ACTION NOTES



_vti_txt High Delete This folder contains the text
indices and catalogs for the
older FrontPage WAIS
search. Since later versions
of FrontPage only used
Index Server, it is safe to
delete this folder. The
potential threat is the
revelation of the contents
for files within your web site.

cgi-bin Medium Secure or Delete This folder should not exist
for FrontPage, and may be a
leftover from early versions
of FrontPage.
Administrations should
examine what files are
located in this folder and
secure or delete them as
appropriate. The potential
threat is legacy FrontPage or
other CGI applications that
can be executed within the
content area that may no
longer be safe.

fpdb High Secure FrontPage keeps databases
in this folder, so it should be
configured to prevent
browsing. The potential
threat is the unauthorized
access to databases in your
web site.

images Low N/A FrontPage keeps image files
in this folder.

FOLDER THREAT ACTION NOTES

Files Found Within the _vti_pvt FolderFiles Found Within the _vti_pvt Folder

FILE THREAT ACTION NOTES

_x_browsers.xml Low N/A Contains usage information
for web browsers.

_x_domains.xml Low N/A Contains usage information
for domains.

_x_pagehits.xml Low N/A Contains usage information
for individual pages. This is
mostly safe, unless you have
pages that are not publicly
available.

The following table lists the files that are located within the _vti_pvt folder of a FrontPage Web site. These files are
used by the FrontPage Server Extensions to store various metadata for a web site, and should usually be secured
or deleted at the folder-level.



_x_systems.xml Low N/A Contains usage information
for operating systems.

_x_todo.htm High Delete Contains the to do list for
users. The potential threat is
the revelation of
domain/user names.

_x_todoh.htm High Delete Contains the to do history
for users. The potential
threat is the revelation of
domain/user names.

_x_users.xml High Delete Contains usage information
for specific users. The
potential threat is the
revelation of domain/user
names.

access.cnf High Delete Contains access information
for a FrontPage web site.

botinfs.cnf Low N/A Contains FrontPage WebBot
information for a FrontPage
web site.

bots.cnf Low N/A Contains FrontPage WebBot
information for a FrontPage
web site.

deptodoc.btr Medium Delete Document dependencies
database - safe to delete.

doctodep.btr Medium Delete Document dependencies
database - safe to delete.

frontpg.lck Low Delete Lock file - safe to delete.

linkinfo.btr Medium Delete Document dependencies
database - safe to delete.

service.cnf High Secure Contains the metadata for a
FrontPage web site. The
potential threat is the
revelation of domain/user
names, local file paths, and
other metadata.

service.lck Low Delete Lock file - safe to delete.

FILE THREAT ACTION NOTES



services.cnf Low N/A Contains FrontPage subsite
information. Note: If you
delete this you will lose your
FrontPage web site/subsite
hierarchy and subsites will
become part of the parent
FrontPage web site.

structure.cnf Low N/A Contains the FrontPage web
site structure.

svcacl.cnf Medium Delete Contains information about
the end-user permissions for
a FrontPage web site. (e.g.
Whether subsites have
unique permissions and any
IP address restrictions.)

usage.lck Low Delete Lock file - safe to delete.

writeto.cnf High Delete Contains a list of files that
can be written to. (e.g. Form
handler result files.)

FILE THREAT ACTION NOTES

Files Found Within the Root Folder of a FrontPage Web SiteFiles Found Within the Root Folder of a FrontPage Web Site

FILE THREAT ACTION DESCRIPTION

_vti_inf.html Low Delete This file contains the virtual
paths to the FrontPage
Server Extensions
executables, and is used by
any client that
communicates with the
FrontPage Server Extensions.

postinfo.html Low Delete This file contains information
for the Windows Web
Publishing Wizard.

Summary

The following table lists the files that are located within the root folder of a FrontPage Web site.

In this article, you were instructed on where to locate FrontPage Server Extensions 2002 for Windows Vista and
Windowa Server 2008. As well, you saw in detail what data is pertinent to FrontPage installations and how to
accurately secure this data.
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Introduction

Notes:Notes:

FPSE Prerequisites
Supported PlatformsSupported Platforms

by Robert McMurray

 As of December 18, 2010, Microsoft FrontPage Server Extensions (FPSE) 2002 for Windows Vista and Windows
Server 2008 RTM is supported by Ready-to-Run Software. For support and servicing, contact Ready-to-Run
Software, Inc.

Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 RTM, and Windows Server 2008 R2 do not provide built-in
options to install the FrontPage Server Extensions (FPSE). Microsoft realizes that the FrontPage Server Extensions
are essential to many Web hosting companies and developers, and has worked with Ready-to-Run Software, Inc.,
to release versions of the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002) for IIS 7 and above. These versions of
FPSE 2002 are available for x86 (32-bit) and x64 (64-bit) versions of Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server
2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2 as separate download packages, and you can download these versions of
FPSE by clicking the following URLs:

Microsoft FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.0
RTR FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.5

The IIS versions of FPSE 2002 introduce no new functionality; they are essentially the same versions of FPSE
2002 that were created for Windows Server 2003, but they have been updated to work on Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2. By way of additional explanation, FPSE
2002 is part of the Office XP system of products. The Office XP system, including FPSE 2002, left mainstream
support on July 11th, 2006, according to the Office lifecycle policy. Because Microsoft's support policy is to
remove software from the Download Center that is no longer supported, FPSE 2002 was removed from the
Microsoft Download Center at that time as a separate product. FPSE 2002 continues to be available and
supported on Windows Server 2003 through the Add Windows Components section of Add/Remove Programs
in the Windows Control Panel.

There are two versions of FPSE available for IIS:

Microsoft FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.0
RTR FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.5

The IIS versions of the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002) are supported Ready-to-Run
Software, Inc. (RTR) More information about RTR is available at the following URL:

http://www.rtr.com/fpse/

 

Microsoft FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.0 is only supported on the following platforms:

Windows Server 2008:

All SKUs
Windows Vista:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/publish/frontpage-server-extensions/installing-the-frontpage-server-extensions-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=207112
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2011/07/frontpage-2002-server-extensions-for-iis-70-on-windows-server-2008-and-windows-vista
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2011/07/rtr-frontpage-server-extensions-for-iis-75-on-windows-server-2008-r2-and-windows-7
http://www.rtr.com/fpse/
https://support.microsoft.com/?pr=lifecycle


Required Role Services and FeaturesRequired Role Services and Features

Business
Enterprise
Ultimate
Home Premium

RTR FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.5 is only supported on the following platforms:

Windows Server 2008 R2:

All SKUs
Windows 7:

Professional
Enterprise
Ultimate
Home Premium

The following role services and features are required to install the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002)
on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2. If they are not already
installed on your computer when you install FPSE 2002, they will be installed for you automatically. If you do not
want these role services and features installed on your computer, you cannot install FPSE 2002.

Web Server (IIS) Role Services:

Web Server

Common HTTP Features

Static Content
Default Document
Directory Browsing (See note 1)

HTTP Errors (See note 1)

Application Development

ISAPI Extensions
ISAPI Filters

Health and Diagnostics

HTTP Logging (See note 1)

Request Monitor (See note 1)

Security

Windows Authentication or Basic Authentication (See note 2)

Request Filtering
Performance

Static Content Compression (See note 1)

Management Tools

IIS Management Console (See note 1)

IIS 6 Management Compatibility

IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility
Features:



Downloading and Installing FPSE
Downloading FPSE for Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008 RTMDownloading FPSE for Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008 RTM

NOTENOTE

Downloading FPSE for Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2Downloading FPSE for Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2

NOTENOTE

Installing FPSEInstalling FPSE

Windows Process Activation Service

Process Model

Notes for the above features:

1. These role services are required to install the FrontPage Server Extensions, but they are optional once
installation has completed. After installation is complete, you can use Server Manager to remove one or more of
the optional role services if you do not require the functionality that they provide. However, most of these
optional role services are useful for configuring and monitoring your Web server.

2. The following authentication method is required by the FrontPage Server Extensions depending on your
version of Windows:

Windows Authentication is required for all versions of Windows Server 2008 RTM/R2 and all versions of
Windows Vista and Windows 7 except Windows Vista Home Premium and Windows 7 Home Premium.
Basic Authentication is required for Windows Vista Home Premium and Windows 7 Home Premium.

 

To install the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002) on Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008 RTM,
begin by downloading the installation package from the following URL:

Microsoft FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.0

This version of the FrontPage Server Extensions is only supported on Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista.

To install the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002) on Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2, begin
by downloading the installation package from the following URL:

RTR FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions for IIS 7.5

This version of the FrontPage Server Extensions is only supported on Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7.

After you have downloaded the correct FPSE 2002 installation package, you need to make sure that you install the
FrontPage Server Extensions using full administrative permissions. This is best accomplished using one of two
methods:

Log in to your computer using the local "administrator" account, then double-click the installation package to
being the installation process.

msiexec /i <path to FPSE package>\<name of FPSE package>.msi

If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions that is not the local "administrator"
account, open a command prompt using the "Run as Administrator" option, then use the following
command to start the installation process:

https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2011/07/frontpage-2002-server-extensions-for-iis-70-on-windows-server-2008-and-windows-vista
https://www.iis.net/downloads/community/2011/07/rtr-frontpage-server-extensions-for-iis-75-on-windows-server-2008-r2-and-windows-7


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Extending websites with FPSE

NOTENOTE

Using HTML Administration Pages to Extend a websiteUsing HTML Administration Pages to Extend a website

The above steps are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in the Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2 operating systems will prevent the FPSE 2002 installation package from
installing correctly. For more information about UAC, please see the following documentation:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664

The installation process will first present you with an End-User License Agreement, which you may choose to
accept or cancel, but acceptance is required to continue installation. If you accept the terms of the license
agreement and click Next, if any of the prerequisites are not installed then the installation package will present you
with a list of the role services and features that are required to install FPSE 2002. If you do not want these role
services and features installed on your computer, click Cancel to cancel the installation. If you click Next, the
installation package will present you with a list of optional role services that are used by some additional FrontPage
features. These role services are not required by FPSE 2002, and their descriptions will list which FrontPage
features use each role service. After choosing any additional role services, you can click Next and then Install to
being the actual installation process.

Unlike previous versions of the FrontPage Server Extensions, the installation process will only create the
"MSSharePointAppPool" application pool and the FrontPage Server Administration website (also called the Microsoft
SharePoint Administration website). Therefore no websites will have the FrontPage Server Extensions installed after you have
completed the installation process.

 

After you set up FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions (FPSE 2002) on your computer, you must extend a website or
virtual server with FPSE 2002 before you can open the website using an authoring tool.

You can extend the server one of two ways:

By using HTML Administration pages.
By using the install operation with the command-line tools.

Extending a website does not configure any authentication methods. After installing FPSE 2002 on a website, you will need to
configure an authentication method, such as Windows or Basic Authentication, before your users will be able to open or
publish to the website.

To extend a website using HTML Administration pages on Windows, use the following steps:

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Microsoft SharePoint
Administrator to open the Server Administration page.

2. In the list of virtual servers, click Extend next to the virtual server you want to extend.
3. In the Administrator box, type the user name for the administrator of the virtual server.
4. Click Submit.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


NOTENOTE

Using the Command Line to Extend a websiteUsing the Command Line to Extend a website

PARAMETER SHORT FORM DESCRIPTION

Port -p The port number. If missing, this
parameter defaults to port 80. This
value can be a site instance number,
such as LM/W3SVC/1. To determine the
site instance number to use, see the
note below.

Username -u If your server is part of a domain, the
domain name and your user name. For
example, MyDomain\MyUserName.

NOTENOTE

owsadm.exe –o install –p <port> -u <username>

NOTENOTE

Removing FPSE from websites

Using HTML Administration Pages to RemoveUsing HTML Administration Pages to Remove

Using the HTML Administration pages gives you the most flexibility in choosing which options you want enabled after you
extend your server.

You can extend a website by using the command-line tools, owsadm or owsrmadm. These tools are located in the 
%ProgramFiles%\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\50\bin  folder. To extend a website, use the

install operation, which takes the following parameters.

To determine which site instance number to use, open the IIS manager and select the "Sites" node in the tree. The ID column
in the site list contains the unique identifier for each site, which you would use in the site instance number. For example, if a
site has an ID of 3, the site instance number would be LM/W3SVC/3.

The following example shows the syntax for the install operation on Windows:

For a complete list of the parameters required for the install operation and their descriptions, see Command-line Operations.

 

You can temporarily or permanently remove FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions on a particular server. To
temporarily remove the extensions so you can clean or restore your site, use the Uninstall command. In this mode,
much of the data about your site is preserved, so you can extend the virtual server again and return to your
original configuration.

To permanently remove FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions, use the Full Uninstall option. Doing so also removes
any other files and folders that FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions installed. All of the data about your site
(excluding actual site content) is deleted when you perform a full uninstall, so be sure that is what you want before
you use the Full Uninstall option.

You can use HTML Administration pages to uninstall FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions. To remove FrontPage
2002 Server Extensions from a website:

https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sppt/sharepnt/proddocs/admindoc/owsl01.mspx


Using the Command Line to RemoveUsing the Command Line to Remove

owsadm.exe –o uninstall –p <port>

1. Open the Server Administration page.
2. In the list of virtual servers, next to the virtual server you want to uninstall, click Administration.
3. Under Administration, click Uninstall FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions.
4. If you want to uninstall FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions completely, including the metadata about your

website, next to Full Uninstall, click Yes.
5. Click Uninstall.

You can remove the FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions from a website using the command-line tools, owsadm or
owsrmadm. These tools are located in the %CommonProgramFiles%\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\50\bin

folder. To remove FPSE 2002 from a website, you use the uninstall or fulluninstall operations. The uninstall
operation removes FrontPage 2002 Server Extensions from your server. The full uninstall operation also removes
the data about your site (excluding actual site content) from your virtual server.

The uninstall and fulluninstall operations take the port parameter. The following example shows the syntax for
removing FPSE from a website:
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[11/12/2010 19:48:13] [ ***** IIS 7.0 Component Based Setup ***** ] 
[11/12/2010 19:48:13] "C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\iissetup.exe" /install FTPServer 
[11/12/2010 19:48:13] < !!FAIL!! > METABASE_UTIL::InstallFtpMetabaseEntries result=0x800708c5 
[11/12/2010 19:48:13] < !!FAIL!! > Install of component FTPServer result=0x800708c5 
[11/12/2010 19:48:13] < !!FAIL!! > COMPONENT::ExecuteCommand result=0x800708c5 
[11/12/2010 19:48:13] [ End of IIS 7.0 Component Based Setup ]

by Puneet Gupta

System Update Readiness Tool
MSConfig.exe

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

Troubleshooting IIS installation issues can be a very tricky task. The installation process does its own logging in
simple text file, usually called IIS7.log (for IIS 7.x versions and IIS6.log for IIS 6.0).

In this section we will focus on IIS7.x installation issues and reference to its logging for troubleshooting purposes.

The first thing to look for is errors in the IIS7.LOG (ex: c:\windows\iis7.log ).

Search for word "FAIL"

Here is an example of an entry in IIS7.log

You can see that it clearly tells you the EXE the setup ran and if that succeeded or not. With the error message and
installation command line, search bing.com for the error found: "InstallFtpMetabaseEntries
result=0x800708c5"

You could rerun he setup command from the command line above (highlighted). Doing this will help you isolate
the issue and will let you collect right data (like process monitor) for just that failure and you won't have to run the
SETUP again and again.

Try stopping all 3rd party (non-Microsoft services from startup) and reboot the box before trying next
install/uninstall of IIS.

To quickly identify and disable these services, go to start à run and Type "msconfig" (without quotes). It will open
up system configuration dialogue box. Go to Services tab and select the check box "Hide all Microsoft services" at
the bottom and then disable all 3rd party services that can be stopped without effecting server's reboot. Usually
these are anti-virus software, backup software etc

Another common, but most important scenario people forget is to uninstall WPAS "Windows Process Activation
Services" – especially when they are trying to uninstall and reinstall IIS. When you install IIS then installer adds
WPAS for you automatically as one of the dependencies, BUT when you uninstall IIS WPAS does not get
uninstalled automatically – leaving the core binaries intact (this is done for a reason and is not a BUG. In short, it's

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/installation-issues/troubleshooting-iis-7x-installation-issues.md
https://github.com/puneet-gupta
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/947821


NOTENOTE

Reviewing the CBS (Component based Setup) Logs

2010-07-08 14:04:08, Info CSI 00000047 Calling generic command executable (sequence 2): 
[40]"C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\iissetup.exe" CmdLine: [151]""C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\iissetup.exe" 
/launch C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe reset config -section:system.applicationHost/listenerAdapters" 
2010-07-08 14:04:08, Error CSI 00000048 (F) Done with generic command 2; CreateProcess returned 0, CPAW 
returned S_OK Process exit code 16386 (0x00004002) resulted in success? FALSE Process output: [l:22 [22]"Failed 
= 0x80004002"][gle=0x80004005] 
2010-07-08 14:04:09, Info CSI 00000051@2010/7/8:18:04:09.688 CSI Advanced installer perf trace:CSIPERF:AIDONE; 
{81a34a10-4256-436a-89d6-794b97ca407c};Microsoft-Windows-IIS-SharedLibraries, Version = 6.1.7600.16385, pA = 
PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE_AMD64 (9), Culture neutral, VersionScope = 1 nonSxS, PublicKeyToken = {l:8 
b:31bf3856ad364e35}, Type neutral, TypeName neutral, PublicKey Neutral;6148228 
2010-07-08 14:04:09, Error [0x018007] CSI 00000052 (F) Failed execution of queue item Installer: Generic 
Command ({81a34a10-4256-436a-89d6-794b97ca407c}) with HRESULT HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(14109). Failure will not be 
ignored: A rollback will be initiated after all the operations in the installer queue are completed; installer 
is reliable (2)[gle=0x80004005] 
2010-07-08 14:04:10, Info CSI 00000053 End executing advanced installer (sequence 75) Completion status: 
HRESULT_FROM_WIN32(ERROR_ADVANCED_INSTALLER_FAILED)

C:\>sfc /scannow 
Beginning system scan. This process will take some time. 
Beginning verification phase of system scan. 
Verification 100% complete. 
Windows Resource Protection found corrupt files and successfully repaired 
them. Details are included in the CBS.Log windir\Logs\CBS\CBS.log. For example C:\Windows\Logs\CBS\CBS.log

not uninstalled to make sure we don't end up breaking other services on the box that consume this process model
explicitly – like WCF service). One has to make sure WPAS is explicitly uninstalled by going to features under
server manager and choosing "Windows Process Activation Services" to uninstall.

This was changed in IIS 7.5. In IIS 7.5 the uninstaller will check for other dependencies for WAS (such as WCF), and if none are
found then the IIS uninstallation process will remove WAS.

If IIS7.log is clean, then there is a good chance that the problem is in CBS (Component based Setup) engine. CBS
logs can be found at C:\Windows\Logs\CBS folder .

Just like IIS7.log file, CBS.log file is a It is a text file and can be opened in a text editor of your choice (you will have
to open this file from administrative command prompt). You can get some useful information out of these logs by
keeping the time frame of the installation failure in mind and searching for "Failure will not be ignored: A rollback
will be initiated" string in the CBS.LOG file. Here is an example of one such instance.

As with the IIS7.log, you can start using your web searching skills on BING.COM and look for next clue.

TIP : Try other ROLES and see if they fail. If they do IIS is just a victim and you can engage Platforms setup for
assistance if you do not wish to follow the next steps.

Run the System Update Readiness Tool (short name CHECKSUR) – This tool is available for Windows Vista, for
Windows Server 2008, for Windows 7, and for Windows Server 2008 R2. The download for this tool is a little big
but it is worth running it. If installation of this tool fails, then you have some other issues with the machine in
question and need an expert assistance. Contact Microsoft support for the same.

Run the command sfc /scannow from an elevated command prompt. This command can take 5-10 minutes and if
this tool detects corruption, it tries to fix it too. If there are errors and this tool fixed, them, then you may see
something like this.

If this command reports errors and it cannot fix it, then engage Microsoft support for assistance. You may see

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/947821


Windows Resource Protection found corrupt files but was unable to fix some of them. 
Details are included in the CBS.Log windir\Logs\CBS\CBS.log. For example 
C:\Windows\Logs\CBS\CBS.log

Other ResourcesOther Resources

something like this.

Only when both the tools run successfully, you should proceed further with your troubleshooting. Chances are that
running these steps could have fixed whatever corruption was present in CBS because that's essentially what these
tools do. It wouldn't be a bad idea to run these tools anyway, as it may take about 20-30 minutes to run both the
tools, but if these tools find problems in CBS engine, it can really save the long time that you may spend on an
issue.

947821 Description of the System Update Readiness Tool for Windows Vista, for Windows Server 2008, for
Windows 7, and for Windows Server 2008 R2
929833 How to use the System File Checker tool to troubleshoot missing or corrupted system files on
Windows Vista or on Windows 7
928228 How to analyze the log file entries that the Microsoft Windows Resource Checker (SFC.exe) program
generates in Windows Vista
2509997 Unable to install updates in Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server
2008 R2

https://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;947821
https://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;929833
https://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;928228
https://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;2509997
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This document will help you in troubleshooting SSL issues related to IIS only. Client Certificates troubleshooting
will not be covered in this document. Server Certificates are meant for Server Authentication and we will be
dealing only with Server Certificates in this document.

If the Client certificates section is set to "Require" and then you run into issues, then please don't refer this
document. This is meant for troubleshooting SSL Server certificates issue only.

It is important to know that every certificate comprises of a public key (used for encryption) and a private key (used
for decryption). The private key is known only to the server.

The default port for https is 443.

I am under the assumption the reader is well-versed in SSL Handshake and the Server Authentication process
during the SSL handshake.

Description of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Handshake:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257591

Description of the Server Authentication Process during the SSL Handshake:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257587

The following error message is seen while browsing the website over https:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/security-issues/troubleshooting-ssl-related-issues-server-certificate.md
https://github.com/kaushalp
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257591
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257587


Scenario 1

The first thing that has to be checked is whether the website is accessible over http. If yes, then we proceed with our
troubleshooting. If not, then you need to have the website working on http first and that's a seperate issue (not
covered in this troubleshooter).

Now let's assume the website is accessible over http and we get the above error when trying to browse over https.
The problem is seen because the SSL handshake failed and hence the error message was seen. There could be
many reasons. We will follow a step-by-step approach to solve this problem.

Check if the server certificate has the private key corresponding to it. Refer the below picture:

If private key is missing, then you need to get a certificate containing the private key, which is essentially a .PFX file.
There is a command that we could try to run in order to associate the private key with the certificate:



C:\>certutil –repairstore my "1a 1f 94 8b 21 a2 99 36 77 a8 8e b2 3f 42 8c 7e 47 e3 d1 33"

Scenario 2

If the association is successful, then you would see the following window:

Note: 1a 1f 94 8b 21 a2 99 36 77 a8 8e b2 3f 42 8c 7e 47 e3 d1 33 is the thumbprint of the certificate. Open the
certificate and click on the details tab. Scroll down to find the thumbprint section. Select the thumbprint section and
click on the text below. Do a "Ctrl+A" and then "Ctrl+C" to select and copy it. Below is a snapshot for your
reference:

Note: This command doesn't succeed always. If this fails, then you need to get a certificate containing the private
key from the CA. The file extension for a certificate containing private key is .pfx.

We went pass the first hurdle and now we have a server certificate containing the private key installed on the
website. However, we still get the same error as above. The website is still not accessible over https.

The SSLDiag tool comes in handy here.

Windows Server 2003:



EVENT TYPE: ERROR

Event Source: Schannel

Event Category: None

Event ID: 36870

Date: 2/11/2012

Time: 12:44:55 AM

User: N/A

Computer:

Description: A fatal error occurred when attempting to access the SSL server credential private key. The error code returned from
the cryptographic module is 0x80090016.

Download X64

Download X86

For IIS 7 and IIS 7.5, use vijaysk's SSL Diagnostics tool. Below is the link:

https://blogs.msdn.com/b/vijaysk/archive/2009/09/20/ssl-diagnostics-tool-for-iis-7.aspx

Install the tool and run it on the server. If you have a certificate containing private key and still not able to access
the website, then you may want to run this tool or check the system event logs for SChannel related
warnings/errors.

While running the SSLDiag tool you may get the following error:

You have a private key that corresponds to this certificate but CryptAcquireCertificatePrivateKey failed

There will also be a SChannel warning in the system event logs as shown below:

This event/error indicates that there was a problem acquiring certificate's private key. So let's try the below steps

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=5329
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=674
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/vijaysk/archive/2009/09/20/ssl-diagnostics-tool-for-iis-7.aspx


one by one:

Firstly, verify the permissions on the machinekeys folder as per the KB Article:
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/278381. All the private keys are stored within the machinekeys folder, so we
need to ensure that we have necessary permissions.

EVENT TYPE: ERROR

Event Source: Schannel

Event Category: None

Event ID: 36870

Date: 2/11/2012

Time: 12:44:55 AM

User: N/A

Computer:

A fatal error occurred when attempting to access the SSL server credential private key. The error code returned from the
cryptographic module is 0x8009001a.

We will test if the website works with a test certificate. Take a back-up of the existing certificate and then replace
it with a self-signed certificate. Try accessing the website via https. If it works then the certificate used earlier
was corrupted and it has to be replaced with a new working certificate.

If the permissions are in place and if the issue is still not fixed. Then it must be a problem with the certificate.
It may have been corrupted (You may see an error code of 0x8009001a in the SChannel event log).

Sometimes the problem may not be with the certificate but with the issuer. You may see the following error
in SSLDiag:

CertVerifyCertificateChainPolicy will fail with CERT_E_UNTRUSTEDROOT (0x800b0109), if the root

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/278381


Scenario 3

netstat -ano" or "netstat -anob

Scenario 4

CA certificate is not trusted root.

To fix this add the CA's certificate to the "Trusted Root CA" store under My computer account on the server.

You may also get the following error:

CertVerifyCertificateChainPolicy returned error -2146762480(0x800b0110).

If the above error is received then we need to check the usage type of the certificate. Open the certificate,
click on the "Details" tab and then click on "Edit Properties…" button. Under General tab make sure "Enable
all purposes for this certificate" is selected and most importantly "Server Authentication" should be present
in the list.

The first 2 steps check the integrity of the certificate. Once we have confirmed that there are no issues with the
certificate, a big problem is solved. But, what if the website is still not accessible over https. Check the HTTPS
bindings of the website and determine what port and IP it is listening on. You could run the following command to
ensure no other process is listening on the SSL port used by the website.

If there is another process listening on that port then check why that process is consuming that port. Try changing
the IP-Port combination to check if the website is accessible or not.

By now we are sure that we have a proper working certificate installed on the website and there is no other process
using the SSL port for this website. However, I still get "Page cannot be displayed" error while accessing over
https. When a client connects and initiates an SSL negotiation, HTTP.sys looks in its SSL configuration for the
"IP:Port" pair to which the client connected. The HTTP.sys SSL configuration must include a certificate hash and the
name of the certificate store before the SSL negotiation will succeed. The problem may be with the HTTP.SYS SSL
Listener.

IIS 6: "httpcfg.exe query ssl"
IIS 7/7.5: "netsh http show ssl"

The Certificate hash registered with HTTP.SYS may be NULL or it may contain invalid GUID. Execute the
following from a command prompt:



NOTENOTE

WORKING SCENARIO:

IP

Hash

Guid

CertStoreName

CertCheckMode

RevocationFreshnessTime

UrlRetrievalTimeout

SslCtlIdentifier

SslCtlStoreName

Flags

Non-working scenario:

IP

Hash

Guid

CertStoreName

CertCheckMode

RevocationFreshnessTime

UrlRetrievalTimeout

SslCtlIdentifier

SslCtlStoreName

Flags

httpcfg is part of Windows Support tools and is present on the installation disk. You could download it from here as
well: https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=7911

Below is a sample of a working and non-working scenario:

The Hash value seen above is the Thumbprint of your SSL certificate. Notice, that the Guid is all zero in a

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=7911


Scenario 5

httpcfg delete ssl -i "IP:Port Number"

httpcfg delete ssl –i 0.0.0.0:443

IIS 6: httpcfg query iplisten

IIS 7/7.5: netsh http show iplisten

HttpQueryServiceConfiguration completed with 1168.

httpcfg delete iplisten -i x.x.x.x

NOTENOTE

non-working scenario. You may see the Hash either having some value or blank. Even if we remove the
certificate from the web site, and then run "httpcfg query ssl", the website will still list Guid as all 0's. If you
see the GUID as "{0000...............000}, then there is a problem.

We need to remove this entry by running the command:

For e.g.

Delete any entries in the IP Listen list.

To determine whether any IP addresses are listed, open a command prompt, and then run the following
command:

If the IP Listen list is empty, the command returns the following string:

If the command returns a list of IP addresses, remove each IP address in the list by using the following
command:

restart IIS after this via command "net stop http /y"

After all this if you are still unable to browse the website on https, then capture a network trace either from the
client or server. Filter the trace by "SSL or TLS" to look at SSL traffic.

Below is a network trace snapshot of a non-working scenario:



HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL\Protocols

Scenario 6

MS12-006: Vulnerability in SSL/TLS could allow information disclosure: January 10, 2012

Working scenario:

Well, this is definitely now how you look at a network trace. You need to expand the frame details and see what
protocol and cipher was chosen by the server. Select "Server Hello" from the description to get those details.

In the non-working scenario, the client was configured to use TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 only. However, the web server
was IIS 6, which can support until TLS 1.0 and hence the handshake failed.

Do check the registry keys to determine what protocols are enabled or disabled. Here's the path:

The "Enabled" DWORD should be set to "1". If "0" then the protocol is disabled.

For e.g. SSL 2.0 is disabled by default.

If everything has been verified and if you are still running into issues accessing the website over https, then it most
likely is some update which is causing the SSL handshake to fail.

Microsoft has released an update to the implementation of SSL in Windows:

There is potential for this update to impact customers using Internet Explorer, or using an application that uses
Internet Explorer to perform HTTPS requests.

There were actually two changes made to address information disclosure vulnerability in SSL 3.0 / TLS 1.0. The



Other ResourcesOther Resources

MS12-006 update implements a new behavior in schannel.dll, which sends an extra record while using a common
SSL chained-block cipher, when clients request that behavior. The other change was in Wininet.dll, part of the
December Cumulative Update for Internet Explorer (MS11-099), so that IE will request the new behavior.

If a problem exists, it may manifest as a failure to connect to a server, or an incomplete request. Internet Explorer 9
is able to display an "Internet Explorer cannot display the webpage" error. Prior versions of IE may simply display a
blank page.

Fiddler does not use the extra record when it captures and forwards HTTPS requests to the server. Therefore, if
Fiddler is used to capture HTTPS traffic, the requests will succeed.

Registry keys

As documented in https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2643584, there is a SendExtraRecord registry value, which
can:

Globally disable the new SSL behavior
Globally enable it, or
(Default) enable it for SChannel clients that opt in to the new behavior.

For Internet Explorer and for clients that consume IE components, there is a registry key in the FeatureControl
section, FEATURE_SCH_SEND_AUX_RECORD_KB_2618444, which determines whether iexplore.exe or any
other named application opts in to the new behavior. By default this is enabled for Internet Explorer, and disabled
for other applications.

Description of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Handshake
Description of the Server Authentication Process During the SSL Handshake
Fixing the Beast
Taming the Beast (Browser Exploit Against SSL/TLS)
SSL CERTIFICATE FILE EXTENSIONS
Support for SSL/TLS protocols on Windows
Troubleshooting SSL related issues with IIS
PRB: Cannot visit SSL sites after you enable FIPS compliant cryptography
HTTP 1.1 host headers are not supported when you use SSL
Configuring SSL Host Headers (IIS 6.0)

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2643584
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257591
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/257587
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/kaushal/archive/2012/01/21/fixing-the-beast.aspx?wa=wsignin1.0&CommentPosted=true#commentmessage
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/kaushal/archive/2011/10/03/taming-the-beast-browser-exploit-against-ssl-tls.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/kaushal/archive/2010/11/05/ssl-certificates.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/kaushal/archive/2011/10/02/support-for-ssl-tls-protocols-on-windows.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/saurabh_singh/archive/2007/09/05/troubleshooting-ssl-related-issues-with-iis.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=811834
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/187504/en-us
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/596b9108-b1a7-494d-885d-f8941b07554c.mspx?mfr=true
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Often, while using Forms Authentication in an ASP.NET web application; there is a need to troubleshoot a problem
that occurs when a fresh or an ongoing request is intermittently redirected to the application's login page. You can
easily debug this problem on Visual Studio IDE by attaching a debugger in a development environment. In
production environments, however, the task becomes hectic and problematic. To troubleshoot a random problem
like this one, you need to log information related to the problem so that you can narrow down the root cause.

In this troubleshooter guide, we'll briefly cover the Forms Authentication concept. We'll then look into which
scenarios lead to a user being redirected to the login page and how to capture data that is relevant to isolating the
problem. We'll also cover how to implement an IHttpModule interface to log the Forms Authentication
information.

ASP.NET Forms Authentication Overview

Forms authentication lets you authenticate users by using your own code and then maintain an authentication
token in a cookie or in the page URL. Forms authentication participates in the ASP.NET page life cycle through the
FormsAuthenticationModule class. You can access forms authentication information and capabilities through the
FormsAuthentication class.

To use forms authentication, you create a login page that collects credentials from the user and that includes code
to authenticate the credentials. Typically you configure the application to redirect requests to the login page when
users try to access a protected resource, such as a page that requires authentication. If the user's credentials are
valid, you can call methods of the FormsAuthentication class to redirect the request back to the originally requested
resource with an appropriate authentication ticket (cookie). If you do not want the redirection, you can just get the
forms authentication cookie or set it. On subsequent requests, the user's browser passes the authentication cookie
with the request, which then bypasses the login page.

By default, the FormsAuthenticationModule class is added in the Machine.config file. The
FormsAuthenticationModule class manages the FormsAuthentication process.

The following is an entry from the Machine.config file:

You configure forms authentication by using the authentication configuration element. In the simplest case, you
have a login page. In the configuration file, you specify a URL to redirect unauthenticated requests to the login
page. You then define valid credentials, either in the Web.config file or in a separate file. The following example

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/security-issues/troubleshooting-forms-authentication.md
https://github.com/apurvajo


<authentication mode="Forms"> 
     <forms name="MyAuthCookie" loginUrl="/Login.aspx">     
       <credentials passwordFormat="SHA1">        
         <user name="Kim" password="07B7F3EE06F278DB966BE960E7CBBD103DF30CA6" />         
         <user name="John" password="BA56E5E0366D003E98EA1C7F04ABF8FCB3753889"/>         
       </credentials>
     </forms>
</authentication>

String authUser2 = User.Identity.Name;

Scenarios

shows a section from a configuration file that specifies a login page and authentication credentials for the
Authenticate method. The passwords have been encrypted by using the HashPasswordForStoringInConfigFile
method.

After successful authentication, the FormsAuthenticationModule module sets the value of the User property to a
reference to the authenticated user. The following code example shows how to programmatically read the identity
of the forms-authenticated user.

A convenient way to work with forms authentication is to use ASP.NET membership and ASP.NET login controls.
ASP.NET membership lets you store and manage user information and includes methods to authenticate users.
ASP.NET login controls work with ASP.NET membership. They encapsulate the logic to prompt users for
credentials, validate users, recover or replace passwords, and so on. In effect, ASP.NET membership and ASP.NET
login controls provide a layer of abstraction over forms authentication. These features replace most or all the work
that you would ordinarily have to do to use forms authentication

Reasons for a request to get redirected to login.aspx page

The forms authentication cookie is lost

Scenario 1:

A user logs on to the Web site. At some point, the client sends a request to the server, and the
FormsAuthenticationModule class does not receive the cookie.

Scenario 2:

The forms authentication cookie can also be lost when the client's cookie limit is exceeded. In Microsoft Internet
Explorer, there is a limit of 20 cookies. After the 20th cookie is created on the client, previous cookies are removed
from the client's collection. If the .ASPXAUTH cookie is removed, the user will be redirected to the login page when
the next request is processed.

Scenario 3:

After the request leaves the client, there are various layers that can affect the packets that are being sent. To
determine if a network device is removing the cookie, you have to capture a network trace on the client and the
server, and then look in the body of the request for the cookie. You want to look at the client request to make sure
that the cookie was sent, and check the server trace to make sure that the server received the cookie.

Forms authentication ticket timed out

One thing to be aware of in ASP.NET 2.0 onwards applications, is that the forms authentication timeout value has
changed to be 30 minutes by default. This means that after 30 minutes of inactivity, a user will be prompted to
login again (note: every time they hit the site the 30 minute window clock gets reset -- so it is only if they are idle
that it will timeout).



<system.web> 
 <authentication mode="Forms">>     
   <forms timeout="50000000"/>                 
 </authentication>
</system.web>

Event code: 4005
Event message: Forms authentication failed for the request. Reason: The ticket 
supplied has expired.

Event code: 4005 
Event message: Forms authentication failed for the request. Reason: The ticket supplied was invalid.
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If you want to change the timeout value to be longer, you can easily change the timeout value in your local
web.config file (the timeout value is in minutes):

Scenario 4:

The forms authentication may time out before the timeout attribute value that is set in the configuration file.

If the forms authentication ticket is manually generated, the time-out property of the ticket will override the value
that is set in the configuration file. Therefore, if that value is less than the value in the configuration file, the forms
authentication ticket will expire before the configuration file timeout attribute value and vice-versa. For example,
let's assume that the <FORMS> timeout attribute is set to 30 in the Web.config file and the Expiration value of the
ticket is set to 20 minutes. In this case, the forms authentication ticket will expire after 20 minutes and the user will
have to log on again after that.

Scenario 5:

In ASP.NET 4 web application using forms authentication, the event log message says:

Troubleshooting Scenario 1:

You can determine if a request does not contain the cookie by enabling cookie logging in Microsoft Internet
Information Services (IIS). To do so, follow these steps:

Open the IIS Microsoft Management Console (MMC).
Right-click the Web site and then click Properties.
Click the Web Site tab, and then click Enable Logging.
Make sure that the log format is W3C Extended Log File Format.
Click Properties.
Click the Advanced tab, and then click Extended Properties.
Under Extended Properties, click to select the Cookie(cs(Cookie)) check box and the Referer (cs(Referer)) check
box.

After this problem occurs, determine which client had the problem and that client's IP address. Filter the IIS log on
that client's IP address, and view the <COOKIE> column.

You can use Log Parser to parse the IIS Logs. To download Log Parser, visit the following Microsoft Web site:
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http://fiddler2.com/fiddler2/

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=24659

After you have the list of requests from that specific user, search for the requests to the login page. You know they
were redirected to this page, and you want to see the requests before the redirection occurred. If you see
something similar to the following, the client either did not send the cookie or the cookie was removed on the
network between the client and server.

The first request from that user is not likely to have a forms authentication cookie unless you are creating a persistent cookie.
The IIS Log will only show you the cookies that were received in the request. The first request to have the forms
authentication cookie will be on the request after a successful login attempt.

Troubleshooting Scenario 2:

Microsoft Internet Explorer complies with the following RFC 2109 recommended minimum limitations:

at least 300 cookies
at least 4096 bytes per cookie (as measured by the size of the characters that comprise the cookie non-terminal
in the syntax description of the Set-Cookie header)
at least 20 cookies per unique host or domain name

Use below article for further reference: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/306070

The forms authentication cookie can also be lost when the client's cookie limit is exceeded. In Microsoft Internet
Explorer, there is a limit of 20 cookies. After the 20th cookie is created on the client, previous cookies are removed
from the client's collection. If the .ASPXAUTH cookie is removed, the user will be redirected to the login page when
the next request is processed. You can use fiddler to see the http request/ response headers and to see if you are
receiving the cookie from the client or not. Download fiddler from below URL:

Launch fiddler tool on the client machine, remove existing http traces, access your application implementing forms
authentication and try to login into the application and observe the http traffic on the fiddler tool to see of you
there is an exchange of forms authentication cookie happening between the client and server. After you capture the
traffic, double-click a request, and then click Headers to see the Set-Cookie header. If you trace a successful login,
you will see the Set-Cookie header in the response of a successful login.

By default, Internet Explorer can store a maximum of 20 cookies for each domain. If a server in the domain sends
more than 20 cookies to a client computer, the browser on the client computer automatically discards some old
cookies.

Each cookie consists of a single name-value pair. This pair may be followed by attribute-value pairs that are
separated by semicolons. This limit has been increased to simplify the development and the hosting of Web
applications on domains that must use many cookies. Installing update 937143 increases the number of cookies
that Internet Explorer can store for each domain from 20 to 50. For more details on this, please refer the following
article:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/941495

Troubleshooting Scenario 3:

After the request leaves the client, there are various layers that can affect the packets that are being sent (firewalls,
proxies and load balancers etc.). To determine if a network device is removing the cookie, you have to capture a
network trace on the client and the server, and then look in the body of the request for the cookie. You want to look
at the client request to make sure that the cookie was sent, and then check the server trace to make sure that the

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=24659
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/306070
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/941495


47 45 54 20 68 74 74 70-3a 2f 2f 6c 6f 63 61 6c   GET http://local
68 6f 73 74 2f 46 6f 72-6d 73 41 75 74 68 4c 6f   host/FormsAuthLo
67 54 65 73 74 2f 57 65-62 46 6f 72 6d 31 2e 61   gTest/WebForm1.a
73 70 78 20 48 54 54 50-2f 31 2e 31 0d 0a 41 63   spx HTTP/1.1..Ac
63 65 70 74 3a 20 69 6d-61 67 65 2f 67 69 66 2c   cept: image/gif,
…Other headers of the GET request…
63 68 65 0d 0a 43 6f 6f-6b 69 65 3a 20 2e 41 53   che..Cookie: .AS
50 58 41 55 54 48 3d 33-43 45 46 39 42 39 41 30   PXAUTH=3CEF9B9A0
43 33 37 41 44 46 36 33-45 36 42 44 33 37 42 36   C37ADF63E6BD37B6
39 43 44 41 32 35 30 30-30 46 38 30 37 32 38 46   9CDA25000F80728F
35 31 43 39 35 36 36 44-31 34 43 35 34 31 34 35   51C9566D14C54145
38 31 43 39 33 45 32 41-30 31 44 44 43 44 45 46   81C93E2A01DDCDEF
32 34 41 31 37 34 32 39-34 31 30 43 30 39 37 34   24A17429410C0974
42 33 45 43 42 30 36 34-32 32 38 45 33 35 33 39   B3ECB064228E3539
39 41 38 32 32 42 33 42-39 33 36 44 46 30 38 46   9A822B3B936DF08F
42 41 42 44 33 45 31 30-32 44 30 30 32 31 30 43   BABD3E102D00210C
32 45 31 33 39 38 30 37-39 42 32 33 35 32 39 46   2E1398079B23529F
34 46 35 44 37 34 41 3b-20 50 72 6f 66 69 6c 65   4F5D74A; Profile
3d 56 69 73 69 74 6f 72-49 64 3d 62 32 34 65 62   =VisitorId=b24eb
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server received that cookie.

Client request

This is a GET request after the user has been authenticated. The forms authentication ticket information is
highlighted in grey. This confirms that the cookie information left the client. When you use a network capture tool,
like Netmon, you see the traffic that actually went through the adapter.

Server-side request

When you look at the request that reached the server, you want make sure that the server received the same
information that the client sent. If the server did not receive the same information, you need to investigate other
devices on the network to determine where the cookie was removed.

There have also been instances of ISAPI filters removing cookies. If you confirm that the Web server received the cookie, but
the cookie is not listed in the IIS logs, check the ISAPI filters. You may have to remove the filters to see if the problem is
resolved.

Troubleshooting Scenario 5:

<machineKey 
validationKey="87AC8F432C8DB844A4EFD024301AC1AB5808BEE9D1870689B63794D33EE3B55CDB315BB480721A107187561F3
88C6BEF5B623BF31E2E725FC3F3F71A32BA5DFC" 
decryptionKey="E001A307CCC8B1ADEA2C55B1246CDCFE8579576997FF92E7" validation="SHA1" />

Compare the timeout values for both forms authentication module and the session module on all of the web
servers.
Compare the System.Web.dll version under Framework folder for ASP.NET 4 between all of the web servers in
the farm. Forms authentication failed for the request. Reason: The ticket supplied was invalid. This happens due
to missing Reliability Update 1 for MS .NET framework 4 on one of the web server.
Install the Reliability Update 1 for the .NET Framework 4 kb2533523 on the server that was missing it and
rebooted the server. It fixed the issue. https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2533523

If the scenario involves a web farm, then the Machinekeys should be same across everywhere. Use below
machinekey to maintain the consistency on all the servers on the farm:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2533523


Other ResourcesOther Resources
FIX: Forms authentication cookies compatibility issue between .NET Framework 1.1 and .NET Framework 2.0
SP2 ASP.NET applications after you apply the security update from security bulletin MS10-070
Troubleshoot Forms Authentication
Forms-based Authentication
Internet Explorer increases the per-domain cookie limit from 20 to 50

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2433751
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/910439
https://quickstarts.asp.net/QuickStartv20/aspnet/doc/security/formsauth.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/941495
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :

Overview

"The viewstate is invalid for this page and might be corrupted"

Scenarios and Troubleshootings

by Apurva Joshi

NA

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

View state is a feature in ASP.NET that allows pages to automatically preserve state without relying on server state
(for example, session state). However, issues relating to view state can be difficult to debug. In most cases, when
problems with view state occur, you receive the following error message in the Web browser, with little indication of
what might be causing the issue:

This article describes some techniques that can be used for debugging and for resolving problems with view state.

Verify that you are not running into issues that have been fixed

A number of view state issues were fixed with ASP.NET 1.0 hotfixes and service packs, and those fixes are also part
of ASP.NET 1.1. Make sure that you have applied the latest fixes before tracking issues that have already been
resolved. You can obtain the latest Microsoft .NET Framework updates from the following Microsoft Developer
Network (MSDN) Web site:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569276.aspx

Set the validationKey attribute if you are running in a Web farm

In a Web farm, each client request can go to a different machine on every postback. Because of this behavior, you
cannot leave the validationKey attribute set to AutoGenerate in the Machine.config file. Instead, you must set the
value of the validationKey attribute to a fixed string that is shared by all the machines on the Web farm.

For more information about this issue, click the following article number to view the article in the Microsoft
Knowledge Base:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/323744

Do not store dynamically generated types in view state in a Web farm

When ASP.NET compiles files dynamically, the files are built into assemblies with essentially random names (for
example, a file name might be jp395dun.dll). If you are running a Web farm, the same files will be compiled into
assemblies with different random names. Normally, this is not a problem because no one makes assumptions on
those assembly names. But if you ever put a dynamically compiled type into view state by using binary
serialization, the name of the assembly will be included as part of the view state data. When that view state is later
sent to a different server in the Web farm, the view state cannot be deserialized because it uses different assembly
names.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/aspnet-issues/troubleshooting-invalid-viewstate-issues.md
https://github.com/apurvajo
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/netframework/aa569276.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/323744


[FileNotFoundException: Could not load file or assembly 'App_Web_fx--sar9, Version=0.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=null' or one of its dependencies. The system cannot find the file specified.]
 System.RuntimeTypeHandle._GetTypeByName(String name, Boolean throwOnError, Boolean ignoreCase, Boolean 
reflectionOnly, StackCrawlMark& stackMark, Boolean loadTypeFromPartialName) +0
System.RuntimeTypeHandle.GetTypeByName(String name, Boolean throwOnError, Boolean ignoreCase, Boolean 
reflectionOnly, StackCrawlMark& stackMark) +72
System.RuntimeType.PrivateGetType(String typeName, Boolean throwOnError, Boolean ignoreCase, Boolean 
reflectionOnly, StackCrawlMark& stackMark) +58
System.Type.GetType(String typeName, Boolean throwOnError) +57
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeType(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +192 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeValue(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +943 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeValue(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +384 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeValue(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +198 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeValue(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +210 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.DeserializeValue(SerializerBinaryReader reader) +198 
System.Web.UI.ObjectStateFormatter.Deserialize(Stream inputStream) +142

enableViewStateMac="true"

enableViewStateMac="false"

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The best fix to this problem is to avoid using binary serialization. Binary serialization uses many resources even
when you do not run into this problem. Instead, limit what you put in view state to a combination of Arrays, Pairs,
Triplets, and simple types (for example, strings, int, and other types). System.Web.UI.Pair and System.Web.UI.Triplet
are simple wrapper types that the view state engine can efficiently process.

An alternative fix to avoid this problem is to move the types that you are storing in view state into a precompiled
assembly, either in your Bin folder or in the Global Assembly Cache. This fix does not address performance, but it
guarantees that the assembly has the same name on all computers.

Note If you store complex data types in view state and experience this issue, the call stack information will contain
stacks that are similar to the following:

Determine whether the problem is related to the view state MAC feature

The purpose of the view state machine authentication code (MAC) feature is to make it impossible for clients to
send a request that contains a malicious view state. By default, this feature is enabled in the following flag in the
Machine.config file.

The simplest way to determine whether the issue you are dealing with is related to the MAC feature is to turn off
the feature. To do this, change the flag in the Machine.config file to the following code.

If you no longer get view state errors, the problem is related to the MAC feature.

Only turn off the view state MAC feature to help diagnose the problem. You should not keep the view state MAC turned off
to work around the issue. If so, you could introduce security holes

In general, Microsoft recommends that you not turn off the view state MAC feature unless you are completely
confident that you have either disabled view state for all controls that do not HTML encode their output (for
example, DataGrid controls, DataList controls, Label controls, and other controls) or that you are always explicitly
setting their values on each request to something known to be safe.

Determine exactly what exception occurs when you receive the error message



<%@ language=c# debug=true %> 
<script runat=server> 
protected override object LoadPageStateFromPersistenceMedium() 
{ 
     return Session["_ViewState"]; 
}
 
protected override void SavePageStateToPersistenceMedium(object viewState) 
{ 
     Session["_ViewState"] = viewState; 
}
 
void TextChanged(object o, EventArgs e) 
{ 
     Response.Write("TextChanged"); 
} 
</script> 
<form runat=server> 
<asp:button text=Test runat=server/> 
<asp:textbox ontextchanged=TextChanged runat=server/> 
<input type=hidden name=__VIEWSTATE> 
</form>

<input type=hidden name=__VIEWSTATE>

Unfortunately, the invalid view state error message that is mentioned in the "Overview" section of this article is not
very informative. The error message is generally caused by some exception being thrown when the view state is
being processed. The problem is that the exception is being consumed, and its details are lost in the error message.

By using a debugger, you can determine the original exception. To do this, you must attach a debugger to the
ASP.NET process (Aspnet_wp.exe or W3wp.exe), and then set it to catch all exceptions. You can even configure
Debug Diagnostics 1.2 tool to capture managed exceptions.

Try storing the view state in the session

By default, the view state is round-tripped by means of an <INPUT type=hidden> field that is sent to the browser.
The browser then sends the field back to the server on the next request. In some cases, this view state can get quite
large and be a potential source of problems. Some browsers cannot handle such a large hidden field (and the
resulting large request), and the browsers may truncate the view state. Truncating the view state causes a "view
state corrupted" error message. This behavior is most likely to occur in simpler browsers. For example, this
behavior may occur in a browser on a PDA.

To determine whether you may be running into such an issue, try storing the view state in the session. The
following example demonstrates how to do this.

The following line of code is only needed in ASP.NET 1.0, to work around a bug. In ASP.NET 1.1 plus, it is not
necessary.

Determine whether the problem is caused by worker process recycling

Consider the following scenario.

You are running ASP.NET under Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0.
The application pool is running under an identity other than the Local System account, the Network Service
account, or an administrative-level account.
The validationKey attribute of the <MACHINEKEY> element is set to AutoGenerate in the configuration file.

In this scenario, the following procedure will cause a view state error to occur:



Other ResourcesOther Resources

1. A user browses a page.
2. The worker process that hosts the ASP.NET application recycles.
3. The user posts back the page.

The workaround for this scenario is to use an explicit validationKey attribute in the configuration file.

Troubleshooting the "View state is invalid" error with ASP.NET
Building Secure ASP.NET Applications: Authentication, Authorization, and Secure Communication
How to create keys by using Visual C# .NET for use in Forms authentication

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/829743
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa302388.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/312906
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Introduction

Errors, What Errors?

Client ErrorsClient Errors

Server ErrorsServer Errors

HTTP Errors in IIS

by IIS Team

Every Web-Site Administrator or Web Developer has seen "404 - File not found", "401 - Unauthorized" or "500 -
Server Error" messages in his browser. This article helps you understand how and why IIS generates these errors
and how they can be configured.

Many might think that generating error messages does not seem to justify a full article. But there is more to errors
than meets the eye. Error messages are a sensitive topic, because every error reveals more about your web-site
than you might want revealed. The more information someone can gather about your site, the likelier it is that you
will be hacked. A search for "google hacking" or "cross-site scripting" reveals a wealth of information on this topic.

However, error messages are also a valuable tool to troubleshoot problems. Developers and Web-Site
Administrators require as much detail as possible when an error occurs. Ideally the error message gives
recommendations on how to fix the problem. Here is how IIS addresses these fundamentally opposed goals.

This article talks about HTTP errors as specified in the HTTP RFC (RFC 2616 - section 6.1.1). An HTTP error is
always expressed by sending a response with a status code greater than 400 back to the requesting client.

Status codes between 400 and 500 specify an error that the client made, e.g. bad syntax or a request to a resource
that doesn't exist. You can try this by requesting a bogus URL from the web-site of your choice, for example:
http://<IIS7Server>/this_resource_does_not_exist. You get a "404 - File not found" error.

Status codes starting with 500 are errors caused by the server. The most common causes for 500 errors on IIS
systems are:

An ASP or ASPX page that contains a syntax error
The web server configuration or the application configuration cannot be read or is invalid
The site is stopped

It is important to note that browsers like IE often replace errors returned from a web server with their own errors.
This makes troubleshooting harder. In IE you can turn this feature off. Go to the "Tools" menu, select "Internet
Options", click the "Advanced" tab and find the "Show friendly HTTP error messages" check box and uncheck it. To
see the raw response, use HTTP tools like WFETCH in the IIS 6.0 Resource Kit (see "Related Links").

There are two things that can happen when the httpError module (custerr.dll) encounters an error:

A custom error is generated
A detailed error is generated

Custom errors are error pages that the regular users of your web-site see. They contain a brief error description of
why the error happened, but nothing else. Here is the custom error generated when you request a resource that

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/how-to-use-http-detailed-errors-in-iis.md
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt


does not exist, for example: http://<IIS7Server>/this_resource_does_not_exist

Detailed errors are intended for local administrators and developers. They are supposed to provide information
that helps to immediately fix the problem. Here is an example of the same request, but now returning a Detailed
Error:

This is dangerous, because Detailed Errors contain information about the inner workings of your web-site. Only
trusted personel should see a Detailed Error. The only way to ensures this is to only generate a detailed error if the
request comes from the local machine. As soon as the request is not local, a custom error is generated. Look at the
following flow diagram:

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/how-to-use-http-detailed-errors-in-iis/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/how-to-use-http-detailed-errors-in-iis/_static/image4.jpg


Data FlowData Flow

ERRORMODE REQUEST ORIGIN ACTION

DetailedLocalOnly (default) Local Detailed Error

DetailedLocalOnly (default) Remote Custom Error

First: Error check

The httpError module receives a notification if a response is about to be sent (RQ_SEND_RESPONSE notification).
The httpError module checks the status code of this response and immediately returns if the status code is not
greater than 400.

Second: Custom Error or Detailed Error

The next check is determined by the request origin (is the request a local or remote request) and the setting of the
errorMode property. The errorMode property is set to DetailedLocalOnly, which means that Custom Errors are
generated for every remote request. If errorMode is set to "Custom", then all error responses will become Custom
Error. If errorMode is set to "Detailed" all error responses will become Detailed Errors. The following table clarifies
this behavior :

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/how-to-use-http-detailed-errors-in-iis/_static/image6.jpg


Custom Local Custom Error

Custom Remote Custom Error

Detailed Local Detailed Error

Detailed Remote Detailed Error

ERRORMODE REQUEST ORIGIN ACTION

<httpErrors>  Configuration

<httpErrors>
 <error statusCode="401" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="401.htm" />
 <error statusCode="403" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="403.htm" />
 <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="404.htm" />
 <error statusCode="405" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="405.htm" />
 <error statusCode="406" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="406.htm" />
 <error statusCode="412" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="412.htm" />
 <error statusCode="500" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="500.htm" />
 <error statusCode="501" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="501.htm" />
 <error statusCode="502" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="502.htm" />
</httpErrors>

Sub-Status CodesSub-Status Codes

STATUS DESCRIPTION

404.1 Site could not be found

404.2 Denied by Policy. The request ISAPI or CGI program is not
allowed in the Restriction List.

404.3 The static file handler did not have the file in its MimeMap and
therefore rejected the request.

404.4 No handler was found to serve the request.

If the httpError module determines that a Custom Error must be generated, it looks into its configuration to see if it
can find a matching error. If a match is found, it sends the static file, redirects the request or executes the URL
specified. If no match can be found, IIS send a basic one-line message containing the status code. The next section
explains the Custom Error configuration in detail.

If custerr.dll determines that a Detailed Error must be generated, another check is needed. IIS does not touch the
response if a module overrode the entity of the response with its own error description. It might contain valuable
information. ASP.NET is a good example. The entity of an ASP.NET error response might contain the exception
stack and its own error description. A Detailed Error is only generated if the entity body of the response is empty.

Here is the IIS custom error section obtained on a clean install:

You see that if the status code of a response is 401, IIS will return a file named 401.htm.

Many HTTP errors have a sub-status. The IIS default Custom Errors configuration does not differentiate based
sub-status codes. It sends the same Custom Error page if you enter the wrong credentials (401.1), or if you get
access denied based on invalid rights to access a file (401.3). You can see the different sub-status codes in the log
files or via Detailed Errors. Here is a list of the different 404 sub-status codes that IIS produces:



404.5 The Request Filtering Module rejected an URL sequence in the
request.

404.6 The Request Filtering Module denied the HTTP verb of the
request.

404.7 The Request Filtering module rejected the file extension of the
request.

404.8 The Request Filtering module rejected a particular URL
segment (characters between two slashes).

404.9 IIS rejected to serve a hidden file.

404.10 The Request Filtering module rejected a header that was too
long.

404.11 The Request Filtering module rejected a request that was
double escaped.

404.12 The Request Filtering module rejected a request that
contained high bit characters.

404.13 The Request Filtering module rejected a request that was too
long (request + entity body).

404.14 The Request Filtering module rejected a request with a URL
that was too long.

404.15 The Request Filtering module rejected a request with a too
long query string.

STATUS DESCRIPTION

<error statusCode="404" subStatusCode="3" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="404_3.htm" />

New in IIS: Language-specific Custom Errors

You can configure the httpErrors section to show a Custom Error for particular sub-status codes. If you add the
following line to the httpErrors configuration section, IIS returns 404_3.htm if a file with a file extension is
requested that is not included in the IIS MimeMap (<staticContent> configuration section).

Here is how to make the example work:

1. Add the entry above to your httpErrors configuration section.
2. Create a file named 404_3.htm in your c:\inetpub\custerr\en-us  directory.
3. Create a file named test.yyy in you c:\inetpub\wwwroot  directory.
4. Now request http://localhost/test.yyy

The file extension .yyy is not part of the IIS MimeMap and the static file handler will not serve it.

Each more recent browser includes the language of the client as a request header. Here is an example of how this
header might look:

http://localhost/test.yyy


Accept-Language: en-us

NOTENOTE

Custom Error Options

ExecuteUrl

<httpErrors>
<!-- default custom error for 401 errors -->
<!-- <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="404.htm" />-->

<!-- ExecuteURL replaces default file response mode -->
<error statusCode="404" path=/404.aspx" responseMode="ExecuteURL"/>        
<error statusCode="403" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="403.htm" />
<error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="404.htm" />
<error statusCode="405" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="405.htm" />
<error statusCode="406" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="406.htm" />
<error statusCode="412" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="412.htm" />
<error statusCode="500" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="500.htm" />
<error statusCode="501" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="501.htm" />
<error statusCode="502" prefixLanguageFilePath="c:\inetpub\custerr" path="502.htm" />

</httpErrors>

The syntax and registry of accepted languages is specified in RFC1766.

When generating an error, IIS takes this header into account when it looks for the custom error file it returns. It
generates the path for the custom error using the following logic:

prefixLanguageFilePath configuration setting (for example c:\inetpub\custerr )+
Accept-Language header sent by the client (for example en-us) +
Path configuration setting (for example 404.htm)

Example:

If the browser sends a request for an non-existing resource and the "Accept-Language" header has the value of
"en-us," the file that gets returned will be c:\inetpub\custerr\en-us\404.htm .

For example, if you are from Germany, you want your error messages in German. To do this, you must install the
Windows Vista Language Pack for German. This creates the c:\inetpub\custerr\de-DE  directory with custom error
files in it. Now if the browser sends the "Accept-Language" header with the value of "de-DE, the file that gets
returned will be c:\inetpub\custerr\de-DE\404.htm .

IIS will always fall back to the system language if the directory "de-DE" does not exist.

Internet Explorer allows you to configure the Accept-Language header. Go to "Tools" - "Internet Option", select the "General"
tab and click the "Languages" button.

In the above examples, IIS sends the contents of the file as the custom error response. IIS has two other ways to
respond to an error: by executing an URL or by redirecting the request.

If you want to do more in your custom error, e.g. sending an e-mail or logging the error to a database, you can
execute an url. This allows you to execute dynamic content like an ASP.NET page. The example below replaces the
404 custom error. Now IIS executes /404.aspx whenever a 404 error occurs.

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1766.txt


Security Considerations

<section name="httpErrors" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<httpErrors lockAllAttributesExcept="errorMode" lockElements="error">
 <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="404.htm" />
 <error statusCode="401" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="401.htm" />
 <error statusCode="403" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="403.htm" />
 <error statusCode="405" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="405.htm" />
 <error statusCode="406" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="406.htm" />
 <error statusCode="412" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="412.htm" />
 <error statusCode="500" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="500.htm" />
 <error statusCode="501" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="501.htm" />
 <error statusCode="502" prefixLanguageFilePath="E:\inetpub\custerr" path="502.htm" />
</httpErrors>

Summary

A word of caution: For architectural reasons, IIS can only execute the URL if it is located in the same Application
Pool. Use the redirect feature to execute a Custom Error in a different Application Pool.

IIS can also return a 302 Redirect to the browser when a particular error occurs. Redirect is good if you have a
server farm. For instance, you can redirect all your errors to a central location that you closely monitor.

There is risk however: responseMode="File" (which is the default) allows you to specify every file on the disk. This
will not work if you are very security conscious.

A workable scenario might include only allowing the delegation of the errorMode setting. This enables a developer
to receive Detailed Errors for his application even if he is using a remote client. All that is necessary is to set
errorMode="Detailed". Here is how to configure this scenario:

Allow the delegation of the httpErrors section:

Second, go to the <httpErrors>  section in applicationHost.config and change it so that only errorMode is
delegated:

Custom and Detailed Errors are powerful IIS features. They help you to troubleshoot problems without
compromising the security of your IIS Server. Many configuration options help you to custom tailor your users'
experience. Most importantly: experimenting with it is fun.
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :

Overview

Server Error in Application "application name"
HTTP Error 502.2 – Bad Gateway
HRESULT: 0xC00000FD or 0x00000003
Description of HRESULT: Specified CGI application did not return a complete set of HTTP headers.

Troubleshooting

"The specified CGI application misbehaved by not returning a complete set of HTTP headers"

by Apurva Joshi

Tracing module on IIS 7.X
ETW Tracing on IIS 6.0
Microsoft Network Monitor 3.4

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

You have a Web site that is hosted on Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0. When you visit the Web site in a Web
browser, you may receive an error message that resembles the following:

This problem occurs because the CGI process terminates unexpectedly before the CGI process sends a response
back to IIS 7.0

Scenario: When sending a request to a CGI application running via IIS, the user is presented with the following
error instead of the expected response:

Capturing a Netmon trace shows this sort of information:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/troubleshooting-http-5022-bad-gateway-error-in-cgi-applications.md
https://github.com/apurvajo


HTTP: Response to Client; HTTP/1.1; Status Code = 502 - Bad Gateway
HTTP: Protocol Version =HTTP/1.1
HTTP: Status Code = Bad Gateway
HTTP: Reason =Bad Gateway
HTTP: Content-Length =232
HTTP: Content-Type =text/html
HTTP: Server =Microsoft-IIS/6.0
HTTP: Date =Tue, 23 Aug 2005 20:25:47 GMT
HTTP: Data: Number of data bytes remaining = 232 (0x00E8)
00000: 00 11 BC 3E 62 3C 00 0F 1F 6C 1F E1 08 00 45 00 ..¼>b<...l.á..E.
00010: 01 9A EF 40 40 00 80 06 00 00 D8 A2 10 5C 0A C8 .šï@@.€...Ø¢.\.È
00020: 04 15 00 50 55 B1 AA C6 89 52 E7 D6 85 01 50 18 ...PU±ªÆ‰RçÖ….P.
00030: 09 2F F9 67 00 00 48 54 54 50 2F 31 2E 31 20 35 ./ùg..HTTP/1.1 5
00040: 30 32 20 42 61 64 20 47 61 74 65 77 61 79 0D 0A 02 Bad Gateway..
00050: 43 6F 6E 74 65 6E 74 2D 4C 65 6E 67 74 68 3A 20 Content-Length: 
00060: 32 33 32 0D 0A 43 6F 6E 74 65 6E 74 2D 54 79 70 232..Content-Typ
00070: 65 3A 20 74 65 78 74 2F 68 74 6D 6C 0D 0A 53 65 e: text/html..Se
00080: 72 76 65 72 3A 20 4D 69 63 72 6F 73 6F 66 74 2D rver: Microsoft-
00090: 49 49 53 2F 36 2E 30 0D 0A 44 61 74 65 3A 20 54 IIS/6.0..Date: T
000A0: 75 65 2C 20 32 33 20 41 75 67 20 32 30 30 35 20 ue, 23 Aug 2005 
000B0: 32 30 3A 32 35 3A 34 37 20 47 4D 54 0D 0A 0D 0A 20:25:47 GMT....
000C0: 3C 68 74 6D 6C 3E 3C 68 65 61 64 3E 3C 74 69 74 <html><head><tit
000D0: 6C 65 3E 45 72 72 6F 72 3C 2F 74 69 74 6C 65 3E le>Error</title>
000E0: 3C 2F 68 65 61 64 3E 3C 62 6F 64 79 3E 3C 68 65 </head><body><he
000F0: 61 64 3E 3C 74 69 74 6C 65 3E 45 72 72 6F 72 20 ad><title>Error 
00100: 69 6E 20 43 47 49 20 41 70 70 6C 69 63 61 74 69 in CGI Applicati
00110: 6F 6E 3C 2F 74 69 74 6C 65 3E 3C 2F 68 65 61 64 on</title></head
00120: 3E 0A 3C 62 6F 64 79 3E 3C 68 31 3E 43 47 49 20 >.<body><h1>CGI 
00130: 45 72 72 6F 72 3C 2F 68 31 3E 54 68 65 20 73 70 Error</h1>The sp
00140: 65 63 69 66 69 65 64 20 43 47 49 20 61 70 70 6C ecified CGI appl
00150: 69 63 61 74 69 6F 6E 20 6D 69 73 62 65 68 61 76 ication misbehav
00160: 65 64 20 62 79 20 6E 6F 74 20 72 65 74 75 72 6E ed by not return
00170: 69 6E 67 20 61 20 63 6F 6D 70 6C 65 74 65 20 73 ing a complete s
00180: 65 74 20 6F 66 20 48 54 54 50 20 68 65 61 64 65 et of HTTP heade
00190: 72 73 2E 3C 2F 62 6F 64 79 3E 3C 2F 62 6F 64 79 rs.</body></body
001A0: 3E 3C 2F 68 74 6D 6C 3E ></html>

Capture FREB log for the HTTP error message and locate which module is throwing this error message.

Troubleshoot the CGI process executable file to determine why the CGI process terminates unexpectedly. You may
have to generate a memory dump file of the CGI process when the access violation
occurs.https://support.microsoft.com/?id=150835

This problem occurs when the CGI application does exactly what the error suggests: inserts invalid data into the
HTTP Header value(s) that is sends to IIS as part of its response. In IIS 6 with Windows 2003 SP1 installed, you
can use Enterprise Tracing for Windows (ETW Tracing) to see exactly what the CGI is returning.

Capturing a Trace file using ETW Tracing

2. Extract it on the server.
3. Open this folder from the command prompt.
4. Type iis6trace-start.cmd to start the tracing.
5. Reproduce the issue.
6. Type iis6trace-stop.cmd to stop the tracing.
7. At this point, we should have an iistrace_etl.etl file in that folder.
8. Please zip up that file and send it to Microsoft Support Engineer.
9. Support engineer can help you convert ETL file into XML.

1. Copy the ETWSetup.zip file attached to this email to the IIS6 Server.

ETWSetup

https://support.microsoft.com/?id=150835
file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/troubleshooting-http-5022-bad-gateway-error-in-cgi-applications/_static/troubleshooting-http-5022-bad-gateway-error-in-cgi-applications-1116-etwsetup1.zip


<ROW>
<EventNumber>391</EventNumber> 
<EventName>IISGeneral</EventName> 
<EventTypeName>GENERAL_REQUEST_START</EventTypeName> 
<Timestamp>2005-08-23 20:19:06</Timestamp> 
<UserData>ContextId={00000000-0000-0000-4c06-0060000000ef}|SiteId=1|AppPoolId=DefaultAppPool|ConnId=-
1224979097571031481|RawConnId=0|RequestURL=http://btdatashare.btboces.org:80/cgi-
bin/htmlos.exe/00182.3.055317239900014075|RequestVerb=POST</UserData> 
</ROW>

<ROW>
<EventNumber>405</EventNumber> 
<EventName>IISCGI</EventName> 
<EventTypeName>CGI_LAUNCH</EventTypeName> 
<Timestamp>2005-08-23 20:19:07</Timestamp> 
<UserData>ContextId={00000000-0000-0000-4c06-0060000000ef}|CommandLine="D:\Inetpub\cgi-bin\htmlos.exe" 
|ErrorCode=0x00000000|ProcessId=3136</UserData> 
</ROW>

<ROW>
<EventNumber>441</EventNumber> 
<EventName>IISCGI</EventName> 
<EventTypeName>CGI_PREMATURE_TERMINATION</EventTypeName> 
<Timestamp>2005-08-23 20:25:47</Timestamp> 
<UserData>ContextId={00000000-0000-0000-4c06-0060000000ef}|Headers=</UserData> 
</ROW>
For some reason, the CGI application is ending prematurely. Notice the value of the headers entry...it's empty. 
This is why we're sending the error to the client that the CGI is sending a bad set of headers...it is in fact 
sending an EMPTY list of headers.

<ROW>
<EventNumber>446</EventNumber> 
<EventName>IISGeneral</EventName> 
<EventTypeName>GENERAL_REQUEST_END</EventTypeName> 
<Timestamp>2005-08-23 20:25:47</Timestamp> 
<UserData>ContextId={00000000-0000-0000-4c06-
0060000000ef}|BytesSent=370|BytesReceived=105906875|HttpStatus=502|HttpSubStatus=2</UserData> 
</ROW>

Other ResourcesOther Resources

10. Here is an example trace file from this sort of CGI problem:

The request to the CGI starts at line 391:

Line 441 shows the problem in the CGI:

Line 446 then shows the 502 that is sent to the client. It is in fact a 502.2 (substatus of 2):

The request is processed by IIS, we see it is for a CGI, and we pass it along to the CGI. The CGI starts its processing
at line 405:

Error message when you visit a Web site that is hosted on IIS 7.0: "HTTP Error 502.2 – Bad Gateway"
You receive a "The specified CGI application misbehaved" error message
Troubleshooting CGI Error

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/942057
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=145661
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=150835


Troubleshooting Unexpected Issues
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by IIS Team

Prescriptive detailed errors, automatic failure tracing and more exposed runtime information make IIS the simplest
and quickest Web server to troubleshoot. This tutorial covers debugging site and application failures with the
advanced diagnostic features in IIS 7.0.

▶ Watch video (10 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/troubleshooting-unexpected-issues.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/troubleshooting-unexpected-issues
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter:Tools Used in this Troubleshooter:

Overview

Troubleshooting Methods

by Mike Laing

Network Monitor
HTTP Error logging

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

After sending an HTTP request to an IIS server, an HTTP client (such as Internet Explorer) may display the
following type of error message:

 HTTP 400 The webpage cannot be found.

Most likely causes:

There might be a typing error in the address.
If you clicked on a link, it may be out of date.

What you can try:

Retype the address.
Go back to the previous page.
Go to Bing and look for the information you want.

If the HTTP client is Internet Explorer, and the Show Friendly HTTP Error Messages option is turned off, the error
may resemble the following:

Bad Request

In these scenarios, IIS has rejected the client's HTTP request because the request did not meet the server's HTTP
parsing rules, or it exceeded time limits, or failed some other rule that IIS or HTTP.sys require incoming requests to
adhere to. IIS sends the HTTP 400 - Bad Request status back to the client, and then terminates the TCP connection.

When troubleshooting an HTTP 400 condition, it is important to remember that the underlying problem is that the
client has sent a request to IIS that breaks one or more rules that HTTP.sys is enforcing. With that in mind, you will
want to see exactly what the client is sending to IIS; to do this, capture a network trace of the client sending the bad
request. You can analyze the trace to see the raw data that the client sends to IIS, and to see the raw response data
that IIS sends back to the client. You can also use an HTTP sniffer tool called Fiddler; this is a great tool as it allows
you to see the HTTP headers even if the client and server are communicating over SSL.

The next data item you will want to use is the C:\Windows\System32\LogFiles\HTTPERR\httperr.log  file. Beginning in
IIS 6.0, the HTTP.sys component handles incoming HTTP requests before they are passed along to IIS, and is the
component responsible for blocking requests that don't meet the IIS requirements. When HTTP.sys blocks the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/troubleshooting-http-400-errors-in-iis.md


Sample Scenario

HTTP: GET Request from Client
HTTP: Request Method =GET
HTTP: Uniform Resource Identifier =/1234567890123456789012345678901234567890/time.asp
HTTP: Protocol Version =HTTP/1.1
HTTP: Accept-Language =en-us
HTTP: UA-cpu =x86
HTTP: Accept-Encoding =gzip, deflate
HTTP: Host =iisserver
HTTP: Connection =Keep-Alive
HTTP: Data: Number of data bytes remaining = 14 (0x000E)

HTTP: Response to Client; HTTP/1.1; Status Code = 400 - Bad Request
HTTP: Protocol Version =HTTP/1.1
HTTP: Status Code = Bad Request
HTTP: Reason =Bad Request
HTTP: Content-Type =text/html
HTTP: Date =Wed, 14 Nov 2012 20:36:36 GMT
HTTP: Connection =close
HTTP: Content-Length =44
HTTP: Data: Number of data bytes remaining = 63 (0x003F)

request, it will log information to its httperr.log file concerning the bad request and why it was blocked.

NOTE: For more information on the HTTP API error logging that HTTP.sys provides, see the following article:

Error logging in HTTP API
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820729

It is technically possible, although not very likely, that a client will receive an HTTP 400 response which does not
have an associated log entry in the httperr.log. This could happen if an ISAPI filter or extension or an HTTP module
in IIS sets the 400 status, in which case you could look at the IIS log for more information. It could also happen if
an entity between the client and the server, such as a proxy server or other network device, intercepts a response
from IIS and overrides it with its own 400 status and/or "Bad Request" error.

Following is an example of an HTTP 400 scenario, where a client sends a bad request to IIS and the server sends
back an HTTP 400 - Bad Request message.

When the client sends its request, the browser error it gets back looks like this:

Bad Request (Header Field Too Long)

Capturing a network trace of the request and response, we see the following raw request/response:

REQUEST:

RESPONSE:

You'll notice that the response headers don't tell us as much as the error message in the browser. However if we
look at the raw data in the response body, we'll see more:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820729


00000030                                           48 54               HT
00000040 54 50 2F 31 2E 31 20 34 30 30 20 42 61 64 20 52 TP/1.1.400.Bad.R
00000050 65 71 75 65 73 74 0D 0A 43 6F 6E 74 65 6E 74 2D equest..Content-
00000060 54 79 70 65 3A 20 74 65 78 74 2F 68 74 6D 6C 0D Type:.text/html.
00000070 0A 44 61 74 65 3A 20 57 65 64 2C 20 32 38 20 4A .Date:.Wed,.28.J
00000080 61 6E 20 32 30 30 39 20 32 30 3A 33 36 3A 33 36 an.2009.20:36:36
00000090 20 47 4D 54 0D 0A 43 6F 6E 6E 65 63 74 69 6F 6E .GMT..Connection
000000A0 3A 20 63 6C 6F 73 65 0D 0A 43 6F 6E 74 65 6E 74 :.close..Content
000000B0 2D 4C 65 6E 67 74 68 3A 20 34 34 0D 0A 0D 0A 3C -Length:.44....<
000000C0 68 31 3E 42 61 64 20 52 65 71 75 65 73 74 20 28 h1>Bad.Request.(
000000D0 48 65 61 64 65 72 20 46 69 65 6C 64 20 54 6F 6F Header.Field.Too
000000E0 20 4C 6F 6E 67 29 3C 2F 68 31 3E 01 02 03 04 05 .Long).....
000000F0 05 06 0E 94 63 D6 68 37 1B 8C 16 FE 3F D5       ....c.h7....?.

#Software: Microsoft HTTP API 1.0
#Version: 1.0
#Date: 2012-11-14 20:35:02
#Fields: date time cs-version cs-method cs-uri sc-status s-reason 
2012-11-14 20:36:36 HTTP/1.1 GET /1234567890/time.asp 400 FieldLength

FieldLength: A field length limit was exceeded.

You can see that the error message text displayed in the browser is also viewable in the raw response data in the
network trace.

The next step is to look at the httperr.log file in the C:\Windows\System32\LogFiles\HTTPERR  directory for the entry
that corresponds to the bad request:

In this scenario, the Reason field in the httperr.log file gives us the exact information we need to diagnose the
problem. We see here that HTTP.sys logged FieldLength as the reason phrase for this request's failure. Once we
know the reason phrase, we can use the Error Logging in HTTP API article mentioned above to get its description:

So at this point we know from the browser error message and the HTTP API error logging that the request
contained data in one of its HTTP headers that exceeded the allowable length limits. For the purpose of this
example, the HTTP: Uniform Resource Identifier header is purposefully long:
/1234567890123456789012345678901234567890/time.asp.

The final stage of troubleshooting this example is to use the following article to see the HTTP.sys registry keys and
default settings for IIS:

Http.sys registry settings for IIS
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820129

Since we know the reason phrase and error are suggesting a header field length exceeding limits, we can narrow
our search in KB820129 as such. The prime candidate here is:

MaxFieldLength: Sets an upper limit for each header. See MaxRequestBytes. This limit translates to approximately
32k characters for a URL.

To reproduce this error for this example, the MaxFieldLength registry key was set with a value of 2. Since the
requested URL had a HTTP: Uniform Resource Identifier header field with more than 2 characters, the request was
blocked with the FieldLength reason phrase.

Another common HTTP 400 scenario is one where the user making the HTTP request is a member of a large
number of Active Directory groups, and the web site is configured to user Kerberos authentication. When this
occurs, an error message similar to the following will be displayed to the user :

Bad Request (Request Header Too Long)

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820129


Other ResourcesOther Resources

In this scenario, the authentication token that is included as part of the client's HTTP request is too big and exceeds
size limits that http.sys is enforcing. This problem is discussed in detail, along with the solution, in the following
Knowledge Base article:

"HTTP 400 - Bad Request (Request Header too long)" error in Internet Information Services (IIS)
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2020943

Error logging in HTTP API
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820729
Http.sys registry settings for IIS
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820129

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2020943
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820729
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820129
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Configuring Failed Request Tracing and Logging for a Hosting Scenario

Configuring Failed Requests Tracing for a Hosting Scenario

Delegating <traceFailedRequests> to Non-Administrators

by Saad Ladki

Placing application content and code on a UNC share for hosting scenarios is increasingly important on web
application servers. In hosting scenarios, it is important to be able to keep the logs alongside the web application
content and code. Logs include the Failed Request Tracing log files, as well as the hit logs that IIS logs for the web
site. This document walks you through the creation of the appropriate directories, setting the right permissions on
them, and then configuring IIS on how to use the directories for the various log files.

The basic naming conventions for the log file directories, user accounts, and permissions settings are consistent
with the "Shared Hosting Walkthrough" document also available on this site. This walkthrough also makes
distinctions on how to do the various actions via:

UI : Using the IIS Manager or Explorer to perform the action
CMD : Using command line (PowerShell, AppCmd, etc.) to perform the action
XML : Manually edit configuration to perform the action.

Failed Request Tracing is a powerful diagnostics feature helps developers and administrators determine where
problems occur in their applications and why they are happening. Failed Request Tracing after installation is quite
difficult to use by developers who are non-administrators on the machine. This section helps setup Failed Request
Tracing to be accessible by developers by:

Unlocking the sections necessary to allow developers to define their own failed request tracing rules for their
applications
Setting up Failed Request Tracing to log to a UNC share for the application owner

Remember that there are two different sections of configuration for Failed Request Tracing:

<traceFailedRequestsLogging>  : This section is always restricted to IIS administrators. This section allows
administrators to enable or disable the Failed Request Tracing feature for a site, configure the maximum # of log
files, size of the log files, and the directory where the log files are to live. For these reasons, (i.e. controlling the
ability to fill the disk with log files) administrators must maintain control over this section.
<traceFailedRequests> : This section is where you create your failure definitions - what URLs to capture traces

for and under what conditions to save those traces to disk as XML. This is the section that we will allow to be
unlocked.

After installation of the Failed Request Tracing Module (see the Troubleshooting Failed Requests Using Tracing on
IIS.net for information regarding the installation and basic usage of Failed Request Tracing), the 
<traceFailedRequests>  section is already set for Read/Write permissions. This allows application owners to define

their own Failed Request Tracing rules, without the administrator defining these rules for them.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/how-to-enable-failed-request-tracing-for-unc-hosting.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki


UI: Verifying <traceFailedRequests> Delegation From the IIS ManagerUI: Verifying <traceFailedRequests> Delegation From the IIS Manager

XML: Verifying <traceFailedRequests> Delegation in ApplicationHost.configXML: Verifying <traceFailedRequests> Delegation in ApplicationHost.config

<configSections>
...other config sectionGroups...
  <sectionGroup name="system.webServer">
  ...other sections...
    <sectionGroup name="tracing">
      <section name="traceFailedRequests" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
      ...
    </sectionGroup>
   ...
  </sectionGroup>
</configSections>

Configuring the UNC Share and Application Pool IDs

To verify that <traceFailedRequests> has been setup for delegation from the IIS Manager UI, do the following:

1. Click Start and type in inetmgr. Enter administrator credentials if you are not already administrator.
2. Click the Machine name, then Feature Delegation.
3. Verify that Failed Request Tracing Rules is set to Read/Write.

This allows developers who do not have access to ApplicationHost.config to create their own failure definitions in
their application web.config files. Only when the administrator turns on failure request tracing will the rules then
take effect.

To verify that <traceFailedRequests> has been setup for delegation via ApplicationHost.config, do the following:

1. Start an administrator-elevated command prompt.
2. Change directories to %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config , and run notepad applicationHost.config .
3. In applicationHost.config, search for the string <section name="traceFailedRequests" - this section is delegated

if it is overrideModeDefault="Allow".

In order for IIS to be able to write its Failed Request Log Files to a UNC share, the worker process identity must be
given Full Control on the network share and the filesystem path on the UNC server. This is because it must be able
to list directory contents, create new log files and directories, and delete old log files.

If you use one of the built-in accounts (like IUSR or Network Service) as the application Pool ID, these accounts
appear as ANONYMOUS on the UNC server. It is highly recommended that you either :

1. DOMAIN USAGE  : Create a domain user account for the application pool, then use that application Pool ID to
ACL down the share and filesystem directory where the Failure Request Log Files live. Both the web server and
the UNC server must be members of the domain.

2. NON-DOMAIN USAGE  : If the UNC and Web Servers are not joined to the domain, the same account with
the same account password must be created on each machine. This is the example used in this walkthrough.

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/how-to-enable-failed-request-tracing-for-unc-hosting/_static/image1.png


UI: Creating the New Local Account on the UNC Server and Front End Web ServerUI: Creating the New Local Account on the UNC Server and Front End Web Server

CMD: Creating the New Local Account on the UNC Server and Front End Web ServerCMD: Creating the New Local Account on the UNC Server and Front End Web Server

NOTENOTE

UI: Create a New Application Pool for the Web Site and Change its IdentityUI: Create a New Application Pool for the Web Site and Change its Identity

These directions should be repeated on both the UNC server as well as the web server. Create a user called
"PoolId1", whose password will be "!p4ssw0rd"

1. From an Administrator-elevated command prompt, run start lusrmgr.msc.
2. Right-click on the Users folder and select New User....
3. Fill in the New User dialog entries as follows:

User name : PoolId1
Password (& Confirm Password) : !p4ssw0rd
uncheck "User must change password at next logon"
check "user cannot change password"
Click Create, then Close.

Make sure to create the PoolId1 user on both the front-end IIS Web Server & the back end UNC server. You also
need to add the PoolId1 to the IIS_IUSRS group on the Front End Web Server. To do so:

1. Click the Groups folder on the lusrmgr MMC snapin.
2. Right-click on IIS_IUSRS and select Add to Group.
3. Click Add..., then put <servername>\PoolId1 in as the identity to add.

To add the new PoolId1 identity from the command line, do the following:

1. Run an administrator elevated command prompt.

net user PoolId1 !p4ssw0rd /ADD /passwordchg:no

net localgroup IIS_IUSRS PoolId1 /ADD

2. In the command prompt window, run the following commands:

The "net localgroup" command is only required on the Front End Web Server.
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CMD: Create a New Application Pool for the Web Site and Change Its IdentityCMD: Create a New Application Pool for the Web Site and Change Its Identity

Part of the shared hosting guidance that the IIS team is creating is a new application pool; set its identity to the
PoolId1 that we just created.

1. On the IIS front end server, run Start->Inetmgr.
2. Click on Application Pools node in the UI, then select under Actions -> Add Application Pool...
3. make the name Pool_Site1, leave all other settings alone, and click OK.
4. Right-click the Pool_Site1 and select Advanced Settings...
5. Under Process Model, select the Identity row and then on the ... button.
6. Click the Set button and configure the Custom Identity to match our user identity we just created - PoolId1.

Click OK and OK again to change the identity of the application pool. You see:

We must also drop a site into this application pool. Use Default Web Site for the purposes of this walkthrough. You
can also create a new site for this (S ITE1) via INETMGR.exe. Do the following:

1. Click on the Sites folder, then on Default Web Site.
2. In the right Actions pane, select Basic Settings...
3. To the right of Application Pool: click on Select...
4. Choose the new Pool_Site1 application Pool we just created and click OK, then OK again.

To do the above steps from the command line:

1. Start an administrator-elevated command prompt.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add AppPool -name:Pool_Site1 -processModel.username:ERICDE-DELL-
W\PoolId1 -processModel.password:!p4ssw0rd -processModel.identityType:SpecificUser

2. To add the new application pool run the following command:

To set the root application of the Default Web Site to run in Pool_Site1, run the following command:
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%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set app -app.name:"Default Web Site/" -applicationPool:Pool_Site1

Creating and Locking Down the ACLs for the UNC Share

CMD: Creating & Locking Down the ACLs for the UNC ShareCMD: Creating & Locking Down the ACLs for the UNC Share

Setting Failed Request Tracing to Log to the UNC Path

UI: Configuring Failed Request Tracing to Log to UNCUI: Configuring Failed Request Tracing to Log to UNC

Now create and lock down the UNC share & its file system directories.

On the UNC server do the following:

1. Create a filesystem path (call it content) where we will dump the content.

net share content$=g:\content /GRANT:Users,CHANGE

2. Underneath that, create a new directory called Site1, and under that another directory called Logs, and the
final directory called failedReqLogFiles. What you should see is:

g:\content

Site1

Logs

failedReqLogFIles
3. On g:\content\Site1\Logs\failedReqLogFiles, set the permissions on the filesystem path to give the PoolId1

full control over the Logs directory. This is required, as the worker process identity must be able to list
contents, write new files, create new directories, and delete old files. To do this from an administrator
elevated command prompt, run the following command:

icacls g:\content\Site1\Logs\failedReqLogFiles /g PoolId1:F

cacls g:\content\Site1\Logs\failedReqLogFiles /g PoolId1:F /e

Windows Server® 2003 Fileserver:

Windows Server 2003 Fileserver:

4. Share the directory out. From the command line, do the following:

Now that Share is shared out and the right permissions established, configure Failed Request Tracing to log to the
UNC Path.

To configure Failed Request Tracing to log to our UNC path, follow these directions on the Web Server:

1. Open INETMGR by running Start->Inetmgr.
2. Click on Default Web Site, then under Configure click on Failed Request Tracing...
3. Check the Enabled check box.

\\<UncServerName>\UNCContent\Site1\Logs\FailedReqLogFiles

4. Under Directory, type in the path to the UNC share ->



Testing
Configure a rule to catch all 200s for all URLs for All Content to run a test.

1. In the INETMGR UI again, expand the Sites folder and click on Default Web Site.
2. Double-click on Failed Request Tracing Rules.
3. Under Actions on the right, click on Add...

4. Click Next, and set the status code to 200:
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XML: Configuring the Failed Request Tracing Rule in web.configXML: Configuring the Failed Request Tracing Rule in web.config

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <tracing>
      <traceFailedRequests>
        <add path="*">
          <traceAreas>
            <add provider="ASP" verbosity="Verbose" />
            <add provider="ASPNET" areas="Infrastructure,Module,Page,AppServices" verbosity="Verbose" />
            <add provider="ISAPI Extension" verbosity="Verbose" />
            <add provider="WWW Server" 
areas="Authentication,Security,Filter,StaticFile,CGI,Compression,Cache,RequestNotifications" 
verbosity="Verbose" />
           </traceAreas>
          <failureDefinitions statusCodes="200" />
        </add>
      </traceFailedRequests>
    </tracing>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Checking the UNC Back End

5. Click Next, and leave the default to collect everything, then click Finish.

The actual XML looks like the following in the web.config file for the Default Web Site:

Browse to the website that we set up in order to log Failed Request Tracing rules to the UNC path (say
http://uncsite/default.aspx) . Check the UNC back end server directory where you are logging. Notice that a new
directory called W3SVC1 has been created within the configured Failed Request Log File Directory. Browse into
that directory, and see the log file and the FREB.xsl file.
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Introduction

Prerequisites
Install I ISInstall I IS

Log In as AdministratorLog In as Administrator

NOTENOTE

Make a BackupMake a Backup

by IIS Team

Request-based tracing is available both in stand-alone IIS Servers and on Azure wep apps and provides a way to
determine what exactly is happening with your requests and why, provided that you can reproduce the problem
that you are experiencing. Problems like poor performance on some requests, or authentication-related failures
on other requests, or the server 500 error from ASP or ASP.NET can often be difficult to troubleshoot--unless
you have captured the trace of the problem when it occurs. the following article discusses failed request tracing
on IIS Server. For information about doing this with Azure web apps click here

Failed-request tracing is designed to buffer the trace events for a request and only flush them to disk if the
request "fails," where you provide the definition of "failure". If you want to know why you're getting 404.2 error
messages or request start hanging, use failed-request tracing.

The tasks that are illustrated in this article include:

Enabling the failed-request tracing module
Configuring failed-request tracing log-file semantics
Defining the URL for which to keep failed request traces, including failure definitions and areas to trace
Generating the failure condition and viewing the resulting trace

You must install IIS 7 or above before you can perform the tasks in this article. Browse to http://localhost/ to see
if IIS is installed. If IIS is not installed, see Installing IIS on Windows Server 2008 for installation instructions.
When installing IIS, make sure that you also install the following:

ASP.NET (under World Wide Web Services - Application Development Features - ASP.NET)
Tracing (under World Wide Web Services - Health and Diagnostics - Tracing)

Ensure that the account that you use to log in is the administrator account or is in the Administrators group.

Being in the Administrators group does not grant you complete administrator user rights by default. You must run
applications as Administrator, which you can do by right-clicking on the application icon and selecting Run as
administrator.

You must make a backup of the configuration before doing the following tasks.

To make a backup of the configuration:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshooting-failed-requests-using-tracing-in-iis.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service-web/web-sites-dotnet-troubleshoot-visual-studio
http://localhost/


Create Sample ContentCreate Sample Content

Disable ASPDisable ASP

1. Click Start -> All Programs -> Accessories.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup cleanInstall

2. Right-click Command Prompt, and then click Run as administrator.

3. In a command prompt, run the following command:

1. Navigate to %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot .
2. Move the content to a secure location (in case you want to restore the existing content) or delete it.
3. Create a blank file and name it test.asp.
4. In the command prompt, navigate to the test.asp file in \inetpub\wwwroot.

<h2>Failed Request Tracing Lab</h2><br>
<br>Today's date is <% response.write(Date()) %>

5. In the test.asp file, paste the following content:

ASP must be disabled for this task. ASP is disabled only as an example and for the purposes of the tasks in this
article.

To disable ASP:

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Double-click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions.
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Enable Failed-Request Tracing

Step 1 : Enable Failed-Request Tracing for the Site and Configure the Log File DirectoryStep 1 : Enable Failed-Request Tracing for the Site and Configure the Log File Directory

3. Select Active Server Pages. In the Actions pane, click Deny to disable ASP .

After you enable failed-request tracing, you need to configure where the log files will reside. In this task, you will
enable failed-request tracing for the Default Web Site and specify where to put the log files. You will then
configure the failure for which to generate failure logs.

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Launch inetmgr.
3. In the Connections pane, expand the machine name, expand Sites, and then click Default Web Site.
4. In the Actions pane, under Configure, click Failed Request Tracing….

5. In the Edit Web Site Failed Request Tracing Settings dialog box, configure the following:

Select the Enable check box.
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<system.applicationHost>
   <sites> 
      <!-- site & app defaults --> 
      <site name="Default Web Site" id="1"> 
         <!-- other site configuration --> 
         <traceFailedRequestsLogging  enabled="true" /> 
      </site> 
   </sites> 
</system.applicationHost>

Step 2 : Configure Your Failure DefinitionsStep 2 : Configure Your Failure Definitions

Keep the defaults for the other settings.

6. Click OK.

Failed-request tracing logging is now enabled for the Default Web Site. Check the
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config file to confirm that the configuration looks as follows:

In this step, you will configure the failure definitions for your URL, including what areas to trace. You will
troubleshoot a 404.2 that is returned by IIS for any requests to extensions that have not yet been enabled. This
will help you determine which particular extensions you will need to enable.

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Launch inetmgr.
3. In the Connections pane, expand the machine name, expand Sites, and then click Default Web Site.
4. Double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.
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6. In the Actions pane, click Add....

5. Click Finish.

7. In the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule wizard, on the Specify Content to Trace page, select All
content (*). Click Next.

8. On the Define Trace Conditions page, select the Status code(s) check box and enter 404.2 as the status
code to trace.
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9. Click Next.

10. On the Select Trace Providers page, under Providers, select the WWW Server check box. Under
Areas, select the Security check box and clear all other check boxes. The problem that you are generating
causes a security error trace event to be thrown. In general, authentication and authorization (including
ISAPI restriction list issues) problems can be diagnosed by using the WWW Server – Security area
configuration for tracing. However, because the FREB.xsl style sheet helps highlight errors and warnings,
you can still use the default configuration to log all events in all areas and providers. Under Verbosity,
select Verbose.

11. Click Finish. You should see the following definition for the Default Web Site:
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<location path="Default Web Site"> 
 <system.webServer> 
  <tracing> 
   <traceFailedRequests> 
    <add path="*"> 
     <traceAreas> 
      <add provider="WWW Server" areas="Security" verbosity="Verbose" /> 
     </traceAreas> 
     <failureDefinitions statusCodes="404.2" /> 
    </add> 
   </traceFailedRequests> 
  </tracing> 
 </system.webServer> 
</location>

Test and View the Failure Request Log File

Step 1 : Generate an Error and the Failure Request Log FileStep 1 : Generate an Error and the Failure Request Log File

Step 2 : View the Failure Request Log FileStep 2 : View the Failure Request Log File

IIS Manager writes the configuration to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config  file by
using a <location>  tag. The configuration should look as follows:

In this task, you will generate a failed request and view the resulting trace log. You already configured IIS to
capture trace logs for http://localhost/*.asp requests that fail with an HTTP response code of 404.2. Now verify
that it works.

1. Open a new Internet Explorer window.
2. Type in the following address: http://localhost/test.asp.
3. You should see the following:

1. Now that you have generated a failed request, open a command prompt with administrator user rights and
navigate to %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC1 .

2. Run start to start an Internet Explorer window from the directory.
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3. Notice a few things here: When IIS writes the failed request log file, it writes one file per failed request. A
freb.xsl style sheet is also written, one per directory. This helps when you view the resulting failure request
log files (such as fr000001.xml above).

4. Right-click the log file for the 404.2 error, and click Open With -> Internet Explorer. If this is the first
time that you are opening a Failed Request Tracing file, you must add about:internet to the list of trusted
sites, since Internet Explorer's Enhanced Security Configuration is enabled by default. If this is the case,
you will see the following:

5. In the Internet Explorer dialog box, click Add… to add about:internet to the list of trusted sites. This
allows the XSL to work. You will see the following after adding about:internet to the list of trusted sites:
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Summary

Restore Your Backup

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup cleanInstall

6. Open the raw XML file directly by using a text editor, and look at the contents of each event.

A summary of the failed request is logged at the top, with the Errors & Warnings table identifying any
events that are WARNING, ERROR, or CRITICAL ERROR in severity. In this example, the WARNING
severity level is due to ISAPI RESTRICTION. The image that you tried to load was 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\asp.dll .

You have completed two tasks: configured failed request tracing to capture traces for *** if IIS returns it with a
404.2 status code; and verified that IIS captured the trace for your request. You also verified that the freb*.xml
log file did not contain any other requests for the requests that you made because the requests did not have a
404.2 return code. When you consult the failure log file, you determined that the cause of the failure was that the
extension was disabled for that request. You can try other non-HTML pages (like gifs or jpgs) and note that the
log file does NOT add these traces. You can also easily change this to be 404, or capture the failure if the request
takes longer than 30 seconds by setting the timeTaken field in your failureDefinitions.

Now that you have completed the tasks in this article, you can restore the backup of the configuration. Run the
following command with administrator user rights:
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Overview

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 – Configure Failed Request Tracing Rules

by IIS Team

Failed Request Tracing Rules is a powerful tool for troubleshooting request-processing failures in IIS 7.0 and
above. This topic leads the reader through the steps to enable Failed Request Tracing Rules to debug failures and
trace steps in Application Request Routing (ARR). For more information about Failed Request Tracing Rules, refer
to this article.

To configure Failed Request Tracing Rules and to understand what to look for when troubleshooting Application
Request Routing.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer with Tracing role service installed for IIS.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
Minimum of two application servers with working sites and applications.

If Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, it is available for download at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

Another prerequisite is that the reader has gone through the other walkthroughs and has configured Application
Request Routing. Application Request Routing should be in working order before proceeding with this
walkthrough.

In this step, the Failed Request Tracing Rules are defined for Application Request Routing.

To configure Failed Request Tracing Rules using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager (inetmgr).

a. Select the Default Web Site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/using-failed-request-tracing-rules-to-troubleshoot-application-request-routing-arr.md
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1709
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712


2. In the Actions pane, under Configure, select Failed Request Tracing….

3. In the Edit Web Site Failed Request Tracing Settings dialog box, check the Enable checkbox.

5. Double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.
6. In the Actions pane, click Add….

Select All content (*), and then click Next .
7. Select Status code(s): and enter 200-399.

4. Click OK to save changes.

a. Select the Default Web Site.
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Click Next . The above configuration has created a Failed Request Tracing Rule that writes traces when the
status code falls between 200 and 399.

8. Deselect ASP ,ASPNET, and ISAPI Extension. After selecting WWW Server, deselect everything under
Areas:, except for Rewrite and RequestRouting. Since Application Request Routing relies on the URL Rewrite
Module to inspect incoming requests, it is recommended that you enable the traces for both Application
Request Routing (RequestRouting) and URL Rewrite Module (Rewrite).

For additional information about URL Rewrite Module traces, refer to Using Failed Request Tracing to Trace
Rewrite Rules .

9. Click Finish.

To configure Failed Request Tracing Rules using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. To enable Failed Request Tracing on the Default Web Site, enter:
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Step 2 – Analyze Failed Request Tracing Logs

appcmd set site "Default Web Site" -traceFailedRequestsLogging.enabled:"true" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests /+"
[path='*']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests /+"
[path='*'].traceAreas.[provider='WWW Server',areas='Rewrite,RequestRouting',verbosity='Verbose']"

appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/tracing/traceFailedRequests 
/[path='*'].failureDefinitions.statusCodes:"200-399"

.

4. To configure the Failed Request Tracing Rules as shown in the UI above, enter:

In this step, you will send requests to Application Request Routing and analyze Failed Request Tracing logs.

To view Failed Request Tracing logs:

1. Navigate to the directory where the Failed Request Tracing logs are written. By default, the location is 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\Logs\FailedReqLogFiles\ .

2. Change directory to the folder that matches the Default Web Site. By default, this is W3SVC1. If you are
unsure, select the Default Web Site in IIS Manager, and then select Advanced Settings… in the Actions
pane. The value of the ID indicates the corresponding folder. (ie. ID 1 corresponds to W3SVC1).

del *.xml

5. Open the xml file. Click Request Details. Select Complete Request Trace, and then click Expand All. Below
is an example of a Failed Request Tracing log for Application Request Routing:

3. If there are any xml files, remove them by typing:

4. Send a request to Application Request Routing. If Application Request Routing is functioning correctly, it
results in a 200 response, which falls within the 200 to 399 range that was specified in Step 1. Therefore, the
logs are written to the location above.

a. List the files in the directory to confirm that new xml files are written.



6. Pay closer attention to the following sections:

GENERAL_REQUEST_HEADERS:

Headers: Shows the HTTP header that Application Request Routing has received.
ARR_REQUEST_ROUTED:

WebFarm: Indicates the name of the server group to where the request is routed.
Server: Indicates the destination server to where the request is routed.
Algorithm: Indicates which load balance algorithm is used.
RoutingReason: Indicates the decision behind why the server is selected.

ARR_SERVER_STATS:

State: Availability of the destination server.
TotalRequests: Runtime statistic on how many requests have been sent to this server.
CurrentRequests: Runtime statistic on the concurrent number of HTTP requests to this server.
BytesSent: Runtime statistic on how much data in KB have been sent to this server.
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Summary

BytesReceived: Runtime statistic on how much data in KB have been received from this server.
ResponseTime: Runtime statistic on the responsiveness in ms of this server.

GENERAL_RESPONSE_HEADERS

Headers: Shows the response HTTP header from the destination server.
GENERAL_RESPONSE_ENTITY_BUFFER

Buffer: Shows the response entity from the destination server.
The following have been added with the timestamps to indicate the start and end times of
corresponding events to profile the performance of Application Request Routing:

ARR_REQUEST_HEADERS_START
ARR_REQUEST_HEADERS_END
ARR_RESPOSE_HEADERS_START
ARR_RESPONSE_HEADERS_END
ARR_RESPONSE_ENTITY_START
ARR_RESPONSE_ENTITY_END
ARR_RESPONSE_ENTITY_START
ARR_RESPONSE_ENTITY_END

If you are collecting the Failed Request Tracing logs on server core, you must copy the logs with freb.xsl stylesheet
to a computer where a browser is available.

You have now successfully configured Failed Request Tracing Rules for Application Request Routing. Failed
Request Tracing Rules can be used to troubleshoot and debug Application Request Routing, as well as understand
the routing decisions, including load balance algorithms, that it has made in selecting the destination server for a
given request.
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Introduction

Use Failed Request Tracing to Diagnose Unknown or Hard-to-
Reproduce Errors

by Tali Smith

When running PHP, it is sometimes not possible to inspect an error page to diagnose an error condition. This can
happen if:

You do not know which URL is experiencing an error.
The error happens intermittently, and you are not able to manually reproduce it (the error may depend on user
input or external operating conditions that may happen infrequently).
The error only happens in the production environment.

This can make it very hard to define what the error is, and even harder to diagnose it. You may be able to
determine which URLs are causing the errors by inspecting the request logs or an error log, but you may still have
trouble determining what caused the error to happen.

Internet Information Services (IIS) and above makes it easier to track down and diagnose these difficult error
conditions with Failed Request Tracing, which lets you create failure definitions that automatically capture detailed
execution traces of certain requests. See Troubleshooting Failed Requests Using Tracing in IIS 7.0 and Above and
Using Failed Request Tracing to Trace Rewrite Rules. This article is based on a hands-on lab from the PHP on
Windows Training Kit.

To help with PHP diagnostics, these traces can also be made to capture the request input data and the response
data from PHP. This can provide the insight needed to diagnose these error conditions.

Another fairly common application problem is code that hangs or enters into a resource-intensive loop. This can
often happen because:

A blocking I/O operation on a file or network takes a long time to complete, such as when accessing a remote
Web service or database.
The code has a bug that causes it to enter into an endless (or long-running) loop, possibly also spinning the
CPU or allocating memory.
The code hangs or deadlocks on a shared resource or lock.

These conditions result in long wait times or timeouts for the user making the request, and the conditions can also
negatively impact the performance of the application and even the server as a whole.

IIS provides a quick way to determine which requests are hanging by inspecting the currently executing requests.

Failed Request Tracing can be an effective way of tracking down intermittent or hard to reproduce error conditions
and diagnosing the error conditions by inspecting details about the request, response, and the wealth of trace
events from IIS modules.

Failed Request Tracing can be used in a production environment since it can be configured to only trace requests
that meet the specific failure definition and can avoid most of the tracing overhead for successful requests.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshoot-with-failed-request-tracing.md
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c8498c9b-a85a-4afa-90c0-593d0e4850cb&DisplayLang=en


To enable Failed Request Tracing for a site (for example, Troubleshooting.PHP), use the following steps:

1. Switch to IIS Manager. If it is closed, click Start,and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. Expand the Server node, and then expand the Sites node.
3. In the tree view on the left, locate and click the name of the site.
4. Under IIS, double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.

Figure 1: Failed Request Tracing rules in IIS
5. Click Edit Site Tracing.
6. Select the Enable check box.
7. Click OK.
8. Now, create a Failed Request Tracing rule. Click Add.
9. Leave the All content option selected.

Figure 2: Add a failed request tracing rule
10. Click Next.
11. Type 400-999 in the Status code(s) text box.
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Figure 3: Assign a status rule to tracing rule
12. Click Next.
13. Leave the default trace providers enabled.

Figure 4: Select tracing providers
14. Click Finish.

[!code-console[Main](troubleshoot-with-failed-request-tracing/samples/sample2.cmd)]

15. Now, you can make requests. Assume for these steps that the requests are made by other users of your site
and you are not aware of their requests or responses. For example, make the following requests using
Windows® Internet Explorer®:

Request http://localhost:84/hello.php

Request http://localhost:84/products.php?productid=3

Request http://localhost:84/products.php?productid=5  (this page produces an error).
16. Find the failed request trace:

Click Start, and then select Command Prompt to open the Command Prompt window.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list traces /site.name:"TroubleshootingPhp"

Run the following command to list the trace logs generated for our site:

This should produce an output similar to:

This output indicates that a trace log was generated for a request to /products.php?product=5, which
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- The Products.php page caused an error.
- The input that caused an error is most likely **product=5**, as you don't see failures for other 
querystrings (this conclusion would be more accurate if this page is accessed frequently; in that case 
you will see multiple errors only for this specific querystring).

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list traces "<name of your site>" /text:*

TRACELOG
  TRACE.NAME:" troubleshootingPhp/fr000001.xml"
  PATH:"C:\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC2\fr000001.xml"
URL:"http://localhost:84/products.php?product=5"
  STATUSCODE:"500"
  SITE.ID:"2"
  SITE.NAME:"TroubleshootingPhp"
  WP.NAME:"2864"
  APPPOOL.NAME:"TroubleshootingPhp"
  verb:"GET"
  remoteUserName:""
  userName:""
  tokenUserName:"NT
AUTHORITY\IUSR"
  authenticationType:"anonymous"
  activityId:"{ 00000000-0000-0000-1400-0080000000FA }"
  failureReason:"STATUS_CODE"
  triggerStatusCode:"500"
  timeTaken:"100"
xmlns:freb:"http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2006/06/iis/freb"

18. Inspect the trace log. Open the trace log file in the browser, using the path specified in the previous output (that
is, C:\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC2\fr000001.xml ). The Summary tab gives basic information about the
request. You can see that the error status was set by the FastCGIModule, which suggests that the error came
from PHP. In other cases, you may see that the error came from other IIS modules, in which case you could use
the wealth of tracing information in the log to determine why. In this case, however, you need to actually see the
response that was generated by PHP to get more insight into the error.

Figure 5: Inspect the trace logs

resulted in an HTTP 500 error. This immediately tells you that:

17. You can now obtain a specific trace log to gather more information about the request and the possible cause
for the failure. To do this, run the following from the command prompt (using the quoted ID of the trace log
from the previous output):

This should have the following output similar to the following:

19. Click the Compact View tab. This tab shows the detailed list of trace events generated by IIS and IIS
modules during the processing of the request.
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Locate Hanging Requests by Inspecting Current Requests Execution

Figure 6: Inspect the Compact View tab
Note the following:

GENERAL_REQUEST_START event shows some basic information, including the request URL, verb,
runtime information about the site, and application to which the request was dispatched.
GENERAL_REQUEST_HEADERS event gives the complete list of headers, which in some cases may
be significant when determining which user input may have lead to the error.
GENERAL_RESPONSE_HEADERS and GENERAL_RESPONSE_ENTITY_BUFFER events provide
the complete response headers and the response body that was sent to the client. In this case, the
response body provides the additional information needed to diagnose the error, indicating an incorrect
product ID.

These are other sections you should consider while inspecting the trace log:

The Request Summary panel provides a summary of the request, its result, and also highlights any warning or
error events during the request execution.
The Request Details panel provides a hierarchical view of the request execution, also allowing you to filter the
events by various categories such as Module notifications, Authentication/Authorization, etc. It also offers the
Performance View, which helps you understand which parts of execution took the longest time.
The Compact View offers the complete list of events, including a wealth of information about the request
execution. Many of the IIS modules produce information about their execution that can be used to understand
various aspects of the request processing and the outcome. This information can be invaluable when
troubleshooting complex interactions, such as URL rewriting or authentication.

This provides a quick way to determine which requests are hanging by inspecting the currently executing requests
in IIS.

Suppose you request a page that enters into an endless loop due to a programming bug. In the steps that follow,
this page is loop.php. In task manager, you may observe that the Php-cgi.exe is busy, consuming near 100 percent
of the CPU (if you have multiple CPU cores, you will see the process consuming 1/# of cores of total CPU). You can
determine which request is hanging:

1. Click Start, and then select Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the tree view on the left, click on the Server node.
3. Under IIS, double-click Worker Processes.
4. Under Application Pool Name, double-click on your site name. (In this example, the site is

Troubleshooting.PHP.)
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Figure 7: View the Application Pool in a worker process
5. Switch over to a Web browser, and refresh the page if the page has timed out. This may need to be done

throughout these steps. Switch back to IIS Manager, and then refresh the Requests view.

Figure 8: View the requests

6. Observe the list of currently executing requests, showing the request to the problem page, in this case,
/loop.php. The request entry shows:

That the request has been executing for some time (Time Elapsed).
The URL of the request (in this case, /loop.php).
The module name (FastCGIModule).
The execution stage (ExecuteRequestHandler).

You can refresh the view several times to observe that the same request continues to execute in the same stage,
pointing out the hanging request.

Determine which request is hanging using the command prompt. With the command prompt, you can filter out
the requests of interest, for example requests to a specific application or a specific URL. It can be used to
automate scripts that monitor currently executing requests. Open the Command Prompt window by clicking
Start, and then selecting Command Prompt.
Switch to a Web browser, and then refresh the http://localhost:84/loop.php page. (Note that loop.php is a
sample name; the name of your page should be used.) You may need to continually refresh this page for the
following steps. Switch to the command prompt.
Run the following command to list the requests that have been executing for more than one second:
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Links for Further Information

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list requests /elapsed:1000

REQUEST " fa000000080000026" (url:GET /loop.php, time:2840 msec, client:localhost, 
stage:ExecuteRequestHandler, module:FastCgiModule)

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list requests /url:/loop.php /elapsed:1000

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list requests /elapsed:1000 /xml | %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd 
list apps /in

APP "troubleshootingPhp/" (applicationPool:troubleshootingPhp)

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe list requests /elapsed:1000 /xml | %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd 
list apppools /in /xml | %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd recycle apppools /in

"TroubleshootingPhp" successfully recycled

This will produce output similar to the following, with your page name instead of loop.php:

Filter the requests returned by specifying any number of criteria based on the available request attributes.
For example, to show only the requests to a specific URL:

You can also leverage AppCmd command linking to perform more complex queries, for example to
determine all applications that have long-running requests:

This produces the list of applications, similar to the following:

Here is an example of taking an action based on the current request data: Recycling the application pools
with requests that have been executing for more than five seconds:

This will produce the following output, with the name of your application:

Note: This article uses material from the PHP on Windows Training Kit, published on August 25, 2009.

IIS 7.0 Server-Side.
Error Handling and Logging.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c8498c9b-a85a-4afa-90c0-593d0e4850cb&DisplayLang=en
http://mvolo.com/do-complex-iis-management-tasks-easily-with-appcmd-command-piping/
http://www.php.net/errorfunc
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Log In as AdministratorLog In as Administrator

NOTENOTE

Make a BackupMake a Backup

by Jim van de Erve

Request-based tracing is available both in stand-alone IIS Servers and on Windows Azure Web Sites (WAWS) and
provides a way to determine what exactly is happening with your requests and why it is happening, provided that
you can reproduce the problem that you are experiencing. Problems like poor performance on some requests, or
authentication-related failures on other requests, or the server 500 error from ASP or ASP.NET can often be
difficult to troubleshoot--unless you have captured the trace of the problem when it occurs. the following article
discusses failed request tracing on IIS Server. For information about doing this with Windows Azure Web Sites ,
click here.

Failed-request tracing is designed to buffer the trace events for a request and only flush them to disk if the request
"fails," where you provide the definition of "failure". If you want to know why your requests are returning a specific
HTTP status code, e.g., 401 or 404, or if a request is taking a while to process or is not responding, then you can use
failed request tracing.

The tasks that are illustrated in this article include:

Enabling the failed-request tracing module
Configuring failed-request tracing log-file semantics
Defining the URL for which to keep failed request traces, including failure definitions and areas to trace
Generating the failure condition and viewing the resulting trace

You must install IIS 8.5 before you can perform the tasks in this article. Browse to http://localhost/ and verify that
the Internet Information Services splash screen is displayed. If IIS is not installed, see Installing IIS 8.5 on Windows
Server 2012 R2 for installation instructions. When installing IIS, make sure that you also install the following:

ASP.NET 3.5 (under Web Server (IIS)/Web Server/Application Development Features/ASP.NET 3.5)
ASP.NET 4.5 (under Web Server (IIS)/Web Server/Application Development Features/ASP.NET 4.5)
Tracing (under Web Server (IIS)/Web Server/Health and Diagnostics - Tracing)

Ensure that the account that you use to log in is the administrator account or is in the Administrators group.

Being in the Administrators group does not grant you complete administrator user rights by default. You must run
applications as Administrator, which you can do by right-clicking on the application icon and selecting Run as administrator.

You must make a backup of the configuration before doing the following tasks.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshooting-failed-requests-using-tracing-in-iis-85.md
https://twitter.com/jimvde
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/develop/net/tutorials/troubleshoot-web-sites-in-visual-studio/
http://localhost/


%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup cleanInstall

Create Sample ContentCreate Sample Content

<h2>Failed Request Tracing Lab</h2><br>
<br>Today's date is <% response.write(Date()) %>

Disable ASPDisable ASP

To make a backup of the configuration:

1. Click the Windows logo key and the X key simultaneously, click Command Prompt (Admin), and then click
Yes.

1. In the command prompt, run the following command:

The above command creates a cleanInstall folder containing backup configuration files in 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\backup .

1. Navigate to %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot .
2. Move the content to a secure location (in case you want to restore the existing content) or delete it.
3. Create a blank file and name it test.asp.
4. In the command prompt, navigate to the test.asp file in \inetpub\wwwroot.
5. In the test.asp file, paste the following content:

ASP must be disabled for this task. ASP is disabled only as an example and for the purposes of the tasks in this
article.

To disable ASP:

1. Open IIS Manager and select the server.
2. Double-click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions.
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Enable Failed-Request Tracing

Step 1: Enable Failed-Request Tracing for the Site and Configure the Log File DirectoryStep 1: Enable Failed-Request Tracing for the Site and Configure the Log File Directory

1. In the ISAPI and CGI Restrictions pane, select Active Server Pages. In the Actions pane, click Deny to
disable ASP . Active Server Pages will show as "Not Allowed".

After you enable failed-request tracing, you need to configure where the log files will reside. In this task, you will
enable failed-request tracing for the Default Web Site and specify where to put the log files. You will then configure
the failure for which to generate failure logs.

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights, and navigate to 
%systemdrive%\windows\system32\inetsrv .

2. Launch inetmgr.
3. In the Connections pane, expand the machine name, expand Sites, and then click Default Web Site.
4. In the Actions pane, under Configure, click Failed Request Tracing….

1. In the Edit Website Failed Request Tracing Settings dialog box, configure the following:

Select the Enable check box.
Keep the defaults for the other settings.
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<system.applicationHost>
   <!-- other system configuration --> 
   <sites> 
      <site name="Default Web Site" id="1"> 
         <!-- other site configuration --> 
         <traceFailedRequestsLogging  enabled="true" /> 
      </site> 
      <! -- site & app defaults --> 
      <!-- other sites configuration --> 
   </sites> 
   <!-- other system configuration --> 
</system.applicationHost>

Step 2 : Configure Your Failure DefinitionsStep 2 : Configure Your Failure Definitions

1. Click OK.

Failed-request tracing logging is now enabled for the Default Web Site. Check the
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config file to confirm that the configuration looks as follows:

In this step, you will configure the failure definitions for your URL, including what areas to trace. You will
troubleshoot a 404.2 that is returned by IIS for any requests to extensions that have not yet been enabled. This will
help you determine which particular extensions you will need to enable. For more information, see The HTTP
status code in IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, and IIS 8.0.

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Launch inetmgr.
3. In the Connections pane, expand the machine name, expand Sites, and then click Default Web Site.
4. Double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.
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5. In the Actions pane, click Add....
6. In the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule wizard, on the Specify Content to Trace page, select All

content (*). Click Next.

7. On the Define Trace Conditions page, select the Status code(s) check box and enter 404.2 as the status
code to trace.
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8. Click Next.

NOTENOTE

9. On the Select Trace Providers page, under Providers, select the WWW Server check box and clear all
other check boxes. Under Areas, select the Security check box and clear all other check boxes. The problem
that you are generating causes a security error trace event to be thrown. In general, authentication and
authorization (including ISAPI restriction list issues) problems can be diagnosed by using the WWW Server
– Security area configuration for tracing. However, because the FREB.xsl style sheet helps highlight errors
and warnings, you can still use the default configuration to log all events in all areas and providers.

Under Verbosity, select Verbose.

When you install the Tracing role service, IIS installs the WWW Server, ASP, and ISAPI Extension trace providers by
default. For more information on these providers, see IIS Providers and How to Create a Provider File for Request-
Based Tracing. If you install ASP.NET 2.0 or above, IIS automatically adds the ASPNET trace provider. Additional
providers are installed by the Application Request Routing (ARR) installer package, which also installs the URL Rewrite
module, Web Farm Management, and External Cache. You can add more trace providers by using the <add>

element within the <traceProviderDefinitions>  element.
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<configuration> 
 <system.webServer> 
  <tracing> 
   <traceFailedRequests> 
    <add path="*"> 
     <traceAreas> 
      <add provider="WWW Server" areas="Security" verbosity="Verbose" /> 
     </traceAreas> 
     <failureDefinitions statusCodes="404.2" /> 
    </add> 
   </traceFailedRequests> 
  </tracing> 
 </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

Test and View the Failure Request Log File

10. Click Finish.

You should see the following definition for the Default Web Site:

IIS Manager writes the configuration to the %systemdrive%\config inetpub\wwwroot\web.config  file by using a 
<location>  tag. The configuration should look as follows:

In this task, you will generate a failed request and view the resulting trace log. You already configured IIS to
capture trace logs for http://localhost/*.asp requests that fail with an HTTP response code of 404.2. Now verify that
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Step 1: Generate an Error and the Failure Request Log FileStep 1: Generate an Error and the Failure Request Log File

Step 2: View the Failure Request Log FileStep 2: View the Failure Request Log File

it works.

1. Open a new Internet Explorer window.
2. Type in the following address: http://localhost/test.asp.
3. You should see the following:

/li>

1. Now that you have generated a failed request, open Windows Explorer and navigate to 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC1 .

Notice a few things here: When IIS writes the failed request log file, it writes one file per failed request. A
freb.xsl style sheet is also written, one per directory. This helps when you view the resulting failure request
log files (such as fr000001.xml above).

2. Right-click the log file for the 404.2 error, and click Open With -> Internet Explorer. If this is the first time
that you are opening a Failed Request Tracing file, you must add about:internet to the list of trusted sites,
since Internet Explorer's Enhanced Security Configuration is enabled by default. If this is the case, you will
see the following:

3. In the Internet Explorer dialog box, add about:internet to the list of trusted sites by selecting the Tools
menu, selecting Internet Options, clicking the Security tab, selecting Trusted Zone, and then selecting

http://localhost/test.asp
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Summary

Restore Your Backup

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd restore backup cleanInstall

4. Open the raw XML file directly by using a text editor, and look at the contents of the event.

Sites. This allows the XSL to work. You will see the following after adding about:internet to the list of
trusted sites:

A summary of the failed request is logged at the top, with the Errors & Warnings table identifying any
events that are WARNING, ERROR, or CRITICAL ERROR in severity. In this example, the WARNING
severity level is due to ISAPI RESTRICTION. The image that you tried to load was 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\asp.dll .

You have completed two tasks: configuring failed request tracing to capture traces for any request that IIS returns
with a 404.2 status code; and verifying that IIS captured the trace for your request. You also verified that the
freb*.xml log file did not contain any requests other than those with a 404.2 return code. When you consulted the
failure log file, you determined that the cause of the failure was that the extension was disabled for that request.
You can try other non-HTML pages (like gifs or jpgs) and note that the log file does NOT add these traces. You can
also easily change this event to be 404, or capture the failure if the request takes longer than 30 seconds by setting
the timeTaken field in your failureDefinitions.

Now that you have completed the tasks in this article, you can restore the backup of the configuration. Run the
following command with administrator user rights:
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :

Overview

SMB 2.0 Scenarios

CLIENT SERVER SMB VERSION

Windows Server 2008 / Vista Windows Server 2008 / Vista SMB 2.0

Windows Server 2008 / Vista Windows 2000, XP, 2003 SMB 1.0

Windows 2000, XP, 2003 Windows Server 2008 / Vista SMB 1.0

Windows 2000, XP, 2003 Windows 2000, XP, 2003 SMB 1.0

by Richard Marr

Network Monitor

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

Before SMB 2.0 we typically would troubleshoot these issues by trying a combination of reducing the FCNs (File
Change Notifications) IIS/ASP.NET would enlist in and OR/ increase the limits via the MaxCmds and the
MacMpxct settings.

Due to an architecture change in SMB 2.0 protocol, the MaxCmds and the MacMpxct settings no longer apply, and
we typically do not see these issues. If your customer is running a version of Windows that supports 2.0 you will
want to verify if this is enabled and the content server also supports this and has it enabled.

The table below shows the version of SMB that will be used in different client / server scenarios. Note in a remote
IIS content scenario the IIS server is the client.

How Can I tell what version is being used?

In network monitor you can look at the "Protocol Name" and it will list either SMB for 1.0 or SMB2 for 2.0.

Or if you don't want to depend on the Parsers you can use this trick the networking team shared with me. From the
trace locate an NTCreate command. You might this NT Create AndX. In the frame details expand the SMB details.
For SMB 1.0 the NTCreate command offset will be 0xA2 and in SMB 2.0 if will be 0x5. . Below is sample of an SMB
1.0 representation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-smb-netbios-fcn-limit-issues-with-remote-content.md


SMB 1.0 Scenarios

If you are using Windows 2008 or later and you are not using SMB 2.0 and the backend files server supports this
then it could be disabled.

This can be verified by checking the following registry location. 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanServer\Parameters  for a key Smb2

If its set = 0 then SM2.0 is disabled.

You are typically going to see these in Pre IIS 7.0 -2008 scenarios or when either the client (IIS) or server (UNC
share) does not support 2.0. In this case you need to go through the exercise of trying to limit the # of file change
monitors that are created by the client (IIS or asp.net) and /or increasing the limits supported.

Increasing the Limits (MaxCmds and MaxMpxCt)

The limit is a negotiated limit between the client and the server, whenever the lower of MaxCmds and MaxMpxCt
will take effect.

For example if you have a scenario where on the IIS server you set MaxCmds = 2000 and on the File Server
MaxMPXCt = 50, 50 will be the effective setting.

How Do I know the effective settings?

Obviously asking is one way, but sometimes the file servers are 3rd party and we cannot verify the settings.

To verify this you will need to capture a network trace during the setup of the SMB connection, this occurs when
the content is accessed for the first time

Start Network Monitor
Reset IIs or Recycling the application pool
Access some content over http that resides on the remote file server
Stop the network trace

In the network trace you are looking for the files servers response to the NEGOTIATE function. In this you will find
the MaxMpxCount response from the file Server. If this is lower than the IIS server setting this will be the effective
limit, so in the example above it will be 50



Other ResourcesOther Resources

What # should I set the MaxCMds and MaxMpxCt to? See the following reference.

Tuning the Servers for UNC Content (IIS 6.0)

Reducing the File Change Monitors

IIS Content

2494628 How to configure IIS 7 to limit File Access for Change notifications on UNC Shares

ASP.NET Content

Set Asp.net FCN Mode to reduce ASP.Net FCN monitors

Common Internet File System (CIFS) File Access Protocol
Microsoft SMB Protocol and CIFS Protocol Overview
UNC-based Caching Considerations
IIS and File Server Configuration Scenarios for SMB Scaling (IIS 6.0)
Two Minute Drill: Overview of SMB 2.0

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd296694(WS.10).aspx
https://vkbexternal.partners.extranet.microsoft.com/VKBWebService/ViewContent.aspx?scid=B;en-US;2494628
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/911272
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=9492
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa365233(v=VS.85).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc778350(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd296655(WS.10).aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/askperf/archive/2008/05/30/two-minute-drill-overview-of-smb-2-0.aspx
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This troubleshooter will help you to identify the cause of sustained high CPU in an IIS application pool. It's
important to keep in mind that it is normal for CPU usage to increase as a web application serves requests.
However, if you consistently see CPU remain at a high level (in the area of 80% or greater) for prolonged periods,
the performance of your application will suffer. For that reason, it's important to understand the cause of sustained
high CPU so that it can be addressed and corrected if possible

An application pool in IIS is experiencing a prolonged period of high CPU that exceeds 90%. When the application
is tested, no problems are encountered. However, once the application experiences actual user load, CPU climbs to
a high percentage and remains. To recover, the application pool must be restarted, but after doing so, CPU again
climbs to a high level.

The first thing you should do when you encounter high CPU is to determine the process that is consuming CPU.
You can use Processes tab in Task Manager to do this. Make sure that you check the Show processes from all
users checkbox. Figure 1 shows this box checked and shows the w3wp.exe process (the process that hosts an IIS
application pool) consuming a high level of CPU.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-high-cpu-in-an-iis-7x-application-pool.md


Figure 1 - Task Manager showing high CPU.

You can also use Performance Monitor to determine what process is using CPU. For more information on using
Performance Monitor, see Analyzing Performance Data later in this troubleshooter.

TIP

If you need to identify which application pool is associated with a particular w3wp.exe process, open an
Administrative Command Prompt, switch into the %windir%\System32\inetsrv  folder cd %windir%\System32\inetsrv

and run appcmd list wp. This will show the process identifier (PID) of the w3wp.exe process in quotes. You can
match that PID with the PID available in Task Manager.

Once you have confirmed that a w3wp.exe process is experiencing high CPU, you will need to collect two pieces of
information in order to determine what is causing the problem.

A Performance Monitor data collector set.
A user-mode memory dump of the w3wp.exe process.

Both of these will need to be collected during the high CPU event.

Collecting a Performance Monitor Data Collector Set

Performance Monitor (Perfmon) data is often critical in determining the cause of high CPU issues. It can also be
extremely helpful in getting a "big picture" view of how your application performs.

Perfmon data can be viewed in real-time or it can be collected in a data collector set that can be reviewed later. For
troubleshooting a high CPU issue, we need to collect a data collector set. To create a data collector set for
troubleshooting high CPU, follow these steps.

1. Open Administrative Tools from the Windows Control Panel.
2. Double-click on Performance Monitor.
3. Expand the Data Collector Sets node.
4. Right-click on User Defined and select New, Data Collector Set.
5. Enter High CPU as the name of the data collector set.
6. Select the Create Manually (Advanced) radio button.
7. Click Next.



8. Select the Create Data Logs radio button.
9. Check the Performance Counter checkbox.

10. Click Next.

12. Scroll to the top of the list of counters and select .NET CLR Memory.
13. In the list of instances, select <all instances>.
14. Click the Add button to add the counters to the list of added counters.
15. Select ASP.NET from the list of counters and click Add.
16. Select ASP.NET Applications from the list of counters.
17. Select <all instances>from the list of instances.
18. Click Add.
19. Expand Process from the list of counters. (Make sure you expand Process and not Processor.)
20. Select % Processor Time from the Process object.
21. Select <all instances>from the list of instances.
22. Click Add.
23. Expand Thread from the list of counters.
24. Select % Processor Time from the Thread object.
25. Select <all instances>from the list of instances.
26. Click Add.
27. Select ID Thread from the list of instances.
28. Click Add.

11. Click the Add button.

If your application is not an ASP.NET application, proceed to step 19.

Your dialog should now look like the one shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Creating a data collector set.

Click the OK button and then the Next button. Make note of where the data collector set is being saved. (You can
change this location if you need to.) Then click on Finish.

The data collector set is not yet running. To start it, right-click on High CPU under the User Defined node and select



Start from the menu.

Creating a Debug Diagnostics 1.2 Rule

The easiest way to collect user-mode process dumps when a high CPU condition occurs is to use Debug
Diagnostics 1.2, or DebugDiag. You can download DebugDiag from the following URL.

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=26798

Install DebugDiag 1.2 on your server and run it. (You'll find it on the Start menu after installation.) When you run
DebugDiag, it will display the Select Rule Type dialog. Follow these steps to create a crash rule for your application
pool.

1. Select Performance and click Next.
2. Select Performance Counters and click Next.
3. Click Add Perf Triggers.
4. Expand the Processor (not the Process) object and select % Processor Time. Note that if you are on Windows

Server 2008 R2 and you have more than 64 processors, please choose the Processor Information object instead
of the Processor object.)

5. In the list of instances, select _Total.
6. Click Add and then click OK.
7. Select the newly added trigger and click Edit Thresholds as shown in Figure 3.
8. Select Above in the dropdown.
9. Change the threshold to 80.

10. Enter 20 for the number of seconds. (You can adjust this value if needed, but be careful not to specify a small
number of seconds in order to prevent false triggers.)

11. Click OK.
12. Click Next.
13. Click Add Dump Target.
14. Select Web Application Pool from the dropdown.
15. Select your application pool from the list of app pools.
16. Click OK.
17. Click Next.
18. Click Next again.
19. Enter a name for your rule if you wish and make note of the location where the dumps will be saved. You can

change this location if desired.
20. Click Next.
21. Select Activate the Rule Now and click Finish.

TIP

You can create dumps of multiple application pools by adding multiple dump targets using the same technique
used in steps 13-15.

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=26798


Data Analysis

Figure 3 - Adding perf triggers in DebugDiag.

This rule will create 11 dump files. The first 10 will be "mini dumps" which will be fairly small in size. The final
dump will be a dump with full memory, and that dumps will be much larger.

Once the high CPU problem has occurred, you will want to stop the Perfmon data collector set from collecting
data. To do that, right-click on the High CPU data collector set listed under the User Defined node and select Stop.

After the high CPU event, you will have two sets of data to review; the Perfmon data collector set and the memory
dumps. Let's begin by reviewing the Perfmon data.

Analyzing Performance Data

To review the Perfmon data for your issue, right-click on the High CPU data collector set listed under the User
Defined node and select Latest Report. You'll see something similar to the screen shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4 - Perfmon displaying the High CPU data.

The first thing to do is remove all of the current counters so that you can add explicit ones that you want to review.
Select the first counter in the list. Then scroll to the bottom of the list and click on the last counter while holding the
Shift key on your keyboard. Once you've selected all counters, press Delete on your keyboard to remove them.

Now add the Process / % Processor Time counter using these steps.

1. Right-click anywhere in the right pane of Perfmon and select Add Counters.
2. Expand the Process object.
3. Select % Processor Time from the list.
4. Select <all instances>from the instance list.
5. Click Add.
6. Click OK.

You will now have a display that shows a graph of processor time used by each process on the computer during the
time that the data collector set was running. The easiest way to isolate which process was using the highest level of
CPU is to enable the highlight feature of Perfmon.

To do that, select the first counter in the list and then press Ctrl+H. After you've done this, the selected process will
show as a bolded black line on the graph.

Use the down arrow on your keyboard to move down through the list of processes until you find the process that
shows the most CPU usage. In Figure 5, you can clearly see that the w3wp.exe process was using a large amount of
CPU on the machine. This confirms that the IIS application pool is causing high CPU utilization on the computer.



Figure 5 - Perfmon showing CPU usage of w3wp.exe.

TIP

Perfmon can be very useful in determining performance problems in your application. The data collected in the
Perfmon log can show you how many requests are executing (using the ASP.NET and ASP.NET Applications
objects) and can also show you other important performance data about how your application is performing.

To get to the root of what is causing the high CPU problem, let's review the dumps that were created using
DebugDiag.

Dump Analysis with DebugDiag

DebugDiag has the ability to recognize many problems by doing an automated dump analysis. For this particular
issue, DebugDiag's Performance Analyzers are well-suited to helping to identify the root cause of the high CPU
issue. To use the analyzer, follow these steps

1. Select the Advanced Analysis tab in DebugDiag.
2. Select the Performance Analyzers.
3. Click Add Data Files.
4. Browser to the location where the dumps were created. By default, this will be a subfolder of the 

C:\Program Files\DebugDiag\Logs  folder.
5. Select one of the dumps and then press Ctrl+A to select all of the dumps in that folder.
6. Click Open.
7. Click Start Analysis.

DebugDiag will take a few minutes to parse through the dumps and provide an analysis. When it has completed
the analysis, you will see a page similar to that shown in Figure 6.



Figure 6 - A DebugDiag analysis report.

Notice that the top of the report tells you that high CPU was detected. In the right column, you'll see
recommendations which include a link to the top 7 threads by average CPU time. Click that link and you'll see
information about what those top CPU consumers were doing. Figure 7 shows what those threads are doing in my
application.



htmlTable += "<table>";
for (int x = 0; x < 5000; x++)
{
htmlTable += "<tr>" + "<td>" + "Cell A" + x.ToString() + "</td>";
    htmlTable += "<td>" + "Cell B" + x.ToString() + "</td>" + "</tr>";
}
htmlTable += "</table>";

Conclusion

Other ResourcesOther Resources

Figure 7 - Details on high CPU threads.

I can tell from this analysis that the default.aspx page in the FastApp application is running. If I look further down
the call stack (at the bottom of the page), I can see that this thread is doing string concatenation. (Notice the call to
System.String.Concat on the call stack.) If I analyze the other top CPU threads, I see the same pattern.

The next step is to review the Page_Load event in the default.aspx page of the FastApp application. When I do that,
I find the following code.

This kind of code will definitely cause high CPU. See https://support.microsoft.com/kb/307340 in the Microsoft
Knowledge Base for more information.

By using Perfmon and DebugDiag, you can easily collect data that can be helpful in determining the cause of high
CPU in application pools. If you are unable to find the root cause using these techniques, you can open a support
ticket with Microsoft via https://support.microsoft.com/ and we can assist you with determining the cause of your
issue. By having the Perfmon data and dumps ready for us when you open a case, you will dramatically reduce the
amount of time necessary for us to assist you.

Troubleshooting High CPU Utilization
Troubleshooting High CPU Performance Issues
What to Gather to Troubleshoot High CPU or Hang
.NET Debugging Demos
IIS Worker Process Performance Monitoring Tips

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/307340
https://support.microsoft.com/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb742546.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/mike/archive/2007/12/06/troubleshooting-high-cpu-performance-issues.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/tom/archive/2008/05/02/8450990.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/tess/archive/2008/02/04/net-debugging-demos-information-and-setup-instructions.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/lexli/archive/2010/02/26/iis-worker-process-performance-monitoring-tips.aspx
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PROCESS WINDOWS

ADDRESSABLE
MEMORY (WITH A
LARGE ADDRESS-
AWARE PROCESS)

PRACTICAL LIMIT FOR
VIRTUAL BYTES

PRACTICAL LIMIT FOR
PRIVATE BYTES

32-bit 32-bit 2 GB 1400 MB 800 MB

32-bit 32-bit with /3GB 3 GB 2400 MB 1800 MB

32-bit 64-bit 4 GB 3400 MB 2800 MB

64-bit 64-bit 8 TB Not applicable Not applicable
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Performance Monitor
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This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

This troubleshooter will help you to identify the cause of native memory leak in an IIS application pool. It's
important to keep in mind that it is normal for high memory allocation as a web application serves requests.
However, if you consistently see both Process\Private Bytes and Process\Virtual Bytes are increasing or
Process\Private Bytes and Process\Working Set are increasing and Memory\Available Bytes is decreasing, the
memory leak will occur and it may cause an out-of-memory exception.

When the memory leak in an IIS application pool occurs, increasing physical memory (RAM) does not effective
because the memory in this scenario is not the physical memory (RAM) but a virtual memory. The following table
summarizes the virtual memory which is addressable memory from the web application.

You consistently see both Process\Private Bytes and Process\Virtual Bytes are increasing or Process\Private Bytes
and Process\Working Set of w3wp.exe are increasing and Memory\Available Bytes is decreasing.

It may cause an out-of-memory exception on an application pool in IIS.

To recover, the application pool must be restarted, but after doing so, the memory usage again climbs to a high
level. When you see the error above, the application pool has already restarted automatically.

The first thing you should do when you encounter the high memory usage is to determine whether the memory of

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-native-memory-leak-in-an-iis-7x-application-pool.md
https://github.com/apurvajo


a worker process on an application pool in IIS is leaked or not. You can use Performance Monitor. For more
information on using Performance Monitor, see Analyzing Performance Data later in this troubleshooter.

TIP

If you need to identify which application pool is associated with a particular w3wp.exe process, open an
Administrative Command Prompt, switch into the %windir%\System32\inetsrv  folder (
cd %windir%\System32\inetsrv ) and run appcmd list wp. This will show the process identifier (PID) of the w3wp.exe

process in quotes. You can match that PID with the PID available in Task Manager.

Once you have confirmed that a w3wp.exe process is experiencing high memory usage, you will need to two pieces
of information in order to determine what is causing the problem.

A Performance Monitor data collector set.
A user-mode memory dump of the w3wp.exe process.

Both of these will need to be collected from the low memory usage such as starting the process until the high
memory usage such as experiencing an out-of-memory exception.

Collecting a Performance Monitor Data Collector Set

Performance Monitor (Perfmon) data can be viewed in real-time or it can be collected in a data collector set that
can be reviewed later. For troubleshooting a high memory issue, we need to collect a data collector set. To create a
data collector set for troubleshooting high CPU, follow these steps.

1. Open Administrative Tools from the Windows Control Panel.
2. Double-click on Performance Monitor.
3. Expand the Data Collector Sets node.
4. Right-click on User Defined and select New, Data Collector Set.
5. Enter High Memory as the name of the data collector set.
6. Select the Create Manually (Advanced) radio button.
7. Click Next.
8. Select the Create Data Logs radio button.
9. Check the Performance Counter checkbox.

10. Click Next.
11. Click the Add button.
12. Expand Process from the list of counters.
13. Select Private Bytes, Virtual Bytes and Working Set from the Thread object.
14. Select <ALL instances> from the list of instances.
15. Click Add.
16. Expand Memory from the list of counters.
17. Select Available Bytes from the Thread object.
18. Click Add.
19. Click OK.
20. Set Sample interval to "1 Seconds" and then Next and Finish.

Your dialog should now look like the one shown in Figure 1.



gflags -i w3wp.exe +ust

gflags -i w3wp.exe

Figure 1 - Creating a data collector set.

Creating a Debug Diagnostics 1.2 Rule

The easiest way to collect user-mode process dumps when a high memory condition occurs is to use Debug
Diagnostics 1.2 (DebugDiag.) You can download DebugDiag from the following URL.

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=26798

Install DebugDiag 1.2 on your server and run it. (You'll find it on the Start menu after installation.)

The most important information to figure out which function is caused the memory leak is the stack traces of the
heap allocations. By default, these stack traces are not acquired. You can enable this feature per-process. Use the
following command to enable stack tracing:

The command does not enable stack tracing for a process that is already running. Therefore, for processes that you
cannot restart (for example, services, lsass, winlogon), you must restart your test computer.

Use the following commands to verify what settings have been set for a specific process:

When you run DebugDiag, it will display the Select Rule Type dialog. Follow these steps to create a leak rule for
your application pool.

1. Select Native (non-.NET) Memory and Handle Leak and click Next.
2. Select a process and click Next.
3. Click Configure.
4. Set the following rule as shown in Figure 2. (You can adjust these values if needed, but be careful not to

specify a small number of MB in order to generate the tons of dump files.)Generate a userdump when
private bytes reach 800 MB and each additional 100 MB therafter.Generate a userdump when virtual bytes
reach 1024 MB and each additional 200 MB therafter.

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=26798
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5. Click Save & Close.
6. Click Next.
7. Enter a name for your rule if you wish and make note of the location where the dumps will be saved. You can

change this location if desired.
8. Click Next.
9. Select Activate the Rule Now and click Finish.

Figure 2 – Configuring userdumps for Leak Rule.

If you get the Ouf Of Memory error even when you get the memory dumps, you can get the memory dumps
manually.

1. Select Process tab.
2. Right click the target process.
3. Click Create Full Userdump.

After getting the Out Of Memory error or creating the memory dumps you will have two sets of data to review; the
Perfmon data collector set and the memory dumps. Let's begin by reviewing the Perfmon data.

Analyzing Performance Data

To review the Perfmon data for your issue, right-click on the High Memory data collector set listed under the User
Defined node and select Latest Report. You'll see something similar to the screen shown in Figure 3.



Figure 4 - Perfmon displaying the High Memory data.

To get to the root of what is causing the high CPU problem, let's review the dumps that were created using
DebugDiag

Dump Analysis with DebugDiag

DebugDiag has the ability to recognize many problems by doing an automated dump analysis. For this particular
issue, DebugDiag's Performance Analyzers are well-suited to helping to identify the root cause of the high CPU
issue. To use the analyzer, follow these steps.

1. Select the Advanced Analysis tab in DebugDiag.
2. Select the Memory Pressure Analyzers. Make sure that you use MemoryAnalysis.asp instead of

DotNetMemoryAnalysis-BETA.asp.
3. Click Add Data Files.
4. Browser to the location where the dumps were created. By default, this will be a subfolder of the 

C:\Program Files\DebugDiag\Logs  folder.
5. Select one of the dumps and then press Ctrl+A to select all of the dumps in that folder.
6. Click Open.
7. Click Start Analysis.

DebugDiag will take a few minutes to parse through the dumps and provide an analysis. When it has completed
the analysis, you will see a page similar to that shown in Figure 5.



Figure 5 – A DebugDiag analysis report.

Notice that the top of the report tells you that the memory leak was detected. In the Table Of Contets, you'll see a
link to the details of Leak Analysis Report. Click that link and you'll see information about what those top 10
modules by allocation count or allocation size. Figure 6 shows those examples.



STDMETHODIMP CFoo::crtheap(void)
{
    malloc(1024 * 10);

    return S_OK;
}

Figure 6 – Details on high memory module.

I can tell from this analysis that the leakcom COM component is running. If I want to look further down the
Module Information of leak com (Figure 7), I can see that CFoo::crtheap method allocates the outstanding memory.

Figure 7 – Details on the module.

The next step is to review the code of CFoo::crtheap method. When I do that, I find the following.

Kind of the above code will definitely cause memory leak because allocated memory is not released.

TIP

If you enable stack tracing (gflags -i w3wp.exe +ust), you can see the following call stack by analyzing dumps with
WinDBG. You will never see the following call stack if you disable stack tracing by default.



0:000> !heap -p -a 42ae5b28
    address 42ae5b28 found in
    _HEAP @ 6690000
      HEAP_ENTRY Size Prev Flags    UserPtr UserSize - state
        42ae5b28 0541 0000  [00]   42ae5b40    02800 - (busy)
        77e9df42 ntdll!RtlAllocateHeap+0x00000274
        75133db8 msvcr90!malloc+0x00000079
        513f3cc7 LeakTrack!CCRTMemoryLT::R90mallocDetour+0x00000067
        75933cef oleaut32!CTypeInfo2::Invoke+0x0000023f
        61f527b8 leakcom!ATL::IDispatchImpl::Invoke+0x00000058
        f05cb4d vbscript!IDispatchInvoke+0x00000059
        f053f40 vbscript!InvokeDispatch+0x000001a5
        f060795 vbscript!InvokeByName+0x00000043
        f06080d vbscript!CScriptRuntime::RunNoEH+0x000022cf
        f054122 vbscript!CScriptRuntime::Run+0x00000064
        f054099 vbscript!CScriptEntryPoint::Call+0x00000074
        f054279 vbscript!CSession::Execute+0x000000c8
        f0544c0 vbscript!COleScript::ExecutePendingScripts+0x00000146
        f052013 vbscript!COleScript::SetScriptState+0x0000014d
        513023c0 asp!CActiveScriptEngine::TryCall+0x00000019
        513027b3 asp!CActiveScriptEngine::Call+0x000000e7
        513022c7 asp!CallScriptFunctionOfEngine+0x0000003e
        513063d5 asp!ExecuteRequest+0x0000014a
        51302676 asp!Execute+0x000001c4
        513028f2 asp!CHitObj::ViperAsyncCallback+0x000003fc
        51302030 asp!CViperAsyncRequest::OnCall+0x0000006a
        563de19 comsvcs!CSTAActivityWork::STAActivityWorkHelper+0x00000032
        771304fb ole32!EnterForCallback+0x000000f4
        771284c7 ole32!SwitchForCallback+0x000001a8
        77126964 ole32!PerformCallback+0x000000a3
        7713df32 ole32!CObjectContext::InternalContextCallback+0x0000015b
        771f47ef ole32!CObjectContext::DoCallback+0x0000001c
        563dfbd comsvcs!CSTAActivityWork::DoWork+0x0000012f
        563e51b comsvcs!CSTAThread::DoWork+0x00000018
        563f24d comsvcs!CSTAThread::ProcessQueueWork+0x00000037
        563f4c0 comsvcs!CSTAThread::WorkerLoop+0x00000135
        773a1287 msvcrt!_endthreadex+0x00000044

Conclusion

Other ResourcesOther Resources

By using Perfmon and DebugDiag, you can easily collect data that can be helpful in determining the cause of
memory leak in application pools. If you are unable to find the root cause using these techniques, you can open a
support ticket with Microsoft via https://support.microsoft.com/ and we can assist you with determining the cause
of your issue. You will collect dumps with enabling stack tracing (gflags -i w3wp.exe +ust) beforehand since the
stack tracing is useful information for us to analyze the memory usage in details. By having the Perfmon data and
dumps with the stack tracing ready for us when you open a case, you will dramatically reduce the amount of time
necessary for us to assist.

How to use the IIS Debug Diagnostics tool to troubleshoot a memory leak in an IIS process
Why the low fragmentation heap (LFH) mechanism may be disabled on some computers that are running
Windows Server 2003, Windows XP, or Windows 2000

https://support.microsoft.com/
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/919790/en-us
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/929136/en-us
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Enabling HTTP Compression for your IIS6/7 web applications is one way of increasing site performance.

Unfortunately IIS admin GUI doesn't expose many of the compression properties needed to fully administer it. In it
only lets us turn it on or off. So it is important to note that to configure http compression to its full extent you'll
need to edit the metabase.xml using a tool other than the IIS Manager. The most common tool we use is
adsutil.vbs, which is included in the IIS installation

This troubleshooter will help you to configure compression & identify common reasons why IIS compression may
not work in IIS6 and IIS 7.x

Determining if compression is working

The only way of determining whether the IIS server sent a compressed response is by analyzing a network trace of
the client request/server response. The request from the client needs to contain the following HTTP Request
Header:

This tells the server that the client supports compression and will accept a compressed response. In return, a
compressed response from the server will contain the following HTTP Response header and a value:

Fiddler output when compression is not working:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-compression-issues-in-iis6-iis7x.md


Troubleshooting
1. Enable Compression in IIS6/IIS7: From the IIS Manager, right-click on the Web Sites node, Properties

and click on Services.



w3svc/filters/compression/parameters

w3svc/filters/compression/gzip

w3svc/filters/compression/deflate

2. Compression folder and permissions on it: IIS stores compressed files in a folder which can be
configured. By default, it is %windir%\IIS Temporary Compressed Files  for IIS 6, and 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\temp\IIS Temporary Compressed Files  for IIS 7.

IIS_WPG(IIS_IURS for IIS 7) must have full control permission for this folder. Process Monitor is a great
tool to troubleshooting this type of permission issue.

Process Monitor

3. Check if compression is enabled in Metabase.xml: Compression is not turned on in the metabase at the
right locations. There are three metabase locations for Compression configuration:

Configuring at the /parameters location is *mandatory*. Then, you need to configure at either /gzip *or*

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896645


IISCompression: STATIC_COMPRESSION_NOT_SUCCESS - IIS has been unsuccessful doing static compression
Reason: COMPRESSION_DISABLED

cscript.exe adsutil.vbs SET w3svc/filters/compression/parameters/HcDoDynamicCompression TRUE

HcDoDynamicCompression          : (BOOLEAN) True

<system.webServer>
    <urlCompression doStaticCompression="true" doDynamicCompression="true" />
</system.webServer>

/deflate, *or* both. This means that configuring at just /gzip will not work, at just /deflate will not work, and
just /parameters will not work. But, configuring at /parameters and /gzip will enable the Gzip compression
scheme. And, configuring /parameters and /deflate will enable the Deflate compression scheme. Finally,
configuring at all three will enable both GZip compression and Deflate compression.

4. Check the metabase permission for IIS 6: By default, IIS_WPG has Read, Unsecure Read, Enumerate
Keys and Write permission to the /LM/W3SVC/Filters.

IIS is unable to initialize the compression if the permissions were removed due to unexpected change or
security hardens.

Using metaacl.vbs to verify and modify IIS 6 metabase ACL.

Default Metabase ACL

If the application pool identity (or the IIS_WPG group in general) does not have Read and Write access to
the metabase key W3SVC/Filters a failure condition of COMPRESSION_DISABLED will be logged in an
Enterprise Tracing for Windows (ETW) trace.

ETW Trace:

5. Check if Dynamic or Static compression is turned off in Metabase.xml: At each of the three
configuration locations (/parameters, /gzip, and /deflate), you have the option of enabling Static and/or
Dynamic compression. For static files like txt and html to be compressed, you need to set the
HcDoStaticCompression key to 1 (or TRUE). To enable Dynamic compression (for things like asp, aspx,
asmx, exe) you need to have HcDoDynamicCompression set to 1 (or TRUE).

For example, to set dynamic compression at the /parameters node using adsutil.vbs, run this command:

The output to that command looks like this:

In IIS7:

6. Check if file type you want to compress is listed in the appropriate File Extensions sections at the
/gzip and /deflate nodes: Once you turn on compression with the HcDoDynamicCompression and/or
HcDoStaticCompression keys, you have to make sure to tell IIS which file types to actually compress. By
default, we compress htm, html, and txt for STATIC compression, and asp, dll, and exe for DYNAMIC
compression. If you want different file types compressed, for example aspx, you need to add it to the
appropriate file extension section in the /gzip and-or /deflate nodes, depending on the type of compression
you're using. For static file compression (like html, txt, and xml), you add the file extensions to the
HcFileExtensions property. For dynamic compression (like asp, aspx, asmx) you add it to the
HcScriptFileExtension property.

For static files:

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=4899
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms524775(v=VS.90).aspx


adsutil.vbs SET w3svc/filters/compression/gzip/HcFileExtensions "htm" "html" "txt"

adsutil.vbs get w3svc/filters/compression/gzip/HcFileExtensions

HcFileExtensions : (LIST)  (3 Items)
"htm"
"html"
"txt"

adsutil.vbs SET w3svc/filters/compression/gzip/HcScriptFileExtensions "asp" "dll" "exe" "aspx"
adsutil.vbs get w3svc/filters/compression/gzip/HcScriptFileExtensions

HcFileExtensions : (LIST)  (4 Items)
"asp"
"dll"
"exe"
"aspx"

<httpCompression directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\temp\IIS Temporary Compressed Files" 
minFileSizeForComp="1000">
 <scheme name="gzip" dll="%Windir%\system32\inetsrv\gzip.dll" />
 <staticTypes>
  <add mimeType="text/*" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="message/*" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="application/x-javascript" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="application/atom+xml" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="application/xaml+xml" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="*/*" enabled="false" />
 </staticTypes>
 <dynamicTypes>
  <add mimeType="text/*" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="message/*" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="application/x-javascript" enabled="true" />
  <add mimeType="*/*" enabled="false" />
 </dynamicTypes>
</httpCompression>

<system.web.extensions>
 <scripting>
  <scriptResourceHandler enableCompression="false" />
 </scripting>
</system.web.extensions>

This command will output:

For dynamic files:

This command will output:

IN IIS7:



NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

9. Check if the URL being requested contains a slash as part of the parameters passed to the executing
DLL file.

12. If the request contains a Via: header: The Via headers indicates that the request is coming to IIS via a Proxy.
Many proxies don't handle the compression header correctly and give compressed data to clients when they
aren't supposed to, so by default we don't allow compressed responses when the request has a Via header. You
can override this by setting the HcNoCompressionForProxies metabase key to True.

13. The request is for a static page, and the response contains document footer. Document footers will cause static

Configuring the HcFileExtensions or HcScriptFileExtensions properties needs to be done with the exact right syntax.
Any trailing spaces or unnecessary quotes/carriage returns will cause the property to be misconfigured. Unfortunately
adsutil.vbs does not throw an error if you add an extra space, so you need to be very careful. Also, copy/pasting the
values into a command prompt or into the metabase.xml file (metabase direct-edit) is a bad idea....always type it
manually!

7. Check if compression is set at the master level, but is getting overridden by a setting at a child
level: Compression would be enabled at the w3svc/filters/compression level, however if may be possible
that it's getting overridden by a setting at the web site/application level.

For eg: If you have HcDoDynamicCompression set to TRUE at w3svc/filters/compression level, and for the
default web site have DoDynamicCompression set to FALSE, dynamic compression will NOT occur for
responses to requests for the Default Web Site.

8. Check if an anti-virus program has scanned the directory where the compressed files get stored:

When compression is enabled on a server running Internet Information Services (IIS), and an HTTP request
is served from the IIS compression directory, a 0-byte file may be returned instead of the expected file.

You may only see these symptoms if HTTP Static Compression is enabled.

This happens because of an Antivirus software running on the IIS server is scanning the IIS compression
directory.

Hence you would need to exclude the IIS compression directory from the antivirus software's scan list.

Refer: https://support.microsoft.com/?id=817442

10. ISAPI filters modifying the request/response headers:

An ISAPI is doing the send operation and is not sending the complete set of HTTP headers along with the
entity to HTTP_COMPRESSION::DoDynamicCompression. Since DoDynamicCompression doesn't receive
all the data it should from the ISAPI, we cannot compress the response. Third party and/or non-Microsoft
ISAPIs have been seen to do this by putting the headers in the function meant for the entity body or the
entity body in the function meant for the HTTP headers, or by not providing any headers whatsoever. When
this happens, things like the ISAPI filter SF_NOTIFY_SEND_RESPONSE, or AddResponseHeaders, or
dynamic compression will fail. The ISAPI needs to put the headers and the entity in the right locations,
respectively.

11. The response status code is something other than 200. In IIS 6/7, only responses with an HTTP 200
status will get compressed.

Yes this is true in both IIS6 & IIS 7.x, Response with status codes other than 200 will not be compressed. We
will have to write an HTTPModule to achieve the same.

https://support.microsoft.com/?id=817442


compression to fail.
14. Static compression not working: This may happen if you have a wild card application mapping installed at

the root level in IIS. For eg. We have application mappings for the .html or .txt extensions) on the server and this
will make IIS consider your requests to .txt as Dynamic requests instead of Static and since .txt is not an
extension in the dynamic compression list, it does not get compressed.

15. IIS Compression and "Accept-Encoding: identity":

According to RFC2616 :

"If an Accept-Encoding field is present in a request and if the server cannot send a response which is
acceptable according to the Accept-Encoding header, then the server SHOULD send an error response with
the 406 (Not Acceptable) status code. If no Accept-Encoding field is present in a request, the server MAY
assume that the client will accept any content coding. In this case, if "identity" is one of the available content-
coding's, then the server SHOULD use the "identity" content-coding, unless it has additional information
that a different content-coding is meaningful to the client."

16. Using ETW trace to troubleshooting IIS compression issue

Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) is a feature of the Windows operating system that allows you to
troubleshoot issues with HTTP requests.

Here are the steps to troubleshooting IIS compression issue.

logman start trace compressionTrace -pf IISProviders.txt -ets

Reproduce the problem.

Logman stop trace compressionTrace -ets

tracerpt compressionTrace.etl

IISCompression, STATIC_COMPRESSION_NOT_SUCCESS, 0x000008B0, 129744354075770195, 0, 0, {00000000-
0000-0000-0700-0060000000bd}, "NO_MATCHING_SCHEME", 0, 0

Create a text file named IISProviders.txt and put follow content into the file."IIS: WWW Server" is the
provider name, 0xFFFFFFFE means trace for all events, and 5 means verbose level.

"IIS: WWW Server" 0xFFFFFFFE 5 For more information, reference IIS Providers:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc758221(v=ws.10).aspx

Open a command window, and run follow command:

Run follow command to stop the trace.

Convert the trace to text file.

Trace Report converts the binary trace data into text and produces two files in the directory where
you executed the tracerpt command:

Summary.txt contains general details about the trace session, including which providers were used.

DumpFile.csv contains the actual trace data in a text format.

Read the trace file to find useful information. Open the dumpfiles.csv, and find keyword like
"COMPRESSION_NOT_SUCCESS". Here is an example:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc758221(v=ws.10).aspx


REASON DESCRIPTION

NO_ACCEPT_ENCODING No Accept-Encoding sent by client

COMPRESSION_DISABLED compression is disabled because no suitable configuration
was found

NO_COMPRESSION_10 Server not configured to compress 1.0 requests

NO_COMPRESSION_PROXY Server not configured to compress proxy requests

NO_MATCHING_SCHEME No compression scheme matches for this
extension/Accept-Encoding

UNKNOWN_ERROR Unknown error

NO_COMPRESSION_RANGE Server not configured to compress range requests

FILE_TOO_SMALL File smaller than compression threshold

FILE_ENCRYPTED File encrypted

COMPRESS_FILE_NOT_FOUND Compressed copy does not exist

COMPRESS_FILE_STALE Compressed copy out of date

NO_MATCHING_CONTENT_TYPE Server not configured to compress content-Type for this
extension

HEADERS_SENT_TWICE Headers being sent twice for the same response

This error NO_MATCHING_SCHEME means no compression scheme matches for this
extension/Accept-Encoding. For a detailed list of compression errors, please reference the tables in
appendix.

17. Using FREB trace to troubleshooting IIS compression issue

IIS 7 FREB trace is much easier compare to ETW trace. For details steps, please reference this article.

https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshooting-failed-requests-using-
tracing-in-iis

Here is an example of using IIS 7 FREB trace to troubleshoot compression issue.

For a detailed list of compression errors, please reference the tables in appendix.

Appendix:

Table 1: Reasons apply to both IIS 6 and IIS 7



Other ResourcesOther Resources

NO_HEADER_SENT No Headers sent before entity body send

NOT_SUCCESS_STATUS The response status code is not success(200)

ALREADY_CONTENT_ENCODING There is a content-encoding already present in the
response

REASON DESCRIPTION

REASON DESCRIPTION

FOOTER_ENABLED Document footer enabled for static files

NOT_FREQUENTLY_HIT Url has not been requested frequently enough to justify
compression

FAIL_TO_COMPRESS Compressed copy could not be created

Table 2: Reasons apply to IIS 7 only.

Enabling Compression in IIS6
Enable Compression in IIS7-I
Enable Compression in IIS7-II
HTTP Compression <httpCompression> in IIS7
Troubleshooting IIS6 compression
Troubleshooting IIS7 compression

https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/502ef631-3695-4616-b268-cbe7cf1351ce.mspx?mfr=true
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc730629%28v=ws.10%29.aspx
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.webserver/httpcompression
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/mike/archive/2007/12/06/troubleshooting-http-compression-in-iis6.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/amol/archive/2010/10/29/troubleshooting-dynamic-compression-in-iis-7.aspx
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Tools and knowledge used in this Troubleshooter:Tools and knowledge used in this Troubleshooter:

Overview

Scenario

Data Collection

by Benjamin Perkins

Microsoft LogParser (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659)
Command Prompt
A basic knowledge of IIS HTTP Status Codes is helpful (https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891)
A basic knowledge of SQL queries is helpful

This troubleshooter will help you analyze IIS log files in an effort to determine the cause when an application that
is hosted on IIS is failing or experiencing performance issues. Before you begin, it is important to note that all fields
IIS can log are not enabled by default. For example, Bytes Sent and Bytes Received are not selected, but they are
very useful when troubleshooting a performance problem. Therefore, the best time to include these additional
fields is before you are experiencing system problems. So if you haven't already done so, select these additional
fields, they will help you find solutions when problems happen.

The following blog which discusses how to perform this on IIS 7+:

Modifying IIS 7 log data in Windows 2008
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/08/01/modifying-iis-7-log-data-in-windows-2008.aspx

As a Systems Administrator you begin to hear reports from users of your system hosted on IIS that the response is
slow. There is some mention that web browsers simply time out or stop responding completely when they are
accessing your website.

You jump into action and recycle the worker process; all appears to be working again, as normal.

However, you cannot accept that as a solution and need to know why this happened, but don't know where to start.
You have no details from the users, such as error codes, screen shots and worse, you have no performance data to
compare what just happened to normal performance. In many cases, other new issues take you away from any
serious root cause analysis.

Microsoft's LogParser is a good tool that is quick and easy to use. In many situations, the tool will help you quickly
get to a deeper understanding of what happened on the server and may help you identify problems. You can take
the information you gather with LogParser and pass it along to your database team, your network team or to your
developers for more analysis.

By default, IIS log files are located in the following directories:

IIS 7 and later: %SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\LogFiles

IIS 6 and earlier: %WinDir%\System32\LogFiles

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser.md
https://twitter.com/csharpguitar
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/08/01/modifying-iis-7-log-data-in-windows-2008.aspx


In this troubleshooter, I will be using IIS 8. Open the IIS Manager and select Sites, as shown in Figure 1. This will
show you the ID of each website hosted on your server. You will need this ID to determine which W3SVC*
directory to analyze.

 Figure 1: Getting the
ID of your web site

Open Windows Explorer and navigate to the directory that contains the IIS log files of the website that experienced
the performance problem. Figure 2 shows how that might look like.

 Figure 2: IIS Log
file location

IIS log files can be quite large; for example, in Figure 2, the log file u_ex12101858.log is nearly 100MB in size.

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image1.png
file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image3.png


Data Analysis

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

logparser.exe "SELECT TO_STRING(TO_LOCALTIME(TO_TIMESTAMP(date,time)),'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss') AS LocalTime,
COUNT(*) AS Hits FROM *.log WHERE date='2012-10-18'
GROUP BY LocalTime ORDER BY LocalTime" -i:w3c

Because these log files may be huge and contain hundreds of thousands of individual log file entries, manually
looking through each of these files for an error is not a good approach, and returns few results for the time that
you invest.

This is when LogParser becomes an indispensable tool in your troubleshooting arsenal.

Your first step is to determine which log files may contain errors. For example, if customers were complaining
about performance on the 3rd of June, 2012, the log file might be u_ex120603.log, where:

"12" is the abbreviated year for 2012
"06" refers to the sixth month (June)
"03" is the 3rd day of the month

Note: The above example assumes that IIS logging is configured to rotate log files on a daily basis, which is the
default. If you have changed the settings for IIS to rotate log files on a different time interval, such as weekly or
hourly, then the log files names would be different. For more information about the syntax for IIS log file names,
please see the following article:

IIS Log File Naming Syntax
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/242898

By default, the date and time in IIS logs are stored using GMT; you will need to take this into account when you are
determining which logs contain errors. That being said, you can adjust the dates/times by using LogParser's 
TO_LOCALTIME()  function, as illustrated in the following example:

Once you have identified the IIS log files that contain errors, you should copy them to a location where they can be
analyzed. This step is optional, but it is not recommended that you analyze your logs on your IIS server since your
LogParser queries may take a long time to run, and if your log files are large then Log Parser may compete for
system resources.

For example, you might copy your IIS logs to a folder on your personal computer where you have already copied
the LogParser files, which is how I typically analyze my log files. Figure 3 shows an example of where I stored them
to create this article.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/242898


logparser.exe "SELECT sc-status, sc-substatus, COUNT(*) FROM *.log GROUP BY sc-status, sc-substatus ORDER BY 
sc-status" -i:w3c
 
 sc-status sc-substatus COUNT(ALL *)
 --------- ------------ ------------
 200       0            3920658
 206       0            2096
 301       0            1031
 302       0            65386
 304       0            178705
 400       0            35
 401       2            692096
 404       0            2935
 404       11           7
 405       0            1
 406       0            36
 500       0            11418
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    12
 Execution time:     7.70 seconds

The Ratio Between HTTP 200 and 304 Status Codes (Analyzing Successful Requests)The Ratio Between HTTP 200 and 304 Status Codes (Analyzing Successful Requests)

Figure 3: IIS Logs files locally hosted for analysis using LogParser

After you have downloaded LogParser, you are ready to begin the analysis. The first query I run is shown in Figure
4. The results give you an overview of how IIS has been responding to the requests.

Figure 4: LogParser Query (sc-status and sc-substatus)

The points of interest within the results are:

The ratio between 200 and 304 HTTP status codes (successful requests)
The number of 500 HTTP status codes (failed requests)

The significance for each of these status codes is explained below.

The ratio between the 200 and 304 HTTP status codes is important because it shows how many requests are being
retrieved from the clients' cache instead of directly from the server. The results in Figure 4 show that there are
3,920,658 requests which resulted in an HTTP Status code of 200. This means that the requested file was served
from the server each time. In contrast, there were 178,705 requests which resulted in a 304 HTTP status code. This
means that the requested file was retrieved from the local cache. In other words, 95.5% of the requests are being

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image5.png


HTTP 500 Status Codes (Analyzing Failed Requests)HTTP 500 Status Codes (Analyzing Failed Requests)

logparser.exe "SELECT cs-uri-stem, COUNT(*) FROM *.log WHERE sc-status=500 GROUP BY cs-uri-stem ORDER BY 
COUNT(*) DESC" -i:w3c
 
 cs-uri-stem                 COUNT(ALL *)
 --------------------------- ------------
 /ShoppingCart/ViewCart.aspx 1378
 /DataService.asmx           1377  
 /Start/default.aspx         949
 /GetDetailsView.aspx        753
 /Details/ImageUrls.asmx     722
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    5
 Execution time:     24.89 seconds

logparser.exe "SELECT TO_STRING(TO_TIMESTAMP(date,time),'yyyy-MM-dd hh') AS Hour,
COUNT(*) FROM *.log WHERE sc-status=500 AND cs-uri-stem='/Start/default.aspx' AND date='2012-10-18' GROUP BY 
Hour ORDER BY Hour" -i:w3c
 
 Hour          COUNT(ALL *)
 ------------- ------------
 2012-10-18 08 191
 2012-10-18 09 163
 2012-10-18 14 150
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    3
 Execution time:     6.36 seconds

handled from the server.

Caching can have some very positive impact on your system's performance; please see the details for both static
and dynamic compression in the following article:

Configuring HTTP Compression in IIS 7
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003.aspx

HTTP 500 Status codes may indicate serious issues on your system. The level of impact that the root cause of an
HTTP 500 error may have on your system can range from nothing to the crash of a worker process. Therefore,
when you see these, you should execute the query shown in Figure 5 in order to find which requests resulted in a
500 HTTP Status code.

Figure 5: LogParser Query (cs-uri-stem with a 500 sc-status)

These results show the path and the name of the file which, when requested, responded with an HTTP 500 Status
code. This kind of information would be valuable to the development team. For example, the development team
could look further into that specific code and search for code that executes without being contained in a 
try {...} catch {...}  code block, or they are executing large data queries which need to be optimized.

Let's take this example a step further and focus on the top contributor for HTTP 500 Status codes. It would be
interesting to know when these errors occurred, because this information can be used to check if dependencies
were having any problems at the same time.

Figure 6: LogParser Query (cs-uri-stem with a 500 sc-status)

The subset of results in Figure 6 restricts the date range of the issue. This information can be passed along to

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003.aspx


FIELD DESCRIPTION ENABLED BY DEFAULT

time-taken The length of time the action took, in
milliseconds

Yes

sc-bytes The number of bytes sent by the server No

cs-bytes The number of bytes the server
received

No

logparser.exe "SELECT  cs-method, COUNT(*) AS TotalCount, MAX(time-taken) AS MaximumTime, AVG(time-taken) AS 
AverageTime FROM *.log GROUP BY cs-method ORDER BY TotalCount DESC" -i:w3c
 
 cs-method TotalCount MaximumTime AverageTime
 --------- ---------- ----------- -----------
 GET       3172034    1366976     153
 POST      1011765    256539      359  
 HEAD      5363       26750       209  
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    3
 Execution time:     6.36 seconds

network, database, operating system administrators and the development teams to check if anything else was
happening at that same time. For example: Were there any additional problems between 08:00 and 09:59:59 GMT
and between 14:00:00 and 14:59:59 GMT?

The next set of LogParser queries utilize the following fields, which may give better insight into performance
problems:

As mentioned before, take the time now to request the sc-bytes and cs-bytes fields be enabled or, if possible, enable
them yourself. They provide some valuable insight into your system and its' behavior. Take Figure 7, for example.
You see that the average time is pretty good at a few hundred milliseconds. However, look at the maximum time-
taken, that is way too much time.

Figure 7: LogParser Query (MAX and AVG time-taken)

I know you are asking yourself already the next question that needs to be answered. Which request is taking so
much time? Figure 8 shows the answer to that question. As you will notice, I have gone ahead and included the sc-
bytes field in the LogParser query. Remember, sc-bytes represents the size of the file sent from the server back to
the client.



logparser.exe "SELECT cs-uri-stem, time-taken, sc-bytes FROM *.log WHERE time-taken > 250000 ORDER BY time-
taken DESC" -i:w3c
 
 cs-uri-stem                 time-taken sc-bytes
 --------------------------- ---------- --------
 /ShoppingCart/ViewCart.aspx 1366976    256328
 /DataService.asmx           1265383    53860
 /Start/default.aspx         262796     8077
 /GetDetailsView.aspx        261305     5038
 /Details/ImageUrls.asmx     256539     2351
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    5
 Execution time:     8.98 seconds

Reporting

NOTENOTE

Figure 8: LogParser Query (MAX and AVG time-taken)

We would likely all agree that the time-taken for the requests exceeds a 'normal' response time. However, the size
of the files is something which the administrator or developer would need to analyze to determine if the sizes are
within an acceptable range.

The conclusion is that the GetDetailsView.aspx file has been throwing a number of 500 HTTP Status codes and has
at some point taken a long time to complete, even though it was a relatively small file. You may want to look at the
date and time when problems where occurring for this file, and examine the code in the file with any issues that
occurred. (For example, the IIS logs contain a list of variables that were passed in the query string; you could check
those values for bad data.)

The examples provided in figures 4 - 8 help gain an understanding around where the root cause of an issue may
exist. It is likely, however, that this analysis has only rendered a better view of the situation which will lead to more
questions and deeper analysis. If that's the case you may want to create a representation of this data in a more
presentable manner. The following section covers this in detail.

Screenshots of a command window containing LogParser queries and their results may be fine during the analysis
phase of a performance problem; however, if you need to go in front of managers or directors to explain what
happened, it may not meet the mark.

In order to get charting to work via LogParser, you will need to install the Office Web Components. The following articles
explain how to do this:

Advanced Log Parser Charts Part 3 - Missing Office Web Components for Charting
Charting with LogParser

Figure 9 shows the LogParser query to create a 3D pie chart containing the number of requests and their
associated HTTP Status code. I removed status 200, as those are successful. What I am after here are the requests
which are something other than OK.

https://blogs.msdn.com/b/robert_mcmurray/archive/2012/05/25/advanced-log-parser-charts-part-3-missing-office-web-components-for-charting.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/carloc/archive/2008/08/07/charting-with-logparser.aspx


logparser.exe "SELECT sc-status AS Status, COUNT(*) AS Count INTO status.gif FROM *.log WHERE sc-status > 200 
GROUP BY Status ORDER BY Status" -i:w3c -o:CHART -chartType:PieExploded3D -ChartTitle:"Request Status"
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    10
 Execution time:     6.20 seconds

logparser.exe "SELECT sc-status AS Status, COUNT(*) AS Count INTO cache.gif FROM *.log WHERE sc-status=200 OR 
sc-status=304 GROUP BY Status ORDER BY Status" -i:w3c -o:CHART -chartType:PieExploded3D -ChartTitle:"Cache" -
values:ON
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    2
 Execution time:     6.35 seconds

Figure 9: LogParser Query (Create a 3D pie chart)

The result of the query is illustrated in Figure 10. There are a number of additional parameters which you can pass
to LogParser that affect the image. For example, legend, groupSize, config, etc... To get a complete list enter:
LogParser -h -o:CHART for a list of all parameters. This command will also provide a list of the different chart
types.

 Figure 10: LogParser 3D pie
chart

Another useful chart is the ratio between cached and actual requests. Recall from the Data Analysis section where I
discussed that an HTTP Status code of 200 means that the requested files are retrieved from the server however, a
304 is retrieved from the client. Figure 11 shows the LogParser query for the creation of this chart. Notice that I
used the -values parameter.

Figure 11: LogParser Query (Create a 3D pie chart)

Although the difference between HTTP Status code 200 and 304 are clearly visible, I thought it may add some
value to include the number of hits for each. Figure 12 illustrates the output of the previous LogParser query.
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logparser.exe "SELECT to_string(to_timestamp(date, time), 'yyyy-MM-dd hh') AS Hour, COUNT(*) AS Count INTO 
500.gif FROM *.log WHERE sc-status=500 GROUP BY Hour ORDER BY Hour" -i:w3c -o:CHART -chartType:Column3D -
ChartTitle:"500 Errors by Hour"
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    13
 Execution time:     6.32 seconds

 Figure 12: LogParser 3D pie
chart

I think you are getting the picture now about how charting the IIS Logs using LogParser can help convey what is
happening much better than a table of data. But before I stop, I want to show you one more example using the
Column chart type. The LogParser query shown in Figure 13 produces a 3D Column chart showing the count of
500 HTTPS Status codes per hour.

Figure 13: LogParser Query (Create a 3D column chart)

The resulting chart is illustrated in Figure 14.

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image9.png


Creating charts using Excel and CSVCreating charts using Excel and CSV

logparser.exe "SELECT sc-status AS Status, COUNT(*) AS Count INTO status.csv FROM *.log WHERE sc-status > 200 
GROUP BY Status ORDER BY Status" -i:w3c -o:csv
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 4189228
 Elements output:    10
 Execution time:     6.20 seconds

 Figure 14: LogParser
3D column chart

At the beginning of this section I mentioned that the installation of the Office Web Component (OWC) is a
requirement if you want to use the LogParser charting capabilities. In your organization, there may be restrictions
that prohibit this or you simply might not want to install it. If either is the case, then consider exporting the
LogParser query result to a CSV file and import it into Excel.

Figure 15 shows the LogParser query that extracts the HTTP Status codes for all request which are not 200 to a
CSV file.

Figure 15: LogParser Query (Create a CSV file for import into Excel)

Notice in Figure 15 that I used the -o parameter so that LogParser creates the output in CSV format.

To import the CSV file into Excel so that a chart can be created from it, open Excel, navigate to the DATA tab and
select From Text. Figure 16 shows what this looks like.
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Figure 16: Import CSV file created by LogParser into Excel

Select the status.csv file created by the LogParser query and navigate through the import wizard. Import the
'comma' delimited CSV file and you will end up with the Status in column A and the number of occurrences for
each status in column B. This assumes you executed the LogParser query shown in Figure 15. Lastly, select all the
data from column A and B, including the headers and choose the type of Pie chart to create. Figure 17, illustrates
how this may look.

Figure 17: Create a Pie chart using a CSV file

The end result is a Pie chart, Figure 18 that is similar to that shown previously in Figure 10. There are many
options in regards to color, chart type, labels, etc... With a click of a button you can change the chart type from Pie
to Bar or to Line. There are a lot of options for creating professional looking charts within Excel.

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image13.png
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Help

Reducing the size of or splitting IIS log filesReducing the size of or splitting IIS log files

logparser.exe "SELECT date, time, c-ip, cs-uri-stem, cs-uri-query, sc-status, sc-substatus, sc-win32-status, 
sc-bytes, cs-bytes, time-taken INTO u_exJUSTRIGHT.log FROM u_exTOOBIG.log" -i:w3c -o:w3c
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 19712301
 Elements output:    19712301
 Execution time:     3.07 seconds

 Figure 18: A Pie chart using a CSV file
similar to *Figure 10*

There are so many options and possibilities for analyzing and presenting the results of that analysis using
LogParser. For some additional tips and examples, check out these articles written by Robert McMurray. There is
also a very useful help file and many prewritten scripts provided within the installation package of LogParser. The
next section will discuss this and other topics in more detail.

When you install LogParser 2.2 onto your machine, it installs by default into the 
C:\Program Files (x86)\Log Parser 2.2  directory. Navigate to that location and review the Samples\Queries and

Samples\Scripts directories for an abundant supply of prewritten code that will get you moving fast.

You will also realize a great benefit by reading through the contents within the LogParser.chm file.

You may encounter a situation where the IIS log file is too big for LogParser to query. This is most likely on a 32-bit
machine, but can happen on a 64-bit machine too. Nonetheless, if you experience 'out of memory' errors when
running a LogParser query, consider executing the command shown in Figure 19. The query extracts some
essential fields from a large IIS log file and places them into another, which results in a smaller log file.

Figure 19: Reducing the size of an IIS log file (by removing fields)

In this example, I realized a file size reduction of about 45%. In many cases this may be enough, in others maybe
not. It depends on the size of the original log file. If you find that you still need to reduce the size of the IIS log file,
consider adding a date time constraint to the LogParser query as shown in Figure 20.

file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/performance-issues/troubleshooting-iis-performance-issues-or-application-errors-using-logparser/_static/image17.png
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logparser.exe "SELECT date, time, c-ip, cs-uri-stem, cs-uri-query, sc-status, sc-substatus, sc-win32-status, 
sc-bytes, cs-bytes, time-taken INTO u_exJUSTRIGHT.log FROM u_exTOOBIG.log WHERE to_timestamp(date, time) >= 
timestamp('2012-11-09 00:00:00', 'yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss')" -i:w3c -o:w3c
 
 Statistics:
 -----------
 Elements processed: 240123
 Elements output:    240123
 Execution time:     0.45 seconds

Conclusion

Useful Links

Figure 20: Further reducing the size of an IIS log file by adding a WHERE clause

This is a valuable technique for reducing the file size, but it is also useful to remove unwanted entries from the IIS
Log. For example, when beginning to troubleshoot an issue you realize that time-take, sc-bytes and cs-bytes were
not being logged. You enabled them in IIS and want the query to only analyze those entries with the recently
enabled fields. Use the where statement to extract the data from the IIS log file from the time in which those fields
have been enabled. This is important when you use the AVG, MIN and MAX aggregates.

LogParser is a small but powerful tool to analyze a number of different system log types. This article focused on
queries applicable to IIS Logs. When performance problems or errors are experienced in your IIS environment, it is
sometimes difficult to know where to start.

LogParser can be used as a starting point, because a system administrator who has some SQL skills can quickly
build some very sophisticated LogParser queries. These queries can be used to further the root cause analysis of
the problem.

Here are the links which are referred to in this article, plus a few links with additional information.

Microsoft LogParser
http://www.bing.com/search?q=logparser or https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?
id=24659
The HTTP status codes in IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, and IIS 8.0
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891
Modifying IIS 7 log data in Windows 2008
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/08/01/modifying-iis-7-log-data-in-windows-
2008.aspx
Modifying IIS 6 log data in Windows 2003
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/05/03/modifying-iis-6-log-data-in-windows-
2003.aspx
Configuring HTTP Compression in IIS 7
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003.aspx
Charting with LogParser using OWC
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/carloc/archive/2008/08/07/charting-with-logparser.aspx
Robert McMurray's Blogs on LogParser
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/robert_mcmurray/archive/tags/logparser/
Microsoft Log Parser Toolkit: A Complete Toolkit for Microsoft's Undocumented Log Analysis Tool
https://www.amazon.com/Microsoft-Log-Parser-Toolkit-undocumented/dp/1932266526

http://www.bing.com/search?q=logparser
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/943891
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/08/01/modifying-iis-7-log-data-in-windows-2008.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/benjaminperkins/archive/2012/05/03/modifying-iis-6-log-data-in-windows-2003.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/carloc/archive/2008/08/07/charting-with-logparser.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/robert_mcmurray/archive/tags/logparser/
https://www.amazon.com/Microsoft-Log-Parser-Toolkit-undocumented/dp/1932266526
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Introduction

Cannot connect to the remote server?

Cannot connect to the remote server after updating wmsvc bindings?

netsh http show sslcertnetsh http show sslcert

netsh http show sslcert

c:\>netsh http show sslcert 
SSL Certificate bindings:
-------------------------
IP:port                 : 0.0.0.0:8172
Certificate Hash        : f06ae62a5275a818338f05ecc80707335be1e204
Application ID          : {00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}
Certificate Store Name: MY
Verify Client Certificate Revocation    : Enabled
Verify Revocation Using Cached Client Certificate Only: Disabled
Usage Check    : Enabled
Revocation Freshness Time: 0
URL Retrieval Timeout   : 0
Ctl Identifier          : (null)
Ctl Store Name          : (null)
DS Mapper Usage    : Disabled
Negotiate Client Certificate    : Disabled

by Nitasha Verma

This article will help you diagnose and fix issues found while using RemoteMgr. This is based on frequently asked
questions on the iis.net forums.

Make sure the client and the server are using the same build. For example, a Server Beta 3 remoteMgr will not
work with a RC1 server build.

Refer to the blog post about Remote Management Behavior Matrix. There might be a problem related to the
access control lists (ACLs).

Look at the Event Viewer (eventvwr.msc) log. WMSVC has a good supportability story. Events are logged with
detailed error messages and a stack trace. Looking at the Event Viewer often tells you what the problem might be.

If this happens after updating the port on which WMSVC is configured to run, check to see if the firewall is turned
on for the server. If it is, add a new exception rule for the port on which WMSVC is running (default value: 8172).
Then try connecting to the server again.

If this does not solve the problem, run the following commands from cmdline:

Ensure that the port 8172 (the one on which WMSVC is running) has SSL certificate bindings. Also make sure the
cert hash matches the one to which WMSVC is bound to (in the Management Service UI).

Sample output:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/remote-administration-issues/diagnosing-failures-with-remote-administration.md
https://github.com/NitashaV
https://blogs.iis.net/nitashav/archive/2007/04/23/remote-management-behavior-matrix.aspx


netsh http show urlaclnetsh http show urlacl

netsh http show urlacl

c:\>netsh http show urlacl

URL Reservations:
-----------------
Reserved URL            : https://*:8172/
User: NT SERVICE\WMSvc
Listen: Yes
Delegate: No
SDDL: D:(A;;GX;;;S-1-5-80-257763619-1023834443-750927789-3464696139-1457670516)

Do not want to see the prompt on the client every time you connect to
the remote server?

If all else fails:

Ensure that the URL https://*:8172/  (the port on which WMSVC is configured to run) appears in the list of
reserved URLs.

Sample output:

Use netsh commands in the previous paragraph to determine if the bindings are not correctly configured. The
problem might be that the machine key does not have permissions for the administrator trying to adjust the
WMSVC bindings. In that case, try the following:

takeown /F %ProgramData%\Microsoft\Crypto\RSA\MachineKeys\bedbf0b4da5f8061b6444baedf4c00b1* /R

icacls %ProgramData%\Microsoft\Crypto\RSA\MachineKeys\bedbf0b4da5f8061b6444baedf4c00b1* /grant 
Administrators:(R)

netsh http add urlacl url=https://*:8172/ User="NT SERVICE\wmsvc"

netsh http add sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:8172 certhash=<certHash> appid={d7d72267-fcf9-4424-9eec-
7e1d8dcec9a9}

1. Take ownership of the machine key:

2. Configure the ACLs of the machine key such that the administrator group has read permissions:

3. Reserve the port 8172 for WMSVC:

4. Associate the cert with the port:

Make sure the server uses a trusted root certificate for WMSVC. Create a trusted root certificate (if you do not
already have it) and on the Management Service feature page, assign this certificate to be used by the service. This
ensures that the client does not get a prompt asking if they trust the server (since the certificate is not trusted).

Post the issue on the IIS.NET forums with reproduced steps and details. Please include the eventvwr.msc log along
with exception and call stack.

https://forums.iis.net/


Here are details on how to get the exception and call stack:

windbg –pn wmsvc.exe

.loadby sos mscorwks
sxe clr

g

!pe
!clrstack

1. Attach windbg to wmsvc.exe

2. Load the sos.dll and set a break point if a managed exception happens

3. Then hit go

4. When it breaks, print the exception and the call stack and send it to iis.net/forums.
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Introduction

Recent Issues

Issues with Visual Web Developer 2010 / Visual Studio 2010 SP1 installIssues with Visual Web Developer 2010 / Visual Studio 2010 SP1 install

by IIS Team

Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI) makes it simple to download and install the latest Microsoft® Web
Platform components, including Internet Information Services (IIS), Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008/R2 Express,
Microsoft® ASP.NET Model View Controller (MVC3) and Microsoft® Visual Web Developer 2008/SP1 Express
Edition. Web PI also installs popular Web applications such as WordPress, DasBlog, or Silverstripe. This article
presents some troubleshooting advice for issues that may arise with Microsoft Web PI.

Web PI runs on the following operating systems:

Windows Server® 2008 and Windows Server® 2008 R2
Windows® XP Professional Edition Service Pack 3
Windows Server® 2003 SP2
Windows Vista® SP 1
Windows® 7

Note that while it is possible to install Web PI on Windows® XP Home Edition, this operating system version
does not include IIS; Web PI is therefore not supported on Windows XP Home Edition.

Web PI tasks can be divided into three phases:

Launch phase. Web PI retrieves the most current product catalog and compares the catalog components with
the currently installed products.
Product selection phase.
Web PI checks dependencies of the products selected to install and builds the list of dependent products that
need to be installed.
Installation phase.

Web PI installs products using one of three technologies:

To install Windows® operating system components (for example, IIS), Web PI uses Windows operating
system tools and interfaces such as PKGMGR.
To install non-operating system platform components, (for example, SQL Server 2008/R2 Express) Web PI
uses the Windows® Installer technology (also known as MSI).
To install Web applications (for example, WordPress, Silverstripe, or DasBlog), Web PI uses the Microsoft®
Web Deployment Tool.

(Posted: July 25, 2011)

Users have reported issues where, after installing VWD 2010/SP1 or VS 2010/SP1, that WebPI still shows the
bundle as being available for install. This is due to issues with the detection logic (discoveryHints in WebPI terms)
that need revisions. If you perform an installation of VWD 2010/SP1 or VS 2010/SP1 and everything shows as

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/troubleshoot/web-platform-installer-issues/troubleshooting-problems-with-microsoft-web-platform-installer.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc776554(WS.10).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc749302(WS.10).aspx


General Troubleshooting Best Practices

Troubleshooting During the Launch Phase

F i g u re  1 :  Un a b l e  t o  d o w n l o a d  W e b  P l a t f o rm e r ro r  me s s a g eF i g u re  1 :  Un a b l e  t o  d o w n l o a d  W e b  P l a t f o rm e r ro r  me s s a g e

Troubleshooting During the Installation Phase

Operating system componentsOperating system components

successfully installed after the process is complete, then there is no additional work on your part. You can currently
safely ignore the option to "install" the bundle again

To assist the Web Platform Team in debugging issues with your installation attempt, please post the logs to the
forums. We've created a post that gives additional details on which log files to post: You can read about it here:
https://forums.iis.net/t/1178550.aspx

The most common issues during the Web PI launch phase involve connectivity. Web PI downloads the newest
product catalog from a Microsoft Web site. If this fails, an error message such as the following appears:

Behind Proxy If the computer is behind a proxy, ensure that the proxy settings for Windows® Internet
Explorer® are set correctly and retry accessing the URL through Internet Explorer and then through Web PI
Behind Firewalls In the case where third-party firewalls are installed on the computer, try disabling them before
launching Web PI. You can also add exceptions for WebpiLauncher.exe and WebPlatformInstaller.exe to the
firewall settings.If the issue is not resolved yet, It should be possible to fix the problem by following the steps
described in How to troubleshoot network connectivity problems in Internet Explorer.

If the URL can be accessed in Internet Explorer but not via Web PI, use Fiddler, a Web debugger that monitors
which HTTP requests are made from a computer. Fiddler can be downloaded from Introducing Fiddler.

Web PI installs components and applications "silently" (without displaying a user interface), and install failures are
written to log files. There are many log files because of the large number of supported setup technologies and
platforms.

The setup technologies can be categorized as:

Operating system components
Products installed with the Windows Installer (MSI) technology
Web applications using the Microsoft Web Deployment Tool deployment technology

Operating system components, such as IIS, are installed with Windows setup technologies. The locations for the
setup log files are described in the following paragraphs.

Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2

Operating system components on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008
R2 use component-based setup. The log file for operating system components is stored in the %windir%\logs\cbs

directory. You can open it with the command:

https://forums.iis.net/t/1178550.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/troubleshoot/web-platform-installer-issues/troubleshooting-problems-with-microsoft-web-platform-installer/_static/image2.jpg
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/936211
http://www.fiddlertool.com/fiddler/


notepad %windir%\logs\cbs\cbs.log

notepad %windir%\iis7.log

notepad %systemroot%\setuperr.log.

notepad %wsystemroot%\iis6.log.

Products installed using Windows Installer (MSI) technologyProducts installed using Windows Installer (MSI) technology

%localappdata%\Microsoft\Web Platform Installer\logs\install

Products installed using the Microsoft Web Deployment Tool technologyProducts installed using the Microsoft Web Deployment Tool technology

Known Issues

Issues during application installation using Web PI:Issues during application installation using Web PI:

For more information, see Optional Component Setup Log Diagnoser.

IIS 7.0 (Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008) and IIS 7.5 (Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2) setup
generates a separate setup log file, located in the %windir%  directory. You can open this log file with the
command:

Windows XP and Windows Server 2003

Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 setup log files are stored in the %systemroot%  directory. You can open
the Windows setup log file with the name setuperr.log with the command:

The IIS setup log file is called iis6.log or iis51.log. You can open it with the command:

You can use the Windows Installer technology for Web platform components such as Microsoft® SQL Server®
and Visual Web Developer 2008 Express Edition. To look at the logs, open Internet Explorer and type the
following into the address bar :

Web PI also displays a link to the log file that failed in the summary screen; see the detailed description of
Windows Installer error codes.

The Web Deployment Tool offers a way for Web applications to join the Web PI ecosystem by adding a few
manifest files to an existing compressed file (Zip) package. Web PI calls the Web Deployment Tool and installs the
Web application on an IIS Web site. The Web Deployment Tool technology is used for all Web applications found
in the Windows Web App Gallery. Note that the Web Deployment Tool logs all its information into a file named
x86_msdeploy.txt (32-bit system) or x64_msdeploy.txt (64-bit system).

Following are some known issues:

Web PI cannot install additional IIS components if shared configuration is enabled.
If IIS is configured for "Shared Configuration," Web PI cannot install most additional IIS components. For more
information, see the support article "You cannot install or uninstall a component in IIS 7.0."

Web PI does not automatically create physical directories when an application is installed to a new
site.
Create the directory manually or use the ‘...' button next to the physical path text box to create a new folder.
Web PI requires password fields to be filled in and does not allow them to be empty.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732334.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa371366(VS.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa372835(VS.85).aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/954856


Issues with Microsoft SQL Server during application installation:Issues with Microsoft SQL Server during application installation:

Additional Troubleshooting Tools, Tips, and Tricks

FiddlerFiddler

Process MonitorProcess Monitor

Windows Event LogWindows Event Log

If an application allows an empty password, the password does not work when the application is installed in
Web PI.

Applications do not work without SQL"Mixed mode authentication."
For most Web applications, SQL Server user accounts are required in order to access a database. If only
integrated or Windows authentication for SQL Server are selected, you cannot install some of the applications
in the gallery.
SQL Server passwords are not accepted if they do not meet strength requirements.
However, Web PI does not validate passwords for strength or for other criteria. The failure to create an
account with a weak password occurs during application installation, and the installation fails. Use a strong
password according to the SQL Server policy.
SQL Server user names cannot be longer than 16 characters.
However, Web PI does not validate user fields for length or other criteria. The failure to create an account with
a user name that is more than 16-characters long happens during application installation, and the installation
fails. Use a user name that is no more than 16-characters long.
Other Microsoft SQL Server issues. Check the SQL Server log files in the following directory for more
information:
%programfiles%\microsoft sql server\100\setup bootstrap\log
More details about how to trouble shoot SQL issues can be found at
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/955396
Custom Installation of SQL ServerFor customers needing customization for their SQL Server install
outside of Web PI, please check this guide https://blogs.msdn.com/sqlexpress/archive/2009/06/15/installing-
sql-server-2008-guidance.aspx

Issues with Visual Web Developer installation:

The following link is a troubleshooting guide for failures during Visual Web Developer Installations
https://blogs.msdn.com/astebner/archive/2007/07/31/4156781.aspx

The following information contains some additional useful tips and tricks for solving problems you might
encounter when installing parts of the Microsoft Web Platform stack with Web PI.

Web PI Installer files

The WebPI installer files can be downloaded directly - please see the following post on where to get the files

Web PI downloads its product catalog and the product packages through HTTP requests. Fiddler is a Web
debugger that can help determine if these requests succeed and if the requested resources are still available.
Fiddler monitors all HTTP requests that are made from the Windows-based computer that runs Web PI.

Process Monitor is an advanced monitoring tool for Windows that shows real-time file system, registry, and
process/thread activity. In the Web PI case Process Monitor can be used to monitor the activity of install
programs.

Windows has a central repository for errors, informational messages, and warnings called the Windows Event
Log. Though sometimes overlooked, Event Log often provides the solution to many problems and is worth
exploring. To open the Windows Event Log, type the following at the command prompt or in the Run menu:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms161959.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/955396
https://blogs.msdn.com/sqlexpress/archive/2009/06/15/installing-sql-server-2008-guidance.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/astebner/archive/2007/07/31/4156781.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/t/1178551.aspx
http://www.fiddler2.com/fiddler2/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896645.aspx


eventvwr.msc

Web PI TracingWeb PI Tracing

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8' ?>
<configuration>
  <system.diagnostics>
    <trace autoflush='true' />
    <sources>
      <source name='DownloadManager'>
        <listeners>
          <add name='TextFile'/>
        </listeners>
      </source>
    </sources>
    <sharedListeners>
      <add name="TextFile"
           type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceListener"
           initializeData="WebPI.log"/>
    </sharedListeners>
    <switches>
      <add name='mySwitch' value='Verbose' />
    </switches>
  </system.diagnostics>
</configuration>

Cleaning the Web PI CacheCleaning the Web PI Cache

del /q "%localappdata%\Microsoft\web platform installer\*"

Additional Help

Web PI has an additional built-in tracing mechanism. It can be activated by saving the following configuration file
as webplatforminstaller.exe.config in the %programfiles%\Microsoft\Web Platform Installer directory.

The trace file called WebPI.log file is also written to the %programfiles%\Microsoft\Web Platform Installer
directory.

Web PI is caching the product catalog and other files to optimize startup time. If the product catalog seems to be
outdated or if incorrect data is displayed in Web PI, delete the cache with:

If you have exhausted the troubleshooting tips and tricks in this article and are still having problems, visit the Web
Platform Installer forum at https://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx.

https://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx
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Introduction

NOTENOTE

Features

by IIS Team

This section of the documentation applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7 and above is a proxy-based routing module that forwards
HTTP requests to application servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load balance algorithms.

ARR Version 2 is an incremental release that includes all of the features from Version 1, and adds support for
disk-based cache. More specifically, ARR Version 2 can be used to:

Enhance ARR Version 1 scenarios with disk cache.
Use ARR as a cache proxy as a cache node in a CDN/ECN environment.

Use ARR as an edge/child cache node.
Use ARR as a parent cache node.

ARR Version 1 and ARR Version 2 cannot be installed side-by-side.
Previous releases of ARR Version 2 (Beta1, Beta2 and RC) and the ARR Version 2 RTW cannot be installed side-by-side.
ARR Version 2 RTW supports upgrading from ARR Version 1 RTW and from ARR Version 2 RC. If any other version of
ARR is already installed, uninstall it before proceeding with the ARR Version 2 installation.
The minimum supported resolution for IIS Manager is 1024x768.

ARR Version 2 includes the following key features:

Disk-based caching — In addition to the kernel memory cache in ARR Version 1, Version 2 adds support for
disk-based cache, including support for a secondary network-based drive.
Cache hierarchy management — Define and manage relationships between cache nodes, including
support for the Cache Array Routing Protocol (CARP).
Cache proxy node in CDN/ECN environment — Because ARR is a proxy-based HTTP request routing
module with support for disk cache and CARP, ARR can be used as a cache proxy in a CDN/ECN
environment.
Caching compressed objects — Disk-based cache stores compressed objects so that the objects do not
have to be compressed in real time for every request. In addition, ARR gzip compresses objects even if the
content server does not respond with gzip content-encoding.
Configure Caching with Query String Support in Application Request Routing
Browsing cached contents using IIS Manager — Browse through cached contents across multiple drives
in one consolidated graphical view in IIS Manager.
Removing cached contents — Delete cached contents by matching URL patterns.
Running Scavenger.exe to delete cached content in the secondary drive as a standalone utility.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/planning-for-arr/application-request-routing-version-2-overview.md


Support

Get the module

Using the module

Overriding cache-control directives — Manually override the cache-control directives in the response
header to change the cache behavior.
Warming up cache node — Proactively warm up your cache node with contents that will be in demand
before they are requested. In addition, the contents can be pre-cached selectively only at the parent cache tier.
Intelligent byte-range support — ARR converts the byte-range request into manageable segments to
increase cache hit/miss ratio without sacrificing response time.
Intelligent live request support — ARR is designed to work with Live Smooth Streaming to support live
content requests without overloading the live streaming server.
Caching while serving response — Caching large content, such as a movie clip, may take some time. ARR
Version 2 is capable of caching the content while serving the response immediately.
Support for performance counters — The runtime statistics shown in the Monitoring and Management
view are accessible as performance counters.

ARR Version 2 is a Released to Web (RTW) product and support is provided by Microsoft Help and Support. The
forum will remain active.

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

The following articles explain how to install and configure ARR Version 2. It is strongly recommended that
these articles are read in the order listed below as they get progressively more advanced.

Install Application Request Routing (ARR) Version 2 for IIS. — Includes IIS configuration
recommendations when deploying in a production environment.
Configure and enable disk cache for ARR. — How to configure primary cache drives and a secondary
cache drive that can be shared across multiple cache nodes.
Configure Caching with Query String Support in Application Request Routing
How to define cache hierarchy for ARR. — Explains how the cache relationship is managed in ARR.
Configure ARR as cache nodes in CDN/ECN  — Steps through how ARR can be deployed as an
edge/child cache node as well as a parent cache node.
Browse cached contents on disk. — View cached contents using IIS Manager across multiple primary
cache drives.
Remove cached contents from ARR. — Delete one or more cached contents while browsing or by
matching URL patterns.
Running Scavenger.exe to delete cached content in the secondary drive as a standalone utility.
Override cache-control directives in an HTTP response. — Control what to cache or for how long to
cache, irrespective of cache-control directives.
Warm up cache nodes on ARR with anticipated contents. — Proactively cache contents on ARR before
they are in demand.
Configure byte-range request segment size in ARR. — Explore how ARR handles byte-range requests.
Configure request consolidation feature in ARR. — Understand how ARR can help with serving live
streaming media.
Using compression in ARR. — ARR compresses and caches compressed objects even if the content server
does not support compression.
Using performance counters. — Use performance counters to gather real-time runtime statistics.

https://support.microsoft.com/
https://forums.iis.net/1154.aspx
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Changes in URL Rewrite Module

Deployment recommendations for ARR. — Best practices and recommendations for ARR deployment.

ARR Version 2 includes the updated version of URL Rewrite Module 2.0, which has several breaking changes
that were introduced since the release of the URL Rewrite 2.0 Beta. The breaking changes are listed below:

<rewrite>
  <allowedServerVariables>
    <add name="MY_SERVER_VARIABLE" />
  </allowedServerVariables>
</rewrite>

The HTTP_CONTENT_TYPE server variable has been replaced with RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE. If an
outbound rewrite rule uses a pre-condition that checks the HTTP_CONTENT_TYPE, then that rule will stop
working. Change the pre-condition to use RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE instead.

If a distributed rewrite rule sets a server variable, then that server variable has to be added to a
<allowedServerVariables> collection. This can be done by either using the URL Rewrite user interface in
IIS Manager or by modifying the applicationHost.config file as shown below. Note that it is not necessary
to do this if the server variable is set by using a global rule.
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Introduction

Features

by IIS Team

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7 and above is a proxy-based routing module that forwards
HTTP requests to content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load balance algorithms. ARR
can be used to:

Increase application availability and scalability.
Better utilize content server resources.
Facilitate application deployment including pilot management and A/B testing.
Lower management costs and create opportunities for shared hosters.

ARR relies on the URL rewrite module to inspect incoming HTTP requests to make the routing decisions.
Therefore, the URL rewrite module is required to enable ARR features.

ARR support is provided by Microsoft Help and Support. The forum will remain active.

Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS includes the following key features:

HTTP-based routing decisions Unlike hardware load balancers that make routing decisions at the IP level,
ARR makes routing decisions at the application level. By using ARR with the URL rewrite module, you can
write powerful routing rules that are based on HTTP headers and server variables.
Load balance algorithms You can apply a user-selected load balance algorithm to determine which content
server is most appropriate to service HTTP requests. Six algorithms are provided.
Health monitoring You can use both live traffic and specific URL tests to determine the health of content
servers. A set of configuration parameters are provided to define the meaning of server health. You can also
disable both live traffic and URL tests and use a custom health monitoring provider. To do this, set the health
of the servers by calling RSCA APIs.
Client affinity By using a cookie, ARR can affinitize all requests from a client to a content server. ARR
differentiates the clients behind NAT, so each client is treated independently. This feature requires that the
clients are able to accept cookies.
Host name affinity"Host name affinity" is a specific feature for shared hosters. This feature changes the
deployment topology to minimize and streamline administration and to create additional business
opportunities. For more information about this scenario, see Shared Hosting Deployment using Application
Request Routing. Two providers, round robin and memory, are used to determine to which server the host
should be affinitized.
Multiple server groups ARR can manage multiple server groups, which are logical groupings of content
servers in an environment. This feature allows ARR to be used in pilot management and A/B testing
scenarios.
Management and monitoring by using the UI You can use IIS Manager to manage and view all
configuration settings and aggregated runtime statistics for ARR.
Failed request tracing rules Specific traces have been added to quickly troubleshoot and diagnose ARR.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/planning-for-arr/using-the-application-request-routing-module.md
https://support.microsoft.com/
https://forums.iis.net/1154.aspx


Getting the Module

Using the Module

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

These articles explain how to configure and achieve the core scenarios by using ARR. It is recommended that you
read the articles in the following order because the scenarios get richer with each article:

Install Application Request Routing
Define and Configure an Application Request Routing Server Group

Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using Application Request Routing
Pilot Program Management using Application Request Routing

Using Failed Request Tracing Rules to Troubleshoot Application Request Routing

HTTP Load Balancing using Application Request Routing

Includes using health monitoring and client affinity

Shared Hosting using Application Request Routing

Using Microsoft External Cache for IIS7 and Above
How to configure WMI service on application servers for HostNameMemory affinity provider

High availability at ARR tier

ARR and NLB
ARR and Hardware Load Balancer

https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1709
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712
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by IIS Team

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) 2.0 is a proxy-based routing module that forwards HTTP requests
to content servers based on HTTP headers and server variables, and load balance algorithms. For more
information, refer to Using Application Request Routing.

There is a feature called host name affinity that is designed specifically for shared hosters. This article provides an
overview of this feature and how it can be used to deploy an environment that is highly available and scalable,
easy to manage, and potentially create additional business opportunities.

Common Shared Hosting Deployment

Below is a diagram of how a typical shared hosting deployment environment may look like:

1. User requests www.site2.com.
2. DNS is requested for www.site2.com.
3. IP address for www.site2.com is returned.
4. Browser sends requests to the IP address.
5. Based on the host name, requests are routed to the corresponding site.
6. Responses for www.site2.com are returned.

While the above deployment works, it has the following disadvantages:

There is no redundancy among sites.
The administrator has to load balance the traffic by limiting the number of sites per server.
The server resources may not be utilized evenly across servers.
The administrator has to manage multiple configuration files.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/planning-for-arr/overview-of-shared-hosting-deployment-using-application-request-routing-20.md
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/planning-for-arr/overview-of-shared-hosting-deployment-using-application-request-routing-20/_static/image2.jpg


Shared Hosting with Application Request Routing

The host name affinity feature in Application Request Routing enables shared hosters to rethink how sites are
deployed. Application Request Routing affinitizes the requests, regardless of whether they are made from one
client or multiple clients, to one server behind ARR, ensuring that a given site is consuming resources only on one
of the servers. The below diagram illustrates this deployment environment:

1. User requests www.site2.com.
2. DNS is requested for www.site2.com.
3. IP address for www.site2.com is returned.
4. Browser sends requests to the IP address.
5. ARR load balances the requests to one server and affinitizes the requests for www.site2.com to the

same server for the lifespan of corresponding worker process.
6. Requests are sent to one of the servers.
7. Content for www.site2.com is requested from a file share.
8. Content for www.site2.com is returned.
9. Responses for www.site2.com are returned.

The above deployment environment with Application Request Routing provides the following benefits over the
common shared hosting deployment:

The requests are dynamically load balanced by Application Request Routing.
The administrator can scale the environment horizontally by adding new servers without predefined site
allocations.
The servers' resources are more evenly distributed.
The sites have high availability.
There is only one shared configuration to manage.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/planning-for-arr/overview-of-shared-hosting-deployment-using-application-request-routing-20/_static/image4.jpg


With the ARR Version 1 release, hosters can specify the number of servers that sites can utilize per host name.
This ability allows hosters to position each application server as a unit of capacity that the sites owners can
purchase.

To learn how to use host name affinity in Application Request Routing, refer to Shared Hosting using Application
Request Routing.
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Prerequisites
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NOTENOTE

Step 1 - Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2.

Step 2 - Install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2.

by IIS Team

This topic leads the reader through the steps to install Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) Version 2
for IIS 7 and above.

To successfully install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and above and its dependent
modules.

The ARR Version 2 installer package contains the following components:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and above.
Microsoft URL Rewrite Module Version 2 for IIS 7 RC2 and above.
Microsoft Web Farm Management Version 1 for IIS 7 and above.
Microsoft External Cache Version 1 for IIS 7 and above.

The steps outlined in this document will install all four components.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer where Application Request Routing will be installed.

ARR Version 2 RTW supports upgrading from ARR Version 1 RTW and from ARR Version 2 RC. If any other version of ARR
is already installed, uninstall both ARR and URL Rewrite before proceeding.

Note that the corresponding configurations will be lost.

Download the Microsoft Application Request Routing release from the following locations:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

To install Application Request Routing:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Stop the WAS and WMSVC processes by entering the following:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing-version-2.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 3 – Change application pool process model for Application
Request Routing.

net stop was /y

net stop wmsvc /y

ARRv2_ setup_x86.exe

ARRv2_setup_ x64.exe

4. Accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).
5. The installers for the four components are launched one after another.
6. Complete the installation.

net start was

net start wmsvc

net start w3svc

This step is necessary because ARR installs a Hotfix (KB 954438).

3. Run ARRv2_setup_<architecture>.exe; for example:

7. To check the installation status, refer to the %TEMP%\arr_setup.log file. If all packages have installed
successfully, you will see the following:

Completed the Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS7 Setup.
Installation results - Look in the respective msi log files (msiname.log) for more details.

rewrite.msi Success
webfarm.msi Success
requestrouter.msi Success
externaldiskcache.msi Success

8. (Optional) For troubleshooting purposes, the downloaded executable can be unpackaged. Launch the
executable file with /T:<full path> and /C options. This command will unpackage just the four MSIs,
which can be launched manually one at a time. If the MSIs are installed manually, they must be installed
in the following order :

rewrite.msi
webfarm.msi
requestrouter.msi
externaldiskcache.msi

For more information, launch the executable file with the /? option.

9. Start the WAS and WMSVC processes by entering the following:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/954438


This step is optional but recommended.

All HTTP requests and responses for the content sites go through Application Request Routing. Given this, you
would want the worker process for the Default Web Site on Application Request Routing to always run,
regardless of whether the worker processes for some of the sites are running or not.

In this step, you will disable the Idle Time-Out under the application pool process model for the Default Web
Site.

To change the application pool process model using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. By default, DefaultAppPool is the corresponding application pool for the Default Web Site. Select
DefaultAppPool. In the Actions pane, under Edit Application Pool, click Advanced Settings…

4. Change the Idle Time-out (minutes) value to 0 to disable the setting. Click OK to save the changes.

2. Select Application Pools.

To change the application pool process model using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. Using appcmd, enter

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing-version-2/_static/image2.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing-version-2/_static/image4.jpg


Step 4 – Change application pool recycling settings for Application
Request Routing.

appcmd.exe set apppool "DefaultAppPool" -processModel.idleTimeout:"00:00:00" /commit:apphost

This step is optional but recommended.

Similarly, disable the application pool recycle setting so that the application pool does not recycle unexpectedly
for ARR.

To change the application pool recycle setting using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. By default, DefaultAppPool is the corresponding application pool for the Default Web Site. Select
DefaultAppPool. In the Actions pane, under Edit Application Pool, click Recycling…

4. Clear the Regular time intervals (in minutes) checkbox.

2. Select Application Pools.

To change the application pool recycle setting using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. Using appcmd, enter

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing-version-2/_static/image6.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing-version-2/_static/image8.jpg


Repair

Remove

Summary

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/applicationPools 
/[name='DefaultAppPool'].recycling.periodicRestart.time:"00:00:00" /commit:apphost

Repairing Application Request Routing involves running the downloaded package again. Follow the steps
outlined in Step 2 - Install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2.

To remove Application Request Routing completely, you must remove the four packaged components
individually.

1. Open Control Panel.
2. Click Program and Features.
3. Locate the following four components and uninstall one at a time:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7
Microsoft External Cache Version 1 for IIS 7
Microsoft URL Rewrite Module Version 2 for IIS 7 RC2
Microsoft Web Farm Framework Version 1 for IIS 7

You have now successfully installed Application Request Routing and the dependent modules, and are ready to
configure and use the features. For a quick overview and more information, see 
%PROGRAMFILES%\IIS\Application Request Routing\ARR\_ReadMe.htm .
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Goal

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully configure a child/edge cache node and a parent cache node in a 2-tier cache hierarchy
deployment in a content delivery network/edge caching network (CDN/ECN) environment. The focus of this
walkthrough is to understand the URL rewrite rules on the child/edge cache node and on the parent cache node.
Ultimately, this walkthrough will go through step-by-step instructions to set up the following configuration:

Some of the highlights of this configuration are:

The parent cache node is, for the most part, configured as a forward proxy.

Origin lookup is done by the child/edge cache node.

The list of customers (ie. the list of acceptable origin servers) is managed explicitly using a rewrite map
in URL rewrite.
The host names that are not found in the rewrite map are blocked.

SAN is configured to be shared by the child/edge cache nodes.

Effectively, there are 3 tiers of cache:

1. Child/edge cache node.
2. SAN.
3. Parent cache node.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/deploying-application-request-routing-in-cdn.md
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/deploying-application-request-routing-in-cdn/_static/image2.jpg


Prerequisites

Configuring Child/Edge Cache Node

Step 1 - Configure disk cache.

Step 2 - Define a server farm for parent cache nodes.

Step 3 - Make additional URL rewrite rules for child/edge cache node.

<rewrite>
   <globalRules>
      <rule name="ARR_myParentCacheNodes_loadbalance" patternSyntax="Wildcard" stopProcessing="true">
         <match url="*" />
         <action type="Rewrite" url="http://myParentCacheNodes/{R:0}" />
      </rule>
   </globalRules>
</rewrite>

This walkthrough assumes that you are familiar with the disk cache and cache hierarchy management
configurations in ARR Version 2. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review
the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

Configure and enable disk cache by following this article. This article also discusses how to configure a SAN to
use as a secondary cache drive location.

Define a server farm and add parent cache nodes by following this article.

At this point, using myParentCacheNodes as the name of the server farm, the following URL rewrite rule has
been written in the applicationHost.config file, located at %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ :

The above rule is not sufficient for a CDN/ECN deployment because the cache nodes are tiered, and the next tier
of cache nodes (ie. the parent cache nodes) would not know how to find the origin servers when there is a cache
miss at the parent cache tier.

This walkthrough addresses the problem by having the child cache node map the origin server before the
request is routed to the parent cache node. There are two most common ways where the origin servers are
mapped based on the URL that the child cache node receives:

1. The customer of the CDN/ECN is specified as the sub-domain. In this case, there can be many host name
bindings to the same IP address of the child cache node.
For example, http://customer1.mycnd.net/, http://customer2.mycdn.net/, etc.

2. The customer of the CDN/ECN is specified as the first path in the URL.
For example, http://static.mycdn.net/customer1/, http://static.mycdn.net/customer2/, etc.

In this walkthrough, the first example is used for demonstration. Similar rules can be written to enable the

https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE
http://customer1.mycnd.net/
http://customer2.mycdn.net/
http://static.mycdn.net/customer1/
http://static.mycdn.net/customer2/


second scenario as well.

1. Define the URL rewrite maps that can be used to look up the origin server's host name. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click URL Rewrite.

2. Select and expand the root of the server. This is your child (edge) cache node.

4. In the Actions pane, click View Rewrite Maps....

5. In the Actions pane, click Add Rewrite Map....

6. In the Add Rewrite Map dialog box, name the rewrite map, OriginServers.

7. In the rewrite map, you will explicitly identify the mapping between the host name that the child cache
node receives and the corresponding origin host names. In the Actions pane, click Add Mapping
Entry....

8. In the Add Mapping Entry dialog box, add the host name that the child cache node receives and the
origin host name. In the example below, the ARR child cache node receives customer1.mycdn.net as the
host name header. The corresponding origin server is images.customer1.com.



9. Repeat Step 8 as many times as needed to include all customers to which your CDN/ECN provides services.
This is how you can manage the explicit list of your customers to ensure that your service is provided only to
your customers.

12. Rewrite the host name header with the rules that have been configured in the OriginServers rewrite map.
When there is a cache miss and the request is routed to the parent cache node, the request will have the host
name that matches the origin server. This is why, for the most part, the parent cache node is configured as a
forward proxy. When there is a cache miss at the parent cache node, the request is simply routed to the origin
server based on the host name header that the parent cache node receives.

14. Select the rule, and in the Actions pane, click Edit....
15. Click Add Conditions to add two rules.

10. To blacklist the customers that are not on the rewrite map list, set the default value of this rewrite map to
#, which is an illegal character that cannot be used as part of the host name header, per RFC. In the
Actions pane, click Edit Map Settings....

11. In the Edit Rewrite Map dialog box, enter # as the default value for this rewrite map.

13. In the URL rewrite UI, locate the rule. In this walkthrough, the name of the rule should be
ARR_myParentCacheNodes_loadbalance.

16. The first rule will use the OriginServers rewrite map that you created in Step 6. The following rule will
match the host header as the key to match the entries in OriginServers:



18. Select Track capture groups across conditions.
19. To set the HTTP_HOST values to match the conditions above, click Server Variables....
20. Enter the following values to reset HTTP_HOST: 

21. Click OK to save the changes.
22. In the Actions pane, click Apply to save the changes.
23. To verify that the correct rules have been written, open the applicationHost.config file using Notepad. The

configuration file is located at %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ .
24. Locate the URL rewrite rule for the server farm, myParentCacheNodes. It should look like the following:

17. The second rule will set the default value as # when the host header does not match the entries in
OriginServers. As noted above, # is not a valid character and cannot be used as a host name. The
following rule is used later to ensure that only the customers (as represented by host names) in
OriginServers are serviced by ARR:



<rewrite>
   <globalRules>
      <rule name="ARR_myParentCacheNodes_loadbalance" patternSyntax="Wildcard" stopProcessing="true">
         <match url="*" />
         <conditions trackAllCaptures="true">
            <add input="{OrigServers:{HTTP_HOST}}" pattern="*" />
            <add input="{C:1}" negate="true"  pattern="#" />
         </conditions>
         <serverVariables>
            <set name="HTTP_HOST" value="{C:1}" replace="true" />
         </serverVariables>
         <action type="Rewrite" url="http://myParentCacheNodes/{R:0}" />
      </rule>
   </globalRules>
</rewrite>

3. Double-click URL Rewrite.

1. Strongly recommended. To block requests that do not match the host names defined in the above
rewrite map, create a default URL rewrite rule that sends a 400 response to such requests.

Launch IIS Manager.

2. Select and expand the root of the server. This is your child (edge) cache node.

4. In the Actions pane, click Add Rules....

5. In the Add Rule(s) dialog box, select Blank rule.

6. Enter the following values, and then save the rule:
Name: Not my customer



Configuring Parent Cache Node

Using: Wildcards
Pattern: *
Action Type: Custom Response
Status code: 400
Sub status code: 0

7. The order of the rules is important. The URL rewrite rules are processed from top to bottom. In this
example, if the incoming host name matches one of the host names specified in the above rewrite map,
the first rule, ARR_myParentCacheNodes_Loadbalance, is executed. If the incoming host name does
not match any of the host names that are defined in the above rewrite map, the second rule, Not my
customer, is executed.

8. The child/edge cache node configuration is complete.

To streamline the configuration of additional child cache nodes, a shared configuration can be used so
that there is only one place to manage the configuration of the child cache node. Otherwise, the above
configuration changes must be made individually on all child cache nodes in the CDN/ECN environment.
To learn more about shared configuration, see the following article .

There are two ways to configure ARR as the parent cache node:

1. Set up ARR as the forward proxy.



Step 1 - Configure disk cache.

Step 2 - Configure ARR as a forward proxy.

2. Set up ARR as the "reverse" proxy with the rewrite map.

Even with the second option above, the rewrite maps simply rewrite the incoming host name with the same
value, effectively making it a forward proxy. The rewrite map is used to explicitly configure the list of host names
that the parent cache will accept, similar to how the child cache node is configured above. In this second part of
the walkthrough, the parent cache node will be configured using the first option as a straightforward forward
proxy.

Configure and enable disk cache by following this article.

1. Enable ARR as a proxy. Launch IIS Manager.

5. Select the Enable proxy checkbox, and then click Apply. You have just enabled ARR as a proxy at the server
level.

2. This configuration does not involve any server farms. All settings are done at the server level.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

4. In the Actions pane, click Server Proxy Settings.
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7. Double-click URL Rewrite.

6. To turn ARR into a forward proxy, click on the server node in the navigation pane.

8. In the Actions pane, click Add Rules....

9. In the Add Rule(s) dialog box, select Blank rule.

10. Enter the following values, and then save the rule:
Name: Forward proxy
Using: Wildcards
Pattern: *
Conditions:
Input: {HTTP_HOST}
Type: Matches the pattern
Pattern: *
Action Type: Rewrite
Rewrite URL: http://{C:1}/{R:0}



Summary

11. The parent cache node configuration is complete.

To streamline the configuration of additional parent cache nodes, a shared configuration can be used so
that there is only one place to manage the configuration of the parent cache node. Otherwise, the above
configuration changes must be made individually on all parent cache nodes in the CDN/ECN
environment. To learn more about the shared configuration, see the following article .

You have now successfully configured child cache node(s) and parent cache node(s) in a 2-tiered cache hierarchy
CDN/ECN environment using advanced URL rewrite rules. To verify functionality, you can follow Step 4 and
Step 5 in this article. If there are errors, enable Failed Request Tracing rules by following the steps in this article.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.



Deployment Recommendations for Application
Request Routing
4/20/2017 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Disable application pool idle time-out.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To highlight and understand deployment recommendations for Application Request Routing (ARR).
This is more of a best practices document for deploying ARR Version 2 than a typical walkthrough article.

This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy and
configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review the
following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing
Warm-up cache nodes on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

The application pool idle time-out is an IIS feature that shuts down the application pool when there is inactivity. By
default the amount is set for 20 minutes, which represents:

Amount of time (in minutes) that a worker process will remain idle before it shuts down. A worker process is idle if
it is not processing requests and no new requests are received.

The intent of this feature in IIS is to repurpose the resource that the application pool uses and reclaim it if the
application pool is idle. This is useful if the IIS server is used to host multiple sites and applications, and it is
configured to share the resources across the sites and applications.

In a typical ARR deployment scenario, this is not the case and you would actually want the application pool for
ARR to be running all the time.

The steps to disable the application pool idle time-out are described in the Install Application Request Routing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/deployment-recommendations-for-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - Disable application pool recycling conditions.

Step 3 - Separate the cache drive location from system drive.

Step 4 - Disable 8.3 name creation.

Version 2 article.

The application pool recycling is an IIS feature that periodically recycles the application pool. This feature is useful
when you do not have a high degree of confidence in the applications that are running in your application pool (ie.
in a shared hosting environment where the end user will deploy the application directly), and restarting the
application pool would benefit the functionality and stability of the application. (For example, an application may
have a slow memory leak. Rather than running the application indefinitely, you will recycle the application
periodically to mitigate against code defects.)

This, of course, is not ideal for ARR's use case when you expect ARR to be available all the time (and also to
quickly respond all the time).

The steps to disable the application pool recycling conditions are described in the Install Application Request
Routing Version 2 article.

Although ARR supports cache drive locations that are folders, it is highly recommended that the cache drive
location(s) are separated from the system drive. This is because as the number of cached contents grow to millions
of objects (or even billions of objects), managing them can be a costly I/O operation. As noted in the Delete cached
objects article, deleting all cached objects from all primary cache drive location(s) can take a long time, and doing a
quick formatting of the drive may be a better alternative. Of course, in order to do this, you will need to separate
the cache drive location(s) from the system drive.

For optimal performance, it is recommended that the cache drive location be a physically separate drive than the
system drive. It is also recommended that the cache drive location be a high RPM drive (15K RPM) for better
performance. If you have only one physical drive, it is still recommended to separate the system drive from the
cache location drive. You can partition the same physical drive into multiple volumes using Disk Management
under Server Manager.

The creation of 8.3 file names and directories for all long file names and directories on NTFS partitions may
decrease directory enumeration performance. Since ARR heavily uses the disk drive for its caching feature, it is
recommended that 8.3 name creation is disabled.

On Windows Server 2008, the 8.3 name creation can only be disabled for the entire server. More explicitly, it
cannot be configured per volume.

On Windows Server 2008 R2, this setting can be configured per volume.

More information about 8.3 name creation on NTFS is documented in KB121007. To simply disable 8.3 name
creation, at the command prompt type fsutil.exe behavior set disable8dot3 1 and then press ENTER.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/121007


Install Application Request Routing
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Goal

Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

Step 1 – Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1

Step 2 – Install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1

by IIS Team

This topic leads the reader through the steps to install Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) Version 1 on
IIS 7.0 and above.

To successfully install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules on IIS. The
Application Request Routing installer package contains the following components:

Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS.
Microsoft Web Farm Management Version 1 for IIS.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS.
Microsoft External Cache Version 1 for IIS.

The steps outlined in this document will install all four components.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 and above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer where Application Request Routing would be
installed.
If the target system already has the following IIS modules installed, remove them using Add/Remove
programs:

Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS 7.0 CTP1.
Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS 7.0 CTP1.

Upgrading from CTP1 to RTW release is not supported. CTP1 release must be removed manually before
proceeding. All configuration settings will be lost.
Upgrading from RC to RTW release is supported and, therefore, RC release does not need to be removed. No
configuration settings will be lost.

Download the Microsoft Application Request Routing release from the following locations:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

To install Application Request Routing:

1. As an administrator, open a command prompt window.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/installing-application-request-routing-arr/install-application-request-routing.md
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1709
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712


Step 3 – Change application pool process model for Application
Request Routing

net stop was /y

net stop wmsvc /y

ARR_ x86_Version1.exe

ARR_ x64_Version1.exe

4. Accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).
5. The installers for the four components are launched one after another.
6. Complete the installation.

Completed the Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS7 RC Setup.
Installation results - look in the respective msi log files (msiname.log) for more details
rewrite.msi   Success
webfarm.msi   Success
requestrouter.msi   Success
externaldiskcache.msi   Success

rewrite.msi   
webfarm.msi   
requestrouter.msi   
externaldiskcache.msi

net start was

net start wmsvc

2. Stop WAS and WMSVC processes by typing. This step is necessary because ARR installs a Hotfix (KB
954438).

3. run ARR_<architecture>_exe:

or

7. To check on the installation status, refer to %TEMP%\arr_setup.log. If all packages have been installed
successfully, you should see the following:

8. Optional) For troubleshooting purposes, the downloaded executable can be unpackaged. Launch the
executable file with /T:<full path> and /C options. This command will unpackage just the four MSIs, which
can be launched manually one at a time. If the MSIs are being installed manually, they must be installed in
the following order :

For more information, launch the executable file with the /? option.

9. Start WAS and WMSVC processes by typing:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/954438


All HTTP requests and responses for the content sites go through Application Request Routing. Given this, you
would want the worker process of Default Web Site on Application Request Routing to always be running
regardless of whether the worker processes for some of the sites are running or not.

In this step, you will disable the Idle Time-Out under application pool process model for Default Web Site.

To change the application pool process model using the UI:

3. Change the Idle Time-out (minutes) to 0 to disable the setting. Click OK to save the changes.

1. Launch IIS Manager.

a. Select Application Pools.

2. By default, DefaultAppPool is the corresponding application pool for Default Web Site. Select
DefaultAppPool. Under Actions, under Edit Application Pool, select Advanced Settings….

To change the application pool process model using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. Using appcmd, enter appcmd.exe set apppool "DefaultAppPool" -

processModel.idleTimeout:"00:00:00" /commit:apphost.
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Repair

Remove

Summary

Reparing Application Request Routing involves re-running the downloaded package. Follow the steps outlined in
Step 2 - Install Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1.

To remove Application Request Routing completely, the 4 packaged components must be removed individually.

Open Control Panel.
Select Program and Features.
Locate the following 4 components and uninstall one at a time:

1. Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS
2. Microsoft External Cache Version 1 for IIS
3. Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS
4. Microsoft Web Farm Framework Version 1 for IIS

You have now successfully installed Application Request Routing and the dependent modules, and are ready to
configure and use the features. You may also want to read a quick overview at 
%PROGRAMFILES%\IIS\Application Request Routing\ARR\_ReadMe.htm  for more information.



Demonstration of Shared Hosting Deployment with
ARR
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Won Yoo

This demonstration will show how to use Application Request Routing (ARR) to deploy web sites in a shared
hosting environment.

▶ Watch video (28 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/demonstration-of-shared-hosting-deployment-with-arr.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/demonstration-of-shared-hosting-deployment-with-arr


Configure and Enable Disk Cache in Application
Request Routing
4/20/2017 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Configure primary disk cache location(s).

by IIS Team

This section of the documentation applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7
and Above.

To successfully configure and enable disk cache to be used in core Application Request Routing (ARR) Version
1 scenarios.

The core ARR Version 1 scenarios must be configured successfully:

Define and Configure an Application Request Routing Server Group
HTTP Load Balancing using Application Request Routing
Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using Application Request Routing
Pilot Program Management using Application Request Routing
Shared Hosting using Application Request Routing

This walkthrough focuses on configuring and enabling the disk-based cache for the scenarios above.

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

At least one primary disk cache location must be specified.

To configure a primary disk cache location using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. The disk cache configuration for ARR is done at the server level. Select the server in the navigation tree

view.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-and-enable-disk-cache-in-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


NOTENOTE

4. In the Actions pane, click Add....

5. In the Add Drive dialog box, define the Drive location and set a maximum size. If no size is provided,
then it will consume all available disk space.

If the drive location was created manually, ensure that the identity of the worker process has the following user
rights. In most cases, the local Users group has the sufficient user rights on the folder when it was created.

a. Read
b. List folder contents
c. Write

6. Enter the appropriate values, and then click OK to save the changes. For the purposes of this
walkthrough, c:\cache\  is used as the drive location and a maximum size of 10GB has been set. You
can enter any value up to your maximum drive size or use the entire drive.
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Step 2 - Configure secondary disk cache location.

NOTENOTE
ARR has the concept of a primary drive and a secondary drive. A typical configuration involves one or more
primary drives that are local drives, such as e:\cache or f:\cache. However, there can only be one secondary drive
and, typically, it is a SAN drive that can be shared between multiple ARRs. The idea is that you have a large SAN
drive where more content can be cached than on the local drive of an ARR, and it can also be shared across
multiple ARR instances.

The secondary disk cache location is an optional configuration. As noted above, unlike the primary drive, only
one secondary drive can be configured. In a way, the secondary disk cache location is used as a "parent cache
tier." ARR looks for cached content in the secondary drive when it is unable to find it in the primary cache drive
location(s). Similarly, when caching content, ARR will cache it on both the primary cache drive location(s) as
well as the secondary cache drive location.

To configure a secondary disk cache location using the UI:

1. In the Actions pane, click Add Secondary....

2. In the Add Secondary Drive dialog box, define the Drive location.

3. Enter the appropriate value, and then click OK to save the changes. For the purposes of this
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Step 3 - Enable disk cache.

Step 4 - Verify functionality.

walkthrough, \wonyoo-w2k8-3\SAN\ is used as the secondary cache drive location.

Once the drive location is specified, ARR proxy can choose to use the configured disk cache. There are two
levels of proxies in ARR. One is at the server level and the other is at the server farm level. In both cases, the
disk cache is enabled by default. Once the primary cache drive location is configured, ARR will start caching
contents on disk by default.

The rest of the walkthrough assumes that the server farm has already been created. If not, follow the Define
and Configure an Application Request Routing Server Farm walkthrough.

1. Select Server Farms.
2. Select the server farm that you created.

NOTENOTE

3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Caching. Verify that the Enable disk cache checkbox is selected.

Authorization cannot be delegated to ARR. Therefore, if the contents are highly sensitive in nature and require
authorization, it is recommended that you do not enable cache.

By default, the kernel cache by http.sys on Windows limits the size of individual objects to 256KB. To change
this setting globally, see https://support.microsoft.com/kb/820129/en-us.

Make a few requests that will get cached in ARR.

To verify that memory caching is working:

1. Open a command prompt with elevated user rights.
2. Enter netsh http show cache.
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Step 5 - Verify the cache functionality using IIS Manager.

Summary

3. By default, memory cache duration is 5 seconds.

1. Navigate to Application Request Routing UI at the server level in IIS Manager. - Click on Browse cache
content in the actions pane on the right. - Verify that responses are cached on the primary cache drive.

2. Verify that the contents also exist on the secondary cache drive location.

In addition to verifying the disk cache functionality on the file system, ARR provides a graphical dashboard
view of the cache performance.

1. Select Server Farms.
2. Select the server farm that you created.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Monitoring and Management. This view provides the server farm-level runtime
statistics, including the cache hit/miss ratio as well as how much bandwidth has been saved due to ARR
disk cache.

You have now successfully configured and enabled a disk cache for ARR. For other ARR Version 2
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walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.



Delete Cached Objects
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Goal

Prerequisites

by IIS Team

This section of the documentation applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully remove cached contents from disk on Application Request Routing (ARR).

There are several ways to delete the cached contents on ARR.

NOTENOTE

1. Delete all cached objects: This action deletes all cached contents from all primary cache drive
location(s). This action does not delete cached contents from the secondary drive, if specified.

This action can take a very long time if there are many cached objects. When resetting a server or adding/removing
drives, it is recommended that you format the drives instead of using this action to remove the cached objects. See
the Deployment recommendations for Application Request Routing article for more information.

2. Delete selected cached object: While browsing, you can select a folder or a file and choose to delete the
selected content. If a folder is selected, all contents under the folder will be removed. If a file is selected, all
associated files will be removed. For example, you may have noticed that for a given content, there may be
multiple files:

example.jpg.full
example.jpg.full.gzip
example.jpg.0-1023
example.jpg.1024-2047

any all In the above example, selectingone of the files will removeof the files that are associated
with example.jpg.This action deletes the selected content from both the primary cache drive
location(s) and the secondary drive, if specified.3. Delete specific cached object(s): ARR allows
the user to enter a specific/absolute URL or a partial URL with wildchar (*) to delete all contents
that match the pattern. This action deletes the content(s) from both the primary cache drive
location(s) and the secondary drive, if specified.

This walkthrough assumes that you have reviewed both the ARR Version 1 walkthrough as well as other Version
2 documents about how to configure and enable disk cache features.

ARR scenario walkthroughs:

ARR Version 1 walkthroughs can be found here.
ARR Version 2 walkthroughs can be found here.

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/delete-cached-objects.md


Step 1 - Delete all cached objects.

Step 2 - Delete selected cached objects.

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

The disk cache feature in ARR is a server-level feature. As such, the delete cache actions are found on the
Application Request Routing Cache page at the server level.

To delete all cached objects using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server in the navigation tree view.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache. - In the Actions pane, click Delete All Cached
Objects.

4. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes. - All cached contents have been deleted from all primary cache
drive location(s).

As noted above, this action can take a long time if there are many cached objects. If there is a need to reset
the drives, it is recommended that you format the drive rather than use this feature to remove the files.
See the Deployment recommendations for Application Request Routing article for more information.

This feature is available when browsing through the cached contents using IIS Manager. This walkthrough is
documented in the Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing article.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


NOTENOTE

Step 3 - Delete specific cached objects.

NOTENOTE

If you are rewriting the host name as described in the article, Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN, then the host
name that the Browse Content dialog box expects is the re-written host name and not the original host name that the
cache node has received.

ARR allows the user to enter an absolute URL to delete one specific cached content, or it can accept a wildchar (*)
matching URL to delete contents that match the pattern.

If you are rewriting the host name as described in the article, Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN, then the host
name that the Browse Content dialog box expects is the re-written host name and not the original host name that the
cache node has received.

1. In the Actions pane, click Delete Specific Cached Objects....

2. In the Delete Cached Objects dialog box, enter an absolute URL path to the cached content that you
want to delete. In the example below, http://wonyoo-w2k8.arr1-cdn.com/images/2.0/body_bg.jpg will be
removed.

3. A confirmation dialog box is shown when the specified content has been deleted successfully.



Summary

4. To delete all contents that match a URL pattern, a wildchar (*) can be used. In the Delete Cached Objects
dialog box shown in Step 2 above, instead of entering an absolute path, enter a URL with a wildchar
pattern. In the example below, the URL pattern is http://wonyoo-w2k8.arr1-cdn.com/cache/*.jpg.

5. A confirmation dialog box is shown when the contents that match the pattern have been deleted
successfully.

You have now successfully deleted one or more cached contents from ARR. For other ARR Version 2
walkthroughs, see this article.
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Cache Hierarchy Management Using Application
Request Routing
4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Goal

by IIS Team

This section of the documentation applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7
and Above.

To successfully explain and configure Application Request Routing (ARR) as an edge cache node using the Cache
Array Routing Protocol (CARP).

ARR Version 2 extends the concept of server groupthat was introduced in ARR Version 1 to define the
relationship between the cache nodes. A server group is a logical grouping of one or more member servers. In
ARR Version 1, the member servers in the server farm are treated as application servers where ARR can
forward the incoming requests. In ARR Version 2, the same concept is used to group the next "tier" of cache
nodes where the requests should be routed to when there is a cache miss.

The illustration below shows how the server group (farm) is used to specify the parent cache nodes from the
child (edge) cache node perspective:

The management of the cache nodes can be further simplified by using a shared configuration. In the above
illustration, the child (edge) cache nodes share one configuration while the parent cache nodes share another. As
a result, there will be two shared configurations that must be managed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/cache-hierarchy-management-using-application-request-routing.md
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/cache-hierarchy-management-using-application-request-routing/_static/image1.jpg


Prerequisites

Step 1 - Configure disk cache.

Step 2 - Define cache hierarchy.

This walkthrough focuses on explaining the concept of server farms in managing cache hierarchy. For more in-
depth information about configuring end-to-end child and parent cache nodes in content delivery networks and
edge caching networks (CDN/ECN), see this walkthrough.

This walkthrough assumes that you are familiar with the core ARR Version 1 features and scenarios:

Define and Configure an Application Request Routing Server Group
HTTP Load Balancing using Application Request Routing
Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using Application Request Routing
Pilot Program Management using Application Request Routing
Shared Hosting using Application Request Routing

You should also be familiar with the disk cache feature, which is new in ARR Version 2. The following article
provides an overview:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

If you have not done so already, configure disk cache by following this article.

To create and define a server farm using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

2. Select and expand the root of the server. This is your child (edge) cache node. 
3. To create a server farm, right-click Server Farms, and then click Create Server Farm....

4. Enter a name for the server farm. In the example below, myParentCacheNodes is the name of the
server farm. Click Next.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


7. You have successfully created a server group with the parent cache nodes as its members.

5. The next step is to add the parent cache nodes to the server farm. On the Add Server page of the wizard,
add as many parent cache nodes as appropriate. When there is a cache miss at the child node, the
requests will be forwarded to one of the parent cache nodes using CARP. Click Finish.

6. As is the case in ARR Version 1, ARR Version 2 relies on the URL Rewrite module to inspect incoming
HTTP requests and server variables to make the request routing decisions. In the confirmation dialog box,
click Yes to create the default URL rewrite rules for this server group.
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Step 3 - Enable the Cache Array Routing Protocol (CARP).

Summary

ARR Version 2 includes support for CARP. CARP is used to determine which parent cache node to forward a
request to when there is a cache miss at the child cache node.

To enable CARP using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server farm myParentCacheNodes, which you created in Step 2 above.

4. Double-click Load Balance.
5. Select Request hash from the drop-down list. The request hash in ARR Version 2 uses CARP.
6. Click Apply to save the changes.

3. The following icons are shown:

You have now successfully defined the cache hierarchy using ARR. For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see
the documents in this article. Note that in a CDN environment, the URL rewrite rules are much more complex
than what this walkthrough has demonstrated. For information about how to configure ARR in a typical 2-tier
(child and parent) cache nodes in CDN/ECN environment, see the following walkthrough.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/cache-hierarchy-management-using-application-request-routing/_static/image11.jpg


Browse Cached Contents on Disk on Application
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4/20/2017 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Browse cached contents on disk.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully view and manage the cached contents on Application Request Routing (ARR).

This walkthrough assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy
and configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review
the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

The ability to view the cached contents on ARR is a UI feature that is implemented using IIS Manager. The steps
outlined in this walkthrough assume that ARR has already been configured to be used with disk cache and some
contents have already been cached on ARR. To learn more about how to configure and enable disk cache on
ARR, see this article.

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

2. Select and expand the root of the server.

4. In the Actions pane, click Browse Content.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/browse-cached-contents-on-disk-on-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - Delete cached contents.

NOTENOTE

5. The contents appear similar to Windows Explorer. However, this view has an advantage over Windows
Explorer in that given a host name, the contents may be cached on several drive locations based on CARP.
Rather than browsing through the physical cache drive locations, the browse functionality in ARR
aggregates the cached contents and provides a consolidated view.

You can further navigate the cached contents by clicking on the bread crumb or double-clicking the
folders.

The browse functionality allows the user to view only the cached contents on the primary drives. More explicitly, it
does not include the contents shown in the secondary drive. This is by design. ARR will cache both the
uncompressed files as well as the compressed files based on the supported encoding by the client and the server.
In addition, you may also see different segments of files due to the way the byte-range requests are supported in
ARR.

While you browse through the cached contents on disk, you may want to delete them. ARR provides a way to
delete the selected cached content. If a folder is selected, all contents under the selected folder will be removed. If
a file is selected, then all associated files will be removed. For example, you may have noticed that for a given
content, there may be multiple files:

example.jpg.full
example.jpg.full.gzip
example.jpg.0-1023

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/browse-cached-contents-on-disk-on-application-request-routing/_static/image4.jpg


NOTENOTE

Summary

example.jpg.1024-2047

In the above example, selecting any one of the files will remove all of the files that are associated with
example.jpg.

The selected cached content(s) will be removed from both the primary cache drive location(s) and the secondary cache
drive location, if configured.

1. While browsing, select a folder or a file that you want to delete.

3. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.
4. The cached content has been removed from both the primary cache drive location(s) and the secondary cache

drive location, if configured.

2. In the Actions pane, click Delete Selected Cached Object.

You have now successfully browsed through the cached contents on disk using IIS Manager. You can also select
and delete cached content(s) while browsing.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Configure cache control rules.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully write rules to manage the cache control directives to control the behavior of cache-ability and
cache duration.

In some cases, the administrator of ARR may want to define the cache control directives when they are missing in
the response header or even override the cache control directives in the response. ARR provides a feature to
define its own cache control directives so that the administrator can further manage the behavior of cached
contents.

This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy and
configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review the
following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

This walkthrough assumes that ARR is already configured with disk cache. Review the prerequisites carefully
before proceeding.

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

2. The cache control rules are defined at the server level. Select and expand the root of the server.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/manually-override-cache-control-directives-using-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


NOTENOTE

![](manually-override-cache-control-directives-using-application-request-routing/_static/image3.jpg)

Step 2 - Verify functionality.

5. In the Actions pane, click Add....

4. In the Actions pane, click Cache Control Rules.

6. A dialog box launches that will help you to write the cache control rules. Similar to the routing rules in ARR
at the server farm level, ARR relies on URL rewrite to write the cache control rules. This UI in ARR makes
it more relevant for the disk caching features without forcing the user to use the URL rewrite UI for writing
the cache control rules.

For this walkthrough, you will write a rule to always cache .jpg images for 30 minutes, irrespective of what
the cache control directives may have stated in the response header. To do so, enter the following values:

Apply rule: Always
Cache: Selected
Cache duration (minutes): 30
Host name: blank
URL: *.jpg

Both the Host name and the URL are optional fields.

The cache control rule that you wrote in Step 1 will always cache .jpg files for 30 minutes, irrespective of what the
cache control directive may have stated in the response header.

1. Send a .jpg request to the ARR server with the rule that you wrote in Step 1.
2. Open a command prompt and navigate to the cached location.
3. Locate the file with the name full. (In the example below, the file is located in c:\cache\localhost\pix\ )



Summary

NOTENOTE

4. Open the full file to see the header.

Verify that the max-age is set to 30 minutes (or 1800 seconds).

ARR allows for multiple cache control rules. They are processed from top to bottom and the order can be managed
by using the up and down arrows in the Actions pane. This walkthrough presented a simple case of cache control
rules, but the same concept can be extended to not cache certain contents or only cache contents based on URL
patterns or host names.

You have now successfully written a cache control rule to define whether a content is cache-able and, if so, for
how long it should be cached.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

NOTENOTE

Prerequisites

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully cache the Application Request Routing (ARR) cache node (ie. "warm up" the cache node)
proactively in anticipation for expected demand.

ARR provides a way to warm up the cache. At a high level, ARR consumes a file that has a delimited list of URLs
(one URL per line). ARR applies the correct URL rewrite rules and CARP on the list of URLs to ensure that they
are cached correctly. ARR can consume the file in two ways:

1. The file is located on a file system.
2. The file is hosted on a Web server and is accessible through HTTP (or HTTPS).

If any of the URLs in the file refer to content that is on a secure (HTTPS) site, then the ARR cache node itself must be
configured for HTTPS. ARR sends GET requests to localhost to process the URL rewrite rules as well as CARP to ensure that
the pre-cached objects are cached appropriately.

This feature is useful when:

1. You want to proactively cache the contents in anticipation for expected demand.
2. You want to ensure that content is always cached regardless of its popularity.

This feature can be used to pre-cache all of the cache nodes, both on the child cache tier as well as the parent
cache tier, or only at the parent cache tier.

Since ARR consumes a file that contains the list of URLs for the bulk operation, this file is needed before
proceeding with this walkthrough.

This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy and
configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review the
following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/warm-up-cache-nodes-on-application-request-routing.md


Step 1 - Warm upallARR cache nodes (bothchild and parent cache
tiers).

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

To pre-cache contents on both child and parent cache nodes, the pre-cache action is taken on a child cache node.

Warm up the ARR cache node using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

2. The cache warm-up feature is available at the server level. Select and expand the root of the server.

4. In the Actions pane, click Pre-cache Objects....

5. In the Pre-cache Objects dialog box, enter the location of the file that contains the URLs and the location
to a log file. Both values are required. In the example below, the following values are used:

c:\mydocuments\warmup.txt  c:\mydocuments\warmup.log

https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - Verify functionality.

Step 3 - Warm up ARR cache nodesonlyat the parent cache tier.

NOTENOTE

Instead of a location to a file on the file system, you can specify a URL. For example, you can use
http://mytestserver/warmup.txt.

The warmup.txt file must have one URL per line. Also, if you are rewriting the host name as described in the article
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN, then the domain names for the URLs in this file must match what
the cache node expects to receive. The URLs must be pre-rewritten domain names because ARR will be processing
the URLs to rewrite the host name and apply CARP to cache the content correctly.

To see if the warm-up feature worked correctly, review the log file that was specified in Step 1.

1. Locate the log file.

3. Alternatively, you can use the browse functionality of ARR to look at the cached contents using IIS Manager.
See the Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing article for more information about
the browse functionality.

2. Open the log file using Notepad. The example below shows what the log file looks like.

In some instances, it can be beneficial to only pre-cache at the parent cache tier. For example, parent cache nodes
may be geographically dispersed to support regional child cache nodes. In such an environment, pre-caching only
at the parent cache node may be sufficient and can also prevent child cache nodes from pre-caching contents
prematurely.

http://mytestserver/warmup.txt


The steps for pre-caching only at the parent cache tier are similar to the steps outlined in Step 1 above. The core
differences are:

The pre-cache action is taken on the parent cache node (as opposed to a child cache node, as is the case in Step
1).
Additional information is provided to correctly determine CARP on the parent cache node.

Warm up the ARR cache node using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

2. The cache warm-up feature is available at the server level. Select and expand the root of the server.

4. In the Actions pane, click Pre-cache Objects....

5. In the Pre-cache Objects dialog box, in addition to providing the required information as in Step 1 above,
select the Do not cache all content on this server checkbox to further expand the dialog box.



Summary

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Enter the names of the ARR servers, including the server where you are running the pre-cache action, in
the Peer servers table. This action will automatically populate the Address of this server drop-down list.
Select the name of the server where you are taking this action.

The names of the peer servers and the selection of the server in the drop-down list are required to process CARP
correctly. Note that the names of the servers must match exactly how they are referenced by the child cache
nodes in the server farm. CARP uses a hashing algorithm that takes the names of the servers into consideration.
Therefore, to compute the same resulting hashed values, the names of the servers must match exactly.

You have now successfully warmed up the ARR cache node using a file that contains the list of URLs.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Overview of byte-range request feature in ARR.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To understand and configure how Application Request Routing (ARR) handles byte-range requests.

This is an advanced feature in ARR. This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR
and know how to deploy and configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly
recommended that you review the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing
Warm-up cache nodes on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

Different cache proxies handle byte-range requests differently. For ARR, the byte-range requests are segmented
into smaller pieces called "chunks." The size of the "chunk" is configurable by the administrator, and it is
recommended that the size is set based on the typical size of the byte-range requests in your environment for
further optimization.

At the heart of this feature is for ARR to "remap" the byte-range requests into segments. As shown in the diagram
below, when ARR receives a byte-range request, it tries to put the request into "chunks" and determines the
corresponding range that needs to be sent to the origin server (or if the cache nodes are tiered, it will be sent to
the next tier server.) When it receives the response, ARR stores the content in pieces (ie. "chunks") and rewrites the
response to match the original request to ARR.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-byte-range-request-segment-size-in-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - Configure byte-range segment size.

Through the normal operation, ARR would eventually "collect" all the "chunk" pieces and cache the entire content.

By default, the byte-range segment size is 256KB. The administrator may want to change this value based on the
normal traffic pattern in the environment.

1. Launch IIS Manager.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

2. The byte-range segment size setting is a global setting that is managed at the server level. Select and
expand the root of the server.

4. In the Actions pane, click Cache Configuration....

5. On the Cache Configuration page, locate the Byte range segment size (KB): input field.



Step 2 - Verify functionality.

NOTENOTE

6. Change the value, and then click Apply. For this walkthrough, you will set the value to 1KB.

This setting is for walkthrough purposes only. 1KB is too small of a segment size and can lead to fragmentation.

You will need a client tool that you can use to create the byte-range request. You will also want to trace and
capture the HTTP requests to ensure that your client is receiving the expected responses based on the requests
that it sends.

1. Send a byte-range request with a range of 0-500. In this example, a byte-range request has been sent to
/pix/IMG_1400.jpg.

2. If you have a way to monitor the network, for example using Microsoft Network Monitor, verify that the client
has received the range for 0-500.

4. Verify that a file with the name 0-1023 exists. This file represents the range 0-1023 (ie. one chunk). This is the
expected behavior since the range 0-500 "fits" in 0-1023.

3. Locate the folder where IMG_1400.jpg should be located on the cache drive location and list the contents
by typing dir /a.

5. Send another byte-range request with a range of 1500-3000 for the same file.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=983b941d-06cb-4658-b7f6-3088333d062f&displaylang=en
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-byte-range-request-segment-size-in-application-request-routing/_static/image5.jpg


Summary

7. In this case, the first "chunk" (2048-3071) results in a cache-hit. ARR determined that it needed to get the
second "chunk" (3072-4095) and sent a byte-range request to the origin server only for the second piece.
Again, using the network monitor, verify that the appropriate range requests and responses are being sent
between the client and ARR and between ARR and the origin server.

 List the
same directory.6. Since the range of 1500 and 3000 "spans" across two "chunks," 1024-2047 and 2048-
3071, two additional files have been cached as a result.

6. Finally, send another byte-range request with a range of 2500-4000 for the same file. List the same
directory.

You have successfully stepped through how ARR supports byte-range requests and configured the segmentation
size to optimize the setting in your environment.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Overview of request consolidation feature in ARR.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To understand and configure the request consolidation feature in Application Request Routing (ARR).

This is an advanced feature in ARR. This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR
and know how to deploy and configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly
recommended that you review the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing
Warm-up cache nodes on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

Cache proxies work well when the content is already available. However, when managing live streaming data,
cache proxies are not as effective since the live contents are not available in advance to cache. For example, when
tens-of-thousands of viewers tune in to watch a live basketball game using the Internet, how do you cache the live
contents? Also, since the users are tuning in for the event all at the same time, how do you protect the origin
server when there are cascading cache-misses at the cache nodes and all the requests are being forwarded to the
origin server?

To address this problem, ARR has introduced the concept of request consolidation. The idea is to check the cache-
miss requests that are "in flight" before forwarding the requests to the origin server (or if the cache nodes are
tiered, the requests will be sent to the next tier server.) As shown below, the idea is simple, but has a big impact in
reducing the number of requests, especially for live streaming contents.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-request-consolidation-feature-in-application-request-routing.md
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Step 2 - Configure request consolidation feature in ARR.
This feature is disabled by default. Note that the configuration for this feature is part of the proxy settings. The
request consolidation feature can be configured at the server level, if ARR is being used as a server proxy, or it can
be set at the server farm level, if the server farm feature is used.

This walkthrough shows the proxy setting at the server farm level.

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select Server Farms.
3. Select the server farm that you created.

5. Double-click Caching.

4. The following icons are shown:

6. Select the Enable request consolidation checkbox.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-request-consolidation-feature-in-application-request-routing/_static/image2.jpg
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Summary

7. Click Apply to save your changes. You have now successfully enabled the request consolidation feature. Note:
The same configuration setting is available at the server proxy level on the Server Proxy Settings page.

You have successfully stepped through how ARR consolidates requests, which is especially useful for handling live
streaming contents.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Overview of compression feature in ARR.

by Won Yoo

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To understand and configure the content encoding compression feature in Application Request Routing (ARR).

This is an advanced feature in ARR. This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR
and know how to deploy and configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly
recommended that you review the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing
Warm-up cache nodes on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

Based on the accept-encoding request header, the Web servers may compress a response in an encoded
(compressed) format that the client can understand. While many of the Web servers are capable of different
compression formats, such as gzip or deflate, they may not be enabled. When requests are proxied using ARR and
ARR is configured to be used as a cache proxy, ARR can be configured to compress the responses (and, therefore,
cache the contents as compressed objects) even if the origin Web servers may not compress the responses based
on the accept-encoding header.

The diagram below further shows how this feature is designed to work:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/using-compression-in-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - Enable/disable compression on ARR.
This feature is enabled by default and can be found on the Cache Configuration page.

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. The disk cache for ARR is configured at the server level. Select the server in the navigation tree view.

3. Double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

4. In the Actions pane, click Cache Configuration.
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Summary

5. Use the Enable compression checkbox to enable or disable this feature in ARR.

You have now successfully configured and enabled a disk cache for ARR. For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs,
see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Overview of ARR runtime statistics.

by CJ Pattekar

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To successfully monitor Application Request Routing (ARR) runtime statistics using performance counters.

This is an advanced feature in ARR. This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR
and know how to deploy and configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly
recommended that you review the following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing
Delete cached objects
Manually override cache-control directives using Application Request Routing
Warm-up cache nodes on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

Application Request Routing exposes runtime statistics on the Monitoring and Management page, as shown
below:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/using-performance-counters.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/4/1/3415F3F9-5698-44FE-A072-D4AF09728390/ARRv2_setup_x64.EXE


Step 2 - ARR runtime statistics as performance counters.

As you refresh the view by pushing the F5 key, you can see the real-time statistics. While this works well for one
instance of ARR, it is somewhat problematic when there are multiple instances of ARR and you want to aggregate
the statistics into a consolidated view. To accommodate this scenario, ARR also exposes these statistics and more
using performance counters.

There are two counters for ARR:

Application Request Routing Cache
Application Request Routing Server

Application Request Routing Cache

The following performance counter objects are available:

Hit Bytes
Hit Byte %
Hit Bytes / Sec
Hit Requests
Hit Requests %
Hit Requests / Sec
Miss Bytes
Miss Bytes / Sec
Miss Requests
Miss Requests / Sec

Since ARR also provides the above statistics per host name per server farm, the instances of the objects have the
same granularity and they are shown as <server farm name>\<host name> , as shown below:

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/using-performance-counters/_static/image1.jpg


Summary

Application Request Routing Server

The following performance counter objects are available:

Average Response Time / Request
Bytes Received
Bytes Received / Sec
Bytes Sent
Bytes Sent / Sec
Current Requests
Failed Requests
Failed Requests / Sec
Health
Requests / Sec
State
Total Requests

Since ARR also provides the above statistics per server per server farm, the instances of the objects have the same
granularity and they are shown as <server farm name>\<server name> , as shown below:

You have successfully located the Application Request Routing performance counters and objects, and they can
now be used to aggregate and monitor statistics from one or more ARR servers.

For other ARR Version 2 walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Configure query string support in ARR.

Following are the options available for Query String Support:Following are the options available for Query String Support:

by CJ Pattekar

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To understand and configure caching with query string support in Application Request Routing (ARR).

This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy and
configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review the
following walkthroughs before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing
Cache hierarchy management using Application Request Routing
Deploying Application Request Routing in CDN
Browse cached contents on disk on Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

 

This walkthrough assumes that the server farm has already been created. If not, follow the Define and Configure
an Application Request Routing Server Farm walkthrough.This walkthrough also assumes that at least one
primary cache drive has been added to ARR for caching. If not, please follow the Configure and Enable Disk Cache
in Application Request Routing walkthrough.

Ignore query string: The query string part in the URL is ignored. Only one cached object is created for the URL
even if the query string part is different.
Do not cache: If the URL contains a query string, it will not be cached.
Include query string: Same URL with different query strings will be cached as separate objects. Only exact
match of the URL plus query string will result in a cache hit.

To configure a query string support to "Ignore query string" using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager. - The query string support configuration for ARR is done at the server farm level. Select
the server farm in the navigation tree view.

2. Select Server Farms. - Select the server farm that you created. - The following icons are shown:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/configure-caching-with-query-string-support-in-application-request-routing.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/D/F/4DFDA851-515F-474E-BA7A-5802B3C95101/ARRv2_setup_x86.EXE
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3. Double-click Caching.

4. Verify that Query String Support drop down is set to Ignore query string. This is the default setting.

Verify Functionality:

1. Make a request to /arr/arr.htm?query=5 and /arr/arr.htm?query=10 - Navigate to Application Request Routing
UI at the server level in IIS Manager. - Click on Browse cache content in the actions pane on the right. - Verify
that only one file is cached for arr.htm.full - Navigate to Monitoring and Management screen in UI. - Verify that
first request is cache miss and the other request is a cache hit.

As a cleanup, Delete all cached objects using steps mentioned in Delete Cached Objects walkthrough and reset
runtime statistics for the server farm by navigating to "Monitoring and Management" screen and clicking "Reset
runtime statistics" in the actions pane.

To configure a query string support to "Do not cache" using the UI:

1. Navigate to the Caching feature of the server farm again. - Set Query String Support drop down to Do not
cache.

Verify Functionality:

1. Make a request to /arr/arr.htm?query=5 and /arr/arr.htm?query=10 - Navigate to Application Request Routing
UI at the server level in IIS Manager. - Click on Browse cache content in the actions pane on the right. - Verify
that no file is cached. - Navigate to Monitoring and Management screen in UI. - Verify that both requests are
cache miss.

As a cleanup, reset runtime statistics for the server farm by navigating to "Monitoring and Management" screen
and clicking "Reset runtime statistics" in the actions pane.

To configure a query string support to "Include Query String" using the UI:

1. Navigate to the Caching feature of the server farm again. - Set Query String Support drop down to Include
Query String.

Verify Functionality:

1. Make the following requests

/arr/arr.htm?query=5
/arr/arr.htm?query=10
/arr/arr.htm
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Summary

2. Navigate to Application Request Routing UI at the server level in IIS Manager.
3. Click on Browse cache content in the actions pane on the right.
4. Verify that 3 different files are cached.
5. Navigate to Monitoring and Management screen in UI.
6. Verify that all 3 requests are cache miss.

You have now successfully configured caching with query string support in ARR. For other ARR Version 2
walkthroughs, see the documents in this article.
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Goal

Prerequisites

Scavenge.exe tool in ARR

by CJ Pattekar

This section of the document applies to Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 and
Above.

To understand scavenge.exe tool in Application Request Routing (ARR) to delete cached content from secondary
cache drive.

This article assumes that you are familiar with the overall functionality of ARR and know how to deploy and
configure ARR with disk cache. If you have not done so already, it is strongly recommended that you review the
following walkthrough before proceeding:

Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing

If Application Request Routing Version 2 has not been installed, you can download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install ARR Version 2.

 

This walkthrough also assumes that secondary cache drive has been added to ARR for caching. If not, please
follow the Configure and Enable Disk Cache in Application Request Routing walkthrough.

Scavenge.exe is a command line tool that can be used for managing the secondary drive by the administrators.
The exe is installed with ARR and can be found in %ProgramFiles%\IIS\Application Request Routing  folder.

Usage: scavenge.exe <share> dd:[hh[:mm[:ss]]]

<share> is the path to the share that ARR is using as secondary cache drive.
dd:[hh[:mm[:ss]]] - Duration - cached files older than this duration will be deleted by the tool. Note that hh, mm,
ss are optional.

Example: scavenge.exe \ARR\SecondaryCache 04:11:30:15

This will delete all files located in \ARR\SecondaryCache that are older than 4 days, 11 hours, 30 minutes and 15
seconds. Note that the tool must be run as a user with permissions to delete content on the specified share.

Windows Task Scheduler can be used to run this tool at specified internval to delete old cached content from the
secondary cache drive.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/use-scavengeexe-tool-to-delete-cached-content-from-secondary-cache-drive.md
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reg.exe add "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\Application Request Routing\Parameters" /v 
SecureConnectionIgnoreFlags /t REG_DWORD /d 0

VALUE DESCRIPTION

0x00001000 SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_CN_INVALID (DEFAULT)

0x00002000 SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_DATE_INVALID

0x00000100 SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_UNKNOWN_CA

0x00000200 SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_WRONG_USAGE

by Harsh Mittal

The ARR update KB 2693489 adds support for WINHTTP_OPTION_SECURITY_FLAGS.

Default Behavior:

This is the same prior to the updated where ARR will ignore Common name mismatches in the SSL
communication. With this change ARR implementsSECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_CN_INVALID as the default
flag.

To change the settings add the following registry key.

1. Click Start, type regedit.exe in the Start Search box, and then press ENTER.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\ SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\Application Request Routing\Parameters

3. Right-click Parameters, click New, and then click DWORD (32-bit) Value.
4. In the Value name box, type SecureConnectionIgnoreFlags, and then press ENTER.
5. Double-click the SecureConnectionIgnoreFlags registry value and Enter 0.
6. Close Registry Editor.

2. Expand the following registry key

The key can also be added from the command line with the following command:

Setting Additional Options

The default value of 0 is the same as setting the SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_CN_INVALID flag.

To set additional options you can combine the following settings by adding the following values together.

For example to Set both SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_CN_INVALID and
SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_DATE_INVALID set the value = 0x00003000.

· SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_WRONG_USAGE

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/arr-support-added-for-winhttpoptionsecurityflags.md
https://twitter.com/harshmittal


Allows the identity of a server to be established with a non-server certificate (for example, a client certificate).

SECURITY_FLAG_IGNORE_CERT_WRONG_USAGE 0x00000200

Reference

WINHTTP_OPTION_SECURITY_FLAGS

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa384066(v=vs.85).aspx

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa384066(v=vs.85).aspx
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Solution summary

Versions of relevant components

ARR integration details

by Amar Shroff

This article describes integration and use of the Application Request Routing module as a generic proxy for the
Hotmail and SkyDrive web sites allowing both services to roll out updates to users without any disruption in
service across different deployed versions.

The Application Request Routing proxy (ARR) is one of the core pieces of the gradual deployment system (GD) of
Hotmail and SkyDrive, used to roll out new versions of our frontend services. GD incrementally moves blocks of
users to the new version of the service as servers get upgraded. Each user experiences the transition from the old
to the new version at most once, while many users with shorter sessions will see no impact. To achieve this, users
are affinitized to a version of the service and requests may be proxied via ARR to a version-affinitized pool of
servers. The system has been built to support both SSL and non-SSL user requests.

Operating system: Windows Server 2008 R2
Web server: IIS7
Application runtime: ASP.NET 4.0
Proxy: ARR 2.0

The ARR proxy runs in the same request processing pipeline as the application itself. This was needed to reduce the
complexity of migrating from our older deployment system. However, this required careful resolution of conflicts
between the new and existing HTTP modules in the IIS request lifecycle. Some of these resolutions are discussed in
detail later. The following picture shows updates to the IIS request processing pipeline needed to integrate ARR
based on the above requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/arr-as-generic-proxy-in-hotmail-and-skydrive.md
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REQUEST PROCESSING EVENT ACTION IF REQUEST IS PROXIED

BeginRequest Custom managed module determines that the request is to be
proxied and passes this information to the custom native
module

PostBeginRequest The custom native module sets proxy URL

MapRequestHandler ARR modules sets ARR handler as the request handler

ExecuteRequestHandler ARR handler proxies the request to the proxy URL

EndRequest Response code is inspected to determine proxy errors

ARR configuration

IIS request pipeline issues and resolution

Fig: IIS request pipeline with integration of new HTTP modules and ARR proxy

The affinitized version for a user is determined by a custom http module during the BeginRequest phase of the
request lifecycle. If the version of the service running on the current frontend does not match the user's affinitized
version, the request is setup for proxying via ARR. The HttpRequest->SetUrl API which enables changing the
request URL and thus set the request up for proxying is available only in the native context. Hence, we added the
custom native module. During the MapRequestHandler phase, the ARR module sees that the request URL has
been changed and sets the ARR handler as the request handler. The request processing details can be summarized
as follows:

Hotmail and SkyDrive use the following configuration settings to meet our requirements:

preserveHostHeader = true.
The application needs to see the original host header on the proxied request instead of the host header modified
for the purpose of ARR routing.
reverseRewriteHostInResponseHeaders = false.
In the responses back to the client, ARR must return the location headers as set by the application in case of
redirects.

Listed below are a few of the issues Hotmail and SkyDrive encountered while onboarding ARR and their
resolutions:

·Conflicts between ARR and MVC modules while proxying MVC requests- The Hotmail and SkyDrive
applications use ASP.NET MVC. We found that the MVC module (UrlRoutingModule 4.0) sets the MVC handler as
the request handler in the PostResolveRequestCache event, which is raised after the ARR module sets the handler
for the request as the ARR Handler (during MapRequestHandler). So, we had to control when UrlRoutingModule
gets called by overriding the UrlRoutingModule and calling it only when our request was to be handled locally.
·Duplicate response headers - Some response headers are duplicated by ARR when it copies the headers over
from the target machine's response before returning the original machine's response to the client. We manually
clear these duplicate headers before sending the response back.
·Error handling and logging- The default application error handler, Application_Error in the Global module, is not
called when ARR fails to proxy the request. So, custom error checks need to be done during the EndRequest phase
if logging is needed for proxy errors.
·Requests hang when ARR minResponseBuffer setting is too low- ASP.NET 4.0 has a bug which can cause
requests to hang when ARR minResponseBuffer setting is too low. KB 2619333 was created and a fix was provided
by ASP.NET team to resolve the issue. Resolving some of the above issues was challenging since ARR was being

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2619333


Troubleshooting tips

Conclusion

integrated into an application with the size and complexity of Hotmail or SkyDrive for the first time.

Failed request tracing (FREB) logs are your best friend when debugging issues with proxying.FREB records
detailed logs of IIS events and changes to the request during each event (request URL, headers, response code,
and logging, as well as bytes sent, received, and flushed back to the user). Some of the interesting events tracing
collects data on are MapRequestHandler, ExecuteRequest, SendResponse and EndRequest.
The FREB logs are more helpful when most of the encoding (gzip, SSL, etc.) is removed. When this is done, the
requests forwarded and received by ARR and responses sent back from ARR are human readable.
WinHttp logs, NetMon, and other networking tools can be used for low-level debugging on the source and
target machines once the issue has been identified via FREB logs.
Return a custom header indicating which machines the proxy request bounced through, especially if proxying
can take multiple hops. These headers can be inspected in Fiddler.
Proxy chaining can be configured to proxy the ARR request through Fiddler. This can be achieved by updating
the proxy element in applicationHost.config file as:<proxy enabled="true" proxy="ChainedProxyHostName" />
Inspect response codes during EndRequest in your application. The default application error handler is not
called in case of ARR error. Response codes 502 or 400 were logged by ARR in case of the following errors:502
– Bad gateway. Request could not be proxied to the target URL.400 – Incoming connection was dropped. TCP
reset could be a possible cause.

Hotmail and SkyDrive services span across thousands of servers, so each server uses ARR to proxy a large
number of user requests during a rollout. Despite this large scale and the complexity of our applications, ARR
integration was simple, effective, and performant. ARR has allowed us to simplify our service architecture and
continue providing frequent application updates with minimal to no impact to users of our services.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa382925(v=vs.85).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=4865
http://www.fiddler2.com/
https://blogs.iis.net/wonyoo/archive/2011/03/30/application-request-routing-and-proxy-chain.aspx
http://windowsteamblog.com/windows_live/b/windowslive/archive/2010/04/07/hotmail-tips-the-scales.aspx
http://windowsteamblog.com/windows_live/b/windowslive/
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Overview

Goal

Prerequisites

by IIS Team

Using Application Request Routing (ARR) in a shared hosting environment introduces a new deployment
architecture that provides additional benefits and opportunities for shared hosters. This scenario is enabled by a
feature called host name affinity in Application Request Routing. For more information about the host name
affinity feature and how it relates to shared hosting, refer to Shared hosting deployment using Application
Request Routing.

This topic leads you through the steps to configure the host name affinity feature in Application Request Routing,
as illustrated below:

To configure Application Request Routing in a shared hosting environment.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
Minimum of two application servers with working sites and applications.

The servers should be configured to use shared configuration and shared content. For more
information about shared configuration, refer to this article.
The sites on the servers should be using host name binding.

If the Application Request Routing RC has not been installed, download it at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/shared-hosting-using-application-request-routing-arr.md
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Step 1 – Enable host name affinity.

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

As another prerequisite, you must define and configure a server farm by following the steps outlined in Define
and Configure an Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.

Before proceeding, ensure that the server farm was created with the application servers that are configured with
shared configuration and shared content. The sites on the application servers should also be using host name
binding.

To enable host name affinity using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.

2. Select the server farm that has been created for this walkthrough.

3. The following icons are shown:

1. Double-click Server Affinity.

2. To enable host name affinity, select Use host name, and then click Apply.

Note that there are two providers for determining which server(s) the host name should be affinitized to. This is
different from the load balance algorithm and the provider is only used for the host name affinity feature. The
two providers are:

Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameRoundRobin
Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory

Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameRoundRobin tries to evenly distribute the number of affinitized host name in round
robin. Using this provider has no requirements on the application servers.

Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory tries to distribute the number of affinitized host names based on the
amount of available memory on the application servers where the server with the most amount of available
memory would be assigned with the next host name. This provider uses WMI to query the available memory

https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712
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appcmd.exe set config  -section:webFarms 
/[name='myServerFarm'].applicationRequestRouting.affinity.useHostName:"True"  /commit:apphost

Step 2 - Specify the number of servers to use per host name.

(defined as committed memory / physical memory). Therefore, the application servers must be Windows servers
and additional configuraions must be made on the application servers to allow remote WMI queries. Refer to
How to configure WMI service on application servers for HostNameMemory affinity provider  for more details.

The time-out value is used to determine how long after the last request with the same host name the affinitization
should be reset. This value should be set to the same value as the idle time-out value for the application pools on
the application servers. By default, this value is 20 minutes.

1. To verify this functionality, click Display Routing Table.

1. Type the name of the host, and then click Lookup by host name. The server address shown is the location to
where the host name is affinitized.

To enable host name affinity using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.

2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

3. To enable host name affinity, enter (the below example uses myServerFarm as the name of the server
farm):

By default, all host names can use one application server. However, if the site owners want additional capacity, the
hoster can specify the number of application servers that sites can use per host name.

To specify the number of servers to use using the UI:

1. On the Server Affinity page, click Advanced Settings.
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1. In the Host Name column, type the host name. This field is required.

2. In the Number of Allocated Servers column, type the number of servers that this host name can use.

3. Alternate Host Names is an optional field that can be used to specify additional host names that should
be treated the same way as the values in the Host Name column. For example, a site owner may have
multiple DNS entries for the same site. In this case, he would want ARR to treat the multiple DNS entries
the same way so that only one worker process starts on the application server for both domain names.

4. To save changes, click OK.

5. To verify this functionality, click Display Routing Table.

1. Type the name of the host, and then click Lookup by host name. The number of server addresses returned
will be the same as what you specified for the Number of Allocated Servers. These are the servers to which
the host name can be affinitized.

To specify the number of servers to use using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
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appcmd.exe set config  -section:webFarms /+"[name='myServerFarm'].applicationRequestRouting.affinity.
[name='www.contoso.com',servers='2']" /commit:apphost

Summary

2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

3. To specify the number of servers per host name, enter (the below example uses myServerFarm as the
name of the server farm, and sets the number of servers to 2 for the www.contoso.com host name):

You have now successfully configured the host name affinity feature in Application Request Routing for a shared
hosting scenario. For additional Application Request Routing properties and capabilities, refer to other
Application Request Routing walkthroughs.
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Overview

Goal

Prerequisites

by IIS Team

This topic leads you through the steps to configure a 3-tier deployment architecture using Application Request
Routing. The 3-tier deployment architecture consists of a Web tier, an application server tier, and a data tier, as
shown below:

Typically in this deployment scenario, static content is served by the tier 1 servers while dynamic content is
served by the business logic in tier 2 servers.

To configure 3-tier deployment architecture using Application Request Routing. In this walkthrough, the focus is
on how to configure the ARR server to serve static content directly from the ARR server while forwarding the
requests for dynamic content to the application servers.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules
Minimum of two content servers with working sites and applications
Static content available on the Application Request Routing server

If the Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, download it at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

As another prerequisite, you must have defined and configured a server farm using the steps outlined in Define
and Configure an Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
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Step 1 – Change URL rewrite rules to filter for static requests.
In this step, URL rewrite rules are changed so that requests for certain extensions or paths are served directly
from the Application Request Routing server. Static requests can be identified by looking at the file extensions,
such as .jpg or .gif. If the static resources are contained in certain folders, such as /images/, then the URL rewrite
rules can look for the path in the URL.

In this walkthrough, you will change the URL rewrite rules to look for .jpg and .css extensions, along with the
/images/ folder. If the requested resource has a .jpg or .css extension, it will be served directly from the ARR
server. Similarly, if the requested URL contains /images/, then this request will be served from the ARR server. All
other requests will be forwarded to application servers behind the ARR server.

Before proceeding, make sure that the static content is available on the ARR server to serve. The content can
either be made available locally on the ARR server or shared content can be used.

To change URL rewrite rules using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server farm, myServerFarm, which was created in Define and Configure an Application

Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double click Routing Rules. Type *.jpg and *.css in the Requests with the following extensions are not
forwarded text box. The multiple extensions are comma (,) separated. To match the path in URL, type
*/image/\* in the Requests with the following patterns are not forwarded text box. The wildcard
character (*) is used to match any character before and after the path /image/.

5. To verify that the static images are being served from the ARR server, inspect the logs. By default, the logs are
in c:\inetpub\logs\LogFiles\ . On application servers behind the ARR server, there should not be any requests
that reference *.jpg, *.css or */images/* in the log file.

To change URL rewrite rules using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .
3. Clear all URL rewrite rules by entering:
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Summary

appcmd.exe clear config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules

To change the routing rules so that requests for resources with extensions *.jpg and *.css and a path that matches
*/images/* are not forwarded to the application servers, enter :

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True']"
 /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].match.url:"*"  
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].conditions.
[input='EXT_{URL}',negate='True',pattern='*.jpg']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].conditions.
[input='EXT_{URL}',negate='True',pattern='*.css']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].conditions.
[input='{URL}',negate='True',pattern='*/images/*']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.type:"Rew
rite" 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.url:"http
://myServerFarm1/{R:0}"  
/commit:apphost

You have now successfully changed URL rewrite rules using the Application Request Routing UI to enable a 3-tier
deployment architecture scenario. For additional Application Request Routing properties and capabilities, refer to
the HTTP Load Balancing using Application Request Routing (ARR) walkthrough.

When ARR is used as a reverse proxy, the scenario can be further enhanced when used with URL Rewrite Version
2 which has the feature to rewrite the response headers and entity body.
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Overview

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 – Create a server farm in Application Request Routing

by IIS Team

This topic leads the reader through the steps to define and configure a server group for Application Request
Routing (ARR) Version 1 on IIS 7.0 and above. The server farm is a logical group of application servers where
HTTP requests are routed based on HTTP inspection rules and load balance algorithm.

To define and configure a server farm in Application Request Routing Version 1 on IIS as shown below:

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
Minimum of two application servers with working sites and applications.

If Application Request Routing RC has not been installed, it is available for download at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

To create and define a server farm using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Application Request Routing is a server level feature. Select and expand the root of the server.
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3. To create a server farm, right-click Server Farms, and then select Create Server Farm....

4. Enter a name for the server farm. In the example below, myServerFarm is the name of the server farm.
Click Next.

5. The next step is to add servers to the server farm. On the Add Server page of the wizard, add as many
application servers as needed. Click Finish to create the server farm with the entered application servers
as the server farm members.
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NOTENOTE

6. You have successfully created a server group with application servers as its members.

Advanced options... allow you to configure the HTTP and HTTPS ports to non-standard (80 for HTTP and 443 for

HTTPS) ports: 

To create and define a server farm using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

appcmd.exe set config  -section:webFarms /+"[name='myServerFarm']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:webFarms /+"[name='myServerFarm'].[address='wonyoo-w2k8']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules /+"
[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance', patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].match.url:"*"  
/commit:apphost

3. To create the server farm named myServerFarm, enter:

4. To add an application server named wonyoo-w2k8 to the server farm named myServerFarm, enter:

Repeat this command as many times as needed to add more servers to the server farm

5. This step is only required when creating the server farm using appcmd. When creating the server farm
using the UI, the URL rewrite rules are created automatically. With appcmd, the URL rewrite rules must
be created manually. To route all incoming HTTP requests to the server farm named myServerFarm,
enter :
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Step 2 – Configure server farm properties for Application Request
Routing

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.type:"Re
write" 
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.url:"htt
p://myServerFarm/{R:0}"  /commit:apphost

After the server farm has been created and defined, additional properties can be set to manage the behavior of
Application Request Routing. Only the subset of the settings is covered in this walkthrough.

To configure server farm properties using the UI:

1. Select the server farm, myServerFarm. The following icons are shown:

2. For this walkthrough, you will change the load balance algorithm that will be used for the server group,
myServerFarm. Double-click Load Balance. Select Weighted round robin from the Load balance
algorithm drop-down list, and then click Apply.

3. ARR can be configured to send a GET request to a URL to determine the health of the servers. To
configure this feature, double-click Health Test, and then type the URL that should be tested by ARR.
Click Apply to save changes.
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Summary

4. Explore other icons to familiarize yourself with ARR settings.

You have now successfully created and defined a server farm, mySeverFarm. At this point, myServerFarm is
configured to distribute the incoming requests evenly between the application servers that have been added as
members of the server farm. For more advanced load balancing settings, refer to HTTP Load Balancing using
Application Request Routing.
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Overview

Goal

Prerequisites

Step 1 - Verify URL rewrite rules

by IIS Team

This topic leads the reader through the steps to configure Application Request Routing to load balance HTTP
requests to achieve high availability and scalability. The walkthrough also highlights a couple of core features on
how Application Request Routing monitors the health of the content servers and affinitizes requests from a client
to a content server.

To load balance HTTP requests across several content servers using Application Request Routing, as shown
below:

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
Minimum of two content servers with working sites and applications.

If Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, it is available for download at:

Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

Another prerequisite is that the reader has defined and configured a server farm using the steps outlined in
Define and Configure an Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
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Provided that the server farm has been created using the steps outlined in Define and Configure an
Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group, the URL rewrite rules have already been created for a
simple load balancing scenario.

To verify URL rewrite rules using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server farm, myServerFarm, which was created in Define and Configure an Application

Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Routing Rules.
5. Verify that the Use URL Rewrite to inspect incoming requests checkbox is checked.

6. SSL offloading is enabled by default. When this feature is enabled, all communication between the ARR server
and the application servers are done in clear text, even for HTTPS requests from clients to the ARR server.
When both the ARR server and the application servers are deployed within a trusted network, such as within
the same datacenter, enabling SSL offloading does not sacrifice security. Also, enabling this feature can further
help to maximize the server resources on the application servers, since they do not have to spend cycles in
encrypting and decrypting requests and responses.
To disable SSL offloading, uncheck the Enable SSL offloading checkbox, and then click Apply.

7. Open a browser and send several requests to the ARR server.
8. To verify that the requests are being load balanced equally between the application servers, select

myServerFarm. Double-click Monitoring and Management.

9. In the dashboard view, verify that the requests are being evenly distributed.
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To verify URL rewrite rules using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

<system.webServer>
 <rewrite>
  <globalRules>
   <rule name="ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance" patternSyntax="Wildcard"
   stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="*" />
    <conditions>
    </conditions>
    <action type="Rewrite" url="http://myServerFarm/{R:0}" />
   </rule>
  </globalRules>
 </rewrite>
</system.webServer>

appcmd.exe clear config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True']"
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].match.url:"*"
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].conditions.
[input='{HTTPS}',pattern='On']"
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.type:"
Rewrite"
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.url:"h
ttps://myServerFarm/{R:0}"
/commit:apphost

3. To verify that the URL rewrite rules have been created correctly, enter appcmd.exe list config -
section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules. It returns the globalRules that looks like the following:

4. To disable SSL offloading, first remove all URL rewrite rules:

Then, create the URL rewrite rules to forward HTTPS traffic. More specifically, with this rule, ARR forwards
requests using SSL if the incoming requests are HTTPS:

Finally, create the URL rewrite rules to forward HTTP traffic in clear text to the application servers:
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Step 2 - Configure health check monitoring

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/+"[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True']"
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].match.url:"*"
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.type:"Rewr
ite"
/[name='ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance',patternSyntax='Wildcard',stopProcessing='True'].action.url:"http:
//myServerFarm/{R:0}"
/commit:apphost

<system.webServer>
 <rewrite>
  <globalRules>
   <rule name="ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance_SSL" patternSyntax="Wildcard"
   stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="*" />
    <conditions>
    <add input="{HTTPS}" pattern="On" />
    </conditions>
    <action type="Rewrite" url="https://myServerFarm/{R:0}" />
   </rule>
   <rule name="ARR_myServerFarm_loadbalance" patternSyntax="Wildcard"
   stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="*" />
    <conditions>
    </conditions>
    <action type="Rewrite" url="http://myServerFarm/{R:0}" />
   </rule>
  </globalRules>
 </rewrite>
</system.webServer>

5. To verify that the URL rewrite rules have been created correctly with SSL offloading disabled, enter
appcmd.exe list config -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules. It returns the globalRules
that looks like the following:

Application Request Routing monitors the health of the content servers in two ways:

Via the live traffic
Via an explicit URL testing

The live traffic testing is performed automatically by default when the requests are made to Application Request
Routing. The explicit URL testing is an additional test that can be used with the live traffic testing. In this section,
the walkthrough guides you through configuring the explicit URL testing.

To configure health check monitoring using the UI:

1. The URL testing requires a specific URL to test. To satisfy this requirement, use Notepad to create a text file
named healthCheck.txt that contains the sentence "I am healthy."

2. Place the healthCheck.txt file on the application servers.
3. Verify that the healthCheck.txt is rendering properly by opening the page in a browser.
4. In IIS Manager, select the server farm, myServerFarm. The following icons are shown:



5. Double-click Health Test.

6. Enter http://(server name or FQDN of ARR server)/healthCheck.txt  as the URL value.
7. Enter healthy as the Response match value. Response match is an optional test to make sure that the body

of the response contains the expected string. In this case, since healthCheck.txt contains the sentence "I am
healthy.", Response match will look for the word "healthy".

8. Click Apply to save the changes.
9. To verify the functionality of health check monitoring, stop the monitored site on one of the application

servers. Since the Interval (seconds) value is set to 30 seconds, wait for 30 seconds for the next health check.
10. After waiting for 30 seconds, send several requests to the ARR server.
11. To verify that all requests are going to the healthy server(s), double-click Monitoring and Management, and

then refresh the dashboard by using the F5 key. Note that the runtime statistics have been reset. This is by
design. You may want to send additional requests and refresh the dashboard, as needed.

12. Health monitoring is also used to detect when an unhealthy server becomes healthy. To verify this
functionality, start the site that was stopped in Step 9. Again, since the Interval (seconds) value is set to 30
seconds, wait for 30 seconds for the next health check.

13. After waiting for 30 seconds, send several requests to the ARR server.
14. To verify that the requests are distributed evenly between servers, refresh the dashboard in IIS Manager. Note

that the runtime statistics have been reset. This is by design. You may want to send additional requests and
refresh the dashboard, as needed.

To configure health check monitoring using the command-line:
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Step 3 - Configure client affinity

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

appcmd.exe set config -section:webFarms
/[name='myServerFarm1'].applicationRequestRouting.healthCheck.url:"http://(server
name or FQDN of ARR server)/healthCheck.txt "
/[name='myServerFarm1'].applicationRequestRouting.healthCheck.responseMatch:"I am
healthy." /commit:apphost

3. To set the URL to http://(server name or FQDN of ARR server)/healthCheck.txt  with I am healthy. as the
string to match, enter :

Application Request Routing provides a client affinity feature that maps a client to a content server behind
Application Request Routing for the duration of a client session. When this feature is enabled, the load balancing
algorithm is applied only for the very first request from the client. From that point on, all subsequent requests
from the same client would be routed to the same content server for the duration of the client session. This
feature is useful if the application on the content server is stateful and the client's requests must be routed to the
same content server because the session management is not centralized.

To configure client affinity using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server farm, myServerFarm, which was created in Define and Configure an Application

Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Server Affinity.
5. To enable client affinity, check the Client affinity checkbox, and then click Apply.

Application Request Routing uses a cookie to enable client affinity. The Cookie name will be used to set the
cookie on the client. That said, the client must accept cookies for client affinity to work properly.

6. To verify the functionality of client affinity, send several requests to the ARR server. Refresh the dashboard in
IIS Manager (Monitoring and Management). Verify that the runtime statistics are changing for only one of
the application servers to where the client is affinitized. You may want to send additional requests and refresh
the dashboard, as needed.

To configure client affinity using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
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Step 4 - Disallow new connections

Summary

2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

appcmd.exe set config -section:webFarms
/[name='myServerFarm1'].applicationRequestRouting.affinity.useCookie:"True"
/commit:apphost

3. To enable client affinity, enter:

Disallowing new connections on a server is a graceful way of taking the server out of the server farm
environment. It is more meaningful when the client affinity feature is in use, because Application Request Routing
will honor the existing sessions when disallowing new connections. That is, when a client is affinitized to the
server that is disallowing new connections, the client will continue to be routed to the same server and, therefore,
there is no impact on the client. However, no new clients will be routed to the server that is disallowing new
connections.

To disallow new connections using the UI:

1. Using the setup from Step 3 above, identify the server to which your client is affinitized.
2. Select the server farm, myServerFarm, which was created in Define and Configure an Application

Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Monitoring and Management.
5. Select the server to where your client is affinitized. In the Actions pane, click Disallow New Connections.
6. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

7. To verify that the requests from your clients continue to get routed to the affinitized server, which is now
disallowing new connections, send several requests to the ARR server. Refresh the dashboard in IIS Manager.
Verify that the runtime statistics are changing only for the server to where the client is affinitized. You may
want to send additional requests and refresh the dashboard, as needed.

8. To verify that new clients are not being routed to the server that is disallowing new connections, remove the
cookie set by Application Request Routing by closing and restarting the browser.

9. Send several requests to the ARR server. Refresh the dashboard in IIS Manager. Verify that the runtime
statistics are changing only for the servers that are Available. More specifically, verify that the runtime
statistics for the serverthat is disallowing new connections are not changed. You may want to send additional
requests and refresh the dashboard, as needed.
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You have now successfully configured a number of settings for Application Request Routing to scale out and
distribute the load evenly. For more advanced routing capabilities using Application Request Routing, refer to
Using Application Request Routing.
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user's profile

by IIS Team

This topic leads the reader through the steps to launch and manage pilot or beta programs using Application
Request Routing. Application Request Routing can be used to target and route the appropriate users to the pilot
site, or it can also be used to limit and manage the amount of traffic that is routed to the pilot site. This
walkthrough focuses on how Application Request Routing can be used to route specific requests to the pilot site
based on the user's profile.

To configure Application Request Routing to manage and mitigate risks around launching a pilot program.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
Minimum of four content servers with working sites and applications. Two servers will be used to simulate the
production site, and the other two servers will simulate the pilot site.
Alternate browser to Microsoft Internet Explorer, such as Firefox, on a computer with .NET 3.5 installed. (This
setup is used only for testing purposes.)

If Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, it is available for download at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

Another prerequisite is that the reader has defined and configured two server farms by following the steps
outlined in Define and Configure an Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group. One server farm
will represent the production environment, while the other will represent the pilot environment.

In this step, URL rewrite rules are changed so that only the users who have installed .NET 3.5 and are using
Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) are routed to the pilot site, defined as pilotSiteServers. All others are routed to
the production site, defined as productionSiteServers.

To change the URL rewrite rules using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
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2. Select the server farm, pilotSiteServers.

4. Double-click Routing Rules.

7. The order of the rules matter in this walkthrough. If ARR_productionSiteServers_loadbalance is above
ARR_pilotServers_loadbalance, you can change the order of the rules by using Move Up or Move Down
after selecting the rule.

3. The following icons are shown:

5. Since this scenario involves multiple server farms with conditional matching of HTTP request headers, the
changes are made using the URL rewrite UI that exposes additional options. Click URL Rewrite under
Advanced Routing.

6. Note that two rules have already been created, but they must be changed.

8. Select ARR_pilotSite_Servers_loadbalance, and then click Edit... in the Actions pane.
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9. Clients with IE with .NET 3.5 should be specified to go to the pilotSiteServers server farm. Do this by
adding conditions. Click Add Conditions, and thenclick Add....

10. Enter {HTTP_USER_AGENT} as Condition input and *MSIE\* as Pattern. This condition checks to see
if the client is using IE.
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11. Add another condition to check for the .NET version. Click Add..., and then enter {HTTP_USER_AGENT}
as Condition input and *.NET CLR 3.5\* as Pattern.

12. Finally, uncheck the Stop processing of subsequent rules checkbox, and then click Apply to save the
changes.

As noted above, the order of the rules matters. This is because URL rewrite processes the rules in order when
Stop processing of subsequent rules is unselected. So in this case, the first rule,
ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance, will be considered first. This rule tries to match whether the client is using
IE and has .NET 3.5 installed. If so, the requests are forwarded to the pilotSiteServers server farm. Since the
Stop processing of subsequent rules checkbox is unchecked, it will process the second rule,
ARR_productionSiteServers_loadbalance, which will route all remaining requests to the
productionSiteServers server farm.

To change the URL rewrite rules using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules /+"
[name='ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance'].conditions.[input='{HTTP_USER_AGENT}',pattern='*MSIE*']" 
/commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules /+"
[name='ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance'].conditions.[input='{HTTP_USER_AGENT}',pattern='*.NET CLR 
3.5*']" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules 
/[name='ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance'].stopProcessing:"False"  /commit:apphost

3. To change the ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance rule to check for IE and .NET 3.5 in
HTTP_USER_AGENT, enter:

4. To unselect Stop processing of subsequent rules for ARR_pilotSiteServers_loadbalance, enter :
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Summary
You have now successfully changed the rules in URL rewrite and leveraged Application Request Routing to route
only a subset of your users to the pilot site. For additional Application Request Routing properties and capabilities,
refer to other Application Request Routing walkthroughs.
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Achieving High Availability and Scalability:
Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7.0 and above and Hardware Load Balancer.

This document provides prescriptive guidance about how Application Request Routing (ARR) can be used with a
hardware load balancer to achieve high availability and scalability. F5 BIG-IP load balancer is used in this
document to illustrate the working relationship between ARR and the hardware load balancers.

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7.0 and above is a proxy-based routing module that forwards
HTTP requests to content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load balance algorithms. A typical
ARR deployment is illustrated in the diagram below:

While ARR provides high availability and scalability for the content servers, the overall deployment is not highly
available or scalable because:

ARR is the single point of failure.
The scalability of the content servers is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In order to overcome these challenges, administrators may consider using multiple ARR servers with hardware
load balancers, such as F5 BIG-IP. ARR can be deployed in active/passive mode to only achieve high availability or
in active/active mode to achieve both high availability and scalability. This whitepaper describes how ARR and F5
BIG-IP can be deployed together to enable the core ARR scenarios while achieving overall high availability and
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Use of Application Request Routing and F5 BIG-IP

Scenario 1: HTTP-based routing and load balancing

scalability.

ARR is built as a module on top of IIS and is designed to make the routing decisions at layer 7 (application). More
accurately, ARR relies on another IIS module, URL Rewrite, to inspect the incoming HTTP request headers and
server variables to make the routing decisions. Given this design, administrators could write intelligent routing
rules based on the application level information, such as:

Host name (HTTP_HOST): Route traffic to different content servers based on host name.
Requested resource (URL): Based on file extensions, determine whether the requested resources are for static
content or dynamic content and route the requests accordingly.
Client information (HTTP_USER_AGENT): Based on the browser type and version, route the requests to
appropriate content servers.
Custom headers (Set as a cookie by applications): Route traffic based on cookie information set by applications,
such as user preference or user ID.

Above are just some of the examples. For a complete list of HTTP headers and server variables, refer to Appendix
A.

F5 Big-IP's layer 3 and layer 4 functionality compliments ARR's strength in making routing decisions based on
layer 7, such as HTTP headers and server variables. At the same time, ARR does not provide fault tolerant
deployment features for itself and must rely on other complementary technologies and solutions to achieve high
availability for the ARR tier, as shown below:

The HTTP-based routing and load balancing scenario enables a 3-tier deployment architecture that involves:

Tier 1 (Web): Provides dual purposes of processing static content and routing and load balancing the remaining
dynamic requests to tier 2 servers.
Tier 2 (Application): Processes dynamic content that relies on business logic.
Tier 3 (Data): Stores data.

The following diagram illustrates the 3-tier deployment:
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Option 1: Active/PassiveOption 1: Active/Passive

ARR configurationARR configuration

F5 BIG-IP configurationF5 BIG-IP configuration

Although the above example shows a routing rule that differentiates the static content from the dynamic content,
another common scenario is to differentiate presentation requests from Web service requests.

In Active/Passive mode, typically there are two ARR servers in which one server processes the requests while the
other server stands by as a failover server. As noted above, while this configuration achieves high availability by
removing the single point of failure, it is not a scale out solution since the aggregate capacity of the content servers
is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In this setup, since two ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The F5 BIG-IP is
configured so that it routes all requests to the active ARR server and only routes requests to the passive ARR
server when necessary.

With the exception of the host name affinity feature in ARR, there is no runtime state information that must be
shared between the two ARR servers. Therefore, for this scenario, no special configuration is needed on either the
ARR servers nor the F5 BIG-IP. Even if you use the server affinity feature in ARR, the affinitized state information
will be made available to the passive server through a cookie in the request header when F5 BIG-IP routes the
requests to the formerly passive but now active server.

This scenario is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

 

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.
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In this scenario, you will create a virtual server that load balances to a pool of two (or more) ARR servers. The load
balancing method you select should send all traffic to the primary ARR server until it becomes unavailable. At that
point, the BIG-IP LTM should send all traffic to the secondary ARR server.

Step 1: Configure the pool of ARR servers.

In the Local Traffic section, click Pools. Then click the Create button to create a pool.
Any unique name will work for the pool; the example uses ARR_Pool.
For the Health Monitor, you can use a custom HTTP monitor or the default HTTP monitor.
You can leave the Load Balancing Method set to Round Robin. In this scenario, since there is only an active and
passive ARR server, load balancing is not used.
Be sure to enable Priority Group Activation. This configures the BIG-IP to send traffic to the server(s) with the
highest priority value. When those server(s) are unavailable, the BIG-IP sends traffic to the ARR server with the
next highest priority value.
In this scenario, the ARR server at 10.0.0.1 has a priority value of 1, and 10.0.0.2 has a priority value of 2. All
traffic will be sent to 10.0.0.2 until it goes down, and then traffic will be sent to 10.0.0.1.

Step 2: Configure the pool of ARR servers.

In the Local Traffic section, click Virtual Servers. Then click the Create button to create a virtual server.
Any unique name will work for the virtual server; the example uses ARR_VS.
For the Destination, you can use the IP address to which users will point their browsers. In this specific
example, we use 65.197.145.23. For the Service Port, we use ‘80'.
For the Virtual Server Type section, you have several options. Since you depend on ARR to route, you can
select Performance HTTP, which is designed for the best performance.
For the Default Pool, select the pool that you created in Step 1.
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ARR configurationARR configuration

F5 BIG-IP configurationF5 BIG-IP configuration

At this point, you should be able to connect to this Virtual Server, which will be sent to the appropriate ARR
server.

In Active/Active mode, you can have two or more ARR servers. This configuration achieves both high availability
and scalability, unlike the Active/Pass mode, which achieves only high availability. As noted previously, since
multiple ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The F5 BIG-IP is configured to
load balance incoming requests to all available and healthy ARR servers, which in turn forwards requests to the
content servers. Regardless of whether the server affinity feature is used on the F5 BIG-IP or not, no special
configuration is needed on the ARR servers. For one, the ARR servers use one shared configuration so that they
are configured the same way. Secondly, since ARR uses a client cookie to store the server affinity information for
its own use, this information is available per request and therefore available across the ARR servers. This scenario
is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

The ARR configuration for Active/Active is identical to that of Active/Passive. The main difference is how F5 is
configured.

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.

In this scenario, all available ARR servers are considered active and candidates for load balanced traffic. Use the
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BIG-IP LTM to determine health and performance of the ARR front ends, and direct traffic to the best performing
ones.

Step 1: Configure the pool of ARR servers.

In the Local Traffic section, click Pools. Then click the Create button to create a pool.
Any unique name will work for the pool; the examples uses ARR_Pool. - For the Health Monitor, you can use a
custom HTTP monitor or the default HTTP monitor. - Since you have multiple ARR servers to which to
distribute traffic, you will want to select a load balancing method that best suits your needs. Assuming all of the
ARR servers have similar hardware characteristics, a dynamic load balancing method, such as fastest, observed,
or predictive, will give you performance-based distribution.

Step 2: Configure the virtual server.

In the Local Traffic section, click Virtual Servers. Then click the Create button to create a virtual server.
Any unique name will work for the virtual server; the example uses ARR_VS. - For the Destination, you can use
the IP address to which users will point their browsers. In this specific example, we use 65.197.145.23. For
Service Port, we use ‘80'. - For the Virtual Server Type section, you have several options. Since you depend on
ARR to route, you can select Performance HTTP, which is designed for the best performance. - For the Default
Pool, select the pool that you created in Step 1.



Scenario 2: Shared hosting using host name affinity
This scenario utilizes the host name affinity feature in ARR to enable a shared hosting deployment to:

Reduce the manual management and maintenance involved with traditional shared hosting deployment.
Maximize the existing server resources while ensuring that all server resources are evenly utilized.
Easily scale out the environment.
Create business opportunities to sell additional capacity.

For more information about shared hosting and ARR, refer to this document.

The following diagram illustrates the shared hosting environment using ARR: 
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F5 BIG-IP configurationF5 BIG-IP configuration

As noted previously, in Active/Passive mode, typically there are two ARR servers in which one server processes
the requests while the other server stands by as a failover server. While this configuration achieves high
availability by removing the single point of failure, it is not a scale out solution since the aggregate capacity of the
content servers is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In this setup, since two ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The F5 BIG-IP is
configured to route all requests to the active ARR server and only route requests to the passive ARR server when
necessary.

The host name affinity feature in ARR affinitizes the requests to a particular server (or a group of servers in RC)
based on the host name. The runtime state information of affinitized mapping between the host names and the
content servers is stored in memory within an instance of an ARR server. In the ARR Version 1 release, ARR
leverages Microsoft External Cache for IIS to share and maintain this runtime state between multiple ARR servers.
More information about this scenario is available in this document.

This scenario is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.

Step 3: Enable and configure External Cache.

Follow the steps in this document to enable and configure External Cache to be used with ARR.

In this scenario, you will create a virtual server that load balances to a pool of two (or more) ARR servers. The load
balancing method you select should send all traffic to the primary ARR server until it becomes unavailable. At that
point, the BIG-IP LTM should send all traffic to the secondary ARR server.

Step 1: Configure the pool of ARR servers.

In the Local Traffic section, click Pools. Then click the Create button to create a pool.
Any unique name will work for the pool; the example uses ARR_Pool. - For the Health Monitor, you can use a
custom HTTP monitor or the default HTTP monitor. - You can leave the Load Balancing Method set to Round
Robin. In this scenario, since there is only an active and passive ARR server, load balancing is not used. - Be
sure to enable Priority Group Activation. This configures the BIG-IP to send traffic to the server(s) with the
highest priority value. When those server(s) are unavailable, the BIG-IP sends traffic to the ARR server with the
next highest priority value. - In this scenario, the ARR server at 10.0.0.1 has a priority value of 1, and 10.0.0.2
has a priority value of 2. All traffic will be sent to 10.0.0.2 until it goes down, and then traffic will be sent to
10.0.0.1.



Step 2: Configure the virtual server.

In the Local Traffic section, click Virtual Servers. Then click the Create button to create a virtual server.
Any unique name will work for the virtual server; the example uses ARR_VS. - For the Destination, you can use
the IP address to which users will point their browsers. In this case, we use. For Service Port, we use ‘80'. - For
the Virtual Server Type section, you have several options. Since you depend on ARR to route, you can select
Performance HTTP, which is designed for the best performance. - For the Default Pool, select the pool that you
created in Step 1.
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At this point, you should be able to connect to this Virtual Server, which will be sent to the appropriate ARR
server.

In Active/Active mode, you can have two or more ARR servers. This configuration achieves both high availability
and scalability, unlike the Active/Pass mode, which achieves only high availability. Since multiple ARR servers are
configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The F5 BIG-IP is configured to load balance incoming
requests to all available and healthy ARR servers, which in turn forwards requests to the content servers.

As noted previously, the runtime state information of affinitized mapping between the host names and the content
servers is stored in memory within an instance of an ARR server. In order to share this information among
multiple ARR servers, Microsoft External Cache for IIS is used. For more information about External Cache, refer
to this document.

The ARR configuration for Active/Active is identical to that of Active/Passive. The main difference is how F5 is
configured.

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.

Step 3: Enable and configure External Cache.

Follow the steps in this document to enable and configure External Cache to be used with ARR.

In this scenario, all available ARR servers are considered active and candidates for load balanced traffic. Use the
BIG-IP LTM to determine health and performance of the ARR front ends, and direct traffic to the best performing
ones.

Step 1: Configure the pool of ARR servers.

In the Local Traffic section, click Pools. Then click the Create button to create a pool.
Any unique name will work for the pool; the example uses ARR_Pool. - For the Health Monitor, you can use a
custom HTTP monitor or the default HTTP monitor. - Since you have multiple ARR servers to which to
distribute traffic, you will want to select a load balancing method that best suits your needs. Assuming all of the
ARR servers have similar hardware characteristics, a dynamic load balancing method, such as fastest, observed,
or predictive, will give you performance-based distribution.



Step 2: Configure the virtual server.

In the Local Traffic section, click Virtual Servers. Then click the Create button to create a virtual server.
Any unique name will work for the virtual server; the example uses ARR_VS. - For the Destination, you can use
the IP address to which users will point their browsers. In this case, we use. For Service Port, we use ‘80'. - For
the Virtual Server Type section, you have several options. Since you depend on ARR to route, you can select
Performance HTTP, which is designed for the best performance. - For the Default Pool, select the pool that you
created in Step 1.
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Summary

Appendix
Appendix A: All available HTTP headers and server variables for writing routing decision rules.Appendix A: All available HTTP headers and server variables for writing routing decision rules.

ALL_HTTP ALL_RAW APPL_MD_PATH

APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH CERT_COOKIE CERT_FLAGS

CERT_ISSUER CERT_KEYSIZE CERT_SECRETKEYSIZE

CERT_SERIALNUMBER CERT_SERVER_ISSUER CERT_SERVER_SUBJECT

CERT_SUBJECT CONTENT_LENGTH CONTENT_TYPE

DOCUMENT_ROOT GATEWAY_INTERFACE HTTP_ACCEPT

HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE HTTP_CONNECTION

HTTP_CONTENT_LENGTH HTTP_HOST HTTP_IF_MODIFIED_SINCE

HTTP_IF_NONE_MATCH HTTP_REFERER HTTP_UA_CPU

HTTP_USER_AGENT HTTPS HTTPS_KEYSIZE

HTTPS_SECRETKEYSIZE HTTPS_SERVER_ISSUER HTTPS_SERVER_SUBJECT

In this whitepaper, two main ARR scenarios were reviewed to achieve high availability and scalability by deploying
multiple ARR servers and using F5 BIG-IP.
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INSTANCE_ID INSTANCE_META_PATH LOCAL_ADDR

PATH_INFO PATH_TRANSLATED QUERY_STRING

REMOTE_ADDR REMOTE_HOST REMOTE_PORT

REMOTE_USER REQUEST_FILENAME REQUEST_METHOD

REQUEST_URI SCRIPT_FILENAME SCRIPT_NAME

SERVER_ADDR SERVER_NAME SERVER_PORT

SERVER_PORT_SECURE SERVER_PROTOCOL SERVER_SOFTWARE

URL

ALL_HTTP ALL_RAW APPL_MD_PATH
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Achieving High Availability and Scalability:
Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7.0 and above and Network Load Balancing (NLB).

This document provides prescriptive guidance about how Application Request Routing (ARR) can be used with
Network Load Balancing (NLB) to achieve high availability and scalability.

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) for IIS 7.0 and above is a proxy-based routing module that forwards
HTTP requests to content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load balance algorithms. A typical
ARR deployment is illustrated in the diagram below:

While ARR provides high availability and scalability for the content servers, the overall deployment is not highly
available or scalable because:

ARR is the single point of failure.
The scalability of the content servers is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In order to overcome these challenges, administrators may consider using multiple ARR servers with Network
Load Balancing (NLB). ARR can be deployed in active/passive mode to only achieve high availability or in
active/active mode to achieve both high availability and scalability. This whitepaper describes how ARR and NLB
can be deployed together to enable the core ARR scenarios while achieving overall high availability and scalability.
NLB is available on all SKUs of Windows Server 2008.
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Use of Application Request Routing and Network Load Balancing

Scenario 1: HTTP-based routing and load balancing

ARR is built as a module on top of IIS and is designed to make the routing decisions at layer 7 (application). More
accurately, ARR relies on another IIS module, URL Rewrite, to inspect the incoming HTTP request headers and
server variables to make the routing decisions. Given this design, administrators could write intelligent routing
rules based on the application level information, such as:

Host name (HTTP_HOST): Route traffic to different content servers based on host name.
Requested resource (URL): Based on file extensions, determine whether the requested resources are for static
content or dynamic content and route the requests accordingly.
Client information (HTTP_USER_AGENT): Based on the browser type and version, route the requests to
appropriate content servers.
Custom headers (Set as a cookie by applications): Route traffic based on cookie information set by applications,
such as user preference or user ID.

Above are just some of the examples. For a complete list of HTTP headers and server variables, refer to Appendix
A.

Because NLB makes the routing decisions at layer 3, application specific information, such as HTTP headers and
server variables, can not be used to provide application level based routing. At the same time, ARR does not
provide fault tolerant deployment features for itself and must rely on other complementary technologies and
solutions to achieve high availability for the ARR tier. NLB operates at a different level on the network stack and is
enabled on the same servers as where ARR is deployed:

The HTTP-based routing and load balancing scenario enables a 3-tier deployment architecture that involves:

Tier 1 (Web): Provides dual purposes of processing static content and routing and load balancing the remaining
dynamic requests to tier 2 servers.
Tier 2 (Application): Processes dynamic content that relies on business logic.
Tier 3 (Data): Stores data.

The following diagram illustrates the 3-tier deployment:
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Although the above example shows a routing rule that differentiates the static content from the dynamic content,
another common scenario is to differentiate presentation requests from Web service requests.

In Active/Passive mode, typically there are two ARR servers in which one server processes the requests while the
other server stands by as a failover server. As noted above, while this configuration achieves high availability by
removing the single point of failure, it is not a scale out solution since the aggregate capacity of the content
servers is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In this setup, since two ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. First, install ARR
on both servers, then create the NLB cluster. The NLB cluster is configured to accept traffic on only one of the
cluster nodes. This is achieved by configuring the cluster port rules with single host filtering mode. The node
accepting the traffic is determined by the host priority setting of the NLB cluster nodes. Refer to NLB
configuration for more details.

With the exception of the host name affinity feature in ARR, there is no runtime state information that must be
shared between the two ARR servers. Therefore, for this scenario, no special configuration is needed on either
ARR or NLB. Even if you use the server affinity feature in ARR, the affinitized state information will be made
available to the passive server through a cookie in the request header.

This scenario is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

 

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.
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NLB configurationNLB configuration   

The NLB configuration is divided into the following steps:

1. Install the NLB feature on all ARR servers.
2. Create NLB cluster for ARR.
3. Configure NLB for active/passive deployment.

  Install the NLB feature on all ARR servers

1. Open Server Manager.

2. Expand Features.
3. Click Add Features.
4. In the Add Features Wizard, select Network Load Balancing.
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5. Click Install to confirm installation of the NLB feature.

6. Verify that the NLB feature installed successfully.
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7. Repeat the above steps on all ARR servers.

  Create NLB cluster for ARR

1. Verify that NLB is installed on all instances of ARR servers.
2. Go to Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools, and open the Network Load Balancing Manager.
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3. Right-click on Network Load Balancing Clusters, and then select New Cluster.

4. In the New Cluster dialog box, in the Host text box, type the server address of one of the ARR servers. If there
are multiple interfaces, type the server address that you want to create the NLB cluster on.
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5. In active/passive mode (single host mode in NLB), the priority determines the order in which failover takes
place. By default, the server with priority 1 is the active node.

6. The cluster IP, a virtual IP address, is needed. Click Add. This is the IP address that clients will communicate
with.
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7. Type the virtual IP address, and then click OK.

8. Click Next.

9. Accept the default values. For more detailed information, refer to the Appendix.
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10. Click Finish to complete the creation of the NLB cluster.

11. Now that the NLB cluster is created, you can add additional members to the cluster. Follow the remaining steps
on all additional member servers. In the Network Load Balancing Manager, right-click on the newly selected
cluster, and then select Add Host To Cluster.
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12. Type the server address of the member to be added. If there are multiple interfaces, select the one that should
be used by the NLB cluster.

13. Note that the priority assignment is mutually exclusive and unique among the member servers in the cluster. In
active/passive mode (single host mode in NLB), the priority determines the order of fail-over.
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14. Click Finish to add the member server to the cluster.

15. The Network Load Balancer Manager should look similar to the following:
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  Configure NLB for active/passive deployment

1. To configure NLB for active/passive deployment, in the Network Load Balancing Manager, right-click the
cluster, and then select Cluster Properties. Click on the Port Rules tab. Click Edit.

2. Select Single host, and then click OK.
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Option2: Active/ActiveOption2: Active/Active

ARR configurationARR configuration

NLB configurationNLB configuration

NLB is configured successfully to work in active/passive mode with ARR.

In Active/Active mode, you can have two or more ARR servers. This configuration achieves both high availability
and scalability, unlike the Active/Pass mode, which achieves only high availability.

As noted previously, since multiple ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The
major difference is how NLB is configured. In order to utilize all ARR servers at the same time, the NLB cluster
port rule is configured in multiple host mode.

Regardless of whether the affinity feature is enabled on NLB or not, no special configuration is needed on the ARR
servers. For one, the ARR servers use one shared configuration so that they are configured the same way.
Secondly, since ARR uses a client cookie to store the server affinity information for its own use, this information is
available per request and therefore available across the ARR servers. The recommendation for NLB is to set
affinity to none since it results in a more even load distribution.

This scenario is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

The ARR configuration for Active/Active is identical to that of Active/Passive. The main difference is how NLB is
configured.

Step 1: Enable shared configuration on two ARR servers.

Follow the steps in this document to set up shared configuration in IIS.

Step 2: Configure 3-tier deployment architecture using ARR.

Follow the steps in this document to configure ARR in 3-tier deployment architecture.
At a high level, the above document describes:

How to make static content available on the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for static content so that they are served directly from the ARR server.
How to write URL rewrite rules for dynamic content so that they are forwarded to the application
servers.
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The NLB configuration is divided into the following steps:

1. Install the NLB feature on all ARR servers.
2. Create NLB cluster for ARR.
3. Configure NLB for active/active deployment.

Install the NLB feature on all ARR servers: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-
and-nlb.md#install NLB).

Create NLB cluster for ARR: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-
nlb.md#create nlb).

 Configure NLB for active/active deployment.

1. To configure NLB for active/active deployment, in the Network Load Balancing Manager, right-click on the
cluster, and then select Cluster Properties. Click on the Port Rules tab. Click Edit.

2. Select Multiple host. For the Affinity setting, select None. As mentioned above, the recommendation is to not
use affinity in NLB since it will result in a better load distribution.
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Scenario 2: Shared hosting using host name affinity

NLB is configured successfully to work in active/active mode with ARR.

This scenario utilizes the host name affinity feature in ARR to enable a shared hosting deployment to:

Reduce the manual management and maintenance involved with traditional shared hosting deployment.
Maximize the existing server resources while ensuring that all server resources are evenly utilized.
Easily scale out the environment.
Create business opportunities to sell additional capacity.

For more information about shared hosting and ARR, refer to this document.

The following diagram illustrates the shared hosting environment using ARR:
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Option1: Active/PassiveOption1: Active/Passive
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NLB configurationNLB configuration

Option2: Active/Active in ARROption2: Active/Active in ARR

ARR configurationARR configuration

As noted previously, in Active/Passive mode, typically there are two ARR servers in which one server processes
the requests while the other server stands by as a failover server. While this configuration achieves high
availability by removing the single point of failure, it is not a scale out solution since the aggregate capacity of the
content servers is limited by the maximum capacity of one ARR server.

In this setup, since two ARR servers are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. The NLB cluster
is configured to accept traffic only on one of the cluster nodes. This is achieved by configuring the cluster rules
with single host filtering mode. The node accepting the traffic is determined by the host priority setting of the NLB
cluster nodes. Refer to NLB configuration for more details.

The host name affinity feature in ARR affinitizes the requests to a particular server (or a group of servers in RC)
based on the host name. The runtime state information of affinitized mapping between the host names and the
content servers is stored in memory within an instance of an ARR server. In the ARR Version 1 release, ARR
leverages Microsoft External Cache Version 1 for IIS to share and maintain this runtime state between multiple
ARR servers. More information about this scenario is available in this document.

This scenario is fully supported in the ARR Version 1 release.

 

Step 1: Configure ARR for shared hosting with host name affinity.

Follow the steps in this document to configure the host name affinity feature in ARR for shared hosting.

Step 2: Enable and configure External Cache.

Follow the steps in this document to enable and configure External Cache.

The NLB configuration is divided into the following steps:

1. Install the NLB feature.
2. Create NLB cluster for ARR.
3. Configure NLB for active/passive deployment.

Install the NLB feature: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-nlb.md#Install
NLB features).

Create NLB cluster for ARR: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-
nlb.md#Create NLB cluster for ARR).

Configure NLB for active/passive deployment: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-
scalability-arr-and-nlb.md#Configure NLB for active/passive).

In Active/Active mode, you can have two or more ARR servers. This configuration achieves both high availability
and scalability, unlike the Active/Passive mode, which achieves only high availability. Since multiple ARR servers
are configured the same way, a shared configuration is used. In order to utilize all ARR servers at the same time,
NLB is configured in multiple host mode. As noted previously, the runtime state information of affinitized
mapping between the host names and the content servers is stored in memory within an instance of an ARR
server. In order to share this information among multiple ARR servers, Microsoft External Cache for IIS is used.
For more information about External Cache, refer to this document.

The ARR configuration for Active/Active is identical to that of Active/Passive. The main difference is how NLB is
configured.

Step 1: Configure ARR for shared hosting with host name affinity.



NLB configurationNLB configuration

Summary

Appendix
Appendix A: All available HTTP headers and server variables for writing routing decision rulesAppendix A: All available HTTP headers and server variables for writing routing decision rules

ALL_HTTP ALL_RAW APPL_MD_PATH

APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH CERT_COOKIE CERT_FLAGS

CERT_ISSUER CERT_KEYSIZE CERT_SECRETKEYSIZE

CERT_SERIALNUMBER CERT_SERVER_ISSUER CERT_SERVER_SUBJECT

CERT_SUBJECT CONTENT_LENGTH CONTENT_TYPE

DOCUMENT_ROOT GATEWAY_INTERFACE HTTP_ACCEPT

HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE HTTP_CONNECTION

HTTP_CONTENT_LENGTH HTTP_HOST HTTP_IF_MODIFIED_SINCE

HTTP_IF_NONE_MATCH HTTP_REFERER HTTP_UA_CPU

HTTP_USER_AGENT HTTPS HTTPS_KEYSIZE

HTTPS_SECRETKEYSIZE HTTPS_SERVER_ISSUER HTTPS_SERVER_SUBJECT

INSTANCE_ID INSTANCE_META_PATH LOCAL_ADDR

Follow the steps in this document to configure the host name affinity feature in ARR for shared hosting.

Step 2: Enable and configure External Cache.

Follow the steps in this document to enable and configure External Cache.

The NLB configuration is divided into the following steps:

1. Install the NLB feature.
2. Create NLB cluster for ARR.
3. Configure NLB for active/active deployment.

Install the NLB feature: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-nlb.md#Install
NLB features).

Create NLB cluster for ARR: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-
nlb.md#Create NLB cluster for ARR).

Configure NLB for active/active deployment: Documented [here](achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-
arr-and-nlb.md#Configure NLB for active/active). The recommendation is to not use affinity in NLB for this ARR
scenario.

In this whitepaper, two main ARR scenarios were reviewed to achieve high availability and scalability by deploying
multiple ARR servers and using NLB.

 



PATH_INFO PATH_TRANSLATED QUERY_STRING

REMOTE_ADDR REMOTE_HOST REMOTE_PORT

REMOTE_USER REQUEST_FILENAME REQUEST_METHOD

REQUEST_URI SCRIPT_FILENAME SCRIPT_NAME

SERVER_ADDR SERVER_NAME SERVER_PORT

SERVER_PORT_SECURE SERVER_PROTOCOL SERVER_SOFTWARE

URL

ALL_HTTP ALL_RAW APPL_MD_PATH

 Appendix B: Additional NLB documentation

NLB Server Core instructions:

Install NLB feature: https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/3/5/6350896f-1e08-440b-9f24-
d50f5e9b2390/ServerCoredeepdive.ppt

NLB and SSL:

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/b8afa015-543d-4129-ac34-
f64d45f52c751033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/2f5d0612-75f9-4883-bf52-
d11c7cda907f1033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/1fa923cd-2d0b-4270-8433-
07d58b0f5d4b1033.mspx?mfr=true
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=313299

Other NLB links:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc782694.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc778263.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/323437
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/cf7a20f6-fd77-44be-8db1-
6590e3b711bb1033.mspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/890159/en-us
https://blogs.msdn.com/clustering

https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/3/5/6350896f-1e08-440b-9f24-d50f5e9b2390/ServerCoredeepdive.ppt
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/b8afa015-543d-4129-ac34-f64d45f52c751033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/2f5d0612-75f9-4883-bf52-d11c7cda907f1033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/1fa923cd-2d0b-4270-8433-07d58b0f5d4b1033.mspx?mfr=true
https://support.microsoft.com/?id=313299
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc782694.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc778263.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/323437
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/cf7a20f6-fd77-44be-8db1-6590e3b711bb1033.mspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/890159/en-us
https://blogs.msdn.com/clustering
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This topic leads you through the steps to configure Microsoft External Cache for IIS 7.0 and above, which can be
used to manage the host name affinity data between multiple instances of Application Request Routing (ARR)
servers.

Note that the External Cache for IIS is only required if:

1. The host name affinity feature is used.
2. There is more than one ARR server being used in the environment.

External Cache is a disk-based cache module for IIS.

To configure and use Microsoft External Cache for IIS with Application Request Routing:

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

Minimum of two IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer installations.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules (which includes Microsoft External
Cache Version 1).
Minimum of two application servers with working sites and applications.
One file share where ARR can read and write files.

If the Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, download it at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/using-multiple-instances-of-application-request-routing-arr-servers.md
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Step 1 - Enable External Cache.

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

You must have at least two ARR servers and two application servers. You can use a shared configuration to keep
the ARR servers configured the same way, and use another shared configuration to keep the application servers
in sync. For more information about shared configuration, refer to this article.

As another prerequisite, you must have defined and configured a server farm using the steps outlined in Define
and Configure an Application Request Routing (ARR) Server Group.

To enable External Cache using the UI:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the server farm that has been created for this walkthrough.
3. The following icons are shown:

4. Double-click Server Affinity.
5. As mentioned above, External Cache is needed only if host name affinity is used and there are multiple

instances of ARR. Therefore, ensure that the Use host name checkbox is selected.

6. Select the Use external cache checkbox to enable External Cache. The File share path text box is a required
field, and specifies where the ARR servers will access to maintain the host name affinity state between the
ARR servers.

https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712
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Summary

7. Repeat the steps above on all ARR servers.
8. To verify that the feature works, send a request with a specific host name to one of the ARR servers. Make a

note of which application server this host name is affinitized to. Send the same request to the remaining ARR
servers. Regardless of which ARR server is handling the requests with this host name, they all should be
routed to the same application server.

9. You may also want to verify the file share where the data is being written.

To enable External Cache using the command-line:

1. Open a command prompt with administrator privileges.
2. Navigate to %windir%\system32\inetsrv .

appcmd.exe set config  -section:webFarms 
/[name='myServerFarm'].applicationRequestRouting.affinity.useHostName:"True"  /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/externalCache/diskCache 
/[name='ARRCache'].path:"\\wonyoo-w2k8-3\IISShared" /[name='ARRCache'].userName:"redmond\wonyoo" 
/[name='ARRCache'].password:"********"  /commit:apphost

3. To enable host name affinity, enter (the example below uses myServerFarm as the name of the server
farm):

4. To enable and configure External Cache, enter the following script (the example below uses the same
values as the ones used in the UI steps above). Enter your password in place of ********:

You have now successfully enabled and configured Microsoft External Cache for IIS to be used with the host
name affinity feature in Application Request Routing. For more information about achieving high availability at
the ARR tier, refer to:

Achieving high availability and scalability: ARR and hardware load balancer.
Achieving high availability and scalability: ARR and NLB.
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In ARR Version 1, there are two host name affinity providers:

1. Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameRoundRobin
2. Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory

Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameRoundRobin provider does not have any dependency on the application servers.
When this provider is used, ARR simply allocates and affinitizes host names in a round robin fashion.

However, Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory provider requires certain permissions to be granted on the
application servers so that ARR server is able to query the necessary memory relation performance counters to
compute where to affinitize the host names.

This walk through is designed to guide the reader the changes that are needed on the application servers when
Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory provider is used.

The host name affinity providers are applicable only when ARR is configured to be used for shared hosting scenarios.

Successfully configure ARR and the application servers in the server farm to use
Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory provider.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 and dependent modules.
ARR is configured for shared hosting scenarios.

If the Application Request Routing Version 1 has not been installed, download it at:

Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x86) here.
Download Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 1 for IIS 7 (x64) here.

Follow the steps outlined in this document to install Application Request Routing.

The following steps are to be performed on all the application servers in the server farm. More explicitly, these
changes are not needed on the ARR server(s).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/how-to-configure-wmi-service-on-application-servers-for-hostnamememory-affinity-provider.md
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1709
https://iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&g=6&i=1712


Step 1 - Enable COM Security
1. Open a command prompt as an administrator.
2. Type dcomcnfg.
3. Navigate to Component Services -> Computers -> My Computer.
4. Right click on My Computer and select Properties:

5. Select COM Security tab:
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Step 2 - Add user to Performance Monitor Users group

7. Click on OK to save the changes.

6. Under Launch and Activate Permissions, select Edit Limits. Add the account of the worker process
where ARR uses and allow:

Local Launch
Remote Launch
Remote Activation
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Step 3 - WMI Control

1. Open a command prompt as an administrator.
2. Type compmgmt.

5. Click on OK to save the changes.

3. Navigate to Computer Management -> System Tools -> Local Users and Groups -> Groups:

4. Select Performance Monitor Users group and add account of the worker process that ARR uses:

1. On the same Computer Management console, navigate to Services and Applications and select WMI
Control:
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2. Right click on WMI Control and select Properties. Select Security tab:

3. Navigate to Root -> CIMV2 and select CIMV2:
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Step 4 - Test configuration on ARR

5. Click on OK to save the changes.

4. Click on Security and add account of the worker process that ARR uses. Allow the following permissions:

Execute Methods
Enable Account
Remote Enable

1. After making the configuration changes on all application servers in the server farm (steps 1 through 3), test
the configuration on ARR server.

2. Open IIS Manager.
3. Select the server farm that is configured for host name affinity.
4. Select Server Affinity icon.
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5. Select Microsoft.Web.Arr.HostNameMemory provider under Host name affinity provider and select
Apply:

6. Note that the Test... button appears only after the change is applied. This is because the test must
impersonate the identity of the worker process. Ensure that the test passes:
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by Jim van de Erve

This article will show you how to use the Application Request Routing (ARR) and URL Rewrite features of Internet
Information Services (IIS) to implement a forward proxy server.

Application Request Routing is a feature of IIS that enables you to control Internet traffic using a proxy server. A
proxy server acts as a single point of contact serving clients on the request side or Web server workers on the
response side. On the request side, the proxy accepts a request from one of multiple clients, and forwards it to the
Internet. To the Internet the request appears to be coming from the proxy, rather than from the client. On the
response side, the proxy accepts a request from the Internet, and distributes it to one of multiple workers. To the
Internet the request appears to be processed and a response appears to be generated by the proxy server itself,
rather than from one of the backend workers.

The first type of proxy server, the one that handles an outbound request from a client, forwards it to the Internet,
and returns the generated response to the client, is called a forward proxy. The second type of proxy server, the
one that handles an incoming request from the Internet, forwards it to a backend worker, and returns the response
to the Internet, is called a reverse proxy.

Forward proxies and reverse proxies have significantly different functions, but they both do the same fundamental
action of serving as the proxy for a requester or responder. In both cases, the proxy server isolates the private
network from the Internet, enabling you to take measures to improve security. In both cases, the proxy processes
requests and responses, enabling it to perform operations on the traffic that can improve performance by using
caching or compression, guard against attacks, and filter information.

When ARR serves as a forward proxy, it is part of an internal network (or intranet) of client computers. The proxy
uses a URL Rewrite rule to pass requests from clients through to the Internet. ARR as a forward proxy can be used
to improve bandwidth usage and performance by caching; however, it is not suitable as a full-fledged, commercial-

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-arr/creating-a-forward-proxy-using-application-request-routing.md
https://twitter.com/jimvde


Installing and Configuring ARR as a Forward Proxy
PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Install ARRInstall ARR

grade forward proxy.

Note that ARR processes only HTTP traffic, not other protocols. ARR does not support the HTTP CONNECT verb,
and as a result, does not support forwarding HTTPS traffic.

When it receives a request from one of the clients naming the target Web server, the forward proxy server
processes the request as follows and forwards it through the firewall to the Internet:

1. The forward proxy server receives the request from a client, and checks its validity.
2. If the request is valid, ARR checks its cache to see if the response already resides there. If it finds the response,

ARR returns it to the client without sending the request to the Internet.
3. If ARR does not find the response in the cache, the proxy server sends the request through the firewall to an

Internet connection, and to the content server that has the information.
4. When the request is fulfilled by the content server, the response is returned over the Internet to the forward

proxy server. ARR can be configured to cache the response.

The forward proxy provides the following advantages:

Improves performance and lessens network traffic by caching information that is requested regularly (if
enabled). It caches the response for the first requester, and when subsequent clients request the same content,
they are given the content from the cache. The response is not requested again from the content server.
Helps improve network security by ensuring that requests are valid.
Improves performance by using IIS compression (if enabled).
Supports filtering to ensure that policies are met, using URL Rewrite.

To set up a forward proxy server using ARR, you must have the following:

IIS 7.0 or above on Windows 2008 (any SKU) or newer with Tracing role service installed for IIS.
Microsoft Application Request Routing Version 3 and dependent modules
Minimum of one worker server with working sites and applications.

If Application Request Routing Version 3 has not been installed, it is available for download here. The download
site displayed by this link includes installation instructions.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=39715


Install URL RewriteInstall URL Rewrite

Configure ARR as a Forward ProxyConfigure ARR as a Forward Proxy

Install the URL Rewrite module for IIS through the Server Manager. For more information, see Installing IIS 8.5 on
Windows Server 2012 R2.

To enable ARR as a proxy, and to create a URL Rewrite rule to enable ARR as a forward proxy, proceed as follows:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the server.
3. In the server pane, double-click Application Request Routing Cache.

4. In the Actions pane, click Server Proxy Settings.

5. On the Application Request Routing page, select Enable proxy.



6. In the Actions pane, click Apply. This enables ARR as a proxy at the server level.

7. To start the process of turning ARR into a forward proxy, click on the server node in the Connections pane.
8. In the server pane, double-click URL Rewrite.



9. In the Actions pane, click Add Rule(s).

10. In the Add Rule dialog box, double-click Blank Rule. 



12. Scroll down to the Conditions area of the Edit Inbound Rule dialog box, and then click Add…. 

11. In the Edit Inbound Rule dialog box, enter "Forward Proxy" for Name. In the Match URL area, enter the
following:

Using: Wildcards
Pattern: *

13. In the Add Condition dialog box, select or enter the following:

Condition Input: {HTTP_HOST}
Type: Matches the Pattern
Pattern: *



NOTENOTE

16. Configure the proxy settings as appropriate in your applications, browsers, etc.

14. Scroll down to the Action area of the Edit Inbound Rule dialog box, and then enter the following:

Action Type: Rewrite
Rewrite URL: http://{C:1}/{R:0}

15. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

This rule enables HTTP messages to pass through the forward proxy. HTTPS (443) messages are not supported on
this forward proxy because ARR does not support HTTP CONNECT.
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Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :Tools Used in this Troubleshooter :

Overview

Understand the Architecture of the Farm

<diskCache> 
 <driveLocation path="E:\temp$\arrcache" maxUsage="100" />            
</diskCache>

by Apurva Joshi

ARR Helper
Failed Request Tracing (FREB)
IIS Advanced Logging
Network Monitor

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

In this walkthrough we will trace a request as it passes through ARR and is sent to next tier server and examine the
data that can be gathered to identify the request where it was sent and ultimately where it was served from.

The first step is to understand the architecture of the environment including the following. Without knowledge of
this it would be impossible to devise any sort of logical action plan when troubleshooting.

ARR Farm topology (how many servers, how routing is configured, other devices)
URL Rewrite rules in place

For the purposes of this walkthrough we are going to use the following configuration.

Disk Cache Configuration:

One local drive with 100GB maximum size configured.

Global Cache Control Rules:

This rule is defined as Cache for 60 minutes when no cache control directive exists.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-cache-items-arr-v2.md
https://github.com/apurvajo


<rule name="ARR_CacheControl_b5aec65d-6327-407f-a28c-b34e48c5cda2" enabled="true" patternSyntax="Wildcard"> 
     <match url="*" />     
       <serverVariables>        
         <set name="ARR_CACHE_CONTROL_OVERRIDE" value="0,max-age=3600" />         
       </serverVariables>
</rule>

Build a Data Gathering Plan

Gather the Data

X-ARR-CACHE-HIT=0

0 =  Cache miss, 1 = Cache hit

X-ARR-LOG-ID=62a3161c-b4f5-408e-9ce7-55d25c018aea

Guid identifying this request. This can be used to track as the request is passed to Parent nodes.

In this section we will step though the flow of cache hits and misses as this passes through ARR and identify tools
or logs we might use to inspect the requests. The following steps outline the request flow for content not
previously cached using the configuration above as our reference and the tools we would use at each step.

The requested content is not found at the next tier cache node (neither in memory nor on disk): Repeat steps 2
as many times as appropriate based on cache hierarchy.

The requested content is not found locally (neither in memory nor on disk on child node).

Freb Logs
IIS built in logging
Network Monitor

The request is forwarded to the next tier cache node (parent node).

Freb Logs
IIS Advanced Logging module
IIS built in logging
Network Monitor

The request is forwarded to the origin server.

Freb Logs
IIS built in logging
Network Monitor

The requested content is not found locally (neither in memory nor on disk).

Here we can identify a cache hit/miss in either the IIS Logs or Freb logs. The Freb logs provide additional details
such as where the request was routed which will be important if there are multiple down level servers.

IIS Log Entry: You will find the following entries in the CS—uri-Query field identifying the cache hit or miss and
the guid for the request you which can be used to identify the request on down level servers.

FREB Log: The cache miss is found by the entry ARR_DISK_CACHE_GET_FAILED.



R ARR_DISK_CACHE_GET_FAILED WARNING

FILEPATH="\?
\C:\ARRCACHE\LOCALHOST\IISSTART.HTM.
FULL", ERRORCODE="THE SYSTEM CANNOT
FIND THE FILE SPECIFIED. (0X80070002)",
ISRANGEENTRY="FALSE",
RANGEOFFSET="0",
RANGESEGMENTSIZE="0"

I ARR_SERVER_ROUTED

ROUTINGREASON="LOADBALANCING",
SERVER="W2K8WEBSERVER2",
STATE="ACTIVE", TOTALREQUESTS="8",
FAILEDREQUESTS="0",
CURRENTREQUESTS="1",
BYTESSENT="1127",
BYTESRECEIVED="6441379",
RESPONSETIME="31351"

GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER
HEADERNAME="MAX-FORWARDS", HEADERVALUE="10",
REPLACE="TRUE"

GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-Forwarded-For",
HeaderValue="127.0.0.1:62489", Replace="true"

GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-SSL", HeaderValue="", Replace="true"

GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-ClientCert", HeaderValue="",
Replace="true"

GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-LOG-ID", HeaderValue="fe9d20da-
a571-4451-8ef3-0e7faf1a463a", Replace="true"

I GENERAL_REQUEST_HEADERS

HEADERS="CONNECTION: KEEP-ALIVE
ACCEPT: */* HOST: LOCALHOST MAX-
FORWARDS: 10 X-ORIGINAL-URL:
/IISSTART.HTM X-FORWARDED-FOR:
127.0.0.1:62489 X-ARR-LOG-ID: FE9D20DA-
A571-4451-8EF3-0E7FAF1A463A

Identify the Server that the request is being routed to. Here we can see the request being sent to server
W2K8WEBSERVER2 so we know that will be our next level server for data review.

The following headers are added to the request for forwarding. If some names are different than the defaults X-
Forwarded-For, X-ARR-ClientCert and X-ARR-LOG-ID they may have been customized in Server Farm proxy
settings.

The request is forwarded to the next tier cache node (parent node)

In the previous step we identified this server as W2K8WEBSERVER2 so we will examine the following data on
this server. As in the previous steps there are multiple data points that can be used. Using X-ARR-LOG-ID we can
identify the request reached this server.

FREB Logs: The request can be identified by the X-ARR-LOG-ID sent from the child node. We identified this as
"fe9d20da-a571-4451-8ef3-0e7faf1a463a" in the last step.

IIS Advanced Logging Module: Using Advanced logging we can add custom logging fields based on the
headers X-Forwarded-For and X-ARR-LOG-ID and then used filtering to only log when these headers are present.



#Software: IIS Advanced Logging Module
#Version: 1.0
#Start-Date: 2009-10-16 18:42:51.494
#Filter: ((ARRLogID isPresent ) || (xforward isPresent ))
#Fields:  date time cs-uri-stem cs-uri-query s-contentpath sc-status s-computername cs(Referer) sc-win32-status 
sc-bytes cs-bytes X-ARR-LOG-ID X-Forwarded-For

2009-10-16 18:51:29.983 /iisstart.htm - "C:\inetpub\wwwroot\iisstart.htm" 200 "W2K8WEBSERVER2" - 0 1680 219 
"fe9d20da-a571-4451-8ef3-0e7faf1a463a" "127.0.0.1:62489"

NOTENOTE

Troubleshooting Cache Failures

LOG NAME: APPLICATION

Source: Application Request Routing

Network Monitor: Again we could use the trace to identify the X-ARR-LOG-ID and X-Forwarded-For if we are
tracing a particular request.

ARR Helper: This module adds the X-Forwarded-For to the C-IP field and the X-ARR-LOG-ID to the cs-uri-query
field of the default IIS logs.

The ArrHelper is not currently supported by Microsoft

Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for Multiple Levels of Cache.

If the server Parent Node W2K8WEBSERVER2 is also configured with ARR and caching features then we would
again look at the IISLOGS/FREB to see if there was cache Hit/Miss and where to go based on that finding.

Request is forwarded to the Origin Server

This step can be treated as a normal http/s request and can be tracked with the following tools.

Network Monitor: Capture traces on the Origin server to verify receipt of the request
IIS Logs: Check IIS logs for Http Response codes for the content you are tracing
IIS FREB Logs: If the request was found in the Network trace and the Http response code was not a 200 you
may want to use FREBagain to troubleshoot the issue.

Check Cache-Control Headers

Verify Cache-Control headers received from client. This can be done in conjunction with checking the Cache
control Rules since they can be configured to override headers.

Review Cache-Control Rules in ARR

Check the Cache Control Rules in ARR to verify ARR caching is enabled.

Verify HTTP.SYS settings

Check reasons content is not cached by HTTP.sys in kernel HERE

Disk Cache Failures

Arr will log events to the Application event log when disk failures occur and mark the disk as unhealthy.

https://blogs.iis.net/anilr/archive/2009/03/03/client-ip-not-logged-on-content-server-when-using-arr.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/817445


Date: 11/2/2009 5:26:59 PM

Event ID: 1006

Task Category: None

Level: Warning

Keywords: Classic

User: N/A

Computer:

Description: Drive with path '\?\E:\temp$\arrcache' is being marked unhealthy. The data contains the error code.

Event Xml:

LOG NAME: APPLICATION

Other ResourcesOther Resources
ARR Helper
Reasons content is not cached by HTTP.sys in kernel
Network Monitor
IIS Advance Logging

https://blogs.iis.net/anilr/archive/2009/03/03/client-ip-not-logged-on-content-server-when-using-arr.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/817445
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/933741
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/advanced-logging
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HTTP 502 - Overview

502.3 Timeout Errors502.3 Timeout Errors

SC-STATUS SC-SUBSTATUS SC-WIN32-STATUS TIME-TAKEN

502 3 12002 29889

by Richard Marr

IIS Failed Request Tracing
Network Monitor
Winhttp Tracing

This material is provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft makes no warranties, express or implied.

When working with IIS Application Request Routing (ARR) deployments, one of the errors that you may see is
"HTTP 502 - Bad Gateway". The 502.3 error means that - while acting as a proxy - ARR was unable to complete the
request to the upstream server and send a response back to the client. This can happen for multiple reasons - for
example: failure to connect to the server, no response from the server, or the server took too long to respond (time
out). If you are able to reproduce the error by browsing the web farm from the controller, and detailed errors are
enabled on the server, you may see an error similar to the following:

Figure 1 (Click image to expand)

The root cause of the error will determine the actions you should take to resolve the issue.

The error code in the screenshot above is significant because it contains the return code from WinHTTP, which is
what ARR uses to proxy the request and identifies the reason for the failure.

You can decode the error code with a tool like err.exe. In this example, the error code maps to
ERROR_WINHTTP_TIMEOUT. You can also find this information in the IIS logs for the associated website on the
ARR controller. The following is an excerpt from the IIS log entry for the 502.3 error, with most of the fields
trimmed for readability:

The win32 status 12002 maps to the same ERROR_WINHTTP_TIMEOUT error reported in the error page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr.md
https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot/diagnosing-http-errors/how-to-use-http-detailed-errors-in-iis
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr/_static/image1.png
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=985


What exactly timed-out?What exactly timed-out?

77. ARR_SERVER_ROUTED

ROUTINGREASON="LOADBALANCING",
SERVER="192.168.0.216", STATE="ACTIVE",
TOTALREQUESTS="3",
FAILEDREQUESTS="2",
CURRENTREQUESTS="1",
BYTESSENT="648", BYTESRECEIVED="0",
RESPONSETIME="15225" 16:50:21.033

78. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="Max-Forwards",
HeaderValue="10", Replace="true"
16:50:21.033

79. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-Forwarded-For",
HeaderValue="192.168.0.204:49247",
Replace="true" 16:50:21.033

80. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-SSL",
HeaderValue="", Replace="true"
16:50:21.033

81. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-ClientCert",
HeaderValue="", Replace="true"
16:50:21.033

82. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="X-ARR-LOG-ID",
HeaderValue="dbf06c50-adb0-4141-
8c04-20bc2f193a61", Replace="true"
16:50:21.033

83. GENERAL_SET_REQUEST_HEADER HeaderName="Connection",
HeaderValue="", Replace="true"
16:50:21.033

185.

GENERAL_REQUEST_HEADERS HEADERS="CONNECTION: KEEP-
ALIVE CONTENT-LENGTH: 0 ACCEPT: */* ACCEPT-ENCODING: GZIP,
DEFLATE ACCEPT-LANGUAGE: EN-US HOST: TEST MAX-FORWARDS:
10 USER-AGENT: MOZILLA/4.0 (COMPATIBLE; MSIE 8.0; WINDOWS
NT 6.1; WOW64; TRIDENT/4.0) X-ORIGINAL-URL: /TIME/ X-
FORWARDED-FOR: 192.168.0.204:49247 X-ARR-LOG-ID: DBF06C50-
ADB0-4141-8C04-20BC2F193A61

<multiple entries skipped for brevity>

345. GENERAL_FLUSH_RESPONSE_END BytesSent="0",
ErrorCode="An operation was attempted on a nonexistent
network connection. (0x800704cd)" 16:51:06.240

We investigate this a bit further by enabling Failed Request Tracing on the IIS server. The first thing we can see in
the failed request trace log is where the request was sent to in the ARR_SERVER_ROUTED event. The second item
I have highlighted is what you can use to track the request on the target server, the X-ARR-LOG-ID. This will help if
you are tracing the target or destination of the HTTP request:

The following example shows how this might look on the target server's Failed Request Tracing logs; you can
validate that you have found the correct request by matching up the "X-ARR-LOG_ID" values in both traces.

In the above example, we can see that the ARR server disconnected before the HTTP response was sent. The
timestamp for GENERAL_FLUSH_RESPONSE_END can be used as a rough guide to find the corresponding entry
in the IIS logs on the destination server.

https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshooting-failed-requests-using-tracing-in-iis


DATE TIME S-IP
CS-
METHOD

CS-
URI-
STEM

CS-
URI-
QUERY S-PORT

CS-
USERNAME

SC-
STATUS

SC-
SUBSTATUS

SC-
WIN32-
STATUS

TIME-
TAKEN

2011-
07-18

16:51:06 92.168.0.216GET /time/ - 80 - 200 0 64 45208

What happened?What happened?

502.3 Connection Termination Errors502.3 Connection Termination Errors

Note that IIS on the destination server logged an HTTP 200 status code, indicating that the request completed
successfully. Also note that the win32 status has changed to 64, which maps to ERROR_NETNAME_DELETED.
This generally indicates that the client (ARR being the 'client' in this case) had disconnected before the request
completed.

Only the ARR server is reporting a timeout, so that is where we should look first.

In the IIS log entry from the ARR server, we can see that the time-taken is very close to 30 seconds, but the
member server log shows that it took 45 seconds (45208 ms) to send the response. This suggests that ARR is
timing the request out, and if we check the proxy timeout in the server farm's proxy settings, we will see that it is
set to 30 seconds by default.

So in this case we can clearly see that the ARR timeout was shorter than the execution of the request. Therefore,
you would want to investigate whether this execution time was normal or whether you would need to look at why
the request was taking longer than expected. If this execution time was expected and normal, increasing the ARR
timeout should resolve the error.

Other possible reasons for ERROR_WINHTTP_TIMEOUT include:

ResolveTimeout: This occurs if name resolution takes longer than the specified timeout period.
ConnectTimeout: This occurs if it takes longer than the specified timeout period to connect to the server after
the name resolved.
SendTimeout: If sending a request takes longer than this time-out value, the send operation is canceled.
ReceiveTimeout: If a response takes longer than this time-out value, the request is canceled.

Looking at the first two examples, ResolveTimeout and ConnectTimeout, the troubleshooting methodology
outlined above would not work. This is because you would not see any traffic on the target server and therefore
would not know the error code. Thus in this case of ResolveTimeout or ConnectTimeout you would want to capture
a WinHTTP trace for additional insight. See the WinHTTP/WEBIO Tracing section of this troubleshooter as well as
the following blogs for additional examples on troubleshooting and tracing:

502.3 Bad Gateway "The operation timed out" with IIS Application Request Routing (ARR)
Winhttp Tracing Options for Troubleshooting with Application Request Routing

502.3 errors are also returned when the connection between ARR and the member server is disconnected mid-
stream. To test this type of problem, create a simple .aspx page that calls Response.Close(). In the following example
there is a directory called "time" which is configured with a simple aspx page as the default document of that
directory. When browsing to the directory, ARR will display this error:

https://blogs.iis.net/richma/archive/2010/07/03/502-3-bad-gateway-the-operation-timed-out-with-iis-application-request-routing-arr.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/richma/archive/2012/08/24/winhttp-tracing-options-for-troubleshooting-with-application-request-routing.aspx


HTTP/1.1 GET /time/ - 1 Connection_Dropped DefaultAppPool

502.4 No appropriate server could be found to route the request502.4 No appropriate server could be found to route the request

Figure 2 (Click image to expand)

The error 0x80072efe corresponds to ERROR_INTERNET_CONNECTION_ABORTED. The request can be traced
to the server that actually processed it using the same steps used earlier in this troubleshooter, with one exception;
while Failed Request Tracing on the destination server shows the request was processed on the server, the
associated log entry does not appear in the IIS logs. Instead, this request is logged in the HTTPERR log as follows:

The built-in logs on the destination server do not provide any additional information about the problem, so the
next step would be to gather a network trace from the ARR server. In the example above, the .aspx page called
Response.Close() without returning any data. Viewing this in a network trace would show that a Connection:
close HTTP header was coming from the destination server. With this information you could now start an
investigation into why the Connection: close header was sent.

The error below is another example of an invalid response from the member server:

Figure 3 (Click image to expand)

In this example, ARR started to receive data from the client but something went wrong while reading the request
entity body. This results in the 0x80072f78 error code being returned. To investigate further, use Network Monitor
on the member server to get a network trace of the problem. This particular error example was created by calling
Response.Close() in the ASP.net page after sending part of the response and then calling Response.Flush(). If the
traffic between the ARR server and the member servers is over SSL, then WinHTTP tracing on Windows Server
2008 or WebIO tracing on Windows Server 2008 R2 may provide additional information. WebIO tracing is
described later in this troubleshooter.

The HTTP 502.4 error with an associated error code of 0x00000000 generally indicates that all the members of the

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr/_static/image3.png
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr/_static/image5.png
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc731131(WS.10).aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/jpsanders/archive/2009/08/24/using-netsh-to-analyze-wininet-problems-in-windows-7.aspx


WinHTTP/WebIO TracingWinHTTP/WebIO Tracing

netsh trace start scenario=internetclient capture=yes persistent=no level=verbose tracefile=c:\temp\net.etl

netsh trace stop

farm are either offline, or otherwise unreachable.

Figure 4 (Click image to expand)

The first step is to verify that the member servers are actually online. To check this, go to the "servers" node under
the farm in the IIS Manager.

Figure 5 (Click image to expand)

Servers that are offline can be brought back online by right-clicking on the server name and choosing "Add to
Load Balancing". If you cannot bring the servers back online, verify the member servers are reachable from the
ARR server. The "trace Messages" pane on the "servers" page may also provide some clues about the problem. If
you are using Web Farm Framework (WFF) 2.0, you may receive this error if the application pool restarts. You will
need to restart the Web Farm Service to recover.

Usually, Network Monitor will provide you with the information you need to identify exactly what is timing out,
however there are times (such as when the traffic is SSL encrypted) that you will need to try a different approach.
On Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008R2 you can enable WinHTTP tracing using the netsh tool by running the
following command from an administrative command prompt:

Then, reproduce the problem. Once the problem is reproduced, stop the tracing by running the following
command from the command prompt:

The stop command will take a few seconds to finish. When it is done, you will find a net.etl file and a net.cab file in 
C:\temp . The .cab file contains event logs and additional data that may prove helpful in analyzing the .etl file.

To analyze the log, open it in Netmon 3.4 or later. Make sure you have set up your parser profile as described here.
Scroll through the trace until you find the w3wp.exe instance where ARR is running by correlating with the "UT

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr/_static/image7.png
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/troubleshooting-application-request-routing/troubleshooting-502-errors-in-arr/_static/image9.png
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/jpsanders/archive/2009/08/24/using-netsh-to-analyze-wininet-problems-in-windows-7.aspx


UTProcessName == "w3wp.exe (1432)

UTProcessName == "w3wp.exe (<pid>)" AND ProtocolName == "WINHTTP_MicrosoftWindowsWinHttp"

336 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380453
W3WP.EXE
(1432)

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:1
2:32:23.123
::SYS-RECVER
STARTS IN
_INIT STATE

337 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380489 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123
::current
thread is not
impersonating

340 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380584 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123 ::sys-
recver
processing
WebReceiveHt
tpResponse
completion
(error-cdoe =
? (0x5b4),
overlapped =
003728F0))

341 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380606 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123 ::sys-
recver failed to
receive
headers; error
= ? (1460)

process name" column. Right click on w3wp and choose "Add UT Process name to display filter". This will set the
display filter similar to:

You can further filter the results by changing it to the following:

You will need to scroll through the output until you find the timeout error. In the example below, a request timed
out because it took more than 30 seconds (ARR's default timeout) to run.



342 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380800 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123
::ERROR_WIN
HTTP_FROM_
WIN32
mapped (?)
1460 to
(ERROR_WINH
TTP_TIMEOUT
) 12002

343 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380829 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123 ::sys-
recver
returning
ERROR_WINH
TTP_TIMEOUT
(12002) from
RecvResponse(
)

344 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380862 w3wp.exe
(1432)

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:3
2:23.123 ::sys-
req completes
recv-headers
inline (sync);
error =
ERROR_WINH
TTP_TIMEOUT
(12002)

336 2:32:22 PM 7/22/2011 32.6380453
W3WP.EXE
(1432)

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:1
2:32:23.123
::SYS-RECVER
STARTS IN
_INIT STATE

42 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9279133

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:1
2:26:39.704
::WINHTTPRECE
IVERESPONSE(0
X11D23D0,
0X0)

{WINHTTP_MIC
ROSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:4,
NETEVENT:3}

43 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9279633 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704 ::sys-
recver starts
in _INIT state

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

In this next example, the content server was completely offline:



44 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9280469 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704
::current
thread is not
impersonating

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

45 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9280776 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704 ::sys-
recver
processing
WebReceiveHt
tpResponse
completion
(error-cdoe =
WSAETIMEDO
UT (0x274c),
overlapped =
003728F0))

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

46 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9280802 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704 ::sys-
recver failed to
receive
headers; error
=
WSAETIMEDO
UT (10060)

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

47 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9280926 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704
::ERROR_WIN
HTTP_FROM_
WIN32
mapped
(WSAETIMED
OUT) 10060
to
(ERROR_WINH
TTP_TIMEOUT
) 12002

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

42 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9279133

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:1
2:26:39.704
::WINHTTPRECE
IVERESPONSE(0
X11D23D0,
0X0)

{WINHTTP_MIC
ROSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:4,
NETEVENT:3}



48 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9280955 WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp

WINHTTP_Mic
rosoftWindow
sWinHttp:12:2
6:39.704 ::sys-
recver
returning
ERROR_WINH
TTP_TIMEOUT
(12002) from
RecvResponse(
)

{WINHTTP_Mi
crosoftWindo
wsWinHttp:4,
NetEvent:3}

42 2:26:39 PM 7/22/2011 18.9279133

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP

WINHTTP_MICR
OSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:1
2:26:39.704
::WINHTTPRECE
IVERESPONSE(0
X11D23D0,
0X0)

{WINHTTP_MIC
ROSOFTWINDO
WSWINHTTP:4,
NETEVENT:3}

Other ResourcesOther Resources
ERR.EXE
Winhttp Error Codes
Failed Request Tracing
Winhttp Tracing
Network Monitor

https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=985
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa383770(VS.85).aspx
https://www.iis.net/learn/troubleshoot/using-failed-request-tracing/troubleshooting-failed-requests-using-tracing-in-iis
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc731131(WS.10).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?displaylang=en&id=4865
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by Ruslan Yakushev

This video demonstrates how Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS 7.0 and above can be used to accomplish
common URL manipulation tasks: Enabling user friendly and search engine friendly URLs for dynamic web pages
Enforcing canonical host names for web sites Using rewrite maps Blocking unwanted requests

▶ Watch video (28 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/url-rewrite-module-video-walkthrough.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/url-rewrite-module-video-walkthrough


Using the URL Rewrite Module
4/20/2017 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

About the URL Rewrite module

URL Rewrite 2.0 features

by Ruslan Yakushev

The Microsoft URL Rewrite Module 2.0 for IIS 7 and above enables IIS administrators to create powerful
customized rules to map request URLs to friendly URLs that are easier for users to remember and easier for
search engines to find. You can use the URL Rewrite module to perform URL manipulation tasks, some of which
include:

Define powerful rules to transform complex URLs into simple and consistent Web addresses.
Easily replace Web application URLs to produce user and search engine friendly results.
Rewrite URLs based on HTTP headers and IIS server variables.
Perform redirects, send custom responses, or stop HTTP requests based on the logic expressed in the rewrite
rules.
Control access to Web site content based on URL segments or request metadata.

The URL Rewrite module is available both as a download that you can install on your own IIS server, and on
Microsoft's Azure Web Sites cloud platform.

The Microsoft URL Rewrite module 2.0 includes the following key features:

Rules-based URL rewriting engine. Rewrite rules define the logic used to analyze request URLs and map
them to rewite URLs when the request URL matches a defined rule. Web server and site administrators can
use rewrite rule sets to define URL rewriting logic.
Regular expression pattern matching. Rewrite rules can use regular expression syntax for pattern
matching as defined in ECMA-262.
Wildcard pattern matching. Rewrite rules can use wildcard syntax for pattern matching.
Global and distributed rewrite rules. URL Rewrite uses global rules to define server-wide URL rewriting
logic. These rules are defined within the applicationHost.config file, and they supercede rules configured at
lower levels in the configuration hierarchy. The module also uses distributed rules to define URL rewrite logic
specific to a particular configuration scope. This type of rule can be defined on any configuration level by
using Web.config files.
Access to server variables and HTTP headers. Server variables and HTTP headers provide additional
information about current HTTP requests. This information can be used to configure rewrite rules or to
compose the output URL.
Various rule actions. Instead of rewriting a URL, a rule may perform other actions, such as issue an HTTP
redirect, abort the request, or send a custom status code to HTTP clients.
Support for IIS kernel mode and user mode output caching. IIS output caching provides significant
performance improvements for Web applications. The URL Rewrite module is fully compatible with both
types of output caching. This means that it is possible to safely cache responses for rewritten URL's and thus
boost the performance of Web applications that rely on URL rewriting.
String manipulation functions. Built-in string manipulation functions can be used to convert URLs to
lowercase and to perform URL encoding and decoding.
Rewrite maps. A rewrite map is an arbitrary collection of name-value pairs. You can use a rewrite map within

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-the-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/
http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma-262.pdf


Where to get the URL Rewrite module

Upgrading from Go Live releaseUpgrading from Go Live release

ASP.NET updateASP.NET update

Using the module

Learning the basicsLearning the basics

rewrite rules to generate the substitution URL. Rewrite maps are particularly useful when you have a large set
of rewrite rules, all of which use static strings (i.e. there is no pattern matching used). In those cases, instead of
defining a large set of simple rewrite rules, you can put all the mappings between into the rewrite map using
the input URL as a key, and the substitution URL as value. You can then have one rewrite rule that references
the rewrite map to look up substitution URL based on the input URL.
Failed Request Tracing support. IIS Failed Request Tracing can be used to troubleshoot errors related to
URL rewriting.
Rule templates. A rule template is an extension for the URL Rewrite module user interface that simplifies
creation of rewrite rules for a particular task. The module includes 3 rule templates, and also supports
plugging in any number of custom templates.
User Interface (UI) for testing regular expression and wildcard patterns. A UI for testing rule patterns
is provided with the module. Using the UI, you can quickly check the results of a regular expression or
wildcard pattern in a rewrite rule. You can also use the UI for troubleshooting and debugging problems
related to pattern matching.
UI for managing rewrite rules and rewrite maps. Rewrite rules and rewrite maps can be added, removed,
and edited by using the URL Rewrite Module from the IIS Manager.
UI for importing mod_rewrite rules. The URL Rewrite module includes a UI for converting rewrite rules
from mod_rewrite format into an IIS format.

For more information and to download the module, see URL Rewrite.

Download the x86 version of the URL Rewrite module

Download the x64 version of the URL Rewrite module

If you already have the Go Live release of URL rewrite module installed the installation package will upgrade it
to URL Rewrite version 2.0. All rewrite rules in your ApplicationHost.config and Web.config files will be
preserved.

The URL Rewrite module installer package includes an ASP.NET update that fixes ASP.NET bugs specific to the
URL Rewrite module. SPecifically, the update contains fixes for the following bugs:

1. ~ operator in ASP.NET Web server control is resolved incorrectly when using URL Rewrite.
2. ASP.NET SiteMap.CurrentNode property returns null when sitemap contains virtual URLs.

The update is applied only if the machine where URL Rewrite module is being installed has .NET Framework
version 3.5 SP1 or higher. If you install the required version of the .NET Framework after you install the URL
Rewrite module, you can apply the ASP.NET update by running the URL Rewrite module installer and then
selecting the Repair option in the installer dialog.

For more details about these and other ASP.NET issues related to URL rewriting, see URL Rewriting for
ASP.NET Web Forms.

These articles cover the functionality of the URL Rewrite Module and explain how to use it to implement
common URL rewriting scenarios.

Creating Rewrite rules

https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1691
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9722533
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9722532
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Video walkthroughVideo walkthrough

Changes since Go Live release

Known Issues

Using Failed Request Tracing to trace rewrite rules
Using global and distributed rules
Using Rewrite maps
Importing Apache mod_rewrite rules
Enabling Pretty Permalinks in WordPress

Testing rule and condition patterns

Rule templates

User Friendly URL
Rule with Rewrite Map
Request Blocking

URL Rewrite Module Configuration reference
URL Rewrite and ASP.NET routing
URL Rewrite and Request Filtering
URL Rewrite for ASP.NET Web Forms
Developing rule templates for the URL Rewrite module

Using the URL rewrite module - video walkthrough

The following additions, changes, and important bug fixes have been made to URL rewrite module since the Go
Live release:

1. Added string manipulation functions UrlEncode and UrlDecode.
2. Provided access to a raw original URL via server variable UNENCODED_URL. This server variable now

contains the raw encoded URL exactly as it was requested by Web browser.
3. Added UI for configuring rewrite rules for Application Request Routing (ARR).
4. Added support for in-place upgrade from the Go Live release of the URL rewrite module.
5. Added functionality to clean up the internal cache to avoid excessive usage of memory when caching rewrite

rules.
6. Fixed a bug related to rewriting of URLs that contain non-ASCII characters.
7. Fixed a bug in processing regular expressions that caused character ranges to be evaluated incorrectly for

case-insensitive patterns.
8. Included an update for IIS FastCGI module into the installer package.
9. Included an update for System.Web.dll into the installer package.

10. Included an update for the IIS SetUri function into the installer package.

1. mod_rewrite rules that use REQUEST_URI server variables may not work correctly when imported by using
URL Rewrite the Import Rules feature. To fix the imported rules use, you can use any text editor to open the
Web.config file that contains those rules. Locate the <rewrite>  section, and then within that section replace
all instances of the string "{SCRIPT_NAME}" with the string "{URL}".

2. Digest authentication cannot be used with URL Rewrite module.
3. ASP.NET Forms authentication uses rewritten URL for redirection. For example, if the requested URL is

"/article.htm" and the URL Rewrite module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is protected by
Forms authentication, then ASP.NET will redirect to "/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2Farticle.aspx".

https://support.microsoft.com/?kbid=954946
https://support.microsoft.com/?kbid=957660


4. Auto-detect mode in ASP.NET Forms authentication uses a rewritten URL for redirection. For example, if the
requested URL is "/article.htm" and the URL Rewrite module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is
protected by Forms authentication, then ASP.NET will redirect to "/article.aspx?
AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1".

5. UseUri mode in ASP.NET Forms authentication uses rewritten URL for redirection. For example, if the
requested URL is "/article.htm" and URL Rewrite module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is
protected by Forms authentication, then ASP.NET will redirect to
"/(S(vy2ebt45imfkmjjwboow3l55))/article.aspx".

6. ASP.NET rewrites back to the original URL when using URI-based authentication or cookie-less session state.
For example, when a request is made to "/(S(vy2ebt45imfkmjjwboow3l55))/article.htm" and URL rewrite
module rewrites "/article.htm" to "/article.aspx", then ASP.NET will rewrite the URL back to
"/article.htm", which may result in a "404 - File Not Found" error.

7. The IIS DefaultDocument module may redirect to a rewritten URL when the URL Rewrite module rewrites to
a folder. For example, if the substitution URL in a rewrite rule is "/folder1/folder2" and these folders exist on
the file system and have a Default document configured, then the DefaultDocument module will redirect Web
clients to "/folder1/folder2/", thus exposing the rewritten URL. To prevent this from happening, use "/" at
the end of the substitution URL when rewriting to a folder, for example, "/folder1/folder2/"
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test Web page

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

by Ruslan Yakushev

The URL rewrite module is an extension to IIS which is available as a download for your stand-alone IIS Server,
and is also pre-installed on any website on Windows Azure Web Sites (WAWS) and available for your use. This
walkthrough will guide you through how to create and test a set of rewrite rules for the URL Rewrite Module.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled.
2. URL Rewrite Module installed. For more information, see Using the URL Rewrite Module.

To demonstrate how the URL Rewrite Module works, we will use a simple test ASP.NET page. This page reads the
Web server variables and outputs their values in the browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\ folder in a file called
article.aspx:

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/article.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly in
a browser.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/davidlem/archive/2010/04/26/wcf-rest-and-url-rewriting-with-windows-azure.aspx


Creating a rewrite rule
We will create a simple rewrite rule that will rewrite URLs using the following format:

http://localhost/article/342/some-article-title

to:
http://localhost/article.aspx?id=342&title=some-article-title .

We will create a rewrite rule by using URL Rewrite UI in IIS Manager. To do this, follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager.
2. Select Default Web Site.
3. In the Feature View click URL Rewrite.

4. In the Actions pane on the right-hand side, click Add rules…

5. In the Add Rules dialog box, select Blank Rule and click OK.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image3.jpg


Naming a ruleNaming a rule

Defining a patternDefining a pattern

Now you must define the actual rewrite rule. In the URL Rewrite Module, a rewrite rule is defined by specifying
four required pieces of information:

Name of the rule.
Pattern to use for matching the URL string.
Optional set of conditions.
Action to perform if a pattern is matched and whether all conditions checks succeed.

In the Name text box, enter a name that will uniquely identify the rule, for example: "Rewrite to article.aspx".

In the Pattern text box, enter the following string:

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image5.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image7.jpg


^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)

Defining an actionDefining an action

article.aspx?id={R:1}&title={R:2}

Viewing the rewrite rule in configuration fileViewing the rewrite rule in configuration file

This string is a regular expression that specifies that the pattern will match any URL string that meets the
following conditions:

1. Starts with the sequence of characters "article/".
2. Contains one or more numeric characters after the first "/".
3. Contains one or more alphanumeric or "_" or "-" characters after the second "/".

Notice that certain parts of the regular expression are within parentheses. These parentheses create capture
groups, which can be later referenced in the rule by using back-references.

Since the rule that we are creating is supposed to rewrite the URL, choose the Rewrite action type that is listed in
the Action group box. In the Rewrite URL: text box, enter the following string:

This string specifies the new value to which the input URL should be rewritten. Notice that for the values of the
query string parameters we used {R:1} and {R:2}, which are back-references to the capture groups that were
defined in the rule pattern by using parentheses.

Leave default values for all other settings. The Edit Inbound Rule property page should look like the following
page:

Save the rule by clicking Apply on the right-hand side.

The rewrite rules are stored either in the ApplicationHost.config file or in Web.config files. To check the
configuration of the rule that we have just created, open a Web.config file located in
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot. In this file you should see the <rewrite>  section that contains this rule
definition:

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image9.jpg


<rewrite>
  <rules>
    <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
      <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)" />
      <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

Testing the rewrite ruleTesting the rewrite rule

Creating a redirect rule

The syntax above also applies to configuring URL Rewrite in Web.config in Windows Azure Web Sites (WAWS).

To test that the rule correctly rewrites URLs, open a Web browser and request the following URL:

http://localhost/article/234/some-title

You should see that the rewrite rule on your Web server has changed the original URL to Article.aspx and it has
passed "234" and "some-title" as values for query string parameters.

Now we will create a redirect rule that will redirect all URLs in the following format:

http://localhost/blog/some-other-title/543

to the following format:
http://localhost/article/543/some-other-title

A redirect rule enables more than one URL to point to a single Web page.

To do this, open the URL Rewrite feature view UI in IIS Manager. Click Add Rule(s)…, and then select the Blank
Rule template again.

Within the Edit Rule page, enter the following:

Name: Redirect from blog (This is a unique name for the rule.)
Pattern: ^blog/([_0-9a-z-]+)/([0-9]+) (This pattern will match the URL string that starts with "blog" and
captures the second and third segments of the URL into back-references.)
Action: Redirect (The redirect action will cause a redirect response to be sent back to the browser.)
Redirect URL: article/{R:2}/{R:1} (This substitution string will be used as a redirect URL; notice that it uses
back-references to preserve and rearrange the original URL pieces captured during pattern match.)

Enter the name, pattern, and action as shown below:

https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image13.jpg


Testing the redirect ruleTesting the redirect rule

Enter the redirect URL as shown below:

Leave default values for all other settings. Save the rule by clicking Apply on the right-hand side.

To test that the rule redirects requests correctly, open a Web browser and request the following URL:

http://localhost/blog/some-other-title/323

You should see that the browser was redirected to http://localhost/article/323/some-other-title  as a result of
redirect rule execution and then the request was rewritten in accordance with the rewrite rule that you have
created earlier.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image17.jpg
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Creating an access block rule

<rule name="Fail bad requests">
  <match url=".*"/>
  <conditions>
 <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="localhost" negate="true" />
  </conditions>
  <action type="AbortRequest" />
</rule>

<rewrite>
  <rules>
    <rule name="Fail bad requests">
      <match url=".*"/>
      <conditions>
        <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="localhost" negate="true" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="AbortRequest" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="Redirect from blog">
      <match url="^blog/([_0-9a-z-]+)/([0-9]+)" />
      <action type="Redirect" url="article/{R:2}/{R:1}" redirectType="Found" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
      <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)" />
      <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

<match url=".*"/>

The third rule that we will create is used to block all requests made to a Web site if those requests do not have the
host header set. This type of rule is useful when you want to prevent hacking attempts that are made by issuing
HTTP requests against the IP address of the server instead of using the host name.

We will create this rule without using IIS Manager. Open the Web.config file in the 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder that you used for the article.aspx test file early in this article. Locate the 
<rewrite>  section. Insert the following rule into the <rules> collection, so that it is the first rule in the collection:

The <rewrite>  section should look like the following code:

Let's analyze the rule to understand what it does.

The element above says that the rule will match any URL string.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image25.jpg


<add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="localhost" negate="true" />

<action type="AbortRequest" />

Testing the access block ruleTesting the access block rule

Summary

The element above adds a condition to the rule that retrieves the host header value by reading the server variable
HTTP_HOST, matches it against the pattern "localhost" and then negates the result of matching. In other words,
the condition verifies that the host header does not match "localhost".

The element above tells the URL Rewrite Module to end the HTTP request.

To test this rule, open a Web browser and make a request to http://127.0.0.1/article/234/some-title . What you
should see is a browser that does not receive any response from the server. However, if you request 
http://localhost/article/234/some-title , then the Web server will respond successfully.

The unsuccessful display will be the following:

The successful display will be the following:

In this walkthrough, you have learned how to configure URL rewrite rules by using IIS manager or by manually
editing Web.config files. The rules that were created in this walkthrough demonstrated some of the important
features of the URL Rewrite Module, such as regular expressions support and the ability to use HTTP headers and
server variables to make rewriting decisions.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module/_static/image29.jpg
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This article provides an overview of the URL Rewrite Module and explains the configuration concepts that are
used by the module.

 

The URL Rewrite Module rewrites request URLs to simple, user-friendly, and search-engine friendly addresses
that are displayed to users or in Web applications. URL Rewrite uses defined rules to evaluate and then map the
request URL to the address defined in the rule before it is processed by an IIS Web server. You can define URL
rewriting logic that includes regular expressions and wildcards, and rules can be applied based on the request
URL, HTTP headers, and server variables. While the primary purpose of the module is to rewrite request URLs to
more friendly URLs, you can also use the module to define rules that perform redirects, send custom responses, or
abort requests.

 

A rewrite rule defines the logic of what to compare or match the request URL with, and what to do if the
comparison is successful.

Rewrite rules consists of the following parts:

Pattern – The rule pattern is used to specify either the regular expression or a wildcard pattern that is used to
match URL strings.
Conditions – The optional conditions collection is used to specify additional logical operations to perform if a
URL string matches the rule pattern. Within the conditions, you can check for certain values of HTTP headers
or server variables, or verify if the requested URL corresponds to a file or directory on a physical file system.
Action – The action is used to specify what to do if the URL string matches the rule pattern and all the rule
conditions are met.

 

Rewrite rules can be defined in two different collections:

<globalRules>  – Rules in this collection can be defined only on the server level. Global rules are used to define
server-wide URL rewriting logic. These rules are defined within the ApplicationHost.config file, and they cannot
be overridden or disabled on any lower configuration levels. Global rules always operate on the absolute URL's
path (that is, the requested URI without the server name). These rules are evaluated early in the IIS request-
processing pipeline (PreBeginRequest event).
<rules>  – Rules in this collection are called distributed rules, and they can be defined on any level in the

configuration hierarchy. Distributed rules are used to define URL rewriting logic specific to a particular
configuration scope. This type of rule can be added on any configuration level by using Web.config files or by
using <location>  tags within ApplicationHost.config or Web.config files. Distributed rules operate on the URL
path, relative to the location of the Web.config file where they are defined. In cases where distributed rules are
defined inside of a <location>  tag, they operate on the URL path, relative to the path specified for that 
<location>  tag. These rules are evaluated on the BeginRequest event in the IIS pipeline.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/url-rewrite-module-configuration-reference.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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Accessing URL Parts from a Rewrite Rule

Each configuration level in IIS can have zero or more rewrite rules defined. The rules are evaluated in the same
order in which they are specified. The URL Rewrite Module processes the set of rules by using the following
algorithm:

1. First, the URL is matched against the pattern of a rule. If it does not match, the URL Rewrite Module
immediately stops processing that rule, and goes on to the next rule.

2. If a pattern matches and there are no conditions for the rule, the URL Rewrite Module performs the action
specified for this rule and then goes on to the next rule, where it uses the substituted URL as an input for that
rule.

3. If a pattern matches and there are conditions for the rule, the URL Rewrite Module evaluates the conditions. If
the evaluation is successful, the specified rule action is performed, and then the rewritten URL is used as input
to the subsequent rule

A rule may have the StopProcessing flag turned on. When the rule action is performed (i.e. the rule matched) and
this flag is turned on, it means that no more subsequent rules will be processed and the request will be passed to
the IIS request pipeline. By default, this flag is turned off.

 

If rules are defined on multiple configuration levels, the URL Rewrite Module evaluates the rules in the following
order :

1. Evaluate all the global rules.
2. Evaluate a rule set that includes distributed rules from parent configuration levels as well as rules from the

current configuration level. The evaluation is performed in a parent-to-child order, which means that parent
rules are evaluated first and the rules defined on a last child level are evaluated last.

 

The URL Rewrite Module preserves the original requested URL path in the following server variables:

HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL – this server variable contains the original URL in decoded format;
UNENCODED_URL – this server variable contains the original URL exactly as it was requested by a Web
client, with all original encoding preserved.

 

It is important to understand how certain parts of the URL string can be accessed from a rewrite rule.

For an HTTP URL in this form: http(s)://<host>:<port>/<path>?<querystring>

The <path> is matched against the pattern of the rule.
The <querystring> is available in the server variable called QUERY_STRING and can be accessed by using a
condition within a rule.
The <host> is available in the server variable HTTP_HOST and can be accessed by using a condition within a
rule.
The <port> is available in the server variable SERVER_PORT and can be accessed by using a condition within
a rule.
Server variables SERVER_PORT_SECURE and HTTPS can be used to determine if a secure connection was
used. These server variables can be accessed by using a condition within a rule.
The server variable REQUEST_URI can be used to access the entire requested URL path, including the query
string.

For example, if a request was made for this URL: http://www.mysite.com/content/default.aspx?
tabid=2&subtabid=3, and a rewrite rule was defined on the site level then:

The rule pattern gets the URL string content/default.aspx as an input.

http://www.mysite.com/content/default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=3
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The QUERY_STRING server variable contains tabid=2&subtabid=3.
The HTTP_HOST server variable contains www.mysite.com.
The SERVER_PORT server variable contains 80.
The SERVER_PORT_SECURE server variable contains 0 and HTTPS contains OFF.
The REQUEST_URI server variable contains /content/default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=3.
The PATH_INFO server variable contains /content/default.aspx.

Note that the input URL string passed to a distributed rule is always relative to the location of the Web.config file
where the rule is defined. For example, if a request is made for http://www.mysite.com/content/default.aspx?
tabid=2&subtabid=3, and a rewrite rule is defined in the /content directory, then the rule gets this URL string
default.aspx as an input.

 

 

A rewrite rule pattern is used to specify a pattern to which the current URL path is compared. Current, in this
context, means the value of the URL path when the rule is applied. If there were any rules that preceded the
current rule, they may have matched the original requested URL and modified it. The URL string that is evaluated
against the pattern does not include the query string. To include the query string in the rule evaluation you can use
the QUERY_STRING server variable in the rule's condition. For more information, refer to "Using server variables
in rewrite rules".

A pattern is specified within a <match> element of a rewrite rule.

 

Rule pattern syntax can be specified by using the patternSyntax attribute of a rule. This attribute can be set to
one of the following options:

ECMAScript – Perl compatible (ECMAScript standard compliant) regular expression syntax. This is a default
option for any rule. This is an example of the pattern format: "^([_0-9a-zA-Z-]+/)?(wp-.*)"

Wildcard – Wildcard syntax used in IIS HTTP redirection module. The following is an example of a pattern in this
format: "/Scripts/*_in.???", where asterisk ("*") means "match any number of any characters and capture them in a
back-reference" and "?" means match exactly one character (no back-reference is created).

The scope of the patternSyntax attribute is per rule, meaning that it applies to the current rule's pattern and to all
patterns used within conditions of that rule.

 

A pattern can be negated by using the negate attribute of the <match> element. When this attribute is used, the
rule action is performed only if the current URL does not match the specified pattern.

By default, case-insensitive pattern matching is used. To enable case sensitivity, you can use the ignoreCase
attribute of the <match> element of the rule.

 

Rule conditions allow defining additional logic for rule evaluation, which can be based on inputs other than just a
current URL string. Any rule can have zero or more conditions. Rule conditions are evaluated after the rule pattern
match is successful.

Conditions are defined within a <conditions> collection of a rewrite rule. This collection has an attribute called
logicalGrouping that controls how conditions are evaluated. If a rule has conditions, then the rule action is
performed only if rule pattern is matched and:

All conditions were evaluated as true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAll" was used.
At least one of the conditions was evaluated as true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAny" was used.

http://www.mysite.com/content/default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=3
http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma-262.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/41c238b2-1188-488f-bf2d-464383b1bb08.mspx?mfr=true


<add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="isFile" negate="true">

Rule actionRule action

Rewrite actionRewrite action

A condition is defined by specifying the following properties:

Input string
Match type

Condition input specifies which item to use as an input for the condition evaluation. Condition input is an arbitrary
string that can include server variables and back-references to prior condition patterns and/or to rule patterns.

The match type can be one of the following three options:

IsFile – This match type is used to determine whether the input string contains a physical path to a file on a file
system. If a condition input string is not specified, the URL Rewrite Module uses the physical path of the
requested file as a default value for the condition input. This match type can be used only for distributed rules.
IsDirectory – This match type is used to determine whether the input string contains a physical path to a
directory on a file system. If a condition input string is not specified, the URL Rewrite Module uses the physical
path of the requested file as a default value for the condition input. This match type can be used only for
distributed rules.
Pattern – This match type is used to express a condition where an arbitrary input string is matched against
a regular expression pattern. A condition pattern can be specified by using either regular expression syntax
or by using wildcard syntax. The type of pattern to use in a condition depends on the value of the
patternSyntax flag defined for the rule to which this condition belongs. This condition type has two related
attributes that control pattern matching:

pattern – Use this attribute to specify the actual pattern.
ignoreCase – Use this attribute to control whether pattern matching for the condition should be case
sensitive or case insensitive.

In addition, the result of the condition evaluation can be negated by using the negate attribute. This can be used
to specify a condition that checks if the requested URL is NOT a file, as in the following example:

 

A rewrite rule action is performed when the current URL matches the rule pattern and the condition evaluation
succeeded (depending on the rule configuration, either all conditions matched or any one or more of the
conditions matched). There are several types of actions available, and the type attribute of the <action>
configuration element can be used to specify which action the rule performs. The following sections describe
different action types and the configuration options related to specific action types.

 

A Rewrite action replaces the current URL string with a substitution string. A substitution string must always
specify the URL path (for example, contoso/test/default.aspx). Note that substitutions that contain a physical path
on a file system (for example, C:\inetpub\wwwroot ) are not supported in IIS.

A Rewrite action has the following configuration options:

appendQueryString – Specifies whether the query string from the current URL is preserved during
substitution. By default, if the value of the appendQueryString flag is not specified, it is assumed to be TRUE.
This means that the query string from the original URL is appended to the substituted URL.

url – This is the substitution string to use when rewriting the current URL. The substitution URL is a string
value that can include the following:

Back-references to the condition and rule patterns. (For more information, see the section about how to
use back-references.)
Server variables. (For more information, see the section about how to use server variables.)



Redirect actionRedirect action

CustomResponse actionCustomResponse action

AbortRequest actionAbortRequest action

None actionNone action

Using server variables in rewrite rules

 

A Redirect action instructs the URL Rewrite Module to send a redirect response back to the client. The redirect
status code (3xx) can be specified as a parameter for this action. The Location field of the response contains the
substitution string specified in the rule.

The substitution URL for the redirect rule can be specified in one of the following forms:

Relative URL path – contoso/test/default.aspx
Absolute URI – https://example.com/contoso/test/default.aspx

Usage of a Redirect action implies that no subsequent rules evaluated for the current URL after redirection is
performed.

A Redirect action has the following configuration options:

appendQueryString – Specifies whether the query string from the current URL should be preserved during
substitution. By default, if the AppendQueryString flag is not specified, it is assumed to be TRUE. This means
that the query string from the original URL is appended to the substituted URL.

url – Uses a substitution string as a redirection URL. A substitution URL is a string that can include the
following:

Back-references to the condition and rule patterns. (For more information, see the section about how to
use back-references.)
Server variables. (For more information, see the section about how to use server variables.)

redirectType – Specifies the status code to use during redirect:

301 – Permanent
302 – Found
303 – See other
307 – Temporary

 

A CustomResponse action causes the URL Rewrite Module to respond to the HTTP client by using a user-
specified status code, subcode, and reason. Use of a CustomResponse action implies that no subsequent rules are
evaluated for the current URL after this action is performed.

CustomResponse action has the following configuration options:

statusCode– Specifies the status code to use in response to the client.
subStatusCode – Specifies the substatus code to use in response to the client.
statusReason – Specifies the reason phrase to use with the status code.
statusDescription – Specifies the one line description to put in the body of the response.

 

An AbortRequest action causes the URL Rewrite Module to drop the HTTP connection for the current request.
The action does not have any parameters. Use of this action implies that no subsequent rules are evaluated for the
current URL after this action is performed.

 

A None action is used to specify that no action is performed.

 

Server variables provide additional information about current HTTP requests. You can use this information to
make rewriting decisions or to compose the rewritten URL. Server variables can be referenced in the following
locations within rewrite rules:

https://example.com/contoso/test/default.aspx


<add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="id=([0-9]+)" />

Using back-references in rewrite rules

^(www\.)(.*)$

In the condition input string
In rule substitution strings, specifically:

url attribute of Rewrite and Redirect action
statusLine and responseLine of a CustomResponse action

Server variables can be referenced by using the {VARIABLE_NAME} syntax. For example, the following condition
uses the QUERY_STRING server variable:

Server variables can also be used to access HTTP headers from the current request. Any HTTP header supplied by
the current request is represented as a server variable that has a name generated in accordance to this naming
convention:

1. All dash ("-") symbols in the HTTP header name are converted to underscore symbols ("_").
2. All letters in the HTTP header name are converted to capital case.
3. "HTTP_" prefix is added to the header name.

For example, in order to access the HTTP header "user-agent" from a rewrite rule, you can use the
{HTTP_USER_AGENT} server variable.

 

Parts of rules or conditions inputs can be captures in back-references. These can be then used to construct
substitution URLs within rules actions or to construct input strings for rule conditions.

Back-references are generated in different ways, depending on which kind of pattern syntax is used for the rule.
When an ECMAScript pattern syntax is used, a back-reference can be created by putting parenthesis around the
part of the pattern that must capture the back-reference. For example, the pattern ([0-9]+)/([a-z]+).html will
capture 07 and article in back-references from this requested URL: 07/article.html. When "Wildcard" pattern
syntax is used, the back-references are always created when an asterisk symbol (*) is used in the pattern. No back-
references are created when "?" is used in the pattern. For example the pattern */*.html will capture contoso and
test in back-references from this requested URL: contoso/test.html.

Usage of back-references is the same regardless of which pattern syntax was used to capture them. Back-
references can be used in the following locations within rewrite rules:

In condition input strings

In a key parameter to the rewrite map

In rule actions, specifically:

url attribute of Rewrite and Redirect action
statusLine and responseLine of a CustomResponse action

Back-references to condition patterns are identified by {C:N} where N is from 0 to 9. Back-references to rule
patterns are identified by {R:N} where N is from 0 to 9. Note that for both types of back-references, {R:0} and {C:0},
will contain the matched string.

For example, in this pattern:

For the string: www.foo.com the back-references will be indexed as follows:



{C:0} - www.foo.com
{C:1} - www.
{C:2} - foo.com

<rule name="Rewrite subdomain">
 <match url="^(.+)" /> <!-- rule back-reference is captured here -->
 <conditions>
  <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" type="Pattern" pattern="^([^.]+)\.mysite\.com$" /> <!-- condition back-reference is 
captured here -->
 </conditions>
 <action type="Rewrite" url="{C:1}/{R:1}" /> <!-- rewrite action uses back-references to condition and to rule 
when rewriting the url -->
</rule>

Interaction with IIS Output Caching

Within a rule action, you can use the back-references to the rule pattern and to the last matched condition of that
rule. Within a condition input string, you can use the back-references to the rule pattern and to the previously
matched condition.

The following rule example demonstrates how back-references are created and referenced:

 

The URL Rewrite Module controls the IIS output cache behavior in order to:

1. Optimally utilize kernel mode and user mode output caching of responses for rewritten URLs, thus improving
performance of the Web application that uses URL Rewrite Module.

2. Prevent caching of responses, when caching logic may be violated due to URL rewriting.

The module controls output caching either by altering certain caching properties or by disabling the caching
altogether. The module cannot enable output caching if it has been disabled by IIS configuration or by any other
module in the IIS pipeline. The output caching is controlled as follows:

1. The module always sets the user mode cache setting varyByHeader="HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL". This
ensures that when user mode caching is enabled the module takes into account the original URL to construct a
key for the cache entry.

2. If a rewrite rule set uses server variables with values that are either constant throughout the life of the
process or are derived from the requested URL, the rule set is considered safe for output caching. This
means that the URL Rewrite Module will not alter existing caching policy in any way other than setting
varyByHeader as described in step 1.

The following server variables, when used in rewrite rules, do not cause any effect on output caching policy:

"CACHE_URL",
"DOCUMENT_ROOT",
"HTTP_URL",
"HTTP_HOST",
"PATH_INFO",
"PATH_TRANSLATED",
"QUERY_STRING",
"REQUEST_FILENAME",
"REQUEST_URI",
"SCRIPT_FILENAME",
"SCRIPT_NAME",
"SCRIPT_TRANSLATED",
"UNENCODED_URL",



String functions

{function_name:any_string}

{ToLower:DEFAULT.HTM}
{UrlDecode:{REQUEST_URI}}
{UrlEncode:{R:1}.aspx?p=[résumé]}

3. If a rewrite rule set uses any server variable not mentioned in the above list, the rule set is considered unsafe
for output caching. This means that the URL Rewrite Module will disable kernel mode caching for all requests
whether the request URLs were rewritten or not. In addition, the module will alter the caching policy for user-
mode cache by setting the caching property varyByValue to contain the concatenated string of all server
variables values used in the rule set.

"URL",
"URL_PATH_INFO",
"APP_POOL_ID",
"APPL_MD_PATH",
"APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH",
"GATEWAY_INTERFACE",
"SERVER_SOFTWARE",
"SSI_EXEC_DISABLED"

 

There are three string functions available for changing the values within a rewrite rule action, as well as any
conditions:

ToLower - returns the input string converted to lower case.
UrlEncode - returns the input string converted to URL-encoded format. This function can be used if the
substitution URL in rewrite rule contains special characters (for example non-ASCII or URI-unsafe characters).
UrlDecode - decodes the URL-encoded input string. This function can be used to decode a condition input
before matching it against a pattern.

The functions can be invoked by using the following syntax:

Where "function_name" can be on eof the following: "ToLower", "UrlEncode", "UrlDecode". "Any_string" can be
either a literal string or a string built by using server variables or back-references. For example, the following are
valid invocations of string functions:

The string functions can be used in the following locations within rewrite rules:

In condition input strings
In rule substitution strings, specifically:

url attribute of Rewrite and Redirect actions
statusLine and responseLine attributes of a CustomResponse action

An example of a rule that uses the ToLower function:



<rule name="Redirect to canonical url">
 <match url="^(.+)" /> <!-- rule back-reference is captured here -->
 <conditions>
  <!-- Check whether the requested domain is in canonical form -->
  <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" type="Pattern" pattern="^www\.mysite\.com$" negate="true" /> 
 </conditions>
 <!-- Redirect to canonical url and convert URL path to lowercase -->
 <action type="Redirect" url="http://www.mysite.com/{tolower:{R:1}}" RedirectType="Found" />
</rule>

<rules>
   <rule name="UrlEncode example" stopProcessing="true">
   <match url="resume" />
   <action type="Rewrite" url="default.aspx?name={UrlEncode:résumé}"/>
</rule>

<rules>
   <rule name="UrlDecode example">
      <match url="default.aspx" />
      <conditions>
         <add input="{UrlDecode:{QUERY_STRING}}" pattern="résumé" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="default.aspx?type=resume" />
   </rule>
</rules>

Rewrite maps

<rewriteMap name="MyRewriteMap" defaultValue="">
  <add key="a.html" value="b.html" />
  <add key="c.aspx" value="d.aspx" />
  <add key="e.php" value="f.php" />
</rewriteMap>

An example of a rule that uses the UrlEncode function:

An example of a rule that uses the UrlDecode function:

   

A rewrite map is an arbitrary collection of name-value pairs that can be used within rewrite rules to generate the
substitution URL during rewriting. Rewrite maps are particularly useful when you have a large set of rewrite rules
and all of these rules use static strings (that is, when there is no pattern matching used). In those cases, instead of
defining a large set of simple rewrite rules, you can put all the mappings into the rewrite map as keys and values
between the input URL and the substitution URL. Then, to look up the substitution URL based on the input URL,
you will have one rewrite rule that references the rewrite map.

A rewrite map defines a named collection of name-value pair strings, as in the following example:

A rewrite map is uniquely identified by its name and can contain zero or more key-value entries. In addition, a
rewrite map can specify the default value to use when a key is not found. This is controlled by using the
defaultValue attribute. By default, an empty string is used as a default value.

There can be any number of rewrite maps on any configuration level, except the file level. Rewrite maps are
located within <rewriteMaps> collection element.

Rewrite maps are referenced within a rewrite rule by using the following syntax:



{RewriteMapName:Key}

{MyRewriteMap:contoso/{R:1}/test/{C:1}}
{MyRewriteMap:a.html}
{MyRewriteMap:{R:1}?{C:1}&contoso=test}

<rewrite>
 <rewriteMaps>
  <rewriteMap name="StaticRewrites" defaultValue="">
    <add key="/diagnostics" value="/default.aspx?tabid=2&amp;subtabid=29" />
    <add key="/webcasts" value="/default.aspx?tabid=2&amp;subtabid=24" />
    <add key="/php" value="/default.aspx?tabid=7116" />
  </rewriteMap>
 </rewriteMaps>
</rewrite>

<rewrite>
 <rule name="Rewrite Rule">
  <match url=".*" />
  <conditions>
   <add input="{StaticRewrites:{REQUEST_URI}}" pattern="(.+)" />
  </conditions>
  <action type="Rewrite" url="{C:1}"/>
 </rule>
</rewrite>

Where the Key parameter can be any arbitrary string, and can include back-references to rule or condition
patterns. For example, the following are valid uses of a rewrite map:

A reference to a rewrite map gets substituted with the value that was looked up by using the key passed as a
parameter within a rewrite map reference. If a key was not found, the default value for that rewrite map is used.

A Rewrite map can be referenced in the following locations within rewrite rules:

In condition input string
In rule substitution strings, specifically:

url attribute of Rewrite and Redirect actions
statusLine and responseLine of CustomResponse actions

Example 1: With a rewrite map defined as follows:

And a rewrite rule defined as follows:

The requested URL /diagnostic will be rewritten as /default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=29.
The requested URL /webcasts will be rewritten to /default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=24.
The requested URL /php will be rewritten to /default.aspx?tabid=7116.
The requested URL /default.aspx will not be rewritten because the rewrite map does not contain an element with
key="/default.aspx"; therefore the rewrite map will return an empty string which will not match the condition
pattern, hence the rule action will not be performed.

Example 2: With a rewrite map defined as follows:



<rewrite>
 <rewriteMaps>
  <rewriteMap name="StaticRedirects" defaultValue="">
    <add key="/default.aspx?tabid=2&amp;subtabid=29" value="/diagnostics" />
    <add key="/default.aspx?tabid=2&amp;subtabid=24" value="/webcasts" />
    <add key="/default.aspx?tabid=7116" value="/php" />
  </rewriteMap>
 </rewriteMaps>
</rewrite>

<rewrite>
 <rule name="Redirect rule">
  <match url=".*" />
  <conditions>
   <add input="{StaticRedirects:{REQUEST_URI}}" pattern="(.+)" />
  </conditions>
  <action type="Redirect" url="http://www.contoso.com{C:1}" redirectType="Found" />
 </rule>
</rewrite>

And a rewrite rule defined as follows:

The requested URL /default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=29 will be redirected to 
http://www.contoso.com/diagnostics .

The requested URL /default.aspx?tabid=2&subtabid=24 will be redirected to http://www.contoso.com/webcasts

.
The requested URL /default.aspx?tabid=7116 will be redirected to http://www.contoso.com/php .
The requested URL /default.aspx will not be redirected because rewrite map does not contain an element with
key="/default.aspx"; therefore the rewrite map will return an empty string which will not match the condition
pattern, hence rule action will not be performed.
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Prerequisites

Enabling Pretty Permalinks in WordPress

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough describes how to enable "Pretty Permalinks" for blog posts in the WordPress blog engine that is
installed on IIS 7 and above. Typically, without URL rewriting functionality on a Web server, WordPress users must
use "Almost Pretty" URLs, for example, http://contoso.com/index.php/yyyy/mm/dd/post-name/. By using
the URL Rewrite module, you can use "Pretty Permalinks," for example, 
http://example.com/year/month/day/post-name/ , for WordPress blogs that are hosted on IIS.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7 or above with FastCGI and PHP installed. If you need to install PHP, follow the instructions in this article.
2. WordPress installed. If you need to install WordPress, follow the instructions in this article or use the

instructions from the official WordPress site.
3. URL Rewrite installed.

Note that for the purposes of this walkthrough it is assumed that WordPress is installed in a Web site root
directory. If WordPress is installed in a subdirectory, then the rewrite rules that are used in this walkthrough
should be included in the Web.config file that is located within the same subdirectory where the WordPress files
are.

Use the following instructions to create pretty permalinks for your blog posts.

To enable pretty permalinks in Word Press:

1. Log on to WordPress with Administrator user rights.
2. In WordPress, click the Options tab.
3. On the Options page, click the Permalinks subtab.

This will take you to the page where you can customize how WordPress generates permalinks for blog posts.
4. On the Permalinks page, select Custom, specify below and enter

"/%year%/%monthnum%/%day%/%postname%/" in the Custom structure text box.
5. Click Update Permalink Structure.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/enabling-pretty-permalinks-in-wordpress.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Permalinks
http://www.wordpress.org/
http://contoso.com/index.php/yyyy/mm/dd/post-name/
http://example.com/year/month/day/post-name/
http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress


Creating a Rewrite Rule

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Main Rule" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url=".*" />
            <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

Testing the Rewrite Rule

All the blog post links will have URLs that follow the format that you have specified, but if you click any one of
those links the Web server will return a 404 - File Not Found error. This is because WordPress relies on a URL
rewriting capability within the server to rewrite requests that have "pretty permalinks" to an Index.php file. In the
next section, you will create a rule that will provide this capability.

Open the Web.config file that is located in the same directory where the WordPress files are installed, and paste
the following XML section into the system.webServer element:

This rule will try to match any requested URL. If the URL does not correspond to a file or a folder on the file
system, it will rewrite the URL to the Index.php file. At that point, WordPress will determine which content to serve
based on the REQUEST_URI server variable that contains the original URL before it was modified by this rule.

After you save the rewrite rule to the Web.config file, open a Web browser and click any one of the permalinks in
your WordPress blog. You should see the correct content returned by the Web server for each permalink.
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Summary
In this walkthrough you learned how to use the URL Rewrite module to enable "pretty permalinks" in the
WordPress blog engine. WordPress is just one example of the many popular PHP applications that can take
advantage of the URL Rewrite module in IIS, a feature that enables user-friendly and search engine-friendly URLs.
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Using Failed Request Tracing to Trace Rewrite Rules
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test Web page

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

by Ruslan Yakushev

IIS 7.0 and above Failed Request Tracing (FRT) is a powerful tool for troubleshooting request-processing failures.
FRT can be used with the URL rewrite module to trace how rewrite rules were applied to the request URL. This
walkthrough will guide you through how to use FRT to troubleshoot and debug URL rewriting rules. For more
information about Failed Request Tracing, see this article.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET and "Tracing" role services enabled
2. URL rewrite Go Live release installed

To demonstrate how the URL rewrite module works, we will be using a simple test ASP.NET page. This page
reads the Web server variables and outputs their values in the browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called
article.aspx:

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/article.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly in
a browser.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-failed-request-tracing-to-trace-rewrite-rules.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Configuring rewrite rules

<rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Fail bad requests">
          <match url="." />
          <conditions>
            <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" negate="true" pattern="localhost" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="AbortRequest" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
          <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)" />
          <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}" />
        </rule>
      </rules>
</rewrite>

Locate a web.config file in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder or create one if it does not exist. Open
web.config file and add the following section inside of the <system.webServer>  element:

The "Fail bad requests" rule aborts HTTP connection if the host header of HTTP request does not match
"localhost"
The "Rewrite to article.aspx" rule rewrite urls from this format http://localhost/article/234/some-title  to this
format http://localhost/article.aspx?id=234&title=some-title .

Check that the rules are configured correctly by opening a browser and making a request to 
http://localhost/article/234/some-title . If rules were setup correctly then you should see the following response

in browser :
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Configure Failed Request Tracing
Now enable failed request tracing for a "Default Web Site" (see this article for step by step instructions on how to
enable FRT). After you enable failed request tracing, we will create an FRT rule for tracing events specific to the
URL rewrite module.

To create an FRT rule in IIS Manager follow these steps:

1. Click on "Failed Request Tracing Rules" icon to get to the list of FRT rules.

2. Click on the "Add …" action to bring up the FRT rule creation wizard.
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3. On first page of the wizard choose "All content (*)"
4. Click "Next" and specify the status code(s) as "200-399"

5. Click Next and then uncheck all the trace providers except "WWW Server" and then uncheck all the provider
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Analyzing Failed Request Tracing log file

areas except "Rewrite"
6. Click on Finish to save the FRT rule.

 If the Failed Request Tracing was installed after URL rewrite module, the "Rewrite" area in Trace Providers
may not be available. If you do not see "Rewrite" area listed there, go to Add/Remove programs and then run URL
rewrite module installer in repair mode.

After the FRT rule has been created, make a request to http://localhost/article/234/some-title . This will create
an FRT log in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\Logs\FaileReqLogFiles\ . You can open this log by using Internet Explorer, and
it will be rendered as an HTML document that can be easily browsed. Following is an example of the URL rewrite
specific events that can be found in the trace log file:
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Summary

These events show how the rewrite rules were evaluated and how requested URL was modified by rewrite
module. Let's walk through some of the events to better understand the rule evaluation logic:

URL_REWRITE_START - This event indicates the start of the URL rewrite events. The event properties provide
the following information:

The input URL string is "/article/234/some-title".
There was no query string.
Scope="Distributed" indicates that rules are local (that is, the rules are defined in the Web.config for the site) as
opposed to global (that is, defined on the server level).

RULE_EVALUATION_START - This event indicates the start of rule evaluation logic. The event properties
provides the following information:

Rule uses regular expressions for pattern syntax (patternSyntax="ECMAScript")
Subsequent rules will be evaluated (StopProcessing = "false")
The rule is defined on the site root level (RelativePath = "/")

PATTERN_MATCH - This event provides information on how URL was matched with the rule pattern. The event
properties provide the following information:

Rule pattern was "." (that is, matches any character)
Input url matched the pattern successfully

CONDITIONS_EVALUATION_START - Since the input URL matched the pattern the conditions evaluation
started

CONDITION_EVALUATION  - This event provides the following information:

The value of HTTP_HOST was "localhost" and it matched the pattern
Since the condition negation was specified in the rule (i.e. Negated="true") the condition evaluation did not
succeed.

CONDITIONS_EVALUATION_END - This event shows that evaluation of conditions for this rule did not
succeed

RULE_EVALUATION_END - This event shows that the rule did not modify the URL (Succeeded="false"). This is
because rule condition evaluation failed.

RULE_EVALUATION_START - This even shows that URL string was passed to the second rule

PATTERN_MATCH - This event provides information on how URL was matched with the rule pattern. The event
properties tell us that:

The rule pattern was: "^article/([0-9]+)/([0-9a-z]+)"
The input URL matched the pattern successfully

REWRITE_ACTION  - This event indicates that the rule evaluation succeeded and the URL was rewritten to
"/article.aspx" with query string "id=234&title=some-title"

URL rewrite specific events logged by FRT provide very detailed information that can be used for troubleshooting
and debugging of URL rewrite rules as well as just for understanding how rules evaluation logic is applied to a
URL string.
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Background

Prerequisites

Setting up a walkthrough scenario

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will explain the different types of rules supported by URL rewrite module and will guide you
through how to configure global and distributed rewrite rules.

Global rewrite rules are used to define server-wide URL rewriting logic. These rules are defined within
applicationHost.config file and they cannot be overridden or disabled on any lower configuration levels, such as
site or virtual directory. Global rules always operate on the absolute URL path (that is, requested URI without the
server name). For example if a request was made to http://localhost/directory1/directory2/index.html , then the
URL rewrite module will pass "directory1/directory2/index.html" as an input to a global rule.

Distributed rewrite rules are used to define URL rewriting logic specific to a particular configuration scope.
Distributed rules can be defined on any configuration level (except file) by using web.config files. Local rules
always operate on URLs relative to the location of Web.config file where they are defined. For example if a request
was made to http://localhost/directory1/directory2/index.html  and a rewrite rule was defined in Web.config file
located in directory1, then the URL rewrite module will pass "directory2/index.html" as an input to that rule.

Global rule set is always evaluated first, and after that distributed rule set will be evaluated by using a URL string
produced by global rule set.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled
2. URL rewrite Go Live release installed

To demonstrate how to use global and local rules, we will implement a common scenario of mapping sub-domains
to directories. This will allow us to use sub-domains to access content in different directories on our site. For
example users will be able to browse to http://blog.mysite.com  instead of http://mysite.com/blog , or to 
http://forum.mysite.com  instead of http://mysite.com/forum .

To set up the scenario perform the following steps:

1. Create two folders called "blog" and "forum" in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder.
2. Copy the following asp.net code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\blog  folder in a file called

article.aspx:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-global-and-distributed-rewrite-rules.md
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<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <p>This page is located in blog subdomain.</p>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <p>This page is located in forum subdomain.</p>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

3. Copy the following asp.net code and place it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\forum  folder in a file
called forum.aspx:

4. Open the file called "hosts", located at %SystemDrive%\windows\system32\drivers\etc\  and add the following
two lines at the of it:



Creating a global rewrite rule

127.0.0.1 forum_localhost
127.0.0.1 blog_localhost

After adding these lines open a web browser and brows to http://blog_localhost/blog/article.aspx and to
http://forum_localhost/forum/forum.aspx and verify that the pages were rendered correctly in a browser.

First we will create a global rewrite rule that rewrites the URL based on the host header. For example if request
was made to http://blog_localhost/article.aspx then the rule will change URL path to "/blog/article.aspx".

To create a global rule by using URL Rewrite UI in IIS Manager follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. In the navigation tree view select the server node.
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite Module"

4. In the "Actions" pane click "Add rules…"
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5. In the "Add Rules" dialog select "Blank Rule" and click "Ok":

Now we must define the actual rewrite rule. In URL Rewrite Module rewrite rule is defined by specifying four
essential pieces of information:
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Naming a ruleNaming a rule

Defining a patternDefining a pattern

(.*)

Defining a conditionDefining a condition

Name of the rule
Pattern to use for matching the URL string
Optional set of conditions
Action to perform if pattern was matched and all conditions checks succeeded

In the "Name" text box enter a name that will uniquely identify the rule, for example: "Subdomain mapping".

In the "Pattern" text box enter the following string:

This string is a regular expression that specifies that pattern will match any URL string, including an empty string
and it will capture the matched string in a back-reference.

Click "Add Conditions" button:

Click "Add…" button to bring up the dialog box for defining conditions.
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For "Condition input:" enter this string: "{HTTP_HOST}". This configures URL rewrite module to use the value of
http request host header as an input for the condition

In the drop down combo box select "Matches the pattern".

In the "Pattern" textbox enter "^([^_]+)_[^_]+". This regular expression will be used to match the domains that we
have created (blog_localhost and forum_localhost) and will capture the part of the string before "_" symbol into a
back-reference. For example for string "blog_localhost", it will keep the "blog" in the back-reference.

After all the properties have been specified the condition dialog should look as below:
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Defining an actionDefining an action

{C:1}/{R:1}

Click OK to save the condition and return to the "Add Rule" UI.

Since the rule that we are creating is supposed to rewrite the URL, choose the "Rewrite" action type within the
"Action" group box. In the "Rewrite URL:" text box enter the following string:

This string specifies what the input URL should be rewritten to. The back-reference to condition {C:1} is used as a
name of the folder and then whatever was captured in the rule pattern is preserved by using back-reference to the
rule {R:1}.

Leave default values for all other settings. The "Edit Rule" UI should look as the following page:

Save the rule by clicking "Apply" action on the right hand side.

To understand how this rule will be applied let's walk through the steps that are performed by URL rewrite module
when HTTP client requests this URL:
http://blog_localhost/article.aspx?id=323 :

1. URL rewrite module passes "article.aspx?id=323" as an input URL to the rule, successfully matches it against
the rule pattern and captures it in a rule back-reference {R:1}

2. The host header value ("blog_localhost") is successfully matched with regular expression "^([^_]+)_[^_]+" and
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Testing the rule

Creating distributed rules

as a result "blog" is captured in a condition back-reference {C:1}
3. In accordance to the substitution string {C:1}/{R:1} the URL gets rewritten to "blog/article.aspx?id=323".

To test that the rule correctly rewrites URL's, open internet browser and request the following URL:
http://blog_localhost/article.aspx?id=123

You should see that the URL rewrite module has changed the URL and opened an Article.aspx page in the "blog"
directory. The changes made by the URL rewrite module were based on the information extracted from the host
header.

Similarly when you request http://forum_localhost/forum.aspx?id=345  the URL will be rewritten to
/forum/forum.aspx?id=345.

The global rule that we have just created was used to map the request to a folder based on the information
extracted from the host header. Now we will create distributed rules that will allow us to have URL's without query
string parameters. The distributed rules will take as an input the URL, which was already modified by global rule
and will perform additional modifications to it. In particular:

A rewrite rule in "blog" folder will rewrite URL path from "article/234/some-title" to "article.aspx?
id=234&title=some-title"
A rewrite rule in "forum" folder will rewrite URL path from "topic/123/some-topic-title" to "forum.aspx?
topic=some-topic-title&id=123"

Local rules can be created by using either IIS Manager or by editing web.config files. For demonstration purposes
we will create the rules by manually editing web.config files.

To create distributed rewrite rules:

1. Create an empty web.config file in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\**blog**  folder. Open it in text editor and
then paste the following XML code into it:
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Testing both global and distributed rules

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
          <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)"/>
          <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}"/>
        </rule>
      </rules>
    </rewrite>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Rewrite to forum.aspx">
          <match url="^topic/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)"/>
          <action type="Rewrite" url="forum.aspx?topic={R:2}&amp;id={R:1}"/>
        </rule>
      </rules>
    </rewrite>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

2. Create an empty web.config file in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\**forum**  folder. Open it in text editor
and then paste the following XML code into it:

To test that all the rules work correctly together, open a Web browser and make a request to 
http://blog_localhost/article/234/some-title . The response in the browser should indicate that the URL was first

changed by a global rule, and then has been additionally modified by a distributed rule.

Similarly, if you request http://forum_localhost/topic/123/some-topic-title , you should see that the URL rewrite
module changes the requested URL string to "/forum/forum.aspx?topic=some-topic-title&id=123."
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Summary
In this tutorial you have implemented a sub-domain mapping scenario by using global rule, and then used
distributed rules to enable user friendly URL's for web pages in those folders.
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Background

Prerequisites

Setting up a test web page

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will introduce you to the concept of rewrite maps in URL rewrite module and will guide you how
to create rewrite rules that use rewrite maps. In this walkthrough you will create two rewrite maps: one rewrite
map will be used by rule that performs url rewriting, and another rewrite map will be used by rule that performs
redirects to a different domain.

A rewrite map is an arbitrary collection of name and value pairs that can be used within rewrite rules to generate a
substitution URL during rewriting. Rewrite maps are particularly useful when you have a large set of rewrite rules
and all of these rules use static strings (that is, when there is no pattern matching used). In those cases, instead of
defining a large set of simple rewrite rules, you can put all the mappings into the rewrite map–as keys and values–
between the input URL and the substitution URL. Then, to look up the substitution URL based on the input URL,
you will have one rewrite rule that references this rewrite map.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled
2. URL rewrite Go Live release installed

To demonstrate rewrite map functionality, we will be using a simple test asp.net page. This page reads the web
server variables and outputs their values in browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called
article.aspx:
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<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

Creating a map for rewriting

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/article.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly in
a browser.

   

First, we will create a rewrite map and rewrite rule that will be used to perform URL rewriting based on a set of
static mappings between original URLs and rewritten URLs. To create a rewrite map follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite"
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4. In the "Actions" pane on right hand side, click on "View rewrite maps...":

5. In the "Actions" pane on right hand site, click on "Add rewrite map..." and then enter the name of the rewrite
map as "StaticRewrites":
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6. On the page for newly created rewrite map, in the "Actions" pane on right hand side, click on "Add mapping
entry..." and then enter "/article" and "/article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title" for "Original value:" and "New
value:" text boxes respectively. The original value specifies what URL path we want to rewrite from; the new
value specifies what URL path we want to rewrite to.
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<rewrite>
    <rewriteMaps>
        <rewriteMap name="StaticRewrites" defaultValue="">
            <add key="/article1" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
            <add key="/some-title" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
            <add key="/post/some-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
        </rewriteMap>
    </rewriteMaps>
</rewrite>

Referencing a rewrite map from rewrite rule

<rules>
    <rule name="Rewrite Rule">
        <match url=".*" />
        <conditions>
            <add input="{StaticRewrites:{REQUEST_URI}}" pattern="(.+)" />
        </conditions>
        <action type="Rewrite" url="{C:1}" />
    </rule>
</rules>

ORIGINAL VALUE: NEW VALUE:

/some-title /article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title

/post/some-title.html /article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title

7. Repeat step 6 to add the following mappings to the rewrite map:

Now open the web.config file for your web site (if you use default web site then the web.config can be found at 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot ). You should see the following section:

This rewrite map, called "StaticRewrites," will be used to rewrite incoming URLs (defined as keys in the rewrite
map) to their internal representations (defined as values). The defaultValue attribute specifies what value to use if
an incoming URL has not been defined in the map. In this case an empty string will be returned.

Notice that there is no obvious common pattern in the keys and their relation to values. This means that it is not
possible to use regular expressions or wildcards to define URL transformation logic. Further, this means that if we
had not used rewrite maps we would have had to create three rewrite rules. With rewrite maps we can create only
one rewrite rule. The next section explains how to create rewrite rule that uses this rewrite map.

To create rewrite rule that uses the rewrite maps, copy and paste the following XML code into the <rewrite>

section of web.config file for you website:

Let's go through each rule element to understand what it does:
<match url=".\*" />  - this element tells URL rewrite module to match any incoming URL (by using regular

expression special character ".")

<add input="{StaticRewrites:{REQUEST\_URI}}" pattern="(.+)">  - this conditions checks is the value returned from
rewrite map StaticRewrites is not an empty string. To perform this check the value of the server variable
REQUEST_URI is passed as a parameter to the rewrite map. If rewrite map contains an entry with key, that is the
same as REQUEST_URI, then the value corresponding to that key will be returned. The regular expression pattern
will match only non-empty strings, so if empty string was returned from the map then the condition will evaluate
to false, hence no rewriting will be performed. If non-empty string was returned then that string will be captured in
a back-reference, because of the parenthesis used in the pattern.



Testing the rule for rewriting

Using rewrite maps for redirection

ORIGINAL VALUE: NEW VALUE:

/old-article.aspx?id=1 /article.aspx?id=1

/posts/default.aspx?id=1 /article.aspx?id=1

/old-title.html /article.aspx?id=1

<action type="Rewrite" url="{C:1}" />  - this element specifies that URL rewrite module needs to rewrite the
current URL string with the new one extracted from rewrite map. Notice that the url attribute references the
condition back-reference {C:1}, which has been set when pattern in condition was matched.

To test the rewrite rule that uses "StaticRewrites" map, open web browser and request any of the following URLs:

http://localhost/article1

http://localhost/some-title

http://localhost/post/some-title.html

Any one of the URLs above should cause the URL to be rewritten in accordance to the mappings defined in the
rewrite map. Your results should look like the following page:

Now we will create another rewrite map that will be used for defining static mappings between source URLs and
redirection URLs. To create a rewrite map, follow the same steps as described in section "Creating a map for
rewriting", but name the rewrite map as "StaticRedirects" and use the following values for mapping entries:

The web.config file for your web site now should contain these two rewrite maps:
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<rewriteMaps>
    <rewriteMap name="StaticRewrites">
        <add key="/article1" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
        <add key="/some-title" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
        <add key="/post/some-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
    </rewriteMap>
    <rewriteMap name="StaticRedirects">
        <add key="/old-article.aspx?id=1" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
        <add key="/posts/default.aspx?id=1" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
        <add key="/old-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
    </rewriteMap>
</rewriteMaps>

<rules>
    <rule name="Redirect Rule" stopProcessing="true">
        <match url=".*" />
        <conditions>
            <add input="{StaticRedirects:{REQUEST_URI}}" pattern="(.+)" />
        </conditions>
        <action type="Redirect" url="http://localhost{C:1}" appendQueryString="False" redirectType="Permanent" 
/>
    </rule>
</rules>

Testing the rule for redirection

Using rewrite maps for query string parameters

To create a rule that uses the StaticRedirects rewrite map, copy and paste the following rule definition into the
web.config file for your web site:

Again, let's go through each rule element to understand what it does:
<match url=".\*" />  - this element tells URL rewrite module to match any incoming URL (by using regular

expression special character ".")

<add input="{StaticRedirects:{REQUEST\_URI}}" pattern="(.+)">  - this conditions checks is the value returned from
rewrite map StaticRedirects is not an empty string. To perform this check the value of the server variable
REQUEST_URI is passed as a parameter to the rewrite map. If rewrite map contains an entry with key, that is the
same as REQUEST_URI, then the value corresponding to that key will be returned. The regular expression pattern
will match only non-empty strings, so if empty string was returned from the map then the condition will evaluate
to false, hence no rewriting will be performed. If non-empty string was returned then that string will be captured in
a back-reference, because of the parenthesis used in the pattern.

<action type="Redirect" url="http://localhost{C:1}" appendQueryString="False" redirectType="Permanent" />  - this
element specifies that URL rewrite module needs to redirect web client to a new URL that is constructed by
concatenating the new domain name (in this case it is the same domain for simplicity purposes) and the
redirection URL path returned by StaticRedirects map.

To test the rewrite rule that uses "StaticRedirects" map, open web browser and request any of the following URLs:

http://localhost/old-article

http://localhost/posts/default.aspx?id=1

http://localhost/old-title.html

Any one of the URLs above should cause the browser to be redirected to the http://localhost/article.aspx?id=1 .

Usage of rewrite maps is not limited to the above mentioned examples. Rewrite map is a generic collection of key-



ORIGINAL VALUE: NEW VALUE:

1 some-title-1

2 some-title-2

3 some-title-3

<rewriteMaps>
    <rewriteMap name="StaticRewrites">
        <add key="/article1" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
        <add key="/some-title" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
        <add key="/post/some-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
    </rewriteMap>
    <rewriteMap name="StaticRedirects">
        <add key="/old-article.aspx?id=1" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
        <add key="/posts/default.aspx?id=1" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
        <add key="/old-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1" />
    </rewriteMap>
    <rewriteMap name="IDtoTitleMap">
        <add key="1" value="some-title-1" />
        <add key="2" value="some-title-2" />
        <add key="3" value="some-title-3" />
    </rewriteMap>
</rewriteMaps>

<rules>
    <rule name="Query String Rule" stopProcessing="true">
        <match url="^article\.aspx$" />
        <conditions>
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(?:^|&)id=([0-9]+)(?:&|$)" />
            <add input="{IDtoTitleMap:{C:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />
        </conditions>
        <action type="Redirect" url="article.aspx?title={C:1}" appendQueryString="False" 
                                                            redirectType="Permanent" />
    </rule>
</rules>

value pairs that can be used anywhere in rewrite rule. To illustrate this, let's create a rewrite map that can be used
for manipulation of query string parameters.

Create a third rewrite map, by following the same steps as described in section "Creating a map for rewriting".
Name the rewrite map as "IDtoTitleMap" and use the following values for mapping entries:

The web.config file for your web site now should contain these two rewrite maps:

To create a rule that uses the IDtoTitleMap rewrite map, copy and paste the following rule definition into the
web.config file for your web site:

Let's go through each rule element to understand what it does:
<match url="^article\.aspx$" />  - this element tells URL rewrite module to execute the rule when article.aspx file

is requested.

<add input="{QUERY\_STRING}" pattern="(?:^|&amp;)id=([0-9]+)(?:&amp;|$)" />  - this condition checks if the query
string contains a parameter id that has a numeric value. The actual value is captured in a condition back-reference.
Note that this pattern will work even if there are other parameters on the query string.

<add input="{IDtoTitleMap:{C:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />  - this conditions checks if the value returned from rewrite
map IDtoTitleMap is not an empty string. The condition uses the back-reference from the previous condition



Testing the rule for query string

Summary

pattern as an input to the rewrite map.

<action type="Redirect" url="article.aspx?title={C:1}" appendQueryString="False" redirectType="Permanent" />  -
this element specifies that URL rewrite module needs to redirect web client back to article.aspx file but with
different query string parameter title, which has a value that was looked up in rewrite map.

To test the rewrite rule that uses "IDtoTitleMap" map, open web browser and request any of the following URLs:

http://localhost/article.aspx?id=1 . This will be redirected to 
http://localhost/article.aspx?title=some-title-1. http://localhost/article.aspx?someparam=somevalue&id=2 . This

will be redirected to http://localhost/article.aspx?title=some-title-2

In this walkthrough you have learned how to use rewrite maps to define URL mappings for rewrite and redirect
rules. Also you have learned how to use rewrite maps to manipulate the query string parameters.

The rewrite maps allow you to reduce the number of rewrite rules when rewrite and redirect URL's are static and
rewriting logic cannot be expressed by using any pattern matching techniques.
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Introduction

Set Up a Walkthrough Scenario

by Ruslan Yakushev

The URL Rewrite Module in IIS 7 and above provides an import feature that greatly simplifies the process of
converting Apache mod_rewrite rules to IIS URL rewrite rules. In this walkthrough, you use the Import Rules
feature provided in the URL Rewrite Module to import several mod_rewrite rules into an IIS configuration file. If
you have not yet downloaded the URL Rewrite Module, you can do so at https://www.iis.net/download/urlrewrite.

To see how you can convert mod_rewrite rules and verify that the converted rules work correctly, you will
implement the common scenario of enforcing canonical host names for a Web site. In this example, you will force
the use of www.mysite.com instead of mysite.com, so that when a request is made that uses a host name other
than www.mysite.com, you can redirect the request to a canonical hostname.

1. Start IIS Manager, and then click Default Web Site.

127.0.0.1 www_mysite_com
127.0.0.1 mysite_com

4. Save the hosts file.

2. In the Actions pane, click on Bindings, and add a new http binding for port 8088.

Figure 1: Add a new binding

3. Using Notepad, open %SystemDrive%\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts  and add the two following lines at
the end of the file:

Notice that you are using "_" instead of "." for domain separators. This is to prevent the Web browser from
trying to resolve the domain name by using a Domain Name System (DNS) server.
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Convert mod_rewrite Rules

#For sites running on a port other than 80:
RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST}   !^www_mysite_com [NC]
RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST}   !^$
RewriteCond %{SERVER_PORT} !^80$
RewriteRule ^/(.*)         http://www_mysite_com:%{SERVER_PORT}/$1 [L,R]

#And for a site running on port 80
RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST}   !^www_mysite_com [NC]
RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST}   !^$
RewriteRule ^/(.*)         http://www_mysite_com/$1 [L,R]

5. Verify that the host names were setup correctly by opening a Web browser and going to the sites
http://www_mysite_com/iisstart.htm and to http://mysite_com/iisstart.htm.

The Apache mod_rewrite rules to use for enforcing canonical host names are:

To convert these rules to IIS URL rewrite–specific format:

1. Start IIS Manager.
2. On the left, in the Connections pane, select Default Web Site.

4. On the right, in the Actions pane, click Import Rules.

3. On the right, in Features View, click URL Rewrite.

Figure 2: Click URL Rewrite

5. Copy the example mod_rewrite rules above and past them into the Rewrite rules text box.
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Figure 3: Rules to import

6. The Tree View tab of the Converted Rules box instantly shows the result of the conversion. You can also
click the XML View tab to see how the rules are stored in the Web.config file.

Figure 4: Converted rules

If you switch back to Tree View and select a node there, the corresponding mod_rewrite rule directive in
the Rewrite rules text box will be highlighted.
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Figure 5: Tree view

Note that during the rules conversion the rules were assigned default names. To change the default names
to something more meaningful, select a rule in Tree View, right-click it, and select Rename from the
context menu.

Figure 6: Rename

Change the name of the first rule from ImportedRule1 to Redirect to www_mysite_com:non-80.
Change the name of the second rule from ImportedRule2 to Redirect to www_mysite_com:80.

In the Actions pane, click Apply to save the converted rules to the Web.config file, and then click Back to
rules.
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Test the Converted Rules

Disclaimer

Figure 7: Back to Rules

To test that the rules imported from mod_rewrite format work correctly, open a Web browser, and go to either one
of the following URLs:

http://localhost/iisstart.htm

http://mysite_com/iisstart.htm

In both cases, the Web browser is redirected to http://www_mysite_com/iisstart.htm .

Also, if you try either of these URLs:

http://localhost:8088/iisstart.htm

http://mysite_com:8088/iisstart.htm

the Web browser gets redirected to http://www_mysite_com:8088/iisstart.htm .

Note that the rules that were imported from mod_rewrite enabled the enforcement of canonical host names for a
Web site. A Bing search will reveal other examples of Apache mod_rewrite rules.

 IMPORTANT - The URL Rewrite Module tries to convert Apache mod_rewrite rules to functionally
equivalent IIS URL rewrite rules. However, not all mod_rewrite rules can be converted because of architectural
differences between Apache and IIS. It is highly recommended that you study a mod_rewrite rule set until you
understand its functionality before you begin the conversion process. Then, after converting to IIS URL rewrite
rules, review and test the result of the conversion to make sure that the corresponding IIS rewrite rule set provides
the same URL rewriting logic.

Note that only rules that follow Apache mod_rewrite syntax can be converted. Any other formats of rewrite rules
(for example, ISAPI_Rewrite, Ionic ISAPI Rewrite, IISRewrite, and others) are not recognized or will be converted
incorrectly.
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IIS URL Rewriting

by Ruslan Yakushev

With the release of the URL Rewrite Module for IIS and the inclusion of ASP.NET routing into the .NET
Framework 4, there have been a lot of questions from ASP.NET developers about how these two features relate to
each other and when you should use one or the other. This document describes the differences between these two
technologies and provides guidance for Web developers about when to use IIS URL rewriting and when to use
ASP.NET routing.

From a high-level perspective, it seems like these technologies provide very similar functionality--both allow your
Web applications to have user-friendly and search-engine-friendly URLs. However, there are fundamental
differences between these two technologies that are important to understand to make the right decision about
what to use for your Web application. To help you understand those differences, we will first explain how IIS URL
rewriting and ASP.NET routing work.

The basic idea of URL rewriting is not a new concept. It was introduced in the Apache Web server about a decade
ago. Since then it has proven to be a very useful tool for Web server administrators and Web developers. Many
popular applications that are hosted on Apache now rely on URL rewriting to enable support for "clean" URLs.

The concept of URL rewriting is simple. When a client sends a request to the Web server for a particular URL, the
URL rewriting module analyzes the requested URL and changes it to a different URL on the same server. The URL
rewriting module runs early in the request-processing pipeline, modifying the requested URL before the Web
server decides which handler to use to process the request. The handler, which is chosen based on the rewritten
URL, processes the request and generates a response that is sent back to the Web browser. The requesting client
never sees the rewritten URL; as far as the client is concerned, it has received a response from the original URL.

In terms of the IIS architecture, this process is represented by the following diagram:
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ASP.NET Routing

The URL Rewrite module is a native code module that plugs into the request-processing pipeline at the Pre-begin
Request or Begin Request stages, and then evaluates the requested URL path by using a set of rewrite rules. Each
rewrite rule analyzes the URL path and, if all the rule conditions are met, changes the original path to a new path.
After all the rules have been evaluated, the URL Rewrite module produces a final URL path that is used for the
request through the remainder of the IIS pipeline processing. This means that the handler selection in the IIS
pipeline is made based on the rewritten URL that is produced by the URL Rewrite module.

ASP.NET routing is a request-dispatching mechanism that lets developers associate a certain URL with a handler
that can process requests made to that URL. This association is done by registering the "routes" that define which
handler to invoke for a particular URL path. When a request is made to a Web server ASP.NET routing looks up
the requested URL path in the list of registered routes. If the route is found, the corresponding handler for that
route is invoked to process that request.

In terms of IIS and ASP.NET architecture, this process is represented by the following diagram:
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Differences Between IIS URL Rewriting and ASP.NET Routing

ASP.NET routing is implemented as a managed-code module that plugs into the IIS request-processing pipeline
at the Resolve Cache stage (PostResolveRequestCache event) and at the Map Handler stage
(PostMapRequestHandler event). ASP.NET routing is configured to run for all requests made to the Web
application.

During the PostResolveRequestCache event, the module looks through a routing table (a collection of route
objects) for a route that matches the requested URL path. If a match is found, the module obtains a reference to
the handler that corresponds to that route and saves the reference as part of the current HTTP context. A handler
can be any .NET Framework object that implements the System.Web.IHttpHandler interface. If no route is found,
the module does not do anything, and the URL falls through and is processed normally (typically by matching it to
a file on disk).

During the PostMapRequestHandler event, the module checks if the HTTP context contains any information about
a handler. If it does, ASP.NET routing uses the information to set the Handler property of the current HTTP
context. This ensures that during the Execute Handler stage, IIS will execute the handler that was selected by the
routing module. If that information is not set, then the module does not do anything and the URL falls through to
let IIS make a handler selection.

Based on the above explanation, there are the following main conceptual differences between IIS URL rewriting
and ASP.NET routing:

1. URL rewriting is used to manipulate URL paths before the request is handled by the Web server. The URL
rewriting module does not know which handler will eventually process the rewritten URL. In addition, the
actual request handler might not know that the URL has been rewritten.
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Which Option Should You Use?

2. ASP.NET routing is used to dispatch a request to a handler based on the requested URL path. As opposed to
URL rewriting, the routing module knows about the handlers and selects the handler that should generate a
response for the requested URL. You can think of ASP.NET routing as an advanced handler-mapping
mechanism.

In addition to these conceptual differences, there are the following functional differences between IIS URL
rewriting and ASP.NET routing:

1. The IIS URL Rewrite module can be used with any type of Web application, which includes ASP.NET, PHP,
ASP, and static files. ASP.NET routing can be used only with .NET Framework-based Web applications.

2. The IIS URL Rewrite module works the same way regardless of whether integrated or classic IIS pipeline mode
is used for the application pool. For ASP.NET routing, it is preferable to use integrated pipeline mode. ASP.NET
routing can work in classic mode, but in that case the application URLs must include file name extensions or the
application must be configured to use "*" handler mapping in IIS.

3. The IIS URL Rewrite module can make rewriting decisions based on domain names, HTTP headers, and server
variables. By default, ASP.NET routing works only with URL paths and with the HTTP-Method header.

4. In addition to rewriting, the URL Rewrite module can perform HTTP redirection, issue custom status codes, and
abort requests. ASP.NET routing does not perform these tasks.

5. The URL Rewrite module is not extensible in its current version. ASP.NET routing is fully extensible and
customizable.

What does all this information mean if you need to choose a technology to enable clean URLs for your Web
applications? In this section, we explain how to make this choice.

If your Web application is built by using anything except ASP.NET, use the IIS URL Rewrite module. Otherwise,
the rules are:

1. If you are developing a new ASP.NET Web application that uses either ASP.NET MVC or ASP.NET Dynamic
Data technologies, use ASP.NET routing. Your application will benefit from native support for clean URLs,
including generation of clean URLs for the links in your Web pages. Note that ASP.NET routing does not
support standard Web Forms applications yet, although there are plans to support it in the future.

2. If you already have a legacy ASP.NET Web application and do not want to change it, use the URL Rewrite
module. The URL Rewrite module lets you translate search engine-friendly URLs into a format that your
application currently uses. Also, it lets you create redirect rules that can be used to redirect search engine
crawlers to clean URLs.

In practice, however, the choice does not have to be either/or. The technologies can be used together and can
complement each other. In the following sections, we outline some scenarios where you can use ASP.NET routing
and IIS URL rewriting together.

Enforcing canonical URLs for your application.
You should force the use of http://www.mysite.com/home/about instead of http://mysite.com/Home/About. When
a Web client requests a URL that does not conform to the format that you want, the client is redirected to a
canonical URL. In this scenario, you can use the URL Rewrite module to enforce canonical URLs and perform
redirection, and use ASP.NET routing to select a handler that would process the requested URL path.

The following example shows a URL rewrite rule that you can use for this scenario:
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<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Enforce canonical hostname" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="(.*)" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" negate="true" pattern="^www\.mysite\.com$" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Redirect" url="http://www.mysite.com/{R:1}" redirectType="Permanent" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Forward to static file server">
            <match url="^.+\.(?:jpg|bmp|gif)$" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="http://static_file_server/{R:0}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Rewrite to new folder">
            <match url="^Images/(.+)$" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="NewImages/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

Serving static content from a different site or server.
Your Web application is deployed on multiple servers in such a way that dynamic Web content is located on one
site or server and all static content is on a different site or server. You can use the URL Rewrite module together
with the IIS Application Request Routing module to forward all requests for static files to a different server, while
serving all requests for dynamic Web pages from the current server. This way, ASP.NET routing is used only for
dynamic Web content and does not evaluate any URLs for static content.

The following example shows a URL rewrite rule that you can use for this scenario:

Static content management.
When your static files or folders are moved to a new location, you can still support old URLs for backward
compatibility reasons. In fact, you might not want Web site visitors to know that the files or folders have been
moved. In that case you can use URL Rewrite module to rewrite paths for static files, while all the URLs to your
dynamic ASP.NET Web pages are handled by the routing module.

The following example shows a URL rewrite rule that you can use for this scenario:

Request blocking.
The URL Rewrite module can be used to block certain requests based on various criteria. For example, you can
prevent certain site crawlers from accessing specific URL paths on your Web site. That way, forbidden requests will
not even get to the ASP.NET router, thus reducing the load on your Web server.

The following example shows a URL rewrite rule that you can use to block unwanted site crawlers. Note that the
requests are blocked for a particular URL path based on either the user-agent HTTP header or based on the
client's IP address:



<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Block SomeRobot" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^folder1/folder2" />
            <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAny">
                <add input="{USER_AGENT}" pattern="SomeRobot" />
                <add input="{REMOTE_ADDR}" pattern="201\.45\.33\.[0-5]" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="AbortRequest" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

Future Directions

Conclusion

Related documents

Even though IIS URL rewriting and ASP.NET routing have some functional overlap, they address scenarios that
are unique to each technology. Because of that, these two technologies will continue to exist and evolve as
independent components in IIS, with the potential for tighter integration between them. For example, ASP.NET
routing can leverage some of the rich tools that are provided with the URL Rewrite module. The URL Rewrite
module can be better integrated with ASP.NET in terms of providing extensibility for customizing URL rewriting
logic.

Either IIS URL rewriting or ASP.NET routing can be used to implement URL manipulation scenarios for your Web
application. ASP.NET routing is a solution that is optimized for ASP.NET, thus it may be preferable for Web
developers who design their ASP.NET applications from the ground up and want to have a clean URL structure.
IIS URL rewriting is a generic URL manipulation mechanism that addresses a multitude of scenarios. In particular,
it can be used by Web developers as well as Web server/site administrators to enable clean URLs for existing Web
applications without modifying the application code.

URL Rewrite Module documentation and tutorials
ASP.NET routing documentation
ASP.NET MVC
ASP.NET Dynamic Data

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc668201.aspx
https://www.asp.net/mvc/
https://www.asp.net/DynamicData/
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Launching the "Test pattern" dialog

by Ruslan Yakushev

URL Rewrite Module UI for IIS 7 and above includes a tool that can be used to test the regular expression and
wildcard patterns used within rewrite rules and conditions. With this tool you can very quickly verify the
correctness of the pattern; you can check how the pattern is applied to various input strings and what values are
stored in back-references. Also, this tool can be used as a first step in troubleshooting of rewrite rules, by checking
if the problematic URL matches the rule patterns correctly. This article explains how to use the "Test Pattern" tool.

The "Test pattern" tool can be used to test rule pattern and condition patterns. To test rule patterns open URL
Rewrite Module UI and select a rule in the rules list and click on "Edit...":

Then click on the "Test pattern..." button in the "Edit Rule" page:
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Using "Test pattern" tool

To test condition pattern, select a condition in the conditions list view and then click "Edit...". In the "Edit
Condition" dialog click on "Test pattern..." button:

In the "Test Pattern" dialog, enter a string that you want to match against the pattern. Click on "Test" button:
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Summary

The results of the pattern match and the list of rule back-references will be displayed. Similarly, if you use "Test
pattern" tool for testing of patterns used in conditions, the results will show the list of condition back-references:

Note that you can make changes to the pattern, while within "Test Pattern" dialog. If you've made any changes to
the pattern, when you click on "Close" button you can choose whether to preserve or ignore the changes to the
pattern.

The "Test pattern" tool provide a simple way for testing regular expression and wildcard patterns used in rewrite
rules and conditions. The tool can be used to test and adjust patterns as well as to troubleshoot rewrite rules with
incorrect patterns.
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Request Filtering and URL Rewriting in the IIS Request Processing
Pipeline

by Ruslan Yakushev

IIS 7.0 and above includes a request filtering module that is based on the URLScan ISAPI Filter for IIS 6.0. The
module helps you tighten security of your Web servers.

The IIS team has also released an add-on URL rewrite module for IIS, which provides functionality for rule-based
URL manipulation. Even though the primary purpose of the URL rewrite module is to rewrite URL paths for
requests, the rewrite module can also be used as a security enforcement tool that helps prevent access to Web site
content.

This article explains the differences between these two modules and provides guidance on which to choose for
tightening the security of your Web server.

First of all, it is important to understand how the request filtering module and the rewrite module plug into the IIS
pipeline. The following diagram shows the relative order of these two modules:

The request filtering module runs at the beginning of the request processing pipeline by handling the
BeginRequest event. The module evaluates the request metadata, such as headers, the query string, content
length, etc, in order to determine whether the request metadata matches any existing filter. If there is a match, the
module generates a 404 (File Not Found) response and then shortcuts the remainder of the IIS pipeline.

If the request filtering module has not filtered the request, the request is passed to the next module in the IIS
pipeline, which might be the URL rewrite module. The URL rewrite module evaluates the request against rewrite
rules. If a rule results in a redirection, or sends a custom response or aborts the request, the rewrite module
generates an appropriate response and then shortcuts the remainder of the IIS pipeline.
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Differences Between Request Filtering and URL Rewriting

Filtering CriteriaFiltering Criteria

CRITERION
SUPPORTED BY REQUEST FILTERING
MODULE? SUPPORTED BY URL REWRITE MODULE?

Scan requested URL path Yes, using substring search Yes, using regex and wildcard patterns

Check URL length Yes No

Scan query string No Yes, using regex and wildcard patterns

Check query string length Yes No

Check HTTP verbs Yes Yes

Check request content length Yes No

Scan HTTP headers No Yes, using regex and wildcard patterns

Check HTTP headers length Yes No

Scan server variables No Yes

Check sender's IP address or host name No* Yes

Request-Blocking ActionsRequest-Blocking Actions

Notice that the request filtering module is placed before the URL rewrite module. This is because in IIS
architecture, the request filtering module is considered to be a gatekeeper component that protects the Web
server from malicious requests. The URL rewrite module is considered to be a server-based URL manipulation
component that works on the URLs that have already been filtered by the request filtering module. You can think
of URL rewriting as server-based application logic, similar to ASP.NET applications that can also perform
rewriting or redirection. Request filtering is a first line of defense, while the URL rewriter can be a second security
barrier that is more application specific. For more details, see the blog post "Interaction between URL Rewriter
and Request Filtering Modules for IIS7" on the IIS Web site.

The conceptual differences between request filtering and URL rewriting are these:

Request filtering is designed and optimized purely for security scenarios.
URL rewriting can be applied for a broad set of scenarios; security scenarios are just a subset of these.

With that in mind, you can compare the features of each module that can be used for security scenarios. You
should consider the following categories:

1. Filtering criteria. What kind of input can be used to make a decision about blocking a request? Also, what
conditions can be used to express the request-blocking logic?

2. Request-blocking actions. What actions can be performed when a request satisfies the filtering criteria?
3. Performance impact. How might request filtering and URL rewriting affect the performance of your Web

server?

The following table lists possible filtering criteria and explains how each module supports them.

* The IP Restriction module in IIS can be used for blocking requests from specific IP addresses and host names.

https://blogs.iis.net/nazim/archive/2008/06/06/interaction-between-url-rewriter-and-request-filtering-modules-for-iis7.aspx


Performance ImpactPerformance Impact

Choosing Between Request Filtering and URL Rewriting

The request filtering module has only one action, which it performs when a request matches a filtering criterion.
The action is to return status code 404 (File Not Found).

The URL rewrite module provides a much wider set of options if a request should be blocked, including the
following:

1. The requested URL can be rewritten to some other URL. For example, to prevent image hot-linking, you can
rewrite a URL to a placeholder image file for any requests that come from a third-party domain.

2. The Web client can be redirected to a different URL.
3. An HTTP status code of your choice can be sent to the Web client. For example, you might send a status 401

(Unauthorized) response for requests that match specific filtering criteria.
4. The HTTP request can be aborted by dropping the socket connection. That way, the Web client gets no

information about the Web server at all.

Both modules have been implemented to have as little impact as possible on the performance of the IIS Web
server. However, there are the following important performance differences between these modules:

The URL rewrite module relies heavily on regular expression patterns. Evaluating regular expressions is an
expensive operation, and if you define many complex rewrite rules, you might see a noticeable impact on the
throughput of your Web server.
The request filtering module does not use regular expressions or any other pattern matching. It simply
performs a substring search, which can have a significantly smaller impact on Web server throughput.

If you are choosing between request filtering and URL rewriting for tightening the security of your Web server, the
general rule is to start with request filtering. Request filtering is optimized for security scenarios and its feature set
will most likely be sufficient for implementing your security requirements. If you have a requirement that cannot
be addressed by the request filtering module, use the URL rewrite module to implement that requirement, and
leave the rest of the security tasks to the request filtering module. That way you reduce the performance impact of
the URL rewrite module by having the minimal amount of rewrite rules for the server to process.
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Setting the Postback URL for the Form Element

protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
{ 
    form1.Action = Request.RawUrl; 
}

NOTENOTE

Rewriting URLs for the AJAX UpdatePanel Control

by Ruslan Yakushev

When you use the IIS URL Rewrite module with ASP.NET applications, it is important to ensure the correct
behavior of your Web application with rewritten URLs. This article explains scenarios in which URL rewriting can
affect ASP.NET Web applications, and solutions to potential problems.

Setting the Postback URL for the Form Element
Rewriting URLs for the AJAX UpdatePanel Control
Using the "~" Operator in Web Server Controls
Rewriting URLs and Site Navigation Controls
Prevent Rewriting of Requests for ASP.NET resources

  

ASP.NET Web Forms use postbacks extensively, and this makes it somewhat tricky to perform URL rewriting for
ASP.NET pages. If the page contains one or more Web server controls, when ASP.NET renders the page, it sets
the action attribute of the HTML form element to point back to the page where the form element is—that is, it
points to itself. If URL rewriting is used for that page, the action attribute points to the rewritten URL, not to the
URL that was requested from the browser. This causes the browser to display the rewritten URL in the address
box any time a postback occurs.

To prevent the action attribute from pointing to the wrong URL, you can set the Action property of the HtmlForm
instance on the page to the postback URL that was requested by the browser. You can obtain that URL from by
using HttpRequest.RawUrl property. The following example shows how you can modify the ASP.NET page to set
the action URL.

The HtmlForm.Action property is available starting with .NET Framework version 3.5 SP1.

If you are using ASP.NET master pages, you can add code to the Page_Load method of the master page to set the
postback action URL for all the pages that use that master page.

 

When you use the URL Rewrite module to rewrite the URL for a page that contains one or more UpdatePanel
controls, the control will use the rewritten URL for all the actions that are performed by that UpdatePanel control.
This can cause the controls in the UpdatePanel control to not work correctly, especially in cases when URL
rewriting changes the directory hierarchy of the requested URL. For example, if you use the URL Rewrite module

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/url-rewriting-for-aspnet-web-forms.md
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Using the ~ Operator in Web Server Controls

<asp:Image runat="server" ImageUrl="~/Images/MyImage.gif" />

<img src="Images/MyImage.gif" ... >

<img src="../Images/MyImage.gif" ... >

Rewriting URLs and Site Navigation Controls

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<siteMap xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/AspNet/SiteMap-File-1.0">
  <siteMapNode url="~/Products/" title="Products" description="Products Home Page">   
    <siteMapNode url="~/Products/Hardware/" title="Hardware" description="Hardware Products" /> 
    <siteMapNode url="~/Products/Software/" title="Software" description="Software Products" />
  </siteMapNode>
</siteMap>

to rewrite /Products/Hardware to /Products.aspx, the UpdatePanel control will use the URL
/Products/Hardware/Products.aspx for all actions within the UpdatePanel control. This results in a script error.

To prevent this from happening, set the Action property of the page's HtmlForm instance as described in Setting
the Postback URL for the Form Element in the previous section.

 

You can use the ~ operator in ASP.NET Web server controls to reference the root of the application directory
when you need to set a path. However, if URL rewriting changes the directory hierarchy of the requested URL, this
can cause links that are specified with the ~ operator to be resolved incorrectly. For example, imagine that the
Default.aspx page at the root of a Web application named app1 contains the following Image control:

If URL rewriting changes the URL from http://localhost/app1/folder/file to http://localhost/app1/default.aspx, the
links that are specified with the ~ operator will be resolved relative to the rewritten URL path, which would be
relative to the /app1 folder. The following example shows the resulting HTML markup for the img element:

Because the browser requested http://localhost/app1/folder/file, it will try to obtain the image from
http://localhost/app1/folder/Images/MyImage.gif. This results in a 404 (File Not Found) error.

The URL Rewrite module for IIS includes an update for ASP.NET that fixes this behavior. The update causes the ~
operator in Web server controls to be resolved relative to the originally requested URL. In the previous example,
the HTML markup in the response will contain the correct URL path for the img element, as shown in the
following markup:

The update for ASP.NET applies only to .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 and later. In order to get the update, upgrade
the .NET Framework to version 3.5 SP1 and then run the IIS URL Rewrite module installer, which will install the
ASP.NET update.

 

An ASP.NET sitemap can be used to describe the structure of a Web site so that the site navigation API and the
site navigation controls can expose a logical (instead of physical) site structure. When you use the URL Rewrite
module with an ASP.NET application that uses site navigation, you typically want the navigation controls to
operate in terms of logical site structure that uses public or virtual URLs.

For example, you might define a sitemap as shown in the following example:

You might then define rewrite rules that perform the following rewrites:

http://localhost/app1/folder/file
http://localhost/app1/default.aspx
http://localhost/app1/folder/file
http://localhost/app1/folder/Images/MyImage.gif


Prevent Rewriting of Requests for ASP.NET Web Resources

<rule name="RewriteUserFriendlyURL1" stopProcessing="true">
  <match url="^([^/]+)/?$" />
  <conditions>
    <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
    <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
    <!--  The following condition prevents rule from rewriting requests to .axd files -->
    <add input="{URL}" negate="true" pattern="\.axd$" />
  </conditions>
  <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?p={R:1}" />
</rule>

/Products/ to /Products.aspx
/Products/Hardware to /Products.aspx?category=Hardware
/Products/Software to /Products.aspx?category=Software

Defining a sitemap by using these virtual URLs can cause the SystemWeb.SiteMap class to not work correctly.
When you try to access the SiteMap.CurrentNode property in an ASP.NET page, the property may contain null.
This can cause site navigation controls like SiteMapPath and Menu to work incorrectly.

The URL Rewrite module for IIS includes an update for ASP.NET that fixes the navigation controls so that they
can work with virtual URLs that are rewritten. With this update, the SiteMap.CurrentNode property will refer to
the SiteMapNode that corresponds to the currently requested virtual URL.

The update for ASP.NET applies only to .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 and later. In order to get the update, upgrade
the .NET Framework to version 3.5 SP1 and then run the IIS URL Rewrite module installer, which will install the
ASP.NET update.

 

ASP.NET-based web applications very often make requests to WebResources.axd file to retrieve assembly
resources and serve them to the Web browser. There is no such file exists on the server because ASP.NET
generates the content dynamically when WebResources.axd is requested. So if you have a URL rewrite rule that
does rewriting or redirection only if requested URL does not correspond to a file or a folder on a web server's file
system, that rule may accidentally rewrite requests made to WebResources.axd and thus break your application.

This problem can be easily prevented if you add one extra condition to the rewrite rule:
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test web page

by IIS Team

Rule templates are used to provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain scenario. URL
rewriter module includes several rule templates for some common usage scenarios. In addition to that URL
rewrite module UI provides a framework for plugging in custom rule templates. This walkthrough will guide you
through how to use "User Friendly URL" rule template that is included with URL rewrite module.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
2. URL rewrite module 2.0 release installed.

We will be using a simple test asp.net page to verify that the rules created by the template work correctly. The test
page simply reads the web server variables and outputs their values in browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called
article.aspx:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/user-friendly-url-rule-template.md


<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
        <table>
            <tr>
                <th>Server Variable</th>
                <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Original URL: </td>
                <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Final URL: </td>
                <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %>?<%= Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] 
%></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Public Link: </td>
                <td><a href="<%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %>?<%= 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %>">Link URL</a></td>
            </tr>
        </table>
    </body>
</html>

Using rule template to generate rewrite rules

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/article.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly in
a browser.

The "User Friendly URL" rule template can be used to generate rewrite, redirect and outbound rules that make
URLs for your dynamic web application more user and search engine friendly. Typically, dynamic web pages take
into account query string parameters when generating an output HTML. The URLs with query strings (e.g. 
http://contoso.com/articles.aspx?year=2008&month=11 ) are not as easy for humans to use and communicate as

simple hierarchy based URLs (e.g. http://contolso.com/articles/2008/11 ). In addition some search engine
crawlers may ignore the query string when indexing the web site pages. The rule template helps you generate
rewrite rule that transform the hierarchy based URLs to URLs with query strings. The templace can also,
optionally, generate a redirect rule that can be used to redirect web clients form URLs with query strings to clean
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URLs. Finally, it is possible to create an outbound rewrite rule that replaces all the occurances of URLs with query
strings in the HTML responce with their hierarch based URL equivalents.

To use the template follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite"

4. In the "Actions" pane on right hand side click on "Add rules…" and then select "User Friendly URL" template:

5. In the "Add rules to enable user friendly URLs" dialog enter an example of an URL with query string
parameters: http://localhost/article.aspx?id=123&title=some-title  and then expand the drop down list with
suggested options for how that example URL can be transformed into a URL without query string.
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6. Choose the second option: http://localhost/article/123/some-title . Notice that the URL pattern and
Substitution URL have been updated accordingly. These will be used in the rewrite rule that will be created by
the rule template. Check the "Create corresponding redirect rule" to create a redirect rule that will be used,
when web clients used internal URL to request a web page. Those clients will be redirected to a corresponding
public URL.
Also, check the "Create corresponding outbound rewrite rule" to create an outbound rule that will replace all
instances of internal URLs in the response HTML with their public equivalents.

7. Click "OK" so that the rewrite, redirect and outbound rules will be generated:
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Testing the rule
To test the generated rules, open a Web browser and request the following URL:

http://localhost/article/234/some-title

You should see that the rewrite rule on web server has changed the original URL to article.aspx and it has passed
"234" and "some-title" as values for query string parameters.

In the web broser move the mouse over othe "Link URL" text (or use menu "Page" -> "View Source..."). Notice
that even though the URL for the link was originally in a format that used query string parameters, it has been
replaced by URL Rewrite Module to use hierarchy based URL format.
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Summary

Also, if you request http://localhost/article.aspx?id=432&title=some-other-title  you will see that the browser
gets redirected to http://localhost/article/432/some-other-title .

In this walkthrough you have learned how to generate rewrite rules by using "User Friendly URL" rule template
included in URL rewrite module. This rule template can be used as a starting point for designing rewrite rules for
enabling user friendly and search engine friendly URLs for you existing web applications.
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test web page

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
      <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
      <table>
            <tr>
                  <th>Server Variable</th>
                  <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Original URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                  <td>Final URL: </td>
                  <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
            </tr>
      </table>
</body>
</html>

by Ruslan Yakushev

Rule templates are used to provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain scenario. URL
rewriter module includes several rule templates for some common usage scenarios. In addition to that URL
rewrite module UI provides a framework for plugging in custom rule templates. This walkthrough will guide you
through how to use "Rule with Rewrite Map" template that is included with URL rewrite module.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
2. URL rewrite module Go Live release installed.

We will be using a simple test asp.net page to verify that the rule created by the template works correctly. The test
page simply reads the web server variables and outputs their values in browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called
article.aspx:

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/article.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly in
a browser.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/rule-with-rewrite-map-rule-template.md
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Using rule template to generate rewrite rule
The "Rule with Rewrite Map" template can be used to generate rewrite and redirect rules that use rewrite maps for
storing static mappings between originally requested URLs and rewritten or redirected URLs. For more
information about usage of rewrite maps refer to "URL Rewrite Module Configuration Reference" and "Using
Rewrite Maps in URL Rewrite Module".

To use this template follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite"

4. In the "Actions" pane on right hand side click on "Add rules…"
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5. In the "Add Rules" dialog select "Rule with Rewrite Map" and click "OK":

6. In the "Add rule with rewrite map" dialog, choose "Rewrite" in the drop down list. In the "Choose the rewrite
map:" combo box specify the name of the new rewrite map as StaticRewrites.
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7. Click "OK". This will create a rewrite map with the given name and a rewrite rule with name "Rewrite Rule 1 for
StaticRewrites" that references that rewrite map.

8. After clicking "OK" you will be taken to the page where you can specify the mapping entries for the rewrite
map. Click on "Add Mapping Entry..." in the Actions pane on right hand side and then enter the original and
new value for the mapping entry as "/article1" and "/article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title" respectively.
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<rewrite>
 <rewriteMaps>
  <rewriteMap name="StaticRewrites">
   <add key="/article1" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
   <add key="/some-title" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
   <add key="/post/some-title.html" value="/article.aspx?id=1&amp;title=some-title" />
  </rewriteMap>
 </rewriteMaps>
 <rules>
  <rule name="Rewrite Rule 1 for StaticRewrites" stopProcessing="true">
   <match url=".*" />
   <conditions>
    <add input="{StaticRewrites:{REQUEST_URI}}" pattern="(.+)" />
   </conditions>
   <action type="Rewrite" url="{C:1}" appendQueryString="False"/>
  </rule>
 </rules>
</rewrite>

ORIGINAL VALUE: NEW VALUE:

/some-title /article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title

/post/some-title.html /article.aspx?id=1&title=some-title

9. Repeat previous step to add two more mapping entries as follows:

After completing these steps you should see the following rewrite map and rewrite rule created in 
C:\inetpub\wwwroot\web.config  file.
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Testing the rule

Summary

To test the generated rewrite rule that uses the "StaticRewrites" map, open web browser and request any of the
following URLs:

http://localhost/article1

http://localhost/some-title

http://localhost/post/some-title.html

Any one of the URLs above should cause the URL to be rewritten in accordance to the mappings defined in the
rewrite map. Your results should look like the following page:

In this walkthrough you have learned how to generate rewrite rules with rewrite maps by using "Rule with Rewrite
Map" template included with URL rewrite module. This rule template can be used for creating a rule and a
placeholder map that can contain large number of static rewriting and redirection mappings for your web
application.
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Using rule template to generate a request blocking rule

by Ruslan Yakushev

Rule templates are used to provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain scenario. URL
rewriter module includes several rule templates for some common usage scenarios. In addition to that URL
rewrite module UI provides a framework for plugging in custom rule templates. This walkthrough will guide you
through how to use "Request Blocking" rule template that is included with URL rewrite module.

The "Request Blocking" rule template can be used to generate a rule that blocks incoming requests based on
various criteria. For example, requests can be blocked based on certain pattern within URL path or based on
certain value in one of the request headers.

To use the template follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite"

4. In the "Actions" pane on right hand side click on "Add rules…"

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/request-blocking-rule-template.md
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5. In the "Add Rules" dialog select "Request Blocking" and click "OK":

6. In the "Add request blocking rule" dialog choose to:
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Testing the ruleTesting the rule

Summary

7. Click "OK" to create the rule.

Block access based on host header;
Block requests that do not match the pattern;
Specify localhost as a pattern, meaning that any request with host header not equal to localhost will be
blocked;
Use wildcards pattern syntax;
Block request by aborting the request connection.

To test this rule, open a Web browser and make a request to http://127.0.0.1/iisstart.htm . What you should see
is a browser that does not receive any response from the server. However, if you request 
http://localhost/iisstart.htm , then the Web server will respond successfully.

In this walkthrough you have learned how to use "Rule with Rewrite Map" template to generate rules that can
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protect security of your web application by blocking unwanted requests.
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Built-in rule templates

Custom rule templates

by Ruslan Yakushev

Rule templates in URL Rewrite module provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain
scenario.

URL rewriter module includes several rule templates for most common scenarios:

User Friendly URL - This rule template can be used to generate rewrite and redirect rules that make URLs for
your dynamic web application more user and search engine friendly. The rule template helps you generate
rewrite rule that transform the hierarchy based URLs to URLs with query strings. Also, optionally, it can
generate a redirect rule that can be used to redirect web clients form URLs with query strings to clean URLs.
Rule with Rewrite Map - This rule template can be used to generate rewrite and redirect rules that use rewrite
maps for storing static mappings between originally requested URLs and rewritten or redirected URLs. For
more information about usage of rewrite maps refer to "URL Rewrite Module Configuration Reference" and
"Using Rewrite Maps in URL Rewrite Module".
Request Blocking - this rule template can be used to generate a rule that blocks incoming requests based on
various criteria. For example, requests can be blocked based on certain pattern within URL path or based on
certain value in one of the request headers.

URL Rewrite module provides an extensible framework for plugging in custom rule templates. For example, you
could create a rule template that simplifies creation of rewrite rules for search engine optimization of the web site
or for preventing content hot-linking. For a step by step guidance on how to extend URL Rewrite module user
interface with rule templates refer to the article "Developing rule template for URL Rewrite module".

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/rule-templates-overview.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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Template Overview

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will guide you through how to develop a rule template for URL Rewrite module. You will create
a rule template that can be used to generate a rewrite rule that enforces usage of a particular domain for a web
site.

Canonical Domain Name rule template can be used to simplify the creation of a rewrite rule that is used to enforce
canonical domain name for a web site. Users can choose this template from the "Add rule(s)" dialog:

Then users can provide a domain name that they want to use:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/developing-rule-template-for-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/developing-rule-template-for-url-rewrite-module/_static/image1.png


After that the template will generate a rewrite rule as below:
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Prerequisites

VS2008 project for the rule template

Implementing a rule template

Before proceeding with this walkthrough it is recommended to familiarize yourself with the basic concepts of IIS
Manager extensibility by completing the tasks in the article "How to create a simple IIS Manager module".

The complete Visual Studio 2008 project for this rule template is available for download here.

To support remote management, all IIS Manager UI components are implemented by following a certain design
pattern. A module's implementation consists of these parts:

Client-side user interface and service proxy
Server-side service for managing the IIS configuration

All the user interface specific implementation resides on a client side, which may be a remote client machine. All
functionality that actually makes changes to the IIS configuration is implemented as a service on a server side,
thus ensuring that it has access to all server configuration API's. Client-side controls interact with the service via
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Implementing a client-side user interface
Create a moduleCreate a module

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Iis.Rewrite;

namespace CanonicalDomainTemplate
{
    internal class CanonicalDomainModule: Module
    {
        protected override void Initialize(IServiceProvider serviceProvider, ModuleInfo moduleInfo)
        {
            base.Initialize(serviceProvider, moduleInfo);

            IExtensibilityManager extensibilityManager = 
(IExtensibilityManager)GetService(typeof(IExtensibilityManager));

            extensibilityManager.RegisterExtension(typeof(RewriteTemplateFeature), new 
CanonicalDomainFeature(this)); 
        }
    }
}

Create a Rewrite Template FeatureCreate a Rewrite Template Feature

service proxy.

It is a good practice to implement rule templates by following the same pattern, so that the templates work when
users create rules via IIS Remote Manager. The following sections describe how to implement rule template
service and client.

First, you will need to create a module, is the main entry point in the client for all extensibility objects. To do that:

1. Create and configure a Visual Studio project by following steps described in tasks 1 and 2 from the article
"How to create a simple IIS Manager module". Name the project as "CanonicalDomainTemplateClient".

2. Select Add References from the Project menu and add references to Microsoft.Web.Management.dll located
in \Windows\System32\inetsrv:

3. Select Add Reference again and add reference to Microsoft.Web.Management.Rewrite.Client.dll located in
\Program Files\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS.

4. Select Add Reference again and add reference to System.Windows.Forms.dll
5. Select the option Add New Item from the Project menu. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Class

template and type CanonicalDomainModule.cs as the name for the file.
6. Change the code so that it looks as below:

This code initializes a new instance of a class CanonicalDomainFeature, which will implement the rule template
functionality. The instance of this class is used to register an extension of type RewriteTemplateFeature, which is
a type from which all rule templates are derived.

When defining a class that implements rule template you will need to derive this class from
RewriteTemplateFeature class. It is a parent class that is used by all URL Rewrite rule templates.

1. Select the option Add New Item in the Project Menu. Select the Class template and type
CanonicalDomainFeature.cs as the file name.

2. Change the code so that it looks as below:



using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Iis.Rewrite;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using System.Collections;

namespace CanonicalDomainTemplate
{
    class CanonicalDomainFeature: RewriteTemplateFeature
    {
        private const string FeatureTitle = "Canonical Domain Name";
        private const string FeatureDescription = "Creates a rewrite rule for enforcing canonical domain name 
for your web site";

        public CanonicalDomainFeature(Module module)
            : base(module, FeatureTitle, FeatureDescription, Resource.domain_icon16, Resource.domain_icon32)
        {
        }

        public override void Run()
        {
            CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy serviceProxy = 
                 (CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy)Connection.CreateProxy(this.Module, 
                                                                           
typeof(CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy));
            CanonicalDomainForm form = new CanonicalDomainForm(serviceProxy);
            form.StartPosition = FormStartPosition.CenterParent;
            if (form.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.OK)
            {
                Navigate(GetPageType("Rewrite"));
            }
        }

        /// <summary>
        /// Returns the main page for the specified module
        /// </summary>
        private Type GetPageType(string moduleName)
        {
            IControlPanel controlPanel = (IControlPanel)GetService(typeof(IControlPanel));
            Module module = (Module)Connection.Modules[moduleName];

            if (module != null)
            {
                ICollection pageInfos = controlPanel.GetPages(module);

                foreach (ModulePageInfo pageInfo in pageInfos)
                {
                    if (pageInfo.IsEnabled && !pageInfo.PageType.IsAssignableFrom(typeof(IModuleChildPage)))
                    {
                        return pageInfo.PageType;
                    }
                }
            }

            return null;
        }
    }
}

This code does the following:

1. Defines the name and title for the rule template
2. Passes the name, the title and the icons to the base class constructor so that those are used when "Add rule(s)"

dialog displays all registered rule templates
3. Defines the Run() method that is used to render the template user interface, which is WinForm based modal



Define a service proxyDefine a service proxy

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Client;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;

namespace CanonicalDomainTemplate
{
    class CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy : ModuleServiceProxy
    {

        public void GenerateRule(string domainName)
        {
            Invoke("GenerateRule", domainName);
        }
    }
}

Implement the rule template dialogImplement the rule template dialog

dialog CanonicalDomainForm. If the OK button is clicked in the dialog then the main UI page of the URL
Rewrite module is refreshed by calling Navigate() method.

4. Lastly, it defines a helper function GetPageType that is used to get the main page for the specified module.

For a remote client to call a service it is necessary to provide a service proxy. To do that, add another file to your
project called CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy.cs and change the code in it to look as below:

The actual service implementation for GenerateRule method will be added later.

Now, that all the IIS Manager client-side plumbing code is done, the remaining part is to design and implement
the actual user interface for the rule template. To do that follow these steps:

1. Select the option Add New Item in the project menu. In the Add New Item dialog, select "Windows Form" and
type in the name CanonicalDomainForm.cs:

2. Use Visual Studio windows forms designer to arrange controls on the form:
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private CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy _serviceProxy;

public CanonicalDomainForm(CanonicalDomainModuleServiceProxy serviceProxy)
{
   _serviceProxy = serviceProxy;
   InitializeComponent();
}

private void GenerateRule(string domainName)
{
    try
    {
        _serviceProxy.GenerateRule(domainName);
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
        MessageBox.Show(ex.Message);
    }
}

private void OnOkButtonClick(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
    GenerateRule(_DomainTextBox.Text);
}

3. Switch to the code view and add the private member of the class that will contain a reference to a service
proxy:

4. In the same class modify the constructor code as below:

5. In the same class add the helper function that will call the service proxy to generate the rewrite rule with the
parameters specified by a user :

6. Add an event handler for when OK button is clicked. In the event handler code invoke the helper function
GenerateRule, passing the content of the TextBox control as a parameter.
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Implementing a service for rule template

namespace CanonicalDomainTemplate
{
    internal sealed class CanonicalDomainModuleProvider : ModuleProvider
    {
        public override string FriendlyName
        {
            get
            {
                return Resource.ModuleFriendlyName;
            }
        }

        public override Type ServiceType
        {
            get {
                 return typeof(CanonicalDomainModuleService);
            }
        }

        public override ModuleDefinition GetModuleDefinition(IManagementContext context)
        {
            if (context != null && string.Compare(context.ClientUserInterfaceTechnology, 
            "System.Windows.Forms.Control", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase) != 0)
            {
                return null;
            }

            return new ModuleDefinition(Name, "CanonicalDomainTemplate.CanonicalDomainModule,
                                               CanonicalDomainTemplate.Client,Version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral,
                                               PublicKeyToken={your key}");
        }

        public override bool SupportsScope(ManagementScope scope)
        {
            return true;
        }
    }
}

To implement a service you will need to create a module provider, which is an entry point for registration of
modules in IIS Manager. To do that:

1. Create and configure another Visual Studio project by following steps described in tasks 1 and 2 from the
article "How to create a simple IIS Manager module". Name the project as "CanonicalDomainTemplate".

3. Select the option Add New Item from the Project menu. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Class
template and type CanonicalDomainModuleProvider.cs as the name for the file.

4. Change the code so that it looks as below (do not forget to replace the PublicKeyToken with the public key
token of the CanonicalDomainTemplate.Client.dll assembly)

2. Select Add References from the Project menu and add references to the following assemblies located in
\Windows\System32\inetsrv:

a. Microsoft.Web.Administration.dll
b. Microsoft.Web.Management.dll

This code creates a ModuleProvider that supports all types of connections (Server, Site and Application) and
registers a client-side module called CanonicalDomainModule. Also it registers the type of the module service
CanonicalDomainModuleService that is used on a server-side to generate rewrite rules.

To create a service for the rule template follow these steps:



using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using Microsoft.Web.Management.Server;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

namespace CanonicalDomainTemplate
{
    class CanonicalDomainModuleService : ModuleService
    {

        [ModuleServiceMethod]
        public void GenerateRule(string domainName)
        {
            string sectionPath = "system.webServer/rewrite/rules";
            
            if (ManagementUnit.ConfigurationPath.PathType == ConfigurationPathType.Server)
            {
                sectionPath = "system.webServer/rewrite/globalRules";
            }

            ConfigurationSection rulesSection = ManagementUnit.Configuration.GetSection(sectionPath);
            ConfigurationElementCollection rulesCollection = rulesSection.GetCollection();

            ConfigurationElement ruleElement = rulesCollection.CreateElement("rule");
            ruleElement["name"] = @"Canonical domain for " + domainName;
            ruleElement["patternSyntax"] = @"Wildcard";
            ruleElement["stopProcessing"] = true;

            ConfigurationElement matchElement = ruleElement.GetChildElement("match");
            matchElement["url"] = @"*";

            ConfigurationElement conditionsElement = ruleElement.GetChildElement("conditions");

            ConfigurationElementCollection conditionsCollection = conditionsElement.GetCollection();

            ConfigurationElement addElement = conditionsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement["input"] = @"{HTTP_HOST}";
            addElement["negate"] = true;
            addElement["pattern"] = domainName;
            conditionsCollection.Add(addElement);

            ConfigurationElement actionElement = ruleElement.GetChildElement("action");
            actionElement["type"] = @"Redirect";
            actionElement["url"] = @"http://" + domainName + @"/{R:1}";
            actionElement["appendQueryString"] = true;
            rulesCollection.Add(ruleElement);

            ManagementUnit.Update();
        }
    }
}

TIPTIP

1. Select the option Add New Item in the Project Menu. Select the Class template and type
CanonicalDomainModuleService.cs as the file name.

2. Change the code so that it looks as below:

This code creates a rule for redirection to canonical domain.

to quickly get the code for generating rewrite rules use the Configuration Editor for IIS 7.0 and above, which is included in
Administration Pack for IIS. Refer to this article for more information on how to generate code for creation of rewrite rules.

https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&i=1682&g=6
http://ruslany.net/2008/07/scripting-url-rewrite-module-configuration/


Registering the rule template with IIS Manager

<add name="CanonicalDomainName" type="CanonicalDomainTemplate.CanonicalDomainModuleProvider, 
CanonicalDomainTemplate, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=e4e6d0bc8fe7a06a" />

NOTENOTE

<location path=".">
   <module> 
     <add name="CanonicalDomainName" />
   </module>
</location>

Once the rule template project has been successfully compiled and placed into the Global Assembly Cache, you
will need to register it with IIS Manager by adding its information to administration.config file.

Open administration.config file located at \Windows\System32\inetsrv\config and add the following line to the
<moduleProviders> section. Make sure to replace the PublicKeyToken:

By adding it only to the list of moduleProviders you are registering the module only for Server connections. If you want this
module to be enabled for Site connections as well as application connections, add it to the following list:

After these steps are done, you should be able to see the "Canonical Domain Name" rule template in the Add
Rule(s) dialog of URL Rewrite module.
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Prerequisites

Creating the Example Web Site

by Ruslan Yakushev

Rule templates are used to provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain scenario. URL
Rewrite Module 2 includes several rule templates for some common usage scenarios. In addition to that URL
Rewrite Module UI provides a framework for plugging in custom rule templates. This walkthrough will guide you
through how to use "Reverse Proxy" rule template that is included with URL rewrite module. To learn more about
configuring reverse proxy with IIS URL Rewrite Module and IIS Application Request Routing refer to Reverse
Proxy with URL Rewrite v2 and Application Request Routing.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
URL Rewrite Module 2.0 installed;
IIS Application Request Routing installed.

For simplicity, the reverse-proxy scenario you will work with in this walkthrough will be implemented on a single
server, with the IIS "Default Web Site" acting as a reverse-proxy site and content application hosted in separate IIS
web sites on the same server.

To create the example content Web site:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ folder.

%windir%\System32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe add site /name:"contentsite" /bindings:http/*:8081: 
/physicalPath:"%SystemDrive%\inetpub\contentsite

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\contentsite

1. Create a folder called "contentsite" in the following folder :

2. Create an IIS web site called "contentsite" that point to the corresponding folder under 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ . Use port 8081 for the site.

You can use the following commands to create the sites:

3. Create a file named default.aspx in the following folder:

4. Copy the following ASP.NET markup, paste it into the file, and save the file as default.aspx:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/reverse-proxy-rule-template.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Generate Inbound and Outbound Rules by Using Reverse Proxy
Template

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>Reverse Proxy Test Application</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>Reverse Proxy Test Page</h1>
    <p>Requested URL path is <%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %></p>
    <p><a href="http://<%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_HOST"] + Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] 
%>">Here</a> is the link to this page.</p>
</body>
</html>

http://localhost:8081/default.aspx

5. To make sure that the site is working correctly, open a Web browse and request the following URLs:

The "Reverse Proxy" rule template can be used to generate inbound rewrite rule that is used to proxy the HTTP
requests to another server. Optionally the template can also create an outbound rewrite rule that can fix the host
names in the links URLs inside of HTML responses. In the example case described in this walkthrough the proxy
server host name is localhost and the content server's host name is localhost:8081. The web application on the
content server generates a link in HTML response that uses an internal host name, e.g. 
http://localhost:8081/default.aspx . The outbound rule fixes this link to use the proxy's host name, e.g. 
http://localhost/default.aspx .

To create the rules by using the rule template follow these steps:

1. In the IIS Manager select the "Default Web Site" in the tree view on left hand side.
2. Open the URL Rewrite feature view.
3. In the URL Rewrite feature view, select "Add Rule(s)..." action and then select "Reverse Proxy" template:

4. In the "Add Reverse Proxy Rules" dialog enter the following:
Server name or IP address where HTTP requests will be forwarded: localhost:8081

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/reverse-proxy-rule-template/_static/image10.png


Testing the Reverse Proxy

Check the "Rewrite the domain names of the links in HTTP responses" check box and enter :
From: localhost:8081
To: localhost

5. Click OK. Both the inbound and outbound rules will be created:

To test that the rewrite rules generated by the rule template work correctly open a web browser and make a
request to http://localhost/default.aspx . IIS "Default Web Site" will receive this request and will route it to 

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/reverse-proxy-rule-template/_static/image14.png
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Summary

http://localhost:8081/default.aspx  in accordance to the inbound rewrite rule. When the HTTP response is
returned from the contentsite web site, the outbound rewrite rule modifies the link URL inside of the HTML to
rewrite the host name from localhost:8081 to localhost:

In this walkthrough you have learned how to use "Reverse Proxy" rule template to generate rewrite rules to
implement a simple reverse proxy configuration in IIS. This rule template can be used as a starting point to
generate the base rules which can be adjusted or modified later to address the specific routing and rewriting
requirements that you have for your web application.
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test web page

by Ruslan Yakushev

Rule templates are used to provide a simple way of creating one or more rewrite rules for a certain scenario. URL
Rewrite Module 2 includes several rule templates for some common usage scenarios. In addition to that URL
Rewrite Module UI provides a framework for plugging in custom rule templates. This walkthrough will guide you
through how to use the "Search Engine Optimization" rule templates to make sure that the URLs used by pages on
your web application are the most optimal for search engine ranking.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
URL Rewrite Module 2.0 installed;

You will be using a simple test asp.net page to verify that the rules created by the template work correctly. The test
page simply reads the web server variables and outputs their values in browser.

Copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called
article.aspx:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/seo-rule-templates.md
https://github.com/ruslany


<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<title>URL Rewrite Module Test</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>URL Rewrite Module Test Page</h1>
        <table>
            <tr>
                <th>Server Variable</th>
                <th>Value</th>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Original URL: </td>
                <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_URL"] %></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Final URL: </td>
                <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %>?<%= Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] 
%></td>
            </tr>
            <tr>
                <td>Public Link: </td>
                <td><a href="<%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %>">Link URL</a></td>
            </tr>
        </table>
    </body>
</html>

127.0.0.1 www_contoso_com
127.0.0.1 contoso_com

Using Notepad, open %SystemDrive%\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts  and add the two following lines at the
end:

Note: you are using "_" instead of "." for domain separators. This is to prevent a Web browser from trying to
resolve the domain name by using a Domain Name System (DNS) server.

Verify that the host names and web page were setup correctly by opening a Web browser and going to the urls:

http://www_contoso_com/article.aspx?id=123&title=some-title

http://contoso_come/article.aspx?id=123&title=some-title

Finally use the "User-Friendly URL" rule template to generate an inbound rewrite rule that allows usage of the
clean hierarchy base URLs instead of URLs that use query string parameters (refer to User-Friendly URL - rule
template for more information):



Enforce Trailing Slash Rule Template

Verify that the rule has been generated correctly by opening a Web browser and making a request to 
http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title :

Many web applications use "virtual URLs" – that is the URLs that do not directly map to the file and directory
layout on web server's file system. An example of such URL is http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title . If you
try to request this URL with or without trailing slash you will still get the same page. That is OK for human visitors,
but may be a problem for search engine crawlers as well as for web analytics services. Different URLs for the same
page may cause crawlers to treat the same page as different pages, thus affecting the page ranking. They will also
cause Web Analytics statistics for this page to be split up.

Having or not having a trailing slash in the URL is a matter of taste, but once you've made a choice you can enforce
the canonical URL format by using the "Append or remove trailing slash symbol" rule template:
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Enforce Lowercase URLs

Choose whether you want to always add or always remove the trailing slash from all the "virtual URLs":

After the rule has been generated open a Web browser and make a request to 
http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title . The Web browser will be redirected to 
http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title/ :

A problem similar to the trailing slash problem may happen when somebody links to your web page by using
different casing, e.g. http://contoso_com/Article/123/Some-Title vs. http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title. In
this case again the search crawlers will treat the same page as two different pages and two different statistics sets
will show up in Web Analytics reports.

What you want to do is to ensure that if somebody comes to your web site by using a non-canonical link, then you
redirect them to the canonical URL that uses only lowercase characters. The "Enforce lowercase URLs" rule
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Canonical Domain Name

template can be used to generate a redirect rule for that:

Click OK to generate a redirect rule:

After the rule has been generated open a Web browser and make a request to 
http://contoso_com/Article/123/Some-Title . The Web browser will be redirected to 
http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title/ .

Very often you may have one IIS web site that uses several different host names, like for example 
http://contoso.com/  and http://www.contoso.com . Or, perhaps, you have recently changed you domain name from

oldsitename.com to newsitename.com and you want your visitors to use new domain name when
bookmarking links to your site.

To enforce usage of a particular domain name format use the "Canonical Domain Name" rule template:

Enter the domain name that you want to enforce for the site, for example contoso_com:
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Summary

After the rule has been generated open a Web browser and make a request to 
http://www_contoso_com/Article/123/Some-Title . The Web browser will be redirected to 
http://contoso_com/article/123/some-title/

In this walkthrough you have learned how to use Search Engine Optimization rule templates to generate redirect
rules that can help to improve search engine rankings and usability of your web site. To learn more about Search
Engine Optimization tools available in IIS, refer to Search Engine Optimization Toolkit.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/search-engine-optimization-toolkit
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Prerequisites

Setting up a test Web page

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7.

This walkthrough will guide you through how to create and test an outbound rewrite rule for the URL Rewrite
Module 2.0.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
2. URL Rewrite Module 2.0 RC release installed.

To demonstrate how the URL rewrite module 2 works, you will use a simple ASP.NET page. This page reads the
Web server variables and displays their values in the browser. It also constructs a hyperlink by using the server
variables and then puts that link into the response HTML.

To create the test page

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\

1. Create a file named article.aspx in the following folder:

2. Copy the following ASP.NET markup, paste it into the file and save the file:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-outbound-rules-for-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Adding an Inbound Rewrite Rule

http://localhost/article/342/some-article-title

http://localhost/article.aspx?id=342&title=some-article-title

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
    <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
    <title>URL Rewrite Module v2 Test</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>URL Rewrite Module v2 Test Page</h1>
    <h2>Inbound URL Rewriting</h2>
    <table>
        <tr>
            <th>Server Variable</th>
            <th>Value</th>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <td>Original URL: </td>
            <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["UNENCODED_URL"] %></td>
        </tr>
        <tr>
            <td>Final URL: </td>
            <td><%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %></td>
        </tr>
    </table>
    <h2>Outbound URL Rewriting</h2>
        <a href="<%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] + "?" + 
Request.ServerVariables["QUERY_STRING"] %>">Here</a> is the link to this article.
</body>
</html>

http://localhost/article.aspx

3. Open a Web browser and request the following URL in order to make sure that the page renders correctly:

The next step is to add a rule that rewrites URLs that have the following format:

These URLs will be rewritten to have a format like the following:

To add the inbound rewrite rule:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\

1. Open the web.config file located in the following location:

2. Under the /configuration/system.webServer element, add the following and then save the file:



Testing the Inbound Rewrite RuleTesting the Inbound Rewrite Rule

http://localhost/article/342/some-article-title

<rewrite>
  <rules>
    <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
      <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)" />
      <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

For more information about creating inbound rewrite rules, see Creating Rewrite Rules for the URL Rewrite
Module.

You can now test that the inbound rewrite rule is working as designed.

To test the inbound rewrite rule:

Open a Web browser and request the following URL:

If the rewrite rule is working correctly, you will get a response form the server that looks like the following:

You can see that because of the inbound rule it is possible to access this web page by using a simple and user
friendly URL structure. However, if a user clicks on the hyperlink within the HTML page then the URL with query
string parameters will be used by the Web browser. This is not preferable for several reasons:

1. Web site visitors will see the internal URL structure that you wanted to hide by using a URL rewrite rule.
2. The same page will be accessible by multiple URLs, which is not ideal for search engine optimization.

The most straightforward way to fix this is to modify the HTML page to use the simple link structure. However, in
many cases this is not possible. For example, if you already have a complex legacy Web application or a Web
application that you cannot make modifications to, then the task of fixing all the URL links in the application can be
very time-consuming, or not feasible at all.

This is when outbound URL rewriting can help. Outbound URL rewriting can fix the links on a fly in the response

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-outbound-rules-for-url-rewrite-module/_static/image2.png


Create an outbound rewrite rule

http://localhost/article.aspx?id=342&title=some-article-title

http://localhost/article/342/some-article-title

generated by an application.

You will now create an outbound rewrite rule that changes the URLs in the HTML responses. The rule will change
the URLs that have the following format:

These URLs will be rewritten as the following:

You will create an outbound rule by using the URL Rewrite user interface in IIS Manager.

To create the outbound rule:

1. Open IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View select "URL Rewrite"

4. In the Actions pane on the right hand side click on "Add Rules...". In the "Add Rules" dialog select the "Blank
Rule" under the "Outbound rules" category and click OK.
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Naming the ruleNaming the rule

Defining a PreconditionDefining a Precondition

Now you must define the actual outbound rule. In the URL Rewrite Module 2.0, an outbound rewrite rule is
defined by specifying the following information:

Name of the rule.
An optional precondition that controls whether this rule should be applied to a response.
The pattern to use for matching the string in the response.
An optional set of conditions.
The action to perform if a pattern is matched and all condition checks succeeded.

In the "Name" text box enter a name that will uniquely identify the rule, for example: "Rewrite to clean URL".

A precondition is used to evaluate whether the outbound rules evaluation should be performed on a response. For
example if a rule that modifies HTML content, only HTTP responses with content-type header set to "text/html"
should be evaluated against this rule. Outbound rules evaluation and content rewriting is a CPU intensive
operation that may negatively affect the performance of a web application. Therefore, use preconditions to narrow
down the cases when outbound rules are applied.

Because the rule that you are creating should be applied only on HTML responses, you will define a precondition
that checks whether the HTTP response header content-type is equial to "text/html".

To define a precondition:

1. In the Pre-conditions list, select "<Create New Pre-condition>".
2. This will bring you to the Pre-condition editor dialog, where you will need to define the precondition.

Specify the precondition settings as follows:
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Defining a matching scopeDefining a matching scope

Defining a tag filterDefining a tag filter

<a href="this string will be used for pattern matching">Some link</a>

Defining a patternDefining a pattern

^/article\.aspx\?id=([0-9]+)(?:&|&amp;)title=([_0-9a-z-]+)$

3. Click OK to save the precondition and to return to the "Edit Rule" page.

Name: "IsHTML"
Using: "Regular Expressions"
Click "Add" to bring up the "Add condition" dialog. In this dialog specify:

Condition input: "{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}"
Check if input string: "Matches the pattern"
Pattern: "^text/html"

The outbound rewrite rule can operate on the content of an HTTP header or on the response body content. This
rule needs to replace links in the response content so in the "Matching Scope" drop down list choose "Response".

Tag filters are used to scope the pattern matching to a certain HTML elements only, instead of evaluating the entire
response against the rule's pattern. Pattern matching is a very CPU-intensive operation and if an entire response is
evaluated against a pattern, it can significantly slow down the Web application response time. Tag filters allow you
to specify that the pattern matching should be applied only within the content of certain HTML tags, thus
significantly reducing the amount of data that has to be evaluated against regular expression pattern.

To define a tag filter, expand the drop down list "Match the content within: " and then select and check the check
box "A (href attribute)".

This sets the rule to apply the pattern only to the value of the href attribute of the hyperlink, as in the following
example:

In the "Pattern" text box enter the following string:
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Defining an actionDefining an action

/article/{R:1}/{R:2}

This string is a regular expression that specifies that the pattern will match any URL string that meets the following
conditions:

Starts with the sequence of characters "/article.aspx?".
Contains a first query string parameter that has a numeric value.
Contains a second query string parameter that has a alphanumeric value.

Notice that certain parts of the regular expression are within parentheses. These parentheses create capture
groups, which can be later referenced in the rule by using back-references. Also, in most cases the "&" symbol is
HTML encoded in the response, so the regular expression pattern needs to take that into account.

Choose the "Rewrite" action type in the "Action" group box. In the "Value" text box, enter the following string:

This string specifies the new value to which the link address should be rewritten. Notice that for the values of the
query string parameters the expression uses {R:1} and {R:2}, which are the back-references to the capture groups
that were defined in the rule pattern by using parentheses.

Leave default values for all other settings. The "Edit Rule" property page will look like the following page:

Save the rule by clicking on "Apply" action on the right hand side.
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Viewing the Rewrite Rule in the Configuration FileViewing the Rewrite Rule in the Configuration File

%SystemDrive%\inetput\wwwroot\

<rewrite>
 <rules>
  <rule name="Rewrite to article.aspx">
   <match url="^article/([0-9]+)/([_0-9a-z-]+)" />
   <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}&amp;title={R:2}" />
  </rule>
 </rules>
 <outboundRules>
  <rule name="Rewrite to clean URL" preCondition="IsHTML">
   <match filterByTags="A" pattern="^/article\.aspx\?id=([0-9]+)(?:&amp;|&amp;amp;)title=([_0-9a-z-]+)$" />
   <action type="Rewrite" value="/article/{R:1}/{R:2}" />
  </rule>
  <preConditions>
   <preCondition name="IsHTML">
    <add input="{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}" pattern="^text/html" />
   </preCondition>
  </preConditions>
 </outboundRules>
</rewrite>

Testing the ruleTesting the rule

http://localhost/article/342/some-article-title

The rewrite rules are stored either in aplicationHost.config file or in web.config files. To check the configuration
of the rule that you have just created, open a web.config file located in

In this file you see the <rewrite>  section that contains all the rules definitions, as in the following example:

You can now test that the rule correctly rewrites URLs. Open a Web browser and request the following URL:

You should see that the outbound rewrite rule has changed the link within the HTML response:

Now, if a site visitor clicks on this link, the clean URL format will be used and an internal URL representation used
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Summary

by this page will not be revealed.

In this walkthrough you have learned how to configure outbound rewrite rules in URL Rewrite Module 2.0 by
using IIS Manager or by manually editing web.config file. The rules that were created in this walkthrough
demonstrated some of the important features of URL Rewrite Module 2.0, such as outbound rewriting,
preconditions and tag filters.



Using Outbound Rules to add Web Analytics tracking
code
4/20/2017 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

Introduction

Creating an Outbound Rewrite Rule

... 
    <script type='text/javascript'>
        //Your web analytics tracking code goes here...
    </script>
</body>

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7.

This walkthrough will guide you through how to create an IIS outbound rewrite rule that inserts Web analytics
tracking script into Web pages.

To run this walkthrough, you must have the following:

1. URL Rewrite Module 2.0 RCrelease installed.

The purpose of a Web analytics service is to provide Web site publishers with statistical information about visitors
to their sites. This information helps site publishers optimize the content, advertisements, and service offerings in
order to increase customer satisfaction and ROI. Typically, online Web analytics services such as Google Analytics
or Omniture work by collecting data about Web site visitors. When site owners request reports, the Web analytics
provider processes this data and presents it to site owners in a convenient, easy-to-understand format. In order to
enable the data collection required for analytics, Web site owners must instrument all the pages on a Web site with
a tracking script that is issued by the Web analytics service provider

In some cases, the addition of tracking code to the Web pages is a simple task. However, in many cases it might be
necessary to manually add the script to numerous Web pages. In those cases, the Web analytics instrumentation
becomes an expensive and time-consuming task. The response rewriting capability in URL rewrite module version
2 can help in those situations by executing the outbound rules that change the response content on the fly.

To begin, you will create an outbound rewrite rule that adds a JavaScript code snippet into the HTML response.
The code snippet is inserted immediately before the closing </body> tag, as in the following illustration

 WARNING: In this particular example the JavaScript code is assumed to be from a trusted source and it
should be inserted into the HTML page as is. In many other cases when response headers or the response content
is modified by an outbound rewrite rule an extra caution should be taken to ensure that the text which gets
inserted into the response does not contain any client side executable code, which can result in cross-site scripting
vulnerabilities. This is especially important when rewrite rule uses un-trusted data, such as HTTP headers or the
query string, to build the string that will be inserted into the HTTP response. In such cases the replacement string
should be HTML encoded by using the HtmlEncode function, e.g:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-outbound-rules-to-add-web-analytics-tracking-code.md
https://github.com/ruslany


<action type="Rewrite" value="{HtmlEncode:{HTTP_REFERER}}" />

To create the outbound rule:

1. Open IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View select "URL Rewrite Module"

4. In the Actions pane on the right hand side click on "Add Rules...". In the "Add Rules" dialog select the "Blank
Rule" under the "Outbound rules" category and click OK.
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Naming the ruleNaming the rule

Defining a PreconditionDefining a Precondition

Now you must define the actual outbound rule. In the URL Rewrite Module 2.0, an outbound rewrite rule is
defined by specifying the following information:

Name of the rule.
An optional precondition that controls whether this rule should be applied to a response.
The pattern to use for matching the string in the response.
An optional set of conditions.
The action to perform if a pattern is matched and all condition checks succeeded.

In the "Name" text box enter a name that will uniquely identify the rule, for example: "Add tracking script".

A precondition is used to evaluate whether the outbound rules evaluation should be performed on a response. For
example if a rule that modifies HTML content, only HTTP responses with content-type header set to "text/html"
should be evaluated against this rule. Outbound rules evaluation and content rewriting is a CPU intensive
operation that may negatively affect the performance of a web application. Therefore, use preconditions to narrow
down the cases when outbound rules are applied.

Because the rule that you are creating should be applied only on HTML responses, you will define a precondition
that checks whether the HTTP response header content-type is equial to "text/html".

To define a precondition:

1. In the Pre-conditions list, select "<Create New Pre-condition...>".
2. This will bring you to the Pre-condition editor dialog, where you will need to define the precondition.

Specify the precondition settings as follows:

Name: "IsHTML"
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Defining a matching scopeDefining a matching scope

Defining a patternDefining a pattern

</body>

Defining an actionDefining an action

<script type='text/javascript'>//Your web analytics tracking code goes here...</script></body>

3. Click OK to save the precondition and to return to the "Edit Rule" page.

Using: "Regular Expressions"
Click "Add" to bring up the "Add condition" dialog. In this dialog specify:

Condition input: "{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}"
Check if input string: "Matches the pattern"
Pattern: "^text/html"

The outbound rewrite rule can operate on the content of an HTTP header or on the response body content. This
rule needs to modify the response content so in the "Matching Scope" drop-down list choose "Response".

In the "Using:" drop down list, choose "Exact match" option.

In the "Pattern" text box enter the following string:

Choose the "Rewrite" action type that is listed in the "Action" group box. In the "Value" text box, enter the following
string:

This string specifies the new value that will be used as a replacement for the matched string within a response. In
this particular case the string "</body>" will be replaced with the JavaScript code snippet followed by the closing
HTML body tag.

Leave default values for all other settings. The "Edit Rule" property page should look like the following page:
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Viewing the rewrite rule in configuration fileViewing the rewrite rule in configuration file

<rewrite>
 <outboundRules>
  <rule name="Add tracking script" patternSyntax="ExactMatch" preCondition="">
   <match filterByTags="None" pattern="&lt;/body>" />
   <action type="Rewrite" value="&lt;script type='text/javascript'>//Your web analytics tracking code goes 
here...&lt;/script>&lt;/body>" />
  </rule>
 <preConditions>
  <preCondition name="IsHTML">
    <add input="{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}" pattern="^text/html" />
  </preCondition>
 </preConditions>
</outboundRules>
</rewrite>

Testing the ruleTesting the rule

Save the rule by clicking on "Apply" action on the right hand side.

The rewrite rules are stored either in aplicationHost.config file or in web.config files. To check the configuration of
the rule that we have just created, open a web.config file located in %SystemDrive%\inetput\wwwroot\ . In this file you
should see the <rewrite>  section that contains all the rules definitions:

To test that the rule correctly adds a JavaScript code to the web page, request this URL 
http://localhost/iisstart.htm .
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Summary

Once you get a response from the server, open the actual HTML source code (if using Internet Explorer 8 then go
to Page --> View Source). The response HTML will contain the JavaScript code before the closing HTML body tag:

In this walkthrough you have learned how to use outbound rules in URL rewrite module version 2 to modify the
content of the HTTP response on the fly. This capability is very useful when you need to perform minor
modifications to HTTP responses generated by Web applications, but you do not have control of the application or
it is not practical to make large-scale changes to the application.
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Reverse Proxy with URL Rewrite v2 and Application
Request Routing
4/20/2017 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

Introduction

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will guide you through how to use URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing (ARR)
to implement a reverse proxy server for multiple back-end applications.

To run this walkthrough, you must have the following:

1. IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled.
2. URL Rewrite Module installed (version 2.0 is required if you want to complete the part about response

rewriting)
3. Application Request Routing version 1.0 or version 2.0 installed

By using URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing you can implement complex and flexible load
balancing and reverse proxy configurations. A very common reverse proxy scenario is to make available several
internal web applications over the Internet. An Internet-accessible Web server is used as a reverse-proxy server
that receives Web requests and then forwards them to several intranet applications for processing: The following
figure illustrates a typical configuration for a reverse-proxy scenario:

Assuming that the ARR server has a domain name http://contoso.com , each web application can be accessed by
using these URLs:

http://contoso.com/webmail/

http://contoso.com/payroll/

When a request is made to http://contoso.com/webmail/default.aspx , ARR forwards these requests to an internal
server using the URL http://webmail/default.aspx . Similarly, requests to http://contoso.com/payroll/  are
forwarded to http://payroll/default.aspx .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/reverse-proxy-with-url-rewrite-v2-and-application-request-routing.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_proxy
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<a href="/default.aspx?id=1">link</a>

<a href="/webmail/default.aspx?id=1">link</a>

Creating the Example Web Sites

In addition, if internal application inserts links into its response HTML that link to elsewhere in those applications,
those links should be modified before the response is returned to the client. For example, a page from 
http://webmail/default.aspx  might contain a link like this:

Then ARR server should change this link to the following:

For simplicity, the reverse-proxy scenario you will work with in this walkthrough will be implemented on a single
server, with the IIS "Default Web Site" acting as a reverse-proxy site and webmail and payroll applications hosted
in separate IIS web sites on the same server.

To create the example Web sites:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ folder.

%windir%\System32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe add site /name:"webmail" /bindings:http/*:8081: 
/physicalPath:"%SystemDrive%\inetpub\webmail

%windir%\System32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe add site /name:"payroll" /bindings:http/*:8082: 
/physicalPath:"%SystemDrive%\inetpub\payroll

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\webmail

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
    <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
    <title>Reverse Proxy Test - WebMail Application</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>Reverse Proxy Test Page - WebMail Application</h1>
    <p>Requested URL path is <%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %><p>
    <p><a href="<%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %>">Here</a> is the link to this page.</p>
</body>
</html>

1. Create two folders called "webmail" and "payroll" in the following folder :

2. Create two IIS web sites called "webmail" and "payroll" that point to corresponding folders under 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\ . Use different IP ports for each site.

You can use the following commands to create the sites:

3. Create a file named default.aspx in the following folder:

4. Copy the following ASP.NET markup, paste it into the file, and save the file:

5. Create a file named default.aspx in the following folder:



Configuring Rules for the Reverse Proxy

Enabling Reverse Proxy functionalityEnabling Reverse Proxy functionality

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\payroll

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
    <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
    <title>Reverse Proxy Test - Payroll Application</title>
</head>
<body>
    <h1>Reverse Proxy Test Page - Payroll Application</h1>
    <p>Requested URL path is <%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %><p>
    <p><a href="<%= Request.ServerVariables["SCRIPT_NAME"] %>">Here</a> is the link to this page.</p>
</body>
</html>

http://localhost:8081/default.aspx

http://localhost:8082/default.aspx

6. Copy the following ASP.NET markup, paste it into the file, and save the file:

7. To make sure that sites are working correctly, open a Web browse and request the following URLs:

In this section of the walkthrough, you will configure reverse proxy functionality to work with the example Web
sites that you have created.

Reverse Proxy functionality is disabled by default, so you must begin by enabling it.

1. Open IIS Manager
2. Select a server node in the tree view on the left hand side and then click on the "Application Request Routing"

feature:

3. Check the "Enable Proxy" check box. Leave the default values for all the other settings on this page:
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Creating a rule for webmail applicationCreating a rule for webmail application

Testing the reverse proxy functionalityTesting the reverse proxy functionality

You will create two rewrite rules:

A rewrite rule that will proxy any request to webmail application at http://localhost:8081/  as long as
requested URL path starts with "webmail".
A rewrite rule that will proxy any request to payroll application at http://localhost:8082/  as long as requested
URL path starts with "payroll".

To add the reverse proxy rewrite rules:

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Reverse Proxy to webmail" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^webmail/(.*)" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="http://localhost:8081/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="Reverse Proxy to payroll" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^payroll/(.*)" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="http://localhost:8082/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

1. Open the web.config file located in the following location:

2. Under the /configuration/system.webServer element, add the following and then save the file:

For more information about creating rewrite rules, see Creating Rewrite Rules for the URL Rewrite Module.

Open a web browser and make a request to http://localhost/webmail/default.aspx . You should see the response
from the webmail test page. Also, make a request to http://localhost/payroll/default.aspx . You should see the
response from the payroll test page.
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Configuring rules for response rewriting

<a href="/default.aspx">...</a>

<a href="/webmail/default.aspx">...</a>

<a href="/payroll/default.aspx">...</a>

<action type="Rewrite" value="{HtmlEncode:{HTTP_REFERER}}" />

Notice that in both cases the link inside of the response points to http://localhost/default.aspx . If you click on
this link it will result in 404 (File Not Found) response from the server. In next section you will learn how create an
outbound rule to fix the links the response HTML generated by the application.

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7.

You will define an outbound rule that replaces all the links within the response HTML as follows:

will be replaced with:

(if the response came from webmail application)

and

(if the response came from payroll application)

 WARNING: When response headers or the response content is modified by an outbound rewrite rule an
extra caution should be taken to ensure that the text which gets inserted into the response does not contain any
client side executable code, which can result in cross-site scripting vulnerabilities. This is especially important when
rewrite rule uses un-trusted data, such as HTTP headers or the query string, to build the string that will be inserted
into the HTTP response. In such cases the replacement string should be HTML encoded by using the
HtmlEncode function, e.g:
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To create the rule, follow these steps:

1. Go to IIS Manager
2. Select "Default Web Site"
3. In the Feature View click "URL Rewrite"

4. In the Actions pane on the right hand side click on "Add Rules...". In the "Add Rules" dialog select the "Blank
Rule" under the "Outbound Rules" category and click OK:
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Naming the ruleNaming the rule

Defining a PreconditionDefining a Precondition

Now you must define the actual outbound rule. In the URL Rewrite Module 2.0, an outbound rewrite rule is
defined by specifying the following information:

Name of the rule.
An optional precondition that controls whether this rule should be applied to a response.
The pattern to use for matching the string in the response.
An optional set of conditions.
The action to perform if a pattern is matched and all condition checks succeeded.

In the "Name" text box enter a name that will uniquely identify the rule, for example: "Add application prefix".

A precondition is used to evaluate whether the outbound rules evaluation should be performed on a response. For
example if a rule that modifies HTML content, only HTTP responses with content-type header set to "text/html"
should be evaluated against this rule. Outbound rules evaluation and content rewriting is a CPU intensive
operation that may negatively affect the performance of a web application. Therefore, use preconditions to narrow
down the cases when outbound rules are applied.

Because the rule that you are creating should be applied only on HTML responses, you will define a precondition
that checks whether the HTTP response header content-type is equial to "text/html".

To define a precondition:

1. In the Pre-conditions list, select "<Create New Pre-condition...>".
2. This will bring you to the Pre-condition editor dialog, where you will need to define the precondition.

Specify the precondition settings as follows:

Name: "IsHTML"
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Defining a matching scopeDefining a matching scope

Defining a tag filterDefining a tag filter

<a href="this string will be used for pattern matching">Some link</a>

Defining a patternDefining a pattern

^/(.*)

3. Click OK to save the precondition and to return to the "Edit Rule" page.

Using: "Regular Expressions"
Click "Add" to bring up the "Add condition" dialog. In this dialog specify:

Condition input: "{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}"
Check if input string: "Matches the pattern"
Pattern: "^text/html"

The outbound rewrite rule can operate on the content of an HTTP header or on the response body content. This
rule needs to replace links in the response content so in the "Matching Scope" drop down list choose
"Response".

Tag filters are used to scope the pattern matching to a certain HTML elements only, instead of evaluating the
entire response against the rule's pattern. Pattern matching is a very CPU-intensive operation and if an entire
response is evaluated against a pattern, it can significantly slow down the Web application response time. Tag
filters allow you to specify that the pattern matching should be applied only within the content of certain HTML
tags, thus significantly reducing the amount of data that has to be evaluated against regular expression pattern.

To define a tag filter, expand the drop down list "Match the content within: " and then select and check the check
box "A (href attribute)".

This sets the rule to apply the pattern only to the value of the href attribute of the hyperlink, as in the following
example:

In the "Pattern" text box enter the following string:
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Defining a conditionDefining a condition

Defining an actionDefining an action

/{C:1}/{R:1}

This string is a regular expression that specifies that the pattern will match any URL path string that starts with "/"
symbol.

Note the usage of parenthesis within the pattern. These parentheses create a capture group, which can be later
referenced in the rule by using back-references.

You need to change the links in the response HTML only if response is from the webmail or payroll application. To
check that you will use a condition that analyzes the URL path requested by client. Also you will define a condition
pattern that captures the application folder from the requested URL, so that rule could re-use that when rewriting
the links in the response.

1. Expand the conditions group box.
2. Click "Add…" button to bring up the dialog box for defining conditions.
3. For "Condition input:" enter this string: "{URL}". This configures URL rewrite module to use the URL path that

was requested by web client.
4. In the drop down combo box select "Matches the pattern".
5. In the "Pattern" textbox enter "^/(webmail|payroll)/.\*". This regular expression will be used to match the

URL paths that start with either /webmail or /payrol. Also the parenthesis within the pattern will capture the
part of the matched URL string, so that we can re-use when constructing the replacement URL.

6. Click OK to save the condition and return to the "Add Rule" UI.

Choose the "Rewrite" action type that is listed in the "Action" group box. In the "Value" text box, enter the following
string:

This string specifies the new value to which the link address should be rewritten. The {C:1} is a back-reference to
the condition pattern capture group and it will be substituted with either "webmail" or "payroll" strings. The {R:1} is
a back-reference to the rule pattern capture group and in this particular case it will be substituted with the original
URL path that was used in the hyperlink.

Leave default values for all other settings. The "Edit Outbound Rule" property page should look like below:



Save the rule by clicking on "Apply" action on the right hand side.

To check the configuration of the rules that we have just created, open a web.config file located in 
%SystemDrive%\inetput\wwwroot\ . In this file you should see the <rewrite>  section that contains this rule definition:
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<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Reverse Proxy to webmail" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^webmail/(.*)" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="http://localhost:8081/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="Reverse Proxy to payroll" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="^payroll/(.*)" />
            <action type="Rewrite" url="http://localhost:8082/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
    <outboundRules>
        <rule name="Add application prefix" preCondition="IsHTML">
            <match filterByTags="A" pattern="^/(.*)" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{URL}" pattern="^/(webmail|payroll)/.*" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Rewrite" value="/{C:1}/{R:1}" />
        </rule>
        <preConditions>
            <preCondition name="IsHTML">
                <add input="{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}" pattern="^text/html" />
            </preCondition>
        </preConditions>
    </outboundRules>
</rewrite>

Testing the ruleTesting the rule

Summary

To test that the rule correctly rewrites URLs in the response, open a Web browser and make a request to 
http://localhost/webmail/default.aspx  or http://localhost/payroll/default.aspx . You should see that the

outbound rewrite rule has changed the link within the HTML response:

In this walkthrough you have learned how to configure URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing to
implement a reverse proxy scenario. Also you have learned how to use new outbound rewriting feature of URL
Rewrite Module 2.0 to fix up the links in the applications' responses before serving them to web client.
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Note that when using reverse proxy it often is also required to rewrite the HTTP response headers. To learn how to
use URL Rewrite Module 2.0 to modify the response HTTP header refer to Modifying HTTP Response Headers.
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Introduction

Features

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite 2.0 for IIS 7.

URL Rewrite 2.0 for IIS 7 and above is an incremental release that includes all the features from version 1.1, and
adds support for .NET extensibility and for outbound response rewriting. More specifically, it can be used to:

Implement complex rewrite logic by using rewrite providers written in .NET
Replace the URLs generated by a web application in the response HTML with a more user friendly and search
engine friendly equivalent
Modify the links in the HTML markup generated by a web application behind a reverse proxy.
Fix up the content of any HTTP response by using regular expression pattern matching.
Modify HTTP request and response headers and IIS server variables.

URL Rewrite 2.0 includes the following key features:

Custom rewrite providers (new in RTW). The rewrite providers can be used when an URL rewrite logic cannot
be expressed in terms of regular expression patterns or when it is required to make rewriting decisions based
on data stored outside of web.config file (e.g. SQL database or text files). Customer rewrite providers can be
implemented in any .NET language.
Rules-based response rewriting engine. Outbound rules are used to express the logic of what to compare parts
of the response with and what to do if comparison was successful. Web server and site administrators can use
outbound rules to define complex response rewriting logic.
Rewriting within the content of specific HTML tags. Instead of scanning the entire response for a particular
match, the rule can be configured to look only inside of certain HTML tags, such as <a>, <img>, etc. That way
the pattern is greatly simplified and the process of applying the rule to the content is much faster comparing to
applying the pattern to the entire response.
Pre-conditions for outbound rules. Applying rewrite rules on every response is an expensive operation and is
not necessary in majority of the cases. Pre-conditions are used to check the response metadata to determine if
outbound rules evaluation should be applied.
Rewriting of server variables and HTTP request headers. Various IIS server variables and HTTP request headers
can be set by using rewrite rules.
Rewriting of HTTP response headers. Outbound rewrite rules can be used modify any existing HTTP response
headers or to set new ones.
Allow list for server variables. To prevent distributed rewrite rules from accidentally or purposefully modifying
IIS server variables that may affect security or runtime behavior of a web application the modifiable server
variables now have to be explicitly added to the allow list.
HtmlEncode function. Outbound rewrite may often use an un-trusted data (e.g. query string or HTTP headers)
to build a replacement string to insert into the HTTP response. In those cases the HtmlEncode function should
be used to prevent insertion of client-side scripts into the response, which could result in cross-site scripting
vulnerability.
Tracking capture groups across rule conditions. The conditions back-referencing logic in URL Rewrite 1.1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-url-rewrite-module-20.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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worked only against the last matched conditions. In v2 it is possible to configure back-referencing logic to work
against all matched conditions.
Rule templates for Search Engine Optimization (new in RTW). Three new rule templates make it very easy to
create redirect rules that will enforce usage of canonical URLs for web pages on your site.
Reverse Proxy rule template (new in RTW). This template can be used to very quickly generate inbound and
outbound rewrite rules that implement reverse proxy configuration.
Logging of rewritten URLs. The rewrite rules can be configured to log the rewritten URL in IIS W3C logs as
opposed to logging an originally requested URL.
Updated user interface in IIS Manager. The user interface has been significantly improved to better
represent the module configuration and to simplify such common tasks as configuring of rewrite rules and
rewrite conditions.

Download the URL Rewrite 2.0 by using the links at the module's home page at
https://www.iis.net/extensions/urlrewrite

If a previous version of URL Rewrite, such as v1.0 and v1.1, is already installed then it will be upgraded to the v2.0
If an RC version of the URL Rewrite 2.0 is already installed, then it will be upgraded to RTW version.

1. Response rewriting does not work with static compression. You will have to disable IIS static compression in
order to use response rewriting.

2. Outbound rules are not applied to chunked transfer encoded responses if rewriteBeforeCache is enabled. Set
rewriteBeforeCache to false if you need to rewrite responses that are chunked transfer encoded.

The URL Rewrite Extensibility Samples include the .NET assemblies and the source code implementing these
providers:

DbProvider - this provider can be used to retrieve rewrite mappings from a SQL Server database table by
executing a stored procedure;
FileMapProvider - this provider can be used to retrieve rewrite mappings stored in a text file;
FileContainsProvider - this provider can be used to check if any string in a text file is a substring of the
provider's input string.

Download the URL Rewrite Extensibility Samples from MSDN Code Gallery.

These articles cover the functionality of the URL Rewrite v2.0 and explain how to use it to accomplish common
rewriting scenarios.

Using Custom Rewrite Providers with URL Rewrite Module
Developing a Custom Rewrite Provider for URL Rewrite Module
Creating Outbound Rules for URL Rewrite Module
Reverse Proxy with URL Rewrite 2.0 and Application Request Routing
Using Outbound Rules to insert Web Analytics Tracking Code

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://code.msdn.microsoft.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?ProjectName=rewriteextensibility&DownloadId=9257
https://code.msdn.microsoft.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?ProjectName=rewriteextensibility&DownloadId=9257
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Setting HTTP Request Headers and Server Variables
Modifying HTTP Response Headers
SEO Rule Templates
User Friendly URL - rule template
Reverse Proxy - Rule Template

URL Rewrite Module v2.0 configuration reference
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Functionality Overview

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7

This article provides an overview of the URL Rewrite Module 2.0 functionality and explains the new configuration
concepts used in this version. For detailed information about URL Rewrite Module 1.1 configuration refer to URL
Rewrite Module Configuration Reference.

Functionality Overview

Accessing Response Headers in Rewrite Rules

Setting Response Headers

Logging of rewritten URLs into IIS logs

Outbound Rules Overview

Rules Inheritance
Outbound Rule Configuration

Pre-conditions

Rule Conditions

Tag filters

Predefined Tags
Custom Tags

Rule Pattern

Pattern Syntax
Pattern Properties

Rule Action

Rewrite Action
None Action

Setting Request Headers and Server Variables

Allowed Server Variables List
Using Inbound Rewrite Rules to Set Server Variables
Note About Request Headers

Using Back-references in Rewrite Rules

Tracking Capture Groups Across Conditions

 

Microsoft URL Rewrite Module 2.0 for IIS is an incremental release that includes all the features from version 1.1,
and adds support for response headers and content rewriting. The module applies regular expressions or
wildcards pattern to the HTTP response to locate and replace the content parts based on the rewriting logic
expressed by outbound rewrite rules. More specifically, the module can be used to:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/url-rewrite-module-20-configuration-reference.md
https://github.com/ruslany


<action type="Rewrite" value="{HtmlEncode:{HTTP_REFERER}}" />

Outbound Rules Overview

Rules ExecutionRules Execution

<a href="/default.aspx"><img src="/logo.jpg" />Home Page</a>

Replace the URLs generated by a web application in the response HTML with a more user friendly and search
engine friendly equivalent.
Modify the links in the HTML markup generated by a web application behind a reverse proxy.
Modify the existing and set new response HTTP headers.
Fix up the content of any HTTP response, including JavaScript, CSS, RSS, etc.

 WARNING: When response headers or the response content is modified by an outbound rewrite rule an
extra caution should be taken to ensure that the text which gets inserted into the response does not contain any
client side executable code, which can result in cross-site scripting vulnerabilities. This is especially important when
rewrite rule uses un-trusted data, such as HTTP headers or the query string, to build the string that will be inserted
into the HTTP response. In such cases the replacement string should be HTML encoded by using the
HtmlEncode function, e.g:

   

The main configuration concept used for response rewriting is the concept of an outbound rule. An outbound rule
is used to express the logic of what to compare or match the response content with and what to do if the
comparison was successful.

Conceptually, an outbound rule consists of the following parts:

Pre-condition - The optional pre-condition is used to to check the request metadata before any rules
evaluation begins. Pre-condition may consist of several conditional checks against request metadata and it can
be used to filter out responses that should not be rewritten, for example, images or video files.
Tag filters - The tag filters are used to narrow down the search within the response to a set of well known or
custom defined tags. With tag filters only the content of specified tags is matched against the rule pattern, as
opposed to matching the entire response content against the pattern.
Pattern – The rule pattern is used to specify either the regular expression or a wildcard pattern that will be
used for searching within the response content.
Conditions – The optional conditions collection is used to specify additional logical operations to perform if a
pattern match has been found within the response content. Within the conditions you can check for certain
values of HTTP headers or server variables.
Action – The action is used to specify what to do if the pattern match has been found and all the rule
conditions were evaluated successfully.

The process of executing outbound rules is different from the one used for inbound rules. The inbound ruleset is
evaluated only once per request because its input is just a single request URL string. Outbound ruleset may be
evaluated many times per response as it is being applied in multiple places within HTTP response content. For
example, if there is a ruleset as below:

Rule 1: applies to <a> tag and <img> tag

Rule 2: applies to <a> tag

and the HTML response contains this markup:

Then URL Rewrite Module 2.0 will evaluate Rule 1 against "/default.aspx" string. If rule was executed successfully,



Rules InheritanceRules Inheritance

Outbound Rule Configuration
Pre-conditions CollectionPre-conditions Collection

<preConditions>
    <preCondition name="IsHTML">
        <add input="{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}" pattern="^text/html" />
    </preCondition>
</preConditions>

Tag FiltersTag Filters

<match filterByTags="A" pattern="^/(article\.aspx.*)" />

then the output of Rule 1 will be given to Rule2. If Rule 2 was executed successfully, then the output of Rule 2 will
be used to replace the content of the href attribute in the <a> tag in the response.

After that URL Rewrite Module 2.0 will evaluate Rule1 against the "/logo.jpg" string. If rule was executed
successfully then its output will be used to replace the content of the src attribute in the <img> tag in the response.

 

If rules are defined on multiple configuration levels, then URL rewrite module evaluates the rule set that includes
distributed rules from parent configuration levels as well as rules from current configuration level. The evaluation
is performed in a parent-to-child order, which means that parent rules are evaluated first and the rules defined on
a last child level are evaluated last.

 

   

Pre-conditions are used to check if a rule should be evaluated against a response content. Pre-conditions collection
is defined as a named collection within <preConditions> section and it may contain one or more pre-condition
checks. The outbound rule references the pre-conditions collection by name.

A pre-conditions collection has an attribute called logicalGrouping that controls how conditions are evaluated. A
pre-conditions collection evaluates to true if:

All pre-conditions within were evaluated to true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAll" was used.
At least one of the pre-conditions was evaluated to true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAny" was
used.

A pre-condition is defined by specifying the following properties:

Input string - Pre-condition input specifies which item to use as an input for the condition evaluation. Pre-
condition input is an arbitrary string that can include server variables and back-references to prior pre-
condition patterns.
Pattern - Pre-condition pattern can be specified by using either regular expression syntax or by using wildcard
syntax. The type of pattern to use in a pre-condition depends on the value of the patternSyntax flag defined
for the pre-condition collection.

In addition, the result of the pre-condition evaluation can be negated by using the negate attribute.

An example of a pre-condition that checks if the response content type is text/html:

   

Tag filters are used to narrow down the search within the response content to a set of well known or custom
defined HTML tags. When a rewrite rule uses tag filters then, instead of matching the rule pattern against the
entire response, URL Rewrite Module 2.0 looks for an HTML tags that are listed in the rule's tag filter and then
takes the content of the URL attribute of that tag and evaluates it against the rule's pattern. Tag filters are specified
within the filterByTags attribute of the <match> element of an outbound rule. For example:

If an HTTP response contains an anchor tag such as:



<a href="/article.aspx?id=1">link</a>

Pre-defined tagsPre-defined tags

TAG ATTRIBUTES

A href

Area href

Base href

Form action

Frame src, longdesc

Head profile

IFrame src, longdesc

Img src, longdesc, usemap

Input src, usemap

Link href

Script src

Custom TagsCustom Tags

<customTags>
    <tags name="My Tags">
        <tag name="item" attribute="src" />
        <tag name="element" attribute="src" />
    </tags>
</customTags>

<match filterByTags="A, CustomTags" customTags="My Tags" pattern="^/(article\.aspx.*)" />

Rule PatternRule Pattern

Then the rewrite rule pattern will be evaluated against the string: "/article.aspx?id=1".

 

URL Rewrite Module 2.0 includes a set of pre-defined tags that can be used with outbound rules. The table below
lists all the pre-defined tags and the attributes, whose values will be used as an input for outbound rule pattern:

 

If rewriting needs to be performed within an attribute of a tag that is not included in the pre-defined tags
collection, then a custom tag collection can be used to specify the tag name and the corresponding attribute that
needs to be rewritten. Custom tags collection is defined as a named collection within the <customTags> section.
Outbound rule references a custom tags collection by name.

The following example shows a definition of a custom tags collection:

This custom tags collection can be referenced from an outbound rule as shown in the example below:

 

A rule pattern is used to specify what the rule input string should be matched to. Rule input differs based on the



Full response pattern matchingFull response pattern matching

Rule Pattern SyntaxRule Pattern Syntax

Rule pattern propertiesRule pattern properties

Rule ConditionsRule Conditions

rule configuration:

If rule uses tag filters then the content of the matched tag attributed will be passed as an input for the pattern
matching.
If rule does not use any tag filters then the entire response content will be passed as an input for the pattern
matching.

Pattern is specified within a <match> element of a rewrite rule.

When filterByTags attribute is not specified in the match element of the rule then the pattern will be applied on
the entire response content. Evaluation of regular expression patterns on the entire response content is a CPU
intensive operation and may affect the performance of the web application. There are several options to reduce the
performance overhead introduced by the full response pattern matching:

<outboundRules rewriteBeforeCache="true">

<match pattern="&lt;/head&gt;" occurrences="1" />

Use the IIS user mode caching and set the rewriteBeforeCache attribute of <outboundRules> element to
true:

Note that this setting should not be used if the chunked transfer encoding is used for responses.

Use the occurrences attribute of the match element of the rule. For example, when you use a rule to insert
some HTML fragment into the <head> element and that rule has a pattern that searches for the closing tag
- </head>, then you can set occurrences="1". This will tell the rewrite module to stop searching the
remainder of the response after the </head> tag was found.

 

Rule pattern syntax can be specified by using the patternSyntax attribute of a rule. This attribute can be set to one
of the following options:

ECMAScript – Perl compatible (ECMAScript standard compliant) regular expression syntax. This is a default
option for any rule. This is an example of the pattern format: "^([_0-9a-zA-Z-]+/)?(wp-.*)"

Wildcard – Wildcard syntax used in IIS HTTP redirection module. This is an example of pattern in this format:
"/Scripts/*.js", where asterisk ("*") means "match any number of any characters and capture them in a back-
reference". Note that wildcard pattern type cannot be used when rule does not have any tag filters.

ExactMatch - exact string search is performed within the input string.

The scope of the patternSyntax attribute is per rule, meaning that it applies to the current rule's pattern and to all
patterns used within conditions of that rule.

 

Pattern can be negated by using the negate attribute of the <match> element. When this attribute is used then
the rule action will be performed only if the input string does NOT match the specified pattern.

By default, case insensitive pattern match is used. To enable case sensitivity you can use the ignoreCase attribute
of the <match> element of the rule.

 

Rule conditions allow defining additional logic for rule evaluation, which can be based on inputs other than just a
current input string. Any rule can have zero or more conditions. Rule conditions are evaluated after the rule
pattern match is successful.

http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma-262.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/41c238b2-1188-488f-bf2d-464383b1bb08.mspx?mfr=true


Rule ActionRule Action

Rewrite ActionRewrite Action

None ActionNone Action

Accessing Response Headers from Rewrite Rules

<preCondition name="IsHTML">
    <add input="{RESPONSE_CONTENT_TYPE}" pattern="^text/html" />
</preCondition>

Setting Request Headers and Server Variables

Conditions are defined within a <conditions> collection of a rewrite rule. This collection has an attribute called
logicalGrouping that controls how conditions are evaluated. If a rule has conditions, then the rule action will be
performed only if rule pattern is matched and:

All conditions were evaluated to true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAll" was used.
At least one of the conditions was evaluated to true, provided that logicalGrouping="MatchAny" was used.

A condition is defined by specifying the following properties:

Input string- Condition input specifies which item to use as an input for the condition evaluation. Condition
input is an arbitrary string that can include server variables and back-references to prior condition patterns
and/or to rule patterns.
Pattern – A pattern to look for in the condition input. A pattern can be specified by using either regular
expression syntax or by using wildcard syntax. The type of pattern to use in a condition depends on the value of
the patternSyntax flag defined for the rule to which this condition belongs. This condition type has two related
attributes that control pattern matching:

 

A rewrite rule action is performed when the input string matches the rule pattern and the condition evaluation has
succeeded (depending on rule configuration, either all conditions matched or any one or more of the conditions
matched). There are two types of actions available and the "type" attribute of the <action> configuration element
can be used to specify which action the rule has to perform. The following sections describe different action types
and the configuration options related to specific action types.

 

Rewrite action replaces the current rule input string with a substitution string. The substitution string is specified
within the value attribute of the <action> element of the rule. Substitution string is a free form string that can
include the following:

Back-references to the condition and rule patterns. (For more information, see the section about how to use
back-references.)
Server variables. (For more information, see the section about how to use server variables.)

 

None action is used to specify that no action should be performed.

 

The content of any response HTTP header can be obtained from within a rewrite rule by using the same syntax as
for accessing server variables, but with a special naming convention. If a server variable starts with "RESPONSE_",
then it stores the content of an HTTP response header whose name is determined by using the following naming
convention:

1. All underscore ("_") symbols in the name are converted to dash symbols ("-").
2. "RESPONSE_" prefix is removed

For example the following pre-condition is used to evaluate the content of the content-type header :

   

Inbound rewrite rules in URL Rewrite Module 2.0 can be used to set request headers and server variables.



Allowed Server Variables ListAllowed Server Variables List

Using Inbound Rewrite Rules to Set Request Headers and Server VariablesUsing Inbound Rewrite Rules to Set Request Headers and Server Variables

<rule name="Rewrite to index.php" stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="(.*)\.htm$" />
    <serverVariables>
        <set name="X_REQUESTED_URL_PATH" value="{R:1}" />
    </serverVariables>
    <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?path={R:1}" />
</rule>

<rewrite>
    <allowedServerVariables>
        <add name="X_REQUESTED_URL_PATH" />
    </allowedServerVariables>
</rewrite>

Note About Request HeadersNote About Request Headers

   

Global rewrite rules can be used to set any request headers and server variables, as well as overwrite any existing
ones. Distributed rewrite rules can only set/overwrite the request headers and server variables that are defined in
the allowed list for server variables <allowedServerVariables>. If a distributed rewrite rule attempts to set any
server variable or an HTTP header that is not listed in the <allowedServerVariables> collection a runtime error will
be generated by URL Rewrite Module. The <allowedServerVariables> collection by default is stored in
applicationHost.config file and can be modified only by an IIS server administrator.

 

A rule element <serverVariables> is used to define a collection of server variables and http headers to set. Those
will be set only if the rule pattern has matched and the condition evaluation has succeeded (depending on rule
configuration, either all conditions matched or any one or more of the conditions matched). Each item in the
<serverVariables> collection consists of the following:

Name - specifies the name of the server variable to set.

Replace flag - specifies whether to overwrite the value of the server variable if it already exists. By default the
replace functionality is enabled.

Value - specifies the value of the server variable. Value is a free form string that can include:

Back-references to the condition and rule patterns. (For more information, see the section about how to
use back-references.)
Server variables. (For more information, see the section about how to use server variables.)

The following example rule rewrites the requested URL and also sets the server variable with name
X_REQUESTED_URL_PATH:

Note: for the above example to work it is required to add X_REQUESTED_URL_PATH to the
<allowedServerVariables> collection:

 

The request headers are set by using the same mechanism as for server variables, but with a special naming
convention. If a server variable name in the <serverVariables> collection starts with "HTTP_" then this results in an
HTTP request header being set in accordance to the following naming convention:

1. All underscore ("_") symbols in the name are converted to dash symbols ("-").
2. All letters are converted to lower case.
3. "HTTP_" prefix is removed

For example the following configuration is used to sets the custom x-original-host header on the request:



<set name="HTTP_X_ORIGINAL_HOST" value="{HTTP_HOST}" />

Setting Response Headers

<outboundRules>
    <rule name="Set Custom Header">
        <match serverVariable="RESPONSE_X_Custom_Header" pattern="^$" />
        <action type="Rewrite" value="Something" />
    </rule>
</outboundRules>

<outboundRules>
    <!-- This rule changes the domain in the HTTP location header for redirection responses -->
    <rule name="Change Location Header">
        <match serverVariable="RESPONSE_LOCATION" pattern="^http://[^/]+/(.*)" />
        <conditions>
            <add input="{RESPONSE_STATUS}" pattern="^301" />
        </conditions>
        <action type="Rewrite" value="http://{HTTP_HOST}/{R:1}"/>
    </rule>
</outboundRules>

Using Back-references in Rewrite Rules

   

Outbound rewrite rules in URL Rewrite Module 2.0 can be used to set new or modify existing response HTTP
headers. The response HTTP headers are accessed within the outbound rules by using the same syntax as for
server variables and by using the naming convention as described in Accessing Response Headers from Rewrite
Rules.

If the serverVariable attribute of the <match> element of an outbound rewrite rule has a value then it indicates
that this rewrite rule will operate on the content of the corresponding response header. For example, the following
rule sets the response header "x-custom-header":

The pattern of the rewrite rule will be applied on the content of the specified response header and if the rule's
pattern and optional conditions evaluates successfully then the value of that response header will be rewritten.

The regular expression patterns and easy access to existing request and response headers within a rewrite rule
provides a lot of flexibility when defining a logic for rewriting response HTTP headers. For example the following
rewrite rule can be used to modify the content of the Location header in redirection responses:

   

Parts of rules or conditions inputs can be captures in back-references. These can be then used to construct
substitution URLs within rules actions or to construct input strings for rule conditions.

Back-references are generated in different ways, depending on which kind of pattern syntax is used for the rule.
When ECMAScript pattern syntax is used, a back-reference can be created by putting parenthesis around the part
of the pattern that must capture the back-reference. For example, the pattern ([0-9]+)/([a-z]+).html will capture
07 and article in back-references from this string: 07/article.html. When "Wildcard" pattern syntax is used, the
back-references are always created when an asterisk symbol (*) is used in the pattern.

Usage of back-references is the same regardless of which pattern syntax was used to capture them. Back-
references can be used in the following locations within rewrite rules:

In condition input string
In rule action, specifically:



^(www\.)(.*)$

{C:0} - www.foo.com
{C:1} - www.
{C:2} - foo.com

Tracking Capture Groups Across ConditionsTracking Capture Groups Across Conditions

<rule name="Back-references with trackAllCaptures set to false">
 <match url="^article\.aspx" >
 <conditions>
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="p1=([0-9]+)" />
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="p2=([a-z]+)" />  
 </conditions>
 <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx/{C:1}" /> <!-- rewrite action uses back-references to the last 
matched condition -->
</rule>

<rule name="Back-references with trackAllCaptures set to true">
 <match url="^article\.aspx" >
 <conditions trackAllCaptures="true">
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="p1=([0-9]+)" />
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="p2=([a-z]+)" />  
 </conditions>
 <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx/{C:1}/{C:2}" /> <!-- rewrite action uses back-references to both 
conditions -->
</rule>

In key parameter to the rewrite map

url attribute of Rewrite and Redirect action in inbound rules
value attribute of Rewrite action in outbound rules
statusLine and responseLine of CustomResponse action

Back-references to condition patterns are identified by {C:N} where N is from 0 to 9; back-references to rule
pattern are identified by {R:N} where N is from 0 to 9. Note that for both types of back-references, {R:0} and {C:0},
will contain the matched string.

For example in this pattern:

For the string: www.foo.com the back-references will be indexed as follows:

 

By default, within a rule action, you can use the back-references to the rule pattern and to the last matched
condition of that rule. For example, in this rule:

The back-reference {C:1} will always contain the value of the capture group from the second condition, which will
be the value of query string parameter p2. The value of p1 will not be available as a back-reference.

In URL Rewrite Module 2.0, it is possible to change how capture groups are indexed. Enabling trackAllCaptures
setting to on the <conditions> collection makes the capture groups form all matched conditions to be available
through the back-references. For example, in this rule:

The back-reference {C:1} will contain the value of the capture group from the first condition, and the back-
reference {C:2} will contain the value of the capture group from the second condition.

When trackAllCaptures is set to true, the condition capture back-references are identified by {C:N}, where N is
from 0 to the total number of capture groups across all the rule's conditions. {C:0} contains the entire matched
string from the first matched condition. For example for these two conditions:



<conditions trackAllCaptures="true">
    <add input="{REQUEST_URI}" pattern="^/([a-zA-Z]+)/([0-9]+)/$" />
    <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="p2=([a-z]+)" />  
 </conditions>

Logging of Rewritten URLs into IIS logs

<rule name="set server variables">
    <match url="^article/(\d+)$" />
    <action type="Rewrite" url="article.aspx?id={R:1}" logRewrittenUrl="true" />
</rule>

If {REQUEST_URI} contains "/article/23/" and {QUERY_STRING} contains "p1=123&p2=abc" then the condition
back-references will be indexed as follows:

{C:0} - "/article/23/"
{C:1} - "article"
{C:2} - "23"
{C:3} - "abc"

   

A distributed inbound rewrite rule can be configured to log rewritten URLs into the IIS log files, instead of logging
the original URLs requested by HTTP client. To enable logging of rewritten URLs use the logRewrittenUrl attribute
of the rule's <action> element, e.g:
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Prerequisites

Setting up a walkthrough scenario

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-
transitional.dtd">
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
 <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
 <title>URL Rewrite Module v2 Test - Setting Server Variables</title>
</head>
<body>
 <h1>Setting HTTP request header and a server variable with URL Rewrite Module v2</h1>
 <p>The value of the Language cookie is <strong><%=( Request.Cookies["Language"] != null ) ? 
Request.Cookies["Language"].Value : "Cookie not set" %></strong></p>
 <p>The originally requested URI is <strong><%= HttpUtility.HtmlEncode( 
Request.ServerVariables["ORIGINAL_URI"] ) %></strong></p>
</body>
</html>

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7.

This walkthrough will guide you through how to use URL Rewrite Module v 2.0 to set HTTP request headers and
IIS server variables.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7.0 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled
2. URL Rewrite Module 2.0 installed

To demonstrate how to use URL Rewrite Module 2.0 to set HTTP headers and IIS server variables, we will
implement a scenario where HTTP Cookie header on the request is set based on the requested URL. For example,
assume that you have a web application that serves localized web pages. The web application determines the
language for the response based on the HTTP cookie in the request. The problem with this approach is that search
engines will not index the localized content of this application, because search engine crawlers do not use HTTP
cookies and hence only the content in default language will be served by the web application. To overcome this
problem you decide to add information about the language as part of the URL, e.g. 
http://www.contoso.com/en-us/default.aspx , and then use URL Rewrite Module 2.0 to set the cookie that the web

application expects in order to determine the language for the response. In addition, you want to set another server
variable called ORIGINAL_URI that will contain the originally requested URI string.

To setup the walkthrough scenario copy the following ASP.NET code and put it in the 
%SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder in a file called language.aspx:

After copying this file, browse to http://localhost/language.aspx  and check that the page was rendered correctly
in a browser.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/setting-http-request-headers-and-iis-server-variables.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Creating a rewrite rule

Allowing server variables to be changedAllowing server variables to be changed

You will create a rewrite rule that rewrites URLs by using the following format:

http://localhost/<language>/anyfile.aspx

will be rewritten as:
http://localhost/anyfile.aspx

The rewrite rule will also set two IIS server variables:

HTTP_COOKIE
ORIGINAL_URI

You will create a rewrite rule by using URL Rewrite UI in IIS Manager.

Open IIS Manager, choose the "Default Web Site" in the tree view on the left hand side and then open the "URL
Rewrite" feature:

By default, the distributed rewrite rules (i.e. the rules that are defined for specific sites or web applications) cannot
set or change any IIS server variable, unless the server variable is added to the "Allowed" list. For this walkthrough
you will need to add the following two server variables to the "Allowed Server Variables" list:

HTTP_COOKIE
ORIGINAL_URI
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NOTENOTE
the "Allowed Server Variables" list is not applicable to the global rules, which are defined on a server level. It is not necessary
to add a server variable to the "Allowed" list if that server variable is set by using a global rewrite rule.

Select the "View Server Variables..." action from the "Actions" pane:

Use the "Add..." action to add the server variables HTTP_COOKIE and ORIGINAL_URI to the "Allowed Server
Variables" list:
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Defining the rewrite mapDefining the rewrite map

After the "Allowed Server Variables" list has been updated, click "Back to Rules" action to go back to the rules list
view.

The next step is to define a rewrite map that will be used to map the URL part, representing the language to the
locale identifier that will be saved by the rewrite rule into the HTTP cookie header.

Select the "View Rewrite Maps..." action in the "Actions" pane:
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Click "Add Rewrite Map..." and specify the name of the map as "Languages":
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ORIGINAL VALUE: NEW VALUE:

fr-fr fr_FR

de-de de_DE

ru-ru ru_RU

Defining the rewrite ruleDefining the rewrite rule

This map will define mappings between the URL part that represents a language and the locale identifier to be
used when setting the HTTP request cookie. Click "Edit Map Settings..." action to specify the default value to use
when no mapping can be found. Enter "en_US" as a default value:

Close the dialog and then use the "Add Mapping Entry..." action to add the following mappings:

Finally, you will create a rewrite rule that sets the server variables by using the rewrite map defined earlier.

Bring up the "Edit Rule" dialog by clicking on the "Add Rules..." action in the main feature view and selecting the
"Blank Rule" from the "Inbound Rules" category. Enter the rule configuration as below:
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Rule name: "set server variables"
Requested URL: "Matches the Pattern"
Using: "Regular Expressions"
Pattern: "^([a-z]{2}-[a-z]{2})/(.*)"
Conditions:

Input: "{Languages:{R:1}"
Type: "Matches the Patterns"
Pattern: "(.+)"

Action:

Type: "Rewrite"
Rewrite URL: "{R:2}"

The pattern of the rule matches any URL path that contains the language segment (for example
"http://www.contoso.com/de-de/default.aspx"). It also captures the language segment and the remainder of the
URL path in the rule back-references, so that they can be re-used later in the rule. The rule condition uses the
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Testing the rule

previously captured language segment as a lookup key that is passed to the rewrite map "Languages". The result
of the map lookup is stored in the condition back-reference. The rule action rewrites the URL to not contain the
language segment.

Expand the "Server Variables..." and specify the values to use for setting the server variables:

Name: HTTP_COOKIE, Value: Language={C:1}
Name: ORIGINAL_URI, Value: http://{HTTP_HOST}{REQUEST_URI}

The HTTP cookie is set by using the condition back-reference, which contains the locale identifier obtained from
the "Languages" rewrite map. The value for the ORIGINAL_URI server variable is built by using {HTTP_HOST}
and {REQUEST_URI} server variables.

Click "Ok" to close the dialog and then click "Apply" in the "Actions" pane on the right hand side to save the rule.

To test that the rule correctly sets the cookie and a server variable, open a Web browser and request the following
URL:

http://localhost/fr-fr/language.aspx

You should see that the rewrite rule has set the "Language" cookie in accordance to the URL that was requested.
Also, the original URL string has been made accessible for the ASP.NET page via "ORIGINAL_URI" server
variable.
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Prerequisites

Introduction

by Ruslan Yakushev

This section of the documentation applies to the URL Rewrite Module Version 2.0 for IIS 7.

This walkthrough will guide you through how to use URL Rewrite Module v 2.0 to set HTTP response headers.

This walkthrough requires the following prerequisites:

1. IIS 7 or above with ASP.NET role service enabled;
2. URL Rewrite Module 2.0 Release Candidate installed;
3. Completed walkthrough on Reverse Proxy with URL Rewrite v2 and Application Request Routing.

URL Rewrite Module 2.0 provides support for rules-based rewriting of the response HTTP headers. A very
common usage scenario for setting the response headers is to modify the redirection response generated by an
application behind a load balancer or a reverse proxy. For example when an application behind a reverse proxy
returns a redirect response, the HTTP Location header in the response may not represent the internet-facing
address, but rather an internal application address. URL Rewrite Module 2.0 can be used on the reverse proxy
server to modify the Location header in the response. The scenario is represented on the following diagram:

1. An HTTP client makes a request to a web page http://www.contoso.com/webmail/oldpage.aspx .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/modifying-http-response-headers.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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Setting up a walkthrough scenario

Modifying the inbound rule to preserve the host header

2. The reverse proxy server uses URL Rewrite 2.0 and Application Request Routing to forward the request to an
internal content server based on the name of the folder in the requested URL path, e.g. 
http://webmail/oldpage.aspx ;

3. The web application that is running on the content server issues a redirect response (HTTP/1.1 301) pointing
an HTTP client to http://webmail/newpage.aspx ;

4. The reverse proxy server uses URL Rewrite 2.0 to replace the internal-based redirection location in the
response with the internet-based redirection location: http://www.contoso.com/webmail/newpage.aspx .

To setup the walkthrough scenario complete the walkthrough about Reverse Proxy with URL Rewrite v2 and
Application Request Routing. At the end of that walkthrough you should have a reverse proxy web site that routes
requests to two content applications: webmail and payroll.

For this walkthrough you will need to add a redirection logic to the webmail application. In real-life scenario that
would probably be a redirection initiated by the web application code, but, for simplicity, in this walkthrough you
will use a redirect rule in URL Rewrite Module.

%SystemDrive%\inetpub\webmail

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
  <rewrite>
    <rules>
     <rule name="Redirect" stopProcessing="true">
     <match url="^index\.aspx$" />
     <action type="Redirect" url="default.aspx" />
    </rule>
   </rules>
  </rewrite>
</system.webServer>
</configuration>

1. Create a file named web.confg in the following folder:

2. Open the file in a text editor, paste the following XML code inside and then save the file:

This is a rule that will redirect all requests for index.aspx to default.aspx.

Now open a web browser and make a request http://localhost/webmail/index.aspx . You will see that the browser
got redirected to http://localhost:8081/default.aspx , which is basically an internal URL used by the webmail web
application. Now you will configure the URL Rewrite rules to modify the HTTP Location header in the HTTP
redirection responses so that the browser is redirected to a proper URL: http://localhost/webmail/default.aspx .

In order to be able to modify the HTTP Location header it is necessary to preserve the original value of the HTTP
host header. The outbound rewrite rule will use the preserved value when modifying the response. To preserve the
original value you will store it in a temporary server variable ORIGINAL_HOST.

1. In the main URL Rewrite feature view page click "View Server Variables..." in the Actions pane on the right
hand side:



2. In the "Allowed Server Variables" page click "Add..." and then enter the name of the server variable that will be
used to temporarily store the value of the HTTP Host header, e.g. ORIGINAL_HOST:

3. Click OK to save the changes and then return to the main URL Rewrite feature view page. After that select the
"Reverse Proxy to webmail" inbound rule and click "Edit..."

4. In the "Edit Inbound Rule" page, expand the "Server Variables" group box; then click "Add..." and enter
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Creating an outbound rule to modify the HTTP response header

"ORIGINAL_URL" for the server variable name and "{HTTP_HOST}" for the "Value":

Now you will create an outbound rewrite rule that will rewrite the HTTP Location header in redirection responses
to add back the application folder to the URL path and to replace the host name.

1. In the main URL Rewrite feature view page click "Add Rules..." and then select "Blank Rule" under the
"Outbound Rules" category.

2. In the "Edit Outbound Rule" page name the rule as "Rewrite Location Header".
3. In the "Pre-condition" drop-down list choose "<Create New Pre-Condition...>".
4. In the "Add Pre-Condition dialog" name the pre-condition as "IsRedirection"
5. Click "Add..." and then enter {RESPONSE_STATUS} as a condition input and "3\d\d" as the pattern. This pre-

condition will be used to check if the response has a redirection status code, e.g. 301, 302, 307, etc. The pre-
condition dialog will look similar to below:
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6. Click OK to return to the "Edit Outbound Rule" page.
7. In the "Match" group box use the "Matching scope" drop down list to select "Server Variable".
8. Enter "RESPONSE_Location" for the "Variable name" and "^http://[^/]+/(.*)" for the "Pattern". This will

configure the rule to operate on the response HTTP header "Location" and match its value against a regex
pattern that will store the URL path into a back-reference.

9. Expand the "Conditions" group box, click "Add..." and enter {ORIGINAL_URL} as a condition input and ".+"
as a condition pattern. This condition checks if the temporary server variable ORIGINAL_URL exists and has a
non-empty value.

10. Click "Add..." one more time and add another condition. Set the condition input to {URL} and the pattern to
"^/(webmail|payroll)/.\*". This regular expression will be used to match the URL paths that start with either
/webmail or /payrol. Also the parenthesis within the pattern will capture the part of the matched URL string, so
that it can be re-used when constructing the replacement URL.

11. Finally, in the "Action" group box choose the "Rewrite" action and enter " http://{ORIGINAL_URL}/{C:1}/{R:1} "
as a value. This action will replace the value of the HTTP Location header with a string constructed by using the
host name from the server variable, the condition back-reference that contains the URL path folder prefix and
the rule back-reference that contains the current URL path in the Location header.

The complete page will look as below:
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Testing the ruleTesting the rule
To test that the rules work correctly, open a web browser and make a request to 
http://localhost/webmail/index.aspx . The browser should get redirected to 
http://localhost/webmail/default.aspx :
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Summary
In this walkthrough you have learned how to use several new features in URL Rewrite 2.0 to implement a fully
functional reverse proxy scenario. You have configured the inbound rule to forward the requests to a backend
content servers and to set a temporary server variable. Then you have defined an outbound rule that modifies the
HTTP Location header in the redirection response generated by the web application from the backend content
server.
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Install URL Rewrite Extensibility Samples

Registering the Providers

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will guide you through how to use custom rewrite providers with URL Rewrite Module 2.0. The
walkthrough uses the URL Rewrite 2.0 Extensibility Samples, which can be downloaded from URL Rewrite
Extensibility Samples at MSDN Code Gallery.

In order to complete this walkthrough, download and install URL Rewrite Extensibility Samples. The Extensibility
Samples installation package includes .NET assemblies and the source code with full implementation of rewrite
providers for the three most common use cases:

Storing of the rewrite or redirect mappings in a SQL database;
Storing of the rewrite or redirect mappings in a text file;
Storing of the lookup substrings in a text file.

During the installation make sure to select the "Runtime" option in the custom setup. This will register the sample
providers in .NET Global Assembly Cache so that they can be used by URL Rewrite Module.

There are 3 rewrite providers included in the installation package:

DbProvider - this provider can be used to retrieve rewrite mappings from a SQL Server database table by
executing a stored procedure
FileMapProvider - this provider can be used to retrieve rewrite mappings stored in a text file
FileContainsProvider - this provider can be used to check if any string in a text file is a substring of the
provider's input string.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-custom-rewrite-providers-with-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://code.msdn.microsoft.com/Project/Download/FileDownload.aspx?ProjectName=rewriteextensibility&DownloadId=9257
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In order to use the sample providers in the rewrite rules the providers must be registered with IIS. To register a
provider you can use the IIS Manager user interface:

1. Open URL Rewrite feature in IIS Manager;
2. Select the "View Providers..." action in the "Actions" pane on right hand side;

3. Select the "Add Provider..." action in the "Actions" pane;
4. In the "Add Provider" dialog, enter the name that you want to use for this provider when referring to it from a

rewrite rule.
5. After that choose the corresponding .NET type for the provider in the "Managed Type" drop down list. Note

that it may take some time for the provider types to appear there.
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Using DbProvider

Creating a Sample DatabaseCreating a Sample Database

6. Repeat the above steps to register all three providers.

To use DbProvider you will need access to Microsoft SQL Server. The provider connects to a SQL Server database
and executes a stored procedure that takes a NVARCHAR input parameter containing the input URL string and
returns a one row, one column result set containing the output URL string of NVARCHAR type.

Open a SQL Server Management Studio, open a new query window and execute the following SQL script:
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USE [master]

CREATE LOGIN [IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool] FROM WINDOWS WITH DEFAULT_DATABASE=[master]

CREATE DATABASE [RewriteDB]
GO

USE [RewriteDB]
GO

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[RewriteTable](
[OriginalUrl] [nvarchar](256) NOT NULL,
[NewUrl] [nvarchar](256) NOT NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
GO

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[GetRewrittenUrl] 
@input nvarchar(256)
AS
SELECT rt.NewUrl 
FROM dbo.RewriteTable rt 
WHERE rt.OriginalUrl = @input
GO

CREATE USER [IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool] FOR LOGIN [IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool]

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbo.GetRewrittenUrl TO [IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool];
GO

INSERT INTO dbo.RewriteTable VALUES ('old/catalog/product.html', 'new/category/product.html');
INSERT INTO dbo.RewriteTable VALUES ('old/contactus/index.html', 'new/contactus.html');
GO

Configuring DbProvider settingsConfiguring DbProvider settings

The above script creates a new database called RewriteDB, which has a table RewriteTable and a stored procedure
GetRewrittenURL. It also grants permissions to IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool account to execute that stored
procedure. Also it fills up the database table with two URL mappings.

   

Configure the DbProvider instance to call the stored procedure:

1. In IIS Manager in the URL Rewrite feature view select "View Providers..." int the action pane.
2. Select "Add Provider" and choose DbProvider. Name it DB; that will be the name by which you will refer to

the provider from a rewrite rule
3. Select the DbProvider instance called DB and click "Add Provider Setting..." action.
4. Use the "Edit Provider Setting" dialog to configure the provider:



Calling DbProvider from a Rewrite RuleCalling DbProvider from a Rewrite Rule

<rule name="DbProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="(.*)" />
    <conditions>
        <add input="{DB:{R:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />
    </conditions>
    <action type="Redirect" url="{C:1}" />
</rule>

Use the following values for the provider settings:

SQL Server connection string: provide a SQL Server connection string, for example:
"Data Source=servername\sqlexpress;Initial Catalog=RewriteDB;Integrated Security=True"
Stored procedure name: GetRewrittenUrl
Cache minutes interval: set to 0 if values in the SQL table do not change, or set to a positive integer so that
provider periodically refreshes the module's internal rewrite cache. If not specified the the value of 0 is
assumed.

In the root directory of a web site open web.config file. If you use IIS Default Web Site, then the file should be
located in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder.

Paste the following redirect rule into the web.config file inside of the 
/<configuration>/<system.webServer>/<rewrite>/<rules>  element:

The complete content of the web.config file should look similar to below:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
<rewrite>
    <providers>
        <provider name="DB" type="DbProvider, Microsoft.Web.Iis.Rewrite.Providers, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35">
            <settings>
                <add key="ConnectionString" value="Data Source=ruslany-server\sqlexpress;Initial 
Catalog=RewriteDB;Integrated Security=True" />
                <add key="StoredProcedure" value="GetRewrittenUrl" />
                <add key="CacheMinutesInterval" value="0" />
            </settings>
        </provider>
    </providers>
    <rules>
        <rule name="DbProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="(.*)" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{DB:{R:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Redirect" url="{C:1}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

Using FileMapProvider

Creating a Sample Mappings FileCreating a Sample Mappings File

old/catalog/product.html, new/category/product.html
old/contactus/index.html, new/contactus.html

Configuring FileMapProviderConfiguring FileMapProvider

This rule performs HTTP redirect to a URL that is obtained from a SQL Server database via DbProvider. The
DbProvider instance named "DB" is invoked from the rule's condition and if the result returned from the provider
is not empty then the HTTP redirection is performed.

To test the rule open a web browser and make a request to http://localhost/old/catalog/product.html  or 
http://localhost/old/contactus/index.html . Notice that the browser gets redirected to a new URL based on the

redirect mappings defined in the RewriteDB database table. The web server will return HTTP 404 error for the
redirected URL because there is no such file or directory on the server, but that is not relevant for the purposes of
this walkthrough. The important part is that the web server issued a redirect response based on the rule that used
the DbProvider.

FileMapProvider reads the URL mappings from a text file. It can be used instead of the built-in rewrite maps
functionality when the amount of rewrite map entries is very large and it is not practical to keep them in a
web.config file.

Create a new directory called App_Data in the root directory of your web site. In that directory create a text file
called redirectmappings.txt. Add the following lines to the file:

 WARNING: Always make sure that the text file is not directly accessible from the Web. Use IIS Request
Filtering module or place the file inside of App_Data folder to prevent HTTP clients from directly accessing the
content of this file.

Configure the FileMapProvider by following the same steps as described in Configuring DbProvider. Use these
values for the provider settings:



Calling FileMapProvider from a Rewrite RuleCalling FileMapProvider from a Rewrite Rule

<rule name="FileMapProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="(.*)" />
    <conditions>
        <add input="{FileMap:{R:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />
    </conditions>
    <action type="Redirect" url="{C:1}" />
</rule>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
<rewrite>
    <providers>
        <provider name="FileMap" type="FileMapProvider, Microsoft.Web.Iis.Rewrite.Providers, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35">
            <settings>
                <add key="FilePath" value="{DOCUMENT_ROOT}\App_Data\redirectmappings.txt" />
                <add key="IgnoreCase" value="1" />
                <add key="Separator" value="," />
            </settings>
        </provider>
    </providers>
    <rules>
        <rule name="FileMapProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url="(.*)" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{FileMap:{R:1}}" pattern="(.+)" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Redirect" url="{C:1}" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

FilePath: {DOCUMENT_ROOT}\App_Data\redirectmappings.txt (note the usage of {DOCUMENT_ROOT} in
the file path. This gets replaced with the actual path during provider initialization. This is useful when you do
not want to place an absolute file path in web.config file)
IgnoreCase: 1
Separator: "," (if not specified then the TAB symbol will be used as a separator)

In the root directory of a web site open web.config file. If you use IIS Default Web Site, then the file should be
located in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder.

Paste the following redirect rule into the web.config file inside of the 
/<configuration>/<system.webServer>/<rewrite>/<rules>  element:

The complete content of the web.config file should look similar to below:

This rule performs HTTP redirect to a URL that is obtained from a text file via FileMapProvider. The
FileMapProvider instance named "FileMap" is invoked from the rule's condition and if the result returned from the
provider is not empty then the HTTP redirection is performed.

To test the rule open a web browser and make a request to http://localhost/old/catalog/product.html  or 
http://localhost/old/contactus/index.html . Notice that the browser gets redirected to a new URL based on the

redirect mappings defined in the redirectmappings.txt file. The web server will return HTTP 404 error for the
redirected URL because there is no such file or directory on the server, but that is not relevant for the purposes of
this walkthrough. The important part is that the web server issued a redirect response based on the rule that used
the FileMapProviders.



Using FileContainsProvider

Creating a Sample Disallowed User-Agents FileCreating a Sample Disallowed User-Agents File

badrobot1
badrobot2

Configuring FileContainsProviderConfiguring FileContainsProvider

Calling FileContainsProvider from a Rewrite RuleCalling FileContainsProvider from a Rewrite Rule

<rule name="FileContainsProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
    <match url=".*" />
    <conditions>
        <add input="{FileContains:{HTTP_USER_AGENT}}" pattern=".+" />
    </conditions>
    <action type="AbortRequest" />
</rule>

FileContainsProvider reads the set of strings from a text file and then checks if the provider's input string contains
any of those strings as a substring. The provider can be used for example with rewrite rules that block access
based on user-agent header.

Create a new directory called App_Data in the root directory of your web site. In that directory create a text file
called disalloweduseragents.txt. Add the following lines to the file:

 WARNING: Always make sure that the text file is not directly accessible from the Web. Use IIS Request
Filtering module or place the file inside of App_Data folder to prevent HTTP clients from directly accessing the
content of this file.

Configure the FileMapProvider by following the same steps as described in Configuring DbProvider. Use these
values for the provider settings:

FilePath: {DOCUMENT_ROOT}\App_Data\disalloweduseragents.txt (note the usage of {DOCUMENT_ROOT}
in the file path. This gets replaced with the actual path during provider initialization. This is useful when you do
not want to place an absolute file path in web.config file)
IgnoreCase: 1

In the root directory of a web site open web.config file. If you use IIS Default Web Site, then the file should be
located in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\  folder.

Paste the following redirect rule into the web.config file inside of the 
/<configuration>/<system.webServer>/<rewrite>/<rules>  element:

The complete content of the web.config file should look similar to below:



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
<rewrite>
    <providers>
        <provider name="FileContains" type="FileContainsProvider, Microsoft.Web.Iis.Rewrite.Providers, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35">
            <settings>
                <add key="FilePath" value="{DOCUMENT_ROOT}\App_Data\disalloweduseragents.txt" />
                <add key="IgnoreCase" value="1" />
            </settings>
        </provider>
    </providers>
    <rules>
        <rule name="FileContainsProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url=".*" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{FileContains:{HTTP_USER_AGENT}}" pattern=".+" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="AbortRequest" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

user-agent: badrobot1\r\n

This rule aborts the HTTP connection if the user agent of the HTTP request matches any of the strings listed in
disalloweduseragents.txt file. The FileContainsProvider instance named "FileContains" is invoked from the rule's
condition and if the result returned from the provider is not empty then the HTTP connection is aborted.

To test the rule open WFetch and add a user-agent header to the request as below:

From WFetch make a request to http://localhost/test/ . You should see that the connection gets aborted
because the user agent string has matched one of the strings in disalloweduseragents.txt file.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=b134a806-d50e-4664-8348-da5c17129210&displaylang=en
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Creating a Visual Studio project

by Ruslan Yakushev

This walkthrough will guide you through how to develop a rewrite provider for URL Rewrite Module 2.0. You will
create a ReplaceProvider that replaces all occurrences of a particular character in the URL with another character.
This kind of logic is really hard and sometime impossible to express in terms of regular expressions, hence the
need to create a custom rewrite provider.

To create a Visual Studio project for rewrite provider follow these steps:

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 or Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition.
2. In the File menu select "New Project...".
3. In the "New Project" dialog select the "Class Library" project template and name the project ReplaceProvider.

4. Remove the file Class1.cs added by default (since you will not be using that file) using the context menu
Delete option in the Solution Explorer;

5. Select "Add References..." from the Project menu and add references to Microsoft.Web.Iis.Rewrite.dll located
in %ProgramFiles%\Reference Assemblies\Microsoft\IIS .

6. Rewrite providers must be placed in the .NET Global Assembly Cache (GAC) in order to be visible for URL
Rewrite Module. This requires the provider assembly DLL to be strongly named (signed). To sign the assembly,
select the option "ReplaceProvider Properties..." from the "Project" menu.

7. In the Signing tab check "Sign the assembly" check box.
8. In the combo box, select the option <New…> to create a new key. In the "Create Strong Name Key" dialog, type

DemoKey.snk as the name for the key and uncheck the Protect my key file with a password check box. Click OK.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/developing-a-custom-rewrite-provider-for-url-rewrite-module.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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Implementing the provider interfaces

The Signing tab should look as below:

9. Select the "Build Events" tab and add the following "Post-build event" command line:

CALL %VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat  > NULL
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Note: if you use Visual Studio 2010 then replace %VS90COMNTOOLS% with %VS100COMNTOOLS%.

To implement a rewrite provider follow the steps below:

1. From the Project menu select "Add Class..." and then name the class as ReplaceProvider. This will add a new
file ReplaceProvider.cs to the project.

2. Change the code so that it looks like below:
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Iis.Rewrite;

public class ReplaceProvider: IRewriteProvider, IProviderDescriptor
{
    char oldChar, newChar;

    #region IRewriteProvider Members

    public void Initialize(IDictionary<string, string> settings, IRewriteContext rewriteContext)
    {
        string oldCharString, newCharString;

        if (!settings.TryGetValue("OldChar", out oldCharString) || string.IsNullOrEmpty(oldCharString))
            throw new ArgumentException("OldChar provider setting is required and cannot be empty");

        if (!settings.TryGetValue("NewChar", out newCharString) || string.IsNullOrEmpty(newCharString))
            throw new ArgumentException("NewChar provider setting is required and cannot be empty");

        if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(oldCharString))
            oldChar = oldCharString.Trim()[0];
        else
            throw new ArgumentException("OldChar parameter cannot be empty");

        if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(newCharString))
            newChar = newCharString.Trim()[0];
        else
            throw new ArgumentException("NewChar parameter cannot be empty");
    }

    public string Rewrite(string value)
    {
        return value.Replace(oldChar, newChar);
    }

    #endregion

    #region IProviderDescriptor Members

    public IEnumerable<SettingDescriptor> GetSettings()
    {
        yield return new SettingDescriptor("OldChar", "Old Character");
        yield return new SettingDescriptor("NewChar", "New Character");
    }

    #endregion
}

Registering and configuring the provider

The code above implements two interfaces:

IRewriteProvider - this is the main interface that has to be implemented. It is used to initialize the provider by
passing to it its configuration settings. Also it is used to execute the provider.

IProviderDescriptor - this is an optional interface and can be used to inform IIS Manager about the names and
descriptions of the configuration settings used by provider.

Once the provider has been successfully built and placed into the GAC, it needs to be registered with IIS URL
Rewrite Module. To register the provider:

1. Open IIS Manager and select the URL Rewrite feature



2. Click on the "View Providers..." action:

3. In the Providers page click Add Provider... action and then enter the provider name as ReplaceProvider and
choose the provider type from the Managed Type: drop down list.

4. Click OK to save the changes.
5. Now click "Add Provider Setting..." action. Notice that the "Name:" drop down list shows the settings that were

returned by the IProviderDescriptor.GetSettings() method. Select Old Character setting and enter "_" as a
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<rewrite>
    <providers>
        <provider name="ReplaceProvider" type="ReplaceProvider, ReplaceProvider, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=157df8edcf6cf889">
            <settings>
                <add key="OldChar" value="_" />
                <add key="NewChar" value="-" />
            </settings>
        </provider>
    </providers>
</rewrite>

Using the rewrite provider

value.

6. Click OK to save the setting
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 but now choose "New Character" and specify "-" as a value. This means that the provider

will be used to replace all occurrences of "_" character with "-" character in the input string.

This completes the registration and configuration of a rewrite provider. As a result the web.config file for the
default web site will contain the following XML code inside of the <rewrite>  section:

Now that the rewrite provider has been registered it can be used in the inbound and outbound rules. To test the
provider you will create a rule that redirects all requests for URLs that have "_" symbol to the URL where that
symbol is replaced with "-". For example a request to a URL like this http://localhost/some_blog_post/  will be
redirected to http://localhost/some-blog-post/ .

To create a rule that uses this rewrite provider add the following XML code inside of the <rewrite>  element in the
web.config file:
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<rules>
    <rule name="ReplaceProviderTest" stopProcessing="true">
        <match url="_" />
        <action type="Redirect" url="{ReplaceProvider:{URL}}" />
    </rule>
</rules>

Open a web browser and make a request to http://localhost/some_blog_post/.  Notice that the browser got
redirected to http://localhost/some-blog-post/  because of the rule that you have added. The web server will
return HTTP 404 error for the redirected URL because there is no such file or directory on the server, but that is
not relevant for the purposes of this walkthrough. The important part is that the web server issued a redirect
response based on the rule that used the custom rewrite provider.
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Installing IIS Express

IIS Express and IIS

AREA IIS IIS EXPRESS

Shipping mechanism Ships with the OS. Ships out-of-band. It is automatically
included with WebMatrix but can also
be installed separately.

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

IIS Express is a lightweight, self-contained version of IIS optimized for developers. IIS Express makes it easy to use
the most current version of IIS to develop and test websites. It has all the core capabilities of IIS 7 and above as
well as additional features designed to ease website development including:

It doesn't run as a service or require administrator user rights to perform most tasks.
IIS Express works well with ASP.NET and PHP applications.
Multiple users of IIS Express can work independently on the same computer.

 

The most current version of the product is IIS 7.5 Express. Most of you will want to use IIS Express with a web
authoring tool that provides an integrated experience.

IIS Express is automatically included with WebMatrix, a new and complete tool that greatly simplifies web
development. Visual Studio 2010 SP1 allows IIS Express used as the web server instead of Cassini. You can also
manually configure Visual Studio 2008.

Use one of the following links to install IIS 7.5 Express using Web Platform Installer. Either of them will allow you
to use IIS Express with Visual Studio.

Install Microsoft WebMatrix. This will install IIS 7.5 Express as well.
Install IIS 7.5 Express only. After clicking the link, save the executable to your hard drive and run it. Doing so
will install IIS Express using the Web Platform Installer.

You an also install the IIS 7.5 Express MSI directly from the Microsoft Download Center. If you choose this route,
please make sure .NET 4.0 is installed on your machine, since that is a necessary prerequisite.

IIS Express is derived from IIS 7 and above and supports the core features of IIS; however, there are some key
differences. An important difference is the way worker processes are managed. In IIS, the Windows Process
Activation Service (WAS) silently activates and deactivates Web applications and the user has no direct control. In
IIS Express, there is no WAS and the user has full control of application activation and deactivation. Sites can be
launched using WebMatrix, Visual Studio 2010 SP1 or the command line; websites that are already running can be
launched and terminated using the system tray application.

Hostable Web Core (HWC) is an IIS API that can be used to write to independent Web servers that are not
managed by WAS. IIS Express is designed as a wrapper over HWC.

The following chart outlines some of the major differences between IIS and IIS Express:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/introduction-to-iis-express/iis-express-overview.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=WebMatrix
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=IISExpress
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=abc59783-89de-4adc-b770-0a720bb21deb


Supported Windows editions Limited number of Windows Vista and
Windows 7 editions Most editions of
Windows Server 2003, 2008 and 2008
R2

All editions of Windows XP, Vista,
Windows 7 All editions of Windows
Server 2008 and 2008 R2

Supported .NET Framework versions v2.0 SP1 and above v2.0 SP1 and above (.NET 4.0 is
required).

Supported programming languages Classic ASP, ASP.NET, and PHP Classic ASP, ASP.NET, and PHP

Process model Windows Process Activation Service
(WAS) automatically manages
configured sites.

User launches and terminates sites.

Hosted WebCore (aka Hostable Web
Core) support

Yes Yes. IIS Express is implemented as a
layer over HWC.

Supported protocols HTTP, FTP, WebDAV, HTTPS, and WCF
(including over TCP, Named Pipes, and
MSMQ)

HTTP, HTTPS, and WCF over HTTP

Non-admin support WAS must run with administrator user
rights.

A standard user is allowed to complete
most tasks.

Multi-developer support None Yes. Configuration files, settings, and
Web content are maintained on a per-
user basis.

Visual Studio support Yes VS 2010 SP1 Beta allows IIS Express to
be used instead of Cassini. VS 2008 can
also be manually configured to use IIS
Express.

Runtime extensions See https://www.iis.net/download/All for
a complete list.

URL Rewrite and FastCGI. These
extensions are built into IIS Express.

Management tools IIS Manager, appcmd.exe Appcmd.exe. Common IIS Express
management tasks are also built into
WebMatrix and Visual Studio 2010 SP1
and later.

System tray support None Yes

Includes built-in IIS modules for
authentication, authorization,
compression, etc.

Yes Yes

AREA IIS IIS EXPRESS

https://www.iis.net/downloads
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Q: What is IIS Express?Q: What is IIS Express?

Q: What is the current release of IIS Express?Q: What is the current release of IIS Express?

Q: How does it relate to Microsoft WebMatrix?Q: How does it relate to Microsoft WebMatrix?

Q: Can I use IIS Express with Visual Studio?Q: Can I use IIS Express with Visual Studio?

Q: What OS and SKUs are supported?Q: What OS and SKUs are supported?

Q: What .NET Framework versions are supported?Q: What .NET Framework versions are supported?

Q: Are 64-bit machines supported?Q: Are 64-bit machines supported?

Q: Does IIS Express support SSL?Q: Does IIS Express support SSL?

Q: Does IIS Express support PHP?Q: Does IIS Express support PHP?

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

This FAQ contains information about IIS Express support and other common questions.

A: IIS Express is a lightweight, self-contained version of IIS optimized for developers. IIS Express provides the
power of IIS 7 and above while making it easy to develop and test websites.

A: The current release is IIS 7.5 Express. As the name suggests, this release is derived from the IIS 7.5 server
codebase.

A: Microsoft WebMatrix is a simple and integrated suite of tools that streamline ASP.NET and PHP development.
IIS Express is the Web server that is included with WebMatrix. You can also install IIS Express all by itself using the
following link. See IIS Express Overview for information on the various ways to install the product.

A: Yes, Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta allows you to build and test web applications using IIS Express instead of the
built-in ASP.NET Development Web Server (also known as Cassini). IIS Express is not included with VS 10 SP1
and will need to be installed separately. You can also manually launch IIS Express from the command line and use it
with Visual Studio 2008, using the custom web server option.

A: IIS 7.5 Express is supported on the following operating systems:

Windows XP SP3+
Windows Vista SP1+
Windows 7
Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Server 2003 SP2+

Support is available for all OS SKUs, except Server Core on Windows Server 2008.

A: Versions 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 are supported.

A: IIS 7.5 Express supports 64-bit architectures using the WoW64 subsystem. Full 64-bit support will be
considered for future releases.

A: Yes IIS Express supports SSL. The setup program will install a default, self-signed server certificate in the
machine store and configure ports 44300-44399 for use with SSL. You can also set up and configure custom SSL
certificates for your websites as an administrator.

A: Yes, IIS Express includes the CGI and FastCGI modules for PHP. The best way to develop PHP applications using
IIS Express is to install WebMatrix. This will automatically install and configure PHP and also allow you to
download and customize popular gallery applications such as WordPress, Joomla etc.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/introduction-to-iis-express/iis-express-faq.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github


Q: Can IIS Express be redistributed or embedded in other applications?Q: Can IIS Express be redistributed or embedded in other applications?

Q: Does IIS Express support the IIS "Classic" pipeline mode?Q: Does IIS Express support the IIS "Classic" pipeline mode?

Q: Does IIS Express require administrative privileges?Q: Does IIS Express require administrative privileges?

Q: Does IIS Express support the command line?Q: Does IIS Express support the command line?

Q: Is IIS Express xcopy-deployable?Q: Is IIS Express xcopy-deployable?

Q: Does IIS Express support external traffic?Q: Does IIS Express support external traffic?

Q: Will UNC/network paths work?Q: Will UNC/network paths work?

Q: Does IIS Express support non-HTTP protocols such as net.tcp or MSMQ?Q: Does IIS Express support non-HTTP protocols such as net.tcp or MSMQ?

Q: What about FTP?Q: What about FTP?

Q: Are all of the IIS modules supported?Q: Are all of the IIS modules supported?

Q: Does IIS Express support different host headers?Q: Does IIS Express support different host headers?

Q: Does IIS Express use the same configuration system as IIS?Q: Does IIS Express use the same configuration system as IIS?

Q: How do I enable verbs like PUT/DELETE for my web application?Q: How do I enable verbs like PUT/DELETE for my web application?

A: The IIS 7.5 Express license allows the MSI to be redistributed. You can include the MSI in your product or chain
your installer to it. You can't distribute IIS Express in any other manner at the moment.

A: IIS Express supports both the "Integrated" and "Classic" managed pipeline modes from IIS.

A: The default IIS Express configuration allows users to run websites without administrative privileges. The setup
program also installs a self-signed server certificate that enables standard users to run a site over SSL.

Certain tasks do require elevated user rights. They include:

Running a website on port 80 or another reserved port
Installing a custom SSL certificate
Running network-facing websites

You must also have administrator user rights when using IIS Express on Windows Server 2003 SP2+.

A: Yes, IIS Express can be launched using the command line and supports various runtime options. For information
about how to use the command line, see Use the Command Line to Run a WebMatrix Site or Application.

A: The core IIS Express runtime is xcopy-deployable. However, as of this time, xcopy deployment is not an officially
supported feature.

A: By default, only requests over localhost are serviced; however, you can modify the bindings to enable external
traffic. For security reasons, you should have Administrator user rights on the machine to set this up.

A: Yes. Similar to IIS, you will need to configure the proper UNC credentials to access content from those shares.

A: No. IIS Express only supports HTTP and HTTPS as its protocol.

A: IIS Express does not include an FTP service. However, note that both WebMatrix and Visual Studio support
publishing web applications to production environments using FTP.

A: IIS Express currently ships with built-in support for URL Rewrite and FastCGI. We will continue to add support
for other modules in future releases, based on demand.

A: Yes, IIS Express supports binding to different host headers. Similar to IIS, you must have Administrator user
rights on the machine to complete this operation. You must also do some extra configuration on the OS, such as
adding the proper host mappings in the "hosts" file and network configurations.

A: Yes, IIS Express uses the same applicationhost.config and web.config files supported by IIS. The key difference is
that with IIS Express, the configuration is maintained on a per-user basis. In particular, whereas IIS has a global
"applicationhost.config" file, IIS Express maintains a user-specific "applicationhost.config" file in the
%userprofile%\documents\IISexpress\config" folder. This lets a standard user run IIS Express and also lets multiple
users work on the same machine independently, without conflicting with each other. Some settings require
Administrator user rights to set and modify (see question above about running as a standard user).

A: In the "verb" attribute add PUT and DELETE so the "verb" attribute looks like: You can modify the IIS Express

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=195514


Q: Does IIS Express support more than one application running in the same process?Q: Does IIS Express support more than one application running in the same process?

Q: Are WCF applications supported?Q: Are WCF applications supported?

Q: Can SharePoint Foundation 2010 run on IIS Express?Q: Can SharePoint Foundation 2010 run on IIS Express?

Q: Can IIS Express run side-by-side with other Web servers?Q: Can IIS Express run side-by-side with other Web servers?

"applicationHost.config" in the %userprofile%\documents\IISExpress\config" folder. For example to enable PUT
and DELETE for extensionless Urls scroll down to the bottom of the IIS Express applicationHost.config file and look
for a handler entry that starts with: <add name="ExtensionlessUrl-Integrated-4.0" ... . In the "verb" attribute add
PUT and DELETE so the "verb" attribute looks like: verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG,PUT,DELETE"

A: Yes. Similar to IIS, IIS Express supports multiple applications under the same site running in the same process.

A: Yes, IIS Express support WCF applications. As noted above, WCF is only supported over HTTP or HTTPS. WCF
over MSMQ and net.tcp is not supported.

A: SharePoint won't run on IIS Express because it uses IIS features that aren't supported. IIS Express won't prevent
Sharepoint Foundation 2010 from running if they are both installed on the same machine.

A: Yes, IIS Express can run side-by-side with other Web servers as long as there are no conflicting bindings. You
can run IIS Express and the operating system version of IIS (IIS 5.1 on Windows XP, IIS 6.0 on Windows Server
2003, IIS 7.0 on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista, IIS 7.5 on Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows 7). IIS
Express comes with a default website that runs on port 8080 to avoid conflicts with IIS, which uses port 80 by
default. A binding conflict will occur if IIS Express and the other Web server both try to listen on port 80.
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Overview

Installation

Using IIS 7.5 Express

Supported Platforms and Architectures

Changes to IIS 7.5 Express

Known Issues and Limitations
Issue: Cannot run IIS Express using the /path command line option after installationIssue: Cannot run IIS Express using the /path command line option after installation

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.5 Express is a free, simple and self-contained version of IIS that is optimized
for developers. IIS Express makes it easy to use the most current version of IIS to develop and test websites. It has
all the core capabilities of IIS 7 and above as well as additional features to ease website development including:

It doesn't run as a service or require administrative privileges to perform most tasks
It works well with ASP.NET and PHP applications
Multiple users of IIS Express can work independently on the same computer

 

You can install IIS 7.5 Express using Web Platform Installer, or through the Microsoft Download Center.

 

You will most likely need an Integrated Development Environment to build web applications over IIS 7.5 Express.
Microsoft WebMatrix provides a simple and integrated user experience for building both ASP.NET and PHP
websites using IIS 7.5 Express. You can use IIS 7.5 Express with Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta to build and test web
applications instead of the built-in ASP.NET Development Web Server (also known as Cassini). It is also possible to
run IIS 7.5 Express using the command line.

 

IIS 7.5 Express supports the following Windows editions.

Windows 7
Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Vista SP1 or later
Windows XP SP3
Windows Server 2003 SP2

Both 32-bit and 64-bit systems are supported, however only a 32-bit build of IIS 7.5 Express exists.

 

The 7.5.1190 version of IIS 7.5 Express that was released in March, 2012, contains several bug fixes from the the
original 7.5.1070 version of IIS 7.5 Express that was released in April, 2011, but no new features were introduced.

 

Running iisexpress.exe with the /path option results in the error: Temp configuration file settings error. The system
cannot find the file specified. This is due to a bug where the redirection.config file isn't being setup correctly.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/introduction-to-iis-express/iis-75-express-readme.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/download/
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=11ea69cb-cf12-4842-a3d7-b32a1e5642e2&displaylang=en


Issue: WCF applications fail after .NET 3.5 is installedIssue: WCF applications fail after .NET 3.5 is installed

Limitation: I IS 7.5 Express doesn't honor library settings in Windows 7Limitation: I IS 7.5 Express doesn't honor library settings in Windows 7

Limitation: Stopping IIS 7.5 Express from WebMatrix or Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta will abort any runningLimitation: Stopping IIS 7.5 Express from WebMatrix or Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta will abort any running
websiteswebsites

Issue: On Windows Server 2003, I IS Express does not start for a non-administrative userIssue: On Windows Server 2003, I IS Express does not start for a non-administrative user

Issue: When you install I IS 7.5 Express, a registry key may be left in Wow6432NodeIssue: When you install I IS 7.5 Express, a registry key may be left in Wow6432Node

For More Information

Workaround:Running iisexpress.exe without any arguments once will setup a copy of redirection.config under the
user profile directory. You will then be able to successfully run iisexpress.exe with the /path option.

The default applicationhost.config file for IIS 7.5 Express needs to be different depending on whether or not .NET
3.5 is installed. If .NET 3.5 is missing when IIS 7.5 Express is installed, the default applicationhost.config file will
include handlers for.NET 4.0 only. Subsequently installing .NET 3.5 can lead to problems since the default
applicationhost.config hasn't been updated.

Workaround: The IIS 7.5 Express installation folder includes a WCF35Setup.js script that is designed to solve this
problem. Running this script from a command prompt will refresh the default applicationhost.config file to work
with .NET 3.5.

IIS 7.5 Express only understands the default documents folder in Windows 7. It doesn't support non-default
document folders and will continue to utilize the default documents folder for configuration files, log files and other
settings.

Workaround: None

Stopping IIS 7.5 Express from WebMatrix or Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta won't cleanly shutdown any running
applications.

Workaround: Shutdown IIS Express instances from the system tray application to cleanly terminate any running
websites.

On Windows Server 2003, when you launch a page or start IIS Express, IIS Express does not start. For Web pages,
an error is displayed that indicates that the application has been started by a non-administrative user.

Workaround: Run IIS 7.5 Express as an administrative user. For more details, see the following KnowledgeBase
article:
An application that is started by a non-administrative user cannot listen to the HTTP traffic of the computer on
which the application is running in Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003, or Windows XP.

When you install IIS 7.5 Express from your system, the registry key for IIS 7.5 Express may be left under the 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\IISExpress  path.

Workaround: Remove the orphaned IIS 7.5 Express registry key:

1. Open the Windows Registry Editor.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\IISExpress\7.5

3. Right-click the 7.5  registry key and click Delete.
4. Click Yes when prompted to delete the key.
5. Close the Windows Registry Editor.

2. Locate the following registry key:

 

You can learn more about IIS 7.5 Express and related products using the following links:

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/939786


IIS.net
Microsoft.com/web

https://www.microsoft.com/web
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Overview

Installation

Upgrading from IIS 7.5 ExpressUpgrading from IIS 7.5 Express

Supported Platforms and Architectures

by Robert McMurray

 

Internet Information Services (IIS) 8.0 Express is a free, simple and self-contained version of IIS that is optimized
for developers. IIS 8.0 Express makes it easy to use the most current version of IIS to develop and test websites in
development tools like Visual Studio and WebMatrix. IIS 8.0 Express has all the core capabilities of IIS 8 and above
as well as additional features to ease website development including:

IIS 8.0 Express doesn't run as a service or require administrative privileges to perform most tasks
IIS 8.0 Express works well with ASP.NET and PHP applications
Multiple users of IIS 8.0 Express can work independently on the same computer

 

You can install IIS 8.0 Express through the Microsoft Download Center by using the following URL:

IIS 8.0 Express: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=34679

If you already have IIS 7.5 Express installed when you install IIS 8.0 Express, the setup program will replace your
IIS 7.5 Express installation with IIS 8.0 Express. Having IIS 7.5 Express and IIS 8.0 Express installed at the same
time is not supported.

When you install IIS 8.0 Express on a 64-bit system, both the 32-bit and 64-bit versions of IIS 8.0 Express will be
installed respectively in the %ProgramFiles(x86)%\IIS Express  and %ProgramFiles%\IIS Express  folders.

 

IIS 8.0 Express is supported on the following operating systems:

Supported Native Platforms

Windows 8 Client (Intel/AMD) 32-bit/64-bit
Windows Server 2012 (Intel/AMD) 64-bit

Supported Down-level Platforms

Windows 7 (x86 and x64)
Windows Server 2008 R2 (x86 and x64)
Windows Vista SP1 and later (x86 and x64)
Windows Server 2008 (x86 and x64)

IIS 8.0 Express is not supported on the following operating systems:

Windows Server 2003
Windows XP

For these unsupported operating systems, you can continue to use IIS 7.5 Express.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/introduction-to-iis-express/iis-80-express-readme.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=34679


Changes to IIS 8.0 Express
New FeaturesNew Features

Known Issues and Limitations
Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8 features that do not work on Down-Level Operating SystemsWindows Server 2012 and Windows 8 features that do not work on Down-Level Operating Systems

Changes to the HTTP Substatus CodesChanges to the HTTP Substatus Codes

IIS 8.0 Express supports the following new features:

  [!code-console[Main](iis-80-express-readme/samples/sample1.cmd)]

X64 Support

IIS 8.0 Express supports both 32-bit and 64-bit architectures.
Shared Features with IIS 8.0

IIS 8.0 Express shares a great number of features with the full version of IIS; for example, IIS 8.0 Express
uses many of the same binaries, configuration files, and error codes as the full version of IIS, so
migrating projects between your development environment and your production environment should be
easier than ever.

Changing the User Home Directory

IIS 8.0 Express supports changing the user's home directory, which is mapped to the
%IIS_USER_HOME% variable in configuration. By default this path is located at
%UserProfile%\Documents\IISExpress, but users can change this by setting a CustomUserHome
registry property in HKCU\Software\Microsoft\IISExpress, or by specifying the "/userhome" parameter
when launching iisexpress.exe.

WebSocket Support

IIS 8.0 Express supports writing WebSocket applications. For more information, see the WebSocket
protocol specification or the System.Net.WebSockets Namespace topic on Microsoft's MSDN website.

AppCmd Support for editing multiple configuration files

The AppCmd utility now supports a "/AppHostConfig" parameter, which makes it possible to use
AppCmd to edit multiple ApplicationHost.config files and not just the primary configuration file.

For example, the following commands will create a website in a custom ApplicationHost.config file:

Once you have added the website with the above commands, you can start it with the following command:
iisexpress.exe /config:C:\Temp\IISExpress\config\ApplicationHost.config /site:www.fabrikam.com

 

There are a few features which require architecture that is specific to Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8 Client
that will not work down-level when you install IIS 8.0 Express on earlier operating systems:

Server Name Indication (SNI)
Central Certificate Store
WebSocket Functionality

IIS 8.0 Express now shares the same set of HTTP status and substatus codes; this change was made so that
developers would find it easier to troubleshoot problems by using IIS 8.0 Express or the full version of IIS on their
web server. The following list contains the HTTP substatus codes that were included with IIS 7.5 Express that have
been modified or deprecated:

HTTP 404.20 - This was the error that was returned when no default document was defined:

IIS 8.0 Express returns an HTTP 403 Access Forbidden error when no default document is defined.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkID=227812
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh159285


Errors when using .NET Framework 3.5 and earlier with IIS 8.0 Express Release Candidate on Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8Errors when using .NET Framework 3.5 and earlier with IIS 8.0 Express Release Candidate on Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8
ClientClient

More Information

HTTP 404.21 - This error code was returned when PHP was not installed; this has been removed from IIS 8.0
Express.
HTTP 404.22 - This error code was returned when ASP.NET was not installed; this has been removed from IIS
8.0 Express.
HTTP 404.23 - This error code was returned when ASP.NET web pages were not installed; this has been
removed from IIS 8.0 Express.

IIS 8.0 Express returns an HTTP 404.20 error for Too Many URL Segments.

There is a known application compatibility issue when you are using IIS 8.0 Express Release Candidate on
Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8 Client if you are using .NET Framework 3.5 and earlier versions. This issue
is resolved for the final release of IIS 8.0 Express, but a workaround is to install the standard version of IIS on the
system where you are running the IIS 8.0 Express Release Candidate. (Note: IIS does not have to be running; you
just need to install a basic installation of IIS to resolve the compatibility issue.)

 

You can learn more about IIS 8.0 Express and related products using the following links:

IIS.net
Microsoft.com/web

https://www.microsoft.com/web
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by Robert McMurray

Robert McMurray gives an overview of IIS Express.

▶ Watch video (13 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/introduction-to-iis-express/iis-8-iis-express-for-developers.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/iis-8-iis-express-for-developers
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Overview

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Managing Sites and Applications with the System Tray

by Diana Nguyen

This walkthrough discusses how to manage your websites and applications in WebMatrix Beta using the system
tray. This feature lets you manage all running sites from the same system tray.

This walkthrough assumes that you have installed two or more websites and applications on your server.

You must have the following installed to complete the procedures in this walkthrough:

Windows XP or newer
WebMatrix Beta

For information about how to install WebMatrix Beta, see Microsoft Web Platform Installer 3.0.

1. Click Start > All Programs > Microsoft WebMatrix.
2. On the WebMatrix Beta Quick Start page, click My Sites.

3. On the Choose a Site page, select the site that you want to open, and then click OK.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/using-iis-express/using-the-windows-system-tray-to-manage-websites-and-applications.md
https://twitter.com/dianaaanguyen
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/using-iis-express/using-the-windows-system-tray-to-manage-websites-and-applications/_static/image1.png


4. WebMatrix opens your site.

5. Repeat steps 1 – 3 to open a second site.
> [!NOTE] > If you do not already have a second site, you can add a new one by choosing Site from Web
Gallery, Site From Template, or Site From Folder.

6. Right-click WebMatrix in the system tray. If you do not see the icon, click Show hidden icons to display
the icon.

You will see the following:

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/using-iis-express/using-the-windows-system-tray-to-manage-websites-and-applications/_static/image7.png


NOTENOTE

SITES

DISPLAYS A LIST OF THE SITES THAT YOU ARE CURRENTLY
RUNNING. SELECT A SPECIFIC SITE TO DISPLAY THE BROWSE
APPLICATIONS AND STOP SITE OPTIONS.

Exit Closes all the sites that you are currently running.

Browse Applications Displays the URL addresses for each application. Click on
the URL to view the site in a browser window.

Stop Site Stops the selected site from running. This action removes
the site from the list of sites in the system tray. You must
use either WebMatrix or IIS Express to start the site to see
the site in the system tray again.

Show All Applications Displays a dialog box with a list of the applications that are
running, including the site name, URL, and Process
Identifier (PID). Use the Group by list to sort the
applications by site name or PID. Select a site name to
view additional details for each site, including the parent,
path, runtime version, and configuration file path. The
parent is the application that was used to start the
instance of IIS Express that is hosting the site. If you right-
click a site name you will see a context menu with
additional options, such as stopping the site, browsing,
etc. You can also stop all applications in this dialog box.

Stop All Stops all the running applications that are listed and exits
the system tray.

If there are any errors when running IIS Express, you will see the following notification:



Click the notification for more information, including a detailed error message and recommended steps to resolve
the issue. For example:

For more information about IIS Express, see Use the Command Line to Run a WebMatrix Site.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=195514
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Running a Site using IIS Express from the Command Line

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

IIS Express is a simple and self-contained version of IIS that is optimized for developers. This walkthrough
describes how to run a site using the IIS Express command line.

You must have the following installed to complete the procedures in this walkthrough:

Windows XP or newer
IIS Express

For information about how to download and install IIS Express, see IIS Express Overview.

cd \Program Files\IIS Express

cd \Program Files (x86)\IIS Express

1. Open a command prompt.

You do not need Administrator user rights to run the commands in this walkthrough. However, you must
have Administrator user rights if you want to run IIS Express on ports numbered 1024 or less.

2. Run the following command to navigate to the IIS Express installation folder:

or if you are using a 64-bit OS, run the following command:

3. Run the following command to view the IIS Express usage string:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/using-iis-express/running-iis-express-from-the-command-line.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github


Running your site from a configuration fileRunning your site from a configuration file

iisexpress /?

IIS Express Usage:
------------------
iisexpress [/config:config-file] [/site:site-name] [/siteid:site-id] [/systray:boolean] 
iisexpress /path:app-path [/port:port-number] [/clr:clr-version] [/systray:boolean] 

/config:config-file 
The full path to the applicationhost.config file. The default value is the 
IISExpress8\config\applicationhost.config file that is located in the user's Documents folder.

/site:site-name 
The name of the site to launch, as described in the applicationhost.config file. 

/siteid:site-id 
The ID of the site to launch, as described in the applicationhost.config file.

/path:app-path 
The full physical path of the application to run. You cannot combine this option with the /config and 
related options. 

/port:port-number 
The port to which the application will bind. The default value is 8080. You must also specify the /path 
option. 

/clr:clr-version The .NET Framework version (e.g. v2.0) to use to run the application. The default value 
is v4.0. You must also specify the /path option. 

/systray:boolean 
Enables or disables the system tray application. The default value is true. 

/trace:debug-trace-level 
Valid values are info or i,warning or w,error or e. 

Examples: 
iisexpress /site:WebSite1 
This command runs WebSite1 site from the user profile configuration file.

iisexpress /config:c:\myconfig\applicationhost.config 
This command runs the first site in the specified configuration file. 

iisexpress /path:c:\myapp\ /port:80 
This command runs the site from c:\myapp folder over port 80.

/systray:false

4. Run your site using one of the following:

Use /config to run a site from a configuration file.
See "Running your site from a configuration file" for more information.

Use /path to run a site from the application folder.
See "Running your site from the application folder" for more information.

Note: The /path option and the /config option cannot be combined.

5. Once your site is running, you can use the IIS Express system tray to manage it. For more information, see
Use the Windows System Tray to Manage Websites and Applications. Alternatively, you can disable the
system tray by running the following option:

IIS Express and IIS use the ApplicationHost.config file, which specifies global settings for sites, application pools,



Running your site from the application folderRunning your site from the application folder

iisexpress /path:c:\myapp\ /port:9090 /clr:v2.0

handlers, etc. IIS Express uses a default, user-specific ApplicationHost.config file to allow many users to share the
same computer without interfering with other user's settings. This file is located in the
%userprofile%\Documents\IISExpress\config folder or %userprofile%\My Documents\IISExpress\config folder,
depending on your OS. When you run a site from a configuration file, you can specify which site to run.

You can use the following commands:

iisexpress /site:WebSite1

iisexpress

iisexpress /config:c:\myconfig\applicationhost.config

iisexpress /config:c:\myconfig\applicationhost.config /site:MyBlog

To run the website Website1 in the default configuration file, run:

To run the first website in the default configuration file, run:

To run the first website in a custom configuration file, run:

To run a site called MyBlog from a custom configuration file, run:

Note: The /config option specifies the full path of the configuration file. You can omit this option if you want to use
the default configuration file. The /site option specifies a particular site in the configuration file. You can omit this
option to run the first site in the configuration file.

You can also use the /path option to run a site directly from a folder. This option works for any type of application,
including static HTML, ASP.NET, PHP, and WCF. By default, IIS Express will run the site on http://localhost:8080/.
For a managed website, such as ASP.NET, IIS Express will use .NET 4.0. You can use the /port and /clr options to
override these default values.

For example, the following command runs the specified application, "myapp," on http://localhost:9090/ by using
.NET 2.0:

http://localhost:8080/
http://localhost:9090/
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Overview

Running Sites Locally

Configuring Websites and Applications

Starting and Stopping Sites

Using SSL

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

IIS Express was designed to allow the most common web development and testing tasks to be performed without
administrative privileges. This is very helpful in scenarios where developers are not running with administrative
rights on their computers. Even for administrative users, this feature eliminates the User Account Control (UAC)
popup window in Windows Vista and Windows 7 from interrupting workflow.

This article explains what standard users can do with IIS Express and describes the tasks that are limited to
administrators.

With IIS Express, standard users can run websites locally using non-reserved ports (ports greater than 1024). The
default website binding for IIS Express is http://localhost:8080. By default, WebMatrix and Visual Studio 2010 SP1
Beta also configure websites to use localhost and a non-reserved port.

In contrast, administrative privileges are needed to serve content for external requests or using a reserved port
such as 80 or 443.

Both IIS and IIS Express use an applicationhost.config file that contains server-wide configuration information.
With IIS Express, every user owns his or her own copy of applicationhost.config, which means the user can add
sites, remove sites, configure virtual directories, and so on without special privileges. IIS Express looks for an
applicationhost.config file in the user's Documents folder (for example,
%userprofile%\Documents\IISExpress\config on Windows 7). IIS Express can also be pointed to a custom
applicationhost.config file using the /config command-line switch. The result is that it is not necessary to be an
administrator to use IIS Express with Visual Studio.

Because IIS uses a computer-wide applicationhost.config file that standard users cannot write to, the same tasks
under IIS can be performed only by administrators. (Because IIS is typically used on server computers, this is
generally not a restriction from the point of view of an individual developer.)

With IIS Express, a standard user can start and stop his or her web server at will. This can be done using
WebMatrix and Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta, or by using the iisexpress.exe command executable. A Windows
system tray application also allows users to browse and shut down IIS Express instances.

With IIS, users cannot launch their website directly. Instead, the Worker Process Activation Service (WAS) is
responsible for activating websites. Because WAS is a system service, only administrators can start or stop it.

Configuring access over the secure sockets layer (SSL) requires administrative privileges on IIS Express, just like it
does on IIS. However, the IIS Express setup program performs the following tasks that enable standard users to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/using-iis-express/running-iis-express-without-administrative-privileges.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github
http://localhost:8080


<binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:44300:localhost" />

Summary

use SSL with IIS Express:

It automatically creates and installs a self-signed SSL server certificate in the local machine store.
It configures HTTP.SYS to reserve ports 44300 through 44399 for SSL. Incoming SSL requests that use
localhost and one of the ports in the specified range are automatically associated with the self-signed certificate.

(HTTP.SYS is an operating system component that handles SSL for IIS and IIS Express. The setup program is able
to configure HTTP.SYS because setup runs under elevated privileges.)

Consequently, using SSL to test a website with IIS Express is as simple as adding a binding like the following to the
site element in applicationhost.config:

This works only for local traffic (localhost requests) and for the specified range of ports. Administrator privileges
are required in order to configure a custom SSL certificate or to run SSL using a port outside the specified range.

IIS Express enables non-administrative users to perform the following tasks:

Run a website locally and use a port number greater than 1024.
Add, remove, and modify websites, applications, and virtual directories.
Start and stop the web server.
Add SSL support to test a website using a pre-installed self-signed SSL certificate and a port between 44300
and 44399.

Administrative privileges are required in order to perform the following tasks:

Use a reserved port such as 80 or 443.
Serve requests for external traffic.
Configure a custom SSL certificate.
Run SSL using a port outside the range of 44300 to 44399.
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Overview

About HTTP.sys

Using a Reserved Port

netsh http add urlacl url=http://localhost:80/ user=everyone

by Vaidy Gopalakrishnan

IIS Express was designed to allow the most common web development and testing tasks to be performed without
administrative privileges. For example, you can run a website locally using a non-reserved port. You can also test
your website with SSL using a self-signed test certificate and a port in the range 44300 to 44399. See Running IIS
Express without Administrative Privileges for details.

However, you might occasionally need to use IIS Express for testing scenarios that are not enabled by default. For
example, although IIS Express is not designed to be a production web server like IIS, you might need to test
external access to your website. Similarly, you might want to test your site using SSL or using a specific reserved
port number.

By default, if you use IIS Express to test these scenarios, it reports a URL binding failure. This occurs because IIS
Express does not have sufficient privileges to perform these types of tasks. You can run IIS Express as an
administrator to bypass these restrictions, but this is not a good practice for security reasons.

The correct approach to testing with IIS Express in these scenarios is to configure HTTP.sys to allow IIS Express
running under standard permissions to perform the tasks. When your testing is complete, you can revert the
configuration. For security reasons, these tasks are restricted to administrators and cannot be performed by
standard (non-administrator) users.

HTTP.sys is an operating system component that handles HTTP and SSL traffic for both IIS and IIS Express. By
default, HTTP.sys prevents applications (including IIS Express) from doing the following operations if the
application is run by a standard user :

Using reserved ports such as 80 or 443
Serving external traffic
Using SSL

You can configure HTTP.sys to permit these operations for IIS Express. On Windows 7 and Windows Vista, you can
configure HTTP.sys using the netsh.exe utility. On Windows XP, HTTP.sys can be configured using the httpcfg.exe
command-line utility, which is included with Windows XP Service Pack 2 Support Tools.

By default, you can use IIS Express to run your website using a non-reserved port such as 8080. However, using a
reserved port such as 80 or 443 requires work. The steps described below assume you want to support local traffic
over port 80.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, from an elevated command prompt, run the following command:

This command will allow any user's application (including your own IIS Express instances) to run using port 80

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/using-iis-express/handling-url-binding-failures-in-iis-express.md
https://github.com/vaidy4github
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc307236(VS.85).aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc781601(WS.10).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?familyid=49AE8576-9BB9-4126-9761-BA8011FABF38&displaylang=en


httpcfg set urlacl /u http://localhost:80/ /a D:(A;;GX;;;WD)

<binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:80:localhost"/>

netsh http delete urlacl url=http://localhost:80/

httpcfg delete urlacl /u http://localhost:80/

Serving External Traffic

netsh http add urlacl url=http://myhostname:8080/ user=everyone

httpcfg set urlacl /u http://myhostname:8080/ /a D:(A;;GX;;;WD)

<binding protocol="http" bindingInformation="*:8080:myhostname"/>

without requiring administrative privileges. To limit this access to yourself, replace "everyone" with your Windows
identity.

On Windows XP, you need to run the following command from an elevated command prompt:

After configuring HTTP.sys, you can configure your website to use port 80. This is very straightforward using tools
like WebMatrix and Visual Studio 2010 SP1 Beta. You can also manually edit the applicationhost.config file to
include the following binding in the sites element.

Your website will now run (locally) using port 80.

When you are done testing your application, you should revert HTTP.sys to its earlier settings.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, run the following command from an elevated command prompt:

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt:

To enable your website to serve external traffic, you need to configure HTTP.sys and your computer's firewall. The
steps described below assume external traffic will be served on port 8080.

The steps for configuring HTTP.sys for external traffic are similar to setting up a site to use a reserved port. On
Windows 7 or Windows Vista, from an elevated command prompt, run the following command:

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated command prompt:

After configuring HTTP.sys, you can configure IIS Express to use port 80 by using WebMatrix or Visual Studio
2010 SP1 Beta, or by editing the applicationhost.config file to include the following binding in the sites element.
(Replace myhostname with your computer's domain name).

You will also need to configure the firewall to allow external traffic to flow through port 8080. The steps will vary
depending on which firewall you are using and aren't described here.

When you are done testing your application, revert HTTP.sys to its earlier settings.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, run the following command from an elevated command prompt:



netsh http delete urlacl url=http://myhostname:8080/

httpcfg delete urlacl /u http://myhostname:8080/

Using a Custom SSL Port

certmgr.exe /c /s /r localMachine MY

netsh http add sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:443 certhash=<thumbprint> appid={00112233-4455-6677-8899-AABBCCDDEEFF}

httpcfg set ssl -i 0.0.0.0:443 -h <thumbprint>

netsh http add urlacl url=https://localhost:443/ user=everyone

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt:

If you want to test SSL access to your site, you can do this with IIS Express by using an SSL port between 44300
and 44399 and using the IIS Express self-signed certificate. Trying to use SSL with a port outside this range results
in a URL binding failure when your website is launched under IIS Express.

For general instructions on how to configure HTTP.sys to support SSL, see How to: Configure a Port with an SSL
Certificate. As an example, imagine that you want to test your website using the URL https://localhost:443.

First, determine the SHA1 thumbprint for the IIS Express self-signed certificate. This thumbprint is different for
each computer because the IIS Express setup program generates a new certificate when executed. You can
determine the SHA1 thumbprint using the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) Certificate snap-in by looking
at the computer's Personal certificate store. Alternatively, you can use the .NET CertMgr.exe utility as shown below.
From a command prompt, run the following command.

This command displays information about all the certificates in the Personal certificate store for the local computer.
Search for "IIS Express Development Certificate" in the output to locate the IIS Express self-signed certificate and
then note its SHA1 thumbprint.

Next, configure HTTP.sys to associate the self-signed certificate with the URL. On Windows 7 or Windows Vista,
start by creating a unique UUID using uuidgen.exe or some other tool. Then run the following command from an
elevated prompt, passing the thumbprint to the certhash parameter. (Exclude the spaces when you specify the
thumbprint.)

For the appid parameter, pass the unique UUID you created earlier.

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt.

Since 443 is a reserved port, you will additionally need to configure HTTP.sys to allow IIS Express to use it while
running as a standard user. For details, see the Using a Reserved Port section. You won't need to perform this step if
you use a non-reserved custom SSL port such as 44500.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, run the following command from an elevated prompt.

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms733791.aspx
https://localhost:443
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e78byta0(v=VS.100).aspx


httpcfg set urlacl /u https://localhost:443/ /a D:(A;;GX;;;WD)

<binding protocol="https" bindingInformation="*:443:localhost"/>

netsh http delete sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:443

netsh http delete urlacl url=https://localhost:443/

httpcfg delete ssl –i 0.0.0.0:443

httpcfg delete urlacl /u https://localhost:443/

Using a Custom SSL Certificate

netsh http delete sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:44300

httpcfg delete ssl –i 0.0.0.0:44300

netsh http add sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:44300 certhash=<thumbprint> appid={00112233-4455-6677-8899-AABBCCDDEEFF}

After configuring HTTP.sys, configure your website to use the custom SSL port using WebMatrix or Visual Studio
2010 SP1 Beta, or by adding the following binding in the sites element in the applicationhost.config file.

When you are done testing your website, revert HTTP.sys to its earlier settings. On Windows 7 or Windows Vista,
run the following commands from an elevated prompt:

On Windows XP, run the following commands from an elevated prompt:

Setting up a custom SSL certificate is very similar to using a custom SSL port. The steps described in this section
assume your website is already serving local SSL traffic using port 44300 and the IIS Express self-signed
certificate.

First, you need to install the custom SSL certificate on your computer. Use the MMC Certificate snap-in or
CertMgr.exe. As you are installing your certificate, note the SHA1 thumbprint value.

The URL https://localhost:44300  is pre-configured by IIS Express setup to use a self-signed certificate. In order to
bind this URL to your custom certificate, you will have to delete the existing association. Skip this step if your
hostname and port combination is not associated with an SSL certificate.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, run the following command from an elevated prompt:

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt:

The remaining steps are similar to those for configuring a custom SSL port. Create a unique UUID using
uuidgen.exe or some other tool.

On Windows 7 or Windows Vista, run the following command from an elevated prompt, passing your custom
certificates' thumbprint (remove any spaces first) to the certhash parameter and passing your UUID.



httpcfg set ssl -i 0.0.0.0:44300 -h <thumbprint>

Summary

On Windows XP, run the following command from an elevated prompt.

This article explains the steps required to support some scenarios for IIS Express that aren't enabled by default.
Performing them requires you to be an administrator. Even if you don't have administrative privileges, you can still
perform the most common web design and development tasks with IIS Express as a standard user.
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IIS Site Analysis - Video Walkthrough

▶ Watch video (14 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/iis-site-analysis-video-walkthrough.md
https://twitter.com/CarlosAguilarM
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Background

Prerequisites
1. Setting up a Web site or an application1. Setting up a Web site or an application

2. Analyzing the Web Site2. Analyzing the Web Site

Managing the Robots.txt File

by Ruslan Yakushev

The IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit includes a Robots Exclusion feature that you can use to manage the
content of the Robots.txt file for your Web site, and includes the Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes feature that you
can use to manage your site's sitemaps. This walkthrough explains how and why to use these features.

Search engine crawlers will spend limited time and resources on your Web site. Therefore, it's critical to do the
following:

1. Prevent the crawlers from indexing content that is not important or that should not be surfaced in search result
pages.

2. Point the crawlers to the content that you deem most important for indexing.

There are two protocols that are commonly used to achieve these tasks: the Robots Exclusion protocol and the
Sitemaps protocol.

The Robots Exclusion protocol is used to tell search engine crawlers which URLs it should NOT request when
crawling a Web site. The exclusion instructions are placed into a text file named Robots.txt, which is located at the
root of the Web site. Most search engine crawlers usually look for this file and follow the instructions in it.

The Sitemaps protocol is used to inform search engine crawlers about URLs that are available for crawling on your
Web site. In addition, Sitemaps are used to provide some additional metadata about the site's URLs, such as last
modified time, modification frequency, relative priority, etc. Search engines might use this metadata when indexing
your Web site.

In order to complete this walkthrough, you will need an IIS 7 or above hosted Web site or a Web application that
you control. If you do not have one, you can install one from the Microsoft Web Application Gallery. For the
purposes of this walkthrough, we will use the popular blogging application DasBlog.

Once you have a Web site or a Web application, you may want to analyze it to understand how a typical search
engine will crawl its contents. To do this, follow the steps outlined in the articles "Using Site Analysis to Crawl a
Web Site" and "Using Site Analysis Reports". When you do your analysis, you will probably notice that you have
certain URLs that are available for the search engines to crawl, but that there is no real benefit in having them
being crawled or indexed. For example, login pages or resource pages should not be even requested by search
engine crawlers. URLs like these should be hidden from search engines by adding them to the Robots.txt file.

You can use the Robots Exclusion feature of the IIS SEO Toolkit to author a Robots.txt file which tells search
engines which parts of the Web site should not be crawled or indexed. The following steps describe how to use this
tool.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/managing-robotstxt-and-sitemap-files.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://www.robotstxt.org/robotstxt.html
http://www.sitemaps.org/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/DasBlog.aspx


Adding Disallow and Allow RulesAdding Disallow and Allow Rules

1. Open the IIS Management Console by typing INETMGR in the Start menu.
2. Navigate to your Web site by using the tree view on the left hand side (for example, Default Web Site).
3. Click on the Search Engine Optimization icon within the Management section:

4. On the SEO main page, click on the "Add a new disallow rule" task link within the Robots Exclusion section.

The "Add Disallow Rules" dialog will open automatically:
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Robots Exclusion protocol uses "Allow" and "Disallow" directives to inform search engines about URL paths that
can be crawled and the ones that cannot. These directives can be specified for all search engines or for specific user
agents identified by a user-agent HTTP header. Within the "Add Disallow Rules" dialog you can specify which
search engine crawler the directive applies to by entering the crawler's user-agent into the "Robot (User Agent)"
field.

The URL Path tree view is used to select which URLs should be disallowed. You can choose from several options
when selecting the URL paths by using the "URL structure" drop down list:

Physical Location - you can choose the paths from the physical file system layout of your Web site.
From Site Analysis (analysis name) - you can choose paths from the virtual URL structure that was discovered
when site was analyzed with the IIS Site Analysis tool.
<Run new Site Analysis...> - you can run a new site analysis to get the virtual URL structure for your Web site,
and then select URL paths from there.

After have completed the steps described in the prerequisites section, you will have a site analysis available.
Choose the analysis in the drop down list and then check the URLs that need to be hidden from search engines by
using the checkboxes in the "URL Paths" tree view:
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After selecting all the directories and files that need to be disallowed, click OK. You will see the new disallow entries
in the main feature view:

Also, the Robots.txt file for the site will be updated (or created if it did not exist). Its content will look similar to this:
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User-agent: *
Disallow: /EditConfig.aspx
Disallow: /EditService.asmx/
Disallow: /images/
Disallow: /Login.aspx
Disallow: /scripts/
Disallow: /SyndicationService.asmx/

Managing Sitemap Files

To see how Robots.txt works, go back to the Site Analysis feature and re-run the analysis for the site. On the
Reports Summary page, in the Links category, choose Links Blocked by Robots.txt. This report will display all
the links that have not been crawled because they have been disallowed by the Robots.txt file that you have just
created.

You can use the Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes feature of the IIS SEO Toolkit to author sitemaps on your Web site
to inform search engines of the pages that should be crawled and indexed. To do this, follow these steps:

1. Open the IIS Manager by typing INETMGR in the Start menu.
2. Navigate to your Web site by using the tree view on the left.
3. Click on the Search Engine Optimization icon within the Management section:

4. On the SEO main page, click on the "Create a new sitemap" task link within the Sitemaps and Sitemap
Indexes section.
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Adding URLs to the sitemapAdding URLs to the sitemap

5. The Add Sitemap dialog will open automatically.

6. Type a name for your sitemap file and click OK. The Add URLs dialog appears.

The Add URLs dialog looks like this:
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The Sitemap file is basically a simple XML file that lists URLs along with some metadata, such as change
frequency, last modified date, and relative priority. You use the Add URLs dialog to add new URL entries to the
Sitemap xml file. Each URL in the sitemap must be in a fully qualified URI format (i.e. it must include protocol
prefix and domain name). So, the first thing you have to specify is the domain that will be used for the URLs that
you are going to add to the sitemap.

The URL Path tree view is used to select which URLs should be added to the sitemap for indexing. You can choose
from several options by using the "URL structure" drop down list:

Physical Location - you can choose the URLs from the physical file system layout of your Web site.
From Site Analysis (analysis name) - you can choose URLs from the virtual URL structure that was discovered
when the site was analyzed with Site Analysis tool.
<Run new Site Analysis...> - you can run a new site analysis to get the virtual URL structure for your Web site,
and then select the URL paths from there that you want to add for indexing.

After you have completed the steps in the prerequisites section, you will have a site analysis available. Choose it
from the drop-down list, and then check the URLs that need to be added to the sitemap.

If necessary, modify the Change Frequency, Last Modified Date, and Priority options, and then click OK to add
the URLs to the sitemap. A sitemap.xml file will be updated (or created if it did not exist), and its content will look
like the following:
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<urlset>
  <url>
    <loc>http://myblog/2009/03/11/CongratulationsYouveInstalledDasBlogWithWebDeploy.aspx</loc>
    <lastmod>2009-06-03T16:05:02</lastmod>
    <changefreq>weekly</changefreq>
    <priority>0.5</priority>
  </url>
  <url>
    <loc>http://myblog/2009/06/02/ASPNETAndURLRewriting.aspx</loc>
    <lastmod>2009-06-03T16:05:01</lastmod>
    <changefreq>weekly</changefreq>
    <priority>0.5</priority>
  </url>
</urlset>

Adding the sitemap location to the Robots.txt fileAdding the sitemap location to the Robots.txt file

User-agent: *
Disallow: /EditService.asmx/
Disallow: /images/
Disallow: /scripts/
Disallow: /SyndicationService.asmx/
Disallow: /EditConfig.aspx
Disallow: /Login.aspx

Sitemap: http://myblog/sitemap.xml

Registering sitemaps with search engines

Now that you have created a sitemap, you will need to let search engines know where it is located so that they can
start using it. The simplest way to do this is to add the sitemap location URL to the Robots.txt file.

In the Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes feature, choose the sitemap that you have just created, and then click Add to
Robots.txt in the Actions pane:

Your Robots.txt file will look similar to the following:

In addition to adding the sitemap location to the Robots.txt file, it is recommended that you submit your sitemap
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Summary

location URL to the major search engines. This will allow you to obtain useful status and statistics about your Web
site from the search engine's webmasters tools.

To submit a sitemap to bing.com, use the Bing Webmasters Tools
To submit a sitemap to google.com, use the Google Webmasters Tools

In this walkthrough, you have learned how to use the Robots Exclusion and Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes
features of the IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit to manage the Robots.txt and sitemap files on your Web
site. The IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit provides an integrated set of tools that work together to help you
author and validate the correctness of the Robots.txt and sitemap files before search engines start using them.

http://www.bing.com/webmaster
https://www.google.com/webmasters/
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Introduction

Features

by Ruslan Yakushev

The IIS Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Toolkit provides a set of tools that can be used to improve a Web site's
relevance in search results by making the site's content more search engine-friendly. The IIS SEO Toolkit includes
the Site Analysis module, the Robots Exclusion module, and the Sitemaps and Site Indexes module. These modules
let you perform detailed analyses of a site's structure and content, obtain recommendations for best practices, and
leverage editing tools for managing your Robots and Sitemaps files.

The components of IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit include the following features:

Site Analysis:

Fully featured site crawling engine - in order to perform a detailed analysis of a site's structure and
content, the Site Analysis tool uses a built-in Web crawler, called "iisbot", to download and cache all the
publicly available Web site content. The Web crawler is fully compliant with the robots exclusion protocol.
Report summary dashboard - the results of the site analysis are presented in an easy-to-use
dashboard page that serves as a start page for various types of analysis. In addition, this page includes a
large set of pre-built queries for the most common reports.
Query builder - The Site Analysis tool includes a powerful and flexible query builder user interface that
lets you create custom queries that are run against cached Web site content.
Detailed URL information - you can obtain many kinds of detailed information about every URL in
your Web site, such as response headers and content, the pages that link to the URL, and all referenced
URLs.
Detailed Violations descriptions - each content or SEO violation found on a Web site has both a
detailed description and a recommended corrective action.
Word Analysis - any Web page can be analyzed to reveal the most commonly used words and phrases
on the page. The results of that analysis can be used to select the keywords that most accurately describe
the page's contents.
Route Analysis- unique routes to any page can be displayed in a separate report. This kind of
information helps you get a better understanding of how search engine and site visitors reach a
particular page on your Web site.

Robots Exclusion

User interface for editing robots.txt file - the content of the robots exclusion file - robots.txt - can be
edited by using the IIS Manager GUI.
Selecting URL paths from the physical view of a Web site - the paths that are specified for the
"Allow" and "Disallow" directives in the Robots.txt file can be selected from the physical file system layout
of your Web site.
Selecting URL paths from the virtual view of a Web site - the paths that are specified for the "Allow"
and "Disallow" directives in the Robots.txt file can be selected from a logical view of your Web site
obtained from the results of a site analysis.

Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/using-the-iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Where to get the toolkit

Using the toolkit

Learning the basicsLearning the basics

Video walkthroughVideo walkthrough

User interface for managing sitemap and sitemap indexes files - the content of the sitemap and
indexes files can be edited by using the IIS Manager GUI.
Selecting URLs from the physical view of a Web site - the URLs that are specified within a sitemap
can be selected from the physical file system layout of your Web site.
Selecting URLs from the virtual view of a Web site - the URLs that are specified within a sitemap
can be selected from the logical view of your Web site obtained from the results of a site analysis.

Download the x86 and x64 version for IIS 7

The following articles cover the functionality of the IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit and explain how to use
it to accomplish common SEO related tasks.

Using IIS Site Analysis to Crawl a Web Site
Using IIS Site Analysis Reports
Managing Robots.txt and Sitemaps

IIS Site Analysis - Video Walkthrough

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/search-engine-optimization-toolkit
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Crawling a Web site

by Ruslan Yakushev

IIS Site Analysis is a tool within the IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit that can be used to analyze Web sites
with the purpose of optimizing the site's content, structure, and URLs for search engine crawlers. In addition, you
can use the tool to discover and fix common problems in site content that negatively affect the site user
experience. The IIS Site Analysis tool includes a Web crawler that crawls all publicly available site links and
resources and downloads the content that will be used for site analysis.

The first step in analyzing a Web site is to crawl all the resources and URLs that are publicly exposed by the site.
This is what the IIS Site Analysis tool does when a new site analysis is created. To have the IIS Site Analysis tool
crawl a Web site and collect data for analysis, follow these steps:

1. Launch the SEO tool by going to Start > Program Files > IIS 7.0 Extensions and click the Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) Toolkit icon.

2. Select the server node in the Connections pane. The SEO main page will open automatically.
3. Click on the "Create a new analysis" task link within the Site Analysis section.

4. In the New Analysis dialog box, enter a name that will uniquely identify the analysis report. Also, enter the
URL where the crawler should begin.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/using-site-analysis-to-crawl-a-web-site.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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NOTENOTE

Web Crawler Settings

Note that because the server node is selected in the Connections pane (we have not selected a specific Web
site on the server), it is possible to crawl any Web site that is publicly accessible on the internet. Refer to the
"Web Crawler Settings " section for more details about the "New Analysis" dialog box.

5. Once all the parameters have been specified, click OK to start the analysis:

The two numbers reported during analysis are:

Links Processed - this is the total number of links that have been crawled and downloaded by the Web
crawler.
Total Links - this is the total number of links found while crawling the Web site.

that the Web crawler always runs on a client computer. If you connect to a remote IIS server and start a new analysis, the
Web crawler will be hosted within the IIS Manager process (InetMgr.exe) on the local computer that is connected to the
remote IIS server. All the collected data and cached Web content are kept on the local client file system.

After the Web site has been crawled and analyzed, the Site Analysis Report Summary view will be shown. Refer to
the "Using the Site Analysis Reports" article for more details on how to analyze the site for SEO and content
specific problems.
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Blocking the IIS Site Analysis Web Crawler

"iisbot/1.0 (+http://www.iis.net/iisbot.html)"

User-Agent: iisbot
Disallow: /

Summary

Other parameters that can be specified when starting a new analysis are:

Maximum Number of Links - this setting controls how many unique links will be processed and downloaded
from a Web site during a crawl. A link is any URL that is used within a page's markup, including hyperlinks,
references to image files, css files, and javascript files. Increasing this number will increase the size of the
reports file and will make the crawling process run longer.
Maximum Download Size per Link - this setting controls how many kilobytes of content will be
downloaded per link. Increasing this number will increase the size of the cached content stored by Site Analysis
on the local file system.
Ignore 'nofollow' attribute - The 'nofollow' attribute and the 'nofollow' meta tag are used to tell search
engine crawlers to not follow certain or all hyperlinks in the page. This is a means of protection against spam in
blog comments. If pages on your site use this attribute, then the hyperlinks on those pages will not be
processed or analyzed during site analysis. Note that links to resources such as images, css, and javascript files
will be still processed. If it is necessary to analyze even the hyperlinks that use this attribute, use this setting to
ignore the 'nofollow' attributes and meta tags.
Ignore 'noindex' meta tag - The 'noindex' tag is used to tell search engine crawlers not to index the content
of the page. If pages on your site use this meta tag, then the content of those pages will not be searched for any
violations. If it is necessary to analyze even the pages that use this attribute, use this setting to ignore the
'noindex' meta tag.
External Links - You can use this drop-down list when your Web site has sub-domains or when you want to
run an analysis on a particular directory within a site. This setting controls whether sub-domains and/or
subdirectories should be treated as external or internal links.

In addition, the following generic settings can be configured for the Web crawler by selecting Edit
FeatureSettings in the Actions pane:

Maximum Number of Concurrent Requests - this setting controls how many concurrent requests the Web
crawler will make.
Reports Directory - specifies the directory on the local file system where all crawled data and cached Web site
content is stored.

All HTTP requests made by the IIS Site Analysis Web crawler have an HTTP header "user-agent" set to:

The IIS Site Analysis Web crawler is fully compliant with the robots exclusion protocol. This means that you can
use the Robots.txt file to prevent the IIS Site Analysis Web crawler from crawling your Web site. You may want to
use it to prevent other people from running IIS Site Analyses against your Web sites.

In order to prevent the IIS Site Analysis crawler from crawling a Web site, add the following lines at the end of the
Robots.txt file that is located in the site's root directory:

You have now successfully configured the IIS Site Analysis tool to crawl a Web site and gather the data about site's
content and structure. For information on how to analyze the gathered data by using Site Analysis reports, refer to
"Using Site Analysis Reports".

http://www.robotstxt.org/meta.html
http://www.robotstxt.org/meta.html
http://www.robotstxt.org/robotstxt.html
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Getting the Site Analysis Reports

by Ruslan Yakushev

IIS Site Analysis is a tool within the IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit that can be used to analyze Web sites
with the purpose of optimizing the site's content, structure, and URLs for search engine crawlers. In addition, the
tool can be used to discover and fix common problems in site content that negatively affect the site user
experience. The IIS Site Analysis tool includes a user interface that offers a comprehensive set of pre-built reports
for Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and displays content-specific problems found during analysis. The IIS Site
Analysis tool also lets you create custom queries on the data that was gathered during the analysis.

To perform an analysis of your Web site, follow these steps:

1. Launch IIS Manager.
2. Select the Server node or a site node in the tree view on the left, and then choose the "Search Engine

Optimization" feature. You will see a starting page that allows you to look at analyzing your site, adding robots
or sitemaps.

3. Open the "Site Analysis" feature. This shows the list of all available analysis reports. If you have not run any
analysis yet, then click "New Analysis" on the right-hand Actions pane to create one.

4. Select and open a report from the list of available reports. This will open the summary page for the report,
which you can use to get a snapshot of all the SEO violations and content problems found on your Web site.
Also, this page can be used as a starting point for getting to reports details.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/understanding-site-analysis-reports.md
https://github.com/ruslany
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Navigating Through the Site Analysis Reports
Summary PageSummary Page
The site analysis summary page provides an overview of all SEO related violations and problems found on your
Web site. In addition, it contains a large set of pre-built reports about your site content and structure. Those
reports can be accessed by using the navigation bars on the left side.

You can drill down into each individual item in the report by double-clicking on it, or by using the "View Group
Details" command in the context menu. To open a particular report in a separate query page, use the "Open
Query" command in the context menu:
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Query PageQuery Page

View DetailsView Details

Opening any of the pre-built reports from the summary page will result in a new query page:

The query page is used to issue queries against the site analysis data that was collected during the crawl of the
Web site. In the screenshot above, the query is used to get all the pages that reference images without specifying
an ALT attribute within the <img> HTML tag.

There is a set of actions that you can perform for each item within the query results pane. Those are accessible by
using the context menu. The following actions can be performed:

This option will bring up a dialog box which can be used to get the detailed information about the item.
Specifically, you can see the violation details and suggested corrective actions:
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In addition, the actual response data is available if you need to further investigate the causes of the reported
violation. For example, if you want to find out where in the response HTML this violation occurred, choose the
"Content" tab. This will bring up the response content with the offending section of the markup highlighted.
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View in BrowserView in Browser

View Pages Linking to This PageView Pages Linking to This Page

If you right-click a URL, you can select View in Browser from the context menu to show the URL in the browser.

If you right-click a URL, you can also select View Pages Linking to This Page. This option will open a new query
page that will show all the pages on the site that reference the URL for the selected item. This kind of report is
useful when you want to find out which pages may be affected if you change a particular URL on your site.
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View Pages Linked by This PageView Pages Linked by This Page

View Violations in This PageView Violations in This Page

View in HierarchyView in Hierarchy

This option will open a new query page that will show all the URLs and resources that the HTML markup for the
currently selected URL references.

This option will open a new query page that will show all the violations found on the page of the selected URL.

This option will bring up a hierarchy view page which consist of the following parts:

URLs of all pages that lead to the selected page
URL of the selected page
URLs of all the resources and pages referenced by the selected page
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View Routes to This PageView Routes to This Page

Double clicking on any item within the "Linking URLs" or "Linked URLs" list views will make that item a selected
page and will update the linked and linking pages views accordingly.

This option will open a new page which will display the 5 shortest unique routes from the analysis start page to
the currently selected page.

Each route is shown with the start page at the bottom, each subsequent page above, with the selected page on top.
This report can be used to analyze how visitors can get to a particular page on your Web site and if there any
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Word AnalysisWord Analysis

Summary

unnecessary pages that can be eliminated in order for users to more easily discover the selected page.

The Word Analysis feature can be used to get an idea of the most commonly used words in a page's content.
These can be used as keywords for accurately describing the Web page content for search engines. To perform a
word analysis:

1. In any report, select the Web page that you want to analyze.
2. Double click on the row in the report to bring up the Details dialog.
3. Choose the Word Analysis tab:

The most often used words within a page will be displayed, which can give you an idea of which keywords to
choose for this page. In addition, the text of links that reference this page are listed at the bottom of the dialog.
This helps you to check whether the anchor text used within those links accurately describes the content of the
page.

The Site Analysis feature of the IIS Search Engine Optimization Toolkit is a powerful and flexible tool that enables
you to perform deep analysis of various aspects of your Web site, from compliance with SEO best practices to
content statistics, paths analysis, and selection of keywords.
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Powerful Tools in a Single Package

Installs Quickly and Easily

Launching the IIS SEO Toolkit

by Mai-lan Tomsen Bukovec

The free IIS SEO Toolkit gives you an easy way to improve discoverability and user experience for your Web sites.
Using the robots exclusion, sitemaps and site analysis tools in the Toolkit, you can increase Web site traffic and
revenue by optimizing your site for search engine discoverability and enhancing the quality of your site.

The IIS SEO Toolkit gives you multiple tools to use in improving the search engine discoverability and site quality
of your Web site. Keeping search engines current with the latest information from your Web site means that users
can find your Web site more easily based on relevant keyword searches. Making it easy for users to find your Web
site on the Internet can direct more traffic to your site, which can help you make more money from your site. The
site analysis reports in the Toolkit also simplify finding problems with your Web site, like slow pages and broken
link that impact how users experience your Web site.

You can point the site analysis tool in the Toolkit at the top-level URL of your web-site, and it will automatically
crawl your site like a search engine would – following each link, reviewing the HTML on each page, and generating
a report of every SEO or content violation it finds on the site - along with suggestions on how to fix each of them.

The SEO toolkit also makes it easy to optimize which content on your Web site gets indexed by search engines. You
can manage robots.txt files, which search engine crawlers use to understand which URLs are excluded from the
crawling process. You can also manage sitemaps, which provide URLs for crawling to search engine crawlers. You
can also use the SEO Toolkit to provide additional metadata about the URL, such as last modified time, which
search engines take into account when calculating relevancy in search results.

You can install the free IIS SEO Toolkit on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server
2008 R2 quickly and easily with the Web Platform Installer. When you click this link, the Web Platform Installer will
check your computer for the required dependencies and install both the dependencies and the IIS SEO Toolkit.
(You may be prompted to install the Web Platform Installer first if you do not have it already installed on your
computer.)

The IIS SEO Toolkit integrates into the IIS management console. To start using the Toolkit, launch the IIS
Management Console first by clicking Run in the Start Menu and typing inetmgr in the Run command line. When
the IIS Manager launches, you can scroll down to the Management section of the Features View and click the
"Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Toolkit" icon.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-search-engine-optimization-toolkit/getting-started-with-the-seo-toolkit.md
https://twitter.com/mailant


Using the IIS SEO Toolkit

Extending the IIS SEO Toolkit

Summary

On the home page for the IIS SEO Toolkit, you can choose "Site Analysis" to run reports that help you optimize
SEO or site quality issues, "Sitemaps and Sitemap Indexes" for an easy-to-use interface to create and manage
sitemaps, and "Robots Exclusion" for a simple way to manage access to your site by search engine robots.

For tutorials on how to use the IIS SEO Toolkit, you can review the following tutorials:

Crawling a Web site with the IIS SEO Toolkit Site Analysis Tool
Generating and Using Site Analysis Reports
Managing Robots Exclusion and Sitemaps
14 minute Video Overview of IIS SEO toolkit
Scott Guthrie's Blog Tutorial on Site Analysis in the IIS SEO Toolkit

You can post questions and get free help in the SEO Toolkit Forum on www.iis.net.

The IIS SEO Toolkit gives you many built-in reports (as well as a query generator for new reports) to analyze the
discoverability and quality of your Web site. You also have the ability to customize the IIS SEO Toolkit in two ways:

1. Create your own definitions of violations and warnings, so that when the IIS SEO Toolkit crawls your Web site,
the reports include the new information that you want to collect.

2. Extend the user console of the IIS SEO Toolkit for new tasks in the Site Analysis, Robots, and Sitemaps
management tools.

For more information, you can review a series of blog postings, starting with an overview of the IIS SEO Toolkit
extensibility and how to define your own violations and warnings for the IIS SEO Toolkit to capture.

You can download the IIS SEO Toolkit today to simplify how you improve the discoverability and quality of your
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Web site. The IIS SEO Toolkit is free, easy-to-use, and highly extensible, making it a powerful tool for any Web site
administrator and developer.
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Installation

Concepts

About the Advanced Logging User Interface

by Vishal Sood

IIS Advanced Logging provides tremendous flexibility in logging user requests and client data. Advanced Logging
doesn't assume what's important to you. Instead, it provides enough control for you to specify what fields are
important, add additional fields with ease, and provide policies around log file rollover and request filtering. You
can log any of the HTTP request/response headers, IIS server variables, and client-side fields with simple
configuration in IIS Manager.

 

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled to install IIS Advanced Logging:

To manage IIS Advanced Logging using the IIS Manager user interface, the IIS Management Console for IIS
must be installed.

You must use IIS 7 running on one of the following operating systems:

Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Vista with SP1
Windows 7

The following options are available for installing IIS Advanced Logging:

Web Platform Installer
Windows Installer files (for 32-bit and 64-bit versions of the selected operating system)

The "Installation Notes" section of the Advanced Logging Readme contains detailed instructions for each of these
installation options.

 

Log definition. Defines the fields that are logged in each log file generated on the web server. It also sets
additional options, such as log file rollover interval, base log file name, and so on.

Global logging fields. Advanced Logging maintains a master list of logging fields (the global logging fields list)
that an administrator can add to log definitions in IIS Manager. Custom logging fields can be added to the global
logging fields list (and by extension, to log definitions) using the IIS management interface. Custom logging fields
can be added from the following source types:

Modules. Logging fields published by other IIS modules. Client-side fields use this option.
Request headers. Standard and custom HTTP headers that are included in a request.
Response headers. Standard and custom HTTP headers that are included in a request response.
Server variables. IIS server variables.

 

This section contains the following topics about the IIS Advanced Logging UI:

Opening Advanced Logging

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-custom-logging.md
https://twitter.com/vishalsood
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656626


Opening Advanced LoggingOpening Advanced Logging

Enabling and Disabling Server LoggingEnabling and Disabling Server Logging

Enabling and Disabling Server Logging
Enabling and Disabling Client Logging
About Log Definitions
About the Global Logging Fields List

 

IIS Advanced Logging can be configured for servers, websites, and directories in IIS Manager. To open the
Advanced Logging feature, click the server, website, or directory in the Connections pane, and then double-click
the Advanced Logging icon on the Home page.

 

By default, IIS Advanced Logging is disabled after you install it. To enable the feature so that it can handle log
messages from other web server components, open it at the server level in IIS Manager, and then in the Actions
pane, click Enable Advanced Logging.
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Enabling and Disabling Client LoggingEnabling and Disabling Client Logging

NOTENOTE

About Log DefinitionsAbout Log Definitions

To disable the feature at a later time, open it at the server level in IIS Manager, and then in the Actions pane, click
Disable Advanced Logging.

 

By default, client logging in the Advanced Logging feature is disabled after you install it. To enable client logging in
the Advanced Logging feature so that it can handle client log messages that are received as XML data via HTTP
POST messages, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server level in IIS Manager, and then in the Actions
pane, click Enable Client Logging.

To disable client logging at a later time, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server level in IIS Manager, and
then in the Actions pane, click Disable Client Logging.

For more information about how to use Client Logging, see Advanced Logging for IIS - Client Logging.

 

The Advanced Logging feature displays all of the log definitions that are available on the server on the server
Home page in IIS Manager. The following figure displays the log definition %COMPUTERNAME%-Server,
which is installed by default and captures some fields of interest from a content delivery perspective.
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To view the the fields that are included in this log definition, click the log definition name, and then in the Actions
pane, click Edit Log Definition. This opens the Log Definition feature page for the selected log definition, as
shown in the following figure:



About the Global Logging Fields ListAbout the Global Logging Fields List 

The global logging fields list contains all of the logging fields that can be added to log definitions. To view the
global logging fields list, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server, website, directory, or application level in
IIS Manager, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit Logging Fields.

This action opens the Edit Logging Fields dialog box, which displays the logging fields that are included in the
default installation of IIS Advanced Logging.
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Adding Custom Logging Fields

To learn more about adding custom logging fields to the global logging fields list, see Adding Custom Logging
Fields.

   

This section describes how to add a custom logging field to the global logging fields list. In the following examples,
we'll use a custom HTTP response header author as the custom logging field. This custom response header
returns the webpage author's name in the response to clients.

To add a custom logging field to the global logging fields list, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server, website, virtual directory, or application level.
2. In the Actions pane, click Edit Logging Fields to open the Edit Logging Fields dialog box. The dialog box

displays the logging fields that are available by default.
3. In the Edit Logging Fields dialog box, click the Add Field button.

4. In the Add Logging Field dialog box, specify settings and values for the custom logging field.



Adding Log Definitions

Field ID . Type a friendly name (for example, Author) that will be included in the log definition and displayed in
the global logging fields list.
Source type. Select Response Header.
Source Name. Enter author as the HTTP response that you want to log.

  

This section describes how to use the custom logging field Author that we added in the previous section in a new
log file. To do this, we need to create a new log definition:

1. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server, website, virtual directory, or application level.
2. In the Actions pane, click Add Log Definition to open the Log Definition page.
3. In the Log Definition page, specify settings and values for the new log definition:

a. Base file name. File names of the logs files that are generated use a Base file name that you specify
and a timestamp, in the form Basefilename_timestamp.log. You can use environmental variables as the
base file name and the environment variables will be expanded by the Advanced Logging feature. In this
example, we use TestLog.

b. Enabled. The new log definition will be enabled when this check box is selected. You can disable it by
clearing the check box. In this example, we leave it enabled.

c. Publish real-time events. This option allows the Advanced Logging feature to raise events that can be
consumed by other IIS modules for real-time logging and analysis. The events contain all the data and
are raised just before the data is written to the log file. In this example, we leave it unchecked. For more
information about real-time logging, see Advanced Logging for IIS - Real-Time Logging.

d. Log File Rollover. Log file rollover options specify how often a new log file is generated. In this
example, we choose the default Schedule option Daily, which will generate a new log file every day at
midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

e. Selected Fields. Click the Select Fields button to open the Select Logging Fields dialog box, in which
you can select the fields that you want to log for this log definition, including the custom logging field
Author that you added to the global logging fields list in the previous section. To add the custom
Author logging field, select it in the list.
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To add additional logging fields to the log definition, select additional logging fields by clicking the check
boxes next to their names. Click OK when you're done.

a. (Optional) Specify the order that the logging fields are written to the log file by selecting a logging field
name in the list and then clicking one of the Move buttons to update its position in the list.
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Storing Log Files

To  sp e c i fy  a  g l o b a l  l o g  d i r e c t o r y  fo r  t h e  se r v e r  a n d  w e b s i t e sTo  sp e c i fy  a  g l o b a l  l o g  d i r e c t o r y  fo r  t h e  se r v e r  a n d  w e b s i t e s

To  sp e c i fy  a  l o g  d i r e c t o r y  fo r  a  w e b s i t eTo  sp e c i fy  a  l o g  d i r e c t o r y  fo r  a  w e b s i t e

4. To save the new TestLog log definition, in the Actions pane, click Apply.

b. Filter. Log Filtering in IIS Advanced Logging allows administrators to collect only the website traffic
information of interest instead of having to capture all website traffic and then sift through all of the data
to find what they need. In this example, we don't create a log filter. For more information about log
filtering, see Advanced Logging for IIS - Log Filtering.

 

When you access a webpage hosted by the server, you should see Author being logged, along with the other
logging fields that you selected in the previous section, in the log files that are created. By default, log files for the
server and all websites are stored in %SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\AdvancedLogs. You can change this "global"
log directory for the server and for websites and you can also specify a unique log directory for each website on
your server.

This section contains the following procedures:

To specify a global log directory for the server and websites
To specify a log directory for a website

 

1. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server level.
2. In the Actions pane, click Edit Log Directory.

3. In the Edit Log Directory dialog box, update the log directory path information.

Server log directory. Specifies the log file directory for the server.
Default site log directory. Specifies the default log file directory for all websites on the server. To change the
log file directory for a specific website, see the following procedure.

  

1. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature at the website level for which you want to change the log
file directory.

2. In the Actions pane, click Edit Log Directory.
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Summary

3. In the Edit Log Directory dialog box, update the log directory path information for the website.

Site log directory. Specifies the log file directory for the website.

 

In this walkthrough, we reviewed the Advanced Logging feature, learned how to add a custom logging field to the
global logging fields list and how to use it to create a new log file, and learned how to specify the storage location
for log files
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Requirements

Enabling Real-time Logging

by Vishal Sood

IIS Advanced Logging can extend the web platform to support real-time analytics, helping you to provide real-time
reports to customers or work with partners to do the same. The Advanced Logging feature contains an option that
enables consumption of log entries in real-time. It aggregates all of the events sent to it during each request and
the log definition property publishLogEvent controls whether real-time events are raised for consumption by
other applications.

 

This article is intended for developers and assumes basic native code writing skills.
An understanding of the IIS pipeline isn't required; however, it might help to review the articles listed in the
References section to learn more about the methods and data structures that are used.
For information about how to install and use IIS Advanced Logging, see Advanced Logging for IIS - Custom
Logging.

Real-time logging is a per-log-definition setting in IIS Advanced Logging. To enable real-time logging for a log
definition, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature. Click the server in the Connections pane, and then
double-click the Advanced Logging icon on the Home page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-real-time-logging.md
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2. Enable the Advanced Logging feature. In the Actions pane, click Enable Advanced Logging.

3. Select the log definition for which you want to enable real-time logging.

a. In IIS Manager, open the Advanced Logging feature at the server, website, directory, or application level.
b. In the Advanced Logging feature page, click the log definition, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit

Log Definition.
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4. Enable real-time logging of events for the selected log definition by selecting the Publish real-time events
check box.
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Writing an IIS Module to Consume Real-Time Events

NOTENOTE

I IS Tracing InfrastructureIIS Tracing Infrastructure

IGlobalTraceEventProvider ::GetTraceEvent MethodIGlobalTraceEventProvider ::GetTraceEvent Method

[
5. Write an IIS module that consumes the events in real time, as described in the following section.

 

To log the real-time events raised by the Advanced Logging feature, you must create an IIS module. This section
reviews the IIS tracing infrastructure and provides sample code in a compressed (zipped) folder for creating a
simple module that you can use as a reference.

The sample code hasn't been tested for memory leaks and other issues and is intended to be used as a reference only.

This section describes some IIS tracing concepts that are used for logging real-time events.

To consume the real-time events raised by Advanced Logging, the IIS module that you create must register for
global events. The OnGlobalTraceEvent method should be called for every event that is raised by the system.
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Data StructuresData Structures
H T T P _ T R A C E_ E V E N T  St r u c t u r eH T T P _ T R A C E_ E V E N T  St r u c t u r e

struct HTTP_TRACE_EVENT{
   LPCGUID pProviderGuid;
   DWORD dwArea;
   LPCGUID pAreaGuid;
   DWORD dwEvent;
   LPCWSTR pszEventName;
   DWORD dwEventVersion;
   DWORD dwVerbosity;
   LPCGUID pActivityGuid;
   LPCGUID pRelatedActivityGuid;
   DWORD dwTimeStamp;
   DWORD dwFlags;
   DWORD cEventItems;
   __field_ecount(cEventItems) HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM * pEventItems;
};

H T T P _ T R A C E_ E V E N T _ I T E M  St r u c t u r eH T T P _ T R A C E_ E V E N T _ I T E M  St r u c t u r e

struct HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM{
   LPCWSTR pszName;
   HTTP_TRACE_TYPE dwDataType;
   PBYTE pbData;
   DWORD cbData;
   LPCWSTR pszDataDescription;
};

pProviderGuidpProviderGuid

Registering for it gives you access to the real-time logging events. For more information, see
CGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEvent Method.

The HTTP_TRACE_EVENT structure forms the backbone of the real-time logging infrastructure. The real-time
logging information is passed in the form of this structure.

For more information about this structure, see HTTP_TRACE_EVENT Structure.

The HTTP_TRACE_EVENT structure contains one or more HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM structures, depending
on the number of logging fields included in the log definition for which a log was generated.

For more information about this structure, see HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM Structure.

The HTTP_TRACE_EVENT structure contains the pProviderGuid property, an LPCGUID that contains the
provider identifier. It's important to understand its significance.

As described in CAnalyticsGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEvent, OnGlobalTraceEvent is called for every event that
is raised by the system. This means that you must filter unwanted events from the incoming events so that only the
events of interest (real-time logging events) are available for consumption. You can do this by using the
pProviderGuid property value 3C729B22-F9A9-4096-92A4-07E0DDF403EB.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656643
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656644
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656645


//
// {3C729B22-F9A9-4096-92A4-07E0DDF403EB}
//
static const GUID _LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID = 
{ 0x3c729b22, 0xf9a9, 0x4096, { 0x92, 0xa4, 0x7, 0xe0, 0xdd, 0xf4, 0x3, 0xeb } };
………………
………………
    
if ((pTraceEvent->pProviderGuid != &_LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID) &&
        (!IsEqualGUID(*(pTraceEvent->pProviderGuid), _LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID)))
{
    goto Finished;
}

Sample CodeSample Code

NOTENOTE

CAnalyticsGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEventCAnalyticsGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEvent

The Sample Code uses this value to filter out the unwanted events.

 

This section displays sample code that illustrates the real-time logging concepts described previously in this article.
Download CAnalyticsGlobalModule.zip, a copy of the sample code in a compressed (zipped) folder.

The sample code hasn't been tested for memory leaks and other issues and is intended to be used as a reference only.

 

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-real-time-logging/_static/advanced-logging-for-iis---real-time-logging-581-canalyticsglobalmodule1.zip


//
// {3C729B22-F9A9-4096-92A4-07E0DDF403EB}
//
static const GUID _LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID = 
{ 0x3c729b22, 0xf9a9, 0x4096, { 0x92, 0xa4, 0x7, 0xe0, 0xdd, 0xf4, 0x3, 0xeb } }; 
//
//  This call is happening on the same thread (synchronous/blocking call) as
//  the call to RaiseTraceEvent, so bail a.s.a.p. if this isn't something
//  we want to handle, and minimize the work we do here
//
//    
GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION_STATUS
CAnalyticsGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEvent(
    __in IGlobalTraceEventProvider  *  pProvider)
{
    HRESULT                 hr              = S_OK;
    IHttpContext *          pHttpContext    = NULL;
    HTTP_TRACE_EVENT *      pTraceEvent     = NULL;
    DBG_ASSERT(pProvider != NULL
    //
    //  We only want to handle trace events that are raised for 
    //  logging purposes, so bail a.s.a.p. if this event isn't
    //  for us
    //
    hr = pProvider->GetTraceEvent(&pTraceEvent
    if (FAILED(hr))
    {
        TRACEHR(hr
        goto Finished;
    }
    if (pTraceEvent->pProviderGuid == NULL)
    {
        TRACEMSG(SS_DEFAULT, 
                 TRACE_LEVEL_INFORMATION, 
                 L"Not handling trace event - NULL value for provider GUID"
        goto Finished;
    }
    if ((pTraceEvent->pProviderGuid != &_LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID) &&
        (!IsEqualGUID(*(pTraceEvent->pProviderGuid), _LOGGING_PUBLISHING_GUID)))
    {
        goto Finished;
    }
    //
    //  We now need the HTTP context which is used to get the site info later
    //
    hr = pProvider->GetCurrentHttpRequestContext(&pHttpContext
    if (FAILED(hr))
    {
        TRACEHR(hr
        goto Finished;
    }
    ProcessLogEvent(pTraceEvent, pHttpContext

Finished:
    
    return GL_NOTIFICATION_CONTINUE;    
}

ProcessLogEventProcessLogEvent

The ProcessLogEvent method copies the logging data into a local data structure so that it can be used later to
push data to a web service or database.



NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

void ProcessLogEvent(
        __in    HTTP_TRACE_EVENT *  pHttpTraceEvent,
        __in    IHttpContext     *  pHttpContext)
    {
        HRESULT                     hr = S_OK;
        DWORD                       cchName = 0;
        HTTP_TRACE_EVENT *          pNewHttpTraceEvent  = NULL;
        LPCSTR                      pszHostName     = NULL;
        pNewHttpTraceEvent = new HTTP_TRACE_EVENT;
        if (pNewHttpTraceEvent == NULL)
        {
            goto Finished;
        }
        pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems = new HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM[pHttpTraceEvent->cEventItems];
        if (pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems == NULL)
        {
            goto Finished;
        }
        ZeroMemory(pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems, sizeof(HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM) * pHttpTraceEvent-
>cEventItems);
        
        for (DWORD ix = 0; ix < pHttpTraceEvent->cEventItems; ix++)
        {
            if (pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName == NULL)
            {
                pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName = NULL;
                pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData = 0;
                pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData = NULL;
                continue;
            }
            //
            //  Copy the name of this event item
            //
            cchName = wcslen(pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName);
            pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName = new WCHAR[cchName + 1];
            if (pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName == NULL)
            {
                goto Finished;
            }
            memcpy((VOID *)pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pszName, pHttpTraceEvent-
>pEventItems[ix].pszName, (cchName+1) * sizeof(WCHAR));
            //
            //  If there's no data to copy, mark it empty
            //           
            if ((pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData == 0) ||
                (pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData == NULL))
            {
                pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData = 0;
                pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData = NULL;
                continue;
            }
            pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData = new BYTE[pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData];
            if (pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData  == NULL)
            {
                goto Finished;

The data in the request itself shouldn't be processed as that might cause the request to slow responses to clients.

The code for ProcessLogEvent should be aware that memory used by events might be temporary memory allocated by
AllocateRequestMemory. To unblock the thread, the data should be copied.



                goto Finished;
            }
            memcpy(pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData, pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].pbData, 
pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData);
            pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData = pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].cbData;
            pNewHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].dwDataType = pHttpTraceEvent->pEventItems[ix].dwDataType;
        }
        //
        //  At this point, you've copied the event into your memory and can now process your copy, queue it, 
etc.
        //
//        WriteEventViewerLog(pHttpTraceEvent->pszEventName);   // Can write to eventViewer log to verify that 
event is processed...
    Finished:
        return;
    }

Summary

References

 

In this walkthrough, we reviewed how real-time logging works in the IIS Advanced Logging feature and how to
consume logging data in real-time by creating a simple IIS module.

 

Creating Native-Code HTTP Modules
IGlobalTraceEventProvider::GetTraceEvent Method
HTTP_TRACE_EVENT Structure
HTTP_TRACE_EVENT_ITEM Structure
CGlobalModule::OnGlobalTraceEvent Method
Develop a Native C\C++ Module for IIS
CAnalyticsGlobalModule.zip (copy of sample code)

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656646
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656647
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656644
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656645
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656643
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656651
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-real-time-logging/_static/advanced-logging-for-iis---real-time-logging-581-canalyticsglobalmodule2.zip
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Enabling Client Logging

by Vishal Sood

IIS Advanced Logging can accept information about client-consumption of media and other content. Clients (for
example, Microsoft Silverlight) can send useful data about their interaction with media content. This information
forms the basis of analytic reporting, which can help businesses improve their content placement and return on
investment (ROI).

IIS Advanced Logging accepts client logs by using standard HTTP POST messages and XML formatting, enabling
most clients to use this capability.

 

For client logging to be useful, a client must send messages to IIS Advanced Logging via HTTP POST in the
expected XML format. Clients that can do this include:

Applications based on Microsoft Silverlight 3 or later. Silverlight includes metrics that you can use to post
messages in the required XML format to the web server that has IIS Advanced Logging installed.
The IIS Smooth Streaming sample client.

 

Client logging in IIS Advanced Logging is disabled by default. To enable this feature, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, on the Home page for the server where you would like to receive client logs, double-click the
Advanced Logging icon.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging.md
https://twitter.com/vishalsood


Using the Sample Logging Client

Setting up the Sample Logging ClientSetting up the Sample Logging Client

2. In the Actions pane, click Enable Client Logging.

 

IIS Smooth Streaming is an adaptive streaming platform from Microsoft that enables bitrate switching to
accommodate a client's changing resource conditions (network throughput and CPU). For IIS Advanced Logging,
we can use a Sample Logging Client for IIS Smooth Streaming, which provides rich data collection capabilities.
This section describes how to set up the Sample Logging Client and configure IIS Advanced Logging to log the
client-side analytical data.

To set up the Sample Logging Client for IIS Smooth Streaming, do the following:

1. Download the Sample Logging Client for IIS Smooth Streaming.
2. When you're prompted to extract the sample, click Yes.
3. When you're prompted to accept the License Agreement, click Yes.
4. When you're asked to specify a location in which to place the extracted files, enter a directory path (for example, 

C:\LoggingSampleClient ). If prompted to create the directory, click Yes (this prompt will appear only if the

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging/_static/image1.jpg
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Configuring the Sample Logging ClientConfiguring the Sample Logging Client

Client-side manifestClient-side manifest

<SmoothStreamingMedia
  MajorVersion="1"
  MinorVersion="0"
  Duration="6537916781">
<LogUrl>http://logserver/iislogging.log</LogUrl>
<StreamIndex
    Type="video"
    Subtype="WVC1"
    Chunks="327"
    Url="QualityLevels({bitrate})/Fragments(video={start time})">

Initialization parametersInitialization parameters

NOTENOTE

<object data="data:application/x-silverlight-2," type="application/x-silverlight-2" width="100%" 
height="100%">
    <param name="source" value="SampleClient.xap"/>
    <param name="onerror" value="onSilverlightError" />
    <param name="initparams" 
value='autoplay=true,autoload=true,enablecaptions=true,muted=false,displaytimecode=true,playlist=<playList>
<playListItems><playListItem title="test" description="test" 
mediaSource="http://server/contentdir/content.ism/manifest" adaptiveStreaming="True" thumbSource="" 
frameRate="24.0" width="512" height="384" ></playListItem></playListItems>
</playList>,logUrls=http://server/contentdir/post.log' />                                       
    <a href="http://go2.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=124807">
    <img src="http://go2.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=108181" alt="Get Microsoft Silverlight"/>
    </a>
</object>

Configuring the Log DefinitionConfiguring the Log Definition

directory doesn't exist).

When you navigate to the directory to which you extracted the sample, you'll see a file named SampleClient.xap.
This is the Sample Logging Client. See the Smooth Streaming documentation to see how a similar sample client is
deployed and used. You can replace the .xap file in existing content with this file (rename if necessary or update the
HTML that references it).

The only configuration possible with the Sample Logging Client is to specify a log URL, which determines where
the client will send HTTP POST messages containing the collected statistics. This section reviews two configuration
options for logging Smooth Streaming client statistics.

Clients read the LogUrl element in a client-side manifest to determine the URL where the HTTP POST should be
sent. Multiple LogUrl elements mean that the HTTP POST is sent to all the URLs in the list. The URLs specified in
the Initialization parameters section of this article are added to the list obtained from the manifest.

The syntax for adding LogUrls to the manifest is:

 

The Log URL can also be set using the PARAM tag initparams while instantiating the client. The syntax is as
follows (you can specify multiple LogUrls via a semi-colon separated list):

The values for the LogUrls in the initparams must be complete HTTP URLs. Use of relative URLs isn't permitted.

For IIS Advanced Logging to take advantage of client logging capabilities, related fields and the log definition must
be configured in the configuration store. While it's possible to use the Advanced Logging user interface in IIS
Manager to do this, an easier way to configure the log definition is to use the script AddClientConfig.js. Click here

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging/_static/advanced-logging-for-iis---client-logging-582-clientconfig_21.zip


AddClientConfig.js [/f:<fields.xml>] [/b:<baseFileName>]

Sample Logging Client - Log EventsSample Logging Client - Log Events

Sample Logging Client – Log FieldsSample Logging Client – Log Fields

FIELD DETAILS

date The date the log was generated.

time The time the log was generated.

to download the script in a compressed (zipped) folder (ClientConfig_2.zip).

The script syntax is:

where fields.xml is the XML file included in the zipped folder and baseFileName is the name you want to give to
your log definition. If you don't specify a baseFileName, IIS Advanced Logging will use the default log definition
name: %COMPUTERNAME%-Client.

After running the script, restart the web server by using the IIS Reset command-line utility or by restarting the
web server in IIS Manager:

1. In the Connections pane, click the web server name.
2. In the Actions pane, click Restart.

The web server running IIS Advanced Logging can now receive client-side logs.

The Sample Logging Client for IIS Smooth Streaming will post log messages for the following events:

Play. Indicates the start of a play request. IIS Advanced Logging will begin calculating statistics.

Periodic. A snapshot of log data that is posted at 30-second intervals. The 30-second interval is calculated
from a previous periodic log or from another log created from any of the other events above. You shouldn't
misinterpret that this event occurs every 30 seconds. When another event occurs and a log is sent, the next
periodic log is sent after 30 seconds has elapsed. This ensures that you don't log two events in a 30-second
window unless two events occur during that interval.

Seek. The client jumps to a new location. This event doesn't invalidate the current session or create a new
one. All statistics other than the following continue to be cumulative:

c-starttime. The client resets to a new location using the Seek function. This field as specified above
suggests the time in the video where playback started.
startupTime. Seeking may cause the client buffer to be filled again, so we reset this value.
x-duration. The duration is reset to 0 when c-starttime changes.

Stop. Client progressive download and playback stopped. However, the session (c-playerid GUID) isn't
invalidated. Restarting playback will start from 0 offset again and at that point the following fields will
continue to be cumulative:

c-starttime. Resets to 0.
startupTime. Calculated again.
x-duration. Resets to 0.

Pause. This is similar to Stop, except that playback (when resumed) continues from the location where it
was paused. In this case, all fields except the following continue to be cumulative:

startupTime. Calculated again

IIS Advanced Logging can record client data for the following logging fields.



cs-url The manifest URL for the content item.

c-playerId A unique GUID generated for each Smooth Streaming
content, or a playlist if the content is part of one.

c-buffercount Number of times rebuffering is required. This is how many
times we underflow basically . This is calculated at the frame
level.

c-playerVersion Silverlight version

c-bytes Number of bytes received by the client from the server. The
value doesn't include any overhead that is added by the
network stack. However, HTTP may introduce some overhead.
Therefore, the same content streamed by using different
protocols may result in different values. If c-bytes and sc-
bytes(server-side) aren't identical, packet loss occurred.

audiocodec Audio codec

videocodec Video codec

c-starttime The point where the client began watching the stream (in
seconds, no fraction). For true live streaming, we need to
calculate time offset using wallclock time.

x-duration Duration (in seconds) of the data rendered by the client from
c-starttime.

c-os Operating system of the client computer.

c-osversion Operating system version of the client computer.

startupTimeMs From play to render first frame (in milliseconds).

c-playerState Play/stop/pause, and so on.

bandwidthMax Maximum perceived bandwidth

bandwidthMin Minimum perceived bandwidth

bandwidthAvg Average perceived bandwidth

droppedFramesPerSecond Dropped frames per second (provided by Silverlight)

renderedFramesPerSecond Rendered frames per second (provided by Silverlight)

hasDRM The value can be true, false, or an enum such as DRM,
PlayReady, Lightweight, and so on.

audioResponseTimeAvg Average response time to get audio chunks. This is time from
request to last byte.

FIELD DETAILS



audioResponseTimeMax Maximum response time to get audio chunks. This is time
from request to last byte.

audioResponseTimeMin Minimum response time to get audio chunks. This is time
from request to last byte.

videoResponseTimeAvg Average response time to get video chunks. This is time from
request to last byte.

videoResponseTimeMax Maximum response time to get video chunks. This is time
from request to last byte.

videoResponseTimeMin Minimum response time to get video chunks. This is time from
request to last byte.

smoothStreamingVersion Smooth Streaming client version

audioDownloadErrors Total number of missing audio chunks (for example, 404s).
This is a semicolon-separated list of starttime/chunk IDs.

videoDownloadErrors Total number of missing video chunks (for example, 404s). This
is a semicolon-separated list of starttime/chunk IDs

audioPlaybackBitrates An ordered list of the audio bitrates played during playback.
This is a semicolon-separated list. This list is in the order of
playback. There may be duplicate entries.

videoPlaybackBitrates An ordered list of the video bitrates played during playback.
This is a semicolon-separated list. This list is in the order of
playback. There may be duplicate entries.

audioPlaybackBitrateDurations An ordered list of durations of each of the audio bitrates
played during playback. This is a semicolon-separated list. This
list is in the order of playback. There may be duplicate entries.

videoPlaybackBitrateDurations An ordered list of durations of each of the video bitrates
played during playback in order. This is a semicolon-separated
list. This list is in the order of playback. There may be duplicate
entries.

audioBandwidthAvg Average audio bitrate for the downloaded chunks

videoBandwidthAvg Average video bitrate for the downloaded chunks

audioBufferSizeAvg Average audio buffer size (in seconds) during playback

audioBufferSizeMax Maximum audio buffer size (in seconds) during playback

videoBufferSizeAvg Average video buffer size (in seconds) during playback

videoBufferSizeMax Maximum video buffer size (in seconds) during playback

audioSwitches Number of audio bitrate switches

FIELD DETAILS



videoSwitches Number of video bitrate switches

FIELD DETAILS

Sample Logging Client - Sample Log MessageSample Logging Client - Sample Log Message

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<XML>
  <applicationUri>http://www.contoso.com/AdaptiveStreamingStatsTracker.xap</applicationUri>
  <audioBandwidthAvg>932844</audioBandwidthAvg>
  <audioBandwidthMax>27343198</audioBandwidthMax>
  <audioBandwidthMin>46528</audioBandwidthMin>
  <audioBitrates>160016</audioBitrates>
  <audioBufferChunks>0</audioBufferChunks>
  <audioBufferChunksAvg>10</audioBufferChunksAvg>
  <audioBufferChunksMax>11</audioBufferChunksMax>
  <audioBufferSize>0</audioBufferSize>
  <audioBufferSizeAvg>401160</audioBufferSizeAvg>
  <audioBufferSizeMax>458553</audioBufferSizeMax>
  <audioBufferTime>0</audioBufferTime>
  <audioBufferTimeAvg>199669058</audioBufferTimeAvg>
  <audioBufferTimeMax>221692517</audioBufferTimeMax>
  <audioChunks>250</audioChunks>
  <audioCodec>Wma</audioCodec>
  <audioDownloadedDuration>4986427210</audioDownloadedDuration>
  <audioDownloadedSize>10058537</audioDownloadedSize>
  <audioDownloadErrors>0</audioDownloadErrors>
  <audioPlaybackBitrateDurations>4353451247</audioPlaybackBitrateDurations>
  <audioPlaybackBitrates>160016</audioPlaybackBitrates>
  <audioResponseTimeAvg>42</audioResponseTimeAvg>
  <audioResponseTimeMax>881</audioResponseTimeMax>
  <audioResponseTimeMin>1</audioResponseTimeMin>
  <audioSwitches>0</audioSwitches>
  <bandwidthAvg>4721028</bandwidthAvg>
  <bandwidthMax>104207158</bandwidthMax>
  <bandwidthMin>46528</bandwidthMin>
  <browserName>Microsoft Internet Explorer</browserName>
  <browserPlatform>Win32</browserPlatform>
  <browserVersion>4.0</browserVersion>
  <c-buffercount>5</c-buffercount>
  <c-bytes>177010217</c-bytes>
  <clientStartTime>2009-03-19 21:48:18Z</clientStartTime>
  <c-os>Win32NT</c-os>
  <c-osversion>6.0.6001.65536</c-osversion>
  <c-playerId>0a786fb9-ea8b-4851-aa2f-63e2192401ed</c-playerId>
  <c-playerState>EndOfStream</c-playerState>
  <c-playerVersion>2.0.40115.0</c-playerVersion>
  <c-starttime>793</c-starttime>
  <cs-url>http://www.contoso.com/smooth/Big_Buck_Bunny.ism/manifest</cs-url>
  <date>2009-03-19</date>
  <displayHeight>831</displayHeight>
  <displayIsFullScreen>False</displayIsFullScreen>
  <displayWidth>1676</displayWidth>
  <droppedFramesPerSec>0</droppedFramesPerSec>
  <hasDRM>False</hasDRM>
  <isLive>False</isLive>
  <logReason>playerStateChange: Playing-EndOfStream</logReason>
  <manifestRequests>1</manifestRequests>
  <playbackEndTime>2009-03-19 21:59:40Z</playbackEndTime>
  <playbackStartTime>2009-03-19 21:48:19Z</playbackStartTime>
  <renderedFramesPerSec>24</renderedFramesPerSec>
  <requestHeadersEnabled>False</requestHeadersEnabled>
  <seeks>2</seeks>
  <smoothStreamingVersion>2.0</smoothStreamingVersion>
  <startupTimeMs>125.5251</startupTimeMs>

The following is a sample log from the Sample Logging Client for IIS Smooth Streaming:



  <startupTimeMs>125.5251</startupTimeMs>
  <time>21:59:40</time>
  <videoBandwidthAvg>6250217</videoBandwidthAvg>
  <videoBandwidthMax>104207158</videoBandwidthMax>
  <videoBandwidthMin>549495</videoBandwidthMin>
  <videoBitrates>336000;636000;936000;1436000;1936000;2936000</videoBitrates>
  <videoBufferChunks>2</videoBufferChunks>
  <videoBufferChunksAvg>10</videoBufferChunksAvg>
  <videoBufferChunksMax>11</videoBufferChunksMax>
  <videoBufferSize>264564</videoBufferSize>
  <videoBufferSizeAvg>6560685</videoBufferSizeAvg>
  <videoBufferSizeMax>8300593</videoBufferSizeMax>
  <videoBufferTime>10833334</videoBufferTime>
  <videoBufferTimeAvg>203326340</videoBufferTimeAvg>
  <videoBufferTimeMax>219583333</videoBufferTimeMax>
  <videoChunks>262</videoChunks>
  <videoCodec>WVC1</videoCodec>
  <videoDownloadedDuration>5223750001</videoDownloadedDuration>
  <videoDownloadedSize>166951680</videoDownloadedSize>
  <videoDownloadErrors>0</videoDownloadErrors>
  <videoPlaybackBitrateDurations>20000000;20000000;20000000;20000000;420000000;760000000;
93333334;20000000;20000000;20000000;20000000;1840000000;669583334;20000000;207916667;20000000;
93333334</videoPlaybackBitrateDurations>
  <videoPlaybackBitrates>336000;636000;936000;1436000;2936000;1936000;2936000;336000;
636000;936000;1436000;2936000;1936000;336000;2936000;336000;2936000</videoPlaybackBitrates>
  <videoResponseTimeAvg>101</videoResponseTimeAvg>
  <videoResponseTimeMax>636</videoResponseTimeMax>
  <videoResponseTimeMin>6</videoResponseTimeMin>
  <videoSwitches>16</videoSwitches>
  <x-duration>11</x-duration>
</XML>

Summary

References

 

In this walkthrough, we reviewed the IIS Advanced Logging feature and learned how to log client data. Client
logging and real-time logging can make real-time analysis of log files possible.

You also learned how to collect meaningful information from a Smooth Streaming experience by using the IIS
Smooth Streaming sample client.

 

Getting Started with IIS Smooth Streaming
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Cloning a log definition

by Bobby Videna

Log Filtering in IIS Advanced Logging allows administrators to collect only the Web site traffic information that
they are interested in instead of having to capture all Web site traffic and then sift through all of the data to find
what they need. For example, a Web site administrator may want to know if there are any requests to their site that
point to content that is no longer available. Knowing that these requests return a status code of '404', the
administrator can create a filter for a log definition that captures only the requests where 'Status' = '404'. The
administrator will now have a log file that contains only the desired data.

By employing filtering methods, administrators can manage their log data by creating different log definitions to
collect different data. Going back to the previous example, an administrator can create a log definition to capture
only '404 responses, another log definition to capture only '400' responses, and yet another log definition to
capture only '500' responses, if these are the responses that they are interested in. The important thing to note is
that they are not capturing data that they are not interested in, reducing the sheer volume of log data and making
the log files easier to work with.

 

This walkthrough assumes basic knowledge of custom logging using the Advanced Logging feature. For a quick
ramp-up, see Advanced Logging for IIS - Custom Logging.

    

This walkthrough assumes basic knowledge of creating a log definition using the Advanced Logging feature and
focuses solely on creating a filter in the IIS Manager user interface (UI). For the purposes of this walkthrough, we
will not create new log definitions. Instead, we will clone the default log definition and create a filter for the cloned
log definition(s). Cloning a log definition yields basic log definitions that we can work with in this walkthrough,
without having to re-select each set of fields for each new log definition.

To clone a log definition, do the following:

1. Open IIS Manager (click Start > Administrative Tools > Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).
2. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, open the Advanced Logging feature at the Default Web Site level.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-log-filtering.md


3. In the Advanced Logging feature page, select the default log definition (%COMPUTERNAME%-Server),
and then in the Actions pane, click Clone Log Definition.

4. In the Clone Log Definition dialog box, in New log definition name, enter %COMPUTERNAME%-
FilterExample, and then click OK.

The new log definition %COMPUTERNAME%-FilterExample is displayed in the Advanced Logging feature
page as shown in the following figure:



Creating a simple filter

This log definition will be used in the following sections that describe how to create log filters.

  

This section describes how to create a simple filter for the %COMPUTERNAME%-FilterExample log definition
that we created in the previous section, which will log requests for any static HTML files. This can be complicated
because HTML files can have either the .htm or .html file name extension and the only logging field that contains
this information (URI-Stem) also contains the virtual path and file name. To solve this problem, we will show how
to use regular expressions in the Advanced Logging feature to perform a pattern match on the URI-Stem logging
field.

The exact regular expression to be used is .*.html?. The first character (.) matches any character except \r and \n.
The second character (\*) repeats the previous character zero or more times. In effect, these first two characters
match any string of any length and solves the problem of matching the virtual path and file name.

Next, we consider the file name extensions of interest (.htm and .html). The (.) character is a reserved Regex
character, but we want its literal value. Therefore, we use the backslash character (\) to escape the (.) that follows it
so that (.) will be matched literally. The letters html are matched literally as well. Finally, the question mark
character (?) makes the character preceding it (l) optional, making the literal match either .html or .htm.

For more information about building regular expressions that match your needs, I recommend that you do an
Internet search on "Regular Expressions" to dive deeper into this subject.

To create a filter that captures only requests that have a .html or .htm file name extension, do the following:

1. In the Advanced Logging feature page, select the %COMPUTERNAME%-FilterExample log definition, and
then in the Actions pane, click Edit Log Definition.

2. At the bottom of the Log Definition feature page, in the Filter area, click Edit Filter.



3. In the Edit Log Definition Filter dialog box, select the root node (Condition: AND) in the hierarchical list,
and then click Add Expression.

4. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:



Creating a filter with multiple expressions

5. Click OK in the dialog box, and then in the Actions pane, click Apply to save the changes to the log definition.

Field. Select URI-Stem.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter .*.html?.
Enable as regular expression. Select this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a Regex expression.

  

Another useful example of a log filter is to capture only the requests that were not served successfully. Hopefully,
the majority of your requests will be successful and return a status code of '200', but they can cause a lot of noise
in log files when trying to spot the requests that return error conditions such as '400' (Bad Request), '404' (File not
found), and/or '500' (Internal Server Error). This section describes how to create a filter for a log definition that
uses multiple expressions to capture only requests with status codes of '400', '404', and '500'.

To create this filter, do the following:

1. Use the steps in Cloning a log definition to create a new log definition named %COMPUTERNAME%-
FilterExample_MultipleRequests.

2. In the Advanced Logging feature page, select the %COMPUTERNAME%-
FilterExample_MultipleRequests log definition, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit Log Definition.

3. At the bottom of the Log Definition feature page, in the Filter area, click Edit Filter.
4. In the Edit Log Definition Filter dialog box, select the root node (Condition: AND) in the hierarchical list,

select OR Condition in the Condition area, and then click Add Expression.



Note that the original root node (Condition: AND) in the list changes to Condition: OR when you select
OR Condition in the Condition area.

5. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.



6. Select the root node (Condition: OR) in the list, and then click Add Expression.

Value. Enter 404.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.

7. Another expression node is added to the list. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following
values for the expression:



8. Select the root node (Condition: OR) in the list, and then click Add Expression.

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter 400.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.

9. A third "Expression" node is added to the list. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following
values for the expression:



Creating a filter with multiple conditions

10. Click OK in the dialog box, and then in the Actions pane, click Apply to save the changes to the log definition.

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter 500.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.

 

Conditions are verbs that connect different expressions. By default, all expressions are displayed under a single
root node condition. If you only have a single expression as in our first example, the root node condition is ignored.
However, if you have more than one expression, the root node condition determines if the filter is more exclusive
(Condition: AND) or more inclusive (Condition: OR). By default, the root node condition is AND (Condition:
AND), but you saw in our second example how it can be changed to be OR (Condition: OR).

This section describes how to create a filter for a log definition that captures requests based on multiple criteria.
The example in this section shows a filter that captures all bad requests, but only for static HTML and
ASP/ASP.NET file name extensions. The example in the previous section will be used to help build the part of the
filter that captures bad requests and the first example will be used to help build the part of the filter that captures
the desired file name extensions. (Note that the ASP file name extension is .asp and the ASP.NET file name
extension is .aspx. Therefore, we must modify the regular expression value used in the first example to .*.aspx?).

The appropriate conditions must be used. From a high-level perspective, the filter should be 'STATUS=X' AND
'EXTENSION=Y'. From a detailed perspective, we can expand 'STATUS=X' to be ('Status'='400' OR 'Status'='404'
OR 'Status'='500')' and also expand ‘EXTENSION=Y' to be ('URI-Stem'='.*.html?' OR 'URI-Stem'='.*.aspx?'). The
full filter should look like ('Status'='400' OR 'Status'='404' OR 'Status'='500') AND ('URI-Stem'='.*.html?' OR
'URI-Stem'='.*.aspx?')

To create a complex filter for a log definition that uses multiple conditions as well as multiple expressions, do the
following:



1. Use the steps in Cloning a log definition to create a new log definition named %COMPUTERNAME%-
FilterExample_Conditions.

2. In the Advanced Logging feature page, select the %COMPUTERNAME%-FilterExample_Conditions log
definition, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit Log Definition.

3. At the bottom of the Log Definition feature page, in the Filter area, click Edit Filter.
4. In the Edit Log Definition Filter dialog box, select the root node (Condition: AND) in the hierarchical list,

and then click Add Condition.

5. A sub-node condition is added below the root node condition (Condition: AND) in the list. In the Condition
area of the dialog box, select OR Condition, and then click Add Expression.



6. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:

Field. Select URI-Stem.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter .*.html?.
Enable as regular expression. Select this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a Regex expression.



7. Select the sub-node condition (Condition: OR) in the list, and then click Add Expression.

8. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:

Field. Select URI-Stem.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter .*.aspx?.
Enable as regular expression. Select this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat



9. Now select the root node condition (Condition: AND) in the hierarchical list, and then click Add Condition.

10. A second sub-node condition is added below the root node condition (Condition: AND) in the list. In the
Condition area of the dialog box, select OR Condition, and then click Add Expression.

the value as a Regex expression.

11. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:



12. Select the sub-node condition (Condition: OR) ' at the bottom of the list, and then click Add Expression.

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter 400.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.



14. Select the sub-node condition (Condition: OR) at the bottom of the list, and then click Add Expression.

13. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter 404.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.



15. In the Expression area of the dialog box, specify the following values for the expression:

Field. Select Status.
Operator. Select Equals.
Value. Enter 500.
Enable as regular expression. Clear this check box to ensure that Advanced Logging knows to treat
the value as a literal expression.



Summary

16. Click OK in the dialog box, and then in the Actions pane, click Apply to save the changes to the log definition.

 

In this walk-through, we learned how to create a simple filter with a single expression as well as more complex
filters consisting of multiple expressions and multiple conditions. In the process, we also learned how to use
regular expressions to perform a pattern match on string values and how to create a new log definition by cloning
an existing one.

Hopefully, this will help to make extracting the right information from your logs much more manageable.
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Installation Notes

RequirementsRequirements

NOTENOTE

by Dave Nelson

IIS Advanced Logging is an extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 that provides enhanced data
collection and real-time server and client-side logging capabilities. It supports complex Web and media delivery
scenarios that demand flexibility and control. These scenarios may require custom logging fields, real-time access
to data, greater control over what gets logged and when, extensibility for new sources of data, the ability to
consolidate log data posted by clients and correlate it to server data, the option of sharing data from various
sources and storing it in multiple logs, capturing system-state information, inclusion of canceled requests in logs,
and even logging multiple times per request.

You can use Advanced Logging to extend logging functionality for logging user requests and client data in the
following ways:

Custom logging. Include custom logging fields generated by your applications in log files.
Request filtering. Collect only the information that is relevant to specific purposes by creating filters that
process requests and record the relevant data to log files.
Real-time logging. Publish the information in client requests as events that can be consumed, in real time, by
log analysis tools.
Client logging. Collect client-side metrics in logging fields that provide important user-engagement
information.

This section describes the installation requirements for IIS Advanced Logging.

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled to install IIS Advanced Logging:

To manage the Advanced Logging feature using the IIS Manager user interface, the IIS Management
Console for IIS must be installed.
You must be an administrator on the computer. This can be accomplished by logging on to the computer using
either the Administrator account or an account with administrative privileges.

You must use IIS 7 running on one of the following operating systems:

Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Vista with SP1
Windows 7

Advanced Logging cannot be installed if the previous version of the software (IIS Advanced Logging 1.0 – Beta) is installed
on your computer. When you uninstall the Beta Advanced Logging software, your log definitions and any log files that have
been created will be retained; however, other program settings may not be retained.

To uninstall the software, in Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features, under Uninstall or change
a program, click IIS Advanced Logging, and then click Uninstall.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-readme.md


Downloading and InstallingDownloading and Installing

UninstallingUninstalling

Known Issues

IIS Advanced Logging can be installed by using either Microsoft Web Platform Installer (Web PI) or Windows
Installer.

Install Using Web PI

1. Go to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer Web Page and click Download It Now to download and run Web
PI.

2. At the bottom of the Web Platform Installer dialog box, click Options.
3. In the Change Options dialog box, in Select your preferred language for software installations, select the

language that you want, and then click OK.
4. Back in the Web Platform Installer dialog box, at the top of the dialog box, click Products in the Spotlight -

Products - Applications row of options.
5. In the Contents pane, click either All or Server.
6. In the list of products that is displayed, click the Add button for Advanced Logging, and then click Install.

Install Using Windows Installer

Two separate downloadable installation packages are available for IIS Advanced Logging. Click one of the
following links to download the Windows Installer (.msi) file for your edition of Windows:

IIS Advanced Logging 1.0 (32-bit)
IIS Advanced Logging 1.0 (64-bit)

Follow the instructions on the Download Details page to install the software.

To remove the Advanced Logging feature, in Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features, under
Uninstall or change a program, click IIS Advanced Logging 1.0, and then click Uninstall.

This section describes the known issues for IIS Advanced Logging.

Applying configuration changes in IIS Manager. If you change an Advanced Logging setting in IIS
Manager and the change does not take effect, you may need to restart the Web server:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the server name.
2. In the Actions pane, click Restart.
This issue may occur if you change Advanced Logging settings while the feature is actively logging
requests.

Enabling and disabling logging for Web sites. The Advanced Logging feature can be enabled or
disabled at the server level in IIS Manager, which also enables or disables logging at lower levels (matching
the server-level setting). If you want to disable logging for certain Web sites or directories, while enabling
logging for others, enable the Advanced Logging feature at the server level, and then disable the log
definition files for the Web sites/directories for which you want to disable logging. To disable a log
definition, do the following:

1. In the Connections pane, click the Web site or directory for which you want to disable logging.
2. In the Web site or directory Home page, double-click the Advanced Logging icon.
3. In the Advanced Logging feature page, click the log definition, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit

Log Definition.
4. In the Log Definition page, clear the Enabled check box.
5. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656457
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689912
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689913


Product Support

For More Information

Specifying the source name for custom logging fields. If you specify the same Source name for two or
more custom logging fields that you add to the Available fields list, and then add all of them to a log
definition, Advanced Logging will only parse the data for the last logging field displayed in the log definition's
Selected logging fields list and write its data to log file. The data for the preceding logging fields that use the
same source name will not be parsed and the information for these logging fields in the log file will contain a
hyphen (-) character. Note that this occurs even if two logging field source names are written in a different case
(for example, SOURCENAME  vs. sourcename).
Logging string values with quotation marks. You can specify the maximum size for logging fields that
record string values. Strings that are larger than this value will be truncated to the maximum size that you
specify, which allows applications that have string size limits consume the data. Advanced Logging follows the
W3C Extended Log File Format and surrounds string values with quotation marks, which causes further
truncation of the strings that are consumed by these applications, reducing the amount of usable data.

Creating disabled log definitions. If you create a new log definition, clear the Enabled check box to disable
it, and then click Apply in the Actions pane to save the changes, the Enabled setting is reselected. Clear the
Enabled check box and click Apply again to save the log definition in a disabled state.

6. Repeat steps (3) through (5) for additional log definitions, if desired.

Unsupported logging fields for filtering. The filtering feature cannot be used to filter logging fields that
have the following log data types: TypeDate, TypeTime, TypeDateTime, TypeLPCGuid. In Advanced Logging,
the following built-in logging fields are affected:

BeginRequest-UTC
Date-Local
Date-UTC
EndRequest-UTC
Time-Local
Time-UTC

Custom logging fields that you create with these log data types cannot be filtered.

You can obtain support for IIS Advanced Logging by using the following resources:

Self Support

Knowledge Base
Forum

Microsoft Support

To obtain support from Microsoft, go to Microsoft Help and Support.

To keep up-to-date with the latest Advanced Logging news and feature developments, go to the IIS Advanced
Logging Home page.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689679
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656144
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656145
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656146
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656147
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Introduction

Add a Connection String to a Web Application

by Saad Ladki

Database Manager is a new Internet Information Systems 7 (IIS 7) module specifically designed for the
management of databases located in hosting environments. IIS 7 is designed for environments, such as the one
provided by Web hosters, in which the database servers are intended to be accessible from the Web application
server but not directly from the Internet.

Database Manager allows you to easily manage your local and remote databases from within IIS Manager.
Database Manager automatically discovers databases based on the Web server or application configuration and
also provides the ability to connect to any database on the network. Once connected, Database Manager provides
a full array of administrative functionalities, including managing tables, views, stored procedures, and data and
running ad hoc queries.

Database Manager provides support for Microsoft® SQL Server® and MySQL. In addition, because IIS Database
Manager is an extension of IIS Manager, administrators can securely delegate the management of databases to
authorized local or remote users, without having to open additional management ports on the server.

With the Database Manager, you can:

Back up and restore Microsoft SQL Server databases.
Use remote management capabilities with a clean, firewall-friendly option for managing a remote SQL Server.
Take advantage of the public extensibility platform that makes it possible to develop providers to support other
databases.

Manage Microsoft SQL Server or MySQL databases.

Add, rename, drop, and edit tables.
View and manage primary keys, indexes, and foreign keys.
Edit data.
Establish connections to multiple databases.
Create and execute queries.
Create, alter, and delete stored procedures and views.
Manage both local and remote databases from your machine.

To install the current version (CTP2) of Database Manager, see:

(x86)
(x64)

Ensure that the image you plan to use for your Web server installation contains the IIS 7 Database Manager.

  

To add a new connection using a connection string:

1. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the Connections view, select the site, application, or virtual directory to which you would like to add a

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager.md
https://twitter.com/saadladki
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&i=1684&g=6
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&i=1685&g=6


Add Connection Button

3. In the Features View, double-click on the Connection Strings icon.
4. In the Actions pane, click on Add.
5. In the Name text box, type a name for your connection string.

7. In the Server text box, type the name of the server that hosts your database.
8. In the Database text box, type the name of the database to which you would like to connect.

connection string.

Figure 1: Features View

6. Select the SQL Server option button.

Figure 2: Add Connection String

9. If your database uses Windows® Authentication, click on the Use Windows Integrated Security option
button. Otherwise, click on the Specify Credentials option button, and then enter the credentials to use to
connect to the database.

Note: If you would like to specify advanced settings for your connection string, you can alternatively click on
the Custom option button, and then type in the connection string.

  

You can add new connections without using connection strings. This allows you to connect to databases other than
the ones used by your application or to the same database but with a different user identity.

To add a new connection using the Database Manager:

1. Click the Add Connection button on the Database Manager toolbar.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image1.gif
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image3.gif


Launch Database Manager

2. In the Connection name text box, type a connection name.
3. In the Database provider list, select the provider that you would like to use to connect to the database. (For

example, to connect to a SQL Server database, select the System.Data.SqlClient that ships with the Database
Manager.)

Figure 3: Database Manager

4. You will now be presented with a set of new fields that you must fill out. In the case of the SQL Server
Provider, you must provide:

The server on which your database resides.
The name of your database.
The user ID to connect to the database.
The password associated with the user ID.

Figure 4: Add Connection

5. When you are done entering the required information, click OK, and the connection is created.

Note: The connection information is stored on the machine from where IIS Manager is being used. Hence,
this information is not accessible from instances of IIS Manager on a different computer.

The Database Manager is hosted within the IIS Manager.

1. In IIS Manager, select the site, application, or virtual directory where your connection string is stored (for
more information about creating a connection string, see Add a Connection String to Your Web Application).
You can alternatively create a new connection in the Database Manager using the Add Connection button
on the Database Manager toolbar (for more information, see Add Connection Button).

2. In the Features View, double-click on the IIS Database Manager icon.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image5.gif


Use the Database Manager

5. If you further expand any of the nodes, you are presented with a list of all tables, views, and stored procedures
that your database contains.

Figure 5: Database Manager

3. If you have existing connection strings in your site, application, or virtual directory, you can see a node in the
Database Manager representing each of these connection strings.

Figure 6: Database Connections

4. In the Database Manager view, expand a connection node, and you are presented with more information:

Tables (Working with Tables)
Views (Working with Views)
Stored Procedures (Working with Stored Procedures)

To use Database Manager, users must have a database connection string created within a site. For example,
suppose a hoster receives an order from a customer for the provisioning of one or more databases for an
application. The hoster creates the database and provides the connection string to the customer. This is often an
automated step.

The connection string includes the database server, database name, and user credentials (user name and
password). IIS Manager has a Connection String module that the hoster can use to provide the connection string
to the customer. Or the customer can enter the connection string information that is provided by the hoster.

1. Select the Connection Strings icon.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image3.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image5.jpg
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Figure 7: Connection Strings module icon

2. In the Management section for the Web site, double-click the Database Manager icon.

###### Figure 8: Database Manager icon

3. Manage the database(s) by selecting the appropriate connection.

Figure 9: Database Manager

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager/_static/image7.jpg
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Links for Further Information
Videocast: IIS Manager and Database Manager.
Database Manager for Hosters.
Videocast: Database Manager.
Working with the Database Manager.

https://blogs.msdn.com/carlosag/archive/2008/07/07/IIS70RemoteAdministrationAndDatabaseManagerVideo.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/database-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/database-manager/index
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Prerequisites

Setting the Stage Up

Create a New View

by IIS Team

This walkthrough assumes the following environment:

1. The IIS Database Manager is installed on your Web Server.
2. A database server (that could reside on the same physical machine as your web server)

The instructions found in this walkthrough are generic enough to be applied to any database deployment. We will,
however, use the tables that we created in another walkthrough 'Working with Tables' to show you how to create
new views, and manage and delete existing ones.

  

Based on our earlier example, we will build a view that gathers and displays data from the "FabrikamUsers" and
"AccessControls" tables. To create a new view:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. On the 'Views' node, right-click and select 'New View'. A new query editor opens up.

SELECT FabrikamUsers.Username, AccessControls.ResourceURL, AccessControls.IsUserAllowed
FROM FabrikamUsers
INNER JOIN AccessControls ON (FabrikamUsers.UserId = AccessControls.UserId)

4. In the query editor, type the query that will select data for this view. For this example, we will select
information about all users and their associated resources and sort the list by user name. Here is the query
that you will need to type:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/database-manager/working-with-views.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145669
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145667
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/working-with-views/_static/image1.png


Modify an Existing View

5. On the query editor's toolbar, click on 'Execute'. The results of the query will be displayed and this ensures that
our view returns the expected results.

6. On the query editor's toolbar, click on 'Save and Close'.
7. In the 'View Name', type 'UsersResources'. You can also specify a schema or leave the 'Schema Name' field

empty to use the default schema for your database user.

8. Click on 'OK'. The query editor will be closed and the view will be saved. You can verify that your view has been
added by looking through the list of views under the 'Views' node.

The Database Manager allows you to edit the query of a view after the view has been created. We will show you
how to edit a view by using the 'UsersResources' view from our earlier example from 'Create a New View'. We will
sort the data from the 'UsersResources' view by username. To edit a view:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/working-with-views/_static/image5.png
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Delete an Existing View

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Views' node. You should now see a list of all your database views, including "UsersResources".
4. Select 'UsersResources' and then click the 'Open/Edit View' button on the Database Manager toolbar. A query

editor opens up and is populated with the query for you to view.

SELECT TOP 1000 FabrikamUsers.Username, AccessControls.ResourceURL, AccessControls.IsUserAllowed
FROM FabrikamUsers
INNER JOIN AccessControls ON (FabrikamUsers.UserId = AccessControls.UserId)
ORDER BY FabrikamUsers.Username ASC

NOTENOTE

6. On the query editor's toolbar, click on 'Execute'. The results of the query will be displayed, this time in sorted
order.

7. On the query editor's toolbar, click on 'Save'. The changes to your view are now saved. The Save button will be
grayed out until you make further changes to the view. You can continue editing the view or close the editor.

5. You can make any changes in the editor to the existing query. For this example, we will sort the data in the
view by username. To do this, we will modify the query as follows:

In SQL Server, the use of the 'ORDER BY' command is not supported in a view unless 'TOP' is also specified.

The Database Manager allows you to delete an existing view. To delete a view:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Views' node. You should now see a list of all your database views.
4. Select the view that you wish to delete.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145667
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5. Right-click and select 'Delete'. You are prompted to confirm the operation.
6. If you choose 'Yes', the view will be deleted. You can confirm that the view is indeed deleted by inspecting the

list of views under the 'Views' node.

file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/database-manager/working-with-views/_static/image29.png
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Prerequisites

Setting the Stage Up

Create a New Stored Procedure

by IIS Team

This walkthrough assumes the following environment:

1. The IIS Database Manager is installed on your Web Server.
2. A database server (that could reside on the same physical machine as your web server)

The instructions found in this walkthrough are generic enough to be applied to any database deployment. We will
use the tables that we created in another walkthrough 'Working with Tables' to show you how to create new stored
procedures, and manage and delete existing ones.

  

Based on our earlier example, we will create a stored procedure that displays data from the "FabrikamUsers" and
"AccessControls" tables. The stored procedure will retrieve all resources that are associated with a username. To
create a new stored procedure:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. On the 'Stored Procedures' node, right-click and select 'New Stored Procedure'. A new query editor opens up

and is pre-filled with a 'CREATE PROCEDURE' template to help you get started.

4. Replace the 'Procedure_Name' with 'GetUserResources'.

@Username VARCHAR(50)

SELECT FabrikamUsers.Username, AccessControls.ResourceURL, AccessControls.IsUserAllowed
FROM FabrikamUsers
INNER JOIN AccessControls ON (FabrikamUsers.UserId = AccessControls.UserId)
WHERE FabrikamUsers.Username = @Username

5. Replace the parameters template text with the text of the only parameter we need:

6. In the body of the stored procedure, between the BEGIN and END, type the following query:
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Modify an Existing Stored Procedure

NOTENOTE

7. Click 'Execute' on the query editor's toolbar. The stored procedure will now be created. You can confirm that
the stored procedure has been created by inspecting the list of stored procedures under the 'Stored
Procedures' node.

In this case, the 'Execute' button runs the CREATE PROCEDURE script and acts as the save mechanism for the stored
procedure.

The Database Manager allows you to alter a stored procedure after it has been created. We will show you how to
edit a stored procedure by using our earlier example from 'Create a New Stored Procedure'. We will add an extra
parameter to the 'GetUserResources' stored procedure. To edit a stored procedure:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Stored Procedures' node. You should now see a list of all your database stored procedures,

including "GetUserResources".
4. Select the 'GetUserResources' stored procedure.
5. On the Database Manager toolbar, select 'Script as ALTER'. A query editor opens and is pre-filled with the

ALTER PROCEDURE template that is necessary to modify a stored procedure.

6. Under the '@Username' parameter, add an extra parameter using the following text:
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Create a New Stored Procedure Based on an Existing One

@Username VARCHAR(50), @IsUserAllowed BIT

NOTENOTE

SELECT FabrikamUsers.Username, AccessControls.ResourceURL, AccessControls.IsUserAllowed
FROM FabrikamUsers
INNER JOIN AccessControls ON (FabrikamUsers.UserId = AccessControls.UserId)
WHERE FabrikamUsers.Username = @Username 
AND AccessControls.IsUserAllowed = @IsUserAllowed

NOTENOTE

9. You can continue making more changes in the editor or close the editor.

Do not forget to add the comma after the first variable.

7. In the body of the stored procedure, between the BEGIN and END, modify the query as follows:

8. Click 'Execute' on the query editor's toolbar. The stored procedure will now be altered.

In this case, the 'Execute' button runs the ALTER PROCEDURE script and acts as the save mechanism for the stored
procedure's modifications.

The Database Manager allows you to create a new stored procedure that is based on the code of an existing one.
This functionality can be compared to a 'Save As…' action for stored procedures. To create a new stored procedure
based on an existing one:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Stored Procedures' node. You should now see a list of all your database stored procedures.
4. Select the existing stored procedure on which you would like to base your new one.
5. On the Database Manager toolbar, click 'Script as CREATE'. The query editor opens up and is pre-filled with a

CREATE stored procedure with the same signature and body as the existing one.
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Executing a Stored Procedure

6. Rename the procedure by altering the name after CREATE PROCEDURE on the first line.

NOTENOTE

7. Make changes to the stored procedure and then click on 'Execute'. The new stored procedure is created and
you can confirm by ensuring that it appears under the 'Stored Procedures' node.

If you don't change the name of the stored procedure, you will not be able to execute the statement.

The Database Manager allows you to execute stored procedures. As an example, we will run the
'GetUserResources' stored procedure and display the results. To execute a stored procedure:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Stored Procedures' node. You should now see a list of all your database views, including

"GetUserResources".
4. Select the 'GetUserResources' stored procedure.
5. On the Database Manager toolbar, select 'Execute Stored Procedure'. A dialog opens up and asks for the stored

procedure parameters.

6. Enter the parameters for the stored procedure call and then click 'OK' to close the dialog. For the
'GetUserResources', you will have to enter a VARCHAR value for the username and a boolean value for the
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Delete an Existing Stored Procedure

IsUserAllowed parameter.

7. A query editor window opens up and is pre-filled with the EXEC statement that was used to call the stored
procedure. The lower pane contains the results returned by the stored procedure.

8. You can modify the arguments values in the editor and execute the query again.

The Database Manager allows you to delete an existing stored procedure. To delete a stored procedure:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Stored Procedures' node. You should now see a list of all your database stored procedures.
4. Select the stored procedure that you wish to delete.
5. Right-click and select 'Delete'. You are prompted to confirm the operation.

6. If you choose 'Yes', the stored procedure will be deleted. You can confirm that the stored procedure is deleted by
inspecting the list of stored procedures under the 'Stored Procedures' node.
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Prerequisites

Setting the Stage Up

Creating a New Table

by Saad Ladki

This walkthrough assumes the following environment:

1. The IIS Database Manager is installed on your Web Server (<Link to DB Manager download>).
2. A database server (that could reside on the same physical machine as your web server)

Let's use a scenario for this walkthrough and assume that we would like to create an access control list for
resources on our fictitious site www.fabrikam.com. For that, we will build 2 tables:

The first table, "FabrikamUsers", will contain the user ID, username and email address for each user.
The second table, "AccessControls", will contain a reference to a user ID, a resource URL, and whether the user is
allowed access to the resource or not.

  

To create a new table:

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Go to Database Manager and expand your database connection node (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. On the 'Tables' node, right click and select 'New Table'.

A new tab will appear in the editor area. Take a moment to get familiar with the buttons on the toolbar:

a. New Column: allows you to add a new column to the table definition.
b. Delete Column: allows you to remove an existing column for the table definition.
c. Indexes/Keys: allows you to define an index or primary key on the table.
d. Relationships: allows you to define a foreign key relationship on the table.
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4. Click on 'New Column' in the toolbar. A new column is created and a 'Column Properties' pane appears.

6. Let's now make this field a primary key by clicking on the 'Indexes/Keys' icon. A new dialog will open up.

e. Save: allows you to save changes to the table.

5. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'UserId' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'int'.
d. Leave 'Default Value' blank.
e. Set 'IsIdentity' to 'True'.

7. On the dialog, click the 'Add' button and then fill out the information for the primary key as follows:

a. Set 'Columns' to 'UserId'.
b. Set 'Is Unique' to 'True'.
c. Set 'Type' to 'Primary Key'.
d. Set 'Name' to 'PK_UserId'.
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8. Click 'Close' to close the dialog.
9. Add another column for the username by clicking on 'New Column' in the toolbar.

11. Finally, add another column for the email address by clicking on 'New Column' in the toolbar.

13. Click 'Save' on the toolbar, a save dialog opens up.

14. In the 'Table Name', type 'FabrikamUsers'. You can also specify a schema or leave the 'Schema Name' field
empty to use the default schema for your database user.

10. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'Username' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'varchar'.
d. Set 'Length' to 50.

12. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'Email' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'True'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'varchar'.
d. Set 'Length' to 100.
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Now, let us define the 'AccessControls' table. We will follow similar steps to the above:

1. On the 'Tables' node, right click and select 'New Table'. A new tab will appear in the editor area.
2. Click on 'New Column' in the toolbar. A new column is created and a 'Column Properties' pane appears.

4. Let's now make this field a primary key by clicking on the 'Indexes/Keys' icon. A new dialog will open up.

6. Click 'Close' to close the dialog.
7. Add another column for the referenced user by clicking on 'New Column' in the toolbar.

9. Add yet another column for the resource by clicking on 'New Column' in the toolbar.

11. Finally, add another column for specifying the access right by clicking on 'New Column' in the toolbar.

13. Click 'Save' on the toolbar, a save dialog opens up.

3. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'ACId' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'int'.
d. Leave 'Default Value' blank.
e. Set 'IsIdentity' to 'True'.

5. On the dialog, click the 'Add' button and then fill out the information for the primary key as follows:

a. Set 'Columns' to 'ACId'.
b. Set 'Is Unique' to 'True'.
c. Set 'Type' to 'Primary Key'.
d. Set 'Name' to 'PK_ACId'.

8. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'UserId' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'int'.
d. Set 'IsIdentity' to 'False'.

10. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'ResourceURL' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'varchar'.
d. Set 'Length' to 200.

12. In the 'Column Properties', do the following:

a. Type 'IsUserAllowed' for the name of the column.
b. Set 'Allow Nulls' to 'False'.
c. Set 'Data Type' to 'Bit'.
d. Set 'Default Value' to 'False'.
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Modifying an Existing Table

14. In the 'Table Name', type 'AccessControls'. You can also specify a schema or leave the 'Schema Name' field
empty to use the default schema for your database user.

The Database Manager allows you to edit the definition of an existing table. More specifically, you can:

Add, modify or delete new columns.
Add, modify or delete a primary key.
Add, modify or delete a foreign key relationship.

Now that we have created the two tables, "FabrikamUsers" and "AccessControls", let us link them together. We will
need to edit the "AccessControls" table and add a foreign key relationship to the "FabrikamUsers" table:

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the Database Manager.
2. Expand the database connection node in the Database Manager tree view (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
3. Expand the 'Tables' node. You should now see a list of all your database tables, including "FabrikamUsers" and

"AccessControls".
4. Select "AccessControls" and then click 'Open Table Definition' on the toolbar. A table design view opens up and

displays the columns that we created in 'Create a New Table'.

5. On the table design view's toolbar, click on 'Relationships'. The 'Foreign Key Relationships' dialog opens up.
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6. Click Add. A new foreign key relationship editor is displayed.
7. In the foreign key relationship editor, select the 'Tables and Columns Specifications' and click on the ellipsis '…'

button. The 'Tables and Columns' dialog opens up.

8. In the 'Relationship name' field, type 'FK_AccessControlsForUsers'.
9. In the 'Primary key table' drop down, select "FabrikamUsers". Now you should see a drop down list of primary

keys from the "FabrikamUsers" table. Make sure that "UserId" is selected.
10. In the second drop down, you should see a list of columns from "AccessControls". Select "UserId" and click OK

to close the dialog.
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Changing Table Data

11. Click Close on the 'Foreign Key Relationships' dialog.

12. Click 'Save' to update the tables. We now just created a relationship between the "FabrikamUsers" and
"AccessControls" tables.

The Database Manager allows you to modify data in an existing table. More specifically, you can:

Add new rows.
Modify a value in an existing row (available for supported data types <link to supported data types>).
Delete an existing row.

Let us start populating our "FabrikamUsers" and "AccessControls" table with some user information:

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the Database Manager.
2. Expand the database connection node in the Database Manager tree view (For more information on creating

connections to a database, see Basics of the IIS Database Manager).
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3. Expand the 'Tables' node. You should now see a list of all your database tables, including "FabrikamUsers" and
"AccessControls".

4. Right-click on "FabrikamUsers" and select 'Show Table Data'. You should now see the data inside your table.
There should also be a row preceded by a '*' that you can use to enter new data.

5. In the new row (*), click in the 'Username' column and type 'John Doe'. Next, click on the 'Email' column and
type 'JohnDoe@fabrikam.com'.

6. When you are done entering information for the new row, hit Enter. The information is now saved in the
database. Notice that the 'UserId' field is automatically populated with an incremental value since it is marked
as an identity.

7. Add a few more rows of sample user names and email addresses.
8. Right-click on "AccessControls" and select 'Show Table Data'. You should now see the data inside your table.

There should also be a row preceded by a '*' that you can use to enter new data.
9. In the new row (*), click in the 'UserId' column and type '1'. Entering this UserId value will point to the first

record in your "FabrikamUsers" table (which should be 'John Doe' according to our example.
10. Next, click on the 'ResourceURL' column and type 'admin.aspx' and type 'True' in the IsUserAllowed column.

This implies that user 'John Doe' can access the admin.aspx page of our fictitious site.

11. Add a few more rows of sample access rights for other users.
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Now that we have some data in the table, let us modify and delete an existing row:

1. Click on any table cell that you would like to modify. Type a new value in the cell. Notice that a pencil appears
next to the row you are editing.

2. Click on another cell or close the table to save the information. Notice that the information is saved to the server
and the pencil icon disappears.

3. Now select a row by clicking on the arrow to the left of the row, and then click the 'Delete' button on the toolbar.
A dialog asks for confirmation before deleting.

4. If you select 'Yes', the row of information is deleted on the server.
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Prerequisites

Installation Steps

Setting up UrlScan v3.1

Global FilterGlobal Filter

by Nazim Lala

Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008.
IIS version 5.1, 6.0 or 7.0 or above (depending on the platform).

Run UrlScan v3.1 MSI installer for either x86 or x64 version depending on your platform.
On successful installation you should have a "UrlScan" folder with UrlScan.dll under %windir%\system32\inetsrv

and additionally under %windir%\syswow64\inetsrv  as well for x64 installations.
Folder above will also contain the configuration file, UrlScan.ini. In the x64 case, only the system32 directory
will have the UrlScan.ini file since the filter will turn off redirection when attempting to access UrlScan.ini, so
both versions of the filter will access the same configuration under system32 directory
Upgrading from UrlScan v2.5 or UrlScan v3.0 will leave your old UrlScan.ini file intact.
The default installation will install UrlScan as a global filter only. Please refer to the Setting Up UrlScan v3.1
section for details.
UrlScan is required to be the highest priority filter for it to function properly. The MSI installer will do so for the
global filter case, but if you are installing UrlScan as a site filter you will need to set UrlScan as the highest order
filter.

UrlScan v3.1 can be set up as either a global filter or site level filter. A global filter is invoked for every HTTP
request to the IIS server on which it is set up. A site level filter is invoked only for requests to a particular site on
the IIS server. UrlScan v3.1 supports using the filter as both a global and site filter in conjunction, with the goal of
having global rules in the global filter and application specific rules in the site filter.

In every case, the filter will read the UrlScan.ini configuration file from the same location that it loads UrlScan.dll. If
you install UrlScan.dll filter from c:\foo  and your IIS worker process loads the filter from this location, the
configuration that will be applied to that instance of UrlScan is loaded from c:\foo\UrlScan.ini .

The default installation of UrlScan v3.1 installs the filter as a global filter. See the Site Filter section on how to setup
your filter as a site filter

If you are upgrading from UrlScan v2.5 or from UrlScan v3.0 your old UrlScan.ini file will be persisted and all your
old settings will apply. If you want to check out the new defaults for the UrlScan.ini file, download the new
UrlScan.ini file here.

The default logging directory is the "logs" directory underneath the "UrlScan" directory where your global filter is
installed. Change this to point to wherever you want your log files to be located. Make sure that IIS worker
processes have write permissions to this folder. For IIS 6.0 make sure you give IIS_WPG write permissions to this
folder, and for IIS 7.0 and above make sure you give IIS_IUSRS write permission to this folder.

The default UrlScan.ini file has detailed descriptions of what all the configuration options do. Read through it and
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Site FilterSite Filter

update the values for them according to your needs. Check out the "Common Scenarios" section for some
common configurations.

Upon installation of UrlScan v3.1 as a site filter requests for that particular site will run through both the site and
the global filter if the global filter is not un-mapped. There would be two instances of the filter running in this case.

If you have a site called "Site1" setup on the server under c:\site1  folder and you want to use UrlScan v3.1 as a
site filter for this site, here is how you would set it up.

1. Copy UrlScan.dll and UrlScan.ini from the default installation location to c:\site1 .
2. Modify c:\site1\UrlScan.ini  with all the options that you want for your site filter. The default UrlScan.ini file

that you can download here has the options listed with comments on what they do.
3. Register c:\site1\UrlScan.dll  as a site filter. Run "inetmgr" and drill down to "Site1" in your left hand pane. For

IIS 5.1 and 6.0, right-click on "Site1" and select "Properties" then go to the "ISAPI Filters" tab and add a new
filter and point the executable to c:\site1\UrlScan.dll . For IIS 7.0 and above, you should see an ISAPI Filters
icon under the IIS category and double-clicking this will bring up an "Add…" action which you can then point
the executable to c:\site1\UrlScan.dll

4. Using the up arrow key, move the UrlScan filter to the top to make it the highest priority filter. This step is
essential for the filter to function correctly.
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Creating Rules to Disallow String Patterns in Parts of Requests

[Options]
RuleList=Foo

[Foo]
AppliesTo=.htm
DenyDataSection=Foo Strings
ScanUrl=0
ScanAllRaw=0
ScanQueryString=0
ScanHeaders=Foo-Header:
DenyUnescapedPercent=1

[Foo Strings]
--
<
>

by Nazim Lala

This article provides a list of common usage scenarios for UrlScan Version 3.1, and how to enable the scenarios
using the UrlScan.ini configuration.

A new feature added for UrlScan Version 3.1 is the ability to create a rule list that will let you specify rules to
disallow requests based on patterns matched against certain portions of an HTTP request. The main configuration
for this is the RuleList key under the [Options] section. The value of this key is a comma delimited list of section
names that define the rules. Here's what defining a rule "Foo" would look like:

RuleList under [Options] lists out all the rules to be run. In the case I have a rule "Foo" I need to evaluate. This
could be multiple comma delimited rules as well. A section with the same name [Foo] will define the rule and if
any item on the RuleList does not have a section declared the filter will log a configuration error to the log file.
Under this section the AppliesTo key specifies which file extension this rule applies to. The DenyDataSection key
specifies the section that contains the string patterns that are to be matched against for this rule. As you can see
there is a [Foo Strings] section that has three patterns in it. This list is case insensitive and allows entering encoded
values of the format %XX, where XX are hexadecimal digits. The other keys in the [Foo] section specify what parts
of the request this rule applies to. Your choices include the Url (ScanUrl), the raw HTTP request (ScanAllRaw), the
query string (ScanQueryString) or a list of particular headers (ScanHeaders). With the exception of
ScanHeaders, all the other Scan keys expect a boolean value. ScanHeaders expects a list of comma delimited
values of the actual headers including the colon. So in the case above we are only scanning the "Foo-Header" in a
request for a particular string. The last setting in the rule before the data section called (DenyUnescapedPercent)
is used to scan the specified parts of the request for a % character that is not used as an escape sequence and block
requests where any such sequence is found. So setting DenyUnescapedPercent to 1 would trigger for a
sequence %XX but not for %20 or %u0020, since the latter two represent an escaped [Space] character. This setting
has been introduced in UrlScan Version 3.1 and is not present in UrlScan Version 3.0.

The request below would fail this rule since it has a header called Foo-Header that contains the '--' pattern.
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GET /iisstart.htm HTTP/1.1\r\n
Host: localhost\r\n
Accept: */*\r\n
Foo-Header: Test--value\r\n
\r\n

GET /iisstart.htm HTTP/1.1\r\n
Host: localhost\r\n
Accept: */*\r\n
Foo-Header: E%XEC\r\n
\r\n

Rule to Block SQL injection Signatures

[SQL Injection]
AppliesTo=.asp,.aspx
DenyDataSection=SQL Injection Strings
ScanUrl=0
ScanAllRaw=0
ScanQueryString=1
ScanHeaders=
DenyUnescapedPercent=1 

[SQL Injection Strings]
--
%3b ; a semicolon
/*
@ ; also catches @@
char ; also catches nchar and varchar
alter
begin
cast
convert
create
cursor
declare
delete
drop
end
exec ; also catches execute
fetch
insert
kill
open
select
sys ; also catches sysobjects and syscolumns
table
update

The request below would fail this rule since Foo-Header contains the '%' character note used to denote an escape
sequence.

Before we proceed any further it is important to note that this is not the recommended way to prevent SQL
injection in your applications. This is only a stopgap for servers that are under a malicious attack. Such a rule would
give you breathing room to go fix your application using recommended best practices. Also a rule similar to the
one below is likely to encounter false positives and fail valid application requests. Another important point to note
is that the rule below does nothing to block SQL injection attempts through the request entity body.

Having said that, if we were to write a generic rule to block SQL injection we could write something like this:
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[SQL Injection Headers]
AppliesTo=.asp,.aspx
DenyDataSection=SQL Injection Headers Strings
ScanUrl=0
ScanAllRaw=0
ScanQueryString=0
ScanHeaders=Cookie:

[SQL Injection Headers Strings]
--
@ ; also catches @@
alter
cast
convert
create
declare
delete
drop
exec ; also catches execute
fetch
insert
kill
select

[AlwaysAllowedUrls]
/my.login.page.asp

[AlwaysAllowedQueryStrings]
session<1

Setting Limits on Parts of Requests

Since we would only want non-static pages to run this rule, I can list out the file extensions we want this apply to
using AppliesTo. In this case this rule will be run only for classic ASP and ASP.NET requests. The only part we are
interested in is the query string and the Cookie Header and we can set the scan options as above to reflect this. The
[Sql Injection Strings] section defines all the patterns we want to disallow.

But the rule above is not checking any of the headers. If you wanted to check all headers you would need to trim
the strings list to reduce false positives. The shorter sequences of characters and the semicolon could appear in the
session cookie for instance and fail valid requests. Also, not all the headers are relevant and so we probably want to
trim the headers to those that would actually be used for a SQL injection. The cookie header is a definite candidate
for this. You could augment the rule above with something like what is shown below to deal with this.

## Creating Safe-List For URLs and Query Strings

UrlScan Version 3.1 allows you to specify safe URLs and query strings that will bypass all checks and rules. In
UrlScan Version 3.0 they only bypassed URL or query string checks respectively, but in UrlScan Version 3.1 they
will bypass all checks and rules. This feature must be used with caution, since wrong configuration in this section
could let malicious requests bypass your deny rules. If a user always wants to allow the URL '/my.login.page.asp'
for instance even though it might trigger a deny rule defined, you can add configuration as below to allow this.

It is important to note that the leading '/' is required for the URL to be accepted as a valid URL. If a user wants to
allow a query string 'session<1' which might otherwise trigger a deny rule defined, you can add configuration as
below to allow this.

Note that you do not need to specify query strings leading with the '?' character.



Limiting the Length of Header ValuesLimiting the Length of Header Values

[RequestLimits]
Max-Content-Type=100

Limiting Maximum Content Length for a RequestLimiting Maximum Content Length for a Request

[RequestLimits]
MaxAllowedContentLength=1000

Limiting Maximum Length of a URLLimiting Maximum Length of a URL

[RequestLimits]
MaxUrl=100

Limiting Maximum Length of a Query StringLimiting Maximum Length of a Query String

[RequestLimits]
MaxQueryString=100

Disallowing Certain Types of Requests
Creating an allow or deny list of allowed HTTP verbsCreating an allow or deny list of allowed HTTP verbs

[AllowVerbs]
GET
HEAD
POST

Under [RequestLimits] section add the value Max-<Header Name>=<N>, where "Header Name" is the name of
the particular header whose value's length you want limited, and "N" is the maximum number of bytes a valid
header can be. If "N" is 0, that particular header is effectively disallowed.

For example, if you do not want the value of the Content-Type header to exceed 100 bytes the configuration would
look like:

Under [RequestLimits] section add the value MaxAllowedContentLength=<N> where "N" is the maximum
number of bytes allowed for the Content-Length header. If someone were to send more data than the value in the
Content-Length header, the data after the length would be interpreted as a separate request.

For example, if you want to disallow content lengths greater than 1000 bytes the configuration would look like:

Under [RequestLimits] section add the value MaxUrl=<N> where "N" is the maximum number of characters
allowed in the URL of the request.

For example, if you want to disallow URLs greater than 100 characters long the configuration would look like:

Under [RequestLimits] section add the value MaxQueryString=<N> where "N" is the maximum number of
characters allowed in the query string of the URL.

For example, if you want to disallow query strings greater than 100 characters long the configuration would look
like:

For an allow list create an [AllowVerbs] section and add the list of verbs you want to allow. The allow list is case
sensitive and is evaluated before the deny list to remain conservative in the evaluation of rules.

For example, if you want to only allow GET, HEAD and POST verbs the configuration would look like:



[DenyVerbs]
PROPFIND
PROPPATCH
MKCOL
DELETE
PUT
COPY
MOVE
LOCK
UNLOCK
OPTIONS
SEARCH

Creating an allow or deny list of URI extensionsCreating an allow or deny list of URI extensions

[AllowExtensions]
.htm
.html

[DenyExtensions]
.exe
.com
.bat
.cmd

Creating a Deny List of HeadersCreating a Deny List of Headers

[DenyHeaders]
Transfer-Encoding

Creating a Deny List of URL SequencesCreating a Deny List of URL Sequences

For a deny list create a [DenyVerbs] section and add the list of verbs you want to disallow. The deny list is case
insensitive.

For example, if you want to disallow WebDAV verbs the configuration would look like:

For an allow list create an [AllowExtension] section and add the list of extensions you want to allow. The allow list
is case insensitive and is evaluated before the deny list.

For example, if you only want to allow .htm and .html files being served the configuration would look like:

For a deny list create a [DenyExtensions] section and add the list of extensions you want to disallow. The deny list
is case insensitive.

For example, if you want to disallow executables in your requests the configuration would look like:

To deny a list of headers create a [DenyHeaders] section and add the list of headers that you want to disallow. The
deny list is case insensitive.

For example, if you wanted to reject requests with the Transfer-Encoding header the configuration would look like:

To deny a list of URL sequences for all requests create a [DenyUrlSequences] section and add the list of strings
you want to disallow in the URL of your requests. The deny list is case insensitive and allows encoded values of the
format %XX, where XX are hexadecimal digits.

For example, if you wanted to deny any URL with ".." or "./" or a carriage return and line feed (CRLF) sequence the
configuration would look like:



[DenyUrlSequences]
..
./
%0D%0A

Creating a Deny List of Query String SequencesCreating a Deny List of Query String Sequences

[DenyQueryStringSequences]
<
>

Using UrlScan Logging

Configuring UrlScan for Logging Only ModeConfiguring UrlScan for Logging Only Mode

[Options]
RejectResponseUrl=/~*

Using Log Parser with UrlScan LogsUsing Log Parser with UrlScan Logs

NOTENOTE

You probably noticed the %0D%0A at the end of this list. UrlScan Version 3.1 lets you specify encoded values in
your sequences and 0x0D is the carriage return character and 0x0A is the line feed character.

To deny a list of query string sequences for all requests create a [DenyQueryStringSequences] section and add
the list of strings you want to disallow in the query string of your request. The deny list is case insensitive and
allows encoded values of the format %XX, where XX are hexadecimal digits.

For example, if you wanted to deny <script> tags in your query string and want to allow for whitespaces in
between the angle brackets, we can deny the angle bracket characters and the configuration would look like:

It is possible that you want to scan for both escaped and un-escaped versions of this pattern. So if someone were
to send a request like http://www.foo.com/id=%3C%53%43%52%49%50%54%3E where the <script> sequence
has been escaped, we would like to check the un-escaped version of this query string as well. To do this set
UnescapeQueryString=1 in the [Options] section. This will perform 2 passes when it checks for patterns in
query string, one for raw query string and one for the un-escaped query string.

UrlScan Version 3.1 uses W3C format for its log files so that users can write SQL like queries against their UrlScan
logs. This is especially useful for analyzing false positives for UrlScan configuration.

On a production server it is useful to see how a particular UrlScan configuration would behave, without actually
failing requests. For this purpose you can use UrlScan's logging only mode. To set this up make the following
configuration change in UrlScan.ini:

The RejectResponseUrl is used to send a custom response to something blocked by UrlScan. However when set to
the value above, it notifies UrlScan to go into logging only mode, where UrlScan will not block any requests, but
will log requests that would have been blocked otherwise.

Since UrlScanv3.1 uses W3C formatted logs, users can use Log Parser to query the log files. Log Parser comes
with a .chm documentation file that has information on how to use it. This section will provide a few examples
specific to UrlScan and will not attempt to cover everything possible using Log Parser.

For detailed information about querying UrlScan logs using LogParser, see the Data Mining URLScan 3 Logs using LogParser
2.2 topic.



LogParser –h –i:W3C <log filename>

Fields:
  LogFilename (S)      RowNumber (I)      Date (T)           Time (T)
  c-ip (S)             s-siteid (I)       cs-method (S)      cs-uri (S)
  x-action (S)         x-reason (S)       x-context (S)      cs-data (S)
  x-control (S)

Analyzing UrlScan Failures By SiteAnalyzing UrlScan Failures By Site

LogParser.exe -i:W3C "SELECT s-siteid, COUNT(*) FROM mylogfile.log GROUP BY s-siteid"

s-siteid COUNT(ALL *)
-------- ------------
1        15
2        2087
-        2

Analyzing UrlScan Failures By ReasonAnalyzing UrlScan Failures By Reason

LogParser.exe -i:W3C "SELECT x-reason, COUNT(*) FROM mylogfile.log GROUP BY x-reason"

x-reason                          COUNT(ALL *)
--------------------------------- ------------
rule+'Rule1'+triggered            2090
Invalid+config.+Error+0x8007000d. 2
URL+too+long                      1
query+string+too+long             1
verb+not+allowed                  2
disallowed+header                 2
extension+not+allowed             3
disallowed+query+string+sequence  2
URL+is+double+escaped             1

Analyzing UrlScan Failures for Malicious ClientsAnalyzing UrlScan Failures for Malicious Clients

LogParser.exe -i:W3C "SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*) FROM mylogfile.log GROUP BY c-ip"

To see all the data fields available in the logs you can run the command:

This command specifies that the log file specified by <log filename> is in W3C input format and will list out the
fields available for query. A sample output for this would look like:

To issue a query to find out how many failures you have per site you could issue the command:

This query would yield results like those below and can be used to determine which site is getting more UrlScan
failures.

To issue a query to get a distribution for the reason of failure you could issue the command:

This query would yield results like those below and can be used to analyze false positives because of a rule.

To issue a query to get a distribution of failures based on client IP addresses you could issue the command:

This query would yield results like those below and can be used to analyze malicious clients. You could then use IP
restrictions list to block out these malicious clients.



c-ip         COUNT(ALL *)
------------ ------------
::1          15
1.2.3.4      10
80.80.80.80  2077
-            2
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by Nazim Lala

The following section provides answers to frequently asked questions about UrlScan.

Question: What is UrlScan?

Answer: UrlScan is a security tool that screens all incoming requests to the server by filtering the requests based
on rules that are set by the administrator. Filtering requests helps secure the server by ensuring that only valid
requests are processed. UrlScan helps protect Web servers because most malicious attacks share a common
characteristic - they involve the use of a request that is unusual in some way. For instance, the request might be
extremely long, request an unusual action, be encoded using an alternate character set, or include character
sequences that are rarely seen in legitimate requests. By filtering unusual requests, UrlScan helps prevent such
requests from reaching the server and potentially causing damage.

Question: Will UrlScan work with my version of IIS?

Answer: That depends on your version of IIS and the version of UrlScan that you are attempting to install:

UrlScan 1.0 is no longer supported.
UrlScan 2.1 and UrlScan 2.0 are supported on IIS 5.0, IIS 5.1 and IIS 6.0.
UrlScan 2.5 is supported on IIS 5.0, IIS 5.1 and IIS 6.0, and IIS 7.0 and above.
UrlScan 3.1 and UrlScan 3.0 are supported on IIS 5.1, IIS 6.0, and IIS 7.0 and above.

Question: I'm already using UrlScan. Why should I download an updated version?

Answer: Microsoft always recommends installing the latest version of UrlScan because later versions of UrlScan
include new features that have been added to help improve the security of servers running IIS. A short list of these
new features are as follows:

Changing the log file directory (introduced in UrlScan 2.5)
Logging long URLs (introduced in UrlScan 2.5)
Restricting the size of requests (introduced in UrlScan 2.5)
Restricting the size of HTTP headers (introduced in UrlScan 2.5)
Configuring URLs that will bypass UrlScan filtering (introduced in UrlScan 3.0)
Creating custom filtering rules (introduced in UrlScan 3.0)
Specifying query strings that are always allowed or denied (introduced in UrlScan 3.0)
Denying requests that contain unescaped percent signs (introduced in UrlScan 3.1)

Question: Where are my UrlScan log files?

Answer: By default the log files are in %windir%\System32\Inetsrv\UrlScan\Logs  for both x86 and x64 installations.
Your UrlScan.ini file contains the LoggingDirectory key under the [Options] section that would point to an
absolute location to your log file directory or a relative path based on the location of your UrlScan.ini file. If you
have a custom folder and are not seeing any logs, it is likely that your IIS worker process does not have write
access to the logs folder. For IIS 6.0 grant IIS_WPG group write access to this folder, and for IIS 7.0 and above
grant the IIS_IUSRS group write access to this folder. If this is a pre existing folder make sure this directory does
not have any sensitive information that can be tampered. Also if you are on x64, file system redirection may affect
the custom path you are writing your logs to.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/urlscan-faq.md
https://github.com/naziml


Question: I have UrlScan v3.0 Beta or RTM right now. What will happen if I install v3.1?

Answer: The UrlScan v3.1 MSI will upgrade the UrlScan v3.0 Beta or RTM filters in the inetsrv directory. It will
leave your .ini configuration and log files intact and the RTW version will work against your previous configuration.
Since new sections have been added to the UrlScan v3.1, you can download the new default .ini file from here to
see what more it has to offer and add those to your existing configuration.

Question: I have UrlScan v2.5 right now. What will happen if I install v3.1?

Answer: UrlScan v3.1 will overwrite the pre-existing UrlScan v2.5 filter in the inetsrv directory. It will leave your old
UrlScan.ini file intact though and no changes will be needed for this .ini file to make it work with UrlScan v3.1. If
you need to restore UrlScan v2.5 you will need to re-install it from Microsoft Download Center.

Question: Has the log format for UrlScan changed?

Answer: UrlScan 3.1 and 3.0 have W3C formatted logs; you can use tools like Log Parser to query information in
these log files.

Question: How come I don't see any 500 errors in my W3SVC logs from UrlScan blocking requests?

Answer: UrlScan v3.1 failures result in 404 errors and not 500 errors. Searching for 404 errors in your W3SVC log
will include failures due to UrlScan blocking.

Question: How is this version different from the request filtering module in IIS 7.0 and above?

Answer: The request filtering module that shipped with Windows Server 2008 RTM does not have the ability to
filter based on query strings like UrlScan v3.1 does. Request Filtering module also does not allow you to specify
rules that apply to multiple parts of an HTTP request in one entity. However all the changes in UrlScan v3.x will be
incorporated into the request filtering module for an update release in the near future.

Question: I've already configured UrlScan for my site. What will happen to my current configuration
settings?

Answer: The installation packages for UrlScan Version 2.5 and later will only add new entries to your existing
configuration file. UrlScan supports all of the configuration settings from earlier versions of UrlScan.

Question: If UrlScan helps protect my server against certain vulnerabilities, is it still necessary to apply
security updates?

Answer: Yes. To help protect your server from any new or existing security vulnerabilities, Microsoft strongly
recommends that you evaluate and apply the latest security updates as soon as they are available.

https://www.iis.net/community/files/UrlScan/UrlScan-ini_v3.zipdownloads/files/UrlScan/UrlScan-ini_v31.zip
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=23D18937-DD7E-4613-9928-7F94EF1C902A&displaylang=en
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Getting Started
Downloading and Installing UrlScan and LogParserDownloading and Installing UrlScan and LogParser
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NOTENOTE

UrlScan Log FilesUrlScan Log Files
Locating your UrlScan Log FilesLocating your UrlScan Log Files

Log File NamesLog File Names

UrlScan.mmddyy.log

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft has released version 3.1 of UrlScan, and one of the great new features in this version is log files that
conform to the W3C Extended Log File Format. What this means to administrators is that they can now parse their
UrlScan activity using almost any common log utilities, including Microsoft's LogParser 2.2 utility, which is a
freeware utility from Microsoft that allows you to write SQL-style queries to extract useful information.

 

 

The download locations for UrlScan are listed in the "Getting UrlScan" section of the following topic:

https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/working-with-urlscan

There are separate downloads for 32-bit and 64-bit Windows.

LogParser is available from the following URL:

https://www.iis.net/go/1287

LogParser is a 32-bit application, but you can use it on a 64-bit Windows system.

While it's not essential, copying LogParser.exe to a folder in your PATH will allow you to run LogParser from any
folder on your system.

 

By default UrlScan installs to %WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv\UrlScan , and this is where your UrlScan.ini file should be
located. (If you installed to a different location, you would need to locate your installation by searching for your
UrlScan.ini file.) In the [Options] section of the UrlScan.ini file you should see an entry for LoggingDirectory
that is set "Logs" by default, which means that your default directory for UrlScan log files is 
%WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv\UrlScan\Logs .

UrlScan log files are named using the following syntax:

Where:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/data-mining-urlscan-3-logs-using-logparser-22.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/working-with-urlscan/index
http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/working-with-urlscan/index
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=24659


MM = MONTH

dd = Day

yy = Year

Log File FieldsLog File Fields

FIELD DESCRIPTION

Date Request date in YYYY-MM-DD format

Time Request time in UTC time

c-ip IP address of the client that made the request

s-siteid ID of the web site that received the request

cs-method HTTP method for the request

cs-uri URL for the request

x-action Action taken; for example: - Logged and allowed - Rejected

x-reason Reason for action; for example: - a request header was too
long - content length too long - disallowed header detected -
disallowed query string sequence detected - disallowed url
sequence detected - dot in path detected - extension not
allowed - failed urlscan rules - high bit character detected -
query string too long - second pass normalization failure - url
too long - verb not allowed

x-context Part of request that triggered the action; for example: -
Content-Length - file extension - HTTP_ALL_RAW - HTTP
method - query string - request headers - URL

cs-data The request data that triggered the action.

x-control Config control data that caused the trigger. For example, if a
request was rejected because of a deny string from a UrlScan
rule, the specific deny string will be listed.

Querying Data
Simple QueriesSimple Queries
Selecting EverythingSelecting Everything

logparser.exe "SELECT * FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:w3c

The following table lists the fields that are available:

 

 

The simplest (and least useful) query that you can issue is the following, which is listed here just to get us started:

Let's analyze what this query does:

1. Selects all fields ("SELECT *") from all records in all log files ("FROM UrlScan.*.log")



NOTENOTE

Selecting Specific Fields to QuerySelecting Specific Fields to Query

logparser.exe "SELECT date,time,c-ip,x-action FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:w3c

Exporting Logs into a Different FormatExporting Logs into a Different Format

logparser.exe "SELECT * INTO UrlScan.csv FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:w3c -o:csv

logparser.exe "SELECT * INTO UrlScan.tsv FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:w3c -o:tsv

Filtering QueriesFiltering Queries

Filtering based on IP AddressFiltering based on IP Address

logparser.exe "SELECT * FROM UrlScan.*.log WHERE c-ip='192.168.1.1'" -i:w3c

2. Specifies the log file input type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

Specifying the input file format as "W3C Format" is essential - without that step you would not be able to parse your UrlScan
logs.

You can restrict the amount of data that you see by specifying which fields to return:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects only four specific fields ("SELECT date,time,c-ip,x-action") from all records in all log files ("FROM
UrlScan.*.log")

2. Specifies the log file input type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

This allows you to greatly reduce the amount of information that you see in your results.

As mentioned earlier, selecting all of the records in all of your logs is probably not all that helpful, unless you were
interested in parsing your UrlScan information using another application, like Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access,
SQL Server, etc. In which case, you might want to export all of your data into a comma-delimited file like the
following example:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects all fields ("SELECT *") from all records in all log files ("FROM UrlScan.*.log")
2. Inserts from all records into a comma-delimited file ("INTO UrlScan.csv")
3. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")
4. Specifies the output file type as "CSV Format" ("-o:csv")

You could just as easily export into a tab-separated file using the following syntax:

 

One of the great things about LogParser and SQL queries in general is that you can filter the amount of data that
you see by specifying criteria using a WHERE clause. The following

For example, to see all of the requests from a specific client IP address, you could use the following syntax:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects all fields ("SELECT *") from all records in all log files ("FROM UrlScan.*.log")
2. Filters the results based on a specific client IP address ("WHERE c-ip='192.168.1.1'")



Filtering based on UrlScan ActionFiltering based on UrlScan Action

logparser.exe "SELECT * FROM UrlScan.*.log WHERE x-action='Rejected'" -i:w3c

Filtering based on UniquenessFiltering based on Uniqueness

logparser "SELECT DISTINCT c-ip FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:w3c

Grouping, Tabulating, and Sorting QueriesGrouping, Tabulating, and Sorting Queries
Counting Requests by FieldsCounting Requests by Fields

logparser.exe "SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*) FROM UrlScan.*.log GROUP BY c-ip" -i:w3c

Sorting Data by FieldsSorting Data by Fields

logparser.exe "SELECT x-action,x-reason,c-ip,cs-uri FROM UrlScan.*.log ORDER BY x-action,x-reason" -i:w3c

3. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

You can also filter based on UrlScan rejections using the following syntax:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects all fields ("SELECT *") from all records in all log files ("FROM UrlScan.*.log")
2. Filters the results where UrlScan rejected the request ("WHERE x-action='Rejected'")
3. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

You can filter the amount of data that you see by specifying which fields to return and grouping the data based on
uniqueness. This is done by adding the DISTINCT clause as seen in the following syntax:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects only the unique client IP addresses ("SELECT DISTINCT c-ip") from all records in all log files ("FROM
UrlScan.*.log")

2. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

 

Another great feature of SQL-style queries is the ability to tabulate data. The following example shows how
retrieve a count of requests based on the client IP address:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects only the client IP address and request count ("SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*)") from all records in all log files
("FROM UrlScan.*.log")

2. Groups the request count based on the client IP address ("GROUP BY c-ip")
3. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

You can reorder your results into something more useful using the ORDER BY clause, as illustrated in the
following example:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects four specific fields ("SELECT x-action,x-reason,c-ip,cs-uri") from all records in all log files ("FROM
UrlScan.*.log")

2. Sorts the data in ascending order based on the UrlScan action and reason for the action ("ORDER BY x-
action,x-reason")

3. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

 



Putting it All Together
Counting Requests by Client IP and Sorting Data by Request CountCounting Requests by Client IP and Sorting Data by Request Count

logparser.exe "SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*) AS c-request-count FROM UrlScan.*.log GROUP BY c-ip" -i:w3c

logparser.exe "SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*) AS c-request-count FROM UrlScan.*.log GROUP BY c-ip ORDER BY c-request-
count DESC" -i:w3c

Counting Rejected Requests based on the Reason for RejectionsCounting Rejected Requests based on the Reason for Rejections

logparser.exe "SELECT x-reason, COUNT(*) AS c-request-count FROM UrlScan.*.log WHERE x-action='Rejected' GROUP 
BY x-reason ORDER BY c-request-count DESC" -i:w3c

Splitting Requests into Separate Log Files based on Site IDSplitting Requests into Separate Log Files based on Site ID

logparser.exe "SELECT DISTINCT s-siteid INTO siteids.tsv FROM UrlScan.*.log" -i:W3C -o:tsv -headers:off

for /f %%a in (siteids.tsv) do (
   logparser.exe "SELECT * INTO W3SVC%%a.log FROM UrlScan.*.log WHERE s-siteid='%%a' ORDER BY date,time" -
i:W3C -o:w3c
)

 

Starting with the request count query from a previous example, you can rename the request count field to
something more useful using the AS clause, as illustrated in the following example:

This helps reorder the data based on the count, as shown in the following example:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects only the client IP address and request count ("SELECT c-ip, COUNT(*)") from all records in all log files
("FROM UrlScan.*.log")

2. Groups the request count based on the client IP address ("GROUP BY c-ip")
3. Sorts the data in descending order based on the request count ("ORDER BY c-request-count DESC")
4. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

 

While somewhat similar to the previous example, the following syntax will filter the results based on rejections and
count the number of times that each reason occurs:

Here's what this query does:

1. Selects only the reason and request count ("SELECT x-reason, COUNT(*)") from all records in all log files
("FROM UrlScan.*.log")

2. Filters the results based on rejections ("WHERE x-action='Rejected'")
3. Groups the request count based on the reason ("GROUP BY x-reason")
4. Sorts the data in descending order based on the request count ("ORDER BY c-request-count DESC")
5. Specifies the input file type as "W3C Format" ("-i:w3c")

 

UrlScan writes all log entries to a common log file, but you may want to see your data separated by site. The
following example splits your UrlScan logs into separate files by site by creating unique log files that are named for
each site ID. This example is a little more complex than previous examples, and is written as a batch file.

Here's what this batch file does:

1. Creates a tab-separated file that contains a list of unique site IDs
2. Creates a loop to step through the tab-separated file containing the site IDs



3. Selects all fields for the specific site ID and creates a new W3C format file for each site
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Getting UrlScan

by Nazim Lala

UrlScan is a security tool that restricts the types of HTTP requests that Microsoft Internet Information Services
(IIS) will process. By blocking specific HTTP requests, the UrlScan security tool helps prevent potentially harmful
requests from reaching the server. UrlScan is implemented as an ISAPI filter that screens and analyzes HTTP
requests as IIS receives them. When properly configured, UrlScan is effective at reducing the exposure of IIS to
potential Internet attacks.

Microsoft has now released UrlScan 3.1. This version updates earlier versions of UrlScan with additional features, including the
ability to filter requests based on query strings - which can help mitigate SQL injection and other attacks that use a query
string payload, and the ability to created custom rules that scan parts of your HTTP requests.

Administrators may configure UrlScan to reject HTTP requests based on the following criteria:

The HTTP request method or verb
The file name extension of the requested resource
Suspicious URL encoding
Presence of non-ASCII characters in the URL
Presence of specified character sequences in the URL
Presence of specified headers in the request

When UrlScan denies a request it will log the action and the reason for the denial, along with additional
information about the request – typically, the complete URL and IP address of the source of the request. When a
denial occurs, IIS sends a "404 Object not found" response to the client. This simple response reduces the
possibility of inadvertently disclosing information about the server to a possible attacker.

To download and install UrlScan 3.1, click on the appropriate download link for your environment:

Download the x86 version from Microsoft Download Center.
Download the x64 version from Microsoft Download Center.

UrlScan 3.1 works with the following IIS versions:

IIS 5.1 on Windows XP
IIS 6.0 on Windows Server 2003
IIS 7.0 and above on Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/urlscan-overview.md
https://github.com/naziml
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/urlscan
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/urlscan
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UrlScan 3.1 Overview

UrlScan Version 3.1 FeaturesUrlScan Version 3.1 Features

New FeaturesNew Features

Features Ported from UrlScan Version 2.5Features Ported from UrlScan Version 2.5

While UrlScan 3.1 might work with IIS 4.0 on Windows NT 4.0 and IIS 5.0 on Windows 2000, these products are no longer
supported by Microsoft. For more information about Microsoft's list of supported products, see Microsoft's Support Lifecycle
Policy.

This section provides a quick look at how to use UrlScan Version 3.1. If you have used UrlScan Version 2.5, be sure
to check out the New Features section. Please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions if you have any questions
or concerns. If you do not find the information you are looking for, please post to the IIS 7 security forums on
IIS.net.

UrlScan Version 3.1 is an upgrade to UrlScan Version 2.5 which was originally released as part of the IIS
Lockdown Tool. UrlScan Version 3.1 maintains compatibility with its predecessor, so if you have a configuration file
for the older version, you can use your existing configuration file with UrlScan Version 3.1 and the behavior will be
identical. Like its predecessor, UrlScan Version 3.1 is an ISAPI filter that reads configuration from a UrlScan.ini file
and restricts certain types of requests (enumerated in UrlScan.ini) from being executed by IIS. An IIS web server
administrator can add, modify and extend UrlScan configuration to further restrict the types of HTTP requests that
will be served by IIS. By filtering unusual requests, UrlScan will help prevent such requests from reaching
application code, where they may potentially cause damage to the application or server. UrlScan Version 3.1 will
install for IIS 5.1 and later, including IIS 7.0 and above for Windows Server 2008.

UrlScan Version 3.1 maintains feature and functionality parity with its predecessor (UrlScan Version 2.5). The
configuration format is the same, but includes a few additional sections that can be used for the new features. If
you are currently using UrlScan Version 2.5, you can use the same UrlScan.ini configuration file with UrlScan
Version 3.1.

Deny rules can now be independently applied to query string, all headers, a particular header, URL or a
combination of these.
A global DenyQueryString section in configuration lest you add deny rules for query strings with the option of
checking the un-escaped version of the query string as well.
A global AlwaysAllowedUrls section in configuration lets you specify safe URLs that will bypass all URL based
checks. This feature has been added post UrlScan Version 3.0 Beta.
A global AlwaysAllowedQueryStrings section in configuration lets you specify safe query strings that will
bypass all query string checks. This feature has been added post UrlScan Version 3.0 Beta.
Using escape sequences (like %0A%0D) can now be used in deny rules so it is possible to deny CRLF and other
sequences involving non-printable characters.
Multiple UrlScan instances can now be installed as site filters, each with its own configuration and rules
(UrlScan.ini).
Configuration (UrlScan.ini) change notifications will be propagated to IIS worker processes so you won't have
to recycle your worker processes after making a configuration change. Logging settings are the only exception
to this.
Enhanced W3C formatted logging that will give descriptive configuration errors in the Remarks header. This
feature has been added post UrlScan Version 3.0 Beta, which did not have W3C formatted logs.

Here is a quick summary of the features in UrlScan Version 2.5.

Block requests from being executed by IIS based on HTTP Verbs, HTML Encoding, URI Extension, URL
sequences and size of request.

https://support.microsoft.com/lifecycle/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/working-with-urlscan/index
https://forums.iis.net/1043.aspx


More Information

Ability to change log file directory.
Ability to log long URLs (>1024 bytes) up to 128 Kb.

Please check the UrlScan Version 2 Reference for more information.

For additional information about using UrlScan:

See blogs about UrlScan Version 3.1 from Wade Hilmo.

Post queries about the tool on the IIS security forums:

IIS 5.x and IIS 6.0
IIS 7.0 and IIS 7.5

https://forums.iis.net/1031.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1043.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/wadeh/archive/2008/10/31/UrlScan-3-1.aspx
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Installing UrlScan 1.0
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by Robert McMurray

UrlScan 1.0 has been replaced by UrlScan 3.1 and should not be used. If you are using UrlScan 1.0, you should download and
install the latest version. The information on this page is included only as a reference.

UrlScan 1.0 was the first version of UrlScan that Microsoft released as an ISAPI filter sample that helped reduce
the attack surface for IIS versions 4.0 and 5.0. UrlScan 1.0 allows Web server administrations to define the list of
HTTP verbs, headers, file name extensions, and character sequences that are allowed or denied on their servers.
UrlScan 1.0 consists of the UrlScan ISAPI filter named UrlScan.dll and a configuration file named UrlScan.ini.

Installing UrlScan 1.0
Using UrlScan 1.0
UrlScan.ini Sections

[Options] Section
[AllowVerbs] Section
[DenyVerbs] Section
[DenyHeaders] Section
[AllowExtensions] Section
[DenyExtensions] Section
[DenyUrlSequences] Section

 

UrlScan 1.0 required manual installation for IIS. The following steps will lead you through the steps to install
UrlScan as a global ISAPI filter.

UrlScan may be installed as a site filter, but Microsoft recommends that UrlScan is installed as a global filter so that its
functionality applies to the entire server.

1. Copy UrlScan.dll and UrlScan.ini into a local directory on the server. While it is not required, the suggested
directory is:
%SystemRoot%\System32\Inetsrv\UrlScan

2. Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager:

Open the Windows Control Panel.
Double-click Administrative Tools.
Double-click Internet Information Services.

3. Open the global-level properties for your version of IIS:

For IIS 4.0 or IIS 5.0:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/urlscan-1-reference.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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UrlScan.ini Sections
[Options] Section[Options] Section

Enabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini SectionsEnabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini Sections

USEALLOWVERBS

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
USEALLOWVERBS IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL READ THE
[ALLOWVERBS] SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT ANY
REQUEST CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB THAT IS NOT EXPLICITLY
LISTED. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL READ THE [DENYVERBS]
SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT ANY REQUEST
CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB LISTED. NOTE: THE [ALLOWVERBS]
SECTION IS CASE SENSITIVE, BUT THE [DENYVERBS] SECTION IS NOT
CASE SENSITIVE.

UseAllowExtensions Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UseAllowExtensions is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will read the
[AllowExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the URL
is not explicitly listed. If set to 0, UrlScan will read the
[DenyExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the
request is listed. Note: The [AllowExtensions] and
[DenyExtensions] sections are both case insensitive.

URL Scanning OptionsURL Scanning Options

4. Choose the ISAPI Filters tab.
5. Click Add.

7. Click OK to close each dialog that is open.
8. Restart the web service.

Right-click the server name and select Properties.
Ensure that WWW Service is displayed in the Master Properties drop down list, and click Edit.

For IIS 5.1 or IIS 6.0:

Right-click the Web Sites node and select Properties.

6. When the ISAPI filter properties dialog is displayed, enter the following information:

Enter "UrlScan" in the Filter Name box.
Enter the full path to the UrlScan.dll file in the Executable box.

 

You configure UrlScan's operation by setting options in the UrlScan.ini file. This file should reside in the same
directory as UrlScan.dll, and it contains the sections and options that are listed below.

For performance reasons, UrlScan only reads the UrlScan.ini file when IIS first loads the ISAPI filter. If you make changes to the
UrlScan.ini file, you will need to stop and start the World-Wide-Web Publishing Service before your changes will be effective.

Warning: The default options built into UrlScan.dll will result in a configuration that will reject all requests to the
server, therefore it is necessary to provide a UrlScan.ini file for IIS to serve HTTP requests when you are using
UrlScan. A sample UrlScan.ini file is provided that contains several recommended settings to defend against
known attacks on IIS servers.

 

 

The [Options] section of a UrlScan.ini file contains a list of name/value pairs that define the general behavior for
UrlScan. A few of the settings enable or disable other sections in the UrlScan.ini file.



NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF ITS
ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE: ONLY
ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE
ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS OPTION TO 0, AS DOING
SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER TO CANONICALIZATION
ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS OF THE URL
EX TENSIONS.

VerifyNormalization Allowed values are 0 or 1. The Default value for
VerifyNormalization is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan verifies
normalization of the URL. This action will defend against
canonicalization attacks, where a URL contains a double
encoded string in the URL. For example, the string "%252e" is
a double encoded dot '.' character because "%25" decodes to a
'%' character, the first pass decoding of "%252e" results in
"%2e", which can be decoded a second time into a single dot '.'
string. If set to 0, UrlScan will not verify normalization of the
URL. Note: This option is dependent on the
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan option.

AllowHighBitCharacters Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowHighBitCharacters is 1. If set to 1, then UrlScan will allow
any byte to exist in the URL. If set to 0, then UrlScan will reject
any request where the URL contains a character outside of the
ASCII character set. Note: This feature can defend against
UNICODE or UTF-8 based attacks, but will also reject
legitimate requests on IIS servers that use a non-ASCII code
page.

AllowDotInPath Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowDotInPath is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will allow requests that
contain multiple instances of the dot (.) character in the URL. If
set to 0, UrlScan will reject requests that contain multiple
instances of the dot (.) character in the URL. Note: Because
UrlScan operates at a level where IIS has not yet parsed the
URL, it is not possible to determine in all cases whether a dot
character denotes the extension or whether it is a part of the
directory path or filename of the URL. For the purposes of
extension analysis, UrlScan will always assume that an
extension is the part of the URL beginning after the last dot in
the string and ending at the first question mark or slash
character after the dot or the end of the string. Setting
AllowDotInPath to 0 defends against the case where an
attacker uses path info to hide the true extension of the
request; for example, "/path/TruePart.asp/FalsePart.htm".
Setting AllowDotInPath to 0 also causes UrlScan to deny any
request that contains a dot in a directory or file name.

Logging OptionsLogging Options

ENABLELOGGING

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
ENABLELOGGING IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL LOG ITS
ACTIONS IN A FILE CALLED URLSCAN.LOG THAT WILL BE CREATED
IN THE SAME DIRECTORY THAT CONTAINS URLSCAN.DLL. IF SET TO
0, URLSCAN WILL NOT LOG ANY ACTIVITY.



PerProcessLogging Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of
PerProcessLogging is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will append the
process ID of the IIS process that is hosting UrlScan.dll to the
log file name; for example, UrlScan.1234.log. This feature is
helpful for IIS versions that can host filters in more than 1
process concurrently, such as IIS 6.0 and later. If set to 0,
UrlScan will log all activity in UrlScan.log.

ENABLELOGGING

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
ENABLELOGGING IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL LOG ITS
ACTIONS IN A FILE CALLED URLSCAN.LOG THAT WILL BE CREATED
IN THE SAME DIRECTORY THAT CONTAINS URLSCAN.DLL. IF SET TO
0, URLSCAN WILL NOT LOG ANY ACTIVITY.

HTTP Server Header ManipulationHTTP Server Header Manipulation

REMOVESERVERHEADER

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
REMOVESERVERHEADER IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL REMOVE
THE SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES, AND THE VALUE OF
ALTERNATESERVERNAME WILL BE IGNORED. IF SET TO 0, IIS WILL
RETURN THE DEFAULT SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES. NOTE:
THIS FEATURE IS ONLY AVAILABLE IF URLSCAN IS INSTALLED ON IIS
4.0 OR LATER.

AlternateServerName Allowed value is a string. The default value for
AlternateServerName is an empty string. If you specify a value
for AlternateServerName and RemoveServerHeader is set to 0,
then IIS will replace its default "Server:" header in all responses
with the AlternateServerName value. If RemoveServerHeader is
set to 1, the value of AlternateServerName will be ignored.
Note: This feature is only available if UrlScan is installed on IIS
4.0 or later.

Ex a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

[Options]
UseAllowVerbs=1          ; Use the [AllowVerbs] section.
UseAllowExtensions=0     ; Use the [DenyExtensions] section.
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan=1 ; Normalize a URL before processing.
VerifyNormalization=1    ; Normalize a URL twice and reject request if a change occurs.
AllowHighBitCharacters=0 ; Deny high bit characters in URL.
AllowDotInPath=0         ; Deny dots that are not file name extensions.
RemoveServerHeader=0     ; Do not remove the "Server" header from response.
EnableLogging=1          ; Log UrlScan activity.
PerProcessLogging=0      ; Do not create log files for each process.

[AllowVerbs] Section[AllowVerbs] Section

Ex a m p l e  [A l l o w Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [A l l o w Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o n

[AllowVerbs]
HEAD      ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
GET       ; Allow most HTTP requests.
POST      ; Allow posting data to applications.
OPTIONS   ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.

The following example [Options] section configures several recommended settings for UrlScan:

 

The [AllowVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 1 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains an HTTP verb that is not explicitly listed in this section. The
entries in this section are case sensitive.

The following example [AllowVerbs] section configures UrlScan to allow basic HTTP functionality:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 1 in the [Options] section.



[DenyVerbs] Section[DenyVerbs] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyVerbs]
TRACE     ; Deny HTTP tracing.
PUT       ; Deny uploading files.
DELETE    ; Deny deleting files.
MKCOL     ; Deny creating folders/collections.
COPY      ; Deny copying files.
MOVE      ; Deny moving files.
LOCK      ; Deny locking resources.
UNLOCK    ; Deny unlocking resources.
PROPFIND  ; Deny property queries.
PROPPATCH ; Deny setting properties.
SEARCH    ; Deny protocol-based searches.

[DenyHeaders] Section[DenyHeaders] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y H e a d e r s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y H e a d e r s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyHeaders]
Translate:  ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
If:         ; Allow most HTTP requests.
Lock-Token: ; Allow posting data to applications.

[AllowExtensions] Section[AllowExtensions] Section

Ex a m p l e  [A l l o w Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [A l l o w Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

[AllowExtensions]
.htm    ; Allow HTML files.
.html   ; Allow HTML files.
.txt    ; Allow text files.
.jpg    ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.jpeg   ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.gif    ; Allow GIF graphics.

[DenyExtensions] Section[DenyExtensions] Section

 

The [DenyVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 0 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains a a verb that is listed in this section. The entries in this section
are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyVerbs] section configures UrlScan to deny several of the HTTP methods that are not
required for basic HTTP functionality, such as WebDAV methods:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyHeaders] section contains a list of request headers in the form "header-name:". Any request containing a
request header listed in this section will be rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyHeaders] section configures UrlScan to deny several HTTP headers that are used with
WebDAV requests:

 

The [AllowExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=1
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension not explicitly listed here is
rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [AllowExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 1 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=0
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension listed here is rejected. The



Ex a m p l e  [D e n y Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyExtensions]
.asp     ; Deny ASP requests.
.asa     ; Deny ASA requests.
.inc     ; Deny include files.
.cdx     ; Deny certificate requests.
.cer     ; Deny certificate requests.
.config  ; Deny configuration files.
.exe     ; Deny executable files.
.bat     ; Deny batch files.
.cmd     ; Deny batch files.
.com     ; Deny executable files.
.htw     ; Deny Index Server hit highlighting.
.ida     ; Deny HTTP-based Index Server administration.
.idq     ; Deny Index Server queries.
.htr     ; Deny legacy IIS password changing requests.
.idc     ; Deny legacy database access requests.
.shtm    ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.shtml   ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.stm     ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.printer ; Deny Internet-based printing.
.ini     ; Deny configuration files.
.log     ; Deny log files.
.pol     ; Deny policy files.
.dat     ; Deny configuration files.
.mdb     ; Deny Microsoft Access databases.
.ldb     ; Deny Microsoft Access lock files.
.mdf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL databases.
.ldf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL log files.

[DenyUrlSequences] Section[DenyUrlSequences] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y U r l Se q u e n c e s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y U r l Se q u e n c e s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyUrlSequences]
..    ; Deny directory traversals.
./    ; Deny trailing dot on a directory name.
\     ; Deny backslashes in URL.
:     ; Deny access to alternate streams.
%     ; Deny escaping after normalization.
&     ; Deny running multiple CGI processes on a single request.

entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyUrlSequences] section contains a list of character sequences that UrlScan will deny if they appear in a
URL. For example, two dots ".." indicate a parent path, which a hacker might try to use to gain access to files
outside of a Web site's content area.

The following example [DenyUrlSequences] section configures UrlScan to deny several URL sequences that could
be used to attack your server :
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Installing UrlScan 2.x
Installing UrlScan 2.0 or UrlScan 2.1Installing UrlScan 2.0 or UrlScan 2.1

by Robert McMurray

UrlScan 2.x has been replaced by UrlScan 3.1. If you are using UrlScan 2.x, you should download and install the latest version.
The information on this page is presented for reference purposes.

Microsoft released UrlScan 2.0 and UrlScan 2.1 as part of the IIS Lockdown Tool, which was a more
comprehensive approach to reducing the surface attack area for Web servers that used IIS versions 4.0, 5.0, and
5.1. The IIS Lockdown Tool was a wizard that server administrators would use to customize the content types,
script mapping, system permissions, and virtual directories that their Web servers will use. The IIS Lockdown
included the option to install UrlScan as an additional security measure, and included several configuration
templates for UrlScan that addressed several installation environments for IIS, such as installing IIS with Exchange
Server, BizTalk Server, and SharePoint.

Microsoft later released UrlScan 2.5 as a separate download, which added request limits to the list of features.
Request limits allow administrators to configure the maximum size for request elements, such as content length,
URLs, and query strings.

Using UrlScan 2.x

Installing UrlScan 2.x

Installing UrlScan 2.0 or UrlScan 2.1
Installing UrlScan 2.5

UrlScan.ini Sections

[Options] Section
[AllowVerbs] Section
[DenyVerbs] Section
[DenyHeaders] Section
[AllowExtensions] Section
[DenyExtensions] Section
[DenyUrlSequences] Section
[RequestLimits] Section

 

 

UrlScan 2.0 and UrlScan 2.1 are installed as part of the IIS Lockdown Tool.

For more information about installing the IIS Lockdown Tool, see the IIS Lockdown Tool download pages at the
following URL:

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=dde9efc0-bb30-47eb-9a61-fd755d23cdec

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/urlscan-2-reference.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=dde9efc0-bb30-47eb-9a61-fd755d23cdec
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FILE/DIRECTORY PERMISSIONS

..\inetsrv\UrlScan\UrlScan.dll Read and Execute (set on IIS 6.0 only): LocalService, IIS_WPG,
and NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

..\inetsrv\UrlScan\UrlScan.ini Read (set on IIS 6.0 only): IIS_WPG, LocalService, and
NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

UrlScan 2.5 installs as a clean install on a computer running IIS 5.1 or later. Upgrade scenarios are also supported.

To Install UrlScan 2.5

1. Download the Setup.exe file for UrlScan 2.5 from the following URL to your computer:
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=23d18937-dd7e-4613-9928-7f94ef1c902a

2. Double-click the Setup.exe icon to begin the installation process.
3. Review the agreement in the UrlScan Installer Package End User Agreement and then click Yes to accept the

agreement and continue. If you click No, the installer will close.
4. When the installer completes, the following message is displayed: "UrlScan has been successfully installed."

Click OK to close the installer.

To Uninstall UrlScan

1. In Control Panel, double-click Add or Remove Programs.
2. Select UrlScan 2.5 and then click the Change/Remove button.
3. When UrlScan 2.5 has been removed from your server, the following message is displayed: "UrlScan has been

successfully uninstalled."
4. Click OK to complete the uninstall process.

Understanding the UrlScan 2.5 Installer

When installing UrlScan 2.5, the UrlScan 2.5 installer does the following:

Installs the UrlScan.dll and UrlScan.ini files in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan  directory. If UrlScan is
already installed on the computer, the UrlScan.ini file is updated with any new settings that are not present in
the current configuration file.
Adds UrlScan as a global filter to IIS.
Creates a %windir%\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan\Logs  directory.

When installing UrlScan on a server running IIS 6.0, the UrlScan 2.5 installer makes some additional changes that
enable UrlScan 2.5 to work with the new IIS 6.0 process model. These changes are as follows:

PerProcessLogging is set to 1 in the UrlScan.ini file. This ensures that two UrlScan processes do not write to
the log file at the same time.
UrlScan is marked as cache-aware in the metabase. This ensures that two or more worker processes that are
running UrlScan do not write to the log file at the same time.
The new log directory, which is a subdirectory located under the ..\inetsrv\UrlScan directory, ensures that the
UrlScan directory does not get cluttered with all of the log files that the PerProcessLogging option will create.

When installing UrlScan 2.5 on IIS, the installer sets permissions for UrlScan.dll, UrlScan.ini, and the log file. When
installing UrlScan 2.5 on IIS 6.0, the installer sets additional permissions on the same files to allow UrlScan 2.5 to
work with IIS 6.0 worker process isolation mode. Table 2 lists the IIS permissions that are set when UrlScan 2.5 is
installed.

Table 2: UrlScan 2.5 IIS 6.0 Permissions

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=23d18937-dd7e-4613-9928-7f94ef1c902a


..\inetsrv\UrlScan\logs Read and Write (set on IIS 6.0 only): IIS_WPG, LocalService,
and NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

FILE/DIRECTORY PERMISSIONS

Using UrlScan 2.x
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UrlScan.ini Sections
[Options] Section[Options] Section

Enabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini SectionsEnabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini Sections

USEALLOWVERBS

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
USEALLOWVERBS IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL READ THE
[ALLOWVERBS] SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT ANY
REQUEST CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB THAT IS NOT EXPLICITLY
LISTED. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL READ THE [DENYVERBS]
SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT ANY REQUEST
CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB LISTED. NOTE: THE [ALLOWVERBS]
SECTION IS CASE SENSITIVE, BUT THE [DENYVERBS] SECTION IS
NOT CASE SENSITIVE.

UseAllowExtensions Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UseAllowExtensions is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will read the
[AllowExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the URL
is not explicitly listed. If set to 0, UrlScan will read the
[DenyExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the
request is listed. Note: The [AllowExtensions] and
[DenyExtensions] sections are both case insensitive.

URL Scanning OptionsURL Scanning Options

If a version of UrlScan is detected on the computer, the installation will be considered an upgrade. In the upgrade
scenario, the changes that the installer makes will be the same as for a clean installation unless you have
configured a custom log directory. If you have defined a different location for the UrlScan logs, then the new logs
directory will not be created.

 

You configure UrlScan's operation by setting options in the UrlScan.ini file. This file should reside in the same
directory as UrlScan.dll, and it contains the sections and options that are listed below.

For performance reasons, UrlScan only reads the UrlScan.ini file when IIS first loads the ISAPI filter. If you make changes to
the UrlScan.ini file, you will need to stop and start the World-Wide-Web Publishing Service before your changes will be
effective.

Warning: The default options built into UrlScan.dll will result in a configuration that will reject all requests to the
server, therefore it is necessary to provide a UrlScan.ini file for IIS to serve HTTP requests when you are using
UrlScan. A sample UrlScan.ini file is provided that contains the recommended settings to defend against known
attacks against IIS servers at the time of writing.

 

 

The [Options] section of a UrlScan.ini file contains a list of name/value pairs that define the general behavior for
UrlScan. A few of the settings enable or disable other sections in the UrlScan.ini file.



NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF
ITS ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE:
ONLY ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS OPTION
TO 0, AS DOING SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER TO
CANONICALIZATION ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS OF
THE URL EX TENSIONS.

VerifyNormalization Allowed values are 0 or 1. The Default value for
VerifyNormalization is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan verifies
normalization of the URL. This action will defend against
canonicalization attacks, where a URL contains a double
encoded string in the URL. For example, the string "%252e" is
a double encoded dot '.' character because "%25" decodes to
a '%' character, the first pass decoding of "%252e" results in
"%2e", which can be decoded a second time into a single dot '.'
string. If set to 0, then UrlScan will not verify normalization of
the URL. Note: This option is dependent on the
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan option.

AllowHighBitCharacters Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowHighBitCharacters is 1. If set to 1, then UrlScan will allow
any byte to exist in the URL. If set to 0, UrlScan will reject any
request where the URL contains a character outside of the
ASCII character set. Note: This feature can defend against
UNICODE or UTF-8 based attacks, but will also reject
legitimate requests on IIS servers that use a non-ASCII code
page.

AllowDotInPath Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowDotInPath is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will allow requests
that contain multiple instances of the dot (.) character in the
URL. If set to 0, UrlScan will reject requests that contain
multiple instances of the dot (.) character in the URL. Note:
Because UrlScan operates at a level where IIS has not yet
parsed the URL, it is not possible to determine in all cases
whether a dot character denotes the extension or whether it is
a part of the directory path or filename of the URL. For the
purposes of extension analysis, UrlScan will always assume
that an extension is the part of the URL beginning after the
last dot in the string and ending at the first question mark or
slash character after the dot or the end of the string. Setting
AllowDotInPath to 0 defends against the case where an
attacker uses path info to hide the true extension of the
request (for example, something like
"/path/TruePart.asp/FalsePart.htm"). Setting AllowDotInPath to
0 also causes UrlScan to deny any request that contains a dot
in a directory or file name.

AllowLateScanning Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowLateScanning is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will register itself as
a low priority filter. This will allow other ISAPI filters to modify
the URL before UrlScan performs any analysis. If set to 0,
UrlScan runs as a high priority filter. Note: In addition to the
value of AllowLateScanning, it may be necessary to ensure
that UrlScan is listed lower on the list of ISAPI filters for the
server. For example, the FrontPage Server Extensions require
that AllowLateScanning is set to 1 and that UrlScan is lower
on the filter load order list than the Fpexedll.dll ISAPI filter.
Note: This feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.



UseFastPathReject Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UseFastPathReject is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will return a short
404 response to the client in cases where it rejects a request.
Note: Using UseFastPathReject is faster than using the
RejectResponseUrl option, but IIS cannot return a custom 404
response or log many parts of the request into the IIS log,
even though the UrlScan log file will contain complete
information about the rejected request. Note: This feature
was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

RejectResponseUrl Allowed value is a string. The default value for
RejectResponseUrl is /<Rejected-By-UrlScan>. The value for
RejectResponseUrl is a URL in the form "/path/filename.ext".
When UrlScan rejects a request, it will process the specified
URL, which needs to be local to the Web site for the request
that is being analyzed by UrlScan. The specified URL can have
the same extension as the rejected URL; for example, ".asp".
Note: UrlScan creates the following server variables that can
be used by the specified URL in determining the nature of the
rejected request and to allow flexibility in returning the actual
response to the client: - HTTP_UrlScan_STATUS_HEADER -
Contains the reason the request is being rejected. -
HTTP_UrlScan_ORIGINAL_VERB - Contains the original verb
from the request that is being rejected. -
HTTP_UrlScan_ORIGINAL_URL - Contains the original URL
from the request that is being rejected. UrlScan appends the
URL of the request that is being rejected as a query string to
the location specified by RejectReponseUrl. If IIS is configured
to log request query strings, the URL of the rejected request
can be found in the IIS log in addition to the UrlScan log.
There is a special value for RejectResponseUrl that can be used
to put UrlScan into "Logging Only Mode." If you set the value
of RejectResponseUrl to /~*, UrlScan performs all of the
configured scanning and logs the results, however, it will allow
IIS to serve the page even if it would normally be rejected.
This mode is useful if you would like to test UrlScan.ini settings
without actually rejecting any requests, and the log entries in
the UrlScan log file will indicate that requests are not being
rejected. Note: This feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF
ITS ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE:
ONLY ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS OPTION
TO 0, AS DOING SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER TO
CANONICALIZATION ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS OF
THE URL EX TENSIONS.

Logging OptionsLogging Options

ENABLELOGGING

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
ENABLELOGGING IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL LOG ITS
ACTIONS IN A FILE CALLED URLSCAN.LOG THAT WILL BE CREATED
IN THE SAME DIRECTORY THAT CONTAINS URLSCAN.DLL. IF SET TO
0, URLSCAN WILL NOT LOG ANY ACTIVITY.



PerProcessLogging Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of
PerProcessLogging is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will append the
process ID of the IIS process that is hosting UrlScan.dll to the
log file name; for example, UrlScan.1234.log. This feature is
helpful for IIS versions that can host filters in more than 1
process concurrently, such as IIS 6.0 and later. If set to 0,
UrlScan will log all activity in UrlScan.log.

PerDayLogging Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of PerDayLogging
is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan creates a new log file each day and
appends a date to the log file name; for example,
UrlScan.101501.log. If set to 0, UrlScan opens a single file
called UrlScan.log, or UrlScan.nnnn.log, where nnnn is the
process ID when PerProcessLogging is set to 1. Note: When
PerDayLogging is set to 1, a log file is created for the current
day when the first log entry is written for that day. If no
UrlScan activity occurs, a log file will not be created for that
day. If both PerDayLogging and PerProcessLogging are set to
1, the log file name contains the date and a process ID in the
name; for example, UrlScan.101501.123.log. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

LogLongUrls Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of LogLongUrls is
0. If set to 1, then URLs up to 128 KB per request can be
logged. If set to 0, then only URLs up to 1 KB is allowed per
request. Note: This feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.5.

LoggingDirectory Allowed value is a string. The default value for
LoggingDirectory is 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan\logs . Use

LoggingDirectory to specify the absolute path to the directory
where the UrlScan log files will be created. If you do not
specify a path, UrlScan will create log files in the same
directory where the UrlScan.dll file is located. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.5.

ENABLELOGGING

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
ENABLELOGGING IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL LOG ITS
ACTIONS IN A FILE CALLED URLSCAN.LOG THAT WILL BE CREATED
IN THE SAME DIRECTORY THAT CONTAINS URLSCAN.DLL. IF SET TO
0, URLSCAN WILL NOT LOG ANY ACTIVITY.

HTTP Server Header ManipulationHTTP Server Header Manipulation

REMOVESERVERHEADER

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
REMOVESERVERHEADER IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL REMOVE
THE SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES, AND THE VALUE OF
ALTERNATESERVERNAME WILL BE IGNORED. IF SET TO 0, IIS WILL
RETURN THE DEFAULT SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES. NOTE:
THIS FEATURE IS ONLY AVAILABLE IF URLSCAN IS INSTALLED ON
IIS 4.0 OR LATER.

AlternateServerName Allowed value is a string. The default value for
AlternateServerName is an empty string. If you specify a value
for AlternateServerName and RemoveServerHeader is set to 0,
then IIS will replace its default "Server:" header in all responses
with the AlternateServerName value. If RemoveServerHeader
is set to 1, the value of AlternateServerName will be ignored.
Note: This feature is only available if UrlScan is installed on IIS
4.0 or later.

Ex a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

The following example [Options] section configures several recommended settings for UrlScan:



[Options]
UseAllowVerbs=1          ; Use the [AllowVerbs] section.
UseAllowExtensions=0     ; Use the [DenyExtensions] section.
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan=1 ; Normalize a URL before processing.
VerifyNormalization=1    ; Normalize a URL twice and reject request if a change occurs.
AllowHighBitCharacters=0 ; Deny high bit characters in URL.
AllowDotInPath=0         ; Deny dots that are not file name extensions.
RemoveServerHeader=0     ; Do not remove the "Server" header from response.
EnableLogging=1          ; Log UrlScan activity.
PerProcessLogging=0      ; Do not create log files for each process.
AllowLateScanning=0      ; Load UrlScan as a high priority filter.
PerDayLogging=1          ; UrlScan will create a new log file each day.
RejectResponseUrl=       ; Default is /<Rejected-by-UrlScan>
UseFastPathReject=0      ; Use the RejectResponseUrl or allow IIS to log the request.
LogLongUrls=1            ; Log URLs up to 128 KB per request.

[AllowVerbs] Section[AllowVerbs] Section

Ex a m p l e  [A l l o w Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [A l l o w Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o n

[AllowVerbs]
HEAD      ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
GET       ; Allow most HTTP requests.
POST      ; Allow posting data to applications.
OPTIONS   ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.

[DenyVerbs] Section[DenyVerbs] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y Ve r b s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyVerbs]
TRACE     ; Deny HTTP tracing.
PUT       ; Deny uploading files.
DELETE    ; Deny deleting files.
MKCOL     ; Deny creating folders/collections.
COPY      ; Deny copying files.
MOVE      ; Deny moving files.
LOCK      ; Deny locking resources.
UNLOCK    ; Deny unlocking resources.
PROPFIND  ; Deny property queries.
PROPPATCH ; Deny setting properties.
SEARCH    ; Deny protocol-based searches.

[DenyHeaders] Section[DenyHeaders] Section

 

The [AllowVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 1 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains an HTTP verb that is not explicitly listed in this section. The
entries in this section are case sensitive.

The following example [AllowVerbs] section configures UrlScan to allow basic HTTP functionality:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 1 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 0 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains a a verb that is listed in this section. The entries in this section
are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyVerbs] section configures UrlScan to deny several of the HTTP methods that are not
required for basic HTTP functionality, such as WebDAV methods:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyHeaders] section contains a list of request headers in the form "header-name:". Any request containing a
request header listed in this section will be rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.



Ex a m p l e  [D e n y H e a d e r s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y H e a d e r s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyHeaders]
Translate:  ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
If:         ; Allow most HTTP requests.
Lock-Token: ; Allow posting data to applications.

[AllowExtensions] Section[AllowExtensions] Section

Ex a m p l e  [A l l o w Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [A l l o w Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

[AllowExtensions]
.htm    ; Allow HTML files.
.html   ; Allow HTML files.
.txt    ; Allow text files.
.jpg    ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.jpeg   ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.gif    ; Allow GIF graphics.

[DenyExtensions] Section[DenyExtensions] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y Ex t e n s i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

The following example [DenyHeaders] section configures UrlScan to deny several HTTP headers that are used
with WebDAV requests:

 

The [AllowExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=1
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension not explicitly listed here is
rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [AllowExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 1 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=0
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension listed here is rejected. The
entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:



[DenyExtensions]
.asp     ; Deny ASP requests.
.asa     ; Deny ASA requests.
.inc     ; Deny include files.
.cdx     ; Deny certificate requests.
.cer     ; Deny certificate requests.
.config  ; Deny configuration files.
.exe     ; Deny executable files.
.bat     ; Deny batch files.
.cmd     ; Deny batch files.
.com     ; Deny executable files.
.htw     ; Deny Index Server hit highlighting.
.ida     ; Deny HTTP-based Index Server administration.
.idq     ; Deny Index Server queries.
.htr     ; Deny legacy IIS password changing requests.
.idc     ; Deny legacy database access requests.
.shtm    ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.shtml   ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.stm     ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.printer ; Deny Internet-based printing.
.ini     ; Deny configuration files.
.log     ; Deny log files.
.pol     ; Deny policy files.
.dat     ; Deny configuration files.
.mdb     ; Deny Microsoft Access databases.
.ldb     ; Deny Microsoft Access lock files.
.mdf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL databases.
.ldf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL log files.

[DenyUrlSequences] Section[DenyUrlSequences] Section

Ex a m p l e  [D e n y U r l Se q u e n c e s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [D e n y U r l Se q u e n c e s ]  Se c t i o n

[DenyUrlSequences]
..    ; Deny directory traversals.
./    ; Deny trailing dot on a directory name.
\     ; Deny backslashes in URL.
:     ; Deny access to alternate streams.
%     ; Deny escaping after normalization.
&     ; Deny running multiple CGI processes on a single request.

[RequestLimits] Section[RequestLimits] Section

NOTENOTE

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyUrlSequences] section contains a list of character sequences that UrlScan will deny if they appear in a
URL. For example, two dots ".." indicate a parent path, which a hacker might try to use to gain access to files
outside of a Web site's content area.

The following example [DenyUrlSequences] section configures UrlScan to deny several URL sequences that could
be used to attack your server :

 

The [RequestLimits] section impose limits on the length of user-defined parts of HTTP requests, such as the
maximum content length or maximum URL length for HTTP requests.

This feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.5.

You can specify the maximum length of the value for a specific request header by adding "Max-" to the name of the
header. For example, the following entry would impose a limit of 100 bytes to the value of the 'Content-Type'
header :



MAXALLOWEDCONTENTLENGTH

SPECIFIES THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED NUMERIC VALUE, IN BYTES, OF
THE CONTENT-LENGTH REQUEST HEADER. FOR EXAMPLE, SETTING
THIS TO 1000 WOULD CAUSE ANY REQUEST WITH A CONTENT
LENGTH THAT EXCEEDS 1000 TO BE REJECTED. THE DEFAULT VALUE
FOR MAXALLOWEDCONTENTLENGTH IS 30000000.

MaxUrl Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the request URL,
not including the query string. The default value for MaxUrl is
260, which is equivalent to the MAX_PATH constant.

MaxQueryString Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the query string.
The default value for MaxQueryString is 4096.

Ex a m p l e  [R e q u e st L i m i t s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [R e q u e st L i m i t s ]  Se c t i o n

[RequestLimits]
MaxAllowedContentLength=30000000
MaxUrl=1024
MaxQueryString=2048
Max-User-Agent=1024

Max-Content-Type=100

To list a header and not specify a maximum value, use 0. For example, "Max-User-Agent=0". Note: Any HTTP
request headers that are not listed in this section will not be checked for length limits.

The [RequestLimits] section can contain the following three special-case limits:

The following example [RequestLimits] section configures UrlScan to specify the maximum lengths for several
HTTP headers and the maximum content length for a request:
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Installing UrlScan 3.1

by Robert McMurray

UrlScan 3.0 has been replaced by UrlScan 3.1. If you are using UrlScan 3.0, you should download and install the latest
version.

Microsoft released UrlScan 3.0 as a separate download, which added features to create filtering rules, to always
allow specific URLs to bypass UrlScan filtering, and to allow or deny requests that contained user-defined query
string elements. This feature helps prevent server attacks that use query strings, such as SQL injection attacks.
UrlScan 3.0 added change notifications for the UrlScan.ini file, so it is no longer necessary to restart IIS after
updating your UrlScan.ini file.

Microsoft later released UrlScan 3.1 as a separate download, which added enhanced parsing of escape sequences
in URLs and query strings.

 

UrlScan 3.1 installs as a clean install on a computer running IIS 5.1 or later. Upgrade scenarios are also supported.

To Install UrlScan 3.1

2. Double-click the MSI file to begin the installation process.
3. Review the agreement in the UrlScan Installer Package End User Agreement and then click Yes to accept the

agreement and continue. If you click No, the installer will close.
4. When the installer completes, a dialog box stating that UrlScan has been successfully installed will be

displayed. Click Finish to close the installer.

1. Download the setup MSI file for UrlScan 3.1 from one of the following URLs to your computer:

x86: https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=ee41818f-3363-4e24-9940-
321603531989
x64: https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=361e5598-c1bd-46b8-b3e7-
3980e8bdf0de

To Uninstall UrlScan

1. In Control Panel, double-click Add or Remove Programs.
2. Select Microsoft UrlScan Filter v3.1 and then click the Remove button.
3. Click Yes when prompted to remove UrlScan 3.1 from your computer.
4. When UrlScan 3.1 has been removed from your server, a dialog box stating that UrlScan has been successfully

uninstalled may be displayed. If so, click Finish to close the installer.

Understanding the UrlScan 3.1 Installer

When installing UrlScan 3.1, the UrlScan 3.1 installer does the following:

Installs the UrlScan.dll and UrlScan.ini files in the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan  directory. If UrlScan is
already installed on the computer, the UrlScan.ini file is updated with any new settings that are not present in

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/urlscan-3-reference.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=ee41818f-3363-4e24-9940-321603531989
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=361e5598-c1bd-46b8-b3e7-3980e8bdf0de


FILE/DIRECTORY PERMISSIONS

..\inetsrv\UrlScan\UrlScan.dll Read and Execute (set on IIS 6.0 only): LocalService, IIS_WPG,
and NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

..\inetsrv\UrlScan\UrlScan.ini Read (set on IIS 6.0 only): IIS_WPG, LocalService, and
NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

..\inetsrv\UrlScan\logs Read and Write (set on IIS 6.0 only): IIS_WPG, LocalService,
and NetworkService Full: Administrators, and LocalSystem

Using UrlScan 3.1

NOTENOTE

UrlScan.ini Sections

the current configuration file.
Adds UrlScan as a global filter to IIS.
Creates a %windir%\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan\Logs  directory.

When installing UrlScan on a server running IIS 6.0, the UrlScan 3.1 installer makes some additional changes that
enable UrlScan 3.1 to work with the new IIS 6.0 process model. These changes are as follows:

PerProcessLogging is set to 1 in the UrlScan.ini file. This ensures that two UrlScan processes do not write to
the log file at the same time.
UrlScan is marked as cache-aware in the metabase. This ensures that two or more worker processes that are
running UrlScan do not write to the log file at the same time.
The new log directory, which is a subdirectory located under the ..\inetsrv\UrlScan directory, ensures that the
UrlScan directory does not get cluttered with all of the log files that the PerProcessLogging option will create.

When installing UrlScan 3.1 on IIS, the installer sets permissions for UrlScan.dll, UrlScan.ini, and the log file.
When installing UrlScan 3.1 on IIS 6.0, the installer sets additional permissions on the same files to allow UrlScan
3.1 to work with IIS 6.0 worker process isolation mode. Table 2 lists the IIS permissions that are set when UrlScan
3.1 is installed.

Table 2: UrlScan 3.1 IIS 6.0 Permissions

If a version of UrlScan is detected on the computer, the installation will be considered an upgrade. In the upgrade
scenario, the changes that the installer makes will be the same as for a clean installation unless you have
configured a custom log directory. If you have defined a different location for the UrlScan logs, then the new logs
directory will not be created.

 

You configure UrlScan's operation by setting options in the UrlScan.ini file. This file should reside in the same
directory as UrlScan.dll, and it contains the sections and options that are listed below.

UrlScan 3.0 added change notifications for the UrlScan.ini file, so it is no longer necessary to restart IIS after updating your
UrlScan.ini file.

Warning: The default options built into UrlScan.dll will result in a configuration that will reject all requests to the
server, therefore it is necessary to provide a UrlScan.ini file for IIS to serve HTTP requests when you are using
UrlScan. A sample UrlScan.ini file is provided that contains the recommended settings to defend against known
attacks against IIS servers at the time of writing.

 

 



[Options] Section[Options] Section

Enabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini SectionsEnabling or Disabling other UrlScan.ini Sections

USEALLOWVERBS

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
USEALLOWVERBS IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL READ THE
[ALLOWVERBS] SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT
ANY REQUEST CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB THAT IS NOT
EXPLICITLY LISTED. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL READ THE
[DENYVERBS] SECTION OF THE URLSCAN.INI FILE AND REJECT ANY
REQUEST CONTAINING AN HTTP VERB LISTED. NOTE: THE
[ALLOWVERBS] SECTION IS CASE SENSITIVE, BUT THE [DENYVERBS]
SECTION IS NOT CASE SENSITIVE.

UseAllowExtensions Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UseAllowExtensions is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will read the
[AllowExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the
URL is not explicitly listed. If set to 0, UrlScan will read the
[DenyExtensions] section of the UrlScan.ini file and reject any
request where the file name extension associated with the
request is listed. Note: The [AllowExtensions] and
[DenyExtensions] sections are both case insensitive.

URL Scanning OptionsURL Scanning Options

NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF
ITS ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE:
ONLY ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS
OPTION TO 0, AS DOING SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER
TO CANONICALIZATION ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS
OF THE URL EX TENSIONS.

VerifyNormalization Allowed values are 0 or 1. The Default value for
VerifyNormalization is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan verifies
normalization of the URL. This action will defend against
canonicalization attacks, where a URL contains a double
encoded string in the URL. For example, the string "%252e" is
a double encoded dot '.' character because "%25" decodes to
a '%' character, the first pass decoding of "%252e" results in
"%2e", which can be decoded a second time into a single dot
'.' string. If set to 0, then UrlScan will not verify normalization
of the URL. Note: This option is dependent on the
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan option.

AllowHighBitCharacters Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowHighBitCharacters is 1. If set to 1, then UrlScan will allow
any byte to exist in the URL. If set to 0, UrlScan will reject any
request where the URL contains a character outside of the
ASCII character set. Note: This feature can defend against
UNICODE or UTF-8 based attacks, but will also reject
legitimate requests on IIS servers that use a non-ASCII code
page.

The [Options] section of a UrlScan.ini file contains a list of name/value pairs that define the general behavior for
UrlScan. A few of the settings enable or disable other sections in the UrlScan.ini file.



AllowDotInPath Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowDotInPath is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will allow requests
that contain multiple instances of the dot (.) character in the
URL. If set to 0, UrlScan will reject requests that contain
multiple instances of the dot (.) character in the URL. Note:
Because UrlScan operates at a level where IIS has not yet
parsed the URL, it is not possible to determine in all cases
whether a dot character denotes the extension or whether it
is a part of the directory path or filename of the URL. For the
purposes of extension analysis, UrlScan will always assume
that an extension is the part of the URL beginning after the
last dot in the string and ending at the first question mark or
slash character after the dot or the end of the string. Setting
AllowDotInPath to 0 defends against the case where an
attacker uses path info to hide the true extension of the
request (for example, something like
"/path/TruePart.asp/FalsePart.htm"). Setting AllowDotInPath
to 0 also causes UrlScan to deny any request that contains a
dot in a directory or file name.

AllowLateScanning Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
AllowLateScanning is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will register itself as
a low priority filter. This will allow other ISAPI filters to modify
the URL before UrlScan performs any analysis. If set to 0,
UrlScan runs as a high priority filter. Note: In addition to the
value of AllowLateScanning, it may be necessary to ensure
that UrlScan is listed lower on the list of ISAPI filters for the
server. For example, the FrontPage Server Extensions require
that AllowLateScanning is set to 1 and that UrlScan is lower
on the filter load order list than the Fpexedll.dll ISAPI filter.
Note: This feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

UseFastPathReject Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UseFastPathReject is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will return a short
404 response to the client in cases where it rejects a request.
Note: Using UseFastPathReject is faster than using the
RejectResponseUrl option, but IIS cannot return a custom 404
response or log many parts of the request into the IIS log,
even though the UrlScan log file will contain complete
information about the rejected request. Note: This feature
was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF
ITS ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE:
ONLY ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS
OPTION TO 0, AS DOING SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER
TO CANONICALIZATION ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS
OF THE URL EX TENSIONS.



RejectResponseUrl Allowed value is a string. The default value for
RejectResponseUrl is /<Rejected-By-UrlScan>. The value for
RejectResponseUrl is a URL in the form "/path/filename.ext".
When UrlScan rejects a request, it will process the specified
URL, which needs to be local to the Web site for the request
that is being analyzed by UrlScan. The specified URL can have
the same extension as the rejected URL; for example, ".asp".
Note: UrlScan creates the following server variables that can
be used by the specified URL in determining the nature of the
rejected request and to allow flexibility in returning the actual
response to the client: - HTTP_UrlScan_STATUS_HEADER -
Contains the reason the request is being rejected. -
HTTP_UrlScan_ORIGINAL_VERB - Contains the original verb
from the request that is being rejected. -
HTTP_UrlScan_ORIGINAL_URL - Contains the original URL
from the request that is being rejected. UrlScan appends the
URL of the request that is being rejected as a query string to
the location specified by RejectReponseUrl. If IIS is configured
to log request query strings, the URL of the rejected request
can be found in the IIS log in addition to the UrlScan log.
There is a special value for RejectResponseUrl that can be
used to put UrlScan into "Logging Only Mode." If you set the
value of RejectResponseUrl to /~*, UrlScan performs all of the
configured scanning and logs the results, however, it will allow
IIS to serve the page even if it would normally be rejected.
This mode is useful if you would like to test UrlScan.ini
settings without actually rejecting any requests, and the log
entries in the UrlScan log file will indicate that requests are
not being rejected. Note: This feature was introduced in
UrlScan 2.0.

UnescapeQueryString Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value for
UnescapeQueryString is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan will perform two
passes on each query string scan. The first pass will scan the
raw query string, and the second pass will scan the query
string after IIS has decoded any escape sequences. If set to 0,
UrlScan will only look at the raw query string as sent by the
client. Note: If this property is set to 0, then checks based on
the query string will be unreliable. Note: This feature was
introduced in UrlScan 3.0.

RuleList Allowed value is a string. The default value is a blank string.
RuleList specifies a comma-separated list of custom rules that
UrlScan will apply in addition to the other checks and options
that are specified in the UrlScan.ini file. Each rule in the list
corresponds to two sections in this configuration file, one
containing the options for the rule, and one containing deny
strings for the rule. Note: This feature was introduced in
UrlScan 3.0.

NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
NORMALIZEURLBEFORESCAN IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL DO
ALL OF ITS ANALYSIS ON THE REQUEST URLS AFTER IIS DECODES
AND NORMALIZES THEM. IF SET TO 0, URLSCAN WILL DO ALL OF
ITS ANALYSIS ON THE RAW URLS AS SENT BY THE CLIENT. NOTE:
ONLY ADVANCED ADMINISTRATORS WHO ARE VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT URL PARSING SHOULD SET THIS
OPTION TO 0, AS DOING SO WILL LIKELY EXPOSE THE IIS SERVER
TO CANONICALIZATION ATTACKS THAT BYPASS PROPER ANALYSIS
OF THE URL EX TENSIONS.

Logging OptionsLogging Options



ENABLELOGGING

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
ENABLELOGGING IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL LOG ITS
ACTIONS IN A FILE CALLED URLSCAN.LOG THAT WILL BE CREATED
IN THE SAME DIRECTORY THAT CONTAINS URLSCAN.DLL. IF SET TO
0, URLSCAN WILL NOT LOG ANY ACTIVITY.

PerProcessLogging Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of
PerProcessLogging is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will append the
process ID of the IIS process that is hosting UrlScan.dll to the
log file name; for example, UrlScan.1234.log. This feature is
helpful for IIS versions that can host filters in more than 1
process concurrently, such as IIS 6.0 and later. If set to 0,
UrlScan will log all activity in UrlScan.log.

PerDayLogging Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of PerDayLogging
is 1. If set to 1, UrlScan creates a new log file each day and
appends a date to the log file name; for example,
UrlScan.101501.log. If set to 0, UrlScan opens a single file
called UrlScan.log, or UrlScan.nnnn.log, where nnnn is the
process ID when PerProcessLogging is set to 1. Note: When
PerDayLogging is set to 1, a log file is created for the current
day when the first log entry is written for that day. If no
UrlScan activity occurs, a log file will not be created for that
day. If both PerDayLogging and PerProcessLogging are set to
1, the log file name contains the date and a process ID in the
name; for example, UrlScan.101501.123.log. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 2.0.

LogLongUrls Note: This feature was deprecated in UrlScan 3.0; UrlScan 3.x
will always include the complete URL in its log file.

LoggingDirectory Allowed value is a string. The default value for
LoggingDirectory is 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\inetsrv\UrlScan\logs . Use

LoggingDirectory to specify the absolute path to the directory
where the UrlScan log files will be created. If you do not
specify a path, UrlScan will create log files in the same
directory where the UrlScan.dll file is located. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 3.1.

HTTP Server Header ManipulationHTTP Server Header Manipulation

REMOVESERVERHEADER

ALLOWED VALUES ARE 0 OR 1. THE DEFAULT VALUE FOR
REMOVESERVERHEADER IS 1. IF SET TO 1, URLSCAN WILL REMOVE
THE SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES, AND THE VALUE OF
ALTERNATESERVERNAME WILL BE IGNORED. IF SET TO 0, IIS WILL
RETURN THE DEFAULT SERVER HEADER ON ALL RESPONSES. NOTE:
THIS FEATURE IS ONLY AVAILABLE IF URLSCAN IS INSTALLED ON
IIS 4.0 OR LATER.

AlternateServerName Allowed value is a string. The default value for
AlternateServerName is an empty string. If you specify a value
for AlternateServerName and RemoveServerHeader is set to 0,
then IIS will replace its default "Server:" header in all responses
with the AlternateServerName value. If RemoveServerHeader
is set to 1, the value of AlternateServerName will be ignored.
Note: This feature is only available if UrlScan is installed on IIS
4.0 or later.

Ex a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o nEx a m p l e  [O p t i o n s ]  Se c t i o n

The following example [Options] section configures several recommended settings for UrlScan:



[Options]
UseAllowVerbs=1          ; Use the [AllowVerbs] section.
UseAllowExtensions=0     ; Use the [DenyExtensions] section.
NormalizeUrlBeforeScan=1 ; Normalize a URL before processing.
VerifyNormalization=1    ; Normalize a URL twice and reject request if a change occurs.
AllowHighBitCharacters=0 ; Deny high bit characters in URL.
AllowDotInPath=0         ; Deny dots that are not file name extensions.
RemoveServerHeader=0     ; Do not remove the "Server" header from response.
EnableLogging=1          ; Log UrlScan activity.
PerProcessLogging=0      ; Do not create log files for each process.
AllowLateScanning=0      ; Load UrlScan as a high priority filter.
PerDayLogging=1          ; UrlScan will create a new log file each day.
RejectResponseUrl=       ; Default is /<Rejected-by-UrlScan>
UseFastPathReject=0      ; Use the RejectResponseUrl or allow IIS to log the request.
LogLongUrls=1            ; Log URLs up to 128 KB per request.
UnescapeQueryString=1    ; Perform two passes on the query string.

[AllowVerbs] Section[AllowVerbs] Section
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[AllowVerbs]
HEAD      ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
GET       ; Allow most HTTP requests.
POST      ; Allow posting data to applications.
OPTIONS   ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.

[DenyVerbs] Section[DenyVerbs] Section
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[DenyVerbs]
TRACE     ; Deny HTTP tracing.
PUT       ; Deny uploading files.
DELETE    ; Deny deleting files.
MKCOL     ; Deny creating folders/collections.
COPY      ; Deny copying files.
MOVE      ; Deny moving files.
LOCK      ; Deny locking resources.
UNLOCK    ; Deny unlocking resources.
PROPFIND  ; Deny property queries.
PROPPATCH ; Deny setting properties.
SEARCH    ; Deny protocol-based searches.

[DenyHeaders] Section[DenyHeaders] Section

 

The [AllowVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 1 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains an HTTP verb that is not explicitly listed in this section. The
entries in this section are case sensitive.

The following example [AllowVerbs] section configures UrlScan to allow basic HTTP functionality:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 1 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyVerbs] section contains a list of HTTP verbs or methods. If UseAllowVerbs is set to 0 in the [Options]
section, UrlScan will reject any request that contains a a verb that is listed in this section. The entries in this section
are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyVerbs] section configures UrlScan to deny several of the HTTP methods that are not
required for basic HTTP functionality, such as WebDAV methods:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowVerbs to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyHeaders] section contains a list of request headers in the form "header-name:". Any request containing
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[DenyHeaders]
Translate:  ; Allow HTTP feature discovery.
If:         ; Allow most HTTP requests.
Lock-Token: ; Allow posting data to applications.

[AllowExtensions] Section[AllowExtensions] Section
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[AllowExtensions]
.htm    ; Allow HTML files.
.html   ; Allow HTML files.
.txt    ; Allow text files.
.jpg    ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.jpeg   ; Allow JPEG graphics.
.gif    ; Allow GIF graphics.

[DenyExtensions] Section[DenyExtensions] Section
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a request header listed in this section will be rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyHeaders] section configures UrlScan to deny several HTTP headers that are used
with WebDAV requests:

 

The [AllowExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=1
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension not explicitly listed here is
rejected. The entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [AllowExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 1 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyExtensions] section contains a list of file name extensions in the form of ".ext". If UseAllowExtensions=0
is set in the [Options] section, then any request containing a URL with an extension listed here is rejected. The
entries in this section are not case sensitive.

The following example [DenyExtensions] section configures UrlScan to allow several static content types:



[DenyExtensions]
.asp     ; Deny ASP requests.
.asa     ; Deny ASA requests.
.inc     ; Deny include files.
.cer     ; Deny certificate requests.
.cdx     ; Deny certificate requests.
.exe     ; Deny executable files.
.bat     ; Deny batch files.
.cmd     ; Deny batch files.
.com     ; Deny executable files.
.htw     ; Deny Index Server hit highlighting.
.ida     ; Deny HTTP-based Index Server administration.
.idq     ; Deny Index Server queries.
.htr     ; Deny legacy IIS password changing requests.
.idc     ; Deny legacy database access requests.
.shtm    ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.shtml   ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.stm     ; Deny Server Side Includes.
.printer ; Deny Internet-based printing.
.ini     ; Deny configuration files.
.log     ; Deny log files.
.pol     ; Deny policy files.
.dat     ; Deny configuration files.
.mdb     ; Deny Microsoft Access databases.
.ldb     ; Deny Microsoft Access lock files.
.mdf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL databases.
.ldf     ; Deny Microsoft SQL log files.

[DenyUrlSequences] Section[DenyUrlSequences] Section
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[DenyUrlSequences]
..    ; Deny directory traversals.
./    ; Deny trailing dot on a directory name.
\     ; Deny backslashes in URL.
:     ; Deny access to alternate streams.
%     ; Deny escaping after normalization.
&     ; Deny running multiple CGI processes on a single request.

[RequestLimits] Section[RequestLimits] Section

NOTENOTE

To use this example, you would need to set UseAllowExtensions to 0 in the [Options] section.

 

The [DenyUrlSequences] section contains a list of character sequences that UrlScan will deny if they appear in a
URL. For example, two dots ".." indicate a parent path, which a hacker might try to use to gain access to files
outside of a Web site's content area.

The following example [DenyUrlSequences] section configures UrlScan to deny several URL sequences that could
be used to attack your server :

 

The [RequestLimits] section impose limits on the length of user-defined parts of HTTP requests, such as the
maximum content length or maximum URL length for HTTP requests.

This feature was introduced in UrlScan 3.1.

You can specify the maximum length of the value for a specific request header by adding "Max-" to the name of
the header. For example, the following entry would impose a limit of 100 bytes to the value of the 'Content-Type'
header :



MAXALLOWEDCONTENTLENGTH

SPECIFIES THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED NUMERIC VALUE, IN BYTES, OF
THE CONTENT-LENGTH REQUEST HEADER. FOR EXAMPLE, SETTING
THIS TO 1000 WOULD CAUSE ANY REQUEST WITH A CONTENT
LENGTH THAT EXCEEDS 1000 TO BE REJECTED. THE DEFAULT VALUE
FOR MAXALLOWEDCONTENTLENGTH IS 30000000.

MaxUrl Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the request URL,
not including the query string. The default value for MaxUrl is
260, which is equivalent to the MAX_PATH constant.

MaxQueryString Specifies the maximum length, in bytes, of the query string.
The default value for MaxQueryString is 4096.
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[RequestLimits]
MaxAllowedContentLength=30000000
MaxUrl=1024
MaxQueryString=2048
Max-User-Agent=1024

[AlwaysAllowedUrls] Section[AlwaysAllowedUrls] Section

NOTENOTE
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[AlwaysAllowedUrls]
/robots.txt   ; Always allow access to the list of rules for web spiders.
/sitemap.xml  ; Always allow access to an XML-based list of site URLs.

[AlwaysAllowedQueryStrings] Section[AlwaysAllowedQueryStrings] Section

[DenyQueryStringSequences] Section[DenyQueryStringSequences] Section
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Max-Content-Type=100

To list a header and not specify a maximum value, use 0. For example, "Max-User-Agent=0". Note: Any HTTP
request headers that are not listed in this section will not be checked for length limits.

The [RequestLimits] section can contain the following three special-case limits:

The following example [RequestLimits] section configures UrlScan to specify the maximum lengths for several
HTTP headers and the maximum content length for a request:

 

The [AlwaysAllowedUrls] section contains a list of URLs that UrlScan will always allow.

These URLs will bypass all URL-based checks, and URLs must be listed with a leading '/' character.

The following example [AlwaysAllowedUrls] section configures UrlScan to deny several URL sequences that could
be used to attack your server :

 

The [AlwaysAllowedQueryStrings] section contains a list of query strings that will always be explicitly allowed by
UrlScan and bypass all checks.

 

The [DenyQueryStringSequences] section contains a list of character sequences that UrlScan will deny if they
appear in a query string.

The following example [DenyQueryStringSequences] section configures UrlScan to deny several query string
sequences that could be used to attack your server :



[DenyQueryStringSequences]
<   ; Used by script injection attacks.
>   ; Used by script injection attacks.
@   ; Used by script injection attacks.

Rule SectionsRule Sections

APPLIESTO

ALLOWED VALUE IS A STRING. THE DEFAULT VALUE IS BLANK. THE
APPLIESTO SETTING MAY CONTAIN COMMA SEPARATED LIST OF
FILE EX TENSIONS TO WHICH THE RULE APPLIES. FOR EXAMPLE,
.ASP, .ASPX., .PHP, ETC. NOTE: IF NO APPLIESTO SETTING IS
SPECIFIED, THE RULE WILL BE APPLIED TO ALL REQUESTS. NOTE:
THIS FEATURE WAS INTRODUCED IN URLSCAN 3.0.

DenyDataSection Allowed value is a string. The default value is blank. The
DenyDataSection setting may contain the name of a section
that contains the strings to deny for this rule. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 3.0.

ScanURL Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of ScanURL is 0. If
set to 1, the URL will be scanned for deny strings. Note: This
feature was introduced in UrlScan 3.0.

ScanAllRaw Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of ScanAllRaw is
0. If set to 1, then the raw request header data will be
scanned for deny strings. Note: This feature was introduced
in UrlScan 3.0.

ScanQueryString Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of
ScanQueryString is 0. If set to 1, the the query string will be
scanned for deny strings. Note: If UnescapeQueryString is set
to 1 in the [Options] section, then two scans will be made of
the query string, one with the raw query string and one with
the query string unescaped. Note: This feature was
introduced in UrlScan 3.0.

ScanHeaders Allowed value is a string. The default value is no headers. A
comma separated list of request headers to be scanned for
deny strings. Note: This feature was introduced in UrlScan
3.0.

DenyUnescapedPercent Allowed values are 0 or 1. The default value of
DenyUnescapedPercent is 0. If set to 1, UrlScan will scan the
specified part of the raw request for a % character that is not
used as an escape sequence. If found, the request will be
rejected. This check can be used with ScanQueryString=1,
ScanAllRaw=1, or the list of ScanHeaders. Note: If you want
to deny non-escaped % characters in the URL, you can set
VerifyNormalization=0 in the [Options] section and then add
% as a [DenyUrlSequences] entry. Note: This feature was
introduced in UrlScan 3.1.
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Individual rule sections contain the settings for rules that are specified in the RuleList setting in the [Options]
section, and each rule section can specify an additional rule data section that contains a list of strings to deny.

Each rule section can contain the following settings:

The following example rule section configures UrlScan with two custom rules that will configure custom settings
for *.asp/*.aspx and *.php files. In this example, the two rules share a common data section for the
DenyDataSection, but you can configure your rules to use separate data sections as well.



[Options]
RuleList=MyAspRule,MyPhpRule

[MyAspRule]
AppliesTo=.asp, .aspx
DenyDataSection=MyRuleData
ScanURL=0
ScanAllRaw=1
ScanQueryString=1
ScanHeaders=
DenyUnescapedPercent=1

[MyPhpRule]
AppliesTo=.php
DenyDataSection=MyRuleData
ScanURL=1
ScanAllRaw=0
ScanQueryString=1
ScanHeaders=
DenyUnescapedPercent=1

[MyRuleData]
< ; Used by script injection attacks.
> ; Used by script injection attacks.
@ ; Used by script injection attacks.
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UrlScan Version 2UrlScan Version 2

UrlScan Version 3UrlScan Version 3

by Robert McMurray

UrlScan primarily consists of two parts: the UrlScan ISAPI filter named UrlScan.dll, and a configuration file named
UrlScan.ini.

Some of the earlier versions of UrlScan contained an additional resource file named UrlScanr.dll.

Each version of UrlScan added additional features, and each new version of the configuration file contained
settings that controlled the functionality of those features. The configuration files are generally compatible across
all versions of UrlScan, because older versions of UrlScan scan will ignore newer settings, and newer versions of
UrlScan will use the default values if a setting is missing.

UrlScan 1.0 was the first version of UrlScan that Microsoft released as an ISAPI filter sample that helped reduce
the attack surface for IIS versions 4.0 and 5.0. The design concept was to allow Web server administrations to
define the list of HTTP verbs, headers, file name extensions, and character sequences that are allowed on their
servers.

UrlScan 1.0 has been replaced by the UrlScan Version 3.1 and should not be used.

For more information about UrlScan Version 1, see the UrlScan 1 Reference topic.

Microsoft released UrlScan 2.1 and UrlScan 2.0 as part of the IIS Lockdown Tool, which was a more
comprehensive approach to reducing the surface attack area for Web servers that used IIS versions 4.0, 5.0, and
5.1. The IIS Lockdown Tool was a wizard that server administrators would use to customize the content types,
script mapping, system permissions, and virtual directories that their Web servers will use. The IIS Lockdown
included the option to install UrlScan as an additional security measure, and included several configuration
templates for UrlScan that addressed several installation environments for IIS, such as installing IIS with Exchange
Server, BizTalk Server, SharePoint, etc.

Microsoft later released UrlScan 2.5 as a separate download, which added request limits to the list of features.
Request limits allow administrators to configure the maximum size for request elements, such as content length,
URLs, and query strings.

For more information about UrlScan Version 2, see the UrlScan 2 Reference topic.

Microsoft released UrlScan 3.1 and 3.0 as separate downloads, although administrators should make sure that they
upgrade to UrlScan 3.1.

The UrlScan Version 3 family added enhanced parsing of escape sequences in URLs and query strings, which
added features to create filtering rules, to always allow specific URLs to bypass UrlScan filtering, and to allow or
deny requests that contained user-defined query string elements. This feature helps prevent server attacks that use

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/working-with-urlscan/overview-of-urlscan-versions.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


query strings, such as SQL injection attacks.

For more information about UrlScan Version 3, see the UrlScan 3 Reference topic.
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Functionality Overview

HttpPlatformHandler Configuration

Configuration AttributesConfiguration Attributes

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

processPath Required attribute. Path to the executable or script that will
launch a process listening for HTTP requests. As of v1.2
relative paths are supported, if the path begins with '.' the
path is considered to be relative to the site root. There is no
default value

arguments Optional string value. Arguments to the executable or script
specified in the processPath setting. There is no default value.

startupTimeLimit Optional integer attribute. Duration in seconds for which
HttpPlatformHandler will wait for the executable/script to start
a process listening on the port. If this time limit is exceeded,
HttpPlatformHandler will kill the process and try to launch it
again startupRetryCount times. The default value is 10 .

startupRetryCount Optional integer attribute. Number of times
HttpPlatformHandler will try to launch the process specified in
processPath. See startupTimeLimit for more details. The
default value is 10 .

rapidFailsPerMinute Optional integer attribute. Specifies the number of times the
process specified in processPath is allowed to crash per
minute. If this limit is exceeded, HttpPlatformHandler will
stop launching the process for the remainder of the minute.
The managedPipelineMode attribute can be one of the
following possible values. The default is 10 .

by IIS Team

This article provides an overview of the HttpPlatformHandler and explains the configuration of the module.

 

The HttpPlatformHandler is an IIS Module, for IIS 8+, which does the following two things:

1. Process management of http listeners - this could be any process that can listen on a port for http requests. For
example - Tomcat, Jetty, Node.exe, Ruby etc;

2. Proxy requests to the process that it manages.

 

The HttpPlatformHandler is configured via a site or applications web.config file and has its own configuration
section within system.webServer - httpPlatform.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/httpplatformhandler/httpplatformhandler-configuration-reference.md


requestTimeout Optional timespan attribute. Specifies the duration for which
HttpPlatformHandler will wait for a response from the
process listening on %HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% . The default
value is "00:02:00".

stdoutLogEnabled Optional boolean attribute. If true, stdout and stderr for the
process specified in the processPath setting will be redirected
to the file specified in stdoutLogFile. The default value is 
false .

stdoutLogFile Optional string attribute. Specifies the relative OR absolute file
path for which stdout and stderr from the process specified in
processPath will be logged. Relative paths are relative to the
root of the site. As of v1.2 any path starting with '.' will be
relative to the site root and all other paths will be treated as
absolute paths. The default value is httpplatform-stdout.

processesPerApplication Optional integer attribute. Specifies the number of instances of
the process specified in the processPath setting that can be
spun up per application. Maximum is 100. The default value is 
1 .

forwardWindowsAuthToken True or False. New for v1.2. If this setting is set to true, the
token will be forwarded to the child process listening on
%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% as a header 'X-IIS-
WindowsAuthToken' per request. It is the responsibility of that
process to call CloseHandle on this token per request. The
default value is false .

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

Child ElementsChild Elements

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

environmentVariables Configures environmentVariables collection for the process
specified in the processPath setting.

recycleOnFileChange configures file collection which recycles the worker process
when changes are made to file in the specified list. Element
syntax e.g. <file path=".\touch.txt"/> or <file
path="c:\file.txt"/>

HttpPlatformHandler Configuration Examples

TomcatTomcat

 

Below are configuration examples for running a number of applications with different processes.



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <handlers>
      <add name="httpplatformhandler" path="*" verb="*" modules="httpPlatformHandler" 
resourceType="Unspecified"/>
    </handlers>
    <httpPlatform processPath="c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15\bin\startup.bat" 
                  arguments="" 
                  stdoutLogEnabled="true" 
                  stdoutLogFile="\\?c:\dev\javasites\log.txt">
      <environmentVariables>
        <environmentVariable name="JRE_HOME" value="%programfiles%\java\jdk1.8.0_25" />
        <environmentVariable name="CATALINA_OPTS" value="-Dport.http=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -
Dsomeotherconfig=value"/>
        <environmentVariable name="CATALINA_HOME" value="c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15" />
      </environmentVariables>
    </httpPlatform>
  </system.webServer>
</configuration>

JettyJetty

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
      <handlers>
        <add name="httpplatformhandler" path="*" verb="*" modules ="httpPlatformHandler" 
resourceType="Unspecified"/>
      </handlers>
      <httpPlatform processPath="c:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_25\bin\java.exe" 
                    arguments="-Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djetty.port=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -
Djetty.base=&quot;c:\dev\javasites\bin\jetty-distribution-9.2.6.v20141205&quot; -jar 
&quot;c:\dev\javasites\bin\jetty-distribution-9.2.6.v20141205\start.jar&quot;" 
                    startupTimeLimit="20" 
                    startupRetryCount="20" 
                    stdoutLogEnabled="true"></httpPlatform>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Sample Code
C#C#

 



using System;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

internal static class Sample {

    private static void Main() {
        
        using(ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager()) { 
            Configuration config = serverManager.GetWebConfiguration("JavaSites");
            
            ConfigurationSection httpPlatformSection = config.GetSection("system.webServer/httpPlatform");
            httpPlatformSection["processPath"] = @"c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15\bin\startup.bat";
            httpPlatformSection["arguments"] = @"";
            httpPlatformSection["stdoutLogFile"] = @"=""\\?c:\dev\javasites\log.txt";
            
            ConfigurationElementCollection environmentVariablesCollection = 
httpPlatformSection.GetCollection("environmentVariables");
            
            ConfigurationElement environmentVariableElement = 
environmentVariablesCollection.CreateElement("environmentVariable");
            environmentVariableElement["name"] = @"JRE_HOME";
            environmentVariableElement["value"] = @"=""%programfiles%\java\jdk1.8.0_25";
            environmentVariablesCollection.Add(environmentVariableElement);
            
            ConfigurationElement environmentVariableElement1 = 
environmentVariablesCollection.CreateElement("environmentVariable");
            environmentVariableElement1["name"] = @"CATALINA_OPTS";
            environmentVariableElement1["value"] = @"=""-Dport.http=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -
Dsomeotherconfig=value";
            environmentVariablesCollection.Add(environmentVariableElement1);
            
            ConfigurationElement environmentVariableElement2 = 
environmentVariablesCollection.CreateElement("environmentVariable");
            environmentVariableElement2["name"] = @"CATALINA_HOME";
            environmentVariableElement2["value"] = @"c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15";
            environmentVariablesCollection.Add(environmentVariableElement2);
            
            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}

JavaScriptJavaScript



var adminManager = new ActiveXObject('Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager');
adminManager.CommitPath = "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites";

var httpPlatformSection = adminManager.GetAdminSection("system.webServer/httpPlatform", 
"MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites");
httpPlatformSection.Properties.Item("processPath").Value = "c:\\dev\\javasites\\bin\\apache-tomcat-
8.0.15\\bin\\startup.bat";
httpPlatformSection.Properties.Item("arguments").Value = "";
httpPlatformSection.Properties.Item("stdoutLogFile").Value = "=\"\\\\?c:\\dev\\javasites\\log.txt";

var environmentVariablesCollection = httpPlatformSection.ChildElements.Item("environmentVariables").Collection;

var environmentVariableElement = environmentVariablesCollection.CreateNewElement("environmentVariable");
environmentVariableElement.Properties.Item("name").Value = "JRE_HOME";
environmentVariableElement.Properties.Item("value").Value = "=\"%programfiles%\\java\\jdk1.8.0_25";
environmentVariablesCollection.AddElement(environmentVariableElement);

var environmentVariableElement1 = environmentVariablesCollection.CreateNewElement("environmentVariable");
environmentVariableElement1.Properties.Item("name").Value = "CATALINA_OPTS";
environmentVariableElement1.Properties.Item("value").Value = "=\"-Dport.http=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -
Dsomeotherconfig=value";
environmentVariablesCollection.AddElement(environmentVariableElement1);

var environmentVariableElement2 = environmentVariablesCollection.CreateNewElement("environmentVariable");
environmentVariableElement2.Properties.Item("name").Value = "CATALINA_HOME";
environmentVariableElement2.Properties.Item("value").Value = "c:\\dev\\javasites\\bin\\apache-tomcat-8.0.15";
environmentVariablesCollection.AddElement(environmentVariableElement2);

adminManager.CommitChanges();

Command Line (AppCmd)Command Line (AppCmd)

appcmd.exe set config "JavaSites" -section:system.webServer/httpPlatform 
/processPath:"c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15\bin\startup.bat" /arguments:"" /stdoutLogFile:"="""\\?
c:\dev\javasites\log.txt"  

appcmd.exe set config "JavaSites" -section:system.webServer/httpPlatform /+"environmentVariables.
[name='JRE_HOME',value='="""%programfiles%\java\jdk1.8.0_25']" 

appcmd.exe set config "JavaSites" -section:system.webServer/httpPlatform /+"environmentVariables.
[name='CATALINA_OPTS',value='="""-Dport.http=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -Dsomeotherconfig=value']" 

appcmd.exe set config "JavaSites" -section:system.webServer/httpPlatform /+"environmentVariables.
[name='CATALINA_HOME',value='c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15']"

PowerShellPowerShell



Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform" -name "processPath" -value "c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-
8.0.15\bin\startup.bat"
Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform" -name "arguments" -value ""
Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform" -name "stdoutLogFile" -value "="""\\?c:\dev\javasites\log.txt"

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform/environmentVariables" -name "." -value 
@{name='JRE_HOME';value='="""%programfiles%\java\jdk1.8.0_25'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform/environmentVariables" -name "." -value @{name='CATALINA_OPTS';value='="""-
Dport.http=%HTTP_PLATFORM_PORT% -Dsomeotherconfig=value'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/JavaSites'  -filter 
"system.webServer/httpPlatform/environmentVariables" -name "." -value 
@{name='CATALINA_HOME';value='c:\dev\javasites\bin\apache-tomcat-8.0.15'}
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Functionality Overview

I IS CORS module is a server-side CORS componentIIS CORS module is a server-side CORS component

CORS preflight requestCORS preflight request

CORS Configuration

by the IIS Team

This article provides an overview of the IIS CORS module and explains the configuration of the module.

 

The Microsoft IIS CORS Module is an extension that enables web sites to support the CORS(Cross-Origin
Resource Sharing) protocol.

The IIS CORS module provides a way for web server administrators and web site authors to make their
applications support the CORS protocol. With this module, developers can move CORS logic out of their
applications and rely on the web server. The module's handling of CORS requests is determined by rules defined in
the configuration. These CORS rules can be easily defined or configured making it simple to delegate all CORS
protocol handling to the module.

The CORS protocol governs client/server communication. Usually, web browsers act as the client-side CORS
component, while the IIS server works as the server-side CORS component with the help of the IIS CORS module.

A CORS request occurs when a protocol aware client, such as a web browser, makes a request to a domain (origin)
that differs from the current domain. This scenario is known as a cross-origin request. When CORS is not used,
cross-origin requests will be blocked by the client. When the CORS module is used, IIS will inform clients whether
a cross-origin request can be performed based on the IIS configuration.

A CORS preflight request is used to determine whether the resource being requested is set to be shared across
origins by the server. The CORS preflight uses the HTTP OPTIONS method with the ACCESS-CONTROL-
REQUEST-METHOD and the ORIGIN request headers. The IIS CORS module is designed to handle the CORS
preflight requests before other IIS modules handle the same request. The OPTIONS requests are always
anonymous, so CORS module provides IIS servers a way to correctly respond to the preflight request even if
anonymous authentification needs to be disabled server-wise.

 

The IIS CORS is configured via a site or application web.config file and has its own cors  configuration section
within system.webServer .

Below are the configuration examples to enable CORS for a site named contentSite with allowing * origin host
except the origin host which starts with http://* and for https://*.microsoft.com host origin, the CORS response is
customized with various CORS configuration as examples.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/cors-module/cors-module-configuration-reference.md
https://www.w3.org/TR/cors/


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <cors enabled="true" failUnlistedOrigins="true">
            <add origin="*" />
            <add origin="https://*.microsoft.com"
                 allowCredentials="true"
                 maxAge="120"> 
                <allowHeaders allowAllRequestedHeaders="true">
                    <add header="header1" />
                    <add header="header2" />
                </allowHeaders>
                <allowMethods>
                     <add method="DELETE" />
                </allowMethods>
                <exposeHeaders>
                    <add header="header1" />
                    <add header="header2" />
                </exposeHeaders>
            </add>
            <add origin="http://*" allowed="false" />
        </cors>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Attributes of the cors element
ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

enabled Optional Boolean attribute.
Specifies whether CORS is enabled.
The default value is false .

failUnlistedOrigins Optional Boolean attribute.
Specifies whether the CORS response status code to be set
with 403 if the requested origin is not matched to the
configured list of origin or if the origin host is configured to be
disallowed.
The default value is false .

Adding Origin rule <add>Adding Origin rule <add>

Origin rules

With the IIS CORS module, you can:

1. Enable, disable CORS for a whole IIS server or for a specific IIS site, an application, a virtual directory, a
physical directory or a file (system.webServer/cors).

2. Configure all the origin host domains to be accepted with * origin host rule.
3. Configure the list of specific origin host domains and allow only the CORS request which has the same value of

the origin request header as one of listed origin host domains.
4. Configure wild card origin host domains when configuring the list of origin domain such as http://* or

https://*.mydomain.com.
5. Configure a list of origin domains which should be disallowed as CORS request.
6. Customize the CORS response header values with the configured values.

 

The <add>  element of the <cors>  collection specifies an individual origin to be added to the list of origin rules.



Attributes of the origin ruleAttributes of the origin rule

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

origin Required string attribute.
Specifies origin host on which to impose an origin rule. You
can use an asterisk (*) to apply this rule to all origin request
header values. You can also use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard for
the child subdomain name. If there are multiple origin rules, it
is applied to the most specific origin host name rule regardless
of the allowed attribute value.

allowed Optional Boolean attribute.
Specifies whether to accept the CORS request for the origin
host.
The default value is true .

allowCredentials Optional Boolean attribute.
Specifies whether to set the Access-Control-Allow-Credentials:
true  CORS response header. This attribute should be used

only for a specific origin host name rather than * origin host
for CORS protocol compliance.
The default value is false .

maxAge Optional integer attribute. Duration in seconds.
Specifies the value of the Access-Control-Max-Age  response
header for the preflight CORS request. The Access-Control-
Max-Age response header is supposed to be set only for the
CORS preflight requests. If you don't want to set the Access-
Control-Max-Age header in the CORS response, set -1 for this
attribute.
The default value is -1 .

Using only * origin host ruleUsing only * origin host rule

Child Elements of the origin host ruleChild Elements of the origin host rule

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

allowHeaders configures allowHeaders collection that is used for the value
of the Access-Control-Allow-Headers  CORS response
header for the origin host specified in the origin host rule.
The Access-Control-Allow-Headers  response header will be
set only for the actual CORS requests rather than the preflight
requests.

allowMethods configures allowMethods collection that is used for the value
of the Access-Control-Allow-Methods  CORS response
header for the origin host specified in the origin host rule.
The Access-Control-Allow-Methods  response header will be
set only for the CORS preflight requests.

If there is only * origin host rule, IIS CORS module has some different behaviors compared to when there is a
specific origin host name rule. If there is only * origin host rule, IIS CORS module does the following:

1. The value of Access-Control-Allow-Origin response header is set to * regardless of the value of the origin

request header sent by the client-side CORS component.
2. Vary: origin  response header is not added because IIS CORS does not generate Access-Control-Allow-Origin

response header values other than * and there is no need to use the Vary: origin  response header value.



exposeHeaders configures exposeHeaders collection that is used for the
value of the Access-Control-Expose-Headers  CORS
response header for the origin host specified in the origin
host rule.
The Access-Control-Expose-Headers  response header will
be set only for the actual CORS requests rather than the
preflight requests.

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Attributes of the allowHeaders elementAttributes of the allowHeaders element

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

allowAllRequestedHeaders Optional Boolean attribute. If this is true, IIS module will take
the value of the given Access-Control-Request-Headers CORS
request header and set the Access-Control-Allow-Headers
response header with the same value, which means all the
given headers are allowed. If this is false, it sets the Access-
Control-Allow-Headers response header with the header
values of the allowHeaders collection, which means that only
the listed headers are allowed. The default value is false .

Sample Code
C#C#

 



using System;
using System.Text;
using Microsoft.Web.Administration;

internal static class Sample {

    private static void Main() {

        using(ServerManager serverManager = new ServerManager()) {
            Configuration config = serverManager.GetWebConfiguration("contentSite");

            ConfigurationSection corsSection = config.GetSection("system.webServer/cors");
            corsSection["enabled"] = true;
            corsSection["failUnlistedOrigins"] = true;

            ConfigurationElementCollection corsCollection = corsSection.GetCollection();

            ConfigurationElement addElement = corsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement["origin"] = @"*";
            corsCollection.Add(addElement);

            ConfigurationElement addElement1 = corsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement1["origin"] = @"https://*.microsoft.com";
            addElement1["allowCredentials"] = true;
            addElement1["maxAge"] = 120;

            ConfigurationElement allowHeadersElement = addElement1.GetChildElement("allowHeaders");
            allowHeadersElement["allowAllRequestedHeaders"] = true;

            ConfigurationElementCollection allowHeadersCollection = allowHeadersElement.GetCollection();

            ConfigurationElement addElement2 = allowHeadersCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement2["header"] = @"header1";
            allowHeadersCollection.Add(addElement2);

            ConfigurationElement addElement3 = allowHeadersCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement3["header"] = @"header2";
            allowHeadersCollection.Add(addElement3);

            ConfigurationElementCollection allowMethodsCollection = addElement1.GetCollection("allowMethods");

            ConfigurationElement addElement4 = allowMethodsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement4["method"] = @"DELETE";
            allowMethodsCollection.Add(addElement4);

            ConfigurationElementCollection exposeHeadersCollection = 
addElement1.GetCollection("exposeHeaders");

            ConfigurationElement addElement5 = exposeHeadersCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement5["header"] = @"header1";
            exposeHeadersCollection.Add(addElement5);

            ConfigurationElement addElement6 = exposeHeadersCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement6["header"] = @"header2";
            exposeHeadersCollection.Add(addElement6);
            corsCollection.Add(addElement1);

            ConfigurationElement addElement7 = corsCollection.CreateElement("add");
            addElement7["origin"] = @"http://*";
            addElement7["allowed"] = false;
            corsCollection.Add(addElement7);

            serverManager.CommitChanges();
        }
    }
}



JavaScriptJavaScript

var adminManager = new ActiveXObject('Microsoft.ApplicationHost.WritableAdminManager');
adminManager.CommitPath = "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite";

var corsSection = adminManager.GetAdminSection("system.webServer/cors", "MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite");
corsSection.Properties.Item("enabled").Value = true;
corsSection.Properties.Item("failUnlistedOrigins").Value = true;

var corsCollection = corsSection.Collection;

var addElement = corsCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement.Properties.Item("origin").Value = "*";
corsCollection.AddElement(addElement);

var addElement1 = corsCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement1.Properties.Item("origin").Value = "https://*.microsoft.com";
addElement1.Properties.Item("allowCredentials").Value = true;
addElement1.Properties.Item("maxAge").Value = 120;
var allowHeadersElement = addElement1.ChildElements.Item("allowHeaders");
allowHeadersElement.Properties.Item("allowAllRequestedHeaders").Value = true;

var allowHeadersCollection = allowHeadersElement.Collection;

var addElement2 = allowHeadersCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement2.Properties.Item("header").Value = "header1";
allowHeadersCollection.AddElement(addElement2);

var addElement3 = allowHeadersCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement3.Properties.Item("header").Value = "header2";
allowHeadersCollection.AddElement(addElement3);

var allowMethodsCollection = addElement1.ChildElements.Item("allowMethods").Collection;

var addElement4 = allowMethodsCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement4.Properties.Item("method").Value = "DELETE";
allowMethodsCollection.AddElement(addElement4);

var exposeHeadersCollection = addElement1.ChildElements.Item("exposeHeaders").Collection;

var addElement5 = exposeHeadersCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement5.Properties.Item("header").Value = "header1";
exposeHeadersCollection.AddElement(addElement5);

var addElement6 = exposeHeadersCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement6.Properties.Item("header").Value = "header2";
exposeHeadersCollection.AddElement(addElement6);

corsCollection.AddElement(addElement1);

var addElement7 = corsCollection.CreateNewElement("add");
addElement7.Properties.Item("origin").Value = "http://*";
addElement7.Properties.Item("allowed").Value = false;
corsCollection.AddElement(addElement7);

adminManager.CommitChanges();

Command Line (AppCmd)Command Line (AppCmd)



appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /enabled:"True" /failUnlistedOrigins:"True"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"[origin='*']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120']"
appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors 
/[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].allowHeaders.allowAllRequestedHeaders:
"True"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].allowHeaders.[header='header1']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].allowHeaders.[header='header2']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].allowMethods.[method='DELETE']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].exposeHeaders.[header='header1']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"
[origin='https://*.microsoft.com',allowCredentials='True',maxAge='120'].exposeHeaders.[header='header2']"

appcmd.exe set config "contentSite" -section:system.webServer/cors /+"[origin='http://*',allowed='False']"

PowerShellPowerShell

Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter "system.webServer/cors" -
name "enabled" -value "True"
Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter "system.webServer/cors" -
name "failUnlistedOrigins" -value "True"

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter "system.webServer/cors" -
name "." -value @{origin='*'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter "system.webServer/cors" -
name "." -value @{origin='https://*.microsoft.com';allowCredentials='True';maxAge=120}
Set-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/allowHeaders" -name "allowAllRequestedHeaders" -
value "True"

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/allowHeaders" -name "." -value 
@{header='header1'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/allowHeaders" -name "." -value 
@{header='header2'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/allowMethods" -name "." -value @{method='DELETE'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/exposeHeaders" -name "." -value 
@{header='header1'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter 
"system.webServer/cors/add[@origin='https://*.microsoft.com']/exposeHeaders" -name "." -value 
@{header='header2'}

Add-WebConfigurationProperty -pspath 'MACHINE/WEBROOT/APPHOST/contentSite'  -filter "system.webServer/cors" -
name "." -value @{origin='http://*';allowed='False'}
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What is IIS Compression

What is a compression scheme providerWhat is a compression scheme provider

Why use IIS Compression

Higher Compression Ratio with Brotli compressionHigher Compression Ratio with Brotli compression

Better Gzip Compression Scheme ProviderBetter Gzip Compression Scheme Provider

By Yanbing Shi

This article provides an overview of IIS Compression.

IIS Compression is a bundle of two IIS compression scheme providers, iisbrotli.dll and iiszlib.dll, that expand IIS's
capability to compress HTTP responses. iisbrotli.dll supports Brotli compression, while iiszlib.dll supports both
Gzip and Deflate compression.

An IIS compression scheme provider:

Is a pluggable extension of IIS StaticCompressionModule  and DynamicCompressionModule .
Provides an implementation for one or multiple HTTP compression schemes.

IIS StaticCompressionModule  and DynamicCompressionModule :

Load the registered compression scheme providers into worker processes at runtime.
Leverage them to perform compression on static files and dynamically generated content, respectively.

IIS ships a default compression scheme provider gzip.dll:

That supports both Gzip and Deflate compression.
Is registered as the gzip scheme in applicationHost.config by default.

The in-box gzip.dll is based on an internal implementation of Gzip and Deflate encoding, and it works properly. So
why introduce new compression scheme providers in IIS Compression?

Brotli compression:

Is a relatively new addition to the HTTP compression.
Encoding algorithm and format of Brotli are specified in Requests For Comment (RFC) specification 7932.
Response data streams compressed with Brotli have the content encoding type "br".
Is capable of offering higher compression ratio than Gzip and Deflate, with the cost of lower compression
speed.

Brotli decompression on the client (browser) side is in general faster. Enabling Brotli compression can potentially
improve performance, especially for serving static contents.

While iiszlib.dll included in IIS Compression offers same Gzip and Deflate compression as the default provider
gzip.dll, iiszlib.dll:

Is more up-to-date.
Has better performance in terms of CPU usage.
Has better dynamic compression support owing to the zlib library.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-compression/iis-compression-overview.md
https://github.com/bangbingsyb
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc7932.txt


Open SourceOpen Source

Installing IIS Compression
Before InstallationBefore Installation

InstallationInstallation

IIS Compression :

Is a supported open-source product.
Source code can be found in IIS.Compression Github repository.
Uses the open-source brotli and zlib compression libraries as the core encoders
Bridges the brotli  and zlib  libraries with IIS compression modules through implementing the IIS HTTP
Compression API.

Making IIS Compression  open-source provides transparency to the community and allows flexible and agile future
enhancement, bug fixing, and customization. The project also serves a general reference for developing an IIS
compression scheme provider to the community.

The iiszlib.dll and iisbrotli.dll compression scheme providers are not IIS modules, they are extensions of IIS 
StaticCompressionModule  and DynamicCompressionModule . At runtime, StaticCompressionModule  and 
DynamicCompressionModule  load the compression scheme providers and pass the response content data to them for

compression.

Therefore, one or both of the two compression modules need to be installed on the IIS server as a prerequisite. See
HTTP Compression on how to install the features. Once the modules are installed, ensure static and/or dynamic
compression are enabled for a desired URL namespace. See URL Compression on how to enable the
corresponding type of compression.

net stop was /y

msiexec /I iiscompression_x86.msi

msiexec /I iiscompression_amd64.msi

net stop w3svc

1. Download the Microsoft IIS Compression release from the following locations:

Microsoft IIS Compression (x86) here.

Microsoft IIS Compression (x64) here.

2. Open a command prompt with administrator user rights.

3. Stop the WAS and W3SVC services by entering the following:

4. Run iiscompression_<architecture>.exe; for example:

5. Accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).

6. Complete the installation.

7. Start the WAS and W3SVC services by entering the following:

The IIS Compression installer drops iisbrotli.dll and iiszlib.dll to %ProgramFiles%\IIS\IIS Compression . The installer

https://github.com/Microsoft/IIS.Compression
https://github.com/google/brotli
https://zlib.net/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/dd692872.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/configuration/system.webserver/httpcompression
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/configuration/system.webserver/urlcompression
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/1/C/61CC0718-ED0E-4351-BC54-46495EBF5CC3/iiscompression_x86.msi
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/1/C/61CC0718-ED0E-4351-BC54-46495EBF5CC3/iiscompression_amd64.msi


<httpCompression directory="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\temp\IIS Temporary Compressed Files">
    <scheme name="br" dll="%ProgramFiles%\IIS\IIS Compression\iisbrotli.dll" />
    <scheme name="gzip" dll="%ProgramFiles%\IIS\IIS Compression\iiszlib.dll" />
    <dynamicTypes>
        <add mimeType="text/*" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="message/*" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="application/x-javascript" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="application/javascript" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="*/*" enabled="false" />
    </dynamicTypes>
    <staticTypes>
        <add mimeType="text/*" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="message/*" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="application/javascript" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="application/atom+xml" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="application/xaml+xml" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="image/svg+xml" enabled="true" />
        <add mimeType="*/*" enabled="false" />
    </staticTypes>
</httpCompression>

registers iisbrotli.dll as the br (Brotli) compression scheme provider in applicationHost.config. It also replaces
the default gzip compression scheme provider gzip.dll with iiszlib.dll. A sample <httpCompression>  element in
applicationHost.config is shown below:
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Compression Level

COMPRESSION SCHEME
PROVIDER

COMPRESSION LEVEL: NO
COMPRESSION

COMPRESSION LEVEL: BEST
SPEED

COMPRESSION LEVEL: BEST
COMPRESSION RATIO

gzip.dll N/A 0 10

iiszlib.dll 0 1 9

iisbrotli.dll N/A 0 11

NOTENOTE

Compression Scheme Prioritization
HTTP Compression Scheme NegotiationHTTP Compression Scheme Negotiation

Enabling Multiple Compression SchemesEnabling Multiple Compression Schemes

By Yanbing Shi

The article provides an overview on how to use IIS Compression.

HTTP compression is a trade-off of CPU for bandwidth. For a given compression algorithm, achieving higher
compression ratio typically comes with slower compression speed, and vice versa. The balance between
compression ratio and speed is controlled by the compression level. The compression levels of iiszlib.dll, iisbrotli.dll,
and gzip.dll do not match with each other in terms of range, compression ratio, and speed. The comparison of the
allowed compression levels of the three compression scheme providers is summarized in the below table.

Level 0 of iiszlib.dll specifies no compression rather than best-speed compression. The default IIS
dynamicCompressionLevel attribute value in the <httpCompression>  element is 0 as well. Therefore,
dynamicCompressionLevel needs to be explicitly set above 0 to allow iiszlib.dll to compress dynamically generated
contents.

The compression scheme negotiation between user agents and IIS servers complies with Requests For Comment
(RFC) specification 7231:

1. The negotiation starts with the user agent specifying the list of acceptable compression schemes in the
Accept-Encoding request header.

2. The server examines the Accept-Encoding header in the request and selects a scheme that the server
supports.

3. The server applies the corresponding algorithm to compress the response body.

4. When the server sends back the response, it adds the Content-Encoding response header with the
selected compression scheme as the header value.

5. The user agent uses the scheme indicated in the Content-Encoding response header to decompress the
response body and to render the original contents to the user.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/iis-compression/using-iis-compression.md
https://github.com/bangbingsyb
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc7231.txt
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<scheme name="br" dll="%ProgramFiles%\IIS\IIS Compression\iisbrotli.dll" />
<scheme name="gzip" dll="%ProgramFiles%\IIS\IIS Compression\iiszlib.dll" />

NOTENOTE

Before IIS 10.0 Version 1803Before IIS 10.0 Version 1803

One of the key ideas behind HTTP compression scheme negotiation is the possibility of supporting new
compression schemes while maintaining backward compatibility with old clients or servers.

While Brotli compression offers the benefit of higher compression ratio and has been supported by many
browsers, it is still not as widely adopted as Gzip at the time of writing. Therefore, one possible optimization is to
enable both Brotli and Gzip compression, but prioritize Brotli if the client-side user agent also supports it.

Compression scheme prioritization is supported in IIS 10.0 version 1803 or above. The priority of each
compression scheme is determined by its order in the <scheme>  collection of the <httpCompression> element:

A compression scheme appearing on the top of the <scheme>  collection is prioritized over the one appearing
after, if their quality values specified in the Accept-Encoding request header value are the same.
A compression scheme with higher quality value in the Accept-Encoding request header value is prioritized
over the one with lower quality value regardless of their order in the <scheme>  collection.

The installation of IIS Compression registers iisbrotli.dll and iiszlib.dll as the br and gzip compression scheme
providers, respectively, and places br before gzip in the <scheme>  collection:

Such configuration order allows the IIS server to prioritize Brotli over Gzip when most browsers that support
Brotli use Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, br  for compression scheme negotiation.

Typically the browsers that support Brotli compression only advertise br in the Accept-Encoding header value when
HTTPS is used.

Although IIS prior to version 10.0 version 1803 allows enabling multiple compression schemes, but it prioritizes
the compression scheme based on the scheme order appearing in the Accept-Encoding request header value:

A compression scheme appearing first (from left to right) in the Accept-Encoding request header value is
prioritized over the one appearing after, if they have the same quality values.
A compression scheme with higher quality value is prioritized over the one with lower quality value regardless
of their order in the Accept-Encoding request header value.

In consequence, IIS always prioritizes gzip over br for the typical scenario that the browser sets 
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, br  header in the request.

A possible workaround is installing the URL Rewrite Module and configuring a rewrite rule to modify the Accept-
Encoding header value. The following configuration shows a sample rewrite rule that rewrites the Accept-
Encoding header value to only include br scheme if it finds the string br in the header value with a non-zero
quality value.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/using-the-url-rewrite-module


<rewrite>
    <allowedServerVariables>
        <add name="HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING" />
    </allowedServerVariables>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Prioritize Brotli">
            <match url=".*" />
            <conditions>
                <add input="{HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING}" pattern="\bbr(?!;q=0)\b" />
            </conditions>
            <serverVariables>
                <set name="HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING" value="br" />
            </serverVariables>
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

Testing IIS Compression

More details on how to configure rewrite rules can be found in Creating Rewrite Rules for the URL Rewrite
Module.

Testing IIS Compression can be accomplished by:

Opening a browser and requesting certain contents from the IIS server.
Checking the requests and responses through the developer tools of the browser.

To test IIS Compression for static content compression:

Ensure the MIME type of the requested resource is enabled in the <staticTypes>  collection in the 
<httpCompression>  element.

Ensure the requested resource size is larger than minFileSizeForComp  specified in <httpCompression>  element.
Ensure the "hit frequency" threshold is reached for the requested URL. The threshold is specified by the 
frequentHitThreshold  and frequentHitTimePeriod  attributes in the <serverRuntime>  element. Alternatively, set

the value of the staticCompressionIgnoreHitFrequency  attribute in the <httpCompression>  element as true  to
disable the "hit frequency" check just for testing purpose.

To test IIS Compression for dynamic content compression:

Ensure the MIME type of the requested resource is enabled in the <dynamicTypes>  collection in the 
<httpCompression>  element.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/creating-rewrite-rules-for-the-url-rewrite-module
file:///T:/n3zn/extensions/iis-compression/using-iis-compression/samples/test_compression.jpg
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by IIS Team

To learn the general steps required to add Windows Media Services® 2008 to an existing Windows Server® 2008
server, click here to see the article on Microsoft TechNet.

If you already have both Windows Media Services 2008 and IIS 7 or above installed and want both to use HTTP,
learn how by reading the article Using HTTP for Streaming and Downloading from the Same Computer.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/windows-media-services/adding-windows-media-services-2008-on-an-iis-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111600
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Introducing Windows Media servers and Web servers

Windows Media serversWindows Media servers

Web serversWeb servers

by Dave Nelson

You can deliver digital media audio and video files and live streams either from a Windows Media server (a server
that is running Windows Media Services) or from a Web server (a server that is running Internet Information
Services (IIS)). Clients use different methods to receive digital media content from Windows Media servers and
Web servers: they stream digital media from a Windows Media server and download digital media from a Web
server.

With the broader availability of high-bandwidth networks and new media delivery features for IIS 7 and above, the
differences that previously favored the use of a Windows Media server over a Web server for delivering digital
media content have blurred. In non-multicast streaming scenarios, depending upon your business need, a
Windows Media server or a Web server can both be viable options for digital media content delivery today.

This article introduces the delivery methods and bandwidth-management capabilities of Windows Media servers
and Web servers, two important aspects of media delivery to consider when you are trying to decide which server
type to deploy for your delivery scenario.

This section introduces the two primary Windows Server roles that are used to deliver digital media to clients:

Windows Media servers
Web servers

 

A Windows Media server is designed specifically for streaming on-demand and live digital media to clients. It
provides high-quality streaming over a wide range of bandwidths to Windows Media Player and to Web browsers
that use the Windows Media Player 9 Series ActiveX control or the Microsoft Silverlight browser plug-in. It is
especially useful for streaming large amounts of data over busy, congested networks and low-bandwidth
connections. Streaming uses bandwidth more efficiently than downloading because it sends data over the network
only at the speed that is necessary for the client to render it correctly. This helps prevent the network from
becoming overloaded and helps maintain system reliability.

Users that connect to a stream can start to play it almost immediately. If streaming on-demand content was
indexed during encoding, they can use Seek functions (Fast-Forward and Rewind) on their player to jump to any
part of the stream without waiting for a download to finish. Streaming prevents users from downloading files
directly to their hard disk because the streaming data packets are delivered directly to the client application and
discarded by the client application after they are rendered.

A Windows Media server supports delivery of a limited number of popular digital media file formats, including
Windows Media Audio (WMA), Windows Media Video (WMV), and MP3. It also supports the use of JPEG files as
media elements in server-side playlists or as banner graphics to be displayed in Windows Media Player.

 

A Web server is designed to host Web sites and serve the Web site's pages and files to clients upon request. When
a client requests a file from a standard Web server, all available network bandwidth is used to download the data to
the client as quickly as possible. Web server deployments that serve small files to a limited number of users
simultaneously require little bandwidth. But as delivery of audio and video files (which are frequently large) has
increased, and as sites must serve greater numbers of simultaneous client requests, more bandwidth is required to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/windows-media-services/windows-media-server-or-web-server.md
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/servermanager/streamingmediaservices.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/servermanager/webserver.mspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/player/default.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight


Streaming vs. Downloading

StreamingStreaming

DownloadingDownloading

fulfill the client requests in a timely manner.

A Web server supports delivery of an unlimited number of popular digital media file formats using standard file-
download. If the IIS Media Services Smooth Streaming extensions are installed on a Web server running IIS,
delivery of on-demand and live streams in the MP4 container format is also supported.

 

This section compares the content delivery methods for Windows Media servers and Web servers:

Streaming
Downloading

 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) has long been the preferred transport protocol for traditional streaming media. It is
a fast, lightweight protocol without any retransmission or data-rate management functionality, making it an ideal
protocol for transmitting real-time audio and video data, which can tolerate some lost packets. UDP also has higher
priority than Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)-based HTTP for Internet traffic, giving streaming audio and
video data higher priority over file and Web page transfers and increasing the likelihood of uninterrupted viewing
on congested networks. A Windows Media server also uses UDP Resend, an intelligent UDP-retransmission
scheme that ensures that it only retransmits lost packets that can be sent to a player in time to be played, instead of
the blind retransmission scheme employed by TCP. This smart-resend feature conserves additional bandwidth on
congested networks.

A Windows Media server may stream digital media by using the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) with UDP-
based transport (RTSPT) to take advantage of UDP-based streaming efficiencies. On networks that don't support
UDP, the server is normally configured to use a process called protocol rollover to try TCP-based streaming, first
by using RTSP, and if that doesn't work, it uses its own version of HTTP for firewalls that allow Web traffic through
port 80. This enables corporate users to view Internet content without compromising firewall security and ensures
that all users on all networks can access all streaming media content. For more information about the streaming
protocols that are used by Windows Media Services, see Comparing HTTP Streaming Protocol with RTSP.

As network bandwidths increase, the use of TCP is becoming more common. Because TCP guarantees delivery of
every packet, it is preferred for video-on-demand delivery, especially if end users are paying for the content
through a pay-per-view or subscription billing model.

  

The bandwidth-management capabilities that are present in a Windows Media server are lacking in a standard
Web server. When a client requests digital media from a Web server, the Web server downloads the content to the
client as fast as the network will allow without monitoring the quality of the delivery and adjusting the bit rate for
the client in the way that a Windows Media server does. A client can start to play the content as soon as enough
data is downloaded to its Internet cache (this is referred to as progressive downloading); however, in bandwidth-
constrained systems, simultaneous requests from multiple clients can quickly saturate the available network
bandwidth and clients must buffer more data to the cache before starting or resuming playback.

Downloading also uses the available bandwidth less efficiently than streaming. Web server content delivery uses
HTTP, the standard Web protocol that is used by all Web servers and Web browsers for communication between
the server and the client. HTTP operates on top of the TCP transport protocol, which handles all data transfers. TCP
is optimized for non-real-time applications such as file transfer and remote log-in; therefore, it maximizes data
transfer rates while ensuring overall stability and high throughput for the whole network. TCP achieves reliable
data transfer by re-transmitting all lost packets, but it can't ensure that all resent packets will arrive at the client in
time to be played, and so sometimes wastes bandwidth.

With IIS, you have a choice. You can use standard progressive downloads, with the limitations mentioned above, or
you can use a new IIS feature called Bit Rate Throttling, described below, which provides some of the benefits of

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/82fb84a9-96f5-49dc-92d2-cf76c912aab81033.mspx?mfr=true
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb905764.aspx


Windows Media Services

Intelligent streamingIntelligent streaming

Fast StreamingFast Streaming

traditional streaming to almost any type of media file.

  

With its built-in bandwidth-management capabilities, a Windows Media server is an ideal way to deliver digital
media content to large numbers of concurrent users using traditional streaming.

A Windows Media server sends data at the same bit rate as the content, leaving more bandwidth available for
servicing concurrent client requests for content and resulting in better quality audio and video for connected
clients. There is typically a delay between the time the stream is received by a player and the point at which it starts
to play because the player must first buffer some data in case there are delays or gaps in the stream. This buffer
allows the media to continue playing uninterrupted, even during periods of high network congestion. Because data
streaming and rendering occurs almost simultaneously, streaming also enables you to deliver live content.
Windows Media Services contains many additional features that are used to optimize network throughput. This
section describes two of the most important: Intelligent streaming and Fast Streaming.

 

The most difficult task of streaming audio and video over a network is maintaining a continuous presentation to
the user in a highly changeable environment. Buffering is the biggest problem of streaming digital media. It is
caused when the client runs out of data in memory (the buffer) and must wait for more to arrive. The client will
always run out of data if the bit rate of the incoming stream exceeds the current available bandwidth.

Unpredictability of bandwidth is taken for granted on the Internet. The actual bandwidth at any given point is
determined by network conditions and traffic, which are constantly fluctuating. To ensure a continuous presentation
during traditional streaming delivery, Windows Media technologies use intelligent streaming, which adjusts the bit
rate of the content stream to counteract changes in available bandwidth. When a client first connects to a stream,
intelligent streaming ensures that the client receives content at the bit rate that is most appropriate for the current
bandwidth. As the stream plays, intelligent streaming is designed to dynamically and seamlessly adjust the bit rate
of the streaming content as the available bandwidth changes.

Intelligent streaming progresses through a series of strategies to modify the bit rate of the stream so that it plays
continuously on the client regardless of the current bandwidth. As bandwidth fluctuates between server and client,
the server detects the changes and adopts the best strategy. The strategies are as follows:

1. The server and client automatically determine the current available bandwidth, and then the server selects and
delivers the stream with the most appropriate bit rate. This requires that the content be encoded as a multiple-
bit-rate (MBR) stream.

2. During transmission, if the bandwidth decreases, the server automatically detects the change and switches to a
stream with a lower bit rate. If bandwidth improves, the server switches to a stream with a higher bit rate, but
never higher than the original bit rate. The process of selecting the appropriate stream is transparent to the user.

3. If the bandwidth can no longer support streaming video, the client and server intelligently degrade image
quality to avoid buffering. This method of decreasing the bit rate to accommodate the current bandwidth is
called stream thinning. The server decreases the video frame rate first. If the bit rate is still too high, the server
stops sending video frames.

4. After the server stops sending video frames, it uses intelligent streaming to try to maintain a continuous audio
stream. If audio quality starts to degrade, the client reconstructs parts of the stream to preserve quality.

When bandwidth is at its best, the server uses the first strategy. As conditions worsen, the server tries each strategy
in the previous list of options in succession until the bit rate is optimized for the current bandwidth.

A newer and improved form of intelligent streaming for delivery of media from Web servers is also available using
IIS. See the Smooth Streaming section of this article for more information.

 

Fast Streaming refers to a group of features in Windows Media Services that improve the quality of streaming

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732815.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc731688.aspx


IIS Media Services

Smooth StreamingSmooth Streaming

media content for the user. These features allow for a combination of streaming, downloading, and caching to
provide the best user experience:

Fast Cache. Enables Windows Media Services to use any additional bandwidth to send additional data to the
player buffer, allowing the player to better withstand network bandwidth fluctuations.
Fast Start. Enables the beginning part of the content to be quickly downloaded to a player at the maximum
available bandwidth, reducing the time required to fill the player's buffer requirement and the amount of time a
user has to wait (also known as latency) before starting to receive the stream.
Fast Recovery. Enables the server to provide an uninterrupted viewing experience to users receiving content
over high latency network connections, such as wireless and satellite networks, by using forward error
correction to greatly reduce packet corruption and interruption.
Fast Reconnect. Enables the server to automatically restore client connections—including encoders,
distribution servers, and players—that are lost during a broadcast because of network conditions.
Advanced Fast Start. Adds to Fast Start capabilities by allowing the player to start to play content as soon as
its buffer receives a minimum amount of data, further reducing the amount of latency before the user starts to
receive the stream.

 

IIS Media Services extensions are designed to add media delivery capabilities to a Web server that is running
Internet Information Services (IIS) 7. The IIS Media Services extensions take advantage of the broader market
availability of high-bandwidth networks, which make a Web server an increasingly practical option for digital
media content delivery. This section describes the following streaming and bandwidth management extensions that
are available in IIS Media Services:

Smooth Streaming
Bit Rate Throttling

IIS Media Services includes additional extensions that add Windows Media Services-like capabilitres, such as
server-side playlists and rich client logging, to Web servers running IIS. For more information about these
extensions, and additional extensions that may be developed to enhance delivery of digital media content from
Web servers, see the IIS Media Services Web site.

  

Smooth Streaming is the Microsoft implementation of adaptive streaming technology, which is a form of Web-
based media content delivery that uses standard HTTP. Instead of delivering media as full-file downloads, or as
persistent (and thus stateful) streams, the content is delivered to clients as a series of MPEG-4 (MP4) fragments
that can be cached at edge servers. Smooth Streaming-compatible clients use special heuristics to dynamically
monitor current network and local PC conditions and seamlessly switch the video quality of the Smooth Streaming
presentation that they receive. As clients play the fragments, network conditions may change (for example,
bandwidth may decrease) or video processing may be impacted by other applications that are running. Clients can
immediately request that the next fragment come from a stream that is encoded at a different bit rate to
accommodate the changing conditions. This enables clients to play the media without stuttering, buffering, or
freezing. As a result, users experience the highest-quality playback available, with no interruptions in the stream.

Smooth Streaming provides media companies with a better way to make full-HD (1080p) streaming on the Web a
reality. It offers code-free deployment and simplified content management for content creators and content
delivery networks. For users, the improved viewing experience brings the reliability and quality of television to their
favorite video Web sites.

As a content producer, you can encode live and on-demand Smooth Streaming video using Microsoft®
Expression® Encoder 4. As a content provider, you can use IIS Media Services to serve the encoded Smooth
Streams. And as a content consumer, you can play the Smooth Streams using a Smooth Streaming-compatible
client, such as Microsoft® Silverlight™.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/servermanager/webserver.mspx
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx


Bit Rate ThrottlingBit Rate Throttling

Feature checklist

For more information

Smooth Streaming Technical Overview. Provides a comprehensive history, context, introduction, and technical
description of Smooth Streaming.
Smooth Streaming Deployment Guide. Describes the Microsoft implementation for delivering a full Smooth
Streaming experience.
Experience Smooth Streaming. Go to this Web page to use a Silverlight browser plug-in to simulate different
bandwidths and see Smooth Streaming in action.

  

If you are concerned about the overall bandwidth limitations of your Web server system, instead of switching your
network computers to a new streaming distribution system, you may be able to use the Bit Rate Throttling
extension, which offers similar bandwidth-management and client-connection capabilities to those in Windows
Media Services. Unlike Windows Media Services, you can use Bit Rate Throttling to intelligently deliver any media
file type, not just Windows Media files. (Even better, Bit Rate Throttling can be used to deliver any file type in a
controlled manner, not just media files.)

You can configure Bit Rate Throttling to send an initial burst of data to a client's cache (similar to the Fast Start
capability of Windows Media Services that reduces latency) so that the client application can start to play the file by
using progressive download, and then configure the rate at which the remaining data is downloaded to the client.
Typically, this throttle rate is slightly greater than the encoded bit rate of the file, so that the client renders the
throttled data as it is downloaded (similar to a streaming experience). When multiple clients request data from the
Web server, they consume the data at the throttled rate, instead of all at once. This frees additional bandwidth for
servicing additional client requests.

On standard Web server networks that have lots of available bandwidth, a complete file can be downloaded to a
user's Internet cache in just a few seconds, provided it isn't exceptionally large, and content providers can incur
costs related to unused bandwidth if users stop playing the downloaded file after a short time. By throttling the
content download rate so that clients receive just enough content to render it, content providers don't incur costs
related to the bandwidth that is wasted in the unviewed parts of downloaded files.

The Bit Rate Throttling extension offers advanced settings that allow you more control of the cumulative network
throughput from your Web server. For example, you can specify global default and maximum throttle rates for all
digital media files (regardless of their encoded bit rates) and specify a total bit rate throughput limit for a site so
that the available bandwidth is dynamically allocated to connected clients. The Bit Rate Throttling extension also
offers a useful secondary feature that throttles data file types at specified bit rates.

For more information, see Bit Rate Throttling.

 

A Windows Media server is designed to handle the special requirements of streaming and administering Windows
Media-based content. However, a Web server can be a practical option for delivering digital media content,
especially by installing IIS Media Services extensions for IIS that bring Windows Media server capabilities to the
Web server.

Windows Media Services 2008 and IIS have additional features that are not described in this article that might
affect your choice for delivering digital media. For example, Windows Media Services is the only server role that
can be used for multicast delivery of content on enterprise networks. Before you make a final decision about which
server role to deploy to facilitate your business model, review the features for each server role in the following
table.

= This feature or function is supported.

= This feature or function is supported on a Web Server running IIS if the referenced extension is installed. The
implementation on the Web server may differ from the Windows Media server.

https://www.iis.net/media/experiencesmoothstreaming
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/bit-rate-throttling


WINDOWS SERVER 2008 FEATURE WINDOWS MEDIA SERVICES 2008 INTERNET INFORMATION SERVICES

Optimized for streaming Windows
Media-based content

1

Delivers content through most firewalls

Streams without downloading

Broadcasts live content 2

Delivers content using multicast
streaming

3

Supports trick mode playback of on-
demand files

4

Delivers content protected with Digital
Rights Management

Delivers content using Fast Streaming 1, 2, 4

Delivers content using Intelligent
Streaming

2, 4

Supports cache/proxy delivery scenarios 5

Supports rich client logging 6

Delivers content to cross-platform
Silverlight clients

Delivers content to iOS devices (iPhone,
iPad)

Delivers content referenced by server-
controlled playlists

7

Provides advanced performance
boundary limits properties

1

Supported on Server Core installations

Available for Windows Web Server 2008

= This feature or function is not supported.

1IIS Bit Rate Throttling
2IIS Live Smooth Streaming
3 Coming soon in IIS Smooth Multicast
4IIS Smooth Streaming
5IIS Application Request Routing
6IIS Advanced Logging
7IIS Web Playlists

https://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/prosolutions.mspx
file:///T:/n3zn/media/windows-media-services/windows-media-server-or-web-server/_static/image4.gif
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/guidance/networksecurity/firewall.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/0e5fa6c2-72ad-4337-8c85-e0fe5e85f8e41033.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/drm/default.mspx
https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/47a23a74-e13c-46de-8d30-ad0afb1eaffc1033.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/editions-overview.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/bit-rate-throttling
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/live-smooth-streaming
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/advanced-logging
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-playlists
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Change the port that Windows Media Services uses for HTTP
streaming

by Dave Nelson

You can use Microsoft Windows Media Services 2008 and Internet Information Services (IIS) 7. on the same
computer for digital content delivery. For example, you may want to use Windows Media Services to stream a live
broadcast to clients and use IIS to download digital media files to clients. If a firewall separates clients from your
server, it is advantageous to use HTTP through port 80 for digital media content delivery, as most firewalls leave
this port open.

Windows Media Services and IIS can coexist on a computer when you use their default values. By default, HTTP
streaming is not enabled in Windows Media Services; therefore, IIS can bind to port 80 for delivery of Web-based
content. However, if you decide that you want to use HTTP streaming in Windows Media Services, additional
configuration is required because both programs cannot bind to port 80 on the same Internet Protocol (IP)
address. This article describes the configuration alternatives.

Because Web servers usually reserve port 80, it is easiest to change the port that Windows Media Services uses
for HTTP streaming. This is one option that is available to you if you have one network adapter with one static IP
address bound to it. Note, however, that this configuration has the following drawbacks:

In the announcement file or Web page that links to your streaming content, You must specify a connection URL
to the content that uses an HTTP URL moniker (http://) and includes the new port number. For example, if you
change the HTTP streaming port to port 1450, you must specify the following connection URL for a player:
http://server_name:1450/publishing_point_name. When the connection URL uses the HTTP URL moniker, you
cannot use protocol rollover in Windows Media Services, which selects the best streaming protocol given
network conditions. Protocol rollover is initiated when you use the MMS URL moniker (mms://) in the
connection URL.
You must open the corresponding port in Windows Firewall.

For scenarios where you want to deliver a limited number of streams to clients on a temporary basis (for example,
you want to broadcast a live event), changing the HTTP port for Windows Media Services can be an adequate
solution. However, on a more permanent basis, consider assigning additional IP addresses to your network
adapter (or install additional network adapters). You can then use the procedures later in this article to configure
Windows Media Services and IIS to use separate IP address/port 80 pairs.

To change the port that Windows Media Services uses for HTTP streaming

1. In the Windows Media Services console tree, click the server for which you want to change the port allocated
for HTTP streaming.

2. In the details pane, click the Properties tab.
3. In Category, click Control protocol.
4. In Plug-in, click WMS HTTP Server Control Protocol, and then click Properties.
5. In Port selection, click Use other port, and then type the port number you want to use in the space provided.

HTTP port numbers can range from 1 to 65535.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/windows-media-services/using-http-for-streaming-and-downloading-from-the-same-computer.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771761.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/network/bb545423.aspx


Change the IP address that Windows Media Services uses for HTTP
streaming
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6. Click OK to apply the change.
7. In the details pane, in Plug-in, click WMS HTTP Server Control Protocol, and then click Enable to make the

HTTP protocol available for streaming content from your Windows Media server.

 

If you try to enable HTTP streaming in Windows Media Services 2008 on a computer that has IIS 7 installed, you
may receive the following error :

Error Code: 0xC00D158B
Error Text: One usage of each socket address (protocol/network address/port) is permitted. Verify that other
services (such as IIS) or applications are not attempting to use the same port and then try to enable the plug-in
again.

By default, the HTTP Listener (HTTP.sys) for the default Web site in IIS 7 listens to all requests coming in on port
80 for all static IP addresses bound to the network adapter (site binding = http:*:80:). The list of IP addresses that
HTTP.sys listens to is called the IP Listen list. The IP addresses that Http.sys does not listen to are available for
Windows Media Services to use. This section describes how to create unique static IP address/port 80 pairs for
downloading and streaming using HTTP.

A computer typically contains a single network adapter that is assigned one unique static IP address for use with port 80. To
share port 80 for downloading and streaming, at least two unique static IP addresses are required. Your Internet Service
Provider (ISP) or network administrator can assign an additional static IP address to the adapter on your computer, or you
can install an additional network adapter (with a unique static IP address) on the computer.

To determine the IP addresses available for HTTP streaming

1. In the Windows Media Services console tree, click the server for which you want to enable HTTP streaming.
2. In the details pane, click the Properties tab.
3. In Category, click Control protocol.
4. In Plug-in, click WMS HTTP Server Control Protocol, and then click Properties.
5. In IP addresses, view the list of IP addresses available to Windows Media Services in Allow selected IP

addresses to use this protocol. Although many IP addresses may be displayed, including the loopback IP
address (127.0.0.1)and local IPv6 IP addresses, you should see at least two static IP addresses that you can use
for port 80 (one for downloading and the other for streaming).

To specify the IP address for HTTP downloading

2. From a command prompt, type the following: netsh http add iplisten ipaddress=x.x.x.x where x.x.x.x is the
static IP address that you want the Web server to monitor for HTTP requests on port 80. The static IP address
that you do not specify will be reserved for Windows Media Services.

1. From a command prompt, type the appropriate command to stop the following services:

For Windows Media Services, type net stop wmserver
For IIS, type net stop w3svc

3. From a command prompt, restart the services that you stopped in step 1:

For IIS, type net start w3svc
For Windows Media Services, type net start wmserver



NOTENOTE

Related articles

To specify the IP address for HTTP streaming

Perform the previous procedure, which reserves an IP address for HTTP streaming first.

1. In the Windows Media Services console tree, click the server for which you want to enable HTTP streaming.
2. In the details pane, click the Properties tab.
3. In Category, click Control protocol.
4. In Plug-in, click WMS HTTP Server Control Protocol, and then click Properties.
5. In IP addresses, click Allow selected IP addresses to use this protocol.
6. Select the IP address that you reserved in the previous procedure for streaming content over port 80. Do not

select the IP addresses that you added to the IP Listen list in the previous procedure; otherwise, the plug-in
might go into an error state when it is enabled.

7. In Port selection, click Use default port (80).
8. Click OK to apply the change.
9. In the details pane, in Plug-in, click WMS HTTP Server Control Protocol, and then click Enable to make the

HTTP protocol available for streaming content from your Windows Media server using the new IP address.

Windows Media Services will stream digital media content over port 80 for the IP address selected in the WMS
HTTP Server Control Protocol plug-in while HTTP.sys will handle all other HTTP requests over port 80 using the
IP address that you added to the IP listen list.

 

This article discussed how to configure both Windows Media Services and IIS to use port 80 on a computer that is
running Windows Server 2008. If you are running versions of this software on Windows Server 2003 or Windows
2000 Server, see the following articles for configuration instructions for those platforms.

How to set up Windows Media Services 9 Series to use HTTP streaming on port 80 with IIS 6.0 installed
(KB328728). Applies to Windows Server 2003.
How to Run IIS 5.0 and Windows Media Services with HTTP Streaming Enabled (KB268585). Applies to
Windows 2000 Server.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/network/bb545423.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/268585/
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Introduction

1 Platform Technologies

2 Encoding and Conversion Technologies

by Tim Ammann

This article offers guidance for choosing among the Microsoft Media Platform Technologies that deliver video
content. It includes general guidance for migration, and provides details about the new Windows Azure Media
Services platform.

Technical Reviewers: John Deutscher, Cenk Dingiloglu, David Bristol, Kilroy Hughes, Steven Goulet

Also thanks to: Anton Kucer, Eric Zocher

Published: January 2013

Applies to: Windows Media Services, IIS Media Services, Windows Azure Media Services, Expression Encoder,
Transform Manager

Microsoft offers a number of important feature-rich Media Platform Technologies that are useful in a wide variety
of scenarios. Nevertheless, some of the technologies offer advantages over others for particular scenarios. This
article offers guidance for choosing among them and considerations for migration, including a look at the
revolutionary new Windows Azure Media Services platform.

 

Two Microsoft Media Platform Technologies are on-premises (that is, they run on servers placed directly in an
enterprise), while the latest, Windows Azure Media Services, is cloud-based as part of Microsoft's Windows Azure
cloud computing platform (https://www.windowsazure.com/).

On-premises media technologies:

Windows Media Services (with versions for Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2)
IIS Media Services 4.1 (which runs on Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, and Windows Server
2012)

Cloud-based media technologies:

Windows Azure Media Services

The initial components of Windows Azure Media Services, including Ingest, Encoding, Content Protection, and On-
Demand, are available or shipping soon. Advertising (Ad Insertion) is currently available through Client SDKs.
Additional components, including Live Streaming and Analytics, will be rolled out as they become available. When
all of the components are in place, Windows Azure Media Services will offer a complete end-to-end media services
solution, including video ingest, encoding and conversion, content protection, on-demand streaming, live
streaming, and analytics.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/windows-media-services/microsoft-media-platform-encoding-and-serving-choices-and-migration-considerations.md
https://www.windowsazure.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/server/server.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=12442
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/windows-media-services
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/home/scenarios/media/
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3 Recent History of Media Formats

4 Why migrate from Windows Media Services to IIS Media Services?

The following encoding and conversion technologies are available from Microsoft:

Transform Manager 1.1 : Converts media files to on-demand smooth streaming format for Silverlight clients
and Apple mobile digital devices. This product is available for free download.
Expression Encoder 4 with Service Pack 2 : Expression Encoder is a video-encoding and live-broadcasting
application. A free version is available. The Expression Encoder 4 Pro version is necessary for H.264 encoding.
Some SP2 features, such as GPU encoding and live template support, are also available only in Expression
Encoder 4 Pro.

Expression Encoder 4 Pro will be unavailable for purchase after 12/31/2013. For more information, see Microsoft Expression
Changes. Additional encoders are available from Microsoft partners such as Telestream, Digital Rapids, Harmonic, Elemental,
and Envivio.

Windows Azure Media Encoding Services: Incorporates the technologies of Transform Manager and Expression
Encoder into the Windows Azure cloud. Going forward, the latest versions of these technologies will continue to
be developed in the Windows Azure Media Services cloud.

Third-party encoders are also available for IIS Media Services. For more information, see the Partners section of the IIS Media
Services page. For Windows Azure Media Services, third-party encoders will be available in the Azure Store sometime after
Windows Azure Media Services releases.

 

The Windows Media format helped establish internet video download, first to PCs, then to other devices by using
the WMV file container, WMA audio codecs, and the VC-1 video codec (and its predecessors).

To support large scale adaptive bitrate streaming over the internet, Microsoft later developed Smooth Streaming.
Smooth Streaming uses the PIFF media format (Protected Interoperable File Format), which is derived from the
MPEG ISO Base Media File Format standard. The PIFF media format supports the MPEG AVC video codec, AAC
and other audio codecs, and PlayReady DRM.

Recently, the core technologies in PIFF and Smooth Streaming have been incorporated into the MPEG standards
called Common Encryption (ISO/IEC 23001-7) and DASH "Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP" (ISO/IEC
23009-1).

Migration to the DASH standard is underway at Microsoft and most of the Internet video industry. The W3C is
standardizing the APIs for HTML5 browsers. These APIs will allow Web pages to stream DASH to HTML5
browsers on all types of devices, including TVs, PCs, tablets, and phones.

 

If you are currently using Windows Media Services, migrating to IIS Media Services offers the following
advantages:

The Smooth Streaming format. Smooth Streaming is a form of adaptive streaming over HTTP that stores video
on disk as a single full-length file per encoded bit rate, but creates file chunks virtually upon client request.
Because the chunks are sent as standalone files, they are fully cacheable via local network HTTP caching or with
a downstream CDN (Content Delivery Network). The single file approach combined with dynamic chunking
offers both significant adaptive performance and file-management benefits.
IIS Media Services can stream to mobile devices, including Apple and Android clients.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29890
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=27870
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=149601
http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533
http://www.telestream.net/
http://www.digitalrapids.com/
http://harmonicinc.com/
http://www.elementaltechnologies.com/
http://www.envivio.com/
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/playready/overview/


Scenarios still appropriate for Windows Media ServicesScenarios still appropriate for Windows Media Services
Re-encoding requirementRe-encoding requirement

Multicast Streaming (Multicasting)Multicast Streaming (Multicasting)

Audio-only streamingAudio-only streaming

NOTENOTE

5 Reasons to use IIS Media Services and Windows Media Services side-
by-side

Streaming: Windows Media Services vs. I IS Media Services 4.1Streaming: Windows Media Services vs. I IS Media Services 4.1

IIS Media Services can stream AVC video in ISO Media files to clients, including Silverlight. (Windows Media
Services cannot stream AVC video in ISO Media File Format).
IIS Media Services can push a live stream from an encoder to multiple downstream media servers. IIS Media
Services 4.1 has the ability to pull or push from an upstream server to a downstream server. With Windows
Media Services, you are limited to a single downstream server.
IIS Media Services is supported on Windows Server 2012, while Windows Media Services is not. Take this into
consideration when migrating to Windows Server 2012.

 

 

IIS Media Services does not support the wmv video format, so wmv files must be converted to Smooth Streaming
(fragmented ISO Media) format. When planning a migration, take into consideration the size and number of files
to be converted.

For more information on re-encoding content for IIS Media Services, see the section "Re-encode wmv content"
later in this document.

 

Multicast streaming is a feature of Windows Media Services that lets you deliver streaming content on a closed
internal network from a media server. Multicast streaming uses special multicast-enabled routers to deliver
streams to an IP address that all clients subscribe to. For more information about multicast streaming, see
Delivering content as a multicast stream.

As of this writing, multicast streaming is supported by Windows Media Services, but not by IIS Media Services or
Windows Azure Media Services.

 

If you are streaming audio-only content, Silverlight does not support audio-only smooth streaming from IIS Media
Services. Silverlight requires a stream to contain both audio and video. For this reason, Windows Media Services
may be the better choice for audio-only scenarios.

If you must use Silverlight, Expression Encoder and IIS Media Services to stream audio, there is a workaround: you can
provide Expression Encoder with a very low bitrate (for example, 10 bits per second) placeholder video stream that contains a
1 x 1 pixel. Although not a true audio-only stream, the video portion of the combined audio/video will be very minimal.

 

In some scenarios, it might be appropriate to use IIS Media Services and Windows Media Services side-by-side,
with each having separate, specific purposes. Because IIS Media Services and Windows Media Services are
separate technologies, they can coexist on the same computer.

For example, if you have a mix of audio and video formats, you could use Windows Media Services to deliver wmv
and audio content, and IIS Media Services to deliver Smooth Streaming content to Silverlight clients and mobile
devices. If you need to stream content both internally and outside to the web, you could use Windows Media
Services for multicast streaming, and IIS Media Services for smooth streaming.

The following table shows a comparison of the live streaming features in Windows Media Services and IIS Media
Services:

 

https://blogs.iis.net/chriskno/archive/2008/07/14/sourcing-from-a-multicast-broadcast-using-windows-media-services.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc754435.aspx


STREAMING FEATURE WMS 2008 IIS MS 4.1

Archiving of live streams ✔ ✔

Broadcast streaming from files ✔ ✔

High Availability content sourcing
(encoder failover)

✔ ✔

HTTP Streaming ✔ ✔

Multiple bitrate streaming (Intelligent
vs. Smooth)

✔ ✔

Server and client side logging ✔ ✔

Unicast HTTP streaming from live
encoders

✔ ✔

Play While Archiving (late joiner feature) ✔ ✔

Advanced Server-side Playlists ✔

Multicast streaming ✔

RTSP/TCP & RTSP/UDP Streaming ✔

Windows Media Services proxying and
caching

✔

Full Network DVR ✔

ISO-based file formats ✔

Low-latency streaming ✔

REST-based streaming requests ✔

Standard HTTP proxying and caching ✔

Streaming to iOS clients ✔

Streaming to mobile devices ✔

6 Considerations when migrating to IIS Media Services
 

When migrating from Windows Media Services to IIS Media Services, a phased, gradual approach can be taken,
using these three steps:

1) Change the encoder

2) Install Silverlight, or use the Microsoft OSMF plugin

3) Re-encode wmv content



1) Change the Encoder1) Change the Encoder
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2) Install Silverlight, or use the Microsoft OSMF plugin2) Install Silverlight, or use the Microsoft OSMF plugin

SilverlightSilverlight

NOTENOTE

OSMF (Open Source Media Framework) pluginOSMF (Open Source Media Framework) plugin

NOTENOTE

A  fe w  d e t a i l s  a b o u t  t h e  p l u g i nA  fe w  d e t a i l s  a b o u t  t h e  p l u g i n

 

The mainstream support end date for Windows Media Encoder was 12/01/2010, so if you are currently using
Windows Media Encoder, switch to either using the stand-alone Expression Encoder tool or a third-party encoder.

Expression Encoder 4 Pro will be unavailable for purchase after 12/31/2013. For more information, see Microsoft Expression
Changes. Additional encoders are available from Microsoft partners such as Telestream, Digital Rapids, Harmonic, Elemental,
and Envivio.

Replacing the encoder is the first step because the encoder is perhaps the easiest of components to replace.
Expression Encoder can create content for both Windows Media Services and IIS Media Services.

 

Depending on your requirements, your next step will be to install Silverlight on your clients, or use the OSMF
plugin to prepare to Smooth Stream to Flash.

 

If your clients are currently using Windows Media Player, you can install Silverlight on all your clients. Silverlight is
capable of playing content from both IIS Media Services and Windows Media Services.

In this interim step, you will have two different Silverlight Application (xap) client files: one for Windows Media
Services, and one for IIS Media Smooth Streaming. At this point, you are still using Windows Media Services, but
your clients are ready to receive Smooth Streaming content when you make the transition to IIS Media Services. In
addition, this interim step has the advantage of providing wider support for browsers, including Safari.

Different Silverlight applications (.xap files) are required for playing back IIS Media Services and Windows Media Services
content. To play Windows Media content, a number of Silverlight templates are available as part of the installation of
Expression Encoder. For playing Smooth Streaming content, you can use the Microsoft Media Platform Player Framework.

 

If you do not need to use DRM such as PlayReady and are restricted from deploying Silverlight in your Enterprise,
you can use the Microsoft Smooth Streaming plugin for Open Source Media Framework. After your .wmv content
has been re-encoded to Smooth Streaming format, the plugin will allow you to deliver that content in Smooth
Streaming format to Flash clients.

The OSMF plugin cannot deliver content that is in .wmv format.

In this interim step, your clients will continue using Windows Media Player for Windows Media Services. After
your re-coding is complete, you can transition to using IIS Media Services and the OSMF plugin to stream to Flash
clients.

 

The Microsoft Smooth Streaming plugin for Open Source Media Framework 2.0 can easily add Smooth Streaming
playback capabilities to existing OSMF-based players. The plugin can be dynamically loaded for use with Strobe
Media Playback. With very little coding, the plugin can enable your new or existing applications to consume
Smooth Streaming content.

The plugin has the following features:

On-demand Smooth Streaming playback (Play, Pause, Seek, Stop)

https://support.microsoft.com/lifecycle/?LN=en-ie&C2=7761
http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533
http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533
http://www.telestream.net/
http://www.digitalrapids.com/
http://harmonicinc.com/
http://www.elementaltechnologies.com/
http://www.envivio.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
http://smf.codeplex.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36057


3) Re-encode wmv content3) Re-encode wmv content

The IIS smooth streaming formatThe IIS smooth streaming format

Re-encoding optionsRe-encoding options
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OS Platform ConsiderationsOS Platform Considerations

An on-premises hybrid approachAn on-premises hybrid approach

Multiple audio language switching with OSMF built-in APIs
Maximum playback quality selection with OSMF built-in APIs

Support for video codecs - H.264
Support for Audio codecs - AAC

This version of the plugin requires OSMF 2.0 and Adobe Flash Player 10.2 or higher. For more information, see the
Microsoft Smooth Streaming Plugin for OSMF (Preview) download page.

 

When re-encoding your wmv files for migration, you'll need to choose an appropriate Smooth Streaming format
and decide which re-encoding tools to use. After you are done re-encoding, change your application and web page
links to use the Silverlight Smooth Streaming client or OSMF player.

 

The IIS Media Services Smooth Streaming format consists of .ismv files that can contain H.264, or VC-1
compression formats. For more information, see IIS Smooth Streaming Technical Overview.

If your goal is to stream to mobile devices, it is recommended that you choose H.264 rather than VC-1 as the target
format because the H.264 format is supported by the hardware decoders on most mobile devices as well as the
GPU decoders on most PCs.

 

To do the re-encoding, Microsoft offers three choices:

The format conversion facilities of Windows Azure Media Services
Transform Manager with Expression Encoder (note that re-encoding the AVC (H.264/MPEG-4) format requires
the Pro version of Expression Encoder 4)
Expression Encoder, if you have only a few files to convert

Expression Encoder 4 Pro will be unavailable for purchase after 12/31/2013. For more information, see Microsoft Expression
Changes. Additional encoders are available from Microsoft partners such as Telestream, Digital Rapids, Harmonic, Elemental,
and Envivio.

Windows Azure Media Encoder puts the functionality of Expression Encoder into the Windows Azure Media
Services cloud. Going forward, the encoding technology in Windows Azure is the one that Microsoft will continue
to develop.

If you do decide to use Transform Manager, keep in mind that the Windows Azure equivalent of Transform
Manager (that is, the format conversion service on Windows Azure Media Services) will continue to evolve in the
cloud while the downloadable version is likely to undergo only minor changes and have limited support.

 

When migrating to IIS Media Services, it is possible to do an in-place migration on the same server, migrate to a
separate server, or migrate to virtual machines.

Many customers use virtual machines to reduce the TOC (total cost of ownership) and maximize the use of their
hardware. Of course, if you migrate to Windows Azure Media Services, you will be able to take advantage of the
scalability of the Azure cloud without the overhead of maintaining an in-house infrastructure.

 

One hybrid, less compute-intensive approach is to produce only your new content in Smooth Streaming format,
and maintain your existing content in the older wmv format. The content could be served by using IIS Media
Services and Windows Media Services side-by-side, as mentioned earlier in this document. This scenario might be

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36057
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/2/4/4247C3AA-7105-4764-A8F9-321CB6C765EB/IIS_Smooth_Streaming_Technical_Overview.pdf
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/home/features/media-services/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29890
http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=149601
http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533
http://www.telestream.net/
http://www.digitalrapids.com/
http://harmonicinc.com/
http://www.elementaltechnologies.com/
http://www.envivio.com/


Choose a format that supports dynamic packagingChoose a format that supports dynamic packaging

A note on MPEG-DASHA note on MPEG-DASH

7 The Advantages of Migrating to Windows Azure Media Services

an option if your older content is less frequently accessed, or used exclusively by legacy clients.

 

If your plan is to migrate at some point to Windows Azure Media Services for on-demand streaming, your best
choice will be to use either the Smooth Streaming or multi-bitrate ISO Base Media File Format (Smooth Streaming
is itself a fragmented ISO Base Media format), for the following reasons:

Fragmented ISO Base Media (fMP4) offers substantial technical advantages over HLS. For more information,
see Unifying Global Video Strategies: MP4 File Fragmentation For Broadcast, Mobile and Web Delivery.
The Windows Azure Media Packager can easily repackage between Smooth Streaming and multi-bitrate ISO
Base Media formats.
The Windows Azure Media Services Origin Service allows you to use a single Smooth Streaming or ISO Base
Media 14496-12 multi-bitrate source to dynamically serve both Smooth Streaming and HLS clients. This
feature, called dynamic packaging, avoids the need for you (or for Windows Azure) to duplicate storage for
every streaming-format type (for example, MP4 for HTML5; Smooth Streaming for Silverlight, XBox, and Flash;
and MPEG2-TS (MPEG 2 Transport Stream, also called M2TS) for HLS to iOS devices). As a result, you only
need to store and pay for the files in one storage format. For more information, see Walkthrough: Dynamically
Packaging Assets.

 

MPEG-DASH (MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) is a standard for dynamic adaptive bit-rate HTTP
streaming that will be fully supported in Windows Azure Media Services. Support will also be added to the
Microsoft Media Platform Smooth Streaming client development kits. For more details, see Microsoft Announces
Support for MPEG-DASH in Microsoft Media Platform .

The adoption of MPEG-DASH will greatly reduce (and hopefully eliminate) the need for re-encoding between
competing video formats. After it is fully supported in Windows Azure Media Services, MPEG-DASH will become
Microsoft's preferred format for HTTP streaming.

If you currently stream using Windows Azure Media Services using multi-bitrate ISO Base Media or Smooth
Streaming formats, you will not need to repackage or re-encode your video to MPEG-DASH. Windows Azure
Media Services will do this for you dynamically. For this reason, Microsoft recommends that when choosing to
encode, you use either the Smooth Streaming or multi-bitrate ISO Base Media format.

 

The current environment for video streaming is experiencing new challenges. The video portion of Internet traffic
today is significant and growing rapidly, as is the number of internet connected TVs and mobile devices. In this
environment, video providers and broadcasters are switching to IP as the medium of choice to reach this wide
diversity of endpoints.

To address these challenges, Windows Azure Media Services is designed to become a one-stop platform for
securely encoding, packaging, and delivering video content from Windows Azure or CDNs, thus offering the
scalability and reach of the cloud.

Some of advantages of migrating to Windows Azure Media Services are:

Windows Azure Media Services has the scalability and reliability of a cloud platform and can handle large
bursts in demand for video applications.
It is widely available for a global audience and can use third-party CDNs like Akamai, Level3, or Limelight.
Windows Azure Media Services has cloud-based versions of familiar Microsoft Media Platform and media
partner technologies.
As a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), Windows Azure Media Services is faster, cheaper, and lowers risk:

PaaS is faster because there is less work for developers. End-to-end solutions benefit from a single

http://184.168.176.117/reports-public/Adobe/20111116-fMP4-Adobe-Microsoft.pdf
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/jj889436.aspx
http://dashif.org/mpeg-dash/
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Principal Windows Azure Media ComponentsPrincipal Windows Azure Media Components

Secure Media Ingest ServiceSecure Media Ingest Service

Encoding and Conversion ServiceEncoding and Conversion Service

Security Standards and Certifications: Windows Azure Media Services Security is working towards SOC2
(Service Organization Control 2) compliance and plans to complete a CDSA (Content Delivery and Security
Association) certification process and an MPAA audit in 2013.

platform that solves integration issues. As a result, applications can go from idea to availability more
quickly.
PaaS is cheaper because it offers less administration and management overhead, and greater economies
of scale: you pay only for what you use, and large capital outlays for media servers and network
infrastructure can be replaced by the more efficient operating expenses of cloud computing.
PaaS lowers risk. Because the platform does more for you, there are fewer opportunities for error.

 

Windows Azure Media Services have the flexibility and power to enable you to create whatever media services
solution that you envision. Some key usage scenarios are:

Creating an end-to-end workflow in the cloud. For example, a content management service can use Windows
Azure Media Services to process on-demand Smooth Streaming video and distribute it to a variety of mobile
and desktop clients.
Developing hybrid workflows that incorporate pre-existing on-premises resources. For example, a video
production house might upload its finished videos to Windows Azure Media Services for encoding into multiple
formats, and then use the Windows Azure Media Services Origin Service and a third-party CDN to deliver
video on demand.
Choosing to utilize built-in Media Services components, or mixing and matching your own custom components
or components from third parties. Individual Windows Azure Media Services components can be called via
standard REST APIs for easy integration with external applications and services.

The following section provides a more detailed breakdown of the various Windows Azure Media Services
components.

 

Windows Azure Media Services components, when put together, are designed to create a complete end-to-end
workflow. Currently available components include Ingest, Encoding and Conversion, Content Protection, On-
Demand Streaming, and client-side support for Ad Insertion. Forthcoming components are Live Streaming,
Analytics, and Identity Management. These components are described in more detail below.

 

The Windows Azure Media Services Ingest service uploads video via HTTPS into Windows Azure Blobs for
processing or delivery. A few key points:

When uploading high value content such as studio quality mezzanine files, you should pre-encrypt the files with
AES 256 prior to upload. The Media Services .NET SDK and Java SDK support this pre-encryption, which is a
best practice for compliant secure media workflows.
For greater efficiency when uploading your videos, you can use a fast upload UDP technology such as the one
from Aspera, which can be obtained through the Azure Store.
If your solution requires support for bulk ingest, you can implement this using the Media Services REST API, or
the .NET or Java SDKs.

 

Windows Azure Media services can encode to and convert a variety of video and audio formats. The functionality
of the standalone Expression Encoder tool has been folded into Windows Azure Media Encoder, which will
continue to be Microsoft's primary encoding offering.

Windows Azure Media Encoder:

Encodes video to H.264 or VC-1, with 25+ presets available. For a complete list, see Task Preset Strings for
Windows Azure Media Encoder.

http://www.cdsaonline.org/
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On Demand StreamingOn Demand Streaming

NOTENOTE

Live StreamingLive Streaming

Encodes audio to AAC-LC, HE-AAC, and WMA (Dolby DD+ is planned).
Packages to the MP4, HLS, Smooth Streaming, and WMV formats.
Enables you to process assets by using the Media Services SDK for .NET or the Java SDK.

 

Content Protection is a feature of Windows Azure Media Services that provides encryption and digital rights
management. Some of the features available or planned are:

Encryption with Windows Azure Media Encryptor
Protection for Smooth and DASH Streaming or Apple HLS sources
Support for PlayReady DRM with MPEG Common Encryption (CENC)

Content protection solutions from partners like BuyDRM, EZDRM, and Civolution are also available for solutions
with Windows Azure Media Services.

To use PlayReady, you currently need to provide your own PlayReady server or use one from a third party provider such as
those mentioned.

 

Windows Azure Media Services offers an Origin Service that delivers Video on Demand.

The Origin Service is a managed adaptive bitrate streaming service that offers guaranteed bandwidth, auto
recovery, high redundancy, and high availability. You can use the Origin Service in conjunction with third-party
CDNs like Level3 and Akamai to provide wide availability and low latency.

The Origin Service offers dynamic packaging support of standard MP4 files into Smooth Streaming, MPEG-DASH,
or HLS files. This means that a file in one format can be packaged on-the-fly and delivered in the other format. This
eliminates the need to store two separate versions of the same file, greatly reducing storage and CPU costs.

The dynamic packaging feature does not apply to MPEG 2 Transport Stream (M2TS) files, or to encrypted files.

 

Live Streaming is a forthcoming feature of Windows Azure Media Services that will offer live ingest, live origin,
and live encoding that will enable video to be streamed for live events.

Windows Azure Media Services Live Streaming was previewed with great success in the 2012 Olympics. Here are
some highlights of its features:

One source, many clients: using industry standard H.264 and AAC codecs, content was encoded once and
delivered to all devices and platforms, including Silverlight, Flash, iOS, Android, and Windows Phone clients
and devices.
Easy configuration and automation: Live and on-demand channels were established and configured with a
few lines of code. The creation of 140 live HD channels was automated. No manual setup or steps were
required. For example, 120 channels were initially provisioned. When it became clear that 20 additional
channels would be required, with a few clicks, the 20 channels were added and available within the space of 30
minutes.
Scalable, reliable, robust: During the 2012 Olympics, Windows Azure Media Services provided a scalable
mechanism that handled spikes and prioritization of high volume transcoding needs. A solution for an event like
this would have been unachievable or too costly with traditional on-premise implementations or generic cloud
compute services. Redundant ingest, origin, storage and edge caching services across multiple datacenters
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EncodingEncoding

delivered a high availability solution that provided automated self-healing when issues arose.
Real-time monitoring: The REST channel APIs provided by Windows Azure Media Services were used to
build a web-based dashboard that allowed broadcasters to monitor the health and quality of the outbound flow
of streams to CDNs.
Seamless transition between Live and Video On-demand: Video was available immediately for replay both
during and after a live broadcast with full DVR functionality. As an event ended in real time, a full video on-
demand archive was created.
Microsoft Media Platform tools: Microsoft provided rough cut editing tools for highlight reel creation.
Within a couple of minutes of an event, these tools allowed highlight clips to be quickly assembled into
highlight reels that could be streamed from the live chunks already cached at the CDN edge. There was no need
to download or save the video assets locally.
Automated conversion of content: Using the VOD Services SDK, several custom media processing tools
were created for the automatic conversion of content to various formats that could be served to a wide variety
of devices and online services.

For more information about how Live Streaming was implemented in the 2012 Olympics, see Windows Azure
Media Services and the London 2012 Olympics.

During the calendar year 2013, the above Live Streaming capabilities are to be gradually added to Windows Azure
Media Services, becoming available for general consumption as they are released.

Currently, you can live stream using IIS Media Services 4.1, or use the facilities of third party providers. A new
version of IIS Media Services is planned but has not yet been released.

 

Ad Insertion is currently available in client SDKs, with support for the VMAP and VPAID standards in clients using
MMPPF, PlayerFramework, OSMF AD plugins and the Windows Azure Player Framework for iOS.

On the server side, ad integration features are forthcoming.

 

Analyticsand Identity Management are forthcoming features of Windows Azure Media Services.

Analytics refers to tracking the penetration and usage of video content. Real-time analytics are planned.
Identity Management already exists in Windows Azure but will be extended to Media Services to provide access
control for your applications.

 

Windows Azure Media Services charges for storage, compute cycles, and egress of data (that is, to download the
content or serve it). There is no charge for uploading content to Azure unless you are using a third-party fast
transfer tool such as the one from Aspera. The compute cycles relate mostly to encoding. Regular Windows Azure
Storage costs apply to storage.

Preliminary summary information about how Encoding and On-Demand services will be charged is provided
below. For up-to-date, detailed pricing information for Windows Azure and Windows Azure Media Services, see
Windows Azure Pricing Details.

Depending on your scenario, the total cost of serving your content through Windows Azure Media Services can be
significantly less than that of streaming from your own in-house infrastructure.

 

Encoding is charged by the total number of gigabytes input to and output from the encoder per billing-cycle
month. (The total of gigabytes processed is the data input to the encoder, plus the data output from the encoder.)
Both input and output data are stored in your Media Services storage account, for which the standard Windows
Azure Storage and Data Transfer charges apply.

To ensure that specified number of encoding tasks can run concurrently, you can purchase one or more encoding
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Alternate or Hybrid SolutionsAlternate or Hybrid Solutions

Programming Windows Azure Media ServicesProgramming Windows Azure Media Services
REST APIsREST APIs

Smooth Streaming Client SDKsSmooth Streaming Client SDKs

Media Platform Player FrameworkMedia Platform Player Framework

reserve units (RUs). One reserve unit can run one task at a time. A typical number of encoding reserve units is
from 1 to 5. A reserve unit is also the primary unit of SLA (Service Level Agreement). If you do not purchase
reserve units, the level of service that you receive cannot be guaranteed.

More details are available on the pricing page.

 

Once On-Demand Streaming becomes generally available, you will need to purchase reserved units to use the
service. On-Demand Streaming will be billed based on the number of reserved units in use calculated on a daily
basis using the highest number of reserved units that were active in the account in the corresponding 24-hour
period. The allocated bandwidth per On-Demand Reserved Unit is 200 Mbps. More details are available on the
pricing page.

 

In some scenarios, Windows Azure Media Services might not be the best choice. For example, this might be the
case if multicasting is a requirement, if heavy traffic or the need for scalability is not a concern, or if a Windows
Azure Media Services component that you require has not yet been released. Note, however, that in many cases
third parties can supply components for Windows Azure Media Services that have not yet been made public.

 

You might think that an interim approach to streaming from Windows Azure would be to host IIS Media Services
in an Azure Web Role. Although this might make moving an existing IIS Media Services solution to the cloud seem
more straightforward, it has the following drawbacks:

Because Web Role VMs are not persistent, you would have to store state and session data on an Azure Drive via
Windows Azure Storage Services.
Live streams would not be archived; you would have to implement this functionality yourself. Windows Azure
Media Services Live Streaming, when available, will do this for you automatically.

If your existing on-premises infrastructure is sufficient for most cases but is occasionally overwhelmed by 'bursty'
traffic or events, you might consider offloading the extra traffic onto a CDN such as those offered by Akamai,
Level3, or Limelight.

 

 

All of Windows Azure Media Services is accessible through REST APIs, which are built on OData 3.0. Because it
uses HTTP, the APIs will work with any platform and any device. You can program the REST APIs directly or
through the .NET or Java SDKs.

The .NET and Java SDKs conveniently wrap the REST APIs to make coding your solutions easier. For more
information, see Building Applications with the Media Services SDK for .NET. To download the .NET SDK for
Windows Azure Media Services, see Windows Azure Media Services .NET SDK (Preview).

To make direct REST API calls rather than using an SDK, or to use programming languages outside of the .NET
Framework, use the Media Services REST API. For more information, see Building Applications with the Windows
Azure Media Services REST API.

 

Smooth Streaming Client SDKS are available for a wide variety of platforms, including Windows 8, Silverlight,
Windows Phone, iOS, and Android. Some are available from third parties. For more information, see Media
Services Client Development.

 

The Microsoft Media Platform Player Framework is a fully open source video player for Silverlight, HTML5,
Windows Phone, Xbox, and Windows 8 applications. For more information, see Microsoft Media Platform Player
Framework.
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8 Resources

 

The Xbox LIVE Application Development Kit (ADK), available to Xbox Partners, can be used to create applications
that consume media content from Windows Azure Media Services and IIS Media Services. The ADK includes the
Smooth Streaming Client for Xbox LIVE ADK, and the Microsoft Media Platform Player Framework for Xbox LIVE
ADK.

 

Aspera Platform on Demand (Windows Azure Store): https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/store/service/?
name=aspera

Building Applications with the Media Services SDK for .NET: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh973613.aspx

Building Applications with the Windows Azure Media Services REST API: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/hh973618.aspx)

Configuring the Transform Manager Service: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff730170(v=WS.10).aspx

Content Delivery & Security Association (CDSA): http://www.cdsaonline.org/

Delivering content as a multicast stream: https://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc754435.aspx

Digital Video Player-Ad Interface Definitions (VPAID) Compliance:
http://www.iab.net/iab_products_and_industry_services/508676/compliance/679310

Expression Encoder: http://expression.microsoft.com/en-us/cc136533

Expression Encoder 4 with Service Pack 2: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=27870

Expression Encoder Pro: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=149601

IIS Media Services 4.1: https://www.iis.net/media

IIS Smooth Streaming Technical Overview: https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/2/4/4247C3AA-7105-
4764-A8F9-321CB6C765EB/IIS_Smooth_Streaming_Technical_Overview.pdf

Ingest Assets with the Media Services REST API: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/jj129593.aspx

Ingesting Assets in Bulk (Windows Azure Media Services SDK): https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/jj853022.aspx

Ingesting Assets in Bulk with the REST API: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/jj853021.aspx

Media Services Client Development: https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-
US/MediaServices/thread/e9092ec6-2dfc-44cb-adce-1dc935309d2a

Microsoft Announces Support for MPEG-DASH in Microsoft Media Platform:
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/msmediaplatform/archive/2012/04/16/microsoft-announces-support-for-mpeg-dash-
in-microsoft-media-platform.aspx

Microsoft Media Platform: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/mediaplatform/

Microsoft Media Platform Player Framework: http://playerframework.codeplex.com/

Microsoft PlayReady DRM: https://www.microsoft.com/playready/overview/

Microsoft Silverlight: https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
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Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client 2.0 RTW (for Silverlight and Windows Phone): https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/details.aspx?id=29940

Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client SDK for Windows 8:
https://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/04423d13-3b3e-4741-a01c-1ae29e84fea6?SRC=Home

Microsoft Smooth Streaming Plugin for OSMF (Preview): https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/details.aspx?id=36057

Open Data Protocol (OData): http://www.odata.org/documentation/overview

OSMF Advertising Plugins: http://www.osmf.org/partner.php

Overview of MPEG-DASH Standard: http://dashif.org/mpeg-dash/

Player Framework for Windows 8: http://playerframework.codeplex.com/

Process Assets with the Media Services SDK for .NET: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/jj129580.aspx

Sourcing from a multicast broadcast using Windows Media Services:
https://blogs.iis.net/chriskno/archive/2008/07/14/sourcing-from-a-multicast-broadcast-using-windows-media-
services.aspx

Task Preset for Windows Azure Media Encryptor: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/hh973610.aspx

Task Preset Strings for Windows Azure Media Encoder: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/jj129582.aspx

Transform Manager: https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/transform-manager

Transform Manager 1.1 download: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=29890

Unifying Global Video Strategies: MP4 File Fragmentation for Broadcast, Mobile and Web Delivery (white paper):
http://184.168.176.117/reports-public/Adobe/20111116-fMP4-Adobe-Microsoft.pdf

Using the Windows Azure Storage Services: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windowsazure/ee924681.aspx

Windows Azure Identity: https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/home/features/identity/

Windows Azure Media Player Framework for iOS: https://github.com/WindowsAzure/azure-media-player-
framework

Windows Azure Media Services: https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/home/scenarios/media/

Windows Azure Media Services .NET SDK: https://nuget.org/packages/windowsazure.mediaservices

Windows Azure Media Services (MSDN): https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh973629

Windows Azure Media Services and the London 2012 Olympics:
https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/archive/2012/08/21/windows-azure-media-services-and-the-london-2012-
olympics.aspx

Windows Azure: Microsoft's Cloud Platform: https://www.windowsazure.com

Windows Azure Pricing Details: https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/pricing/details/

Windows Azure Store: https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/store/overview/

Windows Media Services: https://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/forpros/server/server.aspx
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Windows Media Services for Windows Server 2008: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?
id=12442

Windows Media Services for Windows Server 2008 R2: https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/windows-media-
services

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=12442
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/windows-media-services
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Edge Caching

Traditional Challenges for Media

What IIS Offers

by Chris Knowlton

One of the advantages to using IIS Media Services is how well it integrates with the rest of the IIS Web platform.
Edge caching using Application Request Routing is a great example of how the robust capabilities of IIS allow you
to increase scalability, save money, and improve end user experiences when delivering audio and video.

Edge caching refers to the use of caching servers to store content closer to end users. For instance, if you visit a
popular Web site and download some static content that gets cached, each subsequent user will get served that
content directly from the caching server until it expires. Why is edge caching important?

Think of caching like the business of a publisher delivering an international newspaper. If all the printing were done
in one location, the shipping costs to each subscriber would greatly reduce profits, and delays in receiving the
paper would cause customers to cancel their subscriptions. In reality, most international newspapers send out one
master "copy" to printing presses around the world, who then duplicate those newspapers and deliver them locally.
These local printing presses probably print up several newspapers like this in a day, making maximum use of their
facilities to increase profits. On the Web, caching servers are those local printing presses, delivering newspapers
(Web content) from popular publishers (content producers) to many end users.

For content producers on the Internet, there are many options for adding edge caching to your delivery model.
Many involve using Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) to take care of the all the steps between a content
producer and their end users in exchange for fees based on the amount of data delivered. Geographically dispersed
enterprises often build their own enterprise CDN (eCDN), primarily to reduce network congestion and costs across
WAN links.

The idea of edge caching is great for Web pages and other content delivered via HTTP. However, when it comes to
media, especially for live events delivered with traditional streaming, a new layer of challenges gets introduced.

Scale. Especially for live events, media is traditionally delivered by relatively few dedicated streaming servers
(typically 1 for every 10 or more HTTP edge caches) using non-standard protocols. Large events require special
provisioning of streaming servers, and increasingly, even that is not enough. (Read The Day the Internet Died to
learn more.)

Cost. In terms of size, measured in bytes delivered, audio and video content is more like a 26-volume encyclopedia
than a newspaper. To support that kind of throughput at scale results in significantly higher hardware and network
capacity requirements.

User Experience. The previous challenges can result in poor user experiences – buffering, poor quality playback,
hitting bandwidth caps.

Built on an extensible architecture, IIS provides a powerful and highly flexible platform for delivering rich Web
experiences, including:

Media. Unlike traditional streaming, IIS Media Services is focused on innovative new ways of delivering audio and
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Solving the Challenges

Summary
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video using standard HTTP. Two great examples of this are Smooth Streaming and Live Smooth Streaming, which
deliver video that adapts to each end user's unique network and video rendering abilities to provide a compelling,
uninterrupted viewing experience. These technologies use standard HTTP, and they deliver content in small
cacheable fragments rather than in whole-file downloads or stateful streams. This means IIS edge caches and any
downstream caches can keep re-using the same fragments as new requests come in, without needing to set up
thousands of stateful streaming sessions per server.

Caching & Proxying. Application Request Routing Version 2 for IIS (ARRv2) is a proxy-based HTTP request
routing module with disk-based caching capabilities. This allows IIS to be a true edge caching server, with cache
hierarchy management and support for the Cache Array Routing Protocol (CARP).

When put together, IIS Media Services and ARRv2 make a powerful edge caching combination for media.
Recalling the challenges mentioned above, here is how IIS solves them…

Scale. If all of your HTTP edge caches are also now your media cache/proxy servers, you just increased your
media delivery scale by about 10x, with no special media provisioning required, ever. ARR works with Smooth
Streaming to simply cache and re-use the media fragments at the edge.

Cost. Eliminating the build-out and management of a non-standard-HTTP streaming server network is compelling
by itself. Knowing that you can also increase your revenues by handling larger live events on your HTTP edge
caching network should make you feel even better.

User Experience. With 10x scalability and uninterrupted playback that adapts to local conditions, your end users
will have a great experience – and you'll be able to support a lot more of them.

ARR and IIS Media Services provide a compelling Edge Caching solution that will keep your customers coming
back for more. To learn more and try these IIS features today, follow the links below.

IIS Media Services
Integrated Media Platform
Application Request Routing
Application Request Routing Version 2
Configure and enable disk cache in Application Request Routing

https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.iis.net/overview/choice/integratedmediaplatform
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
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by Chris Knowlton

The Content Protection in Silverlight white paper provides an overview of how Microsoft® Silverlight™ not only
enables you to offer a wide-range of digital content to your customers, but how it also provides content protection
that helps you ensure that users can only use your digital content as you intend.
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Introduction
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Output Protection

How Silverlight Protects Online Content

End-User Authentication and Authorization
SSL
Silverlight DRM, Powered by PlayReady
Output Protection

Implementing PlayReady

Using an Application Service Provider to Host PlayReady
Self-Hosting PlayReady

Click here to view the white paper: Content Protection in Silverlight.
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by Chris Knowlton

The IIS Media Services 3.0 Overview describes the current set of IIS media extensions, the scenarios they address,
and the business value you can achieve with their use.
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Click here to view the white paper: IIS Media Services 3.0 Overview.
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What's New

Installation Notes

RequirementsRequirements

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4 (IIS Media Services 4.1 and IIS Media Services 4.0), IIS Media Services 3

Last Updated: June 27, 2012

IIS Media Services integrates with Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 to provide a secure, scalable, and easy-to-
manage HTTP-based media delivery platform for managing rich and dynamic websites, applications, and services.

IIS Media Services contains the following extensions for IIS 7:

Live Smooth Streaming. Enables HTTP adaptive streaming of live media broadcasts to Smooth Streaming-
compatible clients (including Microsoft Silverlight) and to Apple® mobile digital devices.
Smooth Streaming. Enables HTTP adaptive streaming of media files to Smooth Streaming-compatible clients
and to Apple devices through integration with IIS Transform Manager.
Bit Rate Throttling. Provides enhanced progressive downloading that can substantially reduce bandwidth costs.
Web Playlists. Enables server-side control of content and advertising, ensuring that you can protect,
personalize, and monetize your media assets.

 

IIS Media Services 4.1 contains the following new features:

Performance enhancements for the IIS Smooth Streaming and IIS Live Smooth Streaming extensions.
Support for managing Live Smooth Streaming publishing points programatically by using IIS Smooth
Streaming Management REST Services.

  

This section describes the installation requirements for IIS Media Services.

 

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled to install IIS Media Services:

To manage IIS Media Services features using the IIS Manager user interface, the IIS Management Console
for IIS must be installed.
To use the optional ASP.NET session state persistence feature in IIS Web Playlists, ASP.NET for IIS must be
installed.
You must be an administrator on the computer. This can be accomplished by logging on to the computer using
either the Administrator account or an account with administrative privileges.

You must use IIS 7 running on one of the following operating systems:

Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Server 2008
Windows 7
Windows Vista with SP1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/iis-media-services/iis-media-services-readme.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735225
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735226
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735230
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735229
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735234
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735227
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735228
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787827


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Downloading and InstallingDownloading and Installing

Upgrading from a Previous Version of I IS Media ServicesUpgrading from a Previous Version of I IS Media Services

Microsoft Silverlight includes support for cross-domain connectivity, which allows an application to access resources from
locations other than the site of origin. This is an important feature for enabling Silverlight applications to consume existing
services on the the web. The security policy system in the Silverlight runtime requires that a Silverlight policy file named
ClientAccessPolicy.xml be downloaded from a target domain before a network connection is allowed access to a network
resource under that target domain. If you expect to deliver Smooth Streams across domain boundaries to Silverlight-based
clients, you must host the ClientAccessPolicy.xml file in your Smooth Streaming web server root to allow Silverlight
applications to access the Smooth Streams. For more information about how to create a ClientAccessPolicy.xml file, see
Network Security Access Restrictions in Silverlight.

 

IIS Media Services 4.1 can be installed by using either Microsoft Web Platform Installer (Web PI) or Windows
Installer. IIS Media Services 4.0 must be installed using Windows Installer. IIS Media Services 4.1 and 4.0 are
available in the following languages:

Chinese (Simplified)
Chinese (Traditional)
English
French
German
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Russian
Spanish

Install IIS Media Services 4.1 Using Web PI

1. Go to the Web Platform Installer webpage and click Download It Now to download and run Web PI.
2. At the bottom of the Web Platform Installer dialog box, click Options.
3. In the Change Options dialog box, select your preferred language for software installations, and then click

OK.
4. At the top of the Web Platform Installer dialog box, click Products in the Spotlight – Products –

Applications row of options.
5. In the Contents pane, click either All or Server.
6. In the list of products that is displayed, click the Add button for IIS Media Services 4.1, and then click Install.

Install IIS Media Services 4 Using Windows Installer

Separate downloadable installation packages are available for each release of IIS Media Services 4. Click one of
the following links to download the Windows Installer (.msi) file for your edition of Windows:

IIS Media Services 4.1 (32-bit)
IIS Media Services 4.1 (64-bit)
IIS Media Services 4.0 (32-bit)
IIS Media Services 4.0 (64-bit)

Follow the instructions on the Download details page to install the software.

 

If a previous version of IIS Media Services is installed on your computer, and you use Web PI to install a more
recent version, Web PI will automatically update the software to the new version.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9749724
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735231
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787829
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787830
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735235
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735236


UninstallingUninstalling

Known Issues

Live Smooth StreamingLive Smooth Streaming

Encoding and delivering Apple HTTP Live Streaming contentEncoding and delivering Apple HTTP Live Streaming content

NOTENOTE

If you use a Windows Installer file to install the software, Setup will update the previous version to the new
version. However, if you mark an installed feature as unavailable on the Custom Setup page in the Setup Wizard,
Setup will uninstall the feature.

 

To remove IIS Media Services features, in Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features, under
Uninstall or change a program, click IIS Media Services, and then click Change.

To remove all of the IIS Media Services features, in Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features,
under Uninstall or change a program, click IIS Media Services, and then click Uninstall.

 

This section describes the known issues for IIS Media Services features.

 

This section describes the known issues for IIS Live Smooth Streaming.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

To stream content to an Apple mobile digital device, you must have access to a Live Smooth Streaming-capable
encoder, such as Microsoft® Expression® Encoder 4 Pro, that supports encoding content using H.264 video with
AAC low complexity (AAC-LC) audio codecs.

Supported encoding profiles

The following video and audio formats are supported by the Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature in IIS Live
Smooth Streaming 4:

Video. H.264 Baseline Profile Level 3.0 (iPhone®/iPod®/iPod touch®), Main Profile Level 3.1 (iPad™)
Audio. AAC-LC up to 48 kHz, stereo audio

For more information about the supported encoding profiles for Apple mobile digital devices, see Recommended
Encoding Settings for HTTP Live Streaming Media on the Apple Developer website.

Supported Apple devices

The following Apple mobile digital devices/iOS mobile operating systems are supported by the Apple HTTP Live
Streaming feature:

iPhone, iPod touch: iOS 3.0, iOS 3.0.1, iOS 3.1, iOS 3.1.2, iOS 3.1.3, iOS 4.0, iOS 4.1, iOS 5.0
iPad: iOS 3.2, iOS 4.2.1, iOS 5.0

The encoded live stream received by the publishing point must contain both audio and video.
Apple recommends that you not use B-frames when encoding streams for iPhone and iPod devices.
Although the iPhone 3GS can play content that is at a level higher than Baseline 3.0, it's not recommended if you plan to
target older iPhone devices and iPod touch devices.
You shouldn't use AAC-LC audio at bitrates higher than 64 Kbps when targeting iPhone/iPod devices.

About Expression Encoder 4

Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 Pro must be used to encode to Smooth Streaming format with H.264/AAC-LC
codecs. If you purchased Expression Studio 3 from a store, and it's installed on your computer, you can download
a trial version of Expression Studio 4 Ultimate or Expression Studio 4 Web Professional, and the full version of

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=149601
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9736231
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=149601


Specifying the maximum bitrate for MPEG-2 TS live streamsSpecifying the maximum bitrate for MPEG-2 TS live streams

Delivering Apple HTTP Live Streams through CDNsDelivering Apple HTTP Live Streams through CDNs

Adding website handler mappings for live streamsAdding website handler mappings for live streams

Expression Studio 4 (which includes Expression Encoder 4 Pro) will automatically be enabled.

Expression Encoder 4 Pro includes presets for iPhone and iPad devices for both cellular and WiFi networks. The
H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming iPhone WiFi preset uses settings recommended by Apple for delivering content
to an iPhone device over a WiFi network. The profile uses H.264 Baseline, Level 3.0 at 3 different bitrates: 700
Kbps, 400 Kbps, and 200 Kbps. It's a 1-pass CBR encode with no B-frames. For more information about how to
encode and deliver live Smooth Streams to Apple mobile digital devices, see Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS
Media Services.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

The maximum recommended bitrate for delivery to Apple iPhone and iPad devices is 1,600 kilobits per second
(Kbps). If your Smooth Streaming encoder creates bitrates in the stream that are higher than this value, you can
configure a Maximum bit rate setting for the Live Smooth Streaming feature in IIS Manager and specify the
highest bitrate in the stream that will be converted to MPEG-2 TS segments. For more information about how to
set the maximum bitrate value, see Add/Edit Publishing Point Dialog Box.

In IIS Media Services 4.0, the default Maximum bit rate value is set to 3,000 Kbps because Microsoft Expression
Encoder 4 reports its encoded audio bitrate incorrectly. Because the audio track is typically encoded with the video
tracks in the stream, lowering the maximum bitrate value might cause some or all of the video tracks to not be
converted to MPEG-2 TS segments, making them unavailable for playback on the Apple device. This issue was
corrected in Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 Service Pack 1 (SP1). Install the latest Service Pack onto your
encoding computer that is running Expression Encoder 4, and then change the Maximum bit rate value in the
Live Smooth Streaming feature to 1,600 Kbps.

In IIS Media Services 4.1, the default Maximum bit rate value is set to 1,600 Kbps. Be sure to install the
Expression Encoder 4 SP1 so that the bitrates are filtered correctly.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

If your Live Smooth Streaming presentations will be delivered through a Content Delivery Network (CDN) or
from an edge cache, you must ensure that the src tag for the video is constructed correctly in your HTML 5 page
so that Apple iPhone and iPad devices can play the streams.

As an example, for Live Smooth Streams delivered directly from a Smooth Streaming origin server, the following
src URL is typically used:

src="PublishingPointName.isml/manifest(format=m3u8-aapl)"

For streams delivered through a CDN or from an edge cache, you must add the extension .m3u8 to the end of the
src URL:

src="PublishingPointName.isml/manifest(format=m3u8-aapl).m3u8"

For more information about how to create an HTML 5 page that can be used by iPhone and iPad devices to play
Live Smooth Streaming presentations, see Creating an HTML 5 page for use in Safari.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

When you install the Live Smooth Streaming feature, handlers that process requests for publishing point
definition files (files with .isml file name extensions) might not be configured for a website if the site settings have
been changed from default values. The website might not have acquired the handler for .isml files and Live
Smooth Streaming might not work. If you have previously edited a website, after installing IIS Live Smooth
Streaming, ensure that a handler is installed for .isml files by doing the following:

1. In the Connections pane, click the website or directory that you want to use for Live Smooth Streaming, and

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9736234
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9749725
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735239
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735239
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9749855


Distributing live streams using Application Request RoutingDistributing live streams using Application Request Routing

NOTENOTE

Archiving segmented presentationsArchiving segmented presentations

Viewing publishing point statusViewing publishing point status

Smooth StreamingSmooth Streaming

Adding website handler mappings for on-demand Smooth StreamsAdding website handler mappings for on-demand Smooth Streams

then double-click Handler Mappings in the Home page.
2. If the LiveStreamingHandler handler mapping isn't displayed on the Handler Mappings feature page, in

the Actions pane, click Revert to Inherited.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

If you use Application Request Routing (ARR) for disk-based caching of live Smooth Streams or as an edge cache
in CDN/ECN environments, and ARR forwards a request for live streams from a publishing point on a remote
Live Smooth Streaming server to a publishing point on the local Live Smooth Streaming server, the request might
fail if the ASP.NET session state is enabled on the local website or directory that contains the publishing point.
The ASP.NET session state should be disabled to ensure proper distribution of live streams. To do this, do the
following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the website or directory that contains the publishing point.
2. In the website or directory Home page, in the ASP.NET category, double-click the Session State icon.
3. In the Session State feature page, in the Session State Mode Settings area, select Not enabled.

Turning off ASP.NET session state disables it for all local website or directory features and applications that are using it. If
you are also the Web Playlists feature in IIS Media Services on the local website or directory and you configured Web
Playlists to use ASP.NET session state persistence to store user session variables, be sure to change the Session persistence
type in Web Playlists to InMemory to store user session data in the web server worker process memory. For more
information about how to change the session-persistence type, see Edit Feature Settings Dialog Box.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

Archiving live streams to multiple on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations (or segments) might not work
correctly if you specify a segment length of less than 5 minutes. To ensure archiving of segmented presentations
works correctly, enter a value of 5 or greater in the Segment length box.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

You can view the status of a publishing point's connection to a live source, such as an encoder or a publishing
point on another Live Smooth Streaming server, in the State column on the Live Smooth Streaming
Publishing Points page. When you start a publishing point, the State changes to Starting, which means that it's
enabled. When the live source begins delivering live streams to the publishing point, the State changes to
Started; however, the state change isn't visible unless you refresh website or directory that contains the publishing
point.

 

This section describes the known issues for IIS Smooth Streaming.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

When you install the Smooth Streaming feature, handlers that process requests for on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentation manifest files (files with .ism file name extensions) might not be configured for a website if
the site settings have been changed from default values. The website might not have acquired the handler for .ism
files and Smooth Streaming might not work. If you have previously edited a website, after installing IIS Smooth
Streaming, ensure that a handler is installed for .ism files by doing the following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the website or directory that you want to use for Smooth

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735242
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9749726


Configuring the SmoothHandler handler mapping to process HTTP Head requestsConfiguring the SmoothHandler handler mapping to process HTTP Head requests

NOTENOTE

To  c o n fi g u r e  r e q u e st  r e s t r i c t i o n s  fo r  t h e  Sm o o t h H a n d l e r  h a n d l e r  m a p p i n g  i n  I I S  M a n a g e rTo  c o n fi g u r e  r e q u e st  r e s t r i c t i o n s  fo r  t h e  Sm o o t h H a n d l e r  h a n d l e r  m a p p i n g  i n  I I S  M a n a g e r

Streaming, and then double-click Handler Mappings in the Home page.
2. If the SmoothHandler handler mapping isn't displayed on the Handler Mappings feature page, in the

Actions pane, click Revert to Inherited.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 3

The default installation of the Smooth Streaming feature adds the SmoothHandler handler mapping to the
handlers collection and registers the handler to process the HTTP requests GET and HEAD for on-demand
Smooth Streaming presentation manifest (.ism) files. However, a configuration error in the string that specifies the
HTTP verbs for which the handler mapping applies causes the following issues:

Clients that send HTTP HEAD requests for .ism files receive a 404 response.
Players created by using the Smooth Streaming Client might not be able to play Smooth Streams referenced
in a Smooth Streaming presentation composite manifest file (a file with a .csm file name extension).

These issues occur because the string that specifies the HTTP verbs contains a space when all spaces must be
trimmed from the string. You can update the string in IIS Manager or by running an Appcmd.exe command at a
command prompt to edit the configuration file (applicationHost.config) directly, as described in the following
procedures.

If you perform the procedure in this section by using IIS Manager, you must be a server administrator or an IIS Manager
user who has been granted permission to the web server in IIS Manager. If you perform the procedure in this section by
using Appcmd.exe, you must have Write permissions to applicationHost.config.

1. In IIS Manager, navigate to the web server level. For information about navigating to locations in the UI, see
Navigation in IIS Manager (IIS 7).

2. In Features View, double-click Handler Mappings.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735237
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735238
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735240


3. On the Handler Mappings page, right-click SmoothHandler, and then click Edit.

4. In the Edit Module Mapping dialog box, click Request Restrictions.
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Preventing static file download of Smooth Streaming presentation filesPreventing static file download of Smooth Streaming presentation files

Bit Rate ThrottlingBit Rate Throttling

Media files that aren't throttledMedia files that aren't throttled

5. In the Request Restrictions dialog box, on the Verbs tab, select the option One of the following verbs, and
then type the following in the corresponding box: GET,HEAD

To specify that the SmoothHandler handler respond only to requests for HTTP verbs GET and HEAD,
type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /section:handlers /[name=' SmoothHandler '].verb:GET,HEAD

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

Smooth Streaming is designed to deliver video fragments in an HTTP response from media source files stored in
a fragmented MPEG-4 (MP4) media container format (with .ismv file name extensions). The .ismv source files
allow for easy management of the video source content on the web server, but they're not designed to be
downloaded by clients. We recommend that you use the Request Filtering feature in IIS 7 to deny access to the
.ismv file name extension. For more information about how to configure request filtering, see Request Filtering.

 

This section describes the known issues for IIS Bit Rate Throttling.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

Most pre-defined media format files are throttled correctly. However, some non-standard files might have
differences in the file header that cause Bit Rate Throttling to not detect the encoded bitrate. When this occurs, the
file is downloaded to clients with no throttling applied.
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Web PlaylistsWeb Playlists

Adding the ASP.NET Session State Persistence OptionAdding the ASP.NET Session State Persistence Option

Using special characters in XSLT output format namesUsing special characters in XSLT output format names

Product Support

For More Information

This section describes the known issues for IIS Web Playlists.

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

If you are installing IIS Media Services for the first time, or if you are upgrading a previous version of IIS Media
Services, and the optional ASP.NET session state persistence feature for Web Playlists wasn't previously installed,
you can add this feature by doing the following:

1. Verify that ASP.NET for IIS is installed.

3. In IIS Media Services Setup, on the Change, repair, or remove installation page, click Change.
4. In IIS Media Services Setup, on the Custom Setup page, mark the Session Helper feature under Web

Playlists for installation.

2. If you used Web PI to install IIS Media Services, download and run the Windows Installer file for your
edition of Windows. (See Install Using Windows Installer for more information.)

-or-

If you used a Windows Installer file to install IIS Media Services, in Control Panel > Programs >
Programs and Features, under Uninstall or change a program, click IIS Media Services, and then
click Change .

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3

When you use XSL Transformation (XSLT) style sheets in Web Playlists to specify alternate output formats in the
Web Playlists response to clients, you must specify an output format name. The output format name is attached to
the query string in the playlist URL returned to clients. For example, http://ServerName/PlaylistName.isx?
format=FormatName, where FormatName is any name that you use to identify the output format. The query
string is the part of the URL after the question mark (?) character (format=FormatName).

Web Playlists encodes the URLs returned to clients according to Internet standards described in RFC 1738:
Uniform Resource Locators (URL). Special characters (such as a space, brackets (< and >), ampersand (&), and so
on) that you include in the output format name in the query strings returned to clients aren't encoded and some
clients might not be able to parse the URL by using escape characters and view the transformed output. To ensure
that all clients can view the transformed output, we recommend that you don't use special characters in XSLT
output format names. If you want to use a space in your output format name, use the hyphen (-) character instead,
as most web browsers recognize the hyphen as a space separator.

 

You can obtain support for IIS Media Services by using the following resources:

Self Support

Knowledge Base
Forum

Microsoft Support

To obtain support from Microsoft, go to Microsoft Support.

 

To keep up-to-date with the latest IIS Media Services feature news and developments, go to the IIS Media
Services home page on IIS.net.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735243
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by Dave Nelson

Last Updated: August 16, 2010

Smooth Streaming is the Microsoft implementation of adaptive streaming technology, which is a form of Web-
based media content delivery that uses standard HTTP. Instead of delivering media as full-file downloads, or as
persistent (and thus stateful) streams, the content is delivered to clients as a series of MPEG-4 (MP4) fragments
that can be cached at edge servers. Smooth Streaming-compatible clients use special heuristics to dynamically
monitor current network and local PC conditions and seamlessly switch the video quality of the Smooth
Streaming presentation that they receive. As clients play the fragments, network conditions may change (for
example, bandwidth may decrease) or video processing may be impacted by other applications that are running.
Clients can immediately request that the next fragment come from a stream that is encoded at a different bit rate
to accommodate the changing conditions. This enables clients to play the media without stuttering, buffering, or
freezing. As a result, users experience the highest-quality playback available, with no interruptions in the stream.

Smooth Streaming provides media companies with a better way to make full-HD (1080p) streaming on the Web a
reality. It offers code-free deployment and simplified content management for content creators and content
delivery networks. For users, the improved viewing experience brings the reliability and quality of television to
their favorite video Web sites.

The Smooth Streaming Deployment Guide describes the Microsoft implementation for delivering a full Smooth
Streaming experience. As a content producer, you can encode on-demand files and live broadcasts to Smooth
Streaming format using Microsoft Expression Encoder 4. As a content provider, you can use IIS Media Services to
serve the encoded Smooth Streams. And as a content consumer, you can play the Smooth Streams using a
Smooth Streaming-compatible client, such as Microsoft Silverlight.

You can download the Smooth Streaming Deployment Guide as a Microsoft Word document or PDF file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/smooth-streaming-deployment-guide.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9737462


Delivering Live and On-Demand Smooth Streaming
(iStreamPlanet)
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by iStreamPlanet

IIS Smooth Streaming has been used for many high-visibility online video events. Delivering Live and On-Demand
Smooth Streaming is a white paper, written by iStreamPlanet, which provides an inside look at the infrastructure,
tools, and workflow used to deliver some of these events.

Abstract:

Video delivered over the Internet has become an increasingly important element of the online presence of many
companies. Organizations depend on Internet video for everything from corporate training and product launch
webcast, to more complex streamed content such as live televised sports events. No matter what the scale, to be
successful an online video program requires a carefully-planned workflow that employs the right technology and
tools, network architecture, and event management.

This deployment guide was developed by capturing real world experience from iStreamPlanet® and its use of the
Microsoft® platform technologies, including Microsoft® Silverlight™ and Internet Information Services (IIS)
Smooth Streaming, that have powered several successful online video events. This document aims to deliver an
introductory view of the considerations for acquiring, creating, delivering, and managing live and on-demand SD
and HD video. This guide will touch on a wide range of new tools and technologies which are emerging and
essential components to deployed solutions, including applications and tools for live and on-demand encoding,
delivery, content management (CMS) and Digital Asset Management (DAM) editing, data synchronization, and
advertisement management.
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MICROSOFT IIS SMOOTH
STREAMING

ADOBE FLASH DYNAMIC
STREAMING

APPLE HTTP ADAPTIVE
BITRATE STREAMING

Cost per Streaming Server Free download1 + $469 for
OS 2

$4500 3 + OS cost 4 Cost of Web server 5 +
segmenter OS 6

On-demand & Live
Streaming

Live Streaming DVR 7 Pause & Seek

Streaming Protocol HTTP RTMP HTTP

Scalability via HTTP Edge
Caches

by Chris Knowlton

IIS Smooth Streaming provides users with a truly compelling way to watch the best-possible-quality streaming
video. First proven in production at the Summer 2008 Olympics in Beijing, this live and on-demand adaptive
streaming technology from Microsoft represents the latest generation in video streaming technologies.

Part of IIS Media Services, IIS Smooth Streaming delivers up to true HD (1080p) video experiences that increase
user engagement times. With integrated media delivery in IIS, you no longer need separate Web and streaming
infrastructures to deliver compelling Web and rich media content to three screens (computer, TV, mobile). Using a
single platform saves the cost of managing separate server infrastructures, and reduces the time to market and
cost for deploying new applications, Web sites, and rich media experiences.

IIS Smooth Streaming is based on standard protocols, scales out using existing HTTP delivery and caching
infrastructures, and ensures simplified file management by using as few as one contiguous video file to deliver
multiple video quality levels. Combined with the Silverlight Media Framework and the upcoming Smooth
Streaming client porting kit, IIS Smooth Streaming provides built-in sophisticated stream-switching, full DVR
controls, and support for multiple camera angles. In addition, IIS Smooth Streaming 4.0 will also provide an option
for streaming to iPhone and QuickTime X players.

The industry is excited by Microsoft's commitment to standards-based HTTP media delivery, and recent
announcements from our partners and competitors are a validation of the Smooth Streaming approach to adaptive
streaming. For example, as IIS Smooth Streaming has gained momentum, there have been new announcements
from Adobe and Apple about methods each company now supports for varying the quality levels during video
streaming. Adobe Flash Dynamic Streaming is a traditional multiple-bit-rate (MBR) streaming technology that is
very similar to RealNetworks SureStream (released in 1998) and Windows Media Intelligent Streaming (released
in 1999), and requires proprietary streaming servers to scale out to a large audience. Apple HTTP Adaptive Bitrate
Streaming provides rudimentary stream-switching capabilities to devices running current Apple operating systems,
and requires pre-segmenting your content into hundreds or thousands of small file chunks.

In the table below, we compare the latest adaptive streaming technologies from Microsoft, Adobe, and Apple.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/adaptive-streaming-comparison.md
https://twitter.com/chris_knowlton
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.iis.net/overview
http://smf.codeplex.com/
https://www.iis.net/overview/choice/integratedmediaplatform


Stateless Server Connection
8

Supported Platforms Silverlight, Xbox 360, other
Smooth Streaming-
compatible players, and
iPhone OS 3.0 9

Flash Player 10, AIR iPhone OS 3.0, devices
running QuickTime X

DRM Support for Live, VOD PlayReady None 10 None

DRM ASP & Encoder ISV
Support

Interoperable DRM (DECE
Approved)11

Real-time Client and Server
Logging

12

Programmable Client Side
Switching Logic

Live In-Stream Ad
Integration

Built-in Analytics Framework

Delivery to Mobile Devices

Native 64-bit Server Support

Media Container MPEG 4 – Part 12
(Fragmented MP4)

MPEG 4 – Part 12 (MP4),
FLV

MPEG-2 TS

Supported Video Codecs Codec Agnostic (currently
supports VC-1 Advanced
Profile & H.264 Baseline,
Main, and High)

H.264 Baseline, Main, and
High; VP6

H.264 Baseline Level 3.0

Supported Audio Codecs Codec Agnostic (currently
supports WMA & AAC)

AAC, MP3 MP3, HE-AAC, AAC-LC

Maximum Bit Rate No limit No limit 1.6 Mbps

Default Fragment Length 2 seconds n/a 10 seconds

End-To-End Latency As low as 1.5 seconds
(configurable)

6 seconds 30 seconds 13

File Type on Server Contiguous Contiguous Fragmented

MICROSOFT IIS SMOOTH
STREAMING

ADOBE FLASH DYNAMIC
STREAMING

APPLE HTTP ADAPTIVE
BITRATE STREAMING



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Client Programming
Platform

Microsoft .NET Framework Adobe ActionScript Objective-C

MICROSOFT IIS SMOOTH
STREAMING

ADOBE FLASH DYNAMIC
STREAMING

APPLE HTTP ADAPTIVE
BITRATE STREAMING
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Live and On-Demand Video with Silverlight and IIS
Smooth Streaming
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by Microsoft

The Live and On-Demand Video with Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming white paper provides a high-level
overview of the challenges of traditional video delivery technologies, what adaptive streaming is, and how IIS
Smooth Streaming allows you to deliver a compelling, uninterrupted streaming experience to viewers regardless of
their network connectivity and computer capabilities.

Table of Contents:

Introduction

Summary

The Challenges Associated with Current Online Video Delivery Technologies

Progressive Downloads
Single Bit Rate Streaming
Multiple Bit Rate Streaming
Multicast Streaming
Proprietary Streaming Protocols

Adaptive Streaming

An Overview of Adaptive Streaming
The Advantages of Adaptive Streaming
Creating Chunks of Content

IIS Smooth Streaming

Advantages of IIS Smooth Streaming
IIS Smooth Streaming Implementation Options
How IIS Smooth Streaming Works
What Customers Are Saying About Smooth Streaming

Click here to view the white paper: Live and On-Demand Video with Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming.
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About IIS Smooth Streaming

About the Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF)

by John Deutscher

Last Updated: August 2010

IIS Media Services, an integrated HTTP-based media delivery platform, delivers true HD (720p+) live and on-
demand streaming, DVR functionality, and real-time analytics support to computers, TVs, and mobile devices. By
offering a complete multi-format media delivery platform and a proven web server, highly immersive websites can
now be managed from a single web platform: IIS.

Smooth Streaming, an IIS Media Services extension, enables adaptive streaming of media to Silverlight and other
clients over HTTP. Smooth Streaming provides a high-quality viewing experience that scales massively on content
distribution networks (CDNs), making true HD 1080p media experiences a reality.

Smooth Streaming is the productized version of technology first used by Microsoft to deliver on-demand video of
the 2008 Summer Olympics for NBCOlympics.com. By dynamically monitoring both local bandwidth and video-
rendering performance, Smooth Streaming optimizes content playback by switching video quality in real-time.

Smooth Streaming is built on top of technologies that Microsoft has released via the Community Promise
Initiative, including the Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) and the IIS Smooth Streaming Transport
Protocol (SSTP). The Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) Specification defines a standard multimedia file
format for multimedia content delivery and playback. It includes the audio-video container, stream encryption, and
metadata to support content delivery for multiple bitrate adaptive streaming, optionally using a standard
encryption scheme that can support multiple digital rights management (DRM) systems. The IIS Smooth
Streaming Transport Protocol Specification describes how live and on-demand Smooth Streaming audio/video
content is distributed and cached over an HTTP network. It enables third parties to build their own client
implementations that interoperate with IIS Media Services.

 

In October 2008, Microsoft announced that Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 would feature a new HTTP-
based adaptive streaming extension: Smooth Streaming.

Smooth Streaming dynamically detects local bandwidth and CPU conditions and seamlessly switches, in near real
time, the video quality of a media file that a player receives. Consumers with high-bandwidth connections can
experience high definition (HD) quality streaming while others with lower bandwidth speeds receive the
appropriate stream for their connectivity, allowing consumers across the board to enjoy a compelling,
uninterrupted streaming experience and alleviating the need for media companies to cater to the lowest common
denominator quality level within their audience base.

This enables companies to boost brand awareness and advertising revenues by extending average viewing times
through higher quality true HD (resolution greater than 720p) experiences. They can also benefit from
unprecedented network scalability using distributed HTTP-based web servers and offer better quality to more
customers.

Documentation providing a detailed technical overview of Smooth Streaming is available here.

 

The Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) Specification defines a standard multimedia file format for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/smooth-streaming-primer.md
https://github.com/johndeu
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740295
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740296
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740297
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740298
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740299
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740300
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740298


Creating PIFF Content

multimedia content delivery and playback. It includes the audio-video container, stream encryption, and metadata
to support content delivery for multiple bitrate adaptive streaming, optionally using a standard encryption scheme
that can support multiple DRM systems. IIS Smooth Streaming uses the PIFF container as its file format. In this
respect, Smooth Streaming files and PIFF files can be used synonymously – as Smooth Streaming is a brand name
used by Microsoft on top of the PIFF container.

Figure 1 PIFF file format

PIFF provides a simple, efficient solution to the DRM interoperability problem. It enables content to be encrypted
once – rather than once for each DRM technology used – for delivery in a variety of scenarios. PIFF is standards-
based and provides new efficiencies in the creation and delivery of protected content.

 

There are many options for creating valid PIFF content, including:

Microsoft Expression Encoder, which supports live and video-on-demand (VOD) encoding, both H.264 and VC-
1 output, and PlayReady encryption.
Third-party encoders and content protection service providers for live and VOD (see the list of our Partners).
Custom encoding applications developed by using the IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK.
Custom encoding applications developed based on the PIFF Specification.

The Smooth Streaming Format Software Development Kit (SDK) provides application developers the ability to
mux encoded video and audio elementary streams into the Smooth Streaming fragmented-MP4 format that is
compliant with the Smooth Streaming Format and Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) specifications. The
Smooth Streaming Format SDK includes a native C++ static library that can be linked into your applications to
support the muxing of fragmented-MP4 into files or sent via HTTP POST to a server running Internet Information
Services (IIS) and IIS Media Services 3.0 and IIS Media Services 4.0.

The primary purpose of the Smooth Streaming Format SDK is to enable developers to create applications that can
generate PIFF-compliant fragmented-MP4 files for use in VOD and live streaming scenarios. In addition, the SDK
can be used to encrypt content using standard AES encryption as required by the PIFF specification (the current
release of the SDK only supports the PlayReady-specific protection headers).

The Smooth Streaming Format SDK includes the following components:

Sample source code for basic VOD and live applications.

A static-linked packaging library (ssfsdk.lib), along with appropriate header files, that delivers f-MP4
wrapping capability to an application for use with the following video and audio codec combinations:

Closed GOP encoded VC-1 with Elementary Stream Sequence Headers and WMA Pro, or WMA audio
H.264 (AVC1 only - not Annex B) and AAC-LC audio

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740301
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740302
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740303
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740298


Enabling PlayReady DRM with Smooth Streaming

Encrypting PIFF ContentEncrypting PIFF Content

INPUT FILE TYPE TOOL
TOOL
AVAILABILITY

REQUIRED
INFORMATION OUTPUT NOTES

Smooth
Streaming
(PIFF) .ismv,
.isma files

PIFF Encryptor
1.1 as .NET
source code

IIS Media Services
TAP (by invitation
only). No
production usage
rights.

PlayReady Server
Key Seed License
Acquisition URL
Unique Key ID
(per presentation
or group of
bitrates)

AES 128-bit
encrypted PIFF
files (.ismv, .isma)

Used by service
providers to
batch-encrypt
"clear" .ismv and
.isma content
received from
outside sources.
Usage in
production
environments
isn't supported in
order to help our
ISVs implement
the technology.

Additionally, there are tools on the market that validate the output of the Smooth Streaming SDK, custom
encoders, and third-party encoders. One such tool is SceneScope from M4Scene. This tool analyzes PIFF files and
validates them against the PIFF 1.1 specification, as well as the ISO Base Media File Format Part 12 specification
(ISO 14496-12).

Detailed documentation for the IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK is available on MSDN.

  

To enable PlayReady digital rights management (DRM) with IIS Smooth Streaming, you first must have access to a
PlayReady licensing server that is configured to serve licenses to clients. The PlayReady Server SDK is available for
licensing from the PlayReady team for a fee. This SDK provides the capability to create customized licensing
models and server licenses to client player applications including Silverlight. Alternatively there are a number of
DRM service providers in the market that provide PlayReady licensing as a service.

After you have established a license server, you can encrypt on-demand Smooth Streaming content using the
methods outlined in Encrypting PIFF Content. Encryption of live Smooth Streams is supported by several major
Encoding Partners and Microsoft Expression Encoder 4.

PlayReady and Smooth Streaming support encryption of both VC-1/WMA and H.264/AAC content and the DRM-
protected content can be played by Silverlight-based clients. A detailed overview of content protection in Microsoft
Silverlight is available in the Content Protection in Silverlight white paper.

 

The PIFF Specification allows for multiple encryption and DRM systems to be used in a single file container. To
encrypt content for PIFF, standard AES 128-bit encryption is used (see section 6 of the PIFF Specification).

Encrypted track level data in PIFF files MUST use AES 128-bit encryption either in counter mode (AES-CTR) or
cipher block chaining mode (AES-CBC). Encrypted AVC video tracks MUST follow the scheme outlined in section
6.2 of the PIFF Specification, which describes a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) unit-based encryption scheme
that allows reformatting of H.264-encoded streams by decoders that don't understand AVC-formatted streams
natively. All other track types MUST follow the scheme outlined in section 6.3 of the specification, which describes
a sample-based encryption scheme.

The following table describes the input file types, tools, usage scenarios, and options currently available for
encrypting PIFF content.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740304
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740305
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740462
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740302
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740301
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740306
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740298


Other
supported input
formats
(Mezzanine
files,
DirectShow
supported
formats, AVI,
Quicktime, etc.)

Expression
Encoder 4 Pro
Third-party
encoders and
content
protection (see
our list of
Partners)

Expression
Encoder 4
available on
Microsoft online
store. Other ISVs
available now.

PlayReady Server
Key Seed License
Acquisition URL
Unique Key ID
(per presentation
or group of
bitrates)

AES 128-bit
encrypted PIFF
files (.ismv, .isma)

Used to batch-
encode non-
Smooth
Streaming
content to
Smooth
Streaming
format.

Live input
sources (HD-
SDI, SDI, Cable,
webcam, etc.)

Expression
Encoder 4 Pro
Third-party
encoders and
content
protection (see
our list of
Partners)

Expression
Encoder 4
available on
Microsoft online
store. Other ISVs
available now.

PlayReady Server
Key Seed License
Acquisition URL
Unique Key ID
(per presentation
or group of
bitrates)

AES 128-bit
encrypted PIFF
files (.ismv, .isma)

Used to encrypt
a live broadcast

Smooth
Streaming
(PIFF) .ismv,
.isma files

IIS Transform
Manager running
MP4 Protect task

Fall 2010. PlayReady Server
Key Seed License
Acquisition URL
Unique Key ID
(per presentation
or group of
bitrates)

AES 128-bit
encrypted PIFF
files (.ismv, .isma)

Will replace the
current PIFF
Encryptor tool so
that we can
support users
who want to
move to
production with a
supported tool

All formats Smooth
Streaming
Format SDK

Beta 2 version
available now
with "Go-Live"
rights

PlayReady Server
Key Seed License
Acquisition URL
Unique Key ID
(per presentation
or group of
bitrates)

AES 128-bit
encrypted PIFF
files (.ismv, .isma)

For customers
who want to
create their own
encoding or
custom muxing
applications that
support the
creation of
PlayReady
encrypted PIFF
content

INPUT FILE TYPE TOOL
TOOL
AVAILABILITY

REQUIRED
INFORMATION OUTPUT NOTES

Setting Up IIS Origin Servers for Live & On-Demand Smooth
Streaming

 

The Smooth Streaming Deployment Guide outlines the requirements and steps needed to set up and deploy IIS
Origin Servers for both live and on-demand Smooth Streaming. Additionally, the team at iStreamPlanet®
developed a deployment guide (Delivering Live and On-Demand Smooth Streaming) based on its real-world
experiences to power several successful online video events using Microsoft platform technologies, including
Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming. This guide introduces the considerations for acquiring, creating, delivering,
and managing live and on-demand SD and HD video. It also touches on a wide range of new tools and
technologies that are emerging and essential components to deployed solutions, including applications and tools
for live and on-demand encoding, delivery, Content Management (CMS) and Digital Asset Management (DAM)
editing, data synchronization, and advertisement management.

Deployment articles and tutorials are available on IIS.net:
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Enabling Server & Encoder Failover for Live Smooth Streaming

EncodersEncoders

On-Demand Smooth Streaming Deployment Articles
Live Smooth Streaming Deployment Articles
Live Smooth Streaming Tutorials

 

IIS Media Services supports failover at both the server and the encoder through a scalable architecture.

Live Smooth Streaming servers accept encoded live streams from the encoders and then make them available to
clients. To build server networks for scale and redundancy, they can also accept input from other servers and
provide output to other servers. Using this model, a number of server roles are used in Smooth Streaming
deployments to ensure scalability and guarantee delivery of the streams. The following figure shows the different
server roles.

Figure 2 Encoder and server failover configuration

The figure shows a typical server architecture for live streaming, which includes five layers: encoder, ingest, origin,
distribution, and client. The solid lines show the normal data-flow path while the dotted lines show the backup
("failover") paths. The roles for the encoder and server layers are described in the following sections:

Encoders
Ingest Servers
Origin Servers
Distribution Servers

 

Encoders take in live source feeds and encode them into Smooth Streaming formats. The encoder uses HTTP
POST to send the streams to Ingest servers that are configured with push input streams.

Encoders can be configured for failover and redundancy by deploying them in the following configurations based
on requirements for uptime:

1+1 (Highest Availability) – Deploy encoders in a 1+1 configuration for mission-critical live streaming.
This requires that two encoders publish the same set of streams to publishing points on two ingest servers.
Each encoder can send streams to both ingest servers for maximum failover. It's required that both encoders
be timecode "ganged" using a common source clock, such as embedded SMPTE timecode (VITC) on the
source signal. By using similar clocks, the Smooth Streaming servers will disregard "redundant" fragments
that they receive that have similar timestamps.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740323
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740324
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740325


Ingest ServersIngest Servers

Origin ServersOrigin Servers

Distribution ServersDistribution Servers

If enough bandwidth between the encoders and the ingest servers is available, the backup encoders can
behave as hot backups, meaning that they can encode and push to the same publishing points
simultaneously. Then in the encoder-failover case, because a hot backup exists, the live stream can continue
without interruption.

N+M (Economic Availability) – In this configuration, multiple encoders (N) are streaming live channels
with a small number of encoders configured as passive backups (M). A software monitoring and
management layer is provided by the encoder manufacturer that watches for failed encoders. After detecting
a failed encoder, the management software can "wake up" a passive encoder, copy the failed encoder's
profile and configuration settings, re-route any SDI signals, and begin encoding again to the Smooth
Streaming server. A critical component of this failover is that the server will enter into an idle state when it
stops receiving fragments. The server will wait for the next "future" timestamp fragment to arrive and then
continue.

From the client's perspective, there is a brief pause during which the latest live fragments for the broken
streams/bitrates aren't available. "Live" players that are on those bitrates will try to switch to other bitrates
while players on other bitrates won't be affected.

Players in DVR mode also won't be affected because all servers can still serve archived content, even when
the live streams are offline.

 

Ingest servers mainly accept encoder streams and then fan them out to origin servers. To effectively achieve stream
fan-out and redundancy, ingest servers use PUSH output streams to push to multiple (two in the above figure)
origin servers simultaneously. Because ingest servers typically don't need to directly serve client requests or save
local archives, these two configuration options can be disabled on the servers.

In normal conditions, primary encoders push to primary ingest servers that, in turn, push the same streams to two
origin servers simultaneously. If, say, the primary ingest server fails, all connections among primary encoder,
primary ingest server, and origin servers will be broken. The encoder can detect this failure and start pushing
streams to a backup ingest server. The backup ingest server is configured exactly the same way as the primary
ingest server and it will also, in turn, push the streams to the same origin servers, which will resume the live
streams. The client-side experience is similar to the encoder-failover case.

If bandwidth isn't a concern, another option is to have the primary encoder push streams to the primary ingest
server and the backup ingest server simultaneously. In that case, any single ingest server failover won't interrupt
the live stream.

 

The origin server tier holds all the information about the live stream. Multiple origin servers run simultaneously to
provide scalability and redundancy. An origin server can directly serve client requests. Transmuxing can also occur
directly at the origin server to convert content to other formats required by mobile devices. It can also be the
source for distribution servers and synchronize past information with them if needed. To serve distribution servers,
origin servers must have the pull stream output option enabled. To serve client requests, either directly or indirectly
through a generic HTTP network that contains HTTP cache/proxy/edge servers, they must have archive and client
output options configured accordingly.

If one origin server fails, additional origin servers can immediately serve as backups because they are all running
and have the same data. Distribution servers know where to re-request and retry the stream from a backup in the
case of origin server failure.

 

Distribution servers can further scale out a network by offloading archiving and client request serving from the
origin server tier. Distribution servers use the pull input stream option and are configured with multiple origin
server URLs for redundancy. Distribution servers don't have to be started at the beginning of the event because



Building a Smooth Streaming Client with Silverlight

Building a Smooth Streaming Client for Embedded Platforms without
Silverlight

Getting Started with Expression Encoder, IIS Media Services, and
Smooth Streaming to Silverlight Clients

they know how to synchronize with origin servers to provide full DVR access to the entire live event.

Like origin servers, distribution servers are hot backups and can smoothly recover from a server failure. This is
especially true if the distribution server is used with IIS Application Request Routing (ARR).

For more information about failover and scale-out scenarios, see How to Build Scalable and Robust Live Smooth
Streaming Server Solutions.

Additional deployment articles and tutorials for Live Smooth Streaming are available on IIS.net:

Live Smooth Streaming Deployment Articles
Live Smooth Streaming Tutorials

 

The Smooth Streaming Client allows you to create rich user experiences that take full advantage of live and on-
demand Smooth Streaming capabilities on the Silverlight platform. Examples of available client-side features
include simple controls, such as Play, Pause, and Stop, as well as more complex functions, such as Instant Replay,
Live Ad Insertion, Multiple Camera Angles, and Fast Forward/Rewind. Documentation for the Smooth Streaming
Client APIs is available on MSDN.

The Smooth Streaming Client consists of the Smooth Streaming Media Element (SSME) SDK. It enables
developers and designers to build rich Smooth Streaming player experiences using a .NET Framework-based SDK
for Silverlight with full XAML support. It's a core component of the broader open source Microsoft Media
Platform: Player Framework (MMPPF). For most scenarios, the MMPPF is the simplest, most robust way to build a
new Silverlight player that supports Smooth Streaming, skinning, analytics, live ad insertion, and so on. The
Smooth Streaming Client may be ideal for some scenarios, however, such as adding rich Smooth Streaming
features to a Silverlight media player based on a different framework, or where unique scenarios can't otherwise
be addressed.

For more information see the following additional resources:

Smooth Streaming Client Developer Documentation (MSDN)
Creating End-to-End Smooth Streaming Video Solutions with Silverlight and IIS Media Services (Video)
Behind the Scenes with Silverlight and IIS at the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver (Video)
Sunday Night Football Extra: Live in HD with Microsoft Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming

 

The Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client Porting Kit is available to provide Smooth Streaming playback capabilities
to non-Silverlight-based clients. For more details, watch for announcements on IIS.net or contact the IIS Media
Services team.

 

Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 supports both live and on-demand Smooth Streaming to IIS Media Services and
both Silverlight clients and Apple® devices. The article Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services walks
through end-to-end delivery of live Smooth Streams to Apple mobile devices and to Silverlight clients using IIS
Media Services 4.

In addition, the article Transforming Media Files to On-Demand Smooth Streams walks through the delivery of
on-demand Smooth Streams using Expression Encoder 4 as a batch-processing tool in combination with IIS
Transform Manager.
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https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740324
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740325
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740396
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740399
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740397
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740398
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740428
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740430
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740431
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740432
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740435
mailto:smooth@microsoft.com
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740436
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740437
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740438


Setting Up Smooth Streaming to Apple Devices

About the End-to-End Setup for Sunday Night Football & Winter
Olympics Events

Figure 3 IIS Transform Manager Expression Encoder 4 task

 

IIS Media Services 4 supports a new feature that enables re-muxing of ingested Smooth Streaming content to
Apple® HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) format. The incoming Smooth Streaming content must be encoded using
H.264 (AVC) video and AAC-LC audio codecs to support this scenario. For more information about how to
configure IIS Media Services and enable a publishing point to receive and re-mux Smooth Streams to the HLS
format, see Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services.

Additionally, to support the creation of on-demand content for Apple HLS from existing Smooth Streaming assets
or new assets, IIS Transform Manager provides an extensible media transform engine for IIS Media Services 4 that
enables "watch folder" job submission, queuing, management, integrated media transcoding/transmuxing, and
batch-encryption of on-demand audio and video files. Examples of such transforms include transmuxing Smooth
Streaming files encoded with H.264 video and AAC-LC audio codecs into MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS)
format for delivery to Apple mobile digital devices. Transform Manager facilitates the execution of transform tasks
after media arrives at a watch folder, which is a defined valid drive on your local computer, a mapped network drive
or UNC path to a shared network resource, or FTP/WebDav locations on the server. For more information, see
Transforming Media Files to Apple HTTP Live Streams.

 

Shortly before the 2009 National Football League (NFL) season began, NBC, in partnership with the NFL,
announced plans to offer live streaming of Sunday Night Football in the United States on NBCSports.com and
NFL.com. This was nothing new—during the first two years of its coverage of Sunday Night Football, NBC offered
a simultaneous webcast of each game through a video player built on the Adobe® Flash® Platform. However, the
stream-switching capabilities of the HTTP Dynamic Streaming feature in the Platform couldn't dynamically adapt
the video stream bitrate, meaning that viewers with lower bandwidth and/or slower processors experienced
periods of video buffering, stuttering, and degraded picture quality.

For the 2009 season, NBC and the NFL improved the video quality and also offered something more in a new
video player called Sunday Night Football Extra.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740436
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740438


Comparing Smooth Streaming to Other Adaptive Streaming
Technologies

Live Smooth Streaming Publising Point Settings

FAQs

Figure 4 Sunday Night Football Extra video player, featuring DVR controls, five camera angles, social
networking feeds, and interactive chats

The 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver marked the sixth of seven consecutive Olympic Games broadcast by NBC
Universal and presented the opportunity to build on the success of the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. NBC
teamed with premier technology vendors, led by Microsoft, to cover 4,485 hours of events in HD via IIS Smooth
Streaming to a Silverlight-based video player. In addition to pleasing sports fans, the programming offered an
audience of more than 15.8 million unique visitors to NBC's many advertising partners.

For more information, see the following resources on IIS.net:

Sunday Night Football Extra: Live in HD with Microsoft Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming
NBC Online Video Monetization and Highlights Creation for the 2010 Winter Olympics
Behind the Scenes with Silverlight and IIS at the 2010 Winter Games in Vancouver (Video)

 

IIS Smooth Streaming is based on standard protocols, scales out using existing HTTP delivery and caching
infrastructures, and ensures simplified file management by using as few as one contiguous video files to deliver
multiple video quality levels. Combined with the Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework (MMPPF) and the
Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client Porting Kit, IIS Smooth Streaming provides built-in sophisticated stream-
switching, full DVR controls, and support for multiple camera angles. In addition, IIS Media Services 4 also
provides the option for streaming to iPhone® and iPad™ devices using Apple HTTP live Streaming.

To compare the features available in the latest adaptive streaming technologies from Microsoft, Adobe, and Apple,
see the Adaptive Streaming Comparison.

 

Publishing points on IIS Media Services are simple XML files with the.isml extension. The user interface in IIS
Manager allows you to easily create and edit this publising point files. However, there are times when you need to
edit them directly to gain access to some of the more advanced features of IIS Media Services. Details on all of the
available settings in the .isml files is provided in the blog posting Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point
Advanced Settings.

 

We're preparing answers to our most frequently-asked questions and we'll publish the results in an FAQ article on
IIS.net soon. Check back here for more information about the availability of this resource.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740432
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740464
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740431
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9740465
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9778297
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Creating Smooth Streams
SCENARIO RESOURCES

Create on-demand Smooth Streams Creating a Silverlight Project Use Expression Encoder to create
a media file that is optimized for Smooth Streaming playback
and embed the media file in a Silverlight player template.
Creating a Transcoding Project Use Expression Encoder to edit
digital media sources and encode them as Smooth Streams
that are compatible with VC-1 or H.264 codecs, without using
Silverlight player templates. Transforming Media Files to On-
Demand Smooth Streams Use Transform Manager to convert
media files to Smooth Streams for Silverlight clients.
Transforming Media Files to Apple HTTP Live Streams Use
Transform Manager to convert media files to Smooth Streams
for Apple mobile digital devices. Transforming On-Demand
Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Use Transform
Manager to convert on-demand Smooth Streams for playback
on Apple devices. Smooth Streaming Encoding for Windows
Phone Create Smooth Streams for Silverlight clients on
Windows Phone. Smooth Streaming Format SDK - Sample
Application Use the sample muxing application in the Smooth
Streaming Format SDK to generate on-demand Smooth
Streams and manifests from media files encoded in WMA,
WMV/VC-1, H.264, or AAC-LC formats. Smooth Streaming
Format SDK Create software programs that package encoded
audio and video bitstreams for on-demand Smooth Streaming
scenarios.

by Dave Nelson

The Microsoft Media Platform is a complete technology platform for deploying a highly available, highly scalable,
Smooth Streaming media delivery environment. The platform contains the following technologies:

Content preparation. Microsoft Expression Encoder, IIS Transform Manager
Content delivery. IIS Media Services
Content playback. Microsoft Silverlight

This portal page is designed to help you to deploy the Microsoft Media Platform by providing links to the best
available best practices and guidance, organized in the following categories:

Creating Smooth Streams
Delivering Smooth Streams
Managing Smooth Streams
Playing Smooth Streams
Progressively Downloading Media
Troubleshooting

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/microsoft-media-platform-content-map.md
http://expression.microsoft.com/cc136533.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/transform-manager
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff723878(Expression.40).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff723883(Expression.40).aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/vsood/archive/2010/12/04/iis-smooth-streaming-encoding-for-windows-phone-7.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/thalesc/archive/2010/03/15/iis-smooth-streaming-format-sdk-sample-application.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming-format-sdk
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming-format-sdk


Create live Smooth Streams Live Smooth Streaming in Expression Encoder 4 Use
Expression Encoder to create a live Smooth Streaming
broadcast from live and file-based sources. Apple HTTP Live
Streaming with IIS Media Services Create a live Smooth
Streaming broadcast for Apple mobile digital devices. Smooth
Streaming Encoding for Windows Phone Create a live Smooth
Streaming broadcast for Silverlight clients on Windows Phone.
How to do Live Streaming with the Smooth Streaming Format
SDK Use sample code in this blog post with the Smooth
Streaming Format SDK to add live Smooth Streaming
functionality to encoders. Smooth Streaming Format SDK
Create software programs that package encoded audio and
video bitstreams for live Smooth Streaming scenarios.

Protect Smooth Streams Enabling PlayReady DRM with Smooth Streaming Encrypt on-
demand and live Smooth Streams for Silverlight clients by
using Microsoft PlayReady Digital Rights Management (DRM).
Encrypting On-Demand Smooth Streams Use Transform
Manager to encrypt previously encoded Smooth Streaming
presentations with PlayReady DRM.

SCENARIO RESOURCES

Delivering Smooth Streams
SCENARIO RESOURCES

Deliver on-demand Smooth Streams Getting Started with Smooth Streaming Configure a Web
server to deliver on-demand Smooth Streams to Silverlight
clients on desktop computers and mobile devices (including
Windows Phone). Delivering Transform Manager Output to
Clients Configure a Web server to deliver on-demand Smooth
Streams to Silverlight clients and to Apple mobile digital
devices. Streaming Live or On-Demand Video from IIS7 to iOS
Devices and Silverlight Clients Convert media files to Smooth
Streams for Silverlight clients and Apple devices.

Deliver live Smooth Streams Getting Started with Live Smooth Streaming Configure a Web
server to deliver live Smooth Streams to Silverlight clients on
desktop computers and mobile devices (including Windows
Phone). Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services
Configure a Web server to deliver live Smooth Streams to
Apple mobile digital devices. Streaming Live or On-Demand
Video from IIS7 to iOS Devices and Silverlight Clients Deliver
live Smooth Streams to Silverlight clients and Apple devices.

Set up live Smooth Streaming encoders for high
availability

How to Build Scalable and Robust Live Smooth Streaming
Server Solutions Configure encoders for failover and
redundancy in order to guarantee delivery of streams. How to
do network auto-recovery from Expression Encoder 4
Configure your Live Smooth Streaming encoder for network
resiliancy.

Set up a live Smooth Streaming server network for high
availability

How to Build Scalable and Robust Live Smooth Streaming
Server Solutions Create a high-performance live Smooth
Streaming server network. Edge Caching for Media Delivery
Use edge-caching features in IIS Application Request Routing
to increase scalability, save money, and improve user
experiences when delivering audio and video.

 

https://blogs.msdn.com/b/expressionencoder/archive/2010/09/22/10042763.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/vsood/archive/2010/12/04/iis-smooth-streaming-encoding-for-windows-phone-7.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/thalesc/archive/2011/02/08/how-to-do-live-streaming-with-the-smooth-streaming-format-sdk.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming-format-sdk
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming-format-sdk
http://www.hanselman.com/blog/StreamingLiveOrOnDemandVideoFromIIS7ToIOSDevicesIPhoneiPadAndSilverlightClients.aspx
http://www.hanselman.com/blog/StreamingLiveOrOnDemandVideoFromIIS7ToIOSDevicesIPhoneiPadAndSilverlightClients.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2009/12/16/how-to-build-scalable-and-robust-live-smooth-streaming-server-solutions.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/01/19/how-to-do-network-auto-recovery-from-expression-encoder-4.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2009/12/16/how-to-build-scalable-and-robust-live-smooth-streaming-server-solutions.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing


Managing Smooth Streams
SCENARIO RESOURCES

Adjust track availability in on-demand Smooth Streams Managing On-Demand Presentations Trim steams from on-
demand Smooth Streaming presentations to save bandwidth,
or to make different streams in the presentation available to
different audience segments.

Monitor live Smooth Streaming publishing point runtime
status

New Live Smooth Streaming UI Explained View stream, track,
and connection information exposed by Runtime Status and
Control (RSCA) APIs and leverage this information for
troubleshooting purposes.

Configure advanced attributes for Live Smooth
Streaming publishing points

Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point Advanced Settings
Configure properties in Live Smooth Streaming publishing
point definition (.isml) files for advanced streaming scenarios
(for example, configuring publishing point auto-restart).

Manage Live Smooth Streaming publishing points
programatically

Smooth Streaming Management REST Services Use
Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs to create or delete
publishing points; enumerate the publishing points on a
website; query the setting, state, or statistics of publishing
points; or update the state of publishing points in IIS Media
Services 4.1.

Authenticate live Smooth Streams on distributed server
networks

Syndicating Live Smooth Streams between Servers

Authenticate encoder connections to Live Smooth
Streaming publishing points

How to Authenticate ONLY the Encoder Streams for Live
Smooth Streaming

Track user engagement with Smooth Streaming assets Advanced Logging Monitor and measure user engagement
with Smooth Streaming assets in order to deploy media more
profitably.

Playing Smooth Streams
SCENARIO RESOURCES

Deploy a Smooth Streaming Silverlight player without
coding

Getting Started with Smooth Streaming Get up-and-running
quickly by deploying a sample Smooth Streaming player for
on-demand Smooth Streaming playback. Getting Started with
Live Smooth Streaming Get up-and-running quickly by
deploying a sample Smooth Streaming player for live Smooth
Streaming playback.

Build a Smooth Streaming Silverlight player Building your first Smooth Streaming Player using SSME
Enable Smooth Streaming video playback, with basic controls
such as Play, Pause, and Stop, in a Silverlight-enabled Web
browser. Smooth Streaming Client Use the Smooth Streaming
Client SDKs to implement advanced Smooth Streaming
playback scenarios in Silverlight applications.

Enable Smooth Streaming playback on Apple mobile
digital devices

Creating an HTML 5 page for use in Safari Create an HTML 5
page that can be used by iPhone and iPad devices to play
Smooth Streams.

 

 

https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2010/11/01/new-live-smooth-streaming-ui-explained.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2010/11/01/live-smooth-streaming-publishing-point-advanced-settings.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh239768(v=VS.90).aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/29/how-to-only-authenticate-encoder-streams-but-not-the-clients-for-live-smooth-streaming.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/advanced-logging
https://blogs.iis.net/vsood/archive/2009/10/14/building-your-first-smooth-streaming-player.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh943091(v=vs.90)


Progressively Downloading Media
SCENARIO RESOURCES

Save bandwidth by sending only what is watched Bit Rate Throttling Reduce network costs by metering the
download speed of media and data files.

Create a server-side playlist to control client playback of
media files

Creating a Simple Playlist Create server-controlled sequences
of digital media content and prevent caching of the content
on client computers.

Monetize playlist content with dynamic advertisements Adding HTTPD Media Entries Insert dynamic in-stream or pre-
roll video ads based on the session history and configurable
server-side rules.

Convert Windows Media Player playlist files to server-
side playlists in IIS

Using Windows Media Player Playlist Files in Web Playlists
Create server-side versions of Windows Media Player client-
side playlist (.wpl) files.

Troubleshooting
SCENARIO RESOURCES

View known issues Review Microsoft Media Platform feature Readme files to see if
a solution for the issue that you're experiencing has been
published. Readme files are available for the following features:
- IIS Media Services (includes sections for Live Smooth
Streaming, Smooth Streaming, Bit Rate Throttling, and Web
Playlists). - IIS Transform Manager - Smooth Streaming Client
- Smooth Streaming Format SDK - IIS Advanced Logging
Search the following forums to see if your issue has been
addressed previously: - Expression Encoder Forum - IIS Media
Forum - Silverlight.net Forums

Troubleshoot IIS Media server errors Troubleshooting a Web Server Error Learn about HTTP errors
and Web server troubleshooting techniques in IIS 7. Failed
Requests Tracing module for IIS 7 Record failed requests in log
files for later analysis. Fiddler Web Debugger Analyze the HTTP
traffic between clients and IIS Media servers.

Troubleshoot live Smooth Streaming issues Troubleshooting guidance for live Smooth Streaming is
provided in the following collection of blog posts: - Part 1
(Basics). Reviews the basic design of Live Smooth Streaming
and the protocols that are used. - Part 2 (Publishing Point UI
and States). Reviews the diagnostic information that is
available in the Live Smooth Streaming user interface. - Part 3
(Event Logs). Reviews the Live Smooth Streaming event logs in
Event Viewer. - Part 4 (Performance Counters). Reviews the
performance counters in Performance Monitor for tracking live
Smooth Streaming status. - Part 5 (Client Manifest). Describes
the information in client manifest (.ismc) files that you can use
for troubleshooting. - Part 6 (IIS Logs and Others). Describes
how to gather Smooth Streaming client request information
and response codes in logs and how to parse and analyze the
data. - Part 7 (Putting It Together). Provides a "real-world"
troubleshooting example.

Troubleshoot Silverlight MediaElement errors Troubleshooting the Silverlight MediaElement 4001 Error

 

  

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/bit-rate-throttling
http://social.expression.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/encoder/
https://forums.iis.net/1145.aspx
http://forums.silverlight.net/forums/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/troubleshoot/index
http://www.fiddler2.com/fiddler2/
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/07/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-1.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/07/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-2.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/08/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-3-event-logs.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/08/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-4-performance-counters.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/10/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-5-client-manifest.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/11/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-6-iis-logs-and-others.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/samzhang/archive/2011/03/14/how-to-troubleshoot-live-smooth-streaming-issues-part-7-end.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/randomnumber/archive/2009/02/09/troubleshooting-the-silverlight-mediaelement-4001-error.aspx


Get help Post questions and ask for troubleshooting guidance from
other users and Microsoft team members on the following
forums: - Expression Encoder Forum - IIS Media Forum -
Silverlight.net Forums Get assistance from Microsoft Support
for the following products (charges may apply): - Expression
Encoder - IIS Media Services 3 and 4 (includes Live Smooth
Streaming, Smooth Streaming, Bit Rate Throttling, and Web
Playlists) - Smooth Streaming Client 1.0, 1.1, 1.5, and 2.0 -
Advanced Logging 1.0 - Microsoft Silverlight

SCENARIO RESOURCES

http://social.expression.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/encoder/
https://forums.iis.net/1145.aspx
http://forums.silverlight.net/forums/
https://support.microsoft.com/common/international.aspx?RDPATH=dm;en-us;select&target=assistance
https://support.microsoft.com/ph/12897
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/advanced-logging
https://support.microsoft.com/ph/12929
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by John A. Bocharov

IIS Smooth Streaming, part of IIS Media Services, is Microsoft's adaptive streaming technology, based on the
HTTP and MP4 file format standards. It delivers the highest quality, reliable online video experience for both on-
demand content and live events. By utilizing standards-based HTTP to take advantage of massive existing HTTP
caching resources, Smooth Streaming takes advantage of the scale of HTTP to provide full HD (up to 1080p)
experiences to Silverlight-based media players.

The IIS Smooth Streaming Transport Protocol Specification describes how live and on-demand Smooth Streaming
audio/video content is distributed and cached over an HTTP network. This specification is being released under the
Community Promise Initiative, so as to enable third parties who wish to build their own client implementations
that interoperate with IIS Media Services.

Microsoft has ensured that the related Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) specification is compatible with
the IIS Smooth Streaming Transport Protocol specification. It is particularly well suited for the creation, delivery,
and protection of Smooth Streaming content.

The IIS Smooth Streaming Transport Protocol Specification includes the following topics:

4 Protocol Examples

6 Appendix A: Product Behavior
7 Change Tracking

1 Introduction

1.1 Glossary
1.2 References
1.3 Protocol Overview (Synopsis)
1.4 Relationship to other Protocols
1.5 Prerequisites/Preconditions
1.6 Applicability Statement
1.7 Versioning and Capability Negotiation
1.8 Vendor-Extensible Fields
1.9 Standards Assignments

2 Messages

2.1 Transport
2.2 Message Syntax

3 Protocol Details

3.1 Client Details
3.2 Server Details

5 Security

5.1 Security Considerations for Implementers
5.2 Index of Security Parameters

Click here to download the specification: IIS Smooth Streaming Transport Protocol Specification

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/smooth-streaming-transport-protocol.md
https://github.com/jbocharov
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.microsoft.com/silverlight
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9682896
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9682896
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by Microsoft

The Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF) specification defines a standard multimedia file format for delivery
and playback of multimedia content. It includes the audio-video container, stream encryption, and metadata to
support content delivery for multiple bit rate adaptive streaming, optionally using a standard encryption scheme
capable of supporting multiple DRM systems.

IIS Smooth Streaming is a specific adaptive streaming technology for which PIFF is particularly well suited. Learn
more about the related Smooth Streaming Transport Protocol specification.

PIFF provides a simple, efficient solution to the problem of DRM interoperability. It enables content to be
encrypted once – rather than once per DRM technology used – for delivery in a variety of scenarios. PIFF is
standards-based and provides new efficiencies in the creation and delivery of protected content.

1 Scope And Justification

2 References

2.1 Normative References
2.2 Informational References

3 Terminology And Conventions

3.1 Conventions
3.2 Terminology
3.3 Notation

4 Introduction

5 Protected Interoperable File Format (PIFF)

5.1 PIFF File Structure
5.2 PIFF Constraints On ISO Base Media File Format
5.3 PIFF Extensions To ISO Base Media File Format
5.4 Decryption Flow Of A Protected PIFF File (Informative)

6 Encryption Of Track Level Data

6.1 IV Handling
6.2 AVC Video Tracks – NAL Unit As The Basic Encryption Element
6.3 Non-AVC Encrypted Tracks – Sample As The Basic Encryption Element

7 Formatting Of UUID Data

8 Revision History

Click on the link to download version 1.1 of the specification, updated March 9, 2010: Protected Interoperable File
Format specification.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/protected-interoperable-file-format.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9682897
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9682897
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Introduction

by Dave Nelson

Last Updated: May 31, 2012

Applies To:

Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client 2.0 RTW
IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.1 RTW
IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.5 RTW

Contents

Introduction
Package contents
System Requirements
Known issues
For more information
Support information
Release history

 

Smooth Streaming Client SDKs enable you to build rich on-demand and live Smooth Streaming experiences for
Silverlight and Windows Phone applications that take full advantage of the capabilities of the Smooth Streaming
extensions in IIS Media Services. The Smooth Streaming Client Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
provide an easy-to-use interface for developers and designers to create rich Smooth Streaming experiences on
Silverlight and Windows Phone platforms. The APIs provide support for simple operations such as Play, Pause,
and Stop and also more complex operations such as scheduling advertisements, selecting and tracking bitrates for
Smooth Streaming playback, and many more. Smooth Streaming Client is used in the Microsoft Media Platform:
Player Framework (MMPPF). This partnership facilitates faster player development.

Smooth Streaming Client includes SDK DLLs with APIs for both desktop Silverlight client development and for
Windows Phone development. For more information, see Package contents.

Smooth Streaming Client SDKs support the following high-level features:

Available in Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client 2.0

Persistent advertisement ("linear ads")

Ad-insertion (ScheduleLinearClip)
Ad playback

Live-to-VOD

Client-controlled unlimited DVR window
Failed chunk download details (non-text chunks)

New ChunkDownloadFailed event arguments for for getting information about failed chunk downloads
Key rotation

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/smooth-streaming-client-readme.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9811306
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745648
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9754194
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735130
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745649
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735131
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9811178
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745652
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.schedulelinearclip(v=vs.95)
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.chunkdownloadfailed(v=vs.95)


Package contents

Prefetch root licenses for authorized channels to enable instant channel changes
Distribute license requests to avoid flooding the license server

Updated cache plug-in properties

Get or Set a web request that the media element downloader uses for downloading (CacheRequest2)
Get or Set the perceived bandwidth while downloading individual media chunks (CacheResponse2)
Get or Set the track the cache plug-in uses for downloading a media chunk (CacheResponse2)

Available in all versions

Support for offline playback scenarios
H.264/AAC support

Content protection – PlayReady integration for VC-1/H.264-encoded content
Composite manifest support for scenarios such as Microsoft Media Platform Video Editor (desktop Silverlight
only, not available on Windows Phone)
Selecting tracks for playback (for example, restrict the available bitrates, support multiple camera angles in a
single stream, and so on)
Support for progressive download ads/content (desktop Silverlight only, not available on Windows Phone)

Basic playback controls

APIs such as Play, Pause, Stop
Events for playback and diagnostics
Properties to track position, and so on

Advanced playback support

DVR support for Live Smooth Streaming
Support for tracking live events while in DVR
Trickplay: slow motion/fast-forward/rewind (desktop Silverlight only, not available on Windows Phone)
Multiple Audio Language support
Textstream support for captions/subtitles (desktop Silverlight only, not available on Windows Phone)

Monetization

Ad playback integration: scheduling capabilities, tracking ad progress (desktop Silverlight only, not
available on Windows Phone)
Live ad insertion with IIS Live Smooth Streaming (desktop Silverlight only, not available on Windows
Phone)
Rich analytics with IIS Advanced Logging.
Analytics APIs
Support for specifying markers/ad-ingestion points outside the main manifest (desktop Silverlight only,
not available on Windows Phone)

Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client 2.0 and IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.5 support IIS Media Services manifest
compression (requires IIS Media Services 4). This is supported on desktop Silverlight only. It's not supported on
Windows Phone.

  

When the package is installed, directories are created by default under: %ProgramFiles%\Microsoft SDKs\Smooth
Streaming Client*Version*\

The root directory contains the following folders and files:

Silverlight. Contains the SDK DLL with APIs for desktop Silverlight.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.cacherequest2(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.cacheresponse2(VS.95).aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745650
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745651
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735131


System requirements

Known issues

Windows Phone. Contains the SDK DLL with APIs for Windows Phone.
Smooth Streaming Client RTW.rtf. The End-User License Agreement (EULA).
Readme.htm. A link to this document.
REDIST.txt. This file specifies which files the redistribution rights in the EULA apply to. See the license terms
that accompany the package for more information about redistribution rights.

 

Smooth Streaming Client can be installed on the following operating systems: Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP

The following software must be installed to develop applications using Smooth Streaming Client:

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 or Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010 Express.
Silverlight 5 Tools for Visual Studio 2010 (for application development using Microsoft Smooth Streaming
Client 2.0) or Silverlight 4 Tools for Visual Studio 2010 (for application development using IIS Smooth
Streaming Client 1.5 or 1.1).
For developing Windows Phone applications, install the Windows Phone Developer Tools and the Windows
Phone Developer Tools January 2011 Update. For more information about Windows Phone development, see
the Windows Phone App Hub.
For testing your applications on client computers, your Macintosh or Windows client computer must be
running an Internet browser supported by Silverlight 4, such as Internet Explorer, Safari, or Firefox.

 

Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client 2.0

IIS Media Services low-latency live Smooth Streaming isn't supported.
Playback of encrypted streams isn't supported in Picture-in-Picture (PiP) mode.
Rewinding an encrypted stream back to the beginning will close the stream.
Non-sparse tracks in a stream should have the same fragment duration and lookahead values as audio and
video tracks in the stream to enable synchronization.
For linear-ad insertion to work, the main content stream and ad stream must be encoded using identical
codecs, resolutions, and encoding profiles.
When a media stream transitions from a linear clip to a linear ad (or vice-versa), the LinearClipChanged event
might fire twice. The extra event can be ignored.
If a user pauses a linear ad that's inserted in front of a live stream (a linear "preroll ad"), playback might not
transition to the current live playback point when the linear ad finishes. To work around this issue, you can
configure your client application to not allow pausing playback of the linear ad or you can call the
StartSeekToLive method after the ad finishes.
The first Seek operation after the MediaOpened event might be ignored.
The Stop method shouldn't be used during playback of live Smooth Streams.
Calling the SelectTracks method or the RestrictTracks method during the ManifestReady event doesn't update
the SelectedTracks property until after the ManifestReady event handler exits.
You can call BufferingTime Set and Get anytime, but only the last Set before assignment of
SmoothStreamingSource is used. If you call Set after setting SmoothStreamingSource, and then call Get, the
updated value is returned even though SmoothStreamingMediaElement isn't using that value for
BufferingTime. Also, re-buffering causes SmoothStreamingMediaElement to update the BufferingTime value
internally, making it unavailable to a Get operation.
Clips from one or more client manifests that are combined into a composite manifest must have identical audio
tracks.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745654
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745655
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=28358
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745656
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745657
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9767590
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745653
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.linearclipchanged(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.startseektolive(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.mediaopened(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.stop(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.streaminfo.selecttracks(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.streaminfo.restricttracks(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.manifestready(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.streaminfo.selectedtracks(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.bufferingtime(VS.95).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.smoothstreamingsource(VS.95).aspx


For more information

Support information

Release history

IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.5

NOTENOTE

Smooth Streaming Client 1.5 supports IIS Media Services low latency for live Smooth Streams. (This is
supported on desktop Silverlight only. It's not supported on Windows Phone.) Low-latency live streaming
scenarios require that the Smooth Streaming client connect to a publishing point on a web server that's
running at least IIS Media Services 4.0. Earlier versions of IIS Media Services don't support low-latency live
streaming. For more information about how to configure low-latency live Smooth Streaming, see
BufferingTime.

Audio-only streams aren't supported in low-latency live streaming scenarios.

IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.1

Markers don't fire in trickplay modes. Use Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework (MMPPF) markers if
markers are required in fast-forward, rewind or slow-motion modes.
The Client treats URIs as case-insensitive, which can cause issues on some servers. Use lowercase
manifest/stream URIs to avoid any issues.
Protected streams aren't supported in composite manifests.
Audio, video, and textstream fragments in a live Smooth Stream must have the same duration.
For live Smooth Streams, network requests for metadata might continue after calling the Stop method. To avoid
this issue, set the Source property to Null.
To recover from a MediaFailed event, set the Source property to Null, and then wait for a period of time before
resetting the source to reconnect.
The PlaybackRate property must be set to 1.0 before calling the ScheduleClip method. After the clip finishes,
you can change the PlaybackRate property back to the desired value.

 

Smooth Streaming Client content for developers is available on MSDN.

For more information on the streaming formats, client SDKs, and player formats used to develop Media Services
client applications, see Developing Windows Azure Media Services Client Applications.

For more information about Windows Phone development, see the Windows Phone App Hub.

 

You can obtain support for Smooth Streaming Client from fellow users by posting your questions on the IIS Media
Forum.

To obtain support from Microsoft, go to Microsoft Support. Charges may apply.

 

May 31, 2012. Microsoft Smooth Streaming Client SDK 2.0 for Silverlight 5
September 2, 2011. IIS Smooth Streaming Client SDK 1.5 for Silverlight 4
September 24, 2010. IIS Smooth Streaming Client SDK 1.1 for Silverlight 4
June 10, 2010. IIS Smooth Streaming Client 1.0

https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.bufferingtime(VS.90).aspx
http://smf.codeplex.com/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.stop(VS.90).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.source(VS.90).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.mediafailed(VS.90).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.playbackrate(VS.90).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/microsoft.web.media.smoothstreaming.smoothstreamingmediaelement.scheduleclip(VS.90).aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735132
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn223283.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745653
https://forums.iis.net/1145.aspx
https://support.microsoft.com/common/international.aspx?RDPATH=dm;selectassist&target=assistance
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9811306
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9754194
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9745648
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System requirements

What's in the Package?

by Dave Nelson

June 2010

These release notes are for the Beta 2 release of the IIS Smooth Streaming Format Software Development Kit 1.0.

This release is provided under the IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK license terms that accompany this package.

The package makes it easy for authorized developers to wrap encoded video and audio bitstreams into
fragmented-MP4 (f-MP4) formats that conform to Smooth Streaming requirements.

Updated documentation for the Smooth Streaming Format SDK is available on MSDN>.

 

Operating system

A computer with either an x86 or x64-based processor that is running Windows® 7 or Windows Server®
2008. The latest updates available from Windows Update should be installed.

Software

Microsoft Visual C++® 2008 SP1 or higher, with the latest available service packs, is required to use the library
and to compile the sample application.
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 with Service Pack 1 (SP1).

Disk space

The sample source code, library, and related documentation require about 40 megabytes (MB) of hard disk
space.

 

When the package is installed, directories are created by default under 
%ProgramFiles%\IIS\Media\Smooth Streaming Format SDK .

The root directory contains the following files:

IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK Eula.rtf. The End-User License Agreement (EULA).
ReadMe.htm. This document.
Smooth Streaming Format SDK MSDN Documentation.url. A shortcut to the latest Smooth Streaming
Format SDK documentation on MSDN.

The include subdirectory contains the following files:

ssfsdkapi.h. The header file for the Smooth Streaming Format SDK Application Programming Interface (API).

The lib subdirectory contains the following files:

ssfsdk.lib. The static library that implements the methods associated with ssfsdkapi.h and provides the
functionality to create f-MP4 formats.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/iis-smooth-streaming-format-sdk-readme.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=183331


NOTENOTE

Known Issues in this Release

Support Information

Release History

Legal Notice

The Samples\SSFBasicMuxer subdirectory contains the following files:

main.cpp. The sample basic muxer Smooth Streaming Format SDK application C++ file.
SSFBasicMuxer.vcproj. The Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 project file.
dshowhlp.lib. The static library intended only for use by the sample application. It should not be redistributed.
dshowhlp.h. The header file for the sample application.

See the license terms that accompany this package for more information about redistribution rights.

 

You can currently only target platforms that match the installed SDK. That is, if you install the x86–based
package, you can only target x86-based applications. If you install the x64-based package, you can only target
x64-based applications.
If Visual Studio 2008 fails to open the BasicMux project from the x64-based package, it is likely that Visual
Studio 2008 was installed with the x64-based compiler and tools. By default, Visual Studio 2008 must be
installed with the x86- based compiler, even on x64-based operating systems. You must explicitly select the x86-
based compiler option when installing Visual Studio 2008, or you can reinstall Visual Studio 2008, and select
the option.

 

The IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK is provided with direct support from the Microsoft product team that
created the package. For technical questions or to report issues, send an e-mail message to
smooth@microsoft.com.

 

Beta 1: 2/28/2010
Beta 2: 6/17/2010

 

Information in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site references, is subject to change without
notice. Unless otherwise noted, the companies, organizations, products, domain names, e-mail addresses, logos,
people, places, and events depicted in examples herein are fictitious. No association with any real company,
organization, product, domain name, e-mail address, logo, person, place, or event is intended or should be inferred.

Complying with all applicable copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under
copyright, no part of this document may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any
purpose, without the express written permission of Microsoft Corporation.

Microsoft may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights
covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from
Microsoft, the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights,
or other intellectual property.

Copyright © 2011 by Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Microsoft, MS-DOS, Windows, Windows NT, Windows Server, Windows Vista, Active Directory, ActiveSync,
ActiveX, Direct3D, DirectDraw, DirectInput, DirectMusic, DirectPlay, DirectShow, DirectSound, DirectX, Expression,

mailto:smooth@microsoft.com


FrontPage, HighMAT, Internet Explorer, JScript, Microsoft Press, MSN, Outlook, PlaysForSure logo, PowerPoint,
SideShow, Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual InterDev, Visual J++, Visual Studio, WebTV, Windows Media,
Silverlight, Win32, and Win32s are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States and/or other countries.

The name of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

Some of the links in this document might let you leave the Microsoft site. The linked sites are not under the control
of Microsoft and Microsoft is not responsible for the contents of any linked site or any link contained in a linked
site, or any changes or updates to such sites. Microsoft is not responsible for webcasting or any other form of
transmission received from any linked site. Microsoft is providing these links to you only as a convenience, and the
inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by Microsoft of the site.
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NOTENOTE

Supported Features

Known Issues

by Cenk Dingiloglu

The Smooth Streaming Client SDK for Windows 8 Apps enables developers to build Windows 8 applications that
can play on-demand and live Smooth Streaming content with or without Microsoft PlayReady protection. This
document describes the important known issues that occur in this release of the SDK.

Unless otherwise specified, these Release Notes apply to x64, x86, and ARM editions of the SDK.
This build was tested with the Windows 8 RTM and Visual Studio 2012 RTM releases. Unexpected results might occur if
you run the SDK on different versions of this software.

This release of the SDK includes support for the following:

X86, x64, and ARM platform support
VOD (Play, Pause, Seek, Stop)
Live (Play)
Live DVR (Pause, Seek, Go to Live) **
Support for video codecs – H.264, VC-1
Support for Audio codecs – AAC, Dolby DD+, WMA Pro
Multiple audio language switching with APIs **
Track-selection for playback (for example, restrict the available bitrates)**
Offline playback scenarios via Downloader Plugin **
Text and Sparse Track APIs **
Content protection – Microsoft PlayReady integration for VC-1/WMA - H.264/AAC content
Trickplay (slow motion, fast-forward, and rewind)
Microsoft PlayReady Key rotation
Multiple Smooth Streaming asset playback.(Such as; Picture in Picture - PIP, Multi-Camera and Video wall) *
Please see known issues section for limitations.

(**) These features aren't supported with Windows 8 default APIs. To enable these features, you need to use
Smooth Streaming Client SDK APIs.

There is a known issue where on demand content beginning with non-zero offset time doesn't support seeking
with default HTML5 controls. It is recommended to use the SDK APIs to paint the control bar and support
seeking.
Live content with the VC-1 codec might hang when seeking.
Trickplay on ARM platforms have some known issues where the playback rate isn't honored and playback still
continues on x1.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/smooth-streaming/smooth-streaming-client-sdk-for-windows-8-release-notes.md
https://github.com/cenkdin


Building Player Applications

Product Support and Feedback

Legal Notice

The performance and the count of play backing multiple Smooth Streaming assets at the same time will vary
depending on your hardware performance (CPU/GPU) and available bandwidth. For better results it is
recommended to restrict/select qualities based on your window size.
When you navigate from a Smooth Streaming application, Windows will suspend the application. This might
cause unexpected behavior. To overcome this, have the application listen to the Suspend/Resume event and call
(Pause)/(Play) accordingly.
On Windows 8 apps, screen saver isn't disabled automatically when there is video playback, This might cause
issues. To avoid this, disable the screen saver for Smooth Streaming applications by using
DisplayRequest.RequestActive.

The SDK depends on the Microsoft Visual C++ Runtime Package. Failing to add this dependency to the project
references will cause Visual Studio to generate compilation errors and warnings, such as the following:

To support PlayReady-protected content playback, build version 1678 or later of the Microsoft PlayReady Client
SDK for Windows 8 Apps is required.

You must change the build platform from Any Cpu to the targeted architecture (x64/x86/ARM) before
compiling the project in Visual Studio. Otherwise, you might get compilation errors and warnings such as
the following:

Leaving the Any CPU  option selected will display the following warning in the References section in Visual
Studio:

When you develop your Smooth Streaming player application, we encourage you to use the latest version of the
Microsoft Media Platform Player Framework for Windows 8. If you don't want to use the Player Framework, see
How to build your first HTML5 Windows 8 Smooth Streaming Application, A Simple Windows 8 Smooth
Streaming Media Player and How to build a Smooth Streaming Windows 8 JavaScript application with advanced
features to learn how to build a basic HTML5 Smooth Streaming Player using this SDK.

For more information about new or changed features and fixes in this release, see the documentation and
announcements provided by the specific feature teams.

To report issues and to provide feedback, please submit a post to the Smooth Streaming Client SDK for Windows
8 Apps Announcement & Feedback thread on the IIS Media forum.

Copyright ©2012 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/apps/windows.system.display.displayrequest.requestactive.aspx
http://playerframework.codeplex.com/
https://blogs.iis.net/cenkd/archive/2012/03/28/How-to-build-your-first-html5-metro-style-smooth-streaming-player.aspx
https://code.msdn.microsoft.com/Smooth-Streaming-Client-0bb1471f
https://blogs.iis.net/cenkd/archive/2012/08/09/how-to-build-a-smooth-streaming-windows-8-javascript-application-with-advanced-features.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/p/1187882/2016642.aspx#2016642
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by Bill Staples

Part 1: Introduction. This is the first of a five-part series of videos that describes the process for creating, deploying,
and managing an IIS Smooth Streaming experience for a live broadcast-quality event.

▶ Watch video (6 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-introduction.md
https://twitter.com/bstaples
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-introduction


Live Smooth Streaming Tutorial - Fundamentals
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Chris Knowlton

Part 2: Fundamentals. This is the second of a five-part series of videos that describes the process for creating,
deploying, and managing an IIS Smooth Streaming experience for a live broadcast-quality event. Chris Knowlton,
Senior Product Manager on the Web Platform and Tools team at Microsoft, takes you through the fundamentals of
IIS Smooth Streaming, shows you how to set up IIS Media Services 3.0 with the Web Platform Installer and how to
configure it for Live Smooth Streaming.

▶ Watch video (39 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-fundamentals.md
https://twitter.com/chris_knowlton
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-fundamentals


Live Smooth Streaming Tutorial - Encoding
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by John Bishop

Part 3: Encoding. This is the third of a five-part series of videos that describes the process for creating, deploying,
and managing an IIS Smooth Streaming experience for a live broadcast-quality event. John Bishop, Co-founder
and Senior Vice President of Strategy and Business Development at Inlet Technologies, describes how the IIS
Smooth Streaming encoding process works for live high-definition events, encoding best practices, and real world
learnings from successful events.

▶ Watch video (14 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-encoding.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-encoding


Live Smooth Streaming Tutorial - Distribution
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Jaime Miles

Part 4: Distribution. This is the fourth of a five-part series of videos that describes the process for creating,
deploying, and managing an IIS Smooth Streaming experience for a live broadcast-quality event. Jaime Miles,
Head of European Architecture and Engineering at Level 3 Communications, explains how IIS Smooth Streaming
works with content distribution networks (CDNs) and how to work with CDNs.

▶ Watch video (34 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-distribution.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-distribution


Live Smooth Streaming Tutorial - Playback
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Scott Stanfield

Part 5: Playback. This is the fifth of a five-part series of videos that describes the process for creating, deploying,
and managing an IIS Smooth Streaming experience for a live broadcast-quality event. Scott Stanfield, CEO of
Vertigo, talks about the viewer experience and video player for the NBC Sports presentation of Sunday Night
Football and the Winter Olympics, and shows you how to use the Silverlight Media Framework to make your own
compelling viewer experiences.

▶ Watch video (9 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-playback.md
https://github.com/scottstanfield
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/live-smooth-streaming-tutorial-playback
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Setting Up a Live Smooth Streaming Web Server

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

The IIS Live Smooth Streaming extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) allows you to set up a web server
as a Live Smooth Streaming server that delivers compelling, uninterrupted live video streams that instantly adjust
quality (bitrate) to match changing network and CPU conditions at the client.

Live Smooth Streaming enables adaptive streaming of live events to Smooth Streaming-compatible clients, such
as Microsoft Silverlight. Using HTTP to deliver a live web broadcast leverages the scale of existing HTTP networks
by keeping content close to the user and making true HD (720p+) a realistic option for web broadcasts. The
additional advantage of using HTTP-based delivery for live events is that the existing HTTP infrastructure
provides much more availability. For many popular live web broadcasts, content providers and content
distribution networks (CDNs) want to know how much capacity they can dedicate on their resource-constrained
streaming networks. By using their primary HTTP networks, which are typically 10-to-20-times larger than their
streaming networks, they don't have to worry about maximizing network capacity and limiting the number of
users for live events.

A Live Smooth Streaming server sources content from Live Smooth Streaming-capable encoders for delivery to
Smooth-Streaming compatible clients. In addition to Microsoft Expression Encoder, there are many third-party
encoding solutions available for encoding both live and on-demand Smooth Streaming video in production
environments. To help you determine which encoding solution is best-suited for your Smooth Streaming
configuration, see our list of encoding parters.

In this walkthrough:

Setting Up a Live Smooth Streaming Web Server
Creating a Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point
Pushing a Stream to the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point
Serving the Live Stream to Clients

 

To install IIS Live Smooth Streaming, see the IIS Media Services Readme Installation Notes. This walkthrough
describes how to set up a Live Smooth Streaming server using IIS Live Smooth Streaming in IIS Media Services
4.0, so be sure to select this version of IIS Media Services for installation.

After installation is completed, to verify that the Live Smooth Streaming extension is installed correctly, click the
server name in the Connections pane in IIS Manager and then locate the Live Smooth Streaming icon in the
Media Services area.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/getting-started-with-iis-live-smooth-streaming.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656601
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656602
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656607
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656604
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689898


NOTENOTE

Creating a Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point

If IIS Manager was running during the installation process, you might need to restart it to see Live Smooth Streaming.

   

This section describes how to create a publishing point that can accept a live broadcast from a Live Smooth
Streaming-capable encoder.

1. In IIS Manager, select the desired website or virtual directory, and then double-click the Live Smooth
Streaming Publishing Points icon.



2. On the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points page, in the Actions pane, click Add.

3. In the Add Publishing Point dialog box, on the Basic Settings tab, enter the following information:



File name. Enter a name for the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point definition file. In this example
and throughout the rest of this walkthrough, we'll use the file name LiveSmoothStream. If you specify
a different file name, be sure to substitute it appropriately as you follow the steps in this walkthrough.
Estimated duration. If known, enter the duration (in hours:minutes:seconds) of the live event so that
the Silverlight-based client can scale its Seek bar to the length of the content. In our example, we use an
event duration of 1 hour (01:00:00).

NOTENOTE

Live source type. In our example, the Live Smooth Streaming server is an "origin server" that
receives the content that's pushed to it from an encoder ; therefore, we select the default Push
option.

The Pull option for Live source type configures the publishing point to "pull" content from a publishing
point on another Live Smooth Streaming server. This is a common configuration for content syndication. For
more information, see Syndicating Live Smooth Streams between Servers.

4. On the Advanced Settings tab, select the Start publishing point automatically upon first client
request check box. This setting allows an encoder to connect to the publishing point when the broadcast
starts. Connection errors might occur if you don't enable this setting.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656606


For more information about the additional settings that you can configure on the Advanced Settings tab,
see Add/Edit Publishing Point Dialog Box .

5. If you want to deliver live streams to Apple® mobile digital devices, on the Mobile Devices tab, select the
Enable output to Apple mobile digital devices check box.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750332


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

6. In the Add Publishing Point dialog box, click OK. A new Live Smooth Streaming publishing point definition
file named LiveSmoothStream.isml is added to the website root.

7. On the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points page, select the publishing point, and then in the
Actions pane, click Start Publishing Point.

Before proceeding, be sure to check out the the following walkthrough article for more information about the
requirements and publishing point configuration for Apple HTTP Live Smooth Streaming: Apple HTTP Live Streaming
with IIS Media Services .

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750336


Pushing a Stream to the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Point

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

9. See the next section, which describes how to configure Microsoft Expression Encoder to push data to this
publishing point.

8. The publishing point State value changes from Idle to Starting, which means it's waiting for external data
(in this case, a live stream pushed to it from an encoder).

Because we haven't configured an encoder to push live streams to the publishing point yet, the Publishing
Point Summary panel shows that there are no incoming streams.

The Summary panel for Live Smooth Streaming publishing points in IIS Media Services 4 displays summary
information about the live Smooth Streams that are received from all live sources (such as encoders or other Live
Smooth Streaming publishing points) by the selected publishing point. You can also view details about the tracks
within all of the live streams, and stream origin and destination information, in the Publishing Point Details page.
For more information, see Viewing Publishing Point Details .

After the publishing point begins receiving data from an encoder, its State value changes to Started. However, due
to a known issue, the change in the State value isn't visible until after you refresh the Live Smooth Streaming
Publishing Points page in IIS Manager.

  

This section describes how to create a Live Smooth Streaming broadcast in Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 and
push it to the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point that you configured in the previous section. The steps in
this section outline a general workflow, with details only on the specific tasks that you need to create Live Smooth
Streaming output. For detailed information about how to create a live broadcast from various live and file-based
sources in Expression Encoder 4, including how to assemble a complete program, encode it, encrypt it with Digital

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750363
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656607


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

Rights Management (DRM), and instantly distribute it to your audience using Smooth Streaming technology, see
Creating a Live Broadcasting Project.

If you enabled the publishing point to stream content to Apple devices, such as iPhone® and iPad™ devices, be sure to
review the encoding requirements and settings outlined in Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services.

Live Smooth Streaming is available only in Microsoft Expression Encoder Pro.

1. Start Expression Encoder (click Start > All Programs > Microsoft Expression > Microsoft Expression
Encoder 4).

2. In the Load a new project dialog box, select Live Broadcasting Project.

3. Set up the source to use for your live broadcast. For File Sources, you can use audio or video sources in any file
format that Expression Encoder can import. For Live Sources, you can connect multiple camera devices, such
as USB webcams or FireWire (IEEE 1394) digital video cameras. Although you can connect multiple live
sources, you can stream only one at a time.

4. On the Presets tab, choose an encoding preset that supports the bit rates and encoding requirements for
your Live Smooth Streaming scenario. Be sure to choose a preset with IIS Smooth Streaming in the
preset name, and then click Apply.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656611
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750336
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656610
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656616
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To find out more information about a preset, such as the numbers of streams in the output and the codecs
used, hover your mouse pointer over a preset name. The preset information is displayed in a box.

Clicking the Apply button automatically updates the Output Format, Video, and Audio settings on the Encode
tab with the values used by the selected preset.

You can choose to not select a preset and specify your own values for the Output Format, Video, and Audio
options on the Encode tab instead.

5. On the Output tab, if the Streaming check box is present, select it to activate streaming.

To publish your content, select Publishing Point, and then in the Location box, type the URL of the Live
Smooth Smooth Streaming publishing point that you want to publish your live broadcast to.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656620
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9634174
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9634175
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URL syntax: http://ServerName/SiteName/DirectoryName/PublishingPointDefinitionFileName.isml

For the example Live Smooth Streaming publishing point that we created in the previous section, the URL
would be:

http://IISMedia-Server/LiveSmoothStream.isml

You can click the Connect button to test the connection to the publishing point after you specify its URL in the
Location box. The publishing point must be started for the connection to be validated.

6. If you want to add Digital Rights Management (DRM) to your content, select Digital Rights
Management on the Output tab, and then specify DRM options. For more information, see Set DRM
options.

The license provided for a Live Smooth Streaming session is non-persistent, meaning that after the user closes the
client application being used to view the web broadcast, the license expires.

You shouldn't use the DRM setting if you want to stream the content to Apple devices. To provide protected content
to Apple devices, you can configure the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point to encrypt the content by using the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with a 128-bit key. For more information about how to configure Apple AES-
128 encryption, see Add/Edit Publishing Point Dialog Box.

7. Click Cue to enable your source for broadcasting (a cued file source is shown in the following figure)...

...and then click Start to begin your live broadcast.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689725
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750332


Serving the Live Stream to Clients
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As the broadcast runs, you can monitor Statistics and Connections data in the corresponding panels.

  

This section describes how to use the Microsoft Silverlight Media Framework 2.0 SmoothStreamingPlayer.XAP, a
sample player that can easily be embedded in your website to enable client playback of Smooth Streaming media.

Apple devices use an HTML 5 webpage to play the Live Smooth Streaming presentation. If you enabled the publishing point
to stream content to Apple devices, see Creating an HTML 5 page for use in Safari.

The latest version of Microsoft Silverlight must be installed on the client computer that you want to use to observe Live
Smooth Streaming.

1. On the web server, click the following link to download the sample player executable file:
SmoothStreamingPlayer.exe.

2. To extract the sample player files immediately, click Run.
-or-
To copy the sample player files to your web server in order to extract them at a later time, click Save, and then
open the file from the saved location.

3. When you are prompted for a location to store the extracted sample player files, enter the directory path of a
temporary folder on your desktop. For example:

4. Open the temporary desktop folder, review the terms in the End User License Agreement (EULA) file, and then
right-click the zipped folder and click Extract All to extract the sample player files.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738257
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738258
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750364
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656602
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738294


5. When you are asked to select the destination folder to which the sample player files will be extracted, select a
website or virtual directory that you want to use for client access to the live broadcast. In our example, we
extract the files to the default website, which also contains the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point
definition file (LiveSmoothStream.isml).

6. To view the sample player files, in IIS Manager, open the website or virtual directory in Content View.



http://IISMedia-Server/LiveSmoothStream.isml/manifest

The following files are included in the download:

Smooth Streaming Player-ReadMe.doc. Configuration instructions.
SmoothStreamingPlayer.html. A sample webpage in which you must update the media reference to
your live broadcast, and if necessary, width and height attributes to achieve a presentation size that fits
your website design.
SmoothStreamingPlayer.xap. A sample Smooth Streaming player.

7. In a text editor, such as Notepad, open SmoothStreamingPlayer.html and update the mediaurl attribute
value with the fully qualified URL of the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point definition (.isml) file. In
our example, this is:

If necessary, also update the width and height attributes to appropriate values for your website design.
For complete instructions, see the Readme file (Smooth Streaming Player-ReadMe.doc).

8. In a web browser on the client computer, download the sample webpage from the web server and begin
viewing the stream. In our example, in the web browser address bar, type 
http://IISMedia-Server/SmoothStreamingPlayer.html .

The Live Smooth Streaming broadcast opens in the web browser, using the Silverlight browser plug-in for
Live Smooth Streaming.



For more information about how to to build rich Silverlight user experiences that take full advantage of live and
on-demand IIS Smooth Streaming capabilities, see Smooth Streaming Client.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738295
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Requirements

Creating a Publishing Point

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

When you create Live Smooth Streaming publishing points in IIS Manager, you can choose from different options
to support the following live media delivery scenarios (multiple scenarios can apply):

Deliver a live presentation to users
Deliver a live presentation to other Web servers
Deliver a live presentation from another Web server
Automatically publish a live presentation to other Web servers
Archive a live presentation

This walkthrough contains the following topics that describe how to create publishing points and configure them
for each of these scenarios:

Requirements
Creating a Publishing Point
About Publishing Point Options
Live Smooth Streaming Scenarios
About Publishing Point States
Viewing Publishing Point Status
Viewing Publishing Point Details

The latest release of IIS Media Services (IIS Media Services 4.1) supports programmatic management of Live Smooth
Streaming Publishing Points by using Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs. You can use the REST APIs to create or
delete publishing points; enumerate the publishing points on a website; query the setting, state, or statistics of publishing
points; or update the state of publishing points in IIS Media Services 4.1. For more information, see IIS Smooth Streaming
Management REST Services.

 

This walkthrough requires that you install the the IIS Live Smooth Streaming extension in IIS Media Services 4 on
a Web server running Internet Information Services (IIS) 7. For more information about how to set up this
configuration, see Getting Started with IIS Live Smooth Streaming.

   

To create a Live Smooth Streaming publishing point in IIS Manager, do the following:

1. In the Connections pane, select a website or virtual directory.
2. On the Home page, under Media Services, double-click Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/creating-and-managing-live-smooth-streaming-publishing-points.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9787749
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738612


3. In the Actions pane, click Add to open the Add Publishing Point dialog box.

For details about the Add Publishing Point dialog box options, see About Publishing Point Options. The
combination of publishing point options that you can select differ for each Live Smooth Streaming scenario.
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About Publishing Point Options

About Basic SettingsAbout Basic Settings

If the application pool for Live Smooth Streaming is configured to use worker process recycling, the following alert might be
displayed above the Actions pane when you open the feature:

Live Smooth Streaming requires that worker process recycling be disabled to ensure uninterrupted playback of a live
presentation. If other applications that run in the same application pool require worker process recycling to function well, you
should create a separate application pool for the website or virtual directory for use with Live Smooth Streaming before
creating a publishing point.

To disable worker process recycling for the current application pool, click the alert text and then click OK in the following
message:

  

The configuration of publishing point options depends on the Live Smooth Streaming scenario that you want to
implement. This section describes the options that are available in the Add Publishing Points dialog box. The
Live Smooth Streaming Scenarios section describes which options to choose for specific scenarios.

The Add Publishing Point Dialog Box has three tabs: Basic Settings, Advanced Settings, and Mobile
Devices. For detailed information about publishing point settings, see Add/Edit Publishing Point Dialog Box.

About Basic Settings
About Advanced Settings
About Mobile Devices

 

The settings on this tab are used to specify general publishing point settings, such as the name of the file that
stores the publishing point settings and how it's configured to receive live streams.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750564
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About Advanced SettingsAbout Advanced Settings

File name. The name of the publishing point.
Title. The display name of the publishing point.
Estimated duration. The estimated duration of the event, in hours:minutes:seconds. If the duration of the live
stream is known, entering the value allows a client to scale its Seek bar to the content length.
Live source type. The source of the live stream. A Push source (typically an encoder) posts the encoded
live stream data to the Web server. The Web server gets the encoded live stream data by requesting it from
a Pull source (typically, another Live Smooth Streaming publishing point).

Publishing Point URL. The primary and failover URLs and corresponding credentials, if any, for a Pull
source.
Add. Add a pull publishing point URL.
Remove. Remove the selected pull publishing point URL.

The pull Publishing Point URL, Add, and Remove controls are only visible when Live source type is set to Pull.

   

The settings on this tab are used to specify one or more roles that the publishing point performs: archiving, user
publishing, or server syndication. A publishing point can perform any combination of these roles.



Archive media. Enables archiving of live streams to on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations.

Archive as single presentation. Configures the server to create a single on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentation from the live presentation archive.
Archive as segmented presentation. Configures the server to create a set of on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentations, or segments, from the live presentation archive. The length of each segment, in
minutes, is specified in the Segment length box.

Allow client connections. Enables user publishing.

Enable DVR for the entire event. Enables DVR functionality (fast-forward, rewind, and seek) for users
to access any part of the live stream that has been published.
Enable DVR for recent content. Enables DVR functionality for users to access only a part of the live
stream that has been published. The portion of the published live stream, in minutes, that is made
available for DVR is specified in the DVR window length box.

Allow server connections. Enables syndication. For more information about how to configure Live
Smooth Streaming server-to-server syndication, see Syndicating Live Smooth Streams between Servers.

Publishing Point URL. The set of publishing point URLs to which the server will post any incoming
content automatically. This data appears as a push source to the servers with publishing points in the list.
Add. Add a push publishing point URL.

NOTENOTE

Remove. Remove the selected push publishing point URL.

The push Publishing Point URL, Add, and Remove controls are only visible when Live source type is set to
Push on the Basic Settings tab.



About Mobile DevicesAbout Mobile Devices

Live Smooth Streaming Scenarios

Deliver a Live Presentation to UsersDeliver a Live Presentation to Users

Start publishing point automatically upon first client request. A setting for cache servers that conserves
resources when no clients are connected. If you select this option, the publishing point will start automatically
when it receives a request. The request can be an HTTP GET request for live streams from a client or from a
publishing point on another Live Smooth Streaming server. It can also be an HTTP POST request with live
streams from an encoder or from a publishing point on another Live Smooth Streaming server.
Number of lookahead fragments.The number of fragments that will be buffered by the server. Clients use
the information about the buffered fragments, which is stored in the current response, to optimize requests for
the subsequent buffered fragments in a stream. This enables smoother playback of video.

 

The settings on this tab are used to configure the delivery of Live Smooth Streams to Apple® mobile digital
devices. For more information about how to configure Live Smooth Streaming publishing points to serve live
broadcasts to Apple devices, see Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services.

  

When you create a Live Smooth Streaming publishing point in IIS Manager, you can choose from different options
to support the following live media delivery scenarios (multiple scenarios can apply):

Deliver a Live Presentation to Users
Deliver a Live Presentation to other Web Servers
Deliver a Live Presentation from another Web Server
Automatically Syndicate a Live Presentation to other Web Servers
Archive a Live Presentation

   

If the purpose of your publishing point is to deliver a live presentation directly to users, select or specify values for

file:///T:/n3zn/media/live-smooth-streaming/creating-and-managing-live-smooth-streaming-publishing-points/_static/image5.png


Deliver a Live Presentation to other Web ServersDeliver a Live Presentation to other Web Servers
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Deliver a Live Presentation from another Web ServerDeliver a Live Presentation from another Web Server

Specifying Pull Source URLsSpecifying Pull Source URLs

the following options in the Add Publishing Point dialog box:

File name
Title (optional)
Estimated duration (optional)
Live source type. Select Push unless delivering a presentation from another server.
Allow client connections. Enable DVR functionality for the live broadcast if required. For more information,
see About Advanced Settings.
Enable output to Apple mobile digital devices. If your audience will use an Apple mobile digital device,
such as an iPhone® or iPad® device, select this option and then see Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS
Media Services for more information about how configure Apple HTTP Live Streaming in the IIS Live Smooth
Streaming feature.

   

If the purpose of your publishing point is to deliver a live presentation to another Web server, select or specify
values for the following options in the Add Publishing Point dialog box:

File name
Title (optional)
Estimated duration (optional)
Live source type. Select Push unless delivering a presentation from another server.
Allow server connections. Select this option, and then specify the URLs of the downstream publishing points
to which this publishing point will push the live presentation.

A publishing point that delivers content to publishing points on other servers is often called an upstream publishing point
(the server is closer to the encoder in the delivery chain) while the publishing points that receive the distributed content are
called downstream publishing points (the servers are closer to the client in the delivery chain).

  

If the purpose of your publishing point is to syndicate a live presentation provided by another Web server and
deliver it directly to users, select or specify values for the following options in the Add Publishing Point dialog
box:

File name
Title
Estimated duration. Leave the default value: 00:00:00.
Live source type. Select Pull. See Specifying Pull Source URLs (below) for more information about how to
configure this live source type.
Allow client connections. Enable DVR functionality for the live broadcast if required. For more information,
see About Advanced Settings.

When you select the Live source type option Pull on the Basic Settings tab in the Add Publishing Point
dialog box, additional controls are displayed for configuring a pull source URL (the URL of the Web server from
which this server requests content).

To specify a pull source URL, do the following:

1. Click Add.
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3. Click OK. The pull source URL is added to the list of pull source publishing points.

2. In the Add Publishing Point URL dialog box, in URL, enter the URL of the publishing point on the
syndicating Web server from which to obtain the content.

If the publishing point on the syndicating Web server (the upstream publishing point) requires that this publishing
point (the downstream publishing point) provide credentials to access the content, select the credential with the
appropriate user name and password in the Credential dropdown list. For more information about creating and
applying credentials, see Syndicating Live Smooth Streams between Servers . This example shows that credentials
aren't required (Credential = (None)).



Automatically Syndicate a Live Presentation to other Web ServersAutomatically Syndicate a Live Presentation to other Web Servers

4. Click OK. The syndicating publishing point is added to the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points
feature page.

 

This scenario is applicable when used in the context of one of the following scenarios:

Deliver a Live Presentation to Users
Deliver a Live Presentation to other Web Servers

To automatically syndicate to other servers, do the following:

1. On the Basic Settings tab, set Live source type to Push.
2. On the Advanced Settings tab, click Add.

3. In the Add Publishing Point URL dialog box, in URL, enter the URL of the publishing point to which to
automatically syndicate the content. Content coming from this server will appear as a push source to the



Archive a Live PresentationArchive a Live Presentation
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specified publishing point.

If the publishing point on the syndicating Web server (the downstream publishing point) requires that this publishing
point (the upstream publishing point) provide credentials to deliver the content, select the credential with the
appropriate user name and password in the Credential dropdown list. For more information about creating and
applying credentials, see Syndicating Live Smooth Streams between Servers . This example shows that credentials
aren't required (Credential = (None)).

 

This scenario is applicable when used in the context of one the following scenarios:

Deliver a Live Presentation to Users
Deliver a Live Presentation to other Web Servers

To archive a live presentation, do the following:

1. On the Advanced Settings tab, select the Archive media checkbox.

Select one of the following archiving options for the live broadcast:



About Publishing Point States

ShutdownShutdown

StartingStarting

Archive as single presentation. Configures the server to create a single on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentation from the live presentation archive.
Archive as segmented presentation. Configures the server to create a set of on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentations ("segments") from the live presentation archive. If you choose this option,
specify the length of each segment, in minutes, in the Segment length box.

 

Every publishing point is shutdown when it's created and progresses through the following states during its
lifetime before returning to the shutdown state:

Shutdown. The publishing point can't receive or serve data.
Starting. The publishing point is ready to start receiving data.
Live. The publishing point is sourcing and delivering a live stream.
DVR-only. The publishing point isn't receiving live data, but continues to serve DVR requests.
Shutdown. The publishing point is ready to repeat the cycle.

This section provides more information about the publishing point states, their allowed transitions, and how those
transitions are effected. Note that some transitions occur due to external events, such as the acquisition or loss of
an encoder connection.

  

The publishing point can't receive data from an encoder. To start it, select the publishing point in the Live Smooth
Streaming Publishing Points page, and then click the Start Publishing Point link in the Actions pane:

The publishing point transitions to the Starting state.

 

The publishing point is ready to receive content from an encoder. When an encoder connects to the publishing
point, it automatically transitions to the Live state.
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LiveLive
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DVR-onlyDVR-only

You can effect a transition to the DVR-only or Shutdown states by clicking the Stop Live Source or Shut Down Publishing
Point links, respectively, in the Actions pane.

 

The publishing point is receiving and archiving content, and delivering it to users or syndicating it to other Web
servers, depending on its configuration settings. When the presentation is finished, the sourcing point (an encoder
or another Web server) stops providing data, which automatically causes the publishing point to transition to the
DVR-only state.

You can effect a transition to the DVR-only or Shutdown states by clicking the Stop Live Source or Shut Down Publishing
Point links, respectively, in the Actions pane.

 

The publishing point serves requests for Network Digital Video Recoder (DVR) playback of content that is archived
during the Live state by delivering fragments to clients, if the Allow client connections option for the publishing
point is enabled.



Viewing Publishing Point Status

No live content is sourced or delivered. You can shut down the publishing point when ready by clicking the Shut
Down Publishing Point link in the Actions pane.

The publishing point transitions to the Shutdown state.

 

You can view the status of publishing points when you open the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points
feature page.



Publishing points support the following behaviors and will show the current status of each:

State. Sourcing content from an encoder or server.
Archive. Archiving content to disk.
Client DVR. Delivering fragments for client playback.
Server Distribution. Delivering streams to other Web servers for syndication.

The status for each behavior can be one of the following:

Disabled. The behavior isn't enabled for the publishing point.
Idle. The behavior is enabled, but the publishing point is shutdown.
Starting. The publishing point is waiting for external data (for example, from an encoder).
Started. The behavior is actively running.
Stopped. The behavior is enabled but isn't currently running.

For a publishing point that you select in the Publishing Point Status pane, you can view summary information
about the live Smooth Streams that are received from all live sources (such as encoders or other Live Smooth
Streaming publishing points) by the selected publishing point in a Publishing Point Summary pane. If the
publishing point is started, this section displays the total number of streams that are being received and their
overall status, such as the number of streams that are started, stopped, and so on. It also displays summary
information about the tracks within all of the presentations that are received, such as the track type (for example,
audio or video) and their encoded bitrates.

The Publishing Point Summary pane also displays the following information about the selected publishing
point:

Enabled Options. Displays the role options that are selected for the publishing point. The enabled role
options are displayed for a publishing point, even if it's not started. Role options enable different outputs
from the publishing point and are specified when you create it by using the Add Publishing Point dialog
box. At least one of the following values is displayed:

Apple HTTP Live Streaming. The Enable output to Apple mobile digital devices option is selected
on the Mobile Devices tab.
Archiving. The Archive media option is selected on the Advanced Settings tab.
Client DVR. The Allow client connections option is selected on the Advanced Settings tab.



Viewing Publishing Point Details

Track DetailsTrack Details

Server Distribution. The Allow server connections option is selected on the Advanced Settings tab.

If the selected publishing point is started, and if archiving is enabled for the publishing point, the Archive Path
value is also displayed.

 

For publishing points that are started, you can view details about the tracks within all of the live streams that are
received by the publishing point, and stream origin and destination information. Select the publishing point in the
Publishing Point Status pane, and then in the Actions pane, click Details.

The Publishing Point Details page, which is new in IIS Media Services 4.0, displays the summary information
about the live Smooth Streams that are received by the publishing point in the Stream Summary pane. (You can
also view this information for the selected publishing point on the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points
page.) Below the Stream Summary pane, are two additional panes that display track and connection details.

The Track Details pane displays information about the tracks within all of the live streams that are received by the
publishing point.

Encoded Bit Rate. The encoded bitrate setting of the track, as configured on the encoder, in kilobits per second
(Kbps). The value might differ slightly from the actual encoded bitrate.
Incoming Bit Rate. The incoming bitrate of the track, in Kbps. This is the rate at which the live source is
sending the track data to the publishing point. The value will vary slightly from the encoded bitrate value due to
network conditions.
Request Rate. The number of client requests every second for fragments from the track.
Fragment Timestamp. The timestamp of the last fragment that was received for the track. The timestamp
value is a fragment-level metadata value and is measured in timescale units of the encoder, typically 100-
nanosecond (ns) increments. The encoder creates the timestamp in each fragment header.
Fragment Duration. The duration of the last fragment that was received for the track. The duration is



Connection DetailsConnection Details

measured in timescale units of the encoder.
Type. The track type, which is usually audio or video. It can also be a custom track type created by an encoder,
such as a textstream type.
Stream Name. The name of the incoming Smooth Stream that contains the track. The stream name is created
by the encoder.
Stream State. The current status of the Smooth Stream that contains the track (either started or stopped).

The track details are updated every two seconds.

The Connection Details pane maps incoming streams to their live sources in a Sources hierarchical list. The
Sources list displays information about the sources that are sending live streams to the publishing point and how
the live stream data is sent. The Connection Details pane also maps outgoing streams to their destinations in a
Destinations hierarchical list. The Destinations list displays information about how the publishing point is
delivering live streams to clients and the type of output.

The connection details are updated every two seconds.

To view information about Live Smooth Streaming sources

1. Expand the Sources root node. Each of the additional nodes that are displayed is the domain name and/or IP
address of a live source.

2. Expand a node for a live source to reveal the stream's Input Type to the publishing point.



3. Expand a node for an input type to display the names of the streams that the publishing point is receiving from
the live source.

The stream input type can be one of the following:

HTTP Push. The live streams are being posted to the publishing point from the live source.
HTTP Pull. The publishing point is getting the live streams by requesting them from the live source.

To view information about Live Smooth Streaming destinations

1. Expand the Destinations root node. Each of the additional nodes that are displayed is the domain name
and/or IP address of a client.

Each of the additional nodes can be one of the following:

The domain name and/or IP address of the local Live Smooth Streaming server. In this case, the
publishing point is configured to deliver fragments from incoming live streams to clients, such as a
Silverlight player or an Apple® mobile digital device. It might also be configured to distribute the
incoming live stream to another publishing point on the local server.
The domain name and/or IP address of a remote Live Smooth Streaming server. In this case, the
publishing point is configured to distribute the incoming live stream to a publishing point on another
Live Smooth Streaming server.

2. Expand a node for a destination to reveal the stream Output Type from the publishing point to the
destination.

The stream output type can be any or all of the following, depending on the publishing point configuration:
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3. Expand a node for an output type to display the names of the streams that the publishing point is delivering to
clients.

IIS Smooth Streaming. The publishing point is returning MPEG-4 (MP4) fragments from incoming
live streams to Silverlight-based clients that request them.
Apple HTTP Live Streaming. The publishing point is converting MP4 fragments in incoming live
streams to MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS) segments and delivering the segments to Apple
mobile digital devices that request them.
> [!NOTE] > For more information about how to configure a publishing point to deliver live streams to
Apple devices, see Apple HTTP Live Streaming with IIS Media Services .
HTTP Push. The publishing point is pushing the incoming live streams to another publishing point,
either on the local server or on a remote Live Smooth Streaming server.
HTTP Pull. Another publishing point, either on the local server or on a remote Live Smooth Streaming
server, is pulling the incoming live streams from this publishing point.

For an overview of how you can use track and connection details for server monitoring and troubleshooting, see Sam
Zhang's blog post, New Live Smooth Streaming UI Explained.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9750580
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Requirements

Usage Scenario

Security Best Practices

Configuring the Upstream Publishing Point

by John A. Bocharov

This walkthrough describes how to configure Live Smooth Streaming server-to-server syndication and uses the
following terms to distinguish the servers involved:

Downstream. The server that is closer to the client in the delivery chain.
Upstream. The server that is closer to the encoder in the delivery chain.

 

This walkthrough requires that you install the the IIS Live Smooth Streaming extension in IIS Media Services
4.0 on a Web server running Internet Information Services (IIS). For more information about setting up this
configuration, see Getting Started with IIS Live Smooth Streaming.
Microsoft Silverlight is required to view the playback experience in a Web browser.
The URL Authorization module for IIS is required on the upstream server. For more information about setting
up this configuration, see Understanding IIS URL Authorization.
The Windows Authentication module for IIS is required on the upstream server. For more information about
setting up this configuration, see Windows Authentication <windowsAuthentication>.

 

Live Smooth Streaming servers can be configured to receive content pushed from an encoder, or to pull content
directly from another Live Smooth Streaming server. This walkthrough describes how to configure the servers for
content syndication, and outlines steps to help secure the communication against misuse. The scenario is enabled
through the following steps:

Configuring the Upstream Publishing Point
Securing the Upstream Publishing Point
Configuring Credentials for the Downstream Publishing Point
Configuring the Downstream Publishing Point

 

When communicating on an untrusted or partially trusted network, the following precautions are recommended:

Only enable Allow client connections for Live Smooth Streaming publishing points that you plan to use for
streaming content to users.
Only enable Allow server connections for Live Smooth Streaming publishing points that you plan to use as
an upstream source for server-to-server content syndication.
For any publishing points that use a "Push" Live source type, configure URL Authorization to restrict
unauthorized POST attempts by following the steps in Securing the Upstream Publishing Point.
For any publishing points that allow server connections, follow all of the steps in this walkthrough to configure
URL Authorization to help prevent unauthorized server-to-server syndication attempts.

 

To configure the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point on the upstream server, follow the steps in the Creating

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/syndicating-live-smooth-streams-between-servers.md
https://github.com/jbocharov
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656601
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9656602
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.webserver/security/authentication/windowsauthentication


Securing the Upstream Publishing Point

Create a user account for syndicationCreate a user account for syndication

Disable anonymous accessDisable anonymous access

a Publishing Point section of Creating and Managing Publishing Points. The applicable scenario is: Deliver a Live
Presentation to Other Web Servers.

  

To help secure the publishing point on the upstream server, do the following:

1. Create a user account for syndication
2. Disable anonymous access
3. Enable access for approved servers

 

Create a user account for use by authorized servers by doing the following (skip to Disable anonymous access if
using an existing account):

1. Open Server Manager (click Start > Administrative Tools > Server Manager).
2. In the contents pane, navigate to the Users folder (Configuration > Local Users and Groups > Users).
3. On the Action menu, click New User. - In the New User dialog box, enter a user name and password for the

user, and clear the User must change password at next logon check box.

  

Disable anonymous access for the Web site or server by doing the following:

1. Open IIS Manager (click Start > Administrative Tools > Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).
2. In IIS Manager, navigate to the appropriate level in the Connections pane. Choose the folder, Web site, or

the entire server such that the scope covers the publishing points for which you do not want to allow
anonymous access.

3. Select Features View in the center pane, if it is not already selected.
4. In the Home page, in the IIS area, open the Authorization Rules feature.
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Enable access for approved serversEnable access for approved servers

5. In the Authorization Rules feature page, locate the rules whose Mode column is set to Allow and whose
Users column is either All Users or Anonymous Users.

6. For each such rule, select the rule and then in the Actions pane, click Remove.

 

Add a rule that allows access for authorized users and servers by doing the following:

1. Open IIS Manager (click Start > Administrative Tools > Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).
2. In IIS Manager, navigate to the appropriate level in the Connections pane. Choose the folder, Web site, or

the entire server such that the scope covers the publishing points for which you do not want to allow
anonymous access.

3. Select Features View in the center pane, if it is not already selected.
4. In the Home page, in the IIS area, open the Authorization Rules feature.
5. In the Authorization Rules feature page, in the Actions pane, click Add Allow Rule.
6. In the Add Allow Authorization Rule dialog box, select Specified users, and then enter the user name that

you chose when creating a user account for syndication.
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Configuring Credentials for the Downstream Publishing Point
 

To configure credentials on the downstream publishing point, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click a Web site.
2. Select Features View in the center pane, if it is not already selected.

4. In the Actions pane, click Manage Credentials.

3. In the Home page, in the Media Services area, open the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points
feature.
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Configuring the Downstream Publishing Point

Basic SettingsBasic Settings

5. In the Manage Credentials dialog box, click Add.

6. In the Add Credential dialog box, enter the user name and password that matches an authorized account on
the upstream publishing point and a friendly name for the credential, and then click OK.

 

To configure the publishing point on the downstream server, follow the steps in the Creating a Publishing Point
section of Creating and Managing Publishing Points. The applicable scenario is: Deliver a Live Presentation
from Another Web Server.

1. In the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points feature page, in the Actions pane, click Add.

-or-

If the downstream publishing point has already been created, in the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing
Points feature page, click the publishing point name, and then in the Actions pane, click Edit .
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3. Click Add.

2. In the Add Publishing Point (or Edit Publishing Point dialog box), on the Basic Settings tab, do the
following:

In File name, enter the file name for the publishing point.
(Optional) In Title, enter a title for the presentation.
(Optional) In Estimated duration, specify the duration of the presentation.
In Live source type, select Pull.
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Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings

4. In the Add Publishing Point URL dialog box, enter the URL of the publishing point on the upstream server
in the URL text box, and select the friendly name of the corresponding credential in the Credential drop down
list. Click OK to accept.

On the Advanced Settings tab, clearing the Allow server connections check box is recommended unless the
publishing point will be used for further syndication.
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IntroductionIntroduction

RequirementsRequirements

by John Deutscher

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

IIS Live Smooth Streaming enables delivery of live Smooth Streaming presentations in multiple formats without
re-encoding: Smooth Streaming format for Microsoft® Silverlight® clients and Apple HTTP Live Streaming
format for Apple® "iDevices." This walkthrough shows you how to configure the IIS Live Smooth Streaming
feature to enable Apple HTTP Live Streaming.

 

In IIS Media Services 4, you can configure IIS Live Smooth Streaming to "transmux" the incoming Smooth
Streaming fragmented-MP4 fragments into MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS) segments and generate an
Apple HTTP Live Streaming manifest file (a file with an .m3u8 file name extension) that describes the segments
for Apple mobile digital devices.

This feature provides a highly efficient method to encode "just once" from your favorite Live Smooth Streaming
encoder and deliver to multiple screens without duplicating required bandwidth, segmenting into hundreds of
small transport stream files, or managing all of the tiny .ts files in your content management system. IIS Live
Smooth Streaming converts incoming fragmented-MP4 streams that contain H.264 (AVC) video and AAC audio
into one .ts file per stream in the server archive and then chunks the file on-demand when an Apple device
requests it. This simplifies archive management, file movement, and asset management downstream.

You get the added benefit that the MPEG-2 TS files can be played in their entirety using common video players
and video production tools without having to re-stitch thousands of files together. Additionally, the .ts files can be
moved from the server archive into an on-demand IIS Smooth Streaming presentation folder. The Smooth
Streaming handler recognizes the files and streams them as a standard Smooth Streaming on-demand
presentation.

IIS Live Smooth Streaming in IIS Media Services 4 supports the following features for Apple HTTP Live
Streaming:

DVR "sliding window"
Segmented archives
B-frames
High-Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding (HE-AAC) for streaming audio
Improved live to video on-demand workflow. The MPEG-2 TS files and playlists are now stored in the same
folder as Smooth Streaming-formatted content.
iOS 3.0 compatibility. Play on Apple devices that run on the legacy iOS 3.0 mobile operating system and
require .ts and .m3u8 extensions in their URLs.
AES-128 encryption

 

To stream content to an Apple® mobile digital device, you must have access to a Live Smooth Streaming-capable
encoder that supports encoding content using the H.264 video with AAC low complexity (AAC-LC) audio codecs.
This walkthrough demonstrates the Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature using Microsoft® Expression® Encoder
4 Pro, which supports Live Smooth Streaming, H.264, and AAC-LC.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/apple-http-live-streaming-with-iis-media-services.md
https://github.com/johndeu
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9734739
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733029
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733031


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

InstallationInstallation

Configuring the Live Smooth Streaming publishing pointConfiguring the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point

The full version of Expression Encoder 4 Pro must be used to encode to Smooth Streaming format with H.264/AAC-LC
codecs. If you purchased Expression Studio 3 from a store, and it's installed on your computer, you can download a trial
version of Expression Studio 4 Ultimate or Expression Studio 4 Web Professional, and the full version of Expression Studio 4
(which includes Expression Encoder 4 Pro) will automatically be enabled.

Supported encoding profiles

The following video and audio formats are supported by the Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature in IIS Live
Smooth Streaming:

Video. H.264 Baseline Profile Level 3.0 (iPhone®/iPod®/iPod touch®), Main Profile Level 3.1 (iPad®)
Audio. AAC-LC up to 48 kHz, stereo audio.

For more information about the supported encoding profiles for Apple mobile digital devices, see Recommended
Encoding Settings for HTTP Live Streaming Media on the Apple Developer website.

Supported Apple devices

The following Apple mobile digital devices/iOS mobile operating systems are currently supported by the Apple
HTTP Live Streaming feature:

iPhone, iPod touch: iOS 3.0, iOS 3.0.1, iOS 3.1, iOS 3.1.2, iOS 3.1.3, iOS 4.0, iOS 4.1, iOS 5.0
iPad: iOS 3.2, iOS 4.2.1, iOS 5.0

The Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature can't transmux a video-only stream. The encoded live stream received by the
publishing point must contain both audio and video.
Apple recommends that you not use B-frames when targeting iPhone and iPod devices.
While the iPhone 3GS or later can play content that is at a level higher than Baseline 3.0, it's not recommended if you
plan to target older iPhone devices and iPod touch devices.
It's not recommended to use AAC-LC audio at bitrates higher than 64 Kbps when targeting iPhone/iPod devices.

 

To enable the Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature, remove any previous installations of IIS Media Services and
then install IIS Media Services 4.

 

To configure your first Live Smooth Streaming publishing point, do the following:

1. Start IIS Manager (click Start > Administrative Tools > Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager).
2. In Default Web Site, select an existing folder or create a new virtual directory that will host the publishing

point.
3. Double-click the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points icon to open the feature page.

4. In the Actions pane, click Add.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733033
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733030


5. In the Add Publishing Point dialog box, on the Basic Settings tab, in File name, enter a name for the Live
Smooth Streaming publishing point definition file (.isml).

In this example and throughout the rest of this article, we'll use a publishing point definition file named
SmoothApple. If you specify a different file name, be sure to substitute it appropriately as you follow the
steps in this article.

6. Use the default values for the rest of the fields on this tab. To learn more about the rest of the options that you
can configure in the dialog box, see IIS Media Services Help.

7. On the Advanced Settings tab, select the Start publishing point automatically upon first client request
check box. This option allows Expression Encoder 4 to connect to the publishing point when the broadcast
starts. Connection errors might occur if you don't select this option.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733032


8. On the Mobile Devices tab, select Enable output to Apple mobile digital devices. This setting enables
the publishing point to transmux incoming Smooth Streaming fragments to MPEG-2 TS files on the server.

9. Set Segment length to 10 seconds. This sets the size of the MPEG-2 TS "chunks" that are delivered to the
device. Lowering this value will decrease the amount of buffering latency on the client. The Apple-
recommended setting is 10 seconds and you shouldn't set this lower than 2 seconds.



Configuring a Live Smooth Streaming broadcast using Expression Encoder 4Configuring a Live Smooth Streaming broadcast using Expression Encoder 4

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

11. Click OK to create the publishing point.
12. In the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing Points page, select the SmoothApple publishing point, and

then in the Actions pane, click Start Publishing Point.

10. Set the Maximum bit rate to the value of the highest bitrate stream for which you want to enable MPEG-
2 TS conversion. The maximum recommended bitrate for delivery to Apple iPhone® and Apple iPad® is
1600 kilobits per second (Kbps). Lowering this value reduces the number of streams that are transmuxed
to MPEG-2 TS. Raising it allows more streams to be converted. For example, you might have the following
typical spectrum of bitrates targeting Smooth Streaming clients: 200 Kbps, 400 Kbps, 800 Kbps, 1,600
Kbps, 3200 Kbps, and 4000 Kbps. To filter out the top two bandwidths (3200 Kbps and 4000 Kbps), which
aren't supported by the iPhone, you would set Maximum bit rate (Kbps) to 1600. This prevents the two
highest bitrates from being transmuxed on the server.

In IIS Media Services 4.0, the default value was set to 3000 Kbps to account for a known issue in Microsoft
Expression Encoder 4 where the audio bitrate wasn't reported correctly. Lowering this value to 1600 Kbps removed
all video tracks, leaving an audio-only stream.

This issue is fixed in Expression Encoder 4 with Service Pack 1. If you're using this version of Expression Encoder to
encode live Smooth Streams, lower the Maximum bit rate value to 1600 Kbps to filter the bitrates correctly.

The new Live Smooth Streaming publishing point file, named SmoothApple.isml, is added to the website. The
publishing point is now started and ready to accept a live stream pushed to it from a Live Smooth Streaming
encoder.

See the next section, which describes how to configure Expression Encoder 4 to accomplish that task.

 

This section describes how to use the Live Smooth Streaming feature in Expression Encoder 4 to encode Smooth
Streaming content and deliver it to the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point.

To begin broadcasting from Expression Encoder 4, do the following:

1. Start Expression Encoder (click Start > All Programs > Microsoft Expression > Microsoft Expression
Encoder 4).

2. In the Load a new project dialog box, select Live Broadcasting Project, and then click OK.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9734740


3. In this walkthrough, we'll set up a looping video file to simulate a live source. To do this, do the following:

a. On the Preview tab, click Add a File Source...

...and then select a video file in the Add File Source dialog box.
b. On the File Sources tab, select the video file that you added in the previous step...



NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

c. ...and then, in the Play then dropdown list, select Loop to keep the file looping continuously.

If you attached a camera or capture card to the encoding computer, you can add a live source from the
Preview tab, and then use the Live Sources tab to set up a live capture device, rather than using a file
source. For more information, see Set Live Sources.

4. On the Presets tab, choose an encoding preset that supports the bitrates and encoding requirements for
the Apple HTTP Live Streaming feature and for our target Apple mobile digital devices. In this example,
we're going to broadcast to iPhone/iPod-class devices over a WiFi network, so we select the H.264 IIS
Smooth Streaming iPhone WiFi preset, and then click Apply.

Expression Encoder 4 comes with presets for iPhone and iPad for both cellular and WiFi networks. The
H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming iPhone WiFi preset uses the Apple-recommended settings for delivering
content to an iPhone device over a WiFi network. The profile uses H.264 Baseline, Level 3.0 at 3 different
bitrates: 700 Kbps, 400 Kbps, and 200 Kbps. It's a 1-pass CBR encode with no B-frames.

Apple recommends that you not use B-frames when targeting iPhone and iPod devices. While the iPhone 3GS or later can
play content that is at a level higher than Baseline 3.0, it's not recommended if you plan to target older iPhone devices and
iPod touch® devices. If you use B-frames in your encoding, your streams will load, but then might suddenly stop playing on
iPhone or iPod devices. Also note that it's not recommended to use AAC-LC audio at bitrates higher than 64 Kbps when
targeting iPhone/iPod devices.

The following video and audio formats are supported by the Live Smooth Streaming MPEG-2 TS transmux
feature:

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9749758


- Video: H.264 Baseline Profile Level 3.0 (iPhone/iPod touch), Main Profile Level 3.1 (iPad)
- Audio: AAC-LC up to 48 kHz, stereo audio.

For more information about the supported encoding profiles for iPhone, iPod, and iPad mobile digital devices, 
see [Recommended Encoding Settings for HTTP Live Streaming Media](https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733033) 
on the Apple Developer website.

NOTENOTE

Verifying the Live Smooth Streaming publishing pointVerifying the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point

1. On the Output tab, select the Streaming check box, and then in Location, enter the URL of the publishing
point that you created in the previous section. Click Connect to establish the connection with the publishing
point.

2. Return to the File Sources tab and click Cue for your asset to enable it for broadcasting.

3. Click Start to begin broadcasting.

The following message is displayed if the publishing point isn't started. Return to the Live Smooth Streaming Publishing
Points page in IIS Manager and make sure that the publishing point is started.

 



To verify that the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point is up and running properly, return to IIS Manager and
do the following:

1. To verify that the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point is started, open the Live Smooth Streaming
Publishing Points page for the website or virtual directory that you created earlier and then press F5 on your
keyboard to refresh the user interface. The State for SmoothApple.isml should be set to Started, and
Archive, Client DVR, and Server Distribution should also be Started.

2. Click the row for the publishing point to display the Publishing Point Summary panel. This area provides
information about the incoming streams, enabled options, and archive path for the selected publishing point.
Note that the Apple HTTP Live Streaming option is enabled, and that a stream is started with audio and
multiple-bitrate video tracks.

3. In the Actions pane, click Details.

The Publishing Point Details page displays even more information about the individual incoming streams.
Here you can inspect the incoming bitrates, stream names, states of the individual streams, and so on. This
page updates the information every two seconds.



4. To verify that an archive is being created for the MPEG-2 TS files, in Windows Explorer, navigate to the IIS
Media Services archives folder, which is set by default to %SystemDrive%\inetpub\media\archives . Or click the
Archive Path shortcut link on the Publishing Point Summary panel for the publishing point.

5. In the archives folder, you should see a folder for the Default Web Site. This folder contains a folder for the
virtual directory that we created earlier (in our example, this is the "Live" folder). Inside this folder is a
folder that uses the same name as the publishing point (in our example, the folder is named
"SmoothApple-isml"). This folder contains multiple folders if you've started and stopped the encoder
several times for the publishing point. Each folder is identified with a date and timestamp. If we open the
most recent folder, we find a series of numbered Segment folders (depending on the duration of your
archive segment) that contain both the Smooth Streaming format files (.ismv, .isma, .ism, .ismc) and the
Apple HTTP Live Streaming format files (.m3u8, and .ts).

In our example, an MPEG-2 TS file (with a .ts file name extension) is created for each of the streams that
are generated by the encoder. If you don't see these files, or if they have 0 KB sizes (some of the manifest
files will show as 0 KB until the publishing point is stopped), it's likely that the encoder profile is incorrect
or isn't set to use H.264 video and AAC-LC audio. Check the Application Event Log in Event Viewer for
errors that might have occurred during the transmux. In addition to the MPEG-2 TS files, you'll find the
.m3u8 playlist files for each stream, and a root .m3u8 file that identifies the full adaptive playlist. You'll also
notice two other files that might be unfamiliar to you if you're familiar with the Apple Live HTTP
specification. The .ismx and the "-m3u8-aapl.ism" files are used by the on-demand Smooth Streaming
feature to serve the content in an on-demand mode. The .ismx file is an index of the MPEG-2 TS files, and
the .ism file is a standard Smooth Streaming SMIL 2.0-compliant server manifest that is used by the on-
demand Smooth Streaming module.



Creating an HTML 5 page for use in SafariCreating an HTML 5 page for use in Safari

6. If you're running IIS on the Windows® 7 operating system, or on the Windows Server 2008 operating
system with the Desktop Experience role service installed, you can double-click the MPEG-2 TS video files
to play them in Windows Media® Player to check that they are valid.

The MPEG-2 TS files on IIS aren't stored in multiple segments on disk like other solutions for Apple HTTP
Live Streaming. IIS Media Services dynamically serves the segments on request and leaves the full MPEG-
2 TS files available to make asset management and post-production easier.

We have now validated that the live Smooth Streams encoded by Expression Encoder are being transmuxed to
Apple HTTP Live Streaming format successfully.

  

You can create an HTML 5 page that can be used by iPhone and iPad devices to play the Live Smooth Streaming
presentation. To create an HTML 5 page, do the following:

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to a folder for your website. You can use any website folder, create a new one,
or use the same one where the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point was created. In our example, we'll use
the same "Live" folder in which we created the SmoothApple.isml publishing point.

2. Right-click in the folder and create a new text document. In this example, we'll rename the document to
iphone.htm. Make sure that the .txt file name extension is removed.

3. Open the iphone.htm file in Notepad or your favorite text editor and add the following sample HTML:



<html>
    <head>
        <title>iPhone live streaming page</title>
    </head>
    <body>
        <h1>Live stream.</h1>
        
        <video width="640" 
               height="480" 
               src="smoothApple.isml/manifest(format=m3u8-aapl).m3u8" 
               poster="MyPosterFrame.png" 
               autoplay="true" 
               controls="true" >Live</video> 
    </body>
</html>

**video**    *publishingPointName*

The important tag here is the HTML 5tag. A new manifest request URL is also required to get access to the .m3u8
file from the IIS Media server. This new URL is in the format:.isml/Manifest(format=m3u8-aapl).m3u8. The
important part is the section in the parenthesis and the final .m3u8 extension, which specifies that the format of
the manifest that we want is in m3u8. The extension at the end is required by iOS on certain devices. You can
sometimes leave this extension off if you're serving directly from IIS Origin, but if you're serving from a CDN or
edge cache, it's required for the Quicktime player in iOS to function properly. You can, optionally, add other HTML
5 video tags that support attributes such as autoplay, controls, and a poster frame. Note that the released version
of the iPad device requires a few of these video tag attributes to be set or the video tag doesn't work properly.4.
On an Apple device, open the Safari® Web browser and enter the URL of the iphone.htm page in the browser,
and then click GO. The page will load with the default HTML 5 video tag, which has a simple Play button on it.

1. Click the Play button on the HTML 5 video element. The device will open the QuickTime® player and begin
loading the Live Smooth Stream.



2. Wait a few seconds for the video to start...

Playback as seen on the iPhone/iPod:

Playback as seen on the iPad:

If the video plays smoothly, you've successfully enabled Apple HTTP Live Streaming using the IIS Live Smooth
Streaming feature in IIS Media Services 4.



NOTENOTE

About the Microsoft Media Platform: Player FrameworkAbout the Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework

If the device displays a message box that says "Can't open Movie," it's likely that you're using a profile that is of a higher
level than is supported by that device. Typically this error message is seen when sending a Baseline Level 3.1 profile or Main
Level 3.1 to a device that only supports Baseline Level 3.0 (older iPhone devices and iPod touch devices). You might also see
the error message if you try to play the stream when there are fewer than 3 segments available in the playlist. This can
happen if you don't wait for 3 times the segment length; for example, 30 seconds when the default segment length is set to
10 seconds.

 

You can use Microsoft's open source media player framework (MMPPF) to quickly deploy a robust, scalable,
customizable media player for IIS Smooth Streaming delivery. Deploy the media player to the same website and
point it to the same Live Smooth Streaming publishing point to enable playback to Silverlight clients on
computers running Windows, Macintosh®, and Linux operating systems. IIS Media Services 4 can deliver media
to more screens from a single set of live streams than other solutions available on the market today.

The MMPPF builds on the core functionality of the IIS Smooth Streaming Client.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733035
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9733034
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Deploying the Push Encoder utility

by Robert McMurray

Live Smooth Streaming encoders generate multiple streams, each containing MPEG-4 (MP4) fragments encoded
at different bit rates. As in the encoded output for on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations, there can be
multiple video and audio streams, depending on the encoder configuration. However, instead of storing the
fragments sequentially in MP4-container files, the encoder delivers them directly to Live Smooth Streaming
publishing points on Web servers. The metadata encoded in the Live Smooth Streaming output also differs from
that encoded in on-demand Smooth Streaming files in that additional information is included in the encoded
output to support Live Smooth Streaming features such as DVR-style client interaction, archiving by publishing
points, and so on. Live Smooth Streaming encoders also do not output server client manifest files as on-demand
Smooth Streaming encoders do. Instead, the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point on the server generates a
manifest for clients, based on information provided to it by the encoder.

When a Live Smooth Streaming publishing point receives a request for media, it retrieves virtual fragments from
the most appropriate stream in the live broadcast for the conditions at any given time in order to deliver the best
content possible to the client.

To encode media to the Live Smooth Streaming presentation format in production environments, you can use
Microsoft® Expression® Encoder 4 (https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx)
or a third-party encoding solution that contains a Live Smooth Streaming encoding profile. For more information,
you should refer to your selected encoding solution's documentation for assistance. To help you determine which
encoding solution is best-suited for your Live Smooth Streaming configuration, see the list of our encoding
partners (https://www.iis.net/media/partners).

If you do not have an encoder that can deliver live streams in the required format, you can use a Push Encoder test
utility in test environments. The Push Encoder cannot accept input from a live source. Instead, it sources from on-
demand Smooth Streaming presentation files and simulates the output that is required by Live Smooth Streaming
publishing points. You can create the required input on-demand Smooth Streaming source files for the Push
Encoder by using a Smooth Streaming-capable encoder. Again, see the list of our encoding partners
(https://www.iis.net/media/partners) to find companies that provide such an encoder. We also provide several on-
demand Smooth Streaming presentations for testing purposes that you can download (see IIS Smooth Streaming
HD Sample Content).

The Push Encoder sources from on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation files and simulates the output that is
required by Live Smooth Streaming publishing points. Before you proceed, make sure that the following
prerequisite conditions are fulfilled:

You have a Web server with an on-demand IIS Smooth Streaming presentation available as the content source.
For more information, see Smooth Streaming for IIS 7 - Getting Started (https://www.iis.net/learn/media/on-
demand-smooth-streaming/getting-started-with-iis-smooth-streaming).
You have a Live Smooth Streaming publishing point configured on a Web server. For more information, see
Live Smooth Streaming for IIS 7 - Getting Started (https://www.iis.net/learn/media/live-smooth-
streaming/getting-started-with-iis-live-smooth-streaming).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/encoding-live-smooth-streams-with-the-push-encoder-utility.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx
https://www.iis.net/media
https://www.iis.net/media


Simulating an encoded Live Smooth Streaming presentation

To deploy the Push Encoder, do the following:

2. By default, the Push Encoder utility is installed to 
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\Microsoft SDKs\IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK\v1.0\Tools\ . After the installation

finishes, locate the Push Encoder application (PushEncoder.exe) in this directory and copy it to the Web server
that contains the on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation (for example, to C:\inetpub\wwwroot ).

1. Go to the IIS Smooth Streaming Format SDK – Beta 2 download page and then download and run the
Windows Installer (.msi) file for your edition of Windows:

SSFSDK_32.msi. For 32-bit editions of the operating system.
SSFSDK_64.msi. For 64-bit editions of the operating system.

The Push Encoder sources from files in an on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation and pushes the resulting
simulated output to a Live Smooth Streaming publishing point on a Web server (this is known as a push-encoder
configuration). Before you proceed, make sure that the following prerequisite conditions are fulfilled:

The Live Smooth Streaming publishing point is configured and started on the Web server. For more
information, see Live Smooth Streaming for IIS 7 - Getting Started.
A Silverlight player template is updated so that clients can access the simulated Live Smooth Streaming
presentation. For more information, see Serving the Live Stream to Clients.

To simulate Live Smooth Streaming encoded output, do the following:

1. On the Web server that contains an on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation, open a Command Prompt
window and navigate to the directory where you installed the Push Encoder.

COMMAND DESCRIPTION

pushencoder
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
BigBuckBunny.ism

The Push Encoder is sourcing the on-demand streams
referenced in BigBuckBunny.ism and pushing them to the
publishing point LiveSmoothStream.isml. The utility is
located in the same directory as the server manifest (.ism)
file.

pushencoder
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml "Big Buck
Bunny.ism"

Same as above, except that the command wraps Big Buck
Bunny.ism in quotation marks because there are spaces in
the file name.

2. At the command prompt, type a command that uses the following syntax to begin encoding simulated Live
Smooth Streaming output from the Smooth Streaming presentation: pushencoder <full-url-of-publishing-
point> <relative-url-of-ism-file>

Where <full-url-of-publishing-point> is the fully qualified URL of the Live Smooth Streaming publishing
point definition (.isml) file and <relative-url-of-ism-file> is the URL of the server manifest that describes all
of the available bit rates in the Smooth Streaming presentation, relative to PushEncoder.exe.

As the Push Encoder pushes the streams to the publishing point, you can observe the push activity in the
Command Prompt window.
The following table contains example commands that show how to specify different types of publishing
point and source URLs, and how to specify basic encoding options:

http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml


Using the advanced options

pushencoder
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
BigBuckBunny\BigBuckBunny.ism

The Push Encoder is sourcing the on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentation files referenced in
BigBuckBunny\BigBuckBunny.ism and pushing them to the
Live Smooth Streaming publishing point
LiveSmoothStream.isml. The utility is not located in the
same directory as the .ism file and references it using the
appropriate relative path.

pushencoder
http://*UserName*:*Password*@iismedia7/LiveSmoot
hStream.isml BigBuckBunny.ism

The Live Smooth Streaming publishing point requires
authentication credentials (user name and password)
before the Push Encoder can push streams to it. This
example command shows how to insert the required
credentials.

Pushencoder /create
http://*UserName*:*Password*@iismedia7/BBB.isml
BigBuckBunny.ism

The /create option creates a publishing point on the Web
Server before pushing live streams to it. In the example, a
publishing point named BBB.isml is created on the default
Web site. This option requires that the Web server on
which the publishing point is created be WebDAV-enabled.
Because WebDAV publishing is used to create the
publishing point, you must also supply the appropriate
user name and password in the command. For more
information, see Enabling WebDAV publishing on the Web
server. Note: You must update the media reference in the
Silverlight player template file so that clients can access the
Live Smooth Streaming presentation from the new
publishing point. For more information, see Serving the
Live Stream to Clients.

pushencoder /loop
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
BigBuckBunny.ism

The /loop option specifies that when the Push Encoder
reaches the end of the presentation, it should return to
the beginning of the presentation and continue the live
streaming output. Use this option to simulate live streams
that run indefinitely.

COMMAND DESCRIPTION

The Push Encoder utility contains the following options for testing advanced live Smooth Streaming scenarios. At
the command prompt, type a command that uses the following syntax to begin encoding simulated Live Smooth
Streaming output from a single Smooth Streaming video (.ismv) file in an on-demand Smooth Streaming
presentation: pushencoder [options]<full-url-of-publishing-point> <relative-url-of-ismv-file> <relative-url-of-ism-
file>

Where <full-url-of-publishing-point> is the fully qualified URL of the Live Smooth Streaming publishing point
definition (.isml) file, <relative-url-of-ismv-file> is the URL (relative to PushEncoder.exe) of the bit rate in the
presentation that you want to encode, and <relative-url-of-ism-file> is the URL of the server manifest (relative to
PushEncoder.exe) that describes all of the available bit rates in the Smooth Streaming presentation.

The following advanced [options] are available:

/liveArchive Specifies that the on-demand source is from an archived Live Smooth Streaming presentation.
This option must be used when sourcing an ISMV file from a previously archived Live Smooth Streaming
presentation.
/realtime[:start] Specifies that a specific time (formatted as /realtime[:?]) or the system tick time (formatted as
/realtime) be used in place of 0 as the start time.
/id:<id> Specifies the value to use in place of the standard process ID (PID) as the unique stream ID.

http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
http://*UserName*:*Password*@iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml
http://*UserName*:*Password*@iismedia7/BBB.isml
http://iismedia7/LiveSmoothStream.isml


Enabling WebDAV publishing on the Web server

/noEOS Specifies that an end-of-stream (EOS) signal is not sent when the stream ends. This is a useful option
for testing encoder-failover scenarios.
/noSparseEOS Specifies that an EOS signal is not sent when a sparse track, such as an advertisement, ends.
This is a useful option for testing encoder-failover scenarios.
/noHeader Specifies that ftyp and moov boxes are not included in the encoded output.
/streammanifest:<file> Specifies the stream manifest file to use during encoding.
/headers:<header1, header2, …> Specifies the HTTP request headers to include in the encoded output. To
add multiple request headers to the output, enter them as a comma-delimited list.
/rate:<rate> Specifies the rate at which the Smooth Stream fragments are pushed relative to the local system
clock (which is considered to have a value of 1.0) in order to simulate different encoder clock speeds. For
example, to specify that the encoder is outputting fragments at 99.9% of the system clock rate, enter the option
as /rate:0.999. You can also use rate values larger than 1.0 to indicate faster encoder output. This option is useful
for simulating encoder clock drift, which can cause buffer overflow or underflow on the client.
/skip:start,end Specifies a range of fragments (inclusive) in the stream to skip during encoding.

 

WebDAV Publishing (Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning) enables you to publish files to and from a Web
server by using the HTTP protocol. Because WebDAV uses HTTP, it works through most firewalls without
modification. To configure WebDAV, do the following:

1. Install and configure the WebDAV Extension for IIS 7 on the Web server. For more information, see Installing
and Configuring WebDAV on IIS 7 (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165796).

3. On the Web server, in IIS Manager, click the Web site or directory in the Connections pane that you plan to
use for delivering your Smooth Streaming presentation.

2. On the Web server, in Server Manager, install one of the following Security role services for the Web Server
(IIS) role that matches the authentication method that you plan to use for WebDAV publishing:

Basic Authentication
Windows Authentication

NOTENOTE

Digest Authentication

For more information about installing role services in Server Manager, see Installing Components
with Server Manager (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165797).

Anonymous authentication is not supported for publishing your encoded media files to a WebDAV-enabled
server running IIS 7. For an overview of the authentication methods that you can use for WebDAV publishing,
see Publish a video (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165798).

4. On the Home page, double-click the Authentication icon, and then enable and configure the Security role
service that you installed.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165796
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165797
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165798
file:///T:/n3zn/media/live-smooth-streaming/encoding-live-smooth-streams-with-the-push-encoder-utility/_static/image1.png


For more information, see Configuring Authentication in IIS 7 (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
LinkId=165799).

file:///T:/n3zn/media/live-smooth-streaming/encoding-live-smooth-streams-with-the-push-encoder-utility/_static/image3.png
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=165799
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Coming Soon!

by Dave Nelson

The Event Viewer is a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in that enables you to browse and manage
event logs. It is an indispensable tool for monitoring the health of your Live Smooth Streaming server and
troubleshooting issues when they arise.

This page will contain troubleshooting information for IIS Live Smooth Streaming event logs, and will be
accessible directly from Event Viewer. To access troubleshooting knowledge specific to an event via your Web
browser, click the Event Log Online Help link while reviewing an event in Event Viewer.

For information about how to use Event Viewer, see Monitoring Events.

For Live Smooth Streaming resources related to events and errors, see Troubleshooting.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming/troubleshooting-live-smooth-streaming-events-in-event-viewer.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc825761(WS.10).aspx
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by Microsoft

The French Open, organized by the French Tennis Federation, is one of the premier events in the professional
tennis calendar, showcasing the best tennis talent in the world playing in the world renowned Roland Garros
stadium. In 2008, the Open was broadcast in 198 countries to a global audience of millions. In 2009, France
Télévisions wished to offer tennis fans in France an online high definition (HD) experience to complement the
extensive coverage on its three broadcast channels (France 2, France 3 and France 4). France Télévisions chose to
partner with Microsoft, Level 3 Communications, and Inlet Technologies to deliver the live event online in HD,
using IIS Live Smooth Streaming and Microsoft Silverlight. This was the first live HD Smooth Streaming public
event in the world, and generated amazing results, including an average 64 minutes of online viewing time per
user, with over half of the users watching the 3 Mbps video stream and an average of 16,000 unique viewers per
day! Watch the video case study now to learn how it was done!

▶ Watch video (4 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/the-world39s-first-iis-live-smooth-streaming-event-a-video-case-study.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/The-Worlds-First-IIS-Live-Smooth-Streaming-Event-A-Video-Case-Study
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by Microsoft

Find out how Microsoft and 14 partners powered live and on-demand online coverage of the 2010 Vancouver
Winter Olympics for broadcasters CTV (Canada), NBC (U.S.) and NRK (Norway). Viewers of these three
broadcasters consumed 12 million hours of video, with viewing times up to 76 minutes. The 2010 Vancouver
Winter Olympics were presented to online viewers as never before, with interactive controls and immersive
experiences using 720p videos and high-resolution images. New and improved technologies from Microsoft made
delivery of these rich experiences possible: - Microsoft Silverlight for a rich and consistent cross-platform, cross-
browser end user experience - IIS Live Smooth Streaming for scalable HTTP delivery of adaptive video up to 720p
- The Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework for DVR, Instant Replay, real-time analytics, and other features
- The Microsoft Media Platform Video Editor for creating highlight videos within minutes - Silverlight Deep Zoom
for building interactive viewing of high-resolution images

▶ Watch video (2 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/behind-the-scenes-with-silverlight-and-iis-at-the-2010-winter-games-in-vancouver-highlights.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/behind-the-scenes-with-silverlight-and-iis-at-the-2010-winter-games-in-vancouver-highlights


Behind the Scenes with Silverlight and IIS at the
Winter Games - Editor's Cut
1/23/2018 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Microsoft

Find out how Microsoft and 14 partners powered live and on-demand online coverage of the 2010 Vancouver
Winter Olympics for broadcasters CTV (Canada), NBC (U.S.) and NRK (Norway). Viewers of these three
broadcasters consumed 12 million hours of video, with viewing times up to 76 minutes. The 2010 Vancouver
Winter Olympics were presented to online viewers as never before, with interactive controls and immersive
experiences using 720p videos and high-resolution images. New and improved technologies from Microsoft made
delivery of these rich experiences possible: - Microsoft Silverlight for a rich and consistent cross-platform, cross-
browser end user experience - IIS Live Smooth Streaming for scalable HTTP delivery of adaptive video up to 720p
- The Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework for DVR, Instant Replay, real-time analytics, and other features
- The Microsoft Media Platform Video Editor for creating highlight videos within minutes - Silverlight Deep Zoom
for building interactive viewing of high-resolution images This video is presented using IIS Smooth Streaming.

▶ Watch video (6 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/behind-the-scenes-with-silverlight-and-iis-at-the-2010-winter-games-in-vancouver-editor39s-cut.md
https://github.com/Microsoft
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/Behind-the-Scenes-with-Silverlight-and-IIS-at-the-2010-Winter-Games-in-Vancouver-Editors-Cut
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Solution Overview

by Daniel Karuppiah, Jason Suess, Alex Zambelli

Shortly before the 2009 National Football League (NFL) season began, NBC, in partnership with the NFL,
announced plans to offer live streaming of Sunday Night Football in the United States on NBCSports.com and
NFL.com. This was nothing new—during the first two years of its coverage of Sunday Night Football, NBC offered
a simultaneous webcast of each game through a video player built on the Adobe® Flash® Platform. However, the
stream-switching capabilities of the HTTP Dynamic Streaming feature in the Platform couldn't dynamically adapt
the video stream bitrate, meaning that viewers with lower bandwidth and/or slower processors experienced
periods of video buffering, stuttering, and degraded picture quality.

For the 2009 season, NBC and the NFL improved the video quality and also offered something more in a new
video player called Sunday Night Football Extra (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sunday Night Football Extra video player, featuring DVR controls, five camera angles, social
networking feeds, and interactive chats.

The new player's features included the following:

A live webcast of the NBC Sports broadcast of Sunday Night Football, with four additional camera angles and
new interactive features.
Full high-definition (HD) quality for viewers with high bandwidth/fast processors while still offering viewers
with lower bandwidth/slower processors a good experience.
Full DVR functionality, allowing users to pause and scroll back and forth, and even review plays in slow motion,
all while watching live video. Beyond that, the video player let fans replay highlights from the game without
rewinding the live stream.
Live expert analysis, including fantasy tips, in-game chats, and breakdowns of each play.
Live delivery of advertisements based on user behavior in order to monetize the programming.

This article describes the development of Sunday Night Football Extra, including the planning, tools, technology,
and resources used to create the front-end, back-end, and everything in-between.

 

NBC took the lead on development, production, and management of the video player and partnered with the NFL

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/sunday-night-football-extra-live-in-hd-with-microsoft-silverlight-and-iis-smooth-streaming.md


Server Technologies and Techniques

to ensure that the experience was successful and cost-effective. The success of the project depended on a positive
user experience and meeting increasing viewer demands for HD video without buffering delays and stutters. To be
cost-effective, the solution had to be flexible to support easy modification and monetization. Many partners
assisted with parts of the project, including the video player design, video encoding, content delivery, advertising,
and analytics.

NBC chose to create this offering by using the Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework and IIS Live Smooth
Streaming, an IIS Media Services extension for IIS 7 and above. Smooth Streaming technology enables adaptive
streaming of media to Silverlight-based clients over HTTP. Smooth Streaming provides a high-quality viewing
experience that scales massively on content distribution networks, making true HD 720p media experiences a
reality.

Smooth Streaming is a hybrid media delivery method that acts like streaming but is based on HTTP progressive
download rather than a traditional streaming protocol. The HTTP downloads are delivered as a series of small
chunks, enabling the media to be easily and cost-effectively cached on the edge of a network, closer to clients.
Providing multiple bitrates of the same media source also lets Silverlight-based Smooth Streaming clients
seamlessly and dynamically switch to an optimal bitrate for current network conditions and client processing
power. The result is a reliable, consistent playback experience with no stuttering, buffering, or "last mile" congestion.

 

NBC worked closely with Microsoft business and technical leaders and with a number of independent network
infrastructure, content distribution, and application development firms to create the complete Sunday Night
Football Extra program. Creating an efficient workflow (as seen in Figure 2) was essential for seamlessly inserting
incoming content, such as advertisements and the NFL's Game Statistic and Information System (GSIS) data, into
the program in real-time.

Figure 2. Sunday Night Football Extra workflow.

The basic steps of the live broadcast included the following:

Production. Receiving and encoding the video.
Content acquisition. Encoding video and GSIS feeds and inserting advertisements.
Content delivery. Streaming video, audio, and related content.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738808
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738819
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Video support
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ProductionProduction
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Time frame

Tools and technologies

Encoder

Average number of viewers per game

GSIS timeline tool

Microsoft Media Platform Video Editor integration

Playback and analytics. Providing a DVR–like experience for viewers and user statistics to NBC.

The server-side portion of this offering was based on IIS Media Services, an integrated HTTP–based media
delivery platform that delivers true HD (720p+) streaming and provides real-time logging to measure media
investments.

iStreamPlanet delivered the full value of Smooth Streaming to the player through a process that captured the video
feed and encoded it to multiple bitrates using Inlet encoders. For each bitrate, the encoders produced two-second
chunks of video, with the chunks picture-aligned across bitrates so that players could switch between bitrates
without loss of progressive playback when reconstructing the chunks. The chunks were passed from the encoders
to a Web server running IIS 7.0 and IIS Media Services 3.0, which encapsulated the chunks into a fragmented-MP4
(fMP4) file. The Web server served the chunks to players when requested through Akamai's Content Delivery
Network (CDN).

To keep the video feeds synchronized, four SD video feeds were timed to match with the main HD feed. To
accomplish this, iStreamPlanet muxed (multiplexed) the SD feeds into a single ASI feed, uplinked the feed to to an
AMC-6 satellite, and then downlinked the feed in Las Vegas. The feed was then demuxed (demultiplexed) back into
the individual feeds, fed into Smooth Streaming-compatible encoders (in this case, 10 Inlet Spinnaker 7000
encoders), with the encoded output (31 streams) pushed to Microsoft edge-caching network (ECN) facilities in San
Antonio and Virginia, which in turn distributed the content to Akamai's CDN in order to scale the webcast to
viewers.



Ad and Video Clip InsertionAd and Video Clip Insertion

GSIS Timeline IncorporationGSIS Timeline Incorporation

Highlight Clip CreationHighlight Clip Creation

Live Ad InsertionLive Ad Insertion

A Smooth Streaming client manifest contains rich metadata about the presentation and the Smooth Streaming
Media Element (SSME) exposes parts of this metadata through a well-defined application programming interface
(API) in an arrangement of streams and tracks within each stream. The SSME is at the core of Microsoft Media
Platform: Player Framework (MMPPF), which enables developers to quickly deploy a robust, scalable, and
customizable media player for rendering Smooth Streaming presentations.

For the Sunday Night Football Extra project, advertisements and game highlights were added to a sparse track at
the point of Web server ingest. A 30-second delay was added in the delivery of the video streams, during which
operators could deliver the ads and highlight clips via the sparse track before the streams moved to the CDN.
Figure 3 illustrates this process and notes which partners and third parties were involved with specific aspects.

Figure 3. Inserting ads and game highlights into the webcast.

A key part of the Sunday Night Football Extra user experience is the timeline and highlights feature, which lets
viewers see all of the game highlights, such as touchdowns, long passes, and fumbles, at any time during the game.
The NFL collects this data, called Game Statistic and Information System (GSIS) data, live from the sideline at
every game. Four iStreamPlanet developers created an application to receive and parse the GSIS XML data. To
coordinate the game's video and audio feeds with the statistics and other data, iStreamPlanet used RESTful APIs to
extract the manifest start time and then synchronize the video feed with play-by-play data.

Another requirement was for the Content Management System (CMS) to be integrated with the Microsoft Video
Platform Video Editor (MMP Video Editor), which a production editor uses to create video clips of the game's
highlights. The MMP Video Editor is a standalone component proxy- and metadata-editing solution. iStreamPlanet
integrated the components by building the RESTful APIs that enable communication between the iStreamPlanet
CMS and MMP Video Editor.

A program's manifest file can also include an ad-insertion track, which contains information about live ads or ad
pods—all tightly synchronized to the program's video and audio content. Much like the highlight clips and GSIS
data, ads were dynamically inserted in the single manifest that also included the live-game video. As the operator
viewed the game in-progress, he or she decided which ad pods to deliver at any given time. iStreamPlanet
developed a tool by using an sparse track support in IIS Media Services to insert ad content to a specified track in
the manifest.
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After iStreamPlanet encoded the video and related content, the output was pushed to a Microsoft edge-caching
network (ECN), where the feeds were ingested, provisioned, and load-balanced. The origin servers ran the
Windows Server® 2008 operating system with the Web server role (IIS 7.0) installed. IIS Live Smooth Streaming
was installed to enable the Web server to deliver the Smooth Streaming media assets to clients.

The beauty of Smooth Streaming is derived partly from its ability to scale because it's distributed across HTTP–
based Web servers rather than using streaming-specific protocols. In the case of Sunday Night Football Extra,
Akamai HD for Microsoft Silverlight Streaming provided the massive, geographically distributed HTTP network,
which when combined with Smooth Streaming technologies, offered the scalability and efficiency necessary for
this project.

NBC realized that the Sunday Night Football Extra program offered a great opportunity to gain a better
understanding of Sunday Night Football fans and to serve targeted ads based on user behavior. California-based
Conviva offered real-time audience measurement and inference services during the streamed sessions. By using
Conviva's Pulse management console, NBC gained unprecedented insights into per-viewer video quality and
experience, viewer engagement, content popularity trends, distribution resource performance, and operational
diagnostics.

 

The goals for the video player raised several design and development challenges, including:

How to provide a good experience, regardless of the bandwidth and processing power of the user's computer.
How to deliver five streams of video, audio, and text most efficiently without disrupting the user experience.
How to deliver Game Statistic and Information System (GSIS) data without disrupting the overall user
experience.
How to take advantage of dynamic (live) ad-insertion opportunities.

NBC tapped California-based Vertigo, a user experience design and software development consulting firm, to build
the Sunday Night Football Extra client application (as seen in Figure 1) based on Silverlight 3, the cross-browser,
cross-platform, and cross-device browser plug-in. This section provides an overview of the tools and technologies
that the player design and development team used to create the video player.

The video player had to include full DVR functionality to let the user pause and scroll back and forth—even review
plays in slow motion—all while watching live video. Beyond that, the player had to let fans play game highlights
without rewinding and searching.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738819
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Figure 4. Sunday Night Football Extra player controls.

Vertigo used the IIS Smooth Streaming Player Development Kit (PDK) to build a rich Silverlight-based user
experience that incorporates the many live Smooth Streaming capabilities. The PDK includes the following
components:

Smooth Streaming PDK. Enables developers and designers to build rich Smooth Streaming client experiences
and includes a Microsoft .NET Framework–based PDK for Silverlight with full XAML support.
Push Encoder. A tool that simulates a live encoded Smooth Streaming video feed for testing purposes, using
prerecorded content and a computer running IIS Media Services 3.0.
Sample Smooth Streaming Player. A sample Silverlight-based media player based on the IIS Smooth
Streaming PDK, which is used for testing Smooth Streaming functionality from a server running IIS Media
Services 3.0.

The IIS Smooth Streaming PDK has been replaced by the IIS Smooth Streaming Client.

The core of this infrastructure is the IIS Smooth Streaming Media Element (SSME), which is part of the broader,
open-source Microsoft Media Platform: Player Framework (MMPPF). The SSME is at the core of MMPPF, which
enables developers to quickly deploy a robust, scalable, and customizable media player for rendering Smooth
Streaming content. The Smooth Streaming Media Element APIs in the PDK provided an easy interface for Vertigo
designers and developers to quickly build the Smooth Streaming video player.

Microsoft Silverlight 3 introduced major media enhancements that benefited this development effort, including
significant graphics improvements with perspective 3-D graphics support; GPU acceleration and H.264 video
support; and many features to improve rich Internet application development productivity.

Silverlight, when combined with Smooth Streaming, delivers great video performance from both a content delivery
and user point of view, including support for specific features such as:

Multiple camera angles. To support seamless viewing of the five video feeds, Vertigo used an API to filter
each stream so that the main screen was at full bitrate (3.5 Mbps) and the smaller screens were played at a low
bitrate (50 Kbps, with no buffering).

Analytics. The video player supported real-time audience measurement and inference services, provided by
Conviva, during the streamed sessions. By using Conviva's Pulse management console, NBC gained
unprecedented insights into per-viewer video quality and experience, viewer engagement, content popularity
trends, distribution resource performance, and operational diagnostics.
Track selection. The player allowed the viewer to choose which live video stream or highlight clip to view on

Live ad insertion. The video player included the following advertising support features:

Video preroll ads, when a user first started the player.
Video midroll and companion ads, which were dynamically inserted into the player during the course of
the game.
Sponsorship of game highlights and sideline interviews.
Banner ads during video playback.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738818
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738809
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738813
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9738808
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Resources

the main screen.
User interface. In addition to the APIs provided in the Smooth Streaming Media Element, Vertigo leveraged
capabilities found in the Silverlight 3 web browser plug-in and Expression Blend 3. Without writing any code,
designers quickly prototyped UI elements, adding interactivity, animation, and transitions through drag-and-
drop behaviors in Silverlight. In addition, the team relied on support for XAML editing across Silverlight,
Expression Blend, and Visual Studio to efficiently share information while iterating code and design elements of
the application simultaneously.

The Vertigo team of four developers, two designers, and two testers created the player in just three months,
working in the Visual Studio Team System development system with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System 2008
Team Foundation Server. The team employed the MVVM pattern of design and development, which provides a
data model and behavior to the view but allows the view to declaratively bind to the view model. The view becomes
a mix of XAML and C#, the model represents the data available to the application, and the view model prepares the
model to bind it to the view.

Vertigo delivered a client experience that was stable, scalable, accessible, reliable, and secure. Figure 5 illustrates the
architecture behind the video player and how the video player consumes content, including ads and video feeds.

Figure 5. Architecture showing how the video player applies a variety of content from multiple
resources.

 

Delivering Live and On-Demand Smooth Streaming (presented by iStreamPlanet)
IIS Media Services (IIS.net)
IIS Smooth Streaming Client
Microsoft Expression
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Partners involved with the Sunday Night Football Extra program include:

Akamai is the leading global service provider for accelerating content and business processes online. The
company has created a digital operating environment for the web. Its global platform of thousands of specially
equipped servers helps the Internet withstand the crush of daily requests for rich, dynamic, and interactive
content, transactions, and applications. When delivering on these requests, Akamai detects and avoids Internet
problem spots and vulnerabilities to ensure that websites perform optimally, media and software download
flawlessly, and applications perform reliably.
Conviva delivers the highest-quality video experience for both viewers and premium-content owners. Backed
by Foundation Capital, NEA, and UV Ventures, Conviva's express purpose is to optimize the experience and
economics of online video while providing content owners real-time insights.
DoubleClick is a provider of digital marketing technology and services. The world's top marketers, publishers,
and agencies take advantage of DoubleClick's expertise in ad serving, rich media, video, search, and affiliate
marketing to help them make the most of the digital medium. From its position at the nerve center of digital
marketing, DoubleClick provides superior insights and insider knowledge to its customers.
Inlet Technologies is redefining the online video experience with innovative solutions for media preparation
that combine striking video quality with surprising simplicity and reliability, enabling content owners to expand
their audience and realize greater value from their content. Industry leaders such as Major League Baseball,
Microsoft, Yahoo!, France Télévisions, and Home Shopping Network rely on Inlet for easy implementation,
technical prowess, and enterprise scale for their mission-critical operations.
iStreamPlanet has created a variety of managed and hosted services for getting content onto the web. Its
nationwide footprint of webcast producers, each with many years of experience in producing the largest
webcasts, makes the process of putting live events on the web painless. iStreamPlanet also has strategically
located, specially equipped encoders and satellites and fiber-content acquisition facilities to reduce the costs of
getting content to the web.
Omniture is the leader in web analytics. The Omniture Online Marketing Suite is the leading solution to
optimize ad spend and conversion. It includes a comprehensive portfolio of applications for visitor acquisition,
conversion, online analytics, and multichannel analytics built on an open business analytics platform.
Vertigo is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, providing design and development assistance by using the latest
Microsoft technology to redefine the human and computer interface.
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2010 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
FAST FACTS CTV NRK NBC

Total number of events
covered

300, including 86 medal
events

300, including 86 medal
events

300, including 86 medal
events

Hours of video consumed 7.2 million hours total (6.3
live, 0.9 VOD)

1.02 million hours 4.4 million

Peak concurrent active live
streams

14 (out of 19) 16 (out of 19) 19 (out of 24)

Peak concurrent online
viewers

133,785 48,802 181,000

Total amount of video
delivered

6.2 petabytes 960 terabytes total (800 live,
160 VOD)

3.6 petabytes

Total video streams delivered 28.6 million 4.6 million total (3.3 live, 1.3
VOD)

50.5 million

Total number of unique
visitors consuming video
online

3.9 million 1.22 million 15.8 million

Average minutes per unique
view over the entire Games

111.3 - -

by Daniel Karuppiah, Jason Suess, Alex Zambelli

The 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver marked the sixth of seven consecutive Olympic Games broadcast by NBC
Universal and presented the opportunity to build on the success of the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. NBC
teamed with premier technology vendors, led by Microsoft, to cover 4,485 hours of 2010 Winter Olympics events
in HD via Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) Smooth Streaming to a video player based on Microsoft
Silverlight. In addition to pleasing sports fans, the programming offered an audience of more than 15.8 million
unique visitors to the many advertising partners of NBC. The exceptional capability of IIS Smooth Streaming and
Silverlight technologies gave technology vendors the tools they needed to deliver midstream ads while providing
an engaging experience for Olympics enthusiasts.

Microsoft and its partners provided an infrastructure that helped to provide NBC, the Canadian television company
(CTV), and the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) with streaming content of the 2010 Winter Olympics.
This article describes the general IT architecture and tools used to support these three broadcasters, and offers
specific details about how NBC inserted midstream ads in both the live video and video-on-demand (VOD)
scenarios and created and delivered highlight clips.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/nbc-online-video-monetization-and-highlights-creation-for-the-2010-winter-olympics.md
http://www.nbcolympics.com/


Peak minutes per unique
view (per user/per day)

- 77.94 -

Photos - - 41,560

Photo galleries - - 1,573

Video quality 720p for live and VOD 720p for live and VOD 720p for live and VOD

2010 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
FAST FACTS CTV NRK NBC

About IIS Media Services 3.0 and IIS Smooth StreamingAbout IIS Media Services 3.0 and IIS Smooth Streaming

About SilverlightAbout Silverlight

Winter Olympics Solution Overview

Streaming ContentStreaming Content

IIS Media Services 3.0, an integrated HTTP-based media delivery platform, delivers true HD (720p+) streaming
and provides real-time logging to measure media investments. By offering a complete media delivery platform
together with a proven web server, rich, dynamic websites can now be managed from a single web platform: IIS.
IIS Smooth Streaming, a feature of IIS Media Services, is a hybrid media delivery method that acts like streaming
but is based on HTTP progressive download rather than a traditional streaming protocol. The HTTP downloads are
performed in a series of small chunks, enabling the media to be easily and cost-effectively cached along the edge of
the network and closer to clients. Providing multiple encoded bit rates of the same media source also lets
Silverlight-based IIS Smooth Streaming clients seamlessly and dynamically switch between bit rates, depending on
network conditions and the utilization metrics of the client. The resulting user experience is one of reliable,
consistent playback without stuttering, buffering, or "last mile" congestion.

Silverlight is a powerful development platform for creating rich media applications and business applications for
the web, desktop, and mobile devices. Combined with the continued innovation in world-class tools from Microsoft
for designers and developers, such as Microsoft Visual Studio and Microsoft Expression Blend, Silverlight
empowers more than 6 million Microsoft .NET Framework developers to create cutting-edge, rich Internet
applications and media experiences.

The three broadcasters chose Microsoft partners and technologies—featuring Silverlight, the Silverlight Media
Framework, and IIS Media Services 3.0 technology running on Windows Server 2008—to create a platform for
delivering online video programming monetized through sophisticated ad support.

The ultimate delivery of the program required coordination among myriad partners who provided a variety of
services, including broadcasting, transmission and encoding, player development, content management and
delivery, security and analytics, highlights creation and delivery, and ad insertion. In this section, you will learn
about the basic architecture of streaming and how the player consumed the video, video assets, and ads.

As shown in Figure 1, NBC and CTV shared much of the same streaming infrastructure, which was a fully
redundant, cloud-based content origination service combined with real-time performance monitoring,
maintenance, and health checks of the origin server resources. For NBC, iStreamPlanet handled the receipt and
production of 24 concurrent HD video feeds, including venue and broadcast streams, obtained from fiber-optic
streams from the International Broadcast Center in Vancouver via the NBC studio at 30 Rockefeller Center in New
York City and satellite streams via CTV in Toronto. The multicast feeds were then converted to HD-SDI and
transported to a bank of Inlet Spinnaker HD Encoders, which reencoded the video into 720p streams for the IIS
origin servers to process and distribute across the content delivery network (CDN). IIS Smooth Streaming content
was streamed via the Akamai HD Network—a highly distributed, HTTP-based CDN of 65,000 servers—to
audiences in Canada, Norway, and the United States. This content was delayed for about 30 seconds to allow for



Workflow AutomationWorkflow Automation

the midstream insertion of ads in the live stream.

Figure 1. NBC video, highlights, and ad insertion workflow.

For CTV, iStreamPlanet handled the video workflow consisting of the acquisition of 24 concurrent HD video feeds,
including:

Venue and broadcast streams from the International Broadcast Center in Vancouver and satellite streams via
CTV in Toronto
Decoding of the multicast feeds to HD-SDI
Routing of the feeds to assigned encoders
Provisioning of all IIS Smooth Streaming publishing points
Starting and stopping of Inlet Spinnaker HD Encoders via an Inlet API

For NRK, iStreamPlanet handled the video workflow for Olympic Broadcasting System (OBS) feeds only, which
included 19 HD video feeds. iStreamPlanet decoded the multicast feeds to HD-SDI, routed the feeds to assigned
encoders, and provisioned the IIS Smooth Streaming publishing points. Four NRK encoders in Oslo, Norway,
received feeds from the European Broadcasting Union headquarters in Geneva for NRK's two broadcast channels,
NRK1 and NRK2, for the events. These channels delivered localized content with Norwegian commentary, and the
focus was primarily on Norwegian athletes. From Oslo, content was streamed over the Akamai HD Network, a
highly distributed, HTTP-based distribution network.

It should be noted that the 19 OBS streams were common across the three broadcasters CTV, NRK, and NBC,
while the additional streams were fully produced, simulcast streams.

To streamline the video delivery workflow, iStreamPlanet developed a web service that brokered interaction
between the multicast decoders, Inlet encoders, and IIS server groups, or pods. This workflow service used IIS
Media Services APIs to automate delivery of live, encoded streams to multiple publishing points within the IIS
origin server environment, including ingest, live, and VOD servers. The service also tapped Inlet APIs to handle
provisioning and starting and stopping of encoders, and failover between encoders. After the Inlet encoders
pushed the content to the various publishing points on the IIS servers, the iStreamPlanet automation service
parsed the manifest file to extract the start time code. This information was then sent to the delta tre content
management system (CMS) to initiate ad insertion, highlight production, and publication of the video to the
website.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/live-smooth-streaming-events/nbc-online-video-monetization-and-highlights-creation-for-the-2010-winter-olympics/_static/image1.jpg
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From Live Video to VODFrom Live Video to VOD

Protection and Optimization for the Silverlight-Based Video-Player ApplicationProtection and Optimization for the Silverlight-Based Video-Player Application

Health Monitoring of the IIS Smooth Streaming InfrastructureHealth Monitoring of the IIS Smooth Streaming Infrastructure

Real-Time Monitoring and AnalysisReal-Time Monitoring and Analysis

The iStreamPlanet origin server, located at the SuperNAP data center in Las Vegas, was run across three server
pods, each one consisting of the primary and the secondary origin servers. Each pod included one ingest, one live,
and one video-on-demand (VOD) server, all running Windows Server 2008 R2 and IIS Media Services 3.0. The
infrastructure included a bank of Inlet Spinnaker encoders, not only to handle the number of simultaneous
Olympic events in progress but also to provide multiple streaming bit rates for each event. In today's IIS Smooth
Streaming adaptive bit rate (ABR) delivery scenarios, this helps to ensure outstanding user experience and quality
and, even more importantly, to provide graceful failover and business continuity planning.

IIS Smooth Streaming technology coupled with iStreamPlanet's workflow automation supported an easy
transition seamlessly between live video and VOD. Archives of live content were created on VOD servers, and
HTTP redirectors were created in the Akamai network. As soon as the live stream ended, the video-player
application automatically redirected to the VOD server for playback of archived video content.

For the NBC Silverlight-based video player, Dotfuscator from PreEmptive Solutions both protected and optimized
the final Silverlight components. One Silverlight-specific feature worth noting is that Dotfuscator can accept and
output XAP files instead of low-level DLLs that force developers to manually edit XAP files; this shortened and
simplified the release process, which was critical for an event like the Olympics. Dotfuscator obfuscated and pruned
the video player's executables to prevent tampering and reverse engineering and reduce video-player download
time.

Wintellect, a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, created specialized management packs for Microsoft System Center
Operations Manager that worked through an interface with IIS Media Services APIs. Wintellect provided critical
support in the configuration and health monitoring of the origin server environment, a state-of-the-art, high-
security data center that housed all of the IIS Smooth Streaming servers used for the Winter Olympics. These
included ingest servers that processed live, encoded streams; live servers; VOD servers for on-demand playback of
archives; and completely redundant sets of hardware. Wintellect also created tools for health monitoring and
maintenance of the IIS Smooth Streaming infrastructure. These included:

Deployment and configuration of System Center Operations Manager to monitor the health of the Olympics
server environment.
Creation of custom System Center Operations Manager management packs that interfaced with the IIS Smooth
Streaming APIs to provide continuous performance metrics, feedback, and alerts related to the health of
publishing points in the data center.
Creation of custom System Center Operations Manager jobs that automatically shut down any orphaned live
publishing points.
Development of a custom Windows service agent to remotely manage all of the IIS Smooth Streaming servers
within the data center.
Development of a Silverlight-based application to interface with the service agents via Windows
Communication Foundation. This tool allowed Microsoft to quickly publish new configuration files (such as
web.config and clientaccesspolicy.xml) to groups of servers and dynamically manipulate configuration settings
(for example, turning off compression on a remote IIS Smooth Streaming server when required) through a
visual interface on multiple remote servers at once.
Creation of a synchronization tool that compared the file structure of replicated servers and automatically sent
an email message containing detailed reports of any discrepancies to the Olympics team at Microsoft.

Conviva integrated its Pulse Monitoring Plug-in with the video player, as seen in Figure 2. Conviva Telemetry &
Insights is a real-time, cross-platform audience measurement and inference service. By using Conviva's Pulse
Monitoring Plug-in, NBC and its partners obtained real-time insights into:



NBC Clip Creation and Ad Insertion

About the NBC Silverlight-Based Video PlayerAbout the NBC Silverlight-Based Video Player

Video quality and experience for each viewer
Viewer engagement
Content popularity trends
Network distribution performance and operational diagnostics

The monitoring was done via a web-based console that allowed users to react in real time. An alerting system was
also in place to send email messages or phone texts.

With complete viewer penetration and up-to-the-second actionable insights, NBC and its partners optimized the
experience and economics of the live events and on-demand content. This helped to provide stable, high-quality
online coverage over the 17 days of the Winter Olympics.

Figure 2. Conviva Pulse management console gave NBC and its partners real-time insights.

An example of where Conviva technology provided real-time quality control was during the final U.S. hockey game
that peaked at 181,000 concurrent viewers. Before the start of the game, there was little data that could predict the
size of the audience, so the partners used information that the Pulse management console provided to ensure that
the viewer experience was excellent during these games. For instance, Vertigo, the NBC video-player development
team, tracked player errors and configuration changes in real time; this was invaluable in ensuring a good viewer
experience while ramping up to unprecedented, live-event traffic levels for the Winter Olympics.

NBC provided an audience of more than 15.8 million unique visitors to its advertising partners. In addition to
offering an engaging experience, technology vendors took advantage of Silverlight and IIS Smooth Streaming to
develop a way to publish highlight clips faster and to deliver midstream ads.

California-based Vertigo designed and developed NBC's 2010 Winter Olympics video-player and photo-viewer
application. Vertigo built the Silverlight-based video player and photo viewer, playing the video streams coming
from iStreamPlanet and Akamai while integrating the data streams and displaying the photos coming from delta
tre. The video-player code was secured by using PreEmptive Solution's Dotfuscator and had code built in to enable
Conviva monitoring. The Vertigo team extended core functionality in the Silverlight Media Framework to
incorporate HD video support, DVR-style controls (including "trick plays"), rich data integration, and social-media
functionality. Figure 3 illustrates the basic architecture of the player.
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Figure 3. The architecture for NBC's Silverlight-based video player for the Winter Olympics.

In addition, the Vertigo team built in specific support for playing ads, including integration with DoubleClick, which
ensured Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB)–certified ad delivery. The player "listened" for ad markers through IIS
Smooth Streaming.

Time to market: During the Beijing Olympics, NBC needed to place the highlight clip of, say, Michael Phelps'
winning a medal available within minutes, because viewers wanted to watch the race again online. If this huge rush
of traffic to the site could not be capitalized upon, it was a missed opportunity. NBC took advantage of the
Silverlight Rough Cut Editor (RCE), which enabled rapid, light-touch editing of IIS Smooth Streaming video
content without the need for re-encoding. By using the RCE during the Winter Olympics, within seconds an editor
could mark in and mark out the clip needed and have the clips available within minutes after the event.

Reduced Cost: Typically, an editor sitting down at the editing bay to create a clip would use specialized hardware
and software that would include high-end editing tools and processes to create an EDL file. The file then went
through a transcode process that also involved specialized hardware and software, both of which were expensive.
The RCE allowed NBC to take advantage of the web production, where a significant portion of the assets could be
reused without the need for use of expensive and specialized equipment. Developed by Southworks, the RCE
simplifies the editing and publishing process, enabling real-time, browser-based video editing and providing the
ability for publishers to improve collaboration, manage dynamic metadata, and deliver exciting content to the web.
Powered by Silverlight, the RCE provides a rich, stutter-free, full-screen editing experience. The RCE has an open
and extensible architecture, and it can be integrated into any digital asset management and any encoding or
transcoding system that an organization is already using.

Training time associated with the RCE was hence reduced in absence of specialized equipment. In preparation for
the Winter Olympics in Vancouver, 50 editors learned how to use the RCE in just three hours.

Decentralized Production: To use the RCE, one did not have to be at the editing bay. It could be accessed from
anywhere; the editor did not have to be someone who understood highly specialized equipment. The RCE was so
easy to use that even senior management folks created clips. The RCE, which was enhanced for the Winter
Olympics project, as seen in Figure 4, is a nondestructive editing tool that allows an editor to mark in and mark out
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Composite Manifest for Clip CreationComposite Manifest for Clip Creation

sections in the live video feeds, creating a playlist that points toward live video feeds delineating the highlights.

In summary, the RCE was used to create highlights without any need for conforming or transcoding (not the
editing and publishing process) and offered NBC a faster workflow to get to market at a lower cost—plus, the
workflow provided for a decentralized production model.

Figure 4. The RCE user interface.

One part of the Silverlight Media Framework is the IIS Smooth Streaming Client, which includes the
SmoothStreamingMediaElement (SSME). This control is the core client-side component for making Smooth
Streaming work in Silverlight, and it includes support for a manifest format called the Composite Manifest.

A Content Manifest is essentially an XML-based playlist file that defines, and allows Silverlight to play back, cuts-
only clips created from one or more longer clips. Using this manifest, the RCE can be used to dynamically take
portions of existing streams and then deliver them as "new" Smooth Streaming assets, without going through the
process of re-assembling, re-encoding, or trans-muxing the existing streams. For the Winter Olympics project,
NBC operators used the RCE and a live, encoded stream of the events to create interesting highlight clips for their
viewers to watch within minutes.

As indicated in Figure 5, the fragments from the live stream are not copied and joined together; rather, the start
and stop points in the original stream are referenced. When the player plays the clip, each stream is located and
played in the order indicated in the Composite Manifest. Although Smooth Streaming files typically delivers
fragments that are 2 seconds in duration, the Composite Manifest lets you start and end your clips within the
boundaries of any given fragment. This means cuts are not constrained to be made at fixed two-second fragment
intervals, but can be nearly frame-accurate.
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Figure 5. The composite manifest for a highlights clip.

For NBC, deltatre integrated the RCE directly into the content management system (CMS) to provide a seamless
workflow for the editors creating the highlights, as shown in Figure 6. At the end of each editing session, the RCE
called web services via the CMS to save an XML-based project file. The editor could then use the CMS to add any
necessary metadata associated with the new highlight (for example, a title, description, sport, athletes involved, and
so on). When the highlight was ready to be published, the CMS sent the RCE project file to a web service provided
by Southworks that transformed the file into a Composite Manifest (.csm) file that was uploaded to the IIS origin
server.

Figure 6. The operator process for clip creation.
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Ads Delivered by Using thedeltatre Ad-Insertion ToolAds Delivered by Using thedeltatre Ad-Insertion Tool

delta tre built the NBC Olympics website, using its sports-specific content management system (CMS) for the
creation and operation of the site. delta tre also managed the real-time results system and synchronized it with live
video to offer viewers an engaging, interactive Olympics experience. The Silverlight-based player read and
integrated a data feed from delta tre that contained play-by-play information, schedules, results, and other
Olympics-related statistical information which was integrated, in real time, into the video player.

delta tre developed new features in the CMS to give NBC more flexibility in serving ads for live and on-demand
videos to maximize commercial value. Midstream ads were inserted both in live streams and in VOD-only
offerings, such as high-production-value, file-based highlight reels that were created at NBC's Highlights Factory in
Vancouver.

The delta tre ad-insertion tool gave ad operators from NBC a fast way to choose a preconfigured "ad pod" and
select a precise insertion location in the stream. The tool enabled NBC to place ad markers very precisely in video
streams and to change the ads presented at almost any time.

Figure 7 illustrates how the ad-insertion tool worked with the video feeds. The ad operators viewed an undelayed
live feed to determine where to place the ad markers.

Figure 7. The ad-insertion process for NBC Olympics live programming.

In the live setting, an operator clicked the appropriate button that represented the template type while watching the
undelayed feed to choose the correct moment to start the ad pods, as seen in Figure 8. This action triggered a
metadata injection into the live stream, which was pushed to the content delivery network (CDN) and then to the
video player. The video player read the template and then executed DART.
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Figure 8. The ad-insertion tool has seven buttons on the bottom that refer to predetermined ad templates (for
example, 15-second spots might be the "A" template and 30-second spots might be the "B" template).

After the video and its associated ads were available for VOD, the ads could be replaced by performing a similar
process. In this case, the tool would insert an addendum to the manifest, which indicated which ad should be
replaced and which ad template to use instead.

The IIS Smooth Streaming support for in-stream data feeds made implementing ads straightforward. The ad
information was delivered directly into the video's manifest, and business logic—which was built into the player—
defined whether the player would play the ad. For example a basic rule could be set that if a viewer had seen an ad
in the last 3 minutes, an ad would not be served again. If a viewer rewound, he would not be served ads if he has
seen one in the last 3 minutes, while another viewer would be served ads again if he had not seen an ad in the last
3 minutes.

Ad types and opportunities were well defined early in the process to meet IAB standards and to meet the business
goals of NBC. The majority of the ads were 30-second clips, but some were 15-second and 60-second clips.

The following code snippet is an example of the two templates that were used for the Winter Olympics video
player :

TemplateType is just a string identifier.
Each TemplateType can be separated into live and VOD variants.
Each Item identifies an ad.

Duration is the estimated duration (in ticks).
KeyValuePairs can be used to add any number of additional tags that are added to the DART call
(trafficking).
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<Templates>
<Template TemplateType="A" StreamType="Live">
<Items>
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=a;dur=15" /> 
</Items>
</Template>
<Template TemplateType="A" StreamType="VOD">
<Items>
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=a;dur=15" /> 
</Items>
</Template>
<Template TemplateType="F" StreamType="Live">
<Items>
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
</Items>
</Template>
<Template TemplateType="F" StreamType="VOD">
<Items>
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
     <Item Duration="300000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=30" /> 
     <Item Duration="150000000" KeyValuePairs="slot=f;dur=15" /> 
</Items>
</Template>
</Templates>

Ads Delivered in VODAds Delivered in VOD

Ads by Using the RCEAds by Using the RCE

Ads in "Rewinds"Ads in "Rewinds"

NBC inserted ads for three different VOD scenarios, including using RCE highlights, archives of live streams, and
encores (long-form replays of ads on TV).

Ads for VOD-only deliverables were produced by using the RCE, as shown in Figure 9. When creating RCE
highlights, editors would create markers on the timeline for the location where the ads should be inserted. The
resulting RCE project file would be sent to a manifest generator that produced a composite manifest (.csm) file that
included metadata for locations of the ad insertions. The Silverlight-based video player would play the ads based
on this metadata information.

Figure 9. VOD workflow using the RCE.

NBC delivered full event "rewinds," which were full event archives of previous live streams. In this case, the delta
tre CMS had already injected the metadata that included the ad-insertion points during the live stream. Figure 10
illustrates the workflow of how the rewind video existed on the VOD origin server at the end of an event. To insert
a new ad or replace ads, the CMS created an addendum to the composite manifest based on the inputs from the
editor, which is merged with the video at the Silverlight-based video player.
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Figure 10. Workflow for ad insertion for rewind videos.

Ads were also inserted into the file-based, high-quality highlights VOD content created by the NBC Highlights
Factory in Vancouver. For these "encore" clips, the Highlights Factory used high resolution OBS master material
and then created either cut-only edits or more complex material for glossier pieces that included a voice-over,
graphics, and transitions. Examples of these pieces included presentations of events after they were broadcast on
TV, such as the opening ceremonies. As shown in Figure 11 the clips were encoded only after they were approved
and were published through the delta tre CMS

Figure 11. Ad workflow for encore highlight videos. Figure 12 illustrates an example of how ad markers were
incorporated in high production quality VOD encores. [[
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Figure 12. Example of ad marker incorporation into an encore highlights video. ### Monitoring Ads An inverse
correlation exists between advertising and viewership, so broadcasters strive for an optimum balance between
popularity of content and the number of ads they can serve without losing viewers. As seen in Figure 13, Conviva's
real-time insights allowed monitoring of the real-time experience of the viewers of the live stream and on-demand
content. This helps to deliver ads at an optimum level. For example, if more ads are scheduled and the broadcaster
sees a drop in viewership, the number of ads scheduled can be decreased. Before the start of a game, typically, the
broadcasters estimated the size of an audience and scheduled ad inventory. By using Conviva's real-time insights,
the broadcasters were able to dynamically manage ad inventory depending on the viewership throughout the

game.  Figure 13. The Conviva
Pulse management console, monitoring ads skipped and ads played, among other things. Features of real-time
monitoring enabled the broadcasters to understand whether the ads were being delivered as planned. When an ad
was skipped, the broadcasters knew where, when, and which ad had been passed over and they used these insights
to make adjustments. Features include the following: - WithinMidrollTimer: Indicates that an ad was skipped
within a midroll. By looking at the console, a broadcaster could determine whether the midroll ad had been played
or skipped. - Ad Playing: Indicates that an ad that is playing has been skipped. By looking at the console, one can
determine whether the ad playing reached completion or was skipped. - Scheduling: Indicates that ads that have
been scheduled to appear have been skipped. By looking at the console, a broadcaster could determine whether the
scheduled ad had been played or skipped. - WithinPreRollTimer: Indicates that the preroll ad that appeared prior
to an online video had been skipped. By looking at the console, a broadcaster could determine whether the preroll
ad had played or not. ## Conclusion NBC, CTV, and NRK wanted to attract more viewers to their 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver websites by offering compelling, immersive experiences that would support a more
sophisticated approach to advertising. The three broadcasters and their partners used IIS Smooth Streaming and
Silverlight technologies to employ an ad and video delivery platform that offered a flexible workflow with support
for dynamic ad insertion based on real-time telemetry. By using these exciting technologies, the broadcasters were
able to: - Create a compelling experience that increased traffic. - Employ flexible, sophisticated ad integration. -
Deliver highlights faster The three broadcasters found that the combination of the IIS Smooth Streaming
technology and Silverlight helped them to monetize their coverage of the Winter Olympics in more and varied
ways than past events. Inserting ads midstream without disrupting the viewer experience created more
opportunities for NBC, CTV, and NRK to offer to their advertising partners. Meanwhile, the RCE helped the
broadcasters to deliver highlights to fans faster while saving money on production. Combined, the broadcasters
delivered the following totals: - A total of 300 events, 86 of which were medal events - 12.6 million hours of video
streamed - 10.76 petabytes of video delivered - 83.7 million video streams - 20.92 million unique video visitors ##
Resources - NBC Streams 4.4 Million Hours of Olympics Video, Delivers Midstream Ads - NRK Captures Gold for
High-Quality Winter Olympics Coverage, More Than 1 in 4 Norwegians Tune in Online - CTV Streams 6.2
Petabytes of Winter Olympics To over 3.9 Million Visitors, Making Every Second Count - Composite Manifest
Support for Rough Cut Editing scenarios in SSME: blogs.iis.net/vsood/archive/2010/01/22/composite-manifest-
support-for-rough-cut-editing-scenarios-in-ssme.aspx - Streaming the Olympics: How We Got Here:
blogs.iis.net/alexzam/archive/2010/02/16/streaming-the-olympics-how-we-got-here.aspx - Introducing the
Silverlight Rough Cut Editor (video from MIX 10): live.visitmix.com/MIX10/Sessions/CL26 - Delivering Live and
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On-Demand Smooth Streaming, a deployment guide, presented by iStreamPlanet and Microsoft ### Microsoft
Silverlight Microsoft Silverlight is a cross-browser, cross-platform plug-in for delivering the next generation of
.NET-based media experiences and rich interactive applications for the web and mobile devices. Fully supported by
Visual Studio and Expression Blend, Silverlight includes major media enhancements, out-of-browser support for
web applications on the desktop, smooth streaming capabilities, browser ubiquity, graphics processing unit (GPU)
acceleration, and support for 3-D graphics and H.264 video. For more information about Silverlight, visit
www.microsoft.com/silverlight and for resources, visit www.silverlight.net. ### Silverlight Media Framework The
open-source Silverlight Media Framework from Microsoft enables developers to quickly deploy a robust, scalable,
customizable media player for IIS Smooth Streaming delivery. The framework builds on the core functionality of
the IIS Smooth Streaming Client. For more information about the Silverlight Media Framework, visit
smf.codeplex.com. ### Silverlight Rough Cut Editor The Silverlight Rough Cut Editor is a standalone component
proxy and metadata editing solution that allows end users to collaborate on and edit IIS Smooth Streaming content
in a cross-platform web browser experience. For more information about the Silverlight Rough Cut Editor, visit
rce.codeplex.com. ### IIS Media Services IIS Media Services is an integrated HTTP-based media delivery platform
that delivers true HD (720p+) live and on-demand streaming, DVR functionality, and real-time analytics support to
computers, TVs, and mobile devices. It offers a complete multi-format media delivery platform built on a proven
Web server, allowing the management of highly immersive websites from a single Web platform. IIS Smooth
Streaming is one of the features of IIS Media Services. For more information about IIS Media Services, visit
www.iis.net/media. The information contained in this document represents the current view of Microsoft
Corporation on the issues discussed as of the date of publication. Because Microsoft must respond to changing
market conditions, it should not be interpreted to be a commitment on the part of Microsoft, and Microsoft cannot
guarantee the accuracy of any information presented after the date of publication. This white paper is for
informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS
DOCUMENT. ## Appendix: Partners Partners involved with the NBC online coverage of the Winter Olympics in
Vancouver include: - iStreamPlanet. iStreamPlanet has created a variety of managed and hosted services for
getting content onto the web. Its nationwide footprint of webcast producers, each with many years of experience in
producing the largest webcasts, makes the process of putting live events on the web painless. iStreamPlanet also
has strategically located, specially equipped encoders and satellites and fiber-optic content acquisition facilities to
reduce the costs of getting content to the web. - Inlet Technologies. Through innovative solutions for media
preparation that combine striking video quality with surprising simplicity and reliability, Inlet Technologies enables
customers to expand audiences and realize greater value from content. - Vertigo. Vertigo is a Microsoft Gold
Certified Partner that provides design and development assistance by using the latest Microsoft technology to
redefine the human and computer interface. - deltatre. delta tre is a sports media services company that provides
operational, technology, and consulting services for broadcast, web, results, graphics, and sports business
processes. With more than 300 staff in Turin, Italy; London, England; Lausanne, Switzerland; and Paris, France, and
24 years of experience at the highest level of international sports, delta tre has the resources to take on the biggest
challenges in the world of sports. - Akamai. Akamai is the leading global service provider for accelerating content
and business processes online. The company has created a digital operating environment for the web. Its global
platform of thousands of specially equipped servers helps the Internet withstand the crush of daily requests for
rich, dynamic, and interactive content, transactions, and applications. When delivering on these requests, Akamai
detects and avoids Internet problem spots and vulnerabilities to ensure that websites perform optimally, media and
software download flawlessly, and applications perform reliably. - Conviva. Conviva was founded in 2006 by Dr.
Hui Zhang and Dr. Ion Stoica to deliver the highest-quality video experience for both viewers and premium-
content owners. Backed by Foundation Capital, NEA, and UV Ventures, Conviva's express purpose is to optimize
the experience and economics of online video while providing content owners real-time insights. - Wintellect.
Wintellect is a consulting, debugging, and training firm that specializes in the .NET Framework and Windows
technologies. The company's mission is to help companies build better software, faster. Three developers—Jeff
Prosise, Jeffrey Richter, and John Robbins—and businessman Lewis Frazer founded the company in spring 2000. -
PreEmptive Solutions. PreEmptive Solutions was founded in 1996 and is the market leader in .NET Framework–
based and Java application–hardening and runtime-intelligence solutions. The company's commercial products are
used by thousands of organizations around the world and, through a unique multiyear OEM agreement with
Microsoft, are available to more than 6 million developers through integration with Visual Studio. - Southworks.
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Southworks is a software development company that provides consulting and development services for Fortune
50 companies around the world. - DoubleClick. DoubleClick is a provider of digital marketing technology and
services. The world's top marketers, publishers, and agencies take advantage of DoubleClick's expertise in ad
serving, rich media, video, search, and affiliate marketing to help them make the most of the digital medium.
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Setting Up a Smooth Streaming Web Server

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4

The IIS Smooth Streaming extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) allows you to set up a Web server as
a Smooth Streaming server with a default Microsoft Silverlight client implementation. This walkthrough covers
the following scenarios:

Setting Up a Smooth Streaming Web Server
Deploying and Playing the Sample Content
Creating and Publishing Your Own Content

 

To install IIS Smooth Streaming, see the IIS Media Services Readme Installation Notes. This walkthrough
describes how to set up an on-demand Smooth Streaming server using IIS Smooth Streaming in IIS Media
Services 4, so be sure to select this version of IIS Media Services for installation.

After installation is completed, no additional configuration steps are required to deliver on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentations. To verify that the Smooth Streaming extension is installed correctly, select a website or
virtual directory in IIS Manager and then locate the Smooth Streaming Presentations icon in the Media
Services area.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/on-demand-smooth-streaming/getting-started-with-iis-smooth-streaming.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652406
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652120
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9752847


NOTENOTE

Deploying and Playing the Sample Content

Installing the Sample ContentInstalling the Sample Content

If IIS Manager was running during the installation process, you might need to restart it to see Smooth Streaming
Presentations.

 

To experience Smooth Streaming without creating your own content or Silverlight player, you can download and
install high-definition (HD) sample content encoded for Smooth Streaming and Silverlight player templates. The
following downloads are available:

IIS Smooth Streaming HD Sample Content
SMF Smooth Streaming Sample Client

You can also create your own Smooth Streaming content by using Microsoft Expression Encoder. For more
information, see the next section, Creating and Publishing Your Own Content.

The following IIS Smooth Streaming HD Sample Content downloads are encoded with Microsoft Expression
Encoder 4 into multiple bitrates that let you experience on-demand Smooth Streaming without encoding your
own video:

Big Buck Bunny H.264 720p.zip. A sample Smooth Streaming video presentation, in a compressed (zipped)
folder, which is encoded with H.264 video and AAC audio codecs in 8 standard bitrates.
Elephants Dream H.264 720p.zip. A sample Smooth Streaming video presentation, in a zipped folder, which
is encoded with H.264 video and AAC audio codecs in 8 standard bitrates. In addition, this presentation
includes alternate language and director's commentary audio tracks, and a textstream track that contains
caption text in Timed Text Markup Language (TTML) format.

To install the sample content

1. On your Smooth Streaming Web server, go to the IIS Smooth Streaming HD Sample Content page and click
the Download button for the desired sample video.

2. To extract the Smooth Streaming presentation folder immediately, click Open.
-or-
To copy the zipped folder to your Web server in order to extract the presentation folder at a later time, click
Save, and then open the zipped folder from the saved location.

3. Extract the Smooth Streaming presentation folder to a website or virtual directory on the Web server. This
walkthrough describes a Smooth Streaming Web server with the Big Buck Bunny H.264 720p sample
content stored in the Default Web site. For example:

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652408
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652408


Installing the Sample ClientInstalling the Sample Client

4. To view the Smooth Streaming sample content files, in IIS Manager, open the Smooth Streaming presentation
folder in Content View.

If you want to use another website or virtual directory to store the sample content, enter its physical path.
Be sure to substitute your chosen website or virtual directory appropriately in the rest of the procedures in
this article.

The Microsoft Silverlight Media Framework 2.0 SmoothStreamingPlayer.XAP is a prepackaged player that you
can embed in a webpage to enable client playback of Smooth Streaming media.

To install the sample client

1. If you haven't already done so, install the Sample Content on your Smooth Streaming Web server as
described above.

2. On the Web server, click the following link to download the Sample Client executable file:
SmoothStreamingPlayer.exe.

3. To extract the Sample Client files immediately, click Run.
-or-

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9752687


To copy the Sample Client files to your Web server in order to extract them at a later time, click Save, and then
open the file from the saved location.

4. When you're prompted for a location to store the extracted Sample Client files, enter the directory path of a
temporary folder on your desktop. For example:

5. Open the temporary desktop folder, review the terms in the End User License Agreement (EULA) file, and
then right-click the zipped folder and click Extract All to extract the Sample Client files.

6. When you're asked to select the destination folder to which the Sample Client files will be extracted, select the
sample Smooth Streaming presentation folder on the Web server. For example:

7. To view the Sample Client files, in IIS Manager, open the Smooth Streaming presentation folder in



Playing the Sample Content in SilverlightPlaying the Sample Content in Silverlight

NOTENOTE

Content View.

The following Sample Client files are included in the download:

Smooth Streaming Player-ReadMe.doc. Configuration instructions.
SmoothStreamingPlayer.html. A sample webpage in which you must update the media reference to
the on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation, and if necessary, width and height attributes to
achieve a presentation size that fits your website design.
SmoothStreamingPlayer.xap. The sample Smooth Streaming player.

This section describes how to use the Sample Content and Sample Client files to enable client playback of
Smooth Streaming media.

The latest version of Microsoft Silverlight must be installed on the client computer that you want to use to observe the on-
demand Smooth Stream.

http://%ServerName%/Big Buck Bunny H.264 720p/BigBuckBunny.ism/manifest

1. In a text editor, such as Notepad, open SmoothStreamingPlayer.html and update the mediaurl attribute
value with the fully qualified URL of the on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation server manifest
(.ism) file. In our example, this value is:

If necessary, also update the width and height attributes to appropriate values for your website design.
For complete instructions, see the Readme file (Smooth Streaming Player-ReadMe.doc).

2. In a web browser on the client computer, download the sample webpage from the Web server and begin
viewing the stream. In our example, in the web browser address bar, type 
http://%ServerName%/Big Buck Bunny H.264 720p/ SmoothStreamingPlayer.html.

The on-demand Smooth Stream opens in the web browser, using the Silverlight browser plug-in for
Smooth Streaming.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652120


NOTENOTE

Creating and Publishing Your Own Content

For more information about how to to build rich Silverlight user experiences that take full advantage of on-
demand and live IIS Smooth Streaming capabilities, see the Smooth Streaming Client webpage.

To view a demonstration of how IIS Smooth Streaming works under varying bandwidth conditions, see the Experience
Smooth Streaming webpage. On this webpage, you can use a demonstration player to simulate drops and recoveries in
bandwidth and see Smooth Streaming in action.

  

You can create your own Smooth Streaming content by getting a copy of Microsoft Expression Encoder, which
includes IIS Smooth Streaming presets that make it easy to create Smooth Streaming presentations.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9752845
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9752846
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652410


NOTENOTE
VC-1 encoding codecs are available in a free download of Expression Encoder 4. If you want to encode Smooth Streaming
video with H.264 video codecs, or encode live Smooth Streams, you must purchase Expression Encoder 4 Pro.

When you encode Smooth Streaming video using Expression Encoder, the video is output in Smooth Streaming
format. The video files can then be published directly to your Smooth Streaming Web server by using the
WebDAV publishing plug-in, which is available by default in the Publish area of the Output tab.

To publish directly from Expression Encoder to your Web server by using WebDAV, the free WebDAV Extension
for IIS must be installed on the Web server.

For step-by-step guidance about how to encode Smooth Streaming video using Expression Encoder and deliver
it to clients from your Smooth Streaming Web server, see the Smooth Streaming Deployment Guide.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9652412
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9689879
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Using the Smooth Streaming User Experience Simulator

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4, IIS Media Services 3.0

To create Smooth Streaming presentations, source content is encoded at several quality levels (bit rates) using
Microsoft Expression Encoder or a compression tool from one of our many Encoding Partners. Microsoft
Silverlight-based clients host Smooth Streaming heuristic algorithms that make download bit rate decisions every
few seconds, appropriate for the currently available bandwidth and video rendering capabilities. When the Smooth
Streaming Web server receives a request for media at a specific bit rate from the client, it dynamically creates
cacheable virtual fragments from the corresponding bit rate video file. The client optimizes playback of content in
real-time by requesting a bit rate from the presentation that is most appropriate for current conditions, receiving
the best content possible as conditions change.

This article describes how to simulate client experiences under varying conditions by simulating drops and
recoveries in bandwidth in the Smooth Streaming User Experience Simulator.

Using the Smooth Streaming User Experience Simulator
Simulating a Drop in Available Bandwidth
Simulating a Recovery of Available Bandwidth
User Experience for Seeking

 

The Smooth Streaming User Experience Simulator displays a user interface similar to the following figure.

The interface contains the following components that help simulate conditions and quantify the playback
experience:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/on-demand-smooth-streaming/exploring-bit-rate-changes.md
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Bit Rate Bar

The Now Downloading Bit Rate bar (top-right) displays the network connection's current throughput, in kilobits
per second. The following figure shows that the network throughput is 2436 Kbps.

The Limit Max Bit Rate slider control (top-right) allows you to emulate lower bandwidths, so that you can see
how Smooth Streaming adapts to varying network conditions. The following figure shows that the maximum
allowed throughput is 5436 Kbps.

Bit Rate History

The Bit Rate History panel displays the encoded bit rates that are available. The red line displays a history of the
bit rates used during playback. The right end of the line always represents the current bit rate at which content is
playing. Download bit rate decisions are made every few seconds by the Smooth Streaming heuristic algorithms
that are hosted in Silverlight. A change in the downloaded bit rate may lag behind changes in the simulated
available bit rate by several seconds.

Frame Rate History

The Frame Rate History panel displays the recent history and the current state of the playback frame rate, as a
percentage of the encoded frame rate. You can use this information to determine if the available decoding power is
a limiting factor in the bit rate decision. As the needs of the video decoder and renderer begin to exceed available
CPU resources (either due to hardware limitations or CPU used by other processes), Silverlight skips frames to
keep the stream playing in real time, resulting in a detectable drop of the playback frame rate relative to its possible
maximum (the encoded frame rate of the media). If the playback frame rate falls too low, video playback might
cease to appear smooth, and decoding artifacts might start to appear. To ensure a great playback experience, the
Smooth Streaming algorithms limit the bit rate of the media if excessive skipping of frames occurs. This ensures
that the CPU load required for decoding stays within the limits of the CPU power available.



Simulating a Drop in Available Bandwidth

Simulating a Recovery of Available Bandwidth

 

To simulate a drop in the available throughput, move the Limit Max Bit Rate slider to the left. The following figure
shows a simulated drop to 704 Kbps.

At the next available bit rate decision point (a few seconds later), the Smooth Streaming heuristics algorithms
adjust the download bit rate accordingly. This can be seen by looking at the Now Downloading Bit Rate value
(630 Kbps). The Smooth Streaming client will play content that is already downloaded at the higher bit rate to
maintain high quality for as long as possible, then play the content that is downloaded at the new reduced bit rate,
as can be seen by examining the red line in the Bit Rate History panel.

 

The ability to seamlessly upgrade the experience as conditions recover is crucial to ensuring that all users get the
best quality they can at any moment. Starting from a low simulated bit rate state, we can see how the Smooth
Streaming client heuristics respond when conditions improve. Select a higher simulated bit rate by moving the
Limit Max Bit Rate slider to the right. The following figure shows a simulated recovery to 2750 Kbps.



User Experience for Seeking

At the next available bit rate decision point (a few seconds later), the Smooth Streaming heuristics algorithms begin
to adjust the download bit rate accordingly. This can be seen by looking at the Now Downloading Bit Rate value
(1520 Kbps). Shortly thereafter, content downloaded at the new improved bit rate begins to play, as can be seen in
the Bit Rate History panel. The change in bit rate occurs gradually to prevent a jarring visual quality change.

 

The Smooth Streaming heuristics algorithms ensure that the experience is extremely responsive to seek operations
by downloading media at the desired seek position at a reduced bandwidth to reduce the lag between a seek event
and playback at the new position, and then quickly recovering to the available bit rate to maintain a quality
experience. This can be seen in the Bit Rate History panel after a seek event.
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Prerequisites

Viewing the Tracks in a Smooth Streaming Presentation

by Dave Nelson

Applies To: IIS Media Services 4.0

You can clone your on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations in order to make different sets of bit rates
available to your audience. For example, if you want to save bandwidth costs, you can remove the highest available
bit rate from a cloned presentation in IIS Manager. In specialized content-delivery scenarios, you can clone a
presentation and remove the higher bit rates to make the presentation available as a free sample, while using the
default presentation, which includes all of the original bit rates, for a premium channel.

Prerequisites
Viewing the Tracks in a Smooth Streaming Presentation
Cloning a Smooth Streaming Presentation
Saving Bandwidth Costs by Limiting the Maximum Bit Rate

 

The scenarios in this article require a Smooth Streaming Web server. Follow the steps in Getting Started with IIS
Smooth Streaming to set up a Smooth Streaming Web server and to deploy Smooth Streaming sample content.

  

The Smooth Streaming Presentations page in IIS Manager is useful for displaying the Smooth Streaming
presentation files in a directory at a glance. To open the Smooth Streaming Presentations page in IIS Manager,
do the following:

1. In the Connections pane, click the directory where you deployed the sample content.

2. In the Features View pane, under Media Services, double-click the Smooth Streaming Presentations icon.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/on-demand-smooth-streaming/managing-on-demand-presentations.md


Cloning a Smooth Streaming Presentation

As shown in the following figure, the Smooth Streaming Presentations page displays a summary of the video
and audio bit rates available in each presentation.

 

Cloning a presentation is useful if you want to make an alternate version of your presentation that has a different
set of bit rates available to your audience. To clone a Smooth Streaming presentation, do the following:

1. Select a presentation in the Smooth Streaming Presentations page (described in the previous section), and
then in the Actions pane, click Clone.

2. In the Clone Presentation dialog box, enter a new name for the cloned presentation (for example,
BigBuckBunny - Limited), and then click OK.



The cloned presentation is displayed in the Smooth Streaming Presentations page.

Cloning creates a version of a presentation that shares the presentation metadata without making a deep-copy of
the media (.ismv) files. You can observe this behavior by selecting the Content View tab for the presentation in
IIS Manager. The following figure shows that .ism and .ismc files have been created for the cloned presentation,
and that the original and cloned presentations share the same set of media files.

To make the cloned presentation available to clients, do the following:

http://%ServerName%/Big Buck Bunny H.264 720p/BigBuckBunny - Limited.ism/manifest

NOTENOTE

1. In a text editor, such as Notepad, open SmoothStreamingPlayer.html and update the mediaurl attribute
value with the fully qualified URL of the cloned on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation server
manifest (.ism) file. In our example, this value is:

2. Navigate your Web browser to http://localhost /Big Buck Bunny H.264
720p/SmoothStreamingPlayer.html.

If you stored the sample content in a different content directory, substitute its URL appropriately. To view the content
from a remote computer, substitute the server name for localhost.



Saving Bandwidth Costs by Limiting the Maximum Bit Rate 

You can save bandwidth by removing the highest available bit rate for the presentation in IIS Manager. To do this,
do the following:

1. In the Smooth Streaming Presentations page, select the BigBuckBunny - Limited.ism presentation.

2. In the Actions pane, click Edit Smooth Stream.

3. In the Smooth Streaming Presentation page that appears, select the video track with the highest bit rate
value (2962 Kbps), and then click Remove.

4. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

You can repeat this process and remove additional high bit rate values, leaving only the lower bit rates available as
a free sample. You can use the original presentation file, which includes all of the original bit rates, and make them



available to clients through a premium channel.
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by Alex Zambelli

The Smooth Streaming extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) dynamically detects local bandwidth and
CPU conditions and seamlessly switches, in near real time, the video quality of a media file that a player receives.
Consumers with high-bandwidth connections can experience high definition (HD) quality streaming while others
with lower bandwidth speeds receive the appropriate stream for their connectivity, allowing consumers across the
board to enjoy a compelling, uninterrupted streaming experience and alleviating the need for media companies to
cater to the lowest common denominator quality level within their audience base. The Smooth Streaming Technical
Overview provides a comprehensive history, context, introduction, and technical description of Smooth Streaming,
including the following specific topics:

Introduction
A Brief History of Multiple Bit Rate Streaming

Windows Media Stream Thinning, MBR and Intelligent Streaming
The Shift to HTTP-Based Delivery

Content Delivery Techniques

Traditional Streaming
Progressive Download
HTTP-Based Adaptive Streaming

Introducing IIS Smooth Streaming

Smooth Streaming Playback with Silverlight
Smooth Streaming Architecture

Introducing the Smooth Streaming Format
Smooth Streaming Disk File Format
Smooth Streaming Wire File Format
Smooth Streaming Media Assets
Smooth Streaming Manifest Files
Smooth Streaming Playback

To view the Smooth Streaming Technical Overview as a Microsoft Word document, PDF file, or XPS file, visit
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=03d22583-3ed6-44da-8464-
b1b4b5ca7520.
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by Microsoft

This video is from the "Live Broadcasting with Silverlight and Windows Media" pre-conference workshop
conducted by Chris Knowlton at Streaming Media West in November 2009. The workshop covers end-to-end
technologies and steps required to encode, manage, and deliver live streaming broadcasts with Silverlight. Learn
how to plan the production workflow and organize your Windows Server infrastructure, as well as when to target
Silverlight or Windows Media Player. Also addressed: using cache/proxy servers for intranet scalability, distributing
your live broadcast via a CDN, options for archiving and distributing the event on-demand, and live DVR
capabilities.

▶ Watch video (169 minutes)
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Prerequisites

Verify that Bit Rate Throttling is working

by Chris Knowlton

The Bit Rate Throttling extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) provides the ability to throttle progressive
downloads of media files (in which audio/video playback starts as soon as sufficient data has been buffered on the
client) based on the content bit rate. For sites that deliver audio and video files that may not be watched in their
entirety, this extension can significantly reduce your media-related bandwidth costs. A secondary feature of Bit
Rate Throttling is that it can also be used to throttle non-media ("Data") file types at specified bit rates.

For media files, automatic bit-rate detection and throttling are executed according to settings specified in the IIS
configuration settings. New settings can be added, and existing settings can be adjusted, to achieve significant
bandwidth savings without compromising the user experience. The media throttling settings can only be applied to
defined media file types, so Bit Rate Throttling also includes a way to extend support to other media file types, or
override the definitions for existing file types, through an extensible XML schema interface.

The list of supported media file types is determined by the settings in the IIS configuration file. By default, Bit Rate
Throttling includes support for the following media file types:

.asf

.avi

.flv

.m4v

.mov

.mp3

.mp4

.rm

.rmvb

.wma

.wmv

This article will detail the steps needed to configure the Bit Rate Throttling extension at the server, site, virtual
directory, and file levels.

 

To install the Bit Rate Throttling extension for IIS 7.0 and above, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS
Media Services Readme.

To complete the procedures in this article, it is also helpful to have a good understanding of IIS configuration (a
good starting point would be Deep Dive into IIS Configuration).

 

To ensure that you have already installed Bit Rate Throttling, open the IIS Manager window (shown below). Click a
server in the Connections pane. On the Home Page (displayed in the central pane), you see an area titled Media
Services with a Bit Rate Throttling icon below it. This indicates that you are ready to verify that Bit Rate
Throttling is working.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/bit-rate-throttling/bit-rate-throttling-configuration-walkthrough.md
https://twitter.com/chris_knowlton


If you still have the Default Web Site on your IIS server, follow these instructions to test Bit Rate Throttling. First,
download a sample video file to your server that is at least one minute in length. If you do not have any content
readily available, right-click the following link to a sample Windows Media Video file and click Save As: Serving
New Content with IIS7.

In the Save As dialog box:

1. Set the path to your Default Web Site directory (for example, C:\inetpub\wwwroot ).
2. To simplify things, change the file name to test.wmv.
3. Click Save.

When the download to your server is complete, click Close.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/c/a/3ca6a2de-5060-494d-a8a4-ed45088c24c2/final_3.wmv
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On your IIS server, open Windows Task Manager (for example, press Ctrl + Shift + Esc). Click the Networking tab.
Assuming you have little network activity, you should see something like the following.

On a client computer that has network access to your IIS server, open Windows Media Player, and then launch the
Open URL dialog box (for example, press Ctrl + U). Type in the address of the IIS server Default Web Site in the
Open field (for example, http://<server_name>/test.wmv) as shown below, and click OK.

After nearly two minutes of video clip payback on your client machine, the Networking graph on your IIS server
should look something like the one below.
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Configure throttling at the server level

We see that there was an initial burst of data to fill the pre-roll buffer on Windows Media Player, followed by a
throttled delivery of content at just about 1 Mbps, which is the encoded bit rate of the content.

If these results are similar to those you saw, congratulations! You have successfully installed the IIS Bit Rate
Throttling module. Now, let us move on to an overview of how to change the default settings.

  

First, we examine the default Bit Rate Throttle settings, how to add new settings, and how to change existing
settings.

1. Click your server in the Connections pane click on Bitrate Throttling in the Home Page pane, and then click
Open Feature in the Actions Pane.
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2. In the Bit Rate Throttling page, note the ten media file types that are defined by default in the module (see
below).

3. Note that each File Type has four attributes associated with it:

Throttle Type, which can be either Media or Data (here, each is Media)
Fast Start, which defines how much content to blast down to the client to minimize startup latency (in
either seconds worth of content for Media file types or kB of content for Data file types
Throttle Rate, which defines the download speed of the file upon completion of the Fast Start burst (if
applicable)
Entry Type (Local or Inherited).
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4. Click Add Throttling Setting… in the Actions pane. The Add Throttle Setting dialog box appears.

5. Note that the File Type dropdown has no entries. This is by design. There are ten media file types defined, and
each of them already has a default Throttle Setting configured. Adding new media file types requires that you
first define those media formats using the extensibility schema in the ApplicationHost.config file. To learn more
about how to do this, see the Bit Rate Throttling Extensibility Walkthrough.
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6. Enter a new file extension in the File Type box. For example, enter .jpg. (Why choose .jpg? Consider a 6MB
progressive JPEG file. With Bit Rate Throttling, the first pass of the file could be blasted down with Fast Start,
and the subsequent passes in a throttled manner. Should the end user decide they had started downloading the
wrong image after the first pass and cancelled the download, you might save considerable bandwidth by not
downloading the rest of the file to them at full connection bandwidth.) Since the .jpg extension is not a
recognized audio or video format, it is assumed to be a Data (non-Media) file type, and only fields in the Data
Type Settings section are editable.

7. Since we expect to download progressive JPEG images, and want to see the first pass of the image as soon as
possible, set the Fast Start field to 10, which is measured in kilobytes (KB) and configures the Bit Rate Throttling
module to blast down the first 10KB of each image as fast as the network will allow.

8. Set the Throttle Rate to 5, which configures the Bit Rate Throttling module to download the rest of the file at 5
kilobits per second (kbps).

9. Click OK.

Note that .jpg has been added to the list of File Types.
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11. Enter the MIME type for .jpg (image/jpeg) and the same throttle settings as above.

10. Now, we could add the same throttle settings for jpg by using the MIME type for jpg. Click Add Throttling
Setting… in the Actions pane. The Add Throttle Setting dialog box appears

Note: we have changed the grouping below to group by Throttle Type
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12. Click OK.

13. Click on the .wmv File Type. Note that Edit and Remove options are available in the Actions pane when a File
Type is selected from the list.
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15. Change the existing .wmv Fast Start value from 20 to 25, and the Throttle Rate from 100 to 110 (above). This
configures the module to quickly download the first 25 seconds worth of content in any given .wmv file as fast
as the connection will allow, and then to throttle the rest of the delivery at 110% of the encoded bit rate. For
example, if the end user has a cable connection to the Internet, their connection speed might be 2 Mbps. This is
the speed at which the first 25 seconds worth of content will be delivered. If the file was encoded at 300 kbps,
the remainder of the file would be delivered at 110% of that bit rate, or 330 kbps. This one-two approach allows

14. Click Edit in the Actions pane. The Edit Throttle Setting dialog box appears (below).

Note that the File Type dropdown box and Media Type Settings are pre-populated with the existing .wmv
settings. Also note that you can change the .wmv extension to be a Data Type.
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the media client to quickly acquire content and start playing it back, and then to continue to deliver it at a rate
which should ensure little or no user impact should there be any minor network interruptions later.

16. Click OK. Note that the settings for .wmv are now shown in the list of File Types.

17. Now, enable the Bit Rate Throttling module by clicking on enable
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Configure throttling at the site level

Summary: In this section, you saw the default server-level settings for Bit Rate Throttling, you added settings for a
Data File Type, and edited settings for a Media File Type.

   

In this section, we will take a look at how to add settings and change existing settings at the site level in the IIS
configuration hierarchy.

IIS allows machine administrators to delegate the task of setting and changing configuration to site and application
owners. This is done by using web.config files in the content directories. These files can specify configuration
sections which will take effect on their level in the hierarchy and downwards. The machine administrator has to
explicitly unlock sections at the server (also referred to as global) level, to enable such delegation. By default, most
IIS sections (now including Bit Rate Throttling) are not locked at the server level, but are locked down for
delegation at lower levels (for example, site, virtual directory).

The initial steps below will help you get started with configuration delegation. See the How to Use Configuration
Delegation in IIS7 article for more information on using this functionality.

1. Make sure you have administrative privileges on the machine: By default, you do not have them if you're logged
on as a user other than the built-in Administrator account, even if this user was added to the local
Administrators group on the machine (this is a new security feature in Windows Server 2008, called LUA, which
is beyond the scope of IIS). Make sure to either log on as the built-in Administrator account, or explicitly invoke
applications as the built-in Administrator, as needed, using the "runas" cmd-line tool. For example, to launch
notepad.exe you could run this command: "runas /user:administrator notepad.exe". You will be prompted for the
password of the Administrator account. It's useful to have a command-line window (also referred to as a cmd-
box shell) that is already elevated, by running "runas /user:administrator cmd.exe". Every application you run
from that cmd-box will be elevated as well, and you will not need to use the "runas" syntax from that cmd-box.

<sectionGroup name="media">
 <section name="Bit RateThrottling" overrideModeDefault="Deny" />
</sectionGroup>

2. Make sure the master configuration file is backed up. Simply copy applicationHost.config to a different file,
so that you can restore it later. You will find applicationHost.config under the 
%windir%\System32\inetsrv\config  directory. Note that you will need to be an administrator to do this – see

previous bullet.

In applicationHost.config, the Bit Rate Throttling configuration section in the media section group is locked:

When the configuration section is locked, Bit Rate Throttling entries at all lower levels will show an Entry
Type of Local in the user interface, and any throttling changes you make at those levels will have no effect on
throttling. By unlocking this section at the server level, you can modify various Bit Rate Throttling properties
in web.config files for lower levels that override the global server settings defined in applicationHost.config.
When this section is unlocked, delegation of Bit Rate Throttling is enabled, and Throttling entries at all lower
levels will show a default Entry Type of Inherited.

3. To unlock the Bit Rate Throttling configuration section and enable delegation of this feature:

<sectionGroup name="media">
 <section name="Bit RateThrottling" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
</sectionGroup>

In applicationHost.config, change the Bit Rate Throttling configuration section in the media section
group from "Deny" to "Allow"

Once you have unlocked the Bit Rate Throttling configuration section of applicationHost.config, the



4. As shown below, click on a Web site in the Connections pane tree view.
5. On the Home Page displayed in the central pane, click on the Bit Rate Throttling icon in the Media area.
6. Click on Open Feature in the Actions pane.

7. In the Bit Rate Throttling page (see below), note the eleven file types that have settings defined for the module,
reflecting the changes we made in Configure throttling at the server level. If you were successful in Step 3 of
this section, all of these have the Entry Type of Inherited from the Server level. 

following steps will demonstrate how to make basic throttling changes at the site level.
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8. Click on Add Throttling Setting… in the Actions pane.

9. The Add Throttle Setting dialog box appears (below).
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10. Note that the File Type dropdown box has no entries. Again, this is by design. There are ten media file types
defined, and each of them already has a default Throttle Setting configured. To add new media file types
requires that you first define those media formats using the extensibility schema in the ApplicationHost.config
file. To learn more about how to do this, see the Bit Rate Throttling Extensibility Walk-through.

11. Enter a new file extension in the File Type box (see below). As an example, enter .dat. (Why throttle .dat files?
Perhaps these are large files that do not have a requirement to be downloaded quickly, but you do have a
requirement to support a maximum number of concurrent connections. Throttlling very large low-priority files
will allow you to scale your servers to serve more users.)

12. Since the .dat extension is not a recognized audio or video format, it is assumed to be a Data (non-Media) file
type, and only fields in the Data group box are editable.

13. Since we have no need to blast down the first part of the file, leave the Fast start field at the default value of 0.
14. Set the Throttle rate to 250, which configures the Bit Rate Throttling module to download the rest of the file at

250 kilobits per second (kbps).
15. Click OK.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=7439974
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16. Note that .dat has been added to the list of File Types (see below), with the Entry Type listed as Local. Therefore,
this Throttle setting will only apply to this site and levels below it, but not to peer sites or the overall server.

17. Also note that we now have a Revert to Inherited option in the Actions pane. This allows us to quickly revert all
changes we have made at this level in favor of the inherited rules from higher configuration levels. Use the
Revert to Inherited option carefully! If you have made changes to several File Types, and just need to revert
changes for one of those File Type, make the corrections manually. (For example, if you decided you did not
want the .dat File Type defined at the site level, you could simply select it on the Bit Rate Throttling page and
then click on Remove in the Actions pane.)

18. Click on the .wmv File Type.
19. Note that Edit and Remove options are available in the Actions pane when a File Type is selected from the list.
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20. Click on Edit in the Actions pane.
21. The Edit Throttle Setting dialog box appears (below).
22. Note that the File Type dropdown box and Media Type Settings are pre-populated with the existing .wmv

settings. Also note that you could change the .wmv extension to be a Data Type if you wanted to throttle .wmv
files at a flat rate on this site, rather than using automatic detection of the encoded bit rate for each .wmv file.

23. Change the inherited .wmv Fast Start value from 20 to 25, and the Throttle Rate from 100 to 110. This
configures the module to blast down the first 25 seconds worth of content in any given .wmv file at the site level
as fast as the connection will allow, and then to throttle the rest of the delivery at 110% of the encoded bit rate.

24. Click OK.
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Configure throttling at the virtual directory level

25. Note that the new site level settings for .wmv are now shown in the list of File Types (below), and that just like
the .dat File Type we added above, this is now labeled with an Entry Type of Local.

Summary: In this section, you saw the default site-level settings for Bit Rate Throttling, you added new settings for
a Data File Type, and you edited settings for a Media File Type.

 

In this section, we highlight that a Virtual Directory can be configured using the same basic settings that were
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Configure throttling at the file level

shown for Sites on a previous page. For example, if we add a virtual directory called "videos" to the Default Web
Site (see below), we could easily add or edit Throttle Settings for the content contained in this directory.

 

If you need to change throttle settings at the File level, you can do this also, although it is not as intuitive as the
Server, Site, and Virtual Directory levels. In this case, we will assume that there is a file called sample.wmv in your
videos virtual directory that you wish to set unique throttle settings for. Click on the videos virtual directory, and
then click on Content View at the bottom of the Home Page pane (see below).
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Right-click on sample.wmv in the Home Page pane, and then click on Switch to Features View from the context
menu (see below).
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Now sample.wmv appears in the Connections pane (see below).
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Configure advanced throttle settings at the site level

Double-click on the Bit Rate Throttling icon, and then adjust the throttle settings for the .wmv File Type.

Tip: One way to ensure that you are applying settings to the correct configuration level is to check the path shown
at the top of the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager window; another is to check the status bar at the
bottom of the window (see below).

 

Bit Rate Throttling includes limits to help site administrators manage server resources. The limits apply to
bandwidth per connection and the number of connections allowed. Limits set at the Site level apply to all of the
content on that site.

Let us continue on with the Site example used in Configure throttling at the site level. We will start first by looking
at the limits that apply to bandwidth used per connection.

1. As shown below, go to the Bit Rate Throttling feature on the Default Web site.
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2. Click on Advanced Settings… in the Actions pane.
3. Note the two settings available in the Advanced Settings dialog box (see below):

Default throttle rate: A setting that applies to media files for which the encoded bit rate cannot be
determined (for example, when metadata in a media file is missing or corrupted), or when no throttle rate
is specified for any given media or data file type. Using this as a limit prevents any file or file type from
using a disproportionate amount of bandwidth.
Maximum throttle rate: A setting that limits the throttle rate for all known media or data files to a
specific value. You can set this maximum value for files to limit the throttle rate, even if the throttle rate
setting for a specific file type is higher.

4. Here is a usage example (see below):

Enable the Default throttle rate and set it to 300 kbps.
Enable the Maximum throttle rate and set it to 1000 kbps.
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6. First, as noted in steps 1 and 2 of Configure throttling at the site level, make sure you are a local administrator
on the IIS server, and make a back-up of %windir%\System32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config  file before
making edits.

5. With the settings shown above, the results will be:

Any file delivered by this IIS site that is not currently listed in the Site level Bit Rate Throttle settings will
be delivered at a constant 300 kbps. This does not take precedence over file types that are already
configured to use throttling.
Any file type that is already listed in the Site level Bit Rate Throttle settings will be constrained during
throttling to a maximum of 1000 kbps, even if the throttle setting for that file type were set higher (e.g.
1200 kbps). Note that the Maximum throttle rate only applies to throttled responses, so Fast Start data
will still be sent without throttling to the client as fast as the network connection will allow.

The other type of limit added to the Bit Rate Throttling feature allows an administrator to enforce
connection limits per site for a set of file types. Unlike the bandwidth limits, the connection limits are
configured by editing the main IIS configuration file, applicationHost.config.

There are two primary steps to setting up connection limits: create connection groups and associate file
types to those groups. By default, the ten media file types that are pre-defined in the Bit Rate Throttling
feature are assigned to one of two connection limit groups, called AudioFiles and VideoFiles. For example, if
you ran a Web site that delivers a lot of video in different formats, you might want to limit the number of
concurrent connections to that content to protect server resources and thereby ensure connected users have
a good experience.

7. In applicationHost.config, search for the string "<media>", which you will find in the system.webserver
section. Just below this, you should see the bitrateThrottling section. Relevant portions of this section are
shown below.
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<system.webServer>
 <media>
  <bitrateThrottling enabled="true" minSendSize="5840">
   <throttleSettings>
    <add fileExtension=".asf" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="20" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".wmv" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="20" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".wma" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="20" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="AudioFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".avi" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="20" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".mp3" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="AudioFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".mp4" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".mov" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".flv" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".rm" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="AudioFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".rmvb" settingType="media" initialBufferTimeSeconds="10" 
throttleRatePercentage="100" connectionLimitGroup="VideoFiles" />
    <add fileExtension=".jpg" settingType="data" initialSendSizeKBytes="10" throttleRateKbps="5" />
   </throttleSettings>
   <connectionLimitGroups>
    <add name="VideoFiles" connectionLimit="0" />
    <add name="AudioFiles" connectionLimit="0" />
   </connectionLimitGroups>
   ...
  </bitrateThrottling>
 </media>
</system.webServer>

8. Notice in the configuration XML above that you can associate a given file type with a connection group by
setting an optional connectionLimitGroup attribute on the <add> node within <throttleSettings>.

9. In the separate node called "connectionLimitGroups" (also a child of <throttleSettings>), notice that you can
define a connection group that allows you to enforce a connection limit for a group of file types. By default, the
connection limits are set to "0", which allows unlimited connections.

<connectionLimitGroups>
 <add name="VideoFiles" connectionLimit="5000" />
 <add name="AudioFiles" connectionLimit="0" />
</connectionLimitGroups>

10. Let's go back to the video site example. If you wanted to enforce limits on the number of concurrent video
connections to your site, you could change this node of the configuration file as follows:

The example above allows up to 5000 simultaneous client connections to video files on the Web server.
Assuming the average encoded bit rate of your video content is 300 kbps, this limit would allow an
aggregate of 1.5Gbps of content to be delivered to those clients.

When a connection limit is reached for a given connection group, clients that request the file type receive an
HTTP 503 (Service Unavailable) error. Clients cannot connect and receive throttled content until a
connection becomes available.

You can specify unlimited connections to a given file type by setting connectionLimit="0" or by omitting the
connectionLimitGroup for a given file type.

Note: A site with many applications that each run in different Application Pools will have independent



Summary

connection group limits on a per-worker-process basis. Aggregate connection limits on a per-server basis
are not currently supported.

Summary: In this section, you learned how to apply advanced site-level limits, using advanced bandwidth
throttling settings and connection limits grouped by file types.

 

Congratulations! You have just gotten hands-on practice configuring the IIS Media Services - Bit Rate Throttling
module on your server! At this point, you should be able to adjust Bit Rate Throttle properties at the Server, Site,
Virtual Directory, and File levels.

Check for other articles on the IIS Media Services Web site that describe how to extend the functionality provided
in this module, such as the Bit Rate Throttling Extensibility Walkthrough.

https://www.iis.net/media
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=7439974
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Prerequisites

Creating a Media Format Rule (MFR)

by Vishal Sood

Bit Rate Throttling for Internet Information Services (IIS) provides the ability to throttle progressive downloads of
media files (in which audio/video playback starts as soon as sufficient data has been buffered on the client) based
on the content bit rate. For sites that deliver audio and video files that may not be watched in their entirety, this
module can significantly reduce your media-related bandwidth costs. A secondary feature of Bit Rate Throttling is
that it can also be used to throttle non-media ("data") file types at specified bit rates.

For media files, automatic bit rate detection and throttling are executed according to settings specified in the IIS
configuration settings. New settings can be added, and existing settings can be adjusted, to achieve significant
bandwidth savings without compromising the client experience. The media throttle settings can only be applied to
defined media file types, so Bit Rate Throttling also provides a way to extend support to other media file types, or
to override the definitions for existing file types, through an extensible XML schema interface.

The list of supported media file types is determined by the settings in the IIS configuration file. By default, Bit Rate
Throttling comes with pre-configured support for the following media file types:

.asf

.avi

.flv

.m4v

.mov

.mp3

.mp4

.rm

.rmvb

.wma

.wmv

This article describes the steps needed to effectively use the Bit Rate Throttling extensibility interface. It also
describes the schema elements and steps on how to add support for a media file type.

This article contains the following sections:

Prerequisites
Creating a Media Format Rule (MFR)
Applying the MFR to the Configuration Store
Throttling with Server Variables
Appendix: Bit Rate Throttling Schema

 

To install the Bit Rate Throttling extension for IIS 7.0 and above, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS
Media Services Readme.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/bit-rate-throttling/bit-rate-throttling-extensibility-walkthrough.md
https://twitter.com/vishalsood


MFR GuidelinesMFR Guidelines

Bit Rate RulesBit Rate Rules

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

searchPattern N String Any string NA The search string
to locate the bit
rate information.
The
interpretation of
searchPattern
string depends
on the
searchPatternTyp
e attribute. The
searchPattern will
only be searched
in the search
range defined by
searchRangeStart
and
searchRangeEnd.

Bit Rate Throttling provides support for throttling a media format based on the encoded bit rate of the media
content. As a first step towards this goal, we must determine the bit rate of the media content in question.

Bit Rate Throttling has a concept of media format rules. These rules are expressed in XML format and provide the
information necessary to retrieve the bit rate information for the media content file. The bit rate information can be
present in the media file either as some form of bit rate field, or in the form of a duration field, which can be used to
divide the file size and approximate the encoded bit rate. Bit Rate Throttling supports both methods of retrieving
bit rate information. There are two kinds of Media Format rules: Bit Rate and Duration. Before discussing these two
rules, there are useful general guidelines to keep in mind.

Keep these guidelines in mind when dealing with Media Format rules.

1. Rules are format specific – A rule is applicable to only a particular media format type per the configuration
schema. Media format types are determined by the file name extensions.

2. There can be multiple rules for a particular format– A particular media format can have multiple rules. This
is necessary, as some formats may store separate bit rate information for audio and video. This is also useful for
Multiple Bit Rate (MBR) content.

3. Multiple rules add up – When there are multiple rules for a particular media format, the computed bit rate is
based on the sum of all the individual rules.

4. Bit Rate rules override Duration rules – When you specify both Bit Rate and Duration rules for a particular
format, Bit Rate rules apply and Duration rules are ignored.

5. Do not play with rules unless you know what you are doing– This is very important to note. These rules
are very useful and provide great benefits. At the same time, these rules impact all files with a particular file
name extension. Thus, it is very important that you understand the possible impact when you create custom
media format rules. As a best practice, create a backup copy of the IIS ApplicationHost.config file before you
begin creating or editing Media Format rules.

The Bit Rate rules tell Bit Rate Throttling how to directly retrieve the bit rate information from the media file
format. The rule supports the attributes shown in the following table. The bit rate information is stored in different
ways in different formats.

A Bit Rate rule contains the following fields:



searchPatternTyp
e

N Enum hexValue,
stringValue

NA The type of the
searchPattern –
hex or string.
hexValue: The
search pattern
represents the
actual hex value
in the file. For
example, if you
want to look for
string "bitrate" in
the file, you need
to set
searchPattern to
"6269747261746
5" ("0x62" is 'b',
"0x69" is 'i' and
so on).
stringValue: The
search pattern
represents the
string value to be
searched. Only
ASCII characters
are allowed here
and it is case-
sensitive. For
example, if you
want to look for
string "bitrate" in
the file, you need
to set
searchPattern to
"bitrate".

searchRangeStart N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

0 The start offset
for the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (Also see
"searchFrom").
This should be a
positive number
only.

searchRangeEnd N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

4096 The end offset for
the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (Also see
"searchFrom").
This should be a
positive number
only.

searchFrom N Enum beginning, end,
both

beginning Specifies the
search direction
relative to the file.
beginning: This

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



beginning: This
is for forward
search. This
means the search
is calculated from
the beginning of
the file. For
example, if you
want to search
for data in the
first 1000 bytes
in the file, you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"beginning". end:
This is for
backward search.
This means the
search is started
from the end of
the file towards
the beginning.
For example, if
you want to
search for data in
the last 1000
bytes in the file,
you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"end". both:
means the search
will be executed
both from the
beginning of the
file and the end
of the file. For
example, if you
set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"both", it will first
search through
the first 1000
bytes of the file
and then search
through the last
1000 bytes of the
file. Note that if
the search in the
beginning of the
file succeeded,
the module
would skip the
search from the
end of the file.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



dataOffset N Uint Any unsigned
integer

0 The offset bit
from the search
location. If the
searchPattern is
specified, this
value would
specify the offset
from the end of
the search
pattern.

dataType Y Enum uint16, uint32,
float, double

NA The type of the
data located at
the dataOffset
(see dataOffset
above). unit16:
16-bit unsigned
uint32: 32-bit
unsigned float:
32-bit single
point float
double: 64-bit
double point
double

endianness N Enum bigEndian,
littleEndian

bigEndian The byte order.

unitBitPerSecond N Uint Any unsigned
integer

1 The bit rate
multiplier. For
example, a value
of 1 means the
bit rate data is
expressed in bits
per second (bps),
while a value of
1000 for this
parameter means
the bit rate data
is expressed in
kilobits per
second (kbps).

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

Table 1: Bit Rate Rule attributes

Here are some examples of the bit rate rules:



<add fileExtension=".asf">
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="A1DCAB8C47A9CF118EE400C00C205365" searchPatternType="hexValue" searchRangeStart="0" 
searchRangeEnd="4096" dataOffset="84" dataType="uint32" endianness="littleEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
 </bitrateRules> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".wma"> 
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="A1DCAB8C47A9CF118EE400C00C205365" searchPatternType="hexValue" searchRangeStart="0" 
searchRangeEnd="4096" dataOffset="84" dataType="uint32" endianness="littleEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
 </bitrateRules> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".wmv"> 
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="A1DCAB8C47A9CF118EE400C00C205365" searchPatternType="hexValue" searchRangeStart="0" 
searchRangeEnd="4096" dataOffset="84" dataType="uint32" endianness="littleEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
 </bitrateRules> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".flv"> 
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="videodatarate" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="9" searchRangeEnd="4096" 
dataOffset="1" dataType="double" endianness="bigEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1000" /> 
  <add searchPattern="audiodatarate" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="9" searchRangeEnd="4096" 
dataOffset="1" dataType="double" endianness="bigEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1000" />                    
 </bitrateRules> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".rmvb"> 
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="PROP" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="4096" 
dataOffset="6" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
 </bitrateRules> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".rm"> 
 <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
  <add searchPattern="PROP" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="4096" 
dataOffset="10" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
 </bitrateRules> 
</add>

Duration RulesDuration Rules
Duration rules are similar to the Bit Rate rules, but the value obtained from the media file depicts the duration of
the content rather than the bit rate. In terms of the attributes, Duration rules are also similar to the Bit Rate rules,
with just one difference. In the case of Duration rule, we do not have a unitBitPerSecond attribute; the unit is
instead determined by the timeScale element. The timeScale element essentially specifies the unit of the
Duration field and can also be searched and obtained from the file, just as it is possible with Duration and Bit Rate.
Alternatively, timeScale could also be a constant value specified by the constScale attribute.

There are two parts to a Duration rule: duration and timeScale.

duration – This sub-rule contains all the information to determine the duration value for a media format, in
units of time.
timeScale– This sub-rule contains all the information to determine the units of time in which duration is
expressed, which can then be used as a multiplier to convert the search results of the duration rule into seconds.

These two parts are represented as separate elements in the schema. The element attributes are defined in
following tables.



RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE

PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

searchPattern N String Any string NA The search string
to locate the
duration
information. The
interpretation of
searchPattern
string depends
on the
searchPatternTyp
e attribute.

searchPatternTyp
e

N Enum hexValue,
stringValue

NA The type of the
searchPattern –
hex or string.
hexValue: The
search pattern
represents the
actual hex value
in the file.
stringValue: The
search pattern
represents the
string value to be
searched. Only
ASCII characters
are allowed here
and it is case-
sensitive.

searchRangeStart N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

0 The start offset
for the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (also see
"searchFrom").

searchRangeEnd N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

4096 The end offset for
the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (see
"searchFrom").

searchFrom N Enum beginning, end,
both

beginning Specifies the
search direction
relative to the file.
beginning: This
is for forward
search. This
means the search
is calculated from
the beginning of
the file. For
example, if you
want to search
for data in the
first 1000 bytes



in the file, you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"beginning". end:
This is for
backward search.
This means the
search is started
from the end of
the file towards
the beginning.
For example, if
you want to
search for data in
the last 1000
bytes in the file,
you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"end". both:
means the search
will be executed
both from the
beginning of the
file and the end
of the file. For
example, if you
set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"both", it will first
search through
the first 1000
bytes of the file
and then search
through the last
1000 bytes of the
file. Note that if
the search in the
beginning of the
file succeeded,
the module
would skip the
search from the
end of the file.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE

PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



dataOffset N Uint Any unsigned
integer

0 The offset bit
from the search
location. If the
searchPattern is
specified, this
value would
specify the offset
from the end of
the search
pattern.

dataType Y Enum uint16, uint32,
float, double

NA The type of the
data located at
the dataOffset
(see dataOffset
above). unit16:
16-bit unsigned;
uint32: 32-bit
unsigned float:
32-bit single
point float
double: 64 -bit
double point
double

endianness N Enum bigEndian,
littleEndian

bigEndian The byte order.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE

PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

Table 2: Duration Element attributes



constScale N Uint Any unsigned
integer

0 Specifies whether
to use a constant
timeScale for all
files of this type,
or whether to
calculate the
timeScale for
each file of this
type. If any non-
zero value is
specified for this
attribute, then all
the other
attributes will be
ignored and this
would be taken
as the timeScale.
The specified
number would
then be used as a
multiplier to
convert the
duration data
into seconds. For
example, if the
parsed number
from the
"duration"
element will
stand for
milliseconds in all
files of this type,
the timeScale
should be
specified as 1000.

searchPattern N String Any string NA The search string
to locate the time
scale information.
The
interpretation of
searchPattern
string depends
on the
searchPatternTyp
e attribute.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



searchPatternTyp
e

N Enum hexValue,
stringValue

NA The type of the
searchPattern –
hex or string.
hexValue: The
search pattern
represents the
actual hex value
in the file.
stringValue: The
search pattern
represents the
string value to be
searched. Only
ASCII characters
are allowed here
and it is case-
sensitive.

searchRangeStart N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

0 The start offset
for the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (also see
"searchFrom").

searchRangeEnd N Int64 Any 64-bit
integer

4096 The end offset for
the search
relative to the
beginning of the
file or the end of
the file (see
"searchFrom").

searchFrom N Enum beginning, end,
both

beginning This specifies the
search direction
relative to the file.
beginning: This
is for forward
search. This
means the search
is calculated from
the beginning of
the file. For
example, if you
want to search
for data in the
first 1000 bytes
in the file, you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"beginning". end:
This is for
backward search.
This means the
search is started
from the end of

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



the file towards
the beginning.
For example, if
you want to
search for data in
the last 1000
bytes in the file,
you set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"end". both:
means the search
will be executed
both from the
beginning of the
file and the end
of the file. For
example, if you
set
searchRangeStart
to 0 and
searchRangeEnd
to 1000 with
searchFrom being
"both", it will first
search through
the first 1000
bytes of the file
and then search
through the last
1000 bytes of the
file. Note that if
the search in the
beginning of the
file succeeded,
the module
would skip the
search from the
end of the file.

dataOffset N Uint Any unsigned
integer

0 The offset bit
from the search
location. If the
searchPattern is
specified, this
value would
specify the offset
from the end of
the search
pattern.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION



dataType Y Enum uint16, uint32,
float, double

NA The type of the
data located at
the dataOffset
(see dataOffset
above). unit16:
16-bit unsigned;
uint32: 32-bit
unsigned float:
32-bit single
point float
double: 64-bit
double point
double

endianness N Enum bigEndian,
littleEndian

bigEndian The byte order.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

<add fileExtension=".flv">
  <durationRule enabled="true"> 
  <duration searchPattern="duration" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="4096" 
dataOffset="1" dataType="double" endianness="bigEndian" /> 
  <timeScale constScale="1" /> 
 </durationRule> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".mov"> 
 <durationRule enabled="true"> 
  <duration searchPattern="mvhd" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="65536" 
searchFrom="both" dataOffset="16" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" /> 
  <timeScale searchPattern="mvhd" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="65536" 
searchFrom="both" dataOffset="12" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" /> 
 </durationRule> 
</add> 

<add fileExtension=".mp4"> 
 <durationRule enabled="true"> 
  <duration searchPattern="mvhd" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="65536" 
searchFrom="both" dataOffset="16" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" /> 
  <timeScale searchPattern="mvhd" searchPatternType="stringValue" searchRangeStart="0" searchRangeEnd="65536" 
searchFrom="both" dataOffset="12" dataType="uint32" endianness="bigEndian" /> 
 </durationRule> 
</add>

Applying the MFR to the Configuration Store

Manual EditManual Edit

Table 3: timeScale attributes

Here are some examples of Duration rules:

 

These rules are stored in the IIS configuration file ApplicationHost.config. After you create rules to support
additional media formats, they must be added to the ApplicationHost.config file. There are two recommended ways
to do this:

1. Using a text editor, open the file located under your IIS install root directory
(%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\ApplicationHost.config).

2. Locate the media formats section under the System.webserver -> media section.



AppCmdAppCmd

<add fileExtension=".asf">
    <bitrateRules enabled="true"> 
        <add searchPattern="A1DCAB8C47A9CF118EE400C00C205365" searchPatternType="hexValue" searchRangeStart="0" 
searchRangeEnd="4096" dataOffset="84" dataType="uint32" endianness="littleEndian" unitBitPerSecond="1" /> 
    </bitrateRules> 
</add>

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\> appcmd set config /section:bitrateThrottling /+mediaFormats.[fileExtension='asf']

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\> appcmd set config /section:bitrateThrottling /mediaFormats.
[fileExtension='.asf'].bitrateRules.enabled:true

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\> appcmd set config /section:bitrateThrottling /+mediaFormats.
[fileExtension='.asf'].bitrateRules.
[searchPattern='A1DCAB8C47A9CF118EE400C00C205365',searchPatternType='hexValue',searchRangeStart='0',searchRange
End='4096',dataOffset='84',dataType='uint32',endianness='littleEndian',unitBitPerSecond='1']

Throttling with Server Variables

Server VariablesServer Variables

3. Manually add the new media format rule (<add> …. </add>) just before the </mediaformats> tag in the file.

Add the rule using AppCmd.exe. For example, add the following rule:

The AppCmd commands then look like:

 

In certain circumstances, it may be desirable or necessary to programmatically specify an explicit throttling rate on
a per-request basis. This can be achieved by setting the server variables described in this section via the
SetServerVariable method. The values in the server variables override the config for the particular response they
are specified for.

ResponseThrottler-Enabled - Enables/Disables throttling for the particular request. A value of 0 indicates
disabled while any other value means Bit Rate Throttling is enabled.
ResponseThrottler-InitialSendSize - The initial send size, specified in kilobytes (KB), that is initially sent to
the client at an unthrottled rate to provide the Fast Start experience. This can be used together with
ResponseThrottler-Rate.
ResponseThrottler-Rate- The throttle rate, specified in kilobits per second (kbps), at which the response will be
throttled after any specified Fast Start burst is delivered. This may be used together with ResponseThrottler-
InitialSendSize.
ResponseThrottler-FileExtension - A string that specifies the file name extension for the request (for
example, wmv). This must be specified along with ResponseThrottler-EncodedBitRateKbps. This is applicable
for media responses only.
ResponseThrottler-EncodedBitRateKbps - The encoded bit rate for the content being served in the response
(for example, 1000). This must be specified along with ResponseThrottler-FileExtension. This is applicable to
media responses only.
ResponseThrottler-ThrottleRatePercentage - Specifies the throttle rate, in percent. to be applied to the
request (for example, 110). This is applicable for media responses only. This may be used together with
ResponseThrottler-InitialBufferTimeSeconds.
ResponseThrottler-InitialBufferTimeSeconds - Specifies the initial buffer time during which the response in
unthrottled for fast startup (for example, 20). This is applicable for media responses only. This may be used
together with ResponseThrottler-ThrottleRatePercentage.



NOTENOTE

Precendence OrderPrecendence Order

Setting the Server Variables ProgrammaticallySetting the Server Variables Programmatically

For any of the server variables to work, Bit Rate Throttling must be enabled.

A throttle rate specified via SetServerVariable overrides any throttling values already set in the
ApplicationHost.config or web.config files. However, the new throttle rate is still subject to the Maximum Throttle
Rate value (if specified). Again, a throttle rate specified via SetServerVariable is per-request only. The rate is not be
persisted across requests.

The precedence order is in the following sequence:

1. If Bit Rate Throttling is disabled, none of the server variables apply.
2. If ResponseThrottler-Enabled has a value of 0, none of the other server variables are considered and

response goes unthrottled. All values other than 0 for this variable mean throttling is enabled for the response.
3. When ResponseThrottler-Rate is specified, it is used as the throttle rate for the request. The variable

ResponseThrottler-InitialSendSize may be additionally specified and used. All other variables below are not
evaluated when these are specified.

5. When none of the server variables are present, the stored configuration is used to determine throttling behavior.

4. When ResponseThrottler-Rate is not specified, other media-specific variables may be specified in the
following order :

a. ResponseThrottler-FileExtension and ResponseThrottler-EncodedBitRateKbps must be specified
together. This overrides content detection in Bit Rate Throttling. The file name extensions are used to look
up the rules from the config and encoded bit rate is used when computing throttle rate.

b. When ResponseThrottler-ThrottleRatePercentage is specified, it is used and value in the config is
disabled. In addition, ResponseThrottler-InitialBufferTimeSeconds may be used to specify the Fast
Start interval.

To control the Bit Rate Throttling dynamically, you can use either C++ or managed code:

1. Build an IIS module, which is similar to the ISAPI filter in previous IIS versions. Use a module if you want
programmatic throttling to apply to some or all requests based on arbitrary rules.

2. Build an IIS handler, which is similar to the ISAPI extension in previous IIS versions. Use a handler if you want
programmatic throttling to apply only to requests for a specific URL or file type.

If you want to write a module with managed code, use the HttpRequest.ServerVariables property. The module
would look something like the following code sample, where:

In BeginRequest, you would read the app.Context.Request.PhysicalPath to determine the appropriate
throttling rate, probably based on the file type.
"foo" is either ResponseThrottler-InitialSendSize or ResponseThrottler-Rate.
"bar" is the corresponding initial send size or throttling rate respectively (for example, 6000 or 300).



class MyModule : IHttpModule 
   public void Dispose() { 
   }
   public void Init(HttpApplication context) {
      context.BeginRequest += new EventHandler(OnContextBeginRequest);
   }
 void OnContextBeginRequest(object sender, EventArgs e) {
 HttpApplication app = (HttpApplication)sender;
 app.Context.Request.ServerVariables.Set("foo", "bar");
   }
}

Appendix: Bit Rate Throttling Schema

<element name="mediaFormats"> 
  <collection addElement="add" clearElement="clear" removeElement="remove"> 
   <attribute name="fileExtension" required="true" isUniqueKey="true" type="string" /> 
   <element name="bitrateRules"> 
    <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
    <collection addElement="add">                                        <attribute name="searchPattern" 
type="string" /> 
     <attribute name="searchPatternType" type="enum"> 
      <enum name="hexValue" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="stringValue" value="1" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeStart" type="int64" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeEnd" type="int64" defaultValue="4096" /> 
     <attribute name="searchFrom" type="enum" defaultValue="beginning"> 
      <enum name="beginning" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="end" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="both" value="2" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="dataOffset" type="uint" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="dataType" type="enum" required="true" > 
      <enum name="uint16" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="uint32" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="float" value="2" /> 
      <enum name="double" value="3" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="endianness" type="enum" defaultValue="bigEndian"> 
      <enum name="bigEndian" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="littleEndian" value="1" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="unitBitPerSecond" type="uint" defaultValue="1" />                    </collection> 
   </element> 
   <element name="durationRule"> 
    <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="false" /> 
    <element name="duration">                                    <attribute name="searchPattern" type="string" 
/> 
     <attribute name="searchPatternType" type="enum"> 
      <enum name="hexValue" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="stringValue" value="1" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeStart" type="int64" defaultValue="0" /> 

For C++, the API is similar, but you build a CHttpModule using the IHttpContext::SetServerVariable method. If
you are building a managed handler, use the System.Web.IHttpHandler interface to produce an HTTP response
for the specific content you want to throttle.

For performance, using C++ is recommended, because this will likely save you some unnecessary managed code
transitions. However, in terms of simplicity, building the managed code module requires very little code and no
compilation – just save it inside the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\App_Code directory.

 

The following is the schema for specifying the Bit Rate Rules and Duration Rules:



     <attribute name="searchRangeStart" type="int64" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeEnd" type="int64" defaultValue="4096" /> 
     <attribute name="dataOffset" type="uint" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="searchFrom" type="enum" defaultValue="beginning"> 
      <enum name="beginning" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="end" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="both" value="2" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="dataType" type="enum" > 
      <enum name="uint16" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="uint32" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="float" value="2" /> 
      <enum name="double" value="3" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="endianness" type="enum" defaultValue="bigEndian"> 
      <enum name="bigEndian" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="littleEndian" value="1" /> 
     </attribute> 
    </element>                <element name="timeScale"> 
     <attribute name="constScale" type="uint" defaultValue="0"/> 
     <attribute name="searchPattern" type="string" /> 
     <attribute name="searchPatternType" type="enum"> 
      <enum name="hexValue" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="stringValue" value="1" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeStart" type="int64" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="searchRangeEnd" type="int64" defaultValue="4096" /> 
     <attribute name="searchFrom" type="enum" defaultValue="beginning"> 
      <enum name="beginning" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="end" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="both" value="2" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="dataOffset" type="uint" defaultValue="0" /> 
     <attribute name="dataType" type="enum" > 
      <enum name="uint16" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="uint32" value="1" /> 
      <enum name="float" value="2" /> 
      <enum name="double" value="3" /> 
     </attribute> 
     <attribute name="endianness" type="enum" defaultValue="bigEndian"> 
      <enum name="bigEndian" value="0" /> 
       <enum name="littleEndian" value="1" /> 
     </attribute>  
    </element>
   </element>
  </collection>
</element>
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Expression Encoder 4 Task

Smooth Streaming to MPEG-2 Transport Stream Task

Write your own custom tasks with the Transform Manager Task API

by John Deutscher

Transform Manager includes two integrated tasks: an Expression Encoder 4 task and a Smooth Streaming to
MPEG-2 Transport Stream task. You can also create your own custom tasks using the Transform Manager Task
Application Programming Interface (API).

As new third-party tasks become available, we'll post links to them on this page.

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

The Expression Encoder 4 task can only be used on a computer that has Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 installed.
This task enables batch-encoding and transcoding using the free Expression Encoder 4 Trial version if you are
targeting Smooth Streams with VC-1 encoded content. If you require H.264 (AVC) video and AAC audio encoding,
the low-cost Expression Encoder 4 Pro license can be purchased and installed on the computer to enable encoding
to Smooth Streaming format using these codecs. This task is provided in the installation of Transform Manager.

The Smooth Streaming to MPEG-2 Transport Stream Task re-muxes existing Smooth Streaming presentations
(.ismv, .isma) to MPEG-2 Transport Stream format and generates .m3u8 playlists and index files that are
compatible with the on-demand Smooth Streaming module in IIS Media Services 4. Using this task, you can
transmux existing Smooth Streaming content that is already encoded in H.264 with AAC-LC audio into MPEG-2
Transport Streams that are compliant with the Apple "Pantos" Live HTTP Streaming protocol. This task can be used
stand-alone to batch convert Smooth Streaming presentations for delivery to Apple devices, or can use "chained"
together with the Expression Encoder 4 Task. This task is provided in the installation of Transform Manager.

 

Transform Manager contains a Task Engine that can be used to run custom tasks that have been created using the
IIS Transform Manager Task Application Programming Interface (API). The Task API allows developers to build
custom tasks that can be integrated with the Transform Manager job manager, logging, metadata, and task
progress-reporting framework. Command line applications can also be used as tasks in a job template. For
example, in the Transform Manager sample Job Templates, the Xcopy command is used to move assets from one
location to another.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/transform-manager-tasks-gallery.md
https://github.com/johndeu
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/Purchase.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735626
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by Dave Nelson

Last Updated: April 27, 2011

You can use the IIS Transform Manager 1.0 extension for Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 to transcode media
files to Smooth Streaming and MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS) container formats. One web server is
often sufficient for small transcoding jobs. However, offloading this task to multiple computers can greatly reduce
the time required to convert a large media library. Windows HPC Server is a high performance computing (HPC)
solution built on Windows Server technology that provides a platform for clustering computers to perform
computation-intensive tasks, such as transcoding, without specialized hardware. Because transcoding audio and
video is a computationally intensive task that involves decompressing the source audio and video formats and
then recompressing them into a new format, an HPC cluster is a good fit for Transform Manager because the
transcoding work can be shifted from the web server to compute nodes in the cluster.

This white paper describes how to configure Transform Manager to use an HPC cluster for transcoding media files
to IIS Smooth Streaming format, using Expression Encoder presets. Download the white paper in the following
formats: DOCX or PDF.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/high-performance-transcoding-with-iis-transform-manager-and-windows-hpc-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771075
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771076
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771028
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771029
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Troubleshooting Failed Tasks

Troubleshooting Configuration Errors

by Dave Nelson

The Beta release of IIS Transform Manager 1.0 doesn't contain robust event and error reporting. This article
provides troubleshooting guidance for the following types of issues that you might encounter while using the
software:

Failed Tasks
Configuration Errors
Events

Check this article often as it will be updated with additional guidance.

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

When a task fails, an error is always written to the Windows Event Viewer. You can also configure watch folder
settings to record the error in job instance logs and job manager logs. For more information about how to record
error activity for watch folders, see Logging and Monitoring Watch Folder Events.

The error code for a failed task is a Dword decimal value and is displayed (for example) as: Last task result: -
2147023652. For troubleshooting purposes, you must convert the Dword decimal value to a Hexadecimal value
that reveals the error code. To do this, you can use the conversion tool of your choice or use Windows Calculator:

1. Start Windows Calculator (click Start > All Programs > Accessories > Calculator).
2. In Calculator, on the View menu, select Programmer.
3. Make sure that the Dec and Dword radio buttons are selected, and then enter the Dword decimal value without

the "minus" (-) character (for example, 2147023652).
4. Press the +/- button (the button just above the / button) to convert the value to a negative value (for example, -

2147023652).
5. Select the Hex radio button to display the equivalent hexadecimal error code (in our example, the error code is

800704DD).

You can then search the Internet for the hexadecimal error code to find clues about what might be causing the
problem. In our example, the error code 800704DD indicates that the task failed because a user isn't logged-on to
the computer. The local task scheduler can't initialize the task if a user with administrative privileges isn't logged-on.

 

Content for this section is coming soon!

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/troubleshooting-transform-manager-events-and-errors.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771037
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9771038
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About the POST Message Body

by Mario Doiron

You can configure a new notifications feature in IIS Transform Manager 1.0 to POST web requests with job status
changes to a remote web application or service. This enables web developers to build a custom Transform
Manager job-monitoring system. The following are some of the benefits to be gained from building such an
application:

Users don't need to be logged-on to the local Transform Manager computer to view job status. The remote web
application allows users to view job status from anywhere.
Users don't need to be part of the local Administrators group to view job status. The web application can
allow/deny user access to reports, without having to grant administrative rights on the Transform Manager
computer.
The web application can receive notifications from multiple Transform Manager computers, providing a global
status on the cluster.
The web application can filter notifications from unwanted watch folders on a Transform Manager computer.
The web application that receives the job status information can be customized to suit your needs.

This article describes a sample ASP.NET MVC 3 web application on the Windows Azure platform that receives
Transform Manager job status.

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

IIS Transform Manager sends job status information in the HTTP POST request body in a notification. The
following is an example of the XML syntax in the POST message body:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/sending-transform-manager-job-status-notifications-to-a-remote-web-application.md
https://github.com/doiron
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772659


<IISTransformManager >
   <queue>Failed</queue>  
   <workItem 
      jobName="20110313070104_46E8772F38644FE7B87FC4BAD8A62000" 
      folder="C:\inetpub\media\Transform Manager\Smooth (VC1)\" 
      jobDefinitionId="370CA5AF-92AC-4B5A-97BB-8705E9BD535F" 
      jobTemplateId="FA0EC20C-3DC3-4F8A-B224-1EDF16CC2CB5" 
      jobSchedulerId="00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" 
      manifestName="20110313070104_46E8772F38644FE7B87FC4BAD8A62000.smil" 
      instanceFileName="MyMediaFileName.mp4" 
      queueTime="2011-03-13T07:02:34.0722328Z"
      progress="100" 
      submitTime="2011-03-13T07:02:08.8367095Z" 
      startTime="2011-03-13T07:02:21.7009958Z" 
      endTime="2011-03-13T07:02:34.0582314Z" 
      priority="3" 
      status="Failed" 
      taskCount="2" 
      taskIndex="1" />
   <log>Optional job instance logging information.</log>
</IISTransformManager>

Creating a Sample Web Application

Let's take a closer look at each of the XML elements:

IISTransformManager. The root XML element.
queue. The job instance status.
workItem. The collection of attributes that describe the job instance.
jobName. The unique job identifier that is created by Transform Manager.
folder. The watch folder that the job was submitted to.
jobDefinitionId. The unique identifier that is used by Transform Manager to identify a specific job definition.
jobTemplateId. The unique identifier that is used by Transform Manager to identify a specific job template.
jobSchedulerId. The unique identifier that is used by Transform Manager to identify a specific job scheduler.
manifestName. The job manifest that is created by Transform Manager.
instanceFileName. The file that triggered the creation of this job instance.
queueTime. The date/time of the job status change.
progress. The job progress as a percentage-completed value.
submitTime. The date/time the job was submitted.
startTime. The date/time the job was started.
endTime. The date/time the job ended (finished, failed, or canceled).
priority. The watch folder priority value.
status. The current job status.
taskCount. The number of tasks in the job template.
taskIndex. The last task index that was reported.
log. The job instance log entries. This element is only included if the job status is 'Failed' and Transform
Manager is configured to include job instance logs for failed jobs. For more information about how to configure
notifications to include log information, see Configuring Job Status Notifications.

 

In this section, I'll show you how to integrate IIS Transform Manager notifications into a sample ASP.NET MVC 3
web application that is hosted in the Windows Azure Fabric. This section contains the following topics:

Requirements
Creating the Web Application

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772675


RequirementsRequirements

Creating the Web ApplicationCreating the Web Application

C r e a t e  a  B l a n k  W i n d o w s  A z u r e  So l u t i o nC r e a t e  a  B l a n k  W i n d o w s  A z u r e  So l u t i o n

Modeling the Data
Adding the Controller
Creating the View
Testing the Web Application in Visual Studio
Testing the Web Application in Transform Manager

 

To create the sample web application to which Transform Manager will send notifications, install the following
software on a computer that is running either the Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 operating system:

Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Visual Studio 2010 Service Pack 1
Windows Azure Tools SDK
ASP.NET MVC 3

 

Creating an ASP.NET MVC 3 Azure Web Role is not straightforward. Fortunately, there is a way to get MVC 3 up-
and-running in Windows Azure. This section describes how to get MVC 3 assemblies deployed on a Windows
Azure instance using techniques desribed in Steve Marx's blog ASP.NET MVC 3 in Windows Azure. It involves
creating a blank Windows Azure solution, adding an ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project to the solution, and
then configuring the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project as an Azure Web Role.

Create a Blank Windows Azure Solution
Create an ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project
Add References to the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project
Configure the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project References
Configure the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project as an Azure Web Role
Add RoleEntryPoint
Configure Global.asax.cs
Configure Data Connection Settings

 

1. In Visual Studio, create a new Windows Azure solution.

2. After you click OK in the New Project dialog box, the New Windows Azure Project dialog box is
displayed.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772680
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772676
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772677
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772678
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772692
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Click OK in this dialog box as the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Role is not available to add to the Windows Azure
solution.

 

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the Windows Azure solution that you created in the previous section, and then
click Add > New Project.

2. Create a new ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application project.
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3. After you click OK in the Add New Project dialog box, the New ASP.NET MVC 3 Project dialog box is
displayed.

In this dialog box, select the Empty project template, and then click OK.

 

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click References, and then click Add Reference.
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2. In the Add Reference dialog box, on the .NET tab, select the following reference assemblies:

Microsoft.Web.Infrastructure
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.CloudDrive
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.Diagnostics
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.ServiceRuntime
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageClient
System.Data.Services.Client
System.Web.Helpers
System.Web.Razor
System.Web.WebPages
System.Web.WebPages.Deployment
System.Web.WebPages.Razor

To select multiple components at once, press the CTRL key on your keyboard and then click each of the
component names.

After you've selected all of the components, click OK.

 

1. In Solution Explorer, in References, select the following references:

Microsoft.Web.Infrastructure
System.Web.Helpers



2. In Properties, set the Copy Local property value to True.

System.Web.Mvc
System.Web.Razor
System.Web.Routing
System.Web.Services
System.Web.WebPages
System.Web.WebPages.Deployment
System.Web.WebPages.Razor

To select multiple references at once, press the CTRL key on your keyboard and then click each of the
reference names. After you've selected all of the references, right-click the selected references, and then click
Properties .
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A d d  R o l e En t r y P o i n tA d d  R o l e En t r y P o i n t

3. Close the Properties box.

 

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the Roles folder, and then click Add > Web Role Project in solution.

2. In the Associate with Role Project dialog box, select the new ASP.NET MVC3 Web Application Project, and
then click OK.

 

In order for the MVC Web Role to launch correctly, we must include a new class in the root of the project that
inherits from the RoleEntryPoint class.

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project, and then click Add > Class.



C o n fi g u r e  G l o b a l .a sa x .c sC o n fi g u r e  G l o b a l .a sa x .c s

2. In Name, enter the project name as the class file name, and then click Add.

using Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageClient;
public class NotifyMeMVC : Microsoft.WindowsAzure.ServiceRuntime.RoleEntryPoint
{
    public override bool OnStart()
    {
        var account = Microsoft.WindowsAzure.CloudStorageAccount.Parse(
            
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.ServiceRuntime.RoleEnvironment.GetConfigurationSettingValue("DataConnectionString
"));
        // Required to ensure that the table is created on time
        
account.CreateCloudTableClient().CreateTableIfNotExist(Models.NotificationDataServiceContext.TableName); 
//Note: We will implement the NotificationDataServiceContext class later in this article

return base.OnStart();
    }
}

3. Replace the new class syntax with the following code:

 

1. In Solution Explorer, in the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project, right-click Global.asax, and then select
View Code.

2. Locate the RegisterRoutes static function and update the Default MapRoute. In our sample application, we
replace 'Home' with our own 'JobMon' controller:



C o n fi g u r e  D a t a  C o n n e c t i o n  Se t t i n g sC o n fi g u r e  D a t a  C o n n e c t i o n  Se t t i n g s

Modeling the DataModeling the Data

routes.MapRoute(
     "Default", // Route name
     "{controller}/{action}/{id}", // URL with parameters
     new { controller = "JobMon", action = "Index", id = UrlParameter.Optional } // Parameter defaults
);

Microsoft.WindowsAzure.CloudStorageAccount.SetConfigurationSettingPublisher((configName, 
configSettingPublisher) =>
{
 var connectionString = 
Microsoft.WindowsAzure.ServiceRuntime.RoleEnvironment.GetConfigurationSettingValue(configName);
 configSettingPublisher(connectionString);
});

3. In the Application_Start function, add a call to SetConfigurationSettingPublisher by pasting in the following
code:

 

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the Azure Web Role, and then click Properties.

2. In Settings, add a DataConnectionString of type Connection String set to UseDevelopmentStorage.

The ASP.NET MVC 3 Azure Web Role is now configured and we can start building the Job Notification MVC 3
application in Azure.

 

In order to model the data, we must build the following model classes in the MVC Models project directory.

NotificationModel
NotificationDataServiceContext
NotificationDataSource
NotificationComparer
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public class NotificationModel : Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageClient.TableServiceEntity

public NotificationModel()
     : base((DateTime.MaxValue - DateTime.Now).Ticks.ToString(), Guid.NewGuid().ToString())
{
}

#region Public Properties
public string PostedDateTime { get; set; }
public string Queue { get; set; }
public string Log { get; set; }
#region WorkItem Attributes Properties
public string JobName { get; set; }
public string Folder { get; set; }
public string JobDefinitionId { get; set; }
public string JobTemplateId { get; set; }
public string JobSchedulerId { get; set; }
public string ManifestName { get; set; }
public string InstanceFileName { get; set; }
public string QueueTime { get; set; }
public string Progress { get; set; }
public string SubmitTime { get; set; }
public string StartTime { get; set; }
public string EndTime { get; set; }
public string Priority { get; set; }
public string Status { get; set; }
public string TaskCount { get; set; }
public string TaskIndex { get; set; }
#endregion
#endregion

These model classes are used to insert and retrieve the POSTed XML data.

 

This class is the object model representation of the XML data in the POST message body. It inherits from the
TableServiceEntity so that we can use it to talk to Azure Table Storage.

We will need to include the following empty constructor that feeds unique default values to the base constructor.

We will also need the following list of public properties that make up the entire POSTed XML data.

Finally, a few static classes are needed to parse the XML into an instance object.



#region Public Static Functions
/// <summary>
/// Parse the Posted XML string into a NotificationModel object instance
/// </summary>
public static bool TryParse(string value, out NotificationModel notification)
{
    bool success = false;
    notification = null;
    try
    {
        System.Xml.XmlReader xReader = System.Xml.XmlReader.Create(new System.IO.StringReader(value));
        System.Xml.Linq.XElement element = System.Xml.Linq.XElement.Load(xReader);
        notification = new NotificationModel();
        // Populate the top XML elements values 
        notification.Log = GetXElementValue(element, "log");
        notification.PostedDateTime = DateTime.Now.ToString();
        notification.Queue = GetXElementValue(element, "queue");
        // Populate the WorkItem attributes values 
        System.Xml.Linq.XElement wItem = null;
        if (element != null)
        {
            wItem = element.Element("workItem");
        }
        notification.Folder = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "folder");
        notification.JobDefinitionId = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "jobDefinitionId");
        notification.JobTemplateId = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "jobTemplateId");
        notification.JobSchedulerId = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "jobSchedulerId");
        notification.ManifestName = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "manifestName");
        notification.InstanceFileName = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "instanceFileName");
        notification.QueueTime = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "queueTime");
        notification.Progress = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "progress");
        notification.SubmitTime = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "submitTime");
        notification.StartTime = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "startTime");
        notification.EndTime = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "endTime");
        notification.Priority = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "priority");
        notification.Status = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "status");
        notification.TaskCount = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "taskCount");
        notification.TaskIndex = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "taskIndex");
        notification.JobName = GetWorkItemAttributeValue(wItem, "jobName");
        success = true;
    }
    catch(Exception e)
    {
        Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
    }
    return success;
}

public static string GetXElementValue(System.Xml.Linq.XElement element, System.Xml.Linq.XName name)
{
    string value = null; 
    if (element != null) { value = (string)element.Element(name); }
    return value;
}
public static string GetWorkItemAttributeValue(System.Xml.Linq.XElement element, System.Xml.Linq.XName name)
{
    string value = null;
    if (element != null) { value = (string)element.Attribute(name); }
    return value;
}
#endregion
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This class defines the table name and provides a handle to query the data. It inherits TableServiceContext, which is



public class NotificationDataServiceContext : Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageClient.TableServiceContext
{
 public const string TableName = "Notifications";

public IQueryable<NotificationModel> Notifications
{
 get { return this.CreateQuery<NotificationModel>(TableName); }
}

public NotificationDataServiceContext(string baseAddress, Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageCredentials 
credentials)
  : base(baseAddress, credentials)
 { 
 }
}

B u i l d i n g  t h e  N o t i f i c a t i o n D a t a So u r c e  C l a ssB u i l d i n g  t h e  N o t i f i c a t i o n D a t a So u r c e  C l a ss

using Microsoft.WindowsAzure.StorageClient;
public class NotificationDataSource
{
 private NotificationDataServiceContext _serviceContext = null;

 public NotificationDataSource()
 {
  var account = Microsoft.WindowsAzure.CloudStorageAccount.FromConfigurationSetting("DataConnectionString");
  _serviceContext = new NotificationDataServiceContext(account.TableEndpoint.ToString(), account.Credentials);
  _serviceContext.RetryPolicy = RetryPolicies.Retry(3, TimeSpan.FromSeconds(1)); 
  CloudTableClient client = account.CreateCloudTableClient(); 
  client.CreateTableIfNotExist(NotificationDataServiceContext.TableName);
 }
 public IEnumerable<NotificationModel> Select()
 {
  var results = from c in _serviceContext.Notifications
       select c ;
  var query = results.AsTableServiceQuery<NotificationModel>();
  var queryResults = query.Execute();
  return queryResults;
 }
 public void Insert(NotificationModel newItem)
 {
  _serviceContext.AddObject(NotificationDataServiceContext.TableName, newItem);
  _serviceContext.SaveChangesWithRetries();  
 }
}

B u i l d i n g  t h e  N o t i f i c a t i o n C o m p a r e r  C l a ssB u i l d i n g  t h e  N o t i f i c a t i o n C o m p a r e r  C l a ss

where most of the logic takes place.

 

This class provides an abstraction from the NotificationDataServiceContext class above. We are only going to
implement a Select method to fetch all of the data, and add a means to add new notifications to the database. A full
implementation of this model could include much more functionality, such as Delete and Update.

 

This class is used to ensure that the data is displayed in the right order. We want the latest POST to be at the top of
the list. We will also use this to apply a Distinct() filter to avoid multiple rows per job instance.



public class NotificationComparer: IEqualityComparer<NotificationModel>, IComparer<NotificationModel>
{
 public bool Equals(NotificationModel x, NotificationModel y)
 {
  //Check whether the compared objects reference the same data.
  if (Object.ReferenceEquals(x, y)) return true;

//Check if any of the compared objects are null.
if (Object.ReferenceEquals(x, null) || Object.ReferenceEquals(y, null))
 return false;

 //Check if the products' properties are equal.
 return x.JobName == y.JobName;
}

public int GetHashCode(NotificationModel obj)
{
 int hashProductName = 0;
 if (!Object.ReferenceEquals(obj, null) && !string.IsNullOrEmpty(obj.JobName))
 {
    hashProductName= obj.JobName.GetHashCode();
 }
 return hashProductName;
}

 public int Compare(NotificationModel x, NotificationModel y)
 {
  if (Object.ReferenceEquals(x, null))
  {
   // If x is null and y is null, they're equal. otherwise Y is greater
   if (Object.ReferenceEquals(y, null)) 
   { return 0; }
   else 
   { return 1; }
  }
  else
  {
   // x is not null
   //If y is null X is greater otherwise... 
   if (Object.ReferenceEquals(y, null)) 
   { return -1; }
   else
   {
    //if they are equal otherwise ...
    if (x.PostedDateTime == y.PostedDateTime) 
    { return 0; }
    else
    {
     //If x is greater , x is greater otherwise y is greater
     if (DateTime.Parse(x.PostedDateTime) > DateTime.Parse(y.PostedDateTime))
     { return -1; }
     else 
     { return 1; }
    }
   }
  }
 }
}



Adding a ControllerAdding a Controller

We now have a model that can be leveraged to parse new notifications, insert them into a database, and select
distinct jobNames in a sorted order. We can now start configuring a Controller.

 

1. In Solution Explorer, in the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project, right-click Controllers, and then click
Add > Controller.

2. In the Add Controller dialog box, add an empty controller named JobMonController, and then click Add.

NOTENOTE

3. Update the new JobMonController class syntax with the code below. This code adds two public functions,
one to handle Job Monitor pageview requests from users and another one to handle Transform Manager
POST requests.

The POST function must accept un-authenticated requests because IIS Transform Manager doesn't use authentication
to POST the updates.



Creating a ViewCreating a View

public class JobMonController : Controller
{
    public ActionResult Index()
    {
        List<Models.NotificationModel> tms = new List<Models.NotificationModel>();
        Models.NotificationDataSource data = new Models.NotificationDataSource();
        Models.NotificationComparer comparer = new Models.NotificationComparer();
        IEnumerable<Models.NotificationModel> notifications;

notifications = data.Select();

      //Azure doesn't support Distinct() so we must convert this to a list<T>
      foreach (Models.NotificationModel nm in notifications)
      {
          tms.Add(nm);
      }
      //Sort the POST to ensure the latest POST is at the top
      tms.Sort(comparer); 
      //Send a distinct job instance list to the View
      return View(tms.Distinct(comparer));
  }

public void Post()
    {
        // Recommended: Filter the incoming IP address before processing
        // Optionally, use configuration settings to retrieve the IP address list
        ICollection<string> ValidIPs = new List<string>();
        ValidIPs.Add("127.0.0.1"); 
        string Ip = (Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR"] == null) ? 
            Request.ServerVariables["REMOTE_ADDR"] : Request.ServerVariables["HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR"];

  if (ValidIPs.Contains(Ip.Split(',')[0]))
        {
            // Get the XML data from the request
            byte[] bArr = this.Request.BinaryRead(this.Request.TotalBytes);
            string content = System.Text.Encoding.UTF8.GetString(bArr, 0, bArr.Length);
            //Parse the XML to an instance object and insert it into the database
            Models.NotificationModel tm;
            if (Models.NotificationModel.TryParse(content, out tm))
            {
                tm.PostedDateTime = DateTime.Now.ToString();
                Models.NotificationDataSource data = new Models.NotificationDataSource();
                data.Insert(tm);
            }
        }
    }
}

 

1. In Solution Explorer, in the ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project, right-click Views, and then click Add >
New Folder.



2. Name the new folder JobMon. It is important that this name match the controller name's prefix.

3. Right-click the JobMon folder, and then click Add > View. The Add View dialog box is displayed.



4. Configure the following settings in the dialog box, and then click Add:

View name. Enter the name of the existing public function of our controller class: Index.
Create a strongly-typed view. Select this check box.
Model class. Select NotificationModel in the list.

NOTENOTE

<table class="dataTable">
    <tr>
        <th>
            PostedDateTime
        </th>
        <th>
            Queue
        </th>
        <th>
            InstanceFileName
        </th>
        <th>
            TaskCount
        </th>
        <th>
            TaskIndex
        </th>
        <th>
            Log
        </th>
    </tr>

Scaffold template. Select List in the list.

Optionally, we can edit the .\Views\JobMon\Index.cshtml file to update the displayed table columns. First, we
can remove most of the columns in the table header:

Then, we must update the content rows to map to the columns in the updated table header.



Testing the Web Application in Visual StudioTesting the Web Application in Visual Studio

table {
    border: solid 1px #e8eef4;
    border-collapse: collapse;
}

table td {
    padding: 5px;
    border: solid 1px #e8eef4;
}

table th {
    padding: 6px 5px;
    text-align: left;
    background-color: #e8eef4;
    border: solid 1px #e8eef4;
}

@foreach (var item in Model) {
    <tr>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.PostedDateTime)
        </td>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.Queue)
        </td>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.InstanceFileName)
        </td>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.TaskCount)
        </td>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.TaskIndex)
        </td>
        <td>
            @Html.DisplayFor(modelItem => item.Log)
        </td>
    </tr>
}

5. (Optional) Add some style.

The ASP.NET MVC 3 Web Application Project contains a file that hosts the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
for the Views. We can make the report table borders a bit more distinct. If you know a great web designer,
now is a good time to ask for the latest HTML 5 table mockups and CSS classes. For now, we can edit the
project file \Content\Site.css and paste some extra style for adding table borders.

 

When we run the Windows Azure solution for the first time, we should see the web browser open with a web page
that looks similar to this.



Testing the Web Application in Transform ManagerTesting the Web Application in Transform Manager
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Earlier we wrote a Post function within the JobMonController to allow Transform Manager to send us job
instance updates. Transform Manager can access this function by sending notifications to the following URI: 
http://127.0.0.1:91/JobMon/Post , where JobMon is the controller name and Post is the name of the public

function in the controller. We will need to remember the URI value when we configure the notifications feature in
Transform Manager, for testing against the Windows Azure Development Fabric.

One very important detail to note is the port value. When the Azure Development Fabric launches, its logic
initializes the port on which the Web Application will be served. During the development phase of this project, that
port number is certain to change from time to time. As we can see from the previous screenshot, the port number
is set to 91.

On a cleaner machine, the port value is usually 81 and increases from there. Check the port value whenever you
run the project. If it has changed, you will need to update the notifications URI setting in Transform Manager with
the new port value (for example to http://127.0.0.1:92/JobMon/Post ). To minimize the number of port changes,
wait until Transform Manager is idle (not running any jobs and posting any updates). Otherwise, if Transform
Manager is actively using that port, the Azure Development Fabric will determine that the port is in use and try the
next one.

 

To test all of the XML elements, including the <log />, we can configure a new watch folder in Transform Manager
in which all jobs will fail. First we will create a new job template with a command-line task that calls a non-existent
executable file, and then we will bind the job template to a new watch folder.

You can install Transform Manager either on the local computer or on a remote computer. For requirements and
installation instructions, see the Installation Notes in the Transform Manager Readme.

1. In Transform Manager, in the Connections pane, select Job Templates.

2. In the Actions pane, click New.
3. In the New Job Template property sheet on the Basic Settings tab, enter a friendly name for the job template

in Name.
4. Click the Add button to add a task to the Task definitions list.
5. In the Add Tasks dialog box, in the Available tasks list, select the built-in Command Line task, and then click

OK.
6. In the New Job Template property sheet, select the Command Line task in the Task definitions list, and

then click Edit.
7. In the Edit Command Line Task dialog box, in Command line, enter a command-line string that will cause all

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772776
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jobs to fail. The easiest way to do this is to specify the name of an executable file that doesn't exist.

8. Click OK to close the Edit Command Line Task dialog box, and then click OK to close the New Job Template
property sheet.

1. In Transform Manager, in the Connections pane, select Watch Folders.

2. In the Actions pane, click New.
3. In the New Watch Folder property sheet, on the Basic Settings tab, specify values for Name, Job

template, Physical path, and File filter as shown in the following screenshot.



NOTENOTE

5. Click OK to close the New Watch Folder property sheet.
6. Select the new watch folder in the Watch Folders page, and then in the Actions pane, Enable and then Start

the watch folder.
7. Make sure that the Azure Web Application is running and listening to incoming requests.
8. In the Actions pane, click Explore Watch Folder to open the watch folder directory.
9. Drop a file that matches the watch folder's File filter setting into the watch folder directory. In our case, this is a

.txt file.

In Job template, be sure to select the new job template we created in the previous section. For more information
about how to configure watch folder settings, see Configuring Watch Folders .

4. Click the Notifications tab and configure the URI and event options.

For testing purpose, we will enter the URI of the active running project and select all of the event check
boxes. For more information about how to configure these settings, see Configuring Job Status Notifications
.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772777
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9772675
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Closing Notes

The dropped file should disappear after a short time. This means that Transform Manager has picked up the file
and started to process it as a job instance.

In our Azure ASP.NET MVC3 Web Application, we should start seeing some data in the table. The following
screenshot displays the data that appears after our test job has failed.

From this we can see that the job failed trying to run BadFailingCommandLine.exe because the system could not
find the file specified. It's quite obvious because we know that the executable file doesn't exist.

 

During this walkthrough we saw the benefits of having an external facing web application hosting the IIS
Transform Manager job status updates. We learned about the POST request message body that is sent to notify
our web application of status updates. Then, we looked at how such a web application could be built using an
ASP.NET MVC3 Web Application hosted within the Azure Fabric. Finally, we finished the walkthrough with a
simple test to view a failed job's instance log entries.
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Staging the Transformed Output for IIS Smooth Streaming

NOTENOTE

Installing IIS Smooth Streaming

by Dave Nelson

If you want to serve the transformed on-demand output from IIS Transform Manager 1.0 to clients, you must
move or copy the transformed output files to a server that's running the IIS Smooth Streaming feature in IIS
Media Services 4. The Smooth Streaming feature enables a handler that processes requests for on-demand
Smooth Streaming presentation manifest files (files with .ism file name extensions), which are present in the
Smooth Streaming and Apple HTTP Live Streaming presentations that are created by Transform Manager.

This article describes how to deliver Transform Manager output to clients.

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

If you chained Transform Manager's built-in Robocopy task to a job template in order to copy the transformed
output to a Web server, the output files should be stored in the destination that you specified on the Web server. If
you didn't use the built-in Robocopy task, or if it failed to copy the output files to the specified destination, you
can copy the output files from the watch folder's WorkQueue to the Web server by doing the following:

1. If the watch folder is disabled, select it in the Watch Folders page, and then click Enable in the Actions pane.
2. In the Actions pane, click Explore Watch Folder.
3. Open the WorkQueue folder, and then the Finished folder.
4. Copy the folder that contains the transformed presentation to the Web server.

For more information about how to use the Robocopy task in Transform Manager, see Chaining the Robocopy Task to your
Transformed Output.

 

To serve the transformed on-demand Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live Streams, the IIS Smooth Streaming
feature in IIS Media Services 4 must be installed. To install IIS Smooth Streaming, see the IIS Media Services
Readme Installation Notes.

When you install the Smooth Streaming feature, handlers that process requests for on-demand Smooth
Streaming presentation manifest files (files with .ism file name extensions) might not be configured for a website if
the site settings have been changed from default values. The website might not have acquired the handler for .ism
files and Smooth Streaming might not work. If you have previously edited a website, after installing IIS Smooth
Streaming, ensure that a handler is installed for .ism files by doing the following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click the website or directory that you want to use for Smooth
Streaming, and then double-click the Handler Mappings icon in the Home page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/delivering-transform-manager-output-to-clients.md
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/transform-manager
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming


Serving the On-Demand Smooth Streams

2. If the SmoothHandler handler mapping isn't displayed on the Handler Mappings feature page, in the
Actions pane, click Revert to Parent.

 

After you've installed the IIS Smooth Streaming feature, no additional configuration steps are required to deliver
on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations.

To locate the Smooth Streaming presentation files on the Web server, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, navigate to the Smooth Streaming presentation folder in the Connections pane.

2. In the Home page, double-click the Smooth Streaming Presentations icon in the Media Services area.

3. Click Content View to view the Smooth Streaming presentation files.
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Serving the On-Demand Apple HTTP Live Streams

Clients can use their web browser to open Default.html and play the Smooth Streaming presentation in a
Silverlight player. You must simply provide the URL of Default.html to the client.

For more information about how to manage your on-demand Smooth Streaming presentation files on the Web
server, see Managing On-Demand Presentations.

 

After you've installed the IIS Smooth Streaming feature, You must create an HTML5 page that can be used by
supported Apple mobile digital devices to play the Apple HTTP Live Streaming presentation.

The following Apple mobile digital devices/iOS mobile operating systems can be used to play the transformed
Apple HTTP Live Streaming presentation:

iPhone®, iPod touch®: iOS 3.0, iOS 3.0.1, iOS 3.1, iOS 3.1.2, iOS 3.1.3, iOS 4.0, iOS 4.1, iOS 5.0
iPad®: iOS 3.2, iOS 4.2.1, iOS 5.0

To create the HTML5 page, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, navigate to the Apple HTTP Live Streaming presentation folder in the Connections pane.

2. In the Home page, double-click the Smooth Streaming Presentations icon in the Media Services area.
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3. Click Content View to view the Apple HTTP Live Streaming presentation files.

4. Right-click the Content View window, and then click Explore.
5. In Notepad, create a text file with an HTM file-name extension and save it to this location. In this example, we'll

save the text document as iphone.htm.
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<html>
<head>
<title>iPhone Live Streaming Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Live stream.</h1>

<video width="640" 
height="480" 
src="manifest.ism/manifest(format=m3u8-aapl).m3u8" 
poster="MyPosterFrame.png" 
autoplay="true" 
controls="true">Live</video> 
</body>
</html>

6. Open the iphone.htm file in Notepad and add the following sample HTML:

Update the manifest request src  URL so that clients can access the .m3u8 file on the server by replacing
the file name in manifest.ism  with the file name of the presentation ISM file. For example:

file:///T:/n3zn/media/transform-manager/delivering-transform-manager-output-to-clients/_static/image13.png


<html>
<head>
<title>iPhone Live Streaming Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Live stream.</h1>

<video width="640" 
height="480" 
src="Big Buck Bunny-m3u8-aapl.ism/manifest(format=m3u8-aapl).m3u8" 
poster="MyPosterFrame.png" 
autoplay="true" 
controls="true">Live</video> 
</body>
</html>

8. On an Apple device, open the Safari® Web browser and enter the URL of the iphone.htm page in the browser,
and then click GO. The page will load with the default HTML5 video element, which contains a simple Play
button.

9. Click the Play button in the HTML5 video element. The device will open the QuickTime® player and begin
loading the stream. You might need to wait a few seconds for the video to start.

7. (Optional) As shown in the sample HTML, you can add additional HTML5 video attributes such as poster , 
autoplay , and controls .

The controls  attribute must be set for iPad devices to play the video. For more information about how to
configure the HTML5 video  element, see 4.8.6 The video element in the W3C HTML5 Specification .

http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/spec.html
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|  Notes - If the device displays a message box that says "Can't open Movie," it's likely that you're using a profile
that's not supported by the device. This error message is typically seen when sending a Baseline Level 3.1 profile
or Main Level 3.1 to a device that only supports Baseline Level 3.0 (older iPhone devices and iPod touch devices).
- You might see an error message if you try to play the stream when there are fewer than 3 segments available in
the playlist. This can happen if you don't wait for 3 times the segment length; for example, 30 seconds when the
default segment length is set to 10 seconds. | | --- |
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Choosing your Edition of Expression EncoderChoosing your Edition of Expression Encoder

by Dave Nelson

IIS Smooth Streaming encoding presets that are integrated with the default installation of IIS Transform Manager
1.0 can be used to transform media files to on-demand Smooth Streaming presentations for delivery to Silverlight
clients. This workflow is shown in the following diagram.

This article describes how to configure the default Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams job template, which
uses a built-in Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 transcoding task to transform media files to Smooth Streams. You
can edit the task to select different VC-1 or H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming encoding presets to create the
appropriate Smooth Streaming output for your Silverlight clients.

This article applies to the following watch folder in IIS Transform Manager 1.0:

Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

This section describes the software configuration and other requirements in order to run the media transform
that's described in this article.

 

For specific installation instructions, see Downloading and Installing in the Transform Manager Readme.

 

Expression Encoder 4 is the only integrated encoder available for use with IIS Transform Manager 1.0. Other third-
party encoders can be used with Transform Manager, provided that they offer a command-line executable interface
or create an integrated task using the Transform Manager Task API.

This article describes the use of an integrated Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 transcoding task in Transform Manager.
This task uses encoding presets that require the encoding profiles and Silverlight player templates provided by

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/transforming-media-files-to-on-demand-smooth-streams.md
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728121(v=vs.90).aspx
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Configuring the Transform Manager ServiceConfiguring the Transform Manager Service

Production NotesProduction Notes

NOTENOTE

Microsoft® Expression Encoder 4 Service Pack 2 (SP2). Both Expression Encoder 4 and Expression Encoder 4 Pro
include VC-1 IIS Smooth Streaming encoding presets for content that you transcode for Silverlight Clients.
Expression Encoder 4 Pro is the only edition of Expression Encoder that includes H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming
encoding presets.

You can get Expression Encoder 4 by downloading a 60-day free Trial edition of Expression Studio 4. If you
purchased Expression Studio 3 from a store, and it's installed on your computer, you can download the Trial edition
of Expression Studio 4 Ultimate or Expression Studio 4 Web Professional, and the full version of Expression Studio
4 (which includes Expression Encoder 4 Pro) will automatically be enabled. For more information, see How to
Upgrade.

After installing your preferred edition of Expression Encoder 4, be sure to install Expression Encoder 4 (SP2) to
enable the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 transcoding task in Transform Manager.

For specific installation instructions, see Installation Notes in the Transform Manager Readme.

You should install the Pro edition of Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 if you also want to repackage H.264-encoded Smooth
Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams in Transform Manager or if you want to deliver live Smooth Streaming output to IIS Live
Smooth Streaming publishing points. Only Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 Pro supports these features.

 

Create an account for the Transform Manager service, and then start the service. You must create the account and
start the service in Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. Unexpected results can occur if you start the
Transform Manager service in the Services MMC console. For instructions, see Configuring the Transform
Manager Service.

 

For a list of the video file formats that can be transcoded by the integrated Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task,
see Supported file formats.
You can add the default Robocopy task in Transform Manager to your job template in order to copy the
transformed Smooth Streaming output to a Web server running IIS Smooth Streaming or to network-attached
storage. For more information, see Chaining the Robocopy Task to your Transformed Output.
You can add the default PlayReady Protection task in Transform Manager to your job template in order to
encrypt the transformed Smooth Streaming output. For more information, see Encrypting On-Demand
Smooth Streams.
To learn how to create a webpage that Silverlight clients can use to play the Smooth Streaming output, see
Delivering Transform Manager Output to Clients.
If you configure your job template to output H.264-encoded IIS Smooth Streams, you can use the Smooth
Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams task in Transform Manager to transform the Smooth Streams to the
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS) container format in conformance with the Apple HTTP Live Streaming
Protocol Specification. This format can be delivered from a Web server running IIS Smooth Streaming to Apple
mobile digital devices. To learn how to configure the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams task in
Transform Manager, see Transforming On-Demand Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams.

Computation-intensive tasks, such as encoding and transcoding, can consume a large amount of memory and CPU
resources and might affect Web server performance. You shouldn't run Transform Manager on the local Web server if it's also
used in a production environment to fulfill HTTP requests.

   

https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/try-it/
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=27870
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff730170.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/cc294687(Expression.40).aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/NetworkingInternet/Conceptual/HTTPLiveStreaming/_index.html
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Configuring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 TaskConfiguring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task

This section describes how to configure the default Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams job template to create
on-demand Smooth Streaming output for your Silverlight clients. Job templates are modifiable definitions of the
tasks that are run during the transform. You can modify task properties for this job template to output alternate
Smooth Streaming encodings by selecting from all of the IIS Smooth Streaming encoding presets that are
integrated with the Transform Manager installation, including VC-1 and H.264 encoding presets.

  

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Job Templates.

3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

2. In the Job Templates page, select the Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams job template.

Note the name of the watch folder that this job template is bound to in Watch folders that use this job
template. We'll configure this watch folder to run the transcoding jobs later in this article.

4. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, you can edit the job template Name and Description to give it a
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5. To change the preset used by this task to another Expression Encoder preset, select the Expression Encoder
4.0 SP2 task, and then click Edit.

more descriptive information for your environment. For example, if you decide to change the default VC-1
IIS Smooth Streaming encoding preset to an H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming encoding preset in the next step,
you can edit the Name and Description to reflect your choice.

The Task definitions list shows the task that's used by this job template.

6. In the Edit Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task dialog box, in preset, double-click the Value field, and then
type the name of a new preset file that's included in the default installation of Transform Manager.
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You can choose from any of the following IIS Smooth Streaming encoding preset files that are installed with
Transform Manager, or from any custom encoding presets that you designed in Expression Encoder.

7. (Optional) Edit the following additional task default values in the Properties list.

The templateName and templatePath properties are used to specify the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2
Silverlight player template that's used. By default, the task is configured to use the Standard player
template that's stored in the default installation path for Expression Encoder: 
%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Microsoft Expression\Encoder 4\Templates\en\Standard . Modify these values, if

desired, to point to other Expression Encoder 4 Silverlight player templates that are included in the
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Configuring the Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams Watch Folder

8. If you want to make the transcoded output available for a subsequent task in a task-chaining scenario, specify a
virtual folder name in Output folder name.

9. After reviewing or modifying the settings in the Edit Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task dialog box, click OK.
10. In the Edit Job Templates dialog box, click OK to save your modifications to the job template.

Transform Manager installation, or to custom Silverlight player templates that you designed in
Expression Encoder.
Enable the createSubDirectory property if you want the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task to output
to a uniquely named subdirectory for each job. This is disabled by default to give you better control of
the naming of the output location when you use Transform Manager.

 

To run transform jobs on media files, you must configure the default watch folder in Transform Manager that uses
the job template that you configured in the previous section. The watch folder will detect when media file types
that you specify arrive in it, and then Transform Manager will run the tasks that are included in the job template
that's bound to the watch folder against the media files. You can use the Edit Watch Folder property sheet to
specify the watch folder location, the media file types that it should "watch" for, the task scheduler that should run
the tasks in it, the user account that tasks should impersonate, as well as many other settings.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Watch Folders.
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2. In the Watch Folders page, select the Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams watch folder, which uses the job
template that you configured in the previous section. You can confirm this by looking at the Job template
value in the Watch Folder Details pane.

3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

Basic Settings Input files In File filter, specify one or more of
the file formats supported by
Expression Encoder. The supported
string format is an asterisk (*),
followed by a period, and then the
file name extension (for example,
*.wmv or *.mp4 are valid file filters).
If you type \* to specify that the job
template acts on all file types, only
the supported file formats will be
processed. Specifying multiple file
formats (for example, in a comma-
delimited list) isn't supported.

4. Configure required settings in the watch folder's property sheet using the instructions in Configuring Watch
Folders. The following guidance applies to settings of particular importance for this workflow:
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Scheduler Scheduler In Scheduler, you'll typically select
Local Task Scheduler to specify that
Windows Task Scheduler on the local
computer be used to run jobs,
monitor and report job status, and
allocate CPU resources to tasks. For
large computation-intensive jobs
(such as encoding and transcoding)
where CPU resources might not be
sufficient, you can shift the jobs from
the local computer to computers in a
High Performance Computing (HPC)
cluster, and then configure the watch
folder to use the HPC Task Scheduler
on the head node in the HPC cluster.
For more information about how to
use Transform Manager with an HPC
cluster, see High-Performance
Transcoding with IIS Transform
Manager and Windows HPC Server.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION



Running your Transform Jobs

Scheduler Concurrent jobs and Priority Use these settings to manage
computer resources. Concurrent
jobs controls how many jobs can run
at the same time in the watch folder.
The value is 1 by default, which
means that if you drop 10 files in the
watch folder, only one will begin
processing immediately while the rest
will go straight into a job queue. You
can adjust this setting depending on
the amount of physical memory and
number of CPUs that you have on
your server. Encoding tasks can
consume a lot of CPU and memory
resources and encoding jobs might
fail with high concurrency settings. If
you encounter these types of job
failures, increase the amount of
available RAM and/or CPUs, or
reduce the number of concurrent
jobs to 1. Selecting the Unlimited
check box disables the concurrency
setting and immediately schedules all
files that are detected in the watch
folder for processing. Priority
controls the priority that jobs are
given when scheduled by a watch
folder. If multiple watch folders are
running on the computer, you can
assign a Priority value to each one.
This setting enables jobs that are in
high-priority watch folders to be
created and run first. If you drop
media assets in a watch folder, but
another watch folder that has a
higher priority level is actively
running jobs, the jobs for the
dropped media assets aren't created
and queued for processing until the
higher-priority watch folder finishes
all of its jobs.

Advanced Settings Credentials You must specify a user account for
the watch folder to impersonate. The
tasks in the job template that's
bound to the watch folder will run
under the security context of this
user account. You must ensure that it
has the required permissions for the
tasks that are run. For more
information about how to create this
account, see Creating Watch Folder
Impersonation Accounts.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

 

A job is created for each media asset that's dropped in a watch folder and meets the watch folder file filter
requirements. For example, if the File filter setting for a watch folder is set to detect all Windows Media Video
(.wmv) files, a job is created for each .wmv file that's dropped in the watch folder. Media files with file-name
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Managing and Monitoring your Transform Jobs

extensions that don't match the watch folder's File filter setting are ignored.

To begin transforming content, copy-and-paste the media assets into the watch folder directory using Windows
Explorer or another file-movement mechanism such as command line, FTP, or WebDav.

The watch folder directory is specified in the Watch folder path setting on the Basic Settings tab of the watch
folder property sheet.

After you drop specified assets in a watch folder, the watch folder's job manager creates a job for each file and
moves them one at a time into the watch folder's WorkQueue directory. The files will be moved from the watch
folder into the WorkQueue quickly if they're small. The watch folder might not discover larger files for up to 60
seconds. If the files don't disappear after 60 seconds, make sure that you're in the correct watch folder or that you
have enabled and started the correct watch folder.

The WorkQueue directory contains folders that store the jobs as they're being processed. Assets that are processed
successfully are placed in the watch folder's Finished folder while media assets that can't be processed are placed
in the Failed folder. These folders are visible by default so that you can retrieve their contents more easily. The
WorkQueue directory contains other folders that temporarily store jobs as they're run through the job workflow.
These folders are hidden folders and to view them, you must turn on the Folder views option in Windows that
shows hidden files, folders, and drives.

As jobs are run, job files (which include the original media source files, job manifest files, and the transformed
output for completed jobs) accumulate in the watch folder WorkQueue folders. They can eventually clutter the disk
and potentially impact performance. For more information about how to configure settings to automatically delete
these files from the WorkQueue after a specified period of time, see Running File Maintenance.

 

As jobs are processed through the WorkQueue folders, you can use the Job Monitor pages in IIS Manager to
view the progress of and manage the currently running and queued jobs. For more information, see Running and
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Getting Started

Installing Transform ManagerInstalling Transform Manager

Choosing your Edition of Expression EncoderChoosing your Edition of Expression Encoder

Configuring the Transform Manager ServiceConfiguring the Transform Manager Service

by Dave Nelson

This article describes how to configure the default Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP
Live Streams job template to transform Expression Encoder 4-supported media files to the MPEG-2 Transport
Stream (MPEG-2 TS) container format in conformance with the Apple HTTP Live Streaming Protocol
Specification. As part of the transformation, an .m3u8 manifest file is created to form a complete Apple HTTP Live
Streaming presentation that you can deliver to Apple mobile digital devices from a Web server that's running the
IIS Smooth Streaming feature in IIS Media Services 4.

This article applies to the following watch folder in IIS Transform Manager 1.0:

Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live Streams

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

This section describes the software configuration and other requirements in order to run the media transform
that's described in this article.

 

For specific installation instructions, see Downloading and Installing in the Transform Manager Readme.

 

The task workflow described in this article requires an integrated Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 transcoding task to
convert media files to H.264-encoded Smooth Streams as an intermediary step. The Smooth Streams are then
repackaged (transmuxed) to the Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) format. Expression Encoder 4 is the only
integrated encoder available for use with IIS Transform Manager 1.0. Other third-party encoders can be used with
Transform Manager, provided that they offer a command-line executable interface or create an integrated task
using the Transform Manager Task API.

The H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming encoding presets that are used require the encoding profiles and Silverlight
player templates provided by the Pro Edition of Microsoft® Expression Encoder 4 Service Pack 2 (SP2). If you
purchased Expression Studio 3 from a store, and it's installed on your computer, you can download the Trial edition
of Expression Studio 4 Ultimate or Expression Studio 4 Web Professional, and the full version of Expression Studio
4 (which includes Expression Encoder 4 Pro) will automatically be enabled. For more information, see How to
Upgrade.

After installing Expression Encoder 4 Pro, be sure to install Expression Encoder 4 (SP2) to enable the Expression
Encoder 4.0 SP2 transcoding task in Transform Manager.

For specific installation instructions, see Installation Notes in the Transform Manager Readme.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/transforming-media-files-to-apple-http-live-streams.md
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/NetworkingInternet/Conceptual/HTTPLiveStreaming/_index.html
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff728121(v=vs.90).aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/products/EncoderPro_Overview.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/expression/try-it/
https://www.microsoft.com/download/en/details.aspx?id=27870


Production NotesProduction Notes

NOTENOTE

Configuring the Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP
Live Streams Job Template

Configuring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 TaskConfiguring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task

Create an account for the Transform Manager service and then start the service. You must create the account and
start the service in Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. Unexpected results can occur if you start the
Transform Manager service in the Services MMC console. For instructions, see Configuring the Transform
Manager Service.

 

For a list of the video file formats that can be transcoded by the integrated Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task,
see Supported file formats.
You can add the default Robocopy task in Transform Manager to your job template in order to copy the
transformed Apple HLS output to a Web server running IIS Smooth Streaming or to network-attached storage.
For more information, see Chaining the Robocopy Task to your Transformed Output.
To learn how to create an HTML5 webpage that clients on Apple mobile digital devices can use to play the
Apple HLS output, see Delivering Transform Manager Output to Clients.

Computation-intensive tasks, such as encoding and transcoding, can consume a large amount of memory and CPU
resources and might affect Web server performance. You shouldn't run Transform Manager on the local Web server if it's
also used in a production environment to fulfill HTTP requests.

  

This section describes how to configure the default Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP
Live Streams job template to transcode media files to H.264-encoded Smooth Streams, and then repackage the
Smooth Streams as Apple HTTP Live Streams. This approach assumes that you want to convert media files
directly to Apple HTTP Live Streams for use by clients on Apple mobile digital devices.

Job templates are modifiable definitions of the tasks that are run during the transform. You can modify task
properties for this job template to output alternate Smooth Streaming encodings by selecting from all of the
H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming Expression Encoder presets that are integrated with the Transform Manager
installation.

   

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Job Templates.

2. In the Job Templates page, select the Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live
Streams job template.
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3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

Note the name of the watch folder that this job template is bound to in Watch folders that use this job
template. We'll configure this watch folder to run the transcoding/repackaging jobs later in this article.

4. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, you can edit the job template Name and Description to give it a
more descriptive information for your environment. For example, if you decide to change the default H.264
IIS Smooth Streaming encoding preset to another H.264-encoding preset in the next step, you can edit the
Name and Description to reflect your choice.
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5. To change the preset used by this task to another Expression Encoder preset, select the Expression Encoder
4.0 SP2 task and then click Edit.

The Task definitions list shows the tasks that are used by this job template. The first task (Expression
Encoder 4.0 SP2) transcodes media files to H.264-formatted Smooth Streams and provides the output to
the second task (Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams), which repackages the Smooth Streams
to MPEG-2 TS container format. This is an example of a task-chaining workflow.

6. In the Edit Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task dialog box, in preset, double-click the Value field, and then
type the name of a new preset file that is included in the default installation of Transform Manager.
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You can choose from any of the H.264 IIS Smooth Streaming preset files that are installed with Transform
Manager, or from any custom H.264-encoding presets that you designed in Expression Encoder.

7. (Optional) Edit the following additional task default values in the Properties list.

The templateName and templatePath properties are used to specify the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2
Silverlight player template that's used. By default, the task is configured to use the Standard player
template that's stored in the default installation path for Expression Encoder: 
%ProgramFiles(x86)%\Microsoft Expression\Encoder 4\Templates\en\Standard . Modify these values, if

desired, to point to other Expression Encoder 4 Silverlight player templates that are included in the
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Configuring the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams TaskConfiguring the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task

9. After reviewing or modifying the settings in the Edit Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task dialog box, click OK.
10. Proceed to the next section to configure the next task in the workflow.

Transform Manager installation, or to custom Silverlight player templates that you designed in
Expression Encoder.
Enable the createSubDirectory property if you want the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task to output
to a uniquely named subdirectory for each job. This is disabled by default to give you better control of
the naming of the output location when you use Transform Manager.

8. Note the virtual folder name that's specified in Output folder name.

The virtual output folder stores the transcoded output for the next task in the workflow, which you'll
configure in the next section .

  

1. To update the properties used by the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams task, select it, and then
click Edit.
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2. In the Edit Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task dialog box, you can edit task properties
in the Properties list. Select a property in the list, and then double-click the Value field to update the value.

You can edit the following properties for this task:
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NAME REQUIRED VALUE DESCRIPTION

allowcaching false true Enables the MPEG-2 TS
segments to be cached on
Apple devices for later
playback.

backwardcompatible false false Enables playback of the
MPEG-2 TS presentation
on devices that use the
Apple iOS 3.0 mobile
operating system.

codecs false false Enables codec format
identifiers, as defined by
RFC 4281, to be included
in the Apple HTTP Live
Streaming playlist (.m3u8)
file.

encrypt false false Enables encryption of
MPEG-2 TS segments by
using the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)
with a 128-bit key (AES-
128).

key false The hexadecimal
representation of the 16-
octet content key value
that is used for encryption.

keyuri false An alternate URI to be
used by clients for
downloading the key file. If
no value is specified, it is
assumed that the Live
Smooth Streaming
publishing point provides
the key file.

log false The file name to use for a
log file (with a .log file
name extension) that
records the conversion
activity. If you specify a log
file name, the file is stored
in the task output folder.

manifest false The file name to use for
the converted Apple HTTP
Live Streaming playlist file
(a file with an .m3u8 file
name extension). If no
value is specified, the
following default value is
used: <ISM_file_name>-
m3u8-aapl.m3u8



maxbitrate true 1600000 The maximum bit rate, in
bits per second (bps), to
be converted to MPEG-2
TS. On-demand Smooth
Streams at or below this
value are converted to
MPEG-2 TS segments.
Smooth Streams above
this value are not
converted. Most Apple
devices can play media
encoded at bit rates up to
1,600 Kbps.

overwrite false true Enables existing files in the
output folder to be
overwritten if converted
output files have identical
file names.

passphrase false A passphrase that is used
to generate the content
key identifier.

pid false The program ID of the
MPEG-2 TS presentation.
Different encodings of
MPEG-2 TS streams in the
same presentation use the
program ID so that clients
can easily switch between
bit rates.

segment false 10 The duration of each
MPEG-2 TS segment, in
seconds. 10 seconds is the
Apple-recommended
setting for most Apple
mobile digital devices.

NAME REQUIRED VALUE DESCRIPTION

3. Make sure that value specified in Input folder name is the same as the Output folder name for the Edit
Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task that you configured in the previous section.



Configuring the Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP
Live Streams Watch Folder

4. After reviewing or modifying the settings in the Edit Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task
dialog box, click OK.

5. In the Edit Job Templates dialog box, click OK to save your modifications to the job template.

 

To run transform jobs on media files, you must configure the default watch folder in Transform Manager that uses
the job template that you configured in the previous section. The watch folder will detect when media file types
that you specify arrive in it, and then Transform Manager will run the tasks that are included in the job template
that's bound to the watch folder against the media files. You can use the Edit Watch Folder property sheet to
specify the watch folder location, the media file types that it should "watch" for, the task scheduler that should run
the tasks in it, the user account that tasks should impersonate, as well as many other settings.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Watch Folders.

2. In the Watch Folders page, select the Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live
Streams watch folder. This watch folder uses the job template that you configured in the previous section. You
can confirm this by looking at the Job template value in the Watch Folder Details pane.
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3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

Basic Settings Input files In File filter, specify one or more of
the file formats supported by
Expression Encoder. The supported
string format is an asterisk (*),
followed by a period, and then the
file name extension (for example,
*.wmv or *.mp4 are valid file filters).
If you type \* to specify that the job
template acts on all file types, only
the supported file formats will be
processed. Specifying multiple file
formats (for example, in a comma-
delimited list) isn't supported.

4. Configure required settings in the watch folder's property sheet using the instructions in Configuring Watch
Folders. The following guidance applies to settings of particular importance for this workflow:
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Scheduler Scheduler In Scheduler, you'll typically select
Local Task Scheduler to specify that
Windows Task Scheduler on the local
computer be used to run jobs,
monitor and report job status, and
allocate CPU resources to tasks. For
large computation-intensive jobs
(such as encoding and transcoding)
where CPU resources might not be
sufficient, you can shift the jobs from
the local computer to computers in a
High Performance Computing (HPC)
cluster, and then configure the watch
folder to use the HPC Task Scheduler
on the head node in the HPC cluster.
For more information about how to
use Transform Manager with an HPC
cluster, see High-Performance
Transcoding with IIS Transform
Manager and Windows HPC Server.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION



Scheduler Concurrent jobs and Priority Use these settings to manage
computer resources. Concurrent
jobs controls how many jobs can run
at the same time in the watch folder.
The value is 1 by default, which
means that if you drop 10 files in the
watch folder, only one will begin
processing immediately while the rest
will go straight into a job queue. You
can adjust this setting depending on
the amount of physical memory and
number of CPUs that you have on
your server. Encoding tasks can
consume a lot of CPU and memory
resources and encoding jobs might
fail with high concurrency settings. If
you encounter these types of job
failures, increase the amount of
available RAM and/or CPUs, or
reduce the number of concurrent
jobs to 1. Selecting the Unlimited
check box disables the concurrency
setting and immediately schedules all
files that are detected in the watch
folder for processing. Priority
controls the priority that jobs are
given when scheduled by a watch
folder. If multiple watch folders are
running on the computer, you can
assign a Priority value to each one.
This setting enables jobs that are in
high-priority watch folders to be
created and run first. If you drop
media assets in a watch folder, but
another watch folder that has a
higher priority level is actively
running jobs, the jobs for the
dropped media assets aren't created
and queued for processing until the
higher-priority watch folder finishes
all of its jobs.

Advanced Settings Credentials You must specify a user account for
the watch folder to impersonate. The
tasks in the job template that's
bound to the watch folder will run
under the security context of this
user account. You must ensure that it
has the required permissions for the
tasks that are run. For more
information about how to create this
account, see Creating Watch Folder
Impersonation Accounts.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

5. Click OK to save your modifications to the watch folder.
6. On the Watch Folders page, select the watch folder, and then, in the Actions pane, click Enable.
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The watch folder is now enabled, but not yet started.

Watch folders that are enabled will automatically start when the Transform Manager service is restarted.
This setting is provided to reliably start watch folders after a service recycle event or after a computer
restarts.

7. In the Actions pane, click Start.

The watch folder is now active and ready to accept files.
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Running your Transform Jobs

NOTENOTE
You can't start a watch folder if another active watch folder thread is already using the same watch folder root path.

 

A job is created for each media asset that's dropped in a watch folder and meets the watch folder file filter
requirements. For example, if the File filter setting for a watch folder is set to detect all Windows Media Video
(.wmv) files, a job is created for each .wmv file that's dropped in the watch folder. Media files with file-name
extensions that don't match the watch folder's File filter setting are ignored.

To begin transforming content, copy-and-paste the media assets into the watch folder directory using Windows
Explorer or another file-movement mechanism such as command line, FTP, or WebDav.

The watch folder directory is specified in the Watch folder path setting on the Basic Settings tab of the watch
folder property sheet.

After you drop specified assets in a watch folder, the watch folder's job manager creates a job for each file and
moves them one at a time into the watch folder's WorkQueue directory. The files will be moved from the watch
folder into the WorkQueue quickly if they're small. The watch folder might not discover larger files for up to 60
seconds. If the files don't disappear after 60 seconds, make sure that you're in the correct watch folder or that you
have enabled and started the correct watch folder.

The WorkQueue directory contains folders that store the jobs as they're being processed. Assets that are
processed successfully are placed in the watch folder's Finished folder while media assets that can't be processed
are placed in the Failed folder. These folders are visible by default so that you can retrieve their contents more
easily. The WorkQueue directory contains other folders that temporarily store jobs as they're run through the job
workflow. These folders are hidden folders and to view them, you must turn on the Folder views option in
Windows that shows hidden files, folders, and drives.
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Managing and Monitoring your Transform Jobs

As jobs are run, job files (which include the original media source files, job manifest files, and the transformed
output for completed jobs) accumulate in the watch folder WorkQueue folders. They can eventually clutter the disk
and potentially impact performance. For more information about how to configure settings to automatically delete
these files from the WorkQueue after a specified period of time, see Running File Maintenance.

 

As jobs are processed through the WorkQueue folders, you can use the Job Monitor pages in IIS Manager to
view the progress of and manage currently running and queued jobs. For more information, see Running and
Monitoring Jobs.

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh147635.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff730174(v=ws.10).aspx
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Production NotesProduction Notes

by Dave Nelson

This article describes how to configure the default H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams job
template in IIS Transform Manager 1.0 to transform H.264-encoded Smooth Streams to the MPEG-2 Transport
Stream (MPEG-2 TS) container format in conformance with the Apple HTTP Live Streaming Protocol
Specification. As part of the transformation, an .m3u8 manifest file is created to form a complete Apple HTTP Live
Streaming presentation that you can deliver to Apple mobile digital devices from a Web server that's running the
IIS Smooth Streaming feature in IIS Media Services 4. This workflow is shown in the following diagram.

This article applies to the following watch folder in IIS Transform Manager 1.0:

H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

This section describes the software configuration and other requirements in order to run the media transform
that's described in this article.

 

For specific installation instructions, see Downloading and Installing in the Transform Manager Readme.

 

Create an account for the Transform Manager service and then start the service. You must create the account and
start the service in Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. Unexpected results can occur if you start the
Transform Manager service in the Services MMC console. For instructions, see Configuring the Transform
Manager Service.

 

This article describes a way to transform legacy Smooth Streaming presentations to Apple HTTP Live
Streams (HLS) that can be delivered by the IIS Smooth Streaming feature in IIS Media Services 4 to clients

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/transforming-on-demand-smooth-streams-to-apple-http-live-streams.md
https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#documentation/NetworkingInternet/Conceptual/HTTPLiveStreaming/_index.html
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
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Configuring the H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams
Job Template

Configuring the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams TaskConfiguring the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task

on Apple mobile digital devices. The following video and audio encoding profiles are supported:

Video. H.264 Baseline Profile Level 3.0 (iPhone®/iPod®/iPod touch®), Main Profile Level 3.1 (iPad®)
Audio. AAC-LC up to 48 kHz, stereo audio

For more information about the supported encoding profiles for Apple mobile digital devices, see
Recommended Encoding Settings for HTTP Live Streaming Media on the Apple Developer website.

The Smooth Streams must contain both audio and video.
Apple recommends that you not use B-frames when encoding streams for iPhone and iPod devices.
Although the iPhone 3GS can play content that's at a level higher than Baseline 3.0, it's not recommended if
you plan to target older iPhone devices and iPod touch devices.
You shouldn't use AAC-LC audio at bitrates higher than 64 Kbps when targeting iPhone/iPod devices.
You can add the default Robocopy task in Transform Manager to your job template in order to move the
transformed Apple HLS output to a Web server running IIS Smooth Streaming or to network-attached storage.
For more information, see Chaining the Robocopy Task to your Transformed Output.
To learn how to create an HTML5 webpage that clients on Apple mobile digital devices can use to play the
Apple HLS output, see Delivering Transform Manager Output to Clients.

   

This section describes how to configure the default H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams job
template to repackage Smooth Streams as Apple HTTP Live Streams.

Job templates are modifiable definitions of the tasks that are run during the transform. You can modify task
properties for this job template to specify the maximum bitrate to convert, the .m3u8 playlist file name, the
segment length in the stream, as well as many other settings.

 

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Job Templates.

2. In the Job Templates page, select the H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams job
template.

https://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#technotes/tn2224/_index.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/DTS40009745-CH1-SETTINGSFILES
file:///T:/n3zn/media/transform-manager/transforming-on-demand-smooth-streams-to-apple-http-live-streams/_static/image3.png


3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

Note the name of the watch folder that this job template is bound to in Watch folders that use this job
template . We'll configure this watch folder to run the repackaging jobs later in this article.

4. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, you can edit the job template Name and Description to give it a
more descriptive information for your environment.
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5. To update the properties used by the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams task, select it, and then
click Edit.

The Task definitions list shows the task that's used by this job template.

6. In the Edit Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task dialog box, you can edit task properties
in the Properties list. Select a property in the list, and then double-click the Value field to update the value.
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NAME REQUIRED VALUE DESCRIPTION

allowcaching false true Enables the MPEG-2 TS
segments to be cached on
Apple devices for later
playback.

backwardcompatible false false Enables playback of the
MPEG-2 TS presentation
on devices that use the
Apple iOS 3.0 mobile
operating system.

codecs false false Enables codec format
identifiers, as defined by
RFC 4281, to be included
in the Apple HTTP Live
Streaming playlist (.m3u8)
file.

encrypt false false Enables encryption of
MPEG-2 TS segments by
using the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)
with a 128-bit key (AES-
128).

You can edit the following properties for this task:
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key false The hexadecimal
representation of the 16-
octet content key value
that is used for encryption.

keyuri false An alternate URI to be
used by clients for
downloading the key file. If
no value is specified, it is
assumed that the Live
Smooth Streaming
publishing point provides
the key file.

log false The file name to use for a
log file (with a .log file
name extension) that
records the conversion
activity. If you specify a log
file name, the file is stored
in the task output folder.

manifest false The file name to use for
the converted Apple HTTP
Live Streaming playlist file
(a file with an .m3u8 file
name extension). If no
value is specified, the
following default value is
used: <ISM_file_name>-
m3u8-aapl.m3u8

maxbitrate true 1600000 The maximum bit rate, in
bits per second (bps), to
be converted to MPEG-2
TS. On-demand Smooth
Streams at or below this
value are converted to
MPEG-2 TS segments.
Smooth Streams above
this value are not
converted. Most Apple
devices can play media
encoded at bit rates up to
1,600 Kbps.

overwrite false true Enables existing files in the
output folder to be
overwritten if converted
output files have identical
file names.

passphrase false A passphrase that is used
to generate the content
key identifier.

NAME REQUIRED VALUE DESCRIPTION



Configuring the H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams
Watch Folder

pid false The program ID of the
MPEG-2 TS presentation.
Different encodings of
MPEG-2 TS streams in the
same presentation use the
program ID so that clients
can easily switch between
bit rates.

segment false 10 The duration of each
MPEG-2 TS segment, in
seconds. 10 seconds is the
Apple-recommended
setting for most Apple
mobile digital devices.

NAME REQUIRED VALUE DESCRIPTION

7. If you want to make the repackaged output available for a subsequent task in a task-chaining scenario, specify a
virtual folder name in Output folder name.

8. After reviewing or modifying the settings in the Edit Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams Task
dialog box, click OK.

9. In the Edit Job Templates dialog box, click OK to save your modifications to the job template.

 

To run transform jobs on media files, you must configure the default watch folder in Transform Manager that uses
the job template that you configured in the previous section. The watch folder will detect when media file types
that you specify arrive in it, and then Transform Manager will run the tasks that are included in the job template
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that's bound to the watch folder against the media files. You can use the Edit Watch Folder property sheet to
specify the watch folder location, the media file types that it should "watch" for, the task scheduler that should run
the tasks in it, the user account that tasks should impersonate, as well as many other settings.

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Watch Folders.

2. In the Watch Folders page, select the H.264 Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams watch folder.
This watch folder uses the job template that you configured in the previous section. You can confirm this by
looking at the Job template value in the Watch Folder Details pane.

3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

4. Configure required settings in the selected watch folder's property sheet using the instructions in
Configuring Watch Folders. The following guidance applies to settings of particular importance for this
workflow:
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TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

Basic Settings Input files In File Filter, type *.ism, and then
select the Parse playlist file check
box. This combination of options
specifies that the watch folder
watches for IIS Smooth Streaming
presentation manifest (.ism) files and
that the watch folder's job manager
won't schedule a job for the Smooth
Streaming presentation until all of
the video (.ismv) and audio (.isma)
files that are referenced in the
manifest are present.

Scheduler Scheduler In Scheduler, you'll typically select
Local Task Scheduler to specify that
Windows Task Scheduler on the local
computer be used to run jobs,
monitor and report job status, and
allocate CPU resources to tasks. You
can shift the jobs from the local
computer to computers in a High
Performance Computing (HPC)
cluster, and then configure the watch
folder to use the HPC Task Scheduler
on the head node in the HPC cluster
instead. For more information about
how to use Transform Manager with
an HPC cluster, see High-
Performance Transcoding with IIS
Transform Manager and Windows
HPC Server.



Scheduler Concurrent jobs and Priority Use these settings to manage
computer resources. Concurrent
jobs controls how many jobs can run
at the same time in the watch folder.
The value is 1 by default, which
means that if you drop 10 playlist
files in the watch folder, only one will
begin processing immediately while
the rest will go straight into a job
queue. You can adjust this setting
depending on the amount of physical
memory and number of CPUs that
you have on your server. If jobs fail
due to low available memory and
CPU resources, increase the amount
of available RAM and/or CPUs, or
reduce the number of concurrent
jobs to 1. Selecting the Unlimited
check box disables the concurrency
setting and immediately schedules all
playlist files that are detected in the
watch folder for processing. Priority
controls the priority that jobs are
given when scheduled by a watch
folder. If multiple watch folders are
running on the computer, you can
assign a Priority value to each one.
This setting enables jobs that are in
high-priority watch folders to be
created and run first. If you drop
media assets in a watch folder, but
another watch folder that has a
higher priority level is actively
running jobs, the jobs for the
dropped media assets aren't created
and queued for processing until the
higher-priority watch folder finishes
all of its jobs.

Advanced Settings Credentials You must specify a user account for
the watch folder to impersonate. The
tasks in the job template that's
bound to the watch folder will run
under the security context of this
user account. You must ensure that it
has the required permissions for the
tasks that are run. For more
information about how to create this
account, see Creating Watch Folder
Impersonation Accounts.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

5. Click OK to save your modifications to the watch folder.
6. On the Watch Folders page, select the watch folder, and then, in the Actions pane, click Enable.

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh147633.aspx


The watch folder is now enabled, but not yet started.

Watch folders that are enabled will automatically start when the Transform Manager service is restarted.
This setting is provided to reliably start watch folders after a service recycle event or after a computer
restarts.

7. In the Actions pane, click Start.

The watch folder is now active and ready to accept Smooth Streaming presentations.
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Running your Transform Jobs

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE
You can't start a watch folder if another active watch folder thread is already using the same watch folder root path.

 

The watch folder's job manager will schedule a job for media files that are referenced in a Smooth Streaming
presentation server manifest (.ism) file, and when all of the media files that are referenced in the .ism manifest are
present, move the manifest file and media assets as a group to the watch folder's WorkQueue directory.

To begin transforming content, copy-and-paste the .ism file, the Smooth Streaming client manifest (.ismc) file, and
all of the bitrate streams (.isma and ismv) files that are referenced in the .ism file into the watch folder using
Windows Explorer or another file-movement mechanism such as command line, FTP, or WebDav.

The watch folder directory is specified in the Watch folder path setting on the Basic Settings tab of the watch
folder property sheet.

You shouldn't drop multiple .ism manifest files in the watch folder at the same time if they reference the same media files.
The watch folder's job manager will schedule jobs for media files that are referenced in one playlist, and when all of the media
files that are referenced in the playlist are present, move the playlist file and media assets as a group to the watch folder's
WorkQueue directory. Another playlist that references the same media files then can't be processed because the media files
have been removed from the watch folder with the previous playlist. To schedule jobs for this playlist, you must drop the
missing media files into the watch folder again.

After you drop Smooth Streaming presentation files in a watch folder, the watch folder's job manager creates a job
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Managing and Monitoring your Transform Jobs

for the presentation and moves the presentation files into the watch folder's WorkQueue directory. The files will be
moved from the watch folder into the WorkQueue quickly if they're small. The watch folder might not discover
larger files for up to 60 seconds. If the files don't disappear after 60 seconds, make sure that you're in the correct
watch folder or that you've enabled and started the correct watch folder.

The WorkQueue directory contains folders that store the jobs as they're being processed. Assets that are
processed successfully are placed in the watch folder's Finished folder while media assets that can't be processed
are placed in the Failed folder. These folders are visible by default so that you can retrieve their contents more
easily. The WorkQueue directory contains other folders that temporarily store jobs as they're run through the job
workflow. These folders are hidden folders and to view them, you must turn on the Folder views option in
Windows that shows hidden files, folders, and drives.

As jobs are run, job files (which include the original media source files, job manifest files, and the transformed
output for completed jobs) accumulate in the watch folder WorkQueue folders. They can eventually clutter the disk
and potentially impact performance. For more information about how to configure settings to automatically delete
these files from the WorkQueue after a specified period of time, see Running File Maintenance.

 

As jobs are processed through the WorkQueue folders, you can use the Job Monitor pages in IIS Manager to
view the progress of and manage currently running and queued jobs. For more information, see Running and
Monitoring Jobs.
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Configuring the Robocopy Task

by Dave Nelson

The built-in Robocopy task in IIS Transform Manager 1.0 is a useful task that you can add to your job templates
to copy the transformed output from tasks that precede it to an alternate location on a network. As jobs are run,
the transformed output for completed jobs, which can be very large, accumulate on the disk and can impact
performance as disk space is consumed. Before file maintenance is performed, you can copy these files from the
Transform Manager computer to network-attached storage, or even directly to a Smooth Streaming website for
delivery to clients.

This article describes how to attach the Robocopy task in Transform Manager to a job template, and then
configure it so that it acts on the output of a task that precedes it in a task-chaining workflow.

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

1. In the Job Templates page, select a job template that you'll use to transform media content, and then click
Edit in the Actions pane.

2. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, click Add.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/chaining-the-robocopy-task-to-your-transformed-output.md
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3. In the Add Tasks dialog box, in the Available tasks list, select Robocopy, and then click OK.

4. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, select the Robocopy task in the Task definitions list, and then click
Move Up or Move Down until it's displayed below the task that's creating the output that you want to
copy.

The Task definitions list displays tasks in the order that they run, from top (the first task that's run) to
bottom (the last task that's run). In the above example, the Robocopy task will act on the Smooth
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5. Select the Robocopy task in the Task definitions list, and then click Edit.

Streaming output that's created by the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task.

6. In the Edit Robocopy Task dialog box, edit the Command line and arguments string to specify a
location to which to copy the transformed output files.

a. In the Command line and arguments string, replace {Input Folder}  with the virtual Output
folder name of the preceding task. This is the virtual folder name where the Robocopy task will
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    [!code-console[Main](chaining-the-robocopy-task-to-your-transformed-output/samples/sample4.cmd?
highlight=1-2)]
5. Finally, add a runtime substitution token after the `{Output Folder}` destination to specify what job-
specific information should be used as the name of a folder that the task will create when it copies the 
transformed output files to the destination. For example: 

    [!code-console[Main](chaining-the-robocopy-task-to-your-transformed-output/samples/sample5.cmd?
highlight=1)]

    The substitution token that you enter after the `{Output Folder}` path is used to generate a new folder 
whose name will be expanded to include the job-specific information specified by the substitution token.

    To add a substitution token into the command-line string, right-click after the `{Output Folder}` in the 
string to create an insertion point. This will expose a list of the available substitution tokens from which 
you can select.  

Robocopy.exe "EE4Output" "{Output Folder}" * /R:3 /W:30

Robocopy.exe "EE4Output" "\\ServerName\inetpub\wwwroot\" * /R:3 /W:30

look for transformed files created by the preceding task. For example:

b. Replace {Output Folder}  with the UNC path of a network share or website. This is the location to
which the transformed output files from the preceding task will be copied. For example:

A watch folder's job manager runs tasks, including the Robocopy task, under the security context of a user
account that you configure while configuring the watch folder that the job template is bound to. Make sure
that this user account has the necessary permissions to copy files to the {Output Folder}  location that you
specify. For more information, see Creating Watch Folder Impersonation Accounts .

Robocopy.exe "EE4Output" "\\ServerName\inetpub\wwwroot\" *.ismv /R:3 /W:30

b. Specify the number of times that the task will try to copy a transformed output file if it fails the first time
( /R:3 ) and how long it will wait between each attempt in seconds ( /W:30 ). In the above example, if the
task initially fails to copy the transformed output, it will try to copy the output up to 3 more times and
wait for 30 seconds between each attempt.

a. If desired, specify the file types that the task will copy by updating the file filter. The default value ( *
) means that the task will copy all of the transformed output generated by the preceding task. If you
want to copy specific file types from the transformed output, specify the file name extension of those
files. For example:

For example, to configure the task to retry 5 times and wait for 1 minute between each attempt, enter:

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh147633.aspx


    | Name | Description |
    | --- | --- |
    | File Name | Expands to the file name of a file that's dropped in the watch folder, without the file name 
extension. |
    | File Extension | Expands to the file name extension of a file that's dropped in the watch folder. |
    | File Full Name | Expands to the full name (file name and file name extension) of a file that's dropped 
in the watch folder. |
    | User Manifest | Expands to the full name (file name and file name extension) of a manifest that's 
dropped in the watch folder. |
    | Default Manifest | Expands to the full name (file name and file name extension) of a manifest that's 
generated by Transform Manager. |
    | DateTime Local(yyyyMMddHHmmssffff) | Expands to the current date/time in local time format, using a 
formatted date/time string. The formatting can be modified inside the parenthesis to use any supported .NET 
**dateTime** format string. |
    | DateTime Local(yyyy-MM-dd) | Expands to the current date/time in local time format. |
    | DateTime UTC(yyyyMMddHHmmssffff | Expands to the current date/time in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 
format, using a formatted date/time string. The formatting can be modified inside the parenthesis to use any 
supported .NET **dateTime** format string. |
    | DateTime UTC(yyyy-MM-dd) | Expands to the current date/time in UTC format. |
    | New GUID | Expands to a new GUID formatted with dashes. For example, D44D00D7-204D-415C-95E6-
DD815300B668. |
    | Job ID | Expands to the job ID of the transform job. |
    | Watch Folder | Expands to the watch folder root path. |
    | Input Folder | Expands to the task input folder path. |
    | Output Folder | Expands to the task output folder path. |

1. To add additional substitution tokens, right-click after the {Output Folder}  in the string and before or after
a previously added substitution token to create an insertion point, and select an additional token. In this
way, you can build a job-specific destination directory that includes multiple points of information. For
example, if you want to include the watch folder path and the file name of the dropped media asset in the
directory path:
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NOTENOTE

Robocopy.exe "EE4Output" "\\ServerName\inetpub\wwwroot\{Watch Folder}\{File Name}" *.ismv /R:5 /W:60

2. In the Success codes box, specify which of the standard Robocopy return codes should be recorded as
successful operations in job instance logs by editing the comma-delimited string.

3. Click OK to close the Edit Robocopy Task dialog box.

Substitution tokens that you add must be separated by the backslash ( \ ) character.

If you used the Robocopy task to copy transformed output from a preceding task to a Smooth Streaming website, see
Delivering Transform Manager Output to Clients to learn how to create a webpage that Silverlight clients can use to play
Smooth Streams, or an HTML5 webpage that clients on Apple mobile digital devices can use to play Apple HTTP Live
Streams.

If you used this procedure to edit a job template that was bound to a watch folder that was started, restart the
watch folder to apply the changes:

1. Select the watch folder in the Watch Folders page.
2. In the Actions pane, click Stop.
3. In the Actions pane, click Start.
If you restart a watch folder to apply changes, and the watch folder is either running jobs or jobs are queued in the
watch folder for processing, the following conditions apply:

If the watch folder was running jobs and you click Stop to stop the watch folder, the currently running jobs will
finish before the watch folder stops. Queued jobs won't be submitted for processing.
If you want to apply the changes to currently running and queued jobs, you must cancel these jobs, restart the
watch folder, and then drop the original media sources in the watch folder again so that they can be processed
with the updated settings. For more information about how to manage jobs in watch folders, see Running and
Monitoring Jobs.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/954404
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by Dave Nelson

In IIS Transform Manager 1.0, you can configure a built-in Smooth Streams to encrypted Smooth Streams job
template to add Microsoft PlayReady protection to previously encoded Smooth Streaming presentations. The
PlayReady Protection task that's attached to this job template can also be attached to other job templates that
output Smooth Streams so that the Smooth Streams can be encrypted in a task-chaining scenario.

This article applies to the following watch folders in IIS Transform Manager 1.0:

PlayReady Protection
H.264 MP4 video files to H.264 Smooth Streams (task-chaining)
Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live Streams (task-chaining)
Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams (task-chaining)

 

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs that handle audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

 

This section describes the software configuration and other requirements to run the media transforms that are
described in this article.

 

For specific installation instructions, see Downloading and Installing in the Transform Manager Readme.

 

Create an account for the Transform Manager service and then start the service. You must create the account and
start the service in Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. Unexpected results can occur if you start the
Transform Manager service in the Services MMC console. For instructions, see Configuring the Transform
Manager Service.

 

You can add the built-in Robocopy task in Transform Manager to a job template to move the encrypted
Smooth Streaming output to a web server that's running IIS Smooth Streaming or to network-attached
storage. For more information, see Chaining the Robocopy Task to your Transformed Output.
This article describes a way to encrypt legacy Smooth Streaming presentations that the IIS Smooth Streaming
feature in IIS Media Services 4 can deliver to Silverlight clients. For more information, see Delivering
Transform Manager Output to Clients.
The PlayReady Protection task in Transform Manager must acquire a content key or key seed from a
PlayReady license server to encrypt content. In addition, the PlayReady license server issues licenses to
Silverlight clients to enable playback of your encrypted Smooth Streaming presentations. A PlayReady Service
Provider can provide these services for you, or you can create your own PlayReady license server by licensing
the PlayReady Server SDK. For more information, see the Microsoft PlayReady website.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/encrypting-on-demand-smooth-streams.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/ff730170.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/smooth-streaming
https://www.microsoft.com/PlayReady/Default.mspx


Configuring Job Templates
IIS Transform Manager includes a built-in Smooth Streams to encrypted Smooth Streams job template to
which the PlayReady Protection task is attached. This task applies Microsoft PlayReady content protection to
Smooth Streaming presentation files that you drop into the PlayReady Protection watch folder.

You can also add the PlayReady Protection task to other built-in job templates that produce Smooth Streaming
output as part of a task-chaining workflow. For more information, see Chaining the PlayReady Protection Task to a
Job Template.

To configure job templates, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Job Templates.

SMOOTH STREAMS TO ENCRYPTED SMOOTH STREAMS
VIDEO FILES TO H.264 SMOOTH STREAMS AND APPLE HTTP
LIVE STREAMS

Click image to enlarge Click image to enlarge

3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

2. In the Job Templates page, select the Smooth Streams to encrypted Smooth Streams job template or
one of the other job templates that produces unencrypted Smooth Streaming output (for example, the
Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live Streams job template).

Note the name of the watch folder that the job template is bound to in Watch folders that use this job
template. We'll configure this watch folder to run the transformation jobs later in this article.
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4. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, on the Basic Settings tab, you can edit the job template Name and
Description to give it more descriptive information for your environment.

The Task definitions list shows the tasks that are used by the job template.

|  > Note: - The Edit Job Template dialog box will display a task configuration error message on the
Messages tab if a required property value for the PlayReady Protection task isn't specified. You can
ignore this message for now as we'll configure the required task properties later in this article. | | --- |

5. If you selected the Smooth Streams to encrypted Smooth Streams job template, select the PlayReady
Protection task in the Task definitions list, click Edit, and then configure the PlayReady Protection task
properties.
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Chaining the PlayReady Protection Task to a Job TemplateChaining the PlayReady Protection Task to a Job Template

IF YOU USED THIS JOB TEMPLATE… SEE THE FOLLOWING:

H.264 MP4 files to H.264 Smooth Streams Using the MP4 to Smooth Task

Video files to H.264 Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live
Streams

Configuring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task

Video files to VC-1 Smooth Streams Configuring the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 Task

If you selected another job template, you must add the PlayReady Protection task to the proper location
in the Task definitions list before configuring its properties. For more information, see Chaining the
PlayReady Protection Task to a Job Template .

  

In Transform Manager, you can add the PlayReady Protection task to one of the built-in job templates to
produce encrypted Smooth Streaming output as part of its workflow.

For more information about how to configure the task that creates the Smooth Streams before they're encrypted
by the PlayReady Protection task, see the following configuration guidance:

To add the PlayReady Protection task to the existing workflow, do the following (The Video files to H.264
Smooth Streams and Apple HTTP Live Streams job template is used as an example in the following
procedure):

1. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, click Add.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/transform-manager/encrypting-on-demand-smooth-streams/_static/image17.png
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2. In the Add Tasks dialog box, select the PlayReady Protection task in the Available tasks list, and then click
OK.

3. In the Edit Job Template dialog box, select the PlayReady Protection task in the Task definitions list,
and then click the Move Up or Move Down buttons until it's displayed below the task that creates the
Smooth Streaming output that you want to encrypt.
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4. Select the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task in the Task definitions list, and then click Edit. Note the value of
Output folder name for this task, and then click Cancel to close the dialog box.

5. Select the PlayReady Protection task in the Task definitions list, and then click Edit. In the Edit PlayReady
Protection Task dialog box, in Input folder name, select the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task output folder

In this example, both the Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live Streams and PlayReady Protection
tasks will act on the Smooth Streaming output that the Expression Encoder 4.0 SP2 task creates.
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Configuring PlayReady Protection Task PropertiesConfiguring PlayReady Protection Task Properties

name.

6. Configure the PlayReady Protection task properties.

    

The built-in PlayReady Protection task in Transform Manager creates encrypted Smooth Streaming
presentations that are compliant with Microsoft PlayReady technologies. The task implements PlayReady Digital
Rights Management on your Smooth Streams, enabling you to post your presentations to your web server with
the confidence that they'll be used by Silverlight clients in the way that you specify.

The PlayReady Protection task in Transform Manager must acquire a content key (or a key seed that's used to
generate a content key) from a PlayReady license server to encrypt content. In addition, the PlayReady license
server issues the licenses to Silverlight clients, which are required to play your encrypted Smooth Streaming
presentations. The license contains a content policy that specifies how the content can be used. For example, the
policy can specify the number of times the encrypted presentation can be played and when the license expires. The
content policy properties in a license are configured separately from the content encryption. A PlayReady Service
Provider can provide these services for you, or you can create your own PlayReady license server by licensing the
PlayReady Server SDK. For more information, see the Microsoft PlayReady website.

This section describes how to configure the PlayReady Protection task properties to create encrypted Smooth
Streams. To configure the task properties, do the following:

1. In the Edit PlayReady Protection Task dialog box, you can edit task properties in the Properties list.
Select a property in the list, and then double-click the Value field to add or update the value.
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NAME REQUIRED DESCRIPTION

contentKey -or- keySeedValue false A content key is used to encrypt the
Smooth Streams. Depending on how
the PlayReady license server is
configured, it will provide either a
base64-encoded content key or a
base64-encoded key seed that is
hashed with the keyID value to
generate a content key. Get one of
these keys from your PlayReady
Service Provider, and then type the
16-byte contentKey value or the
30-byte keySeedValue into the
appropriate task property Value
field.

The following guidance applies to properties of particular importance for this workflow:

file:///T:/n3zn/media/transform-manager/encrypting-on-demand-smooth-streams/_static/image41.png


keyId false A key ID is globally unique identifier
(GUID) that uniquely identifies a
Smooth Streaming presentation (or a
group of presentations). The
PlayReady license server generates a
different license for each key ID.
Leave this value blank if you want to
ensure that a unique GUID value is
used to identify each Smooth
Streaming presentation that's
encrypted. When a value isn't
specified for this property, a random
value is automatically generated for
each presentation to ensure that it
has a unique value and that a
different license is required to unlock
the files. To specify a GUID value for
a group of Smooth Streaming
presentations (such as episodes from
one program), type a valid GUID
value. The encryption process will
specify the same key ID for all of the
Smooth Streaming presentations and
the PlayReady license server will
generate one license to unlock all of
the files.

licenseAcquisitionUrl true Type the webpage address on a
PlayReady license server from which
Silverlight clients can obtain a license
to play the encrypted Smooth
Streams. The general URL format is 
http://[server
name]/playready/rightsmanager.asmx

. However, some PlayReady Service
Providers might require you to use a
different URL. Consult with your
provider if you're not sure.

NAME REQUIRED DESCRIPTION

2. After reviewing or modifying the properties in the Edit PlayReady Protection Task dialog box, click OK.
3. In the Edit Job Templates dialog box, click OK to save your modifications to the job template.

When the PlayReady Protection task runs, it embeds the key ID and license acquisition URL in the Smooth
Streaming presentation client manifest (.ismc) file content header during the transformation. When a Silverlight
client tries to access your encrypted content, it sends the key ID to the license acquisition URL of the PlayReady
license server. The license server uses the key ID to do one of two things depending on how it's configured:

If it's configured to use a content key, it generates a license with the content key that's associated with the key
ID.
If it's configured to use a key seed, it generates a license with a content key that's derived from the key ID and
the key seed on the server.

In either case, the license server generates a license derived from the content key, digitally signs it, and downloads
it to the client computer. Both the content key and key seed are the primary protectors of the file, so you should
make sure that they remain confidential. Neither the content key or key seed are stored in the content header, and
clients can't access either of these seeds.

The Silverlight PlayReady DRM component on the local computer verifies the license, including any content



 NOTE: - YOU CAN SPECIFY KEYID AND KEYSEEDVALUE VALUES IN THE SMOOTH STREAMING PRESENTATION SERVER MANIFEST (.ISM) FILE
CONTENT HEADER TO OVERRIDE THE PROPERTY VALUES IN THE PLAYREADY PROTECTION TASK DEFINITION. THIS PROVIDES ANOTHER
OPTION TO ENSURE THAT YOUR SMOOTH STREAMING PRESENTATIONS ARE UNIQUELY IDENTIFIED FOR LICENSING PURPOSES. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, SEE WILLIAM ZHANG'S BLOG, HOW TO ADD PLAYREADY PROTECTION IN A TRANSFORM MANAGER JOB TEMPLATE.

Configuring Watch Folders

policies such as the license expiration date, before the Silverlight client can play the Smooth Streaming
presentation.

 

To run encryption jobs on Smooth Streams, you must configure the watch folder in Transform Manager that uses
the job template that you configured in the previous section. The watch folder detects when specified media file
types (either Smooth Streaming presentation files or media asset files) arrive in it, and then Transform Manager
runs the job template tasks (including the PlayReady Protection task) against the files. You can use the Edit
Watch Folder property sheet to specify the watch folder location, the media file types that it "watches" for, the
task scheduler that runs the tasks in it, the user account that tasks impersonate, as well as many other settings.

To configure the watch folder, do the following:

1. In IIS Manager, in the Connections pane, click Watch Folders.

PLAYREADY PROTECTION
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3. In the Actions pane, click Edit.

2. In the Watch Folders page, select the watch folder that uses the job template that you configured in the
previous section. You can confirm that you're using the right watch folder by looking at the Job template
value in the Watch Folder Details pane.

https://blogs.msdn.com/b/playready4/archive/2011/09/02/how-to-add-playready-protection-in-a-transform-manager-job-template.aspx
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TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

Basic Settings Input files If you used the PlayReady
Protection watch folder, in File
Filter, type *.ism, and then select the
Parse playlist file check box. This
combination of options specifies that
the watch folder watches for IIS
Smooth Streaming presentation
manifest (.ism) files and that the
watch folder job manager won't
schedule a job for the Smooth
Streaming presentation until all of
the video (.ismv) and audio (.isma)
files that are referenced in the
manifest are present. If you added
the PlayReady Protection task to a
job template that transforms media
files to Smooth Streams, in File filter,
specify one or more of the file
formats supported by Expression
Encoder. The supported string
format is an asterisk (*), followed by a
period, and then the file name
extension (for example, *.wmv and
*.mp4 are valid file filters). If you
type \* to specify that the job
template acts on all file types, only
the supported file formats will be
processed. Specifying multiple file
formats (for example, in a comma-
delimited list) isn't supported.

4. Configure required settings in the watch folder property sheet by using the instructions in Configuring
Watch Folders. The following guidance applies to settings of particular importance for this workflow:
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Scheduler Scheduler In Scheduler, select Local Task
Scheduler to specify that Windows
Task Scheduler on the local computer
be used to run jobs, monitor and
report job status, and allocate CPU
resources to tasks. For large
computation-intensive jobs (such as
encoding and transcoding) where
CPU resources might not be
sufficient, you can shift the jobs from
the local computer to computers in a
High Performance Computing (HPC)
cluster, and then configure the watch
folder to use the HPC Task Scheduler
on the head node in the HPC cluster.
For more information about how to
use Transform Manager with an HPC
cluster, see High-Performance
Transcoding with IIS Transform
Manager and Windows HPC Server.

Scheduler Concurrent jobs and Priority Use these settings to manage
computer resources. Concurrent
jobs controls how many jobs can run
at the same time in the watch folder.
The value is 1 by default, which
means that if you drop 10 playlist
files in the watch folder, only one will
begin processing immediately while
the rest go into a job queue. You can
adjust this setting depending on the
physical memory and number of
CPUs available. If jobs fail due to low
available memory and CPU
resources, increase the amount of
available RAM and/or CPUs, or
reduce the number of concurrent
jobs to 1. Selecting the Unlimited
check box disables the concurrency
setting and immediately schedules all
playlist files that are detected in the
watch folder for processing. Priority
controls the priority that jobs are
given when scheduled by a watch
folder. If multiple watch folders are
running on the computer, you can
assign a Priority value to each one.
This setting enables jobs that are in
high-priority watch folders to be
created and run first. If you drop
media assets in a watch folder, but
another watch folder that has a
higher priority level is actively
running jobs, the jobs for the
dropped media assets aren't created
and queued for processing until the
higher-priority watch folder finishes
all of its jobs.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION



Advanced Settings Credentials You must specify a user account for
the watch folder to impersonate. The
tasks in the job template that's
bound to the watch folder will run
under the security context of this
user account. You must ensure that it
has the required permissions for the
tasks that are run. For more
information about how to create this
account, see Creating Watch Folder
Impersonation Accounts.

TAB SETTINGS DESCRIPTION

5. Click OK to save your modifications to the watch folder.
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6. On the Watch Folders page, select the watch folder, and then, in the Actions pane, click Enable.

The watch folder is now enabled, but not yet started.

Watch folders that are enabled will automatically start when the Transform Manager service is restarted.
This setting is provided to start watch folders after a service recycle event or after a computer restart.

7. In the Actions pane, click Start.

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh147633.aspx
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Transforming Smooth Streams to Encrypted Smooth Streams
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 NOTE: - YOU CAN'T START A WATCH FOLDER IF ANOTHER ACTIVE WATCH FOLDER THREAD IS ALREADY USING THE SAME WATCH
FOLDER ROOT PATH.

The watch folder is now active and ready to accept dropped media assets (either Smooth Streaming
presentation files or media asset files).

 

The PlayReady Protection watch folder's job manager will schedule a job for the Smooth Streaming
presentation, and when all of the media files that are referenced in the Smooth Streaming presentation server
manifest (.ism) file are present, move the manifest file and media assets as a group to the watch folder's
WorkQueue directory.

To begin transforming content, copy-and-paste the ISM file, the Smooth Streaming client manifest (.ismc) file, and
all of the bitrate streams (.isma and ismv) files that are referenced in the ISM file into the watch folder directory by
using Windows Explorer or another file-movement mechanism such as command line, FTP, or WebDav.
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 NOTE: - DON'T DROP MULTIPLE ISM MANIFEST FILES IN THE WATCH FOLDER AT THE SAME TIME IF THEY REFERENCE THE SAME STREAMS.
THE JOB MANAGER WILL SCHEDULE JOBS FOR MEDIA FILES THAT ARE REFERENCED IN ONE ISM MANIFEST, AND WHEN ALL OF THE STREAMS
THAT ARE REFERENCED IN THE MANIFEST ARE PRESENT, MOVE THE MANIFEST AND STREAMS AS A GROUP TO THE WATCH FOLDER'S
WORKQUEUE DIRECTORY. ANOTHER MANIFEST THAT REFERENCES THE SAME STREAMS THEN CAN'T BE PROCESSED BECAUSE THE STREAMS
WERE REMOVED FROM THE WATCH FOLDER WITH THE PREVIOUS MANIFEST. TO SCHEDULE JOBS FOR THIS MANIFEST, YOU MUST DROP THE
MISSING STREAMS INTO THE WATCH FOLDER AGAIN.

Transforming Media Files to Encrypted Smooth Streams

The watch folder directory is specified in the Watch folder path setting on the Basic Settings tab of the watch
folder property sheet.

 

A job is created for each media asset that's dropped in a watch folder and meets the watch folder file filter
requirements. For example, if the File filter setting for a watch folder is set to detect all Windows Media Video
(WMV) files, a job is created for each WMV file that's dropped in the watch folder. Media files with file-name
extensions that don't match the watch folder's File filter setting are ignored.

To begin transforming content, copy-and-paste the media assets into the watch folder directory by using Windows
Explorer or another file-movement mechanism such as command line, FTP, or WebDav.
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Managing and Monitoring your Transform Jobs

The watch folder directory is specified in the Watch folder path setting on the Basic Settings tab of the watch
folder property sheet.

 

After you drop Smooth Streaming presentation files or media assets into a watch folder, the watch folder's job
manager creates a job for the presentation or assets and moves the associated files into the watch folder's
WorkQueue directory. The files are moved from the watch folder into the WorkQueue quickly if they're small. The
watch folder might not discover larger files for up to 60 seconds. If the files don't disappear after 60 seconds, make
sure that you're in the correct watch folder or that you've enabled and started the correct watch folder.

The WorkQueue directory contains folders that store the jobs as they're being processed. Media assets that are
successfully processed are placed in the Finished folder while assets that can't be processed are placed in the
Failed folder. These folders are visible by default so that you can retrieve their contents more easily. The
WorkQueue directory contains other folders that temporarily store jobs as they're run through the job workflow.
These folders are hidden folders and to view them, you must turn on the Folder views option in Windows that
shows hidden files, folders, and drives.

As jobs are processed through the WorkQueue folders, you can use the Job Monitor pages in IIS Manager to view
the progress of and manage currently running and queued jobs. For more information, see Running and
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Monitoring Jobs.

As jobs are run, job files (which include the original media source files, job manifest files, and the transformed
output for completed jobs) accumulate in the watch folder WorkQueue folders. They can eventually clutter the disk
and potentially impact performance. For more information about how to configure settings to delete these files
automatically from the WorkQueue after a specified amount of time, see Running File Maintenance.

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/hh147635.aspx
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by Dave Nelson

IIS Transform Manager 1.0 is an extensible media transform engine that enables "watch folder" job submission,
queuing, management, integrated media transcoding/transmuxing, and batch-encryption of on-demand audio
and video files. One example of a media transform is transcoding Windows Media-formatted and MP4-
formatted files, or other encoder-supported file formats, to on-demand Smooth Streams for delivery to Smooth
Streaming-compatible clients (such as Silverlight). Another example is transmuxing Smooth Streaming
fragments encoded with H.264 (AVC) video and AAC-LC audio codecs to MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2
TS) segments for delivery to Apple® mobile digital devices. Transform Manager can be integrated with the IIS
Smooth Streaming feature in IIS Media Services, which delivers the "transformed" content.

IIS Transform Manager is designed to work with other programs, such as programs handling audio or video
signals. It's solely your responsibility to ensure your compliance with any terms accompanying such other
programs, and that you have obtained any necessary rights for your use of the programs.

This section describes the installation requirements for IIS Transform Manager 1.0.

The following prerequisites must be fulfilled to install IIS Transform Manager:

To manage the Transform Manager feature using the IIS Manager user interface, the IIS Management
Console for IIS must be installed.
To manage the Transform Manager feature using the IIS Manager user interface, .NET Framework 3.5 Service
Pack 1 (SP1) must be installed.
You must be an administrator on the computer. This can be accomplished by logging on to the computer
using either the Administrator account or an account with administrative privileges.

You must use IIS 7 running on one of the following operating systems:

Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows 7

The default installation of Transform Manager includes an Expression Encoder 4 SP2 transcoding task that
uses encoding presets that require the encoding profiles and Silverlight player templates provided by Microsoft®
Expression Encoder 4. Because you can choose from a variety of encoding presets, be sure to install the edition of
Expression Encoder 4 that meets your needs. H.264 encoding presets and GPU-encoding are only supported by
Expression Encoder 4 Pro. VC-1 encoding presets are supported by Expression Encoder 4 Pro and by Expression
Encoder 4, which is included in a free Trial version of Expression Studio 4.

After installing your edition of Expression Encoder 4, you must then install Microsoft Expression Encoder 4 with
Service Pack 2 (SP2).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/transform-manager/iis-transform-manager-readme.md
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735186
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735190
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735191
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735194
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9770510


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Downloading and InstallingDownloading and Installing

If you purchased Expression Studio 3 from a store, and it's installed on your computer, you can download the Trial version
of Expression Studio 4 Ultimate or Expression Studio 4 Web Professional, and the full version of Expression Studio 4 (which
includes Expression Encoder 4 Pro) will automatically be enabled. If you choose to not purchase Expression Studio 3, you
can download a 60-day free Trial of Expression Studio 4. However, the trial version of Expression Encoder 4 Pro that's
enabled doesn't support H.264-encoding and you can only run the Expression Encoder 4 SP2 transcoding task with VC-
1-encoding presets. For more information, see How to Upgrade.

The following software must be installed on the computer to use Expression Encoder 4:

.NET Framework 4
Desktop Experience (server operating systems only)

You can integrate Transform Manager with a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster. These computers run the
Windows HPC Server operating system, a solution built on Windows Server technology that provides a platform for
clustering computers to perform computation-intensive tasks, such as encoding, without specialized hardware. You can
configure a local watch folder to use the HPC Task Scheduler on the head node in the HPC cluster. The HPC Task
Scheduler will assign the jobs to compute nodes in the cluster and the CPU resources on the compute nodes will be
used for running jobs.
If you plan to use the default Expression Encoder 4 SP2 task in an HPC Cluster, you must run the HPC compute
nodes on the Windows Server 2008 R2 operating system. The Windows HPC Server operating system doesn't include
the Desktop Experience feature, which is required for encoding and transcoding tasks using Expression Encoder 4. For
more information about how to configure Transform Manager to use an HPC cluster for transcoding media files to IIS
Smooth Streaming format, using Expression Encoder presets, see High-Performance Transcoding with IIS Transform
Manager and Windows HPC Server.

IIS Transform Manager 1.0 can be installed by using either Microsoft Web Platform Installer (Web PI) or
Windows Installer.

Install Using Web PI

1. Go to the Microsoft Web Platform Installer webpage and click Download It Now to download and run Web
PI.

2. At the bottom of the Web Platform Installer dialog box, click Options.
3. In the Change Options dialog box, in Select your preferred language for software installations, select

your preferred language, and then click OK.
4. Back in the Web Platform Installer dialog box, at the top of the dialog box, click Products in the Spotlight

– Products – Applications row of options.
5. In the Contents pane, click All.
6. In the list of products that is displayed, click the Add button for IIS Transform Manager 1.0 RTW, and then

click Install.

Install Using Windows Installer

Two separate downloadable installation packages are available for IIS Transform Manager 1.0. Click one of the
following links to download the Windows Installer (.msi) file for your edition of Windows:

IIS Transform Manager 1.0 RTW (32-bit)
IIS Transform Manager 1.0 RTW (64-bit)

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9770534
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735195
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735196
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9770530
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9770531
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735198
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735203
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735204


Upgrading from a Previous Version of I IS Transform ManagerUpgrading from a Previous Version of I IS Transform Manager

UninstallingUninstalling

Known Issues

Follow the instructions on the Download details page to install the software.

Upgrading from previous versions of IIS Transform Manager to IIS Transform Manager 1.0 RTW isn't supported.
You must uninstall the previous version of the software before you can install the RTW version. In addition, you
must also uninstall any Expression Encoder task packages that you downloaded from Microsoft Connect that
worked with previous versions of Transform Manager before you can install the RTW version.

To remove IIS Transform Manager, in Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features, under Uninstall
or change a program, click IIS Transform Manager 1.0, and then click Uninstall.

This section describes the known issues for IIS Transform Manager 1.0.

TASK NAME OLD ASSEMBLY NAME NEW ASSEMBLY NAME

Expression Encoder 4 Microsoft.Web.Media.TransformMan
ager.EETask

Microsoft.Web.Media.TransformMan
ager.EE40SP2Task

Smooth Streams to Apple HTTP Live
Streams

Microsoft.Web.Media.TransformMan
ager.Fmp42tsTask

Microsoft.Web.Media.TransformMan
ager.SmoothToHLS

Starting the Transform Manager service. You must configure credentials for the Transform Manager
service and start the service in IIS Manager so that permissions to resources for the user account that the
Transform Manager service impersonates are configured correctly. Unexpected results can occur if you start
the IIS Transform Manager Host service in the Services console, and then try to configure Transform Manager
workflows in IIS Manager. For more information about how to create credentials for the Transform Manager
service in IIS Manager, see Configuring the Transform Manager Service.
Resetting the password for the Transform Manager service account. If you reset the password for the
user account that the Transform Manager service uses to log on, the user account will be removed from the
credential store for the account and you won't be able to start the Transform Manager service after the user
logs off. For more information about how to update the password of the user account for the IIS Transform
Manager Host service, see Configuring the Transform Manager Service.
Resetting the password for a watch folder impersonation account. If you reset the password for the
user account that the watch folder impersonates, the user account will be removed from the credential store
for the account and you won't be able to start the watch folder. For more information about how to update the
password of the user account that the watch folder impersonates, see Creating Watch Folder Impersonation
Accounts.

Job templates and watch folders from a previous version of Transform Manager might not work
or might be missing. If you used an older version of Transform Manager, and then install the RTW
version on the same computer, some job templates and watch folders might not work or might not be
displayed in IIS Manager. This issue occurs for certain job templates that use tasks with assembly names
that have changed in the RTW version. You can create new job templates that use the same settings as the
old ones, or update the task assembly names in the taskCode property in the definition files for the
affected tasks, which are located in 
%SystemDrive%\ProgramData\Microsoft\IIS\Transform Manager\Configuration\Task Definitions .

Storing user account credentials for network authentication. If the Transform Manager computer's
network access policy prevents Credential Manager from storing user account credentials on the
computer for later use for domain authentication, the Transform Manager service might not start, or jobs
might fail, with the error "A specified logon session does not exist. (HRESULT: 0x80070520)." If this

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9770518
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Running the Command Line task. If you edit the default Command Line task in Transform Manager to
run an executable program file, you must wrap the path to the executable program file name and the file-
name extension in the command-line string in quotation marks if the path or file name contains spaces. For
example, for an executable program file that is named My Program.exe, in the Command line and
arguments box for the task, enter : %DirectoryPath%\My Program.exe .
Running the Maintenance command. On a watch folder's Maintenance tab, you can use a Windows
PowerShell cmdlet, an executable program file (.exe), a Windows command file (.cmd), or a batch file (.bat)
that performs custom file maintenance actions. The file path that you enter in Maintenance command must

occurs, update the security policy to enable storage of user account credentials by doing the following:

1. Open the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) Local Security Policy snap-in (click Start, click
Run, type secpol.msc in the Run dialog box, and then click OK.

2. In the navigation pane, expand Local Policies, and then click Security Options.
3. In the console pane, right-click the Network access: Do not allow storage of passwords and

credentials for network authentication policy, and then click Properties.
4. In the Properties page, on the Local Security Setting tab, click Disabled.
Enabling communication through a firewall. Transform Manager uses port 59999 for management
and monitoring services. You must open this port in your firewall. If the port is open in the firewall, but
another program or service is configured to use the port, Transform Manager or the other program or
service might not work as expected. If this occurs, you can configure Transform Manager to use another
available port by doing the following:

1. In Notepad, open the Transform Manager service configuration file (
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\IIS\Transform Manager\TransformManagerHost.exe.config ).

2. Update the port value shown in the following endpoint addresses to an available port:

<endpoint address="net.tcp://localhost:**
59999**/TransformManager/Management/Management"
<endpoint address="net.tcp://localhost:** 59999**/TransformManager/Management/mex"
<endpoint address="net.tcp://localhost:**
59999**/TransformManager/Management/Monitoring"

Running encoding tasks. Encoding tasks can consume large amounts of memory and CPU resources. If
not enough memory and/or CPU processing power is available, Expression Encoder might display a
generic message with error code 813A0002. Aside from adding additional memory and/or CPU, you can
adjust the following watch folder settings to reduce resource consumption:

Reduce the Concurrent jobs value for the watch folder so that fewer jobs run simultaneously.
Set Priority values for all of your configured watch folders. Low-priority watch folders must wait for all
jobs to finish in high-priority watch folders before their jobs can start.

For more information about how to adjust these settings, see Configuring Watch Folders.

To reliably run the encoding tasks, your system must have a minimum of 3 GB of memory. On a 64-bit version
of Windows, Expression Encoder opportunistically uses all of the memory that's available on your system. On a
32-bit version of Windows, memory usage is limited to 2 GB. However, if you have more memory available, you
can configure Expression Encoder to recognize up to 3 GB. Expression Encoder has been compiled with the
/LARGEADDRESSAWARE option, which enables you to increase the amount of memory to 3 GB if it's available.
To enable this option, run the following command from an elevated command prompt: BCDEDIT /Set
IncreaseUserVa 3072.
The default Expression Encoder 4 SP2 task in Transform Manager supports GPU-Encoding scenarios.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735221
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also be wrapped in quotation marks if the path or file name contains spaces. For more information about how
to configure Transform Manager to delete job and logs files from the computer when they're no longer
needed, see Running File Maintenance.

Chaining tasks. When adding multiple tasks to a job template, where the input from one task depends upon
the output of another task, make sure that they're displayed in the order that they should be performed in the
job template's Task definition list. For example, a task that transcodes media files should be listed above a
task that copies the transcoded media files to a Web root folder. For more information about adding tasks to
job templates, see Adding Tasks.
Chaining the MP4 to Smooth Streams default task. The MP4 to Smooth Streams task in Transform
Manager can't be used to get the output of any task that precedes it in a task-chaining workflow.

Changing job template names. If you edit a job template to change its name (for example, from
JobTemplate1 to JobTemplate2), you can't reuse the old job template name (JobTemplate1) when you create a
new job template. If you do, the previously edited job template, whose old name is shared with the new job
template, will be overwritten.

Running the Command Line task on a network. If you use the Command Line task to run an
executable program file that is stored on a shared network, and you're using the local Task Scheduler to
run jobs, the watch folder user account must have full permissions to the network share so that the task
will run.

If you use the Command Line task to run an executable program file that is stored on a shared network,
and you're using the HPC Task Scheduler to run jobs, the task might fail. If this occurs, copy the executable
program file to the compute nodes in the HPC cluster, and then update the Command line and
arguments value for the task to run the executable program file locally.

Adding multiple instances of a task to a job template. If you want to add multiple instances of the
same task to a job template, you must close and then re-open the job template property sheet to add each
subsequent task instance. For example, if you want to add two instances of the default Robocopy task to a
job template, do the following:

1. Add the initial instance of the Robocopy task. For more information about how to add a task to a job
template, see Adding Tasks.

2. Click OK to close the job template property sheet.
3. In the Job Templates page, select the job template that contains the initial task instance, and then in

the Actions pane, click Edit.
4. Add the second Robocopy task instance.
5. Click OK to close the job template property sheet.

Creating watch folders on a network. If you specify the UNC path of a network share to use as a watch
folder, after you have finished configuring watch folder settings, you must enable the watch folder (but
don't start the watch folder) and then restart the Transform Manager service so that permissions can be
created on the network share for the user account that the watch folder is configured to impersonate.

1. Finish configuring watch folder settings. For more information about how to create a watch folder, see
Configuring Watch Folders.

2. Click OK to close the watch folder property sheet.
3. In the Watch Folders page, select the watch folder that you just created, and then in the Actions pane,

click Enable.
4. In the Connections pane, click Transform Manager, and then in the Actions pane, click Stop

Transform Manager Service.
5. In the Actions pane, click Start Transform Manager Service.
The watch folder will automatically start after you restart the Transform Manager Service and permissions
for the watch folder's user account will be applied to the watch folder directory on the network.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9801074
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Dropping playlist and manifest files in watch folders. If you specified a playlist file name extension in the
watch folder's File filter setting, you shouldn't simultaneously drop multiple playlist files in the watch folder
that reference the same media files. The watch folder's job manager will schedule jobs for media files that are
referenced in one playlist, and when all of the media files that are referenced in the playlist are present, move
the playlist file and media assets as a group to the watch folder's WorkQueue directory. Another playlist that
references the same media files then can't be processed because the media files have been removed from the
watch folder with the previous playlist. To schedule jobs for this playlist, you must drop the missing media files
into the watch folder again.
Performance degradation for large number of finished jobs. If computer performance declines, or jobs
take longer to finish, when a large number of finished jobs accumulate in a watch folder's Finished folder, you
should configure the maintenance options in Transform Manager to retain these files for a shorter period of
time so that they don't clutter the disk. For more information about how to configure Transform Manager to
delete finished job files after a specified retention period, see Running File Maintenance.
Event IDs. In previous releases of Transform Manager, error-level events were logged in Windows Event

Performance bottleneck for watch folders on a network. If you specify the UNC path of a network
share to use as a watch folder, and encounter performance bottlenecks or timeout errors due to excessive
reads from the network-attached storage (NAS), you can add a workFolder property to the watch folder
XML configuration file (job definition file). This property defines a location on local computers, including
the compute nodes in an HPC cluster, to which media assets are copied and processed, before they're
returned to the watch folder's Finished folder on the network. To set up a local work folder and update the
watch folder's job definition file to work with it, do the following:

1. Stop the watch folder if it's started.
2. Create a folder on each local Transform Manager computer (or on each HPC compute node if you've

integrated Transform Manager with an HPC cluster). This folder will be the local work folder and
should be created in the same location on all of the computers. For example: C:\%WorkFolderPath% .

3. Ensure that the watch folder impersonation account has Full Control permissions on the local work
folder.

4. Add the workFolder property to the configuration XML file for the watch folder's job definition. For
example: <workFolder>C:\%WorkFolderPath%</wFolder>

NOTENOTE

5. Start the watch folder.

The watch folder XML configuration files are located in 
%ProgramData%\Microsoft\IIS\Transform Manager\Configuration\Job Definitions . You might need to

turn on the Folder views option in Windows that shows hidden files, folders, and drives in order to view
them.

Specifying the watch folder root path. When you configure watch folder settings, you can specify a
watch folder location on the local Web server or on a network share in the Watch folder path list. Be
aware of the following when specifying this value:

You must use a unique root path for each watch folder. Different watch folders that have the same
physical path won't start.
Mapped drives to watch folders on a network aren't supported.
If you specify a root path on the local Web server, computation-intensive tasks, such as transcoding,
that consume a large amount of memory and CPU resources might affect Web server performance.
You shouldn't run Transform Manager on the local Web server if you plan to run computation-intensive
tasks and also use the Web server in a production environment to fulfill HTTP requests.

For more information about how to configure watch folder settings, see Configuring Watch Folders.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9735221
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For More Information

Viewer using the same event ID (3001). In IIS Transform Manager RTW, error-level events are now logged in
Event Viewer with unique event IDs.

You can obtain support for IIS Transform Manager by using the following resources:

Knowledge Base
Forum

To obtain support from Microsoft, go to Microsoft Support.

To keep up-to-date with the latest Transform Manager feature news and developments, go to the Transform
Manager Home page on IIS.net.
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Creating a Playlist in IIS ManagerCreating a Playlist in IIS Manager

Create an Empty PlaylistCreate an Empty Playlist

by Vishal Sood

Web Playlists for Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 provides the ability to control media delivery to clients and
limit a client's ability to seek or skip individual entries in the playlist. Server administrators can enable or disable
seek/skip behavior through fields in the playlist entry. This article describes how to create a playlist by using the
Web Playlists module in IIS Manager.

 

To install the Web Playlists extension for IIS 7, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS Media Services
Readme.

 

A playlist is a list of media entries. Each entry has a list of possible client playback controls that can be enforced
from the server side: Seek, Skip Forward (Next), Skip Backward (Previous). These controls are useful in situations
where you want to limit playback of a media entry on the client, including RIAA compliance, monetization
(advertisements), or other needs such as training, etc.

The first step is to create a list of media entries and optionally apply properties to media entries that limit a clients
ability to seek, skip forward or skip backward. The steps involved are:

1. Create an empty playlist.

3. Ensure that the order of media entries in the playlist is correct.
4. Set properties for the playlist.
5. Click Apply.

2. Add media entries to the playlist.

Select media entries (either one at a time or in bulk) for the playlist.
Set the properties for the element(s) and add them to the playlist.

Scenario: The following section shows the steps to create a playlist that begins with an advertisement (which
cannot be seeked/skipped) followed by a media file that can be seeked/skipped.

1. In IIS Manager, go the Web site that you want to create a playlist for and open the Playlists feature in the
Media Services category.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-7-creating-a-simple-playlist.md
https://twitter.com/vishalsood


2. In the Actions pane, click Add Playlist.
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Add Media Entries to the PlaylistAdd Media Entries to the Playlist

The following properties are available to be set:

Name. This is the playlist file name. This is a unique name that cannot be shared by other playlists.
Title (optional). This is the title for the playlist.
Description (optional). This can be used by playlist creator to store some information to later distinguish this
playlist from other playlists. This information is not passed on to the client.
Media entries. See Add Media Entries to the Playlist.

 

1. In the Add/Edit Playlist page, in the Media entries area, click Add to open the Add Media Entry dialog box.
The details in this dialog box apply to all the media entries that you select.

2. In the Add Media Entry dialog box, add the following details to add media entries:

Location type. In the dropdown list, select whether the media content referenced by the playlist is
local or remote.

Local content can be on the local disk (Relative URI/Physical path) or on a UNC share
(Physical path) that is accessible to the playlist handler.
Remote content is a URL to a media file (for example, http://<myServer>/myfile.wmv) or to
another playlist file. Web Playlists cannot control seek/skip behavior for remote content.

See the sections later in this article that describe how to add nested playlists and integrate with Web
applications to obtain content location.

Content location. Use the Browse button to populate a comma-delimited list of content items. You
can select multiple items to add to the playlist at once. To select adjacent items, press and hold the
SHIFT key while selecting. To select nonadjacent items, press and hold the CTRL key while selecting.
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If you are using IIS Manager to connect to a remote server, ensure that the paths correspond to the remote
computer. The Browse button is disabled in this case.

Title (optional). The playlist title.

Disable skip forward (optional). Disallows the content to be skipped so that the next entry is played
before the current entry is played. (For example, a particular site may want to disable skip on all
advertisements on the site.)

Disable skip forward has a dependency on the playlist handler attribute allowSkipAfterMinPercent, which
specifies when skip forward is enabled. For example, If this attribute value is set to 80, it means that after 80
percent of the content has been viewed, Skip Forward will be enabled (if disabled) in the player and the user
will be able to skip to the next item in the playlist. If you want to disallow this, ensure that this value is set to
100.

Disable skip backward (optional). Disallows the content to be skipped so that it can be played again
from the beginning. This is very helpful in the cases where you want to disallow viewing/listening to
a media item repeatedly (for example, with online radio stations).

Disable seek (optional). Disallows seeking within the content. In most players, the Seek bar will be
disabled. However, in cases where it is enabled, the Web server disallows seek.
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The presentation order of media entries in a playlist is very important, as the playlist is played in that order. The
order goes from top to bottom. This means that content on top will be played before content below. Therefore, it is
important to ensure that you have the correct order in the playlist. For example, if you want users of your content
to be able to get to the content only after playing an advertisement, you must ensure that the advertisement is
placed above the content in the playlist. (You may additionally want to disable skip forward if you want to enforce
viewing the advertisements.)

After media entries are added, you can re-order them in the playlist by selecting an entry and using the Move Up
and Move Down buttons to reposition media entries in the playlist.
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Nested Playlists
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Configuration Settings for Nested PlaylistsConfiguration Settings for Nested Playlists

Playlist Settings for Nested PlaylistsPlaylist Settings for Nested Playlists

 

A nested playlist is a playlist that is added as a media entry to another playlist. A user consuming a nested playlist
would see it as a client-side playlist (a file with a .asx file name extension) contained in another client-side playlist.
The media entries in a nested playlist are known only when it is requested by the user, providing an additional
dynamic aspect to the playlist. The default number of nesting levels supported by nested playlists is 5, which is the
default number supported by Silverlight and Windows Media Player.

Since Web Playlists has a dynamic model, the number of levels cannot be known as playback starts. If the nesting level is
more than 5, some content may not be delivered and the request will fail.

A nested playlist entry can be added by using the Playlists feature the same way any other media entry is added.
For example, in the Content location box, you can give the path/URL to a playlist (for example, 
C:\media\play.isx  or http:\\media\play.isx ).

The following configuration entries are used for nested playlist functionality:

maximumPlaylistDepth. Defines how many levels of nested playlists are supported. The default value is 5,
which means that 5 levels are possible. This entry is not configurable through the feature in IIS Manager.

In case of nesting, the settings in the master playlist are used. This is done because the master playlist has the best
idea of what it takes to go through the entire set of media entries (including other playlists). The settings in the
nested playlists are ignored.

Enable playlist lifetime timeout. The lifetime of the playlist. The value of this attribute in the outermost
playlist applies to the entire session. Attribute values in nested playlists are ignored. This value sets the session
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Adding HTTPD Media Entries

Sample Playlist and Web ApplicationSample Playlist and Web Application

lifespan for the playlist.
Enable playlist inactivity timeout. The time after which the session information for the playlist is invalid. The
value of this attribute in the outermost playlist applies to the entire session. Attribute values in nested playlists
are ignored. This value sets the Inactive session timeout for the playlist.

A general rule of thumb for player playback controls is that they are applicable only to the media entry they are
associated with.

When the media entry is a nested playlist, the media entry flags determine if the nested playlist media entry can be
skipped. After a client begins playing the nested playlist, the skip/seek logic is then governed by the media entries
in the nested playlist. At this point, the parent playlist flags are still in force because the parent entry is not yet
completed. The nested media entry is marked as completed only after the entire playlist has been played.

The Seek control in players is ignored when a media entry is a nested playlist.

  

Web Playlists can use media entries that begin with the httpd:// URL prefix to request that an external application,
such as an ASP page, ASP.NET, or PHP application computes the correct content path/URL to serve. Server
variables can be included in the URL while requesting these applications using the {var_name} syntax (for example,
httpd://{SERVER_NAME}:{SERVER_PORT}/pre.aspx). Remote applications can use this information to to
determine the correct content to serve. The call flow is best captured by the following figure:

In the Web Playlists feature in IIS Manager, you can use any location type with an httpd:// media entry. Set the
Location type to match the content location returned by the remote application that served the request. For
example, if the remote application returns a physical path such as C:\media\file.asf , then Location type should
be set to Physical path.

In the Web Playlists feature in IIS Manager, simply add a media entry that uses the httpd:// syntax in the Content
location field.

For illustration, consider the following sample playlist:
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<!DOCTYPE smil PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SMIL 2.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/2005/SMIL21/SMIL21.dtd"[]>
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/SMIL21/Language">
    <head>
        <meta name="title" content="httpd entry " />
        <meta name="description" content="This is just a description" />
    </head>
    <body>
        <seq>
        <ref src="httpd://{SERVER_NAME}:{SERVER_PORT/pre.aspx">
            <param name="srcType" value="relativeURI" />
            <param name="canSkipForward" value="False" />
            <param name="canSkipBack" value="False" />
            <param name="canSeek" value="False" />
            <param name="extraParam" value="" />
            <param name="title" value="Httpd entry" />
        </ref>
        <ref src="C:\inetpub\wwwroot\DieHard.wmv">
            <param name="srcType" value="physicalPath" />
            <param name="canSkipForward" value="True" />
            <param name="canSkipBack" value="True" />
            <param name="canSeek" value="True" />
            <param name="extraParam" value="" />
            <param name="title" value="Die Hard Preview" />
        </ref>
        </seq>
    </body>
</smil>

<%@ Page ContentType="text/plain" Language="c#"  %>
advertisement.wmv

NOTENOTE

Playlist XML Format

Supported SMIL ModulesSupported SMIL Modules

For this playlist, when the client requests the first entry during playback, Web Playlists downloads the response
from the pre.aspx page. The request uses two server variables (SERVER_NAME  and SERVER_PORT) which are
replaced by appropriate values while requesting the ASPX page.

Here is a very simplified example of what the pre.aspx page could look like.

The ASPX page returns a path to advertisement.wmv. However, you can include any logic to compute the correct
path/URL to be returned. For example, you can get values from a database based on the request parameters. You
can also pass other server variables in the request such as IP address to get location-specific data from any
database in your existing architecture.

It is really important to set ContentType to text/plain as that is required by Web Playlists.

 

With the Web Playlists Release Candidate (RC) release, we playlist format for the default implementation has been
changed from a plain XML to a SMIL-based format.

The playlist format used by Web Playlists is an accordance with the SMIL specification available here. Having said
that, Web Playlists does not fully implement the SMIL specification, the support for SMIL is limited to a sub-set.
The set of modules supported by Web Playlists are as under:

IIS Web Playlists has limited support for following SMIL modules (refer to SMIL specification here for more
details on these modules):

http://www.w3.org/AudioVideo/
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Supported SMIL ElementsSupported SMIL Elements

Sample SMIL-based Web PlaylistSample SMIL-based Web Playlist

Structure Module - smil, head and body tags
Media Object Models – limited to support for ref, audio, video and param tags only
Meta Information module – limited to meta tags only
Timing and Synchronization module – limited to seq tag only

Web Playlists has limited support for following SMIL elements:

Doctype – This tag is ignored by back-end but written by the UI
smil: This is the main tag and will be used to identify a valid Web Playlists file.
head: This contains all the meta information about the playlists, like title
body: This tag is used by SMIL writers to support XHTML translations. We will ignore this tag while processing
the playlists. Note: UI will add this tag while writing the playlist
audio: This could be used to add an audio reference
video: This could be used to add a video reference
ref: This is the generic entry for both audio and video. Note: UI will add all entries with the ref tag only.

seq: this tag is used to specify an order in the playlist.

param: This tag is used within a ref tag to add any custom properties. We will use this tag to specify the
following:

canSeek flag (Note: lowercase is important)
canSkipForward flag (Note: lowercase is important)
canSkipBack flag (Note: lowercase is important)
srcType flag which tells what is the kind of entry in the playlist context: physical path, relative path or a
remote entry

meta: this tag is used inside the head tag to specify description and session attributes like inactivity timeout
and idle timeout. This is an optional attribute.

description field for server-side text description for admin use



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE smil PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SMIL 2.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/2005/SMIL21/SMIL21.dtd"[]>
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/SMIL21/Language">
    <head>
        <meta name="extraParam" content="&lt;AUTHOR&gt;IIS Team&lt;/AUTHOR&gt;" />
        <meta name="title" content="Hello Playlist!" />
        <meta name="description" content="This is just a description" />
    </head>
    <body>
        <seq>
            <ref src="ad.wmv">
                <param name="srcType" value="relativeURI" />
                <param name="canSkipForward" value="False" />
                <param name="canSkipBack" value="True" />
                <param name="canSeek" value="True" />
                <param name="extraParam" value="&lt;DURATION VALUE=&quot;00:00:05&quot; /&gt;" />
                <param name="title" value="Advertisement" />
            </ref>
            <ref src="C:\inetpub\wwwroot\DieHard.wmv">
                <param name="srcType" value="physicalPath" />
                <param name="canSkipForward" value="True" />
                <param name="canSkipBack" value="True" />
                <param name="canSeek" value="True" />
                <param name="extraParam" value="&lt;COPYRIGHT&gt;IIS Media Services&lt;/COPYRIGHT&gt;" />
                <param name="title" value="Die Hard Preview" />
            </ref>
            <ref src="George.wmv">
                <param name="srcType" value="relativeURI" />
                <param name="canSkipForward" value="True" />
                <param name="canSkipBack" value="True" />
                <param name="canSeek" value="True" />
                <param name="extraParam" value="" />
                <param name="title" value="George Preview" />
            </ref>
            <ref src="http://iismp-demo/George.wmv">
                <param name="srcType" value="remoteURL" />
                <param name="canSkipForward" value="True" />
                <param name="canSkipBack" value="True" />
                <param name="canSeek" value="True" />
                <param name="extraParam" value="" />
                <param name="title" value="Remote Preview" />
            </ref>
        </seq>
    </body>
</smil>

Adding Entries Protected by Credentials
 

In certain cases, media entries that need to be added to the playlist are protected by credentials
(username/password). Playlists allows access to these entries using the Impersonation Settings option in the
playlist configuration. These settings can be accessed and set through the UI in IIS Manager.

These settings map a path to a username and password. These are global settings and apply to all playlist at that
level or below in the site hierarchy.

The following procedure add credentials for a specific path:

1. In the Actions pane, click Edit Impersonation Settings.



3. In the Add Impersonation Setting dialog box, enter the path that you want to provide credentials for and
chose a Logon method. This path can be a UNC path or a simple local path. The Logon methods are identical to
those used for Virtual Directories. See More Information later in this article for more details.

2. Click Add.

4. Click Set.
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5. In the Set Credentials dialog box, provide the user name and password for the path given earlier.

6. The path impersonation setting is now set.
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Playing the Playlist

7. The Playlist handler uses the path to determine the correct credentials to use. See the following figure.

 

The smil playlist referred above is read by the server and send the client in the form of a client-side playlist (a file
with a .asx file name extension). The Playlist handler does the following to create client-side playlist file (.asx).

1. The title meta tag is mapped to title element under the ASX element
2. A LastModified PARAM is added as a param element under the ASX. This indicates the last modified time for
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<ASX VERSION="3.0">
    <TITLE>Hello Playlist!</TITLE>
    <PARAM NAME="LastModified" VALUE="2008-09-09T16:24:37Z" />
    <AUTHOR>IIS Team</AUTHOR>
    <ENTRY>
        <PARAM NAME="CANSKIPFORWARD" VALUE="NO"/><TITLE>Advertisement</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=1" />
        <DURATION VALUE="00:00:05" />
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>Die Hard Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=2" />
        <COPYRIGHT>IIS Media Services</COPYRIGHT>
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>George Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=3" />
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>Remote Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=4" />
    </ENTRY>
</ASX>

For More Information

the playlist on the server
3. Playlist extraParam meta tag is mapped as-is without any processing as sub-elements to the playlist in the ASX

syntax.(e.g., Author element in playlist below)
4. Entry Name is mapped to Entry Name in the ASX syntax.
5. Ref Element in smil is translated by the server into a obfuscated URL and then passed on as ref element for an

ASX entry.
6. The attribute "canSkipForward" if False, maps to the PARAM tag CANSKIPFORWARD in ASX.
7. The attribute "canSkipBack" if False, maps to PARAM tag CANSKIPBACK in ASX.
8. The attribute "canSeek" if False, maps to PARAM tag CANSEEK in ASX.
9. If all three "canSkipFwd", "canSkipBack" and "canSeek" are set to False, they map to ASX ENTRY attribute

CLIENTSKIP.
10. The session ID is added to output format to obfuscate the URLs and associate them to a server session that

keeps track of what has been downloaded by the client. This is used by the server to enforce seek/skip options.

The playlist in the example above results in the following ASX when accessed by the client:

When the player tries to play the playlist, The param tags above act as hints to player / developer writing the
player. If there is an attempt to ignore the hints, then the server-side logic ensures the sanctity of the media
controls: Disable Skip Forward, Disable Skip Backward, and Disable Seek.

In addition to supporting client-side playlist format asx, the Release Candidate (RC) release of the playlist also
supports outputting in other xml / text formats using XSL Translations. Please refer to the walkthrough on
Extending output formats using XSLT.

 

ASX Elements – https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms910265.aspx
PARAM Tags in ASX - https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb249281(VS.85).aspx
ClientSkip Attribute for ENTRY - https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms910279.aspx
Logon Type - https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms691229(VS.85).aspx

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=127991
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms910265.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb249281(VS.85).aspx
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Prerequisites

Windows Media Player

by Vishal Sood

This article describes how various clients can interact with Web Playlists to display the playlist content. Web
Playlists works with the clients mentioned in this article; however, any client that supports ASX natively or through
extensions can use this feature.

 

To install the Web Playlists extension for IIS 7 and above, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS Media
Services Readme.

 

Follow the steps below to consume an ISX (Web Playlist) file in Windows Media Player 11 (WMP)

1. Open Windows Media Player 11.
2. Click File. Select Open URL.

3. Type in the URL to the .isx file and click OK.
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Silverlight

Media ElementMedia Element

<Canvas  xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/client/2007"  
xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml"  Width="300" Height="300">       
    <MediaElement x:Name="media" Source="http://myserver/mymedia/media.isx" Width="300" Height="300" /> 
</Canvas>

Using PARAM Tags in SilverlightUsing PARAM Tags in Silverlight

 

Silverlight has an out-of-the-box Media Element that can play ASX files. This fits very well with the Web Playlists
handler, as it sends out an ASX response when an .isx URL is requested. Thus, for us to be able to play back Web
Playlists in Silverlight, we must use the Media Element.

MediaElement is the object in the Silverlight rendering engine that knows how to play back audio and video
content.

Adding media to a page is as simple as adding a MediaElement to your markup and providing a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) to the media to play. The following example creates a MediaElement and sets its Source property to
the URI of a video file. The MediaElement begins playing when the page loads.

The MediaElement object can play Windows Media Video (WMV), Windows Media Audio (WMA), and MP3 files.
For a detailed list of the formats and protocols supported, see Supported Media Formats and Protocols.

To the play the playlist in a Silverlight MediaElement, simply point the Source of the MediaElement to the ISX file
location. This plays the playlist entries in the order specified. In case you want to control the appearance of next /
previous buttons, or control the seek bar on the client site, you must access the PARAM tags associated with the
MediaElement. By default, Silverlight just ignores these PARAM tags. The PARAM tags of interest in our case are
CANSKIPFORWARD, CANSKIPBACK and CANSEEK along with the attribute CLIENTSKIP for the entry.
CLIENTSKIP is handled by Silverlight by disabling seek on the media element.

Any of these PARAM tags can easily be accessed from a Silverlight app by using Attributes. Here is a simple piece
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function onMediaOpened(sender, args) 
{   
    // Variable to hold the MediaAttribute.     
    var attribute;
    // Get the MediaAttribute named Title
    try     {
        var attributesCollection = sender.Attributes;
        attribute = attributesCollection.getItemByName("Title");
    }
    catch(errorObj)
    {
        alert(errorObj.message);
    }
    // Display the Value of the MediaAttribute
    if(attribute != null)
    {
      alert("The title of the track is: " + attribute.value);
    }
}

Silverlight ReferenceSilverlight Reference

Flash Player

import mx.utils.Delegate;
import mx.events.EventDispatcher;
import sampleplayer.communication.PlaylistEntry;
class sampleplayer.communication.Playlist {
 public var addEventListener:Function, removeEventListener:Function;
 private var dispatchEvent:Function;
 private var _xml:XML;
 private var _title:String;
 public var _entries:Array;
 function Playlist() {
  trace("Playlist instantiated");
  _xml = new XML();
  mx.events.EventDispatcher.initialize(this);
 }
 public function load(sServerPath:String):Void {
  _entries = new Array();
  _xml.onLoad = Delegate.create(this, onLoad);
  _xml.load(sServerPath);
 }
 

of code that tells how to read an attribute:

After you have read the attributes CANSKIPFORWARD, CANSKIPBACKWARD and CANSEEK, you can easily
control the UI experience by appropriately enabling / disabling the controls.By default, Silverlight does not have
implemented the concept of skipping to the next entry in the playlist. One way to overcome this limitation is to
seek to the end of the current entry and let the next entry play automatically.

MediaElement - https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb980141.aspx
Attributes - https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb979671.aspx

 

The Web Playlist .isx file, when accessed on the client side, generates an ASX file. To play a Web Playlist file in Flash,
we need to add the capability for Flash to parse ASX files. ASX files are simply XML files. The way to add this
capability to Flash player is to write an Action Script (.AS) which can load the ASX response from the web request
and then parse the response to get the relevant entries and PARAM tags. Then, tie them back to the controls in the
UI element where the media will play.

Below are a few classes that help in parsing the ASX response sent by the Web Playlists module when a get
request is made for an .ISX Playlist file. This is just a sample and suggests one way of doing the same.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb980141.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb979671.aspx


 
 public function clear()
 {
  _entries.length = 0;
 }
 private function onLoad(success:Boolean):Void {
  if (success) {
   var index:Number = 0;
   //trace(_xml.childNodes);
   for (var node:XMLNode = _xml.firstChild.firstChild; node != null; node=node.nextSibling) {
    switch (node.nodeName) {
     case "ENTRY" :
      var entry:PlaylistEntry = new PlaylistEntry(node);
      _entries[index++]= entry ;
      break;
     case "TITLE" :
     //process the playlist title - sample code
      _title = node.nodeValue;
      break;
    }
   }
   trace("Entry count:"+ _entries.length);
   trace(_entries);
  }
  dispatchEvent({type:"onPlaylistLoaded", target:this, status:success});
 }
} 
class sampleplayer.communication.PlaylistEntry {
 public var title:String;
 public var path:String;
 public var canSeek:Boolean;
 public var canSkipForward:Boolean;
 public var canSkipBackward:Boolean;

 function PlaylistEntry(node:XMLNode) {
  trace("Entry instantiated");
  canSeek = true;
  canSkipForward = true;
  canSkipBackward = true;
  load(node);
 }
 private function load(node:XMLNode) {
  for (var temp:XMLNode = node.firstChild; temp != null; temp=temp.nextSibling) {
   switch (temp.nodeName) {
    case "REF" :
     path = temp.attributes.HREF;
     break;
    case "PARAM" :
     var name = temp.attributes.NAME;
     var value = temp.attributes.VALUE;
     switch (name) {
      case "CANSKIPBACK" :
       canSkipBackward = (value == "NO");
       break;
      case "CANSKIPFORWARD" :
       canSkipForward = (value == "NO");
       break;
      case "CANSEEK" :
       canSeek = (value == "NO");
     }
     break;
   }
  }
  
  if(node.attributes.CLIENTSKIP == "NO")
  {
   canSeek = false;
   canSkipForward = false;
   canSkipBackward = false;
  }



  }
 }
 
 public function toString():String
 {
  return "Entry ref=" + path + " canSeek=" + canSeek + " canSkipF="+ canSkipForward + " canSkipB=" + 
canSkipBackward;
 }
}

nc = new NetConnection();    //create a connection
nc.connect( null );     //null connection for progressive download
ns = new NetStream(nc);//create a stream 
video.attachVideo(ns); //pipe stream to this video object
ns.setBufferTime("10"); // Sets the initial buffer
ns.play("a.flv");

The Playlist class above helps parse an ASX file to get the playlist entries and the PlaylistEntry class helps parse
each entry to get appropriate PARAM tags to be used to set the player controls in the UI accordingly. The code
above makes use of XML parsing abilities provided by the Flash SDK. The Playlist class parses the ASX to store all
entries in an array and then PlaylistEntry goes through the array to parse the appropriate data for each entry.

The classes above should be used together with NetConnection, NetStream and Video classes provided by Flash.
Below is a sample piece of code that shows how these could be used. The actual implementation is left to the
reader.
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Prerequisites

Configuration
Handler AttributesHandler Attributes

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

enabled No Bool True/False True Determines if
Web Playlists is
enabled on the
node.

queryStringDeli
miter

No String Any value
permitted by
HTTP as a valid
query string
delimiter

; Determines the
correct query
string delimiter in
the URL. This is
needed as the
most common
delimiter (&) is
not XML friendly.

by Vishal Sood

Web Playlists for Internet Information Services (IIS) provides the ability to control media delivery to clients and
limit a client's ability to seek or skip individual entries in the playlist. This article provides information about the
settings possible through the Web Playlists configuration files.

 

To install the Web Playlists extension for IIS 7 and above, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS Media
Services Readme.

 

Before creating a playlist, be aware of the following playlist handler attributes. These attributes are defined in the
playlist handler schema and can be set through the applicationHost.config file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-configuration.md
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allowAbsoluteP
aths

No Bool True/False False Specifies whether
absolute paths
and UNC paths
are allowed as
media entries in
the playlist. It is
recommended
that you keep the
default value
(False) unless
only
administrators
can create
playlists. When
this value is set
to True, Web
Playlists can be
used to
download any file
from the Web
server by
specifying the
absolute path.
This also depends
on the credentials
assigned to the
application pool.

defaultSessionP
rovider

No String A valid string
corresponding to
a name in the
sessionProviders
collection

InMemory Specifies the
session
persistence
provider that is
used to store the
playlist session
information.
There are two
available with the
default
installation:
InMemory and
ASP.NET.

maximumPlayli
stDepth

No Uint Any unsigned
integer from 1 to
1024

5 Determines the
default depth of
the playlist.

allowClientCach
e

No Bool True/False False Determines if
clients can cache
the content. This
sets the
pragma:no-cache
in the response.

RULE ATTRIBUTE REQUIRED TYPE
PERMISSIBLE
VALUES DEFAULT VALUE DESCRIPTION

Other Schema ElementsOther Schema Elements

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

winHttpSetTimeouts Sets the timeout options for the HTTPD requests in a playlist.



sessionProviders Selects the session persistence provider for the playlist. The
default options are InMemory and ASP.NET.

sessionOptions Sets timeouts for a particular session.

accessOptions Sets impersonation settings for a particular path that can then
be used inside a playlist.

playlistProviders Web Playlists provides a mechanism to write custom
providers.This element stores the configuration for the
available providers.

ouputFormts A collection to specify an output format extension to web
Playlists. This allows you to specify format name, XSLT path
and the content type related to the format

ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

Schema

<!--
<sectionGroup name="media">
<section name="playlist" />
</sectionGroup>
-->
<configSchema>
    <sectionSchema name="system.webServer/media/playlist">
        <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" />
        <attribute name="queryStringDelimiter" type="string" defaultValue=";" />
        <attribute name="allowAbsolutePaths" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />
        <attribute name="defaultSessionProvider" type="string" defaultValue="InMemory" />
        <attribute name="maximumPlaylistDepth" type="uint" defaultValue="5" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="1,1024"/>
        <attribute name="allowClientCache" type="bool" defaultValue="false" />

        <element name="winHttpSetTimeouts">
            <attribute name="httpdResolveTimeout" type="uint" defaultValue="0" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
            <attribute name="httpdConnectTimeout" type="uint" defaultValue="60000" 
validationType="integerRange" validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
            <attribute name="httpdSendTimeout" type="uint" defaultValue="30000" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
            <attribute name="httpdReceiveTimeout" type="uint" defaultValue="30000" 
validationType="integerRange" validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
        </element>

        <element name="sessionProviders">
            <collection addElement="sessionProvider" removeElement="remove" clearElement="clear" 
allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true" >
                <attribute name="name" type="string" required="true" isUniqueKey="true" />
                <attribute name="persistenceType" type="string" />
                <attribute name="inactivityTimeout" type="uint" defaultValue="120" 
validationType="integerRange" validationParameter="1,525600"/>
                <attribute name="timeToLive" type="uint" defaultValue="1440" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="1,525600"/>
                <attribute name="maxActiveSessions" type="uint" defaultValue="0" validationType="integerRange" 
validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
            </collection>

 

The playlist handler schema is a part of the media section group and playlist configuration section under
System.webServer. The playlist handler uses the following playlist schema that is contained in the
IISMedia_schema file that ships with the feature.



        </element>

        <element name="accessOptions">
            <collection addElement="accessOption" removeElement="remove" clearElement="clear" 
allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true">
                <attribute name="path" type="string" required="true" isUniqueKey="true" />
                <attribute name="userName" type="string" required="true"/>
                <attribute name="password" type="string" required="true" caseSensitive="true" encrypted="true" 
defaultValue="[enc:AesProvider::enc]" />
                <attribute name="logonMethod" type="enum" defaultValue="ClearText">
                    <enum name="Interactive" value="0"/>
                    <enum name="Batch" value="1"/>
                    <enum name="Network" value="2"/> 
                    <enum name="ClearText" value="3"/>
                </attribute>
            </collection>
        </element>

        <element name="playlistProviders">
            <collection addElement="playlistProvider" removeElement="remove" clearElement="clear" 
allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true">
                <attribute name="description" type="string" />
                <attribute name="progid" type="string" required="true"/>
                <attribute name="extension" type="string" required="true" isUniqueKey="true"/>
            </collection>
        </element>

        <element name="sessionOptions">
            <attribute name="maxConcurrentConnections" type="uint" defaultValue="4" 
validationType="integerRange" validationParameter="0,2147483647"/>
            <attribute name="allowSkipAfterMinPercent" type="uint" defaultValue="0" 
validationType="integerRange" validationParameter="0,100"/>
        </element>

        <element name="outputFormats">
            <collection addElement="outputFormat" removeElement="remove" clearElement="clear" 
allowUnrecognizedAttributes="true" >
                <attribute name="enabled" type="bool" defaultValue="true" />
                <attribute name="format" type="string" required="true" isUniqueKey="true"/>
                <attribute name="xsltSrc" type="string" />
                <attribute name="contentType" type="string" />
            </collection>
        </element>

    </sectionSchema>
</configSchema>

Configuration Scenarios
Shared HostingShared Hosting

 

A server is shared by multiple sites. Each site has its own administrator and there is a super administrator for the
server. In this case, the super administrator must ensure that site administrators have freedom within their site
homes and at the same time do not have access to another site's content and other aspects. The super
administrator also needs to protect essential server resources from being accessed by any of the sites. The site
administrators or their users could have access to creating new playlists.

Set allowAbsolutePaths=false.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
This is the most important step. If this is not done, any lower level site administrator can add any file on the server to his/her
playlist and that, in turn, would be downloaded for them. This can be a security issue. By default, this setting is set to False in
the handler config.

All other settings could have the default values.

1. In the Actions pane, click Edit Feature Settings.

2. In the Edit Feature Settings dialog box, clear the Allow absolute/UNC paths check box.
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EnterpriseEnterprise

Persisting Session StatePersisting Session State

A server is used for an enterprise. Enterprise users cannot create playlists, only the super administrator for the
server can. The content to be used in the playlist is scattered across local/remote locations on the enterprise
network.

Set allowAbsolutePaths=true.

This is needed, as otherwise Web Playlists fails when it tries to access local paths (for example, C:\mydir ) or
remote UNC paths (for example, file:///\myServer\media). Because the super administrator is the only one who
can create playlists, the risk of making this setting true is minimal. By default, this setting is set to False in the
playlist handler configuration.

All other settings could have the default values .

Refer to screen shots in the previous scenario.

A server farm is front-ended with a load balancer. This means that there is no guarantee that all requests will arrive
at the same server. Also, as the session is stored in the IIS worker process memory by default, if the worker process
were to recycle for some reason, the session information would be lost. These scenarios imply that session state
persistence is needed.

Set persistenceType=ASP.NET.

This will use ASP.NET session state persistence to store the session data.

Prerequisites

This scenario requires that ASP.NET be installed and ASP.NET session state management be configured. This
can be configured in IIS Manager.

Limitations

As this persistence requires ASP.NET, it does not work with Server Core installations of Windows Server 2008.
Using ASP.NET session state persistence requires IIS to run in integrated mode for that application pool.
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NOTENOTE

More Information

AllowSkipAfterMinPercent should be set to 0. Client-side logic is needed to enforce skip/seek behavior for
rogue clients.

ASP.NET session state persistence can be configured in IIS Manager by configuring settings on the Session State feature
page. A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this article. Web Playlists supports all variations of ASP.NET session state
persistence.

ASP.NET State Management Overview (https://support.microsoft.com/kb/307598)
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Writing custom providers
Implementing the interfacesImplementing the interfaces

Sample codeSample code

using System;
using Microsoft.Web.Media.Playlist.Provider;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

namespace Microsoft.Web.Management.Media.Playlist.ProviderSample 
{
    public class PlaylistEntryInfo : IPlaylistEntryInfo
    {
        public PlaylistEntryInfo(string name, bool canSeekOrSkip)
        {
            _name = name;
            _canSeekOrSkip = canSeekOrSkip;
        }

by Vishal Sood

Web Playlists allows you to extend its default behavior by writing custom providers. It provides a COM interface
that can be implemented in either a .NET-based or native custom provider.

 

The interfaces included in the Playlists provider interface are:

IPlaylistProvider. The root interface for the custom provider. It allows you to add any code that needs to be
run while initializing or shutting down the provider.
IPlaylistRequestInfo. Enables a custom provider to access HTTP request attributes. These are exposed as
server variables in the Internet Information Services (IIS) pipeline. This interface also allows a way for a custom
provider to write some data to the provider in the form of a string.
IPlaylistInfo. Defines a playlist skeleton. It contains a collection of playlist entries in the form of
IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection.
IPlaylistEntryInfo. Represents individual entries in a playlist. This contains properties such as Title, CanSeek,
etc.
IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection. Allows a custom provider to traverse a list of playlist entries in the form of
IPlaylistEntry info objects.
IPlaylistFileInfo (optional). Contains file information when the playlist is stored in a file and allows a method
to access the file stream. This is useful as the IIS pipeline already has this information and the custom provider
need not duplicate the functionality. IPlaylistFileInfo is useful if you are planning to write a file-based provider. It
enables you to use file information from the IIS pipeline and get access to the file contents without having to
implement the logic in the provider to open files, etc.

All but IPlaylistFileInfo are mandatory interfaces that must be implemented by a custom provider.

The code sample in this section shows how to add an advertisment in front of the requested URL. This sample
serves as a example tutorial for writing a custom provider (thus, it contains hard-coded strings). It is not supported
and confers no rights.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-web-playlists-through-custom-providers.md
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        ENTRY_TYPE IPlaylistEntryInfo.EntryType
        {
            get
            {
                return ENTRY_TYPE.EntryTypePhysicalFile;
            }
        }

        string IPlaylistEntryInfo.Uri
        {
            get
            {
                return PlaylistProvider.MediaDirectory + _name;
            }
        }

        Object IPlaylistEntryInfo.GetProperty(PLAYLIST_ENTRY_PROPERTY_TYPE propertyName)
        {
            switch (propertyName)
            {
                case PLAYLIST_ENTRY_PROPERTY_TYPE.PlaylistEntryProperty_CanSeek:
                case PLAYLIST_ENTRY_PROPERTY_TYPE.PlaylistEntryProperty_CanSkipBackward:
                case PLAYLIST_ENTRY_PROPERTY_TYPE.PlaylistEntryProperty_CanSkipForward:
                    return _canSeekOrSkip;
                default:
                    return null;
            }
        }

        private string _name;
        private bool _canSeekOrSkip;
    }

    public class PlaylistInfo : IPlaylistInfo, IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection
    {
        public PlaylistInfo(string adname, string filename)
        {
            _entries = new IPlaylistEntryInfo[2];
            _entries[0] = new PlaylistEntryInfo(adname, false);
            _entries[1] = new PlaylistEntryInfo(filename, true);
        }

        IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection IPlaylistInfo.Entries
        {
            get
            {
                return this;
            }
        }

        uint IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection.Count
        {
            get
            {
                return 2;
            }
        }

        IPlaylistEntryInfo IPlaylistEntryInfoCollection.this[uint index]
        {
            get
            {
                return _entries[index];
            }
        }

        Object IPlaylistInfo.GetProperty(PLAYLIST_PROPERTY_TYPE propertyName)
        {
            if (propertyName == PLAYLIST_PROPERTY_TYPE.PlaylistProperty_Title)



            if (propertyName == PLAYLIST_PROPERTY_TYPE.PlaylistProperty_Title)
            {
                return "Wrapper Playlist";
            }
            return null;
        }

        void IPlaylistInfo.EndRequestStatus(uint urlEntryId, uint status, int completionStatus, ulong 
bytesSent)
        {
            // No processing for EndRequest
        }

        private IPlaylistEntryInfo[] _entries;
    }

    [Guid("D5178953-96A0-4ebd-B511-024897DA2C09")]
    [ProgId("SamplePlaylistProvider.ProviderSample")]
    [ComVisible(true)]
    public class PlaylistProvider : IPlaylistProvider
    {
        IPlaylistInfo IPlaylistProvider.GetPlaylistInfo(IPlaylistRequestInfo requestInfo)
        {
            String path = requestInfo.Path;
            String name = path.Substring(path.LastIndexOf('/') + 1);
            name = name.Substring(0, name.LastIndexOf(".")) + FileExtension;
            return new PlaylistInfo(Advertisement + FileExtension, name);
        }

        void IPlaylistProvider.Initialize() 
        {
            //Load defaults for this provider... from config/xml etc
            MediaDirectory = @"C:\Test\Media\";
            Advertisement = "advertisement";
            FileExtension = ".flv";
        }

        void IPlaylistProvider.Shutdown() { }

        public static String MediaDirectory;
        public static String Advertisement;
        public static String FileExtension;
    }
}

Building a custom provider
Building a .NET-based providerBuilding a .NET-based provider

 

Building a .NET-based provider is a two step process.

midl /I<Path to Web Playlists Include> playlistprovider.idl /tlb playlistprovider.tlb /win32

midl /I<Path to Web Playlists Include> playlistprovider.idl /tlb playlistprovider.tlb /x64

1. Create a Type library (you can skip this step if you have access to released playlisthandler.dll)

where <Path to Web Playlist Include>  is the location where unzipped the Interface files too.

2. Import Types into as assemblly

a. Use the .tlb created in step 1



Building a native provider (C++)Building a native provider (C++)

Installing and running custom providers
Using the Playlists feature to add configuration entries for custom providersUsing the Playlists feature to add configuration entries for custom providers

Csc.exe /noconfig /nowarn:1701,1702 /errorreport:prompt /warn:4 /define:TRACE 
/reference:..\playlistprovder.dll 
/reference:C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.dll 
/debug:pdbonly /filealign:512 /optimize+ 
/out:obj\Release\providersample.dll 
/target:library AssemblyInfo.cs PlaylistProvider.cs

tlbimp /out:<outputdirectory>\<outputprovidertypelib.tlb> /namespace:<Provider Namespace> 
<handler reference> 

(E.g., tlbimp /out:E:\myprovider\playlistprovder.dll 
/namespace:Microsoft.Web.Media.Playlist.Provider E:\myprovider\playlistprovider.tlb )

tlbimp /out:<outputdirectory>\<outputproviderdll.dll> /namespace:<Provider Namespace> <path to 
playlist handler>\playlisthandler.dll

(E.g., tlbimp /out:E:\myprovider\playlistprovder.dll 
/namespace:Microsoft.Web.Media.Playlist.Provider E:\myprovider\playlisthandler.dll )

b. Use the released playlisthandler.dll

3. Compile the custom provider with reference to assembly created in step 2

In the Resources section, you will find the link to Web Playlists interface files. After unzipping the file please follow
the steps below:

1. Include the header file for the appropriate platform in your source code
2. Use your IDE (for example, Visual Studio) to build the provider dll.

 

1. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager, at the site level, click Playlists. (Ref: Figure 1)

Figure 1. IIS 7.0 Manager - Open the Playlists page
2. In the Actions pane, click Configure Providers. You will see the list of providers that are registered for the site.

(Ref. Figure 2)
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Figure 2. IIS 7.0 Manager - Open the Playlist providers page
3. In the Actions pane, click Add. (Ref. Figure 3)

Figure 3. Open the Add Playlist Provider dialog box

4. In the Add Playlist Provider dialog box, fill in the following details. Click OK when you are done. (Ref.
Figure 4, 5)

Provider name. Enter a friendly name for the provider. It is only used to identify the provider in the
Playlist providers page.
Description. Enter a description for the provider. You could use this field to briefly describe what the
provider does. It is only used by the administrator to help identify the provider.
Program ID . Enter the COM ProgID that is used in the provider code. It is used to detect and load the
provider at runtime.
File extension. Enter the file name extension that will be used for playlists that the provider will work
with. The Playlists feature already handles Web playlists (file with .isx file name extensions). This field
adds the handler mapping to the IIS config so that the Playlists feature can handle requests for this
extension.
File-based handler (optional). As explained previously, this is an optional field. If your provider stores
the playlist in a file, checking this option allows the IIS pipeline provide the needed file details and a
stream to access file contents.
Bitness (64-bit systems only). Select whether the provider works as 32-bit through WOW layer, 64-

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-web-playlists-through-custom-providers/_static/image3.jpg
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Manually registering custom providers

Registering a native custom providerRegistering a native custom provider

Registering a .NET-based custom providerRegistering a .NET-based custom provider

bit, or both. The relevant configuration entries are added to the IIS config to handle the requests.

Figure 4. Add Playlist Provider dialog box

Figure 5. Bitness options for custom provider configuration

 

After you have added the relevant configuration entries by following the steps in the previous section, you must
register the provider.

For 32-bit systems, do the following to register a native custom provider:

1. Launch a command shell with administrator privileges (on the Start menu, right-click Command Prompt, and
then click Run as administrator).

2. Type the following command: %WINDIR%\system32\regsvr32.exe <*providerdllname*.dll>  where
providerdllname.dll is the provider dll.

For 64-bit systems, do the following to register a native custom provider:

1. Launch a command shell with administrator privileges (on the Start menu, right-click Command Prompt, and
then click Run as administrator).

2. Type the following command:

For native 64 bit *- `%WINDIR%\system32\regsvr32.exe <providerdllname.dll>` where
*providerdllname.dll is the provider dll.
For 32 bit supported through WOW layer - %WINDIR%\syswow64\regsvr32.exe <*providerdllname*.dll>

where providerdllname.dll is the provider dll.

For 32-bit systems, do the following to register a .NET-based custom provider:
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Resources

Summary

1. Launch a command shell with administrator privileges (on the Start menu, right-click Command Prompt, and
then click Run as administrator).

2. In Command Prompt, navigate to the .NET Framework directory (for example, 
C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727 ).

3. Type the following command: RegAsm.exe <providerdllname.dll> where providerdllname.dll is the provider
dll.

For 64-bit systems, do the following to register a .NET-based custom provider:

1. Launch a command shell with administrator privileges (on the Start menu, right-click Command Prompt, and
then click Run as administrator).

2. In Command Prompt, navigate to the .NET Framework directory (for example, 
C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727 ).

3. Type the following command: RegAsm.exe <providerdllname.dll> where providerdllname.dll is the provider
dll.

For 64 bit systems, when you run as 32 bit through WOW layer, do the following to register a .NET-based custom
provider

1. Launch a command shell with administrator privileges (on the Start menu, right-click Command Prompt, and
then click Run as administrator).

2. In Command Prompt, navigate to the .NET Framework directory (for example, 
C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727 ).

3. Type the following command: RegAsm.exe <providerdllname.dll> where providerdllname.dll is the provider
dll.

 

Web Playlists Interface. Download this file and unzip the contents into a directory on your computer. The
directory location will serve as your Web Playlists Include path.

Web Playlists Extensibility Support. View the Web Playlists Programming Reference and Programming Guide
on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN).

In this walkthrough we learned how to write a custom provider and install it on the system. The writing portion
should serve as a starting point; We recommend that you check out the Software Development Kit (SDK) for more
detailed information.

The code sample in this document is just for tutorial purposes and to serve as an example. It is not supported and
confers no rights.

https://www.iis.net/community/files/media/WebPlaylists-SDK.zip
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd146275.aspx


Web Playlists for IIS 7.0 - Extending Output Formats
using XSLT
4/20/2017 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

What is an XSL Transform?

Writing an XSL Transform

Creating an XSLT In Visual StudioCreating an XSLT In Visual Studio

by Vishal Sood

Web Playlists for Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 and above supports Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transformations (XSLT) style sheets that filter or customize the XML data in the Web Playlists HTTP response to
clients. For example, you can create an XSLT style sheet that transforms the Web Playlists response so that the data
is rendered by players that do not support the ASX format. Another example is where you can create an XSLT style
sheet that transforms the Web Playlists response to a Web feed format, such as Atom or RSS. You can create and
manage XSL Transformations on the Output Formats feature page in Web Playlists.

In this article, we enable Web Playlists to output ATOM Web feed format, in addition to the default ASX format,
and allow the client making the request to choose the appropriate format.

This walkthrough assumes reader's familiarity with XSL Transformation (XSLT) style sheets. It does not discuss
in depth the syntax and technical aspects of writing an XSLT style sheet.
Web Playlists in IIS Media Services 2.0 should be installed. For more information, see the Installation Notes
section in the IIS Media Services Readme.

As defined by the W3C specification:

*"XSL is a family of recommendations for defining XML document transformation and presentation. It consists of
three parts:

XSL Transformations(XSLT) - a language for transforming XML
the XML Path Language (XPath) - an expression language used by XSLT to access or refer to parts of an XML
document. (XPath is also used by the XML Linking specification.)
XSL Formatting Objects (XSL-FO) - an XML vocabulary for specifying formatting semantics*

An XSLT stylesheet specifies the presentation of a class of XML documents by describing how an instance of the
class is transformed into an XML document that uses a formatting vocabulary, such as (X)HTML or XSL-FO. For a
more detailed explanation of how XSL works, see the What Is XSL page."

Writing an XSLT is similar to writing any XML file. You can easily do this in your favorite editor. Expression Web
and Visual Studio provide you with intelli-sense and allow you create XSLT files.

In File > New File, chose XSLT as shown in the following figure:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-output-formats-using-xslt.md
https://twitter.com/vishalsood
http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
http://www.w3.org/TR/xsl
http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/WhatIsXSL.html


Writing the ATOM XSLTWriting the ATOM XSLT
Step 1: Create a blank XSLT file named atom.xsltStep 1: Create a blank XSLT file named atom.xslt

Step 2: Familiarize yourself with ASX formatStep 2: Familiarize yourself with ASX format

<ASX VERSION="3.0">
    <TITLE>Hello Playlist!</TITLE>
    <PARAM NAME="LastModified" VALUE="2008-09-09T16:24:37Z" />
    <AUTHOR>IIS Team</AUTHOR>
    <ENTRY>
        <PARAM NAME="CANSKIPFORWARD" VALUE="NO"/><TITLE>Advertisement</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=1" />
        <DURATION VALUE="00:00:05" />
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>Die Hard Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=2" />
        <COPYRIGHT>IIS Media Services</COPYRIGHT>
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>George Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=3" />
    </ENTRY>
    <ENTRY>
        <TITLE>Remote Preview</TITLE>
        <REF href="http://iismp-demo/file.isx?sessionId=261276a9-99c2-4af6-b81d-47e88b7ce18c;entryId=4" />
    </ENTRY>
</ASX>

Step 3: Write the XSL transform for ATOMStep 3: Write the XSL transform for ATOM

In Visual Studio, create a new XSLT file and name it atom.xslt (The name need not be this, but I will use it in the
rest of the walkthrough as well).

By default, Web Playlists returns an ASX XML output. Therefore, the atom.xslt file will actually transform ASX
output into ATOM. To start writing atom.xslt, you should be familiar with the ASX format. An example is included
below, but for more details on ASX outputted by Web Playlists, refer to the Creating a Simple Playlist walkthrough.

ASX Example

XSLT syntax is outside the scope of this walkthrough, but I have included a sample XSLT. You can also download it
here: atom.zip.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-output-formats-using-xslt/_static/image1.bmp
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NOTENOTE

Configuring Web Playlists for ATOM outputConfiguring Web Playlists for ATOM output

Step 1: Upload atom.xslt to the Web server on a path under your site rootStep 1: Upload atom.xslt to the Web server on a path under your site root

Step 2: Configure the output format in IIS ManagerStep 2: Configure the output format in IIS Manager

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Accessing the new output format on the clientAccessing the new output format on the client

Testing the ATOM outputTesting the ATOM output

Test 1: Using a Web browserTest 1: Using a Web browser

This code is intended as an example to help you get started. Feel free to modify it. This is not a supported sample and there
may be bugs in it.

The next step to start getting ATOM Web feed output from Web Playlists is to configure the same on your Web
Server. Here are steps needed to do that.

For this walkthrough, I am assuming the file is uploaded to the site root (for example, /atom.xslt).

In IIS Manager, click the Playlists icon on your site, and then click Configure Output Formats. Then, in the Add
Output Format dialog box, add the entry for the new output format.

In XSLT path, give the path to your XSLT file, relative to the site root (for example, starting with the "/" character); otherwise,
Web Playlists will not accept the path.

The new output format is accessed by using the following syntax:

http://site/playlistname.isx ?format=<formatname> (for example, http://contoso.com/file.isx ?format=atom)

The <formatname> is the format name that you specified in IIS Manager while configuring this output format.

ATOM is a well known format so it is easy to test.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-output-formats-using-xslt/_static/image3.bmp
http://contoso.com/file.isx


Test 2: Using an ATOM Feed ValidatorTest 2: Using an ATOM Feed Validator

Summary

Most Web browsers can render ATOM output natively. See the following figure:

There are many feed validators available. I use http://www.feedvalidator.com. If your playlist passes the ATOM
validation, the validator gives you a pretty icon that you can share on your Web site. See the following figure:

In this walkthrough, we learned how to make Web Playlists respond to client requests in the form of an ATOM
feed. Web Playlists has many interesting scenarios. I encourage you to share any XSLT style sheets you write with
us and keep looking on my blog for more samples.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-extending-output-formats-using-xslt/_static/image5.bmp
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Impersonating user account credentials

by Dave Nelson

You can serve media assets referenced in Web playlist files (files with .isx file name extensions), provided that the
files are stored in folders on the Web server computer that can be accessed by the Web Playlists feature. By default,
these folders include the Web site root (<systemdrive>\inetpub\wwwroot). If you want to serve media assets
stored in your user account folders (for example, music files stored in
<systemdrive>\Users&lt;username>\Music>, you can create impersonation credentials in the Web Playlists
feature to enable Web Playlists to connect to the media assets under the context of an authenticated Windows
client. This allows you to maintain one set of media files that you can serve to customers, rather than creating
copies of the files in the Web site root.

This article describes how to provide folder access to Web Playlists so that you can reference media files that reside
outside of the Web site root in Web playlists (.isx) files. The procedure in this article uses the Music folder on the
local Web server as an example; however, you can use the procedure for any folder on the local Web server
computer that stores media assets. For more information about adding media assets to Web playlist files, see IIS
Media Services Help.

 

Web Playlists can access folders by using the credentials for local user accounts that have at least Read access to
the folder. To allow Web Playlists to access the Music folder on your Web server, perform the following procedure.

To impersonate user account credentials

1. In Web Playlists, in the Actions pane, click Edit Impersonation Settings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/web-playlists-for-iis-serving-media-content-from-user-folders.md
https://www.iis.net/media
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2. In the Impersonation feature page, in the Actions pane, click Add.

4. In the Set Credentials dialog box, enter user account logon credentials (user name and password) for an
account that has at least Read access to the folder.

5. In the Add Impersonation Setting dialog box, click OK.

3. In the Add Impersonation Setting dialog box, do the following:

a. In Path, enter the path of the folder that you want Web Playlists to access (for example, enter 
C:\Users\<*username*>\Music ). You can also use the Browse button to enter the path.

b. In Logon method, select Clear Text.
c. Click Set.
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The impersonation setting is added to the Impersonation feature page in Web Playlists.

The example procedure in this article created impersonation credentials in the Web Playlists feature to enable Web
Playlists to connect to media assets stored in the Music folder under the context of local Administrator account;
however, you can use the local account credentials for any authenticated Windows client that has at least Read
access to the folder.

You can add media assets stored in the Music folder (or in another user folder) to a Web Playlist (.isx) file; however,
Web Playlists cannot download these assets to clients until you complete the above procedure. For more
information about adding media assets to Web playlist (.isx) files, see IIS Media Services Help.
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Using Windows Media Player Playlist Files in Web
Playlists
4/20/2017 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

Saving WPL Playlist Files as ASX Playlist Files in Windows Media Player

by Dave Nelson

By default, Windows Media Player 11 in Windows Server 2008 creates playlists in WPL format (files with .wpl file
name extensions). This article describes how to create copies of the playlist files in ASX format (files with .asx file
name extensions) so that you can import them into the Web Playlists extension for Internet Information Services
(IIS). When you import the ASX files in Web Playlists, the equivalent Web playlist files (files with .isx file name
extension) are created, which you must then edit to enable them in the Web Playlists feature. This article describes
how to edit ISX files in two different ways, depending upon whether you want to serve the media files referenced
in the playlist media entries either from the original user folder or from a Web site directory.

This article contains the following sections:

Prerequisites
Saving WPL Playlist Files as ASX Playlist Files in Windows Media Player
Importing ASX Playlist Files to the Web Playlists Feature
Enabling your Imported Web Playlist
Setting Playback Options
Related Articles

 

To install the Web Playlists extension for IIS 7.0 and above, see the Installation Notes section in the IIS Media
Services Readme.

This article assumes that you have created playlists in Windows Media Player on the local server computer using default
Player settings. For more information about installing Windows Media Player 11 and creating Windows Media Player
playlists, see the Related Articles section.

  

Windows Media Player creates its playlists in WPL format by default. This section shows how to create an ASX-
formatted version of a Windows Media Player playlist (.wpl) file to import into the Web Playlists feature.

To create ASX-formatted playlist files

1. In the Windows Media Player Library, in the Contents pane, select the playlist that you want to add to the
Web Playlists feature. Then, in the Details pane, click Edit in List Pane.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/media/web-playlists/using-windows-media-player-playlist-files-in-web-playlists.md
https://www.microsoft.com/windows/products/winfamily/mediaplayer/default.mspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/default.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-playlists


This will add the playlist to the List pane in Windows Media Player. In the following example, we show in
the List pane a simple playlist (named playlist1) that contains two tracks (named track1 and track2).

2. Click the down arrow next to the playlist name, and then click Save Playlist As.

This action will open the Save As dialog box with default values.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/using-windows-media-player-playlist-files-in-web-playlists/_static/image3.jpg


Importing ASX Playlist Files to the Web Playlists Feature

3. In the Save As dialog box, in Save as type, select Any Playlist (*.wpl, *.asx, *.m3u).

4. In the Save As dialog box, in File name, change the file name extension from wpl to asx.

5. In the Save As dialog box, click Save.

 

This section shows how to import the ASX-formatted Windows Media Player playlist file that you created in the
previous section.

To import ASX-formatted playlist files

1. In IIS Manager, select the Web site or virtual directory from which you want to serve your Windows Media
Player playlist files (.wpl files), and then in the Contents pane, click the Web Playlists icon.
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2. In the Actions pane, click Open Feature.

This action displays the Web Playlists feature page. If you have not previously created Web playlists for the
site or virtual directory, the page will be empty as shown below.

file:///T:/n3zn/media/web-playlists/using-windows-media-player-playlist-files-in-web-playlists/_static/image14.jpg


3. In the Actions pane, click Import ASX Playlist.

4. In the Open dialog box, navigate to the location where the playlist file in ASX format is stored, select it, and
then click Open.
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Enabling your Imported Web Playlist

The Windows Media Player playlist file (playlist1.asx) in imported to the Web Playlists feature as a Web
playlist file (playlist1.isx), as shown below:

 

After you import your ASX-formatted Windows Media Player playlist file, there are a couple of approaches to take
regarding how you want to serve the media that is referenced in it. You can either leave the media files where they
reside in your user folder, or you can copy them to a folder in your Web site root directory or virtual directory. Your
choice really depends on whether you want to maintain multiple copies of your media files.
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If you choose the first option (leave the media files where they are), then you must do the following:

1. In the Web Playlists feature, set impersonation settings so that it can access the files in the user folder.
2. In the Web Playists feature, enable Absolute/UNC paths.
3. In the ISX file, change relative URIs for the media entries to physical paths.
4. In the ISX file, change the srcType from relative URI to physical path.
5. In the ISX file, remove the param container with invalid extraparam attributes.

If you choose the second option (copy the media files to your Web site or virtual directory), then you must do the
following:

1. Copy your media files to a folder in the Web root directory or to the virtual directory.
2. In the ISX file, update the relative URIs for the media entries.
3. In the ISX file, remove the param container with invalid extraparam attributes.

The following sections provide details on both approaches:

Serve the media files from user folders
Serve the media files from the Web site

 

1. In the Web Playlists feature, set impersonation settings so that it can access the files in the user folder. For
detailed instructions, see Web Playlists for IIS - Serving Media Content from User Folders.

2. In the Web Playlists feature, enable Absolute/UNC paths.

a. In the Actions pane, click Edit Feature Settings.

b. In the Edit Feature Settings dialog box, select Allow absolute/UNC paths.



**Tip** Because **extraParam** values vary for each track, do the following when using the **Replace** feature 
in Notepad:  

3. In a text editor, such as Notepad, change the relative URI for each media entry in the ISX to a physical path.
For example:

Change: <ref src="..\track1.wma">

To: <ref src="C:\Users\Administrator\Music\track1.wma">

Tip You can use the Replace feature in Notepad to make this change to all media entries at once.

4. In the text editor, change the srcType for each media entry in the ISX to a physical path. For example:

Change: <param name="srcType" value="relativeURI" />
To: <param name="srcType" value="physicalPath" />

Tip You can use the Replace feature in Notepad to make this change to all media entries at once.

5. When you import the Windows Media Player ASX playlist file, the Web Playlists feature groups the
unsupported playlist attributes as extraParam values in a param container in the ISX playlist file. You must
remove (or comment-out) the param container with invalid extraParam attributes for each media entry in
the ISX.

In the following example, we comment-out the param (beginning and ending comment marks shown in
red). Also, for brevity, we show only the first and last extraParam values (for the track length and number)
in the example:

<!--<param name="extraParam" value="&lt;Duration value=&quot;00:04:36.532&quot; /&gt;

...

Value=&quot;4&quot;" />-->

Change: <param name="extraParam"
To: <!--<param name="extraParam"
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**Tip** Because **extraParam** values vary for each track, do the following when using the **Replace** feature 
in Notepad:  

Setting Playback Options

-and-

Change: <param name="title"
To: --><param name="title"

This will comment-out the param container with the extraParam attributes, as shown in the above example.

 

1. Copy the media files referenced in the Windows Media Player playlist (.wpl) file to a folder in the Web site
directory or to a virtual directory. For example, if you imported the .asx version of the playlist to the Default
Web site, copy the files to: <systemdrive>\inetpub\wwwroot\media.

2. In a text editor, such as Notepad, update the relative URI for each media entry in the ISX. For example:

Change: <ref src="..\track1.wma">
To: <ref src="media/track1.wma">

Tip You can use the Replace feature in Notepad to make this change to all media entries at once.

3. When you import the Windows Media Player ASX playlist file, the Web Playlists feature groups the
unsupported playlist attributes as extraParam values in a param container in the ISX playlist file. You must
remove (or comment-out) the param container with invalid extraParam attributes for each media entry in
the ISX.

In the following example, we comment-out the param (beginning and ending comment marks shown in
red). Also, for brevity, we show only the first and last extraParam values (for the track length and number)
in the example:

<!--<param name="extraParam" value="&lt;Duration value=&quot;00:04:36.532&quot; /&gt;

...

Value=&quot;4&quot;" />-->

Change: <param name="extraParam"
To: <!--<param name="extraParam"

-and-

Change: <param name="title"
To: --><param name="title"

This will comment-out the param container with the extraParam attributes, as shown in the above example.

 

After updating the ISX, clients will be able to play the media items referenced in it. By default, clients will have full
control of the playback experience, such as the ability to skip (both forward and backward) to different entries in
the playlist and to seek within a currently playing track. You can limit a client's ability to seek or skip playlist media
entries by configuring media entry settings in the Web Playlists feature. For more information, see IIS Media
Services Help.

To access this help, press F1 while using the Web Playlists feature in IIS Manager.

  



Related Articles
Desktop Experience Overview
Use Windows Media Player to create the perfect playlist for every occasion

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772567.aspx
http://windowshelp.microsoft.com/Windows/en-US/Help/5276da52-d480-4c59-a0a0-08f9c80a30321033.mspx
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by IIS Team

HTTP request processing is more integrated in IIS 7.0 and above allowing ASP.NET features like Forms
Authentication to process requests for non-ASP.NET content like ASP, PHP or media files. This tutorial covers
configuring authentication settings in Web.config, adding users and roles to membership, and configuring
authentication for all content types in Integrated Pipeline Mode.

▶ Watch video (16 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/using-aspnet-forms-authentication.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/using-aspnet-forms-authentication
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Introduction

ASP.NET Enhancements on IIS 7 and Above

by Mike Volodarsky

Since its release, ASP.NET has been the platform of choice for developing Web applications on the Windows / IIS
platform. ASP.NET 2.0 took Web application development to a new level, allowing developers to build more
powerful applications faster than ever before.

IIS 7 and above takes ASP.NET further by integrating the ASP.NET runtime extensibility model with the core
server. This allows developers to fully extend IIS server with the richness of ASP.NET 2.0 and the .NET
Framework, instead of using the less capable IIS C++ APIs. Existing ASP.NET applications also immediately
benefit from tighter integration by using existing ASP.NET features like Forms authentication, roles, and output
caching for all content.

While IIS provides the improved ASP.NET integration by default, there is a choice: IIS supports both the new and
the old ASP.NET integration modes that can be used side by side on the same server.

This article discusses the improvements that are introduced by the ASP.NET integration mode, the architecture of
the two modes, and describes how to select and configure the integration modes for ASP.NET applications.

Better ASP.NET integration in IIS enhances existing applications and also allows new applications to take
advantage of ASP.NET features in the following ways:

ASP.NET services can be used for all content types. In the past, ASP.NET functionality such as Forms
authentication, roles, URL authorization, and output caching were only available to ASP.NET content types like
ASPX pages. Static files, ASP pages, and other content types could not benefit from these services.

In IIS, all ASP.NET services are provided uniformly to all content. For example, you can protect all of your
Web content, including images and ASP pages, with your existing ASP.NET 2.0 access control solution built
on ASP.NET Forms authentication, membership and login controls.

Fully extend IIS with ASP.NET. Previous versions of IIS frequently required server extensibility to be
developed by using the native ISAPI filter or extension extensibility mode, due to the runtime limitations of
ASP.NET.

IIS allows ASP.NET modules to plug in directly into the server pipeline, with the same runtime fidelity as
modules developed with the native (C++) server API. ASP.NET modules can execute in all runtime stages of
the request-processing pipeline, and can be executed in any order with respect to native modules. The
ASP.NET API is also expanded to allow more control over request processing than was previously possible.

Unified server runtime. Tighter ASP.NET integration also unifies many of the features between IIS and
ASP.NET.

IIS provides a unified configuration for IIS and ASP.NET modules and handlers. Many other features,
including custom errors and tracing, have been unified to allow better management and cohesive application
design.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/aspnet-integration-with-iis.md
https://github.com/leanserver


ASP.NET Integration Architecture
In IIS 6.0 and previous releases, ASP.NET was implemented as an IIS ISAPI extension.

In these earlier releases, IIS processed a request to an ASP.NET content type and then forwarded that request to
the ASP.NET ISAPI DLL, which hosted the ASP.NET request pipeline and page framework. Requests to non-
ASP.NET content, such as ASP pages or static files, were processed by IIS or other ISAPI extensions and were
not visible to ASP.NET.

The major limitation of this model was that services provided by ASP.NET modules and custom ASP.NET
application code were not available to non-ASP.NET requests. In addition, ASP.NET modules were unable to
affect certain parts of the IIS request processing that occurred before and after the ASP.NET execution path.

Figure 1: IIS 6.0 & ASP.NET Pipelines

In IIS, the ASP.NET request-processing pipeline overlays the IIS pipeline directly, essentially providing a wrapper
over it instead of plugging into it.

IIS processes requests that arrive for any content type, with both native IIS modules and ASP.NET modules
providing request processing in all stages. This enables services that are provided by ASP.NET modules, such as
Forms authentication or output cache, to be used for requests to ASP pages, PHP pages, static files, and so on.

The ability to plug in directly into the server pipeline allows ASP.NET modules to replace, run before, or run after
any IIS functionality. This enables, for example, a custom ASP.NET Basic authentication module that is written to
use the Membership service and SQL Server user database to replace the built-in IIS Basic authentication feature
that works only with Windows accounts.

In addition, the expanded ASP.NET APIs use direct integration to enable more request-processing tasks. For
example, ASP.NET modules can modify request headers before other components process the request, by
inserting an Accept-Language header before ASP applications execute, which forces localized content to be sent
back to the client based on user preference.
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Compatibility

Migrating ASP.NET Applications to IIS 7 and Above Integrated Mode

Figure 2: IIS 7 and Above Integrated Mode

Because of the runtime integration, IIS and ASP.NET can use the same configuration to enable and order server
modules, and to configure handler mappings. Other unified functionality includes tracing, custom errors, and
output caching.

 

 Most notably, the architecture maintains the ASP.NET runtime architecture and APIs, which allows existing
ASP.NET applications and services to work upon installation. With a few modifications, the existing ASP.NET
applications and services can take advantage of the new ASP.NET capabilities.

Likewise, developers can continue to write new applications to familiar ASP.NET APIs while they harness the
benefits of the runtime integration.

IIS continues to provide the Classic ASP.NET mode for ASP.NET applications that have specific compatibility
requirements that are not met by the Integrated mode. Administrators can select the desired integration mode
per application pool, which lets applications that use both the new and the Classic ASP.NET modes to function
side-by-side on the same server.

On IIS, ASP.NET is configured to operate in the new Integrated mode by default. This lets your application take
advantage of Integrated mode enhancements with minimal modifications.

Because of the configuration unification, some applications may require migration to operate properly in
Integrated mode. By default, the server provides assistance with migration. It detects applications that require
migration, and returns an error message requesting that you migrate the application.

The following configuration causes the migration error:

1. The application Web.config file defines <httpModules> configuration.
The application loads new ASP.NET modules or removes existing ones.
In Integrated mode, ASP.NET modules are specified with native modules in the unified
<system.webServer>/<modules> configuration section.
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Migrating the Application Configuration

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD.EXE migrate config <Application Path>

NOTENOTE

Moving Back to Classic ASP.NET Integration Mode

Disabling the Migration Error Message

The ASP.NET modules that are specified in the <system.web>/<httpModules> configuration section must be
moved to the new configuration section to take effect. Subsequently, new ASP.NET modules must be added
directly to the unified <modules>  section.

2. The application Web.config file defines <httpHandlers>  configuration.
The application uses custom handler mappings for some content types.
In Integrated mode, ASP.NET handler mappings must be specified in the unified
<system.webServer>/<handlers> configuration section to take effect. Subsequently, new ASP.NET handler
mappings must be added directly to the unified <handlers>  section.
This section replaces both the ASP.NET <httpHandlers>  configuration and the IIS scriptmaps configuration,
both of which previously had to be configured to set up an ASP.NET handler mapping.

3. The application Web.config file defines <identity impersonate="true" /> configuration.
The application impersonates client credentials, which is most common with intranet applications. In
Integrated mode, client impersonation is not available in some early request-processing stages. In the majority
of cases, this is not a problem and you can turn off the migration error. Otherwise, you must configure this
application to run by using the Classic ASP.NET mode.

When the migration error is generated, it can generally either migrate the application configuration
(recommended in cases 1 and 2, above), or move the application to use Classic ASP.NET mode (in case 3).

IIS migrates the application by using the AppCmd.exe command line tool to perform the migration. The
migration error message contains the command that is executed in the command line window, which you must
run with administrator user rights, to instantly migrate your application to Integrated mode.

The basic format of the migration command is as follows:

Where <Application Path> is the virtual path of the application that contains the site name, such as "Default Web
Site/app1".

When the migration is complete, your application will run in both Integrated and Classic modes without any
problems.

If you change the configuration after migration, the server will not prompt you to migrate again. After the initial migration,
you must make sure that your configuration remains in sync between the two modes. You can manually migrate the
application again by using the AppCmd.exe command line tool.

If you would rather return to the Classic ASP.NET mode, move your application to an application pool that is
configured to run in Classic mode. Other applications continue to run in the new Integrated mode side-by-side
with the Classic mode application.

For more information about how to move an application to the Classic ASP.NET mode, see Changing ASP.NET
Modes for an Application.

If you have manually migrated your configuration or want to remain in Integrated mode without migrating your



<system.webServer> 
 <validation validateIntegratedModeConfiguration="false" />    
</system.webServer>

NOTENOTE

Changing ASP.NET Modes for an Application

Selecting an ASP.NET Version for an Application

configuration (not recommended), you can disable the migration error message by adding the following to the
application's Web.config file:

The server automatically disables the error message after migrating the configuration with the AppCmd.exe command line
tool.

If you manually disable the migration error message, you must make sure that your application works properly in
Integrated mode, because the server will no longer provide any warnings about the unsupported configuration.

  

If your application does not work properly in Integrated ASP.NET mode, you can move it to the Classic ASP.NET
mode by moving it to another application pool. Each application pool is individually configured to use the desired
ASP.NET integration mode. This lets you run groups of applications that use different ASP.NET integration
modes side-by-side on the same server.

To change the ASP.NET integration mode for an application:

1. Find or create an application pool that is configured to use the desired mode.
By default, all new application pools run in Integrated mode.
The ASP.NET set up provides an application pool named "Classic .NET AppPool" that runs in the classic
ASP.NET integration mode. You can use this application pool for applications that should not run in Integrated
mode.
You can also change the ASP.NET mode of the existing application pool by using the IIS Administration Tool
or the AppCmd.exe command line tool, or by manually editing the application pool configuration.

2. Set the application to use that application pool.
Each application is configured to use a particular application pool. By default, all applications use the default
application pool named "DefaultAppPool", which runs in Integrated mode.
You can change the application pool of an application by using the IIS Administration Tool or the AppCmd.exe
command line tool, or by manually editing the application configuration.

Historically, IIS has supported multiple versions of ASP.NET / CLR side-by-side. For example, IIS allows the
same server to run ASP.NET applications by using .NET Framework v1.1 and v2.0. This support was provided by
mapping a corresponding version of ASPNET_isapi.dll to serve requests for the ASP.NET content by using the
IIS scriptmaps configuration.

For example, you can use the following scriptmap configuration to enable side-by-side support:

1. ASP.NET v1.1 application on /app1:
*.aspx -> d:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\aspnet_isapi.dll

2. ASP.NET v2.0 application on /app2:
*.aspx -> d:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll

When the application receives a *.aspx request, IIS loads the specified aspnet_isapi.dll, which loads the correct
CLR version into the worker process, and processes the request.



NOTENOTE

Taking Advantage of Integrated ASP.NET Mode

Enabling ASP.NET Services for All Types of Content

ASP.NET also provides the following ways to configure side-by-side scriptmaps:

1. ASP.NET MMC extension. When you pick the version of ASP.NET to use, the extension automatically
configures the scriptmaps for the application to point to the correct version of aspnet_isapi.dll.

2. ASP.NET aspnet_regiis.exe. Use the –i and –r options to install the scriptmaps that point to the
corresponding ASP.NET version.

Unfortunately, due to the limitation of the ability to load only one CLR version into a single worker process, you
must make sure that two applications that use different versions of ASP.NET are never configured to exist within
the same application pool. When this common mistake is made, the first request loads the CLR of the
corresponding aspnet_isapi.dll, and subsequent requests to the other version within the same application pool
will fail.

IIS recognizes that the application pool is the ASP.NET version that you select to run an application under. As
such, the version of the CLR / ASP.NET that is loaded in the application pool is explicitly configured in the
application pool configuration. By default, IIS pre-loads the CLR that is specified by this setting when loading the
worker process (unless the version is configured to be empty).

Because application pools are the .NET Framework versioning boundary, you can change the version of an
ASP.NET application by doing the following:

1. Move the application to an application pool that uses the desired ASP.NET version.
By default, applications use the default application pool named "DefaultAppPool," which runs ASP.NET v2.1 in
Integrated mode. Move the application to the "Classic .NET AppPool" to run in ASP.NET v2.1 Classic mode, or
another application pool of your choice.

2. Configure the application pool within which the application is running to use the desired ASP.NET
version.
By default, all new application pools are configured to run ASP.NET v2.1 in Integrated mode.

Do not use aspnet_regiis /i or /r options to configure the version of ASP.NET for a particular application, or globally.

IIS uses pre-conditioned handler mappings to automatically select the correct set of handler mappings (to
ASPNET_isapi.dll in Classic mode or directly to managed handler types in Integrated mode) depending on the
configured CLR version and managed integration mode of the application pool. The ASP.NET 2.0 setup installs
these handler mappings at the server level.

On IIS, ASP.NET applications run in Integrated mode by default. However, to take advantage of the benefits that
are provided by tighter integration, you must make some modifications to the application configuration. You can
also develop new ASP.NET components that take advantage of the Integrated mode to provide powerful
functionality to your application.

In Integrated mode, services that are provided by ASP.NET modules are available to requests for all content
types. However, by default, ASP.NET modules are configured to execute only for requests to ASP.NET content for
backward compatibility.

To do this, attach a managedHandler precondition to each ASP.NET module in the configuration section at the
server level:



<modules> 
     <add name="FormsAuthentication" type="System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule" 
             preCondition="managedHandler" />
     <add name="UrlAuthorization" type="System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorizationModule" 
             preCondition="managedHandler" />
    ...
</modules>

<modules> 
    <remove name="FormsAuthentication" /> 
    <add name="FormsAuthentication" type="System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule" /> 
    …
</modules>

<modules runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests="true" />

Building More Powerful ASP.NET Services

Runtime Fidelity

The precondition is a rule that the server evaluates on every request to determine whether a module will be
executed. The managedHandler precondition is only true for requests to content types that are mapped to
ASP.NET handlers.

To apply functionality that is provided by an ASP.NET module to all requests, remove the module entry, and then
re-add it without the precondition in the application's root Web.config file.

To enable ASP.NET Forms authentication for the entire application, modify your Web.config file as follows:

With this change, the FormsAuthentication module executes for all requests in your application. This lets you
protect all of the application content with Forms authentication. For more information about how to leverage the
Integrated mode to provide Forms authentication for all application content, see Taking Advantage of Integrated
Pipeline Mode walkthrough.

You can also use a shortcut to enable all managed (ASP.NET) modules to run for all requests in your application,
regardless of the "managedHandler" precondition. To enable all managed modules to run for all requests without
configuring each module entry to remove the "managedHandler" precondition, use the
runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests property in the <modules>  section:

When you use this, the "managedHandler" precondition has no effect and all managed modules will run for all
requests.

Experiment with enabling other ASP.NET modules to apply to your entire application. For example, use the
ASP.NET Output Cache module to output cache ASP pages, or use URL Authorization and Role Manager to
configure access control rules for your photos. Or, develop your own module to bring the power of ASP.NET to
your entire Web site.

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET modules apply their services to all content. In addition, because ASP.NET modules
execute in the unified request-processing pipeline in Integrated mode, they subscribe to the same request-
processing stages and perform the same tasks as native server modules. At the same time, ASP.NET APIs remain
largely the same, with a few key additions that unlock previously unavailable functionality.

In Integrated mode, the ASP.NET request-processing stages that are exposed to modules are directly connected
to the corresponding stages of the IIS pipeline. The complete pipeline contains the following stages, which are
exposed as HttpApplication events in ASP.NET:



Expanded ASP.NET APIs

1. BeginRequest. The request processing starts.
2. AuthenticateRequest. The request is authenticated. IIS and ASP.NET authentication modules subscribe to

this stage to perform authentication.
3. PostAuthenticateRequest.
4. AuthorizeRequest. The request is authorized. IIS and ASP.NET authorization modules check whether the

authenticated user has access to the resource requested.
5. PostAuthorizeRequest.
6. ResolveRequestCache. Cache modules check whether the response to this request exists in the cache, and

return it instead of proceeding with the rest of the execution path. Both ASP.NET Output Cache and IIS
Output Cache features execute.

7. PostResolveRequestCache.
8. MapRequestHandler. This stage is internal in ASP.NET and is used to determine the request handler.
9. PostMapRequestHandler.

10. AcquireRequestState. The state necessary for the request execution is retrieved. ASP.NET Session State and
Profile modules obtain their data.

11. PostAcquireRequestState.
12. PreExecuteRequestHandler. Any tasks before the execution of the handler are performed.
13. ExecuteRequestHandler. The request handler executes. ASPX pages, ASP pages, CGI programs, and static

files are served.
14. PostExecuteRequestHandler
15. ReleaseRequestState. The request state changes are saved, and the state is cleaned up here. ASP.NET

Session State and Profile modules use this stage for cleanup.
16. PostReleaseRequestState.
17. UpdateRequestCache. The response is stored in the cache for future use. The ASP.NET Output Cache and

IIS Output Cache modules execute to save the response to their caches.
18. PostUpdateRequestCache.
19. LogRequest. This stage logs the results of the request, and is guaranteed to execute even if errors occur.
20. PostLogRequest.
21. EndRequest. This stage performs any final request cleanup, and is guaranteed to execute even if errors occur.

By using the familiar ASP.NET APIs, the ability to execute in the same stages as IIS modules makes tasks that
were only previously accessible in native ISAPI filters and extensions now possible in managed code.

For example, you can now write modules that do the following:

1. Intercept the request before any processing has taken place, for example rewriting URLs or performing
security filtering.

2. Replace built-in authentication modes.
3. Modify the incoming request contents, such as request headers.
4. Filter outgoing responses for all content types.

See Developing an IIS 7 and Above Module with .NET for a good example of how to extend IIS with a custom
ASP.NET authentication module.

The ASP.NET APIs remain backward compatible with previous releases, which allows existing modules to work in
IIS 7 and above without modification, and to apply to all application content without code changes.

However, modules that are written for IIS Integrated mode can take advantage of a few additional APIs to enable
key request-processing scenarios that were not previously available.



Runtime Integration

Summary

The new HttpResponse.Headers collection allows modules to inspect and manipulate response headers that
other application components generate. For example, you can change the Content-Type header that is generated
by an ASP page to prompt a download dialog box in the browser. The Cookies collection on the HttpResponse
class is also enhanced to allow modification of cookies that are generated as part of the request processing, even
if they were created outside of ASP.NET.

The HttpRequest.Headers collection is write-enabled, which allows modules to manipulate the incoming
request headers. Use this to change the behavior of other server components – for example, you can force a
localized application to respond to the client in a different language by dynamically changing the value of the
Accept-Language header.

Finally, the HttpRequest.ServerVariables collection is now writeable, which allows IIS server variables to be set.
ASP.NET modules use this functionality to change values that are provided by IIS, and to create new server
variables that are visible to other application frameworks, like PHP.

In addition to the new APIs, Integrated mode enables existing ASP.NET functionality to provide more value to
your application.

The tracing facilities that are provided by ASP.NET, including the System.Diagnostics.Trace class and the
ASP.NET page tracing feature, now emit trace information into the IIS trace system. This enables the trace
information that is generated during request processing by both IIS and ASP.NET components to be placed in a
single log file, facilitating better diagnostics of server issues.

The ASP.NET response-filtering feature, which allows responses to be changed by using a Stream interface
before it goes to the client, is enhanced to allow filtering of non-ASP.NET content. Therefore, you can use
ASP.NET filtering on all server content, or selectively install the filter only for requests to content that you want to
process. With this capability, you can write filtering features that inject or censor certain content in the site's
responses, regardless of whether this content comes from an ASPX page or a static file.

ASP.NET Integration in IIS 7 and above unlocks the full potential of ASP.NET, enabling developers to create
powerful server components with the ease and richness of ASP.NET and the .NET Framework. To learn more
about how to leverage ASP.NET Integrated mode for existing applications, see Taking Advantage of the
Integrated Pipeline Mode. For information about how to build new ASP.NET components to extend the server,
see Developing an IIS 7 and Above Module with .NET.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

ASP.NETASP.NET

by Mike Volodarsky

IIS 6.0 and previous versions allowed the development of .NET application components via the ASP.NET
platform. ASP.NET integrated with IIS via an ISAPI extension, and exposed its own application and request
processing model. This effectively exposed two separate server pipelines, one for native ISAPI filters and
extension components, and another for managed application components. ASP.NET components would execute
entirely inside the ASP.NET ISAPI extension bubble and only for requests mapped to ASP.NET in the IIS script
map configuration.

IIS 7.0 and above integrates the ASP.NET runtime with the core web server, providing a unified request
processing pipeline that is exposed to both native and managed components known as modules. The many
benefits of integration include:

Allowing services provided by both native and managed modules to apply to all requests, regardless of
handler. For example, managed Forms Authentication can be used for all content, including ASP pages, CGIs,
and static files.
Empowering ASP.NET components to provide functionality that was previously unavailable to them due to
their placement in the server pipeline. For example, a managed module providing request rewriting
functionality can rewrite the request prior to any server processing, including authentication.
A single place to implement, configure, monitor and support server features such as single module and
handler mapping configuration, single custom errors configuration, single url authorization configuration.

This article examines how the ASP.NET applications can take advantage of the integrated mode in IIS 7.0 and
above, and illustrates the following tasks:

Enabling/disabling modules on a per-application level.
Adding managed application modules to the server, and enabling them to apply to all request types.
Adding managed handlers.

Learn more about building IIS 7.0 and above modules in Developing IIS 7.0 and Above Modules and Handlers
with the .NET Framework.

See also the blog, http://www.mvolo.com/, for more tips on taking advantage of Integrated mode and developing
IIS modules that leverage the ASP.NET integration in IIS 7.0 and above. There, download a number of such
modules including Redirecting requests to your application with the HttpRedirection module, Nice looking
directory listings for your IIS website with DirectoryListingModule, and Displaying pretty file icons in your
ASP.NET applications with IconHandler.

To follow the steps in this document, the following IIS 7.0 and above features must be installed.

Install ASP.NET via the Windows Vista Control Panel. Select "Programs and Features" - "Turn on or off Windows

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-take-advantage-of-the-iis-integrated-pipeline.md
https://github.com/leanserver
http://www.mvolo.com/
http://mvolo.com/redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-httpredirection-module/
http://mvolo.com/get-nice-looking-directory-listings-for-your-iis-website-with-directorylistingmodule/
http://mvolo.com/display-pretty-file-icons-in-your-aspnet-applications-with-iconhandler/


Classic ASPClassic ASP

Adding Forms Authentication to Your Application

Creating a Sample PageCreating a Sample Page

<%=Datetime.Now%> 
<BR> 
Login Name: <asp:LoginName runat="server"/>

Configuring Forms Authentication and Access Control RulesConfiguring Forms Authentication and Access Control Rules

<configuration> 
  <system.web> 
    <!--membership provider entry goes here--> 
    <authorization> 
      <deny users="?"/> 
      <allow users="*"/> 
    </authorization> 
    <authentication mode="Forms"/> 
  </system.web> 
</configuration>

Creating a Membership ProviderCreating a Membership Provider

features". Then open "Internet Information Services" - "World Wide Web Services" - "Application Development
Features" and check "ASP.NET".

If you have a Windows Server® 2008 build, open "Server Manager" - "Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)". Click
"Add role services". Under "Application Development," check "ASP.NET".

We want to show how ASP.NET modules now work with all content and not just ASP.NET pages, so install classic
ASP via the Windows Vista Control Panel. Select "Programs" - "Turn on or off Windows features". Then open
"Internet Information Services" - "World Wide Web Services" - "Application Development Features" and check
"ASP".

If you have a Windows Server 2008 build, open "Server Manager" - "Roles" and select "Web Server (IIS)". Click
"Add role services". Under "Application Development," check "ASP".

As part of this task, we enable the ASP.NET Forms-based Authentication for the application. In the next task, we
enable the Forms Authentication module to run for all requests to your application, regardless of content type.

First, configure forms authentication as you would for a normal ASP.NET application.

To illustrate the feature, we add a default.aspx page to the web root directory. Open notepad (to make sure you
have access to the wwwroot directory below, you must run as administrator--right click on
Programs\Accessories\Notepad icon, and click "Run as administrator"), and create the following file: 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\default.aspx . Paste the following lines into it:

All default.aspx does is display the current time and the name of the logged in user. We use this page later to
show forms authentication in action.

Now, to protect default.aspx with forms authentication. Create a web.config file in the 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory and add the configuration shown below:

This configuration sets the ASP.NET authentication mode to use forms-based authentication, and adds
authorization settings to control access to the application. These setting deny access to anonymous users (?) and
only allow authenticated users (*).

Step 1: We must provide an authentication store against which the user credentials will be verified. To illustrate



<membership defaultProvider="AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider"> 
  <providers> 
    <add name="AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider" type="AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider" 
description="Read-only XML membership provider" xmlFileName="~/App_Data/MembershipUsers.xml"/> 
  </providers> 
</membership>

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

<Users>    
    <User>        
        <UserName>Bob</UserName>
        <Password>contoso!</Password>
        <Email>bob@contoso.com</Email>        
    </User>    
    <User>        
        <UserName>Alice</UserName>        
        <Password>contoso!</Password>        
        <Email>alice@contoso.com</Email>        
    </User>    
</Users>

NOTENOTE

the deep integration between ASP.NET and IIS 7.0 and above, we use our own XML-based Membership provider
(you can also use the default SQL Server Membership Provider if SQL Server is installed).

Add the following entry right after the initial <configuration>/<system.web> configuration element in the
web.config file:

Step 2: After the configuration entry is added, you must save the Membership provider code provided in
Appendix as XmlMembershipProvider.cs in your %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\App_Code  directory. If this
directory does not exist, you must create it.

If using Notepad, be sure to set Save As: All Files to prevent the file from being saved as XmlMembershipProvider.cs.txt.

Step 3: All that remains is the actual credential store. Save the xml snippet below as MembershipUsers.xml file in
the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\App_Data  directory.

If using Notepad, be sure to set Save As: All Files to prevent the file from being saved as MembershipUsers.xml.txt.

If the App_Data directory does not exist, you must create it.

Due to security changes in Windows Server 2003 and Windows Vista SP1, you can no longer use the IIS Administration tool
to create Membership user accounts for non-GACed Membership providers.

After completing this task, go to the IIS Administration tool and add or delete users for your application. Start
"INETMGR" from the "Run…" menu. Open the "+" signs in the tree view on the left until the "Default Web Site"
displays. Select "Default Web Site" and then move to the right and click the "Security" category. The remaining
features show ".NET Users". Click ".NET Users" and add one or more user accounts of your choice.

Look in MembershipUsers.xml to find the newly created users.



Creating a Login PageCreating a Login Page

<%@ Page language="c#" %>    
<form id="Form1" runat="server">    
 <asp:LoginStatus runat="server" />        
 <asp:Login runat="server" />    
</form>

TestingTesting

Enabling Forms Authentication for the Entire Application

Taking Advantage of the Integrated PipelineTaking Advantage of the Integrated Pipeline

In order to use forms authentication, we must to create a login page. Open notepad (To make sure you have
access to the wwwroot directory below, you need to run as administrator by right clicking on
Programs\Accessories\Notepad icon, and clicking "Run as administrator"), and create the login.aspx file in the 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory. Note - be sure to set Save As: All Files to prevent the file from being

saved as login.aspx.txt. Paste the following lines into it:

This is the login page to which you are redirected when your authorization rules deny access to a particular
resource.

Open an Internet Explorer Window and request http://localhost/default.aspx. You see that you are redirected to
login.aspx, because initially your were not authenticated, and we withheld access to unauthenticated users earlier.
If you successfully log in with one of the username/password pairs specified in MembershipUsers.xml, you get
redirected back to default.aspx page originally requested. This page then shows the current time and the user
identity with which you authenticated.

At this point, we have successfully deployed a custom authentication solution using Forms Authentication, Login
controls, and Membership. This functionality is not new in IIS 7.0 or above – it has been available since ASP.NET
2.0 on previous IIS releases.

However, the problem is that only content handled by ASP.NET is protected.

If you close and re-open the browser window, and request http://localhost/iisstart.htm, you are not prompted for
credentials. ASP.NET does not participate in a request for a static file like iisstart.htm. Therefore, it cannot protect
it with forms authentication. You see the same behavior with classic ASP pages, CGI programs, PHP or Perl
scripts. Forms authentication is an ASP.NET feature, and simply is not available during requests to those
resources.

In this task, we eliminate the limitation of ASP.NET on previous releases, and enable the ASP.NET Forms
Authentication and Url Authorization functionality for the entire application.

In order to take advantage of ASP.NET integration, our application must be configured to run in Integrated mode.
The ASP.NET integration mode is configurable per application pool, enabling ASP.NET applications in different
modes to be hosted side by side on the same server. The default application pool in which our application lives
already uses Integrated mode by default, so we do not need to do anything here.

So, why did we fail to experience the benefits of Integrated mode when we tried to access the static page earlier?
The answer lies in the default settings for all ASP.NET modules shipped with IIS 7.0 and above.

The default configuration for all managed modules shipped with IIS 7.0 and above, including the Forms
Authentication and URL Authorization modules, uses a precondition so that these modules only apply to content
that an (ASP.NET) handler manages. This is done for backwards compatibility reasons.

By removing the precondition, we make the desired managed module execute for all requests to the application,
regardless of content. This is necessary in order to protect our static files, and any other application content with
Forms-based authentication.

http://localhost/default.aspx
http://localhost/iisstart.htm


<system.webServer> 
<modules> 
    <remove name="FormsAuthenticationModule" />    
    <add name="FormsAuthenticationModule" type="System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule" />    
    <remove name="UrlAuthorization" />    
    <add name="UrlAuthorization" type="System.Web.Security.UrlAuthorizationModule" />    
    <remove name="DefaultAuthentication" />    
    <add name="DefaultAuthentication" type="System.Web.Security.DefaultAuthenticationModule" />    
</modules> 
</system.webServer>

TestingTesting

http://localhost/iisstart.htm

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

<% 
for each s in Request.ServerVariables
   Response.Write s & ": "&Request.ServerVariables(s) & VbCrLf
next
%>

To do this, open the application's web.config file located in the %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory, and paste
the following lines immediately below the first <configuration> element:

This configuration re-adds the module elements without the precondition, enabling them to execute for all
requests to the application.

Close all instances of Internet Explorer so that the credentials entered before are no longer cached. Open Internet
Explorer, and make a request to the application at the following URL:

You are redirected to the login.aspx page in order to log in.

Log in with a username/password pair used previously. When you successfully log in, you are redirected back to
the original resource, which displays the IIS welcome page.

Even though you requested a static file, the managed forms authentication module and the URL authorization module
provided their services in order to protect your resource.

To illustrate this even further, we add a classic ASP page and protect it with Forms Authentication.

Open notepad (to make sure you have access to the wwwroot directory below, you must run as administrator--
right click on Programs\Accessories\Notepad icon, and click "Run as administrator"), and create a page.asp file
in your %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory.

If using Notepad, be sure to set Save As: All Files to prevent the file from being saved as page.asp.txt. Paste the lines below
into it:

Close all Internet Explorer instances again-- otherwise, your credentials are still cached and request
http://localhost/page.asp. You are again redirected to the login page, and after successful authentication, display
the ASP page.

Congratulations – you have successfully added managed services to the server, enabling them for all requests to

http://localhost/page.asp


Summary

Appendix

NOTENOTE

using System; 
using System.Xml; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Collections.Specialized; 
using System.Configuration.Provider; 
using System.Web.Security; 
using System.Web.Hosting; 
using System.Web.Management; 
using System.Security.Permissions; 
using System.Web; 

public class AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider : MembershipProvider 
{ 
    private Dictionary<string, MembershipUser> _Users; 
    private string _XmlFileName; 
                  // MembershipProvider Properties 

    public override string ApplicationName 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
        set { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 

    public override bool EnablePasswordRetrieval 
    { 
        get { return false; } 
    } 

the server regardless of handler!

This walkthrough demonstrated how the ASP.NET Integrated mode can be leveraged to make powerful ASP.NET
features available to not just ASP.NET pages, but to the entire application.

More importantly, you can now build new managed modules using the familiar ASP.NET 2.0 APIs that have the
ability to execute for all application content, and provided an enhanced set of request processing services to your
application.

Feel free to check out the blog, http://www.mvolo.com/, for more tips on taking advantage of Integrated mode
and developing IIS modules that leverage the ASP.NET integration in IIS 7 and above. There, you can also
download a number of such modules including Redirecting requests to your application with the HttpRedirection
module, Nice looking directory listings for your IIS website with DirectoryListingModule, and Displaying pretty
file icons in your ASP.NET applications with IconHandler.

This Membership provider is based on the sample XML membership provider found in this MSDN article.

To use this Membership provider, save the code as XmlMembershipProvider.cs in your 
%systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\App\_Code  directory. If this directory doesn't exist you will have to create it. Note -

be sure to set Save As: All Files if using Notepad to prevent the file from being saved as
XmlMembershipProvider.cs.txt.

This membership provider sample is for the purposes of this demo only. It does not conform to the best practices and
security requirements for a production Membership provider, including storing passwords securely and auditing user
actions. Do not use this membership provider in your application!

http://www.mvolo.com/
http://mvolo.com/redirect-requests-to-your-application-with-the-httpredirection-module/
http://mvolo.com/get-nice-looking-directory-listings-for-your-iis-website-with-directorylistingmodule/
http://mvolo.com/display-pretty-file-icons-in-your-aspnet-applications-with-iconhandler/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479031.aspx


    public override bool EnablePasswordReset 
    { 
        get { return false; } 
    } 

    public override int MaxInvalidPasswordAttempts 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 

    public override int MinRequiredNonAlphanumericCharacters 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 

    public override int MinRequiredPasswordLength 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 
   
    public override int PasswordAttemptWindow 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 

    public override MembershipPasswordFormat PasswordFormat 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 

    public override string PasswordStrengthRegularExpression 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 
   
    public override bool RequiresQuestionAndAnswer 
    { 
        get { return false; } 
    } 

    public override bool RequiresUniqueEmail 
    { 
        get { throw new NotSupportedException(); } 
    } 
  
   // MembershipProvider Methods 

    public override void Initialize(string name, 
        NameValueCollection config) 
    { 
        // Verify that config isn't null 
        if (config == null) 
            throw new ArgumentNullException("config"); 

        // Assign the provider a default name if it doesn't have one 
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(name)) 
            name = "ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider"; 
  
        // Add a default "description" attribute to config if the 
        // attribute doesn't exist or is empty 
        if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(config["description"])) 
        { 
            config.Remove("description"); 
            config.Add("description", 
                "Read-only XML membership provider"); 
        } 
  
        // Call the base class's Initialize method 
        base.Initialize(name, config); 



        base.Initialize(name, config); 
  
        // Initialize _XmlFileName and make sure the path 
        // is app-relative 
        string path = config["xmlFileName"]; 

        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(path)) 
            path = "~/App_Data/MembershipUsers.xml"; 

        if (!VirtualPathUtility.IsAppRelative(path)) 
            throw new ArgumentException 
                ("xmlFileName must be app-relative"); 

        string fullyQualifiedPath = VirtualPathUtility.Combine 
            (VirtualPathUtility.AppendTrailingSlash 
            (HttpRuntime.AppDomainAppVirtualPath), path); 

        _XmlFileName = HostingEnvironment.MapPath(fullyQualifiedPath); 
        config.Remove("xmlFileName"); 
  
        // Make sure we have permission to read the XML data source and 
        // throw an exception if we don't 
        FileIOPermission permission = 
            new FileIOPermission(FileIOPermissionAccess.Read, 
            _XmlFileName); 
        permission.Demand(); 
  
        // Throw an exception if unrecognized attributes remain 
        if (config.Count > 0) 
        { 
            string attr = config.GetKey(0); 
            if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(attr)) 
                throw new ProviderException 
                    ("Unrecognized attribute: " + attr); 
        } 
    } 

    public override bool ValidateUser(string username, string password) 
    { 
        // Validate input parameters 
        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(username) || 
            String.IsNullOrEmpty(password)) 
            return false; 
  
        // Make sure the data source has been loaded 
        ReadMembershipDataStore(); 
  
        // Validate the user name and password 
        MembershipUser user; 

        if (_Users.TryGetValue(username, out user)) 
        { 
            if (user.Comment == password) // Case-sensitive 
            { 
                return true; 
            } 
        } 

        return false; 
    } 
   
    public override MembershipUser GetUser(string username, 
        bool userIsOnline) 
    { 
  
        // Note: This implementation ignores userIsOnline 
        // Validate input parameters 

        if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(username)) 
            return null; 



            return null; 
  
        // Make sure the data source has been loaded 
        ReadMembershipDataStore(); 
  
        // Retrieve the user from the data source 
        MembershipUser user; 

        if (_Users.TryGetValue(username, out user)) 
            return user; 

        return null; 
    } 
   
    public override MembershipUserCollection GetAllUsers(int pageIndex, 
        int pageSize, out int totalRecords) 
    { 
        // Note: This implementation ignores pageIndex and pageSize, 
        // and it doesn't sort the MembershipUser objects returned 
        // Make sure the data source has been loaded 

        ReadMembershipDataStore(); 

        MembershipUserCollection users = 
            new MembershipUserCollection(); 

        foreach (KeyValuePair<string, MembershipUser> pair in _Users) 
            users.Add(pair.Value); 

        totalRecords = users.Count; 

        return users; 
    } 

    public override int GetNumberOfUsersOnline() 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override bool ChangePassword(string username, 
        string oldPassword, string newPassword) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override bool 
        ChangePasswordQuestionAndAnswer(string username, 
        string password, string newPasswordQuestion, 
        string newPasswordAnswer) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override MembershipUser CreateUser(string username, 
        string password, string email, string passwordQuestion, 
        string passwordAnswer, bool isApproved, object providerUserKey, 
        out MembershipCreateStatus status) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override bool DeleteUser(string username, 
        bool deleteAllRelatedData) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override MembershipUserCollection 
        FindUsersByEmail(string emailToMatch, int pageIndex, 
        int pageSize, out int totalRecords) 



        int pageSize, out int totalRecords) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override MembershipUserCollection 
        FindUsersByName(string usernameToMatch, int pageIndex, 
        int pageSize, out int totalRecords) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override string GetPassword(string username, string answer) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 
   
    public override MembershipUser GetUser(object providerUserKey, 
        bool userIsOnline) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 

    public override string GetUserNameByEmail(string email) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 
   
    public override string ResetPassword(string username, 
        string answer) 

    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 
   
    public override bool UnlockUser(string userName) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 
    } 
   
    public override void UpdateUser(MembershipUser user) 
    { 
        throw new NotSupportedException(); 

    } 
   
    // Helper method 

    private void ReadMembershipDataStore() 
    { 
        lock (this) 
        { 
            if (_Users == null) 
            { 
                _Users = new Dictionary<string, MembershipUser> 
                   (16, StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase); 
                XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument(); 
                doc.Load(_XmlFileName); 
                XmlNodeList nodes = doc.GetElementsByTagName("User"); 
  
                foreach (XmlNode node in nodes) 
                { 
                    MembershipUser user = new MembershipUser( 
                        Name,                       // Provider name 
                        node["UserName"].InnerText, // Username 
                        null,                       // providerUserKey 
                        node["Email"].InnerText,    // Email 
                        String.Empty,               // passwordQuestion 
                        node["Password"].InnerText, // Comment 
                        true,                       // isApproved 



                        true,                       // isApproved 
                        false,                      // isLockedOut 
                        DateTime.Now,               // creationDate 
                        DateTime.Now,               // lastLoginDate 
                        DateTime.Now,               // lastActivityDate 
                        DateTime.Now,               // lastPasswordChangedDate 
                        new DateTime(1980, 1, 1)    // lastLockoutDate 
                 ); 

                 _Users.Add(user.UserName, user); 

                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
}
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Step 1 : Installing IIS 7.0 or AboveStep 1 : Installing IIS 7.0 or Above

Step 2 : Log In as AdministratorStep 2 : Log In as Administrator

by IIS Team

In ASP.Net today, developers can add trace events to ASPX pages using Trace.Write()& Trace.Warn() calls in the
script sections of their page. Typically, you use these traces to debug an application that does not work as expected.

These events appear when you enable tracing for the page (set &lt;%@ Page Trace="True" %>). You can only view
these events by default when browsing the application from the server (i.e. Localhost), or when you enable
Application Tracing to keep the last given number of sessions.

However, the problems with this process are:

These traces are not persisted, so if the process goes away, so do your traces
These traces are collected regardless of the status code for the request – i.e. if it succeeds or fails, you get traces
These traces are viewed completely separately from any other infrastructure traces provided by IIS 7.0 and
above or ASP.net

In IIS 7.0 and above, you can collect these traces in Failed Request Tracing or ETW tracing in addition to viewing
them normally. And, you can view these traces in conjunction with IIS and ASP.net infrastructure traces.

Tasks illustrated in this walkthrough include:

Configuring failed-request tracing to capture ASP.net Page Trace.Write and Warn calls
Generating the failure condition and viewing the resulting trace capture, finding the Trace.Write and Trace.Warn
calls

The following steps include the prerequisites necessary for completing the tasks in this article.

IIS 7.0 or above must first be installed. To check if IIS is installed, browse to http://localhost. If you see the "under
construction" page, then IIS is installed. If IIS is not installed, refer to the "Installing IIS 7.0 and Above" guide for
installation instructions.

Make sure to install the following IIS Components:

ASP (under World Wide Web Services => Application Development Features => ASP)
Tracing (under World Wide Web Services => Health & Diagnostics => Tracing)

Make sure to login to the administrator account or in the Administrators group.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-capture-aspnet-page-trace-events-in-iis-tracing.md
http://localhost/
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Step 3 : Make a BackupStep 3 : Make a Backup

Adding a New Trace.Write() & Trace.Warn() Call to a Sample ASPX
Page

Being in the Administrators group does not grant you complete administrator privileges by default. You must run many
applications as Administrator. Right-click the application icon and choose "Run as Administrator".

You must make a backup of the configuration before executing tasks in this article. Run the following:

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup

1. Click the Start button -> All Programs -> Accessories -> (r-click)Command Prompt -> Run as
Administrator.

2. Execute the following command in that command prompt:

In this task, you add Trace.Write() & Warn() calls to a sample aspx page and view the resulting traces in your
browser.

1. Use the Administrator command prompt and navigate to your %systemdrive%\inetpub\wwwroot  directory.

<%@ Page language="C#" trace="true" %>

<%
  Trace.Write("Hey, there");
  Trace.Warn("Doh, a warning");

  Response.Write("hello, world");
%>

2. Use your editor of choice and create an aspx page called trace.aspx, putting the following code in the page:

3. Browse to http://localhost/trace.aspx. You see the following:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-capture-aspnet-page-trace-events-in-iis-tracing/_static/image1.jpg
http://localhost/trace.aspx
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Adding a New Trace.Write() & Trace.Warn() call to a Sample ASPX Page

Step 1 : Enabling Failed Request Tracing for Your SiteStep 1 : Enabling Failed Request Tracing for Your Site

Step 2 : Creating a Failed Request Tracing Rule to Capture the Trace.Write() & Warn() EventsStep 2 : Creating a Failed Request Tracing Rule to Capture the Trace.Write() & Warn() Events

Notice the events above: "Hey, there" and "Doh, a warning".

We have just added a new event to our page. Now see if we can get Failed Request Tracing to capture it.

The page is now instrumented with Trace.Write & Trace.Warn calls. Configure Failed Request Tracing to capture the
ASPX page Trace.Write() & Warn() calls.

For this scenario, we must use the ASP.Net provider's Page area, with Trace.Write calls corresponding to the
Verbose verbosity level, and Trace.Warn() calls corresponding to the Warning verbosity level. Setting the verbosity
level to Verbose gets both.

Failure Request Tracing first must be enabled for the site. Steps to enable are found in the HOWTO-
FailureRequestTracing Walk Through, Task 1.

1. From the Administrator command prompt, type start inetmgr. In the Connections panel, expand the
machine name, then Sites folder, then click the Default Web Site. Under IIS, double-click Failed Request
Tracing Rules.

2. In the Actions pane, click Add…. to launch the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule wizard. On the Specify
Content to Trace page, click the ASP.NET (*.aspx) option for what to trace and click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-capture-aspnet-page-trace-events-in-iis-tracing/_static/image5.jpg


3. In the Define Trace Conditions screen, check the Status Codes check box and enter "200" as the status
code to trace.

4. Click Next. The Select Trace Providers page appears. Select the ASPNET check box and the Page check
box under "Areas" (uncheck all other areas that are checked except Page) Under Verbosity, select Verbose.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-capture-aspnet-page-trace-events-in-iis-tracing/_static/image8.jpg
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Step 3 : Test and View

5. Click Finish. You see the following definition for the Default Web Site:

In this step, we generate a request for http://localhost/trace.aspx and then check the Failed Request Tracing log file
to see the trace events.

To verify that it worked:

1. Open an Administrator-elevated new Internet Explorer window.
2. Type in the address http://localhost/trace.aspx.
3. We generated the traced request, so open an Administrator-elevated Internet Explorer window, enter CTRL-O

to open a file, and navigate to inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles\W3SVC1 folder. In the HTML Files dropdown
list, select All Files.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-capture-aspnet-page-trace-events-in-iis-tracing/_static/image13.jpg
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Summary

4. Select the most recent FR######.xml file. You see the following:

The events display above in the trace log. Notice that the event "Doh, a warning"'s SubType Name is
"AspNetPageTraceWarnEvent" - that is the Trace.Warn() event.

All Trace.Write() calls are very high verbosity (verbosity = "Verbose"); hence, the reason for the <Level>5</Level>,
while all Trace.Warn() calls are logged as Warnings.

There are many other "AspNetPageTraceWriteEvent" events logged. This is because all the other entries in the trace table,
like Begin PreInit, etc., are all logged through the same infrastructure as well.

We finished adding trace messages to the ASPX page. We configured IIS to capture those traces, when enabled, in
the Failed Request Trace Logfile. Remember that these trace entries are only logged to the trace logs if the page's
trace="true" directive is set, and the ASP.NET provider with the "Page" area is defined when tracing (either using
ETW or Failed Request Tracing).
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Introduction

Upgrading from Earlier Versions of IIS to Windows Vista

by IIS Team

For ASP.NET application developers who move to the Windows Vista™ or later Windows operating system, IIS 7.0
and above represent a significant advance over earlier IIS versions. IIS Integrated mode offers increased security
and new application possibilities, among other improvements.

Most developers who move to Windows Vista upgrade from the Microsoft Windows® XP operating system to
Windows Vista and upgrade their ASP.NET applications in the process. Or they install on Windows Vista the
ASP.NET applications developed on other Windows operating systems.

This paper details important post-installation and post-upgrade configuration steps that must be performed for
applications to work on the new operating system. It describes changes between Classic mode and IIS Integrated
mode that affect ASP.NET applications, and how to work around these known problems.

One of the significant improvements in IIS 7.0 and above is an integrated pipeline feature that enables Web
applications to use a single request-processing pipeline from either managed or non-managed code applications.
In addition, the new pipeline model reduces redundant behavior that results from two separate implementations of
the same feature.

For example, in previous releases, IIS and ASP.NET implemented separate request pipelines that did not share
access to events and handler modules. Authentication was performed independently within each pipeline. In the
new model, authentication can be done one time for IIS and ASP.NET.

Other benefits of this integration include:

ASP.NET services such as Forms Authentication and Roles working with IIS content types–for example, static
and classic ASP pages.
IIS functionality extending with managed code and with ASP.NET pipeline modules, instead of only with ISAPI
extensions or CGI.
Simplified troubleshooting resulting from the integration of event tracing and error logging.
Sharing application configuration between ASP.NET and IIS.

This article examines compatibility issues for ASP.NET applications migrating from earlier versions of IIS to IIS 7.0
and above and specifically focuses on differences that relate to transitioning from Classic mode to using the
integrated pipeline in Integrated mode.

For a complete overview of the features and benefits of ASP.NET and IIS integration, see the article ASP.NET
Integration with IIS 7.0 and Above.

The chart that follows shows the availability of IIS 7.0 on the available versions of Windows Vista:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/upgrading-aspnet-11-to-iis-on-windows-vista-and-windows-server-2008.md


WINDOWS VISTA VERSION IIS 7.0 AVAILABILITY

Home Basic N

Home Premium Y

Business Y

Ultimate Y

ASP.NET Upgrade Scenarios on Windows VistaASP.NET Upgrade Scenarios on Windows Vista

OPERATING SYSTEM IIS VERSION .NET FRAMEWORK VERSION

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
UPGRADING TO WINDOWS
VISTA / IIS 7.0

Windows 2000 Server IIS 5.0 1.0, 1.1, 2.0 Upgrade to Windows Vista
not available.

Windows 2000 Professional IIS 5.0 1.0, 1.1, 2.0 Clean Install of OS is
required.

Windows Server 2003 IIS 6.0 1.0, 1.1, 2.0 Upgrade to Windows Vista
not available.

Windows XP Home N/A 1.0, 1.1, 2.0 Windows XP Home did not
include IIS. Users may decide
to install IIS 7.0 or above
new on Windows Vista.

Windows XP Professional IIS 5.1 1.0 The .NET Framework 1.0 is
not supported on Windows
Vista. ASP.NET 1.0
applications must be
upgraded to at least
ASP.NET 1.1 (ASP.NET 2.0
recommended).

1.1 Manual configuration is
required after upgrade (see
later in this article).

2.0 ASP.NET must be selected in
the IIS setup options
following an upgrade in
order for ASP.NET 2.0 to be
configured in Integrated
Mode.

The following table provides a brief outline of the supported upgrade paths for ASP.NET on earlier versions of
Windows operating systems to ASP.NET on Windows Vista. Where issues are noted, see the sections that follow
for more information about upgrade restrictions and limitations.

The table also shows that upgrades from server OS versions to client OS versions are not available. Instead, you
must perform a clean installation of Vista on a computer with a server OS currently installed.



Windows XP Tablet PC IIS 5.1 1.0 The .NET Framework 1.0 is
not supported on Windows
Vista. ASP.NET 1.0
applications must be
upgraded to at least
ASP.NET 1.1 (ASP.NET 2.0
recommended).

1.1 Manual configuration is
required after upgrade (see
later in this article).

2.0 ASP.NET must be selected in
the IIS setup options
following an upgrade in
order for ASP.NET 2.0 to be
configured in Integrated
Mode.

Windows XP Professional
x64

IIS 5.1 1.1, 2.0 Clean Install of OS is
required.

OPERATING SYSTEM IIS VERSION .NET FRAMEWORK VERSION

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
UPGRADING TO WINDOWS
VISTA / IIS 7.0

Post-Installation Application ConfigurationPost-Installation Application Configuration

Configuring ASP.NET 1.1 ApplicationsConfiguring ASP.NET 1.1 Applications

ProcedureProcedure

Immediately following an installation or upgrade to Windows Vista, users must perform additional configuration
steps to enable applications to work. The post-installation configuration depends on the ASP.NET version that each
application uses.

Before installing the .NET Framework 1.1 (which is needed if you are running ASP.NET 1.1 applications), users
must perform the following two steps to enable ASP.NET applications:

Each IIS application pool that runs an ASP.NET application must be explicitly configured using the .NET
Framework version that matches the version of ASP.NET used for the application. You can only run one version of
ASP.NET per application pool, so you must use separate application pools for each ASP.NET version.

In the IIS Manager console, open Application Pools, then right-click an application pool and select Basic Settings. In
the Edit Application Pool dialog box shown in Figure 1, select the .NET Framework version that matches the
applications configured in the application pool, then click OK.



Using ASP.NET 1.1 in Classic Mode

Configuring ASP.NET 2.0 ApplicationsConfiguring ASP.NET 2.0 Applications

Step 1Step 1

Figure 1: Edit Application Pool Settings

ASP.NET 1.1 uses an IIS ISAPI extension when running in Classic mode, which is the default setting for ASP.NET
following installation or upgrade (notice that ASP.NET 2.0 can also run in Integrated mode on Windows Vista,
which does not require an ISAPI extension).

You must explicitly allow the version of ASP.NET used by your applications to run using the ISAPI and CGI
Restrictions configuration in the IIS Management Console. Open IIS Manager and select ISAPI and CGI
Restrictions. In the ISAPI and CGI Restrictions page, select each version of ASP.NET that is set to Not Allowed in
the Restriction column and click the Allowed link on the right side of the page to change the setting to Allowed.

Figure 2 shows an example of the ISAPI and CGI Restrictions page with the version of the Aspnet_isapi.dll
assembly used for ASP.NET 1.1 selected. In the figure, the setting for this ISAPI extension must be changed from
Not Allowed to Allowed.

Figure 2: ISAPI and CGI Restrictions List

The .NET Framework 2.0 is installed during Windows Vista installation and therefore, ASP.NET 2.0 is already
present on the server after installation. However, to complete the ASP.NET configuration on Vista for ASP.NET 2.0
applications, users must perform the following two steps:

From the Windows Vista Package Manager (Control Panel\Programs and Features\Turn Windows Features On or
Off), select ASP.NET as shown in Figure 3, and click OK.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/upgrading-aspnet-11-to-iis-on-windows-vista-and-windows-server-2008/_static/image1.png
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NOTENOTE

Step 2Step 2

When ASP.NET is already installed on the computer before this step, selecting ASP.NET in this manner ensures that additional
configuration steps are completed.

Figure 3: Windows Vista Installation - Windows Features

Each IIS application pool that runs an ASP.NET application must be explicitly configured using the .NET
Framework version that matches the version of ASP.NET used for the application. You can only run one version of
ASP.NET per application pool, so you must use separate application pools for each ASP.NET version.

In IIS Manager, open Application Pools, then right-click an Application Pool and select Basic Settings. In the Edit
Application Pool dialog box shown in Figure 4, select the .NET Framework version that matches the applications
configured in the application pool, and then click OK.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/upgrading-aspnet-11-to-iis-on-windows-vista-and-windows-server-2008/_static/image1.jpg


Application Pool SettingsApplication Pool Settings

IIS ISOLATION CONFIGURATION BEFORE
UPGRADE IIS APPLICATION POOL IIS APPLICATION POOL IDENTITY

Low AppPool Low NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE

Medium AppPool Medium IWAM_<machine name>

High Applications are configured in an
Application Pool matching the
application name

IWAM_<machine name>

ASP.NET v1.0 is Not Supported on Windows VistaASP.NET v1.0 is Not Supported on Windows Vista

HTTP HandlersHTTP Handlers

Side-by-Side SupportSide-by-Side Support

The .NET Framework 1.1 Requires WoW 64 Configuration on 64-bit Windows VistaThe .NET Framework 1.1 Requires WoW 64 Configuration on 64-bit Windows Vista

Configuring the Pipeline Mode Used by an Application

Figure 4: Application Pool & Integrated Mode

When upgrading ASP.NET applications on earlier versions of Windows operating systems to Windows Vista,
applications are configured in application pools based on IIS application isolation settings as follows:

The .NET Framework 1.0 is not supported on Windows Vista and therefore, ASP.NET 1.0 applications must be
upgraded to at least ASP.NET 1.1. We strongly recommend that you upgrade your ASP.NET 1.0 applications to
ASP.NET 2.0 to take advantage of the better performance and maintainability features found in the later versions
of ASP.NET.

In an upgrade to IIS 7.0 and above on Windows Vista, only preconditioned HTTP handlers configured at the global
level are upgraded. Handlers configured at the site level are not upgraded.

You can run applications developed on different versions of ASP.NET (for example, 1.1 and 2.0) side-by-side on IIS.
You must configure applications in an IIS application pool. This pool must be configured for the version of
ASP.NET for which the application was developed. You can configure only one ASP.NET version per application
pool.

ASP.NET is not set up correctly if the .NET Framework 1.1 is installed on 64-bit versions of Windows Vista. After
installing the .NET Framework 1.1 on 64-bit versions of Windows Vista, you must manually configure applications
to run using WOW 64 at the global level using the IIS Administration tool.
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Compatibility

Known Differences Between Integrated Mode and Classic Mode

In Integrated mode, Application_OnError is not called for exceptions that occur in HttpApplication::InitIn Integrated mode, Application_OnError is not called for exceptions that occur in HttpApplication::Init

Server.ClearError in EndRequest does not clear exception message in Integrated modeServer.ClearError in EndRequest does not clear exception message in Integrated mode

IIS is configured to use the new Integrated mode for new applications. This is the default behavior. The pipeline
mode is configured using the application pool settings. Change these settings using one of the following:

The IIS Administration Tool
The APPCMD.EXE command line tool
By editing the application configuration file with a text editor

If you are upgrading an existing computer to IIS 7.0 or above, the applications are configured to run in Classic
mode by default. Classic mode provides compatibility for applications that have specific dependencies on the
implementation of the HTTP pipeline in earlier versions of IIS.

However, if you are importing an existing application to a computer running IIS 7.0 and above, and you are
copying the Web site, the pipeline mode used is determined by the settings of the application pool that the
application is configured to run in.

For example, if you copy the application to your computer and configure it to run in the Default Application Pool, it
runs using that application pool's settings which, by default, are configured to Integrated mode. To change the
pipeline mode for your application, either change the Default Application Pool settings or create a new application
pool with the settings that you want.

Read more about how to configure an existing application to use Integrated mode in the article ASP.NET
Integration with IIS 7.0 and Above, in the section entitled, "Migrating ASP.NET Applications to IIS 7.0 and Above
Integrated mode". This provides instructions for changing the application configuration settings.

ASP.NET Pipeline modules developed against earlier versions of IIS and later configured to use Integrated mode
with IIS 7.0 and above may experience differences in behavior or other compatibility issues. Such problems are
caused by the architectural differences between the pipeline in earlier IIS versions and the modular design of IIS
7.0 and above, and the integrated HTTP pipeline.

The remaining sections of this article describe potential compatibility issues that applications may encounter and
include suggested workarounds. If a suggested workaround is not practical to implement, configure your
application to run in Classic mode to avoid the compatibility issue.

The following provides a list of know issues between the two modes. Read this list carefully.

In Integrated mode, exceptions that occur during the initialization of an application or module cannot be
intercepted using the Application.Error event.

Also, applications that use Server.ClearError to recover from errors cannot clear errors during application
initialization. This is to prevent an application from ignoring an error during initialization. Applications that log
error information for each exception that occurs will not be able to log the errors that occur during application
initialization, although these errors are reported using Web events and HTTP responses.

If an application requires implementation of such exception handling during initialization, it must be run in Classic
mode rather than in Integrated mode.

In Integrated mode, calling Server.ClearError in EndRequest does not clear the exception response if an exception
has occurred earlier in request processing. Applications that clear the exception message in EndRequest cannot
remove the exception output from the response.

If an application requires implementation of such exception handling during EndRequest, it must be run in Classic



Integrated mode applications may write to a response in EndRequest after an exception has been formatted and written to theIntegrated mode applications may write to a response in EndRequest after an exception has been formatted and written to the
responseresponse

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET no longer suppresses the content type when the response is emptyIn Integrated mode, ASP.NET no longer suppresses the content type when the response is empty

Different windows identity in Forms authenticationDifferent windows identity in Forms authentication

Default Authentication_OnAuthenticate event does not raise in Integrated modeDefault Authentication_OnAuthenticate event does not raise in Integrated mode

In Integrated mode Request.RawUrl contains the new query string after RewritePath is calledIn Integrated mode Request.RawUrl contains the new query string after RewritePath is called

Passport Network credentials authentication is not supported in Windows VistaPassport Network credentials authentication is not supported in Windows Vista

PassportAuthentication module is not part of the Integrated pipelinePassportAuthentication module is not part of the Integrated pipeline

mode rather than in Integrated mode.

In Integrated mode, it is possible to write to and display an additional response written after an exception has
occurred.

This does not occur in Classic mode. If an error occurs during the request, and the application writes to the
response in EndRequest after the exception has occurred, the response information written in EndRequest displays.
This only affects requests that include unhandled exceptions.

To avoid writing to the response after an exception, an application must check HttpContext.Error or
HttpResponse.StatusCode before writing to the response.

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET handlers generate Content Type headers when explicitly set by a module, even if the
response is empty. Some applications generate a content type for empty responses. If desired, modify applications
to explicitly remove the Content Type header by setting it to NULL.

When Forms Authentication is used by an application and anonymous access is allowed, the Integrated mode
identity differs from the Classic mode identity in the following ways:

ServerVariables["LOGON_USER"] is filled.
Request.LogognUserIdentity uses the credentials of the [NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE] account
instead of the [NT AUTHORITY\INTERNET USER] account.

This behavior occurs because authentication is performed in a single stage in Integrated mode. Conversely, in
Classic mode, authentication occurs first with IIS using anonymous access, and then with ASP.NET using Forms
authentication. Thus, the result of the authentication is always a single user-- the Forms authentication user.
AUTH_USER/LOGON_USER returns this same user because the Forms authentication user credentials are
synchronized between IIS and ASP.NET.

A side effect is that LOGON_USER, HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity, and impersonation no longer can access the
Anonymous user credentials that IIS would have authenticated by using Classic mode.

In Integrated mode, the DefaultAuthenticationModule.Authenticate event no longer raises. In Classic mode, this
event is raised when no authentication has occurred. In Integrated mode, an application that sets authentication
mode=None, and subscribes to the DefaultAuthentication.Authenticate event, will receive an exception indicating
that this feature is not supported in Integrated mode. Authentication schemes that rely on this pattern will not
function.

To work around this change, Integrated mode applications may subscribe to AuthenticateRequest instead.

In Integrated mode, after RewritePath is called on a URL with a new query string, the Request.RawUrl property
contains the new query string. In Classic mode, it contains the old query string.

To work around this change, rewrite your application so that it does not depend on the old behavior.

Passport Network credentials functionality is removed from Windows Vista and the Microsoft Windows Server®
2008 operating system, so Passport Network credentials authentication applications do not work by default in
ISAPI or Integrated mode.

In Integrated mode, the ASP.NET Passport Authentication Module is removed from the pipeline by default. If it is
used by an application, it may be added back into the pipeline. As stated above, the underlying Passport Network



Large, valid forms auth tickets (length <= 4096 bytes) present in the query string are rejected by IIS 7.0 and AboveLarge, valid forms auth tickets (length <= 4096 bytes) present in the query string are rejected by IIS 7.0 and Above

In Integrated mode, the ASP.NET request time-out is applied multiple times during the request, allowing the request to execute longerIn Integrated mode, the ASP.NET request time-out is applied multiple times during the request, allowing the request to execute longer

Trace settings are not transferred to Server.Transfer target pageTrace settings are not transferred to Server.Transfer target page

The method Httpcontext.Current.Response.Write() cannot work in Application_Onstart()The method Httpcontext.Current.Response.Write() cannot work in Application_Onstart()

HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity throws an exception when accessed before PostAuthenticateRequestHttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity throws an exception when accessed before PostAuthenticateRequest

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET modules will receive the first unauthenticated request to IIS 7.0 and above when AnonymousIn Integrated mode, ASP.NET modules will receive the first unauthenticated request to IIS 7.0 and above when Anonymous
authentication is disabledauthentication is disabled

ASP.NET cannot impersonate the client identity until PostAuthenticateRequestASP.NET cannot impersonate the client identity until PostAuthenticateRequest

credentials functionality is removed from Windows Vista and Microsoft Windows Server 2008, so Passport
Network credentials authentication applications do not work by default in ISAPI or Integrated mode.

IIS rejects requests with large cookieless ASP.NET tickets, such as those used in Forms authentication, session
state, and anonymous id that in total exceed 4096 bytes. For security reasons, this prevents buffer overflow exploits
that use large query strings. Applications that store custom data or that use very large user names in Forms
authentication tickets may see that requests are rejected because the query strings are too large.

To change this behavior, adjust the maximum query string size in the IIS request-filtering configuration section.

In Integrated mode, the managed request execution time-out is reset for each new transition in the pipeline. This
means that the request can use up to (time-out *(# of module notifications)), as long as any single time-out does
not exceed the maximum time set for a time-out.

Slow requests may not be aborted or may take a significantly longer time before aborting, depending on the
number of ASP.NET modules and how well these modules are merged together. Avoid this behavior by reducing
the length of time setting for the time-out.

Integrated mode does not support transferring trace settings to the target of a Server.Transfer operation.

In Integrated mode, an application cannot call Http.Current.Response.Write() in an Application_Onstart() method.

In Integrated mode, the HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity property will throw an exception when it is accessed
before PostAuthenticateRequest. If a module accesses this property before PostAuthenticateRequest, an exception
is thrown.

To avoid this behavior: do not access this property in your application; or, access it after PostAuthenticateRequest
completes.

In Integrated mode, when an IIS authentication scheme other than Anonymous authentication is used, the first
request from the client that does not contain the required credentials is visible to ASP.NET modules in the
BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest stages.

In comparison, in Classic mode an ASP.NET application would not see such a request because IIS rejects it with a
401 challenge before ASP.NET has a chance to process it.

This means that ASP.NET modules will see an extra request in the BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest stages.
The request appears in Web events and in any custom logging done in BeginRequest or EndRequest.

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET will not impersonate the client until the PostAuthenticateEvent if client
impersonation is enabled for an application using the application's Web.config or in Machine.config.

Also, when client impersonation is enabled, modules running in the BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest events
execute with the process identity instead of with the authenticated user's identity. This should not be a problem
because modules rarely access resources in these events, since the authenticated user has not yet been established.

However, if this is done, the process identity is used to access resources.

Because of the possible elevation of user rights that this change may cause, IIS throws an exception when client
impersonation is enabled. This indicates that the application should either be moved to Classic mode or that this
error should be turned off if it can be confirmed that resources are accessed in the BeginRequest or
AuthenticateRequest events.



Content-Type header is not generated when charset and content type are set to empty stringContent-Type header is not generated when charset and content type are set to empty string

In Integrated mode, both synchronous and asynchronous events raise for each module before the next module executesIn Integrated mode, both synchronous and asynchronous events raise for each module before the next module executes

Response headers are removed in Integrated mode after calling ClearHeader in a custom IHttpModuleResponse headers are removed in Integrated mode after calling ClearHeader in a custom IHttpModule

Using Windows and Forms authentication together in Integrated mode is not supportedUsing Windows and Forms authentication together in Integrated mode is not supported

In Integrated mode, IIS 7.0 and above always rejects new lines in response headers (even if ASP.NET enableHeaderChecking is set toIn Integrated mode, IIS 7.0 and above always rejects new lines in response headers (even if ASP.NET enableHeaderChecking is set to
false)false)

PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent events will raise together for each modulePreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent events will raise together for each module

The ordering of modules is reversed for PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent when using Integrated modeThe ordering of modules is reversed for PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent when using Integrated mode

In Integrated mode, threading and queuing settings in are ignoredIn Integrated mode, threading and queuing settings in are ignored

If a configuration file error is encountered when using Integrated mode, IIS, not ASP.NET, generates the error messageIf a configuration file error is encountered when using Integrated mode, IIS, not ASP.NET, generates the error message

HTTP.sys no longer generates the Content-Type header when it is explicitly set to String.Empty. Applications whose
clients rely on having an empty Content-Type header may be affected by this change.

In Integrated mode, both synchronous and asynchronous events will raise for each module, before the server
moves on to the next module.

This differs from Classic mode in which all asynchronous module notifications execute first, followed by all
synchronous notifications. There should be no effect to applications unless there is a dependence on the ordering
(see "The ordering of modules is reversed for PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent when using
Integrated mode" elsewhere in this document).

In Integrated mode, calling ClearHeaders does not automatically generate default headers. Applications that call
ClearHeaders to return the headers to the default state for an .aspx page instead clear all response headers.

In Integrated mode, setting Impersonate=true and using Forms authentication is not supported and causes an
error or incorrect behavior.

In Integrated mode, an exception is thrown when you try to set a response header to a value that contains \r or \n.
In Classic mode, this value is encoded by default and passed through if header encoding is turned off. For security
reasons, applications should not try to write unencoded new lines in header values.

In Integrated mode, modules that subscribe to the PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent events
are notified together for the PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent events.

For example, an application may break if module A has a dependency on module B running first in
PreSendRequestHeaders, before module A runs for PreSendRequestContent, such as if module B modifies some
request state and module A relies on it.

In Integrated mode, modules that subscribe to PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent will be
notified in the opposite order of their appearance in the section. Applications that have multiple modules
configured to run in either of these events are affected by this change if they share a dependency on event
ordering.

To work around such issues, either change the order of modules in the section or run the application in Classic
mode.

In Integrated mode, ASP.NET—not IIS—processes requests on threads, and does not use the threading or queuing
semantics used in Classic mode. Because of this difference, applications may experience different throughput or
stress behavior in Integrated mode than when running in Classic mode.

For applications running in Integrated mode, IIS now reads application configuration files. Therefore, if malformed
XML is found in the Web.config file or if there are configuration errors in the file, IIS always generates an error
message, and not ASP.NET.

Because IIS and ASP.NET write errors in different formats, the format of the error message differs depending on
whether the application runs in Integrated mode or Classic mode. Here is an example of one type of a
configuration file error that IIS generates: Internal Server Error Config error: Configuration file is not well-
formatted XML



In Integrated mode, ASP.NET applications must subscribe to pipeline events during a module's Init callIn Integrated mode, ASP.NET applications must subscribe to pipeline events during a module's Init call

Public void Init(httpApplication context)
{
 Context.AuthenticateRequest += new EventHandler(this.AuthenticateUser);
}

Additional Resources

ASP.NET applications using the ASP.NET HTTP pipeline could subscribe to application events outside the pipeline.
However, ASP.NET applications using the IIS Integrated mode pipeline must now always subscribe to events
during the module's Init() method. The example that follows shows how an event subscription is implemented in
Init:

For more information about how to create IIS modules, see the article, Developing a Module using .NET.

For more information about upgrading to IIS 7.0 and above on Windows Vista, see the article on IIS 7.0
application compatibility on Windows Vista, Compatibility and Feature Requirements for Windows Vista.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=78387
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Introduction

Using Classic ASP.NET mode

Breaking Changes
Migration errorsMigration errors

1. ASP.NET applications require migration when specifying configuration in 1. ASP.NET applications require migration when specifying configuration in <httpModules>  or  or <httpHandlers>

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

by Mike Volodarsky

ASP.NET 2.0 applications on IIS 7.0 and above are hosted using the ASP.NET Integrated mode by default. This
new mode enables a myriad of exciting scenarios, including using valuable ASP.NET features such as Forms
Authentication for your entire Web site, and developing new ASP.NET modules to do things such as URL
rewriting, authorization, logging, and more at the IIS level. For more information about the ASP.NET Integration in
IIS, see: ASP.NET Integration with IIS7 and Above.

While making ASP.NET applications more powerful in IIS 7.0 and above, we also worked diligently to ensure that
existing ASP.NET applications continue to work when migrated to this new platform. This was a major challenge
for us as we re-architected the entire core engine of ASP.NET, and in the end we were highly successful in meeting
it. As a result, most ASP.NET applications should work without change.

This article lists the changes in behavior that you may encounter when deploying your ASP.NET applications on
IIS 7.0 and above on Windows Vista SP1 and Windows Server 2008. Except where noted, these breaking changes
occur only when using the default ASP.NET Integrated mode.

IIS 7.0 and above also offers the ability to run ASP.NET applications using the legacy Classic ASP.NET Integration
mode, which works the same way as ASP.NET has worked on previous versions of IIS. However, we strongly
recommend that you use a workaround where available to change your application to work in Integrated mode
instead. Moving to Classic mode will make your application unable to take advantage of ASP.NET improvements
made possible in Integrated mode, leveraging future features from both Microsoft and third parties that may
require the Integrated mode. Use Classic mode as a last resort if you cannot apply the specified workaround. For
more information about moving to Classic mode, see: Changing the ASP.NET integration mode.

Below, I discuss some of the breaking changes in detail. Where available, I include links to blog posts that contain
additional details and workaround information. If you require more information on a particular problem, please
post a question on the IIS.NET forums.

These errors occur due to changes in how some ASP.NET configuration is applied in Integrated mode. IIS will
automatically detect this configuration and issue an error asking you to migrate your application, or move it to
Classic Mode if migration is not acceptable (see breaking change #3 below).

You will receive a 500 - Internal Server Error. This can include HTTP Error 500.22, and HTTP Error 500.23: An
ASP.NET setting has been detected that does not apply in Integrated managed pipeline mode. This occurs because
ASP.NET modules and handlers should be specified in the IIS <handlers>  and <modules>  configuration sections in
Integrated mode.

A. You must migrate the application configuration to work properly in Integrated mode. You can migrate the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/aspnet-20-breaking-changes-on-iis.md
https://github.com/leanserver
https://forums.iis.net/


> %windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd migrate config "<ApplicationPath>"

<system.webServer>
 <validation validateIntegratedModeConfiguration="false" />
</system.webServer>

2. ASP.NET applications produce a warning when the application enables request impersonation by specifying 2. ASP.NET applications produce a warning when the application enables request impersonation by specifying 
<identity impersonate="true">  in configuration in configuration

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

<system.webServer>
 <validation validateIntegratedModeConfiguration="false" />
</system.webServer>

3. You receive a configuration error when your application configuration includes an encrypted 3. You receive a configuration error when your application configuration includes an encrypted <identity>  section section

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

> %windir%\system32\inetsrv\Appcmd migrate config "<ApplicationPath>"

<system.webServer>
 <validation validateIntegratedModeConfiguration="false" />
</system.webServer>

Authentication, Authorization, and ImpersonationAuthentication, Authorization, and Impersonation

application configuration with AppCmd:

B. You can migrate manually by moving the custom entries in in the <system.web>/<httpModules>  and 
<system.web>/<httpHandlers>  configuration manually to the <system.webServer>/<handlers>  and 
<system.webServer>/<modules>  configuration sections, and either removing the <httpHandlers>  and <httpModules>

configuration OR adding the following to your application's web.config:

You will receive a 500 - Internal Server Error. This is HTTP Error 500.24: An ASP.NET setting has been detected
that does not apply in Integrated managed pipeline mode. This occurs because ASP.NET Integrated mode is
unable to impersonate the request identity in the BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest pipeline stages.

A. If your application does not rely on impersonating the requesting user in the BeginRequest and
AuthenticateRequest stages (the only stages where impersonation is not possible in Integrated mode), ignore this
error by adding the following to your application's web.config:

B. If your application does rely on impersonation in BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest, or you are not sure,
move to Classic mode.

You will receive a 500 – Internal Server Error. This is HTTP Error 500.19: The requested page cannot be accessed
because the related configuration data for the page is invalid. The detailed error information indicates that
"Configuration section encryption is not supported". This occurs because IIS attempts to validate the 
<identity>  section and fails to read section-level encryption.

A. If your application does not have the problem with request impersonation per breaking change #2, migrate your
application configuration by using AppCmd as described in breaking change #1:

This will insure that the rest of application configuration is migrated, and automatically add the following to your
application's web.config to ignore the <identity> section:

B. If your application does have the problem with request impersonation, move to Classic mode.

In Integrated mode, both IIS and ASP.NET authentication stages have been unified. Because of this, the results of



4. Applications cannot simultaneously use FormsAuthentication and WindowsAuthentication4. Applications cannot simultaneously use FormsAuthentication and WindowsAuthentication

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

5. Windows Authentication is performed in the kernel by default, which may cause HTTP clients that send credentials on the initial5. Windows Authentication is performed in the kernel by default, which may cause HTTP clients that send credentials on the initial
request to failrequest to fail

NOTENOTE

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

> %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:windowsAuthentication /useKernelMode:false

6. Passport authentication is not supported6. Passport authentication is not supported

NOTENOTE

7. HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity throws an InvalidOperationException when accessed in a module before PostAuthenticateRequest7. HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity throws an InvalidOperationException when accessed in a module before PostAuthenticateRequest

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

8. Client impersonation is not applied in a module in the BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest stages8. Client impersonation is not applied in a module in the BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest stages

IIS authentication are not available until the PostAuthenticateRequest stage, when both ASP.NET and IIS
authentication methods have completed. This causes the following changes:

Unlike Classic mode, it is not possible to use Forms Authentication in ASP.NET and still require users to
authenticate with an IIS authentication method including Windows Authentication, Basic Authentication, etc. If
Forms Authentication is enabled, all other IIS authentication methods except for Anonymous Authentication
should be disabled.
In addition, when using Forms Authentication, the following changes are in effect:

The LOGON_USER server variable will be set to the name of the Forms Authentication user.

It will not be possible to impersonate the authenticated client. To impersonate the authenticated client, you
must use an authentication method that produces a Windows user instead of Forms Authentication.

A. Change your application to use the pattern explained in Implementing a two level authentication scheme using
Forms Authentication and another IIS authentication method in IIS 7.0.

IIS 7.0 and above Kernel-mode authentication is enabled by default. This improves the performance of Windows
Authentication, and simplifies the deployment of Kerberos authentication protocol. However, it may cause some
clients that send Windows credentials on the initial request to fail due to a design limitation in kernel-mode
authentication. Normal browser clients are not affected because they always send the initial request anonymously.

This breaking change applies to both Classic and Integrated modes.

A. Disable kernel-mode authentication by setting the userKernelMode to "false" in the
system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication section. You can also do it by AppCmd as
follows:

You will receive an ASP.NET 500 – Server Error: The PassportManager object could not be initialized. Please
ensure that Microsoft Passport is correctly installed on the server. Passport authentication is no longer supported
on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008.

This breaking change applies to both Classic and Integrated modes.

You will receive an ASP.NET 500 – Server Error: This method can only be called after the authentication event.
HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity throws an InvalidOperationException when accessed before
PostAuthenticateRequest, because the value of this property is unknown until after the client has been
authenticated.

A. Change the code to not access HttpRequest.LogonUserIdentity until at least PostAuthenticateRequest

http://mvolo.com/iis-70-twolevel-authentication-with-forms-authentication-and-windows-authentication/


W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

9. Defining an DefaultAuthentication_OnAuthenticate method in global.asax throws9. Defining an DefaultAuthentication_OnAuthenticate method in global.asax throws
PlatformNotSupportedExceptionPlatformNotSupportedException

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

10. Applications that implement WindowsAuthentication_OnAuthenticate in global.asax will not be notified when the request is10. Applications that implement WindowsAuthentication_OnAuthenticate in global.asax will not be notified when the request is
anonymousanonymous

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

Request limits and URL processingRequest limits and URL processing

11. Request URLs containing unencoded "+" characters in the path (not querystring) is rejected by default11. Request URLs containing unencoded "+" characters in the path (not querystring) is rejected by default

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

<system.webServer>
 <security>
  <requestFiltering allowDoubleEscaping="true" />
 </security>
</system.webServer>

12. Requests with querystrings larger then 2048 bytes will be rejected by default12. Requests with querystrings larger then 2048 bytes will be rejected by default

NOTENOTE

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

The authenticated user is not known until the PostAuthenticateRequest stage. Therefore, ASP.NET does not
impersonate the authenticated user for ASP.NET modules that run in BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest
stages. This can affect your application if you have custom modules that rely on the impersonating the client for
validating access to or accessing resources in these stages.

A. Change your application to not require client impersonation in BeginRequest and AuthenticateRequest stages.

You will receive an ASP.NET 500 – Server Error: The DefaultAuthentication.Authenticate method is not supported
by IIS integrated pipeline mode. In Integrated mode, the DefaultAuthenticationModule.Authenticate event in not
implemented and hence no longer raises. In Classic mode, this event is raised when no authentication has occurred.

A. Change application to not rely on the DefaultAuthentication_OnAuthenticate event. Instead, write an
IHttpModule that inspects whether HttpContext.User is null to determine whether an authenticated user is present.

If you define the WindowsAuthentication_OnAuthenticate method in global.asax, it will not be invoked for
anonymous requests. This is because anonymous authentication occurs after the WindowsAuthentication module
can raise the OnAuthenticate event.

A. Change your application to not use the WindowsAuthentication_OnAuthenticate method. Instead, implement an
IHttpModule that runs in PostAuthenticateRequest, and inspects HttpContext.User.

The following changes result due to additional restrictions on how IIS processes incoming requests and their URLs.

You will receive HTTP Error 404.11 – Not Found: The request filtering module is configured to deny a request that
contains a double escape sequence. This error occurs because IIS is by default configured to reject attempts to
doubly-encode a URL, which commonly represent an attempt to execute a canonicalization attack.

A. Applications that require the use of the "+" character in the URL path can disable this validation by setting the
allowDoubleEscaping attribute in the system.webServer/security/requestFiltering configuration section in the
application's web.config. However, this may make your application more vulnerable to malicious URLs:

You will receive an HTTP Error 404.15 – Not Found: The request filtering module is configured to deny a request
where the query string is too long. IIS by default is configured to reject querystrings longer than 2048 bytes. This
may affect your application if it uses large querystrings or uses cookieless ASP.NET features like Forms
Authentication and others that cumulatively exceed the configured limit on the querystring size.

This breaking change applies to both Classic and Integrated modes.



<system.webServer>
 <security>
 <requestFiltering>
  <requestLimits maxQueryString="NEW_VALUE_IN_BYTES" />
 </requestFiltering>
 </security>
</system.webServer>

Changes in response header processingChanges in response header processing

13. IIS always rejects new lines in response headers (even if ASP.NET enableHeaderChecking is set to false)13. IIS always rejects new lines in response headers (even if ASP.NET enableHeaderChecking is set to false)

NOTENOTE

14. When the response is empty, the Content-Type header is not suppressed14. When the response is empty, the Content-Type header is not suppressed

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

15. When the response headers are cleared with HttpResponse.ClearHeaders, default ASP.NET headers are not generated, which may15. When the response headers are cleared with HttpResponse.ClearHeaders, default ASP.NET headers are not generated, which may
result in the lack of Cache-Control: private header that prevents the caching of the response on the clientresult in the lack of Cache-Control: private header that prevents the caching of the response on the client

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

Changes in application and module event processingChanges in application and module event processing

16. It is not possible to access the request through the HttpContext.Current property in Application_Start in global.asax16. It is not possible to access the request through the HttpContext.Current property in Application_Start in global.asax

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

A. Increase the maximum querystring size by setting the maxQueryString attribute on the requestLimits element in
the system.webServer/security/requestFiltering configuration section in your application's web.config:

These changes affect how response headers are generated by the application.

If your application writes headers with line breaks (any combination of \r, or \n), you will receive an ASP.NET 500 –
Server Error: Value does not fall within the expected range. IIS will always reject any attempt to produce response
headers with line breaks, even if ASP.NET's enableHeaderChecking behavior is disabled. This is done to prevent
header splitting attacks.

This breaking change applies to both Classic and Integrated modes.

If the application sets a Content-Type header, it will remain present even if the response is cleared. Requests to
ASP.NET content types will typically have the "Content-Type: text/html" present on responses unless overridden by
the application.

A. While this should not typically have a breaking effect, you can remove the Content-Type header by explicitly
setting the HttpResponse.ContentType property to null when clearing the response.

HttpResponse.ClearHeaders does not re-generate default ASP.NET response headers, including "Content-Type:
text/html" and "Cache-Control: private", as it does in Classic mode. This is because ASP.NET modules may call this
API for requests to any resource type, and therefore generating ASP.NET-specific headers is not appropriate. The
lack of the "Cache-Control" header may cause some downstream network devices to cache the response.

A. Change application to manually generate the Cache-Control: private header when clearing the response, if it is
desired to prevent caching in downstream network devices.

These changes affect how the application and module event processing takes place.

If your application accesses the current request context in the Application_Start method in global.asax as part of
application initialization, you will receive an ASP.NET 500 – Server Error: Request is not available in this context.
This error occurs because ASP.NET application initialization has been decoupled from the request that triggers it.
In Classic mode, it was possible to indirectly access the request context by accessing the HttpContext.Current
property. In Integrated mode, this context no longer represents the actual request and therefore attempts to access
the Request and Response objects will generate an exception.

A. See Request is not available in this context exception in Application_Start for a detailed description of

http://mvolo.com/iis7-integrated-mode-request-is-not-available-in-this-context-exception-in-applicationstart/


17. The order in which module event handlers execute may be different then in Classic mode17. The order in which module event handlers execute may be different then in Classic mode

W o r k a r o u n d :W o r k a r o u n d :

18. ASP.NET modules in early request processing stages will see requests that previously may have been rejected by IIS prior to18. ASP.NET modules in early request processing stages will see requests that previously may have been rejected by IIS prior to
entering ASP.NET, which includes modules running in BeginRequest seeing anonymous requests for resources that requireentering ASP.NET, which includes modules running in BeginRequest seeing anonymous requests for resources that require
authenticationauthentication

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

Other application changesOther application changes

19. DefaultHttpHandler is not supported, so applications relying on sub-classes of DefaultHttpHandler will not be able to serve requests19. DefaultHttpHandler is not supported, so applications relying on sub-classes of DefaultHttpHandler will not be able to serve requests

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

20. It is possible to write to the response after an exception has occurred20. It is possible to write to the response after an exception has occurred

21. It is not possible to use the ClearError API to prevent an exception from being written to the response if the exception has occurred21. It is not possible to use the ClearError API to prevent an exception from being written to the response if the exception has occurred
in a prior pipeline stagein a prior pipeline stage
W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

this problem and available workarounds.

The following differences exist:

For each event, event handlers for each module are executed in the order in which modules are configured
in the <modules>  configuration section. Global.asax event handlers are executed last.

Modules that register for the PreSendRequestHeaders and PreSendRequestContent events are notified in
the reverse of the order in which they appear in the <modules>  configuration section

For each event, synchronous event handlers for each module are executed before asynchronous handlers.
Otherwise, event handlers are executed in the order in which they are registered.

Applications that have multiple modules configured to run in either of these events may be affected by these
change if they share a dependency on event ordering. This is not likely for most applications. The order in which
modules execute can be obtained from a Failed Request Tracing log.

A. Change the order of the modules experiencing an ordering problem in the system.webServer/modules
configuration section.

ASP.NET modules can run in any pipeline stages that are available to native IIS modules. Because of this, requests
that previously may have been rejected in the authentication stage (such as anonymous requests for resources that
require authentication) or other stages prior to entering ASP.NET may run ASP.NET modules. This behavior is by
design in order to enable ASP.NET modules to extend IIS in all request processing stages.

A. Change application code to avoid any application-specific problems that arise from seeing requests that may be
rejected later on during request processing. This may involve changing modules to subscribe to pipeline events
that are raised later during request processing.

Other changes in the behavior of ASP.NET applications and APIs.

If your application uses DefaultHttpHandler or handlers that derive from DefaultHttpHandler, it will not function
correctly. In Integrated mode, handlers derived from DefaultHttpHandler will not be able to pass the request back
to IIS for processing, and instead serve the requested resource as a static file. Integrated mode allows ASP.NET
modules to run for all requests without requiring the use of DefaultHttpHandler.

A. Change your application to use modules to perform request processing for all requests, instead of using
wildcard mapping to map ASP.NET to all requests and then using DefaultHttpHandler derived handlers to pass the
request back to IIS.

In Integrated mode, it is possible to write to and display an additional response written after an exception has
occurred, typically in modules that subscribe to the LogRequest and EndRequest events. This does not occur in
Classic mode. If an error occurs during the request, and the application writes to the response in EndRequest after
the exception has occurred, the response information written in EndRequest will be shown. This only affects
requests that include unhandled exceptions. To avoid writing to the response after an exception, an application
should check HttpContext.Error or HttpResponse.StatusCode before writing to the response.



22. HttpResponse.AppendToLog does not automatically prepend the querystring to the URL22. HttpResponse.AppendToLog does not automatically prepend the querystring to the URL

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

Other changesOther changes

23. ASP.NET threading settings are not used to control the request concurrency in Integrated mode23. ASP.NET threading settings are not used to control the request concurrency in Integrated mode

W o r k a r o u n dW o r k a r o u n d

24. ASP.NET application queues are not used in Integrated mode, so the "ASP.NET Applications\Requests in Application Queue"24. ASP.NET application queues are not used in Integrated mode, so the "ASP.NET Applications\Requests in Application Queue"
performance counter will always have a value of 0performance counter will always have a value of 0

25. IIS 7.0 and above always restarts ASP.NET applications when changes are made to the application's root web.config file, so25. IIS 7.0 and above always restarts ASP.NET applications when changes are made to the application's root web.config file, so
waitChangeNotification and maxWaitChangeNotification attributes have no effectwaitChangeNotification and maxWaitChangeNotification attributes have no effect

A. Change your application to call Server.ClearError from the Application_OnError event handler, which is raised
whenever an exception is thrown.

When using HttpResponse.AppendToLog to append a custom string to the URL logged in the request log file, you
will manually need to prepend the querystring to the string you pass to this API. This may result in existing code
losing the querystring from the logged URL when this API is used.

A. Change your application to manually prepend HttpResponse.QueryString.ToString() to the string passed to
HttpResponse.AppendToLog.

Other changes.

The minFreeThreads, minLocalRequestFreeThreads settings in the system.web/httpRuntime configuration section
and the maxWorkerThreads setting in the processModel configuration section no longer control the threading
mechanism used by ASP.NET. Instead, ASP.NET relies on the IIS thread pool and allows you to control the
maximum number of concurrently executing requests by setting the MaxConcurrentRequestsPerCPU DWORD
value (default is 12) located in the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\ASP.NET\2.0.50727.0 key.
This setting is global and cannot be changed for individual application pools or applications.

A. To control the concurrency of your application, set the MaxConcurrentRequestsPerCPU setting.

ASP.NET does not use application queues in Integrated mode.

IIS 7.0 and above monitors changes to the web.config files as well, and cause the ASP.NET application
corresponding to this file to be restarted without regard to the ASP.NET change notification settings including the
waitChangeNotification and maxWaitChangeNotification attributes in the system.web/httpRuntime configuration
sections.

We hope that your move to the Integrated mode in IIS 7.0 and above is as painless as possible, so you can
immediately start to take advantage of the IIS features and the power of Integrated ASP.NET in your applications.

Let us know if you are having trouble with any of these breaking changes, or if you encounter another behavior
change in your application not listed here, by posting on the IIS.NET forums.

https://forums.iis.net/


Wildcard script mapping and IIS 7 integrated pipeline
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Wildcard script mapping in IIS 7 and above classic pipeline modeWildcard script mapping in IIS 7 and above classic pipeline mode

by Ruslan Yakushev

The big benefit of the IIS 7 and above integrated request processing pipeline is the fact that all the nice and useful
ASP.NET features can be used for any type of content on your web site; not just for ASP.NET-specific content. For
example, ASP.NET SQL-based membership can be used to protect static files and folders. Also, ASP.NET
extensibility API's, such as IHttpHandler and IHttpModule can be used to add custom modules and handlers
that would be executed even for non-ASP.NET content.

IIS 6 did not have this level of integration. ASP.NET was plugged into IIS 6 as an ISAPI extension and by default
was configured to handle ONLY requests mapped to that extension - for example any request that ended with
".aspx" would be be processed by ASP.NET extension. This obviously was a big limitation for customers who
wanted to be able to use ASP.NET features for all other contend on web site. The most common way to
workaround that was to use "Wildcard script mapping". This post explains how an application that used wildcard
script mapping in IIS 6 can be migrated over to IIS 7 and above.

Assume you had configured ASP.NET in IIS 6 to handle all requests by using wildcard script mapping. For example
you had an ASP.NET module for URL rewriting and you wanted this module to handle extension-less URLs.

This wildcard script map configuration is typically done within IIS 6 manager by opening the properties dialog for
either web server or web site and selecting Home Directory tab, then clicking on Configuration button and then
clicking on the Insert button for "Wildcard application maps":

Now, as you move your application to IIS 7 and above, you want to configure it to achieve the same behavior of
ASP.NET. There are two options on how this can be done: using Classic pipeline mode or using Integrated
pipeline mode.

With classic pipeline mode the ASP.NET is plugged into the IIS request processing pipeline as an ISAPI extension -
exactly the same way as it was in IIS 6. In fact, if you open 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/wildcard-script-mapping-and-iis-integrated-pipeline.md
https://github.com/ruslany


<handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script">
  ...
  <add name="PageHandlerFactory-ISAPI-2.0" 
       path="*.aspx" verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG" 
       modules="IsapiModule" 
       scriptProcessor="%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll" 
       preCondition="classicMode,runtimeVersionv2.0,bitness32" responseBufferLimit="0" />
  ...
</handlers>

%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config  file and locate the <handlers>  section inside of it you can
see how IIS is configured to map ASP.NET specific requests to the aspnet_isapi.dll:

Notice the preCondition attribute for the handler mapping. Among other things this attribute is set to
classicMode, which ensures that this handler mapping only takes effect when the application pool is configured to
run in classic mode.

Now if you want to configure wildcard mapping for the ASP.NET running in classic mode, you can do it by
choosing "Handler Mappings" in IIS Manager and then clicking on "Add Wildcard Script Map..." action.

Choose aspnet_isapi.dll as an executable and give this script mapping some meaningful name, such as ASP.NET-
ISAPI-2.0-Wildcard. After that click OK and then click Yes in the "Add Wildcard Script Map" dialog.



Next, switch to the ordered list view for the handler mappings by clicking on "View Ordered List..." action and move
the newly created mapping to the bottom of the list just before the StaticFile handler mapping:



<handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script">
  ...
  <add name="ASP.NET-ISAPI-2.0-Wildcard"
     path="*" verb="GET,HEAD,POST,DEBUG"
     modules="IsapiModule"
     scriptProcessor="%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\aspnet_isapi.dll"
     preCondition="classicMode,runtimeVersionv2.0,bitness32" responseBufferLimit="0" />
  <add name="StaticFile" 
     path="*" verb="*" 
     modules="StaticFileModule,DefaultDocumentModule,DirectoryListingModule" 
     resourceType="Either" requireAccess="Read" />
</handlers>

I IS 7 and above integrated pipeline instead of wildcard script mappingIIS 7 and above integrated pipeline instead of wildcard script mapping

If you open a web.config file and look into the <handlers>  section you should see that the wildcard script map for
ASP.NET is located just before the StaticFile hanlder:

The relative order of the wildcard handler mapping is important: if you define this handler mapping after the
"StaticFile" handler mapping then "StaticFile" will handle all the requests and no requests will ever come to
ASP.NET wildcard handler.

As you may already know the ASP.NET wildcard handler mapping in IIS 7 and above is subject to the same
performance limitations as existed in IIS 6. The problem with this kind of handler mapping is that ALL requests are
processed by it, including requests for static files. The ASP.NET static file handler is not as powerful as native IIS
static file handler. Plus static files served by ASP.NET will not be cached by server and they also will not be cached
by web browsers. Because of these performance limitations it is recommended that you use IIS 7 and above
integrated pipeline to achieve the same functionality as with wildcard mappings in IIS 6.

With integrated pipeline, the ASP.NET functionality is fully integrated into the main request processing in IIS,



<system.Web>
  <httpModules>
    ...
    <add name="MyUrlRewrite" 
         type="SomeNamespace.MyModules.UrlRewrite, SomeNamespace.MyModules" />
    ...
  </httpModules>
</system.Web>

<system.webServer>
  <modules >
    ...
    <add name="MyUrlRewrite" 
         type="SomeNamespace.MyModules.UrlRewrite, SomeNamespace.MyModules" 
         preCondition="" />
    ...
  </modules>
<system.webServer>

<system.webServer>
  <modules runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests="True" >
    ...
    <add name="MyUrlRewrite" 
         type="SomeNamespace.MyModules.UrlRewrite, SomeNamespace.MyModules" 
         preCondition="ManagedHandler" />
    ...
  </modules>
<system.webServer>

which means that all ASP.NET features are now available for any type of requests. This effectively eliminates the
need for the wildcard handler mapping. Now you can use your existing ASP.NET modules and have them applied
to all requests.

For example let's say you had a URL rewriting module written in ASP.NET. On IIS 6 this module was registered
inside of the <system.web> section in web.config file as below:

Since on IIS 6 this module was only executed for requests to managed content, it only worked for URLs that had
.aspx extension, such as http://example.com/archive/2008/08/26/post-title.aspx**. If you wanted it to handle
extension-less URLs you had to configure wildcard script mapping for ASP.NET. With IIS 7 and above integrated
pipeline you do not have to do that anymore. In order to make this module apply to extension-less URLs you need
to register it within the <system.webServer>  section inside of web.config file as below:

Make sure that you leave the preCondition attribute empty here as it would enforce that the module will be
executed for all requests, not just for requests for ASP.NET specific content.

Registering your managed modules this way does not have such dramatic performance impact as when using
wildcard script mappings. Even though the module is invoked for all requests to web application, all the existing
handler mappings are still in effect, which means that the static files are still served by the native IIS static file
handler. Another benefit of registering your module this way is that now it can be applied to requests for PHP, ASP
or any other dynamic pages. You would not be able to do that if you used wildcard script mappings.

One last thing to mention here is that you can also use the attribute on the <modules>  section called
runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests.

This attribute forces IIS to ignore the preCondition="managedHandler" attribute, hence all managed modules will
be invoked for all requests to web application.

http://example.com/archive/2008/08/26/post-title
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Introduction

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

Step 1: Set up the XML provider projects

by Robert McMurray

When ASP.NET 2.0 was released, the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) Web site provided two sample
providers for ASP.NET Membership and Roles. These providers were read-only providers that used XML files for
the list of users and roles, and were available at the following URLs:

Membership Providershttps://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479031.aspx
Role Providershttps://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479032.aspx

These samples are excellent for use with IIS 7.0 and above for demonstration or test Web sites, but they don't
work as-written with IIS because of the way that security is designed in IIS. The original instructions allowed you
to deploy the sample membership/role providers into the App_Code folder of your Web site, but IIS requires that
providers are registered in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) before they can be deployed. With that in mind, the
following steps will walk you through compiling and deploying the read-only XML providers on a development
system.

The following items are required to complete the procedures in this article:

1. IIS 7.0 or above must be installed on your Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008 computer.
2. ASP.NET must be installed for your version of IIS.
3. The Internet Information Services Manager for IIS 7.0 and above must be installed.
4. You will need Gacutil.exe on your IIS computer; this is required to add the assemblies to your Global Assembly

Cache (GAC).

In this first step you will create a solution in Visual Studio that contains two projects: one for the XML-based
membership provider and the other for the XML-based role provider.

1. Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
2. Click the File menu, then New, then Project.
3. In the New Project dialog:

Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider as the name of the project.
Type ReadOnlyXmlProviders as the name of the solution.
Click OK.

4. Remove the Class1.cs file from the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the Class1.cs file in the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider
project, then Delete.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/how-to-use-the-sample-read-only-xml-membership-and-role-providers-with-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479031.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479032.aspx


Click OK when prompted to permanently delete the class.
5. Add a reference path to the System.Configuration library:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider project, then Add
Reference...
Click the .NET tab.
Select "System.Configuration" in the list of assemblies.
Click OK.

6. Add a reference path to the System.Web library:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider project, then Add
Reference...
Click the .NET tab.
Select "System.Web" in the list of assemblies.
Click OK.

7. Add a strong name key to the project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProviderKey for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, uncheck the Protect my key file with a
password box.
Click OK.

8. (Optional) Add a custom build event to automatically register the DLL in the GAC:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">nul
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line box:

9. Add a second project to the solution:

Click File, then Add, then New Project...
Choose Visual C# as the project type.
Choose Class Library as the template.
Type ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider as the name of the project.
Click OK.

10. Remove the Class1.cs file from the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the Class1.cs file in the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then
Delete.
Click OK when prompted to permanently delete the class.

11. Add a reference path to the System.Configuration library:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Add Reference...
Click the .NET tab.
Select "System.Configuration" in the list of assemblies.
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15. Save the solution.

Click OK.
12. Add a reference path to the System.Web library:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Add Reference...
Click the .NET tab.
Select "System.Web" in the list of assemblies.
Click OK.

13. Add a strong name key to the project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Properties.
Click the Signing tab.
Check the Sign the assembly check box.
Choose <New...> from the strong key name drop-down box.
Enter ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider for the key file name.
If desired, enter a password for the key file; otherwise, uncheck the Protect my key file with a
password box.
Click OK.

14. (Optional) Add a custom build event to automatically register the DLL in the GAC:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Properties.
Click the Build Events tab.

call "%VS90COMNTOOLS%\vsvars32.bat">nul
gacutil.exe /if "$(TargetPath)"

Enter the following in the Post-build event command line box:

In this second step you will create the classes for the XML-based membership and role providers. The code for
these classes is copied from the Membership Providers and Role Providers topics on MSDN.

1. Add a new class to the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider project, then Add, then
Class...
Name the class ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider.cs.
Click Add.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Configuration.Provider;
using System.Web.Security;
using System.Web.Hosting;
using System.Web.Management;
using System.Security.Permissions;
using System.Web;

public class ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider : MembershipProvider
{

Paste the following sample code from the Membership Providers topic into the editor :

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479031.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479032.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479031.aspx


   private Dictionary<string, MembershipUser> _Users;
   private string _XmlFileName;

   // MembershipProvider Properties
   public override string ApplicationName
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
      set { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override bool EnablePasswordRetrieval
   {
      get { return false; }
   }

   public override bool EnablePasswordReset
   {
      get { return false; }
   }

   public override int MaxInvalidPasswordAttempts
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override int MinRequiredNonAlphanumericCharacters
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override int MinRequiredPasswordLength
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override int PasswordAttemptWindow
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override MembershipPasswordFormat PasswordFormat
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override string PasswordStrengthRegularExpression
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override bool RequiresQuestionAndAnswer
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   public override bool RequiresUniqueEmail
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   // MembershipProvider Methods
   public override void Initialize(string name,
      NameValueCollection config)
   {
      // Verify that config isn't null
      if (config == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException("config");
      // Assign the provider a default name if it doesn't have one
      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(name))



      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(name))
         name = "ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider";
      // Add a default "description" attribute to config if the
      // attribute doesn't exist or is empty
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(config["description"]))
      {
         config.Remove("description");
         config.Add("description",
            "Read-only XML membership provider");
      }
      // Call the base class's Initialize method
      base.Initialize(name, config);
      // Initialize _XmlFileName and make sure the path
      // is app-relative
      string path = config["xmlFileName"];
      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(path))
         path = "~/App_Data/Users.xml";
      if (!VirtualPathUtility.IsAppRelative(path))
         throw new ArgumentException
            ("xmlFileName must be app-relative");
      string fullyQualifiedPath = VirtualPathUtility.Combine
         (VirtualPathUtility.AppendTrailingSlash
         (HttpRuntime.AppDomainAppVirtualPath), path);
      _XmlFileName = HostingEnvironment.MapPath(fullyQualifiedPath);
      config.Remove("xmlFileName");
      // Make sure we have permission to read the XML data source and
      // throw an exception if we don't
      FileIOPermission permission =
         new FileIOPermission(FileIOPermissionAccess.Read,
            _XmlFileName);
      permission.Demand();
      // Throw an exception if unrecognized attributes remain
      if (config.Count > 0)
      {
         string attr = config.GetKey(0);
         if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(attr))
            throw new ProviderException
                ("Unrecognized attribute: " + attr);
      }
   }

   public override bool ValidateUser(string username, string password)
   {
      // Validate input parameters
      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(username) ||
         String.IsNullOrEmpty(password))
            return false;
      try
      {
         // Make sure the data source has been loaded
         ReadMembershipDataStore();
         // Validate the user name and password
         MembershipUser user;
         if (_Users.TryGetValue(username, out user))
         {
            if (user.Comment == password) // Case-sensitive
            {
               // NOTE: A read/write membership provider
               // would update the user's LastLoginDate here.
               // A fully featured provider would also fire
               // an AuditMembershipAuthenticationSuccess
               // Web event
               return true;
            }
         }
         // NOTE: A fully featured membership provider would
         // fire an AuditMembershipAuthenticationFailure
         // Web event here
         return false;
      }



      }
      catch (Exception)
      {
         return false;
      }
   }

   public override MembershipUser GetUser(string username,
      bool userIsOnline)
   {
      // Note: This implementation ignores userIsOnline
      // Validate input parameters
         if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(username))
         return null;
      // Make sure the data source has been loaded
      ReadMembershipDataStore();
      // Retrieve the user from the data source
      MembershipUser user;
      if (_Users.TryGetValue(username, out user))
         return user;
      return null;
   }

   public override MembershipUserCollection GetAllUsers(int pageIndex,
      int pageSize, out int totalRecords)
   {
      // Note: This implementation ignores pageIndex and pageSize,
      // and it doesn't sort the MembershipUser objects returned
      // Make sure the data source has been loaded
      ReadMembershipDataStore();
      MembershipUserCollection users =
         new MembershipUserCollection();
      foreach (KeyValuePair<string, MembershipUser> pair in _Users)
         users.Add(pair.Value);
      totalRecords = users.Count;
      return users;
   }

   public override int GetNumberOfUsersOnline()
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override bool ChangePassword(string username,
      string oldPassword, string newPassword)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override bool
      ChangePasswordQuestionAndAnswer(string username,
      string password, string newPasswordQuestion,
      string newPasswordAnswer)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override MembershipUser CreateUser(string username,
      string password, string email, string passwordQuestion,
      string passwordAnswer, bool isApproved, object providerUserKey,
      out MembershipCreateStatus status)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override bool DeleteUser(string username,
      bool deleteAllRelatedData)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }



   }

   public override MembershipUserCollection
      FindUsersByEmail(string emailToMatch, int pageIndex,
      int pageSize, out int totalRecords)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override MembershipUserCollection
      FindUsersByName(string usernameToMatch, int pageIndex,
      int pageSize, out int totalRecords)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override string GetPassword(string username, string answer)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override MembershipUser GetUser(object providerUserKey,
      bool userIsOnline)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override string GetUserNameByEmail(string email)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override string ResetPassword(string username,
      string answer)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override bool UnlockUser(string userName)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override void UpdateUser(MembershipUser user)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   // Helper method
   private void ReadMembershipDataStore()
   {
      lock (this)
      {
         if (_Users == null)
         {
            _Users = new Dictionary<string, MembershipUser>
               (16, StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);
            XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
            doc.Load(_XmlFileName);
            XmlNodeList nodes = doc.GetElementsByTagName("User");
            foreach (XmlNode node in nodes)
            {
               MembershipUser user = new MembershipUser(
                  Name,                       // Provider name
                  node["UserName"].InnerText, // Username
                  null,                       // providerUserKey
                  node["EMail"].InnerText,    // Email
                  String.Empty,               // passwordQuestion
                  node["Password"].InnerText, // Comment
                  true,                       // isApproved



                  true,                       // isApproved
                  false,                      // isLockedOut
                  DateTime.Now,               // creationDate
                  DateTime.Now,               // lastLoginDate
                  DateTime.Now,               // lastActivityDate
                  DateTime.Now,               // lastPasswordChangedDate
                  new DateTime(1980, 1, 1)    // lastLockoutDate
               );
               _Users.Add(user.UserName, user);
            }
         }
      }
   }
}

2. Add a new class to the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project:

In the solution explorer, right-click the ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider project, then Add, then Class...
Name the class ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider.cs.
Click Add.
Remove the existing code.

using System;
using System.Web.Security;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using System.Configuration.Provider;
using System.Web.Hosting;
using System.Xml;
using System.Security.Permissions;
using System.Web;

public class ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider : RoleProvider
{
   private Dictionary<string, string[]> _UsersAndRoles =
   new Dictionary<string, string[]>(16,
   StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);

   private Dictionary<string, string[]> _RolesAndUsers =
      new Dictionary<string, string[]>(16,
      StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase);

   private string _XmlFileName;

   // RoleProvider properties
   public override string ApplicationName
   {
      get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
      set { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
   }

   // RoleProvider methods
   public override void Initialize(string name,
   NameValueCollection config)
   {
      // Verify that config isn't null
      if (config == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException("config");
      // Assign the provider a default name if it doesn't have one
      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(name))
         name = "ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider";
      // Add a default "description" attribute to config if the
      // attribute doesn't exist or is empty
      if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(config["description"]))
      {

Paste the following sample code from the Role Providers topic into the editor :

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa479032.aspx


      {
         config.Remove("description");
         config.Add("description", "Read-only XML role provider");
      }
      // Call the base class's Initialize method
      base.Initialize(name, config);
      // Initialize _XmlFileName and make sure the path
      // is app-relative
      string path = config["xmlFileName"];
      if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(path))
         path = "~/App_Data/Users.xml";
      if (!VirtualPathUtility.IsAppRelative(path))
         throw new ArgumentException
            ("xmlFileName must be app-relative");
      string fullyQualifiedPath = VirtualPathUtility.Combine
         (VirtualPathUtility.AppendTrailingSlash
         (HttpRuntime.AppDomainAppVirtualPath), path);
      _XmlFileName = HostingEnvironment.MapPath(fullyQualifiedPath);
      config.Remove("xmlFileName");
      // Make sure we have permission to read the XML data source and
      // throw an exception if we don't
      FileIOPermission permission =
         new FileIOPermission(FileIOPermissionAccess.Read,
            _XmlFileName);
      permission.Demand();
      // Throw an exception if unrecognized attributes remain
      if (config.Count > 0)
      {
         string attr = config.GetKey(0);
         if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(attr))
            throw new ProviderException
               ("Unrecognized attribute: " + attr);
      }
      // Read the role data source. NOTE: Unlike
      // ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider, this provider can
      // read the data source at this point because Read-
      // RoleDataStore doesn't call into the role manager
      ReadRoleDataStore();
   }

   public override bool IsUserInRole(string username, string roleName)
   {
      // Validate input parameters
      if (username == null || roleName == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException();
      if (username == String.Empty || roleName == string.Empty)
         throw new ArgumentException();
      // Make sure the user name and role name are valid
      if (!_UsersAndRoles.ContainsKey(username))
         throw new ProviderException("Invalid user name");
      if (!_RolesAndUsers.ContainsKey(roleName))
         throw new ProviderException("Invalid role name");
      // Determine whether the user is in the specified role 
      string[] roles = _UsersAndRoles[username];
      foreach (string role in roles)
      {
         if (String.Compare(role, roleName, true) == 0)
            return true;
      }
      return false;
   }

   public override string[] GetRolesForUser(string username)
   {
      // Validate input parameters
      if (username == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException();
      if (username == string.Empty)
         throw new ArgumentException();
      // Make sure the user name is valid



      // Make sure the user name is valid
      string[] roles;
      if (!_UsersAndRoles.TryGetValue(username, out roles))
         throw new ProviderException("Invalid user name");
      // Return role names
      return roles;
   }

   public override string[] GetUsersInRole(string roleName)
   {
      // Validate input parameters
      if (roleName == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException();
      if (roleName == string.Empty)
      throw new ArgumentException();
      // Make sure the role name is valid
      string[] users;
      if (!_RolesAndUsers.TryGetValue(roleName, out users))
         throw new ProviderException("Invalid role name");
      // Return user names
      return users;
   }

   public override string[] GetAllRoles()
   {
      int i = 0;
      string[] roles = new string[_RolesAndUsers.Count];
      foreach (KeyValuePair<string, string[]> pair in _RolesAndUsers)
         roles[i++] = pair.Key;
      return roles;
   }

   public override bool RoleExists(string roleName)
   {
      // Validate input parameters
      if (roleName == null)
         throw new ArgumentNullException();
      if (roleName == string.Empty)
         throw new ArgumentException();
      // Determine whether the role exists
      return _RolesAndUsers.ContainsKey(roleName);
   }

   public override void CreateRole(string roleName)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override bool DeleteRole(string roleName,
      bool throwOnPopulatedRole)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override void AddUsersToRoles(string[] usernames,
      string[] roleNames)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override string[] FindUsersInRole(string roleName,
      string usernameToMatch)
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   public override void RemoveUsersFromRoles(string[] usernames,
      string[] roleNames)
   {
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3. Save and compile both projects.

      throw new NotSupportedException();
   }

   // Helper method
   private void ReadRoleDataStore()
   {
      XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
      doc.Load(_XmlFileName);
      XmlNodeList nodes = doc.GetElementsByTagName("User");
      foreach (XmlNode node in nodes)
      {
         if (node["UserName"] == null)
            throw new ProviderException
               ("Missing UserName element");
         string user = node["UserName"].InnerText;
         if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(user))
            throw new ProviderException("Empty UserName element");
         if (node["Roles"] == null ||
            String.IsNullOrEmpty(node["Roles"].InnerText))
               _UsersAndRoles.Add(user, new string[0]);
         else
         {
            string[] roles = node["Roles"].InnerText.Split(',');
            // Add the role names to _UsersAndRoles and
            // key them by user name
            _UsersAndRoles.Add(user, roles);
            foreach (string role in roles)
            {
               // Add the user name to _RolesAndUsers and
               // key it by role names
               string[] users1;
               if (_RolesAndUsers.TryGetValue(role, out users1))
               {
                  string[] users2 =
                     new string[users1.Length + 1];
                  users1.CopyTo(users2, 0);
                  users2[users1.Length] = user;
                  _RolesAndUsers.Remove(role);
                  _RolesAndUsers.Add(role, users2);
               }
               else
                  _RolesAndUsers.Add(role,
               new string[] { user });
            }
         }
      }
   }
}

If you did not use the optional steps to register the assemblies in the GAC, you will need to manually copy the assemblies to
your IIS computer and add the assemblies to the GAC using the Gacutil.exe tool. For more information, see the following
topic on Microsoft the MSDN Web site:

Global Assembly Cache Tool (Gacutil.exe)

In this third step you will determine the assembly information for the membership and role providers, and then
add that information to the list of trusted providers for IIS.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx


Step 4: Configure a site for Forms Authentication using the XML
providers

1. Determine the assembly information for both providers:

In Windows Explorer, open your C:\Windows\assembly  path, where C: is your operating system drive.
Locate the ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider and ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider assemblies.
Right-click each assembly and click Properties.
Copy the Culture values; for example: Neutral.
Copy the Version numbers; for example: 1.0.0.0.
Copy the Public Key Token values; for example: 426f62526f636b73.
Click Cancel.

2. Add the XML providers to the list of trusted providers for IIS:
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<add type="ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider, ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73" />

<add type="ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider, ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=426f62526f636b73" />

Save and close the the Administration.config file.

Open the Administration.config file for editing.

This file is located in your %WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv\Config  folder.

Add the providers with the assembly properties from the previous steps to the <trustedProviders>

section using the following syntax:

In this fourth step you will configure a Web site to use forms authentication with the XML-based membership and
role providers by manually creating a Web.config file for your Web site, adding an XML file with the list of users to
the Web site's App_Data folder, and adding a Login.aspx page to the Web site that will process forms
authentication requests.

1. Create an XML file for the membership users and roles:

<Users>
   <User>
      <UserName>Bob</UserName>
      <Password>contoso!</Password>
      <EMail>bob@contoso.com</EMail>
      <Roles>Members</Roles>
   </User>
   <User>
      <UserName>Alice</UserName>
      <Password>contoso!</Password>
      <EMail>alice@contoso.com</EMail>
      <Roles>Members,Administrators</Roles>
   </User>
</Users>

Save the code as "Users.xml" in the App_Data folder of your Web site.

Paste the following code into a text editor:



2. Create a Login.aspx file for your Web site:

<%@ Page Language="C#" %>
<%@ Import Namespace="System.ComponentModel" %>
<html>
<head runat="server">
<title>Login Page</title>
</head>
<body>
   <form id="form1" runat="server">
      <asp:Login id="Login1" runat="server"
            BorderStyle="Solid"
            BackColor="#ffffcc"
            BorderWidth="1px"
            BorderColor="#cccc99"
            Font-Size="10pt"
            Font-Names="Verdana">
         <TitleTextStyle Font-Bold="True"
            ForeColor="#ffffff"
            BackColor="#666666"/>
      </asp:Login>
   </form>
</body>
</html>

Save the code as "Login.aspx" in the root of your Web site.

Paste the following code into a text editor:

3. Create a Web.config file for your Web site:

Paste the following code into a text editor:
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<configuration>
   <system.web>
      <!-- Add the read-only XML membership provider and set it as the default. -->
      <membership defaultProvider="AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider">
         <providers>
            <add name="AspNetReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider"
               type="ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider, ReadOnlyXmlMembershipProvider, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=91454274822e8111"
               description="Read-only XML membership provider"
               xmlFileName="~/App_Data/Users.xml" />
         </providers>
      </membership>
      <!-- Add the read-only XML role provider and set it as the default. -->
      <roleManager enabled="true" defaultProvider="AspNetReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider">
         <providers>
            <add name="AspNetReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider"
               type="ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider, ReadOnlyXmlRoleProvider, Version=1.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=a9c0f8ad39898a3c"
               description="Read-only XML role provider"
               xmlFileName="~/App_Data/Users.xml" />
         </providers>
      </roleManager>
      <!-- Set the authentication mode to forms authentication. -->
      <authentication mode="Forms" />
   </system.web>
   <system.webServer>
      <!-- Configure the authentication and roles modules for all content. -->
      <modules>
         <remove name="RoleManager" />
         <remove name="DefaultAuthentication" />
         <remove name="FormsAuthentication" />
         <add name="FormsAuthentication"
            type="System.Web.Security.FormsAuthenticationModule"
            preCondition="" />
         <add name="DefaultAuthentication"
            type="System.Web.Security.DefaultAuthenticationModule"
            preCondition="" />
         <add name="RoleManager"
            type="System.Web.Security.RoleManagerModule"
            preCondition="" />
      </modules>
      <!-- Add authorization rules for membership roles. -->
      <security>
         <authorization>
            <clear />
            <add accessType="Allow" roles="Administrators" />
            <add accessType="Allow" roles="Members" />
         </authorization>
      </security>
   </system.webServer>
</configuration>

NOTENOTE

Save the code as "Web.config" in the root of your Web site.

The PublicKeyToken values in the <providers>  sections your web.config must match the PublicKeyToken
values in the <trustedProviders>  section of your Administration.config file.

In this walkthrough, you completed the following:



Set up two class projects in Visual Studio 2008 for the read-only XML membership and role providers.
Compiled the projects and added them to the Global Assembly Cache.
Added the XML membership and role providers as trusted providers for IIS.
Configured a Web site for Forms Authentication using the XML providers.
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ASP.NET Web FormsASP.NET Web Forms

ASP.NET Dynamic DataASP.NET Dynamic Data

ASP.NET AJAXASP.NET AJAX

by Mai-lan Tomsen Bukovec

ASP.NET is a free powerful framework for building dynamic Web applications, whether it's a small, personal Web
site or a large, enterprise class Web application. ASP.NET is adaptable to a wide variety of projects and
development styles. ASP.NET is part of the .NET Framework, and when coding ASP.NET applications developers
have access to the entire .NET Framework. This article provides a summary of where you can go to get started
learning about developing ASP.NET applications.

To learn more about ASP.NET as a programming framework, check out the www.asp.net site where you can find
whitepapers, forums, and other support

Getting Started with ASP.NET https://www.asp.net/get-started/
Learn about ASP.NET https://www.asp.net/learn/
ASP.NET whitepapers https://www.asp.net/learn/whitepapers/
ASP.NET forums Forums: https://forums.asp.net/
ASP.NET MSDN documentation https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms644563.aspx

There is also an active blogging community that focuses on ASP.NET, including:

Phil Haack blog: http://www.haacked.com/
Scott Guthrie blog: https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/
Scott Hanselman blog: http://www.hanselman.com/blog/
Joe Stagner blog: https://blogs.msdn.com/joestagner/
Stephen Walther blog: http://stephenwalther.com/blog/default.aspx

A page and controls framework that enables developers to build Web applications using encapsulated, UI
functionality in easy-to-use, reusable common and user-defined controls. There are videos, tutorials, and articles
on the www.asp.net web site that provides this information.

A data scaffolding framework that enables rapid development of functional, data-driven applications using
ASP.NET Web Forms, and is based on a L INQ to SQL or Entity Framework data model. ASP.NET Dynamic Data
brings major usability and RAD development changes to the existing ASP.NET data controls. For more
information, see the ASP.NET dynamic data site https://www.asp.net/dynamicdata.

A framework for quickly creating efficient and interactive Web applications that work across all popular browsers.
ASP.NET AJAX offers:

Support for jQuery, a fast, concise JavaScript Library that simplifies HTML document traversing, event
handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid web development.
Support for enhancements to existing pages using powerful AJAX controls with support for all modern
browsers.
Access to remote services and data from the browser without tons of complicated JavaScript.
Improved efficiency and ease of use in Visual Studio 2008, with its built-in support for ASP.NET AJAX,
improved JavaScript support, and a new Web page designer interface.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/aspnet-technical-resources.md
https://twitter.com/mailant
https://www.asp.net/
https://www.asp.net/get-started/
https://www.asp.net/learn/
https://www.asp.net/learn/whitepapers/
https://forums.asp.net/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms644563.aspx
http://www.haacked.com/
https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/
http://www.hanselman.com/blog/
https://blogs.msdn.com/joestagner/
http://stephenwalther.com/blog/default.aspx
https://www.asp.net/
https://www.asp.net/dynamicdata


Running ASP.NET Applications on IISRunning ASP.NET Applications on IIS

For more information, see the ASP.NET MVC site https://www.asp.net/mvc.

ASP.NET integrates tightly for management, configuration, and request processing with IIS. Manage ASP.NET
settings like .NET authorization rules and ASP.NET providers, through the IIS Management console. The IIS
distributed XML-based configuration system stores settings for IIS, ASP.NET and other components, such as FTP
7.0. For an overview of the new IIS configuration system, review Configuration System in IIS7 and Above. The
IIS7 and Above Configuration Reference itemizes and describes how to manage each element in the configuration
system. The new integrated pipeline in IIS integrates the core ASP.NET runtime with the IIS request process
pipeline; see How to Take Advantage of the IIS7 and Above Integration Pipeline for more details. Other articles on
optimizing ASP.NET applications for IIS are available here.

https://www.asp.net/mvc
https://www.iis.net/configreference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/building-and-running-aspnet-applications/index


Classic ASP Not Installed by Default on IIS 7.0 and
above
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Installing Classic ASP on Windows Server 2012 or Windows Server
2012 R2

by Robert McMurray

One of the challanges of running IIS on your own server vs. running it in the cloud is that you need to install the
components you need manually, and it can sometimes be tricky figuring out what needs to be installed to get the
functionality you need. For example, in IIS, the classic version of ASP is not installed by default. Because of this, you
might see HTTP 404 errors when you try to browse to an ASP page on your server, or you might see the source
code for your ASP page displayed in your browser window. Both of these error conditions are created when
configuration settings that are used to define the environment for classic ASP are not installed.

To support and configure ASP applications on your Web server, you must install the ASP module. To install the
ASP module on IIS, use the following steps for your version of Windows.

1. On the taskbar, click Server Manager.
2. In Server Manager, click the Manage menu, and then click Add Roles and Features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features wizard, click Next. Select the installation type and click Next. Select the

destination server and click Next.
4. On the Server Roles page, expand Web Server (IIS), expand Web Server, and then expand Application

Development.

5. On the Server Roles page, select ASP .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-not-installed-by-default-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/


Installing Classic ASP on Windows 8 or Windows 8.1

6. If the Add features that are required by ASP? dialog box appears, click Add Features. (This page appears
only if you have not already installed ISAPI Extensions on your server.)

7. On the Server Roles page, ASP and ISAPI Extensions should be selected. Click Next.

8. On the Features page, click Next.
9. On the Confirmation page, click Install.

10. On the Results page, click Close.

1. On the Start screen, move the pointer all the way to the lower left corner, right-click the Start button, and then
click Control Panel.

2. In Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.



Installing Classic ASP onWindows Server 2008orWindows Server 2008
R2

3. Expand Internet Information Services, expand World Wide Web Services, expand Application

Development Features, and then select ASP .  >
[!NOTE] > The ISAPI Extensions feature will be selected if it has not already been installed.

4. Click OK.
5. Click Close.

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Server Manager.
2. In the Server Manager hierarchy pane, expand Roles, and then click Web Server (IIS).
3. In the Web Server (IIS) pane, scroll to the Role Services section, and then click Add Role Services.
4. On the Select Role Services page of the Add Role Services Wizard, select ASP .

5. If the Add role services required by ASP dialog box appears, click Add Required Role Services. (This
page appears only if you have not already installed the ISAPI Extensions role service on your server.)

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-not-installed-by-default-on-iis/_static/image1.png


Installing Classic ASP onWindows VistaorWindows 7Client

More Information

6. On the Select Role Services page, click Next.
7. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install.
8. On the Results page, click Close.

1. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows Features on or off.
3. Expand Internet Information Services, then World Wide Web Services, then Application Development

Features.
4. Select ASP , and then click OK.

For more information about how to install classic ASP and how to configure classic ASP options, see the following
page in the IIS configuration reference on the Microsoft IIS.net Web site:

https://www.iis.net/ConfigReference/system.webServer/asp

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-not-installed-by-default-on-iis/_static/image3.png
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Using Classic ASP with Microsoft Access Databases
on IIS
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NOTENOTE

Working with 64-bit SystemsWorking with 64-bit Systems

Working with User Access ControlWorking with User Access Control

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft Access databases have been popular for many years with developers who use Active Server Pages (ASP) for small-
scale applications, but Microsoft Access databases are not designed for scalability, therefore Access databases should only be
used where performance is not a factor, and it is best not to host large-scale data-driven applications with Microsoft Access
databases.

In IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, and above, several security changes were made that may affect how classic ASP applications will
function. For example, if you were to copy a classic ASP application that uses an Access database that is within the
Web site's content area to a server that uses IIS 7.0 or above, you may receive the following error message:

**Microsoft JET Database Engine error '80004005'

Unspecified error.

/example.asp, line 100**

This is a generic error triggered by the Access driver that may occur for a variety of reasons, but incorrect
permissions is a common cause. More specifically, the ability to work with Microsoft Access databases is
implemented through the Microsoft JET Database Engine, which creates various temporary and lock files when it
connects to an Access database. The following sections will discuss some of the reasons why this may occur and
how to resolve those situations.

Unfortunately there are no 64-bit ODBC drivers, so on 64-bit systems you will have to run your applications in 32-
bit mode. To do so, use the following steps:

1. On the taskbar, click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. In the Connections pane, click Application Pools.
3. Highlight the application pool for your application, then click Advanced Settings... in the Actions pane.
4. In the Advanced Settings dialog, specify True for Enable 32-Bit Applications.
5. Click OK to close the Advanced Settings dialog.

Note: The 64-bit control panel applet for managing ODBC connections will not display 32-bit ODBC drivers. To
work around this issue, you need to open the 32-bit ODBC applet. To do so, use the following steps:

1. Click Start and then Run, or open a command prompt.

%windir%\syswow64\odbcad32.exe

3. Press the enter key.

2. Enter the following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/using-classic-asp-with-microsoft-access-databases-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Initial Troubleshooting Investigation

strCN = "DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & _
        "DBQ=C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\App_Data\example.mdb"
Set objCN = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
objCN.Open strCN ' <-- Note: ASP Error Occurs Here
strSQL = "SELECT * FROM TableName"

Using Failed Request Tracing in IIS 7.0 and AboveUsing Failed Request Tracing in IIS 7.0 and Above

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document by using an account that has full administrative
permissions. This is best accomplished by using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer by using the local administrator account.
If you are logged in using an account that administrative permissions but that is not the local administrator
account, open all applications and all command prompt sessions by using the "Run as Administrator" option.

These above conditions are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows
Vista and Windows Server 2008 will prevent administrative access to the IIS configuration settings. For more
information about UAC, see the following documentation:

User Account Control

If you have some form of tracing or debugging enabled, the trace or debug information may show the error
occurring when the database connection is opened. For example, the following lines of ASP code :

If you have the IIS Failed Request Tracing configured to capture trace logs from HTTP 500 errors, you will see
something that resembles the following illustration when you examine a trace log from the failure:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664
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Using Process Monitor to gather more informationUsing Process Monitor to gather more information

Although this error indicates that the failure occurred when opening the database, it does not give any additional
information to assist you with narrowing the problem to a specific area.

The Microsoft Windows Sysinternals Process Monitor utility is a great resource for tracking permissions-related
problems. To use Process Monitor to trace the IIS issues in this topic, configure Process Monitor to filter tracing for
only those events that are created by W3wp.exe processes, as shown in the following illustration:

Once you have configured the Process Monitor filter settings, configure Process Monitor to capture events and
then reproduce your error. After you have reproduced your error, look through the Process Monitor capture log for
any errors in the Result column of logs, as shown in the following illustration:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896645.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/using-classic-asp-with-microsoft-access-databases-on-iis/_static/image3.jpg


Permissions on the Temporary Folders

PROCESS NAME: W3WP.EXE

Operation: CreateFile

Path: C:\Windows\Temp\JET5150.tmp

Result: ACCESS DENIED

Detail:

PROCESS NAME: W3WP.EXE

Operation: CreateFile

By analyzing the information in the Process Monitor logs, you can pinpoint any permissions-related issues. This
will be illustrated in the following examples.

If you are using the Process Monitor utility on a computer that has a default installation of IIS on Windows Server
2008 and Windows Vista SP1, you may receive an error that resembles the following when ASP connects to an
Access database:

This error shows that the JET database engine cannot create a temporary file as the impersonated Application Pool
identity in the default Windows temporary directory. This occurs when you use default settings for the release
version of IIS on Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista SP1, where IIS does not load the user profile for the
Application Pool identity's profile by default. To resolve this issue, you could change the permissions on the
%SystemDrive%\Windows\Temp directory to allow read/write permission for the impersonated user.

If you are using the original release version of Windows Vista you may see an error that resembles the following
when when ASP connects to an Access database:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/using-classic-asp-with-microsoft-access-databases-on-iis/_static/image5.jpg


Path: C:\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\Temp

Result: ACCESS DENIED

Detail:

PROCESS NAME: W3WP.EXE

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/applicationPools 
/[name='DefaultAppPool'].processModel.loadUserProfile:"False" /commit:apphost

Permissions on Content Folders

This error indicates that the JET database engine cannot access the temporary directory for the Network Service
user profile that uses the impersonated Application Pool identity. In this particular example, the Application Pool
identity is configured to use the Network Service account and IIS is configured to load the user profile for the
impersonated Application Pool identity. The error occurs because the impersonated Application Pool identity
cannot access the temporary folder for the Network Service account. To resolve this specific issue, you can change
the permissions on the %SystemDrive%\Windows\ServiceProfiles\NetworkService\AppData\Local\Temp
directory to allow read/write permission for the impersonated user, or you can configure IIS to not load the user
profile, which will change the temporary folder that the JET database engine will use.

The configuration setting that governs whether the user profile is loaded for the Application Pool identity is
loadUserProfile, which is set to false, by default. You can configure this setting by changing the value of the Load
User Profile attribute in the Advanced Settings dialog box for an application pool.

You can also configure this setting by using the command-line tool AppCmd.exe with the following syntax:

When you are deploying a classic ASP application that uses an Access database you may see this error because the

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/using-classic-asp-with-microsoft-access-databases-on-iis/_static/image7.jpg


PROCESS NAME: W3WP.EXE

Operation: CreateFile

Path: C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\App\_Data\example.ldb

Result: ACCESS DENIED

Detail:

More Information

lock file for the Access database cannot be created. To further explain this scenario: Access databases are kept in
files that use an .MDB file name extension. When you try to add to the database or update the data, the Microsoft
JET database engine attempts to create a lock file with that uses an .LDB file name extension. If the Access
database is stored within the content area of your Web site, by default the JET database engine will not have
sufficient access permissions to update the database and you will see the following error message displayed in a
Web browser:

**Microsoft JET Database Engine error '80004005'

Operation must use an updateable query.

/example.asp, line 100**

If you were using the Process Monitor utility when you reproduced the error, the following information would be
logged for the failure:

This error clearly lists the lock file as the cause of the failure. To resolve the issue, you can grant the application
pool's impersonated identity read/write permission to the folder where the Access database is located, but that
poses a security risk for your Web site. A better solution would be to move the Access database out of your Web
site's content area to a folder where the application pool's impersonated identity has read/write permission, then
create a System Data Source Name (DSN) that points to the database location. Your ASP code would then
reference the System DSN in the connection string instead of the physical path of the database, which is also better
for security. If you must store the database in the content area, you should always store the database in a folder
that is blocked by default by the IIS request-filtering features, such as the App_Data folder.

For additional information about the loadUserProfile and other application pool attributes, see the following pages
on the Microsoft Support and IIS.net Web sites:

https://www.iis.net/ConfigReference/system.applicationHost/applicationPools/add/processModel

Error message when you request an ASP page that connects to an Access database in IIS 7.0: "Microsoft
JET Database Engine error '80004005'"

https://www.iis.net/
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.applicationhost/applicationpools/add/processmodel
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/926939/
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An error occurred on the server when processing the URL. Please contact the system administrator.

If you are the system administrator please click here to find out more about this error.

NOTENOTE

Working with User Access ControlWorking with User Access Control

Customizing Classic ASP Error Messages

by Robert McMurray

In earlier versions of IIS, error messages from classic ASP scripts were sent to a Web browser, by default. Because
these error messages might reveal sensitive information to malicious users, IIS 7 and above disables this feature
by default. When your classic ASP scripts encounter an error in IIS, you receive the following error message by
default:

You can customize the ASP script error message, and also determine whether to return the script errors to a Web
browser.

As a best practice for security, you should only enable sending ASP script error messages to a Web browser on a
development or test computer; returning script error messages to a Web browser can unintentionally expose more
information than you intended to show.

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document by using an account that has full administrative
permissions. This is best accomplished by using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer by using the local administrator account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions but that is not the local administrator
account, open all applications and all command prompt sessions by using the "Run as Administrator" option.

These above conditions are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows
Vista and Windows Server 2008 will prevent administrative access to the IIS configuration settings. For more
information about UAC, see the following documentation:

User Account Control

The configuration settings that you use to customize these settings are in the following list:

scriptErrorMessage: This is an optional string attribute that specifies the error message that will be sent to the
browser when specific debugging errors are not sent to the client.
scriptErrorSentToBrowser: This is an optional Boolean attribute that specifies whether the writing of
debugging specifics to the client browser is enabled.

You can configure these settings by using IIS Manager. To do so, open IIS Manager and navigate to the site or
application where you want to enable or disable script messages, and then double-click the ASP feature.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-script-error-messages-no-longer-shown-in-web-browser-by-default.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/asp /scriptErrorMessage:"An error occurred."
appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/asp /scriptErrorSentToBrowser:"False"

More Information

In the list of ASP features, configure the Script Error Message and Send Errors To Browser options.

You can also configure these settings by using the command-line tool AppCmd.exe with the following syntax:

For additional information about the options that are available for classic ASP debugging, see the following page
in the IIS configuration reference on the Microsoft IIS.net Web site:

https://www.iis.net/ConfigReference/system.webServer/asp

As an alternative to returning ASP script error messages to a Web browser, you can enable Failed Request Tracing
on your server. For example, you could add a rule to trace HTTP 500 errors automatically, which the ASP engine
generates when an error occurs. By analyzing the output in the Failed Request Tracing logs on your server, you can
pinpoint the source of classic ASP errors. As an additional security note, Failed Request Tracing logs are not
available to Web browsers, so the troubleshooting information is only available on your server. If you use Failed
Request Tracing, it will also let you troubleshoot unmonitored classic ASP errors in detail without having to
reproduce the errors.
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Working with User Access ControlWorking with User Access Control

Installing Failed Request Tracing

Windows VistaorWindows 7ClientWindows VistaorWindows 7Client

Windows Server 2008orWindows Server 2008 R2Windows Server 2008orWindows Server 2008 R2

by Robert McMurray

One of the great troubleshooting features that is built in to IIS 7.0 and above is Failed Request Tracing, which lets
you configure tracing rules on your server that will create detailed troubleshooting log files for custom failure
conditions that you define. For example, you can capture the details for authentication failures by creating tracing
rules that create log files for HTTP 401 errors.

Failed Request Tracing in IIS can be configured to passively trace failures. This means that you can add tracing
rules to IIS that will create log files when errors occur, even if you are not actively monitoring your server. For
example, the steps in this walkthrough will show you how to create a tracing rule that will create trace logs
whenever an HTTP 500 error occurs. This method of passive tracing is known as "no-repro" tracing, which means
that you can periodically examine your server's logs to check if any failures have occurred, and then take action
only when IIS has created logs.

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document by using an account that has full administrative
permissions. This is best accomplished by using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer by using the local administrator account.
If you are logged in using an account with administrative permissions but that is not the local administrator
account, open all applications and all command prompt sessions by using the "Run as Administrator" option.

These above conditions are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows
Vista and Windows Server 2008 will prevent administrative access to the IIS configuration settings. For more
information about UAC, see the following documentation:

User Account Control

Failed Request Tracing is not installed by default on IIS. To install Failed Request Tracing, use the following steps
for your version of Windows:

1. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs and Features, and then click Turn Windows Features on or off.
3. Expand Internet Information Services, then World Wide Web Services, then Health and Diagnostics.
4. Select Tracing, and then click OK.

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Server Manager.
2. In the Server Manager hierarchy pane, expand Roles, and then click Web Server (IIS).
3. In the Web Server (IIS) pane, scroll to the Role Services section, and then click Add Role Services.
4. On the Select Role Services page of the Add Role Services Wizard, select Tracing, and then click Next.
5. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, click Install.
6. On the Results page, click Close.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/using-failed-request-tracing-to-troubleshoot-classic-asp-errors.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664


How to enable failed request tracing

NOTENOTE

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/sites /[name='Default Web 
Site'].traceFailedRequestsLogging.enabled:"True" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/sites /[name='Default Web 
Site'].traceFailedRequestsLogging.directory:"%SystemDrive%\inetpub\logs\FailedReqLogFiles" /commit:apphost

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.applicationHost/sites /[name='Default Web 
Site'].traceFailedRequestsLogging.maxLogFiles:"50" /commit:apphost

Troubleshooting classic ASP errors

Troubleshooting HTTP 500 errorsTroubleshooting HTTP 500 errors

How to add a tracing rule for HTTP 500 errorsHow to add a tracing rule for HTTP 500 errors

For additional information about installing Failed Request Tracing for IIS, see the following topic on the Microsoft
IIS.net Web site:

https://www.iis.net/ConfigReference/system.webServer/tracing

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the server connection, site, application, or directory for which you want to

configure failed request tracing.
3. In the Actions pane, click Failed Request Tracing...

5. Click OK.

4. Configure the following options In the Edit Web Site Failed Request Tracing Settings dialog box:

Select the Enable check box to enable tracing.
Leave the default value or type a new directory where you want to store failed request log files in the
Directory box.
Type the number of failed request trace files you want to store in the Maximum number of trace files
box

You could customize the setting for classic ASP, ASP.NET, or for other specific conditions, but a generic rule for HTTP 500
errors is useful for discovering a variety of error conditions on your Web server.

You can also enable failed request tracing from a command prompt by using the AppCmd.exe utility with the
following syntax:

In this section, we will generate a few errors using classic ASP in order to examine how failed request tracing will
help identify potential problems. Even though these examples will target specific circumstances where you know
the cause of the failure, you can use the techniques that will be presented to troubleshoot situations where the
cause of the failure is unknown.

IIS returns HTTP 500 errors when ASP pages fail to execute, and without the Failed Request Tracing feature of IIS
these HTTP 500 errors can be very difficult to troubleshoot. This is because the ASP errors typically occur when
you are not actively troubleshooting your system, so that sometimes your only option is to search your IIS activity
logs and hope that the ASP module returns additional information in the log entries for failed requests. In the
following example that uses Failed Request Tracing, you have a detailed record of the failure that you can use to
troubleshoot the situation.

The following steps will configure a failed request tracing rule for HTTP 500 errors, which you will use later to

https://www.iis.net/
https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.webserver/tracing


Creating a page that invokes an invalid COM classCreating a page that invokes an invalid COM class

<html>
<body>
<h1>Bad Class</h1>
<%
   Set objObject = CreateObject("Bad.Class.Name")
%>
</body>
</html>

Reading the trace log in Internet ExplorerReading the trace log in Internet Explorer

troubleshoot classic ASP error messages.

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, go to the connection, site, application, or directory for which you want to configure

failed request tracing.
3. In the Home pane, double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.
4. In the Actions pane, click Add...
5. On the Specify Content to Trace page of the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule Wizard, you would

ordinarily select the content type you want to trace. In this case, accept the default for all content, and then click
Next.

6. On the Define Trace Conditions page, enter 500 in the Status code(s) text box in order to trace HTTP 500
errors, and then click Next.

7. On the Select Trace Providers page, accept the defaults, and then click Finish.

In this error condition, you will examine an ASP page that attempts to create an instance of an invalid COM class,
and this situation is most often produced by misspelling a valid COM class. To test this issue, save the following
ASP code as Bad_class.asp in the wwwroot folder of a Web site where you have enabled failed request tracing for
HTTP 500 errors:

When you use a Web browser to browse to this file, IIS should return an HTTP 500 error message, and IIS will
create a failed request trace log that is created in your
%SystemDrive%\Inetpub\FailedRequestLogFiles\W3SVCnnn folder by default, where W3SVCnnn contains the
unique identified for your Web site that is listed in IIS Manager. Failed request trace logs are XML files, and IIS
creates an XSL file that transforms the XML into a presentation format that you can open in Internet Explorer.

When you use Internet Explorer to open a failed request tracing log file, a variety of information is displayed in a
Request Summary. This summary contains the general environment information for the failure condition such as
the executing URL, the application pool, the authentication type and user name, and other information. You will
notice that the reason for the failure is the status code, and that the status was an HTTP 500 error.

In the Errors and Warning section of summary, you will see a view trace link, as shown in the following
illustration:



Troubleshooting slow pagesTroubleshooting slow pages

When you click the view trace link, Internet Explorer will jump to the section of the trace where the ASP script
failure occurred. If you expand the individual trace events, you can view the specific details for the event, such as
the physical file path, the line number, the ASP error code and description, and the ASP code excerpt that caused
the failure, which in this case was the attempt to instantiate an invalid COM class.

An example is shown in the following illustration:

You can configure Failed Request Tracing to generate log files for pages that exceed a time interval that you
specify, not just for HTTP errors. In a practical example, if your Web users are complaining that parts of the Web
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How to add a tracing rule for slow contentHow to add a tracing rule for slow content

Creating a page that loops endlesslyCreating a page that loops endlessly

<html>
<body>
<h1>Slow Page</h1>
<%
   Do
      If Response.IsClientConnected = False Then
         Exit Do
      End If
   Loop
%>
</body>
</html>

NOTENOTE

site seem slow sometimes but they don't know which pages seem to be affected, you can create a tracing rule for a
time interval to create a log file when any pages exceed that interval. This lets you narrow your troubleshooting
scope down to any affected pages by waiting for IIS to create log files that list the page. Without Failed Request
Tracing, you could query your IIS activity logs for pages that take a long time to execute, but that only narrows
your scope to the list of pages where a problem is occurring, not to the problem itself. In the following example,
you will locate the source of the failure in the slow page.

The following steps will configure a failed request tracing rule for requests that exceed a specific period of time,
which you will use later to troubleshoot slow ASP pages.

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, go to the connection, site, application, or directory for which you want to configure

failed request tracing.
3. In the Home pane, double-click Failed Request Tracing Rules.
4. Highlight the rule that you created in the previous example, and then click Remove in the Actions pane.
5. In the Actions pane, click Add...
6. On the Specify Content to Trace page of the Add Failed Request Tracing Rule Wizard, you would

ordinarily select the content type you want to trace. In this case, accept the default for all content, and then click
Next.

8. On the Select Trace Providers page, accept the defaults, and then click Finish.

7. On the Define Trace Conditions page:

Clear the box for Status code(s).
Check the box for Time taken (in seconds).
Enter 5 for the number of seconds.
Click Next.

In this error condition, you will examine a page that loops endlessly. This problem is frequently caused when a user
session fails to exit a loop correctly, such as when your code is looping through the list records in a database table.
To test this issue, save the following ASP code as Slow_page.asp in the wwwroot folder of a Web site where you
have enabled failed request tracing:

When you use a Web browser to browse to this file, you should see no error in your Web browser, but your
browser may never return a page and will eventually time out.

This page is written to exit the loop after you close your Web browser. If you want to exit the loop before the script timeout
is reached, you should manually close your browser after ten seconds.



Reading the trace log in Internet ExplorerReading the trace log in Internet Explorer

NOTENOTE

After five seconds, IIS will create a failed request trace log in your
%SystemDrive%\Inetpub\FailedRequestLogFiles\W3SVCnnn folder by default, where W3SVCnnn contains the
unique identifier, as listed in IIS Manager, for your Web site.

As shown in the previous example, when you use Internet Explorer to open a failed request tracing log file,
important information is displayed in a Request Summary. This summary contains the general environment
information for the failure condition such as the executing URL, the application pool, the authentication type and
user name, and other information. Notice that the reason for the failure was the amount of time taken, and that the
time was slightly over five seconds, which was the time that you entered in the failed request tracing rule.

You will also notice that the HTTP status code for the response was HTTP 200, which is a successful response. This is one of
the factors that often makes it more difficult to diagnose slow pages—the responses succeed, which make them more
difficult to locate.

In the Errors and Warning section of summary, you will see a view trace link, as shown in the following
illustration:

When you click the view trace link, Internet Explorer will go to the section of the trace where the ASP script
failure occurred. If you expand the individual trace events, you can view the specific details for the event, such as
the physical file path, the line number, the ASP error code and description, and the ASP code excerpt that was
executing when the log file was creating. By using this information, you could examine your ASP page and locate
the line of code that was executing inside a never-ending loop.

An example is shown in the following illustration:
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More Information
For additional information about Failed Request Tracing in IIS, see the following pages on the Microsoft IIS.net
Web site:

Walkthrough: Troubleshooting Failed Requests Using Tracing in IIS 7.0 and Above
Configuration Reference: Trace Failed Requests
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Classic ASP parent paths are disabled by default
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<%
   Response.Write Server.MapPath("../example.asp")
%>

<!--#include file="../_fpclass/fpdblib.inc"-->

An error occurred on the server when processing the URL. Please contact the system administrator.
If you are the system administrator, please click here to find out more about this error.
(Note: The ASP script error message listed above may be customized. For more information, see the Classic ASP 
script errors are no longer shown in a Web browser by default topic.)

Server.MapPath() error 'ASP 0175 : 80004005'
Disallowed Path Characters
/test/example.asp, line 100
The '..' characters are not allowed in the Path parameter for the MapPath method.

Active Server Pages error 'ASP 0131'
Disallowed Parent Path
/test/example.asp, line 100
The Include file '../_fpclass/fpdblib.inc' cannot contain '..' to indicate the parent directory.

Working with User Access ControlWorking with User Access Control

by Robert McMurray

Classic ASP Parent Paths let developers use relative addresses that contain ".." in the paths to files or folders. For
example, the following code excerpt illustrates an ASP page that maps a parent path:

In addition, the following code except illustrates an ASP page that references an included file in a folder that uses a
parent path:

In several earlier versions of IIS, parent paths were enabled by default. In IIS 6.0 the default behavior changed to
disable parent paths, and this was done for security and design reasons: by preventing the execution of parent
paths, you are preventing the inclusion of content across security or application boundaries. By default, class ASP
script error messages are not sent to the Web browser, and any attempts to use parent paths will return the
following error message to a Web browser:

If you enable sending ASP script error messages and your classic ASP scripts attempt to map a path in a parent
folder, you receive the following error message in your Web browser:

When your classic ASP scripts attempt to include a page that uses parent paths in IIS, you receive the following
error message in your Web browser:

You need to make sure that you follow the steps in this document by using an account that has full administrative
permissions. This is best accomplished by using one of two methods:

Log in to your computer by using the local administrator account.
If you are logged in using an account that has administrative permissions but that is not the local administrator

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-parent-paths-are-disabled-by-default.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Resolving Parent Paths Issues
Using Virtual PathsUsing Virtual Paths

<%
   Response.Write Server.MapPath("/test/example.asp")
%>

<!--#include virtual="/_fpclass/fpdblib.inc"-->

Enabling ASP Parent PathsEnabling ASP Parent Paths

account, open all applications and all command prompt sessions by using the "Run as Administrator" option.

These above conditions are required because the User Account Control (UAC) security component in Windows
Vista and Windows Server 2008 will prevent administrative access to the IIS configuration settings. For more
information about UAC, see the following documentation:

User Account Control

As an alternative to using parent paths in your ASP code, you can use virtual paths. Virtual paths require that you
enter the full folder path from the URL root of your Web site. For example:

Mapping paths:

Including paths:

You can enable or disable parent paths by using IIS Manager. To do so, open IIS Manager and navigate to the site
or application where you want to configure parent paths, and then-double click the ASP feature.

In the list of ASP features, configure the Enable Parent Paths option.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=113664
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appcmd.exe set config "Default Web Site" -section:system.webServer/asp /enableParentPaths:"False" 
/commit:apphost

More Information

You can also configure this setting by using the command-line tool AppCmd.exe with the following syntax:

For additional information about the options that are available for classic ASP, see the following page in the IIS
configuration reference on the Microsoft IIS.net Web site:

https://www.iis.net/ConfigReference/system.webServer/asp

For additional detail on parent paths in IIS, see the following page in the Microsoft Knowledge Base:

Enable Parent Paths Is Disabled by Default in IIS 6.0
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/332117
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APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH Server Variable on Windows
Vista RTM
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strCN = "DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & _
        "DBQ=" & Request.ServerVariables("APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH") & _
        "App_Data\example.mdb"
Set objCN = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
objCN.Open strCN

DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=C:\inetpub\wwwrootApp_Data\example.mdb

Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers error '80004005' 

[Microsoft][ODBC Microsoft Access Driver] Disk or network error. 

/example.asp, line 100

strAP = Request.ServerVariables("APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH")
If Right(strAP,1)<>"\" Then strAP = strAP & "\"
strCN = "DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & _
        "DBQ=" & strAP & "App_Data\example.mdb"
Set objCN = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection")
objCN.Open strCN

by Robert McMurray

The original release of IIS 7.0 that shipped with Windows Vista returned a different value for the
APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH server variable than that which was returned by previous or subsequent versions of IIS. In
earlier versions of IIS, this server variable had a backslash "" character appended to the path, but in the original
release version of Windows Vista this server variable contained only the path. This was fixed in Windows Vista
Service Pack 1 (SP1) and in the original release version of Windows Server 2008.

This means that if you are a Classic ASP developer and you are using the value in the APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH
server variable to compute paths on the original release version of Windows Vista, your ASP code will have to
account for the missing backslash character before migrating that application to another computer.

For example, the following ASP code computes the location of a Microsoft Access database in the App_Data folder
of the current application:

If you were testing this code on a Windows XP computer that used IIS 5.1, this code would have worked
successfully. However, if you upgraded your computer to the original release version of Windows Vista, the path of
the database would be invalid and the connection to the database would fail. For example, if the ASP code was in a
page in the root folder of the Default Web Site, the contents of the computed connection string might resemble the
following:

If you have ASP configured to send errors to the browser, you will see the following error :

To resolve this issue for Windows Vista, you can install Windows Vista SP1, or you can have your ASP code
manually check for the backslash character and add the backslash if it is required. For example:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/applphysicalpath-server-variable-on-windows-vista-rtm.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


More Information
For more information about IIS server variables, see the following page on the Microsoft MSDN Web site:

IIS Server Variables
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms524602.aspx

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms524602.aspx
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Introduction

by Robert McMurray

Microsoft introduced Active Server Pages (ASP) over a decade ago with the release of Internet Information Server
3.0 for Windows Server NT 4.0. This method of writing server-side scripts by using VBScript or JavaScript was
revolutionary at that time, and helped to lay the foundation for tens of thousands of dynamic Web sites and
applications. Over the years that followed, Microsoft released Internet Information Services (IIS) versions 4.0, 5.0,
and 5.1; and with all these versions of IIS, ASP was installed by default and became the programming paradigm of
choice for many developers.

Beginning with IIS 6.0, ASP became an optional component in IIS as the popularity of .NET technologies and
ASP.NET continued to gain strength with developers around the world. In IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5, and above, Microsoft's
support for ASP.NET has reached new levels of maturity; likewise, by using FastCGI, so has support for non-
Microsoft development Web technologies such as PHP and Ruby on Rails.

Despite the popularity of ASP.NET and other development technologies, developers who continue to use
applications that rely on the classic version of ASP will still find IIS to be a first-class development platform when
they consider the deployment environment for their applications. The topics in this section provide developers and
Web server administrators with information to consider when deploying classic ASP applications.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/classic-asp-applications-on-iis-overview.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Scenario: Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
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Prerequisites

Step 1: Install the IIS Web Server

To install I IS on Windows Server 2012 by using the UITo install I IS on Windows Server 2012 by using the UI

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document guides you through installing IIS and configuring a classic ASP website. Classic ASP is a server-
side scripting environment that you can use to create and run dynamic web applications. With ASP, you can
combine HTML pages, script commands, and COM components to create interactive web pages that are easy to
develop and modify. Classic ASP is the predecessor to ASP.NET, but it is still in wide use today.

The Classic ASP server configuration adds IIS modules for ASP and ISAPI extensions to the default IIS
installation.

 

To get the most from this tutorial, you must have access to a computer that is running one of the following
operating systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

 

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install IIS, and applications that run on IIS. Because the Web
PI installs the latest versions of available Web Platform offerings, with just a few simple clicks you can download
and install any new tools or updates. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more and install the Web PI.

You can also perform this procedure by using the Windows user interface (UI) or from a command line.

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select Installation Type page, select Role-based or Feature-based Installation and click Next
5. On the Select Destination Server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server,

and click Next.
6. On the Select Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and then click Next.

8. Click Next.
9. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.

10. On the Select Role Services page, note the preselected role services that are installed by default, and then
click Next. (Note: You only have to install the IIS 8 default role services for a static-content web server.)

11. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.
12. On the Installation Progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.

7. On the Select Features page, note the preselected features that are installed by default, and then select
the following additional role services:

ASP
ISAPI Extensions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-classic-asp-applications-on-iis-7-and-iis-8/scenario-build-a-classic-asp-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510


To install I IS on Windows 8 by using the UITo install I IS on Windows 8 by using the UI

To Install I IS by using the command lineTo Install I IS by using the command line

Step 2: Add a Classic ASP Website

To add a website by using the UITo add a website by using the UI

13. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You should see the default IIS Welcome page.

1. On the Start page, type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the search results.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.

4. Click OK.

3. In the Windows Features dialog box, click Internet Information Services, note the preselected features
that are installed by default, and then select the following additional role services:

ASP
ISAPI Extensions

5. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You see the default IIS Welcome page.

Type the following command at a command prompt or into a script:

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-
ISAPIExtensions;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-
Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-
ManagementConsole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

 

You can perform this procedure by using the user interface (UI), by running Appcmd.exe commands in a
command-line window, by editing configuration files directly, or by writing WMI scripts.

2. In the Connections pane, right-click the Sites node in the tree, and then click Add Website.
3. In the Add Website dialog box, type a friendly name for your website in the Site name box.
4. If you want to select a different application pool than the one listed in the Application Pool box, click Select.

In the Select Application Pool dialog box, select an application pool from the Application Pool list and
then click OK.

5. In the Physical path box, type the physical path of the Web site's folder, or click the browse button (...) to
navigate the file system to find the folder.

6. If the physical path that you entered in step 5 is to a remote share, click Connect as to specify credentials that
have permission to access the path. If you do not use specific credentials, select the Application user (pass-
through authentication) option in the Connect As dialog box.

7. Select the protocol for the Web site from the Type list.
8. The default value in the IP address box is All Unassigned. If you must specify a static IP address for the Web

1. Open IIS Manager.

For Windows Server 2012, on the Start page click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK. On the
Server Manager Dashboard, click the Tools menu, and then click Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager.
For Windows 8, on the Start page type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the
search results. On the Control Panel screen, click System and Security, click Administrative Tools,
and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.



To add a website by using the command lineTo add a website by using the command line

Step 3: Edit ASP Application Settings

To edit ASP application settings by using the UITo edit ASP application settings by using the UI

To edit ASP application settings by using the command lineTo edit ASP application settings by using the command line
Specify default character setSpecify default character set

site, type the IP address in the IP address box.
9. Type a port number in the Port text box.

10. Optionally, type a host header name for the Web site in the Host Header box.
11. If you do not have to make any changes to the site, and you want the Web site to be immediately available,

select the Start Web site immediately check box.
12. Click OK.

Use the following syntax at the command prompt or in a script: (Note: For this syntax to work, you either must be
in the following directory, or have the directory in your path: %windir%\system32\inetsrv .)

appcmd add site /name:string /id:uint /physicalPath:string /bindings:string

The variable name:string  is the name, and the variable id:uint  is the unsigned integer that you want to assign
to the site. The variables name:string  and id:uint  are the only variables that are required when you add a site in
Appcmd.exe. (Note: When you add a site without specifying the values for the bindings and physicalPath
attributes, the site will not be able to start.)

The variable physicalPath:string  is the path of the site content in the file system.

The variable bindings:string  contains information that is used to access the site, and it should be in the form of 
protocol/IP_address:port:host_header . For example, a web site binding is the combination of protocol, IP address,

port, and host header. A binding of http/*:85:  enables a web site to listen for HTTP requests on port 85 for all IP
addresses and domain names (also known as host headers or host names). On the other hand, a binding of 
http/*:85:marketing.contoso.com  configures a website to listen for HTTP requests on port 85 for all IP addresses

and for the domain name marketing.contoso.com.

To add a web site named contoso  with an ID of 2 that has content in c:\contoso , and that listens for HTTP
requests on port 85 for all IP addresses and a domain name of marketing.contoso.com , type the following at the
command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd add site /name: contoso /id:2 /physicalPath: c:\contoso /bindings:http/*:85: marketing.contoso.com

 

IIS 8 provides default settings for ASP applications, but you can change those settings as needed. For example,
you can enable client-side debugging on a test server to aide in troubleshooting issues during a test pass.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click ASP .
3. On the ASP page, edit settings as desired.
4. When finished, click Apply in the Actions pane.

To specify the default character set for an application, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /codePage:integerRange

The variable integerRange  is the default character set. For example, to set the code page to a Latin character set
used in American English and many European alphabets, type the following at the command prompt, and then
press Enter:

appcmd set config /section:asp /codePage:1252



Enable or disable bufferingEnable or disable buffering

Enable or disable HTTP 1.1 chunked transfer encodingEnable or disable HTTP 1.1 chunked transfer encoding

Enable or disable HTML fallbackEnable or disable HTML fallback

Enable or disable parent pathsEnable or disable parent paths

Set client connection test intervalSet client connection test interval

Set maximum requesting entity body limitSet maximum requesting entity body limit

Set request queue lengthSet request queue length

Set request queue time-outSet request queue time-out

To enable or disable buffering of ASP application output, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /bufferingOn:true|false

A value of true  enables buffering whereas false  disables buffering. The default value is true .

To enable HTTP 1.1 chunked transfer encoding for the World Wide Web publishing service, use the following
syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableChunkedEncoding:true|false

A value of true  enables HTTP 1.1 chunked transfer encoding whereas false  disables HTTP 1.1 chunked
transfer encoding. The default value is true .

To enable or disable HTML fallback, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableASPHTMLFallback:true|false

A value of true  causes an .htm file that has the same name as the requested .asp file, if it exists, to be sent instead
of the .asp file if the request is rejected because of a full request queue. The default value is true .

To enable or disable paths relative to the current directory or above the current directory, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableParentPaths:true|false

A value of true  sets ASP pages to allow paths relative to the current directory or above the current directory.
The default value is true .

To set a time interval after which ASP will check to see whether the client is still connected before executing a
request, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /queueConnectionTestTime:timeSpan

The variable timeSpan  sets the time interval (hh:mm:ss) after which ASP checks to see whether the client is still
connected before executing a request. The default value is 00:00:03 .

To specify the maximum number of bytes allowed in the entity body of an ASP request, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /maxRequestEntityAllowed:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of bytes allowed in the body of an ASP request. The default
value is 200000  bytes.

To specify the maximum number of concurrent ASP requests allowed into the queue, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /requestQueueMax:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of concurrent ASP requests that are allowed into the request
queue. The default value is 3000 .

To specify the period that an ASP request can wait in the request queue, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /queueTimeout:timeSpan



Specify response buffering limitSpecify response buffering limit

Set script time-outSet script time-out

Specify threads per processor limitSpecify threads per processor limit

Specify default locale identifierSpecify default locale identifier

Enable or disable automatic application restartEnable or disable automatic application restart

Enable or disable line number calculationEnable or disable line number calculation

Enable or disable COM component exception trappingEnable or disable COM component exception trapping

Enable or disable client-side debuggingEnable or disable client-side debugging

The variable timeSpan  represents the maximum time (hh:mm:ss) that an ASP request can wait in the request
queue. The default value is 00:00:00 .

To control the maximum number of bytes that an ASP page can write to the response buffer before a flush occurs,
use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /bufferingLimit:int

The variable int  represents the maximum size, in bytes, of the ASP buffer. The default value is 4194304  bytes.

To specify the default length of time that ASP pages let a script run before terminating the script and writing an
event to the Windows Event Log, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptTimeout:timeSpan

The variable timeSpan  represents the maximum time (hh:mm:ss) that an ASP request can run before an event is
written to the Windows Event Log. The default value is 00:01:30 .

To specify the maximum number of worker threads per processor that ASP can create, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /processorThreadMax:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of worker threads per processor that ASP can create. The
default value is 25 .

To define how dates, times, and currencies are formatted for an ASP application, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /lcid:int

The variable int  represents the default locale identifier for an ASP application. The default value is 0 .

To enable or disable automatic restart of ASP applications whenever a configuration setting is changed, use the
following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableApplicationRestart:true|false

A value of true  enables ASP applications to be automatically restarted whenever a configuration setting is
changed. The default value is true .

To enable or disable ASP to calculate and store the line number of each executed line of code to provide the
number in an error report, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /calLineNumber:true|false

A value of true  enables line number calculation and storage. The default value is true .

To enable or disable ASP pages to catch exceptions thrown by COM components, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /exceptionCatchEnable:true|false

A value of true  enables COM component exception trapping. If set to false , the Microsoft Script Debugger
tool does not catch exceptions sent by the component that you are debugging. The default value is true .

To enable or disable client-side debugging, use the following syntax:



Enable or disable log error requestsEnable or disable log error requests

Enable or disable Windows event logging of ASP errorsEnable or disable Windows event logging of ASP errors

Run On End Functions AnonymouslyRun On End Functions Anonymously

Specify script error messageSpecify script error message

Enable or disable sending errors to the browserEnable or disable sending errors to the browser

Specify default script languageSpecify default script language

Specify cache directory pathSpecify cache directory path

appcmd set config /section:asp /appAllowClientDebug:true|false

A value of true  enables client-side debugging. The default value is false .

To enable or disable the writing of ASP errors to the application section of the Windows event log, use the
following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /logErrorRequests:true|false

A value of true  enables log error requests. By default, ASP errors are written to the client browser and the IIS
logs. The default value is true .

To enable or disable ASP debugging on the server, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /appAllowDebugging:true|false

A value of true  enables server-side debugging for ASP applications. The default value is false .

To enable or disable SessionOnEnd  and ApplicationOnEnd  global ASP functions to run as the anonymous user, use
the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /runOnEndAnonymously:true|false

A value of true  enables SessionOnEnd  and ApplicationOnEnd  global ASP functions to run as the anonymous
user. The default value is true .

To specify the error message to send to the browser if specific debugging errors are not sent to the client, use the
following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptErrorMessage:string

The variable string  represents the error message that is sent to the browser when specific debugging errors are
not sent to the client. The default value is "An error occurred on the server when processing the URL. Please
contact the system administrator".

To enable or disable the writing of debugging specifics (file name, error, line number, and description) to the client
browser in addition to logging them to the Windows event log, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptErrorSentToBrowser:true|false

A value of true  enables the writing of debugging specifics to the client browser. The default value is false .

To specify the default script language for all ASP applications that are running on the web server, use the
following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptLanguage:string

The variable string  represents the default script language. The default value is VBScript .

To specify the name of the directory where ASP stores compiled ASP templates when the in-memory cache
overflows, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /diskTemplateCacheDirectory:string

The variable string  represents the cache directory path. The default value is 



Enable or disable type library cachingEnable or disable type library caching

Set maximum number of compiled ASP templates to storeSet maximum number of compiled ASP templates to store

Set maximum number of compiled ASP templates to storeSet maximum number of compiled ASP templates to store

Set maximum number of scripting engines to cacheSet maximum number of scripting engines to cache

Enable or disable COM+ side-by-side assembliesEnable or disable COM+ side-by-side assemblies

Enable or disable COM+ trackerEnable or disable COM+ tracker

Enable or disable multithreaded environmentsEnable or disable multithreaded environments

Enable or disable thread model checkingEnable or disable thread model checking

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\ASP Compiled Templates .

To enable or disable the caching of type libraries, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableTypelibCache:true|false

A value of true  enables the caching of type libraries. The default value is true .

To set the maximum number of compiled ASP templates that can be stored, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /maxDiskTemplateCacheFiles:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of compiled ASP templates to store. The default value is 
2000 .

To set the maximum number of precompiled script files to cache, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptFileCacheSize:int

The variable int  represents the number of precompiled script files to cache. If set to 0, no script files are cached.
If set to 4294967295 , all requested script files are cached. The default value is 500 .

To set the maximum number of scripting engines that ASP pages keep cached in memory, use the following
syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /scriptEngineCacheMax:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of scripting engines that are cached. The default value is 250 .

To enable or disable side-by-side COM+ assemblies, which allow ASP applications to specify which version of a
system DLL or classic COM component to use, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /appServiceFlags:true|false

A value of true  enables COM+ side-by-side assemblies. The default value is false .

To enable or disable COM+ tracker, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /enableTypelibCache:true|false

A value of true  enables COM+ tracker, which lets administrators or developers debug ASP applications. The
default value is false .

To enable or disable ASP to run in a multithreaded environment, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /executeInMta:true|false

A value of true  enables ASP to run in a multithreaded environment. The default value is false .

To enable or disable whether IIS checks the threading model of any component that your application creates, use
the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /trackThreadingModel:true|false

A value of true  enables thread model checking. The default value is false .



Specify COM+ partition IDSpecify COM+ partition ID

NOTENOTE

Specify COM+ applicationSpecify COM+ application

NOTENOTE

Enable or disable COM+ partitioningEnable or disable COM+ partitioning

NOTENOTE

Enable or disable session stateEnable or disable session state

Set maximum number of concurrent sessionsSet maximum number of concurrent sessions

Enable or disable secure session IDEnable or disable secure session ID

Set session time-outSet session time-out

To specify the Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) of the COM+ partition, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /partitionID:string

The variable string  represents the GUID of the COM+ partition. The default value is 
00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000 .

You must also set the appServiceFlags  flag to true .

To specify the name of the COM+ application, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /sxsName:string

The variable string  represents name of the COM+ application.

You must also set the appSeviceFlags  flag to true .

To enable or disable COM+ partitioning, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /appServiceFlags:true|false

A value of true  enables COM+ partitioning, which can be used to isolate applications in their own COM+
partition. The default value is false.

If set to true , you must also set a value for the partitionID  property.

To enable or disable session state persistence for an ASP application, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /allowSessionState:true|false

A value of true  enables session state persistence. The default value is true .

To set the maximum number of concurrent sessions that ASP allows, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /max:int

The variable int  represents the maximum number of concurrent sessions. The default value is -1 .

To enable or disable the sending of a session ID as a secure cookie if assigned over a secure session channel, use
the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /keepSessionIdSecure:true|false

A value of true  enables secure session ID. The default value is true .



Next Steps

See also

To specify the default time that a session object is maintained after the last request associated with the object is
made, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /timeout:timeSpan

The variable timeSpan  represents the maximum time (hh:mm:ss) that a session object is maintained after the last
request associated with the object is made. The default value is 00:20:00 .

 

Test your website thoroughly to ensure that it functions as expected. Then consider configuring the following
features:

To help you troubleshoot or optimize the performance of your web server, set up IIS logging. For instructions
see, Configure Logging in IIS.
To improve the security of your web server, configure request filtering. For instructions see, Configure Request
Filtering in IIS.

Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
Build a Static Website on IIS
Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build a PHP Website on IIS
Build an FTP Site on IIS
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
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Introduction

CGI, ISAPI, and FastCGI in IIS 6.0 and IIS 5.1
CGICGI

ISAPIISAPI

FastCGIFastCGI

by Ruslan Yakushev

From its first version, Internet Information Services (IIS) has supported Common Gateway Interface (CGI), which
is a standards-based protocol that allows information servers, such as IIS, to interface with external applications.
FastCGI was introduced to address the scalability shortcomings of CGI.

This article describes the shortcomings of earlier versions of CGI and defines the need for the FastCGI extension
for IIS 6.0. This article also describes the configuration settings for the FastCGI extension.

CGI is a protocol that allows information servers to interface with external applications. Because HTTP is stateless,
any requests that are made over HTTP create a new instance of the external application in a new operating system
process.

Within the new process, the stdin handle is remapped so that it receives request data from the client, the stdout
handle is remapped so that it writes response data to the client, and the command line and operating system
environment variables are set to provide other server and request information to the CGI process.

The disadvantage with CGI on IIS is the relatively expensive process creation on Windows operating systems.
Every HTTP request creates a new process, performs the work inside the CGI application, and shuts down the
process. On operating systems with light-weight process creation, performance is bound by the work that is
completed inside the CGI application. On operating systems where process creation is expensive, such as
Windows, performance of the CGI application is bound by spinning up the new process. This is the reason why
CGI has performed well on a Unix-based platform, but has not been recommended for IIS.

Despite the disadvantage of CGI on Windows, IIS is capable of keeping up with, and often surpassing, the
performance of other Web servers. The reason for this is Internet Server Application Programming Interface
(ISAPI). Unlike CGI, ISAPI is completely internal to the Web server process. When a new request is made for an
ISAPI application, a new process is not created. Instead, the Web server calls an entry point in a DLL that is loaded
into the Web server process. If the ISAPI application is written with an understanding of how the operating system
threading model works, the performance is extremely fast.

For many years, PHP has run on IIS through both ISAPI and CGI implementations. However, both
implementations have disadvantages when running on IIS. As with all CGI applications, the CGI implementation of
PHP has a disadvantage due to the performance characteristics of process creation on the Windows OS. The
ISAPI implementation has a disadvantage due to threading issues.

When PHP runs as an ISAPI, it runs inside the Web server process in a highly multi-threaded environment. While
the PHP implementation is thread-safe, many popular extensions to PHP are not thread-safe. If you use a non-
thread-safe extension to PHP with ISAPI, the server can become unstable. Hence, many applications cannot run in
the ISAPI PHP implementation, while other applications can run well in this environment.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/configuring-the-fastcgi-extension-for-iis-60.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://www.w3.org/CGI/
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FastCGI offers a solution that delivers both performance and stability. FastCGI allows the host CGI process to
remain alive after one request finishes so that the process can be reused for another request. Since the process can
be reused many times, the cost of process creation on the Windows OS is no longer an issue.

The technical difference between normal CGI and FastCGI is that FastCGI has a layer in the process that maps the
FastCGI protocol into the stdin, stdout and other resources that CGI uses. Many third-party libraries can be linked
into existing CGI source code with minor modifications to make them work with FastCGI.

FastCGI on IIS runs on top of ISAPI and can be broken down into the following parts: applications, the application
manager, and the FastCGI protocol support code.

Because Web servers handle multiple, concurrent requests, a pool of processes must be available and ready to
handle incoming requests. In the FastCGI handler, this pool of processes is called an application (to avoid confusion
with IIS applications, this article uses the term "process pool"). There are a number of properties of a process pool
that you can manage. For example, you can specify the number of processes in the pool, or the number of requests
that a process is allowed to accept before it is shut down and recycled.

The FastCGI handler supports multiple process pools so that you can run more than one kind of FastCGI on a
single server. For example, you can configure your server to support both PHP and Ruby on Rails. If you have
multiple sites on your server and do not want requests for those sites to share the same processes, you can have
the site processes run as different users. The part of the server that handles multiple process pools is called the
application manager.

To route requests to the FastCGI handler, you must associate the FastCGI handler with IIS. In IIS 6.0 and IIS 5.1,
you can do this by using an IIS configuration setting called a "script map." Script maps are used to associate file
extensions with the ISAPI handler that executes when that file type is requested. The script map also has an
optional setting that verifies that the physical file associated with the request exists before allowing the request to
be processed. For security reasons, this is the default setting.

However, you might want to allow a request to be processed that is not associated with a physical file. The ISAPI
extension that contains the FastCGI handler is called fcgiext.dll. To configure the FastCGI handler to accept PHP
requests, you must create a new script map that associates the ".php" extension with fcgiext.dll. For Ruby on Rails,
you must map the ".rb" extension to fcgiext.dll and so on. In IIS 6.0 it is also possible to use a wildcard character in
the script map. In this situation, all requests are routed to a single ISAPI extension. If you create a wildcard script
map for fcgiext.dll, all requests go to FastCGI, regardless of the file extension that is requested.

To create a script map for the FastCGI handler on IIS 6.0 and IIS 5.1:

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. Double-click the machine icon for the local computer.
3. Right-click Web Sites and then click Properties.
4. Click the Home Directory tab.
5. Click the Configuration… button.
6. Click the Add… button.
7. Browse to %WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\  and select fcgiext.dll as the executable file.

> [!NOTE] > If you are using a 64-bit platform in WOW mode, you must use the fcgiext.dll file that is located in
the %WINDIR%\SysWOW64\inetsrv  path.

8. In the Extension text box, enter .php (or another extension that is specific to your FastCGI application).
9. Under Verbs, in the Limit to text box, enter GET,HEAD,POST.

10. Select the Script engine and Verify that file exists check boxes.



FCGIEXT.iniFCGIEXT.ini

[types]
abc=Application 1
def:/lm/w3svc/1701187997/root/app1=Application 2
*:/lm/w3svc/1701187997/root/app1=Application 3
def:1701187997=Application 4
*:1701187997=Application 5
def=Application 6
*=Application 7

11. Click OK.

The configuration for FastCGI is a collection of one or more applications. A FastCGI application consists of a pool
of processes that each handle HTTP requests. Each process in the pool handles one request at a time. After each
request, the process is returned to the pool to await another request. Each application is required to have its own
section in the configuration file to specify its behavior.

The main section of the fcgiext.ini file is the [types] section. This section associates file extensions from the URL
with FastCGI applications.

The general syntax is as follows:

The above example consists of seven mappings that are mapped as follows:

The file extension "abc" is associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 1".
The file extension "def" is associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 2", but only for requests
that are made to the application /app1 under the site with the numeric identifier of "1701187997". Note that
application-specific mappings override site, extension-specific mappings.
Requests to the application /app1 under the Web site with the identifier of "1701187997" and with a file
extension other than "def" are associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 3".
The file extension "def" is associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 4", but only for requests
that are made to the applications other than /app1 under the Web site with the numeric identifier of
"1701187997". Note that site-specific mappings override non-site-specific mappings.
Requests to the applications other than /app1 under the Web site with the identifier of "1701187997" and with
file extensions other than "def" are associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 5".
The file extension "def" is associated with the FastCGI application named "Application 6" for requests that are
not for sites with the numeric identifier of "1701187997".
Requests with a file extension that does not have a specific mapping are associated with the FastCGI application
named "Application 7".

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/configuring-the-fastcgi-extension-for-iis-60/_static/image1.png
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FastCGI Application SettingsFastCGI Application Settings

EnvironmentVars=VARIABLE1:10000,VARIABLE2:20000

EnvironmentVars=VARIABLE1:"C://PHP",VARIABLE2="1/,2/,3"

Application names are ASCII and should generally contain only alphanumeric characters. Space characters are allowed.
Application names are not case sensitive.

Multiple mappings can be associated with the same FastCGI application.

The FastCGI extension has a set of configuration settings that controls the behavior of FastCGI processes that are
associated with the FastCGI process pool. This section lists all the settings that are supported by FastCGI and their
format:

ExePath - The physical path to the process executable to use in the pool.
Arguments - Arguments to pass to each process in the pool at start time. This setting is optional.
EnvironmentVars – Environment variables that are set for the process executable associated with this pool. This
setting uses the following format:

EnvironmentVars=Name:Value,Name:Value,…,Name:Value

Example:

If the environment variable value contains a space character, then enclose the value in quotes. If the environment
variable value contains a comma character, then this character is escaped with "/". Similarly, if the environment
variable value contains "/", then this character should be escaped as well.

Example:

Protocol – This setting specifies the protocol to use to communicate with the FastCGI process. The allowed
values are 'NamedPipe' and 'Tcp'. If not specified, the default value is 'NamedPipe'.
QueueLength – This setting specifies the maximum number of requests to this application's process pool that
are queued before the FastCGI handler starts returning errors to clients, indicating that the application is too
busy. If not specified, the default value is 1000.
MaxInstances – This is the highest number of process instances allowed in the process pool. Note that the
FastCGI handler will not create this number of processes unless they are needed. If your application never
receives more than two concurrent requests, your application only creates two processes. The default is 0,
which means that the number of process instances will be adjusted automatically based on available memory
and current CPU usage .
InstanceMaxRequests – This is the number of requests that are sent to a process in the pool before it is shut
down and recycled. The default value is 1000.
IdleTimeout – This is the number of seconds that a process can remain idle without working on a request
before it shuts down. The default is 300 seconds.
ActivityTimeout – This is the number of seconds that the FastCGI handler waits for I/O activity from a process
before it is terminated. The default is 30 seconds.
RequestTimeout – This is the maximum amount of time that a FastCGI process is allowed to handle a request



Using UTF-8 Encoding for Server VariablesUsing UTF-8 Encoding for Server Variables

before it is terminated. The default value is 90 seconds.
ResponseBufferLimit – Data from FastCGI processes is buffered before being returned to the client as
responses. This property specifies the amount of response data, in bytes, that is buffered for requests to this
application. This buffer is flushed to the client once it is full, or when the response is complete, whichever occurs
first. If not specified, the default value is 4194304 (4MB).
FlushNamedPipe – There are some cases where a FastCGI application might not read all of the data from the
named pipe that communicates with the Web server. If this happens, the Web server waits for a read that is not
coming, causing a deadlock on that member of the process pool. This most often happens in the case where the
FastCGI process abnormally exits. For instance, the process may have an internal notion of the maximum
number of requests that it can handle that is less than the InstanceMaxRequests setting. Setting
FlushNamedPipe to 1 will cause FastCGI to flush data that might lead to this condition. The default value is 0.
UnhealthyOnQueueFull – If the value is 1, the worker process that is hosting is flagged to IIS as unhealthy any
time that the application's request queue is filled. IIS checks health whenever it does a ping to the worker
process. If that worker process has been flagged as unhealthy, it (along with everything it is hosting) will be
recycled. If not specified, the default value is 0.
MonitorChangesTo - This property specifies the path to a file, changes to which will trigger a recycle of FastCGI
executables that are running for this FastCGI process pool. If the value of this property is blank, file change
monitoring is disabled. The path to a file can be absolute or relative to the folder in which the FastCGI process
(as specified by ExePath) is present. If not specified, the default value is blank.

MaxInstances - This setting dictates the maximum number of FastCGI processes that can be launched for each
application pool. This value is also equal to the maximum number of requests that can be processed
simultaneously, since one process handles only one request at a time. This setting existed in the FastCGI
Extension v1.0; however, with FastCGI Extension v1.5, the value can be set to 0, which will turn on automatic
adjustment of the maximum number of instances. When the value is set to 0, the FastCGI extension will
constantly analyze current CPU load and memory availability and, based on that, will increase or decrease the
number of FastCGI process instances that are running at the same time.
SignalBeforeTerminateSeconds - This setting specifies the number of seconds to elapse after setting the
shutdown event and before calling TerminateProcess, thereby forcibly terminating the process. The default
value is 0, which means that the event is not set and the FastCGI processes can be terminated abruptly at any
time. If this value is greater than 0, the FastCGI process will create an event that is inherited by the child
process. The value of this event's handle is set as the environment variable _FCGI_SHUTDOWN_EVENT_. The
name of the named pipe, which is used to communicate with the process, is stored in the environment variable
_FCGI_X_PIPE_.
ActivityTimeout - This is the number of seconds that the FastCGI handler waits for I/O activity from a process
before it is terminated. This setting existed in the FastCGI Extension v1.0, but in v1.5 its default value has been
increased from 30 seconds to 70 seconds.

StderrMode - This setting specifies how content that is received on stderr is handled. The allowed values
are:

'ReturnStderrIn500' - The FastCGI extension will set the response status code to 500 and send
whatever was received on the stderr stream as a response. This is the same behavior as in the FastCGI
Extension v1.0.
'ReturnGeneric500' - The FastCGI extension will set the response status code to 500, but will return a
generic 500 response.
'IgnoreAndReturn200' - Data on stderr is completely ignored and the FastCGI extension will send
what was received on stdout as a response, with the status code 200.
'TerminateProcess' - The FastCGI extension will terminate the FastCGI process as soon as it returns
anything on stderr. A generic response with the status code 500 will be sent to the HTTP client.

If this setting is not specified, the default value is 'ReturnStderrIn500'.

 



reg add HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\w3svc\Parameters /v FastCGIUtf8ServerVariables /t 
REG_MULTI_SZ /d REQUEST_URI\0PATH_INFO

Using the FastCGI Configuration Script

Adding a New FastCGI MappingAdding a New FastCGI Mapping

>cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP" -extension:php -path:"C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe"

>cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP" -extension:php -path:"C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" –site:1

By default, the FastCGI extension uses ASCII encoding when setting server variables that are used by PHP. When
the requested URL contains non-ASCII characters, server variables that derive their values from the requested
URL string may be set incorrectly. PHP applications that rely on those server variables may not work as a result.

To prevent this, the FastCGI extension can be configured to use UTF-8 encoding when setting server variables. To
configure FastCGI to use UTF-8 encoding for a particular set of server variables, use the REG_MULTI_SZ registry
key FastCGIUtf8ServerVariables and set its value to a list of server variable names. For example:

The above example configures the FastCGI extension to use UTF-8 encoding when setting the REQUEST_URI and
PATH_INFO server variables.

After setting the registry key, restart IIS by using the iisreset command.

Warning: Using UTF-8 encoding for server variables may affect how PHP core and PHP applications work. Make
sure to verify that applications work as expected after the registry key has been changed.

To simplify and automate the configuration steps that are described in the previous sections, a configuration script
(fcgiconfig.js) is provided with the installation of the FastCGI extension. The script is located in 
%WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv . This script adds and removes script maps and modifies application pool settings in the

fcgiext.ini file.

To add a new FastCGI mapping, run the script fcgiconfig.js with the –add switch. When using this switch, you must
provide the following parameters:

-section:<Section name>. This parameter specifies the name of the section that will be added to the
fcgiext.ini file in the [Types] block.
-extension:<file extension>. This parameter specifies which file extensions are associated with this section.
-path:<file path to CGI executable>. This parameter specifies the absolute file path to the CGI executable
that processes requests for files with the extension that is specified in the –extension parameter.
-site:<site id>. This optional parameter specifies to which site the section should be added. If not specified, the
section is added to all sites on your Web server.
-application:"/w3svc/<siteid>/root/<appname>"
-norecycle. By default, the configuration script recycles all application pools on IIS 6.0 for configuration
changes to take effect. This optional parameter prevents this recycling.

Examples:

The above example adds a script map for the .php extension and updates the fcgiext.ini file.

As an option, you can specify to which site the script map is applied:

This example adds a script map to the "Default Web Site" only.

Also, you can specify to which application the script map is applied:



>cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP" -extension:php -path:"C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" -
application:"/w3svc/1/root/app1"

Removing an Existing FastCGI MappingRemoving an Existing FastCGI Mapping

>cscript fcgiconfig.js -remove -section:"PHP"

Configuring an Existing FastCGI MappingConfiguring an Existing FastCGI Mapping

>cscript fcgiconfig.js -set -section:"PHP" –InstanceMaxRequests:10000

To remove an existing FastCGI mapping, run the script fcgiconfig.js with the –remove switch. When using this
switch, you must provide the following parameters:

-section:<Section name>. This parameter specifies the name of the section that will be removed from the
fcgiext.ini file in the [Types] block.
-norecycle. By default, the configuration script recycles all application pools on IIS 6.0 for configuration
changes to take effect. This optional parameter prevents this recycling.

This example removes the FastCGI mapping for PHP applications:

You can use the configuration script to set all the FastCGI configuration properties that are described earlier in this
article. To set the configuration properties, use the –set switch. When using this switch, you must provide the
following parameters:

-section:<Section name>. This parameter specifies the name of the section to which the configuration
change will be applied.
-<Parameter Name>:<Parameter Value>. This parameter specifies the name of the parameter to change
and its new value. The complete list of possible parameters is found in the section "Application Pool Settings".
-norecycle. By default, the configuration script recycles all application pools on IIS 6.0 for configuration
changes to take effect. This optional parameter prevents this recycling.

This example sets the FastCGI process pool configuration property InstanceMaxRequests for the "PHP" section:
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FastCGI support in Windows Vista

Getting More Information

by Ruslan Yakushev

Microsoft IIS 7.0 for Windows Vista SP1 now includes a built-in FastCGI component. To get detailed information
on how to use FastCGI component to host PHP applications on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Vista SP1
refer to this article.

 IIS7.0 included in Windows Vista (not SP1) does not include FastCGI component. In order to get FastCGI
support on IIS7.0 in Windows Vista it is necessary to upgrade to Vista SP1.

To discuss the FastCGI Support for IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS 6 FastCGI forum
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forum

To see a list of known issues with FastCGI in IIS, see known issues.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, see:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/installing-php-on-windows-vista-with-fastcgi.md
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Set Up a SQL Server Database from Microsoft SQL Server
Management Studio Express

USE [master]
GO

CREATE DATABASE my_DB
GO

CREATE LOGIN [my_DBuser] 
WITH PASSWORD=N'pass@word1',
     DEFAULT_DATABASE=[my_DB],
     CHECK_EXPIRATION=OFF,
     CHECK_POLICY=OFF
GO

USE [my_DB]
GO

CREATE USER [my_DBuser] FOR LOGIN [my_DBuser] WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]

by Eric Woersching

SQL Server is a database built and supported by Microsoft. Many PHP applications support SQL Server as their
back end data repository. These instructions assume that you already have SQL Server installed and running. For
this walkthrough, we used SQL Server® 2005. You can also use MySQL, SQL Server® Express or others.

Before starting the install, create a database on your database server. Also create a user and grant this user
ownership permission to the database. If you are using SQL Server 2005, then open Microsoft SQL Server
Management Studio and click "New Query" button. Enter the following script into the query window (this script
creates the database and user).

In addition, grant the newly created user the db_owner permissions to my_DB database:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/setting-up-a-database-for-a-php-application-on-iis.md


Setup a MySQL Database from the Command Line

c:\> mysql  -u root -p

mysql>CREATE DATABASE my_DB;

mysql> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON my_DB.* TO 'my_DBuser'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'my_DBpass';

MySQL is a popular database supported by most PHP applications as their back end data repository. These
instructions assume that you already have MySQL installed and running.

Before starting the installation procedure for your PHP application, create a database on your server. Also create
a database user and grant this user ownership permission to the database. First, log on to your MySQL server
with a command similar to the following (you must log on with an account with admin privileges; in our case
'root'):

You then must provide the password to your root or admin account on the MySQL server.

Next, create a database for the your application at the MySQL prompt after logging in:

To create the database, download the MySql GUI-Tools from: http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/gui-
tools/5.0.html. Then you can create the database using a simple "create database cslh" command using the
MySQL Query Browser.

Next, create the account that will be used with your PHP application to access this particular database:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/setting-up-a-database-for-a-php-application-on-iis/_static/image1.jpg
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This command creates the account, sets the password, and sets the privileges all in one line:

GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON my_DB.\* - This statement says to allow all privileges for the account but
only for the 'my_DB' database and all of its tables.
TO 'my_DBuser'@'%' - This statement specifies the account name and which machines can login with this
account. In this case, 'my_DBuser' is the name of the account that will be created and '%' means that you can
login to the account from anywhere. If '%' was replaced with localhost or a specific IP address you could only
login to the database from that location.
IDENTIFIED BY 'my_DBpass'; - This statement sets the password for the account to 'my_DBpass' and ends
the entire command with a semi-colon.

Refer to the MySQL documentation for more complete information on managing user accounts and privileges.
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Introduction

Install FastCGI Support

Install PHP on IIS 7 and Above

by IIS Team

FastCGI is a language-independent, scalable, open extension to Common Gateway Interface (CGI) that improves
performance. The FastCGI extension is installable onto Server Core and enables application frameworks such as
PHP to achieve improved performance and stability on Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above.
Installing FastCGI when hosting PHP applications is very strongly recommended. In this example, we install
FastCGI support to prepare the server to host our PHP application.

Start /w ocsetup IIS-WebServerRole

Start /w ocsetup IIS-CGI

AppCmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='d:\php\php-cgi.exe']

AppCmd set config /section:system.webServer/handlers /+[name='PHP-
FastCGI',path='*.php',verb='*',modules='FastCgiModule',scriptProcessor='d:\php\php-
cgi.exe',resourceType='Either']

4. Depending on the PHP installation location, paths to executables on the hard disk may require updates. Note
that the AppCmd.exe example commands above assume that PHP installation is in the D:\PHP directory.

1. To install FastCGI and Static Content Web Server support, type the following text into the Server Core
system's command line, and then press ENTER:

2. Type the following text into the Server Core system's command line and press ENTER:

3. AppCmd.exe is the command-line tool included with IIS. AppCmd.exe can be found in the 
%WinDir%\System32\InetSrv  directory. Use AppCmd.exe commands to create the PHP/FastCGI handler

mapping from the Server Core's command line (note that this is case sensitive):

1. Download the latest PHP release.
2. In the section titled "Windows Binaries," select the archive with the .zip file extension. Note that the Server

Core lacks a graphical user interface (GUI), and has no Web browser.
3. Uncompress the archive's contents to a location accessible by the Server Core system, which is likely to be a

network file share.

%SystemDrive%\PHP

4. Create a directory in which to copy the uncompressed files, for example:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-php-and-fastcgi-support-on-server-core.md
http://www.php.net/downloads.php


Test the PHP Configuration

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

5. Copy the entire contents of the PHP archive you uncompressed previously into the %SystemDrive%\PHP

directory.

rename %SystemDrive%\PHP\PHP.INI-Recommended %SystemDrive%\PHP\PHP.INI

6. Execute the following command:

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

2. Save the file as phpinfo.php to c:\inetpub\wwwroot\ .
3. From a connected computer, open a browser window, and go to http://%systemhost%/phpinfo.php .

1. From the command line, start Notepad.exe. In the empty file, type or paste the following text:

4. A page appears showing the PHP configuration.

Figure 1: PHP page

This article updates IIS 7.0 and Above on Server Core by Tobin Titus, published on September 11, 2009.

Setting Up FastCGI for PHP
Videocast: Using IIS 7 and Above with Windows Server Core
Installing PHP on Windows Vista® with FastCGI
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 6.0
Configuring FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0
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Introduction

Install MySQL Server on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server
2008 R2

Configure a MySQL Instance

by Ruslan Yakushev

While Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 is the recommended database to use when hosting PHP applications on an
Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above Web server, you can also use MySQL as the database. Currently,
many popular PHP applications use MySQL Server for data storage. Using MySQL requires hosting providers to
include MySQL database support with the hosting packages.

MySQL cannot currently be installed with the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI). This article provides
guidance for installing MySQL manually.

It is recommended that you install MySQL on a dedicated server rather than installing MySQL on the same server
that is running IIS. The separation of database server and Web server makes overall installation more secure and
manageable and avoids resource contentions between the database and Web server processes.

1. Download MySQL Community Server. We recommend downloading Windows® Installer.
2. Start Windows Installer, or extract all the files from the archive, and then start Setup.exe.
3. You can use a Typical Setup or customize the installation to suit your needs.
4. Once the installation wizard is completed, it is recommended that you leave the Configure the MySQL

Server now check box selected.

1. Run the MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard, and then choose the configurations options
that most closely match your environment.
For more information, see the Server Instance Configuration Wizard.
Best practice recommendations are as follows:

Click Next in the Instance Configuration Wizard.
Select Detailed Configuration, and then click Next.
Select a server type that best suits your environment. It is recommended to set up a separate MySQL
server ; when prompted to select a server type, select Dedicated MySQL Server Machine, and then
click Next.
Select a database option, and then click Next.

Select either the Multifunctional Database or Transactional Database Only options if you
are using the InnoDB storage engine or the high-speed MyISAM storage engine (for example, if
the Web applications on your server require multi-statement transactions, advanced isolation
levels and row-level locking, foreign key constraints, or atomic, consistent, isolated, and durable
[ACID] features). These options provides fully ACID transactional capabilities, but at the cost of
more aggressive usage of disk space and memory.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-and-configure-mysql-for-php-applications-on-iis-7-and-above.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/mysql-config-wizard.html


Secure MySQLSecure MySQL
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You may adjust networking settings to suit your environment or accept defaults, and then click Next.
Select the default character set that best suits you, and then click Next.
We recommend enabling both Windows options here. Select both check boxes, and then click Next.
Type the password you want to use for the root account, and then click Next.
Click Execute to apply your settings.
Click Finish to close the wizard.

Otherwise, use the Non-Transactional Database Only option, which is optimized for high-
performance SELECT operations. It has low overhead, in terms of memory usage and disk
utilization, but at the cost of not supporting transactions.

Choose the option that sets the number of concurrent connections you need.

Connections require memory; if the number you choose is too big, your server may not have enough
memory.

2. For PHP to work with MySQL, it is necessary to perform the following modifications to the Php.ini file:

Confirm that the extension_dir points to the folder where all PHP loadable extensions are located,
frequently in the Ext folder (for example, extension_dir=".\ext").
Enable dynamic extension for MySQL by uncommenting the corresponding line for the MySQL
extension: extension=php_mysql.dll
c. Save and close the Php.ini file.

1. Remove the anonymous database account (if it exists). Open the MySQL command prompt by clicking Start ->
All Programs -> MySQL -> MySQL Server 5.1 -> MySQL Command Line Client:

2. Enter the password for the root account.

mysql> use mysql;
Database changed
mysql> DELETE FROM user WHERE user = '';
Query OK, 2 rows affected (0.03 sec)
mysql> FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.05 sec)

mysql> use mysql;
Database changed
mysql> DELETE FROM user WHERE user = 'root' AND host = '%';
Query OK, 2 rows affected (0.03 sec) 
mysql> FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.05 sec)

3. Once logged on to MySQL, use the following sequence of commands:

4. Next, restrict the root account to log on only from localhost. Open a MySQL command prompt, and use the
following sequence of commands:

5. Change the name of the root user with the following sequence of commands from the command prompt:



Provision the User and Database

Configure PHP to Access MySQL

mysql> USE mysql;
Database changed
mysql> UPDATE user SET user='johndoe' WHERE user='root';
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.19 sec)
Rows matched: 1  Changed: 1  Warnings: 0
mysql> FLUSH PRIVILEGES;
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.23 sec)

mysql>CREATE USER ‘some_username’  IDENTIFIED BY ‘some_password’;
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec)

mysql>CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS some_database_name;
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec)

mysql>   GRANT ALTER,
      -> ALTER ROUTINE,
      -> CREATE,
      -> CREATE ROUTINE,
      -> CREATE TEMPORARY TABLES,
      -> CREATE VIEW,
      -> DELETE,
      -> DROP,
      -> EXECUTE,
      -> INDEX,
      -> INSERT,
      -> LOCK TABLES,
      -> SELECT,
      -> UPDATE,
      -> SHOW VIEW
      ON some_database_name.* TO 'some_username';

1. To provision a new user, type the following command from the MySQL command prompt:

2. The newly created user does not have any privileges on the MySQL server by default. To create a new
database, type the following command:

3. To grant access to this database for a particular user, type the following command:

1. Open the c:\php\php.ini  file with your favorite text editor.

extension=php_mysqli.dll
extension=php_mbstring.dll
extension=php_mcrypt.dll

3. Restart the IIS service by clicking on Start, selecting the Search Field, typing iisreset, and then pressing
ENTER.

2. Uncomment the following lines by removing the semicolon:

4. If all went well, you should see the mysqli section on the PHP information page created earlier
(http://localhost/phpinfo.php).

http://localhost/phpinfo.php


Best Practices for MySQL

Links for Further Information

Figure 1: The mysqli section on the PHP information page

Enable TCP/IP Networking — This is the default. Keep the TCP port that MySQL uses to listen at 3306. If
the database will be running on a separate system from the Web server, select the Add firewall exception for
this port check box.
Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH — This makes the MySQL utilities available from the command
prompt or from Windows PowerShell™.
Create an Anonymous Account — The default is to keep this disabled. Adding anonymous user support
may create a security risk for the database; additionally, enabling anonymous users causes the GRANT
statements used to set up database to be unreliable.

MySQL Server Web site.
Using the MySQL Installation Wizard.
Installing MySQL from a Noinstall Zip Archive.
MySQL Windows Installation.
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Overview

Downloading and Installing MySQL

by Ruslan Yakushev

This article provides a basic step by step guide on how to install and configure MySQL on the Windows Operating
System. For more detailed instructions about installing and configuring MySQL on Windows refer to the official
MySQL documentation.

The MySQL binaries and installer can be downloaded from the official MySQL site. The instructions in this article
are based on MySQL version 5.1 Community Edition installed with the Windows MSI installer.

Run the installer and choose the installation option. For a majority of the cases, the typical installation is sufficient:

However, if you want to control which components get installed or if you want to use a non-default installation
path then choose the "Custom" option.

When the installation is complete, make sure to check the box to "Configure the MySQL Server now". This will
launch the "MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard" that will guide you through the configuration process
for the MySQL instance.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/walkthrough-set-up-mysql-51-for-php-applications.md
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Configuring MySQL instance
Follow these steps in the "MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard" to optimize the MySQL configuration
for the kind of tasks you expect it to perform.

On the first page of the wizard choose "Detailed Configuration":

On the next page choose the server type option:
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Choose the "Database Usage" option:

The Database usage options control what kind of database storage engine is used on the server:

MyISAM – Optimized for high performance SELECT operations. It has low overhead in terms of memory
usage and disk utilization, but at the cost of not supporting transactions
InnoDB – Provides fully ACID transactional capabilities, but at the cost of more aggressive usage of disk space
and memory

For an in-depth comparison of these database engines, refer to MySQL Storage Engine Architecture. As a general
recommendation – if the web applications on your server require multi-statement transactions, advanced isolation
levels and row-level locking, foreign key constraints, or otherwise have a requirement for ACID features -- use
InnoDB. Otherwise, use MyISAM.

Next choose the number of concurrent connections to the server:
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On the next page choose networking options :

If you have mysql and web server on the same machine you may consider not enabling TCP/IP networking and
instead use named pipes. Note though that some PHP applications may require TCP connection to MySQL. Refer
to the application's documentation to confirm if it supports named pipes connection to MySQL.

Choose the default charset to use when creating new databases:
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Next ensure that MySQL will be configured as a Windows Service:

Optionally, you can add the MySQL Bin directory to the Windows PATH environment variable. That will make it
easier to launch MySQL tools from the command line.

Finally provide the password for the database administrative account, which in called "root" in MySQL. Make sure
that you leave the "Create an Anonymous Account" checkbox cleared:
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mysql -u root -p
Enter password: ******

Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 3
Server Version 5.1.32-community MySQL Community Server (GPL)
Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the buffer.
mysql>

On the next page click "Execute" to apply all the configuration settings and to start the MySQL service:

Now you can logon to MySQL by opening a command line window and typing:

If MySQL was configured correctly then the MySQL prompt will be shown:
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Introduction

System Requirements

Install the SQL Server Driver for PHP

by Tali Smith

The Microsoft® SQL Server® Driver for PHP is designed to enable reliable, scalable integration with SQL Server
for PHP applications deployed on the Windows® platform. The driver is a PHP extension that allows the reading
and writing of SQL Server data from within PHP scripts. It provides a procedural interface for accessing data in all
editions of SQL Server(including Express editions) and makes use of PHP features, including PHP streams, to read
and write large objects. The SQL Server Driver for PHP relies on the Microsoft SQL Server Native Client to
communicate with SQL Server.

The SQL Server Driver for PHP download is available to all SQL Server users at no additional charge. The most
current version of the driver, Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP 1.1, provides new capabilities for building PHP
applications, and the driver supports Microsoft® SQL Azure™ Database and PHP version 5.3, enabling developers
to build PHP applications with relational capabilities using the SQL Azure Database.SQL Server Driver for PHP 1.1
also includes support for UTF-8 and for scrollable results.

Microsoft provides support for the SQL Server Driver for PHP under its normal support methods. While the
source code for this driver has been made available on the CodePlex Web site, Microsoft supports only the signed
version of the driver from the Microsoft® Developer Network (MSDN®) download site.

The SQL Server Driver for PHP application programming interface (API) includes support for Windows
authentication, transactions, parameter binding, streaming, metadata access, and error handling. The SQL Server
Driver for PHP relies on the Microsoft® SQL Server® 2005 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver to handle
the low-level communication with SQL Server and is therefore only supported on the Windows operating system.

You need to ensure that the following are installed:

PHP 5.X.X. Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Native Client. You can download SQL Server Native Client from a
Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Feature Pack, at: https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?
familyid=B33D2C78-1059-4CE2-B80D-2343C099BCB4&displaylang=en%20
Any edition of SQL Server 2005 or SQL Server 2008.
A Web server configured to run PHP.

Supported operating systems:

Windows Server® 2008 R2 or Windows Server® 2008
Windows® 7, Windows Vista® Service Pack 1 (SP1), Windows® XP SP3
Windows Server® 2003 SP2, Windows® 2000 SP4

Perform the following steps to download and install the SQL Server Driver for PHP.

1. Download %SQLServerDriverForPHP.EXE to a temporary directory.
2. Double-click to run %SQLServerDriverForPHP.EXE.
3. Enter an installation directory when prompted. It is recommended that you extract the file to %ProgramFiles%

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-the-sql-server-driver-for-php.md
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Configure the Driver

Create a Connection to the Database

Links for Further Information

with the default directory Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP .
4. Double-click to open the SQLServerDriverForPHP.chm help file.
5. Install the Microsoft SQL Server Native Client from the link provided.
6. Copy the php_sqlsrv.dll and php_sqlsrv_ts.dll files to the C:\PHP\ext\  directory.

Extension=php_sqlsrv.dll

8. Click Start, and select the search field.
9. Type iisreset, and then press ENTER.

7. Open the C:\PHP\php.ini  file, and add the following line in the Extensions section:

1. Retrieve the driver's current configuration settings using the sqlsrv_get_config function.
2. Change the configuration settings using the sqlsrv_configure function, or set values for the configuration

settings in the php.ini file.
3. Ensure that the driver is loaded and verify the configuration settings by running a script that calls the

phpinfo() function:

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

b. Save the file as info.php in your Web server's root directory.
c. Open a browser, and go to http://localhost/info.php.

a. Open a text file, and copy the following code into it:

d. Scroll down the resulting page to find the sqlsrv section. Confirm that the driver is loaded and the
configuration settings are set to the default values (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: SQL Server configuration settings page

The sqlsrv_connect function is used to establish a connection to the server.

By default, the sqlsrv_connect function uses Windows authentication to establish a connection. In most scenarios,
this means that the Web server's process identity or thread identity (if the Web server is using impersonation) is
used to connect to the server, not a user's identity.

For more details on sqlsrv_connect, see: SQL Server Developer Center.

PHP on Windows Training Kit (August 2009).
Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP.
SQL Azure Team Blog.
SQL Server Driver for PHP 1.1 - October 2009.
Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP team blog.
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New SQL Server Driver for PHP Whitepaper.
SQL Server Driver for PHP example application.
php.net.
Accessing SQL Server Databases with PHP
Programming Tasks.
Introducing the SQL Server Driver for PHP.
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Introduction

Before You Begin

Enable FastCGI Support

by Tali Smith

Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above comes with extended support for application frameworks
through FastCGI, an open protocol supported by many open-source application frameworks that otherwise may
not support stable and high-performance native integration with IIS.FastCGI provides a high-performance
alternative to the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), a standard way for external applications to interface with Web
servers that has been supported as part of the IIS feature set since the first release.

For example, PHP traditionally runs on IIS either as an ISAPI extension or as a CGI program. CGI programs are
executables launched by the Web server to output dynamic information; CGI applications run in a separate process
that is created at the start of each request and terminated at the end. The "one process per request" model makes
CGI programs simple to implement but can limit efficiency and scalability. ISAPI extensions execute inside the IIS
worker process on multiple threads.

FastCGI lets a single, long-running process handle multiple user requests; it retains the simplicity of the CGI
programming model while eliminating much of the overhead. FastCGI addresses the performance issues inherent
in CGI by providing a mechanism to reuse a single process over and over again for many requests. Additionally,
FastCGI maintains compatibility with non-thread-safe libraries by providing a pool of reusable processes and
ensuring that each process handles only one request at a time.

The FastCGI module lets PHP developers get dramatically better performance, scalability, and reliability when
running on Windows® operating systems. The FastCGI module also enables easy integration with the new
features of IIS (such as the new output caching features) and with Microsoft® ASP.NET.

Windows Server® 2008 R2, Windows Server® 2008, Windows Vista®, or Windows® 7, and IIS 7 or above must
be installed.

1. Add the CGI role service by going to Server Manager > Roles > Add Role Services.
2. Under Application Development, select the CGI check box. This enables both the CGI and FastCGI services

(selecting CGI enables both CGI and FastCGI).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/enable-fastcgi-support-in-iis-7-on-windows-server-2008-windows-server-2008-r2-windows-vista-or-windows-7.md


Enable FastCGI Support in Windows 7 and Windows Vista SP1

Install the Update for FastCGI Module

Figure 1: Select Role Services page
3. Confirm the selections on the Confirm Installation Selection page, and then click Install.
4. The Installation Results page shows that the installation succeeded. Click Close.
5. The CGI role service appears under the IIS panel.

IIS 7.0 for Windows Vista® Service Pack 1 (SP1) includes a built-in FastCGI component. (Note that IIS 7.0
included in Windows Vista without SP1 does not include FastCGI component.) To get FastCGI support on IIS 7.0 in
Windows Vista, you must upgrade to Windows Vista SP1.

The steps to enable FastCGI in Windows 7 are similar.

1. Add the CGI role service by going to Control Panel > Programs and Features > Turn Windows
features on or off.

Figure 2: Windows Features page

The update for the IIS FastCGI module fixes several known compatibility issues with popular PHP applications.
Install the update from one of the following locations:
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Install the Administration Pack for IIS 7.0 and Above
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Links for Further Information

Update for Windows Server 2008
Update for Windows Server 2008 x64 Edition
Update for Windows Server 2008 for Itanium-based Systems
Update for Windows Vista SP1
Update for Windows Vista SP1 for x64 based Systems

This step is optional.

The IIS 7.0 Administration Pack adds to the set of management features that ship with IIS to include
Administration UI support for ASP.NET authorization, custom errors, FastCGI configuration, request filtering, and
much more. The Administration Pack also provides a generic configuration editor that is capable of setting any IIS
configuration setting and automatically generating scripts to make the task easily repeatable.

This article uses information from: "Using FasCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above" by Ruslan Yakushev,
published on December 5, 2007.

Enabling FastCGI on IIS 7.
Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=d0343911-1775-4aef-8c99-5f13862ac386&DisplayLang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/info.aspx?na=22&p=3&SrcDisplayLang=en&SrcCategoryId=&SrcFamilyId=&u=%2fdownloads%2fdetails.aspx%3fFamilyID%3d70278393-3291-4aa1-870b-0e9b0907bddf%26DisplayLang%3den
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https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/info.aspx?na=22&p=2&SrcDisplayLang=en&SrcCategoryId=&SrcFamilyId=&u=%2fdownloads%2fdetails.aspx%3fFamilyID%3d19600729-8470-4956-a276-200450d814bd%26DisplayLang%3den
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/info.aspx?na=22&p=4&SrcDisplayLang=en&SrcCategoryId=&SrcFamilyId=&u=%2fdownloads%2fdetails.aspx%3fFamilyID%3dc7066c3b-dcf7-4441-87bc-f7dcb51067d0%26DisplayLang%3den
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Introduction

Why Use SQL Server?

by Tali Smith

PHP is a widely used, easy-to-learn, open-source scripting language. Microsoft® SQL Server® is a powerful and
robust relational model database server that can handle terabytes of data. Together, PHP and SQL Server can be
used to create and support database-driven Web sites that can handle significant traffic and data.

Although you can install an instance of SQL Server on a computer that is running Internet Information Services 7
(IIS 7) or above, this is typically done only for small Web sites that have a single server computer. Most Web sites
have their middle-tier IIS systems on one server or cluster of servers and their databases on a separate server or
federation of servers.

To access a SQL Server database from within PHP scripts, you must have the SQL Server Driver for PHP, which
can be installed with the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI), or downloaded from here.

While it is possible to use MySQL as the database component, Microsoft offers a highly compelling solution for
the data requirements of PHP-based applications. With the advent of the SQL Server Driver for PHP, you can take
advantage of the efficient, reliable, and intelligent capabilities of Microsoft SQL Server.

Hosters and large Web properties need a manageable enterprise-class database solution to support:

Effective monitoring and management of Web customers.
Maximum server utilization for low-cost operations.
Flexible platform options for developers.
Consistently increasing scale-out needs.
Efficient management of large groups of servers.

SQL Server 2008 can meet these needs by providing enterprise-class availability and scalability and a low total
cost of ownership (TCO).

Increase scalability. Scale out with unlimited memory and database size, which helps hosting companies offer
support for multi-tenancy and customers with growing data needs. Scale out with support for up to four CPUs
to maximize the utilization of hardware resources.
Ensure availability. Help ensure availability by using log shipping to automatically back up data on separate
server s or keep multiple read servers online to better handle large amounts of Web traffic. One-way merge
and transactional replication provides enterprise-class data availability. Lower TCO. Help increase overall profit
margins through low monthly licensing costs, enhanced publishing tools for fast customer deployment, and
manageability tools for reduced administration. Businesses can take advantage of the low cost of Microsoft®
SQL Server® 2008 Web for their core enterprise installations.
Automate tasks and policies.
Use Policy-Based Management to define configuration policies and apply them to servers, databases, tables,
and other targets.
Use the performance data collector to identify problematic customer applications and pinpoint causes for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-and-configure-sql-server-2008-for-php-applications-on-iis-7-and-above.md
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=CCDF728B-1EA0-48A8-A84A-5052214CAAD9&displaylang=en


SQL Server Versions

Install SQL Server 2008 with Web PI

Install SQL Server 2008 Manually

performance degradation.
Use SQL Agent to reduce the amount of time spent on administrative tasks by scheduling and executing events
like server backups.
Streamline administration.
Use the service broker to distribute applications across your servers to help balance the load while the
applications seamlessly functions as a whole for easier scale out.
Use Windows PowerShell™ to automate server administration and application development more easily, giving
administrators a common scripting language across Windows®, IIS, and SQL Server to save time.
Use built-in business intelligence. Use basic SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services features to create unique
report layouts. The new visualization enhancements in Reporting Services further enrich the reports and
provide greater insight.
Take advantage of platform flexibility.
Use ADO.NET Data Services support to expose data through Web services using existing tools and processes.
This helps hosters support customers with mixed applications like ASP and PHP.
Use FTS (full text search) for fast and flexible indexing for keyword-based query of text stored in SQL Server for
enterprise search functionality.

SQL Server 2008 is available in several editions, including two editions that are free. Most applicable to Web
hosters are:

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Web.
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Web has been designed to provide a robust backend to Web systems. Its feature
set includes policy-based management tools, automated security policy enforcement, and performance data
collection tools. Although this edition can only address four CPUs, there are no limits on memory or database
size.
Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Express.
This free edition provides an entry-level database (4 GB in size) that is ideal for learning, developing and
powering desktop computers, Web and small server applications, and for redistribution by independent
software vendors (ISVs). Built on the SQL Server 2008 Database Engine, it supports stored procedures,
triggers, functions, and views, and it stores a variety of business data with native support for relational data,
XML, FILESTREAM, and spatial data. This edition can address one CPU and has a limit of 1 GB of memory.

For more information on SQL Server 2008 editions, see: Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Editions.

The fastest and easiest way to install a database component for a Windows-based PHP Web platform is by using
Web PI. Web PI can install the latest versions of SQL Server Express (a scaled-down, free edition of SQL Server,
which includes the core database engine) and the Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP with just a few clicks. You
can simply navigate to the "Web Platform" tab and select "SQL Server Express 2008 with Service Pack 1" under
the "Databases" customize link. Web PI can also install and set up IIS, FastCGI, and the latest version of PHP from
the php.net site.

Alternately, you can manually set up SQL Server as the database component of the Microsoft® Web Platform. The
SQL Server Installation Wizard is based on Windows® Installer. It provides a single feature tree for installation of
all SQL Server components, so that you do not have to install them individually. SQL Server 2008 can also be
installed from the command prompt or with a configuration file.

For instructions, see: How to: Install SQL Server 2008.

http://player.play.it/player/yahooplayer.html?v=4.7.124&ur=1&us=1&id=9238https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/editions.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143219.aspx


Links for Further Information
SQL 2008 for Hosters.
Hardware and Software Requirements for Installing SQL Server 2008.
Editions and Components of SQL Server 2008.
SQL Server 2008 home page.
SQL Server Developer Center library.
SQL Server Best Practices.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143506.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms144275.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/default.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb545450.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sqlserver/bb671430.aspx
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Introduction

Install PHP

Windows InstallerWindows Installer

Zip File InstallationZip File Installation

by Tali Smith

The fastest and easiest way to install PHP on Internet Information Services (IIS) is by using the Microsoft® Web
Platform Installer (Web PI). Web PI completely automates setting up IIS, FastCGI, and the latest version of PHP
from the php.net Web site. With Web PI, you can navigate to the "Web Platform" tab and select "PHP" under
"Framework and Runtimes" customize link. Alternately, use the instructions that follow as guidance for installing
PHP with Windows® Installer or using a compressed (Zip) file installation.

There are two builds for each PHP version: one is thread-safe, and one is not (referred to as the non-thread-safe
[NTS] version). The thread-safe version is designed for environments where the Web server core can keep the PHP
engine in memory, running multiple treads of execution for different Web requests simultaneously. The
architecture of IIS and the FastCGI extension provide an isolation model that keeps requests separate, removing
the need for a thread-safe version. The NTS version does not have any of the code that allows PHP to manage
multiple threads. As a result, there is a performance improvement on IIS when using the NTS version when
compared to the tread-safe version because the NTS version avoids unnecessary thread-safety checks (FastCGI
ensures a single-threaded execution environment).

There are two main ways to install PHP on a Windows®-based computer: download the Windows Installer or use
the Windows Zip file from the PHP Web site. Either method will get PHP working, but both have some extra steps
that are needed to make PHP work well.

The Windows Installer version can get a complete PHP environment up and running, but the installation of
extensions can be confusing. By default, no extensions are installed, and this can adversely affect the usefulness of
the PHP installation. Alternately, all of the extensions can be installed; this results in an unstable system because
some of the extensions can conflict with others. It is generally easier to use the Zip file installation.

To use the Zip file installation, follow the instructions in Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and
Above. The Zip file installation installs many of the extensions that are available for the Windows Installer version;
however, none of the extensions are enabled until their entries in the Php.ini file are set up.

1. Download the latest non-thread-safe Zip file package with binaries of PHP. Under Windows Binaries, click on
the most current PHP non-thread-safe Zip package to download the PHP files.

2. Unpack the files to a directory of your choice (for example, C:\PHP ) on your IIS server.
3. Rename the Php.ini-recommended to php.ini.
4. Open the Php.ini file in a text editor, then uncomment and modify settings as follows:

Set fastcgi.impersonate = 1.
FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate security tokens of the calling client. This allows IIS
to define the security context that the request runs under.
Set cgi.fix_pathinfo = 0
The cgi.fix_pathinfo provides PATH_INFO/PATH_TRANSLATED support for Common Gateway

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-and-configure-php.md
http://www.php.net/downloads.php
http://www.php.net/downloads.php


5. Click on Start, Settings, Control Panel, and then double-click on the System icon (using the class view).
6. Click on the Advanced system settings link in the left column.
7. From the System Properties window, click on the Advanced tab, and then click on the Environment

Variables button at the bottom.

Interface (CGI). Setting this to 1 will cause PHP CGI to fix its paths to conform to the specification.
Set cgi.force_redirect = 0.
Set open_basedir to point to a folder or network path where the content of the Web site(s) is located.
Set extension_dir to point to a location where PHP extensions reside. For PHP 5.2.X, this is typically
extension_dir = "./ext".
Set error_log="C:php_errors.log"
This can help with troubleshooting.
Enable the required PHP extension by un-commenting corresponding lines. More information
follows in the section, Extensions.

Figure 1 Windows extensions

8. Select the Path variable from the System Variables section, and then click on Edit. Add: c:\php  to your
system path.

Figure 2: Edit System Variable
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9. Click OK until you have exited the System Properties window.
10. Start IIS Manager by clicking on Start, Programs, Administrative Tools, and then Internet Information

Services (IIS) Manager.
11. From the IIS Manager, click on the hostname of your server in the Connections panel on the left.
12. Double-click on the Handler Mappings icon.

Figure 3: Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager

13. From the Handler Mappings Actions panel, click on Add Module Mapping.

Figure 4: Handler Mappings

14. Type the following information into the appropriate text boxes, and then click OK.

Request path: *.php
Module : FastCGImodule
Executable: C:\php\php-cgi.exe
Name: FastCGI

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-and-configure-php/_static/image5.jpg
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Extensions

15. Click OK, and then c lick Yes.
16. In the left panel, click on your server's hostname, and then double-click on the Default Document icon.
17. From the Actions panel on the right, click Add.
18. Enter index.php as the new default document name, and then click OK.
19. Enter default.php as the new default document name, and then click OK.
20. In the left panel, click on your server's hostname.
21. In the Actions panel on the right, click Restart.

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

Figure 5: Add Script Map

22. Create a new text document, and save it as c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpinfo.php  with the following content:

23. You should now see the PHP information page at http://localhost/phpinfo.php.

Figure 6: PHP information page

 

It is important to determine which extensions are needed by the applications that will be running and then to limit
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PHP.INI File Settings

Required SettingsRequired Settings

the installed extensions to only those. For a typical open-source application installation, for example, the following
extensions are installed:

Database Extensions — Most open-source applications that use MySQL for a database engine use either the
php_mysql or the php_mysqli extensions. For new development work, either of these extensions work well, or
consider using the PDO versions of the MySQL driver (PDO is a PHP extension providing a data-access
abstraction layer that can be used with a variety of databases); this extra layer of abstraction provides a richer
set of object database functionality and controls. If Microsoft® SQL Server® (or an express version, such as
Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Express or Microsoft® SQL Server® 2005 Express Edition) is the database
engine, use the php_mssql extension for open-source applications. For new development work, use the PDO
version of the SQL driver.
Image Handling Extensions — Many of the open-source applications that enable work with images make
use of the GD2 extension – php_gd2, which has a number of good basic image manipulation application
programming interfaces (APIs). Some applications use the ImageMagick application and libraries. There is also
a php_exif library for working with the extended information that modern digital cameras store within the
images.
Internationalization and Localization Extensions &mdash- The two most commonly used extensions for
i18n and l10n are php_mbstring (Multi-Byte String) and php_gettext (Native Language Support). Many of the
open-source applications use one or both of these.
Web Services Extensions — Choose the Web services extensions based on the services desired. For PHP, the
SOAP extension is widely used. The XML-RPC extension is often used in conjunction with SOAP and other
services.

The Php.ini file provides PHP with configuration and environmental information. Below are a number of settings
for the Php.ini file that help PHP work better with Windows.

extension_dir = <PATH TO EXTENSIONS> The extension_dir needs to point to the directory where the PHP
extensions are stored. The path can be fully qualified (for example, C:\PHP\ext ) or relative (for example, .\ext).
Extensions that are specified lower in the Php.ini file need to be located in the extension_dir. If the extensions
specified are not in the extension_dir, then PHP will give a warning message at the start of script execution, and
the application may show errors because of the missing functionality.
extension = xxxxxx.dll For each extension enabled, a corresponding extension= directive that tells PHP which
extensions in the extension_dir to load at startup time is necessary.
log_errors=On PHP errors can also go through the PHP error logging facility. This can be used to send errors
to a file or to a service (for example, syslog) and works with the error_logdirective described below. When
running under IIS, log_errors must be enabled with a valid error_log. Otherwise, FastCGI considers any startup
messages (which may be benign) as an error condition, which generates an HTTP 500 return error code to the
browser.
error_log=<path_to_error_log_file" The error_log needs to specify the fully qualified, or relative, path to the
file where the PHP error log is stored. This file needs to be writable for the IIS service. The most common
places for this file are in various temporary directories (for example, C:\inetpub\temp\php-errors.log ). That puts
the log in a place that IIS can use, and also keeps the log close to where PHP applications are running.
cgi.force_redirect = 0 This directive is required for running under IIS. It is a directory security facility required
by many other Web servers; however, enabling it under IIS will cause the PHP engine to fail on Windows.
cgi.fix_pathinfo = 1 This lets PHP access real path info following the CGI specification. The IIS FastCGI
implementation needs this extension set.
fastcgi.impersonate = 1 FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate security tokens of the calling
client. This allows IIS to define the security context that the request runs under.
fastcgi.logging = 0 FastCGI logging should be disabled on IIS. If it is left enabled, then any messages of any

http://www.imagemagick.org/script/index.php


Optional SettingsOptional Settings

Enable PHP Session State

class are treated by FastCGI as error conditions, which will cause IIS to generate an HTTP 500 exception.

max_execution_time=## This directive sets the maximum amount of time that can be taken executing any
given script. The default is 30 seconds. Some applications need more time to process batch operations (for
example, Gallery2 loading multiple images from a remote location). However, setting the execution time higher
than 300 seconds is not advised because there are often other parts of the connection that cannot support such
a long execution time.
memory_limit=###M The amount of memory available for the PHP process (in MB). The default is 128 MB,
which is appropriate for most PHP applications.
display_errors=Off This directive determines whether to include any error messages in the stream that it
returns to the Web server. If turned on, PHP will send the classes of errors that are defined with the
error_reporting directive back to IIS as part of the error stream. Many of the open-source applications bypass
error reporting by executing commands prefaced with @. This allows the applications to control error handling.
Mail functions PHP is configured by default to send outbound mail through an SMTP server located on the
same system as the Web server. Note that most Windows installations usually have the Web and mail servers
on separate systems.

1. In Windows® Explorer, create the session subdirectory in the PHP installation directory.
2. Right-click the session directory, and select Properties.
3. In the Security tab, click Edit.
4. Click Add, and enter IIS_IUSRS for Enter the object names to select.
5. Click OK.

7. Click OK in the Session Properties window.

6. Select the Modify permission check box, and click OK.

Figure 7: Permissions for session folder

8. Open php.ini in the PHP installation directory, and set the session.save_path setting to the session
subdirectory:
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session.save_path = "C:\php\session"

9. Save and close the file.
10. Click Start, and then select Command Prompt.
11. Type runas /user:administrator cmd.exe to enable elevated permissions.

13. Test the session state by using Windows Explorer, navigate to C:\inetpub\wwwroot .
14. Create a folder and rename it phpapp.
15. Create session.php in the phpapp directory.

<?php
session_start();
$counter = isset($_SESSION['counter']) ? $_SESSION['counter'] : 0;
$counter++;
print "You have visited this page $counter times during this session";
$_SESSION['counter'] = $counter;
?>

17. Save and close the file.

19. Observe that the counter is 1.

12. Type iisreset at the command prompt, and then press the ENTER key.

Figure 8: IISRESET command

Note that PHP uses file-based session state by default. You can modify a number of additional session
settings, including whether cookie or URL sessions should be used, and whether sessions are created on the
first request or need to be explicitly created.

16. Paste the following into it:

18. Start Internet Explorer, and navigate to http://localhost/phpapp/session.php .

Figure 9: Using session state

20. Request http://localhost/phpapp/session.php  again, or press F5.
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Links for Further Information

Figure 10: Using session state

21. Observe that the counter is 2.

This article uses information from "Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above" by Ruslan Yakushev,
published on December 5, 2007.

PHP on Windows Training Kit.
Installing PHP on Windows Server 2008.
PHP on IIS7.
Deploying IIS 7.5 + FASTCGI + PHP on Server Core.
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Introduction

Install the Operating System

Use Microsoft Web PI to Install the Microsoft Web Platform

Install the Microsoft Web Platform Manually

by Tali Smith

Microsoft embraces hosting PHP applications on the Windows® operating system, both by building enabling
technologies and by working with the PHP community to ensure that popular PHP applications run performantly
on the Windows operating system. Customers appreciate the convenience and familiarity of the Windows
operating system to run PHP applications. The capabilities built into Windows Server® 2008, such as Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above and FastCGI, make seamless operation of PHP applications possible. With
the advent of the SQL Server Connector for PHP, users can add Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 to the stack if they
desire, providing a top-to-bottom solution for PHP applications based on Microsoft® technology.

The Microsoft® Web Platform provides advantages for PHP hosters, Web farm managers, self-hosters, server
administrators, PHP application developers, and many others. PHP hosters can refer to the Shared Hosting
Guidance Content Map for a wealth of articles and videos, including Shared Hoster Configuration and Configuring
a Web Farm Using IIS Shared Configuration.

To host PHP applications on the Microsoft® Web Platform, you must first set up the platform component.

At the base of the Microsoft Web Platform is Windows Server 2008, Windows Server® 2008 R2, or another
Windows Server® operating system version.

Install Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2

The easiest way to install the rest of the Microsoft Web Platform is by using the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer
(Web PI), a free tool that makes it easy to get the latest components of the Microsoft Web Platform, including
Internet Information Services (IIS), Microsoft® SQL Server® Express, the Microsoft® .NET Framework, and
Microsoft® Visual Web Developer. Web PI also makes it easy to install and run the most popular free Web
applications for blogging, content management, and more with the built-in Windows Web Application Gallery.

Use the Microsoft Web Platform Installer.

It is also possible to install IIS, PHP, and a database manually.

1. Install and configure IIS. IIS is the Web server role in the Windows Server operating systems. The
following articles provide guidance in installing IIS:

Install IIS 7 and Above on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.
Install IIS 7 and Above on Windows Vista® and Windows® 7.
Install and Configure IIS 7 and Above on Server Core.

2. Install and configure PHP.

The following articles provide guidance on installing PHP:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/how-to-install-the-microsoft-web-platform-for-php.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/


Install and Configure PHP.
Install PHP and FastCGI Support on Server Core.

3. Enable FastCGI support. FastCGI is an open protocol supported by many open-source application
frameworks that otherwise may not support stable and high-performance native integration with IIS. The
following articles provide guidance in enabling FastCGI:

Enable FastCGI Support in IIS 7 and Above on Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2.
Windows Vista, or Windows 7.
Install PHP and FastCGI Support on Server Core.
Configure the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0.
Videocast: Set Up FastCGI for PHP.

4. Install a database. You can use either MySQL or SQL Server in the Microsoft Web Platform.

Install and Configure MySQL for PHP Applications on IIS 7 and Above.
Install and Configure SQL Server for PHP Applications on IIS 7 and Above.

You are now ready to configure and optimize the Microsoft Web Platform.
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InstallationInstallation

Registering PHP with IISRegistering PHP with IIS

Validating existing PHP installations and fixing configuration issuesValidating existing PHP installations and fixing configuration issues

Switching between PHP versionsSwitching between PHP versions

by Ruslan Yakushev

From the Downloads page select the installation package that is appropriate for your target machine. Download
and run the installer, which will install and register PHP Manager's binaries with IIS. Note that only IIS versions 7.0
and above are supported. After installation is complete, launch the IIS Manager and find the "PHP Manager"
feature:

When opened, the "PHP Manager" feature provides a configuration overview for the PHP installation that is
registered with IIS and is currently active. If no PHP is registered with IIS, then the only action that can be
performed is the registation of a new PHP version.

To register a new PHP version with IIS, first you need to download the zip archive with PHP binaries from
http://windows.php.net/ and then extract the files from it into a folder of your choice. Note that you can also install
PHP by using Web Platform Installer or the Windows installer from http://windows.php.net/ - the PHP Manager
can be used to manage those PHP installations as well.

Click on "Register new PHP version" task and then provide the full path to the location of the main php
executable file: php-cgi.exe:

After clicking OK the new PHP version will be registered with IIS and will become active. This means that all the
sites on this IIS server by default will use this PHP version.

In order for PHP to run properly on IIS there is a set of recommended settings that need to be configured in IIS
and PHP. PHP Manager checks if all of the recommended settings are configured correctly. If some settings are not
configured properly then you can use PHP Manager to fix those settings.

When some configuration settings are configured incorrectly you will see a warning message when you open PHP
Manager:

After clicking on "View Recommendations" link you can see all the configuration issues that exist in your PHP
installation. You can review each issue description and the recommended corrective action. You can also select
which configuration issues you want to be fixed:

After multiple PHP versions have been registered with IIS, you can use PHP Manager to easily switch between the
versions on a server and site level. This means that you can configure some IIS sites to use one PHP version, while
other sites use different version.
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Checking phpinfo() outputChecking phpinfo() output

Configuring Error ReportingConfiguring Error Reporting

Configuring Runtime LimitsConfiguring Runtime Limits

Configuring All PHP SettingsConfiguring All PHP Settings

Enabling or Disabling PHP ExtensionsEnabling or Disabling PHP Extensions

phpinfo() function in PHP provides very detailed information about all aspects of PHP runtime configuration. To
check the phpinfo() output from within PHP Manager use the "Check phpinfo()" task.

You can use PHP Manager to configure error reporting level in PHP. If IIS is used on a development machine then
you may want to use verbose error reporting in order to see all the errors, warnings and notices from your PHP
application right away. If IIS is used as a production server, then error reporting level is less verbose and errors are
logged in a log file, but never communicated to HTTP client.

Various timeouts and limits can be configured in the "PHP Runtime Limits" page:

All existing PHP settings can be added, removed and modified in the "PHP Settings" page.

PHP extensions can be enabled or disabled in the "PHP Extensions" page:
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Introduction

Install the Windows Cache Extension for PHP

by Ruslan Yakushev

The Windows Cache Extension for PHP is a PHP accelerator that is used to significantly increase the speed of PHP
applications running on the Windows® operating system. Any PHP application can take advantage of the
functionality provided by the Windows Cache Extension for PHP without any code modifications. All that is
required is that the extension is enabled and loaded by the PHP engine.

The Windows Cache Extension includes three different types of caches:

PHP Opcode Cache
PHP is a script processing engine that reads an input stream of data that contains text and/or PHP instructions
and produces another stream of data, most commonly in the HTML format. This means that on a Web server,
the PHP engine reads, parses, compiles, and executes a PHP script each time that it is requested by a Web client.
The reading, parsing, and compilation operations put additional load on the Web server's CPU and file system
and thus affect the overall performance of a PHP Web application. The PHP bytecode (opcode) cache is used to
store the compiled script bytecode in shared memory so that it can be reused by the PHP engine for
subsequent executions of the same script.
File Cache
Even with the PHP bytecode cache enabled, the PHP engine has to accesses the script files on a file system.
When PHP scripts are stored on a remote universal naming convention (UNC) file share, the file operations
introduce a significant performance overhead. The Windows Cache Extension for PHP includes a file cache that
is used to store the content of the PHP script files in shared memory, which reduces the amount of file system
operations performed by PHP engine.
Relative File Path Cache
PHP scripts very often include or operate with files by using relative file paths. Every relative file path has to be
converted to an absolute file path by the PHP engine. When a PHP application uses many PHP files and
accesses them by relative paths, the operation of resolving relative paths to absolute paths may have a negative
impact on the application's performance. The Windows Cache Extension for PHP provides a relative file path
cache, which is used to store the mappings between relative and absolute file paths, thereby reducing the
number of relative path resolutions that the PHP engine has to perform.

There are two packages for the extension: one package is for PHP versions 5.2.X, and the other package is for PHP
5.3.X. Make sure that you use the appropriate package for your version of PHP.

The extension packages can be found at:

Windows Cache Extension 1.0 for PHP 5.2

Windows Cache Extension 1.0 for PHP 5.3

1. Unpack the package that is appropriate for the PHP version you are using.
2. Copy the Php_wincache.dll file into the PHP extensions folder. Typically this folder is called "ext" and it is

located in the same folder with all PHP binary files. For example:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/use-the-windows-cache-extension-for-php.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=6feb7f6a-7dcb-4083-bb7a-d8b22ba2d3d8&displaylang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=ba2e0d7a-02ce-42be-a7a3-2baa5d666bf7&displaylang=en


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Compatibility Notes

"C:\Program Files\PHP\ext"

C:\Program Files\PHP\php.ini"

extension=php_wincache.dll

5. Save and close the Php.ini file.
6. Recycle your Internet Information Services (IIS) application pools for PHP to pick up the configuration changes.

php phpinfo(); ?>

8. Save the Phpinfo.php file in the root folder of an IIS Web site that uses PHP.
9. Open a browser and make a request to http://yoursitename/phpinfo.php .

3. Using a text editor, open the Php.ini file, which is usually located in the same folder where all PHP binary
files are. For example:

4. Add the following line at the end of the Php.ini file:

7. To check that the extension has been enabled, create a file called phpinfo.php with the following PHP code
that calls phpinfo() function:

10. Search within the returned Web page for a section called "wincache". If the extension is enabled, then you
should see the configuration settings provided by the Windows Cache Extension for PHP.

Do not forget to remove the Phpinfo.php file from the Web site's root folder after you have confirmed that extension has
been enabled.

The extension is supported only on the following configurations:

Windows operating system:

Windows® XP Service Pack 3 (SP3) with IIS 5.1 and FastCGI Extension
Windows Server® 2003 with IIS 6.0 and FastCGI Extension
Windows Vista® SP1 with IIS 7.0 and FastCGI Module
Windows Server® 2008 with IIS 7.0 and FastCGI Module
Windows® 7 with IIS 7 and FastCGI Module
Windows Server® 2008 R2 with IIS 7.0 and FastCGI Module

PHP:

PHP 5.2.X, Non-thread-safe build
PHP 5.3 X86, Non-thread-safe VC9 build

> [!IMPORTANT]



Configuration Settings

Ta b l e  1  :  C o n f i g u ra t i o n  Se t t i n g sTa b l e  1  :  C o n f i g u ra t i o n  Se t t i n g s

SETTING DEFAULT MINIMUM MAXIMUM CHANGEABLE DESCRIPTION

wincache.fcenable
d

1 (On) 0 (Off) 1 (On) PHP_INI_ALL Enables or
disables the file
cache
functionality.

wincache.fcachesi
ze

24 5 85 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines the
maximum
memory size (in
megabytes) that
is allocated for
the file cache. If
the total size of
all the cached
files exceeds the
value specified in
this setting, then
most stale files
will be removed
from the file
cache.

wincache.maxfiles
ize

256 10 2048 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines the
maximum
allowed size (in
kilobytes) for a
single file to be
cached. If a file
size exceeds the
specified value,
the file will not be
cached. This
setting applies to
the file cache
only.

wincache.ocenabl
ed

1 (On) 0 (Off) 1 (On) PHP_INI_ALL Enables or
disables the
opcode cache
functionality

The Windows Cache Extension can only be used when IIS is configured to run PHP via FastCGI.

The following table lists and describes the configuration settings provided by the Windows Cache Extension for
PHP:



wincache.ocaches
ize

96 15 255 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines the
maximum
memory size (in
megabytes) that
is allocated for
the opcode
cache. If the
cached opcode
size exceeds the
specified value,
then most stale
opcode will be
removed from
the cache. Note
that the opcode
cache size must
be at least 3
times bigger than
file cache size. If
that is not the
case the opcode
cache size will be
automatically
increased.

wincache.filecoun
t

4096 1024 16384 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines how
many files are
expected to be
cached by the
extension, so that
appropriate
memory size is
allocated at the
startup time. If
the number of
files exceeds the
specified value,
the Windows
Cache Extension
for PHP will re-
allocate more
memory as
needed.

wincache.chkinter
val

30 2 300 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines how
often (in seconds)
the Windows
Cache Extension
for PHP checks
for file changes in
order to refresh
the cache.

wincache.ttlmax 1200 60 7200 PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines the
maximum time to
live (in seconds)
for a cached
entry without
being used.

SETTING DEFAULT MINIMUM MAXIMUM CHANGEABLE DESCRIPTION



wincache.ignoreli
st

no value no value no value PHP_INI_ALL Defines a list of
files that should
not be cached by
the Windows
Cache Extension
for PHP. The files
list is specified by
using file names
only, separated
by the pipe
symbol - "

wincache.namesal
t

no value no value no value PHP_INI_SYSTEM Defines a string
that will be used
when naming the
cached objects
that are stored in
shared memory.
This is used to
avoid conflicts
that may be
caused if other
applications
within an IIS
worker process
try to access
shared memory.

SETTING DEFAULT MINIMUM MAXIMUM CHANGEABLE DESCRIPTION

Configure FastCGI for Optimal Performance

appcmd.exe set config  -section:system.webServer/fastCgi
/[fullPath='C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe',arguments=''].maxInstances:"32"  
/commit:apphost

NOTENOTE

The FastCGI module in IIS has a configuration setting maxInstances that controls the number of concurrently
running Php-cgi.exe processes that IIS creates to process PHP requests. To achieve optimal performance, it is
recommended that you fine tune this setting for your specific environment, starting with 8–10 instances per CPU
core (for example, maxInstances=32 for a quad-core CPU).

The Windows Cache Extension for PHP caches the compiled PHP opcode in the shared memory, which helps to
avoid redoing of such CPU intensive operations as parsing and compiling of the PHP source code. This means that
when Windows Cache Extension for PHP is enabled, fewer CPU cycles are required for a Web server to process
PHP requests. Because of that, the previously configured value for the FastCGI maxInstances setting may not be
adequate to load the server's CPU completely, and it may be necessary to increase the value further.

To increase the maxInstances value on IIS 7, run this command from an elevated command prompt:

Replace the fullPath with the path to Php-cgi.exe on your server.

Alternatively, you can edit the <fastCgi>  section of the ApplicationHost.config file located at 
C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config\  folder :

https://www.iis.net/configreference/system.webserver/fastcgi/application


<fastCgi>
  <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" maxInstances="32"> 
    <!-- Some other settings may go here--> 
  </application>
</fastCgi>

>cscript C:\windows\system32\inetsrv\fcgiconfig.js -set -section:"PHP" –MaxInstances:32

NOTENOTE

[PHP]
ExePath=C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe  
;some other settings may go here  
MaxInstances=32

Extension Functions

Ta b l e  2 : Ex t e n s i o n  F u n c t i o n sTa b l e  2 : Ex t e n s i o n  F u n c t i o n s

FUNCTION NAME DESCRIPTION RETURN VALUES

array wincache_fcache_fileinfo() Retrieves information about files cached
in the file cache

An array of cached files and metadata
or FALSE on failure

array wincache_fcache_meminfo() Retrieves information about file cache
memory usage

An array of data about memory usage
or FALSE on failure

array wincache_ocache_fileinfo() Retrieves information about files cached
in the opcode cache

An array of cached files and metadata
or FALSE on failure

array wincache_ocache_meminfo() Retrieves information about memory
usage by the opcode cache

An array of data about memory usage
or FALSE on failure

array wincache_rplist_fileinfo() Retrieves information about cached
mappings between relative file paths
and corresponding absolute file paths

An array of cached relative file paths or
FALSE on failure

array wincache_rplist_meminfo() Retrieves information about memory
usage by the relative file path cache

An array of data about memory usage
or FALSE on failure

To increase the maxInstances value on IIS 5.1 and IIS 6.0 run this command:

replace the section name if necessary.

Alternatively, you can edit the Fcgiext.ini file located at C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\  folder :

When you measure the performance of the Windows Cache Extension for PHP, make sure to monitor the CPU
usage. If you see that the CPU is not fully utilized, try increasing the FastCGI maxInstances setting to get better
performance.

The Windows Cache Extension for PHP provides several functions that can be called from a PHP script to return
extension-specific information about the cache internals. These functions are listed below:



array wincache_refresh_if_changed() Refreshes the cache entries for the files,
whose names were passed in the input
argument. If no argument is specified
then refreshes all the entries in the
cache

Returns TRUE on succes or FALSE on
failure

FUNCTION NAME DESCRIPTION RETURN VALUES

Example: Obtain Cache Information

<pre>
<?php
print_r(wincache_fcache_fileinfo());
?>
</pre>

Array
(
    [total_file_count] => 1

    [total_hit_count] => 0
    [total_miss_count] => 1
    [file_entries] => Array
        (
            [1] => Array
                (
                    [file_name] => C:\inetpub\wwwroot\checkcache.php
                    [add_time] => 1
                    [use_time] => 0
                    [last_check] => 1
                    [hit_count]  => 1
                    [function_count] => 0
                    [class_count] => 0
                )
            [2] => Array (...iterates for each cached file)
        )
)

Example: Refresh a Cache Entry

To retrieve information about entries in the file cache, use the following code:

This will produce output similar to the following:

Windows Cache Extension for PHP performs regular checks on the cached files to ensure that if any file has
changed, then the corresponding entry in the cache is updated. By default, this check is performed every 30
seconds. For example, suppose you have a PHP script that updates another PHP script that stores application
configuration settings. After the new configuration settings have been saved to a file, the application might still use
the old settings until the cache is refreshed. It would be preferable to refresh the cache right after the file has been
changed.

The following example shows how you can refresh a cache entry:



<?php 

$filename = 'C:\inetpub\wwwroot\config.php';
$handle = fopen( $filename, 'w+' );
if ( $handle === FALSE ) die(' Failed to open file '.$filename.' for writing');
fwrite( $handle, '<?php $setting=something; ?>' );
fclose( $handle );
wincache_refresh_if_changed( array($filename) );

?>

Use the Windows Cache Extension for PHP Statistics Script
The installation package for Windows Cache Extension 1.0 for PHP includes a PHP script, wincache.php, that can
be used to obtain cache information and statistics.

If the Windows Cache Extension for PHP was installed via Web Platform Installer, then this script is located in 
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\IIS\Windows Cache for PHP\ . On a 64-bit version of the Windows Server operating

system, the script is located in %SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\IIS\Windows Cache  for PHP. If the extension was
installed manually, then the Wincache.php will be located in the same folder from which the content of the
installation package was extracted.

To use W incache.php, copy it into a root folder of your Web site or into any subfolder. To protect the script, open
it in any text editor and change the values for the USERNAME and PASSWORD constants. If any other IIS
authentication is enabled on the server then follow the instructions in the comments:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/use-the-windows-cache-extension-for-php/_static/image1.png


/**
 * ======================== CONFIGURATION SETTINGS ==============================
 * If you do not want to use authentication for this page, set USE_AUTHENTICATION to 0.
 * If you use authentication then replace the default password.
 */
define('USE_AUTHENTICATION', 1);
define('USERNAME', 'wincache');
define('PASSWORD', 'wincache');

/**
 * The Basic PHP authentication will work only when IIS is configured to support 
 * Anonymous Authentication' and nothing else. If IIS is configured to support/use
 * any other kind of authentication like Basic/Negotiate/Digest etc, this will not work.
 * In that case use the array below to define the names of users in your 
 * domain/network/workgroup which you want to grant access to.
 */
$user_allowed = array('DOMAIN\user1', 'DOMAIN\user2', 'DOMAIN\user3');

/**
 * If the array contains string 'all', then all the users authenticated by IIS
 * will have access to the page. Uncomment the below line and comment above line
 * to grant access to all users who gets authenticated by IIS.
 */
/* $user_allowed = array('all'); */

/** ===================== END OF CONFIGURATION SETTINGS ========================== */

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

Always protect the wincache.php script by using either the built-in authentication or the server's authentication mechanism.
Leaving this script unprotected may compromise the security of your web application and web server.

This article updates: " Using Windows Cache Extension for PHP" by Ruslan Yakushev, published on October, 2009.

IIS 7.0 Output Caching.
IIS7 Output Caching for Dynamic Content - Speed Up Your ASP and PHP Applications.
Windows Cache Extension for PHP.
Windows Cache Extension 1.0 for PHP 5.2 - RC.
Windows Cache Extension 1.0 for PHP 5.3 - RC.
Improving Performance with Native Output Caching.

https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/05/02/iis7-output-caching-for-dynamic-content-dramatically-speed-up-your-asp-and-php-applications.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/wincache-extension
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=6feb7f6a-7dcb-4083-bb7a-d8b22ba2d3d8&displaylang=en
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=ba2e0d7a-02ce-42be-a7a3-2baa5d666bf7&displaylang=en
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Introduction

Enable Per-Site PHP Configuration with PHP 5.2 on IIS 6.0

by Tali Smith

A common requirement when running PHP applications in shared hosting environment is per-site configuration,
because each PHP application may require a different set of PHP settings. Shared hosting providers often want to
provide their customers with an option of controlling PHP configuration if necessary.

With PHP 5.3 final release available, it is now simpler than before to implement per-site PHP configuration
because PHP 5.3 has built-in support for per-directory INI settings and for user-defined INI files.

This article describes per-site configuration for both PHP 5.2 and PHP 5.3.

For example, suppose you have two Web sites in IIS 6.0, website1.com and website2.com, and you want each Web
site to use its own php.ini file. Assume that php.ini for Website1.com is located in the C:\Inetpub\website1.com

folder, and php.ini for Website2.com is located in C:\Inetpub\website2.com  folder.

1. Create script mappings and FastCGI configuration sections for each Web site. You can use the helper script
fcgiconfig.js, located in the %WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv\  folder.

cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP website1.com" -extension:php -path:<php_path> -site:<site_id> 
cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP website2.com" -extension:php -path:<php_path> -site:<site_id>

[Types]
php:169297538=PHP website1.com ; The actual site id will be different for your site
php:273357939=PHP website2.com ; The actual site id will be different for your site 

[PHP website1.com]
ExePath=C:\php523nts\php-cgi.exe

[PHP website2.com]
ExePath=C:\php523nts\php-cgi.exe

2. Execute the following commands to create PHP script mappings for website1.com and website2.com. Make
sure you replace <php\_path>  with the correct path to PHP executable and <site\_id>  with the correct site
ID.

3. Open the fcgiext.ini file located in %WINDIR%\system32\inetsrv . It should contain the following sections:

The [PHP website1.com] and [PHP website2.com] sections can be used to specify some site specific FastCGI
configuration settings, such as the path to php.ini file for each of the Web sites. When it begins, the PHP
process determines the location of configuration php.ini file by using various settings, such as the PHPRC
environment variable. (For a detailed description of the PHP startup process, see the PHP documentation .)
If the PHP process finds a php.ini file in the path specified in the PHPRC environment variable, it will use it;
otherwise, the PHP process will revert to default location of php.ini.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/enable-per-site-php-configuration-on-iis-60-and-iis-7-and-above.md
http://www.php.net/manual/en/configuration.php


Enable per-Site PHP Configuration with PHP 5.2 on IIS 7 and Above

Create Per-site PHP Process PoolsCreate Per-site PHP Process Pools

cscript fcgiconfig.js -set -section:"PHP website1.com" -EnvironmentVars:PHPRC:C:\Inetpub\website1.com 
cscript fcgiconfig.js -set -section:"PHP website2.com" -EnvironmentVars:PHPRC:C:\Inetpub\website1.com

[PHP website1.com]
ExePath=C:\php523nts\php-cgi.exe
EnvironmentVars=PHPRC:C:\Inetpub\website1.com

[PHP website2.com]
ExePath=C:\php523nts\php-cgi.exe
EnvironmentVars=PHPRC:C:\Inetpub\website2.com

4. Configure FastCGI to set this PHPRC environment variable to point to site-specific php.ini file with the
following commands:

5. If you examine the fcgiext.ini file, you will see that the configuration sections have been updated:

6. You can now verify that PHP loads its configuration from site specific location:

Copy php.ini into C:\Inetpub\website1.com

Create a phpinfo.php file in C:\Inetpub\website1.com

Place this code inside of phpinfo.php: <?php phpinfo(); ?>
Open web browser and make a request to http://website1.com/phpinfo.php. The output of phpinfo.php
file will show the location from where php.ini file was loaded:

Figure 1 website1

The section describes the recommended way of enabling per-site PHP configuration.

To enable per-site PHP configuration, you must associate a dedicated FastCGI process pool with each Web site. A
FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by the combination of fullPath and arguments attributes. So, if you
need to create several FastCGI process pools for the same process executable, such as php-cgi.exe, you can use the
arguments attribute to distinguish process pools definitions. In addition, with php-cgi.exe processes, you can use
the command-line switch "-d" to define an INI entry for PHP process. You can use this switch to set a PHP setting
that makes the arguments string unique.

For example, suppose you have two Web sites ("website1" and "website2") that each need their own set of PHP
settings. The FastCGI process pools can be defined as follows:

http://website1.com/phpinfo.php
file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/enable-per-site-php-configuration-on-iis-60-and-iis-7-and-above/_static/image1.gif


<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1" />
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2" />
</fastCgi>

<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script">
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-
cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1" resourceType="Unspecified" requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script">
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-
cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2" resourceType="Unspecified" requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

Specify PHP.INI Location

<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website1" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\WebSites\Website2">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website2" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
</fastCgi>

The PHP setting open_basedir is used here to distinguish between process pool definitions. In addition, it ensures
that the PHP executable for each process pool can perform file operations only within the root folder of the
corresponding Web site.

PHP handler mapping for website1 is:

PHP handler mapping for website2 is:

When it begins, the PHP process determines the location of configuration php.ini file by using various settings,
such as the PHPRC environment variable. (For a detailed description of the PHP startup process, see the PHP
documentation.) If the PHP process finds a php.ini file in the path specified in the PHPRC environment variable, it
will use it; otherwise, the PHP process will revert to default location of php.ini. The PHPRC environment variable
can be used to allow hosting customers to use their own versions of php.ini files.

If website1 and website2 are located at C:\WebSites\website1  and C:\WebSites\website2 , then the php-cgi.exe
process pools in the <fastCgi>  section of applicationHost.config can be configured as follows:

Now website1 has its own version of php.ini in C:\WebSites\website1 , while website2 has its own version of php.ini
in C:\WebSites\website2 . This configuration also ensures that if there is no php.ini found in location specified by
PHPRC environment variable, then PHP will fall back to using the default php.ini file located in the folder where
php-cgi.exe is located.

http://www.php.net/manual/en/configuration.php


Enable Per-Site PHP Configuration with PHP 5.3 on IIS 6.0 or IIS 7 and
Above

Define in the Main PHP.INI File

Now, suppose you want two versions of PHP 5.3 on the two Web sites, this time in IIS 7 and above. Suppose that
the PHP application at website1.com does some heavy database activity and therefore requires longer script
execution time, which in PHP is controlled by the max_execution_time setting. The PHP application at
website2.com is a photo album where visitors may upload very large image files; it therefore requires a bigger
maximum allowed file upload size, which is controlled by the php.ini setting upload_max_filesize.

To enable this scenario on IIS, you first need to install PHP 5.3 and configure IIS to work with it. The easiest way to
do this is to use the PHP installer, which is available at the community PHP site. Make sure to use the installer for
the VC9 non-thread-safe build of PHP 5.3, and choose the "IIS FastCGI" option during the installation.
Alternatively, you can follow the instructions described in the article "Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on
IIS 7.0 and Above" and create the FastCGI handler/script mapping at the server level, so that the mapping applies
to all Web sites on the server.

There are now two options:

1. Define the per-site PHP settings in the main php.ini file.
2. Let Web application owners define those settings in user-defined INI files.

1. Open the main php.ini file (If you used the PHP installer, then this file will most probably be located at 
C:\Program Files\PHP\  folder. If you installed from a compressed [ZIP] file archive, then the file will be at the

same directory where the php-cgi.exe file is located).

[PATH=C:/inetpub/website1.com/]
max_execution_time = 300

[PATH=C:/inetpub/website2.com/]

upload_max_filesize = 12M

3. Save the php.ini file, and then recycle the application pools for these Web sites for the PHP.INI changes to take
effect.

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

2. Add the following at the end of the file:

4. Use phpinfo() or ini_get("max_execution_time") to check that the new settings have overwritten the
default settings. Create a PHP file with the following text and save it in the Web root folder:

5. Open the PHP script on the Web site http://localhost/phpinfo.php.

http://windows.php.net/download/
http://localhost/phpinfo.php


Enable the User-Defined INI files

Figure 2: phpinfo() page
This output shows that the local value of the max_execution_time setting (in the second column) is 300,
while the master value, or default, is 30.

If you want to allow Web application owners to control PHP settings themselves, you can enable a user-defined
PHP configuration.

user_ini.filename = .user.ini

max_execution_time = 300

upload_max_filesize = 12M

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

1. Add the following setting, which specifies the name to be used for user-specific INI files, to the main php.ini
file. Setting this to an empty value disables the user-defined PHP configuration.

2. Create a file called .user.ini in C:\inetpub\website1.com\  folder, and add the following:

3. Add the following to the file .user.ini in C:\inetpub\website2.com\  folder :

Note that if your main php.ini file has [PATH] sections that point to the root folders of these sites, then you
need to remove those sections; if you do not remove those sections, the user-defined settings will not take
effect.

4. Use phpinfo() or ini_get("max_execution_time") to check that the new settings have overwritten the
default settings. Create a PHP file with the following text and save it in the Web root folder:

5. Open the PHP script on the Web site http://localhost/phpinfo.php.
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NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

Figure 3: phpinfo() page

Note also that when you enable the user-defined INI files, the settings in those files are cached by the PHP
engine to avoid re-reading those files for every request. This means that if the user makes a change to
.user.ini file, then that change may not take effect right away. Instead it may take effect after the cache time to
live (TTL) has expired. The cache TTL value is controlled by the php.ini setting user_ini.cache_ttl, which is set
to 300 seconds (5 minutes) by default.

 

This article combines information from "Per-site PHP configuration with PHP 5.3 and IIS" published on July 11, 2009, "Per-
site PHP configuration with IIS FastCGI" published on July 12, 2008, and "Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS
7.0" published on June 26, 2009, all by Ruslan Yakushev.

IIS 7 FastCGI Module Forum.
PHP Community Forum.
IIS Administration Pack.
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Introduction

Create a Virtual Directory to Host PHP Content

by Tali Smith

PHP hosters generally set up an environment, and provide a separate domain for each customer to host their
applications.

Self-hosters or very small hosters, however, may need create a separate site or virtual directory to host their PHP
content on a system that is also used for other workloads when:

Application contents are located in a separate physical directory on disk.
Mixing other application contents with the PHP application is not desired.
Different permission settings are desired.
You would like to host the PHP application at a different port or domain.

In these cases, you can add a separate virtual directory to host the PHP content; the directory is still accessible as
part of the default Web site's URL hierarchy. You must also set the permissions necessary to enable PHP content to
be served.

1. Using Windows® Explorer, browse to the C:\inetpub  directory.
2. Create a subdirectory named phpapp directory.
3. Right-click on the C:\inetpub\phpapp  directory, and then click Properties.
4. On the Security tab, click Edit.
5. Click Add, and then type IIS_IUSRS in the Enter the object names to select box.
6. Click OK.
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Set Permissions

Figure 1: Permissions for phpapp folder
7. Click OK to accept the default permissions (read and execute)
8. Click OK to close the phpapp Permissions window.

Any directory containing PHP content must grant the following permissions:

Grant IIS_IUSRS read permission. This allows the Php-cgi.exe process to access the PHP content, if PHP is not
configured to impersonate the authenticated user (fastcgi.impersonate = 0). This allows PHP in any Internet
Information Services (IIS) application pool to access the content.
OPTIONAL: If using impersonation, the directory must grant read access to all possible authenticated users
that use the application by granting access to the individual user or a group to which all such users belong.
If using anonymous authentication, the directory must grant access to the anonymous user configured in IIS
(IIS_IUSR by default).
If using Windows®-based authentication methods, access must be granted to all possible authenticated users
or group to which they all belong.
It is strongly recommended not to grant write access or full access to IIS_IUSRS or any account under which
PHP executes. However, sometimes write access may be necessary if the application writes to its own files. In
that case, grant write access only to the files or subdirectory that requires it. It is preferred however to configure
all write access to be outside of the Web-accessible directory structure.
OPTIONAL: If using application pool isolation to isolate applications, the directory should instead grant access
to the custom account assigned to the corresponding application pool.
ADVANCED: Alternatively, when using application pool isolation, access may be granted to the application pool
security identifier (S ID).

Follow these steps:

1. From the Start menu, open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Expand the server node, and then expand Sites.
3. In the tree view on the left, right-click the Default Web Site.
4. Click Add Virtual Directory.
5. In the Alias box, type phpapp.
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Create a Separate Site to Host PHP Content

6. In the Physical path box, type c:\inetpub\phpapp

Figure 2: Adding a virtual directory for php applications
7. Click OK.
8. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the C:\inetpub\phpapp  directory.
9. Create a file named Hello.php.

<?php

echo("hello!");

?>

11. Save and close the file.
12. Test the page.
13. Start Windows® Internet Explorer®, and then enter : localhost/phpapp/hello.php in the Address bar.

Figure 3: "Hello" page
14. Close all open windows.

10. Paste the following into the file:

It is possible to create a separate site with the desired port and domain name to host the PHP application.

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
2. Expand the server node.
3. In the tree view on the left, right-click the Sites node, and then click Add Web Site.
4. Enter PHPSite for the Site name.
5. Enter c:\inetpub\phpapp  for Physical path.
6. Enter 85 for Port.
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Figure 4: Add Web Site dialog- Click OK.
7. Open Internet Explorer, and request http://localhost:85/hello.php .

Figure 5: "Hello" page running on a Web Site
8. Return to IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
9. In the tree view on the left, right-click the PHPSite.

10. Click Edit Bindings.
11. Click Add.
12. Enter phpsite for the Host name.

Figure 6: Adding a site binding
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13. Click OK and close Site Bindings dialog.

127.0.0.1    phpsite

15. Save and close the hosts file.
16. Open Internet Explorer, and go to http://phpsite/hello.php .

Figure 7: "Hello" page running on a Web Site
17. Close all open windows.

14. Edit C:\Windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts  file in Notepad as administrator and add the following DNS
entry:

Note that you can add any number of bindings to a site, to expose it on any combination of available IP addresses,
ports, and domain names.

You can also use this process to create SSL site bindings (although this also requires a valid server certificate, and
may involve additional IIS configuration to properly secure an SSL site).

Note: This article uses material from the PHP on Windows Training Kit, published on August 25, 2009.
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Introduction

Install SMTP

by Tali Smith

To send e-mail from a PHP application using the System.Net.Mail API, you must configure Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) e-mail. Configuring e-mail services tells the System.Net.Mail application programming interface
(API) to which SMTP server to deliver the e-mail generated by your application. Mail can be delivered immediately,
or it can be delivered to a file location on disk where it can be retrieved for delivery later. For example, a company
can provide an e-mail link for sending feedback messages or for requesting information.

The procedures for configuring SMTP e-mail can be performed at the following levels in Internet Information
Services 7 (IIS 7) and above:

Web server
Site
Application
Physical and virtual directories
File (URL)

The SMTP server is not installed by default.

1. Open Server Manager by right-clicking on My Computer, and selecting Manage. (Alternately, open Control
Panel, click on Programs and Features, and then select Turn Windows features on or off.)

2. Under Features, select Add Features.
3. Select the SMTP Server check box.
4. Click Add Required Role Services. If there are any missing roles required for the SMTP installation, Windows

Server® 2008 R2 or Windows Server® 2008 installs them. Click Next.
5. You need to step through the entire wizard again, even though IIS is already installed (IIS 6 Management

Compatibility and the IIS 6 Management Console must be installed for SMTP to work).
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Configure SMTP E-Mail for a Web Application

Use the User InterfaceUse the User Interface

6. Press Close when installation is complete.

Figure 1: Confirm Installation Selections

Once you add SMTP, you can configure it for your PHP applications. This can be done by using the user interface
(UI), by running Appcmd.exe commands from a command prompt, by editing configuration files directly, or by
writing Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) scripts. Note that you must have IIS installed before
enabling SMTP.

1. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager, and then navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. Features View, double-click SMTP E-mail.
3. On the SMTP E-mail page, type the e-mail address of the sender in the E-mail address text box.

6. If Store e-mail in pickup directory is selected, type the batch e-mail location in the Store e-mail in pickup
directory text box.

4. On the SMTP E-mail page, select one of the following delivery methods:

Deliver e-mail to SMTP server: to deliver e-mail messages immediately. This requires an operational
SMTP server for which the user has credentials.
Store e-mail in pickup directory: to store e-mails in a file location on disk for later delivery by the PHP
application (or by a Microsoft® ASP.NET application or by a user).

5. If Deliver e-mail to SMTP server is selected, do the following:

Type the unique name of your SMTP server in the SMTP Server text box, or select the Use localhost
check box to set the name to LocalHost. Setting the name to LocalHost means that ASP.NET uses an
SMTP server on the local computer. Typically, this is the default SMTP virtual server.
Enter a TCP port in the Port text box. Port 25 is the SMTP standard TCP port and is the default setting.
More than one virtual server can use the same TCP port if all servers are configured by using different
IP addresses.
Under Authentication Settings, specify the authentication mode and credentials if your SMTP server
requires these.
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Use the Command LineUse the Command Line

Deliver e-mail messages immediatelyDeliver e-mail messages immediately

C:\%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:smtp /from: string 
/deliveryMethod:network /network.port: int /network.defaultCredentials:True|False /network.host:string 
/network.userName:string /network.password:string

Store e-mails for later deliveryStore e-mails for later delivery

C:\%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:smtp /from: string 
/deliveryMethod:PickupDirectoryFromIis|SpecifiedPickupDirectory /SpecifiedPickupDirectory:string

Edit the Configuration FilesEdit the Configuration Files

7. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

You can configure IIS so that e-mail is delivered immediately or stored for later delivery.

To configure SMTP e-mail to deliver e-mail messages immediately, use the following syntax:

The variable fromstring is the e-mail address of the sender. The variable /deliveryMethod:network configures
IIS to deliver e-mail messages immediately. The variable /network.portint sets the TCP port that is used by IIS to
deliver e-mail messages. The variable /network.hoststring specifies the host used for SMTP transactions. The
variable network.defaultCredentials:True|False enables or disables authentication using the default network
credentials. If defaultCredentials is set to True, Kerberos or NTLM are used if the server supports these
protocols. The variables network.userName: string and network. password: string set a basic authentication
user name and password.

To configure SMTP e-mail to store e-mails in a file location on disk for later delivery by an application, such as an
ASP.NET application, or by a user, such as an administrator, use the following syntax:

The variable from string is the e-mail address of the sender. The
variable/deliveryMethod:PickupDirectoryFromIis|SpecifiedPickupDirectory string configures IIS to store e-mails in
a file location on disk for later delivery. The variable /SpecifiedPickupDirectory string sets the file location on disk
in which to store the e-mail messages for later delivery.

Note that when you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <mailSettings>  element at the global level in IIS, you must
specify /commit:WEBROOT in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file
instead of the ApplicationHost.config file.

[mail function]

SMTP=localhost
sendmail_from = string
smtp_port=25

1. First, configure the Php.ini file. Open the Php.ini file, and find the entry:

2. Set the following values:

Note that the default value is localhost, so there is no need to change this if SMTP is installed locally.

Save and close the Php.ini file.
3. Enable Relay for localhost:

Open the Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 Manager.
Right-click on Default SMTP Virtual Server.



Test E-Mail from PHP

<?php
if(mail(‘user@mydomain.com’,’test message’)){
     echo(‘ok’);
     }
else{

Links for Further Information

4. On the Properties page, open the Access tab, and then click on Connection. You can see which server or IP
addresses are allowed to connect to the server.

6. Click OK to accept the information.
7. Click the Relay button on the Access tab, and set up the relay options for the server. Ensure that localhost and

the IP address 127.0.0.1 are granted permission to relay mail.
8. Click OK to accept the options, and then click Apply and OK to return to the main page of the IIS Manager.
9. Click Restart IIS.

5. If the IP address 127.0.0.1 is not listed, add it using the Add button. You may also add your server IP
address to the list.

Figure 2: Enable Relay for localhost

Create a test script to see whether you can send e-mail using PHP. Copy the following text and save it as
email_test.php at your server root.

Run the file at mydomain.com/email_test.php.

Configure SMTP e-mail in IIS 7.
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by Tali Smith

There are various steps you can take to optimize Windows Server® 2008 R2 or Windows Server® 2008, Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above, and FastCGI performance for your Web workloads and PHP applications.
These include:

Use the Windows Cache Extension. The Windows Cache Extension for PHP is a PHP accelerator that is used to
significantly increase the speed of PHP applications running on the Windows® operating system. PHP
applications can take advantage of the functionality provided by the Windows Cache Extension for PHP without
code modifications.
Configure IIS 7 and Above Output Caching. This feature can cache dynamic PHP content in memory so that the
script used to generate the dynamic output does not need to run for each request.See also Walkthrough: IIS 7.0
and Above Output Caching and Videocast: Improving Performance with Native Output Caching.
Configure PHP Recycling Behavior. Make sure FastCGI always recycles the Php-cgi.exe processes before the
native PHP recycling starts.
Enable Per-Site PHP Configuration for PHP on IIS 6.0 and IIS 7 and Above. This feature is particularly
important in a shared hosting environment, letting customers control PHP configuration.
Configure SMTP E-Mail in IIS 7 and Above. Configure Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) e-mail in IIS
when you want to deliver e-mail messages from your site. Mail can be delivered immediately or it can be
delivered to a file location on disk where it can be retrieved for delivery later.
Create a Separate Site or Virtual Directory for PHP Content. Self-hosters or very small hosters may need create
a separate site or virtual directory to host their PHP content on a system that is also used for other workloads.

Best Practices for PHP on the Microsoft Web Platform provides a summary of additional steps you can take.
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Introduction

Configure the Environment Variables

Create FastCGI Application Process Pools

by Tali Smith

The ability to run multiple versions of PHP on one Internet Information Services (IIS) server can provide
advantages when using the Microsoft® Web Platform. Some PHP applications rely on functions or features that
are available only in certain versions of PHP. If you want to host these applications on one server, you must run
different PHP versions side by side. The ability to run multiple versions of PHP on one IIS server also lets you test
the newest release of PHP before deploying it to your live Web sites.

The IIS FastCGI handler fully supports running multiple versions of PHP on the same server. You can either use a
different extension for each PHP version (for example, .php406 and .php411), or you can use multiple sites with the
same base directory and then map the .php extension to the different PHP versions. Note, however, that
maintaining multiple instances of PHP means more administrative overhead and more complicated
troubleshooting. It is important to consider the consequences carefully before adding extra PHP instances.

To run multiple versions of PHP on IIS, start by configuring the environment variables. For example, to use PHP 4
you must ensure that both the path to the PHP 4 root directory and the path to the dynamic-link libraries (DLLs)
directory are included in your Path environment variable:

1. Right-click on My Computer.
2. Select Properties.
3. Click on the Advanced tab.
4. Click on the Environment Variables button.
5. In the System Variables pane, scroll down until you see the Path variable.
6. Select the Path variable, and then click the Edit button.
7. At the beginning of the Variable Value field, type the names of the full paths to the PHP 4 root directory

and to the DLLs directory. The path names must be separated by a semicolon.

You must remove the PHPRC environment variable, because it tells PHP where to look for the Php.ini
configuration file. If you have already set the PHPRC variable, follow the procedure above, but instead of
editing the Path variable, select the PHPRC variable, and then press Delete.

Next, you create FastCGI application process pools. For example, suppose you want to support PHP 4.4.8, PHP
5.2.1, and PHP 5.2.5 non-thread-safe. Place the corresponding PHP binaries in separate folders on the file system
(for example, C:\php448\ , C:\php521\  and C:\php525nts ), and then create FastCGI application process pools for
each PHP version:
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C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php448\php.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='c:\php521\php-
cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php525nts\php-cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site1 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP448_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php448\php.exe’,re
sourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site2 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP521_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php521\php-
cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site3 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP525nts_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php525nts\php-
cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

If you have three Web sites (site1, site2, and site3) and each site must use a different PHP version, you can define
handler mappings on each site to reference a corresponding FastCGI application process pool. Note that each
FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by a combination of fullPath and arguments properties.

This article uses material from "Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0" published on June 26, 2009.

Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Another reason that IIS ROCKS and PHP is better on Microsoft Windows!
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Introduction

Basic Error Handling

by Tali Smith

PHP errors often do not provide sufficient detail to help diagnose errors that occur within the framework. These
include basic errors such as 404 Not Found. Because of this, the default "detailed error" experience for PHP
applications may be ineffective for troubleshooting basic errors.

Internet Information Services (IIS) improves PHP error handling by intercepting common error conditions and
providing redirection for common HTTP status codes.

By default, IIS is configured to return detailed error messages to local clients and to return generic error messages
to remote clients. This is done to allow effective troubleshooting locally, while protecting production applications
from disclosing sensitive details to remote clients when errors occur.

IIS generates very detailed error messages for most errors. These contain, at minimum, information about the
request and the error, including which module generated the error and during which part of the request
processing. For errors caused by IIS and its built-in modules, the errors also contain likely resolutions. This
dramatically simplifies the troubleshooting process for most errors.

This article, based on the hands-on labs in the PHP on Windows Training Kit, describes how IIS takes care of basic
errors handling and how IIS diagnoses application-level errors by enabling PHP error messages.

IIS improves PHP error handling by intercepting common error conditions and providing redirection for common
HTTP status codes.

Note that IIS also support error messages generated by application frameworks, which often offer application-
specific information to help diagnose application errors. For example, Microsoft® ASP.NET takes advantage of this
to provide detailed exception stack traces and other information.

If you request the page http://localhost:84/notfound.php from Windows® Internet Explorer®, you get a default
"Not Found" error—a non-descriptive 404 error page.

Figure 1: A non-descriptive 404 error message
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The default IIS "Not Found" error message provides useful information to help diagnose the error condition; it
correctly identifies the error and suggests solutions for most common error conditions by providing information
such as the source (module, notification) of the error and background information such as the URL, mapped
physical path, and the authentication method being used. For example:

Response information: HTTP 404 Not Found.
Detailed error information: The module (IIS Web Core), the Notification (MapRequestHandler), the handler
(StaticFileHandler), and the error code (0x80070002 – File Not Found).
Request information: The requested URL and the physical path C:\inetpub\troubleshootingPhp\notfound.txt .
The "Most likely causes" section correctly suggests the most likely error cause to be: "The directory or file
specified does not exist on the Web server".
The "Things you can try" section suggests the corresponding solution: "Create the content on the Web server".

Figure 2: Detailed 404 error message

You can also get IIS detailed errors for some PHP errors by configuring IIS to perform some additional validation
of PHP requests.

To configure IIS to provide additional validation of PHP requests, use the following steps:

1. Switch to the IIS Manager. If it is closed, click Start,and then select Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

2. In the tree view on the left, click the server node.
3. Under IIS, double-click Handler Mappings to edit the PHP handler mapping.
4. Right-click the PHP via FastCGI entry, and then click Edit.
5. Click Request Restrictions.
6. Select the Invoke handler only if request is mapped to check box.
7. Leave the File option button selected.
8. Click OK twice.
9. Click Yes in the Edit Module Mapping dialog box.

10. To test, trigger a "Not Found" condition again to verify that the PHP 404 error is now handled by IIS, providing
more detail. Using Internet Explorer, request http://localhost:84/notfound.php  (this page does not exist).

11. You receive an IIS detailed error indicating that the Notfound.php page was not found on the server.

An IIS 401.3 Unauthorized detailed error also provides information; it indicates that the request does not
have the permission to view the page due to access control list (ACL) configuration and provides an
extensive explanation of how to resolve this issue.
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Enable PHP Error Messages to Diagnose Application-Level Errors

Figure 3: An Access Denied error

Configuring IIS to validate requests causes IIS to attempt to open the PHP script file corresponding to the request
URL and generates detailed error messages for any conditions that preclude this. This typically includes:

File not found
Access denied due to incorrect permissions
Access denied due to insufficient authentication
For most other error conditions, especially those that occur at the application level, IIS detailed error messages
do not contain sufficient information to help diagnose the error effectively.

The biggest examples of such errors are script parsing and script interpretation errors. While you can force IIS
detailed error messages for these errors, this typically does not provide any value in diagnosing the root cause of
the error. In these cases, you must rely on the information provided by PHP to diagnose these errors.

By default, PHP is not configured to display these errors to the response to prevent disclosure of sensitive
information.

Notethat for local debugging, you can enable PHP error display to diagnose PHP errors while debugging.
Consider disabling PHP error display for production applications.

If you request a page with a script error, you receive the IIS detailed error message. This happens because by
default PHP does not generate a response with the error details, so IIS inserts its generic "500 Server Error"
detailed error. While this error correctly suggests that PHP has returned a 500 error code, it does not provide
application-specific information about what caused the error.

You can configure PHP to display errors in responses.

1. Using Windows® Explorer, browse to C:\PHP .
2. Open the Php.ini filein the PHP installation directory.
3. Find and set the display_errors = On directive:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/improve-php-error-messages-in-iis-7-and-above/_static/image5.jpg


<< 

Parse error: parse error in C:\inetpub\troubleshootingPhp\error.php on line 3 >>

Links for Further Information

<< 
; Print out errors (as a part of the output). For production web sites,
; you're strongly encouraged to turn this feature off, and use error logging
; instead (see below). Keeping display_errors enabled on a production web site
; may reveal security information to end users, such as file paths on your Web
; server, your database schema or other information.
;
; possible values for display_errors:
;
; Off          - Do not display any errors ; stderr       - Display errors to STDERR (affects only 
CGI/CLI binaries!)   
; On or stdout - Display errors to STDOUT (default)
;  
; To output errors to STDERR with CGI/CLI:              
; display_errors = "stderr"
;
; Default
;
display_errors = On
>>

4. Save and close the file.
5. Reset IIS. Click Start,and then select Command Prompt, right click and select Run as administrator to open

a command-line window.
6. Type iisreset.exe
7. Press Enter.

If you request a page with a script error now, you get a PHP parse error:

If you see only the default Internet Explorer HTTP 500 Internal Server Error page, you must disable friendly error
messages. Within Internet Explorer Go to Tools, Internet Options, Advanced tab, and then clear the Show
friendly HTTP error messages check box.

Note that PHP also provides options for customizing default error handling or completely overriding it.

Note: This article uses material from the PHP on Windows Training Kit, published on August 25, 2009.

Error Handling and Logging.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c8498c9b-a85a-4afa-90c0-593d0e4850cb&DisplayLang=en
http://www.php.net/errorfunc
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by Tali Smith

The following articles provide guidance in managing and administering the Microsoft® Web Platform.

Create a Web Site. This article provides guidance for creating Web sites.
Select a Provisioning Option. This article provides guidance for provisioning Web sites for both IT
administrators and the software developers.
Improve Error Messages in PHP. This article describes how you can use Internet Information Services (IIS) for
more descriptive error messages.
Use the Application Warm-Up Module. This article describes how you can improve the responsiveness of your
Web sites by proactively loading and initializing all the dependencies.
Run Multiple Versions of PHP on IIS. This article describes how you can run multiple versions of PHP side by
side, which can be very useful in certain scenarios.
Use Bit Rate Throttling. This extension provides lets you throttle progressive downloads of media files based on
the content bit rate. For sites that deliver audio and video files that may not be watched in their entirety, this
extension can significantly reduce your media-related bandwidth costs.
Troubleshoot with Failed Request Tracing. Failed Request Tracing lets you create failure definitions that
automatically capture detailed execution traces of certain requests. See also Troubleshooting Failed Requests
Using Tracing in IIS 7.0 and Above and Using Failed Request Tracing to Trace Rewrite Rules.

The Web Deployment Tool (WDT) and the Database Manager are particularly helpful in managing and
administering the Microsoft Web Platform.

Use the Web Deployment Tool. The WDT simplifies the migration, management, and deployment of Internet
Information Services (IIS) Web servers, Web applications, and Web sites. See Web Deployment Tool for detailed
infrmation on all aspects of the WDT.
Use the Database Manager. Database Manager is a new IIS module specifically designed for the management
of databases located in hosting environments. See Using the IIS Database Manager for detailed information.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/how-to-manage-and-administer-the-microsoft-web-platform.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/deploying-application-packages/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/database-manager/index
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Introduction

Platform and Network Security

Physical SecurityPhysical Security

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Networking and SQL Server Network Protocols and Tabular Data Stream (TDS) Endpoints

Specifying and restricting ports that are used for SQL Server Configuring Server Network Protocols and Net-Libraries

Restricting network access to SQL Server Restricting Network Access

Microsoft® SQL Server® Compact 3.5 Service Pack 1 (SP1)
and network access to other SQL Server editions

Configuring and Securing the Server Environment in SQL
Server Compact 3.5 SP1 Books Online

Backup and restore strategies Security Considerations for Backup and Restore (SQL Server)

System SecuritySystem Security

by Tali Smith

If you use Microsoft® SQL Server® as your database, you must create and implement an effective security plan.
There is a wealth of information about how to secure a SQL Server database; this article touches on a few areas of
particular interest to Web hosters and provides links for further information.

Securing SQL Server can be viewed as a series of steps involving four areas: the platform, authentication, objects
(including data), and applications that access the system.

The platform for SQL Server includes the physical hardware and networking systems connecting clients to the
database servers and the binary files that are used to process database requests.

Best practices for physical security strictly limit access to the physical server and hardware components. For
example, use locked rooms with restricted access for the database server hardware and networking devices. In
addition, limit access to backup media by storing it at a secure off-site location.

Implementing physical network security starts with keeping unauthorized users off the network. The following
table contains more information about networking security information.

Operating system service packs and upgrades include important security enhancements. Apply all updates and
upgrades to the operating system after you test them with the database applications.

Firewalls also provide effective ways to implement security. Logically, a firewall is a separator or restrictor of
network traffic, which can be configured to enforce your organization's data security policy. If you use a firewall,
you increase security at the operating system level by providing a chokepoint where your security measures can be
focused.

The following table contains more information about how to use a firewall with SQL Server.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/secure-your-sql-server-database.md
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191220.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms177485.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174507.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=07829770-73A7-41E4-880D-E74B1A353623&displaylang=en
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190964.aspx


FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Configuring a firewall to work with SQL Server How to: Configure a Windows® Firewall for Database Engine
Access

Configuring a firewall to work with Microsoft® SQL Server®
Integration Services

Configuring a Windows Firewall for Integration Services Access

Configuring a firewall to work with Microsoft® SQL Server®
Analysis Services

How to: Configure Windows Firewall for Analysis Services
Access

Configuring a firewall to work with Microsoft® SQL Server®
Reporting Services

Server Deployment Checklist

Opening specific ports on a firewall to enable access to SQL
Server

Opening Ports in the Firewall

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Services required for SQL Server Setting Up Windows® Service Accounts

Restricting server logon access Restricting Interactive Logon Access

Local administration rights Granting Local Administrative Rights

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

IIS security with SQL Server Compact 3.5 SP1 IIS Security in SQL Server Compact 3.5 SP1 Books Online

Using Web services in SQL Server and IIS Best Practices for Using Native XML Web Services

Report servers and Internet access Planning for Extranet or Internet Deployment

Setting up forms security on a report server Readme_Security Extension Sample

Reporting Services Authentication Authentication in Reporting Services

SQL Server Compact 3.5 SP1 and IIS access Internet Information Services Security Flowchart in SQL Server
Compact 3.5 SP1 Books Online

SQL Server Operating System Files SecuritySQL Server Operating System Files Security

Surface-area reduction is a security measure that involves stopping or disabling unused components. Surface-area
reduction helps improve security by providing fewer avenues for potential attacks on a system. The key to limiting
the surface area of SQL Server includes running required services that have "least privilege" by granting services
and users only the appropriate rights.

The following table contains more information about services and system access.

For Internet Information Services (IIS), additional steps are required to help secure the surface of the platform.

The following table contains information about SQL Server and Internet Information Services.

SQL Server uses operating system files for operation and data storage. Best practices for file security require that
you restrict access to these files.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175043.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms137861.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174937.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms159689.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms345310.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143504.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175588.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174494.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb283235.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190399.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms159272.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms160724.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms152899.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms172389.aspx


FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

SQL Server program files File Locations for Default and Named Instances of SQL Server

Database file security Securing Data and Log Files

Analysis Services file security Securing Program Files, Common Components, and Data Files

SELECT CONVERT(char(20), SERVERPROPERTY('productlevel'));
GO

Principals and Database Object Security

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Server and database users, roles, and processes Principals (Database Engine)

Server and database objects security Securable

The SQL Server security hierarchy Permissions Hierarchy (Database Engine)

Encryption and CertificatesEncryption and Certificates

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

The encryption hierarchy in SQL Server Encryption Hierarchy

Encrypting SQL Server connections Encrypting Connections to SQL Server

Implementing secure connections How to: Enable Encrypted Connections to the Database
Engine (SQL Server Configuration Manager)

Encryption functions Cryptographic Functions (Transact-SQL)

The following table contains information about these files.

SQL Server service packs and upgrades provide enhanced security. To determine the latest available service pack
available for SQL Server, see the SQL Server Web site.

You can use the following script to determine the service pack installed on the system.

Principals are the individuals, groups, and processes granted access to SQL Server. "Securables" are the server,
database, and objects the database contains. Each has a set of permissions that can be configured to help reduce
the SQL Server surface area.

The following table contains information about principals and securables.

For more information about database and application security, see Identity and Access Control (Database Engine).

Encryption does not solve access control problems. However, encryption enhances security by limiting data loss
even in the rare occurrence that access controls are bypassed. For example, if the database host computer is
misconfigured and a malicious user obtains sensitive data, such as credit card numbers, that stolen information
might be useless if it is encrypted.

The following table contains more information about encryption in SQL Server.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms143547.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189128.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174838.aspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=31629
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181127.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190401.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191465.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb510418.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189586.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189067.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191192.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms173744.aspx


Implementing encryption Encryption How-to Topics

Setting up Analysis Services for data encryption Requiring Data Encryption

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Using a certificate for secure connections Configuring Certificate for Use by SSL

Creating a certificate for use by SQL Server CREATE CERTIFICATE (Transact-SQL)

Using a certificate with SQL Server Service Broker Certificates and Service Broker

Using a certificate with database mirroring Using Certificates for Database Mirroring

Application Security

SQL Server Security Tools, Utilities, Views, and Functions

SQL Server Security Tools and UtilitiesSQL Server Security Tools and Utilities

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

Connecting to, configuring, and controlling SQL Server Introducing SQL Server Management Studio

Connecting to SQL Server and running queries at the
command prompt

sqlcmd Utility

Network configuration and control for SQL Server SQL Server Configuration Manager

Enabling and disabling features by using policy-based
management

Administering Servers by Using Policy-Based Management

Manipulating symmetric keys for a report server rskeymgmt Utility

Certificates are software "keys" shared between two servers that enable secure communications by way of strong
authentication. You can create and use certificates in SQL Server to enhance object and connection security.

The following table contains information about how to use certificates with SQL Server.

SQL Server security best practices include writing secure client applications. For more information about server
access and SQL Server client applications, see Developer's Guide (Database Engine).

For more information about how to help secure client applications at the networking layer, see Client Network
Configuration.

For more information about how to write applications that use native XML services, see Writing Client
Applications.

SQL Server provides tools, utilities, views, and functions that can be used to configure and administer security.

The following table contains information about SQL Server tools and utilities that you can use to configure and
administer security.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa337557.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms175415.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186362.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187798.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms166096.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191477.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522480.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190611.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190173.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174173.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms162773.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms174212.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb510667.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms162822.aspx


SQL Server Security Catalog Views and FunctionsSQL Server Security Catalog Views and Functions

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT SEE

SQL Server security catalog views, which return information
about database-level and server-level permissions, principals,
roles, and so on. In addition, there are catalog views that
provide information about encryption keys, certificates, and
credentials.

Security Catalog Views (Transact-SQL)

SQL Server security functions, which return information about
the current user, permissions, and schemas

Security Functions (Transact-SQL)

SQL Server security dynamic management views Security-Related Dynamic Management Views and Functions
(Transact-SQL)

Links for Further Information

The Database Engine exposes security information in several views and functions that are optimized for
performance and utility.

The following table contains information about security views and functions.

Securing SQL Server
SQL Server 2008 Deployment Guide for Web Hosting Environments
Security Considerations for a SQL Server Installation
Secure Deployment (Database Engine)
Security and Protection (Database Engine)
Security Enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2008 video
Security Enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2008 presentation
SQL Server 2008 for Hosters

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178542.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186236.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb677257.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb283235.aspx
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/1/f/d1f05c2e-0741-442d-859e-9417b377fdfa/The architectural view of SQL Server.zip
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms144228.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb522545.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb510589.aspx
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/Security Enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2008.wmv
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/1/f/d1f05c2e-0741-442d-859e-9417b377fdfa/Security Enhancements in SQL Server 2008.zip
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Introduction

Impersonation and File System Access

C:\>%windir%\System32\inetsrv>appcmd.exe list config "Default Web Site" /section:anonymousAuthentication

<system.webServer>

  <security>

    <authentication>

     <anonymousAuthentication enabled="true" userName="IUSR" />

    </authentication>

   </security>

</system.webServer>

by Tali Smith

The access control list (ACL) is a list of permissions associated with an object. Each of these permission entries is
called an access control entry (ACE); an ACE contains permissions associated with a particular object for a
particular identity. For example, for file system objects, you can set ACLs on files/directories on an NTFS file
system.

You can use graphical user interface (GUI) tools (such as My Computer or Windows® Explorer) to set or edit ACLs.
Simply right-click any file or folder resource from one of these tools, select Properties, and then click the Security
tab to see a graphical representation of the ACL on the resource you chose. From this dialog box, you can apply or
remove group or user permissions to system resources such as files and folders. You can also use a command-line
utility Cacl.exe to display or modify file ACLs.

For the basics of ACLs, see Secure Content in IIS through File System ACLs.

It is recommended that you enable FastCGI impersonation in PHP when using IIS. This is controlled by the
fastcgi.impersonate directive in the Php.ini file. When impersonation is enabled, PHP performs all the file system
operations on behalf of the user account that has been determined by IIS authentication; this ensures that even if
the same PHP process is shared across multiple IIS Web sites, the PHP scripts in those Web sites cannot access
each other's files as long as different user accounts are used for IIS authentication on each Web site.

For example, in its default configuration, IIS has anonymous authentication enabled with the built-in user account
IUSR used as a default identity. This means that in order for IIS to execute PHP scripts, it is necessary to grant the
IUSR account read permission on those scripts. If PHP applications need to perform write operations on certain
files or write files into some folders, then the IUSR account should have write permission to those.

To determine which user account is used as an anonymous identity in IIS, use the following command (replace the
"Default Web Site" with the name of your IIS Web site). In the output XML configuration element, look for the
userName attribute.

Note that if the userName attribute is not present in the <anonymousAuthentication> element or is set to an

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/secure-content-in-iis-through-impersonation.md


C:\>icacls C:\inetpub\wwwroot\upload /grant IUSR:(OI)(CI)(M)

processed file: C:\inetpub\wwwroot\upload

Successfully processed 1 files; Failed processing 0 files

Links for Further Information

empty string, then the application pool identity is used as an anonymous identity for that Web site.

To modify the permissions settings on files and folders, use the Windows Explorer user interface or the icacls
command.

Note: This article uses material from "Securing Content in IIS through File System ACLs" by Nazim Lala, published
on March 17, 2009.

Application Packaging Guide for the Windows Web Application Gallery.
Understanding the Built-In User and Group Accounts in IIS 7 and Above.
PHP on Windows Training Kit (August 2009).
Access Control Lists.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c8498c9b-a85a-4afa-90c0-593d0e4850cb&DisplayLang=en
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa374872(VS.85).aspx
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SETTING DESCRIPTION

allow_url_fopen=Off allow_url_include=Off Disable remote URLs (which may cause code injection
vulnerabilities) for file handling functions.

register_globals=Off Disable register_globals.

open_basedir="c:\inetpub" Restrict where PHP processes can read and write on a file
system.

safe_mode=Off safe_mode_gid=Off Disable safe mode.

max_execution_time=30 max_input_time=60 Limit script execution time.

memory_limit=16M upload_max_filesize=2M
post_max_size=8M max_input_nesting_levels=64

Limit memory usage and file sizes.

display_errors=Off log_errors=On
error_log="C:\path\of\your\choice"

Configure error messages and logging.

fastcgi.logging=0 Internet Information Services (IIS) FastCGI module will fail the
request when PHP sends any data on stderr by using FastCGI
protocol. Disabling FastCGI logging will prevent PHP from
sending error information over stderr, and generating 500
response codes for the client.

expose_php=Off Hide presence of PHP.

by Tali Smith

PHP code can be embedded in your Web pages along with HTML code. When your Web server receives a request
for a page, the page is first given to the PHP handler. The PHP handler outputs HTML code without modification
and executes any PHP commands. Any HTML code generated by the PHP commands is also output. This results in
a Web page with content that has been customized on the server before being sent to the requestor.

The capabilities of PHP also make it a potential security risk because data is actively fetched, received, and
processed from anywhere on the Internet. Attackers may attempt to send in malicious data and scripts and trick
your server into fetching malicious scripts and running them. Attackers may also attempt to read and write files on
your server to take control of the Web site and use it for their own purposes.

You can configure PHP settings to tighten the security of a PHP installation and help protect the Web site from
malicious attacks. The Php.ini file specifies the configuration settings PHP uses when it is running on your Web
site. The Php.ini file determines what things PHP scripts are allowed to do and what the scripts are prohibited from
doing. Table 1 summarizes settings that affect security. More detailed explanations of the setting follow.

Table 1: Recommended Php.ini settings

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/secure-php-with-configuration-settings.md


allow_url_fopen = Off

include($_SERVER['DOCUMENT_ROOT'] . '/page.php');

DISPLAY_ERRORS =Off 
display_startup_errors = Off 
log_errors = On 
error_reporting = E_ALL

error_log = /home/yourUserID/public_html/phperr.txt

expose_php = Off

register_globals = Off

This setting is very important because it prevents URLs from being used in statements such as include(). Setting
allow_url_fopen to "Off" means that only files that reside within your Web site can be included; you cannot include
a file from a different server, but neither can other people through Remote File Inclusion (RFI) attacks. (In an RFI
attack, someone embeds a URL in an HTTP request hoping that your script is tricked into running theirs.) A
command such as include("http://website.com/page.php"), for example, is not allowed to execute.

Include a file from your own site by specifying its path and filename. For example, if you have a URL include line,
convert it to:

$_SERVER['DOCUMENT_ROOT'] is a superglobal variable set to be the root folder of your site. (Note that there is
no trailing "/"; you must provide a leading "/" in '/page.php'.)

If you want to include static content from another one of your Web sites, such as
include('http://myothersite.com/includes/footer.php'), make a copy of that content in the current site and then
include it locally.

Note that if you must include content from a remote site using URLs and need to set allow_url_fopen = On, look
for alternative ways to gain some protection from RFI attacks.

These settings specify that all errors and warnings get logged to your error log text file and specify that none of the
errors or warnings get displayed on any Web page that is sent out from your server. Errors should not be displayed
publicly because they can help someone figure out how to attack your server. Always check your error log when
you are testing new code.

This defines the path and fie to which your PHP errors and warnings are logged. You should use a text file for error
logging, but note that the text file will accumulate errors indefinitely until you empty it. Keep the error log file in an
area of your Web site that is not publicly accessible.

With this setting, the headers that accompany outgoing pages do not reveal that PHP is running or its version.

For example, for the URL http://site.com/index.php?variable=***value***, the variable passes into your script with
its value set to value when register_globals is "On." When register_globals is "Off," however, variables do not
automatically pass into your script's variable list. This makes it much more difficult for an attacker to inject code
into your script.

http://website.com/page.php
http://myothersite.com/includes/footer.php
http://site.com/index.php?variable=***value***


safe_mode = Off

View the PHP Settings

Links for Further Information

This setting is not in the "recommended Php.ini" file. It restricts the permissions with which PHP scripts run. Some
third-party scripts do not run properly when safe_mode is set to "On." Note that beginning with PHP 6 safe_mode
does not exist.

You can get a complete report of all your PHP settings.

<?php phpinfo(); ?>

2. Upload it to your server into (preferably) a password-protected folder.

http://yoursite.com/whatever/filename.php

4. Enter your user name and password to access the protected folder and view the result page.
5. Save or print the result page to your local computer for reference.
6. Delete the .php file from your server.

1. Create a text file with a .php extension:

3. Open your Web browser, and type the path into the address bar :

How to change configuration settings.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.

http://ie.php.net/configuration.changes
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Secure File Access

Use Per-Site PHP Configuration

Separate IIS User Accounts and Application Pools

by Tali Smith

Security is always a consideration; it is critical to make careful security considerations when you implement and
maintain your Web sites, infrastructure, and PHP applications. Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above
offers many ways to configure security, including dynamic IP restrictions, application pool identities, and Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL).

The following techniques are some additional ways to secure PHP on IIS.

You can secure your IIS sites through access control list (ACL)–based security measures:

Structure your Web application folders in a logical manner. Create new directories for each file type, setting
ACLs on each directory, and let the files inherit the ACLs. Managing and maintaining a Web application with
individual ACLs for each file in the system is more difficult. For greater control, isolate separate folders that
might need read-write access from anonymous users.
By default, ACLs on the FTP and SMTP directories ( C:\inetpub\ftproot  and C:\inetpub\mailroot , respectively)
are set at Everyone (Full Control); consider modifying these ACLs with tighter security. To save space on your
IIS volume, place the FTP and SMTP folders on a different volume than the IIS server if you want to support
Everyone (Write). Alternately, use Windows® 2000 disk quotas to limit the amount of data you can write to the
FTP and SMTP folders.
Mark the ACLs on the IIS-generated log files ( %systemroot%\system32\logfiles ) Administrators (Full Control),
System (Full Control), Everyone (Read-Write Control); this helps prevent intruders from deleting information to
cover their tracks.
Disable or remove all IIS-installed sample Web applications. (Sample sites to help developers learn are not
installed by default.) Never install sample sites on a production server because of the many well-identified
security risks they present. Though some sample Web applications are installed so that you can access them
only from http://localhost or IP address 127.0.0.1, remove them. For example, the IISSamples, IISHelp, and
Data Access virtual directories and their associated folders are sample sites that should not reside on
production servers.

See Secure Content in IIS Through File System ACLs for more information.

The FastCGI handler makes it possible to use a different Php.ini file for every application mapping. You can
customize your PHP configuration around the specific requirements of your users or your PHP applications, letting
you tighten configuration.

Segregate users and PHP applications by using different user accounts and application pools; this helps keep users
and PHP applications from interfering with each other. Keeping user accounts and application pools separate also
helps isolate PHP crashes to the specific user or application that caused the issue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/secure-your-infrastructure-and-php-applications.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/configuring-security/index
http://localhost


Limit NTFS Permissions

Use URL Rewriting

Modify Configuration Settings

Restrict HTTP Verbs and Use Request Filtering

Links for Further Information

Consider using the NTFS Deny permission to restrict access for your IIS users; configure your IIS user account so
that it only has permissions to the files and directories it needs to access, and everything else is set to Deny. If you
have also separated IIS user accounts and application pools, you can make it nearly impossible for one user or
application to access files of another user or application like the safe_mode PHP directive used by many UNIX-
based Web hosts. Note that it is more common to exclude the user or group from the ACL instead of configuring
them to have explicit Deny permissions. It is best to plan your permission structure very carefully and make a
backup of your system state.

You can improve security with URL rewriting. To avoid the possibility of session hijacking or fixation, keep the
session ID in a cookie instead of rewriting the session ID into the URL, and add a second unique token into the
URL. Associate this new token value with the session ID, and store it in server session state. Whenever the user
makes a request back to the server, the request must include the matching second token or the server considers
the request a forgery. For more information, see Improving Security with URL Rewriting.

You can configure PHP settings to tighten the security of a PHP installation and help protect the Web site from
malicious attacks. The Php.ini file specifies the configuration settings PHP uses when it is running on your Web
site. The Php.ini file determines what the PHP scripts are allowed to do and what the scripts are prohibited from
doing.

Enable only the PHP extensions that your applications are going to use. Some PHP directives, such as
register_globals and allow_url_fopen, can pose security risks and should be disabled, if possible. Also, ensure
the expose_php directive is off so that PHP does not expose that it is installed on your server.
Customize your PHP configuration so that only the functions and classes used by your application are enabled.
Use the disable_functions and disable_classes PHP directives to supply a list of comma-separated functions and
classes that you want to disable.
Limit the max_execution_time, max_input_time, memory_limit, post_max_size and upload_max_filesize
to only what you need and what your server can handle.

Consider restricting which HTTP verbs can be used by enabling only the verbs needed when configuring your PHP
application mapping in IIS. For most PHP applications, you only need to enable GET, HEAD, and POST. You can
use URLScan v3.1, a security tool that restricts the types of HTTP requests processed by IIS. By blocking specific
HTTP requests, URLScan helps prevent potentially harmful requests from being processed by Web applications on
the server. URLScan v3.1 can scan query strings and can customize rules to scan parts of your HTTP requests.
URLScan v3.1 is installed as an Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) filter on IIS. See Using
URLScan for more information.

All the core features of URLScan into the Request Filtering module, which also includes a Hidden Segments
feature which lets you define which segments are "servable." The Request Filtering module inspects known
malicious patterns in the requests and prevents such requests from being serviced if the module determines that
the requests may be harmful. For example, this module lets you filter requests that are double escaped, filter
requests that use certain HTTP verbs, or block requests to specific folders. You can enforce tighter security policies
on your Web servers with the Request Filtering module. You can also configure WebDAV with request filtering.

https://blogs.msdn.com/sdl/archive/2009/04/09/improving-security-with-url-rewriting.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/extensions/working-with-urlscan/index


IIS Security Checklist.
Secure Content Publishing.
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by Tali Smith

Security is always a consideration; it is critical to make careful security considerations when you implement and
maintain your Web sites, infrastructure, and applications. Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above offers
many ways to configure security, including dynamic IP restrictions, application pool identities, and Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL). IIS also provides a comprehensive set of authentication and authorization features that can be used to
create the desired access control scheme for PHP applications without writing any custom code. You can use
features such as Forms Authentication, Role Manager, and URL Authorization to quickly deploy access control
solutions that are easily manageable through IIS Manager and other tools.

The following articles provide guidance:

Secure Your Infrastructure and Applications. This article provides an overview of techniques to secure PHP on
IIS.
Secure Content in IIS Through File System ACLs. This article, provides guidance for using access control lists
(ACLs) to secure content.
Secure Content in IIS Through Impersonation. This article describes how to use impersonation to help secure
content.
Set ACLs Through the Manifest.xml File. While hosters typically use the command line to set ACLs, it is also
possible to use the Manifest.xml file.
Secure Your SQL Server Database. If you use Microsoft® SQL Server® as your database, you must create and
implement an effective security plan. This article touches on a few areas of particular interest to Web hosters.
Ensure Security Isolation for Web Sites. The recommendation for isolating PHP Web sites in a shared hosting
environment is consistent with all general security isolation recommendations for IIS. Isolating Web sites is
particularly important in a shared hosting environment.
Use Request Filtering. Request filtering is designed and optimized for security scenarios.
Secure PHP with Configuration Settings. You can configure PHP settings to tighten the security of a PHP
installation; this article recommends settings you can use.
Enable PHP Applications to Make Application-Level Access Control Decisions. You can expose key access
control information to a PHP application to facilitate application-level access control.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/how-to-secure-the-microsoft-web-platform.md
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Enable PHP Applications to Make Application-Level
Access Control Decisions
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Introduction

by Tali Smith

You can expose key access control information to a PHP application to facilitate application-level access control, if
desired. The Microsoft® .NET extensibility in Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above makes it very easy
to add custom authentication or authorization features or to complement existing access control features with
custom functionality.

For example, you can:

Use Membership and Roles APIs to manage the use and role stores in a consistent way, regardless of the
underlying provider storage.
Provide custom credential store support for Forms Authentication by writing a custom Membership provider.
Provide custom role store support for Role Manager by writing a custom Role provider.

PHP can integrate with the IIS security model by executing PHP scripts while impersonating the authenticated
user provided by IIS, but the authenticated user must be a Windows® user and the access control lists (ACLs) for
the PHP application content must grant access for each impersonated user. The ACLs must be managed
throughout the lifetime of the application and, in many cases, managed when moving the application between
servers.

With IIS and FastCGI, PHP can use an execution model that simplifies security management. The PHP scripts can
be executed using the identity of the application pool to which the application belongs. This model has the
following advantages:

The content can grant access for a single identity, the identity of the application pool. Alternatively, if you do not
want application pool isolation, you can give access to the IIS_IUSRS group, which allows all IIS application
pools on any IIS machine to have access. This significantly simplifies deployment and ongoing management of
the application.
All access security can be managed at the application level using application authorization features; it can be
applied uniformly to parts of the application that do not correspond to physical resources and therefore cannot
have ACL-based permissions.
No impersonation needs to take place, which may improve performance.

Note that this security model may not be appropriate if:

You isolate multiple applications from each other within a single application pool, by impersonating a specific
user for each.
You secure application content by using ACLs for each user and impersonating that user to access application
content. Or, you use application features or libraries that use the impersonated user to authenticate their
actions.
The application content is on a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) share, and is configured with fixed
credentials for the application's virtual directories.

IIS access control features help create flexible and manageable access control solutions for PHP applications and

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/enable-php-applications-to-make-application-level-access-control-decisions.md


Configure Basic Authentication

Configure Forms Authentication

the PHP-specific integration that can enable PHP applications to make application-level access control decisions.

1. Start IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
2. Expand the server node, and then expand the Sites node.
3. In the tree view on the left, click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.
4. Under the IIS feature group, double-click Authentication. Here you can see the available authentication

methods, which correspond to the installed authentication modules. By default, Anonymous Authentication is
enabled

5. Right-click Anonymous Authentication, and then click Disable.

7. In the tree view on the left, click the same Web site that you clicked in Step 3.
8. In the Actions pane, click Restart.
9. Close IIS Manager. Note that only the built-in authentication schemes are visible in the Authentication feature.

Third-party custom authentication schemes need to be configured separately, but the Authentication feature
may still be used to disable the built-in authentication methods.

6. Right-click Basic Authentication, and then click Enable.

Figure 1: Authentication page

Basic authentication can be an insecure way of providing authentication over the Internet, because the browser
sends the password in clear text. To prevent password disclosure, you should only use basic authentication over
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connections. Basic authentication requires that the user log in with a local Windows
account or a domain account stored in Windows Active Directory®. Because of this, users authenticated with basic
authentication can be impersonated if desired.

Forms Authentication is a Microsoft® ASP.NET authentication feature that can be used for any application content
on IIS by taking advantage of the ASP.NET Integrated mode engine. Before using Forms Authentication, be sure
that ASP.NET is installed on the server and the PHP application is using an application pool configured to run in
Integrated mode (default). For many Internet sites, the ASP.NET Forms Authentication may be a better option, for
the following reasons:

It allows the application to provide the login experience as a seamless part of the application.
It supports arbitrary credential stores, including built-in support for Microsoft® SQL Server® databases and
Windows accounts. Numerous open-source credential store providers are available, or custom ones can be
provided by the application.
It provides enhanced functionality for secure authentication ticket management.

To configure Forms Authentication:
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1. Start IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
2. Expand the server node, and then expand the Sites node.
3. In the tree view on the left, click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.
4. Under the IIS feature group, double-click Authentication.
5. Right-click Forms Authentication, and then click Enable.
6. Right-click Anonymous Authentication, and then click Enable.

8. In the tree view on the left, click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.
9. Under the IIS feature group, double-click Modules.

11. Click OK. This allows the Forms Authentication module to provide authentication services for all requests,
regardless of the application content being requested. This enables your PHP application to take advantage of
Forms Authentication.

7. Disable all other authentication methods. Anonymous authentication is required for Forms Authentication
to authenticate users requesting the login page.

Figure 2: Forms Authentication and Anonymous Authentication enabled

10. Double-click the FormsAuthentication module, and then clear the Invoke only for requests to
ASP.NET applications or managed handlers check box.

Figure 3: Enabling Forms Authentication for all requests

You can edit a number of configuration options that control the behavior of the Forms Authentication module (see
docs at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/1d3t3c61.aspx):

The default login page URL.
The timeout and automatic renewal time period for the authentication ticket.
Whether to use cookieless (URL-based) or cookie-based authentication tickets, or auto-detect cookie support.
Whether Forms Authentication requires SSL (recommended).
The encryption levels of the authentication ticket.
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Configure Authorization

Configure URL AuthorizationConfigure URL Authorization

Configure Role-Based AuthorizationConfigure Role-Based Authorization

You can also configure the credential store for use with Forms Authentication by selecting the appropriate
Membership provider. By default, you can use either the SQL Server-based Membership provider (configured to
use the local SQL Server Express instance by default), or the Active Directory membership provider (configured to
use the local Windows account store by default). However, you can also download and use third-party
membership providers, or develop your own membership provider to work with your application's existing
credential store.

IIS URL Authorization is a new authorization mechanism that enables the application to create declarative
authorization rules within the application itself. These rules can grant or deny access to parts of the application
based on the authenticated user and the user's role memberships. The IIS URL Authorization feature is a separate
feature from the ASP.NET URL Authorization feature. It is similar in functionality but supports a slightly different
configuration syntax and is available even if ASP.NET is not installed. Either feature can be used to provide
configuration-based user and role authorization for PHP applications.

1. Start IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
2. Expand the server node, and then expand the Sites node.
3. In the tree view on the left, click on the click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.
4. Double-click Authorization Rules.

6. Click OK.
7. In the tree view on the left, click the click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure name.
8. In the Actions pane, click Restart.
9. Close IIS Manager. This denies access to the application for anonymous users. This causes requests to the

application to be rejected, and it allows Forms Authentication to redirect users to the login page so that they
may log in.

5. Click Add Deny Rule, and then select All anonymous users.

Figure 4: Add an authorization rule to deny anonymous users

URL Authorization allows you to create Allow or Deny rules that apply to:

Anonymous users.
A specific user.
A user in one or more roles.

Role-based rules can be a great way to manage permissions for a large group of users.
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When using roles, the role membership information is provided by the Roles module. The Roles module uses a
provider model for obtaining roles for a particular user, similar to the Membership provider model.

1. Start IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe).
2. Expand the server node, and then expand the Sites node.
3. In the tree view on the left, click the click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.
4. Under ASP.NET, double-click .NET Roles.

6. In the Actions pane, click Add.

8. Click OK.
9. In the tree view on the left, click the click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure.

10. Under ASP.NET, double-click .NET Users.
11. In the Actions pane, click Add.
12. Type the user credentials, and then click Next.
13. Select the Admin role check box to add the new user to that role.

5. In the Actions pane, click Enable.

Figure 5: Enable .NET roles

7. In the Name box, type Admin

Figure 6: Add a .NET role
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Integrating PHP with IIS 7.0 and Above

Links for Further Information

14. Click Finish.
15. In the tree view on the left, click the Web click on the Web site that hosts the application you want to secure,

used in step 9.
16. Under the IIS feature group, double-click Modules.
17. Double-click the RoleManager module, clear the Invoke only for requests to ASP.NET applications or

managed handlers check box, and then click OK.
18. Double-click the DefaultAuthentication module, clear the Invoke only for requests to ASP.NET

applications or managed handlers check box, and then click OK.
19. In the tree view on the left, click the Admin sub-directory under the click on the Web site that hosts the

application you want to secure, used in steps 9 and 15.
20. Double-click Authorization Rules.
21. Remove all existing rules by clicking each rule and then clicking Remove.
22. In the Confirm Remove dialog box, click Yes.
23. Click Add Allow Rule, and then select Specified roles or user groups.

25. Close IIS Manager.

24. Type admin in the associated textbox, and then click OK.

Figure 7: Add allow rule for administrator role

IIS 7 and above provides rich authentication and authorization options that a PHP application can use directly,
without needing to provide any custom code. However, there are times when the application needs to perform
further authorization at a more granular level than a resource. Or, other times, the application may want to
customize the behavior or rendering of the page based on the identity of the user. IIS makes this possible by
providing the authenticated user identity information to the PHP page through server variables.

You can use the following server variables to inspect the authenticated user and/or make decisions about the
authenticated identity:

LOGON_USER – the authenticated user's name. Empty if the authenticated user is anonymous.
AUTH_TYPE – the authentication scheme that was used to authenticate the user.

PHP on Windows Training Kit
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Introduction

Notes on PHP Setup

Download and Unpack the Application

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure the Application

by Eric Woersching

Advanced Poll is a polling system with a powerful administration tool. It features: multiple pools, templates,
unlimited options, multi-language support, IP-Logging, IP-Locking, cookie support, comment feature, vote expire
feature, random poll support and more. Advanced Poll supports data in text files and MySQL databases. For more
information about Advanced Poll, see http://www.proxy2.de/scripts.php.

The following sections describe how to install and configure Advanced Poll for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This
document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described here: https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

Advanced Poll does not need many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP . From the
base configuration file provided by PHP, you only need to modify the following lines in your php.ini configuration
file to get Advanced Poll to work:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e., the location of your php extensions directory)
Uncomment 'extension=php_mysql.dll' in the extensions list to enable MySQL support

First, download the latest stable release of Advanced Poll. For this article, we use Advanced Poll 2.0.8. Download it
from here. Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\advancedpoll .

Advanced Poll supports both text files and mySQL as the backend data repository. Here, we use the MySQL
database option. These instructions assume that you already have MySQL installed and running.

Before starting the installation procedure for AdvancedPoll, you must create a database on your server. Also create
a user and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a
Database for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following
database information:

Database Name: 'advancedpoll'
Database User: 'advancedpoll'
Account Password: 'advancedpoll'

1. Open the configuration file Configu.inc.php with a text editor, and set your database settings:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/advanced-poll-on-iis.md
http://www.proxy2.de/scripts.php
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Test the Advanced Poll Application

$POLLDB["dbName"]="advancedpoll"  // --supply the database you created

$POLLDB["host"]="localhost"       // --supply your mySQL instance

$POLLDB["user"]="advancedpoll"    // --supply the user name you have created

$POLLDB["pass"]="advancedpoll"    // --supply the password

2. Call the install script from your browser http://localhost/advancedpoll/install.php , and follow the setup
instructions.

All the necessary database tables are created.

To test that Advanced Poll has been installed successfully, use the built-in demonstration polls as illustrated in the
following screenshots.
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Create a poll and view it as a site visitor would. Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://localhost/advancedpoll/admin .
2. Enter the administrator user name and password created in the last installation step.

3. Once logged in, click Create a new poll. A form displays:
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Getting More Information

4. Click Save to publish this poll.
5. Here you see the actual poll as site visitors see it.

To discuss the FastCGI support in IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Set Up and Configure the Application

by Eric Woersching

A popular open source blogging solution, b2Evolution, includes all the features of traditional blog tools, and
extends them with evolved features such as file and photo management, advanced skinning, multiple blogs
support, as well as detailed user permissions. For more information about b2Evolution, see
http://www.b2evolution.net/.

The following sections describe how to install and configure b2Evolution for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This
document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described here: https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of b2Evolution. For this article, we use b2Evolution 1.10.2. Download it
from here. Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\b2evolution .

Before starting the installation procedure for b2Evolution, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'b2Evolution'
Database User: 'b2Evolution'
Account Password: 'b2Evolution'

To ensure that the installation process completes without errors, follow the instructions to set the file and directory
permissions: http://manual.b2evolution.net/Directory_and_file_permissions. For this walkthrough, we simply
provided modify permissions to the local machine "Internet Guest Account" account for the following directories
and file:

/blogs/media/blogs
/blogs/media/users
/blogs/conf/_basic_config.php

We also updated the php.ini file to add the php_mysql.dll module into it under the Dynamic Extensions section in
the file and ensured that the extension directory points to the correct location:

extension_dir = "./ext
extension=php_mysql.dll

Here are the steps to follow:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/b2evolution-on-iis.md
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Test the b2Evolution Application

1. Browse to the http://localhost/b2evolution/doc/install_new.html page for detailed setup instructions.
2. Click the Install link on the top of the page to redirect to the Install Wizard.

3. If you get an error stating that the config file (_basic_config.php) cannot be automatically updated, follow the
alternate solution listed. Manually copy and paste the content listed on that page into the config file and then
start the installation from scratch at: http://localhost/b2evolution/blogs/install/index.php?locale=en-US.

4. All the tables are created and the admin password is created. Copy this password and use it to log into the site
as an Administrator. Change the password immediately: http://localhost/b2evolution/blogs/admin.php.

5. Go to the next page to learn how to verify that b2Evolution has been setup correctly.

To test that b2Evolution has been installed successfully, create a blog posting and view it as a site visitor would.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://localhost/b2Evolution/blogs/admin.php.

http://localhost/b2evolution/doc/install_new.html
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2. Enter the administrator username and password created in the last installation step.

3. Once logged in, enter a title for your post and some content and click Preview. This launches another IE window
and displays the post:

4. Click Save to publish this content to the Blog selected (Blog A in the case above)
5. Click the "Exit to blogs" link on the upper right hand corner of the page to leave the Administrator portal and

browse to the actual blog site.
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Changing the permalink structure

You now see the actual Blog A as site visitors see it.

The default permalinks in b2evolution look something like:
http://www.yoursite.com/blogs/index.php?title=post_title&c=1&tb=1&pb=1&more=1

When hosting b2evolution on IIS you can change this structure to the one that does not use query string. In the
blog administration console go to the Blog Settings > URLs tab, where you can choose different link formats; for
example:
http://www.yoursite.com/blogs/2003/05/20/post_title

In order for this permalink structure to work you need to instal Microsoft URL rewrite module for IIS 7.0. Once it is
installed, create a web.config file in the same folder where b2evolution php scripts are and then paste the following
into it:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <rewrite>
            <rules>
                <rule name="b2evolution">
                    <match url=".*" />
                    <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
                </rule>
            </rules>
        </rewrite>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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by Eric Woersching

Coppermine is a multi-purpose, fully-featured and integrated web picture gallery script written in PHP.
Coppermine uses GD or ImageMagick as the image library with a MySQL backend.

The following sections describe how to install and configure Coppermine for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This
document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described here: https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of Coppermine. For this article, we use Coppermine 1.4.13 downloaded
from here.

Once you downloaded the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Coppermine . Add permissions to IIS_WPG to have Write access for the following folders:

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Coppermine\include

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Coppermine\albums

Ensure that both GD2 and MySQL are enabled in PHP by uncommenting the modules in the php.ini file.

Before starting the installation procedure for Coppermine create a database on your server. Also create a database
user and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a
Database for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following
database information:

Database Name: 'Coppermine'
Database User: 'cpguser'
Account Password: 'password'

Open your web browser and browse to http://localhost/Coppermine/install.php, the Coppermine setup page.

1. Enter the required installation information as in the screen shot below (replace the Database Server Hostname
and Passwords with the information of your database server). Click "Let's Go!".

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/coppermine-on-iis.md
http://downloads.sourceforge.net/coppermine/cpg1.4.13.zip
http://localhost/Coppermine/install.php


2. Click "Let's Continue" to complete the setup.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/coppermine-on-iis/_static/image1.png
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Getting More Information

3. After the installation is complete, delete the file install.php from c:\inetpub\wwwroot\Coppermine  to ensure that
no one can reconfigure the gallery.

You must change the access permissions on the include folder now that the installation is finished. Ensure that the
folder is NOT writable by the service account that is used for the application pool associated with the "Default Web
Site". Once the permissions have been specified, you can browse to http://localhost/Coppermine/index.php and log
on using the administrative username and password that you have specified earlier.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.

http://localhost/Coppermine/index.php
https://forums.iis.net/1103.aspx
https://php.iis.net/
https://forums.iis.net/1102.aspx
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by Eric Woersching

Crafty Syntax Live Help is an open source, live support solution that helps customer support with live help
functionality. It can pro-actively push visitors to your site or one requested by the customer. Crafty Syntax includes
a large range of features to allow multiple operators, multiple departments and multiple languages.

For more information about Crafty Syntax Live Help, see http://www.craftysyntax.com/.

The following sections describe how to install and configure Crafty Syntax Live Help for use with FastCGI on IIS
6.0. This document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and
PHP libraries as described here: https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

Crafty Syntax Live Help does not need many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP .
From the base configuration file provided by PHP, you need modify only the following lines in your php.ini
configuration file to get Crafty Syntax Live Help working:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e. the location of your php extensions directory)
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support

First, download the latest stable release of Crafty Syntax Live Help. For this article, we use Crafty Syntax Live Help
2.14.5 downloaded from here. Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\cslh .

Before starting the installation procedure for Crafty Syntax Live Help, create a database on your server. Also create
a user and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a
Database for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following
database information:

Database Name: 'cslh'
Database User: 'cslh'
Account Password: 'cslh'

Browse to the http://localhost/cslh/setup.php page for detailed setup instructions.

1. Click the Install link on the top of the page to redirect to the Install Wizard.
2. Enter the required database information using the database name and user name created earlier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/crafty-syntax-live-help-on-iis.md
http://www.craftysyntax.com/
http://www.craftysyntax.com/installation.php
http://localhost/cslh/setup.php


3. All the tables are created and the config.php code is created. Copy the generated code and paste into config.php
file:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/crafty-syntax-live-help-on-iis/_static/image1.png


Test the Application

4. Go to the next page to learn how to verify the installation of Crafty Syntax Live Help.

To test that Crafty Syntax has been installed successfully, chat with an operator to obtain support. Follow these
steps:

1. Navigate to http://localhost/cslh/livehelp.php.
2. Select the default department.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/crafty-syntax-live-help-on-iis/_static/image3.png
http://localhost/cslh/livehelp.php


3. Enter the question:

The operator responds to the question and starts the chat to provide live help.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/crafty-syntax-live-help-on-iis/_static/image5.png
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Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.
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To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.

https://php.iis.net/
https://forums.iis.net/1102.aspx
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Gallery is a web application that lets you manage your photos on your own website. With Gallery, you can easily
create and maintain photo albums via an intuitive interface. Photo management includes automatic thumbnail
creation, image resizing, rotation, ordering, captioning, searching and more. Albums and photos can have view, edit,
delete and other permissions per an individual authenticated user for an additional level of privacy.

For more information about Gallery, refer to http://gallery.menalto.com/.

The following sections describe how to install and configure Gallery for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This document
assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP libraries as
described here in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

The instructions have been tested and work in the following configurations:

Windows Server® 2003 operating system
IIS 6.0
PHP 5.2.4
MySQL 5.0.45
Gallery 2.2.3 – typical install

Gallery does not need many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP . From the base
configuration file provided by PHP, you only need to modify the following lines in your php.ini configuration file to
get Gallery working:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e., the location of your PHP extensions directory)
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support
Uncomment extension=php\_gd2.dll  in the extension list to enable graphics toolkit

The latest releases of Gallery are found at http://codex.gallery2.org/Gallery2:Download. The instructions in this
document are based on version 2.2.3, but future versions will likely be very similar as far as installation is
concerned.

After downloading the zip package, extract its contents to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Gallery2  or another directory of
your choosing. You do not need to modify the permissions on the Gallery web directory, as the default permissions
suffice.

Gallery requires a separate directory for storing all photos and related data, such as thumbnails. For security
reasons, we recommend that you create this directory outside of the web root.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis.md
http://gallery.menalto.com/
http://codex.gallery2.org/Gallery2:Download


Set Up the Database

For this walkthrough, we created a directory called g2data on C: drive C:\g2data . You must grant web server write
permissions to this directory. Since FastCGI impersonates the requests from all users, make sure that the user
account used for impersonation has write access to this directory. For example, if your web site or virtual directory
is configured for Anonymous authentication, then you must grant "Internet Guest Account" write access to 
C:\g2data .

In order to use Gallery, you must have access to some kind of a database. For this walkthrough, we use MS SQL
Server® 2005. You can also use MySQL, MS SQL Server Express or others.

Before starting the install, create a database on your server. Also create a database user and grant this user db
ownership permission to the database.

1. If you are using MS SQL Server 2005, then open Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio and click the
"New Query" button.

USE [master]
GO

CREATE DATABASE gallery2
GO

CREATE LOGIN [gallery2]
WITH PASSWORD=N'pass@word1',
     DEFAULT_DATABASE=[gallery2],
     CHECK_EXPIRATION=OFF,
     CHECK_POLICY=OFF
GO

USE [gallery2]
GO

CREATE USER [gallery2] FOR LOGIN [gallery2] WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]

2. Enter the following script into the query window (this script creates the database and user that are necessary
for the Gallery application).

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image1.png


Set Up and Configure the Application

3. Grant the newly created user the db_owner permissions to Gallery2 database:

Open your web browser and browse to http://localhost/gallery2/install/index.php.

1. Click "Begin installation" to go to the authenticate page.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image3.png
http://localhost/gallery2/install/index.php


2. Follow the instructions and save the login.txt file into the Gallery2 directory.
3. Click "Authenticate Me".

4. Specify the path to the data directory that you have created earlier. If you have configured permissions for
g2data correctly, you can proceed to the next step after clicking "Save".

a. Proceed to the next steps to perform a system check and choose the installation type. For this
walkthrough, we use "Standard Installation" option.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image5.png


In Step 5 in the "Install Steps" pane, enter the required database information. If you have setup the database and
user correctly, clicking "Save" takes you to the subsequent installation steps.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image7.png


In Step 7 in the "Install Steps" pane, you are asked to create an empty config.php file in Gallery2 folder:

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image9.png


Make sure that the web server has write permissions to this file. For this walkthrough, we allowed write
permissions to this file for "Internet Guest Account".

After that, proceed through the remaining installation steps. Once you have completed the installation, you can
login to the newly created Gallery using the administrator user name and password which you specified during
installation.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/gallery2-on-iis/_static/image11.png


Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Geeklog is a PHP/MySQL based application for managing dynamic web content. It is a blog engine, or a CMS with
support for comments, track backs, multiple syndication formats, spam protection, and all the other vital features of
such a system. The core Geeklog distribution is easily extended by community-developed plugins, including forums
and image galleries.

For more information about Geeklog, see http://www.geeklog.net.

In this article, we go through the steps that would be required to install Geeklog to work with FastCGI extension on
IIS6.0. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of Geeklog. For this article, we use Geeklog 1.4.1 downloaded from here.
Once you downloaded the package, uncompress it

For this walkthrough, we extracted the files to D:\Geeklog.

Everything outside the public_html directory should not be visible over the web, as it contains sensitive
information. Hence, copy the content of public_html out into a directory served by your web server

For this walkthrough, we copied the content to directory D:\public_html and created a virtual directory called 'Geeklog'
pointing to D:\public_html.

In order to use Geeklog, you must have access to a database. For this walkthrough, we use MS SQL Server 2005.
You can also use MySQL or MS SQL Express.

Before starting the install, create a database on your server. Also create a database user and grant this user db
ownership permission to the database. If you are using MS SQL Server 2005, then open Microsoft SQL Server
Management Studio and click the "New Query" button. Enter the following script into the query window (this script
creates the database and user that are necessary for the Geeklog application).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/geeklog-on-iis.md
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_content_management_system
http://www.geeklog.net/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://www.geeklog.net/filemgmt/viewcat.php?cid=8


USE [master]
GO

CREATE DATABASE Geeklog
GO

CREATE LOGIN [Geeklog]
WITH PASSWORD=N'Geeklog',
     DEFAULT_DATABASE=[Geeklog],
     CHECK_EXPIRATION=OFF,
     CHECK_POLICY=OFF
GO

USE [Geeklog]
GO

CREATE USER [Geeklog] FOR LOGIN [Geeklog] WITH DEFAULT_SCHEMA=[dbo]

NOTENOTE

Configure the Application

Make sure the login Geeklog has permission to create tables inside the Geeklog database.

1. Start by making the following updates to config.php. The examples that follow are specific to this
walkthrough.

$_CONF['path'] = 'd:/geeklog/'; // should end in a slash

$_CONF['path_html'] = 'd:/public_html/';

$_DB_dbms = 'mssql';     // 'mssql' (Microsoft SQL Server)
$_DB_host = 'localhost'; // Name of your database server
$_DB_name = 'Geeklog';   // Name of the database
$_DB_user = 'Geeklog';   // MSSQL user name
$_DB_pass = 'Geeklog';   // MSSQL password

e.g. $_CONF['site_url']          = 'http://localhost/geeklog';

Set $_CONF['path'] to point to the directory where your config.php file resides.

Set $_CONF['path_html'] to point to where the contents of public_html have been placed.

Set Geeklog to use MSSQL and configure the Sql login credentials.

Set $_CONF['site_url']

2. Edit lib-common.php and change the require_once() at the top to point to the location of your config.php file.

For more information on how to install Geeklog, refer to http://www.geeklog.net/docs/install.html.

3. Afterwards, open your web browser and browse to http://localhost/geeklog/admin/install/install.php.

http://www.geeklog.net/docs/install.html
http://localhost/geeklog/admin/install/install.php


5. We are now ready to setup the database and complete the installation. Click Next.

4. Select the installation type from the drop down. For this walkthrough, we set up a new Microsoft SQL
Server database. Set the path to config.php and click Next.
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Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, please use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum
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Mambo is a free, open source content management system (CMS) that is developed in the PHP scripting language.
It is a dynamic CMS and uses the free MySQL database for storing data. The following sections describe how to
install and configure Mambo for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This document assumes that you have completed the
setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP libraries as described in
https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

Mambo does not require many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP . From the base
configuration file provided by PHP, you only need to modify the following lines in your php.ini configuration file to
get Mambo working:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e. the location of your php extensions directory)
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support

Download the latest stable release of Mambo. For this article we, use Mambo 4.6.2 downloaded from here. After
downloading the zip package, extract its contents to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\mambo  or another directory of your
choosing.

Before starting the installation procedure for Mambo, create a database on your server. Also create a database user
and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database
for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database
information

Database Name: 'mambo'
Database User: 'mambouser'
Account Password: 'mambo'

Enable write permission on the Mambo directory for the account that your web server uses for impersonation. For
example, if you have configured the web site to impersonate Anonymous users to "Internet Guest Account"
(IUSR_*), then you must grant this user write access to the directory:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/mambo-on-iis.md
http://www.source.mambo-foundation.org/content/view/90/63/


Configure the Application
1. Open your web browser and browse to http://localhost/mambo/installation/index.php. This takes you to the

Mambo setup page, where you see the results of the Mambo pre-installation tests.
2. When you have ensured that all the tests have passed, click "Next>>" at the top of the page.

> [!NOTE] > You can safely ignore the Session save path at this stage. If it is not set, Mambo will still function.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/mambo-on-iis/_static/image1.png
http://localhost/mambo/installation/index.php


3. On the next page Mambo, asks you to enter the DB information. Enter the correct information and click "Next
>>".
> [!NOTE] > If your MySQL Server is configured to have strict mode enabled, then this step may fail. You must
disable strict mode for MySQL in order for Mambo to succeed with the database setup.

4. Enter your site's name. This is the global title of your Mambo-driven site. Enter a name, then press "Next >>"

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/mambo-on-iis/_static/image3.png
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Enabling search engine friendly URLs

5. In the next step, enter details for your site. The URL should be set to the external sitename to ensure proper
configuration. In a local test setup, the URL may have an extra Mambo at the end (ex:
http://localhost/Mambo/Mambo). Enter your administrator email and password. The final two options should
be left in the default choices. Press "Next >>"

6. You are now finished setting up Mambo. Record your admin password. Delete the "installation" folder from 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Mambo

> [!NOTE] > You must change the access permissions on the Mambo folder. Now that installation is complete,
write access is not needed.

Once the permissions have been specified, browse to http://localhost/Mambo/index.php for the "public" site, or log
on at http://localhost/Mambo/administrator/index.php using the administrative username and password that you
specified earlier.

When hosting Mambo on IIS 7.0 is is possible to configure it to enable search engine friendly URLs. To do that
follow these steps:
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Getting More Information

1. Install Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS 7.0
2. Open configuration.php file in the folder where Mambo is installed and set $mosConfig_sef= "1"

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <rewrite>
            <rules>
                <rule name="Rewrite content">
                    <match url="^content/(.*)" />
                    <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index3.php" />
                </rule>
                <rule name="Rewrite component">
                    <match url="^component/(.*)"  />
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index3.php" />
                </rule>
                <rule name="Rewrite mos">
                    <match url="^mos/(.*)" />
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index3.php" />
                </rule>
            </rules>
        </rewrite>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

3. Create a web.config file in the same folder where Mambo is installed and paste into it the following:

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET/ IIS 6 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://forums.iis.net/1103.aspx
https://php.iis.net/
https://forums.iis.net/1102.aspx
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WordPress is a blog publishing application and content management system. According to
wordpress.org,WordPress is "a state-of-the-art semantic personal publishing platform with a focus on aesthetics,
Web standards, and usability." The following sections describe how to install and configure WordPress for use with
FastCGI on Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above. This document assumes that you have completed
the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP libraries.

The easiest way to install WordPress is by downloading it from the Windows® Web App Gallery. If you need the
Microsoft® Web Platform, you can install the components with the Microsoft® Web Platform Installer (Web PI),
which is also available at the Windows Web App Gallery.

The following article provides guidance for installing WordPress manually. The instructions have been tested and
found to work in the following configurations:

Windows Server® 2008 operating system
IIS 7
PHP 5.2.9
MySQL 5.1.34
WordPress 2.8.5

From the base default configuration file provided by PHP, modify the following lines in your Php.ini configuration:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (for example, the location of your php extensions directory).
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support.

First, download the latest stable release of WordPress. For this article, WordPress version 2.8.5 was used.
Uncompress the WordPress files and copy the files to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\wordpress  or another directory of your
choosing. There is no need to modify permissions on the WordPress Web directory, because the default
permissions suffice.

Before starting the installation procedure for WordPress, you must create a database on your server. Also create a
user and grant this user "db ownership" permission to the database. This article uses the following database
information:

Database name: wordpress
Database user: wordpress
Account password: wordpress

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-wordpress-on-iis.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/Categories.aspx?sorting=alphabetical
http://wordpress.org/download/


Modify the Configuration File

<?php
// ** MySQL settings ** //
define('DB_NAME', 'wordpress');    // The name of the database
define('DB_USER', 'wordpress');     // Your MySQL username
define('DB_PASSWORD', 'wordpress'); // ...and password
define('DB_HOST', '192.168.0.4');    // Change this to the IP address of your database
define('DB_CHARSET', 'utf8');
define('DB_COLLATE', '');
 
// You can have multiple installations in one database if you give each a unique prefix
$table_prefix  = 'wp_';   // Use only numbers, letters, and underscores.
 
// Change this to localize WordPress.  A corresponding MO file for the
// chosen language must be installed to wp-content/languages.
// For example, install de.mo to wp-content/languages and set WPLANG to 'de'
// to enable German language support.
define ('WPLANG', '');
 
/* That is all, stop editing. */
 
define('ABSPATH', dirname(__FILE__).'/');
require_once(ABSPATH.'wp-settings.php');
?>

Setup and Configure the Application

Modify the WordPress configuration file to connect to the database.

1. From Windows® Explorer, navigate to the installation directory C:\inetpub\wwwroot\wordpress , and rename
the file wp-config-sample.php to wp-config.php.

2. Edit wp-config.php; change the DB_NAME , DB_USER, DB_PASSWORD , and DB_HOST values as follows:

1. From Windows® Internet Explorer®, go to http://localhost/wordpress/wp-admin/install.php .
2. Type the name of your blog and your e-mail address, and then click Install WordPress.

Figure 1: Enter information

3. Note the temporary password assigned for the administrator account.
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Figure 2: Note the administrator password

4. Begin managing your blog from http://localhost/wordpress/wp-login.php .

Figure 3: Log on to blog

5. The Welcome page appears.

Figure 4: Welcome page
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Enable "Pretty Permalinks"

Create Rewrite Rule

Typically, WordPress users must use "almost pretty" URLs (for example, 
http://contoso.com/index.php/yyyy/mm/dd/post-name/ ). With the URL Rewrite module, you can create "Pretty

Permalinks" (for example, http://example.com/year/month/day/post-name/ ) for WordPress blogs hosted on IIS.

The steps that follow assume that WordPress is installed in a Web site root directory. If WordPress is installed in a
subdirectory, then the rewrite rules must be included in the Web.config file located within the same subdirectory
as the WordPress files.

1. Install URL Rewrite Go Live release.
2. Log on to WordPress as an administrator.
3. Click the Settings button.

5. Select Custom Structure, and then type
/%year%/%monthnum%/%day%/%postname%/ in the Custom Structure text box.

6. Click Save Changes. You will see that all the blog post links have URLs that follow the format you have
specified; however, if you click any link, the Web server returns a 404 - File Not Found error, because
WordPress relies on a URL rewriting capability within a server to rewrite requests that have "pretty
permalinks" to an Index.php file.

4. Click the Permalinks tab for the Customize Permalink Structure page.

Figure 5: Customize permalink structure page

1. Open the Web.config file (located in the same directory as the WordPress files). If you do not have a
Web.config file in the WordPress directory, create it.

2. Copy and paste the following XML section into the system.webServer element:
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Test the Rewrite Rule

NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Main Rule" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url=".*" />
            <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

This rule matches any requested URL; if the URL does not correspond to a file or a folder on a file system, then the
rule rewrites the URL to Index.php and determines which content to serve based on the REQUEST_URI server
variable that contains the original URL before it was modified by the rule.

After the rewrite rule is saved to the Web.config file, open a Web browser, and then click any one of the permalinks
in WordPress blog. You should see the correct content returned by the Web server for every permalink.

Figure 6: Blog welcome page

This article updates " WordPress on IIS" by Eric Woersching, published on September 11, 2008.

Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Installing PHP on Windows Vista with FastCGI.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.
FastCGI forum.
PHP community forum.
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Introduction

Notes on PHP Setup

Download and Unzip XOOPS

Access Permissions

by Eric Woersching

XOOPS is a popular open source portal and content management system. It serves as a web framework for use by
small, medium and large sites. It allows administrators to easily create dynamic websites with great content and
many outstanding features. It is a tool for developing small to large dynamic community websites, intra company
portals, corporate portals, weblogs and much more. The following sections describe how to install and configure
XOOPS for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This document assumes that you have completed the setup and
configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

The instructions have been tested and found to work in the following configurations:

Windows Server® 2003 operating system
IIS 6.0
PHP 5.2.4
MySQL 5.0.45
XOOPS 2.0.17

XOOPS does not require many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP . From the base
configuration file provided by PHP, you only need to modify the following lines in your php.ini configuration file to
get XOOPS working:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e., the location of your php extensions directory)
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support

The latest release of XOOPS is at http://www.xoops.org/. The instructions in this document are based on version
2.0.17, but future versions are likely to be very similar as far as installation is concerned. After downloading the zip
package, extract the contents of the 'htdocs' folder from the archive into C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\xoops  or another
directory of your choosing.

In order for XOOPS installation to work, you must make sure that the IIS application pool worker process has
write access to the following directories and files:

mainfile.php
cache
templates_c
uploads

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/xoops-on-iis.md
http://www.xoops.org/


NOTENOTE

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure the Application

FastCGI impersonates the requests from all users. Make sure that the user account used for impersonation has write access
to those files.

For example, if the web site or virtual directory is configured for Anonymous authentication, then grant "Internet
Guest Account" write access to those files.

Before starting the installation procedure for XOOPS, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'xoops'
Database User: 'xoops'
Account Password: 'xoops'

Begin the graphical XOOPS installation procedure by pointing your browser at http://localhost/xoops. You see the
following page.

1. Click 'Next' to go to the next screen.

2. Proceed through the installation screens until you get to the most important page-- the setup for
configuring the database connection. Fill in the information as appropriate:

http://localhost/xoops
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Getting More Information

NOTENOTE

3. Now that the database connection is configured, proceed to the following screens that verify the connection and
set up the database tables. Keep clicking "Next" and several screens later XOOPS will be successfully installed.

The XOOPS root path is shown with the wrong slashes, but the install still works.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Introduction

Notes on PHP Setup

Download and Unpack MediaWiki

by Eric Woersching

The following sections describe how to install and configure MediaWiki for use with FastCGI on Windows Server®
2008. This document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and
PHP libraries as described here.

The instructions have been tested and found to work in the following configuration:

Windows Server 2008 RC0
IIS 7.0
PHP 5.2.4 Non-thread-safe Win32 binaries (RC2-dev)
MySQL 5.0
Wikimedia 1.11.0

1. Change the default session, upload folders and grant access to the built-in IIS_IUSRS group.

cd /d C:\php (i.e. the location of your php root directory)

md session

md upload
icacls session /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(OI)(CI)(M)

upload_tmp_dir="C:\php\upload"

session.save_path = "C:\php\session"

extension_dir = "C:\php\ext" (i.e. the location of your php extensions directory)
extension=php_mysql.dll

2. Open a Command Prompt window with administrator privileges and run the following commands:

From the base configuration file provided by PHP, you will need to modify your php.ini to have the
following definitions:

3. Enable PHP support for MySQL. Modify your php.ini to define the extensions directory and uncomment the
PHP MySQL extension definition:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/mediawiki-on-iis.md
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki


Configure MediaWiki

The latest release of MediaWiki is found at http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Download/. The instructions in this
document are based on version 1.11.0, but future versions are likely to be very similar as far as installation is
concerned.

1. After downloading the GNU zip package, extract its contents to %SystemDrive%\Inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki  or
another directory of your choosing.

2. Modify the permissions for the MediaWiki config folder and grant Write permissions for the built-in IIS_IUSRS
group.

icacls %SystemDrive%\Inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki\config /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(W)

3. Open a Command Prompt window with administrator privileges and run the following command:

1. Begin the graphical MediaWiki installation procedure by pointing your browser at
http://localhost/mediawiki/config/index.php. You see the following screen.

2. Scroll down the window and configure your Wiki name and all the required fields. In the Database config
section, enable the 'Use superuser account' checkbox and enter the database superuser password.

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Download/
http://localhost/mediawiki/config/index.php
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4. Move the LocalSetting.php file to the %SystemDrive%\Inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki\  folder and delete the folder 
%SystemDrive%\Inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki\config  from your system.

cacls %SystemDrive%\inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki\LocalSettings.php /sddl:"D:PAI(A;;FA;;;SY)(A;;FA;;;BA)
(A;;FA;;;NS)"

3. Once you enter all the required information, click "Install MediaWiki!". The configuration page creates the
database wikidb and saves your settings in the 
%SystemDrive%\Inetpub\wwwroot\MediaWiki\config\LocalSettings.php  file.

5. LocalSetting.php contains sensitive information, so secure it by revoking access to unnecessary identities.
Open a Command Prompt window with administrator privileges and run the following command:

The previous command grants access only to the following identities:

SYSTEM
BUILTIN\Administrators group
Network Service
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Testing the Application

6. The installation is complete. Point your browser to http://localhost/mediawiki/config/index.php.

For testing MediaWiki, create a user and modify the Main Page content.

1. Navigate to http://localhost/MediaWiki/index.php.
2. Click the Log in / create account link in the top right corner.
3. Click the "Create an account" link.
4. Enter the username and password and click "Create account".

http://localhost/mediawiki/config/index.php
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5. Go to the main page and click the Edit link. An Editor displays in which you can make your changes. When
done with changes, click "Save Page".

Here is the modified page.
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Enabling clean URLs with URL Rewrite Module

Getting More Information

When hosting MediaWiki on IIS 7.0, it is possible to configure MediaWiki to use URLs without query string by
following these steps:

1. Install Microsoft URL Rewrite Module for IIS 7.0

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
    <system.webServer>
        <rewrite>
            <rules>
                <rule name="MediaWiki">
                    <match url="^(.*)$" />
                    <conditions>
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?title={R:1}" />
                </rule>
            </rules>
        </rewrite>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

## The URL base path to the directory containing the wiki;
## defaults for all runtime URL paths are based off of this.
## For more information on customizing the URLs please see:
## http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Short_URL
$wgScriptPath       = "/MediaWiki";
$wgScriptExtension  = ".php";
$wgArticlePath = "${wgScriptPath}/$1";

2. Create a web.config file in the same folder where MediaWiki files were installed and paste into it the
following

3. Update the LocalSettings.php file as follows:
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To discuss the FastCGI support in IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum
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Introduction

Download and Unpack the Application

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\oscommerce\catalog\includes>icacls configure.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W
C:\inetpub\wwwroot\oscommerce\catalog\admin\includes>icacls configure.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure the Application

extension_dir = "./ext"            
extension=php_mysql.dll

by Eric Woersching

OsCommerce is an open-source online shopping and e-commerce solution that is available for free under the
GNU General Public License. It features a rich set of online shopping cart functionality that lets users set up, run,
and maintain their online stores with minimal effort and with no costs, fees, or limitations.

For more information about osCommerce, visit the osCommerce Web site.

This article describes how to install and configure osCommerce for use with the FastCGI extension on Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above and on Windows Server® 2008 R2. The instructions assume that you
have set up and configured the FastCGI extension and the PHP libraries.

First, download the latest stable release of osCommerce. For this article, oscommerce-2.2ms2-060817 was used.
Uncompress the osCommerce files and copy the files in the "catalog" folder to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\oscommerce .

Set the permissions on the osCommerce/include/Configure.php file to read, write, and execute. (If these
permissions are not set correctly, you get an error message.)

Before running the osCommerce installer, grant "Write" permissions to the Configure.php file.

Before starting the installation procedure for osCommerce, you must create a database on your server. Also create
a user and grant this user "db ownership" permission to the database.This article uses the following database
information:

Database name: oscommerce
Database user: oscommerceuser
Account password: oscommerce

Update the Php.ini file to add the Php_mysql.dll module under the Dynamic Extensions section in the file, and
ensure that the extension directory points to the correct location:

1. Start the configuration procedure in a Web browser. Go to http://www.my-server.com/osCommerce/catalog . (If the
Index.php file is not in the browser default document, then add it.)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-oscommerce-on-iis.md
http://www.oscommerce.com/
http://www.oscommerce.com/solutions/downloads


2. Click on the installation link on the top of the page to redirect to the Install Wizard. The welcome page
appears on the Web browser, and the configuration procedure can be started by clicking Continue.

Figure 1: Welcome screen

3. Next, provide details for the osCommerce database that you have created. Click Continue.

Figure 2: Database import

4. You can now accept the default settings; or you can change the URL in the WWW Address box and change
the path in the Webserver Root Directory box. Click Continue.

Figure 3: Database import was successful
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Post Installation

Test osCommerce

5. Provide the information for your new Online Store, and then click Continue.

Figure 4: osCommerce configuration

6. The following message appears after a successful installation.

Figure 5: osCommerce configuration successful

After installing osCommerce, follow these steps to make your application secure and functional.

1. Rename or delete the osCommerce/install folder.
2. Reset the permissions on osCommerce/includes/configure.php to read and execute.
3. Set the permissions on the osCommerce/images directory to read, write, and execute.
4. Set the permissions on the admin/images/graphs directory to read, write, and execute.
5. Create the directory admin/backups and set the permissions to read, write, and execute. (Save the database

backup of your store in the "Tools" section of store administration in the admin/backups directory).

To test that osCommerce was successfully installed, try to chat with an operator to obtain support:

1. Go to http://localhost/oscommerce/index.php .
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Links for Further Information

Figure 6: osCommerce page

2. Shop by selecting the items available in the left panel.

Figure 7: Shop at osCommerce

This article updates " osCommerce on IIS" by Eric Woersching, published on October 24, 2008.

Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Installing PHP on Windows Vista with FastCGI.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.
FastCGI forum.
PHP community forum.
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Introduction

Download and Unpack PostNuke

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure the Application

by Eric Woersching

PostNuke is a software application that creates an impressive, dynamic Web site and provides the webmaster with
a site that they can administer through a Web browser with a minimal amount of HTML knowledge.

In addition, PostNuke's functionality can be increased by installing modules, blocks and themes. For example, you
can add a forum, a gallery and a contact form. You can also change how the entire site looks by changing themes.
All of this can be done with just a few clicks in the administration panel, saving hours of time, both in the initial
creation of the website and in its day to day maintenance.

For more information about PostNuke, see http://www.postnuke.com/.

In this section, we go through the steps required to install PostNuke to work with the FastCGI extension on IIS 6.0
and IIS 7.0 and above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of the PostNuke application framework. For this article, we use PostNuke-
0.764.zip downloaded from the mirror http://noc.postnuke.com/frs/?group_id=5&release_id=700.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders in the HTML directory to 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\postnuke  folder.

Before starting the installation procedure for PostNuke, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'postnuke'
Database User: 'postnukeuser'
Account Password: 'postnuke'

PostNuke is simple to install.

1. To begin the install script, type the URL of the install.php file into your Web browser. If you installed PostNuke
to your c:\inetpub\wwwroot\postnuke  folder, the install file is located at http://localhost/postnuke/install.php.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/phpnuke-on-iis.md
http://www.postnuke.com/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://noc.postnuke.com/frs/?group_id=5&release_id=700
http://localhost/postnuke/install.php


2. From here, select the default language for your PostNuke site. The English language files are included with the
distribution, so we select English.

4. Once the details are filled in, click 'new install'. You are asked to verify the details you provided to the installer.

3. Read through the license agreement.

Following the license agreement, a CHMOD (or permissions) check is run on some files and directories. In
order to install correctly, PostNuke must be able to write to certain files during the installation, and for the
more advanced features, certain directories must also be writable. If these conditions are not met, a warning
displays.

In our case, the file register_globals is used in other applications running on the same machine and is not set
as off.

Once you pass the CHMOD, information about the database you created is required. The database host,
database name, username, password, database type (i.e MySQL, PostgreSQL or similar) and table type are
needed. The table prefix setting allows you to specify a prefix for each table in the database – meaning that
PostNuke database tables will not conflict if you wish to have more than one installation using the same
database. For most installs, the table prefix setting can be left as ‘pn', though if you plan to install PostNuke
multiple times, change the prefix.
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5. After the confirmation, the installer asks for database creation. Since we have already created the database, do
not check the create database option before clicking Start.

6. Confirmation on the created tables displays. Click Continue after the confirmation.

7. Provide the admin details for the setup and click the Set Login button.
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How to Use

Getting More Information

It confirms a successful installation.

Open the admin.php page to maintain the required information.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, please use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Download and Unpack the Application
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Set Up and Configure the Application

extension_dir = "./ext"
extension=php_mysql.dll

Create the Configure.php Files

by Eric Woersching

Zen Cart is a PHP-based, open-source online store management system. It uses a MySQL database and HTML
components. Support is provided for several languages and currencies, and it is freely available under the GNU
General Public License (GPL).

For more information about Zen Cart, visit the Zen Cart Web site.

This article describes how to install and configure Zen Cart for use with the FastCGI extension on Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above, and on Windows Server® 2008. The instructions assume that you have
set up and configured the FastCGI extension and the PHP libraries. The instructions have been tested and found to
work with the following software versions:

PHP 5.2.9
MySQL 5.1.34
Zen Cart 1.3.8

First, download the latest stable release of Zen Cart. For this article, zen-cart-v1.3.8 was used (future versions are
likely to be similar to install). Uncompress and copy all the files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\zencart  (or
another directory of your choosing).

Before starting the installation procedure for Zen Cart, you must create a database on your server. Also create a
user and grant this user "db ownership" permission to the database. This article uses the following database
information:

Database name: zencart
Database user: zencart
Account password: zencart

Update the Php.ini file to add the Php_mysql.dll module under the Dynamic Extensions section in the file, and
ensure that the extension directory points to the correct location:

Note that this article uses the "/zencart" folder as an example, but this is not required. You may use another folder,
or you can install Zen Cart in the "root" directory (the base of your Web site).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-zen-cart-on-iis.md
http://www.zen-cart.com/
http://www.zen-cart.com/


Run the Installer

You must create files to identify the settings of your particular server and the location of the Zen Cart files you
loaded, and then change the permissions on these files.

1. On the server, locate the file /zencart/includes/dist-configure.php.
2. Rename this file to configure.php.
3. On the server, locate the file /zencart/admin/includes/dist-configure.php.
4. Rename this file to configure.php.
5. Change the permissions for these two files to read, execute, and write by opening a command prompt.
6. Browse to the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\zencart  directory.
7. Type icacls includes\configure.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W
8. Type icacls admin\includes\configure.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W
9. Type icacls cache /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W

The installer automatically supplies information during installation, but you must confirm that the auto-detected
answers are correct (they may differ on some servers):

1. Confirm the physical path to your Zen Cart directory (for example, C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\zencart ).
2. Go to the http://localhost/zc_install/zencart/install.php page for detailed setup instructions.
3. On the Welcome screen, click Continue.
4. At the license page, read and confirm acceptance of the GPL licensing agreement.
5. The installer examines your server for compliance with the technical requirements for running Zen Cart.

Anything marked in red or with an "X" must be addressed before the installer can continue. Items marked with
an orange or yellow caution symbol are simply warnings that may or may not apply to your setup at this point.

6. If you make changes to your server, click Re-Check (or press F5 in your browser) to refresh the display and
reflect the changes made before proceeding.

7. When the system inspection is satisfactory (all green check marks), click Install at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 1: System inspection results

8. Provide database information about your MySQL database, user name, and password. If you do not have a
MySQL database setup with a user name and password, you must create one.
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After Installation

Configure.php filesConfigure.php files

/zencart/includes/configure.php

/zencart/admin/includes/configure.php

zc_install directoryzc_install directory

9. Next, you are prompted for phpBB path information. If you have the phpBB forum software already installed on
your site, enable it for connectivity and synchronization from Zen Cart by specifying the path where the phpBB
files are located. (For example, if the files are located in ...public_html/forums, enter /forums in the Zen Cart
installer for the path to the phpBB files.)
If you do not have the phpBB forum software already installed on your site, select No.

10. Complete the Store information about your e-commerce shop. Except for demonstration data, all of the
information can also be (re)configured later in the administrator area of your shop.

11. To install the demonstration data, select Yes, and then click Save Store Settings.
12. Complete the administrator information to set your login name, admin e-mail address, and password. Note that

both the login name and password are case sensitive.
13. Save the administrator settings to complete installation. Providing there were no errors during installation, you

can now enter the Admin or the Catalog.

Figure 2: Database setup

When you enter the Catalog, you receive security warnings about the Configure.php files and the /zc_install
directory.

Change the permissions on the Configure.php files to read and execute:

Note that "zencart" is used as an example in this article; your site may or may not include "zencart" as a folder
name.

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Browse to c:\inetpub\wwwroot\zencart .
3. Type icacls includes\configure.php /reset
4. Type icacls admin\includes\configure.php /reset
5. Download a copy of these files to your computer from the server; they have been set up and configured to your

server specifications based on the installation process. Most errors or problems can be corrected with minor
adjustments to these two files.

Delete the /zencart/zc_install directory. If you are only testing and plan to install again, rename the folder (for
example, /catalog/zc_install_complete) until you take your site live.
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NOTENOTE

Links for Further Information

Note that it is better to use a name other than zc_install_complete; some hackers may try to use it if they have read
this help file.

For security reasons, do not leave a zc_install folder on the server of a live site.

This article updates " Zen Cart on IIS" by Eric Woersching, published on March 19, 2008.

Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Installing PHP on Windows Vista with FastCGI.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.
FastCGI forum.
For more information about running PHP applications on IIS, see the PHP community forum.

https://forums.iis.net/1104.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1102.aspx
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Introduction

Download and Unpack the CubeCart

Set Up the Database

Setup and Configuration

by Eric Woersching

CubeCart is a powerful eCommerce script written with PHP and MySQL. With CubeCart, you can setup a powerful
online store with hosting that supports PHP and one MySQL database.

For more information about CubeCart, see http://www.cubecart.com.

In this section, we go through the steps required to install CubeCart to work with FastCGI extension on IIS 7.0 and
above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described here https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First you will need to download latest stable release of CubeCart application. For this article we used
CubeCart_3.0.17 Full Package that can be downloaded from the mirror
https://www.cubecart.com/site/helpdesk/index.php?
_m=downloads&_a=view&parentcategoryid=1&pcid=5&nav=0,5

Once you downloaded the package, uncompress it and copy files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\cubecart .

Before starting the installation of CubeCart, create a database on your database server. Also create a user and grant
this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a PHP
Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'cubecart'
Database User: 'cubecart'
Account Password: 'cubecart'

Follow these steps:

1. Go to https://www.cubecart.com/build to generate the configuration setup script after creating the database for
the project.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/cubecart-on-iis.md
http://www.cubecart.com/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
https://www.cubecart.com/site/helpdesk/index.php?_m=downloads&_a=view&parentcategoryid=1&pcid=5&nav=0,5
https://www.cubecart.com/build


2. Click Continue to go to the next step.

3. Provide the database details and click Continue. We used the following details for our application:

Database Type: MySql
Host Name: localhost
Username: cubecartuser
Password: cubecart
Database: cubecart
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It generates 2 files:

global.inc.php - Open includes/global.inc.php and paste in the code created for you.

db.sql - Execute the sql queries generated for you.
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5. Delete the install folder from the directory before accessing the installed application.

4. Give write access permissions to images/upload folder.

Installation is complete. Access the application by browsing the index.php file using the path
http://localhost/cubecart/index.php.
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Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, please use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Introduction

Download and Unpack ExpressionEngine

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure ExpressionEngine

by Eric Woersching

ExpressionEngine is a flexible, feature-rich content management system that empowers thousands of individuals,
organizations, and companies around the world to easily manage their websites.

For more information about ExpressionEngine, see http://ExpressionEngine.com/.

In this section, we go through the steps that are required to install ExpressionEngine to work with FastCGI
extension on IIS 7.0 and above, and Windows Server® 2008. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see
https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of the ExpressionEngine application. For this article, we use
ExpressionEngine (EECore1.6.1). Download the full package from the mirror
https://secure.expressionengine.com/download.php?ACT=agreement&id=34.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy the files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\eecore .

Before starting the installation procedure for ExpressionEngine, create a database on your server. Also create a user
and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database
for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database
information:

Database Name: 'expressionengine'
Database User: 'eemsuser'
Account Password: 'eems'

Installation information and setup information documents are available at
http://expressionengine.com/docs/installation/installation.html.

Follow these steps:

1. Rename the "eecore\System" folder to "eecore\microsoftsystem". This increases security by keeping the
directory containing your ExpressionEngine backend files hidden from public access.

2. Delete the following file and directory. They upgrade from the previous version.

Eecore\microsoftsystem /update.php --- Delete this file
Eecore\microsoftsystem/updates --- Delete this folder

3. Provide all permissions to the IIS user for the following folders:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/expressionengine-on-iis.md
http://expressionengine.com/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
https://secure.expressionengine.com/download.php?ACT=agreement&id=34
http://expressionengine.com/docs/installation/installation.html


Run the Installation Script
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Inside the root directory, you find a file called install.php. Browse to the install using
http://localhost/eecore/install.php. This runs a script which configures your database and sets up the default site. Be
sure that you access the file through your webserver and not by loading the file into your web browser locally.

1. Click Click Here to begin to start installation

2. Accept the agreement and click Submit.
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3. Provide a name for the folder, which you renamed from System. Click Submit.

4. Provide the details of your database: Admin username, password, time zone, etc. Click install
ExpressionEngine.

MySQLUserName as: eemsuser
MySQLPassword as: eems
MySQLDataBase as : expressionengine
Admin account user name as : expressionengineadmin
And password as : eeadmin
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5. You see the confirmation screen for a successful installation.
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6. Login to the Control Panel using the Admin username and password.

The following are some screenshots of ExpressionEngine after it is up and running on IIS.
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Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, please use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Introduction

Download and Unpack LimeSurvey

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure LimeSurvey
Install Required LibrariesInstall Required Libraries

Run the Installation ScriptRun the Installation Script

by Eric Woersching

LimeSurvey is a fully functional online survey development and data entry system including data entry screen,
public data entry script, conditional questions, method for issuing unqiue invitation links (tokens), emailing
invitations and recording responses, and basic statistical analysis.

For more information about LimeSurvey, see https://www.limesurvey.org/.

In this section, we go through the steps required to install LimeSurvey to work with FastCGI extension on IIS 7.0
and above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in this article.

First, download the latest stable release of the LimeSurvey application. For this article, we use LimeSurvey 2.5x
downloaded from https://www.limesurvey.org/#download

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\limesurvey

.

Before starting the installation procedure for LimeSurvey, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'limesurvey'
Database User: 'limesurveyuser'
Account Password: 'limesurvey'

LimeSurvey requires two libraries named mbstring and php_pdo_mysql. To enable both libraries, open the PHP.ini
file located in the PHP installation folder and search for mbstring and php_pdo_mysql. The lines that contain these
stringsare most likely commented out with a semicolon. Remove the semicolons, save and restart your Web server.
LDAP and GD are optional libraries for the LimeSurvey tool. We have not enabled these tools for our application.

Go to "http://localhost/limesurvey/admin". Now the LimeSurvey installation script starts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/limesurvey-on-iis.md
http://www.limesurvey.org/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=74605.ir
http://localhost/limesurvey/admin/install/index.php


Login to the LimeSurvey AdministrationLogin to the LimeSurvey Administration

Follow the administration step – when you come to the database configuration screen please enter the credentials
you configure for your database.

After completing the installation you will be forwarded to the administration login page at
"http://your.domain.com/limesurvey/admin".

You should get the followin login screen. If you did not change the administration username and password during
installation the default credentials are “admin” and “password” and must be changed as soon as possible.

http://your.domain.com/limesurvey/admin/admin.php


How to Use LimeSurvey
Refer to the below link for admin setup and using LimeSurvey.

http://manual.limesurvey.org/

If you would like to check out/import some sample survey there are several surveys available in 
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\limesurvey\docs\samplesurveys

http://manual.limesurvey.org/


Getting More Information

Refer to the following screen shots for the survey.

To discuss the FastCGI support in IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS refer to:

PHP on IIS portal

https://forums.iis.net/1103.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1104.aspx
https://php.iis.net/


PHP community forum
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Introduction
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Set Up the Database

PHP Configuration for OpenAds

Running the Installation

by Eric Woersching

OpenAds 2.0 is an ad server written in PHP that allows you to place banners on your website and manage your
banners in a professional way. OpenAds is open source, which means you have access to the source code, licensed
under the General Public License. OpenAds is the latest version of PHPAds.

For more information about OpenAds, see http://www.openads.org/.

In this section, we go through the steps required to install OpenAds to work with FastCGI extension on IIS 6.0 and
IIS 7.0 and above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of the OpenAds application. For this article, we use openads-2.4.1
downloaded from the mirror http://www.openads.org/products/openads/download?
ext=zip&utm_source=openads&utm_medium=f&utm_campaign=upgrade241.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\openads .

Before starting the installation procedure for osCommerce, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'openads'
Database User: 'openadsuser'
Account Password: 'openads'

OpenAds requires the following PHP configuration settings in the php.ini file. Refer to the PHP configuration
settings document for more information.

file_uploads must be turned on
register_long_arrays must be turned on
Register_globals setting must be turned off
MySql extension must be enabled

After placing the files on the Web server, make sure the Web server can change the file config.inc.php which holds
the basic configuration settings. Check the properties of the file and make sure the read-only flag is not set.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/openads-on-iis.md
http://www.openads.org/
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http://www.openads.org/products/openads/download?ext=zip&utm_source=openads&utm_medium=f&utm_campaign=upgrade241


OpenAds 2.0 contains an automatic installer which does most of the work for you. Do not manually edit the
configuration files, because that could cause problems in the future. Follow the guidance given below.

1. To start the installer, open a Web browser and point it to the directory in which http://localhost/openads.
This starts the installer automatically. If it does not start automatically, use
http://192.168.2.10/openads/www/admin/install.php.

2. Click Continue to start the configuration and read the license agreement. Click I agree. The installer verifies
the configuration required for OpenAds.

3. Click Continue to go to the database setup.

http://localhost/openads
http://192.168.2.10/openads/www/admin/install.php
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4. Provide the necessary database information and click Continue. The installer checks for the information
provided and confirms it in order to continue.

5. Provide the necessary information related to the server. Click Continue.

6. Provide the administrator account details. Click Continue.
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Getting More Information

7. Select the default setup data. Click Continue to finish the installation with the default information.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum.
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Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure PHPList

by Eric Woersching

PHPList is an open-source newsletter manager and one-way email announcement delivery system. It is effective
for newsletters, publicity lists, notifications, and many other uses. It contains several features, such as tracking
delivery status, tracking links and URLS, multiple templates for different subscribers, etc.

For more information and features about PHPList, see http://www.phplist.com/.

In this section, we go through the steps that would be required to install PHPList to work with FastCGI extension
on IIS 7.0 and above, and Windows Server® 2008. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see
https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of the PHPList application. For this article, we use phplist-2.10.5.zip.
Download the full package from the mirror http://sourceforge.net/projects/phplist/.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy the files and folders to a local folder. In this directory
there is a directory public_html which contains the directory "lists". Upload the "lists" directory into a directory you
can access via the web. The rest of the files are for reference only and are not required for PHPList to work.

The folder name for the PHPList application should be "lists," as it is hardcoded in some screens. If the folder name is not
given as "lists," some of the admin screens may not work after the installation. The folder name can be changed if required in
the configuration file. The folder structure we use for our application is C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\lists .

Before starting the installation procedure for PHPList, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'phplistdb'
Database User: 'phplist'
Account Password: 'phplist'

Some of PHPList source files use only "<?" tag instead of "<?php" script tag.

1. Configure the PHP to allow the "<?" tag. Set short_open_tag tag to on.
2. Set magic quotes to on by setting the magic_quotes_gpc on in the PHP.ini file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/phplist-on-iis.md
http://www.phplist.com/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://sourceforge.net/projects/phplist/


Running the Installation ScriptRunning the Installation Script

3. Open the configuration file \lists\config\config.php in your editor and edit for the required database fields and
folder details. We use the default details to create the folders like default folders.

1. After editing the configuration file, run the installation file by browsing to the index page located in the admin
folder.

2. Open http://localhost/lists/admin/index.php in the browser. The system informs about database availability
based on the configuration file and prompts for the table creation for the new installation.

3. Click Continue with PHPList setup after creating the default tables.

4. Login using the default user id "admin" and password "phplist".

http://localhost/lists/admin/index.php
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5. Change administration password and configure the general values by clicking on the specified links.

6. There several configuration parameters. Edit those parameters according to the application requirements.
We use the default setup for testing.

a. Click the "main page" link shown on the right side menu to access the admin main page.

7. Access the PHPLists administration page by clicking on the "lists" link shown on the right side menu. Here
you can add, delete, or edit the list.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/phplist-on-iis/_static/image7.jpg
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Getting More Information

8. Click "add a list" as shown below to add a new list.

9. Access the user admin index page by browsing to the application default folder
http://localhost/lists/index.php . The installation is finished and you can access the application based on the
settings provided by the admin user.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:
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Introduction

Download and Unpack Siteframe

Set Up the Database

PHP Configuration

by Eric Woersching

Siteframe™ is a lightweight content-management system designed for the rapid deployment of community-based
websites. With Siteframe, a group of users can share stories and photographs, create blogs, send email to one
another, and participate in group activities. Siteframe enables this by providing Web-based content management
so that anyone can create content without learning HTML.

For more information about Siteframe, see http://siteframe.org/.

In this section, we go through the steps that required to install Siteframe to work with the FastCGI extension on IIS
6.0 and IIS 7.0 and above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and
PHP libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of the Siteframe application. For this article, we use siteframe-5.0.5-783
downloaded from the mirror http://siteframe.org/p/siteframe-5-0-5.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\siteframe .

Before starting the installation procedure for Siteframe, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'siteframe'
Database User: 'siteframeuser'
Account Password: 'Siteframe'

SiteFrame requires the following PHP extensions:

The "ext/mysqli" extension
The "ext/gd" extension - to use images on your site
The "ext/curl" extension - for outbound Trackback pings
The PEAR XML-RPC module - to use the "ping" plugin
The PHP5-exif module - if available, to retrieve EXIF information from photographs
Allow_url_fopen - this setting must be set to on to permit access to RSS feeds

Enable all these extensions by un-commenting the lines below in the PHP.ini file, located in the PHP installation
folder.

extension_dir = "./ext

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/siteframe-on-iis.md
http://siteframe.org/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://siteframe.org/p/siteframe-5-0-5


Set Up and Configure Siteframe

extension=php_mysqli.dll
extension=php_gd2.dll
extension=php_curl.dll
extension=php_xmlrpc.dll
extension=php_exif.dll
allow_url_fopen=on

3. Copy _htaccess file to .htaccess. Windows may not allow naming the file with only the extension (.htaccess).
Open the file in the editor (notepad) and save as ".htaccess".

1. Open the Siteframe application folder and copy the siteframe.ini-dist to siteframe.ini; edit it to suit your
settings. For this installation, the following parameters below were edited.

site_url = http://localhost/siteframe
ite_path = C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\siteframe
db_type = mysql
db_host = localhost
db_user = siteframeuser
db_password = siteframe
db_database = siteframe

2. To ensure that the installation process can complete without errors, follow the instructions to set the file and
directory permissions. For this walkthrough, we provide modify permissions to the local machine "IUSER"
account for the following directories and files:

/siteframe

4. Siteframe requires the Smarty templates. Download and install Smarty templates from
http://smarty.php.net/ and copy to the local folder.

http://localhost/siteframe
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Run the Setup

NOTENOTE

5. After installing the extract tool, right click the filename and extract .tar to the folder c:\smarty . To avoid the
security issues, keep this folder outside of the web root directory. There could be one other Smarty-2.6.18.tar
file located inside the extracted files; if so, extract that file into the same folder as well.

6. Edit PHP configuration file php.ini to add the installed Smarty include path.
Include_path = ".;c:\smarty\libs". Restart IIS to affect the changes.

9. Set up security settings for the Web server to write to these four folders. For more information on installing
smarty templates, see http://news.php.net/php.smarty.dev/2703.

Smarty templates are available only in the .tar format and these .tar files must be extracted using gzip or other tools.
We use the "izarc" tool downloaded from http://www.izarc.org/download.html.

7. Set up these two folders inside your www root:

(wwwroot)/smarty/templates (This is where your templates will go.)
(wwwroot)/smarty/configs

8. Set up these two folders OUTSIDE of your www root:

c:/smarty/templates_c
c:/smarty/cache

1. After installing the Smarty templates, creating the siteframe database and providing the configuration, run
the installation script by calling http://localhost/setup.php.

2. Provide the details to create the admin user. Click "Continue with setup" to: go to register admin user,
confirm the database setup and create the required tables. Creating the tables is the end of the Siteframe
installation.

http://www.izarc.org/download.html
http://news.php.net/php.smarty.dev/2703
http://localhost/setup.php
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Test the SiteFrame Application
To test that SiteFrame has been installed successfully, create a blog postings and view it as a site visitor would.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://localhost/siteframe/index.php.
2. Enter the administrator username and password created in the last installation step.

3. Once logged in, click New Page to create an entry.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/siteframe-on-iis/_static/image5.jpg
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4. Click Save to publish the content.

To discuss the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0, or file bug reports, please use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6 FastCGI forums.

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum
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Introduction

Download and Unpack PHPWCMS

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure PHPWMCS

by Eric Woersching

PHPWCMS is a web content management system optimized for fast and easy setup and works on any standard
web server. PHPWCMS is perfect for professional, public and private users. It is very easy to learn and provides the
flexibility to separate layout and content

For more information about PHPWCMS, see http://www.phpwcms.com/.

In this section, we go through the steps required to install PHPWCMS to work with the FastCGI extension on IIS
7.0 and above. To find out more about FastCGI support in IIS, see https://www.iis.net/fastcgi.

The following steps assume that you have completed the setup and configuration of FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described here https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

First, download the latest stable release of PHPWCMS application. For this article, we use the phpwcms_1.3.3. Full
Package downloaded from the mirror http://sourceforge.net/projects/phpwcms/.

Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy files and folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\phpwcms .
For installation help, see http://www.phpwcms-docu.de/installation_en.phtml.

Before starting the installation procedure for PHPWCMS, create a database on your server. Also create a user and
grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database for a
PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database information:

Database Name: 'phpwcms'
Database User: 'phpwcmsuser'
Account Password: 'phpwcms'

1. Provide "All" permissions to the IIS user for the files and folders located in the PHPWCMS directory.

upload
filearchive
filearchive/can_be_deleted
template
content
content/ads
content/images
content/gt
content/form

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/phpwcms-on-iis.md
http://www.phpwcms.com/
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
http://sourceforge.net/projects/phpwcms/
http://www.phpwcms-docu.de/installation_en.phtml


content/rss
content/tmp
content/pages

2. Provide "Read&Write" permissions to the IIS user for the files and folders located in the PHPWCMS
directory.

setup/setup.conf.inc.php
template/inc_css/frontend.css
config/phpwcms/conf.indexpage.inc.php
template/inc_default/startup.php

3. Call the install script in your browser via the following path: http://localhost/phpwcms/setup/index.php

Installation starts with the welcome message.

4. Click "I Agree the GPL, Continue…" to continue to the installation after reading the license.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/phpwcms-on-iis/_static/image1.jpg
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6. Enter the database details created for the PHPWCMS application above and click "Continue".

The system reports the available server configuration.

If the register_globals is set to on, then set it to off by editing the PHP.ini file located in the PHP folder.
Set safe_mode to off in the PHP.ini file to avoid security risks.

5. After the configuration confirmation, click "Start setup PHPWCMS" to start the setup.

7. Confirm the Char set options required. We select default options for our application.

8. Confirm the table creation by selecting the check box to create PHPWCMS tables and click Continue.
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9. Take the table creation backup for future use and click Continue.

10. After getting the table creation confirmation, click Continue. Enter the admin user details and click Continue.
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12. Download conf.inc.php from the Download the created config file* link and save it to your hard disk. Then move
that file to the config\phpwcms\ folder.

13. The system confirms the folder permissions and confirms the installation completion. Delete the setup folder
after this installation.

11. Confirm the folder settings by clicking "send path values". We need not change any information here, as all
folders already exist in the application.

14. Press LOGIN in the upper right corner and login with your username and password created.

This takes you to the home screen.
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Getting More Information
To discuss the FastCGI support in IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum
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Introduction

Notes on PHP Setup

Download and Unpack pMachinePro

Set Up the Database

Set Up and Configure pMachinePro

by Eric Woersching

The application pMachine Pro is a popular open source blogging solution. It includes all the features of traditional
blog tools, and supports multiple languages. ExpressionEngine has replaced it. The existing pMachine Pro is still
available for free download, but it is no longer supported.

For more information about pMachine Pro, see http://www.ellislab.com/.

The following sections describe how to install and configure pMachinePro for use with FastCGI on IIS 6.0. This
document assumes that you have completed the setup and configuration of the FastCGI extension and PHP
libraries as described in https://www.iis.net/fastcgi/phpon60.

pMachine Pro does not require many modifications beyond the default configuration provided by PHP. From the
base configuration file provided by PHP, you only need to modify the following lines in your php.ini configuration
file to get pMachine Pro working:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (i.e., the location of your PHP extensions directory)
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support

First, download the latest stable release of pMachine Pro. For this article, we use pMachine Pro 2.4.1 downloaded
from here <ISSUE: Missing link>. Once you download the package, uncompress it and copy all the files and
folders to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\pMachine .

Before starting the installation procedure for pMachinePro, create a database on your server. Also create a user
and grant this user db ownership permission to the database. Follow the instructions in the Setting Up a Database
for a PHP Application on IIS article for a MySQL database. This walkthrough uses the following database
information:

Database Name: 'pmachine'
Database User: 'pmachine'
Account Password: 'pmachine'

To ensure that the Installation process can complete without errors, follow the instructions to set the file and
directory permissions described in the installation document contained in the package. For this walkthrough, we
provide modify permissions to the local machine "Internet Guest Account" for the following directories and file:

/images/uploads
/images/captchas

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/pmachinepro-on-iis.md
http://www.ellislab.com/


Test pMachinePro

/pm/config.php

Change the database connection setting in the config.php file to point to your installed MySQL instance.

Browse to the http://localhost/pMachine/pm/install.php page for detailed setup instructions. Click the Install link
on the top of the page to redirect to the Install Wizard.

The data population SQL scripts in the install.php are out of sync with the actual table schema created in MySQL
5.0.45. You must update the insert scripts contained in install.php, and in template.data.php.
This results in creating all the tables and you see the registration form to register the admin user.

To test that pMachine has been installed successfully, create a blog postings and view it as a site visitor would.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://localhost/pMachine/pm/index.php.
2. Enter the administrator username and password created in the last installation step.

http://localhost/pMachine/pm/install.php
file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/pmachinepro-on-iis/_static/image1.jpg
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3. Once logged in, enter a title for your post and some content and click Preview. This displays what the post
looks like.
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Getting More Information

4. Click Submit to publish this content to the Blog selected (Blog A in the case above).
5. Navigate to http://localhost/pmachine/weblog.php to browse to the actual blog site. See the actual blog as

seen by site visitors.
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To discuss the FastCGI support in IIS, or file bug reports, use the FastCGI forums:

IIS.NET / IIS 6.0 FastCGI forums.
IIS 7.0 FastCGI forums

To get more information regarding running various PHP applications on IIS, refer to:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Download and Unpack the Application

by Ruslan Yakushev

Drupal is a free, open-source content management system (CMS) software that lets individuals or communities of
users easily publish, manage, and organize a wide variety of content on a Web site.

For more information about Drupal, visit the Drupal Web site.

This article describes how to install and configure Drupal for use with the FastCGI extension on Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above on Windows® Web Server 2008. The instructions assume that you have
set up and configured the FastCGI extension and the PHP libraries. The instructions have been tested and found to
work with the following software versions:

PHP 5.2.9
MySQL 5.1.34
Drupal 6.14

From the base default configuration file provided by PHP, modify the following lines in your Php.ini
configuration:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (for example, the location of your PHP extensions directory).
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support.

In order for Drupal to work correctly with IIS 7 and above, it is necessary to install an update for the IIS FastCGI
module for IIS 7.

First, download the latest stable release of Drupal. For this article, Drupal version 6.14 was used (future versions
are likely to be similar to install). Uncompress the Drupal files and copy them to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\drupal  (or
another directory of your choosing).

Before running the Drupal installer, create the configuration file Settings.php, which Drupal uses to store key
configuration settings. Assign write permissions to it with the command (from the installation directory):

1. Copy the .\sites\default\default.settings.php file to .\sites\default\settings.php.

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Drupal\sites\default>icacls settings.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(W)

3. The installer will modify the Settings.php file with information provided during the installation process.

2. Grant "write" permissions to the file.

4. Check to ensure that the file permissions are set back to "read only" once the installation is complete. If the
file permissions did not change back, you must change them manually with the command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-drupal-on-iis.md
https://github.com/ruslany
http://www.drupal.org/
https://blogs.iis.net/ruslany/archive/2008/08/27/update-for-iis-7-0-fastcgi-module.aspx
http://www.drupal.org/


Set Up the Database

Run the Installation ScriptRun the Installation Script

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Drupal>icacls sites\default\settings.php /reset

5. Drupal uses the Sites\Default\Files directory to store temporary files and therefore must be able to write and
modify files in this folder.

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Drupal>md sites\default\files

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Drupal>icacls sites\default\files /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(OI)(CI)(M)

6. Create the folder:

7. Grant "modify" permissions to the folder:

Before starting the installation procedure for Drupal, you must create a database on your server. Also create a user
and grant this user "db ownership" permission to the database. This article uses the following database
information:

Database name: drupal
Database user: drupal
Account password: drupal

1. Open a Web browser, and go to http://localhost/drupal/ . The first page of the installation script appears.
Click Install Drupal in English. The Verify requirements step should proceed automatically unless you are
missing requirements.

Figure 1: Choose language page

2. On the Database configuration page, type the following information:

Database name: drupal
User name: drupal
Password: drupal

Click Save and continue. The required database tables are created, and the configuration is saved
into the Sites\Default\Settings.php file. Remove the "modify" permissions on this file.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-drupal-on-iis/_static/image1.jpg


Enable Clean URLs

Figure 2: Database configuration page

3. On the Configure site page, enter the required configuration information.

Figure 3: Configure site page

By default, Drupal uses query string parameters for all the URLs it generates for your Web site. With the URL
Rewrite Module, however, you can create "clean URLs."

IIS 6.0 does not have URL rewriting capabilities, so you can use a third-party URL rewriting product such as ISAPI
Rewrite or Ionics ISAPI Rewrite Filter.

IIS 7 and above have URL rewriting support, which can be enabled by installing the URL Rewrite Module.

The following instructions describe how the URL Rewrite Module for IIS 7 and above can be used to enable clean
URLs in Drupal.

1. Open the Web.config file located in C:\inetpub\wwwroot\drupal  folder. If you do not have a Web.config file in
the drupal directory, create it.

2. Copy and paste the following XML code into this file.
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Links for Further Information

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
    <configuration>
        <system.webServer>
            <rewrite>
                <rules>
                    <rule name="Drupal Clean URLs" stopProcessing="true">
                        <match url="^(.*)$" />
                        <conditions>
                            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
                        </conditions>
                        <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?q={R:1}" appendQueryString="true" />
                    </rule>
            </rules>
        </rewrite>
    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

3. Save the web.config file.
4. Open a Web browser, and go to http://localhost/Drupal/index.php?q=admin/settings/clean-urls .

Figure 4: Clean URLs page
5. Under Clean URLs, select the Enabled option button, and then click Save configuration. If you successfully

changed the URL format, all the URLs are represented in a hierarchical form that does not use query string
parameters (for example, http://localhost/Drupal/admin/settings/clean-urls).

This article updates: " Drupal on IIS" by Ruslan Yakushev, published on September 19, 2008.

Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Installing PHP on Windows Vista with FastCGI.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.
FastCGI forum.
PHP community forum.
Clean URLs on IIS.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Download and Unpack the Application

by Ruslan Yakushev

Joomla is an open-source content management system (CMS) that lets you build Web sites and powerful online
applications, such as:

Corporate Web sites or portals
Corporate intranets and extranets
Online magazines, newspapers, and publications
E-commerce and online reservations
Government applications
Small business Web sites
Non-profit and organizational Web sites
Community-based portals
School and church Web sites
Personal or family home pages

For more information about Joomla, visit the Joomla Web site.

This article describes how to install and configure Joomla for use with the FastCGI extension on Internet
Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above on Windows® Web Server 2008. The instructions assume that you have
set up and configured the FastCGI extension and the PHP libraries. The instructions have been tested and found to
work with the following software versions:

PHP 5.2.9
MySQL 5.1.34
Joomla 1.5.14

From the base default configuration file provided by PHP, modify the following lines in your Php.ini configuration:

Define extension\_dir  as c:\php\ext  (for example, the location of your php extensions directory).
Uncomment extension=php\_mysql.dll  in the extensions list to enable MySQL support.

In order for Joomla to work correctly with IIS 7 and above, it is necessary to install an Update for IIS FastCGI
module for IIS 7.

First, download the latest stable release of Joomla. For this article, Joomla version 1.5.14 was used (future versions
are likely to be similar to install). Uncompress the Joomla files and copy them to C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\joomla
(or another directory of your choosing).

Before running the Joomla installer, create the configuration file Configuration.php, which Joomla uses to store
key configuration settings. Assign write permissions to it with the command (from the installation directory):

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/install-joomla-on-iis.md
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C:\inetpub\wwwroot\joomla>icacls configuration.php /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:W

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Joomla>icacls administrator\cache /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(OI)(CI)(M)

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Joomla>icacls tmp /grant BUILTIN\IIS_IUSRS:(OI)(CI)(M)

Set Up the Database

Run the Installation Script

The installer will modify the Configuration.php file with information provided during the installation process.

Joomla uses the Administrator\Cache folder Tmp and therefore needs to be able to write and modify files in this
folder. Grant "modify" permissions to the folder:

Joomla uses the temporary folder Tmp to store temporary files and therefore needs to be able to write and modify
files in this folder. Grant "modify" permissions to the folder:

Before starting the installation procedure for Joomla, you must create a database on your server. Also create a user
and grant this user "db ownership" permission to the database. This article uses the following database
information:

Database name: joomla
Database user: joomla
Account password: joomla

1. Start the configuration procedure in a Web browser. Go to http://localhost/joomla/ . (If the Index.php file is not
in the browser default document, then add it.)

2. Select the language, and then click Next.

Figure 1: Choose Language page

3. Verify that all pre-installation checks are successful, and then click Next.
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Figure 2: Pre-installation Check page

4. Review the GNU General Public License, and then click Next.

Figure 3: License page

5. On this page enter the following information, and then click Next.

Host Name: localhost
Username: joomla
Password: joomla
Database: joomla
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Figure 4: Database Configuration page

6. On the FTP Configuration page, select the No option button (not to enable FTP file system layer), and
then click Next.

Figure 5: FTP Configuration page

7. Specify the site name and the administrator password. Click Next to complete the installation.

Note: You may scroll down and install sample data if you prefer.
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Enable Search Engine Friendly URLs

Figure 6: Main Configuration page

8. The Finish page appears, and you are instructed to delete the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\joomla\installation

directory.

Figure 7: Finish page

9. You can now go to the Joomla site.

Figure 8: Joomla site

By default, Joomla uses query string parameters for all the URLs it generates for your Web site. You change this by
by enabling search engine friendly URLs, a feature which relies on the URL rewriting functionality.

IIS 6.0 does not include URL rewriting capabilities; you can use a third-party URL rewriting product such as
ISAPI_Rewrite or Ionics ISAPI Rewrite Filter.

IIS 7 and above includes URL rewriting support, which can be enabled by installing Microsoft URL Rewrite
Module for IIS 7.

1. Download and install the Microsoft URL Rewrite Module.
2. If it does not already exist; create and open a Web.config file located in the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\joomla

directory.
3. Paste the following XML code into this file.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
  <system.webServer>
    <rewrite>
      <rules>
        <rule name="Security Rule" stopProcessing="true">
          <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAny">
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="mosConfig_[a-zA-Z_]{1,21}(=|\%3D)" ignoreCase="false" 
/>
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="base64_encode.*\(.*\)" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(\&lt;|%3C).*script.*(\>|%3E)" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="GLOBALS(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="_REQUEST(=|\[|\%[0-9A-Z]{0,2})" ignoreCase="false" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="CustomResponse" url="index.php" statusCode="403" statusReason="Forbidden" 
statusDescription="Forbidden" />
        </rule>
        <rule name="SEO Rule">
          <match url="(.*)" ignoreCase="false" />
          <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" pattern="" 
ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" pattern="" 
ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{URL}" negate="true" pattern="^/index.php" ignoreCase="false" />
            <add input="{URL}" pattern="(/|\.php|\.html|\.htm|\.feed|\.pdf|\.raw|/[^.]*)$" />
          </conditions>
          <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
      </rules>
    </rewrite>
 </system.webServer>
</configuration>

4. Save the web.config file.
5. Open a Web browser, and log on to the Joomla administrator console at 

http://localhost/joomla/administrator/ .

7. Click Apply to save the configuration.
8. Restart Windows® Internet Explorer®.

6. Click on Site --> Global Configuration menu to configure SEO Settings:

Search Engine Friendly URLs - Yes
Add suffix to URLs - No

Figure 9: Global Configuration page
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Links for Further Information

9. Go to http://localhost/joomla/ . All links in Joomla pages now have URLs without query string parameters.
If you click on any of these links, the server returns a correct response:

Figure 10: Links in Joomla page

This article updates " Joomla! on IIS" by Ruslan Yakushev, published on December 12, 2008.

Setting up FastCGI for PHP.
Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Installing PHP on Windows Vista with FastCGI.
Installing FastCGI Support On Server Core.
FastCGI forum.
PHP community forum.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Overview

Enable FastCGI Support in IIS
Windows Server 2008Windows Server 2008

by Ruslan Yakushev

This article describes how to configure the FastCGI module and PHP to host PHP applications on IIS 7 and
above.

This article provides instructions on how to install and use the FastCGI component on Windows Server 2008 and
Windows Vista SP1. SP1 is required on Windows Vista.

 

The FastCGI module in IIS enables popular application frameworks that support the FastCGI protocol to be
hosted on the IIS Web server in a high performance and reliable way. FastCGI provides a high-performance
alternative to the Common Gateway Interface (CGI), which is a standard way of interfacing external
applications with Web servers that has been a part of the supported IIS feature set since the first release.

CGI programs are executable files that are launched by the Web server for each request to process the request
and generate dynamic responses that are then sent back to the client. Because many of these frameworks do
not support multi-threaded execution, CGI enables them to execute reliably on IIS by executing exactly one
request per process. Unfortunately, it provides poor performance due to the high cost of starting and shutting
down a process for each request.

FastCGI addresses the performance issues that are inherent in CGI by providing a mechanism to reuse a single
process over and over again for many requests. Additionally, FastCGI maintains compatibility with non-thread-
safe libraries by providing a pool of reusable processes and ensuring that each process handles only one
request at a time.

 

 

Go to Server Manager -> Roles -> Add Role Services. On the Select Role Services page, select the CGI
check box. This enables both the CGI and FastCGI services.
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Windows Vista SP1Windows Vista SP1

IMPORTANT: Install the Update for the FastCGI ModuleIMPORTANT: Install the Update for the FastCGI Module

 

Go to Control Panel -> Programs and Features -> Turn Windows features on or off. In the Windows
Features dialog box, select the CGI check box. This enables both the CGI and FastCGI services.

 

The update for the IIS FastCGI module fixes several known compatibility issues with popular PHP applications.
Install the update from one of the following locations:

Update for Windows Server 2008
Update for Windows Server 2008 x64 Edition
Update for Windows Server 2008 for Itanium-based Systems
Update for Windows Vista SP1
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Install the Administration Pack for I ISInstall the Administration Pack for I IS

NOTENOTE

Install and Configure PHP

Configure IIS to Handle PHP Requests

Update for Windows Vista SP1 for x64 based Systems

  

This step is optional.

Among other useful features, the Administration Pack for IIS has a convenient user interface for configuring
FastCGI settings. The Administration Pack can be installed from the following locations:

Administration Pack for IIS 7 and Above - x86
Administration Pack for IIS 7 and Above - x64

    

It is recommended that you use a non-thread safe build of PHP with IIS FastCGI. A non-thread safe build of
PHP provides significant performance gains over the standard build by not doing any thread-safety checks,
which are not necessary, since FastCGI ensures a single threaded execution environment.

To install PHP:

1. Download the latest non-thread safe zip package with binaries of PHP: http://www.php.net/downloads.php.
2. Unpack the files to the directory of your choice (e.g. C:\PHP ). Rename the php.ini-recommended file to

php.ini.

C:\PHP>php –info

3. Open the php.ini file. Uncomment and modify the settings as follows:

Set fastcgi.impersonate = 1. FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate security tokens
of the calling client. This allows IIS to define the security context that the request runs under.
Set cgi.fix_pathinfo=1. cgi.fix_pathinfo provides *real* PATH_INFO/PATH_TRANSLATED support
for CGI. Previously, PHP behavior was to set PATH_TRANSLATED to SCRIPT_FILENAME, and to
not define PATH_INFO. For more information about PATH_INFO, see the cgi specifications. Setting
this value to 1 will cause PHP CGI to fix its paths to conform to the specifications.
Set cgi.force_redirect = 0.
Set open_basedir to point to the folder or network path where the content of the Web site(s) is
located.
Set extension_dir to point to the location where the PHP extensions are located. Typically, for PHP
5.2.X the value would be set as extension_dir = "./ext"
Enable the required PHP extension by un-commenting the corresponding lines, for example:

extension=php_mssql.dll
extension=php_mysql.dll

4. Open a command prompt, and run the following command to verify that PHP installed successfully:

If PHP installed correctly and all its dependencies are available on the machine, this command will output the
current PHP configuration information.

 

For IIS to host PHP applications, you must add a handler mapping that tells IIS to pass all PHP-specific
requests to the PHP application framework by using the FastCGI protocol.
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Configure IIS to handle PHP requests by using IIS ManagerConfigure IIS to handle PHP requests by using IIS Manager 

1. Open IIS Manager. At the server level, double-click Handler Mappings.

2. In the Actions pane, click Add Module Mapping.... In the Add Module Mapping dialog box, specify
the configuration settings as follows:

Request path: *.php
Module: FastCgiModule
Executable: "C:[Path to your PHP installation]\php-cgi.exe"
Name: PHP via FastCGI

3. Click OK.
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<?php phpinfo(); ?>

NOTENOTE

<add name="FastCgiModule" image="%windir%\System32\inetsrv\iisfcgi.dll" />

4. In the Add Module Mapping confirmation dialog box that asks if you want to create a FastCGI
application for this executable, click Yes.

5. Test that the handler mapping works correctly by creating a phpinfo.php file in the C:\inetpub\wwwroot

folder that contains the following code:

6. Open a browser and navigate to http://localhost/phpinfo.php. If everything was setup correctly, you will
see the standard PHP information page.

If you do not see FastCgiModule in the Modules: list, the module is either not registered or not enabled. To
check if the FastCGI module is registered, open the IIS configuration file that is located at 
%windir%\windows\system32\config\applicationHost.config  and check that the following line is present in

the <globalModules>  section:

In the same file, also check that the FastCGI module is added to the <modules>  section:
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Configure IIS to handle PHP requests by using the command lineConfigure IIS to handle PHP requests by using the command line

Best Practices for Configuring FastCGI and PHP

Security Isolation for PHP Web SitesSecurity Isolation for PHP Web Sites

PHP Process Recycling BehaviorPHP Process Recycling Behavior

Configure FastCGI recycling settings by using IIS ManagerConfigure FastCGI recycling settings by using IIS Manager

<add name="FastCgiModule" />

 

Alternatively, you can complete the steps above by using the command line tool A ppCmd.

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/handlers /+
[name='PHP_via_FastCGI',path='*.php',verb='*',modules='FastCgiModule',scriptProcessor='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe',resourceType='Unspecified']

NOTENOTE

1. Create the FastCGI application process pool by running the following command:

2. Create the handler mapping by running the following command:

If you are using PHP version 4.X, you can use php.exe instead of php-cgi.exe.

 

This download contains a summary presentation on Best Practices for hosting PHP in a shared hosting
environment.

 

The recommendation for isolating PHP Web sites in a shared hosting environment is consistent with all
general security isolation recommendations for IIS. In particular, it is recommended to:

Use one application pool per Web site
Use a dedicated user account as an identity for the application pool
Configure an anonymous user identity to use the application pool identity
Ensure that FastCGI impersonation is enabled in the php.ini file (fastcgi.impersonate=1)

For more details about security isolation in a shared hosting environment, see Ensure Security Isolation for
Web Sites.

 

Ensure that FastCGI always recycles the php-cgi.exe processes before the native PHP recycling kicks in. The
FastCGI process recycling behavior is controlled by the configuration property instanceMaxRequests. This
property specifies how many requests the FastCGI process will process before recycling. PHP also has a similar
process recycling functionality that is controlled by the environment variable PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS.
By setting instanceMaxRequests to be less than or equal to PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS, you can ensure
that the native PHP process recycling logic will never kick in.

The FastCGI settings can be configured either by using IIS Manager or by using the command line tool A
ppCmd.

1. Ensure that the Administration Pack for IIS is installed on your server. Open IIS Manager. On the server
level, double-click FastCGI Settings.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-878E233C3F08/hostingPHPonIIS7.zip


2. Select the FastCGI application that you want to configure. In the Actions pane, click Edit....

3. In the Edit FastCGI Application dialog box, set the InstanceMaxRequests to 10000. Next to the
EnvironmentVariables setting, click the Browse (...) button.
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Configure FastCGI recycling settings by using the command lineConfigure FastCGI recycling settings by using the command line

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].instanceMaxRequests:10000

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /+"[fullPath='C:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].environmentVariables.[name='PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS',value='10000']"

PHP VersioningPHP Versioning

NOTENOTE

4. In the EnvironmentVariables Collection Editor dialog box, add the PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS
environment variable and set its value to 10000.

If you do not configure these settings, the following default settings will be used: instanceMaxRequests = 200,
PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS = 500 (on most PHP builds).

Configure the recycling behavior of FastCGI and PHP by using AppCmd by running the following commands:

  

Many PHP applications rely on functions or features that are available only in certain versions of PHP. If these
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C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php448\php.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php521\php-cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php525nts\php-cgi.exe']

NOTENOTE

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site1 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP448_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php448\php.exe
’,resourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site2 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP521_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php521\php-
cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site3 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP525nts_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php525nts\p
hp-cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

PHP Security RecommendationsPHP Security Recommendations

SETTING DESCRIPTION

allow_url_fopen=Off allow_url_include=Off Disable remote URLs for file handling functions, which may
cause code injection vulnerabilities.

register_globals=Off Disable register_globals.

open_basedir="c:\inetpub" Restrict where PHP processes can read and write on a file
system.

safe_mode=Off safe_mode_gid=Off Disable safe mode.

max_execution_time=30 max_input_time=60 Limit script execution time.

types of applications are to be hosted on the same server, different PHP versions must be enabled and running
side-by-side. The IIS FastCGI handler fully supports running multiple versions of PHP on the same Web server.

For example, assume that on your Web server you plan to support PHP 4.4.8, PHP 5.2.1, and PHP 5.2.5 non-
thread safe. To enable that configuration, you must place corresponding PHP binaries in separate folders on the
file system (e.g. C:\php448\ , C:\php521\  and C:\php525nts ) and then create FastCGI application process pools
for each version:

If you have three Web sites (site1, site2, site3) and each site must use a different PHP version, you can now
define handler mappings on each of those sites to reference a corresponding FastCGI application process pool.

Each FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by a combination of fullPath and arguments properties.

  

The following settings can be used to tighten the security of a PHP installation. To make the recommended
changes, locate and open the php.ini file and edit the configuration settings as described below:



memory_limit=16M upload_max_filesize=2M
post_max_size=8M max_input_nesting_levels=64

Limit memory usage and file sizes.

display_errors=Off log_errors=On
error_log="C:\path\of\your\choice"

Configure error messages and logging.

fastcgi.logging=0 The IIS FastCGI module will fail the request when PHP sends
any data on stderr by using the FastCGI protocol. Disable
FastCGI logging to prevent PHP from sending error
information over stderr and generating 500 response codes
for the client.

expose_php=Off Hide the presence of PHP.

SETTING DESCRIPTION

Enabling per-site PHP configuration

Per-site PHP Process PoolsPer-site PHP Process Pools

<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1" />
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2" />
</fastCgi>

<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" 
scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1" resourceType="Unspecified" 
requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

 

This section describes the recommended way of enabling per-site PHP configuration. This recommendation
was discovered and validated by Radney Jasmin with hosting provider GoDaddy.com who now offers PHP
hosting on Windows Server 2008 by using FastCGI.

When each Web site has its own application pool, which is a recommended practice on IIS, it is possible to
associate a dedicated FastCGI process pool with each Web site. A FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by
the combination of fullPath and arguments attributes. If you need to create several FastCGI process pools for
the same process executable, such as php-cgi.exe, you can use the arguments attribute to distinguish the
process pool definitions. With php-cgi.exe processes, you can also use the command line switch "-d" to define
an INI entry for a PHP process. You can use this switch to set a PHP setting that makes the arguments string
unique.

For example, if there are two Web sites "website1" and "website2" that must have their own set of PHP
settings, the FastCGI process pools can be defined as follows:

In this example the PHP setting open_basedir is used to distinguish between the process pool definitions. The
setting also enforces that the PHP executable for each process pool can perform file operations only within the
root folder of the corresponding Web site.

Then website1 can have the PHP handler mapping as follows:

and website2 can have the PHP handler mapping as follows:

http://www.godaddy.com/


<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" 
scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2" resourceType="Unspecified" 
requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

Specifying php.ini locationSpecifying php.ini location

<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website1" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\WebSites\Website2">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website2" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
</fastCgi>

Provide URL Rewriting Functionality for PHP Applications

When the PHP process starts, it determines the location of the configuration php.ini file by using various
settings. The PHP documentation provides a detailed description of the PHP startup process. One of the places
where the PHP process searches for the php.ini location is the PHPRC environment variable. If the PHP
process finds a php.ini file in the path that is specified in this environment variable, it will use it; otherwise, the
PHP process will revert to using the default location of the php.ini file. This environment variable can be used
to allow hosting customers to use their own versions of php.ini files.

For example if there are two Web sites "website1" and "website2" that are located at the following file paths: 
C:\WebSites\website1  and C:\WebSites\website2 , you can configure the php-cgi.exe process pools in the 
<fastCgi>  section of the applicationHost.config file as follows:

This way website1 can have its own version of the php.ini file that is located in the C:\WebSites\website1 , while
website2 can have its own version of the php.ini file that is located in C:\WebSites\website2 . This configuration
also ensures that if a php.ini file cannot be found in the location that is specified by the PHPRC environment
variable, then PHP will use the default php.ini file that is located in the same folder where the php-cgi.exe is
located.

 

The majority of popular PHP applications rely on the URL rewriting functionality in Web servers to enable
user-friendly and search engine-friendly URLs. IIS provide URL rewriting capabilities by using the URL rewrite
module.

For more information about how to use the URL Rewrite module, see the following articles:

Microsoft URL Rewrite Module Walkthroughs. Describes how to use the URL Rewrite module.
Microsoft URL Rewrite Module configuration reference. Explains the functionality of the module and
provides descriptions of all the configuration options.
Configuring popular PHP applications to work with the URL Rewrite module:

WordPress
MediaWiki
b2Evolution
Mambo

http://www.php.net/manual/en/configuration.php
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=120200&clcid=0x409
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=120201&clcid=0x409


Related resources

Drupal

 

For more information regarding hosting PHP applications on IIS refer to the following resources:

Popular PHP applications on IIS
Configuring FastCGI extension for IIS 6.0
Using FastCGI extension to host PHP on IIS 6.0
Installing FastCGI support on Windows Server 2008 Core

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/index
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Introduction

What is FastCGI?

Install the FastCGI Extension for IIS 6.0 and IIS 5.1

by Ruslan Yakushev

The PHP programming language has been an important player in the Web Application space for many years.
Even though PHP was not developed by Microsoft, supporting this technology is very important to us and so
you can install it on any stand-alone IIS Server, and it's also built-in to our cloud-based Windows Azure Web
Sites (WAWS) platform. This article explains how to use the Microsoft IIS FastCGI extension to set up and run
PHP applications on Windows XP and Windows Server® 2003 operating systems.

FastCGI is a standard protocol that allows the CGI executable files for application frameworks to interface
with the Web server. It differs from the standard CGI protocol in that FastCGI reuses CGI processes for
multiple requests, which provides a significant performance boost as compared to CGI. Support for IIS
FastCGI enables IIS to host normal CGI programs like PHP or Ruby on Rails by using the FastCGI protocol,
and to offer high performance and stability for production deployment of such application frameworks.

Using the IIS FastCGI support includes the following:

IIS Web server
IIS FastCGI extension
CGI program (such as php-cgi.exe)

The Web server dispatches HTTP requests to your application to the FastCGI component, which in turn
launches the CGI program executable, and forwards the request for processing. Once the request is finished
and the response is returned back to the server and sent to the client, the CGI process is reused for a
subsequent request. This helps to avoid the high performance penalty of starting a new process for each
request, which results in better performance and scalability in a production environment.

To learn more about the FastCGI protocol, see http://www.fastcgi.com/devkit/doc/fcgi-spec.html.

You can download the FastCGI extension for 32-bit and 64-bit Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 here:

https://www.iis.net/extensions/fastcgi

When you run the FastCGI installer, it copies FastCGI-specific files to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv  folder,
and then registers and enables the FastCGI Web server extension. Of the files that the installer copies, note
the following:

fcgiext.dll – This is the actual FastCGI handler that communicates with FastCGI-enabled processes for
processing requests.
fcgiext.ini – This is the configuration file that contains the mapping of file extensions to FastCGI
processes. It also contains the configuration of FastCGI process pools.
fcgiconfig.js – This configures the FastCGI extension. The script updates the fcgiext.ini file, modifies the
IIS metabase and recycles the Web service application pools if necessary.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60.md
https://github.com/ruslany
https://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/services/web-sites/
http://www.fastcgi.com/devkit/doc/fcgi-spec.html
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis


Download and Install PHP

Configure the FastCGI Extension to Work with PHP

Configure the FastCGI Extension to Work with PHP by Using the Configuration ScriptConfigure the FastCGI Extension to Work with PHP by Using the Configuration Script

Manually Configure the FastCGI Extension to Work with PHPManually Configure the FastCGI Extension to Work with PHP

The FastCGI extension is fully compatible with the current official PHP 4.4.x and PHP 5.x distribution for
Windows, available from http://windows.php.net/download. Since the FastCGI extension hosts and executes
php processes in a single threaded manner, it is recommended that you download and install the non-thread-
safe PHP build that is available for Windows. The non-thread-safe PHP build provides a performance boost
from a lack of thread safety that is acceptable for a single-concurrency environment like FastCGI.

Once PHP is installed on Windows, you have two options to configure FastCGI: use the configuration script
that is provided with the installation of the FastCGI extension, or perform all the configuration tasks manually
by modifying IIS configuration settings and the fcgiext.ini file.

The configuration script with the name fcgconfig.js is provided with the installation of the FastCGI extension.
It is located in %windir%\system32\inetsrv.

To configure the FastCGI extension to work with PHP:

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Change the current directory to %windir%\system32\inetsrv.

cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP" -extension:php -path:"C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe"

NOTENOTE

cscript fcgiconfig.js -add -section:"PHP" -extension:php -path:"C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" –site:1

NOTENOTE

3. Register the PHP CGI program as the one that will be processing .php extensions by running the
following configuration script:

Replace C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe  with the path to php-cgi.exe if you installed to a directory other than 
C:\PHP .

If you do not want to register the PHP extension to be processed by the FastCGI component on your entire
server, and only want to register it for a specific Web site, add a "–site:[siteId]" argument, for example:

For a complete list of configuration parameters that are supported by the FastCGI extension, see the FastCGI
extension documentation.

To manually configure the IIS and FastCGI extension, you must create script mappings for the PHP extension
in the IIS metabase, and modify the fcgiext.ini file that is located in %windir%\system32\inetsrv.

To create script mapping:

1. Launch inetmgr.exe.
2. Double-click the machine icon for the local computer.
3. Right-click Web Sites and click Properties.
4. Click the Home Directory tab.

http://windows.php.net/download


5. Click the Configuration… button.
6. Click the Add… button.

NOTENOTE

7. In the Add/Edit Application Extension Mapping dialog box, click Browse.... Navigate to the
fcgiext.dll file that is located in %windir%\system32\inetsrv.

If you need to use FastCGI in 32-bit mode on a 64-bit machine, navigate to %windir%\SysWOW64\inetsrv.

8. In the Extension text box, enter .php.

9. Under Verbs, in the Limit to text box, enter GET,HEAD,POST.

10. Ensure that the Script engine and Verify that file exists check boxes are selected.

11. Click OK.

To modify the fcigext.ini file:

Once the script mapping has been added, modify the fcgiext.ini file.

1. Add an extension to application mapping (php=PHP) to the [Types] section.

[Types]
…
php=PHP
… 

[PHP]
ExePath=c:\php\php-cgi.exe

2. Add a [PHP] section with ExePath=c:\php\php-cgi.exe (assuming you installed PHP files to the
C:\PHP folder).

3. After you save the changes to the fcgiext.ini file, restart the application pool that is associated with the
Web site that hosts your PHP applications.

To configure a default document in IIS:

Most PHP applications use a file named index.php as the default application document. Configure IIS to treat
this file as the default content page.

1. Launch inetmgr.exe.
2. Double-click the machine icon for the local computer.
3. Right-click Web Sites and click Properties.
4. Click the Documents tab.

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60/_static/image1.png


Set the FastCGI Configuration for Optimal Functionality, Security,
and Performance with PHP

[!code-console[Main](using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60/samples/sample4.cmd)]

5. Click the Add… button.
6. In the Add Content Page dialog box, in the Default content page text box, enter index.php.
7. Click OK.

IIS focuses on full PHP functionality support and performance of PHP applications that are running on the
FastCGI extension. In collaboration with Zend Technologies, IIS identified the set of configuration settings for
the FastCGI extension and PHP that would provide optimal functionality and performance for PHP
applications when running on Windows by using the FastCGI extension.

To obtain optimal functionality and performance, configure your server as follows:

1. Modify the php.ini file as follows:

Set fastcgi.impersonate = 1. FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate the security
tokens of the calling client. This allows IIS to define the security context under which the request
runs.
Set cgi.fix_pathinfo=1. cgi.fix_pathinfo provides *real* PATH_INFO/PATH_TRANSLATED support
for CGI. Previously, PHP behavior was to set PATH_TRANSLATED to SCRIPT_FILENAME, and to
not define PATH_INFO. For more information about PATH_INFO, see the cgi specifications. Setting
this value to 1 will cause PHP CGI to fix its paths to conform to the specification.
Set cgi.force_redirect = 0.

2. Set the FastCGI configuration settings for the PHP section by running fcgiconfig.js as follows:

Set the FastCGI process pool property InstanceMaxRequests to 10000. This setting specifies that
the FastCGI extension will recycle php-cgi.exe after it has processed 10000 requests successfully.

1. Configure the FastCGI extension to set the PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS environment variables for
the PHP process to 10000.This setting instructs php-cgi.exe to recycle itself after it has processed

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60/_static/image3.png


Test PHP CGI

<?php

phpinfo(); 

?>

> cscript fcgiconfig.js -set -section:"PHP" -EnvironmentVars:PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS:10000

NOTENOTE

10000 requests successfully.

You can configure InstanceMaxRequests and PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS to use numbers other than 10000.
As a general rule, ensure that the value of InstanceMaxRequests is less than or equal to the value of
PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS.

After installing the FastCGI extension and registering and configuring the PHP CGI, you can request your
PHP application and use it normally.

To test the PHP application, create and request a phpinfo.php page in your site that contains the following:

You should see something like the following:



Get More Information

Note that the Server API field indicates that PHP is hosted in FastCGI mode.

Use the FastCGI forums to discuss the usage of the FastCGI extension or to file bug reports:

IIS.NET FastCGI forums

For more information about how to run various PHP applications on IIS, see:

PHP on IIS portal
PHP community forum

file:///T:/n3zn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-60/_static/image5.png
https://forums.iis.net/1103.aspx
https://php.iis.net/
https://forums.iis.net/1102.aspx
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Introduction

Sample Application Configuration Files

Sample Application .htaccess FileSample Application .htaccess File

#
# Apache/PHP/Application settings:
#
 
# Protect files and directories from prying eyes.
<FilesMatch "\.(engine|inc|info|install|module|profile|po|sh|.*sql|theme|tpl(\.php)?|xtmpl)$|^(code-
style\.pl|Entries.*|Repository|Root|Tag|Template)$">
  Order allow,deny
</FilesMatch>
 
# Don't show directory listings for URLs which map to a directory.
Options -Indexes
 
# Follow symbolic links in this directory.
Options +FollowSymLinks
 
# Make Application handle any 404 errors.
ErrorDocument 404 /index.php
 
# Force simple error message for requests for non-existent favicon.ico.
<Files favicon.ico>
  ErrorDocument 404 "The requested file favicon.ico was not found.
</Files>
 
# Set the default handler.
DirectoryIndex index.php
 
# Override PHP settings. More in sites/default/settings.php
# but the following cannot be changed at runtime.
 
# PHP 4, Apache 1.
<IfModule mod_php4.c>
  php_value magic_quotes_gpc                0
  php_value register_globals                0

by Steve Jacobson

Many PHP applications are distributed with configuration files for the Apache Web server. These configuration
files (usually called .htaccess files) contain a number of settings that can be used for integrating the application
with the capabilities of the Web server.

IIS 7 and above uses a file called Web.config to hold settings for integration with applications. The Web.config file
contains information that control module loading, security configuration, session state configuration, and
application language and compilation settings. Web.config files can also contain application-specific items such as
database connection strings.

This article describes the most common uses of the .htaccess file by PHP applications, and shows how to use the
Web.config file for these same functions in IIS.

The following examples are two configuration files for a sample application: an .htaccess file and a Web.config file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/translate-htaccess-content-to-iis-webconfig.md


  php_value register_globals                0
  php_value session.auto_start              0
  php_value mbstring.http_input             pass
  php_value mbstring.http_output            pass
  php_value mbstring.encoding_translation   0
</IfModule>

# PHP 4, Apache 2.
<IfModule sapi_apache2.c>
  php_value magic_quotes_gpc                0
  php_value register_globals                0
  php_value session.auto_start              0
  php_value mbstring.http_input             pass
  php_value mbstring.http_output            pass
  php_value mbstring.encoding_translation   0
</IfModule>
 
# PHP 5, Apache 1 and 2.
<IfModule mod_php5.c>
  php_value magic_quotes_gpc                0
  php_value register_globals                0
  php_value session.auto_start              0
  php_value mbstring.http_input             pass
  php_value mbstring.http_output            pass
  php_value mbstring.encoding_translation   0
</IfModule>
 
# Requires mod_expires to be enabled.
<IfModule mod_expires.c>
  # Enable expirations.
  ExpiresActive On
 
  # Cache all files for 2 weeks after access (A).
  ExpiresDefault A1209600
 
  # Do not cache dynamically generated pages.
  ExpiresByType text/html A1
</IfModule>
 
# Various rewrite rules.
<IfModule mod_rewrite.c>
  RewriteEngine on
 
  # If your site can be accessed both with and without the 'www.' prefix, you
  # can use one of the following settings to redirect users to your preferred
  # URL, either WITH or WITHOUT the 'www.' prefix. Choose ONLY one option:
  #
  # To redirect all users to access the site WITH the 'www.' prefix,
  # (http://example.com/... will be redirected to http://www.example.com/...)
  # adapt and uncomment the following:
  # RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST} ^example\.com$ [NC]
  # RewriteRule ^(.*)$ http://www.example.com/$1 [L,R=301]
  #
  # To redirect all users to access the site WITHOUT the 'www.' prefix,
  # (http://www.example.com/... will be redirected to http://example.com/...)
  # uncomment and adapt the following:
  # RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST} ^www\.example\.com$ [NC]
  # RewriteRule ^(.*)$ http://example.com/$1 [L,R=301]
 
  # Modify the RewriteBase if you are using Application in a subdirectory or in a
  # VirtualDocumentRoot and the rewrite rules are not working properly.
  # For example if your site is at http://example.com/application uncomment and
  # modify the following line:
  # RewriteBase /application
  #
  # If your site is running in a VirtualDocumentRoot at http://example.com/,
  # uncomment the following line:
  # RewriteBase /
 
  # Rewrite URLs of the form 'x' to the form 'index.php?q=x'.



  # Rewrite URLs of the form 'x' to the form 'index.php?q=x'.
  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-f
  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-d
  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_URI} !=/favicon.ico
  RewriteRule ^(.*)$ index.php?q=$1 [L,QSA]
</IfModule>
 
# $Id: .htaccess,v 1.90.2.1 2008/07/08 09:33:14 goba Exp $

Sample Application Web.config FileSample Application Web.config File

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>

    <configSections>
        <sectionGroup name="system.webServer">
            <sectionGroup name="rewrite">
                <section name="rewriteMaps" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
                <section name="rules" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />
            </sectionGroup>
        </sectionGroup>
    </configSections>

    <system.webServer>
        <security>
            <!--  This section should be uncommented after
            installation to secure the installation. -->
            <!--
            <requestFiltering>
                <denyUrlSequences>
                    <add sequence="engine" />
                    <add sequence="inc" />
                    <add sequence="info" />
                    <add sequence="module" />
                    <add sequence="profile" />
                    <add sequence="po" />
                    <add sequence="sh" />
                    <add sequence="theme" />
                    <add sequence="tpl(\.php" />
                    <add sequence="Root" />
                    <add sequence="Tag" />
                    <add sequence="Template" />
                    <add sequence="Repository" />
                    <add sequence="code-style" />
                </denyUrlSequences>
                <fileExtensions>
                    <add fileExtension=".sql" allowed="false" />
                    <add fileExtension=".pl" allowed="false" />
                </fileExtensions>
            </requestFiltering>
            -->
        </security>
        <directoryBrowse enabled="true" />
        <caching>
            <profiles>
                <add extension=".php" policy="DisableCache" kernelCachePolicy="DisableCache" />
                <add extension=".html" policy="CacheForTimePeriod" kernelCachePolicy="CacheForTimePeriod" 
duration="14:00:00:00" />
            </profiles>
        </caching>
        <rewrite>
            <rules>
                <rule name="block favicon" stopProcessing="true">
                    <match url="favicon\.ico" />
                    <action type="CustomResponse" statusCode="404" subStatusCode="1" 
                        statusReason="The requested file favicon.ico was not found" 
                        statusDescription="The requested file favicon.ico was not found" />
                </rule>



                </rule>
                <rule name="Imported Rule 1" stopProcessing="true">
                    <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
                    <conditions>
                        <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^example\.com$" />
                    </conditions>
                    
                    <action type="Redirect" redirectType="Permanent" url="http://www.example.com/{R:1}" />
                </rule>
                <rule name="Imported Rule 2" stopProcessing="true">
                    <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
                    <conditions>
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" ignoreCase="false" negate="true" />
                        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" ignoreCase="false" 
negate="true" />
                        <add input="{URL}" pattern="^/favicon.ico$" ignoreCase="false" negate="true" />
                    </conditions>
                    <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?q={R:1}" appendQueryString="true" />
                </rule>
            </rules>
        </rewrite>
        <defaultDocument>
            <files>
                <remove value="index.php" />
                <add value="index.php" />
            </files>
        </defaultDocument>

        <!-- HTTP Errors section should only be enabled if the "Error Pages"
        feature has been delegated as "Read/Write" at the Web Server level.
           <httpErrors>
               <remove statusCode="404" subStatusCode="-1" />
               <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="" path="/index.php" responseMode="ExecuteURL" 
/>
           </httpErrors>
        -->

    </system.webServer>
</configuration>

Request Filtering

<FilesMatch "\.(engine|inc|info|install|module|profile|po|sh|.*sql|theme|tpl(\.php)?|xtmpl)$|^(code-
style\.pl|Entries.*|Repository|Root|Tag|Template)$">
  Order allow,deny
</FilesMatch>

This application uses the FilesMatch directive in the .htacess file to limit browser access to files that are
components of the application.

IIS uses the Request Filtering module to limit browser access to files that are components of the application. For
the sample application in a Web.config file, the section could look like:



<security>
 <requestFiltering>
  <denyUrlSequences>
   <add sequence="engine" />
   <add sequence="inc" />
   <add sequence="info" />
   <add sequence="install" />
   <add sequence="module" />
   <add sequence="profile" />
   <add sequence="po" />
   <add sequence="sh" />
   <add sequence="theme" />
   <add sequence="tpl(\.php" />
   <add sequence="Root" />
   <add sequence="Tag" />
   <add sequence="Template" />
   <add sequence="Repository" />
   <add sequence="code-style" />
  </denyUrlSequences>
  <fileExtensions>
   <add fileExtension=".sql" allowed="false" />
   <add fileExtension=".pl" allowed="false" />
  </fileExtensions>
 </requestFiltering>
</security>

<rule name="Protect files and directories from prying eyes" stopProcessing="true"> 
 <match url="\.(engine|inc|info|install|module|profile|test|po|sh|.*sql|theme|tpl(\.php)?|xtmpl|svn-
base)$|^(code-style\.pl|Entries.*|Repository|Root|Tag|Template|all-wcprops|entries|format)$" /> 
 <action type="CustomResponse" statusCode="403" subStatusCode="0" 
  statusReason="Forbidden" 
  statusDescription="Access is forbidden." /> 
</rule>

Default Document

# Set the default handler.
DirectoryIndex index.php

Note that you can leave this section commented out for installation, because the installation scripts are blocked by
this filter.

An alternative to using the request filtering is to use the URL Rewriter module to return a 403 error for any of the
matching file types. The advantage of the URL Rewriter module is that it uses a regular expression for the match.

In the .htaccess file for the sample application, the DirectoryIndex directive tells the Web server which file to load if
no filename is included with the URL.

For IIS, the default document should be set up as high in the Web site hierarchy as the Module Handler. For
example, with PHP, the Module Handler is usually set at the Web server level. The default document should be set
at that level also, rather than locally within a Web site's context. The following code within your Web.config file can
ensure this:



<defaultDocument>
 <files>
  <remove value="index.php" />
  <add value="index.php" />
 </files>
</defaultDocument>

URL Rewriting

RewriteCond %{HTTP_HOST} ^example\.com$ [NC]
  RewriteRule ^(.*)$ http://www.example.com/$1 [L,R=301]

  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-f
  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-d
  RewriteCond %{REQUEST_URI} !=/favicon.ico
  RewriteRule ^(.*)$ index.php?q=$1 [L,QSA]

<rewrite>
  <rules>
    <rule name="Imported Rule 1" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^example\.com$" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Redirect" redirectType="Permanent" url="http://www.example.com/{R:1}" />
    </rule>
    <rule name="Imported Rule 2" stopProcessing="true">
      <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" />
      <conditions>
        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" ignoreCase="false" negate="true" />
        <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" ignoreCase="false" negate="true" />
        <add input="{URL}" pattern="^/favicon.ico$" ignoreCase="false" negate="true" />
      </conditions>
      <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php?q={R:1}" appendQueryString="true" />
    </rule>
  </rules>
</rewrite>

Error Page Redirects / Handling

IIS includes the URL Rewrite module. You can use this extension to provide rules for IIS to rewrite incoming URL
requests. The most common use of URL Rewriting is to provide shorter, easy-to-remember URLs.

Many PHP applications currently ship with rewrite rules as part of their .htaccess file. These rules tell Apache's
mod_rewrite how and when to rewrite incoming requests. The IIS URL Rewrite module can read these rules and
translate them into URL Rewrite rules.

For more information about importing Apache mod_rewrite rules, see: Importing Apache mod_rewrite Rules.

For the sample application, the relevant mod_rewrite rules in the .htaccess file are:

The IIS URL Rewriter module can read these rules and translate them. The translated URL Rewriter rules are:

Some applications handle standard errors within the scope of the application. The ErrorDocument directive in the
.htaccess file of the sample application tells the Web server to load the home page for any 404 or "File Not Found"
errors.



# Make Application handle any 404 errors.
ErrorDocument 404 /index.php

<!-- HTTP Errors section should only be enabled if the "Error Pages"
        feature has been delegated as "Read/Write" at the Web Server level.
           <httpErrors>
               <remove statusCode="404" subStatusCode="-1" />
               <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="" path="/index.php" responseMode="ExecuteURL" 
/>
           </httpErrors>
        -->

Directory Browsing

# Don't show directory listings for URLs which map to a directory.
Options -Indexes

<directoryBrowse enabled="false" />

Cache Aging

# Requires mod_expires to be enabled.
<IfModule mod_expires.c>
  # Enable expirations.
  ExpiresActive On
 
  # Cache all files for 2 weeks after access (A).
  ExpiresDefault A1209600
 
  # Do not cache dynamically generated pages.
  ExpiresByType text/html A1
</IfModule>

IIS uses the httpErrors directive for this functionality. However, because the capability to set this at the application
level is turned off by default for IIS, this section should be commented out.

Another application security (or integrity) measure often implemented is disabling directory browsing from the
clients. Many Web server configurations will let users see a listing of files in a directory that does not contain one
of the default document files. In the .htaccess file of the sample application, this is disabled using the Options
directive:

IIS limits this access in the Web.config file using the directoryBrowse directive:

Caching directives are used to ensure that static content is cached for a period of time, and dynamic content is not
cached at all. In the .htaccess file of the sample application, the ExpiresBy directives provided by mod_expires
module are used.

In the Web.config file, IIS uses the Output Caching module and the caching directive to control caching. For the
sample application, you can enable caching for .html files for a maximum of 14 days. For .php files, ensure that no
caching is performed at all with the code:



<caching>
 <profiles>
  <add extension=".php" policy="DisableCache" kernelCachePolicy="DisableCache" />
  <add extension=".html" policy="CacheForTimePeriod" kernelCachePolicy="CacheForTimePeriod" 
duration="14:00:00:00" />
 </profiles>
</caching>

Links for Further Information
  

IIS URL Rewriting and Microsoft® ASP.NET routing.
IIS forum.

https://forums.iis.net/
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Introduction

Features of the URL Rewrite Module

by Tali Smith

The Microsoft® URL Rewrite Module for Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above provides flexible rules-
based rewrite engine that can be used to perform broad spectrum of URL manipulation tasks, including, but not
limited to:

Enabling user-friendly and search engine-friendly URLs with dynamic Web applications.
Rewriting URLs based on HTTP headers and server variables.
Handling Web site content.
Controlling access to Web site content based on URL segments or request metadata.

The Microsoft URL Rewrite Module includes these key features:

Rules-based URL rewriting engine. Rewrite rules are used to express the logic of what to compare/match the
request URL with, and what to do if comparison was successful. Web server and site administrators can use
rewrite rule sets to define URL rewriting logic.
Regular expression pattern matching. Rewrite rules can use ECMA-262 compatible, regular expression
syntax for pattern matching.
Wildcard pattern matching. Rewrite rules can use wildcard syntax for pattern matching.
Global and distributed rewrite rules. Global rules are used to define server-wide URL rewriting logic and are
defined within the ApplicationHost.config file. They cannot be overridden or disabled on any lower
configuration levels. Distributed rules are used to define URL rewriting logic specific to a particular
configuration scope. Distributed rules can be defined on any configuration level by using Web.config files.
Access to server variables and http headers. Server variables and HTTP headers provide additional
information about current HTTP requests. This information can be used to make rewriting decisions or to
compose the output URL.
Various rule actions. Instead of rewriting a URL, a rule may perform other actions, such as issue an HTTP
redirect, abort the request, or send a custom status code to HTTP client.
Support for IIS kernel mode and user mode output caching. IIS output caching provides significant
performance improvements for Web applications. The URL Rewrite Module is fully compatible with both types
of output caching. This means that it is possible to safely cache responses for rewritten URLs, and thus boost
the performance of Web applications that rely on URL rewriting.
String manipulation functions. Built-in string manipulation functions can be used to convert URLs to
lowercase and to perform URL encoding and decoding.
Rewrite maps. A rewrite map is an arbitrary collection of name-value pairs that can be used within the rewrite
rules to generate the substitution URL during rewriting. Rewrite maps are particularly useful when you have a
large set of rewrite rules, all of which use static strings (for example, if there is no pattern matching used). In
those cases, instead of defining a large set of simple rewrite rules, you can put all the mappings between input
URL and substitution URL as keys and values into the rewrite map, and then have one rewrite rule that
references this rewrite map to look up a substitution URL based on the input URL.
Failed Request Tracing support. IIS Failed Request Tracing can be used to troubleshoot errors related to URL

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/provide-url-rewriting-functionality.md
http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma-262.pdf


URL Rewrite Module Resources

Known Issues and ChangesKnown Issues and Changes

rewriting.
Rule templates. A rule template is an extension for the URL Rewrite Module user interface that simplifies the
creation of rewrite rules for a particular task. The module includes three built-in rule templates. It also lets you
plug in any number of custom templates.
UI for testing of regular expression and wildcard patterns. A GUI tool for testing rule patterns is included
in the module's user interface. The tool can be used to quickly check how the regular expression or wildcard
pattern works. It can also be used for troubleshooting and debugging of problems related to pattern matching.
UI for managing rewrite rules and rewrite maps. Rewrite rules and rewrite maps can be added, removed
and edited by using the URL Rewrite Module feature in IIS Manager.
GUI tool for importing of mod_rewrite rules. The URL Rewrite Module includes a GUI tool for converting
rewrite rules from mod_rewrite format into an IIS format.

The following articles cover the functionality of the URL Rewrite Module, and explain how to use it to accomplish
common URL rewriting scenarios.

Learning the basics

Creating rewrite rules
Using Failed Request Tracing to trace rewrite rules
Using global and distributed rules
Using rewrite maps
Importing rewrite rules
Enabling "pretty permalinks" in WordPress

Testing rule and condition patterns

Rule templates

User-friendly URL
Rule with Rewrite Map
Request blocking

References and guidance

URL Rewrite Module configuration reference
URL Rewriting and Microsoft® ASP.NET routing
URL rewriting and request filtering
URL rewriting for ASP.NET Web forms
Developing rule templates for the URL Rewrite Module

Video walkthrough

Using the URL Rewrite Module - video walkthrough

There are a few known issues and changes to consider:

The mod_rewrite rules that use REQUEST_URI server variables may not work correctly when imported by
using the URL rewrite "Import Rules…" feature. To fix the imported rules, use any text editor to open the
web.config file that contains those rules. Locate the <rewrite>  section, and then within that section replace all
instances of string "{SCRIPT_NAME}" with the string "{URL}".
Digest authentication cannot be used with the URL Rewrite Module.
ASP.NET Forms Authentication uses rewritten URLs for redirection. For example, if the requested URL is



Example: Enable "Pretty Permalinks"

"/article.htm" and the URL Rewrite Module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is protected by Forms
Authentication, then ASP.NET redirects to "/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2Farticle.aspx".
The auto-detect mode in ASP.NET Forms Authentication uses rewritten URLs for redirection. For example, if
the requested URL is "/article.htm" and the URL Rewrite Module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is
protected by Forms Authentication, then ASP.NET redirects to "/article.aspx?
AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1".
UseUri mode in ASP.NET Forms Authentication uses rewritten URLs for redirection. For example, if the
requested URL is "/article.htm" and URL rewrite module rewrites the URL to "/article.aspx", which is
protected by Forms Authentication, then ASP.NET redirects to
"/(S(vy2ebt45imfkmjjwboow3l55))/article.aspx".
ASP.NET rewrites back to the original URL when using URI-based authentication or a cookieless session state.
For example, when a request is made to "/(S(vy2ebt45imfkmjjwboow3l55))/article.htm" and the URL
Rewrite Module rewrites "/article.htm" to "/article.aspx", then ASP.NET rewrites the URL back to
"/article.htm", which may result in a "404 - File Not Found" error.
The IIS DefaultDocument module may redirect to a rewritten URL when the URL Rewrite Module rewrites to a
folder. For example, if a substitution URL in a rewrite rule is "/folder1/folder2", and these folders exist on file
system and have default document configured, then DefaultDocument module redirects a Web client to
"/folder1/folder2/", thus exposing the rewritten URL. To prevent this from happening, use "/" at the end of the
substitution URL when rewriting to a folder (for example, "/folder1/folder2/").

Typically, WordPress users must use "almost pretty" URLs (for example, 
http://contoso.com/index.php/yyyy/mm/dd/post-name/ ). With the URL Rewrite module, you can create "Pretty

Permalinks" (for example, http://example.com/year/month/day/post-name/ ) for WordPress blogs hosted on IIS.

The steps that follow assume that WordPress is installed in a Web site root directory. If WordPress is installed in a
subdirectory, then the rewrite rules must be included in the Web.config file located within the same subdirectory as
the WordPress files.

1. Install URL Rewrite Go Live release.
2. Log on to WordPress as an administrator.
3. Click the Settings button.

5. Select Custom Structure, and then type

4. Click the Permalinks tab for the Customize Permalink Structure page.

Figure 1: Customize permalink structure page
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Create Rewrite Rule

Test the Rewrite Rule

Links for Further Information

/%year%/%monthnum%/%day%/%postname%/ in the Custom Structure text box.
6. Click Save Changes. You will see that all the blog post links have URLs that follow the format you have

specified; however, if you click any link, the Web server returns a 404 - File Not Found error, because
WordPress relies on a URL rewriting capability within a server to rewrite requests that have "pretty permalinks"
to an Index.php file.

1. Open the Web.config file (located in the same directory as the WordPress files). If you do not have a
Web.config file in the WordPress directory, create it.

<rewrite>
    <rules>
        <rule name="Main Rule" stopProcessing="true">
            <match url=".*" />
            <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll">
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsFile" negate="true" />
                <add input="{REQUEST_FILENAME}" matchType="IsDirectory" negate="true" />
            </conditions>
            <action type="Rewrite" url="index.php" />
        </rule>
    </rules>
</rewrite>

2. Copy and paste the following XML section into the system.webServer element:

This rule matches any requested URL; if the URL does not correspond to a file or a folder on a file system, then the
rule rewrites the URL to Index.php and determines which content to serve based on the REQUEST_URI server
variable that contains the original URL before it was modified by the rule.

After the rewrite rule is saved to the Web.config file, open a Web browser, and click any one of the permalinks in
WordPress blog. You should see the correct content returned by the Web server for every permalink.

Figure 2: Blog welcome page

This article updates theEnabling Pretty Permalinks in WordPressandIIS 7 URL Rewrite Module support in
WordPress 2.8articles written by Ruslan Yakushev.

URL Rewrite Module.
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Creating rewrite rules for the URL Rewrite Module.
Videocast about URL rewriting functionality.
URL Rewrite Module 1.1 configuration.
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by Tali Smith

There are a couple of steps you can take to optimize deployment of your applications on the Microsoft Web
Platform, including:

Translate .htaccess Files to Web.config Files. This article shows how to use the IIS web.config file for the
functions performed by the Apache .htaccess functions.
Provide URL Rewriting Functionality. The URL Rewrite Module provides flexible rules-based rewrite engine
that can be used to perform broad spectrum of URL manipulation tasks.

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to easily download a variety of applications, including DasBlog (an
ASP.NET blogging application), AtomSite (an online publishing platform), and Moodle (a learning management
system).

You can also visit the Windows Web App Gallery for one-click installation of applications such as Gallery (Web-
based photo gallery), Umbraco (content management system), mojoPortal (content management system and web
application framework for ASP.NET 3.5), DotNetNuke (content management system and application development
framework), and Kentico CMS for ASP.NET (content management system).

Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above and Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS
6.0 provide instructions for setting up FastCGI and PHP to host applications; this information is also detailed in a
number of articles in Install the Microsoft Web Platform.

For guidance in manually deploying specific applications, see:

Install Zen Cart (open-source online store management system)
Install osCommerce (open-source based, online shopping and e-commerce solution)
Install Drupal (open-source content management system)
Install Joomla (open-source content management system)
Install WordPress (a blogging package)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/how-to-deploy-applications-on-the-microsoft-web-platform-for-php.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/Downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/index
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by Drew Robbins

This video is from the MIX08 conference. http://visitmix.com Discover the advantages of running PHP applications
on Microsoft Internet Information Services. Learn how to take advantage of the integrated pipeline and .NET
functionality, and use the new remote management tools.

▶ Watch video (70 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/mix08-partying-with-php-on-microsoft-internet-information-services-7-and-above.md
https://github.com/drewby
http://visitmix.com
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/MIX08-Partying-with-PHP-on-Microsoft-Internet-Information-Services-7


Set Up FastCGI for PHP
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by IIS Team

Improved performance and greater reliability for PHP applications is ensured by the new FastCGI component for
IIS 7.0 and previous versions. This tutorial covers installing PHP 5.2.1 and the new FastCGI component to IIS 7.0
in Windows Vista.

▶ Watch video (7 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/set-up-fastcgi-for-php.md
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/set-up-fastcgi-for-php
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Getting Started

by Vikram Vaswani

This article was written by Vikram Vaswani of Zend Technologies Ltd.

If you're a Web application developer, you've undoubtedly heard of PHP, the open-source Web programming
language. PHP is an extremely popular tool for building dynamic, data-driven Web applications, as it's easy to
learn, interconnects with a wide variety of RDBMSs (including Oracle, MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server), and
comes with excellent documentation and deep community support.

There's only one glitch: setting up a full-fledged PHP development environment under Windows typically requires
one to download, install and then configure various bits of software to talk nicely to one another. This process is
something that novice developers often struggle with, and it can produce a fair amount of frustration when things
don't work "out of the box".

This is not a problem entirely without solutions. The Microsoft Web Platform offers one answer, but it certainly isn't
the only one. There's also another option that you might like to consider: Zend Server, a Windows-based PHP
stack that plays well with Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL. And
over the next few pages, I'm going to show you how to use it to build a high-performance, enterprise-ready
PHP+Windows stack.

To quote its official Web site (http://www.zend.com/en/products/server/), Zend Server is "a complete, enterprise-
ready Web Application Server for running and managing PHP applications that require a high level of reliability,
performance and security." Simply put, it provides a consistent and reliable PHP stack that can be easily deployed
in both Windows and *NIX environments. This stack includes the latest version of PHP, some optional components
(Apache, MySQL and Zend Framework), and support for Microsoft IIS, Java, and various databases, including
Oracle, MySQL, DB2 and Microsoft SQL Server. All versions of Zend Server come with the Zend Optimizer+
opcode caching engine to significantly speed up PHP performance.

Zend Server comes in two flavors, which may broadly be classified as 'commercial' and 'community'. The
commercial version, known simply as Zend Server, requires purchase of a commercial license, which entitles you to
software updates and technical support, in addition to goodies like page (URL) caching, automatic application
alerts and diagnostics. The community version, known as Zend Server CE, is available free of charge, but lacks
some of the "extras" in the commercial version.

Your choice of server flavor will usually be defined by your needs (and your budget). If you're a PHP hobbyist or
planning to use the server for non-critical PHP applications, Zend Server CE will probably meet all your needs. If,
on the other hand, you're running critical enterprise applications and/or need technical support for your PHP
environment, a commercial Zend Server license will probably serve you better. Both versions are available for
Windows environments and, regardless of which one you choose, you'll get all of the following:

All-in-one installation package: Zend Server provides all the key components of a PHP stack in a single point-
and-click installation package. This is ideal for novice developers just getting started with PHP; it's also useful
for experienced programmers who need to set up a test or development system with minimum fuss.
Web-based administration: Zend Server comes with an integrated administration panel that allows
administrators to monitor server status using a standard Web browser. This graphical administration panel also

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/build-a-high-performance-php-stack-with-windows-iis-and-zend-server.md
http://www.zend.com/en/products/server/


Installing Zend Server

provides a handy way to change server configuration, set and reset PHP configuration variables, and enable or
disable PHP modules.
Debugging and performance tools: Zend Server includes a number of additional components to improve
application performance and make development and debugging easier. These components include Zend
Optimizer+, a performance accelerator; Zend Data Cache, a data caching API; Zend Debugger, a full-featured
script debugger; and Zend Java Bridge, a PHP/Java connector. All these components can be selectively enabled
or disabled from the server administration console at run-time. The commercial version of Zend Server also
includes event monitoring and page caching, to improve performance and reduce downtime in network
environments.
Certified PHP stack: The version of PHP that ships with Zend Server is tested and certified by Zend
Technologies. This ensures a consistent development environment across various platforms. Having the support
and reputation of a major software vendor behind the product also significantly increases the comfort level of
project managers and customers who are dipping their toes into PHP-based application development for the
first time. The commercial version of Zend Server also includes regular updates and security fixes, to ensure that
your PHP applications remains up-to-date and protected.

Enough with the advertising...let's kick the tires on this thing and see how it works!

To get started with Zend Server, download the Windows installation package from the Zend Technologies Web site.
While you're there, you should request a free trial license key - this license is valid for 30 days and allows you to try
out all the features of the commercial product. The product will automatically revert to a CE-like version, with some
features disabled, once the license runs out.

If you're using Windows XP Professional, Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, IIS is included with your
operating system (although it is an optional installation on Windows Vista). For purposes of this article, I'll assume
that you're installing Zend Server on Windows Vista with Microsoft IIS 7.0. If you're using a different version of the
operating system, relax - the Windows installation package also works with Windows XP Professional (IIS 5.1 and
IIS 6.0) and Windows Server 2008 (IIS 7.5), with no changes necessary. I'll also assume that you have both MySQL
5.1 and Microsoft SQL Server Express 2008 installed on your system. If you don't, you can get Microsoft SQL
Server Express 2008 free of charge from the Microsoft Web site, and MySQL 5.1 from the MySQL Web site or via
the Zend Server installer.

Get things rolling by starting up the installer. You should see a welcome screen, as below:

http://www.zend.com/en/products/server/downloads
https://www.microsoft.com/express/sql/download/
http://www.mysql.com/


Accept the license terms, and choose a Custom Installation.

At this point, you can choose which of the various Zend Server components should be installed. It's definitely
worth keeping the bundled performance and monitoring tools, such as Zend Optimizer+ and Zend Monitor, and
it's a good idea to install Zend Framework, which provides a set of ready-made components that simplify PHP
development. I'll be showing you how to hook your PHP scripts up to Microsoft SQL Server Express and MySQL a
little further along, so also install the MS-SQL Native Client, MySQL and phpMyAdmin if you don't already have
them.
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Next, configure Zend Server to integrate with your existing IIS web server installation. If you're using Windows XP
Professional, Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008, IIS should already be installed and working on your
system.

Confirm your choices, and let the installer go to work downloading files and setting things up.
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Once done, the installer will display a success message and allow you to immediately start the Zend Server
process.

Since this is its first run, Zend Server will prompt for an administrator password, as well as your license key.
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Understanding The Zend Server Administration Panel

Enter the requested information and you'll be transferred to the server administration panel.

Zend Server is fully configurable via its Web-based administration panel, which is typically found at
http://localhost/ZendServer/ and is broadly divided into four sections:

Monitor: Think of the Monitor section as a one-stop shop for anything and everything related to the server's
current status and health. The aptly-named Dashboard provides a quick overview of recent PHP events, such as
errors and warnings, as well as information on the current status of the various Zend add-on components. This
section is also the place to go to view phpinfo() output and server error logs. Under Zend Server CE, the event
monitoring tools are absent.
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Rule Management: Two of the key selling points of Zend Server can be found in the Rule Management section:
the built-in URL caching system, and the event monitoring system. The Rule Management -> Monitoring section is
ground zero for the event monitor. It allows the administrator to set up "watch rules" for PHP requests and trigger
actions on certain conditions, such as an uncaught exception or unusually-high memory consumption. In a similar
vein, the Rule Management -> Caching section allows administrators to define URL patterns that, when
encountered, are automatically cached to improve performance. These two features offer huge benefits to
administrators tasked with managing business-critical applications in an enterprise environment; however, it's
worth noting that they're not included in Zend Server CE.
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Server Setup: The Server Setup section is where administrators head when they need to change server
parameters. This section allows an administrator to turn on or off the various Zend performance and optimization
components, such as Zend Optimizer+, Zend Page Cache and Zend Debugger. It also provides a graphical
interface to the php.ini configuration file, making it easy to alter PHP configuration variables or enable PHP
extensions. Finally, it also allows administrators to configure allow or deny rules for the Zend Studio remote
debugging client, as well as to integrate Zend Studio with the event monitoring system to relay information on
PHP events. Under Zend Server CE, the event monitoring tools are absent.
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Administration: The Administration section provides tools to change the administrator password and update the
license key. It also reports on available updates, and allows the administrator to install these with a single click.
Under Zend Server CE, these update management tools are absent.
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Building A Simple Application...Or Two

<?php
echo 'Hello world, this is PHP speaking!';
?>

Now that you know your way around Zend Server, let's put together a simple PHP script to check that everything's
working as it should. Using a text editor, create a file containing the following PHP code:

Save this file as whoami.php in the site root folder (typically, C:\inetpub\wwwroot\ ), and then browse to
http://localhost/whoami.php. You should see something like this:

This is a very basic "Hello World" script in PHP: the echo statement simply prints a string to the output device - in
this case, the browser.

How about something a little more complicated, to demonstrate the power of PHP scripting? Here's a PHP script
for a simple guessing game: a Web form that invites the user to try and guess the name of a breakfast item. The
item itself is randomly selected from a pre-defined array on each iteration. Here's the code (guess.php):

http://localhost/whoami.php
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<?php 
// define array of items
$items = array('ham', 'cheese', 'bacon', 'eggs', 'cereal', 'fruit', 'milk', 'toast', 'jam');

// start session
session_start(); 
?>
<html>
  <head></head>
  <body>
    <h1>What's For Breakfast?</h1>  
    
    <div id="result">
    <?php    
    if (isset($_POST['submit'])) {
      // if form is submitted
      // retrieve answer from session
      // test against user input
      // display success/failure message
      $selected = $_SESSION['selected'];
      $input = $_POST['g'];
      echo ($selected == $input) ? 'Correct!' : 'Incorrect!';          
    }
    ?>
    </div>
    
    <?php
    // select a random item 
    // save to session
    // generate input form with hint
    $idx = rand(0, (count($items)-1));
    $_SESSION['selected'] = $items[$idx];    
    ?>
    
    <form method="post" action="guess.php">
    Your guess: <br/>
    <input type="text" name="g" /> <br/>
    <input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit!" />      
    </form>
    Hint: <?php echo strlen($_SESSION['selected']); ?> characters, 
     beginning with '<?php echo substr($_SESSION['selected'], 0, 1); ?>'
     and ending with '<?php echo substr($_SESSION['selected'], -1, 1); ?>'
     
  </body>
</html>

This script begins by defining an array containing various common breakfast items, and initializing a session with
the session_start() function. This session is used to store a randomly-selected item from the array. A Web form
prompts the user to guess the item; on submission, the user's input is stored in the $_POST array. The script then
reads the user's input from the $_POST array, tests it against the value stored in the session, and displays a
message indicating if the guess is correct or not. The strlen() and substr() functions, which respectively return string
length and string segments, are used to provide hints to help the user along.

Here's what it looks like:



Integrating With Microsoft SQL Server
One of the reasons for PHP's popularity as a Web scripting language has been its strong support for a variety of
different RDBMSs...and Microsoft SQL Server is no exception! In this section, you'll see just how easy it is to get
started building data-driven Web applications with PHP, by connecting to an MS-SQL database, reading records
from it and displaying them as an HTML page.

To activate MS-SQL support under Zend Server, there's really only one step: enable PHP's mssql extension, which
is included with Zend Server but disabled by default. To do this, log in to the Zend Server administration console at
http://localhost/ZendServer/, and visit the Server Setup -> Extensions section. Find the entry for mssql and turn it
on.
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You will be prompted to restart PHP. Do so via the button at the bottom right of the page. PHP will restart, and the
extension will now be enabled.

Once you've got the module enabled, initialize a new database and populate it with some data. With SQL Server
Express 2008, the easiest way to do this is to import from a file containing structured data, such as a CSV-
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formatted file. Here's an example of one such file.

To import this data, start the SQL Server Import and Export Wizard, and select Flat File Source as the data source.
Browse for and select the input CSV file. Remember that the first row of the file contains the field names.

Create a new database named 'library' to hold this data.
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Set the destination table name, and preview the data to ensure that it will be imported correctly.
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C:\>sqlcmd -S .\SQLEXPRESS

1> USE library
2> GO
Changed database context to 'library'

1> SELECT COUNT(*) FROM books
2> GO
------------
     28

Confirm the settings, and proceed to import the data.

You can verify that the data has been correctly imported through the sqlcmd command-line tool, as below:

Now, try reading and displaying these records using PHP (mssql.php):
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<html>
  <head>
    <style type="text/css">
    td {border: solid 1px black;}
    </style>
  </head>
  <body>

  <?php
  // open connection to database server
  $db = mssql_connect('.\SQLEXPRESS', 'sa', 'guessme');

  if(!$db) {
    die('Unable to connect to database!');
  }
  
  // select database
  mssql_select_db('library', $db);
  
  // execute SELECT query
  $sql = 'SELECT * FROM books';
  $query = mssql_query($sql);
  
  // iterate over result set
  if(!mssql_num_rows($query)) {
    echo 'No records found';
  } else {
    echo '<table>';
    while ($row = mssql_fetch_object($query)) {
      echo '<tr>';
      echo '<td>' . $row->Author . '</td>';
      echo '<td>' . $row->Title . '</td>';
      echo '</tr>';
    }
    echo '</table>';
  }
  
  // close connection
  mssql_close($db);
  ?>
    
  </body>
</html>

This script begins by opening a connection to the database server using the mssql_connect() function with the
server name and administrator credentials. It then selects the newly-minted library database with
mssql_select_db(), and executes a query on the database with the mssql_query() function.

The number of records returned by the query are obtained via a call to mssql_num_rows(). If one or more records
are present, a loop is used to iterate over the result set, returning individual records as objects via
mssql_fetch_object(). Individual fields of each record can now be accessed as object properties; it's then fairly
simple to present these field values as an HTML table. Once all the records in the result set have been processed,
the connection is closed with mssql_close().

Here's what the output looks like in a Web browser:



Integrating With MySQL

C:\Program Files\MySQL\bin>mysql -u root -p
Enter password:
Welcome to the MySQL monitor.  Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 1
Server version: 5.1.30-community MySQL Community Server (GPL)

Built-in MySQL support (as well as the option to download and install MySQL during the Zend Server installation
process) means that it's also extremely easy to create MySQL-backed PHP applications with Zend Server. To
illustrate, let's port the example in the previous section to use MySQL instead of Microsoft SQL Server Express.

The first step is to create a database, and a table to hold the data. Do this by opening a command prompt window
and connecting to the MySQL server using the MySQL command-line client.

Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the buffer.
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mysql> CREATE DATABASE library;
Query OK, 1 row(s) affected (0.01 sec)

mysql> USE library;
Database changed

mysql> CREATE TABLE books (
    -> id INT(4) AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY,
    -> author VARCHAR(255),
    -> title VARCHAR(255),
    -> price VARCHAR(30)
    -> );
Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.05 sec)

mysql> LOAD DATA INFILE 'G:\\books.csv' INTO TABLE books
    -> FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' IGNORE 1 LINES
    -> (author, title, price);
Query OK, 28 rows affected (0.00 sec)
Records: 28  Deleted: 0  Skipped: 0  Warnings: 0

mysql> GRANT ALL ON library.* TO library@localhost IDENTIFIED BY 'bookworm';

C:\Program Files\MySQL\bin>mysql -u library -p
Enter password: *******
Welcome to the MySQL monitor.  Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 3
Server version: 5.1.30-community MySQL Community Server (GPL)

mysql> USE library
Database changed

mysql> SELECT * FROM books LIMIT 0,5;
+----+--------------------+-----------------------------------+---------+
| id | author             | title                             | price   |
+----+--------------------+-----------------------------------+---------+
 | 1 | Arthur Conan Doyle | A Study In Scarlet                | $35.00
 | 2 | John Grisham       | A Time To Kill                    | $50.00
 | 3 | Sue Townsend       | Adrian Mole: From Minor To Major  | $97.00
 | 4 | Sue Townsend       | Adrian Mole: The Wilderness Years | $97.00
 | 5 | Enid Blyton        | Adventure Of The Strange Ruby     | $16.00
+----+--------------------+-----------------------------------+---------+
5 rows in set (0.00 sec)

Import the raw data into this table from the CSV file using the LOAD DATA INFILE command.

Create a MySQL user with privileges to access this database.

Log in as the new user and check that the data has been imported with a quick SELECT.

Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the buffer.

Now, all that's left is to do the same thing using PHP. Here's the code (mysql.php):



<html>
  <head>
    <style type="text/css">
    td {border: solid 1px black;}
    </style>
  </head>
  <body>
  <?php
  // open connection to database server
  $db = mysqli_connect("localhost", "library", "bookworm", "library");
  
  if (mysqli_connect_errno()) {
    die('Unable to connect to database!');
  }
   
  // execute SELECT query
  $sql = 'SELECT * FROM books';
  $result = mysqli_query($db, $sql);
  
  // iterate over result set
  if(!mysqli_num_rows($result)) {
    echo 'No records found';
  } else {
    echo '<table>';
    while ($row = mysqli_fetch_object($result)) {
      echo '<tr>';
      echo '<td>' . $row->author . '</td>';
      echo '<td>' . $row->title . '</td>';
      echo '</tr>';
    }
    echo '</table>';
  }
  
  // close connection
  mysqli_close($db);
  ?>
  </body>
</html>

This script begins by opening a connection to the database server using the mysqli_connect() function with the user
account credentials created in the previous step. It then executes a query on the database with the mysqli_query()
function. The number of records returned by the query are obtained via a call to mysqli_num_rows(), and a loop is
used to iterate over the result set, returning individual records as objects via mysqli_fetch_object(). Individual fields
of each record can now be accessed as object properties.

Here's what the output looks like in a Web browser:



Improving Performance with Page Caching

As the previous two examples illustrate, it's extremely easy to create PHP applications that interact with different
database systems using the built-in tools provided with Zend Server.

One of Zend Server's key benefits is its built-in page caching system, which automatically caches the HTML output
generated by PHP scripts on the basis of pre-specified caching rules. This feature significantly boosts performance
when used with applications that run lots of PHP code to generate their pages (think your average CMS). This page
caching system is easily configurable by the server administrator from the Zend Server administration panel once
the application is installed and deployed; it's not necessary to change any application-level code to enable this
feature.

To illustrate how this works, let's try installing and benchmarking a popular PHP application with Zend Server. The
application in question is Wordpress, a popular PHP/MySQL blogging platform, and you can download it free of
charge from the Wordpress Web site (http://www.wordpress.org/). The following discussion assumes that you have
successfully installed Wordpress 2.7.1; detailed installation instructions can be obtained from the Web site
(http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress). Note that you will need to activate PHP's mysql extension
through the Zend Server administration panel (Server Setup -> Extensions) before beginning the installation
process.

Assuming you've got it all set up, log in to the Wordpress administration area and adjust the permalink settings to
use search-engine friendly URLs (Settings -> Permalink Settings):
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Now, create a new post (Posts -> Add New).
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While you're at it, create a new category (for example, 'holiday') for your post and publish it to that category.
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Visit your Wordpress site, select the category (note down the URL, you'll need it a little further along) and you
should see your newly-created post(s).
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Now, let's quantitatively analyze the benefit of Zend Server's page caching system, by benchmarking performance
using the Microsoft Web Capacity Analysis Tool (WCAT) (https://www.iis.net/1466/ItemPermalink.ashx). First, visit
the Zend Server administration panel and turn off all the Zend performance components under Server Setup ->
Components, including the Zend Page Cache and the Zend Optimizer+.
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Now, run WCAT with the category URL you noted earlier, using 20 virtual clients and warmup/duration/cooldown
periods of 180/180/30 seconds (example scenario and configuration files can be downloaded here; these are based
on information obtained from the IIS.net forum post. From the output below, it's clear that the server tops out at
11.52 transactions/second, with an average response time of 1736 ms.
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Now, let's see if we can improve that number. Visit the Zend Server administration panel and turn on the Zend
Page Cache and Zend Optimizer+. Restart PHP, and then enter a new caching rule (Rule Management -> Caching)
for your Wordpress installation, as in the following image:
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As the above examples demonstrate, Zend Server provides a fully-functional, enterprise-ready PHP stack for
Windows, one that plays well with all of the most common database systems, including Microsoft SQL Server and
MySQL. A Web-based administration panel and event monitor makes server configuration and maintenance
simple, and built-in page caching and code acceleration features can improve PHP's default performance by orders
of magnitude. Have fun playing with it...and happy coding!
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Configure PHP Process Recycling Behavior
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Introduction

Use the IIS Manager

by Tali Smith

Make sure that FastCGI always recycles the php-cgi.exe processes before the native PHP recycling kicks in. The
FastCGI process recycling behavior is controlled by the configuration property instanceMaxRequests. This
property specifies how many requests the FastCGI process will process before recycling. PHP also has a similar
process recycling functionality that is controlled by an environment variable PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS. By
setting instanceMaxRequests to be smaller or equal to PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS, you can ensure that the
native PHP process recycling logic will never kick in.

The FastCGI settings can be configured either by using IIS Manager or by using the command-line tool AppCmd.

1. To configure FastCGI recycling settings by using IIS Manager, you must install Administration Pack for IIS
7.0 and above, and then select FastCGI Settings at the server level.

Figure 1: IIS Manager, FastCGI Settings

2. Next, select the FastCGI application that you want to configure, and then click Edit in the Actions pane on
the right side.
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Figure 2: FastCGI Settings page

3. In the Edit FastCGI Application dialog box, set InstanceMaxRequest to 10000, and then click on the
browse button next to the EnvironmentVariables setting.

Figure 3: Edit FastCGI Application dialog box

4. Add the PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS environment variable, and set its value to 10000.

If you do not configure these settings, then the following default settings are used: InstanceMaxRequests of 200,
PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS of 500 (on most PHP builds).
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Use the Command Line

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].instanceMaxRequests:10000

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /+"[fullPath='C:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].environmentVariables.[name='PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS'

Links for Further Information

Figure 4: Environment Variables Collection Editor dialog box

To configure the recycling behavior of FastCGI and PHP via appcmd, use the following commands:

Using FastCGI to Host PHP Applications on IIS 7.0 and Above.
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Introduction

Configure PHP Process Recycling Behavior

Use IIS ManagerUse IIS Manager

by Tali Smith

There are various steps you can take to optimize Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows Server 2008, IIS 7 and
above, and FastCGI performance for your Web workloads and PHP applications. These procedures can be
generally be performed from the UI by running Appcmd.exe commands in a command-line window and editing
configuration files directly or by writing Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) scripts.

Make sure that FastCGI always recycles the php-cgi.exe processes before the native PHP recycling kicks in. The
FastCGI process recycling behavior is controlled by the configuration property instanceMaxRequests. This
property specifies how many requests the FastCGI process will process before recycling. PHP also has a similar
process recycling functionality that is controlled by an environment variable PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS. By
setting instanceMaxRequests to be smaller or equal to PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS, you can ensure that the
native PHP process recycling logic will never kick in.

The FastCGI settings can be configured either by using IIS Manager or by using the command-line tool AppCmd.

1. To configure FastCGI recycling settings by using IIS Manager, you need to install Administration Pack for
IIS, and then select FastCGI Settings at the server level.

Figure 1 IIS Manager, FastCGI Settings

2. Next, select the FastCGI application that you want to configure, and then click Edit in the Actions pane on
right-hand side.
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Figure 2 FastCGI Settings page

3. In the Edit FastCGI Application dialog box, set InstanceMaxRequest to 10000, and then click on the
browse button next to the EnvironmentVariables setting.

Figure 3 Edit FastCGI Application dialog box

4. Add the PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS environment variable and set its value to 10000.

If you do not configure these settings, then the following default settings are used: InstanceMaxRequests of 200,
PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS of 500 (on most PHP builds).
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Use the Command LineUse the Command Line

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].instanceMaxRequests:10000

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /+"[fullPath='C:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].environmentVariables.[name='PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS'

Disable Unneeded Services and Processes

NOTENOTE

Figure 4 Environment Variables Collection Editor

To configure the recycling behavior of FastCGI and PHP via appcmd, use the following commands:

If the server running Windows Server 2008 R2 or Windows Server 2008 will be a dedicated Web server, there are
various steps you can take to optimize performance for your Web workloads. Note that these procedures can be
performed easily and quickly from the UI or from a command line.

Make sure any unneeded roles and features in the Windows Server 2008 installation are not installed. Remove
processes such as:

Microsoft Find Fast and other search indexing services.
Three-dimensional (3-D) screen savers (which may occupy CPU resources).
Unused networking protocols.
Unneeded mail servers.
Unused antivirus scanners and hardware drivers for mice and infrared ports.

To use the UI, click Start, click Services, and then scroll down to the service you want to disable and click
Properties. Click the arrow under Startup type, and then click Disabled.

Test the Web server for correct operation after you disable each service to make sure that you did not disable a service you
want to continue to use. Also, note any services that are dependent on the service you want to stop.

There is also command-line–based management in Windows Server 2008. Prior versions of Windows provided
few if any dependency checks when users had to add/remove server roles or other software. A simple command
in Windows Server 2008 can provide server administrators with a listing of the components that will be added or
removed. The server manager command also provides a mechanism for performing unattended installation of
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Optimize Server Performance

Minimize IIS loggingMinimize IIS logging

C:\windows\system32\inetsrv>appcmd set config /section:httpLogging /dontLog:True

Enable Bandwidth Throttling

Use the Bit Rate Throttling ModuleUse the Bit Rate Throttling Module

server roles and features. You can choose to install a single role or feature or combine installation of multiple
roles/features via an XML answer file. You can now easily gather information on the installed roles and/or features
of any given server and export those results to XML for documentation. You can also determine what server
components will be affected by the installation or removal of a server role or feature.

To optimize Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 performance, you can:

Run the IIS pageable code in working memory to maximize the data throughput.
Run the IIS process (Inetinfo.exe) as a background service.
Disable IIS logging.

Unless required, disable logging on Web sites, virtual directories, files, and folders. You can use the UI or the
command line. When logging is switched on, there is a constant appending of text files on the server that details
everything about the Web sites. This is necessary if you are monitoring bandwidth though; switch on logging
periodically to keep an eye on sites and the bandwidth they use, then switch off logging at all other times. There is
generally no need to keep logging on permanently, unless you do want to constantly monitor bandwidth.

To use the UI, open the IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage. In Features View, double-click
Logging. On the Logging page, in the Actions pane, click Disable to disable logging.

To use the command line to disable logging, use the following syntax:

With increasing numbers of sites offering media content, the bandwidth costs for many businesses can be very
high. In addition, a large percentage of media bandwidth is wasted because the media content sent to the client is
never really used. It is common for users browsing video sites to watch only part of a video before moving on to
the next video or leaving the page. However, a Web server using progressive download to deliver the video will
typically send significantly more data than is required for those few seconds of play time. Most of that data never
gets used.

For example, if your videos on average only get 5 seconds of viewing time but deliver (buffer) 30 seconds worth of
video data in those 5 seconds, you are potentially wasting more than 80 percent of your bandwidth.

IIS includes a Bit Rate Throttling Module, which automatically detects the encoding rate of the most popular video
types. You can control how much data you would like to pre-send to the client in order to eliminate initial buffering
delays (fast start) and at what percentage of the encoded rate you would like to deliver the content. You can also
configure many other options, such as maximum bandwidth and concurrent connections, and control the module
programmatically.



Limit the number of connections to siteLimit the number of connections to site

Enable CPU monitoringEnable CPU monitoring

Use HTTP Keep-Alives

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv>appcmd set config /section:httpProtocol /allowKeepAlive:true | false

Figure 5 Bandwidth throttling

You can also limit the number of connections available to individual Web sites.

1. From the IIS Manager, expand the Web server and click to select the Web site.
2. Click Limits… in the Actions pane
3. Check the box for Limit number of connections
4. Enter the number of connections that you want to allow. Note that each connected client uses approximately

four concurrent connections.
5. Click OK.

You can also enable CPU monitoring to monitor and to automatically shut down worker processes that consume
large amounts of CPU time.

1. From the IIS Manager, expand the Web server and select an Application Pool.
2. Click Advanced Settings from the Actions tab.
3. In the Limit box in the CPU  section, and type the value that you want.
4. Click OK.

The HTTP keep-alive response header improves Web server performance by keeping a client/server connection
open across multiple requests to the server. The open connection improves performance when a client makes
multiple requests for Web page content, because the server can return the content for each request more quickly.
Otherwise, the server has to open a new connection for every request. By default, the HTTP keep-alive response
header is enabled in IIS.

1. From the IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click HTTP Response Headers.
3. On the HTTP Response Headers page, in the Actions pane, click Set Common Headers.
4. In the Set Common HTTP Response Headers dialog box, select the Enable HTTP keep-alive check box,

and then click OK.

To enable the HTTP keep-alive header from the command line, use the following syntax:
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Use HTTP Compression

C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv>appcmd set config /section:urlCompression /doDynamicCompression:True

Use Forms Authentication

One of the most effective ways to reduce the bandwidth needed to deliver the application responses is to use
HTTP compression. This can reduce the size of the response by a substantial amount, often by a factor of 10 when
applied to easily compressible text content such as HTML. Since compression is based on Content-Encoding
negotiation defined in the HTTP 1.1 protocol, enabling it is safe for clients that do not support compression—these
clients simply receive an uncompressed version of the content.

IIS provides the two compression features:

Static compression
Dynamic compression

Static compression pre-compresses static content and saves it on disk, thereby allowing future requests to serve
compressed content directly without compression overhead. Dynamic compression compresses the response in
real time and therefore enables compression for responses generated by applications. Any application framework
on IIS can take advantage of dynamic compression—including ASP, ASP.NET, or PHP.

Dynamic compression usually does not have a prohibitive CPU overhead. In fact, dynamic compression often
causes less than 5 percent of the total CPU utilization on a busy server. Dynamic compression can be deployed
somewhat liberally to allow for maximum bandwidth savings for any application workloads.

You can further optimize compression overhead by configuring the compression strength in order to achieve the
desired compression versus CPU overhead ratio.

You can configure HTTP compression by using the UI, by running Appcmd.exe commands in a command-line
window, by editing configuration files directly, or by writing WMI scripts.

For example, to enable dynamic content compression from the command line, type the following and press
ENTER:

To enable compression on a particular site from the UI, select the site, and then, from the Work pane, select the
Compression management tool. Choose whether you want to compress static content, dynamic content, or both.

Figure 6 HTTP compression

This feature secures the application and the static image files and works well for sites or applications on public
Web servers that receive many requests. This authentication mode lets you manage client registration and
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C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv>appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /mode: None | 
Windows | Passport | Forms

Manage IIS 7.0 and above with the PowerShell Provider

authentication at the application level, instead of relying on the authentication mechanisms provided by the
operating system. You can use the built-in membership database or a custom membership provider.

In the past, people would often protect the application pages themselves and leave images and media content
open for public access. It wasn't easy to extend the same Internet-based authentication scheme to static content
unless the static content was served through custom handlers. Even this wasn't a perfect solution, as you would
often lose performance and static content features such as static compression and ranged request support.

With IIS, you can configure Forms Authentication and URL Authorization rules once for the entire site, and you
know that your ASPX pages, PHP scripts, HTML files, and media content is protected from unauthorized access.

You can enable Forms Authentication by using the UI, running Appcmd.exe in a command-line window, by editing
configuration files directly, or by writing WMI scripts.

1. From the IIS Manager, navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Authentication.
3. On the Authentication page, select Forms Authentication.
4. In the Actions pane, click Enable to use Forms Authentication with the default settings.

Figure 7 Forms Authentication

To enable or disable Forms Authentication from the command line, use the following syntax:

The IIS PowerShell Provider is a Windows PowerShell snap-in that allows you to manage IIS configuration and
run-time data. It gives easy access to Web-Sites, Application Pools, Web applications, Virtual Directories, request in
flight, Worker Processes, and .NET Application Domains within Worker Processes.

Microsoft Windows PowerShell command-line shell and scripting language helps IT professionals achieve greater
control and productivity. Using a new admin-focused scripting language, more than 130 standard command-line
tools, and consistent syntax and utilities, Windows PowerShell allows IT professionals to more easily control
system administration and accelerate automation. Windows PowerShell is built on top of the .NET common
language runtime (CLR) and the .NET Framework, accepting and returning .NET objects.

Figure 8 shows how to use the PowerShell Provider to create a new IIS application.
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PS IIS:\> new-item AppPools\DemoAppPool
Name                     State
----                     -----
DemoAppPool

Extend IIS 7 and Above

Extend the IIS ManagerExtend the IIS Manager

Figure 8 PowerShell Management Console

The IIS PowerShell Provider allows you to:

Create Web sites, Web applications, virtual directories, and application pools.
Change simple configuration properties on Web sites, Web applications, virtual directories, and application
pools.
Add and change complex configuration settings.
Query run-time data (Web site state, application pool state, currently executing requests).
Execute advanced configuration tasks, scripting, and integration with other PowerShell snap-ins and features.
Search and discover configuration settings.

For example, you can create a new application pool from the PowerShell Provider. This only requires the name to
be specified.

For more information, see the article "Managing IIS with the IIS 7.0 and Above PowerShell Snap-in."

The IIS architecture is designed to be extensible from top to bottom, allowing you to replace any part of the built-
in feature set with a custom implementation that suits your needs. As a result, instead of providing a patchwork of
plug-in points, IIS implements all of its own features on top of the public extensibility model. This design is found
throughout the platform, from the modular Web server engine itself to the configuration system to the IIS
Manager console.

Often, the desired Web workload requires additional functionality that may not be part of the built-in IIS feature
set. Or, in some cases, the application may require a customized set of functionality for which the built-in features
are not flexible enough. Because all of the IIS features are built on public extensibility APIs, you can replace any of
them with a custom implementation that best fits your needs.

Developers can extend the IIS Manager by providing a UI for their custom components and having that UI fully
integrated into IIS Manager in the same way as any out-of-the-box IIS component. By using the IIS Manager
extensibility, API developers can take advantage of remote management capabilities for their components for free.

IIS Manager has built-in remote administration capabilities. Using HTTPS between the IIS Manager and the
remote server, this feature includes the ability to define trusted users in IIS Manager and have identities securely
stored in the IIS configuration, Windows security accounts manager (SAM) or Active Directory, or a .NET provider.
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Extend the configuration schemaExtend the configuration schema

Use a Non-Thread-Safe Build of PHP

Set the Default Document

Unlike other tools that also support remote administration, the IIS Manager remote administration architecture
offers several key advantages. First, it allows users who are not administrators on the server to manage sites and
applications over which they have control. Second, the IIS Manager remoting mechanism uses HTTPS, instead of
DCOM, which is easier to expose through corporate firewalls. Together, these two capabilities make the IIS
Manager attractive for delegated remote management of IIS Web sites, especially in shared Web-hosting
environments.

The IIS Manager provides an extensible architecture on which most of the built-in IIS Manager features are based.
To facilitate the remote management scenario, each management feature consists of two parts: the client-side
components that provide the UI experience inside IIS Manager, and the server-side component that provides the
actual management services. The server-side service is loaded inside IIS Manager for local management scenarios
or inside the Web Management Service in remote management scenarios. In the latter case, IIS Manager handles
the required communication between the components in IIS Manager on the client machine and the service
running inside WmSvc on the target server machine.

Extending the configuration schema can help manage your application. You can automate deployment of the
application script to a virtual directory, or configure the role used to authorize users for caption editing, either
system wide or for each Web site or application. Extending the schema involves adding a simple .xml file in the 
%SystemRoot%\system32\inetsrv\config\schema  directory on your computer. The IIS_schema.xml file is already

present in this directory and can be used as an example to set up your own schema. Create a file named
CUSTOM_schema.xml and set it up, and then register the section in the applicationHost.config. This involves
adding just one line in the applicationHost.config.

A best practice is to use a non-thread-safe build of PHP with IIS FastCGI, available in PHP 5.2.1 or greater. There
are two builds for each PHP version. One is thread safe, and one isn't, referred to as the Non-Thread-Safe (NTS)
version. The thread-safe version is designed for environments where the Web server core can keep the PHP
engine in memory, running multiple treads of execution for different Web requests simultaneously. The
architecture of IIS and the FastCGI extension provide an isolation model that keeps requests separate, removing
the need for a thread-safe version. The NTS doesn't have any of the code that allows PHP to manage multiple
threads. As a result, you will see a performance improvement on IIS when using the NTS version as compared to
the tread-safe version.

IIS had always supported PHP but in a way that precluded many real-life PHP applications from being hosted in
production environments. This was due to limitations in the two ways IIS offered for running PHP applications:
using the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) protocol or using the PHP ISAPI extension.

Because CGI requires a separate process for each request, apps hosted using CGI would perform poorly on
Windows. Conversely, PHP apps using the IIS high-performance multithreaded ISAPI interface would often suffer
from instability due to the lack of thread safety in some popular PHP extensions.

In an attempt to solve these problems, the IIS team developed the FastCGI component. The open FastCGI protocol
allows PHP and many other application frameworks that require a single-threaded environment (including Ruby
on Rails, Perl, and Python) to run more reliably on IIS. Unlike the standard CGI implementation, FastCGI enables
process reuse by maintaining a pool of worker processes, each processing no more than one request at a time,
thus resulting in much-improved performance. FastCGI also benefitted from a community-centric development
and testing model.

IIS uses a configuration file named web.config. This file can be placed at any point within an application, and is
used to include Web server directives that affect that directory and the ones below it. Many applications currently



<configuration> 
  <system.webServer> 
    <defaultDocument> 
      <files> 
        <remove value="index.php" /> 
        <add value="index.php" /> 
      </files> 
    </defaultDocument> 
  </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

Use the URL Rewriter Module

<configuration> 
  <system.webServer> 
    <rules> 
      <rule name="Imported Rule 1" stopProcessing="true"> 
        <match url="^(.*)$" ignoreCase="false" /> 
        <conditions> 
          <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^example\.com$" /> 
        </conditions> 
        <action type="Redirect" redirectType="Permanent" url="http://www.example.com/{R:1}" /> 
      </rule> 
    </rules> 
  </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

Use the Request Filtering Module

distribute the file .htaccess, which provides a similar set of capabilities. You can use the web.config file to identify
the default document for your application, as follows:

The bold remove entry in this example is required. If there is a previous definition for Index.php, this will remove
it and place the new one at the top of the default document list. If there isn't a previous one, the remove will be
ignored.

IIS includes a URL Rewriter module comprising a complete, expression-based engine for rewriting rules. These
rules can be configured manually or by using the IIS Manager. The URL Rewriter module can import and convert
mod_rewrite rules.

A typical simple rewrite rule, which converts all requests that come in to http.example.com into 
http://www.example.com , is shown in the following code:

IIS uses the Request Filtering module to limit browser access to files or directories based upon specified criteria.
The URL Filtering module is a powerful engine for securing access to various URLs and requests.

An example of how to use request filtering to block access to certain types of files, such as include or log files,
follows:



<configuration> 
  <system.webServer> 
    <security> 
      <requestFiltering> 
        <denyUrlSequences> 
          <add sequence=".inc"/> 
          <add sequence=".log"/> 
        </denyUrlSequences> 
      </requestFiltering> 
    </security> 
  </system.webServer> 
</configuration>

IIS 6.0 and 5.1

Links for Further Information

Earlier versions of IIS do not have the URL Rewriter module. One of the major uses for this module is to limit
access to certain files and / or directories. For the older versions of IIS, it is possible to provide similar protections.

Optimize IIS Performance (IIS 7).
Windows Server Performance Team Blog
Top 10 Performance Improvements in IIS 7.0.
Enable or Disable Logging (IIS 7).
IIS 7.0 Bit Rate Throttling Module Released
Bit Rate Throttling is now released.
Configuring HTTP Compression in IIS 7.
Build Web Server Solutions with End-To-End Extensibility
How to Get Started Extending Module Properties for IIS 7.0 and Above in IIS Manager.
How to Take Advantage of the IIS 7.0 and Above Integrated Pipeline
Enable Forms Authentication (IIS 7).
How to Use Request Filtering.
Importing Apache mod_rewrite Rules.
Translating .htaccess Content to IIS web.config.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770381(WS.10).aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/winserverperformance/archive/2008/07/25/tuning-windows-server-2008-for-php.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/2008.09.iis.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc754631.aspx
https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/archive/2008/03/18/iis-7-0-bit-rate-throttling-module-released.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/vsood/archive/2008/03/15/bit-rate-throttling-is-now-released.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771003.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc164241.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc771077.aspx
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Links for Further Information

by Tali Smith

Initially, a new user account must be established for the customer. Once the account has been set up, the customer
decides which features and options the site should incorporate: for example, how much disk space, FTP capability,
creation of virtual directories, and whether or not databases are required. You can also build control panels or
dashboard applications that let customers create and manage these features.

While there are a number of ways that these capabilities can be implemented into the Control Panel, Provisioning
Sample in C# describes how to implement the provisioning aspect of these features through managed code. The
article describes how to provision a new user account, create content storage, create an application pool, create a
site, create a binding, creat a root application, creat a virtual directory, and create an FTP site.

Create a Web Site (IIS 7).
Managing Applications in IIS 7.
An Introduction to Windows PowerShell and IIS 7.0 and Above.
Provisioning Web Sites on IIS 7.0 and Above.
Web Site Deployment Made Easy.
Hosting Services Code Sample.
Code Samples and Scripts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/provision-web-sites-for-php-applications-using-managed-code.md
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772350(WS.10).aspx
https://office.prowesscorp.com/IIS-PHP_Content_Management_and_Update/Shared Documents/Managing Applications in IIS 7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/creating-websites/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
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Use Development Tools

Extend IIS 7 and Above

Runtime ExtensibilityRuntime Extensibility

Extend the Management UIExtend the Management UI

Extend the ConfigurationExtend the Configuration

by Tali Smith

The following articles provide information about developing on Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above.

Microsoft® Visual Studio® provides several options for working with IIS when developing Web sites and Web
applications. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2008, the Web site and Web application features support IIS in
Windows® 7, Windows Vista®, and Windows Server® 2008 operating system environments. In addition, the
Web Deployment Project 2008 also provides support for IIS.

The following topics address development tools;

Visual Studio 2008 with IIS 7 and Above.
Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2005 with IIS 7 and Above.
Using Visual Studio 2008 with IIS 7.0 and Above.
Using Visual Studio 2005 with IIS 7.0 and Above.

IIS is built with a completely modular architecture on top of rich extensibility APIs. This enables developers to
easily add, remove, and even replace built-in IIS components with hand-crafted ones that are specifically suited for
any given Web site. It has never been so easy to plug code deep into the IIS core pipeline and extend IIS in ways
that were impossible before.

For example, a few lines of code allow developers to write modules or handlers that provide new authentication
and authorization schemes, do run-time or security analysis of incoming requests, and inspect responses. But to
provide a real value-add, these modules must be manageable via programming interfaces, command-line tools,
and a user interface.

An End-to-End Extensibility Example for IIS 7.0 and Above Developers.
Developing IIS 7.0 and Above Modules and Handlers with the .NET Framework.
Sample: Web Analytics Tracking Module.
Extending Web Server Functionality in .NET.
Develop a Native C\C++ Module for IIS 7.0 and Above.
Developing a Module Using .NET.
How to Add Tracing to IIS 7.0 and Above Managed Modules.
Sample: Image Watermark Module.

Overview of MWA and MWM for IIS 7.0 and Above.
How to Create a Simple IIS Manager Module.
How to Get Started Extending Module Properties for IIS 7.0 and Above in IIS Manager.
Understanding UI Extension Authoring

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/develop-on-iis-7-and-above.md


Develop for FTP 7.5Develop for FTP 7.5

Configuration Extensibility.
Extending IIS Configuration.
Extending IIS 7.0 and Above Schema and Accessing the Custom Sections Using MWA.

Microsoft has created a new File Transfer Protocol (FTP) service that has been completely rewritten for Windows
Server® 2008. This new FTP service incorporates many new features that enable Web authors to publish content
better than before, and offers Web administrators more security and deployment options.

The new FTP 7.5 service supports extensibility that allows you to extend the built-in functionality that ships with
the FTP service. More specifically, FTP 7.5 supports creating your own authentication and authorization providers.
You can also create providers for custom FTP logging and for determining the home directory information for your
FTP users.

For managed code (C#), see:

How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create a Simple FTP Authentication Provider.
How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create a Simple FTP Home Directory Provider.
How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create a Simple FTP Logging Provider.
How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create an FTP Authentication Provider using an XML Database.
How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create an FTP Provider that Sends an Email when Files are Uploaded.
How to Use Managed Code (C#) to Create an FTP Authentication Provider with Dynamic IP Restrictions.

For native code (C++), see:

How to Use Native Code (C++) to Create a Simple FTP Authentication Provider.
How to Use Native Code (C++) to Create a Simple FTP Home Directory Provider.
How to Use Native Code (C++) to Create a Simple FTP Logging Provider.

For managed code (Microsoft® Visual Basic®), see:

How to Use Managed Code (Visual Basic) to Create a Simple FTP Home Directory Provider.
How to Use Managed Code (Visual Basic) to Create a Simple FTP Logging Provider.
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Introduction

Configure IIS Handler Mapping
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Use IIS URL Rewrite Module

by Tali Smith

You can configure Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above to output syntax-highlighted source code for
PHP files stored on the Web server or Web site. This feature is useful in development environments because you
can quickly make the source code accessible to other team members.

 Note that you should not attempt these procedures on any Internet-accessible Web site as this greatly
compromises the security of your Web application.

The HTTP requests for the PHP source code are usually identified by the .phps file extension (for example,
http://localhost/index.phps). You must configure IIS to understand and handle the HTTP requests with this
extension. There are two options for this: create an IIS handler mapping for *.phps or use the IIS URL Rewrite
Module.

The PHP executable supports a command-line argument "-s" that is used to display color, syntax-highlighted
source code for any PHP script. You can create a handler mapping for "*.phps" and use C:[path to PHP
installation]\php-cgi.exe|-s as the executable:

[

Next, rename or copy the .php file to a .phps file, and then request the .phps file from a Web browser.

If you do not want to rename each .php file to .phps, you can use the IIS URL Rewrite rule and a simple PHP script.
In the root directory of your Web site, create a file called highlighter.phpb, and then copy the following code into
the file:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/enable-php-syntax-highlighting-on-iis-7-and-above.md
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http://localhost/index.phps
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
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<?php
if ( isset( $_GET['file'] ) ) {
  $file = filter_input( INPUT_GET, 'file', FILTER_SANITIZE_SPECIAL_CHARS, FILTER_FLAG_STRIP_HIGH );
  highlight_file( $file );
}
?>

<rewrite>
 <rules>
   <rule name="PHP Source Code" stopProcessing="true">
    <match url="(.*\.php)s$" />
    <conditions>
  <add input="{DOCUMENT_ROOT}\{R:1}" matchType="IsFile" />
    </conditions>
    <action type="Rewrite" url="highlighter.php?file={R:1}" appendQueryString="false" />
   </rule>
 </rules>
</rewrite>

F i g u re  2 : Hi g h l i g h t e d  c o d e  re s p o n s eF i g u re  2 : Hi g h l i g h t e d  c o d e  re s p o n s e

After that, add the following rewrite rule to the Web.config file located at the root directory of your Web site:

Now, if you request a URL that has an extension of .phps, the highlighted source code is returned in response,
provided that the corresponding .php file exists under the Web site's root directory.

[

This article is based on the blog post "Enable PHP Syntax Highlighting on IIS 7"by Ruslan Yakushev, published on
October 7, 2009.
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by Tali Smith

The Windows® and Linux operating systems approach Web development in different ways. Linux is easily
configured, and it lets enthusiasts get "under the hood" and tweak every aspect of the environment. Scripting
languages, with their ability to morph and adapt, can automate the tweaking of the system. In contrast, the
Windows-based, Microsoft® Web Platform is not designed to be tweaked by going to bare metal. Instead, the
system is monitored, controlled, and modified by using well-defined interfaces, plug-in boards, and so on. Scripting
languages are most often used in Windows to drive systems through APIs not through the modification of
configuration files. Understanding this difference in philosophy is key to the effective use of scripting languages on
the Windows-based platform.

Until now, PHP developers may have written their applications on Windows, reaping the benefits of the intuitive
user interfaces, but then used the open-source Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP (LAMP) platform to run their
applications. With FastCGI support native to Windows Server® 2008, and available as an extension for Windows
Server® 2003, PHP developers now have a strong platform in Windows Server for both developing and running
Web applications.

The following articles provide guidance for software developers using the Microsoft Web Platform:

Provision Web Sites for PHP Applications Using Managed Code. This article describes how to implement the
provisioning aspect of features such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) capabilities, creation of virtual directories,
and the amount of disk space through C#.
Package an Application for the Windows® Web Application Gallery. This article describes how to prepare your
application for the Windows Web App Gallery.
Reference for the Web Application Package. This article provides in-depth information to support the guidance
in Package an Application for the Windows Web Application Gallery.
Integrate the Windows Web Application Gallery in to a Control Panel. This article describes how you can
integrate the Windows Web Application Gallery applications in your application.
Enable PHP Syntax Highlighting. You can configure Internet Information Services 7 (IIS 7) and above to output
syntax-highlighted source code for PHP files stored on the Web server or Web site. This feature can be very
useful in development environments because you can quickly make the source code accessible to other team
members.

Additional resources for developers can be found in:

Develop on IIS 7 and Above. This article provides links to information that is useful for software developers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/running-php-applications-on-iis/how-to-develop-on-the-microsoft-web-platform.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
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Scenario Description

In This Scenario

Practical Applications

Software Requirements

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document contains an overview of the Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS scenario. It also contains links
to additional information and community resources related to the scenario.

This scenario shows how to plan and configure an ASP.NET website on an IIS 8 webserver. It is divided into two
phases: a plan and design phase, and an install and configure phase. In the plan and design phase, you are
provided the information needed to make informed decisions about web server installation, ASP.NET settings,
data source settings, and basic application security. In the install and configure phase, you are guided through
the procedures required to install IIS, add an ASP.NET application, and configure IIS.

This scenario does not cover how to write an ASP.NET application.

Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and ASP.NET Modules Installation
Step 2: Plan ASP.NET Settings
Step 3: Plan Data Source Settings
Step 4: Plan Application Security

Configure an ASP.NET Website on IIS

Step 1: Install IIS and ASP.NET Modules
Step 2: Configure ASP.NET Settings
Step 3: Configure Data Source Settings
Step 4: Configure Application Security

Whether you are an IT professional, a web developer, or you just want to set up your own webserver, this
scenario can help you install IIS and configure it to serve your ASP.NET web application.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

The following table contains links to resources related to this scenario.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/overview-build-an-asp-net-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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Overview

Software Requirements

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

To develop a plan for installing an IIS web server and configuring it for ASP.NET web applications, follow the
steps listed.

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and ASP.NET Modules Installation
Step 2: Plan ASP.NET Settings
Step 3: Plan Data Source Settings
Step 4: Plan Application Security

After you have reviewed these planning steps, see Configure an ASP.NET Website on IIS. For more information,
see Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/plan-an-asp-net-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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1.1. Plan to Install IIS and ASP.NET Modules

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1.2. Plan to Add the ASP.NET Application

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The first step in planning to build an ASP.NET website on IIS 8 is to install IIS along with the ASP.NET modules
and to add your application files to IIS.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 2: Plan ASP.NET
Settings.

 

An ASP.NET Web server is an extended IIS server that has the ASP.NET runtime extensibility model integrated
into the core server. The ASP.NET server configuration adds the following IIS modules to the default IIS web
server installation:

ASP.NET 4.5
.NET Extensibility 4.5
ISAPI Extensions
ISAPI Filters

To install IIS 8 on either Windows Server® 2012 or Windows® 8, you must sign on as a member of the Administrators
group.

By default, Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8 installs .NET 4.5 only. If you want to run .NET 2 applications,
install .NET 3.5, which supports web applications written using ASP.NET 2 to 3.5.

 

An application is a grouping of content at the root level of a website or a grouping of content in a separate folder
under the website root directory. When you add an application in IIS 8, you designate a directory as the
application root, or starting point, for the application. Then specify properties specific to that particular application,
such as the application pool that the application runs in.

To configure your ASP.NET application on an IIS website, provide the following information:

Alias: The alias is used as part of the application root URL and should be short and descriptive. For example,
the alias marketing added to Default Web Site on the local host computer, would produce the following URL: 
//localhost/marketing .

Application pool: An application pool enables an application or a group of applications to run in isolation
from one or more applications in another application pool.
Physical path: The local path to the application files on the server.

Step 2: Plan ASP.NET Settings
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2.1. Session State Settings

NOTENOTE

Store session state in processStore session state in process

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

 

When clients visit a site, they generally navigate from one page to another and frequently change some of the
pages they visit. If you want to track pages that users browse and the changes they make during a visit to your
website, configure session state.

When session state is enabled for your application, a user receives a unique session ID on their first request to a
web page from your ASP.NET application. Session-state data is stored on the server in one of the following ways:

In-process: Session state is stored in the worker process where the ASP.NET application runs.
State Server: Session state is stored outside the worker process where the ASP.NET application runs.
SQL Server: Session state is stored in a SQL Server database.

You can also configure custom out-of-state storage for session-state data. However, it is beyond the scope of this tutorial.
Visual Studio 11 project uses custom storage to support SQL Server, SQL Compact, and SQL Azure.

Session-state data can also be stored on the client in a cookie. A cookie is a text file that contains data used for
storing information about a user, such as user preferences and user authentication information.

The following sections describe your session-state storage options in more detail.

Store session state in process
Store session state by using state server
Store session state by using SQL server
Cookie mode for session state

 

The in-process session state mode stores session-state data for an ASP.NET application in the worker process
where the application runs. This mode is the default for IIS 8.

The advantage of using in-process session state is that it provides the fastest access to session-state data.
However, as you store more data in a session, you consume more memory, which can slow server performance.

Before you configure in-process session state, consider the effect of worker process recycling on session state
data. If the worker process recycles, all session state data is lost. If your ASP.NET applications must preserve
session-state data, and if speed of access to the data is not your primary objective, consider using an out-of-
process session state mode for storing this data.

The Windows state service (Aspnet_state.exe) must be running for in-process session state to take effect. By default, this
service is installed when Windows Server® 2012 is installed and is configured for manual start. It is recommended that you
change the start behavior to Automatic.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/planning-step-2-plan-asp-net-settings.md
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Store session state by using SQL serverStore session state by using SQL server
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By default, the session expires when the user has not requested or refreshed a page in the ASP.NET application
for 20 minutes. Because Session objects consume memory on the web server, consider decreasing the time-out
value to conserve resources.

Important: Use caution when you adjust the session time-out value, because information stored in a user's
Session object is lost when the user is not active on the website for the length of the time-out period.

If you decide to use in-process session-state storage, decide also if you also want to use cookies. For more
information about cookies, see Cookie mode for session state.

 

A state server maintains session-state date in memory that is outside the worker process. The advantage of this
configuration is that session state is preserved when the application worker process recycles. Using a state server
is recommended for medium-sized applications.

A state server depends on the Windows state service (Aspnet_state.exe) and requires a machine key to verify
session state across the connection.

When a state server runs on the same web server that contains the applications for which it maintains state, a web
garden configuration is supported. For increased protection of session state data, consider using a web farm
configuration with a separate server that stores session state and shares it among all servers in the farm. Another
approach is to use SQL server to maintain out-of-process session state.

Important: The Windows state service (Aspnet_state.exe) must be running for in-process session state to take
effect. By default, this service is installed when Windows Server 2012 is installed and is configured for manual
start. Change the start behavior to Automatic.

If you decide to store session state by using a state server, make the following design decisions:

Define a connection string for the state server.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before the connection time out.
Decide whether to enable compression.
Decide whether to store any session state data in a cookie. For more information about cookies, see Cookie
mode for session state.

 

One type of out-of-process session state uses a SQL server to store session state data. The advantage of this
configuration is that session state is preserved despite recycling of the application worker process, or if either the
Windows state service or the web server goes down.

This setting does not support SQL Azure.

When a SQL server runs on the same web server that has the applications for which it maintains state, it supports
a web garden configuration, which increases web server scalability. When the SQL server runs on another server,
it supports a web farm configuration, which greatly increases scalability across a group of servers.

The Windows state service (Aspnet_state.exe) must be running for out-of-process session state to take effect. By default,
this service is installed when Windows Server 2012 is installed and is configured for manual start. Change the start behavior
to Automatic.
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Cookie mode for session stateCookie mode for session state
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Before you configure a SQL server for session state, run the InstallSqlState.sql script on the server. By default, this script is
stored in %systemroot%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\V4.0.30319 .

If you decide to store session state in a SQL Server database, make the following design decisions:

Define a connection string for the database.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before the connection time-out.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before trying to reconnect.
Decide whether to enable a custom database.
Decide whether to enable compression.
Decide whether to store any session state data in a cookie. For more information about cookies, see Cookie
mode for session state.

    

One way to track session state for clients that connect to a web server is to use cookies. You can configure a web
server to use cookies, not to use cookies, or to select cookie behavior that depends on the browser that is used for
the connection.

A session cookie associates session information with client information for the session. A session is the duration
of a user's connection to a site. The cookie is passed together with all requests between a client and a web server
in an HTTP header.

Using cookies to track session state is more efficient than any other method that does not use cookies, because
cookies do not require any redirection. In addition, they allow users to bookmark web pages, and they retain state
if a user leaves one site to visit another and then returns to the original site. The one drawback of user cookies is
that users can disable cookies in their browser.

The Use Device Profile cookie mode causes the browser to use cookies if the browser supports cookies; otherwise,
no cookies are used. If the device profile indicates support for cookies, they are used regardless of whether the
user has disabled cookie support.

When you use the Use Device Profile cookie mode, set expired session IDs be regenerated. Doing so allows a web server to
expire and regenerate tokens, which gives a potential attacker less time to capture a cookie and gain access to web server
content.

The Auto-Detect cookie mode causes the mobile device to use cookies if its profile supports cookies; otherwise,
no cookies are used. For desktop browsers that are known to support cookies, ASP.NET tries to use cookies when
cookie support is enabled in the browser. If cookie support is disabled, session state is stored in the URL.

When you use the Auto-Detect cookie mode, set expired session IDs be regenerated. Doing so enables a web server to
expire and regenerate tokens, which gives a potential attacker less time to capture a cookie and gain access to web server
content. Consider changing the time-out value to less than the 20-minute default.

You can configure session state without using cookies. When you use a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to
handle session state, the session ID is embedded as a query string in the URI request, and then the URI is
redirected to the originally requested URL. The changed URI request is used for the duration of the session, so
that no cookie is necessary.
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2.2. Pages and Controls Settings
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When you use a URI, set expired session IDs be regenerated. Doing so enables a web server to expire and regenerate
tokens, which gives a potential attacker less time to capture a cookie and gain access to web server content.

Using a URI to track session state can help you avoid the disadvantages of cookies, including browser support
problems and the possibility that users disable cookies. However, using a URI has the following disadvantages:

Cannot use absolute URLs without losing session state, which means that if a user goes to another application
and then returns to the previous one, the user's input no longer exists on the page.
Does not allow users to bookmark web pages, because session state is lost.

If you decide to use cookies to store session state, make the following design decisions:

Select a cookie mode: auto detect, use cookies, use device profile, or use URI.
Unless you selected use URI, specify the name of the cookie.
Unless you selected use URI, specify the number of minutes before the cookie times out.
Unless you selected use cookies, decide whether to regenerate an expired session ID.

 

ASP.NET pages include extra elements that ASP.NET recognizes and processes when the page runs. ASP.NET
pages can also contain custom, reusable controls. These custom controls are processed on the server. This lets you
use server code to set ASP.NET web page properties.

These settings apply only the ASP.NET Web Forms. They do not apply to ASP.NET MVC or ASP.NET Web Pages.

IIS 8 lets you configure the following ASP.NET page and user controls settings:

Behavior settings: For example, whether the web page maintains its view state and the view state of any server
controls it contains when the current page request ends.
General settings: For example, namespaces that are included for all pages.
Compilation settings: For example, whether pages are compiled or interpreted.
Services: For example, whether session state is enabled.

IIS 8 provides default settings for ASP.NET pages and controls, but you can change those settings as needed. For
example, you can set the master page file for a site or enable view state.

Web custom controls are compiled components that run on the server and that encapsulate user-interface and
other related functionality into reusable packages. In IIS 8, you can specify the tag prefix and namespace mapping
for a custom control that can be used in multiple pages in an application.

Add a custom control when you want to specify the tag prefix/namespace mapping for a custom control that is
used in multiple pages in an application.

Adding a configuration setting adds the setting at the local level and to any child levels that inherit the setting.

If you decide to configure ASP.NET custom controls, you need the following information for each control you
want to configure:



2.3. Application Settings
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2.4. .NET Compilation Settings

2.5. .NET Globalization Settings

Specify the tag prefix of the control.
Specify the .NET namespace of the control.
Specify the assembly the control is in.

 

Configure application settings when you want to store key/value pairs as part of your configuration in the
Web.config file. Application settings provide quick and easy access to stored configuration data for your
application.

To manage custom controls, you can view a list that contains all custom controls for a particular configuration
level. You can sort this list by tag prefix, source or assembly, or scope (local or inherited). You can also group
controls by scope to see which custom controls apply at the current configuration level and which custom controls
are inherited from a parent level.

Add a custom control when you want to specify the tag prefix/namespace mapping for a custom control that is
used in multiple pages in an application.

Adding a configuration setting adds the setting at the local level and to any child levels that inherit the setting.

If you decide to configure application settings, you need the following information for each setting you want to
configure:

1. Specify a name for the setting.
2. Specify a value for the setting.

 

For application code to service requests by users, ASP.NET must first compile the code into one or more
assemblies. Assemblies are files that have the file name extension .dll. Configure .NET compilation settings in IIS 8
when you want to control how ASP.NET code is compiled.

IIS lets you configure the following .NET compilation settings:

Batch settings, such as the maximum file size that you can batch and the maximum number of pages that you
can have per batched compilation.
Behavior settings, such as the number of times resources are dynamically compiled before the application is
restarted.
General settings, such as the default programming language that is used in dynamic compilation files.

 

Globalization is the process of internationalizing application code, then localizing the application to other
languages and cultures. The internationalization process makes it possible to translate, store, retrieve, and present
application content for any locale by using the same application code base whenever possible. Locale is the
combination of both language and cultural environment. This includes date formats, times, currencies, telephone
numbers, and so on. Localization means adapting your application to other locales by translating and formatting
content according to culture, preferably without touching the code.

You can change globalization settings for ASP.NET applications at the web server level when you want them to
apply to all ASP.NET applications on the server. You can also edit ASP.NET globalization settings for sites,
applications, directories, and files.
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IIS lets you configure the following globalization settings:

Culture settings, such as the UI culture or UI language.
Encoding settings, such as encoding for response headers.

Editing a configuration setting changes the setting at the local level and for any child levels that inherit the setting.
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3.1. Data source connection strings

3.2. ASP.NET providers

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of building your website, consider the data storage needs of your ASP.NET application. The following
sections describe various data-source settings available in IIS:

 

A connection string provides the information that an application or provider must have to communicate with a
particular database. A connection string usually supplies the server or location of the database server, the
particular database to use, and the authentication information. A connection string enables you to connect to
databases from managed code applications in a centralized manner.

Adding a configuration setting adds the setting at the local level and to any child levels that inherit the setting.

To add a connection string to IIS, provide the following information:

Specify a name for the connection string. This name must be the same name you reference in your application
code to retrieve data from the database.
Specify the server the database is on.
Specify the name of the database.
Provide the credentials, unless using Windows integrate security.

 

ASP.NET 2.0 includes several services that store state in a database or other data store. A provider is a software
module that implements a uniform interface between one of these services and a data source. In IIS 7, you can set
the default provider for your application. You can also configure the provider properties. For example, Users is a
provider-based feature where one provider stores the user data in SQL whereas another provider stores the user
data in a text file.

Add a provider in IIS when you have an application that uses a provider-based service to store data in a database
or other data store. For example, the session state service in ASP.NET is a provider-based service that manages
per-user session state by storing it in process (in memory in the application domain of the host application), in
memory in an external process (the "state server process"), or in a Microsoft SQL Server database.

Adding a configuration setting adds the setting at the local level and to any child levels that inherit the setting.

To add a provider for your application, provide the following configuration information:

Select the IIS feature for the provider to provide: .NET Profiles, .NET Roles, or .NET Users.
Select the provider type.
Enter a name for the provider.
If the feature selected is .NET Users, select any of the following provider behaviors that you want:

Enable password reset
Enable password retrieval
Requires question and answer
Requires unique email
Store password in secure format
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3.3. .NET profiles

3.4. .NET roles
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3.5. .NET users

Provide the name of the connection string to the database.
Enter the name of the application.

 

The .NET profile feature associates information with an individual user and stores the information in a persistent
format. .NET profiles let you manage user information without requiring you to create and maintain your own
database.

In .NET profile, you can add properties or groups. A property stores information that is unique to a user, such as
the user name. You can then use the information you have stored to present the user with a personalized version
of your application. A group organizes related properties together. For example, the different properties of a user's
address information can be grouped together in an Address group.

If you decide to add profile properties or groups for your ASP.NET application, provide the following information:

For each profile property, provide the property name, data type (such as string or Boolean), a default value, a
serialization option (string, XML, binary, or provider specific), whether it is read-only, and whether it is available
for anonymous users.
For each profile group, provide the group name.

 

Roles give you an easy way to manage access rules for groups of users. You create users and then assign the users
to roles (in Windows, you assign users to groups). For example, you can create a set of pages that you want to
restrict to certain users and store those pages in a folder by themselves. Then you can use IIS 8 to define rules that
grant and deny access to restricted folders. If an unauthorized user tries to view a restricted page, the user either
sees an error or is redirected to a page that you specify.

Roles do not work with anonymous users who access a site, application, or file.

Add roles when you have security settings that you want to apply to a group of users who differ from all existing
groups.

If you decide to define roles for your application, provide a name for each role.

To configure roles for your application, you must have previously configured a .NET roles provider.

 

Associating user identities with an application helps you manage authentication, authorization, and other security-
related operations for that application.

Add a user when you want to use IIS to define a user name, e-mail address, password, and security question for
initiating an automatic account reset if a user loses or forgets their password. If the .NET Roles feature is enabled,
you can add users to roles as you create them.

If you decide to configure users for your application, provide the following information for each user:

User Name (must be unique).
E-mail (must use standard format: name@domain.com).
Password (must be a strong password).
Question (enter a custom question or select from the list).
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Answer to the foregoing question.
Roles the user is assigned to.

To configure users for your application, you must have previously configured a .NET users provider.
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4.1. Isolate Web Applications

4.2. .NET Trust Levels

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of building your website, consider the security needs of your ASP.NET application. The following
sections describe application security settings available in IIS 8:

 

One of the most effective ways to improve security for your web application is to isolate it from other applications
on your web server. An application pool has its own worker process, which processes requests and runs
application code. The worker process has a security identifier (S ID). And each application pool has a unique
application-pool identity. By default, when you create a web application, a new application pool is also created with
the same name as the application. If you keep web applications in separate application pools, you can isolate them
from one another.

Web application isolation entails the following:

Site isolation: Separate different applications into different sites with different application pools.
Least privilege: Run your worker process as a low privileged identity (virtual application pool identity) that is
unique per site.
Temp isolation: Set up a separate ASP.NET temp folder per site and only give access to appropriate process
identity.
Content isolation: Make sure to set an ACL (access control list) on each site root to allow only access to the
appropriate process identity.

Tip: It is a good idea to host your website and web application content on a drive other than your system drive
(C:).

 

An application trust level determines the permissions that the ASP.NET code access security (CAS) policy grants.
CAS defines two trust categories: full trust and partial trust. An application that has full trust permissions can
access all resource types on a server and perform privileged operations. Applications with full trust are affected
only by the security settings of the operating system.

Partial-trust web applications are applications that do not have full trust and have a restricted set of code access
permissions. As a result, partial-trust applications are limited in their ability to access secured resources and
perform other privileged operations. Certain permissions are denied to partial-trust applications, so resources that
require those permissions cannot be directly accessed. Other permissions are granted in a restricted way, so
resources that require those permissions might be accessible, but in a limited way. For example, restricted file IO
permission give the application can access to the file system, but only in directories beneath the application's
virtual directory root.

By configuring a web application or web service for partial trust, you can restrict the application ability to access
crucial system resources or resources that belong to other web applications. By granting only the permissions that
the application requires and no more, you can build least privileged web applications and limit potential damage if
the web application is compromised by a code injection attack.

The following list shows the restrictions associated with each trust level:
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ASP.NET Forms AuthenticationASP.NET Forms Authentication

Forms authentication basicsForms authentication basics
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Full trust applications have unrestricted access to all resource types and can perform privileged operations.
High, medium, low, or minimal trust applications are unable to call unmanaged code or serviced components,
write to the event log, access Message Queuing queues, or access OLE DB data sources.
High trust applications have unrestricted access to the file system.
Medium trust applications have restricted file system access and can only access files in their own application-
directory hierarchy.
Low or minimal trust applications cannot access SQL Server databases.
Minimal trust applications cannot access any resources.

 

Authentication helps you confirm the identity of clients who request access to your sites and applications. When
authentication is enabled, IIS 8 uses the account credentials supplied by the user to determine what permissions
the user has been granted and what resources the user can access.

This section describes the authentication modes that are specific to ASP.NET applications.

1. ASP.NET Forms Authentication
2. ASP.NET Impersonation Authentication

 

Forms authentication uses client-side redirection to forward unauthenticated users to an HTML form where they
can enter their credentials, which are usually a user name and password. After the credentials are validated, users
are redirected to the page they originally requested. Forms authentication often employs cookies to pass user
credentials between the server and the client browser.

The following sections describe what you need to know to plan adding forms authentication to your site:

1. Forms authentication basics
2. Authentication cookies

 

ASP.NET Forms-based authentication works well for sites or applications on public web servers that receive many
requests. This authentication mode lets you manage client registration and authentication at the application level,
instead of relying on the authentication mechanisms the operating system provides.

Because Forms authentication sends the user name and password to the web server as plaintext, use Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) encryption for the logon page and for all other pages in your application except the home page. For information about
SSL, see 4.5. TLS/SSL Communication.

Forms authentication lets users log on by using identities from an ASP.NET membership database. This
authentication method uses redirection to an HTML logon page to confirm the identity of the user. You can
configure Forms authentication at the site or application levels.

Forms authentication is convenient for the following reasons:

It allows either a custom data store, such as a SQL server database, or Active Directory to be used for
authentication.
It integrates easily with a web user interface.
Clients can use any browser.

If you want to use membership roles for authorization, use Forms authentication or a similar custom
authentication method.
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Authentication cookiesAuthentication cookies

MODE DESCRIPTION

Use cookies Cookies are always used regardless of device.

Do not use cookies Cookies are not used.

Auto Detect Cookies are used if the device profile supports cookies.
Otherwise, no cookies are used. For desktop browsers that are
known to support cookies, ASP.NET checks to determine
whether cookies are enabled. This setting is the default.

Use device profile Cookies are used if the device profile supports cookies.
Otherwise, no cookies are used. ASP.NET does not check to
determine whether cookies are enabled on devices that
support cookies. This setting is the default for IIS 8.

MODE DESCRIPTION

If you select Forms authentication, you cannot use any of the challenge-based authentication methods at the same time.

By default, the login URL for Forms authentication is Login.aspx. You can create a unique login page for clients
who visit a site or application. For example, you might want to collect specific information from visitors, or offer
membership to selected pages on the site or selected applications.

The default time-out value for Forms authentication is 30 minutes. Consider changing the time-out value to a
shorter period, to shorten the session lifetime and to reduce the chance of cookie replay attacks.

 

Authentication cookies are used as a token to verify that a client has access to some or all pages of an application.
By contrast, personalization cookies contain user-specific settings that determine user experience on a specific site
or application.

Important: Because authentication cookies are passed between client and server together with every request,
always secure authentication cookies using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). For information about SSL, see 4.5.
TLS/SSL Communication.

Cookies are a more efficient way to track visitors to a site than query strings, because they do not require
redirection. However, they are browser-dependent, and some browsers do not support their use. In addition, the
use of cookie-based authentication is not always effective because some users disable cookie support in their
browsers.

By default, the cookie name for ASP.NET applications is .ASPXAUTH. However, you can instead use a unique
cookie name and path for each application. Doing so can prevent users who are authenticated for one application
from being authenticated for other applications on a web server.

You can choose one of the following cookie modes for your site or application:

The cookie protection mode defines the function a Forms authentication cookie performs for a specific application.
The following table shows the cookie protection modes that you can define:



Encryption and validation Specifies that the application use both data validation and
encryption to help protect the cookie. This option uses the
configured data validation algorithm (based on the machine
key). If triple-DES (3DES) is available and if the key is long
enough (48 bytes or more 3DES is used for encryption. This
setting is the default (and recommended) value.

None Specifies that both encryption and validation are disabled for
sites that are using cookies only for personalization and have
weaker security requirements. We do not recommend that
you use cookies in this manner; however, it is the least
resource-intensive way to enable personalization by using the
.NET Framework.

Encryption Specifies that the cookie is encrypted by using Triple-DES or
DES, but data validation is not performed on the cookie.
Cookies used in this manner might be subject to plaintext
attacks.

Validation Specifies that a validation scheme verifies that the contents of
an encrypted cookie have not been changed in transit.

MODE DESCRIPTION

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
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ASP.NET Impersonation AuthenticationASP.NET Impersonation Authentication

For security reasons, consider keeping Encryption and Validation cookies separate from each other. The theft of encryption
cookies would be a greater security exposure than the theft of validation cookies.

If an application contains objects that clients request frequently, improve application performance by caching those
objects. If the user accesses the cached object before the authentication cookie times out, IIS 8 allows the cached
object to remain in the cache, and the timer is reset. However, if the user does not access the cached object during
that time, IIS 8 removes the cached object from the cache.

Consider enabling this setting under the following circumstances:

You have a limited amount of memory available for caching.
You have many objects to cache, because this setting allows only the most frequently requested objects to
remain in the cache.

You specify the number of minutes before an authentication cookie times out with Authentication cookie time-out (in
minutes).

 

Use ASP.NET impersonation when you want to run your ASP.NET application under a security context different
from the default security context for ASP.NET applications.

If you enable impersonation for an ASP.NET application, that application can run in one of two different contexts:
either as the user authenticated by IIS 8 or as an arbitrary account that you set up. For example, if you use
Anonymous authentication and choose to run the ASP.NET application as the authenticated user, the application
would run under an account that is set up for anonymous users (typically, IUSR). Likewise, if you chose to run the
application under an arbitrary account, it would run under whatever security context was set up for that account.



4.4. Machine Key Settings

4.5. TLS/SSL Communication

Server CertificatesServer Certificates

By default, ASP.NET impersonation is disabled. If you enable impersonation, your ASP.NET application runs
under the security context of the user authenticated by IIS 8.

 

Machine keys help protect Forms authentication cookie data and page-level view state data. They also verify out-
of-process session state identification. ASP.NET uses the following types of machine keys:

A validation key computes a Message Authentication Code (MAC) to confirm the integrity of the data. This key
is appended to either the Forms authentication cookie or the view state for a specific page.
A decryption key is used to encrypt and decrypt Forms authentication tickets and view state.

IIS 8 enables you to configure validation and encryption settings and generate machine keys for use with
ASP.NET application services, such as view state, forms authentication, membership, roles, and anonymous
identification.

Before you generate machine keys for your application, make the following design decisions:

Decide what validation method to use: AES, MD5, SHA1 (default), TripleDES, HMACSHA256, HMACSHA384,
or HMACSHA512.
Decide what encryption method to use: Auto (default), AES, TripleDES, or DES.
Decide whether to generate the validation key at runtime automatically.
Decide whether to generate a unique validation key for each application.
Decide whether to generate the decryption key at runtime automatically.
Decide whether to generate a unique decryption key for each application.

  

Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are protocols that provide
communication security your website. You can use TLS/SSL to authenticate servers and clients and then use it to
encrypt messages between the authenticated parties.

In the authentication process, a TLS/SSL client sends a message to a TLS/SSL server, and the server responds
with the information that the server needs to authenticate itself. The client and server perform an additional
exchange of session keys, and the authentication dialog ends. When authentication is completed, SSL-secured
communication can begin between the server and the client by using the symmetric encryption keys that are
established during the authentication process.

To configure TSL/SSL for your website, do the following:

1. Obtain a server certificate from a certification authority (CA). See Server Certificates.
2. Add SSL binding to the site. See SSL Binding.
3. Set IIS to require SSL on the site. See Require SSL for Your Site.
4. Consider using client certificates for your site. See Client Certificates.

 

You can obtain a server certificate from a certification authority (CA). Obtaining a server certificate from a
certification authority is one step in configuring Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS). You
can obtain server certificates from a third-party CA. A third-party CA might require you to provide proof of
identity before a certificate is issued. You can also issue your own server certificates by using an online CA, such as
Microsoft Certificate Services.

Digital certificates are electronic files that work like an online password to verify the identity of a user or a
computer. They are used to create the SSL encrypted channel that is used for client communications. A certificate
is a digital statement that is issued by a certification authority (CA) that vouches for the identity of the certificate



SSL BindingSSL Binding

Require SSL for Your SiteRequire SSL for Your Site

Client CertificatesClient Certificates

holder and enables the parties to communicate in a secure manner by using encryption.

Digital certificates do the following:

They authenticate that their holders-people, web sites, and even network resources such as routers-are truly
who or what they claim to be.
They protect data that is exchanged online from theft or tampering.

Digital certificates are issued by a trusted third-party CA or a Microsoft Windows public key infrastructure (PKI)
using Certificate Services, or they can be self-signed. Each type of certificate has advantages and disadvantages.
Each type of digital certificate is tamper-proof and can't be forged.

Certificates can be issued for several uses. These uses include web user authentication, web server authentication,
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME), Internet Protocol security (IPsec), Transport Layer
Security (TLS), and code signing.

A certificate contains a public key and attaches that public key to the identity of a person, computer, or service that
holds the corresponding private key. The public and private keys are used by the client and the server to encrypt
the data before it is transmitted. For Windows-based users, computers, and services, trust in a CA is established
when there is a copy of the root certificate in the trusted root certificate store and the certificate contains a valid
certification path. For the certificate to be valid, the certificate must not have been revoked and the validity period
must not have expired.

 

You can assign multiple bindings to a site when you have site content that serves different purposes or for which
you must use a different protocol. For example, a commerce site might have an application that requires that users
log on to an account to purchase merchandise. The company hosts the site over HTTP, but users must log on to
their account on an HTTPS page. In this example, the site would have two bindings: one for the HTTP portion and
one for the HTTPS portion.

Out of the box, you cannot add bindings for protocols other than HTTP and HTTPS by using IIS Manager. If you
want to add a binding for a different protocol, such as a protocol supported by Windows Communication
Foundation (WCF), use one of the other administration tools. However, if you install the IIS File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) server, you can add FTP bindings by using IIS Manager. There might also be other modules or third-party
functionality available for download that extend the UI.

 

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption protects confidential or personal information sent between a client and a
server. When SSL is enabled, remote clients access your site by using URLs that start with https://.

First configure a server certificate and create an HTTPS binding to enable any SSL settings. Then require Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption in one or more of the following circumstances:

1. When confidential or personal content on your server must be protected by an encrypted channel.
2. When you want users to be able to confirm the identity of your server before they transmit personal

information.
3. When you want to use client certificates to authenticate clients that access your server.

 

When you want clients to verify their identity before they access content on your web server, configure client
certificates. By default, client certificates are ignored.

Before you can configure client certificate on your website, configure a server certificate and create an HTTPS
binding to enable any Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) settings.

If you want all clients to verify their identity, specify that client certificates are required. If some clients can access
content without first verifying their identity, specify that client certificates are accepted.
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Overview

Software Requirements

To install an IIS web server and configure it for ASP.NET web applications, follow the steps listed.

Step 1: Install IIS and ASP.NET Modules
Step 2: Configure ASP.NET Settings
Step 3: Configure Data Source Settings
Step 4: Configure Application Security

For planning information to review before deployment, see Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS. For more
information, see Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/configure-an-asp-net-website-on-iis.md
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Installing IIS and ASP.NET Modules

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

To install .NET 3.5 on Windows Server 2012 or Windows 8To install .NET 3.5 on Windows Server 2012 or Windows 8

To install I IS and ASP.NET modules on Windows Server 2012 using the UITo install I IS and ASP.NET modules on Windows Server 2012 using the UI

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The first step in building an ASP.NET website on IIS 8 is to install IIS along with the ASP.NET modules. Then add
your ASP.NET application files to IIS.

When you are done, make sure that IIS and the ASP.NET modules are installed, and your ASP.NET application
has been added to your website. Then go on to Step 2: Configure ASP.NET Settings.

 

This section describes how to install IIS and the modules that support ASP.NET applications in any of the
following ways:

Install IIS on Windows Server® 2012 using the IIS Manager UI.
Install IIS on Windows® 8 using the IIS Manager UI.
Install IIS using the command line.

To install IIS on either Windows Server 2012 or Windows 8, you must sign on as a member of the Administrators group.

If you prefer, you could use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install IIS and third-party applications that run
on IIS. Because the Web PI installs the latest versions of available Web Platform offerings, with just a few simple
clicks you can download and install any new tools or updates. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more
and install the Web PI.

If you support web applications written using ASP.NET 2 to 3.5, install .NET 3.5 before installing IIS and ASP.NET
modules.

1. On the Start screen, right-click the Command Prompt tile, and then click Run as administrator.
2. At the command prompt, type the following: dism /online /enable-feature /featurename:netfx3
3. Wait for the command to complete. It could take several minutes.
4. Close the command prompt window.

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before you begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select installation type page, select Role-based or feature-based installation, and click Next.
5. On the Select destination server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server, and

click Next.
6. On the Select server roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and click Next.
7. On the Select features page, click Next.
8. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.
9. On the Select role services page, note the preselected role services that are installed by default, expand the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/configuring-step-1-install-iis-and-asp-net-modules.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510
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To install I IS and ASP.NET modules by using the command lineTo install I IS and ASP.NET modules by using the command line

Adding the ASP.NET Application

Application Development node, and then select ASP.NET 4.5. (If you installed .NET 3.5, select ASP.NET
3.5 also.)

10. On the Summary of Features to Install page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.

12. Click Next.
13. On the Confirm installation selections page, click Install.
14. On the Installation progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.

11. In the Add features that are required for ASP.NET 4.5? box, click Add Features. The following
additional features are added:

.NET Extensibility 4.5
ISAPI Extensions
ISAPI Filters
.NET Extensibility 3.5 (If ASP.NET 3.5 was selected)

15. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

The default IIS Welcome page is displayed.

1. On the Start page, click the Control Panel tile.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.
3. In the Windows Features dialog box, click Internet Information Services to install the default features.

5. Click OK to close the Windows Features dialog box.

4. Expand the Application Development Features node and click ASP.NET 4.5 to add the features that
support ASP.NET. (If you installed .NET 3.5, select ASP.NET 3.5 also.) The following additional features
are automatically selected:

.NET Extensibility 4.5
ISAPI Extensions
ISAPI Filters
.NET Extensibility 3.5 (If ASP.NET 3.5 was selected)

6. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

The default IIS Welcome page is displayed.

Type the following command at a Command Prompt or into a script:

Start /w pkgmgr /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASPNET;IIS-
NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-
LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-Security;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;WAS-WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-
NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

 

This section describes how to add your ASP.NET application to your website in the following ways:

Adding an ASP.NET Application with the IIS Manager UI
Adding an ASP.NET application with the command line



To add an ASP.NET application by using the UITo add an ASP.NET application by using the UI

To add an ASP.NET application by using the command lineTo add an ASP.NET application by using the command line

See Also

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following decisions:

Alias string that becomes part of the application root URL.
Application pool to run the application in.
Physical path to the application files on the server.

2. In the Connections pane, expand the Sites node.
3. Right-click the site for which you want to create an application, and click Add Application.
4. In the Alias text box, type a value for the application URL, such as marketing. This value is used to access the

application in a URL.
5. Click Select if you want to select a different application pool than the one listed in the Application pool box.

In the Select Application Pool dialog box, select an application pool from the Application pool list and then
click OK.

6. In the Physical path text box, type the physical path of the application's folder, or click the browse button (...)
to navigate the file system to find the folder.

7. Optionally, click Connect as to specify credentials that have permission to access the physical path. If you do
not use specific credentials, select the Application user (pass-through authentication) option on the
Connect As dialog box.

8. Optionally, click Test Settings to verify the settings that you specified for the application.
9. Click OK.

1. Open IIS Manager.

For Windows Server 2012, on the Start page click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK. In
Server Manager, click the Tools menu, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
For Windows 8, on the Start page type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the
search results. On the Control Panel screen, click System and Security, click Administrative Tools,
and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

To add an application to a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd add app /site.name:string /path:string /physicalPath:string

The variable site.name:string  is the name of the website to which you want to add the application. The variable 
path:string  is the virtual path of the application, such as /application , and physicalPath:string  is the physical

path of the application content in the file system.

For example, to add an application named marketing to a site named contoso, with content at c:\application ,
type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd add app /site.name:contoso /path:/marketing /physicalPath:c:\application

Step 2: Configure ASP.NET Settings
Configure an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and ASP.NET Modules Installation
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2.1. Session State Settings

Store Session State in ProcessStore Session State in Process

To enable in-process session state by using the UITo enable in-process session state by using the UI

To enable in-process session state by using the command lineTo enable in-process session state by using the command line

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

 

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you decided to use one of the following session-state-storage options:

In-process: Session state is stored in the worker process where the ASP.NET application runs.
State Server: Session state is stored outside the worker process where the ASP.NET application runs.
SQL Server: Session state is stored in a SQL Server database.

You might have also chosen to store session data on the client computer in a cookie. You can even combine the
use of cookies with one of the other storage methods. For example, you could store authentication data in a cookie
while storing other session-state data in a SQL Server database.

The following sections describe how to configure session state based on the planning decisions you have made:

Store Session State in Process
Store Session State by using State Server
Store Session State by using SQL Server
Cookie Mode for Session State

 

This section describes how to configure in-process session state by using either the IIS Manager UI or the
command line.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Session State.
3. On the Session State page, in the Session State Mode Settings area, click In process.

5. In the Time-out field, enter a time-out value in the format hh:mm:ss. For example, enter 00:15:00 for 15
minutes.

6. (Optional) Check the Use hosting identity for impersonation check box to use Windows authentication and
the host process identity (either ASP.NET or a Windows service identity) for remote connections.

7. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

4. (Optional) Configure cookie settings in the Cookie Settings area on the Session State page.

For more information about cookie settings, see Cookie Mode for Session State.

To enable in-process session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /mode:InProc

The variable mode:InProc  enables in-process session state. By default, in-process session state is enabled.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/configuring-step-2-configure-asp-net-settings.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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Store Session State by using State ServerStore Session State by using State Server

To configure a state server to maintain session state by using the UITo configure a state server to maintain session state by using the UI

To configure a state server to maintain session state by using the command lineTo configure a state server to maintain session state by using the command line

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To specify the default time that a session object is maintained after the last request associated with the object is
made, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /section:asp /timeout:timeSpan

The variable timeSpan  represents the maximum time (hh:mm:ss) that a session object is maintained after the last
request associated with the object is made. The default value is 00:20:00.

 

This section describes how to configure a state server for session-state storage by using either the IIS Manager UI
or the command line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions:

Define a connection string for the state server.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before the connection time-out.
Decide whether to enable compression.
Decide whether to store any session state data in a cookie.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Session State.
3. On the Session State page, in the Session State Mode Settings area, click State Server.
4. Type a connection string in the Connection string text box, or click Create to create a connection string.
5. Type a time-out value in the Time-out (in seconds) text box. The default time-out value is 10 seconds.
6. (Optional) Configure cookie settings in the Cookie Settings area on the Session State page. For more

information about cookie settings, see Cookie Mode for Session State.
7. (Optional) Select the Use hosting identity for impersonation check box to use Windows authentication and

the host process identity (either ASP.NET or a Windows service identity) for connections to the database.
8. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

To configure a state server to maintain session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /mode:StateServer /stateConnectionString:string
/stateNetworkTimeout:timeSpan /useHostingIdentity:true|false

The variable mode:StateServer  sets the session state mode to store session data in a state server. By default, the
variable string  defines the connection string that the state server uses. The default setting is 
tcpip=loopback:42424 . The variable timeSpan  sets the time, in seconds, that the connection to the state server is

maintained. The default is 10 seconds. The variable useHostingIdentity:true|false  enables or disables the use of
Windows authentication and the host process identity (either ASP.NET or a Windows service identity) for
connections to the database. The default value is true .



NOTENOTE

Store Session State by using SQL ServerStore Session State by using SQL Server

To configure a SQL server to maintain session state by using the UITo configure a SQL server to maintain session state by using the UI

To configure a SQL server to maintain session state by using the command lineTo configure a SQL server to maintain session state by using the command line

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

 

This section describes how to configure a SQL Server database for session-state storage using either the IIS
Manager UI or the command line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions:

Define a connection string for the database.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before the connection time-out.
Specify the number of seconds to wait before trying to reconnect.
Decide whether to enable a custom database.
Decide whether to enable compression.
Decide whether to store any session state data in a cookie.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Session State.
3. On the Session State page, in the Session State Mode Settings area, click SQL Server.
4. Type a connection string in the Connection string text box, or click Create to create a connection string. If the

SQL server is on the server you are managing, select LocalSqlServer in the Connection string text box.
5. Type a time-out value in the Time-out text box.
6. (Optional) Check the Enable custom database check box to use a custom database for storing session state

data.
7. (Optional) Configure cookie settings in the Cookie Settings area on the Session State page. For more

information about cookie settings, see Cookie Mode for Session State.
8. (Optional) Check the Use hosting identity for impersonation check box to use Windows authentication and

the host process identity (either ASP.NET or a Windows service identity) for remote connections to the SQL
database.

9. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

To configure a state server to maintain session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /mode:SqlServer /sqlConnectionString:string
/sqlCommandTimeout:timeSpan /useHostingIdentity:true|false

The variable mode:SqlServer  sets the session state mode to store session data in a SQL server database. By
default, the variable string  defines the connection string that the SQL server uses. The default setting is
LocalSqlServer. The variable timeSpan  sets the time, in seconds, that the connection to the SQL server is
maintained. The default is 30 seconds. The variable useHostingIdentity:true|false  enables or disables the use of
Windows authentication and the host process identity (either ASP.NET or a Windows service identity) for
connections to the database. The default value is true .



NOTENOTE

Cookie Mode for Session StateCookie Mode for Session State

To configure Use Cookies mode for session state by using the UITo configure Use Cookies mode for session state by using the UI

To configure Use Cookies mode for session state by using the command lineTo configure Use Cookies mode for session state by using the command line

NOTENOTE

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

    

This section describes how to configure a SQL Server database for session-state storage by using either the IIS
Manager UI or the command line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions:

Select a cookie mode: auto detect, use cookies, use device profile, or use URI.
Unless you selected use URI, specify the name of the cookie.
Unless you selected use URI, specify the number of minutes before the cookie times out.
Unless you selected use cookies, decide whether to regenerate an expired session ID.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Session State.
3. On the Session State page, in the Cookie Settings area, select Use Cookies from the Mode drop-down list.
4. Type a cookie name in the Name text box, or use the default cookie name, ASP.NET_SessionId.
5. Type a time-out value in the Time-out text box, or use 20 minutes, the default time-out value.
6. Click Apply in the Actions pane.

To configure use cookies mode for session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /cookieless:UseCookies /cookieName:string
/timeout:timeSpan

The variable cookieless:UseCookies  configures IIS 8 to use cookies mode for session state. This is the default
value. The variable string  is the name of the cookie. The default value is ASP.NET_SessionId . The variable 
timeSpan  sets the time, in minutes, after which the cookie times out. The default is 20 minutes. For example, to set

a cookie-mode cookie for session state (called MyCookie and that expires after 40 minutes), type the following at
the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /cookieless:UseCookies /cookieName:MyCookie /timeout:40

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To configure use device profile cookie mode for session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /cookieless:UseDeviceProfile /cookieName:string
/timeout:timeSpan /regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false

The variable cookieless:UseDeviceProfile  configures IIS 8 to use device-profile cookie mode for session state.
The variable string  is the name of the cookie. The default value is ASP.NET_SessionId . The variable timeSpan

sets the time, in minutes, after which the cookie times out. The default is 20 minutes. The variable 
regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false  enables or disables the regeneration of expired session IDs.



NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

2.2. Pages and Controls Settings

NOTENOTE

Edit Pages and ControlsEdit Pages and Controls

To edit settings for pages and controls by using the UITo edit settings for pages and controls by using the UI

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To configure auto-detect cookie mode for session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /cookieless:AutoDetect /cookieName:string
/timeout:timeSpan /regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false

The variable cookieless:AutoDetect  configures IIS 8 to use auto-detect cookie mode for session state. The
variable string  is the name of the cookie. The default value is ASP.NET_SessionId . The variable timeSpan  sets the
time, in minutes, after which the cookie times out. The default is 20 minutes. The variable 
regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false  enables or disables the regeneration of expired session IDs.

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To configure URI cookie mode for session state, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:sessionState /cookieless:UseUri
/regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false

The variable cookieless:UseUri  configures IIS 8 to use URI cookie mode for session state. The variable 
regenerateExpiredSessionId:true|false  enables or disables the regeneration of expired session IDs.

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <sessionState>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

 

This section describes how to configure ASP.NET pages and control settings by using either the IIS Manager UI
or the command line.

These settings apply only to ASP.NET Web Forms. They do not apply to ASP.NET MVC or ASP.NET Web Pages.

You can edit the settings of existing pages and controls, and the changes are reflected into the Web.config file.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Pages and Controls.
3. On the Pages and Controls page, edit settings as necessary.
4. When finished, click Apply in the Actions pane.



To edit settings for pages and controls by using the command lineTo edit settings for pages and controls by using the command line

Add a Custom ControlAdd a Custom Control

To add a custom control by using the UITo add a custom control by using the UI

To add a custom control by using the command lineTo add a custom control by using the command line

NOTENOTE

To enable or disable page output buffering, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:pages /buffer:true|false

The variable buffer:true  enables buffering of page output. The default is true .

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions for each custom control you want to
add:

Specify the tag prefix of the control.
Specify the .NET namespace of the control.
Specify the assembly the control is in.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Pages and Controls.
3. In the Actions pane, click Register Controls.
4. In the Actions pane, click Add Custom Control.
5. In the Add Custom Control dialog box, type a tag prefix in the Tag prefix text box.
6. In the Namespace text box, type the namespace to which the custom control belongs. This is the same

namespace that was specified in the application code.
7. In the Assembly text box, type the name of the source or assembly for the custom control, and then click OK.

To add a custom control, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/pages /+"controls.[assembly='string', namespace='string',
src='string', tagName='string', tagPrefix='string']"

The variable assembly='string'  is the name of the assembly that contains the COM control implementation and
requires that the namespace  attribute is also set. The variable namespace='string'  is the namespace that is
associated with the tag prefix and requires that the assembly  attribute is also set, if the COM control is not located
in the application code directory. The variable src='string'  is the name of the file that contains the user control
and requires that the tagName  attribute is also set. The variable tagName='string'  is the name of the control to use
in the page and requires that the src  attribute is also set. The variable tagPrefix='string'  is the tag prefix that is
being mapped to a source file or namespace and assembly. This attribute requires one of the following
combinations of other attributes:

namespace  to define a COM control, if the control is in the application code directory.
namespace  and assembly  to define a COM control.
tagName  and src  to define a user control.

For example, to add a custom control that uses the specified source for a user control, type the following at the
command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/pages /+"controls.[tagPrefix='MyTag',
tagName='MyControl', src='controls/MyControl.asx']"

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <controls>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT  in
the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

 



2.3. Application Settings

To create an application setting by using the UITo create an application setting by using the UI
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2.4. .NET Compilation Settings
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This section describes how to configure application settings by using either the IIS Manager UI or the command
line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions for each application setting you
want to configure:

1. Specify a name for the setting.
2. Specify a value for the setting.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Application Settings.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add.
4. In the Add Application Setting dialog box, type a name for the application setting in the Name text box.
5. In the Add Application Setting dialog box, type a value for the application setting in the Value text box, and

then click OK.

To add an application setting, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:appSettings /+"[key='string', value='string']"

The variable key=string  is the name of the application setting and the variable value=string  is the value for the
application setting. For example, to add an application setting for the name of your application, type the following
at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:appSettings /+"[key='Application Name', value='MyApplication']"

 

Edit .NET compilation settings in IIS 8 when you want to control how ASP.NET code is compiled. This section
describes how to edit the compilation settings for you ASP.NET application.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Compilation.
3. On the .NET Compilation page, edit settings as necessary.
4. When finished, click Apply in the Actions pane.

To enable or disable batch compilation for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /batch:true|false

The variable batch:true  enables batch compilation, and the variable batch:false  disables batch compilation. The
default value is true .

To change the maximum file size (in KB) of the batch compilation, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /maxBatchGeneratedFileSize:int

The variable int  is the maximum file size (in KB). The default value is 1000.

To specify the maximum number of pages per batched compilation for a site, use the following syntax:



appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /maxBatchSize:int

The variable int  is the maximum number of pages per batched compilation.

To define the time-out period, in seconds, for batch compilation for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /batchTimeout:timeSpan

The variable timeSpan  is the time-out in seconds for batch compilation.

To specify compilation of retail or debug binaries for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /debug:true|false

The variable debug:true  enables compilation of debug binaries and the variable debug:false  enables compilation
of retail binaries. The default value is false .

To specify the number of times resources can be dynamically recompiled before an application restarts for a site,
use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /numRecompilesBeforeAppRestart:int

The variable int  is the number of times resources are dynamically recompiled before the application is restarted.
The default is 15.

To enable or disable URL line pragma for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /urlLinePragmas:true|false

The variable urlLinePragmas:true  enables URL line pragma and the variable urlLinePragmas:false  disables URL
line pragma. The default value is false .

To enable or disable Visual Basic explicit compilation for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /explicit:true|false

The variable explicit:true  enables Visual Basic explicit compilation and the variable explicit:false  disables
explicit compilation. The default value is false .

To enable or disable Visual Basic strict compilation for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /strict:true|false

The variable strict:true  enables Visual Basic strict compilation and the variable strict:false  disables strict
compilation. The default value is false .

To add an ASP.NET compilation processing directive for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /+"assemblies.[assembly='string']"

The variable string  is the ASP.NET compilation processing directive.

To remove an ASP.NET compilation processing directive for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /-"assemblies.[assembly='string']"

The variable string  is the ASP.NET compilation processing directive.

To remove an ASP.NET compilation processing directive for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /-"assemblies.[assembly='string']"

The variable string  is the ASP.NET compilation processing directive.
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2.5. .NET Globalization Settings
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To change the default programming language that is used in dynamic compilation files for a site, use the following
syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /defaultLanguage:string

The variable string  is the default programming language. The default value is vb. For example, to change the
default programming language that is used in dynamic compilation files from Visual Basic to C#, type the
following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /defaultLanguage:c#

To specify the directory to use for temporary file storage during compilation for a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:compilation /tempDirectory: string

The variable string  is the directory path.

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <compilation>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT

in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

 

This section describes how to edit the globalization settings for you ASP.NET application by using either the IIS
Manager UI or the command line.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Globalization.
3. On the .NET Globalization page, in the property sheet, click to select the global setting you want to edit, and

select a value from the drop-down list.
4. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

To edit the default culture for processing Web requests, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /culture:string

The variable string is the default culture for processing web requests. For example, to change the default culture
for processing Web requests to US English, type the following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /culture:en-us

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the <globalization>  element at the global level in IIS 8, specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To enable or disable client-based culture, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /enableClientBasedCulture:true|false

The variable enableClientBasedCulture:true  enables client-based culture and the variable 
enableClientBasedCulture:false  disables client-based culture. The default is false .



To edit the default culture for processing locale-dependent resource searches, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /uiCulture:string

The variable string  is the default culture for processing locale-dependent resource searches.

To edit the default culture for processing locale-dependent resource searches, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /uiCulture:string

The variable string  is the default culture for processing locale-dependent resource searches.

To change the default encoding when parsing .aspx, .asmx, and .asax files, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /fileEncoding:string

The variable string  is the default encoding to be used when parsing .aspx, .asmx, and .asax files.

To change the header encoding for responses, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /responseHeaderEncoding:string

The variable string  is the header encoding used for responses. The default is utf-8.

To edit the content encoding for responses, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:globalization /responseEncoding:string

The variable string  is the content encoding used for responses. The default is utf-8.
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3.1. Data Source Connection Strings

To create a database connection string by using the UITo create a database connection string by using the UI

To create a database connection string by using the command lineTo create a database connection string by using the command line

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of building your ASP.NET website, you configure the data source settings that are available in IIS.

 

This section describes how to create a database connection string in IIS using either the IIS Manager UI or the
command line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions about the need to add a connection
string:

1. Specify a name for the connection string.
2. Specify the server the database is on.
3. Specify the name of the database.
4. Provide the credentials, unless using Windows integrate security.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Connection Strings.
3. On the Connection Strings page, click Add in the Actions pane.
4. In the Add Connection String dialog box, type a name for the connection string, such as MyConnection, in

the Name text box. > [!NOTE] > The name that you enter in IIS Manager is the same name that you reference
in your application code to retrieve data by using this connection string.

5. With the SQL Server option selected, type the name of the server that hosts the database in the Server text
box and type the name of the database in the Database text box.

7. Click OK.

6. Under Credentials, choose one of the following:

Select Use Windows Integrated Security.
Select Specify credentials and click Set. Type a user name and password for an account that can
connect to the server and database in the User name and Password text boxes. Then type the same
password in the Confirm password text box, and click OK.

To create a database connection string, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:connectionStrings /+"[connectionString='string', name='string',
providerName='string']"

The variable connectionString='string'  is the connection string value, the variable name='string'  is the key to use
to access the connection string value, and the variable providerName='string'  is the name of the ADO.NET
provider to use to access the underlying data store. For example, to create a connection string for an application
that uses the Northwind database, type the following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:connectionStrings /+"[connectionString='Data
Source=localhost;Integrated Security=SSPI;Initial Catalog=Northwind;', name='Northwind',
providerName='System.Data.SqlClient ']"

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/configuring-step-3-configure-data-source-settings.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


3.2. ASP.NET Providers

To add a provider by using the UITo add a provider by using the UI

This section describes how to add a .NET provider to IIS using either the IIS Manager UI or the command line.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions about adding a .NET provider to IIS:

Select the IIS feature for the provider to provide: .NET Profiles, .NET Roles, or .NET Users.
Select the provider type.
Enter a name for the provider.

Provide the name of the connection string to the database.
Enter the name of the application.

If the feature selected is .NET Users, select any of the following provider behaviors that you want:

Enable password reset
Enable password retrieval
Requires question and answer
Requires unique email
Store password in secure format

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Providers.

4. In the Actions pane, click Add.
5. In the Add Provider dialog box, select a provider type from the Type drop-down list.
6. In the Name text box, type a name for the provider.

8. Under Data, type the name of the connection string that is used to connect to the database in the
ConnectionStringName text box. (Note: This is the same connection string that was configured under the
Connection Strings feature. For more information about how to configure connection strings, see
Configuring Connection Strings in IIS 7. If the WindowsTokenRoleProvider was selected in step #5 of this
procedure, a connection string name is optional.)

3. On the Providers page, under Feature, select one of the following features:

.NET Roles: to configure the provider to provide an interface between the ASP.NET role management
service (the "role manager") and role data sources.
.NET Users: to configure the provider to provide an interface between the ASP.NET membership
service and membership data sources.
.NET Profile: to configure the provider to provide an interface between the ASP.NET profile service and
profile data sources.

7. If the .NET Users feature was selected in step #3, in the Profile properties section, under Behavior, set
the value of one or more of the following behaviors to True to enable the behavior :

EnablePasswordReset: indicates whether passwords can be reset by using the provider ResetPassword
method. The default setting is False.
EnablePasswordRetrieval: indicates whether passwords can be retrieved by using the provider
GetPassword method. The default setting is False. > [!IMPORTANT] > Some providers, such as the
Active Directory provider, do not support the retrieval of passwords. For these providers, the value of the
enablePasswordRetrieval attribute is always False and cannot be changed in configuration.
RequiresQuestionAndAnswer: indicates whether a password answer is supplied when the program
calls the provider GetPassword and ResetPassword methods. The default setting is False.
RequiresUniqueEmail: indicates whether each registered user must have a unique e-mail address. The
default setting is False.
StorePasswordInSecureFormat: indicates whether passwords are hashed. The default setting is False.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc754382.aspx
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9. Optionally, in the Profile properties section, under General, type the virtual path of the application in the
ApplicationName text box. If you do not specify a value in the ApplicationName text box, the membership
API defaults to HttpContext.Current.Request.ApplicationPath. This path can be determined only at runtime.

10. Optionally, in the Profile properties section, under General, type a description of the provider in the
Description text box.

11. Click OK.

To add a .NET role provider, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:roleManager /+"providers.[name='string', type='string',
connectionStringName='string', applicationName='string']"

The variable name='string'  is the name of the provider. The variable type='string'  is the provider type. The
variable connectionStringName='string'  is the name of the connection string that is used to connect to the
database. The variable applicationName='string'  is optional and is the virtual path of the application. For example,
to configure an ASP.NET application to use the SqlRoleProvider  class to store and retrieve role information, type
the following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:roleManager /+"providers.[name='SqlProvider',
type='System.Web.Security.SqlRoleProvider', connectionStringName='SqlServices',
applicationName='SampleApplication']"

To add a .NET user provider, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:membership /+"providers.[name='string', type='string',
connectionStringName='string', applicationName='string', enablePasswordReset='true|false',
enablePasswordRetrieval='true|false', requiresQuestionAndAnswer='true|false', requiresUniqueEmail='true|false',
storePasswordInSecureFormat='true|false']"

This syntax consists of the following items:

The variable name='string'  is the name of the provider.
The variable type='string'  is the provider type.
The variable connectionStringName='string'  is the name of the connection string that is used to connect to the
database.
The variable applicationName='string'  is optional and is the virtual path of the application.
The variable enablePasswordReset=true  enables password reset by using the provider ResetPassword method.
The default setting is false .
The variable enablePasswordRetrieval=true  enables password retrieval by using the provider GetPassword
method. The default setting is false .
The variable requiresQuestionAndAnswer=true  requires that a password answer must be supplied when the
program calls the provider GetPassword and ResetPassword methods. The default setting is false .
The variable requiresUniqueEmail=true  requires that each registered user has a unique e-mail address. The
default setting is false .
The variable storePasswordInSecureFormat=true  requires that all passwords must be hashed. The default setting
is false .

For example, to configure an ASP.NET application to use the SqlMembershipProvider  class to store and retrieve
user information, type the following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:membership /+"providers.[name='SqlProvider',
type='System.Web.Security.SqlMembershipProvider', connectionStringName='SqlServices', applicationName='/',
enablePasswordRetrieval='False', enablePasswordReset='True', requiresQuestionAndAnswer='True']"

To add a .NET profile provider, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:profile /+"providers.[name='string', type='string',
connectionStringName='string', applicationName='string']"



3.3. .NET Profiles

To add a .NET profile property by using the UITo add a .NET profile property by using the UI

The variable name='string'  is the name of the provider. The variable type='string'  is the provider type. The
variable connectionStringName='string'  is the name of the connection string that is used to connect to the
database. The variable applicationName='string'  is optional and is the virtual path of the application. For example,
to configure an ASP.NET application to use the SqlProfileProvider  class to store and retrieve profile information,
type the following at the command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:profile /+"providers.[name='SqlProvider',
type='System.Web.Profile.SqlProfileProvider', connectionStringName='SqlServices',
applicationName='SampleApplication']"

 

This section describes how to add a profile property and a profile group.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions about profile properties and groups
to IIS:

For each profile property, provide the property name, data type (such as string or Boolean), a default value, a
serialization option (string, XML, binary, or provider specific), whether it is read-only, and whether it is available
for anonymous users.
For each profile group, provide the group name.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Profile.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add Property to add a .NET profile property or, to add a .NET profile property to a

group, select the group to which you want to add the .NET profile property, and then click Add Property To
Group.

4. In the Add .NET Profile Property dialog box, type a name for the .NET profile property in the Name text box.
5. Under Data Type, select one of the following data types:

System.Boolean: to configure the .NET profile property to have a value of either True or False.
System.Char: to configure the .NET profile property to contain Unicode Characters.
System.DateTime: To configure the .NET profile property to contain dates and times with values that
range from 12:00:00 midnight, January 1, 0001 Anno Domini (A.D.) or Common Era (C.E.) through
11:59:59 P.M., December 31, 9999 A.D. (C.E.)
System.Decimal: to configure .NET profile property to contain decimal numbers that range from
positive 79,228,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335 to negative 79,228,162,514,264,337,593,543,950,335.
The Decimal value type is appropriate for financial calculations that require many significant integral
and fractional digits and no round-off errors.
System.Double: To configure the .NET profile property to contain a double-precision 64-bit number
with values that range from negative 1.79769313486232e308 to positive 1.79769313486232e308, as
well as positive or negative zero, PositiveInfinity, NegativeInfinity, and Not-a-Number (NaN). For
more information about the Double value type, see Double Structure.
System.Int32: to configure the .NET profile property to contain a signed integer with a value that
ranges from negative 2,147,483,648 through positive 2,147,483,647.
System.Int64: to configure the .NET profile property to contain an integer with a value that ranges from
negative 9,223,372,036,854,775,808 through positive 9,223,372,036,854,775,807.
System.Single: To configure the .NET profile property to contain a single-precision 32-bit number with
values that range from negative 3.402823e38 to positive 3.402823e38, as well as positive or negative
zero, PositiveInfinity, NegativeInfinity, and Not-a-Number (NaN). For more information about the
Single value type, see Single Structure.
System.String: To configure the .NET profile property to be a sequential collection of Char structures

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=118777
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=118779
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6. In the Default value text box, type a value that the property will be initialized with.

8. Check the Read only box to configure the .NET profile property so that it cannot be modified.
9. Check the Available for anonymous users box to make the .NET profile property available for

unauthenticated users.
10. Click OK.

that represents a string of text. This setting is the default.

7. Under Serialization option, select one of the following serialization formatters:

String: Select this option when the settings property is serialized as plaintext. This setting is the default.
XML: Select this option to serialize only public properties and fields. XML serialization does not
preserve type fidelity. This option is useful when you want to provide or consume data without
restricting the application that uses the data. Because XML is an open standard, it is an attractive choice
for sharing data on the Web.
Binary: Select this option to preserve type fidelity. Binary serialization is useful for preserving the state
of an object between different invocations of an application. For example, you can share an object
between different applications by serializing it to the Clipboard. You can serialize an object to a stream,
to a disk, to memory, over the network, and so on.
Provider Specific: Select this option when the settings provider has implicit knowledge of the property
or its type and can pick an appropriate serialization mechanism. This option is often used for custom
serialization.

To add a .NET Profile property, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:profile /+"properties.[name='string', type='string',
defaultValue='string', serializeAs='String|Xml|Binary|ProviderSpecific', readOnly='true|false',
allowAnonymous='true|false']"

The variable name='string'  is the name of the profile property. The variable type='string'  is the data type. The
variable defaultValue='string'  is the value with which the profile property is initialized. The variable 
serializeAs='String|Xml|Binary|ProviderSpecific'  sets the serialization formatter. The variable readOnly=true

configures the .NET profile property so that it cannot be modified. The default value is false . The variable 
allowAnonymous=true  makes the .NET profile property available for unauthenticated users. The default value is 
false . For example, to specify a profile property that holds a recent search list collection, type the following at the

command prompt, and then press Enter:

appcmd set config /commit:MACHINE /section:profile /+"properties. [name='RecentSearchList',
type='System.Collections.Specialized.StringCollection', serializeAs='Xml', allowAnonymous='true']"

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Profile.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add Group.
4. In the Add Group dialog box, type a name for the .NET profile group in the Name text box, and then click OK.

 

This section describes how to add a .NET role by using the IIS Manager UI.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Roles.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add.
4. In the Add .NET Role dialog box, type the name of the role in the Name text box, and then click OK.



3.5. .NET Users
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This section describes how to configure .NET users by using the IIS Manager UI.

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made the following design decisions for each user you want to add to IIS:

User Name
E-mail
Password
Question
Answer
Role or roles

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Users.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add.

5. Click Next to select roles for this user. If you have not enabled .NET Roles, click Finish.
6. In the .NET User Roles dialog box, optionally select available roles from the Roles box, and then click Finish.

4. In the .NET User Account Details dialog box, enter the following information:

User Name (must be unique).
E-mail (must use standard format: name@domain.com).
Password (must be a strong password).
Confirm Password (must match the password).
Question (enter a custom question or select from the list).
Answer to the question.
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4.1. Isolate Web Applications

To create an application poolTo create an application pool

To move an application to another application poolTo move an application to another application pool

To add an application pool identity to a folder or file ACLTo add an application pool identity to a folder or file ACL

4.2. .NET Trust Levels

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of building your ASP.NET website, you configure the security settings that are available in IIS. The
following sections discuss common security settings for ASP.NET applications:

 

Implement the following recommendations to isolate websites and web applications on your server.

Use one application pool per website or web application.
Limit access to site folders and files to the application pool identity.
Set up a separate ASP.NET temp folder per site and only give access to the application pool identity.
Make sure to set an ACL (access control list) on each site root to allow only access to the application pool
identity.

If you have more than one application per application pool, consider creating enough application pools and
moving some of the applications to the new pools.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, click Application Pools.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add Application Pool.
4. In the Name box, type a unique name for the application pool.
5. Select the .NET Framework version and Managed pipeline mode.
6. Click OK.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections page, select the website or web application you want to move.
3. In the Actions pane, click Basic Settings.
4. On the Edit Site dialog, click Select to open the Select Application Pool dialog, and then select the

application pool from the Application pool menu.
5. Click OK to close the Select Application Pool dialog, and click OK to close the Edit Site menu.

1. Open Windows Explorer and navigate to the folder or file.
2. Right click the folder or file, and then click Properties.
3. Select the Security tab, and then click Edit.
4. Click Add, click Locations, and select your server as the location to search.
5. In the Enter the object names to select box, type IIS APPPOOL\applicationPoolName, where

applicationPoolName is the application pool identity.
6. Click OK, click OK, and click OK again to close the dialogs.

 

This section describes how to set application trust level by using either IIS Manager UI or the command line.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-an-aspnet-website-on-iis/configuring-step-4-configure-application-security.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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4.3. .NET Authentication

ASP.NET Forms AuthenticationASP.NET Forms Authentication

To configure forms authentication by using the UITo configure forms authentication by using the UI

To configure forms authentication by using the command lineTo configure forms authentication by using the command line

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click .NET Trust Levels.
3. On the .NET Trust Levels page, select a trust level from the Trust level drop-down list, and then click Apply

in the Actions pane.

To set a trust level, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:trust /level:Full|High|Medium|Low|Minimal

The level attribute uses one of five values that correspond to preconfigured CAS policy files. For example, to set a
trust level of Full , type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:trust /level:Full

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the trust element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT  in the
command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

 

In Plan an ASP.NET Website on IIS, you made design decisions about what authentication mode was right for
your application.

 

This section describes how to configure ASP.NET forms authentication by using either the IIS Manager UI or the
command line.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Authentication.
3. On the Authentication page, select Forms Authentication.
4. In the Actions pane, click Enable to use Forms authentication with the default settings.
5. In the Actions pane, click Edit.
6. In the Edit Forms Authentication Settings dialog box, in the Login URL text box, type the name of the page

where clients log in.
7. In the Authentication cookie time-out (in minutes) text box, type the number of minutes you want to use

for the time-out value.
8. From the Mode list, select the cookie mode you want to use.
9. In the Name text box, type the name of the cookie.

10. From the Protection mode list, select the protection mode you want to use.
11. Select the Requires SSL check box.
12. Select the Extend cookie expiration on every request check box, and then click OK.

To enable forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /mode:None|Windows|Passport|Forms

By default, IIS 8 sets the mode  attribute to Windows , which disables Forms authentication. If you set the attribute
to Forms , you enable Forms authentication. For example, to enable Forms authentication, type the following at the
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command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /mode:Forms

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the authentication element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT  in
the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

To specify the login URL for Forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.loginURL:string

The variable forms.loginURL:string  is the name of the page where clients login. The default value is Login.aspx.
For example, to specify the login URL for Forms authentication, type the following at the command prompt, and
then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.loginURL:login.aspx

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the authentication element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT  in
the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

To specify the authentication time-out for Forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.timeout:TimeSpan

The variable forms.timeout:TimeSpan  is the time in minutes when the cookie used for authentication expires. The
default value is 30 minutes. For example, to specify the authentication time-out for Forms authentication, type the
following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.timeout:30

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the authentication element at the global level in IIS 8, you must specify 
/commit:WEBROOT  in the command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of

ApplicationHost.config.

To configure the cookie name for Forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.name:string

The variable forms.name:string  is the name of the cookie used for Forms authentication. The default value is
.ASPXAUTH. For example, to configure the cookie name for Forms authentication, type the following at the
command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.name:.ASPXUTH

To configure the cookie mode for Forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication
/forms.cookieless:UseUri|UseCookies|AutoDetect|UseDeviceProfile

The default value for forms.cookieless  is UseDeviceProfile . For example, to configure the cookie mode for Forms
authentication to use the setting Use Device Profile, type the following at the command prompt, and then press
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ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.cookieless:UseDeviceProfile

To configure the cookie protection mode for Forms authentication, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication
/forms.protection:All|None|Encryption|Validation

The default value for forms.protection  is All . For example, to configure the cookie protection mode for Forms
authentication to use the setting Encryption and Validation, type the following at the command prompt, and then
press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.protection:All

To require SSL for an authentication cookie, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.requireSSL:true|false

The default value for forms.requireSSL  is false . If you set this attribute to true , you require SSL. For example,
to require SSL for an authentication cookie, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.requireSSL:true

To cache frequently requested content, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.slidingExpiration:true|false

The default value for forms.slidingExpiration  is true . For example, to cache frequently requested content, type
the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:system.web/authentication /forms.slidingExpiration:true

 

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Authentication.
3. On the Authentication page, select ASP.NET Impersonation.
4. In the Actions pane, click Enable to use ASP.NET Impersonation authentication with the default settings.
5. Optionally, in the Actions pane, click Edit to set the security principal.
6. In the Edit ASP.NET Impersonation Settings dialog box, select either Specific user or Authenticated user.

Whichever you decide, IIS uses this identity for the security context of the ASP.NET application. By default, IIS
8 is set to impersonate the authenticated user.

7. Click OK to finish or proceed to the next optional steps to change the identity to impersonate.
8. Optionally, click Set to change the Specific user identity.
9. In the Set Credentials dialog box, enter the name of an existing user account in User name, the password

associated with that user account in Password, and then the exact same value in Confirm password for a new
account IIS should use for anonymous access.

10. Click OK to close the Set Credentials dialog box.
11. Click OK to close the Edit ASP.NET Impersonation Settings dialog box.

To enable or disable ASP.NET Impersonation, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:identity /impersonate:true|false

By default, IIS sets the impersonate  attribute to false , which disables ASP.NET Impersonation authentication. If
you set the attribute to true , you enable ASP.NET Impersonation authentication. For example, to enable
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4.4. Machine Key Settings

To generate machine keys by using the UITo generate machine keys by using the UI

4.5. TLS/SSL Communication

SSL BindingSSL Binding

To add an SSL binding to a site by using the UITo add an SSL binding to a site by using the UI

ASP.NET Impersonation authentication, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:identity /impersonate:true

Optionally, you can set the account for IIS to impersonate, using the following syntax:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:identity /userName:string /password:string

The variable userName:string  is the account IIS uses to impersonate and the variable password:string  is the
password. For example, to use an account named Moe for IIS to impersonate, type the following at the command
prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config /commit:WEBROOT /section:identity /userName: Moe /password:pass@word1

When you use Appcmd.exe to configure the identity element at the global level in IIS 8, specify /commit:WEBROOT  in the
command so that configuration changes are made to the root Web.config file instead of ApplicationHost.config.

 

This section describes how to generate machine keys for your ASP.NET application by using the IIS Manager UI.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage.
2. In Features View, double-click Machine Key.
3. On the Machine Key page, select a validation method from the Validation method list. The default validation

method is SHA1.
4. Choose an encryption method from the Encryption method list. The default encryption method is Auto.
5. Optionally, configure settings for validation and decryption keys.
6. In the Actions pane, click Generate Keys, and then click Apply.

 

This section describes how to configure TLS/SSL security for your application.

After obtaining a server certificate from a certification authority (CA), work through the procedures in the
following sections:

1. SSL Binding
2. Require SSL for Your Site
3. Client Certificates

 

This section describes how to add an SSL binding to your site by using either the IIS Manager UI or the command
line.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, expand the Sites node in the tree, and then click to select the site for which you want

to add a binding.
3. In the Actions pane, click Bindings.
4. In the Site Bindings dialog box, click Add.
5. In the Add Site Binding dialog box, in the Type list, select https.



To add an SSL binding to a site by using the command lineTo add an SSL binding to a site by using the command line

Require SSL for Your SiteRequire SSL for Your Site

To require SSL using the UITo require SSL using the UI

To require SSL using the command lineTo require SSL using the command line

Client CertificatesClient Certificates
To specify client certificates by using the UITo specify client certificates by using the UI

6. From the IP address list, select All Unassigned (unless there is a specific IP address you want to use).
7. In the Port box, type the number of the port (the default is 443).
8. In the Host name box, type the name of the host computer.
9. If you want multiple secure websites to be served using the same IP address, select the Require Server Name

Indication check box.
10. From the SSL certificate list, select the certificate for your website. If your certificate doesn't appear in the list,

click Select and search for the certificate using the Select Certificate dialog box.
11. Click OK.

To add a binding to a site, use the following syntax:

appcmd set site /site.name:string /+bindings.[protocol='string', bindingInformation='string']

The variable site.name:string  is name of the site to which you want to add a binding. The variable 
protocol='string'  is the protocol that you want to use, and the variable bindingInformation='string'  is the

combination of IP address, port, and host header.

For example, to configure a site named contoso to have an HTTPS binding for all IP addresses, on port 443,
without a host header, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set site /site.name:contoso /+bindings.[protocol='https', bindingInformation='*:443:']

 

This section describes how to require SSL for your website by using the IIS Manager UI or the command line.

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage. Make sure that you are at the site,
application, or directory level; SSL Settings are not available at the server level. > [!NOTE] > If you want to
configure SSL at the file level, navigate to the file in Content View and then click Switch to Features View in
the Actions pane.

2. In Features View, double-click SSL Settings.
3. On the SSL Settings page, select Require SSL.
4. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

To require SSL, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config "site|URL" /section:access /sslFlags:Ssl /commit:APPHOST

The variable site|URL  is the site, application, virtual directory, or file where you want IIS 8 to require SSL. For
example, to require SSL for the Default Web Site, type the following at the command prompt, and then press
ENTER:

appcmd set config "Default Web Site" /section:access /sslFlags:Ssl /commit:APPHOST

To require SSL for the file iisstart.htm on the Default Web Site, type the following at the command prompt, and
then press ENTER:

appcmd set config "http://localhost/iisstart.htm" /section:access /sslFlags:Ssl /commit:APPHOST

 

1. Open IIS Manager and navigate to the level you want to manage. Make sure that you are at the site,
application, or directory level; SSL Settings are not available at the server level. > [!NOTE] > If you want to
configure SSL at the file level, navigate to the file in Content View and then click Switch to Features View in
the Actions pane.



To specify client certificates by using the command lineTo specify client certificates by using the command line

2. In Features View, double-click SSL Settings.
3. On the SSL Settings page, optionally select Require SSL. You do not need SSL to Ignore or Accept client

certificates.

5. In the Actions pane, click Apply.

4. On the SSL Settings page, in the Client certificates area, use one of the following procedures:

Select Ignore if you do not want to accept a client certificate even if a client presents one.
Select Accept to accept client certificates.
Select Require to require client certificates. To use Require Client Certificates, you must enable
Require SSL.

To specify whether to use client certificates, use the following syntax:

appcmd set config "site|URL" /section:access /sslFlags:Ssl|SslNegotiateCert|SslRequireCert /commit:APPHOST

The variable site|URL  is the site, application, virtual directory, or file where you want IIS to enable client
certificates. For example, to accept client certificates for the Default Web Site, type the following at the command
prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config "Default Web Site" /section:access /sslFlags:SslNegotiateCert /commit:APPHOST

To accept client certificates for the file iisstart.htm on the Default Web Site, type the following at the command
prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config "http://localhost/iisstart.htm" /section:access /sslFlags:SslNegotiateCert /commit:APPHOST

You can specify one or more of the values for the sslFlags attribute. If you want more than one value, separate
each value with a comma (,). For example, to specify a requirement for both SSL and client certificates on the
Default Web Site, type the following at the command prompt, and then press ENTER:

appcmd set config "Default Web Site" /section:access /sslFlags:Ssl,SslRequireCert /commit:APPHOST
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Scenario Description

In This Scenario

Practical Applications

Software Requirements
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CONTENT TYPE REFERENCES

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document contains an overview of the Build a PHP website on IIS scenario. It also contains links to
additional information and community resources related to the scenario.

This scenario shows how to plan and configure a PHP website on an IIS 8 webserver. It is divided into two
phases: a plan and design phase, and an install and configure phase. In the plan and design phase, you are
provided the information needed to make informed decisions about web server installation, PHP settings, and
basic application security. In the install and configure phase, you are guided through the procedures required to
install IIS, add a PHP application, and configure IIS and PHP.

This scenario does not cover how to write a PHP application.

Plan a PHP Website on IIS

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and PHP Installation
Step 2: Plan PHP Settings
Step 3: Plan PHP Application Security

Configure a PHP Website on IIS

Step 1: Install IIS and PHP
Step 2: Configure PHP Settings
Step 3: Configure PHP Application Security

 

Whether you are an IT professional, a web developer, or you just want to set up your own webserver, this
scenario can help you install IIS and configure it to serve your PHP web application.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

The following table contains links to resources related to this scenario.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/overview-build-a-php-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Deployment Deployment to a Hosting Provider

Operations IIS.NET

Tools and Settings Microsoft.IIs.PowerShell.Provider namespace

Community Resources IIS Blogs

Related Technologies ASP.NET
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https://www.asp.net/web-forms/tutorials/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider-introduction-1-of-12
https://www.iis.net/
https://blogs.iis.net/
https://www.asp.net/
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Overview

Software Requirements

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

To develop a plan for installing an IIS web server and configuring it for PHP web applications, follow the steps
listed.

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and PHP Installation
Step 2: Plan PHP Settings
Step 3: Plan PHP Application Security

After you have reviewed these planning steps, see Configure a PHP Website on IIS. For more information, see
Build a PHP Website on IIS.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/plan-a-php-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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1.1. Plan to Install IIS

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1.2. Plan to Download and Install PHP

1.3. Plan to Add a PHP Application

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The first step in planning to build a PHP website on IIS 8 is to determine how to install IIS along with the CGI
module, where to download and install the appropriate PHP version, and how to add your application files to IIS.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 2: Plan PHP Settings.

 

To support PHP applications on an IIS web server, install the default configuration of IIS and the CGI module. The
CGI module contains both CGI (Common Gateway Interface protocol) and FastCGI. FastCGI is a high-
performance extension to CGI and is recommended for PHP applications. Once your machine has this IIS
configuration installed, you can download and install PHP.

To install IIS 8 on either Windows Server® 2012 or Windows® 8, you must sign on as a member of the Administrators
group.

 

The simplest way to install PHP is to use Web Platform Installer (Web PI). Web PI installs the latest version of
PHP along with any dependencies that version requires. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn More and
Install the Web PI.

To add PHP support manually to your IIS web server, download and install the PHP runtime version that you
require. You can download Windows versions of PHP from the PHP for Windows site.

There are two builds for each PHP version: one is thread-safe, and the other is non-thread-safe. The thread-safe
version is designed for environments where the web server keeps the PHP engine in memory, running multiple
treads of execution simultaneously. The architecture of IIS and the FastCGI extension provide an isolation model
that keeps requests separate, removing the need for a thread-safe version of PHP. The non-thread-safe version of
PHP gives better performance on IIS with FastCGI install than does the tread-safe version.

PHP offers several extensions that extend its base functionality. One extension is important for PHP web
applications that run on IIS-the Windows Cache Extension for PHP (WinCache). WinCache is a PHP accelerator
that is used to increase the speed of PHP applications that run on Windows and Windows Server. Once the
WinCache is enabled and loaded by the PHP engine, PHP applications can take advantage of the functionality
without any code modifications.

You can download WinCache extension from the PHP for Windows site.

 

An application is a grouping of content at the root level of a website or a grouping of content in a separate folder
under the website root directory. When you add an application in IIS 8, you designate a directory as the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/planning-step-1-plan-iis-web-server-and-php-installation.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510
http://windows.php.net/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/wincache/
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application root, or starting point, for the application. Then specify properties specific to that particular
application, such as the application pool that the application runs in.

To configure your PHP application on an IIS website, provide the following information:

Alias: The alias is used as part of the application root URL and should be short and descriptive. For example,
the alias marketing added to the default website on the local host computer, would produce the following URL: 
//localhost/marketing .

Application pool: An application pool enables an application or a group of applications to run in isolation
from one or more applications in another application pool.
Physical path: The local path to the application files on the server.

Plan a PHP Website on IIS
Step 1: Install IIS and PHP
Step 2: Plan PHP Settings
Step 3: Plan PHP Application Security
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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2.1. Plan WinCache Configuration

2.2. Plan Other PHP Settings

Required SettingsRequired Settings

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of building your PHP website, plan to set up the WinCache PHP extension, determine what
configuration settings you require for PHP, and what PHP extensions your application requires.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 3: Plan PHP
Application Security.

  

WinCache is a PHP extension that accelerates PHP applications, which run on Windows and Windows Server. For
the most installations, the WinCache extension must be added to the php.ini file and no other configuration is
required. However, if you want more control, WinCache offers many configuration settings. You can see a full list
of setting in the WinCache Runtime Configuration page.

  

Configuration and environmental settings for PHP are contained within the Php.ini, which is located in the PHP
folder that you create during installation, for example C:\PHP . The following sections contain a number of
settings for the Php.ini file that help PHP work better with Windows.

extension_dir = <PATH TO EXTENSIONS>: The extension_dir points to the directory where the PHP
extensions are stored. The path can be fully qualified (for example, C:\PHP\ext ) or relative (for example, .\ext).
Extensions that are specified lower in the Php.ini file are located in the extension_dir. If the extensions specified
are not in the extension_dir, then PHP displays a warning message at the start of script execution, and the
application may show errors because of the missing functionality.
extension = xxxxxx.dll: For each extension enabled, a corresponding extension= directive that tells PHP
which extensions in the extension_dir to load at startup time is necessary.
log_errors = On: PHP errors can also go through the PHP error logging facility. This can be used to send
errors to a file or to a service (for example, syslog) and works with the error_log directive described below.
When running under IIS, log_errors must be enabled with a valid error_log. Otherwise, FastCGI considers any
startup
error_log = <path_to_error_log_file>: The error_log must specify the fully qualified, or relative, path to the
file where the PHP error log is stored. This file must be writable for the IIS service. The most common places
for this file are in various temporary directories (for example, C:\inetpub\temp\php-errors.log ). That puts the
log in a place that IIS can use and keeps the log close to where PHP applications are running.
cgi.force_redirect = 0: This directive is required for running under IIS. It is a directory security facility that is
required by many other web servers. However, enabling it under IIS causes the PHP engine to fail on
Windows.
cgi.fix_pathinfo = 1: This setting lets PHP access real path information per the CGI specification. The IIS
FastCGI implementation needs this extension set.
fastcgi.impersonate = 1: FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate security tokens of the calling
client. This setting allows IIS to define the security context that the request runs under.
fastcgi.logging = 0: FastCGI logging should be disabled when you use PHP with IIS. If it is left enabled, then
any messages of any class are treated by FastCGI as error conditions, which causes IIS to generate an HTTP

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/planning-step-2-plan-php-settings.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
http://us2.php.net/manual/en/wincache.configuration.php
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2.3. Plan PHP Extensions

See Also

500 exception.

max_execution_time = ##: This directive sets the maximum amount of time that can be taken executing any
given script. The default is 30 seconds. Some applications need more time to process batch operations (for
example, Gallery2 loading multiple images from a remote location). However, setting the execution time
higher than 300 seconds is not advised because there are often other parts of the connection that cannot
support such a long execution time.
memory_limit = ###M: The amount of memory available for the PHP process (in MB). The default is 128
MB, which is sufficient for most PHP applications.
display_errors = Off: This directive determines whether to include any error messages in the stream that it
returns to the web server. If turned on, PHP sends the classes of errors that are defined with the
error_reporting directive back to IIS as part of the error stream. Many of the open-source applications bypass
error reporting by executing commands prefaced with @. This setting allows the applications to control error
handling.
Mail functions: PHP is configured by default to send outbound mail through an SMTP server that is located
on the same system as the web server. Most Windows installations usually have the web and mail servers on
separate systems.

  

It is important to determine which extensions are required by the applications you intend to run, and then to limit
the installed extensions to those extensions only. For example, a typical open-source PHP application might
require the following types of extensions:

Database Extensions: Open-source applications that use MySQL for a database engine use either the
php_mysql or the php_mysqli extension. For new development work, either of these extensions work well.
Consider using the PDO versions of the MySQL driver. PDO is a PHP extension that provides a data-access
abstraction layer that can be used with various databases. Microsoft provides PHP drivers for SQL server that
you can download. To learn more about PHP drivers for SQL Server, see Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL
Server.
Image Handling Extensions: Open-source applications that enable work with images use the GD2 extension
- php_gd2, which has several application programming interfaces (APIs) for basic image manipulation. Some
applications use the ImageMagick application and libraries. There is also a php_exif library for working with
the extended information that modern digital cameras store within the images.
Internationalization and Localization Extensions: The two most commonly used extensions for i18n and
l10n are php_mbstring (Multi-Byte String) and php_gettext (Native Language Support). Many of the open-
source applications use one or both of these extensions.
Web Services Extensions: Choose the web services extensions based on the services desired. For PHP, the
SOAP extension is widely used. The XML-RPC extension is often used with SOAP and other services.

To view the entire list of PHP extensions available for applications that run on Windows platforms, see the
complete list of Windows extensions for PHP.

Plan a PHP Website on IIS
Step 2: Configure PHP Settings
Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and PHP Installation
Step 3: Plan PHP Application Security
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview

http://sqlsrvphp.codeplex.com/
http://www.imagemagick.org/script/index.php
http://downloads.php.net/pierre/
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3.1. PHP Configuration Settings for Security

Disable File Handling for Remote URLsDisable File Handling for Remote URLs

Disable Register_GlobalsDisable Register_Globals

Restrict File System Read/WriteRestrict File System Read/Write

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of Building a PHP website on IIS, consider what PHP configuration settings, web server settings,
and PHP application settings you need to strengthen security.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 1: Install IIS and PHP.

  

The dynamic capabilities of PHP also make it a potential security risk because data is actively fetched, received,
and processed from anywhere on the Internet. Attackers may attempt to send in malicious data and scripts and
trick your server into fetching malicious scripts and running them. Attackers may also attempt to read and write
files on your server to take control of the web site and use it for their own purposes.

You can configure PHP settings to tighten the security of a PHP installation and help protect the website from
malicious attacks. The Php.ini file specifies the configuration settings PHP uses when it is running on your
website. The Php.ini file determines what PHP scripts are allowed to do and prohibited from doing.

This section describes the configuration settings that help to protect your PHP applications.

allow_url_fopen = Off

allow_url_include = Off

This setting is very important because it prevents URLs from being used in statements such as include(). Setting
allow_url_fopen to "Off" means that only files that reside within your website can be included. You can't include
a file from a different server, but neither can other people through Remote File Inclusion (RFI) attacks. In an RFI
attack, someone embeds a URL in an HTTP request hoping that your script is tricked into running theirs. A
command such as include("http://website.com/page.php") , for example, is not allowed to execute.

Include a file from your own site by specifying its path and filename. For example, if you have a URL include line,
convert it to: include($_SERVER['DOCUMENT_ROOT'] . '/page.php');

The code segment $_SERVER['DOCUMENT_ROOT']  is a superglobal variable set to the root folder of your site. (Note
that there is no trailing "/"; you must provide a leading "/" in '/page.php'.)

If you want to include static content from another one of your websites, such as 
include('http://myothersite.com/includes/footer.php') , make a copy of that content in the current site and then

include it locally.

register_globals = Off

This setting makes it difficult for an attacker to inject code into your script. For example, in 
URL http://site.com/index.php?variable=value , the variable passes into your script with its value set to value

when register_globals is On. When register_globals is Off, however, variables do not automatically pass into
your script's variable list.

open_basedir = "c:\inetpub\"

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/planning-step-3-plan-php-application-security.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Disable Safe ModeDisable Safe Mode

Limit Script Execution TimeLimit Script Execution Time

Limit Memory Usage and File SizeLimit Memory Usage and File Size

Configure Error LoggingConfigure Error Logging

Enable FastCGI ImpersonationEnable FastCGI Impersonation

Disable FastCGI LoggingDisable FastCGI Logging

Hide PHP PresenceHide PHP Presence

3.2. Web Server and PHP Application Security
Isolate Web ApplicationsIsolate Web Applications

This setting restricts PHP scripts from accessing files outside the specified base directory.

safe_mode = Off

safe_mode_gid = Off

This setting restricts the permissions with which PHP scripts run. Some third-party scripts do not run properly
when safe_mode is set to "On." Note that beginning with PHP 6 safe_mode does not exist.

max_execution_time = 30

max_input_time = 60

These settings control the number of seconds a script is allowed to run and parse user input. These settings help
prevent poorly written scripts from typing up the server.

memory_limit = 16M

upload_max_filesize = 2M

post_max_size = 8M

max_input_nesting_levels = 64

These settings help manage memory and input/output efficiently. In addition, they prevent poorly written scripts
from hogging memory and handling huge files.

display_errors = Off

display_startup_errors = Off  log_errors = On

error_log = "C:\path\of\your\choice"

These settings specify that all errors and warnings get logged to your error log text file and specify that none of
the errors or warnings get displayed on any web page that is sent out from your server. Errors should not be
displayed publicly because they can help someone figure out how to attack your server. Always check your error
log when you are testing new code.

fastcgi.impersonate = 1

This setting enables IIS to impersonate the security tokens of calling client and define the security context that is
used to run the request.

fastcgi.logging = 0

The FastCGI module will fail the request when PHP sends any data on stderr by using FastCGI protocol.
Disabling FastCGI logging will prevent PHP from sending error information over stderr, and generating 500
response codes for the client.

expose_php = Off

With this setting, the headers that accompany outgoing pages do not reveal that PHP is running or its version.

  



Enable Per-site PHP ConfigurationEnable Per-site PHP Configuration

Use Request FilteringUse Request Filtering

See Also

One of the most effective ways to improve security for your web application is to isolate it from other applications
on your web server. An application pool has its own worker process, which processes requests and runs
application code. The worker process has a security identifier (S ID). And each application pool has a unique
application-pool identity. By default, when you create a web application, a new application pool is also created
with the same name as the application. If you keep web applications in separate application pools, you can isolate
them from one another.

Web application isolation entails the following:

Site isolation: Separate different applications into different sites with different application pools.
Least privilege: Run your worker process as a low privileged identity (virtual application pool identity) that is
unique per site.
Temp isolation: Set up a separate PHP temp folder per site and only give access to appropriate process
identity.
Content isolation: Make sure to set an ACL (access control list) on each site root to allow only access to the
appropriate process identity

Tip: It is a good idea to host your website and web application content on a drive other than your system drive
(C:).

The FastCGI handler makes it possible to use a different Php.ini file for every application mapping. You can
customize your PHP configuration around the specific requirements of your users or your PHP applications,
letting you tighten configuration.

The request filtering module inspects known malicious patterns in the requests and prevents such requests from
being serviced if the module determines that the requests may be harmful. For example, this module lets you
filter requests that are double escaped, filter requests that use certain HTTP verbs, or block requests to specific
folders. You can enforce tighter security policies on your web servers with the request filtering module. For more
information about request filtering, see Configure Request Filtering in IIS.

Plan a PHP Website on IIS
Step 1: Install IIS and PHP
Step 1: Plan IIS Web Server and PHP Installation
Step 2: Plan PHP Settings
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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Overview

Software Requirements

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

To install an IIS web server and configure it for PHP web applications, follow the steps listed.

Step 1: Install IIS and PHP
Step 2: Configure PHP Settings
Step 3: Configure PHP Application Security

For planning information to review before deployment, see Plan a PHP Website on IIS. For more information, see
Build a PHP Website on IIS.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have access to a computer running one of the following operating
systems:

Windows Server® 2012
Windows® 8

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/configure-a-php-website-on-iis.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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1.1. Install IIS

To install I IS on Windows Server 2012To install I IS on Windows Server 2012

To install I IS on Windows 8To install I IS on Windows 8

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this step of building a PHP website, you install IIS and FastCGI, download and install PHP and the WinCache
extension, and upload your PHP application.

When you are done, make sure that IIS and the PHP are installed, and your PHP application has been added to
your website. Then go on to Step 2: Configure PHP Settings.

 

You can use the Web Platform Installer (Web PI) to install IIS, and applications that run on IIS. Web PI installs the
latest versions of available Web Platform offerings with just a few simple clicks. Using Web PI, you can download
and install any new tools or updates, including PHP. To learn more about the Web PI, see Learn more and install
the Web PI.

If you do not use Web PI to install IIS, you can install IIS manually. To install IIS manually, use the following steps:

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select Installation Type page, select Role-based or Feature-based Installation and click Next
5. On the Select Destination Server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server,

and click Next.
6. On the Select Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and then click Next.
7. On the Select Features page, note the preselected features that are installed by default, and then select CGI.

This selection also installs FastCGI, which is recommended for PHP applications.
8. Click Next.
9. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.

10. On the Select Role Services page, note the preselected role services that are installed by default, and then
click Next. > [!NOTE] > You only have to install the IIS 8 default role services for a static-content web server.

11. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.
12. On the Installation Progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.
13. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You should see the default IIS Welcome page.

1. On the Start page, type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the search results.
2. In Control Panel, click Programs, and then click Turn Windows features on or off.
3. In the Windows Features dialog box, click Internet Information Services, note the preselected features

that are installed by default, and then select CGI. This selection also installs FastCGI, which is recommended
for PHP applications.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/configuring-step-1-install-iis-and-php.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=145510


1.2. Install PHP by using Web PI

To install PHP by using Web PITo install PHP by using Web PI

1.3. Download and Install PHP Manually

To download and install PHP and WinCacheTo download and install PHP and WinCache

4. Click OK.
5. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You see the default IIS Welcome page.

  

The preferred method to install PHP on a Windows or Windows Server computer is to use Web Platform
Installer (Web PI).

1. Open a browser to the following website: Microsoft Web Platform Installer 3.0.
2. Click Download It Now, and then click Run.
3. At the top of the Web Platform Installer window, click Products.
4. Click Frameworks, and then select the current version of PHP.
5. Click Install. The Web Platform Installation page displays the version of PHP and its dependencies that will

be installed.
6. Click I Accept. Web PI installs the PHP packages.
7. Click Finish.

 

If you decide to download PHP and install it manually, the procedures in this section guide you the following
tasks:

Download PHP and the WinCache extension.
Install PHP and WinCache.
Add the PHP installation folder to the Path environment variable.
Set up a handler mapping for PHP.
Add default document entries for PHP.
Test your PHP installation.

To keep this procedure simple, install the WinCache extension but do not configure it. You will configure and test
WinCache in Step 2: Configure PHP Settings.

1. Open your browser to Windows for PHP Download Page and download the PHP non-thread-safe zip
package.

2. Download the WinCache extension from the List of Windows Extensions for PHP.
3. Extract all files in the PHP .zip package to a folder of your choice, for example C:\PHP\ .
4. Extract the WinCache .zip package to the PHP extensions folder (\ext), for example C:\PHP\ext . The WinCache

.zip package contains one file (Php_wincache.dll).
5. Open Control Panel, click System and Security, click System, and then click Advanced system settings.
6. In the System Properties window, select the Advanced tab, and then click Environment Variables.
7. Under System variables, select Path, and then click Edit.
8. Add the path to your PHP installation folder to the end of the Variable value, for example ;C:\PHP . Click OK.
9. Open IIS Manager, select the hostname of your computer in the Connections panel, and then double-click

Handler Mappings.
10. In the Action panel, click Add Module Mapping.
11. In Request path, type *.php.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
http://windows.php.net/download/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/wincache/


To test your PHP installationTo test your PHP installation

1.4. Add Your PHP Application

To add a PHP web applicationTo add a PHP web application

12. From the Module menu, select FastCgiModule.
13. In the Executable box, type the full path to Php-cgi.exe, for example C:\PHP\Php-cgi.exe .
14. In Name, type a name for the module mapping, for example FastCGI.
15. Click OK.
16. Select the hostname of your computer in the Connections panel, and double-click Default Document.
17. In the Action panel, click Add. Type Index.php in the Name box, and then click OK.
18. Click Add again. Type Default.php in the Name box, and then click OK.

1. Open a text editor, for example Notepad, as Administrator.
2. In a new file, type the following text: <?php phpinfo(); ?>

3. Save the file as C:\inetpub\wwwroot\Phpinfo.php .
4. Open a browser and enter the following URL:

http://localhost/phpinfo.php

A nicely formatted webpage is displayed showing the current PHP settings.

 

Once you have IIS and PHP installed, you can add a PHP application to your web server. This section describes
how to set up your PHP application on an IIS web server with PHP installed. It does not explain how to develop a
PHP application.

2. In the Connections pane, right-click the Sites node in the tree, and then click Add Website.
3. In the Add Website dialog box, type a friendly name for your website in the Site name box.
4. If you want to select a different application pool than the one listed in the Application Pool box, click Select.

In the Select Application Pool dialog box, select an application pool from the Application Pool list and
then click OK.

5. In the Physical path box, type the physical path of the website's folder, or click the browse button (...) to
navigate the file system to find the folder.

6. If the physical path that you entered in step 5 is to a remote share, click Connect as to specify credentials that
have permission to access the path. If you do not use specific credentials, select the Application user (pass-
through authentication) option in the Connect As dialog box.

7. Select the protocol for the website from the Type list.
8. The default value in the IP address box is All Unassigned. If you must specify a static IP address for the

website, type the IP address in the IP address box.
9. Type a port number in the Port text box.

10. Optionally, type a host header name for the website in the Host Header box.
11. If you do not have to make any changes to the site, and you want the website to be immediately available,

select the Start Web site immediately check box.
12. Click OK.

1. Open IIS Manager.

For Windows Server 2012, on the Start page click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK. On the
Server Manager Dashboard, click the Tools menu, and then click Internet Information Services
(IIS) Manager.
For Windows 8, on the Start page type Control Panel, and then click the Control Panel icon in the
search results. On the Control Panel screen, click System and Security, click Administrative Tools,
and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
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2.1. Configure WinCache

To configure the WinCache PHP extensionTo configure the WinCache PHP extension

To view WinCache configuration and other PHP settingsTo view WinCache configuration and other PHP settings

2.2. Configure Other PHP Settings

To configure a PHP settingTo configure a PHP setting

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this step of building a PHP website on IIS, you configure the WinCache PHP extension, configure PHP
settings, and download and configure any other PHP extensions that your application requires.

When you complete these tasks, continue to Step 3: Configure PHP Application Security.

 

Before you perform this procedure, you should download in install PHP and WinCache as described in 1.2
Download and Install PHP. For more information about WinCache, see 2.1. Plan WinCache Configuration.

1. In Windows Explorer, open your PHP installation folder, for example C:\PHP .
2. Choose either the php.ini - development or php.ini - production file, and rename it php.ini.
3. In a text editor, open the php.ini file and added the following line at the end of the file: 

extension = php_wincache.dll .
4. Save and close the php.ini file.
5. Recycle the IIS Application Pools for PHP to pick up the configuration changes.

1. Open a text editor.
2. In a new file, type the following text: <?php phpinfo(); ?>

3. Save the file as c:\inetpub\wwwroot\phpinfo.php .
4. Open a browser and enter the following URL:

http://localhost/phpinfo.php

A nicely formatted web page is displayed showing the current PHP settings. The WinCache settings
appear in a section called wincache.

Warning: Delete the phpinfo.php file when it's no longer needed.

 

The following procedure explains how to configure PHP settings in the php.ini file. For more information about
PHP settings, see 2.2. Plan other PHP settings.

1. In Windows Explorer, open your PHP installation folder, for example C:\PHP .
2. In a text editor, open the php.ini file.

4. Save and close the php.ini file.
5. Recycle the IIS Application Pools for PHP to pick up the configuration changes.

3. Search the file for the setting you want to change.

If the setting is commented out (line begins with a semicolon [;]), delete the semicolon and set the value. If
you can't find the setting, add the line to the end of the file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/configuring-step-2-configure-php-settings.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


2.3. Configure PHP Extensions

To configure a PHP extensionTo configure a PHP extension

See Also

 

The following procedure shows how to download and install a PHP extension. For information about PHP
extensions, see 2.3 Plan PHP Extensions.

1. Download the PHP extension you want from the list of Windows extensions for PHP.
2. Extract the extension zip package to the PHP extensions folder (\ext), for example C:\PHP\ext .
3. In Windows Explorer, open your PHP installation folder, for example C:\PHP .
4. In a text editor, open the php.ini file.
5. Search the file for the extension you want to configure. If the extension is commented out (line begins with a

semicolon [;]), delete the semicolon. If you can't find the extension, add it to the end of the file. A line that adds
an extension is in the form: extension = extension_name.dll . For example: extension = php_soap.dll .

6. Save and close the php.ini file.
7. Recycle the IIS Application Pools for PHP to pick up the configuration changes.

Configure a PHP Website on IIS
Step 2: Plan PHP Settings
Step 1: Install IIS and PHP
Step 3: Configure PHP Application Security
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview

http://downloads.php.net/pierre/
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3.1. Configure PHP Settings for Security

To configure a PHP setting for securityTo configure a PHP setting for security

3.2. Configure Web Server and PHP Application Security

Isolate Web ApplicationsIsolate Web Applications

To create an application poolTo create an application pool

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this last step in building a PHP website on IIS, you configure PHP settings, web server settings, and PHP
application settings that improve your website security.

 

The following procedure shows you how to configure PHP settings in the php.ini file. For information about
security-related PHP settings, see 3.1. PHP Configuration Settings for Security.

1. In Windows Explorer, open your PHP installation folder, for example C:\PHP .
2. In a text editor, open the php.ini file.

4. Save and close the php.ini file.
5. Recycle the IIS Application Pools for PHP to pick up the configuration changes.

3. Search the file for the setting you want to change.

If the setting is commented out (line begins with a semicolon [;]), delete the semicolon and set the value. If
you can't find the setting, add the line to the end of the file.

 

This section shows how to configure several web server and application settings for IIS. These settings include
isolating web applications, enabling per-site PHP configurations, and using request filtering. For more
information about web server and PHP application security settings, see 3.2. Web Server and PHP Application
Security.

Implement the following recommendations to isolate websites and web applications on your server.

Use one application pool per website or web application.
Limit access to site folders and files to the application pool identity.
Set up a separate PHP temp folder per site and only give access to the application pool identity.
Make sure to set an ACL (access control list) on each site root to allow only access to the application pool
identity.

If you have more than one application per application pool, consider creating enough application pools and
moving some of the applications to the new pools.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, click Application Pools.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add Application Pool.
4. In the Name box, type a unique name for the application pool.
5. Under .NET Framework version, select No Managed Code.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/application-frameworks/scenario-build-a-php-website-on-iis/configuring-step-3-configure-php-application-security.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


To move an application to another application poolTo move an application to another application pool

To add an application pool identity to a folder or file ACLTo add an application pool identity to a folder or file ACL

Enable Per-site PHP ConfigurationEnable Per-site PHP Configuration

Per-site PHP Process PoolsPer-site PHP Process Pools

<fastCgi>
  <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" 
    arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1" />
  <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" 
    arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2" />
</fastCgi>

6. Select the Managed pipeline mode. The Integrated mode is recommended.
7. Click OK.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections page, select the website or web application you want to move.
3. In the Actions pane, click Basic Settings.
4. On the Edit Site dialog, click Select to open the Select Application Pool dialog, and then select the

application pool from the Application pool menu.
5. Click OK to close the Select Application Pool dialog, and click OK to close the Edit Site menu.

1. Open Windows Explorer and navigate to the folder or file.
2. Right click the folder or file, and then click Properties.
3. Select the Security tab, and then click Edit.
4. Click Add, click Locations, and select your server as the location to search.
5. In the Enter the object names to select box, type IIS APPPOOL\applicationPoolName, where

applicationPoolName is the application pool identity.
6. Click OK, click OK, and click OK again to close the dialogs.

When you have multiple PHP applications on an IIS web server, you can improve security by configuring a PHP
process pool and a php.ini file for each application. This section explains how to configure process pools and
multiple pnp.ini files by using an applicationHost.config file.

When each website has its own application pool, which is a recommended practice on IIS, it is possible to
associate a dedicated FastCGI process pool with each website. This association is done in the fastCgi section of
the applicationHost.config file. A FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by the combination of fullPath
and arguments attributes of the application element. To create several FastCGI process pools for the same
process executable, such as php-cgi.exe, use the arguments attribute to distinguish the process pool definitions.
With php-cgi.exe processes, use the command line switch "-d" to define an INI entry for a PHP process. And use
this switch to set a PHP setting that makes the arguments string unique.

For example, if there are two Web sites "website1" and "website2" that must have their own set of PHP settings,
define the FastCGI process pools as follows:

In this example the PHP setting open_basedir  is used to distinguish between the process pool definitions. The
setting also enforces that the PHP executable for each process pool can perform file operations only within the
root folder of the corresponding website.

Therefore, the PHP handler mapping for website1 is as follows:



<system.webServer>
  <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
    <add name="PHP via FastCGI" 
      path="*.php" verb="*" 
      modules="FastCgiModule" 
      scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1"
      resourceType="Unspecified" 
      requireAccess="Script" />
  </handlers>
</system.webServer>

<system.webServer>
  <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
    <add name="PHP via FastCGI" 
      path="*.php" verb="*" 
      modules="FastCgiModule" 
      scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe|-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website2"
      resourceType="Unspecified" requireAccess="Script" />
  </handlers>
</system.webServer>

Specifying Php.ini LocationSpecifying Php.ini Location

<fastCgi>
  <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\Websites\Website1">
    <environmentVariables>
      <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website1" />
    </environmentVariables>
  </application>
  <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d open_basedir=C:\WebSites\Website2">
    <environmentVariables>
      <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website2" />
    </environmentVariables>
  </application>
</fastCgi>

Use Request FilteringUse Request Filtering

And the handler mapping for website2 is as follows:

When the PHP process starts, it determines the location of the configuration php.ini file by using various settings.
The PHP documentation provides a detailed description of the PHP startup process. One of the places where the
PHP process searches for the php.ini location is the PHPRC environment variable. If the PHP process finds a
php.ini file in the path that is specified in this environment variable, it will use it. Otherwise, the PHP process will
revert to using the default location of the php.ini file. This environment variable can be used to allow hosting
customers to use their own versions of php.ini files.

For example, if there are two websites, "website1" and "website2," that are located at the following file paths: 
C:\WebSites\website1  and C:\WebSites\website2 , you can configure the php-cgi.exe process pools in the fastCgi

section of the applicationHost.config file as follows:

This way website1 can have its own version of the php.ini file that is located in the C:\WebSites\website1 , while
website2 can have its own version of the php.ini file that is located in C:\WebSites\website2 . This configuration
also ensures that if a php.ini file cannot be found in the location that is specified by the PHPRC environment
variable, then PHP will use the default php.ini file that is located in the same folder where the php-cgi.exe is
located.

For information about how to configure request filtering, see Configure Request Filtering in IIS.

http://www.php.net/manual/en/configuration.php
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Overview

Subject Areas

Steps for Using Hosting Guidance

by Walter Oliver

The Hosting Guidance is a set of best practices and script (PowerShell and C#) samples to guide in the planning,
deployment, configuration, migration, and provisioning of Microsoft Windows Server technologies for hosting. It
provides a map to the latest content across the entire set of Microsoft documentation libraries and associated
sample scripts relevant to hosting professionals. It is technical guidance documentation intended to lower
operational costs while increasing average revenue per user (ARPU).

The content is organized in six major subject areas:

Planning the Web Hosting Architecture: Describes the reference architecture, its individual components (IIS,
ASP.NET, SQL, AD, WDS, etc), and key resources available to hosting professionals interested in providing
Windows Hosting.
Deploying the Windows Server 2008 Platform: Provides the information needed to deploy each server
component mentioned in the architecture.
Configuring Components: Describes configuration details for key server component.
Provisioning and Managing: Describes the various tasks needed to provision sites, users, databases, etc.
Migrating: Provides the information needed to migrate each server component from previous versions.
FAQ: Presents a collection of questions from Hosting Companies that have deployed Windows Server® 2008
Hosting to their customers.

Each subject area contains component-specific articles to help the reader execute tasks manually or through
automation scripts. Use these scripts as examples on how these tasks can be accomplished programmatically to aid
the integration of Windows Server components into custom systems.

Follow these steps to get started on the Hosting Guidance:

1. Read the Planning the Web Hosting Architecture and become familiarized with the scope and focus of the
articles and scripts. The content will be updated quarterly adding key technologies and/or improving existing
content.

2. Browse the Table of Contents to find the subject area you are interested in, expand it, and locate the component
articles and scripts you need.

3. Use the full-text Search feature to find specific information throughout the entire IIS.NET library.
4. Within the articles, find the accompanying scripts that implement the tasks mentioned in the article. Use the

scripts as an example to add to or develop your own library of scripts.
5. Many articles constitute a preamble to documentation existing inside or outside of IIS.NET. The road map

articles introduce documents, explaining their relevancy and highlighting associated scripts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/getting-started_69.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-components/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/index
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Overview

Sample ScriptsSample Scripts

Deployment and ConfigurationDeployment and Configuration

Provisioning and ManagingProvisioning and Managing

Configuring a Web Server to Serve ContentConfiguring a Web Server to Serve Content

Configuring Request Processing for a Web ServerConfiguring Request Processing for a Web Server

Configuring HTTP SettingsConfiguring HTTP Settings

Delegating Site and Application ManagementDelegating Site and Application Management

Monitoring Activity on a Web ServerMonitoring Activity on a Web Server

by Walter Oliver

This article is intended to provide links to Quick Guides on deployment, configuration, provisioning and managing.

C# and PowerShell Scripts Samples constains links to all the Deployment, Configuration, and Provisioning
Samples.

The following links provide valuable information on configuring and deploying.various applications:

Installing and Configuring DNS Servers.
Installing Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP).
Guide for Installing Active Directory DS Forest. Contains guides for installing though the User Windows
Interface, Command Line, and Answer File.
Preparation Activities for WDS. Contains a reference to Windows Deployment Services Role Step-by-Step
Guide.
Quick Guide for Shared Hosting Deployment. Includes the Web Server Role.
Install and Configure FastCGI
SQL Server 2005 Deployment Guidance for Web Hosting Environments

The following break down provisioning and managing by various tasks and applications:

Create a Web Site
Create a Virtual Directory
Create a Web Application

Create an Application Pool
Start or Stop an Application Pool
Configuring Recycling Settings for an Application Pool

Edit a Custom Error
Configure Directory Browsing

Create Site and Application Administrators for Delegation
Delegate Web Site and Web Application Management
Configuring the Web Management Service

View Currently Executing Requests in a Worker Process
Create a Tracing Rule for Failed Requests

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/quick-guides.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f0e5d191-727c-44d9-976f-1b748f3f78761033.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f4b5d8bd-46b0-41da-a7a7-2bea1233c1461033.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/7d837d88-6d8e-420c-b68f-a5b4baeb52481033.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/bestpractice/sql2005dgwhe.mspx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66927
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66928
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66929
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66930
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66931
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66932
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66936
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66939
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66940
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66941
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66942
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66944
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66945


Configuring Web Server SecurityConfiguring Web Server Security

Enable Trace Logging for Failed Requests

Configuring Authentication
Configuring Secure Socket Layer
Configuring URL Authorization Rules

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=66947
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=61153
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=59719
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=61154
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Introduction

by Walter Oliver

As a hoster, you know that managing a shared hosting environment is about offering customers an inexpensive
place to host their sites and services, while at the same time optimizing your infrastructure and overhead to
remain profitable. Typical shared hosting environments include front-end servers for routing requests to their
proper content locations, back-end web servers for storing and indexing content, web management services that
make it possible for customers to publish and manage their content quickly, and large deployments of web server
farms that share a common site configuration synchronized across multiple web servers within the farm. With all
that in the mix, it's important to have a solid solution for managing the security, site density, quality of service, and
performance optimization of your hosting environment.

This portal page is designed to help you create a service-oriented shared hosting infrastructure by combining a set
of products, technologies, and service offerings using Microsoft best practices and guidance. Microsoft offers a
complete technology platform for shared hosters to deliver all the components necessary for deploying a highly
available, highly scalable, shared hosting environment that includes the following components:

Back-end Web Servers. The Windows Server 2008 R2 operating system includes Internet Information
Services (IIS) 7.5, which is a unified web platform that integrates IIS, Microsoft ASP.NET, and Windows
Communication Foundation.
Front-end Servers. Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS 7.5 and above is a proxy-based routing
module that forwards HTTP requests to content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load-
balance algorithms.
Database Servers. Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 data management software provides database services to
the back-end web servers. SQL Server 2008 R2 also provides a large number of features to optimize security,
manage tenant isolation, and improve the performance of the hosted SQL Server 2008 R2 deployment.
Web Server Farms. Using IIS 7.5 and above, web farms are supported through the Shared Configuration
feature, which makes it possible for administrators to store the IIS server configuration files on a remote share
(NAS File Server). This provides the ability to replicate and synchronize configuration among the web servers
in the farm.
Remote Administration. With IIS 7 and above Remote Administration, hosters can empower their customers
to manage their web applications and corresponding database(s) remotely.

To assist hosters who are building out a complete shared hosting solution using the technologies listed above,
Microsoft has updated the Microsoft Hosting Deployment Accelerator to become a one-stop shop for hosting
guidance on the Microsoft technology that includes documentation, scenario-based licensing guidance, and tools
to plan, build, and sell your hosting business.

At the core of the Microsoft Hosting Deployment Accelerator is the latest version of the Dynamic Datacenter
Toolkit for hosters, which helps you create scalable shared host offerings based on Microsoft Hyper-V and the
Microsoft System Center Enterprise Suite.

You can find additional resources for understanding Windows Server 2008 R2 with Hyper-V technology,
Microsoft System Center, Microsoft Dynamic Datacenter Toolkit for Hosting, and other related shared hosting
topics on this portal.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/shared-hosting-content-map.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Deploying an IIS 7.0 Web Server
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by IIS Team

This topic is the starting point for the various configuration scenarios and lists the common modules that you can
install on your IIS 7.0 or above Web server for tasks related to troubleshooting, security, and performance

Click here to read this article on TechNet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/deploying-an-iis-web-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111594


Deploying a Classic ASP Server
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

A Classic ASP Web server is the common configuration used for serving server-side scripted ASP pages. This topic
describes how to add IIS modules for ASP, Request Filtering, and ISAPI extensions to the default IIS Web server
installation.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/deploying-a-classic-asp-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111595


Deploying an ASP.NET Server
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

An ASP.NET Web server is an extended IIS server that has the ASP.NET runtime extensibility model integrated
into the core server. This topic describes how to add IIS modules for ASP.NET, .NET Extensibility, Request Filtering,
ISAPI Filters, and ISAPI Extensions.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/deploying-an-aspnet-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111596


Deploying a Static Content Server
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

A static content Web server can be used to host internal or external Web sites. This topic describes the IIS modules
that are required to support a static content Web server that includes the ability to serve static HTML files and
support for directory browsing and logging.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/deploying-a-static-content-server.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111597


Using Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 on IIS 7.0
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by IIS Team

This topic describes what steps to take to install Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 on IIS 7.0 and above.

Click here to see the article in TechNet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/using-windows-sharepoint-services-30-on-iis.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=111599
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by Bilal Aslam

Below are the privacy statements for the various Microsoft products that are offered through the Web App Gallery,
through the Web Platform Installer, and through similar Web Platform Installer-like functionality in such other
Microsoft software as the Web Farm Framework and WebMatrix

Microsoft WebMatrix: Privacy Statement

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/getting-started/microsoft-web-platform-privacy-statements.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webpi/eula/webmatrix_2_privacystatement.htm
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What tools are available to be able to see which site is using memory in an application pool?What tools are available to be able to see which site is using memory in an application pool?

Is there a tool that validates configuration files before loading in IIS 7.0?Is there a tool that validates configuration files before loading in IIS 7.0?

Can different levels of permission be given to different customer tier representatives? Can we have authorization in the serverCan different levels of permission be given to different customer tier representatives? Can we have authorization in the server
management?management?

Is there a tool to encrypt passwords in web.config?Is there a tool to encrypt passwords in web.config?

Is there a Web Administration Tool for users that do not have Visual studio?Is there a Web Administration Tool for users that do not have Visual studio?

Is Sysprep fully supported by IIS 7.0?Is Sysprep fully supported by IIS 7.0?

Can appcmd be used to update scriptmaps (handlers)? Does this require an IISReset? Can this be removed from customer'sCan appcmd be used to update scriptmaps (handlers)? Does this require an IISReset? Can this be removed from customer's
delegations?delegations?

If a customer has multiple delegated connections in the IIS Connection Manager, can the credentials be cached and used for allIf a customer has multiple delegated connections in the IIS Connection Manager, can the credentials be cached and used for all
connections?connections?

How do you change the priority of the default documents?How do you change the priority of the default documents?

Is there a way to test the connection strings in the UI when the strings are being specified?Is there a way to test the connection strings in the UI when the strings are being specified?

When running a backup using appcmd, the backup is stored in the system32\inetsrv\backup directory. Can a target directory to storeWhen running a backup using appcmd, the backup is stored in the system32\inetsrv\backup directory. Can a target directory to store
the backup be specified?the backup be specified?

What kinds of tools are available to run stress tests?What kinds of tools are available to run stress tests?

by Walter Oliver

The recommendation for IIS 7.0 is to NOT use shared application pools.

No, the best tool today is to use appcmd. "appcmd list config" will find most configuration errors in
applicationhost.config.

There are no roles currently built-in to the system. All the delegation is based on a "path-basis" and no roles or user
specific permissions can be granted. Having said that, you could potentially delegate to an Application
administrator certain features, so you can only read certain things, but your Site administrator could read/write
more features, and of course Server Administrator has full control.

Encrypted properties will be encrypted when you write them through the config APIs or appcmd. Example:

Appcmd set config -section:anonymousAuthentication -userName:poolUser1 -password:IWillBeEncrypted!!!

There is a tool available for download on IIS.NET:

https://www.iis.net/downloads/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi

Sysprep is not going away. It is still there and works like in previous Windows versions.

Appcmd can be used to update scriptmaps. No IIS reset is required. Delegation can be turned off or on like any
other feature by using the overrideMode or overrideModeDefault on <handlers>  config section in
applicationhost.config.

For security reasons, the user will always be prompted when a connection is initialized. There is no way for to know
that user "X" is the same when connecting to site "A" than connecting to site "B". Remote authentication
extensibility could potentially mean that a 3rd party authentication system could authenticate users to a different
store based on the site or application they are connecting to.

Priority will be based on whichever one is listed first. This is a known issue.

Unfortunately, there is no easy way to test connection strings because the connection string might only work in the
context of the worker process.

Not at this time. A bug has been filed for this.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/tools-and-utilities-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.iis.net/community/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi


Will IIS Manager run on any other OS?Will IIS Manager run on any other OS?

What migration tools are available?What migration tools are available?

Can the Admin UI client binaries be made available to customers for download from their web site?Can the Admin UI client binaries be made available to customers for download from their web site?

Is there a way to tell where a particular URL path is in the www hierarchy using request monitoring if you have multiply default.htmIs there a way to tell where a particular URL path is in the www hierarchy using request monitoring if you have multiply default.htm
files?files?

When using IIS Manager to stop a site in a Shared Configuration, the site is only stopped on the server you stopped it on. Is thisWhen using IIS Manager to stop a site in a Shared Configuration, the site is only stopped on the server you stopped it on. Is this
correct?correct?

Is it possible to filter the list of websites in the IIS Manager GUI?Is it possible to filter the list of websites in the IIS Manager GUI?

WCAT is the tool that is being used now. It is part of IIS 6.0 Resource Kit which can be downloaded from the
following link:

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=56fc92ee-a71a-4c73-b628-
ade629c89499&DisplayLang=en

Yes, it is available for XP, Win2k3, and Vista/Windows Server® 2008. There is a specific version that corresponds
to the server build that is deployed. It is available for download from the following link:

https://www.iis.net/downloads/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi

There is no migration tool available yet, but we are working on it and hope to have something in the next 3-4
weeks.

Yes, it is available for XP, Win2k3, and Vista/Windows Server® 2008. There is a specific version that corresponds
to the server build that is deployed. It is available for download from the following link:

https://www.iis.net/downloads/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi

The information is available from the Microsoft.Web.Administration API. Unfortunately, we do not show it in the UI
or command line.

This is by design. Site start/stop is not a configuration operation. It is a runtime state operation against RSCA.
Setting the "serverautostart" setting will only prevent the site from starting on reboot (since it was stopped
explicitly); it will not stop an already running site. If you want to stop a site running on multiple machines, you will
need to use WMI or Microsoft.Web.Administration and run the stop method on each machine.

Yes, click on 'sites' node, and the list async loads in the content pane. Enter search criteria in list box, and the list of
sites is filtered. Double click on a site and it will open under <sites>  node, without expanding all sites (unless there
are less than a few hundred sites). You do not have to wait for the site list to load to begin searching.

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=56fc92ee-a71a-4c73-b628-ade629c89499&DisplayLang=en
https://www.iis.net/community/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi
https://www.iis.net/community/files/inetmgr/mswebmgr.msi
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Can SMTP logging be integrated with IIS logs?Can SMTP logging be integrated with IIS logs?

How does the SMTP module work with IIS? Can the source site of the SMTP message be determined?How does the SMTP module work with IIS? Can the source site of the SMTP message be determined?

The only SMTP Module that I can find in Windows Server 2008 is in features, but this requires old IIS 6.0 compatibility mode. Is thatThe only SMTP Module that I can find in Windows Server 2008 is in features, but this requires old IIS 6.0 compatibility mode. Is that
correct?correct?

by Walter Oliver

Not out of the box.

There are no SMTP changes in Windows Server® 2008.

Yes, SMTP requires the Metabase system, so it is configured in IIS 6.0 compatibility mode. See the link below for
more information about installing and configuring Metabase Compatibility Mode. For more information, see the
article on metabase compatibility code at:

https://www.iis.net/articles/view.aspx/IIS7/Use-IIS7-Administration-Tools/Using-XML-Configuration/Metabase-
Compatibility-with-IIS7 .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/smtp-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Can you delegate "logging" to remote administrators?Can you delegate "logging" to remote administrators?

What kind of load does a custom logging module put on the server? (Disabling the kernel mode cache).What kind of load does a custom logging module put on the server? (Disabling the kernel mode cache).

Is there logging of delegated administration? Can we do an audit of delegated administrators?Is there logging of delegated administration? Can we do an audit of delegated administrators?

Is there is an option to do auditing of the applicationhost.config file?Is there is an option to do auditing of the applicationhost.config file?

Can the central W3CLogFile point to UNC share?Can the central W3CLogFile point to UNC share?

Can multiple front ends write to the same log file on a share?Can multiple front ends write to the same log file on a share?

NOTENOTE

Does the SQL Logging Provider support W3C standards? Can we get logging all centralized into SQL using the W3C extended format?Does the SQL Logging Provider support W3C standards? Can we get logging all centralized into SQL using the W3C extended format?

What type of error reporting is implemented for Application Pools?What type of error reporting is implemented for Application Pools?

We have been monitoring the Resources and Support feature that uses on average 10% disk load and used around 38 GB of Data fromWe have been monitoring the Resources and Support feature that uses on average 10% disk load and used around 38 GB of Data from
install. Diskeeper 11 Reported over seven hours to defrag the volume before the data was purged. Now it only takes 5 minutes. Is thereinstall. Diskeeper 11 Reported over seven hours to defrag the volume before the data was purged. Now it only takes 5 minutes. Is there
any issue with disabling this service?any issue with disabling this service?

by Walter Oliver

No. It is in the site section and only machine administrators can modify this section. You can only delegate whether
to log or not.

It depends entirely on the application and the logging module implementation. If you are maxing CPU while
serving static files, logging to SQL will be very heavy. If you're doing 50 requests/second, logging to SQL will most
likely be able to keep up. You are losing the benefits of kernel-mode caching however.

The only logging currently available is located in %systemdrive%\inetpub\logs\wmsvc  However, it does not give any
useful information about what was actually done or even which object they connected to, since those are part of
the headers. We are looking into changing some of the remoting behavior to use QueryString for certain things so
that they can query the log.

For example, moving the Module Service and the Method we are invoking as part of the query string would
automatically place it in the log. That way you can figure out what is being done in their site. Also, the SiteName
and the Application Path that you connected to should be there (connected to default web site), and potentially the
current configuration path you are connecting to (now editing MyApp under my Default Web Site connection).
One thing we should never include in the query string are arguments, since we do not want potentially sensitive
information ending up in your log. This will also prevent the "email link" phishing attack.

Applicationhost.config is a file, the file system supports auditing. There is also a configuration history feature (not
for auditing, but to help remember your last few configurations).

Yes, it can point to a UNC share.

No, because there is no serialization service that would serialize file access between different writers. The utility
Log Parser supports merging log files and potentially supports inserting them into SQL.

Writing to separate logfiles can also help you determine what requests are going to a particular server in the farm. This can
be helpful if you are seeing sporadic errors and need to track down what server they occurred on.

ODBC logging is still in the product. It is trivial to write your own SQL logging on top of newer, faster database
APIs, however. We would recommend writing an SQL logging module instead of going through the ancient ODBC
interfaces.

Event logs, FREB, ETW tracing, Detailed Errors

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/logging-and-auditing-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov


Does IIS 7.0 record compressed or uncompressed (or both) bytes in site log files?Does IIS 7.0 record compressed or uncompressed (or both) bytes in site log files?

Turning the service off will disable Windows error reporting and you will not be able to get solutions for problems
happening on the machine. There should be no other issues with disabling the service.

The *response* size is recorded, so if a 100 KB ASPX response gets compressed to 50 KB, you see 50 KB in the log
file. There must be some way of measuring bandwidth savings, because ms.com measured this once.
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Should Full Trust be allowed?Should Full Trust be allowed?

Can we use Access databases?Can we use Access databases?

Should we change the anonymous user? (how safe is the predefined user?)Should we change the anonymous user? (how safe is the predefined user?)

If we should not allow full trust and use a modified medium trust config, what is the recommended config?If we should not allow full trust and use a modified medium trust config, what is the recommended config?

by Walter Oliver

For certain workloads, Full trust may be required (e.g., making unmanaged calls, using reflection, etc.). For most
web apps, it is typically not necessary. Microsoft recommends using Medium Trust (at the Server level). Using
feature delegation, you can allow your individual site owners to override your "default" trust level and go to Full
Trust or to a custom trust level that is derived from Medium trust. That way, the site owners will be making an
explicit decision.

Yes - like in IIS 6.0, you will need to create custom trust derived from medium trust - or use full trust.

There is no easy answer to this question. IIS provides an anonymous user token or even impersonates the thread
before it hands control to scripting technologies like ASP, PHP or ASP.NET. Once that happens IIS is out of the
picture and how scripting technologies use this token is not up to IIS.

Classic ASP, for example, uses the impersonated thread. The Classic ASP sandbox is built on the assumption that
no Classic ASP API can un-impersonate the thread running as the authenticated user.

ASP.NET, on the other hand, does not use the anonymous user by default. All of its code runs un-impersonated
(i.e., as the process identity). Of course, you can turn impersonation on in web.config files (<identity> section). But
ASP.NET is a powerful scripting technology and spawning a new thread (runs un-impersonated by default) or
reverting the current thread back to the process identity is not hard to do. Even in medium trust there are ways to
do it and it is not known if anyone ever evaluated how secure the medium trust ASP.NET sandbox is with regards
to thread impersonation. PHP is unexplored territory in this regard, too.

To reiterate: IIS has no way to prevent scripting technologies from reverting back to the process identity or
spawning new threads as the process identity.

The benefits of having an anonymous user is that it is another layer of defense. Malicious code might not have
found a way (yet) to run its code as the process identity. IIS code which runs as the process identity has to have
write access to certain resources (e.g. the IIS compression cache, Temporary ASP.Net files etc.). If the malicious
code does not know how to revert to the process identity, it cannot interfere with resources that allow write access
for the process identity. Custom code running as the anonymous users does not need these permissions.

We don't have a "recommended config" that accommodates access DB. What you have in IIS 6.0 should still apply
in IIS 7.0 because ASP.NET has not changed (yet).

If you need to configure a custom trust policy, there are a number of good articles on web:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/wyts434y.aspx

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998341.aspx#paght000020_step3

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998326.aspx#paght000017_step2

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/security-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/wyts434y.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998341.aspx#paght000020_step3
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998326.aspx#paght000017_step2
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If a module keeps crashing, does IIS 7.0 have ability to remove the "erring" module and recycle the app-pool without that module?If a module keeps crashing, does IIS 7.0 have ability to remove the "erring" module and recycle the app-pool without that module?

What is the impact of turning off kernel mode cache?What is the impact of turning off kernel mode cache?

What support does Windows Server® 2008 have for Ruby on Rails?What support does Windows Server® 2008 have for Ruby on Rails?

Does the installation order of modules matter?Does the installation order of modules matter?

NOTENOTE

What is the memory footprint of an application pool? Does it load the CLR?What is the memory footprint of an application pool? Does it load the CLR?

Do customers need to have a 32-bit application pool and 64-bit application pool with the Access customers in 32-bit application pools?Do customers need to have a 32-bit application pool and 64-bit application pool with the Access customers in 32-bit application pools?

What are the limitations for Windows Server 2008 Web Edition?What are the limitations for Windows Server 2008 Web Edition?

by Walter Oliver

This must be done manually.

The impact will depend on the server load. If you are doing 10,000 requests/second, you will sorely miss kernel
caching; however, if you are doing 100 requests/second you probably will not notice. It depends heavily on the
content being served, IIS 5.0 did not have a kernel mode component and it worked well for most customers.

There is basic ruby support. See following link for more information:

http://mvolo.com/10-steps-to-get-ruby-on-rails-running-on-windows-with-iis-fastcgi/

If you are installing via the Server Manager GUI ("Add Features"), order of installation does not matter. The Add
Features wizard checks all dependencies and will alert you if you are missing any required modules. In addition,
Add Features wizard knows the correct ordering of modules.

If you are installing from a command line or using an unattended installation, the order of modules doesn't matter
(again, Setup knows the correct ordering of modules), but you are responsible for identifying all dependencies. If
you fail to include a required dependency, unattended/ command-line setup will fail.

As opposed to the order of modules during setup, the order in which modules are arranged in the common pipeline (i.e., the
order in which modules subscribe to notifications) is important. For example, if two modules subscribe to the same
notification, the one first on the list gets notified first (With one exception-- the default IIS 7.0 modules should not have
issues with reordering). For the authentication modules, it is advisable to keep the existing ordering because this will
determine with which authentication scheme IIS challenges first. We order it from most secure to less secure. IE uses the first
authentication scheme it understands and if you put a less secure authentication scheme first, IE chooses it instead of the
more secure one.

An Application Pool that only serves static files with all features installed will have a footprint of 3 MB private
bytes, 5 MB page file. (This is larger than IIS 6.0). Windows Server 2008 handles multiple application pools better
than WS03. When ASP.NET requests are made we pre-load a small amount of the CLR during startup (~100kb) .
The preload is configurable by a property on the ApplicationPool. It is called managedRuntimeVersion. The rest of
the CLR (~8mb) will be loaded on the first ASPX request.

Access only works in 32-Bit application pools. Loading the user profile (loadUserProfile property on the AppPool)
is an issue when Classic ASP is used because Access is using the temp directory which doesn't allow access to the
anonymous user when the user profile is loaded.

Windows Server 2008 web edition is much improved, and we have focused hard on removing the artificial limits.
The final licensing is not yet complete, but we are planning to remove all hardware restrictions, allow 4x processors
and 32GB RAM (on x64). SQL is allowed, and SharePoint will be installable on the SKU.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/general-iis7-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://mvolo.com/10-steps-to-get-ruby-on-rails-running-on-windows-with-iis-fastcgi/


What support will Windows Server 2008 have for Front Page Server Extensions?What support will Windows Server 2008 have for Front Page Server Extensions?

Does Windows Server 2008 support in-place upgrades?Does Windows Server 2008 support in-place upgrades?

Is it possible to specify a log file to be used during unattended setup? If so, is it possible to be granular on what is or is not logged?Is it possible to specify a log file to be used during unattended setup? If so, is it possible to be granular on what is or is not logged?

Is it possible to specify 3rd-party modules for use by pkgmgr during an unattended setup?Is it possible to specify 3rd-party modules for use by pkgmgr during an unattended setup?

What is the performance hit for failed request tracing? Is it possible to do failed request tracing for all web sites on a particular server?What is the performance hit for failed request tracing? Is it possible to do failed request tracing for all web sites on a particular server?

Is it possible to limit the amount of memory an application pool will use?Is it possible to limit the amount of memory an application pool will use?

Will the credentials encrypted with the machine key will be lost as a result of sysprep? Is there any workaround for this?Will the credentials encrypted with the machine key will be lost as a result of sysprep? Is there any workaround for this?

How does shared configuration handle multiple machines dealing with encrypted credentials?How does shared configuration handle multiple machines dealing with encrypted credentials?

Can both Classic and Integrated Managed Pipeline Mode be enabled at the same time? If so, can it be configured such that someCan both Classic and Integrated Managed Pipeline Mode be enabled at the same time? If so, can it be configured such that some
applications use one, and some use the other?applications use one, and some use the other?

When there is no default document located within a folder being requested (HTTP Error 403.14), the error lists the server versionWhen there is no default document located within a folder being requested (HTTP Error 403.14), the error lists the server version
information as IIS 7.0. Can that be masked to avoid unwanted information disclosure?information as IIS 7.0. Can that be masked to avoid unwanted information disclosure?

Can a remote IIS 7.0 server be provisioned using the Managed API?Can a remote IIS 7.0 server be provisioned using the Managed API?

FPSE is no longer a part of Windows Server. We are working with a third party to create a download package for
FPSE to run on Windows Server 2008/IIS 7.0. It does not have any new features or enhancements, only fixes to
make it compatible.

We recommend that Windows Server 2008 be installed fresh and migrated to; or, just put new customers on new
servers. We suggest that a well managed list of third party components and configurations is documented for each
server, so that the current environment can be replicated on the new server. See the recommendations in the
shared hosting paper for site and application pool configuration. A tool to assist in the migration will be released in
the near future.

In-place upgrades are supported for the following scenarios:

Windows Server 2003 can be upgraded to WS2K8 Beta3, WS2K8 RC0, WS2K8 RC1, and WS2K8 RT
Windows Server 2008 Beta3 can be upgraded to WS2K8 Beta3, and WS2K8 RC0
Windows Server 2008 RC0 can be upgraded to WS2K8 RC0, WS2K8 RC1, and WS2K8 RTM
Windows Server 2008 RC1 can be upgraded to WS2K8 RC1, and WS2K8 RTM

If the server is in Shared Configuration mode, it must be reverted to standalone configuration before the upgrade
is run. To do so, disable shared config, copy down the applicationhost.config and encrypted keys to the local
machine, run the upgrade on each server, then re-enable shared config.

Both the log files that setup is writing and the iis7.log are always on. It is not granular about what gets logged.

We do not provide any way to configure modules other than Windows modules during setup. There may be a way
through generic unattend setup to run something after setup is done, and in that a user could do some coding.

Tracing ALL requests at <1000 requests/second should be <5% CPU. It is possible to configure a global tracing
rule for all sites. Tracing can be enabled for all sites by changing the <siteDefaults> section.

No, but there is memory-based recycling, which will recycle AppPools that exceed configured memory limits.

Encryptions made before sysprep are lost after sysprep. There is no workaround.

You can export the machine keys and import them into all the servers so that decryption works. The UI for Server
Beta 3 includes a feature called Shared Configuration which will allow you to do that. Click Export... and it will
encrypt the machine keys, copy them along with applicationHost.config and administration.config to a path. After
that, from all the other machines you can select "Import..." and it will import the machine keys and point the config
to the shared configuration.

Different AppPools can have different values for this setting. Applications can be assigned to different AppPools

The default file for handling this error is contained in \inetpub\custerr\en-us. The footer of the error contains
"Server Version Information: Internet Information Services 7.0.", which of course can be removed or edited directly
from the .htm file.

The managed API (Microsoft.Web.Administration) has access to all of the settings that the native API does and has



What is URL Authorization? Why would it be used?What is URL Authorization? Why would it be used?

What changes (if any) to applicationhost.config and web.config trigger a restart of ALL application pools?What changes (if any) to applicationhost.config and web.config trigger a restart of ALL application pools?

Is there a native component of load balancing or clustering within Windows Server 2008 and/or IIS 7.0?Is there a native component of load balancing or clustering within Windows Server 2008 and/or IIS 7.0?

What is meant by configurable CPU usage?What is meant by configurable CPU usage?

Why would I not enable dynamic compression all the time?Why would I not enable dynamic compression all the time?

How does dynamic compressions factor in consistent CPU spiking vs. constant CPU usage?How does dynamic compressions factor in consistent CPU spiking vs. constant CPU usage?

In a shared hosting environment, what should the default LoadUserProfile setting be?In a shared hosting environment, what should the default LoadUserProfile setting be?

What is the cause of the "Http 500.19 - Internal Server Error"?What is the cause of the "Http 500.19 - Internal Server Error"?

How does IIS 7.0 handle web.config updates?How does IIS 7.0 handle web.config updates?

At IIS 7.0 install time, we did not install the management service. What are the impacts of installing this service now that we are usingAt IIS 7.0 install time, we did not install the management service. What are the impacts of installing this service now that we are using
shared configuration?shared configuration?

Does installing the management service make any changes to the shared configuration ACLing to make it work with theDoes installing the management service make any changes to the shared configuration ACLing to make it work with the

DCOM remoting support by using ServerManager.OpenRemote static method. You can set any configuration
settings but for Beta 3 there is no support for runtime information such as the State of an AppPool or the list of
requests or workerprocess.

In previous IIS versions you had to control access via file system ACLs. This is tedious and there is no web
interface to do it. With URL authorization, you can control access to URLs using the IIS User Interface or using
web.config directly. Additionally, you can use non-windows identities, e.g. Membership users and roles provided by
forms authentication.

Any data in the applicationPool section relevant to that app-pool (so either in applicationPoolDefaults or specific to
that app-pool) will cause WAS to recycle the app-pool. Worker process can ask WAS to recycle app-pools based on
certain config changes, currently the only one we do it for is globalModules, but this is not a closed list (as modules
can ask for recycle based on config change).

NLB is part of Windows Server 2008. It is essentially the same as it was in Windows 2003. To install NLB, go to
Server Manager > Features > "Add Features" and select "Network Load Balancing" from the list. To configure
NLB, you need to open a command prompt and run nlbmgr. This is the UI that existed in Windows 2003.

If the system-wide CPU exceeds a threshold dynamic, compression will stop occurring, freeing up the CPU it was
using. If the system-wide CPU drops below a different limit, dynamic compression will resume, saving bandwidth.

Different users have different opinions on optimal CPU utilization. Some think a 20% average is perfect, others
think 75%. If you want X and you're consistently above X, you might as well completely remove dynamic
compression, as it is never going to be used.

It factors in average usage over the 30 second window since the last sample - so, even with irregular spikes, you
will have dynamic compression on for at most 30 seconds after the spike - and if your spikes are instantaneous
(and so do not affect average CPU usage over 30 seconds much) - they will not affect dynamic compression.

Setting loadUserProfile=false in applicationPoolDefaults is a good idea for Shared Hosting scenarios. The startup
time of an AppPool will be much faster and you avoid any temporary directory permission issues.

The 500.19 error is caused by the IIS 7.0 feature delegation mode. When a feature is delegated to site owners, and
the site owners modify the feature, then their changes are persisted in web.config. If the server administration
revokes the delegated management on that feature, then the web site owner has the responsibility of cleaning up
the feature details from web.config. Otherwise, all sites that had modified that delegated feature will immediately
give an "Http Error: 500.19 - Internal Server Error" message. In order to avoid this issue, we recommend that
hosters do not revoke delegated features once they are published to end customers.

If the hosted site does not have a web.config, IIS 7.0 will create one. If the site has a web.config, IIS 7.0 modifies it.
If the web.config is modified, then the site owners have the responsibility of merging the changes and ensuring
that the changes are manually merged and maintained.

Installing Management Service does not modify AppHost.config or Administration.config at all. The only changes
you should see are the new binaries (wmsvc.exe). A self-sign certificate will be created and a few registry keys will
be added. This means that in theory nothing should break.



administration service?administration service?

How can a web site be created from the command line?How can a web site be created from the command line?

Is CLR loaded automatically for each w3wp/apppool?Is CLR loaded automatically for each w3wp/apppool?

When IIS 7.0 provisions a new web site, it creates folders like W3SVC1, FTPSVC2, etc and assigns permissions: Administrators - FullWhen IIS 7.0 provisions a new web site, it creates folders like W3SVC1, FTPSVC2, etc and assigns permissions: Administrators - Full
Control, SYSTEM - Full Control. As a result, those folders (and log files inside) are unavailable to the site user for download. Is itControl, SYSTEM - Full Control. As a result, those folders (and log files inside) are unavailable to the site user for download. Is it
possible to override this IIS 7.0 behavior and force it to create log directories with permissions inherited from parent directory?possible to override this IIS 7.0 behavior and force it to create log directories with permissions inherited from parent directory?

Is IIS 7.0 compatible with ColdFusion 8?Is IIS 7.0 compatible with ColdFusion 8?

After setting up IIS 7.0 with WSS3 and using central administration to create a site collection,why does the following error occurs "TheAfter setting up IIS 7.0 with WSS3 and using central administration to create a site collection,why does the following error occurs "The
page cannot be displayed because your server's current configuration does not support it. To perform this task, use the command linepage cannot be displayed because your server's current configuration does not support it. To perform this task, use the command line
operations in Stsadm.exe."?operations in Stsadm.exe."?

Where can I find more information about the Shared Centralized Global Configuration Feature?Where can I find more information about the Shared Centralized Global Configuration Feature?

Are there FrontPage server extensions available for Windows Server 2008 64 bit? I only find a download for I386.Are there FrontPage server extensions available for Windows Server 2008 64 bit? I only find a download for I386.

Windows Server 2008 was installed without a Product Key and is now asking for an activation code. The Product Key is not availableWindows Server 2008 was installed without a Product Key and is now asking for an activation code. The Product Key is not available
right now, how can I re-activate Windows Server 2008?right now, how can I re-activate Windows Server 2008?

For the most part, it works out of the box since we use the redirection.config settings for reading
apphost/admon.config. However, for a detailed answer, it really depends on what scenarios you will be using:

Shared Config using Local Content: Regular Windows or IIS users connecting to modify their local content and
their web.config's - there is nothing to do, everything should work out of the box.
Shared Config using Remote Content using Windows Users: It should work, provided the Windows accounts
have access to their content.
Shared Config using Remote Content using IIS Users: For this scenario you must change the Identity of the
service (WMSVC) to an account that has access to the remote content, since we use the process identity for
accessing content. Note that apphost.config/admon.config will work, since we use redirection.config
Windows Administrator managing a Server Connection: It should work, provided your Windows administrator
has write access to the shared config.

See the following link for information about creating sites in IIS 7.0.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-9239-
9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true

An Application Pool that only serves static files with all features installed occupies 3 MB private bytes, 5 MB page
file. When ASP.NET requests are made we pre-load a small amount of the CLR during startup (~100kb) . The
preload is configurable by a property on the ApplicationPool. It is called managedRuntimeVersion. The rest of the
CLR (~8mb) will be loaded on the first ASPX request.

Http.sys creates these folders automatically if they do not exist. If you override the permissions with something
else, it should preserve the new permissions.

We have tested it internally and it seems to work well if ISAPI and Metabase are installed. There are some blogs
online as well that give instructions on how to make it work. For more information see the following link:

https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/03/06/coldfusion-on-iis7.aspx.

The server is setup in AD Account Creation mode. AD Creation Mode is a deprecated feature that is still
supported, but will be removed in V4. Instead of allowing WSS to automatically create users in AD, the
recommendation is to do user provisioning outside of WSS.

More information on Centralized Global Configuration can be found at: The Configuration System in IIS 7.0

There are currently no FPSE for x64. Our shared hosting recommended architecture is 64bit OS with 32bit
AppPools. Unfortunately there is currently a bug that prevents FPSE from installing on 64bit for this scenario.

You may re-arm your system three times by completing the following steps:

In order to run slmgr /rearm, open regedit.exe and navigate to HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\SL. Verify that value "skiprearm" is set to ‘0'. If this value is non-zero, the re-arm function will
not reset the system activation timers.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f6c26eb7-ad7e-4fe2-9239-9f5aa4ff44ce1033.mspx?mfr=true
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/03/06/coldfusion-on-iis7.aspx


What is the recommended method to deploy x509 certificates on multiple web servers?What is the recommended method to deploy x509 certificates on multiple web servers?

NOTENOTE

After verifying that the "skiprearm" registry value equals zero (0), run slmgr /rearm from an elevated command
prompt. Wait for the notice that the process has completed. This can take a minute or two. Once complete, follow
the prompt to shutdown the computer. Upon restart, the computer will be running in OOB Grace and will have
another 30 days in which to activate. No other changes will be made to the system by this process.

IIS.CertObj COM-object is still there in IIS 7.0 and we think it is still the best option for deploying certificates on
multiple web servers. This component behavior remains the same, so all old script should work (if ABOMapper is
enabled).

In LH RC0 there will be a new feature of this object that allows specifying secure bindings as an instance name:

set iiscertobj = CreateObject("IIS.CertObj")

iiscertobj.InstanceName = "0.0.0.0:443"

iiscertobj.Import pfxfile, pfxfilepassword, true, true

And such a script won't be depending on ABOMapper.
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Can ASP.NET websites built with Visual Studio 2008 Beta 2 be used in
partial trust configurations?

<system.codedom>
  <compilers>
    <compiler language="c#;cs;csharp" extension=".cs" 
              compilerOptions="/warnaserror-" warningLevel="4"
              type="Microsoft.CSharp.CSharpCodeProvider, System, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089">
      <providerOption name="CompilerVersion" value="v3.5"/>
    </compiler>
    <compiler language="vb;vbs;visualbasic;vbscript" extension=".vb"
              compilerOptions="/optioninfer+"
              type="Microsoft.VisualBasic.VBCodeProvider, System, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089">
      <providerOption name="CompilerVersion" value="v3.5"/>
    </compiler>
  </compilers>
</system.codedom>

NOTENOTE

by Walter Oliver

No. When a user uses Visual Studio 2008 Beta 2 to build a new ASP.NET 3.5 website, or migrates an existing
ASP.NET website to .NET Framework 3.5, the application cannot be deployed and run on a server configured for
medium trust or partial trust, as is recommended for ASP.NET Web hosting. The issue only affects sites that have
been built with Visual Studio 2008 Beta 2 or Visual Web Developer 2008 Express Beta 2. It does not affect
applications built for earlier versions of the .NET Framework, and has no impact on existing applications on a Web
server, even after installing .NET Framework 3.5 on the computer.

A workaround is available for users to modify their websites so they can run correctly in partial trust. We will be
publishing this workaround to users who download the affected products. If you are providing .NET Framework
3.5 hosting, you can also provide this information to users. This workaround requires no other action for hosters.

When a user builds a new ASP.NET website with Visual Studio 2008 Beta 2 or Visual Web Developer 2008
Express, these products insert a new entry in the applications web.config configuration file. This is done when the
user creates a new project, or migrates an existing website to use .NET Framework 3.5. The configuration entry
looks as follows:

When this website is run in medium trust or any partial trust setting, ASP.NET will raise an error noting that "the
current trust level does not allow use of the ‘compilerOptions' attribute". The compilerOptions setting specified in
the above configuration is not allowed in medium trust or a partial trust configuration.

Depending on the security settings of your server, this error message may or may not be visible to the user.

As a workaround, when deploying a website built with Visual Studio 2008 Beta 2 or Visual Web Developer 2008
Express to a partial trust configuration, users can simply remove the compilerOptions setting, as well as the
warningLevel setting, from the web.config configuration file. The workaround is described in the attached

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/net-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov


Can LINQ features in .NET Framework 3.5 Beta 2 be used by default in
partial trust configurations?

NOTENOTE

document, which you can make available to users.

Using this workaround may also have other impact on the website; these issues are described in detail in the
attached document.

No. .NET Framework 3.5 Beta 2 includes a feature called Language Integrated Query (L INQ), which enables rich
data capabilities in websites, and is a key new feature of .NET Framework 3.5. However, by default, L INQ does not
function properly in medium trust and partial trust configurations, as is recommended for ASP.NET Web hosting.
Enabling LINQ in these configurations requires the hoster to make a change to the trust policy settings on the
Server.

In medium trust or partial trust configurations, the code permissions granted to an ASP.NET website are
determined by a Code Access Security (CAS) policy file on the Web server. When .NET Framework 3.5 is installed
on a Web server, websites continue to use the same CAS policy file as .NET Framework 2.0.

The LINQ feature set in .NET Framework 3.5 requires the CAS policy file to grant a new permission, called
RestrictedMemberAccess, which is not granted by default on ASP.NET 2.0. To enable L INQ to work in medium or
partial trust, you need to modify the CAS policy file to grant this additional policy.

Making this change will also grant this policy to ASP.NET 2.0 websites running on the same server. We have determined this
to be an acceptable change for hosted sites that run under medium trust. This change will have no impact on existing
ASP.NET 2.0 websites that can run under medium or partial trust.

As a workaround, you can enable L INQ for medium trust by following these steps on the server:

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\config

2. Determine which CAS policy file to modify. If you are using medium trust, this file will be
web_mediumtrust.config.

3. Make a backup of the existing file.

<SecurityClass Name="ReflectionPermission" 
Description="System.Security.Permissions.ReflectionPermission, mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089"/>

1. Open a command prompt, and go to the directory that contains your ASP.NET 2.0 trust policy files. This is
found under the Windows directory, at

4. Examine the <SecurityClasses> section of your CAS policy file. If the section does not contain an entry
named ReflectionPermission, add a new entry as follows:

If you are using the default medium trust settings, you must add this entry. Depending upon your trust
setting, your CAS policy file may already contain this entry.

5. Examine the <NamedPermissionSets> section of your CAS policy file. If the section does not contain an
entry named ReflectionPermission, add a new entry as follows:



Known Issue: Installation Order for .NET 3.0

Is .NET 1.1 included in 3.5?

Does the .NET 3.5 Framework include Entity Framework Beta 2?

<IPermission
 class="ReflectionPermission"
 version="1"
 Flags="RestrictedMemberAccess"
/>

<IPermission
 class="ReflectionPermission"
 version="1"
 Flags="ReflectionEmit, RestrictedMemberAccess"
/>

6. Save the file, and restart the Web server.

If you are using the default medium trust settings, you will need to add this entry.

If you are using another trust configuration, and the section already contains an entry named
ReflectionPermission, you can modify the Flags setting to add RestrictedMemberAccess permission. Flags
should be separated by a comma. For example, if you are using the default high trust settings, you can
modify this section as follows:

To verify whether the changes have been made successfully, create a new ASP.NET website containing the files in
the enclosed ZIP, and run it.

There is an issue with how .NET 3.0 is installed on IIS 7.0 / Windows Server® 2008 when shared hosting is
enabled. The installer ignores the fact that shared hosting may be enabled on the machine and always updates the
local applicationhost.config of the machine and not shared UNC one. This issue is mitigated if .NET 3.0 is installed
before shared hosting is enabled and the common applicationhost.config deployed. The issue is just with enabling
.NET 3.0 the first time (registering the modules/handlers), all subsequent operations (changing bindings, app pools,
etc) are reflected correctly against the shared config file thereafter.

Yes. Any prior version of .NET (from 1.0 to 3.0) is included as part of .NET 3.5. .NET 3.5 is a comprehensive
package.

No. It doesn't include Entity Framework beta2. You need to download here:

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=F1ADC5D1-A42E-40A6-A68C-
A42EE11186F7&displaylang=en

Here is the release info:

https://blogs.msdn.com/adonet/archive/2007/08/27/entity-framework-beta-2-the-1st-entity-framework-tools-ctp-
released.aspx

Entity Framework will not be available until first half of 2008:

https://blogs.msdn.com/adonet/archive/2007/04/28/ado-net-entity-framework-update.aspx

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=F1ADC5D1-A42E-40A6-A68C-A42EE11186F7&displaylang=en
https://blogs.msdn.com/adonet/archive/2007/08/27/entity-framework-beta-2-the-1st-entity-framework-tools-ctp-released.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/adonet/archive/2007/04/28/ado-net-entity-framework-update
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What support is available for PHP running with FastCGI?What support is available for PHP running with FastCGI?

Can multiple versions of PHP run in the same Application Pool?Can multiple versions of PHP run in the same Application Pool?

[Types]
PHP:1=PHPV4
PHP:2=PHPV5
[PHPV4]
ExePath=c:\PHP4\php-cgi.exe
[PHPV5]
ExePath=c:\PHP5\php-cgi.exe

Is there a list of PHP applications that have been tested on Windows Server® 2008?Is there a list of PHP applications that have been tested on Windows Server® 2008?

by Walter Oliver

Microsoft does not support PHP. We started integration testing with 5.2.1. Most of the testing seen shows PHP
working well, without specific integration issues (other than bugs on our side which we are fixing, or bugs in PHP
which are independent of the FastCGI).

Yes. Several web sites in the same app pool can use different PHP versions when using the FastCGI components
that we are releasing for IIS 6.0 and IIS 7.0. Here's an example of an .ini file:

The PHP:1 and PHP:2 means that the extension applies to Web Site #1 and #2 respectively.

These applications have been used on Windows Server 2008 and have no known issues.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/php-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-applications-on-iis/index
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Why should customers migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0?Why should customers migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0?

What are the differences between Windows Server® 2008 Web Edition and Standard Edition? Will the Web edition still have limitationsWhat are the differences between Windows Server® 2008 Web Edition and Standard Edition? Will the Web edition still have limitations
on number of RPC connections?on number of RPC connections?

Is the SPLA pricing on the Web version of Windows Server 2008 going to be more or less expensive than Server 2003 Web?Is the SPLA pricing on the Web version of Windows Server 2008 going to be more or less expensive than Server 2003 Web?

What is Windows Server 2008 "ServerCore"? Will IIS 7.0 run on ServerCore, and will it have any limitations compared to Web, Standard,What is Windows Server 2008 "ServerCore"? Will IIS 7.0 run on ServerCore, and will it have any limitations compared to Web, Standard,
and Enterprise?and Enterprise?

by Walter Oliver

Modular pipeline. Tight integration with ASP.NET. Better shared hosting performance. Better administration
tools. Simpler diagnostics.
Inexpensive, streamlined Windows Server Web Edition, perfect for hosting workloads
Scalable shared hosting - easily sandbox up to 4000 Web sites on a single server
World-class performance and reliability hosting of ASP, ASP.NET, and PHP applications
Remote Web site administration tool for site owners and developers supporting Vista®, Windows® 2003 and
XP®
In-depth runtime state data providing detailed diagnostic information
Modern FTP publishing support, including integrated Web publishing, FTP/SSL, and membership-based
authentication.

This has not yet been finalized.

This has not yet been finalized.

ServerCore is a minimal install of Windows: no UI, no media, nothing. If IIS 7.0 does work on it, it will have serious
limitations: e.g., no managed code on server core, lots of random DLLs will not be there and you have to know how
to do everything from the command line.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/sales-and-marketing-questions.md
https://github.com/walterov
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1. Simple, configurable command line setup1. Simple, configurable command line setup

start /w pkgmgr /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-StaticContent;IIS-
DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;IIS-ASP;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-Security;IIS-
ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-
IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-
WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementConsole;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-ManagementService;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;IIS-LegacySnapIn;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI

2. Great compatibility story2. Great compatibility story

by Walter Oliver

You can find the original Top 10 Changes in IIS 7.0 post on Technet.

Install only the IIS components needed to run your site

Example:

Most (99%+) ASP and ASP.NET applications worked.

One application encountered breaking change
Handful of applications required config migration to run in Integrated

(We have about 260 applications running on www.microsoft.com as defined by IIS. There are thousands of pages
of code that could have broken but did not.)

Integrated Pipeline is the new unified request processing pipeline. Benefits include:

Allowing services provided by both native and managed modules to apply to all requests, regardless of
handler. For example, managed Forms Authentication can be used for all content, including ASP pages,
CGIs, and static files.
Empowering ASP.NET components to provide functionality that was previously unavailable to them due
to their placement in the server pipeline. For example, a managed module providing request rewriting
functionality can rewrite the request prior to any server processing, including authentication, takes place.
A single place to implement, configure, monitor and support server features. For example, single module
and handler mapping configuration, single custom errors configuration, single URL authorization
configuration.

Classic ASP mode allows for easy app migration

ASP.NET Setup provides a "Classic .NET AppPool"
For more information, see the article ASP.Net Integration With IIS 7.0

Use AppCmd to migrate apps to Integrated mode

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\APPCMD.EXE migrate config <Application Path>`
For more information about AppCmd.exe, see Getting Started With AppCmd.exe

IIS 6.0 Metabase compatibility layer

Allows you the run old ADSI scripts

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/frequently-asked-questions-faq/top-10-changes-in-iis7.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://blogs.technet.com/mscom/archive/2007/09/07/the-tasty-morsels-found-in-dogfood-mscom-ops-top-10-changes-in-iis7-0.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/


3. No more metabase!3. No more metabase!

4. Centralized configuration4. Centralized configuration

5. Delegated configuration5. Delegated configuration

6. AppCmd and other new management options6. AppCmd and other new management options

7. Failed request tracing7. Failed request tracing

IIS 6.0 Metabase Compatibility module must be installed

Clean clear-text schema
IIS settings stored in XML configuration file (applicationHost.config)

Metabase exists for SMTP/NNTP/FTP only
Site-wide changes made easily

Update central applicationHost.config and copy to all web servers
Replaces our bulky ADSI based script solution for metabase changes

Microsoft.com considerations

Be careful copying to production servers under load. (When you push out a new applicationHost.config,
your app pools and applications will be recycled. If you are heavily dependent on caching, then you could
cause problems in your environment as the CLR reloads.)

applicationHost.config stored on UNC share
Allows us to copy to two (maybe four) servers rather than 80

Potential issue - managing password changes for account used to connect to config store. (This is because
currently you cannot use the UNC share that is running under the Network service, which we use heavily. It
currently requires a domain account, which our security policy mandates a periodic password change.)

Admin can now delegate IIS settings to application owner
Settings defined in web.config file in application directory
Example of setting to delegate include:

System.webServer section of applicationHost.config
Caching, defaultDocument, httpErrors, security

For more information, see Delegated Configuration .

Command line utility which replaces adsutil.vbs, iisapp.vbs, and others
Allows command line management of sites, applications, vdirs, apppools, modules, tracing, and more
Powershell
IIS community creating IIS-specific Powershell cmdlets

Managing via the UI

New modular, task-based look and feel
Moving away from the right-click/properties paradigm

Managing via the Command Line

AppCmd

MSCOM Considerations

AppCmd limitations - no remote
No IIS provider for Powershell

Buffers the trace events for requests and flushes them to disk if they meet your failure criteria
Captures trace data while you are sleeping
Very little perf impact when targeting failing requests



8. Request filtering8. Request filtering

9. UNC content9. UNC content

10. Output caching of dynamic content10. Output caching of dynamic content

Quick test: Enabling tracing for all file extensions and errors results in approx 5% fewer requests/second at full
stress load (do not do this in production).
View Currently Executing Requests via AppCmd

appcmd list requests (for all request)
appcmd list requests /apppool.name:DefaultAppPool

New Task Scheduler

Trigger tasks on events

For more information, see Failed Request Tracing.

No more URLScan
</requestFiltering> settings in applicationHost.config
Issue for Microsoft.com: If filename includes "+" then allowDoubleEscaping must be set to "true"

<requestFiltering allowDoubleEscaping="true">
Allow or disallow specific file extensions and verbs

<add fileExtension=".exe" allowed="false" />
DenyURLSequences

<add sequence="./" />
<add sequence="/." />

RequestLimits

maxAllowedContentLength="1000000"
maxUrl="260"
maxQueryString="2048"

Simplified content synchronization
Reduced H/W footprint (potentially less cost)

Common industry pain point

Fewer off-box calls to back end dependencies
Significant performance gains
Simple WCAT (Web Capacity Analysis Tool) Stress Test against www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.aspx

Not appropriate for all applications (e.g., not effective for those with very personalized output)

https://www.microsoft.com/en/us/default.aspx
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by Walter Oliver

Find information about this topic in ASP.NET Breaking Changes on IIS 7.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/breaking-changes-for-aspnet-4-apps-running-on-iis-7-integrated-mode.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Introduction

Compare Features

Modular ArchitectureModular Architecture

Web Server SecurityWeb Server Security

Management ToolsManagement Tools

Diagnostics and TroubleshootingDiagnostics and Troubleshooting

by Tali Smith

Apache Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Server and Internet Information Services are two of the world's most
popular Web servers. This article provides technical information about IIS for users who are familiar with Apache.
The article compares the architecture, security model, and management features of IIS 7 (and above) with those of
Apache, and it also compares common IIS and Apache management scenarios and tools.

IIS, with a modular design similar to that of the Apache Web server, gives administrators control through its
extensible architecture and intuitive graphical user interface. Diagnostic capabilities built into IIS help reduce the
time required to troubleshoot issues, minimizing downtime.

The functionality of IIS is divided into more than 44 separate feature modules. These modules can be installed
during the setup of the Web Server (IIS) role through the Server Manager console. The existent functionality can
be extended further using the included Win32® and Microsoft® .NET application programming interfaces (APIs)
to build new modules. While the IIS modules replace Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI)
filters and extensions, IIS maintains full support of these filters and extensions.

Apache Web Server provides limited support for Microsoft® Speech API (SAPI) extensions, but does not support
ISAPI filters. It relies on a community-driven project called the Apache Portable Runtime (APR), which is used to
create and maintain software libraries that provide a predictable and consistent interface to underlying platform-
specific implementations. The APR provides a set of APIs that maps to the underlying operating system, and thus
let developers code platform-independent programs.

Since 2003, four security vulnerabilities have been reported on IIS 6.0, compared with 23 for Apache 2.0.x during
the same period of time,[1] according to the security service provider Secunia. IIS builds on the secure foundation
of its predecessor, and brings an enhanced process model that isolates applications by sandboxing resources and
configurations at the application level by default.

Installing a minimal environment by choosing the Server Core installation option of Windows ServerÒ 2008
further limits the area of exposure of the IIS installation. Server Core omits graphical services and most libraries,
reducing the total footprint of the operating system while still retaining the ability to be administered both locally,
through the IIS command-line utility Appcmd.exe, and remotely.

The initial design of Apache did not take into account the possibility of implementing a graphical interface for its
management tools. Apache management functions are accomplished through entries made directly into
configuration files or through open-source graphical management tools such as TKApache and NetLoony.

IIS offers a range of management tools; management can be accomplished graphically, via the command line, or
manually by editing the configuration file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/iis-for-apache-administrators.md


Web Application SupportWeb Application Support

Extensibility Model for CustomizationExtensibility Model for Customization

FTP Publishing Service for I IS 7 and AboveFTP Publishing Service for I IS 7 and Above

In Apache, faults are isolated and diagnosed through five log files, each of which must be read manually to search
for patterns that point to a particular problem.

IIS include two mechanisms to help with diagnostics and troubleshooting:

The Runtime State and Control API provides real-time state information about application pools, worker
processes, sites, application domains, and even running requests. This Component Object Model (COM) API is
displayed through the IIS Manager console, the new Appcmd.exe command-line tool, and WindowsÒ
Management Instrumentation (WMI). These applications offer quick and easy status checks in any management
environment chosen.
Detailed event tracing functionality tracks events throughout the request and response path, allowing
developers and administrators to trace a request through the IIS processing pipeline and back out to the
response. These detailed tracing events collect information on the request path, errors raised by the request,
and the elapsed time at all points.

IIS also provides a detailed and actionable library of error messages. This library replaces the traditional, terse
error codes with detailed information about the request, the possible cause of the error, and suggested steps to fix
the problem. IIS sends detailed error information to the browser and other remote clients.

IIS offers tools that enable organizations to manage all of their Web applications on a single platform, eliminating
the need to maintain two or more independent platforms that create higher infrastructure costs.

FastCGI in IIS supports the high-performance version of the Common Gateway Interface (CGI). FastCGI
overcomes the performance problems of standard CGIs by creating persistent processes that can be reused for
multiple requests, rather than creating a new process for each request, which is then discarded when the request
has been filled. FastCGI also allows applications to run remotely, improving load distribution.

IIS also operates with the MicrosoftÒ .NET Framework version 1.1 and later. Through its support of classic ASP,
Microsoft® ASP.NET, and PHP, IIS provides organizations with the flexibility to write applications in the language
of their choice and to host applications on the platform of their choice.

Developers can extend IIS through the core server API set, which lets them build modules in both native code
(such as C/C++) and managed code using languages (such as C# and Microsoft® Visual Basic®) that use the .NET
Framework. IIS also enables extensibility for configuration, scripting, event logging, and administration tool feature
sets.

Extensions are available for download at no charge for x86 and x64 platforms. The extensions cover a range of
tasks in deployment, administration, request handling, security, content publishing, and media service. For the
available IIS extensions, see: IIS Extensions.

FTP Publishing Service for IIS (FTP 7) offers many enhanced capabilities over previous releases of the IIS FTP
server :

Tighter integration with IIS through a new administration user interface (UI) and configuration store based on
the .NET XML-based *.CONFIG format.
Support for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and for the use of non-WindowsÒ
accounts for authentication. The new FTP service also supports other Internet improvements, such as UTF8 and
IPv6.
Shared hosting improvements through full integration into IIS. This allows FTP 7 to host FTP and Web content
from the same site by simply adding an FTP binding to an existing Web site. In addition, the FTP service now
has virtual host name support, making it possible to host multiple FTP sites on the same IP address.
Improved logging and supportability features, including enhanced logging for all FTP-related traffic, unique

https://www.iis.net/downloads


Integrated Request PipelineIntegrated Request Pipeline

IIS 7 and Above Configuration and Management

Using Modules to Control and Customize IIS

HTTP ModulesHTTP Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Core feature: ErrorDocument
Directive

CustomErrorModule Sends default and
configured HTTP error
messages when an error
status code is set on a
response.

Inetsrv\Custerr.dll

mod_alias HttpRedirectionModule Supports configurable
redirection for HTTP
requests.

Inetsrv\Redirect.dll

tracking for FTP sessions, FTP sub-statuses, and additional detail fields in FTP logs.

In previous versions of IIS, ASP.NET was implemented as an IIS ISAPI extension, and requests to non-ASP.NET
content, such as ASP pages or static files, were not visible to ASP.NET.

In IIS, the layout of the request pipeline provides more opportunities to influence the way in which a request is
handled. IIS processes a request to any content type, which enables services provided by ASP.NET modules such
as forms authentication or output cache to be used for requests to ASP pages, PHP pages, or static files.

In Apache, configuration starts with a directive entry in the Httpd.config file.

This method is similar for IIS configuration, in which most settings can be configured either locally in the
Web.config file or globally in the ApplicationHost.config file. IIS provides a few methods for editing the .config files.
These methods include:

Graphically editing through the IIS Manager console.
Editing from the command prompt by using Appcmd.exe along with the set config / commit argument/.
Editing within a Windows Management Instrumentation script, using Application class.
Manually editing the configuration files, which are based on a strongly typed schema written in clear-text XML.
Microsoft® Visual Web Developer 2005 Express Edition can be used to edit the IIS configuration files in a neat-
looking code editor environment.

The complete usage options of Appcmd.exe can be found here.

Modules in IIS control and customize its functionality, resulting in greater flexibility and efficiency of the server
platform. By default, these modules are dynamic link library (DLL) files stored in the %WINDIR%\System32\inetsrv\

folder. They can be classified into two types, as follows.

Native. A native module has unrestricted access to any resource available to the server worker process, just
like an ISAPI filter or extension in previous versions.
Managed. Managed modules can be configured separately for each site or application. They are loaded for
processing only when required by the particular site or application.

Several IIS modules perform tasks specific to HTTP in the request-processing pipeline. These include modules to
respond to information and inquiries sent in client headers, to return HTTP errors, and to redirect requests.



 

mod_headers ProtocolSupportModule Performs protocol-related
actions, such as setting
response and redirecting
headers based on the
configuration.

Inetsrv\Protsup.dll

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Security ModulesSecurity Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_auth_anon AnonymousAuthentica-
tionModule

Performs Anonymous
authentication when no
other authentication method
succeeds.

Inetsrv\Authanon.dll

mod_auth BasicAuthentication- Module Performs Basic
authentication.

Inetsrv\Authbas.dll

CertificateMapping-
AuthenticationModule

Performs Certificate
Mapping authentication
using Active Directory®.

Inetsrv\Authcert.dll

mod_auth_digest DigestAuthentication-
Module

Performs Digest
authentication.

Inetsrv\Authmd5.dll

No equivalent IISCertificateMapping-
AuthenticationModule

Performs Certificate
Mapping authentication
using IIS certificate
configuration.

Inetsrv\Authmap.dll

Partially available as a core
function of Apache

RequestFilteringModule Performs URLScan tasks
such as configuring allowed
verbs and file extensions,
setting limits, and scanning
for bad character sequences.

Inetsrv\Modrqflt.dll

mod_auth UrlAuthorizationModule Performs URL authorization. Inetsrv\Urlauthz.dll

Not supported WindowsAuthentication-
Module

Performs NTLM integrated
authentication.

Inetsrv\Authsspi.dll

mod_access IpRestrictionModule Restricts IPv4 addresses
listed in the ipSecurity list in
configuration.

Inetsrv\iprestr.dll

Content ModulesContent Modules

Several IIS modules perform security tasks in the request-processing pipeline. In addition, separate modules exist
for each of the authentication schemes, enabling the selection of modules for the types of authentication desired on
the server. Other modules perform URL authorization and filter requests.

Several IIS modules perform tasks related to content in the request-processing pipeline. Content modules process
requests for static files, return a default page when a client fails to specify a resource in a request, list the contents
of a directory, and more.



 

 

 

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_cgi CgiModule Executes Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) processes to
build response output.

Inetsrv\Cgi.dll

mod_dir DefaultDocumentModule Attempts to return a default
document for requests made
to the parent directory.

Inetsrv\Defdoc.dll

mod_autoindex DirectoryListingModule Lists the contents of a
directory.

Inetsrv\dirlist.dll

Third party IsapiModule Hosts ISAPI extension DLLs. Inetsrv\Isapi.dll

Not supported IsapiFilterModule Supports ISAPI filter DLLs. Inetsrv\Filter.dll

Core feature: Options
directive

ServerSideIncludeModule Processes server-side
includes code.

Inetsrv\Iis_ssi.dll

Core feature: EnableSendfile
directove

StaticFileModule Serves static files. Inetsrv\Static.dll

mod_fcgid FastCgiModule Supports FastCGI, a high-
performance alternative to
CGI.

Inetsrv\iisfcgi.dll

Compression ModulesCompression Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_gzip DynamicCompression-
Module

Compresses responses and
applies GZIP compression
transfer coding to responses.

Inetsrv\Compdyn.dll

mod_gzip StaticCompression- Module Performs precompression of
static content.

Inetsrv\Compstat.dll

Caching ModulesCaching Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_cache and supporting
modules

FileCacheModule Provides user-mode caching
for files and file handles.

Inetsrv\Cachfile.dll

mod_cache and supporting
modules

HTTPCacheModule Provides kernel-mode and
user-mode caching in
HTTP.sys.

Inetsrv\Cachhttp.dll

Two IIS modules perform compression in the request-processing pipeline.

Several IIS modules perform tasks related to caching in the request-processing pipeline. Caching improves the
performance of Web sites and Web applications by storing processed information, such as Web pages, in memory
on the server and then reusing that information in subsequent requests for the same resource.



 

mod_cache and supporting
modules

TokenCacheModule Provides user-mode caching
of user name and token
pairs for modules that
produce Windows user
principals.

Inetsrv\Cachtokn.dll

mod_cache and supporting
modules

UriCacheModule Provides user-mode caching
of URL info.

Inetsrv\Cachuri.dll

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Logging and Diagnostics ModulesLogging and Diagnostics Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_log_config CustomLoggingModule Loads custom logging
modules.

Inetsrv\Logcust.dll

Not supported FailedRequests-
TracingModule

Supports the Failed Request
Tracing feature.

Inetsrv\Iisfreb.dll

mod_log_config HttpLoggingModule Passes information and
processing status to
HTTP.sys for logging.

Inetsrv\Loghttp.dll

mod_dtrace RequestMonitorModule Tracks requests currently
executing in worker
processes, and reports
information with the
Runtime Status and Control
Application Programming
Interface.

Inetsrv\Iisreqs.dll

mod_log_config TracingModule Reports events to Event
Tracing for WindowsÒ
(ETW).

Inetsrv\Iisetw.dll

Managed Support ModulesManaged Support Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

Not supported ManagedEngine Provides integration of
managed code modules in
the IIS request-processing
pipeline.

Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2
.0.50727\webengine.dll

Third party ConfigurationValidationMod
ule

Validates configuration
issues (for example, when an
application is running in
Integrated mode, but has
handlers or modules
declared in the system.web
section).

Inetsrv\validcfg.dll

Several IIS modules perform tasks related to logging and diagnostics in the request-processing pipeline. The
logging modules support loading custom modules and passing information to HTTP.sys. The diagnostics modules
track and report events during request processing.

Two IIS modules support managed integration in the IIS request-processing pipeline.



   

Managed ModulesManaged Modules

APACHE MODULE IIS EQUIVALENT DESCRIPTION RESOURCE

mod_auth_anon AnonymousIdentification Manages anonymous
identifiers used by features
supporting anonymous
identification, such as
ASP.NET profile.

System.Web.Security.Anony
mousIdentificationModule

mod_auth DefaultAuthentication Ensures that an
authentication object is
present in the context.

System.Web.Security.Default
AuthenticationModule

mod_auth FileAuthorization Verifies that a user has
permission to access the
requested file.

System.Web.Security.FileAut
horizationModule

mod_auth FormsAuthentication Supports forms
authentication.

System.Web.Security.FormsA
uthenticationModule

mod_auth OutputCache Supports output caching. System.Web.Caching.Output
CacheModule

mod_auth Profile Manages user profiles using
ASP.NET profile, which stores
and retrieves user settings in
a data source such as a
database.

System.Web.Profile.ProfileMo
dule

Third party RoleManager Manages a RolePrincipal
instance for the current user.

System.Web.Security.RoleMa
nagerModule

mod_perl Session Supports maintaining
session state, which enables
storage of data specific to a
single client within an
application on the server.

System.Web.SessionState.Ses
sionStateModule

Third party UrlAuthorization Determines whether the
current user has access to
the requested URL based on
the user name or the list of
roles of which the user is a
member.

System.Web.Security.UrlAuth
orizationModule

mod_rewrite UrlMappingsModule Supports mapping a real
URL to a more user-friendly
URL.

System.Web.UrlMappingsMo
dule

Not supported WindowsAuthentication Sets the identity of the user
for an ASP.NET application
when Windows
authentication is enabled.

System.Web.Security.Windo
wsAuthenticationModule

In addition to native modules, IIS enables the use of managed code modules to extend IIS functionality. Some of
the managed modules, such as UrlAuthorization, have a native module counterpart that provides a native
alternative to the managed module.



Distributed Configuration ModelDistributed Configuration Model

Administration Using IIS 7 and Above

Customizing Error MessagesCustomizing Error Messages

URL RewritingURL Rewriting

The new configuration system in IIS caches configuration files like .htaccess files in Apache, but consumes
significantly less memory. In addition, there are various ways to configure IIS to take advantage of either global or
more granular configuration changes.

IIS uses a configuration scheme that provides ASP.NET integration, including shared configuration and HTTP
runtime support. The XML-based configuration model uses configuration text files that hold configuration settings
and that can be stored in separate XML files in a folder.

IIS uses three main XML files that maintain server deployments:

Machine.config holds .NET Framework settings for the server. These settings are inherited by all other .NET
Framework configuration files and can be located by default at 
%windir%\Microsoft.net\Framework\<*framework\_version*>\Config\Machine.config .

The ApplicationHost.config file contains settings for IIS and its services. By default, it is located at 
%windir%\System32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config .

The Root Web.config file holds the global settings for ASP.NET Web applications, and it is located at 
%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\<*framework\_version*>\Config\Root Web.config . This file gives each

application a Web.config file that overrides global settings and also allows the IIS configuration settings to be
stored in these Web.config files, making copying applications across multiple Web servers much easier, and
avoids costly and error-prone replication, manual synchronization, and additional configuration tasks.

IIS can be used to execute the same management tasks that are performed on Apache.

For every standard HTTP error 403, 404, and 504, a message is returned to the browser. Different Web servers
allow administrators to return a default error message, a specific Web page, or a file as a Web page for each error.

In Apache, customizing error messages is done using the .htaccess file, which administrators can use to
manipulate server behavior and create custom server error messages. Examples of such errors are the "404 Not
Found" error that appears when a link is broken and the "500 Internal Server Error" that appears when a script
fails. The .htaccess file tells the server to display a special page in case of an error.
IIS also lets administrators return special pages in place of default pages for Web site errors. For example,
instead of displaying the message "404 File Not Found," a message listing optional links along with the
company header and an apologetic note may be displayed.

By default, IIS returns two types of errors when a problem occurs. The first type is the standard custom error,
including a terse error description and an error code. The second type of error is a detailed error, which by default
only returns requests from localhost. IIS can be configured to return detailed errors all the time, specifically when
the application needs to be run in debug mode, or to never return detailed errors and instead always return custom
errors.

URL rewriting is a way to modify the appearance of a Web URL. Web application users prefer short, neat URLs
instead of raw query string parameters. A concise URL is easy to remember and less time-consuming to type in. If
the URL can be made to relate clearly to the content of the page, then errors are less likely to happen.

For URL rewriting, Apache comes with a well-known module called mod_rewrite. This module provides a rule-
based rewriting engine to rewrite requested URLs on the fly. The mod_rewrite module is enabled in the
Apache.conf file by removing the # and restarting Apache. Rewrite rules can then be defined in the .htaccess file
within any particular directory.
IIS now offers a URL Rewriting module (see: URL Rewrite Module).

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
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ApacheApache

Web caching is the temporary storage of Web objects, such as HTML documents, for later retrieval. There are three
significant advantages to Web caching: reduced bandwidth consumption as fewer requests and responses need to
go over the network, reduced server load as a server has fewer requests to handle, and reduced latency since
responses for cached requests are available immediately and are closer to the client being served. Together, these
advantages make the Web less expensive and improve performance.

Caching can be performed by the client application and is built into most Web browsers. A number of products
extend or replace built-in caches with systems containing larger storage, more features, or better performance.
Caching can also be implemented between the client and the server as part of a proxy. Proxy caches are often
located near network gateways to reduce the bandwidth required over expensive dedicated Internet connections.
Finally, caches can be placed directly in front of a particular server to reduce the number of requests that the server
must handle.

In Apache 2.0 and 2.2, caching normally relies on three modules: mod_cache, mod_disk_cache, and
mod_mem_cache. The commands to configure caching must be defined in the main server configuration file(s),
not in .htaccess files. Caching techniques do not work without server administrator access and are most
appropriate for dynamic content that should be cached and served as static content. This is how Apache forces
the caching of dynamic content for a certain period of time that would otherwise be served dynamically each
time before hitting the database again.
The IIS output cache is a new feature that makes it possible to cache entire responses in memory, even from
dynamic content, and lets site owners and developers configure the output cache to allow caching of separate
copies of responses based on query string values.

The output cache is also integrated with the HTTP.sys kernel cache that helps with fast performance. Kernel caching
is unlocked by default. Developers can take advantage of this feature by configuring caching profiles within their
applications. A command-line tool can be executed to show the content in the HTTP.sys cache. A rule based on
response headers may be configured to cache different versions of content in a site or application.

Although Web page compression is not a new technology, it has recently become popular among IT administrators
and managers because of the almost-immediate return on investment (ROI) that it generates.

The Web output compression solution available in Apache is mod_gzip, with which configured file types are
compressed using GZIP encoding after processing by Apache's other modules and before being sent to the
client. When a request is received from a client, Apache determines if mod_gzip should be invoked by noting
whether the "Accept-Encoding" HTTP request header was sent. If the client sends the header, mod_gzip
compresses the output of all configured file types when they are sent to the client.
IIS has improved and simplified support for GZIP encoding enabled out-of-the-box execution of Web
compression. Compression is configured in the ApplicationHost.config file at 
C:\Windows\System32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config . The compression module gives IIS the ability to

serve compressed responses to compression-enabled clients. Clients that can accept compressed responses
send an Accept-Encoding header indicating the compression schemes that they can handle. If IIS can compress
the response using one of these compression schemes, it then sends a compressed response with a Content-
Encoding response header indicating the scheme used to compress the response.

To effectively manage a Web server, it is necessary to get feedback on the activity and performance of the server
and on any problems that may be occurring.

The Apache HTTP Server provides comprehensive and flexible logging capabilities:
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Script logs. To aid in debugging, the ScriptLog directive allows you to record the input to and output from CGI
scripts. This should only be used during testing and not for live servers.
Rewrite logs. When using the powerful and complex features of mod_rewrite, it is almost always necessary to
use the RewriteLog to help in debugging. This log file produces a detailed analysis of how the rewriting engine
transforms requests. The RewriteLogLevel directive controls the level of detail.

Error logs. The server error log, whose name and location is set by the ErrorLog directive, is the most
important log file. This is where Apache Httpd sends diagnostic information and records any errors that it
encounters in processing requests. It is the first place to look when a problem occurs with starting or
operating the server, since it often contains details of what went wrong and how to fix it.

A wide variety of different messages can appear in the error log. The error log also contains debugging
output from CGI scripts. Any information written to stderr by a CGI script is copied directly to the error log.

Customizing the error log by adding or removing information is not possible. However, error log entries
dealing with particular requests have corresponding entries in the access log. Customizing the access log to
provide more information is also possible.

Access logs. In Apache, the server access log records all requests processed by the server. The CustomLog
directive controls the location and content of the access log. The LogFormat directive can be used to simplify
the selection of the contents of the logs. Various versions of Apache Httpd use different modules and
directives to control access logging, including mod_log_config, mod_log_referer, mod_log_agent, and the 
TransferLog  directive.

IIS includes major improvements that aid in diagnostics and troubleshooting to help developers and
administrators more easily work with errant Web sites and applications. The following are improvements in
diagnostic and troubleshooting tools in IIS:

Lets the administrator see all requests currently running on the server.
Provides detailed local server error logs.
Provides detailed trace log that make it possible to track problem issues and obtain detailed information about
trace events.
Includes new Runtime State and Control API (RSCA) for real-time state information about application pools,
worker processes, sites, application domains, and running requests (providing real-time state information
through a native Component Object Model [COM] API and Appcmd.exe).
Can be configured to automatically capture full trace logs.
Contains tools that let IT staff find problems and troubleshoot in IIS Manager.

Apache administrators often use the following to secure their configurations:

Apply security patches.
Hide the Apache version number and other sensitive information.
Make sure Apache is running under its own user account and group.
Ensure that files outside the Web root are not served.
Turn off directory browsing.
Turn off CGI execution.
Run mod_security, a module written to apply several different security configurations:

Filtering (Simple and Regular Expression based)
Encoding Validation (URL and Unicode)
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Auditing
Upload memory limits
Server identity masking, etc.

Request Filtering is integrated into IIS. Details and a complete options set for the module can be found here.

Dynamic IP Restrictions for IIS is a module that provides protection against denial-of-service and brute-force
attacks on Web servers and Web sites. Such protection is provided by temporarily blocking IP addresses of the
HTTP clients that make unusually high number of concurrent requests or that make large number of requests over
a short period of time. Detailed instructions on the installation and use of this module can be found here.

This article is based on the white paperIIS 7.0 for Apache Administrators.

My Take: IIS vs. Apache.
Benefits of Running IIS7 Over IIS6 Or Apache.
See: http://secunia.com/advisories/product/1438/?task=statistics.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/2/D/8/2D863347-3AFF-48A6-9FCF-EC6554C18DCF/IIS_7_for_Apache.doc
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2007/05/07/iis-vs-apache.aspx
http://ezinearticles.com/?Benefits-of-Running-IIS7-Over-IIS6-Or-Apache&id=2131887
http://secunia.com/advisories/product/1438/?task=statistics
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Introduction

Basic Steps in Server Migration

by Tali Smith

Microsoft embraces hosting PHP applications on the Windows® operating system, both by building enabling
technologies and by working with the PHP community to ensure that popular PHP applications run well on the
Windows platform. Customers appreciate the convenience of being able to run PHP applications on a Windows-
based system because they are likely to have other computers running the operating system and are familiar with
the user interface. The capabilities built into Windows Server® 2008, such as Internet Information Services 7 (IIS
7) and above, and FastCGI, make seamless operation of PHP applications possible. With the advent of the SQL
Server Connector for PHP, users can add Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 to the software stack if they desire,
providing a top-to-bottom solution for PHP applications based on Microsoft® technology.

PHP is quite portable. Cross-platform development has been a major goal in the development of PHP since the
days of version 3. In most cases, PHP scripts are easily ported from Linux to Windows with very few problems.
Microsoft has also produced a rich set of PHP migration documentation and a toolkit to assist in basic PHP
application deployment; these are located on the IIS Web site.

Many popular PHP applications that have been written on and currently run on the LAMP (Linux–Apache–
MySQL–PHP) stack can be successfully migrated to a Windows-based stack (Windows–IIS–MySQL–PHP. The
SQL Server Driver for PHP can also make it possible to migrate applications to a Windows–IIS–SQL Server–PHP)
stack. This lets customers enjoy the convenience and familiarity of the Windows operating system.

Note that a Web site already hosted in the Apache/Windows environment takes less time to migrate than a Web
site completely hosted in a LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP) environment. There are two types of
migration processes (depending on the base operating system):

Migration of a Web site from Apache on Linux to IIS 7 or above on Windows Server 2008 or Windows
Server® 2008 R2.
Migration of a Web site from Apache on Windows Server® 2003, Windows® 2000, or Windows® XP to IIS
7.0 or above on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.

 

The basic steps for migration of a PHP application from Linux to Windows are:

1. Plan your migration.
2. Install the Windows environment. Articles on the learn.iis.net Web site can step you through these procedures.
3. Migrate files. Migrating Web site files from one server to another can be done using the three different

methods:

Migrating files using Windows Sharing
Migrating files using File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
Migrating files using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

4. Move databases. The two methods for migrating databases from one server to another include:

Migrating a database from MySQL on Windows Server 2003 to MySQL on Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2008 R2.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/migrate-to-a-windows-based-platform.md
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Migration Considerations

5. Update configurations.
6. Migrate applications.
7. Fine-tune any issues. See the Troubleshoot section below.

Migrating a database from MySQL on Linux to Microsoft® SQL Server® 2005 or Microsoft® SQL
Server® 2008 on Windows Server 2008.

 

Before initiating the migration, it is important to plan ahead to effectively prepare for all of the issues that may
occur during the migration process and to outline an overall migration framework and steps. Some of the issues to
consider before you begin migration include:

Total time required for the migration. The number of files (static HTML or PHP) and the number of tables
and procedures have a significant impact on the overall time required to complete the migration, the type of
migration process undertaken, and the database implemented.
A Web site consisting of a large number of PHP files and that has no centralized database management takes
more time to migrate than a site using a centralized database configuration, because the aspects of the
application, such as modifying queries and connection strings, need to be configured to work with the new
database.
Similarly, a Web site with relatively high number of database tables may require modification of column types
for the new database to run on SQL Server instead of MySQL.
Selection of database. Databases can be migrated either from one MySQL instance of one server (Linux on
Windows) to another MySQL instance of another server (Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2)
or from MySQL on one server (Linux Windows) to SQL Server on another server (Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2008 R2).
Migrating data from MySQL to MySQL is simpler and more straightforward compared with migration from
MySQL to SQL Server. Migration of data from MySQL to SQL Server requires migrating not just the tables
and their fields, but the data types of the fields, indexes, keys, and others.
Migration of a database from MySQL to SQL Server also requires the installation of a MySQL Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC) connector on Windows Server 2008. This driver helps create a link between the two types
of database servers and facilitates the migration of tables. On the other hand, migrating data from MySQL on
one server to MySQL on Windows Server 2008 does not require an ODBC driver.
Web site compatibility with IIS 7 and above and Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.
The compatibility of an Apache-based Web site with IIS 7.0 and above and Windows Server 2008 or Windows
Server 2008 R2 should be determined before proceeding with the actual migration. Web sites hosted on
Apache and Linux have different dependencies compared with Web sites hosted on IIS 7 and above and
Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.

Migration is easy, but you must test and fine-tune. Note that PHP, Apache HTTP server, and MySQL all run very
well on Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 and on the Server Core installation of Windows
Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2. You can easily replace Apache with IIS, and applications continue to run
well. IIS stores a lot of configuration data in XML for easy editing, but unlike Apache, IIS can pick up changes
dynamically without a restart of the system.

Consider the following information about how PHP interacts with Web servers:

Php.ini settings on different servers can cause differences in how global variables are handled and what the
PHP program accepts as legal PHP code.
Many of the file system functions are Linux/UNIX-specific. Check each function in the PHP manual to find out
whether or not the function works with Windows.
Make sure that the parameters and file names you pass are case sensitive. Although you can set case sensitivity
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off in MySQL, most servers prefer to leave it on by default. On the Windows NT® version of MySQL, case
sensitivity is off by default.

Currently, PHP uses more than 80 extensions, covering a wide range of services and functionality. Only about half
of these extensions are available on both platforms. A handful of extensions, such as the Component Object Model
(COM), Microsoft® .NET, and IIS extensions, are specific to Windows. If an extension you use in your scripts is not
currently available for Windows, you must look at either porting that extension or converting your scripts to use
functionality that is available for Windows.

Note that PHP has the following additional limitations:

Support for XML is low compared to the Microsoft XML implementation. However, XML support has greatly
improved under Windows as of PHP 4.3.11 and more recently PHP 5.0.4.
Support for SOAP is low, though it has improved as of PHP 5.x.
PHP cannot access the Windows registry.
PHP does not include support for handling users and groups on Windows.
PHP does not include full support for Unicode, as of version 4.0.5. However, Unicode in PHP works well as of
version 4.3.x, especially with the mbstring extension. Using the Php.ini directive mbstring.func_overload = 7
replaces all non-UTF-8 safe functions with the mbstring equivalent functions.

 

The following information may help you troubleshoot issues that you may encounter.

If your PHP applications are timing out, you may be reaching the execution limit. Increase the value of
max_execution_time in Php.ini.
If your PHP applications are running out of memory, check the value of upload_max_filessize. Ensure that the
value is adequate for your application.

The file transfer may require some "helper" applications:

Smbclient is required for the Server Message Block (SMB) transfer.
The Net::FTP Perl module is required for FTP.
The Net::FTPSSL Perl module is required for FTP over Secure Sockets Layer (FTPS).
The Net::SFTP Perl module is required for SSH FTP (SFTP).
Openssh is required for the secure copy (SCP) transfer.

: This article based on the white paper: "Apache to IIS 7.0 Migration Guide" published in March, 2009.*

Linux-Apache-MySQL PHP Migration webcasts.
Migrating Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP to Windows 2000

https://download.microsoft.com/download/2/D/8/2D863347-3AFF-48A6-9FCF-EC6554C18DCF/Apache to IIS 7 0 Migration Guide.doc
http://blogs.technet.com/keithcombs/archive/2008/12/17/running-lamp-on-windows-server-2008-webcast-and-screencasts-now-available.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/archive/interopmigration/linux/mvc/miglamp.mspx?mfr=true.
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Introduction

Migrate from MySQL to SQL Server 2008

Convert Database Objects

Schema Object NamesSchema Object Names

by Tali Smith

  

PHP, a powerful server-side scripting language used for creating dynamic Web sites and applications, is one of the
most widely used Web programming languages in use today. More than 4.5 million PHP developers and more
than 22 million Internet domains use PHP [1]. PHP has been widely deployed on Linux systems via the "LAMP"
(Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP) stack; this open-source Web development platform uses the Linux operating system,
an Apache Web server, and a MySQL database with the PHP development language.

However, PHP can also be implemented on the Windows® operating system, bringing a familiar user interface
and legendary ease of use to the server platform. Windows Server® 2008, with the Internet Information Services
(IIS) role, supports and improves the interoperability of PHP on Windows Server®, providing a solid, hardened,
scalable Web server platform.

With the advent of the SQL Server Driver for PHP and with the inclusion of FastCGI in IIS, PHP developers now
have a strong platform for developing and running Web applications: Windows Server 2008, Internet Information
Services (IIS), and Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008.

You can migrate from the MySQL database to SQL Server 2008 using the following steps:

2. In SQL Server, schemas are not necessarily linked to a specific user or a login, and one server contains multiple
databases.

3. Convert database objects; these are tables, tables constraints, indexes, view, procedures, functions, and triggers.
4. Map data types from the MySQL data type to a SQL Server data type.
5. Rewrite your views, procedures, and functions according to SQL Server syntax.
6. Change your applications as necessary so that they can connect and work with SQL Server 2008.

1. Decide how you will map MySQL databases to SQL Server 2008. You have two main options:

Map each MySQL database to a separate SQL Server database.
For example, you could map the MyDB MySQL database to MyDB SQL Server database.
Map each MySQL database to a single SQL Server database but a separate schema.
For example, you could map the MyDB MySQL database to MySQLDatabases SQL Server database,
schema MyDB.

After a successful database conversion, migrate your data from the old MySQL database to the newly created SQL
Server 2008 database. For this task, you could use Microsoft® SQL Server® Integration Services (SSIS), for
example.

You will then need to convert database objects.

In SQL Server 2008, an object name can be up to 128 characters long.
Nonquoted identifier names must follow these rules:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/migrate-from-mysql-to-sql-server-2008.md


Tables, Constraints, Indexes, and ViewsTables, Constraints, Indexes, and Views

Stored Procedures and User-Defined FunctionsStored Procedures and User-Defined Functions

TriggersTriggers

Migrate MySQL Data Types

Migrate MySQL System Functions

Equivalent Functions

Nonsupported Functions

Identifiers that start with @ or a number sign have special meanings. Identifiers starting with @ are local
variable names. Those that start with a number sign are temporary table names.
To quote an identifier name in Transact-SQL, you must use square brackets ([]).

Nonquoted identifier names must follow these rules:

The first character must be alphanumeric, an underscore (_), an at sign (@), or a number sign (#).
Subsequent characters can include alphanumeric characters, an underscore, an at (@) sign, a number
sign, or a dollar sign.
The identifier must not be a Transact-SQL reserved word.
Embedded spaces or special characters are not allowed.

Convert tables by using column data type mapping (see Type Mapping later in this guide).
SQL Server 2008 supports the following table (column) constraints: NOT NULL, UNIQUE, PRIMARY KEY,
FOREIGN KEY, and CHECK. Convert each type of constraint according to Transact-SQL syntax.
SELECT statements with VIEW should also be converted according to Transact-SQL SELECT syntax.

Convert stored procedures and functions by using Transact-SQL syntax.
SQL Server 2008 does not support DML statements in user-defined functions. This means that you cannot
change any data from within the function.

SQL Server 2008 does not have BEFORE triggers.
Convert multiple BEFORE triggers to a single INSTEAD OF trigger.

You will need to migrate the MySQL data types. Follow the recommended type mappings for converting table
columns, subroutine arguments, returned values, and local variable data types as found in the documentation:
http://tinyurl.com/yf9cfcg.

You will then need to migrate the MySQL system functions.

The following MySQL system functions are usable as is in SQL Server code:

ASCII, LEFT, LOWER, LTRIM, REPLACE, REVERSE, RIGHT, RTRIM, SOUNDEX, SPACE, SUBSTRING, UPPER,
ABS, ACOS, ASIN, ATAN, ATAN2, CEIL ING, COS, COT, DEGREES, EXP, FLOOR, LOG, LOG10, PI, POWER,
RADIANS, RAND, ROUND, S IGN, S IN, SQRT, TAN, DAY, MONTH, COALESCE, NULLIF, CAST, CONVERT.

 

The following MySQL functions cannot be easily emulated in SQL Server because of logical and physical
organization and security model differences:

BENCHMARK, CHARSET, COERCIBILITY, COLLATION, CRC32, DATE_ADD with INTERVAL, DATE_SUB with
INTERVAL, GET_FORMAT, PERIOD_ADD, PERIOD_DIFF, SUBTIME, TIMESTAMP, TIMESTAMPADD,
TIMESTAMPDIFF, MATCH, EXTRACTVALUE, UPDATEXML, GET_LOCK, IS_FREE_LOCK, MASTER_POS_WAIT,
RELEASE_LOCK.

http://tinyurl.com/yf9cfcg
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Links for Further Information:

: This article is summarizes material in: "Guide to Migrating from MySQL to SQL Server 2008" by Alexander Pavlov, Yuri
Rusakov, and Yuri Turnakov, published in August of 2009.*

Guide to Migrating from MySQL to SQL Server 2005.
SQL Server Driver for PHP Documentation.

 [1] IBM Corporation. 14 November 2006. Use PHP on System i, Part 1: Introduction and examples.

http://tinyurl.com/yf9cfcg
http://tinyurl.com/yg4v9e5
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee229551(SQL.10).aspx
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/systems/library/es-path2php/index.html
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by Tali Smith

PHP is quite portable, and cross-platform development has been a major goal in its development. In most cases,
PHP scripts are easily ported from Linux to the Windows® operating system with very few problems. Microsoft
has also produced a rich set of PHP migration documentation and a toolkit to assist in basic PHP application
deployment; these are located on the Internet Information Services (IIS) Web site (https://www.iis.net/).

Many popular PHP applications that have been written on and currently run on the LAMP (Linux–Apache–
MySQL–PHP) stack can be successfully migrated to a Windows-based stack (Windows–IIS–MySQL–PHP). The
article IIS for Apache Administrators compares common IIS 7 and above tools and management scenarios with
Apache tools and management scenarios. The SQL Server Driver for PHP can also make it possible to migrate
applications to a Windows–IIS–SQL Server–PHP stack. This lets customers enjoy the convenience and familiarity
of the Windows operating system.

There are also many other migration scenarios. You may want to migrate to a newer version of IIS, or you may
want to migrate to Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 from MySQL. The following articles can provide guidance for
various migration scenarios:

Migrate to a Windows-Based Platform. Provides general migration guidance.
Import Apache mod_rewrite Rules. Guides you through the process of converting Apache mod_rewrite rules to
IIS URL rewrite rules.
Migrate from MySQL to SQL Server 2008. Provides guidance on migrating from MySQL to SQL Server 2008.
Migrate from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7 or Above. Helps you migrate a Web site from IIS 6.0 to IIS 7.0 or above using the
Microsoft® Web Deployment Tool.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform/how-to-migrate-to-the-microsoft-web-platform.md
https://www.iis.net/
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Overview

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Using LINQ with Medium Trust

<SecurityClass 
  Name="ReflectionPermission" 
  Description="System.Security.Permissions.ReflectionPermission, mscorlib, Version=2.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089"/>

<IPermission
  class="ReflectionPermission"
  version="1"
  Flags="RestrictedMemberAccess"
/>

Using LINQ with High Trust

by Walter Oliver

ASP.NET is a unified Web development model that includes the services necessary to build Web applications with
a minimum of coding. ASP.NET is part of the .NET Framework, and when coding ASP.NET applications you have
access to classes in the .NET Framework. You can code your applications in any language compatible with the
common language runtime (CLR), including Microsoft Visual Basic, C#, JScript .NET, and J#. These languages
enable you to develop ASP.NET applications that benefit from the common language runtime, type safety,
inheritance, and so on.

Language-Integrated Query (L INQ) is a set of features in Visual Studio 2008 that extends powerful query
capabilities to the language syntax of C# and Visual Basic. L INQ introduces standard, easily-learned patterns for
querying and updating data, and the technology can be extended to support potentially any kind of data store.

When hosting Web Applications that use LINQ, you might have to change the policy files for code-access security.

The following sections describe these settings. See Using LINQ with ASP.NET for more information.

To use L INQ in a Web application that is running under medium trust, you must include two elements
(SecurityClass and IPermission) in the policy file that is defined for Medium trust. By default, the
web_mediumtrust.config file is the policy file for medium trust and already contains these elements.

Within the SecurityClasses element, add a SecurityClass element with the following attributes:

Within the PermissionSet element that has the Name attribute set to "ASP.Net", add an IPermission element
that has the following attributes:

To use L INQ in a Web application that is running under high trust, you must include one element in the policy file
that is defined for High trust. By default, the web_hightrust.config file is the policy file for high trust. This file

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-components/deploying-linq-with-net-35.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4w3ex9c2.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb397926.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb907622.aspx


<IPermission class="ReflectionPermission" version="1" Flags="ReflectionEmit, RestrictedMemberAccess" />

already includes an IPermission element within a PermissionsSet element that references the
ReflectionPermission class. You must modify this element when you use L INQ.

Within the PermissionSet element that has the Name attribute set to "ASP.Net", find the IPermission element
for ReflectionPermission and set it as follows:
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Introduction

Deployment Scripts -Shared Hosting

by Walter Oliver

This article provides a summary of the PowerShell and C# Sample scripts mentioned throughout the Hosting
Guidance. They can be used for deployment, configuration, migration, and provisioning tasks.

1. Web Server

These PowerShell scripts will help deploy and configured the Web Server. Notice that these scripts were
written and tested using PS 2.0:

Enable32bitModeWorkerProcess.PS1: enables the 32-bit mode worker processes in 64 bit
machines.
AppPoolIdentAsAnonymousUser.PS1: sets the Application Pool Identity as Anonymous User.
AddRemoveDefaultDoc.PS1: adds or removes Default Documents based on the
Default_Files_Config.XML input file specification.
ConfigureDynamicIdleThreshold.PS1: sets dynamicIdleThreshold configuration property.
ConfigureDynamicCompression.PS1: sets the Dynamic Compression properties.
HTTPResponseCache.PS1: shows the HTTP Response Cache.
Coming soon: Setting ASP.NET medium trust.

runPKGMGT_IIS.PS1: runs the "pkgmgt.exe" command tool to install IIS 7.0 with the
recommended modules for shared hosting, see Installing the Web Server Role.

The script uses the file "unattended.xml" as its input configuration data, it specifies the IIS
modules to install.
Required: Unattend.xml requires that the version number be set to the current Product version
of Windows i.e. version="6.0.6000.16386". This can be found by Right Clicking 
C:\Windows\RegEdit.exe  and choosing the details tab. PkgMgr requires this parameter so that it

can properly install all desired components
Install_IISSharedHosting.PS1: runs all the configuration scripts in accordance to the Shared
Hosting guidelines, see Configuring IIS 7.0 for Shared Hosting.

The script uses the IISSettings.xml file as input configuration data. It contains settings for
Dynamic Compression and Idle Threshold
The Default File setting for the server is controlled through Default_File_Config.xml. It contains
a list of all Default file to be added or removed. Create as many entries as you'd like. Set
activity="ADD" to add or "REMOVE" to remove.

2. File Server

These PowerShell scripts will help deploy and configured the File Server. Notice that these scripts were
written and tested using PS 2.0:

InstallFileServer.PS1: runs all the scripts to install and configure the FileServer Role.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-components/powershell-scripts.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.iis.net/community/files/hosting/IISShareHostSetupScripts-v1.zip
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/index
https://www.iis.net/community/files/hosting/FileServerSetupScripts-v1.zip


Provisioning and Managing

runPKGMGR_FileServer: runs the "pkgmgt.exe" command tool to install the File Server role. The
script uses the file "unattended.xml" as its input parameter, it specifies the modules to install.
DirectoryQuota.PS1: sets the directory quota, see Directory Quotas.
Folder_Shares_Permissions.PS1: sets the folder permissions in accordance to the specification in the
"SharePermissions.XML" input file. See Share and NTFS Permissions.

Files: FolderPermissions.xml, SharePermissions.xml, DirectoryQuotas_Settings.xml are
populated with sample settings. each should be configured pre-deployment as these settings
will vary on a per deployment.
DirectoryQuotas_Settings.xml: Allows you to define as many folders quotas as necessary.
FolderPermissions.xml: Allows you to define as many Folders as necessary, and each folder may
have 0, 1 or many permissions.
SharePermissions.xml: Allows you to define as many shares as necessary (will error if the new
share does not correspond to an existing folder). Each share may have 0, 1, or many
permissions.

1. Provisioning Sample in C# is a set of C# samples to perform several common provisioning tasks, See details
in the Provisioning Sample in C# article.

2. Hosting Services Sample is an extensive C# code sample for provisioning Sites, User accounts, SQL db, and
others. See details in the Hosting Services Code Sample article.

3. Code Samples and Scripts provides sample code snippets for creating IIS 7.0 Sites and Configuration tasks.

Sample_AppPool_Site_AppCreation

4. [IIS Sites Provisioning PowerShell Scripts]
(https://www.iis.net/community/files/hosting/ProvisioningScripts 4-7-2008.zip "IIS Sites PowerShell
Scripts"). These are 6 PowerShell Scripts to help you automate the provisioning of AppPools, Sites,
Applications, Virtual Directories, and Bindings. They use the Microsoft.Web.Administration managed code
namespace interfaces to provision these objects. Here is an example for each of them:

4.1. To create any number of AppPools, Sites, Applications, Virtual Directories, and Bindings
arranged in accordance to a configuration data file use Sample_AppPool_Site_AppCreation. This
script calls all the others to create each object in accordance to the configuration data found in the
ProvisioningConfig.xml XML file.

Example:

Example of a ProvisioningConfig.xml XML file:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-components/powershell-scripts/_static/powershell-scripts-327-iis7provisioningsample1.zip
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-components/powershell-scripts/_static/hssample_4-11.zip
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/provisioning-and-managing-iis/index
https://www.iis.net/community/files/hosting/ProvisioningScripts


<Script>
<ApplicationPool>
<Site Name="DAP1Site2" PhysicalPath="C:\Content\DAP1Site2">

<Application PhysicalPath="C:\Content\DAP1Site2\App1" RelativePath="/App1">
<VirtualDirectory PhysicalPath="C:\Content\Logs" RelativePath="/App1/VDir"/>
</Application>

<Application PhysicalPath="C:\Content\DAP1Site2\App2" RelativePath="/App2">
</Application>

<Binding Port="80" BindingInfo="www.DAP1Site2.com" Protocol="http"/>

<Folder name="C:\Content\DAP1Site2" quota="50mb"> 
<Permission>
<User>Administrators</User>
<Capability>F</Capability>
</Permission>
</Folder>

</Site>
</ApplicationPool>
</Script>

CreateIISAppPool "DemoAppPool1" "" ""

CreateIISSite "DAP1Site1" "C:\Content\DAP1Site1" "DemoAppPool1" 1702121

CreateIISApplicationOntoSite "C:\Content\DAP1Site1\App1" "/App1" "DAP1Site1" "DemoAppPool1"

CreateIISVDirOntoApplication "C:\Content\Logs" "/App1/VDir" "DAP1Site1" "/App1"

CreateIISBindingOntoSite "DAP1Site1" 80 "www.DAP1Site2.com" "http"

4.2. To create AppPools use CreateIISAppPool PoolName username password. If you do not provide
username and password it will use the current user.

Example:

4.3. To create a Site use CreateIISSite SiteName PhysicalPath PoolName ID.

Example:

4.4. To create an Application on a site use CreateIISApplicationOntoSite PhysicalPath RelativePath
SiteName PoolName.

Example:

4.5. To create a Virtual Directory for an application use CreateIISVDirOntoApplication
ApplicationPhysicalPath PhysicalPath SiteName RelativePath.

Example:

4.6. To create a Binding for a Site use CreateIISBindingOntoSite SiteName Port BindingInfo Protocol.

Example:
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by Walter Oliver

For information on installing and configuring Server Components, see Configuring Servers under the topic
"Configuring Components" in the "Hosting Guidance" heading. It includes information on Web and File Server
Roles (IIS, ASP.NET, FTP), SQL Server, Windows SharePoint Services (WSS), etc.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-components/configuring-server-components.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/index
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Overview

ContentsContents

Environment Architecture

Network SegmentsNetwork Segments

Core ArchitectureCore Architecture

by Walter Oliver

Hosting multiple Web sites or databases on a single computer is challenging. Hosters may struggle with quality
of service, site density, security, and performance configuration. This article describes the Shared Hosting
Configuration components that are needed to address these requirements. The goal is to provide a high-level
picture of the components, how they fit together, and why they are important. For specific feature information or
guidance, see the links in each description.

Environment Architecture

Network Segments

Core Architecture

Front End Servers

Back End Servers

Remote Administration

Enhanced Architecture (Optional Components)

Optional Front End Servers

Optional Back End Servers

Conclusion

 

Microsoft provides a rich set of technologies that address all aspects of hosting. The following sections describe
the recommended architecture configuration and provide individual descriptions about each component.

 

As shown in the diagrams found later in this topic, Windows Web Platform Shared Hosting environments
typically include the following network segments:

Front-end The front-end includes the servers that interface with customers to provide access to hosted
services offered in the solution. All internet-specific traffic is isolated to the front end segment.
Back-end The back-end isolates Web farm access, management, database access, monitoring, and security
data from the customer accessing the front end segment. This helps to enhance network security and
performance.

 

Often, service providers are interested in the core set of components that are required for their hosting offering.
Their goal is speed to market without sacrificing quality of service, availability, and performance. The following

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/shared-hosting-configuration.md
https://github.com/walterov
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diagram depicts the minimum configuration that you must have to deploy a complete Shared Hosting
environment.

 

The ARR server runs the Microsoft Application Request Routing for IIS module. This is a proxy-based routing
module that forwards HTTP requests to content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load
balance algorithms. ARR can be used to:

Increase application availability and scalability.
Better use content server resources.
Facilitate application deployment, including pilot management and A/B testing.
Lower management costs and create opportunities for shared hosters.

The ARR server is deployed and managed by the hoster. Since ARR 2.0 is a feature of IIS, you may decide to
manage it by using Remote Administration (see the Remote Administration section later in this topic) or Terminal
Services. Depending on the scalability and availability requirements, administrators may need a configuration
that includes either or both Network Load Balancing and Failover Clusters on the ARR server. Load balance
routers for two or more ARR servers can also be examined for such requirements.

See this section for further guidance about ARR.

By default, SSL Offloading is enabled on the ARR server. This feature helps to maximize the server resources
because the Web servers do not have to spend cycles encrypting and decrypting requests and responses.
Enabling SSL Offloading implies that all communication between the ARR server and the Web servers is

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/shared-hosting-configuration/_static/image1.jpg
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
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accomplished in clear text, even for HTTPS requests from the clients to the ARR server. All of the Web servers
are located in the back end network because this is a trusted network that preserves the security of the
communication between the ARR server and the Web farm.

This server runs the services that users need to publish and manage their content and Web applications from the
command line, IIS Manager UI, or Visual Studio Development environment. Three IIS services run on this
server :

Web Management Service, also known as WMSVC, makes Remote Administration possible. See the
corresponding section below.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Server provides the infrastructure that is required to create an FTP site where
users can upload and download files by using the FTP protocol and appropriate client software. FTP uses
TCP/IP to distribute files similarly to how HTTP works to distribute Web pages. An FTP site is especially
useful for offering customers the ability to upload files.
Web Deploy simplifies the deployment, management, and migration of Web applications. It lets
administrators enable developers to publish their Web applications and databases to the hosted environment.

The Web Management Service, MS Deploy, and FTP server is connected to the Internet through the network.
Through a separate NIC interface, it also has access to the NAS server that contains the shared configuration of
the Web server farm. Depending on the scalability and availability requirements, administrators can decide to use
either or both Network Load Balancing and Failover Clusters on this server.

The DNS Server role in Windows Server 2008 combines support for standard DNS protocols with the benefits
of integration with Active Directory Domain Services (ADDS) and other Windows networking and security
features, including advanced capabilities such as secure dynamic updating of DNS resource records.

This firewall router forwards FTP and Web Management (port 8172) traffic to the corresponding server. If
applications offered by the hoster, such as mail, are available in the front end network, this router will also
forward that traffic to the appropriate servers. All other Web application traffic is routed to the ARR server.

 

The Web server runs the Windows Server 2008 Web server role. Windows Server 2008 delivers IIS, which is a
unified Web platform that integrates IIS, ASP.NET, and Windows Communication Foundation. It provides the
functionality to deploy multi-tenant (Shared Hosting) offerings. All Web applications share the Web server
resources. The key features and improvements in IIS include the following:

A unified Web platform that delivers a single, consistent Web solution for both administrators and developers.
Enhanced security and the ability to customize the server to reduce the attack surface.
Simplified diagnostic and troubleshooting features that aid in the resolution of problems.
Improved configuration and support for server farms.
Delegated administration for hosting and enterprise workloads.

The ARR server controls all traffic coming to the Web servers. The ARR server handles all the HTTPS work,
effectively offloading it from the Web servers (see SSL Offloading earlier in this topic). Web servers are grouped
in a Web farm and should be put in a protected network, such as the back end network. This is important
because the communication between the ARR server and the Web server is in clear text when ARR's SSL
Offloading is used.

The Web Server Farm is a collection of Web servers that share a common configuration and a set of Web sites. In
IIS, Web farms are supported through the Shared Configuration feature, which enables administrators to store
the IIS server configuration files on a remote share (NAS File Server). This provides the ability to replicate and
synchronize configuration among the Web servers in the farm. In combination with the ARR server, the Web

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/deploying-application-packages/index
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/index
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Remote AdministrationRemote Administration

farm provides the configuration that is required to implement Shared Hosting environments. To protect
communication with the ARR server, the Web server farm is located in the back end network.

The file server provides a central location on the network where you can store and share files with other servers.
You can use this server to store the Web server farm shared configuration and static content for Web sites. The
file server can act as a network-attached storage (NAS) unit. This server is required to set up the Web farm
(shared configuration) environment. All the servers in the Web farm and the Web management server have
access to the file server for application content and configuration data. Depending on scalability and availability
requirements, administrators can decide to implement either or both Network Load Balancing and Failover
Clusters on this server.

SQL Server 2008 provides database services to the Web servers. For example, the dynamic content for Web sites
is stored in SQL Server databases. SQL Server 2008 is an ideal database platform for use in shared and
dedicated Web hosting environments; it provides features to optimize security, tenant isolation, and improve the
performance of the hosted SQL Server 2008 deployment.

  

Remote Administration is a key feature of the set of IIS Management and Administration capabilities. With IIS
Remote Administration, hosters can empower their customers to manage their Web applications and
corresponding database(s) remotely. This is possible because of these key features in IIS:

1. IIS Manager Remote Administration. IIS Manager can manage remote servers, sites, and applications.
2. Delegated Administration lets administrators enable site and application owners to modify specific settings.

The effect of these changes is confined to the specific site or application. This model introduces the concept of
self-contained applications, which lets the site or application directory house both content and configuration
settings. For step-by-step instructions about how to enable Delegated Administration, see How to Use
Configuration Delegation in IIS and Configuring Remote Administration and Feature Delegation in IIS.

3. IIS Extensible Architecture enables the development and deployment of pluggable IIS modules, such as the
Database Manager, or modules such as those available in the IIS Administration Pack. The Database Manager
module lets you take an existing database connection and manage your database from IIS Manager. You can
also perform basic operations such as editing tables, adding keys, and running queries.

4. Web Deploy lets users package and deploy Web applications and databases onto hosted environments.
The following diagram depicts the Remote Administration configuration.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/index
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/remote-administration/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/develop/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/deploying-application-packages/index


Enhanced Architecture (Optional Components)Enhanced Architecture (Optional Components) 

In some cases, service providers want to achieve the maximum degree of manageability, monitoring, and
automation. These requirements can be met by adding a set of optional components to the core architecture
described earlier in this article. This environment configuration may be required by hosters managing large
datacenter facilities across multiple geographical locations. The following diagram depicts an enhanced
architecture for Shared Hosting environments.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/shared-hosting-configuration/_static/image4.jpg
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The Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) server provides a scalable, manageable platform for the collaboration
and development of Web-based business applications. WSS lets teams share documents, track tasks, use e-mail
efficiently and effectively, and share ideas and information. Service providers frequently offer this technology to
their customers.

 

Windows Deployment Services (WDS) assists with the rapid deployment of Microsoft Windows operating
systems. WDS is useful for setting up new computers through a network-based installation without having to be
physically present at each computer and without having to install directly from CD or DVD media. Hosting
companies can use the WDS purposing server to prepare, configure, and deploy multiple servers automatically.
The purposing server communicates with all servers on the front end and back end.

Active Directory Domain Services (ADDS) stores directory data and manages communication between users and
domains, including user login processes, authentication, and directory searches. An Active Directory domain
controller is a server that is running ADDS. It provides a distributed database that stores and manages
information about network resources and application-specific data from directory-enabled applications such as
Microsoft Exchange. Administrators can use ADDS to organize elements of a network, such as users, computers,
and other devices, into a hierarchical containment structure. AD can also be useful when you deploy network
resources in a Shared Hosting environment.

Hosters may decide to deploy System Center VMM and SCOM when managing large hosting facilities. SCOM
provides end-to-end monitoring for the hosting datacenter environment. SCOM can monitor thousands of
servers, applications, and client computers, and provides comprehensive views of the datacenter environment
health states. These views are needed to facilitate rapid response to events that can affect the availability of

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/shared-hosting-configuration/_static/image6.jpg
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Conclusion

Additional ResourcesAdditional Resources

services that a hoster provides. VMM provides a complete environment to deploy and manage Virtual Machines.

Microsoft Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) lets administrators at hosting companies deploy the latest
Microsoft product updates to computers that are running the Windows operating system. By using WSUS,
administrators can fully manage the distribution of updates that are released through Microsoft Update to
computers in their network.

System Center Data Protection Manager (DPM) is a complete solution for Windows backup and recovery. It
provides continuous data protection for Microsoft application and file servers that use seamlessly integrated disk
and tape media. DPM enables rapid and reliable recovery.

Storage Area Network (SAN) lets administrators attach remote computer storage devices (disk, tapes, etc.) to
servers that are located across the network. These storage devices then appear as local to these servers. Hosters
can decide to deploy SAN to achieve highly scalable and flexible storage resource allocation, high efficiency
backup solutions, and better storage utilization.

 

The Windows Web Platform delivers all the components that service providers require to deploy a highly
available, highly scalable, Shared Hosting environment. This article has provided an overview of the core
architecture, Remote Administration configuration, and optional components that are needed by service
providers to deploy and manage Shared Hosting offerings.

Additional information about Windows Server 2008 R2 and other information discussed in this overview can be
found at the following locations:

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 Home
Internet Information Services (IIS) Home
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Home
ASP.NET 4 Hosting Deployment Guide

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/wsus/default.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/dpm/default.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/default.mspx
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/internet-information-services.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2008/en/us/
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=191365
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Overview

The Green Grid

Data Center Guidance

Resources

by Walter Oliver

This article provides a map to the various sources of information on Sustainable Computing relevant to Web
Hosting Organizations. From Best Practices employed by Microsoft IT teams for Creation and Management of
Data Centers to specific features being built into Microsoft Products to help you measure and manage your
organization's Carbon Footprint. This information should help you prioritized your Sustainable Computing
investments.

The Green Grid is a global consortium dedicated to advancing energy efficiency in data centers and business
computing ecosystems. It is focused on the following: defining meaningful, user-centric models and metrics;
developing standards, measurement methods, processes and new technologies to improve data center
performance against the defined metrics; and promoting the adoption of energy efficient standards, processes,
measurements and technologies.

For information on the Green Grid see The Green Grid: The Quest for Energy Efficient IT.

Energy Efficiency Best Practices in Microsoft Data Center Operations

Guidelines for Energy-Efficient Data Centers

The Green Grid Data Center Power Efficiency Metrics: PUE and DCiE

The Green Grid Peer Review of "DC Power for Improved Data Center Efficiency"

Five Ways to Reduce Data Center Sever Power Consumption

Microsoft Environment Innovating to Improve our Planet

TechNet Magazine: Sustainable Computing

Environmental Dashboard for Microsoft Dynamics AX

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/sustainable-computing.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.microsoft.com/environment/our_commitment/articles/green_grid.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/environment/our_commitment/articles/datacenter_bp.aspx
http://www.thegreengrid.org/gg_content/Green_Grid_Guidelines_WP.pdf
http://www.thegreengrid.org/gg_content/TGG_Data_Center_Power_Efficiency_Metrics_PUE_and_DCiE.pdf
http://www.thegreengrid.org/gg_content/White_Paper_12_-_LBNL_Peer_Review.pdf
http://www.thegreengrid.org/gg_content/White_Paper_7_-_Five_Ways_to_Save_Power.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/environment/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc462910.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/environment/business_solutions/articles/dynamics_ax.aspx
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Introduction

Extensibility Videos

by Walter Oliver

One of the key features of IIS is its extensible modular architecture. That is, you can build and deploy your own
modules and integrate them with IIS. This extensibility, along with remote administration, allows hosting
companies to extend the out-of-the-box administration functionality. Users benefit by gaining more control over
hosting services, and hosting companies can simplify administration by consolidating control panel-like
functionality into the IIS Manager solution.

The following videos provide detailed walkthroughs of how this feature works and how to take advantage of it:

IIS Extensibility Part I
IIS Extensibility Part II

This download contains the presentation for these videos.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/iis-extensibility.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/remote-administration/index
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-IIS/IIS Extensibility Part 1 of 2.wmv
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-IIS/IIS Extensibility Part 2 of 2.wmv
https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-878E233C3F08/IIS7_Extensibility.zip
https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-878E233C3F08/IIS7_Extensibility.zip
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Introduction

Setup

by Walter Oliver

On the file server, performance may be improved by separating the system and content partitions and physical
hard drives.

The following setup is recommended:

Use a unique partition and physical drive(s) for the system.
Use a separate partition and physical drive(s) for the content.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/preparing-the-file-serve-deployment.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Introduction

Permissions

PATH PERMISSIONS REASON

\server\share$ (share) Domain Administrators - Full Control
Domain Users - Change
MachineAccounts$ - Full Control

The share permissions need to allow
the administrators and site accounts to
access the content. The physical path
will be restricted to actual needed
permissions.

E:\Content (physical path of share) Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control

This is the folder that is shared. It does
not need permissions for any accounts
aside from the built-in Administrators
group and System account.

E:\Content&lt;sitename> (the container
for a specific site or user)

Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control Site Owner - List Folder
Contents

This folder is used as a container for
folders like the site's home directory
and its log files. The Site Owner should
be able to read this folder but does not
need write access.

E:\Content&lt;sitename> \wwwroot
(the IIS home directory for the site)

Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control Site Owner - Modify App
Pool Username - Read

This is the root of a Web site belonging
to the user account. App Pool
Username is used as both the
application pool identity and the
anonymous username for the Web site.

E:\Content&lt;sitename>\Logs (the
container for logs)

Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control Site Owner - Read

Note that this folder for logs is stored
ABOVE the root of the site, so that it is
not accessible by a visitor browsing the
site. It is not recommended that you
put this folder in any location accessible
from a Web browser, for security
purposes.

by Walter Oliver

The file server permissions must be carefully implemented to provide appropriate access to content. This involves
locking down permissions on the share and physical folders.

The following table lists permissions that were used for the file server share and folders in the Shared Hosting
Setup mentioned in the Planning the Web Hosting Architecture section of the Hosting Guidance. Based on the
shared hosting environment used, server administrators should develop their own custom permissions that meet
their needs.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/configuring-share-and-ntfs-permissions.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/planning-the-web-hosting-architecture/index


E:\Content&lt;sitename>\Logs\FailedRe
qLogs (the container for failed request
tracing logs)

Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control App Pool Username - Full
Control

This is the folder used to store Failed
Request log files, which allow a site
owner to diagnose problems with their
Web site. These logs are written by the
worker process identity, App Pool
Username.

E:\Content&lt;sitename>\Logs\W3SVC
LogFiles (the container for W3SVC
traffic logs)

Administrators - Full Control System -
Full Control MachineAccount$ - Full
Control

This is the folder used to store the log
files for the Web site, which allow a site
owner to see their traffic patterns. If the
server administrator does not wish to
share these files or wants to provide an
alternate method for determining
traffic, these files can be stored
elsewhere. MachineAccount$ is the
Web server's machine account, as these
logs are written by HTTP.SYS.

PATH PERMISSIONS REASON

Configuring Permissions
To configure permissions for the share

1. In Windows Explorer, right-click the folder you want to share, and then click Properties.
2. On the Sharing tab, click Advanced Sharing.
3. In User Account Control, click Continue to accept the prompt that Windows needs your permission to

perform the action.
4. In the Advanced Sharing dialog box, check Share this folder.

NOTENOTE

6. Click Permissions.
7. In the Permissions dialog box, remove the Everyone group, if it exists.
8. Add the appropriate user or group that should have access to the share.
9. Specify the permissions (Full Control, Change, Read) for the user or group.

10. Click OK twice and then click Close to close the dialog boxes.

5. Set the Share name and Comments as appropriate. To make the share hidden, add a $ to the end of the
share name.

Hiding a share means that when you connect to \server you will not see the share unless you specifically enter the
path \server\share$.

To configure permissions for the folder structure

1. In Windows Explorer, right-click the folder you want to share, and then click Properties.
2. On the Security tab, click Edit.
3. In the Permissions dialog box, add the appropriate users or groups that should have access at each level of

the folder structure.
4. Specify the permissions (Full control, Modify, Read & execute, List folder contents, Read, Write Special

permissions) for the users or groups.
5. Click OK twice to close the dialog boxes.

See C# and PowerShell Scripts Samples for a sample script to configure default documents. as an example of

file://server/
file://server/share$


creation of a share and setting of permissions.
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Introduction

Installing, Creating, and Setting Quotas

by Walter Oliver

Starting with Windows Server® 2003 R2, File Server Resource Manager (FSRM) offers advanced quota and
directory management. The quota system can now be based on directories, rather than set by a Windows user.
This enables a quick and convenient way to restrict the amount of content uploaded to a Web site's root directory,
rather than configuring per user.

But new to Windows Server® 2008 is the ability to programmatically manage the quotas and other features
offered by FSRM. For more information, go to https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb613366.aspx.

To install the File Server Resource Manager

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Server Manager.
2. Select the Features node in the left-hand tree view.
3. Click Add Features.
4. In the Select Features page of the Add Features Wizard, check File Server Resource Manager (FSRM), and

then click Next.
5. Click Install to start the installation.
6. On the Installation Results page, click Close.

To create a quota template

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click File Server Resource Manager.
2. Expand the Quota Management node in the left-hand tree view.
3. Right-click Quota Templates, and select Create Quota Template.
4. Copy the properties of an existing template by selecting a template from the Copy properties from quota

template drop-down list. Then click Copy.
5. In the Template Name text box, type a name for the new template, such as Hosting Default Quota.
6. In the Label text box, type an optional description that will appear next to any quotas derived from the

template.
7. In the Limit text box, type a number and choose a unit (KB, MB, GB, or TB).

9. You can configure one or more optional threshold notifications for your quota template, as described in the
procedure that follows. After you have selected all the quota template properties that you want to use, click OK
to save the template.

8. Click Hard quota or Soft quota.

(A hard quota prevents users from saving files after the space limit is reached and generates notifications
when the volume of data reaches each configured threshold. A soft quota does not enforce the quota limit,
but it generates all configured notifications.)

To set the quota template for a directory

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click File Server Resource Manager.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/enabling-directory-quotas.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb613366.aspx


dirquota quota add /path:e:\content\site /limit:500mb

2. Expand the Quota Management node in the left-hand tree view.
3. Right-click Quotas, and select Create Quota.
4. Under Quota path, type or browse to the folder that the quota will apply to.
5. By default, Create quota on path is checked.
6. Under Derive properties from this quota template, select the template that should apply, such as the

Shared Hosting Default template created in the steps above.
7. Click Create.

Quotas can also be created using the command-line tool dirquota.exe (see C# and PowerShell Scripts Samples).
The following command-line sets the directory quota limit to 500 MB for a site directory:

For more information about the File Server Resource Manager, go to File Server Resource Manager.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/d6d480ca-18ec-4dee-aafc-a9e7971038cf1033.mspx
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by Walter Oliver

On Windows servers, each connection uses the identity of a unique user to connect to another server by using an
SMB (Server Message Block) connection. A connection is used when you open a remote file share in Windows
Explorer or via a net use command.

For each connection, there are a number of work items or work contexts used. By default, this limit is set low, and
when storing IIS content or configurations on a remote file server, you may run out quickly. This causes the error
"The network BIOS command limit has been reached." There may be other errors, such as an ASP.NET or ASP
500 error.

There are registry keys that control how many commands and work items are permitted. On the file server, two
registry keys control the number of connections and work items that are allowed.

When using a remote file server for content or configuration files, you must set the registry keys on both the file
server if it is running Windows 2003 or lower, and the Web server.

If you are running Windows Server® 2008 on both the Web server and the file server, these registry changes are
unnecessary. If they are set, Windows Server 2008 will ignore them.

To configure the registry key on the file server (Windows Server 2003)

1. From the command prompt, run regedt32 to open the Registry Editor.
2. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\lanmanserver\parameters.
3. If it does not exist, create a DWORD "MaxMpxCt" and set the value to 800 hexadecimal. This specifies a value

of 2,048 decimal.
4. If it does not exist, create a DWORD "MaxWorkItems" and set the value to 2000 hexadecimal. This specifies a

value of 8,192 decimal, or 4x the MaxMptCt.
5. Reboot the machine.

For information on the length limitation of the pathname of the share (\server\share) see
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246567.aspx

For instructions to configure the Web Server SMB registry keys see: https://www.iis.net/learn/web-hosting/web-
server-for-shared-hosting/smb-commands-registry-keys_198

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/smb-commands-registry-keys_196.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246567.aspx
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Shared Configuration in IIS

Setup

by Walter Oliver

In IIS 6.0, synchronizing and replicating configuration between servers was difficult because no built-in
functionality existed. Although the server administrator could use the script iiscnfg.vbs to copy configuration
between servers, this would still leave ACLs on the metabase and machine-specific paths like the Windows
directory to be fixed.

In IIS 7.0 and above, the shared configuration feature enables administrators to store the IIS server configuration
files applicationHost.config and administration.config on a remote share. It can be used when building a Web
farm to resolve issues related to replication and synchronization of configuration.

What is exported by shared configuration?

applicationHost.config
administration.config
Encryption keys for IIS and ASP.NET (exported as configEncKey.key)

What is not exported?

machine.config
root Web.config
Web.config files for sites and applications (these are part of the Web site content and can be stored on a share)
Web site content (can be stored on a share)
Custom modules
Installed modules (the installed modules should be configured the same way on each server)

To set up shared configuration

NOTENOTE

1. Create a user that will access the share containing the configuration. This can be a domain user or a local
user, if the machine is not joined to a domain.

If the machine is not joined to the domain, the account will need to be created on the Web server(s) and the file
server.

2. Create a share for storing the configuration files and set permissions. This can be done using the following
commands:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/shared-configuration_211.md
https://github.com/walterov


 md %SystemDrive%\centralconfig  
 net share centralconfig$=%SystemDrive%\centralconfig /grant:ConfigUser,Read /grant:Administrators,Full

3. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
4. Click the server name node.
5. Double-click the Shared Configuration icon.
6. On the Shared Configuration page, to export the configuration files from the local machine to another

location, click Export Configuration in the Actions pane.
7. In the Export Configuration dialog box, type a path in the Physical path text box.
8. Click Connect As... and type a user account and password, and then click OK. This account will be used to

access the share. You should use a restricted Active Directory account that is not the domain administrator.
9. In the Export Configuration dialog box, type a password that will be used to protect the encryption keys, and

then click OK.
10. On the Shared Configuration page, check Enable shared configuration.
11. Type the physical path, user account, and password that you entered previously, and then click Apply in the

Actions pane.
12. In the Encryption Keys Password dialog box, type the encryption key password that you set earlier, and then

click OK.
13. In the Shared Configuration dialog box, click OK.
14. Click OK.
15. Close and reopen IIS Manager.
16. Double-click the Management Service icon.
17. In the Actions pane, click Restart.

By clicking the Export Configuration task, the UI exports the applicationHost.config and administration.config files
to the path, as well as the encryption keys that IIS uses to encrypt properties like custom application pool identity
passwords. By default, there are no encrypted properties in the applicationHost.config file, unless the server
administrator has entered custom identities for an application pool or Web site.

Shared configuration works by using a new file named redirection.config, located in the 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config  folder, to specify a path and username for accessing the configuration files.

When the shared configuration check box is enabled, the UI updates the redirection.config file with the path and
username.

While this task can be performed manually (or programmatically) by xcopying the files and updating the
redirection.config file, the server administrator must export and import the encryption keys unless they intend not
to use encryption. The UI handles all of these tasks seamlessly for the administrator.

For more information, go to Shared Configuration.
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More Information

Configuring Shared Configuration with Offline Files

by Walter Oliver

Once you have enabled shared configuration, a common question is what happens when the network share that
serves those files becomes unavailable. When the share goes down, the configuration system will detect a change
notification (after the share times out) and WAS will try to reload the configuration resulting in failure. At this
point, the web server will not be functional, the W3SVC service will be unable to access configuration. To ensure
that the Web server can always access the configuration files, it is recommended that you use either Distributed
File System (DFS) with replication or offline files.

In Windows Server 2008 R2 (Windows 7), when the share goes down, the config system will send a special notification to
WAS saying that there was an IO error when accessing the config file. At this time, WAS will continue using the cached copy
of config that it currently has. Meanwhile, it will continue to poll the config system until the share comes back up (at which
time, it will reload config). While WAS is running with cached config, if you stop WAS, or reboot the system, your webserver
will stop working until the share comes back up.

The offline files feature, or client side caching, enables files stored on a network share to be accessed even when
the network share is unavailable. It is a simple solution for ensuring the configuration files are always available and
is recommended for the shared configuration files. However, offline files are not recommended for the Web site
content, because this reduces throughput.

Problem summary: When IIS 7.0 or above server is configured to work in shared configuration mode then
configuration files are stored on a file share. This configuration is recommended for setting up web farms. But in
case file share goes offline, the whole set up fails and web servers stop responding. Moreover when the file share
comes up again, IIS server is not able to detect it gives following error message:

HTTP Error 500.19 - internal server errorThe requested page cannot be accessed because the related
configuration data for the page is invalid.

We have to do an IISreset to start the web servers again after this.

For Web site content, you may wish to consider using DFS for your file servers. For more information about DFS,
go to the Distributed File System documentation at
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/1f0d326d-35af-4193-bda3-
0d1688f90ea71033.mspx?mfr=true.

For more information about client side caching, go tohttps://www.microsoft.com/.

Follow the below steps to set up shared configuration with offline files (client side caching) enabled.

Step 1: On the Web server, in Control Panel, open Offline Files.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/offline-files-for-shared-configuration.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/1f0d326d-35af-4193-bda3-0d1688f90ea71033.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/


REG ADD "HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\CSC\Parameters" /v ReadOnlyCache /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f

Step 2: In the Offline Files dialog box, click Enable Offline Files. Do not reboot the machine yet.

Step 3: Ensure that the cache is set to read only by running the following command:

Step 4: Reboot the Web server.

Step 5: Browse to the file share folder from web server. Right click and select "Always Available Offline". 

Step 6: Go to control panel -- > Offline Files. Select Schedule option.

Step 7: Schedule offline file sync after every 1 day or as per the requirement. This could be in minutes too. Even
without setting up any scheduler, the moment I change anything in applicationhost.config file, it is reflected on the

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/offline-files-for-shared-configuration/_static/image1.jpg
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/offline-files-for-shared-configuration/_static/image3.jpg


web server.

Now the web server works fine even if the file share is offline and there is no need of IISReset now.
Many thanks to Won Yoo and Amol Mehrotra for helping with the content.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/offline-files-for-shared-configuration/_static/image5.jpg
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Installing and Configuring

by Walter Oliver

Network load balancing (NLB) in Windows Server® 2008 provides traffic distribution using TCP/IP and can be
used with the IIS shared configuration feature to create a Web farm that provides redundancy and fault-tolerance.
NLB works by balancing traffic between the nodes in a Web farm or cluster. Servers emit a heartbeat message to
other hosts in the cluster and listen for the heartbeat of other hosts. If a host fails, the remaining hosts adjust and
redistribute the workload.

NLB does not monitor the health of your application. Instead, it allows the application developer to determine how
healthy a load-balanced application is. Since each application has its own notion of load and health, measuring and
monitoring these quantities is best achieved by the application itself. By using collected measurements from your
application and the NLB public WMI provider, it is a relatively simple task to add load and health monitoring to
your load-balanced application.

It is recommended that the servers have two networks. One is for the public cluster IP address that is shared by every host
or node in the cluster. This will likely be used as the IP for Web sites on the server. The second one is for private traffic
between the nodes of a Web farm. For example, if the server is using an internal network for traffic to internal resources like
the file server or Active Directory servers, this could be used for traffic between the nodes.

To install NLB

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Server Manager.
2. Scroll down to the Features section or click the Features node in the left-hand tree view.
3. Click Add Features.
4. In the Add Features Wizard, select Network Load Balancing from the list of available optional components.
5. Click Next, and Install, as applicable to complete the wizard.

To configure NLB

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Network Load Balancing Manager, or run nlbmgr from a
command prompt.

2. Right-click Network Load Balancing Clusters and click New Cluster.
3. Connect to the host that will be part of the cluster, in this case the Web server. In the Host text box, type the

name of the host, and then click Connect.
4. Select the interface you want to use with the cluster, and then click Next.
5. On the Host Parameters page, select a value from the Priority (unique host identifier) drop-down list.
6. In the Dedicated IP Addresses area, click Add to type the IP address that is shared by every host in the

cluster. NLB will add this IP address to the TCP/IP stack on the selected interface of all hosts chosen to be part
of the cluster. Click Next to continue.

7. On the Cluster IP Addresses page, click Add.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/network-load-balancing.md
https://github.com/walterov


8. In the Add IP Address dialog box, type the IP address and subnet mask, and then click OK.
9. Click Next.

10. On the Cluster Parameters page, in the Cluster operation mode area, click Unicast to specify that a unicast
media access control (MAC) address should be used for cluster operations. Click Next to continue.

11. On the Port Rules page, click Edit to modify the default port rules if you need advanced rules. Otherwise, use
the default.

12. Click Finish to create the cluster.

To add more hosts to the cluster, right-click the new cluster, and then click Add Host to Cluster.
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Learn about ARR 2.0

by Walter Oliver

This topic is a guiding map for the information needed by hosters to:

Learn about the Application Request Routing (ARR) 2.0 feature of IIS 7 and above.
Set up ARR as referenced in the Shared Hosting Configuration article.

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) 2.0 is a proxy-based routing module that forwards HTTP requests
to content servers based on HTTP headers and server variables, and load balance algorithms. A key feature of
ARR is called "host name affinity," which is designed specifically for shared hosters. It affinitizes (creates an
affinity) the requests to a given number of servers behind the ARR server regardless of whether they are made
from one client or multiple clients, ensuring that a given site is consuming resources only on a defined number of
servers. This feature allows hosters to define new business models where customers can pay for a specific number
of servers as their needs change over time.

Continue to download ARR 2.0.

ARR is a key component of the Windows Web Platform <link: to the Shared Hosting config article>. To
understand how hosters can take advantage of ARR in shared hosting scenarios, you can:

Watch this video.
Read this overview article. It explains the difference between the current approach to shared hosting and the
new approach enabled by ARR.

The following image depicts the logical flow of requests between the client and the target Web site server:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/application-request-routing-arr-20-for-shared-hosting.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
http://www.msteched.com/2010/NorthAmerica/WSV324
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Set Up ARR for Shared Hosting

In summary, ARR's benefits include:

HTTP(S) requests are dynamically load balanced by ARR.
Administrators can scale the Web farm environment horizontally by adding new Web servers that do not have
predefined site allocations.
Web server resources are more evenly distributed.
Sites have high availability.
Administrators have only one shared configuration to manage.
The ARR domain-server affinity feature opens a new server-to-site resource allocation model.

The following steps and articles constitute a complete guide for setting up an ARR server and a corresponding
Web server farm, as described in the Shared Hosting Configuration article:

1. Designate a server connected to the Internet that will run ARR and will handle all Web requests between
clients and the Web application servers.

2. Install ARR using Web Platform Installer on the designated server.
3. Change the application pool process model for ARR.

4. Set up an ARR Web server farm, using the procedure in the following article. For more information about
shared configuration, see: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/shared-
configuration_264.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/application-request-routing-arr-20-for-shared-hosting/_static/image3.jpg


5. Configure ARR for shared hosting <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/configuring-application-request-
routing-(arr)/shared-hosting-using-application-request-routing-arr>.

8. <Issue: Need instructions on setting up log file directory permissions in the NAS for ARR.>

6. Evaluate whether high availability and scalability are required. If so, there are two approaches:

Use a hardware load balancer <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/configuring-application-
request-routing-(arr)/achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-hardware-load-balancer>.
Use NLB <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/configuring-application-request-routing-
(arr)/achieving-high-availability-and-scalability-arr-and-nlb >.
Notice that the ARR server does not use shared configuration with the Web servers in the farm. But in
high availability and scalability scenarios, ARR servers will be set up to share configuration between
them.

7. Evaluate whether SSL is required for the hosted sites. If so, ensure that the Web servers in the ARR Web
server farm are not accessible directly from the Internet. Only the ARR server(s) should be available from
the Internet. This is very important since ARR uses SSL Offloading by default. If SSL is not required,
disable SSL Offloading. SSL Offloading provides the following benefits:

It helps to maximize the server resources of the Web servers by keeping them from allocating cycles for
encrypting and decrypting requests and responses.
The SSL certificates (for each domain) are installed once (on the ARR server), rather than on every
server in the Web farm.

9. Configure the ARR server to forward customer site error details. The ARR server must be configured to
forward any error details that customers want their Web sites to send back to Web clients. After this step
has been completed, customers will be able to control error page content. By default, the ARR server will
forward errors but will omit the error details. Follow these steps to allow error details to be forwarded:

a. Using IIS Manager to manage the ARR server, select the Error Pages module.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/application-request-routing-arr-20-for-shared-hosting/_static/image5.jpg


Conclusion

b. In the Actions pane (on the right side), click Edit Feature Settings.

c. In the Edit Error Pages Settings dialog box, select Detailed errors, and then click OK

This article provides a map to the guidance that hosters need to learn about and set up ARR in their shared
hosting environments. It includes the recommended shared hosting configuration and the instructions needed to
set up ARR.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/application-request-routing-arr-20-for-shared-hosting/_static/image7.jpg
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Overview

Link to Guide

by Walter Oliver

The following video and presentation IIS Publishing will provide you with an overview of the IIS Publishing
Features and step-by-step demonstrations on how to take advantage of them.

For a complete set of deployment and configuration information on FTP 7.0, WebDAV, and FrontPage Server
Extensions for IIS 7.0 and above, see Publishing Content to Web Sites.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/publishing-components-ftp-70-webdav-and-fpse.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-IIS/Secure and Simplified Web Publishing using IIS7.wmv
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/publishing-components-ftp-70-webdav-and-fpse/_static/publishing-components-ftp-70-webdav-and-fpse-55-securesimplifiedwebpublishingusingiis71.zip
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/publishing-components-ftp-70-webdav-and-fpse/_static/image1.jpg
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/index
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Web Server Setup

by Walter Oliver

This article provides a basic overview of the manual steps to deploy a front-end Web server running IIS 7.5 or
above for the Shared Hosting scenario. It also includes key per-site configuration settings. These steps are
described in more detail in the Web Server For Shared Hosting and File Server For Content Storage articles of
this guide.

Before configuring permissions on the file server, you must join the Web server to an Active Directory domain
controller.

It is possible to not use domain accounts, but the setup in this shared hosting architecture assumes a domain-joined
machine. Certain things need to be changed for non-domain scenarios (if you are using content on a remote file server, the
same user account with the same password must exist on both the Web server and the file server, for instance).

1. Join the Web server to the Active Directory domain controller. This is not required if you are setting up a
standalone server

2. If you will be storing content or configuration on a remote file server, configure the MaxCmds registry key on
the Web server -- see SMB Commands Registry Keys.

3. If you will be using a Windows-based file server, add the MaxMptCt and MaxWorkItems registry keys on the
file server -- see SMB Command Registry Keys.

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "FirstBackup"

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd  set config -section:applicationPools -
applicationPoolDefaults.enable32BitAppOnWin64:true

1. Install the Web Server Role - IIS.

Note: Site provisioning is covered in Provisioning IIS Sites for Shared Hosting.
2. Run AppCmd to create an initial Backup.

3. Configure 32-bit mode worker processes globally on the server.

4. Configure the Application Pool Identity as Anonymous User (anonymous user is to be the worker process
identity) globally on the server.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/quick-guide-for-shared-hosting-deployment.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/index


%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:anonymousAuthentication /username:"" --password

5. Configure Default Documents at the server level in IIS Manager.
6. Select W3C Fields to Log at the server level in IIS Manager.
7. Configure the dynamicIdleThreshold property.
8. Configure Dynamic Compression.

NOTENOTE
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caspol -m -ag 1.  -url "file://\\remotefileserver\content$\*" FullTrust

<configuration> 
   <runtime> 
     <gcServer enabled="false"/> 
   </runtime> 
</configuration>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:asp -cache.maxDiskTemplateCacheFiles:0

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd add backup "AfterWalkthroughBackup"

16. Enable Shared Configuration, if needed for your environment.
17. Create a backup schedule.

9. Enable Remote Web Service Management in IIS Manager.

If you are using IIS Manager Users and the content is stored in a file share (UNC), set WMSVC to run as a custom
identity that has read/write access to the share. For details on WMSVC's read/write access actions see Remote
Administration Behavior Matrix.

10. Enable the WMSVC port within the local firewall on your Web server by opening the Control Panel and
double-clicking the Windows Firewall icon. Then select "Change firewall settings" and add the port for the
service.

The firewall is enabled by default and you must add the default port (8172) or custom port if you chose one.

11. Create a custom trust level based on Medium trust.

Set unrestricted true for WebPermission.
Add custom trust to Web.config and lock it.

12. Enable Full trust to the remote file share. See Share and NTFS Permissions for more details.

13. Open %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\{version}\aspnet.config  and set the gcServer enabled to false
instead of true.

14. Disable ASP template cache.

15. Run AppCmd to create a Backup after all successful changes.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/844c691d-ea3d-49d8-aa53-874f401915261033.mspx?mfr=true
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by Walter Oliver

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is a feature of Windows Server® 2008.

It can be activated by using the Server Manager's "Add Features Wizard". The Server Manager is a Microsoft
Management Console plug-in found in the Control Panel. Use WCF as part of the Application Server Role for
deployment of a Web Services application. See the Application Server Role documentation for information.

The following dialog shows the "Add Feature Wizard" dialog in Server Manager used to activate WCF. See the
highlighted item.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/windows-communication-framework-wcf.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/4b40220c-ae1e-494e-902a-1b41057661fa1033.mspx?mfr=true
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Overview

Guide

by Walter Oliver

This draft white paper provides information about using Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to host sites.

It explains:

Recommended hardware architecture solutions
Security and authentication issues
Ways to add sites and users
How to configure search

It also offers information about:

Migration from the previous version of Windows SharePoint Services
Useful site templates
Potential issues encountered during deployment

The paper includes a guide to developing services, Web Parts, and modules for Windows SharePoint Services.

Create shared hosting solutions on Windows SharePoint Services (https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
LinkId=82054&clcid=0x409).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/windows-sharepoint-services-for-shared-hosting.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/logredir.aspx?MODE=CT&CTT=ToExternal&target=%2FWindowsServer%2Flogredir.aspx%3FMODE%3DCT%26CTT%3DToExternal%26target%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fgo.microsoft.com%252Ffwlink%252F%253FLinkId%253D82054%2526clcid%253D0x409%26referrer%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Ftechnet2.microsoft.com%252Fwindowsserver%252FWSS%252Fen%252Flibrary%252F99f7ad22-966a-456c-8b68-32d54f2acdd01033.mspx%26reldir%3DWSS%252Fen%252Flibrary&referrer=http%3A%2F%2Ftechnet2.microsoft.com%2Fwindowsserver%2FWSS%2Fen%2Flibrary%2F99f7ad22-966a-456c-8b68-32d54f2acdd01033.mspx&reldir=WSS%2Fen%2Flibrary
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Introduction

Deploying FTP

by Walter Oliver

 

The FTP service for IIS is a key component of the Windows Web Platform. It provides a robust, secure solution for
FTP in a Windows environment. Shared hosting environment administrators can use FTP for IIS to enable their
customers to upload and synchronize their content. The article What Is New for Microsoft and FTP? introduces
the new FTP features. Here are the highlights:

Integration with IIS:

New configuration store based on the .NET XML-based *.config format
New administration tool

Security and support for new Internet standards:

FTP over SSL
Non-Windows accounts for authentication
UTF8 and IPv6

Shared hosting improvements:

Host FTP and Web content from the same site by adding an FTP binding to an existing Web site
Virtual host name support, making it possible to host multiple FTP sites on the same IP address
Improved user isolation, through per-user virtual directories

Improved logging and supportability features:

Enhanced FTP logging includes all FTP-related traffic, unique tracking for FTP sessions, FTP sub-
statuses, and additional detail fields in FTP logs
Detailed error responses when logging on locally to an FTP server
Detailed information when using Event Tracing for Windows (ETW), which provides additional
information for troubleshooting

The following video provides an overview and demonstrations of several of the features in FTP 7.0.

  

FTP is one of the front-end servers in the shared hosting configuration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/publish/using-the-ftp-service/index
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-IIS/Secure and Simplified Web Publishing using IIS7.wmv


Deployment ConfigurationDeployment Configuration

Steps:Steps:

This image highlights several important characteristics of FTP deployment in the shared hosting environment:

1. The FTP service can share the same computer that is used for the Remote Administration (Web Management -
WMSVC) <need link> and MS Deploy services <need link>.

2. The FTP computer is part of the shared configuration that is used by the Web farm servers, which means that
the components installed on this computer should also be on the Web farm servers. However, since the Web
farm will not be used to process FTP requests, the FTP, Web Management (WMSVC), and MS Deploy services
can be stopped <need link>.

3. The FTP computer is not intended to host Web applications.
4. The Internet-facing firewall router performs the port forwarding of FTP traffic to the FTP server.

 

The FTP for IIS server has several features that make it ideal for shared hosting scenarios. The guidelines below
take advantage of the new FTP User Isolation feature. This feature allows:

Administrators to limit user access to only the physical or virtual directory defined for the user. This means
implementing a single FTP site; this site will contain a specific physical or virtual directory for each user name.
Administrators to enable SSL and use a single certificate for all connections when explicitly required by users.
Users to view the FTP site as if it were only theirs. When they log on to the FTP server, they will be restricted to
their specific directory and will not be able to navigate up the directory tree.

  

1. Select the FTP computer and install the new FTP for IIS service. Follow the instructions found in Installing and
Troubleshooting FTP.

2. Create a root folder to be used for your FTP site, for example: %*SystemDrive*%\inetpub\ftproot .
3. Optionally, if there are FTP high availability and/or load balancing requirements, Microsoft provides solutions

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd/_static/image1.jpg


Create SSL Enabled Site

such as Network Load Balance or Failover Clusters, DNS round-robin might be sufficient.
4. Create a site that allows SSL connections and Basic authentication. Follow the steps in the Create SSL Enabled

Site section <link to section below>.
5. Enable the User Isolation feature. Follow the steps in the Configure User Isolation for All Directories section

<link to section below>.
6. Configure the FTP firewall settings as described in the corresponding section below <link to section below>.
7. Stop the Windows Process Activation Service (WAS):

At the command prompt, type services.msc This will display the Services console.

Double-click Windows Process Activation Service.

In the Windows Process Activation Service Properties dialog box, ensure that the Startup Type for this
service is set to Disabled. Click Stop, and then click OK.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732855.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732488.aspx
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In this section, you will create a new FTP site that can be opened by using any of your user accounts.

1. Go to IIS Manager. In the Connections pane, click the Sites node in the tree.
2. Right-click the Sites node in the tree, and click Add FTP Site, or click Add FTP Site in the Actions pane.

3. When the Add FTP Site Wizard appears:

Enter "My New FTP Site" in the FTP site name text box, and then navigate to the root folder that you
created for your FTP site (example: %*SystemDrive*%\inetpub\ftproot ). > [!NOTE] > If you choose to
type in the path to your content folder, you can use environment variables in your paths.
Click Next.

4. On the next page of the wizard:

Choose an IP address for your FTP site in the IP Address text box, or choose to accept the default
selection of "All Unassigned." This example uses the local loopback IP "127.0.0.1".
Enter the TCP/IP port for the FTP site in the Port text box. This example uses the default port of "21".

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd/_static/image7.jpg
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SummarySummary

Ensure that the Virtual Host text box is blank. Do not use a host name.
Make sure that the Certificates drop-down list is set to the appropriate certificate that you intend to
use. This example uses a self-signed certificate called "My FTP Certificate." For instructions, see Creating
a Self-signed SSL Certificate.
Ensure that the Allow SSL option is selected.
Click Next.

5. On the next page of the wizard:

Select Basic for the Authentication settings.

When you have completed these items, click Finish.

For the Authorization settings:

Choose "All users" from the Allow access to drop-down list.
Select Read and Write for the Permissions option.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd/_static/image11.jpg
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Configure User Isolation for All Directories

You have now created a new SSL-based FTP site using the new FTP service. Review the items that you completed
in this procedure:

You created a new FTP site named "My New FTP Site" that puts the site's content root at 
%*SystemDrive*%\inetpub\ftproot .

You bound the FTP site to the IP address for your computer on port 21.
You chose to allow Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for the FTP site, and selected your certificate.
You enabled Basic authentication and created an authorization rule for all user accounts for Read and Write
access.

  

For direct editing of the XML configuration files, see Adding SSL-based FTP Publishing by Editing the IIS
Configuration Files.

When isolating users for all directories, all FTP user sessions are restricted to the physical or virtual directory that
has the same name of the FTP user account. In addition, all global virtual directories that are created will be
ignored. In this step you will configure user isolation for all directories.

1. Create a folder at %*SystemDrive*%\inetpub\ftproot\LocalUser\ . This folder will contain all local user account
directories. You may create this folder on your File Share server (NAS). When you provision user accounts, you
must also assign read and write access to the users' content folders.

2. In IIS Manager, click the node for the FTP site that you have just created. This will display the icons for all of
the FTP features.

3. Double-click the FTP User Isolation icon to open the FTP user isolation feature.

4. When the FTP User Isolation feature page is displayed, select User name directory (disable global virtual
directories), and then click Apply in the Actions pane.
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SummarySummary

USER ACCOUNT TYPE PHYSICAL HOME DIRECTORY SYNTAX

Anonymous users %FtpRoot%\LocalUser\Public

Local Windows user accounts (requires Basic authentication) %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

Windows domain accounts (requires Basic authentication) %FtpRoot%%UserDomain%%UserName%

IIS Manager or ASP.NET custom authentication user accounts %FtpRoot%\LocalUser%UserName%

NOTENOTE

Configure the FTP Firewall Settings
Configure the Passive Port Range for the FTP ServiceConfigure the Passive Port Range for the FTP Service

Reviewing the items that you completed in this procedure: you configured FTP user isolation using the User
name directory (disable global virtual directories) option. When using this mode of user isolation, all FTP
user sessions are restricted to the virtual or physical directory with the same name of the FTP user account, and
any global virtual directories that are created will be ignored.

To create home directories for each user, you first need to create a virtual or physical directory under your FTP
server's root folder that is named after your domain or named LocalUser for local user accounts. Next, you need
to create a virtual or physical directory for each user account that will access your FTP site. The following table
lists the home directory syntax for the authentication providers that ship with the FTP service:

In the above table, %FtpRoot% is the root directory for your FTP site; for example, C:\Inetpub\Ftproot .

Global virtual directories are ignored; virtual directories that are configured at the root-level of your FTP site
cannot be accessed by any FTP users. All virtual directories must be explicitly defined under a user's physical or
virtual home directory path.

In this section, you will configure the server-level port range for passive connections to the FTP service. Use the
following steps:
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1. Go to IIS Manager. In the Connections pane, click the server-level node in the tree.

2. Double-click the FTP Firewall Support icon in the list of features.

3. Enter a range of values for the Data Channel Port Range.
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5. Enter the IPv4 address of the external-facing address for your firewall server for the External IP Address of
Firewall setting.

6. Once you have entered the external IPv4 address for your firewall server, click Apply in the Actions pane to
save your configuration settings.

4. Once you have entered the port range for your FTP service, click Apply in the Actions pane to save your
configuration settings.> [!NOTE]

The valid range for ports is 1025-65535. (Ports 1-1024 are reserved for use by system services.)
You can enter a special port range of "0-0" to configure the FTP server to use the Windows TCP/IP
dynamic port range.

This port range will need to be added to the allowed settings for your firewall server.

For additional information, see the following Microsoft Knowledge Base articles:

174904 - Information about TCP/IP port assignments
929851 - The default dynamic port range for TCP/IP has changed in Windows Vista and in
Windows Server 2008

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd/_static/image23.jpg
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SummarySummary

FTP Server Names Examples

Connect from Visual Web Developer

Review the items that you completed in this procedure:

1. You configured the passive port range for your FTP service.
2. You configured the external IPv4 address for a specific FTP site.

For information about how to configure the Windows Server 2008 Firewall, see (Optional) Step 3: "Configure
Windows Firewall Settings. Also see More Information about Working with Firewalls.

FTP is a commonly included service when hosters provision accounts for their customers. The instructions
provided above will enable the FTP for IIS service for customers, but the FTP server name, if based simply on the
hosting company name, may look something like this:

ftp.hostingcompany.comSuch a name may be sufficiently clear for all users; when customers use it to connect to
their FTP directory they will land in their directory and will be able to see only their folders. But the FTP server
name may not be as appealing to customers as an FTP server name based on their reserved domain, such as:

ftp.customerdomain.com
customerdomain.com

If customers have their FTP server name associated with their reserved domain name, the FTP service experience
will be more personalized and appealing. Functionally, it is the same as the previous example, but this option
simplifies the domain naming for the customer. To set up a custom FTP server name for each customer, you will
need to create appropriate DNS records for the customer domain. This will require additional provisioning steps.If
you provide a custom FTP server name for each customer, you may also want to provide an alternative server
name to prevent FTP service outage when domain names are being updated. An example of an alternative name
to provide along with the custom name could look like:ftp.username.hostingcompany.comIn such a case,
customers would receive two server names and would be able to connect to the same directory by using either
name; for example:

ftp.customerdomain.com (or customerdomain.com)
ftp.username.hostingcompany.com

  

This article has so far focused on how to deploy FTP in a shared hosting environment. This section describes how
customers can take advantage of Visual Web Developer 2008 <link: to download page> (VWD) to publish their
Web applications by using the FTP service provided by the hoster. The following example assumes that:

The hosting company has provisioned an account to a user named "ftpuser1".
The hosting company has created the corresponding virtual folder "ftproot\LocalUser*ftpuser1*".

To publish Web application content with VWD, ftpuser1 performs the following steps:

1. Ftpuser1 opens the Web site called "WebSite1" in Visual Web Developer 2008 (VWD).



2. Ftpuser1 selects Copy Web Site from the Website menu.

3. Ftpuser1 clicks Connect.
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5. Ftpuser1 then clicks Open.

6. Ftpuser1's folder appears in the Remote Web Site pane. In the following example, the pane is empty because
ftpuser1 is publishing the Web site for the first time.

4. Ftpuser1 enters the following values:

The FTP server name provided by the hosting company. In the example below, the loopback IP address
is 127.0.0.1.
Port. In the example below, the default value is port 21.
Passive Mode option.
Basic authentication option. Ftpuser1 deselects Anonymous Login.
User name: ftpuser1.
Password.
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8. The files and folders are uploaded to the FTP server and stored in the user's virtual directory: ftpuser1. (The
user will be unaware of other users' content on the same server because of the User Isolation restriction.)

7. Ftpuser1 publishes all content items in the Source Web Site pane by selecting all files and folders, and then
clicking Synchronize:

Ftpuser1 clicks the left pane.
Ftpuser1 types Ctrl+A, to select all files.
Ftpuser1 clicks Synchronize (located in between the two panes, third button from the top).
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Conclusion
  

This guide provides the information needed to install and configure an FTP for IIS service in a shared hosting
environment. It also shows how customers can take advantage of Visual Web Developer to publish their content
to their FTP site directory.
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Introduction

For Hosters

by Walter Oliver

The Web Platform Installer 2.0 (WPI) is a tool that installs Microsoft's entire Web Platform, including IIS, Visual
Web Developer 2010 Express Edition, SQL Server 2008 R2 Express Edition and the .NET 4 Framework. Using the
Web Platform Installer's user interface, you can choose to install either specific products or the entire Microsoft
Web Platform onto your computer. The Web PI also helps keep your products up to date by always offering the
latest additions to the Web Platform.

The following image shows the Web PI introductory screen:

Web PI can help in the following scenarios:

Building reference machines used for the creation of images for dedicated or virtual dedicated offerings. Or
when building the Web Server reference machine for a shared hosting environment.
Updating existing machines with the latest components.
Deploying an internal development or testing environment.
Referring customers to use Web PI to setup their own dedicated machines or local environments for
development and testing before deploying to hosted environments.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/microsoft-web-platform-installer-20.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx


For Web Hosting Customers

The following image shows an example of the Web Platform tab and a subset of the available components:

Web PI can help in the following scenarios:

Deploying a development environment with the entire Web Platform stack of components. Includes the latest
Web, Database, and development tools and technologies.
Updating the development environment with the latest components.

The following image shows the Web Applications tab with the available components:
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More Information
To install visit Microsoft Web Platform Installer page. It includes information about system requirements,
installation steps, and an information video.
For a walkthrough of the Web PI visit Web Platform Installer Walkthrough
For support questions visit the Web PI forum

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://forums.iis.net/1155.aspx
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Dynamic Data Center Toolkit for Hosting

by Brad Joseph

Microsoft is makes it possible for hosting providers to offer dedicated host services with the Dynamic Data Center
Toolkit for Hosting Providers, a free, extensible toolkit that makes it possible for hosting providers to provide
virtualized IT infrastructure and managed services to their customers.

Step-by-step instructions that you can use to build an instantly scalable virtualized infrastructure
Sample code and best practices
Marketing collateral to help you market and sell managed services

 With the Dynamic Data Center
Toolkit for Hosting Providers, you can deliver services built on Microsoft Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V and
Microsoft System Center. The toolkit also contains guidance on how to establish appropriate service level
agreements (SLAs) and how to create portals that customers can use to directly provision, manage, and monitor
their infrastructure.This section discusses best practices and technical guidance for using Dynamic Data Center
Toolkit for Hosting Providers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/dynamic-data-center-toolkit-for-hosting.md
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Introduction

Subjects

by Walter Oliver

SQL Server 2005 is an ideal database platform for use in shared and dedicated Web hosting environments. Of the
various SQL Server editions, only SQL Server Express should never be used in Shared Hosting scenarios,
this edition was meant for application development environments only; see SQL Server Express and Hosting for
details.

The SQL Server 2005 Deployment Guidance for Web Hosting Environments provides best practices for
configuring SQL Server 2005 to optimize security, tenant isolation, and the performance of your hosted SQL
Server 2005 deployment. Sample scripts for provisioning users and databases for use in shared hosting are
included.

The document covers:

Server Provisioning

Configuring Windows for Large Amounts of Memory
Provisioning Multiple Instances of SQL Server
Using the AWE API for Servers with Large Amounts of Memory
CLR Integration with SQL Server
Query Cost Governor Limits
Security Provisioning
Disabling or Renaming the Built-in sa Account
Server-Level Dynamic Management Views
Thwarting Luring Attacks
Deploying SQL Server Directly on the Internet
SQL Server Surface Area Configuration

User Provisioning

User and database provisioning (logins, users, and databases)
Stored procedure for creating assemblies

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/sql-server-2005.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://blogs.msdn.com/sqlexpress/archive/2008/02/22/sql-server-express-and-hosting.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/sql/bestpractice/sql2005dgwhe.mspx
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Introduction

ContentsContents

by Walter Oliver

The purpose of this article is to provide information about deploying and optimizing SQL Server 2008 for shared
and dedicated hosting environments. It provides links to videos and documents that cover best practices for
deployment, configuration, management, security, programmability, tenant isolation, and performance
optimization of a hosted SQL Server 2008 deployment. It constitutes a complete map of guidance and detailed
information, including references to SQL Server architecture information and sample scripts for provisioning
users and databases in shared hosting scenarios. It emphasizes detailed descriptions of the new features that
make SQL Server an ideal database platform for the Web.

Notice that Microsoft has produced a set of SQL Server SKUs targeted for various scenarios, including Web
Application Hosting. Here is the SKU feature comparison table:

SQL Server 2008 Guidance for Hosters

High Availability

Management

Performance Monitoring and Troubleshooting

PHP Support in SQL Server 2008

T-SQL Programmability

Reporting Services (SSRS)

Security

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/sql-2008-for-hosters.md
https://github.com/walterov
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SQL Server 2008 Guidance for Hosters

High Availability

Management

SQL Server Data Services

Unstructured Data Storage

Upgrading to SQL Server 2008

Planning, Deploying, and Running SQL Server 2008 Whitepapers

Conclusion

 

This download provides best practices and considerations for hosting service providers who are interested in
deploying SQL Server 2008 in multi-tenant environments. It contains information about:

SQL Server Architecture: Relational engine, integration, analysis, reporting services, scalability, and high
availability.
SQL Server 2008 for Hosters Guidance, which is a guide about how to:

Configure the SQL Server surface area

Deploy and configure a SQL Server computer:

Configure Windows for large amounts of memory.
Provision multiple instances of SQL Server.
Use the AWE API for servers with large amounts of memory.
Integrate CLR with SQL Server.
Query cost governor limits.
Provision security.

Provision users

Provision users and databases
Create assemblies using stored procedures

The SQL Server 2008 for Hosters Guidance Video provides an overview of SQL Server 2008 for hosters. It is an
introduction to the various editions of SQL Server, in particular the Web edition. The video gives guidelines to
determine which editions are right for which scenarios. It highlights key features such as policy-based
management, PowerShell, data warehousing, resource governor, transparent data encryption, auditing, backup,
Hyper-V and SQL licensing, migration and upgrades, SQL Server driver for PHP 2005, Database Publishing
Wizard, and Database Publishing Service.

 

The Clustering Microsoft SQL Server with Windows Server 2008 presentation and video provide an overview
and demos of the considerations for implementing SQL Server failover clusters on Windows Server 2008, and
details about SQL Server 2008 failover clustering.

 

The following videos and presentations provide details about key manageability features of SQL Server 2008:

Videos:

24–hour Predictable Response to Your Users provides:

An overview of the resource governor that can organize database workload.
How-to information about making statement execution predictable through the use of plan

https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/1/f/d1f05c2e-0741-442d-859e-9417b377fdfa/The architectural view of SQL Server.zip
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/SQL Server 2008 for Hosters.wmv
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Performance Monitoring and Troubleshooting

PHP Support in SQL Server 2008

Presentations on SQL Server Management

freezing.
Advanced Microsoft SQL Server PowerShell Tips and Tricks provides:

An overview of PowerShell.
Details about the SQL Server PowerShell Provider.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Policy-Based Management provides:

An overview of policy-based management (PBM).
Building advanced policy conditions.
How-to information about using PowerShell with PBM.

Microsoft SQL Server Backup and Disaster Recovery Features provides:

An overview of disaster scenarios (site or server down, data corruption, and user errors).
Availability requirements for the various disaster scenarios.
SQL Server disaster recovery features:

Database Mirroring
Failover Clusters
Log Shipping
Backup/Restore

 

SQL Server 2008 provides new features for monitoring servers and troubleshooting issues. The following videos
and presentation provide details on these areas.

Presentation on SQL Server Extended Events and Performance Monitoring

Videos:

Advanced Troubleshooting with Extended Events provides:

An overview of the SQL Server Extended Events feature and architecture, and troubleshooting
efficiency and visibility into SQL Server internals.
An understanding of the Extended Events architecture.
How-to information about using Extended Events to monitor and diagnose issues in SQL Server.

Performance Monitoring Using SQL Server Management Studio provides:

Definitions of the new tools and features.
Feature demonstrations.
Information about internals and architecture.
Information about planning and implementation.

 

The SQL Server driver for PHP is designed to enable reliable, scalable integration with SQL Server for PHP
applications deployed on the Windows platform. The SQL Server 2005 driver for PHP is a PHP 5 extension that
allows for the reading and writing of SQL Server data from within PHP scripts. The extension provides a
procedural interface for accessing data in all editions of SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008. It makes use of
PHP features, including PHP streams, to read and write large objects. Download the SQL Server 2005 driver for
PHP here: <link: https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver/2005/en/us/PHP-Driver.aspx>.
Source code is available here: <link: http://www.codeplex.com/SQL2K5PHP>.
A link to this paper, <link: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc793139(SQL.90).aspx>, explains how to
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T-SQL Programmability

Reporting Services (SSRS)

Security

SQL Server Data Services

load and configure the driver, and discusses how to leverage several of the features. Complete information and
samples are available on the following sites:

MSDN Library <link: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc296221.aspx>
Forums at MSDN <link: http://forums.microsoft.com/msdn/ShowForum.aspx?ForumID=2108&SiteID=1>
SQL Server Driver Team Blog <link: https://blogs.msdn.com/sqlphp/>

 

The following video and presentation provide details about the new SQL Server programmability features,
including:

New date, time, table, and user-defined data types
New SQL query language features
New procedural language features

 

Microsoft® SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) provides a full range of ready-to-use tools and services
to create, deploy, and manage reports, as well as programming features to extend and customize reports.

The following video and presentation provide details about the new SQL Server Reporting Services features,
including:

Service architecture
Updates to management tools
Scalability and memory management
Deployment and upgrade

 

The Security Enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2008 video and the corresponding presentation and
highlight the new features in this area of SQL Server. They include:

SQL Server security overview
Extensible key management
Transparent data encryption
Integrated authentication enhancements
SQL audit

 

SQL Server Data Services (SDS) <link: https://www.microsoft.com/azure/data.mspx> offers highly scalable and
Internet-facing distributed database services in the cloud for storing and processing relational queries. SDS
enables the development and provisioning of new applications quickly with REST- and SOAP-based Web
protocols. The services are built on robust SQL Server database and Windows Server technologies, providing
high availability and security.

The SQL Server Data Services video and the corresponding presentation provide details about SDS. They include:

Value proposition
Example scenarios
SDS architecture

Data model
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SQL Server provides a number of capabilities that move beyond the traditional database system and towards a
data platform to store, manage, and query all kinds of data, including unstructured binary data, XML, and spatial
data. The SQL Server Unstructured Storage whitepaper provides an overview of the scenarios and features
involved in unstructured storage management. The New Unstructured Data Storage Solutions video and the
corresponding presentation provide further details about this area. They include:

An overview and demonstration of the value proposition of FILESTREAM storage.
An overview and demonstration of the value proposition of Remote Blob storage.

 

The Upgrading to SQL Server 2008 early adopter notes and best practices video and the corresponding
presentation provide details that are useful when planning and implementing the SQL Server 2008 upgrade. They
include:

Upgrade options, methodology, tools, and planning
Technical and non-technical considerations
Common issues, myths, and mistakes
Pre-upgrade tasks
Upgrade tasks
Post-upgrade tasks

 

The following download includes these guides:

Creating Manual Maintenance Plans for SQL Server 2008 Web Edition
Running SQL Server 2008 in Hyper-V Environment
SQL Server 2008 Deployment Guidance for Web Hosting Environments
Using the Resource Governor in a Shared Hosting Environment

 

This article provides a complete map of guidance and detailed information about SQL Server 2008, tailored for
hosting service providers to help them plan, deploy, maintain, integrate, and optimize SQL Server. It covers high
availability, manageability, monitoring, troubleshooting, programming, reporting, and upgrading best practices
and key features. It also provides information about PHP support, security, and SQL Server Data Services.

https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/c/d/acd8e043-d69b-4f09-bc9e-4168b65aaa71/SQL2008UnstructuredData.doc
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Introduction to the Windows Web Platform

TOOLS CUSTOMER WEB HOSTING PROVIDER

Web Platform Installer (Web PI) Installs Web Platform Tools and Apps Installs Web Plat Tools and Apps

WebMatrix Installs/Develops Applications,
Customizes, and Publishes to Hosting
Provider

Supports customers publishing through
WebMatrix by configuring <link:Web
Deploy>

Web Hosting Gallery Browse/Search for hosting Publishes offerings

Web Application Gallery Browse/Search for Web Applications to
customize and publish to a hosting
provider

Supports these popular applications

WebsitePanel Uses it to manage their Hosting
Account and resources

Uses it to manage their plans,
customers, resource allocation, and
provisioning

by Robert McMurray

The Microsoft Web Platform gives you the framework, web server, database and tools your customers need to
build and run Web sites and applications on Windows. It provides a complete ecosystem of products, technologies,
partners, and customers. You will be able to easily setup your servers with <link:WebPI>, test your environment
using the same experience your users will have with <link:WebMatrix>, promote your offerings through the <link:
Hosting Gallery>, and have quick access to the latest platform updates. The following sections will guide you
through the process of configuring your servers using all the elements of the platform.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/configure-your-servers-for-the-windows-web-hosting-platform.md
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Configure your Hyper-v Host for Shared Web Hosting

Create your Web Server VM

Image 4: The Microsoft Web Platform Ecosystem

As we discussed earlier, you can setup a shared hosting environment with a basic configuration consisting of a
single server. The following steps will guide you through the setup of a single server running as a Hyper-v host.
This server will host the three VM Servers as described above.

To get started, setup the hyper-v host server with Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise. This version of Windows
includes four guest licenses (Windows Server Standard or Enterprise); it allows you to setup the host with four
guests and pay monthly only for the host server after you have customer websites in any of the guest servers.

a. Click the "Server Manager" button in the task bar; or click "Start" menu, type "Server Manager" and press Enter.
This will bring up the Server Manager application.

b. On the left panel of Server Manager click on "Roles"

c. Under "Roles Summary" click on "Add Roles". Follow the Add Roles Wizard to Add the Hyper-v role. The wizard
will ask you to reboot the computer; when you log back in, the wizard will complete the Hyper-v configuration.

This section will guide you through the creation of a guest VM to be the Web Server using Windows Server 2008
R2 SP1 Standard.

a. On the host machine, click the "Start" menu, type "Hyper-v Manager" and press Enter. This will bring up the
Hyper-v Manager application.
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b.On the "Actions" bar (right side) click "New" and select "Virtual Machine…". The New virtual Machine Wizard will
come up.

c. Enter the name of the virtual machine, I usually use a descriptive name that refers to the OS version used, for
example "WS2K8R2Std"

d.On the same screen, select the location of where in disk the virtual machine will be stored. Do so by checking the
check box and selecting the location you will use for the Web Server VM.

e.If you already have a prepared virtual hard disk available, this is the moment to specify to use it for your VM;
otherwise you could create one from scratch or attach one later.

f. The next step is to install the OS, you have several options, for some of them you need to have the OS media
ready. If you have not visited the SPLA site to download Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 Standard, now is the time.
You can use the downloaded OS in this step or do it later from a DVD, network drive, or network-based installation
server.
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Configure the Web Server Components to support WebMatrix

From this point on your VM will be ready for you to start and connect to, use the Hyper-v Manager and double
click on the machine listed under "Virtual Machines" in the center panel.

This article will walk you through installing the required server components to be WebMatrix compatible and
fulfill the Spotlight requirements for the Web Hosting Gallery.

To simplify the installation of the web server components, we highly recommend installing Web Platform Installer,
also known as WebPI, on both machines. WebPI is a tool that automates the installation of a vast majority of server
components and other products for Microsoft's Web Platform.

Get WebPI 3.0 here: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=194638

If you prefer to not use WebPI, all of the required components can also be installed by hand or via your own
provisioning scripts.

Option 1: Via Web Platform Installer 3.0 (recommended)

If you have WebPI 3.0 installed, the following link will automatically launch it with all of the basic web server
components you'll need ready to install:

1. Login in the VM created in the previous section, use your administration account. Notice that these instructions
will work regardless of whether you are using a VM or an actual machine.

2. Install Spotlight Components using Web PI. This link will install WebPI (if you have not done so already) and
will let you review the list of products and dependencies before you start the process of installing the
components. Notice that this list of components completely fulfills the Spotlight requirements from the Web
Hosting Gallery.

[[

1. Once the Web PI window is displayed, click the "Items to be installed" link to review the list of products and
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dependencies.

1. Scroll down to see the rest of the items in the list:

Here is the list of Products to install:

1. a. IIS 7 or above Web Server including the following modules: Web Deploy 2.0, FTP, Media Services 3.0,
IIS Remote Management Services, CGI, URL Rewrite 2.0, SQL Server 2008 Management Objects
(SMO), Windows Cache 1.1 for PHP, MySQL Connector, Microsoft SQL Server Driver for PHP 2.0
a. Frameworks: .NET 3.5 SP1, .NET 4.0, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and PHP 5.2.14 or higher

2. Review the license page and accept the terms to continue with the install:

[[
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1. If you are not using Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1, install the following Web Server Patch: Extensionless URL
Hotfix. This hotfix is required for ASP.NET Web Pages to function correctly. It is discussed further in this blog
post.

2. (Optional) Install Spotlight Components plus PHP/MySQL related components using Web PI. Many of the web
applications that can be published by WebMatrix have PHP/MySQL components as requirements. To ensure
you are able to support those applications, you can use this link to install everything above plus PHP/MySQL
related components

Option 2: Manually install Web Server components

Here is the full list of which components are installed by those links, so you can confirm against the list of products
listed in WebPI. Note that many of them bring in dependencies – that is expected behavior – but the total download
should not exceed 50 MB or so.

Server:

[Required] IIS 7 Web Server basic components. Required for basic web server functionality.

Frameworks:

[Required] .NET Framework 3.5 SP1. Some applications depend on this framework
[Required] .NET Framework 4.0. Some applications depend on this framework
[Optional] PHP (5.2.14 or higher). This is not required for Spotlight, but many applications that can be
published by WebMatrix depend on this framework

ASP.NET

[Required] ASP.NET. This framework is the backend of many of the most popular web applications
[Required] ASP.NET MVC 1.0. A handful of applications in the App Gallery depend on this installed centrally
[Optional] You can also optionally install ASP.NET MVC3 and ASP.NET Web Pages, which gives you the ability
to host applications written in the new "Razor" syntax of ASP.NET. However, note that the binaries required for
these kinds of applications are automatically published by WebMatrix. That is, each end user who publishes
applications of this type will automatically end up with the required binaries in a /bin/ folder within their site
root directory, so it is not really necessary to install them centrally.

IIS Modules

[Required] Microsoft Web Deploy. Web Deploy is a client-server tool that simplifies the deployment of sites and
applications to IIS servers. While WebMatrix supports web application publishing using both FTP and Web
Deploy protocols, the latter providers a faster, more secure, and richer experience. It also lets the user deploy
whole apps, including databases, ensuring they work both locally and remotely. It is the highlight of the
WebMatrix publishing story.
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Configure your Content Server VM

[Required] FTP Publishing Service. To ensure the option of FTP exists for maximum compatibility
[Optional] Media Services. For IIS Smooth Streaming support
[Required] IIS Remote Management Service. To allow your users to manage aspects of their accounts using the
IIS console. Also a dependency for Web Deploy to function properly
[Required] FastCGI for IIS. Provides a much faster CGI implementation than the default
[Required] URL Rewrite. A dependency for many applications to function correctly
[Required] SQL Server 2008 Management Objects. A dependency for many applications to function correctly,
and for WebDeploy to manage SQL Server db's.
[Optional] Windows Cache Extension 1.1 for PHP. Highly recommended when running PHP on Windows.
[Optional] MySQL Connector/Net 6.2.3 or higher. Necessary for .NET applications using MySQL databases
[Optional] Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL Server in IIS. Necessary for PHP applications using SQL Server
Extensionless URL Hotfix. Needed only if you are not using Windows 2008 R2 SP1. Required for ASP.NET
Web Pages to function correctly. It is discussed further in this blog post.

Database Server Components (see next section)

[Optional] PHP Driver for SQL Server. We highly recommended installing this component on your database
server if you are supporting PHP.

Next Steps

• Proceed to configure the database server machine.

• Ensure that the Web Deploy 2.0 (or higher) component is configured to allow delegated deployments. This is
critical, as it is the primary method that allows your customers to publish to your servers with WebMatrix.

<TODO: Add link to the ASP.NET Shared Hosting Guide>

  Create & Configure your SQL Server VM

Create a second guest as the Database Server Virtual Machine

1. Follow the same steps outlined in "Create your Web Server VM" to create the Database Server VM.
2. Add Database Server Components to the Database VM

a. Download the SQL Server 2008 R2 Web media from the SPLA site, find the link in the email you
received confirming your SPLA agreement.

b. [Required] Install SQL Server 2008 R2 Web on the Database VM. Follow the installation wizard
instructions. WebPI supports installing Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Express edition, but we do not
recommend this product in shared hosting environments, you should use the full version instead on a
separate server.

c. Install MySQL, use the following related article to ensure the installation supports WebMatrix.

Create a third guest as the Content Server Virtual Machine

1. Download the Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise media from the SPLA site, find the link in the email you
received confirming your SPLA agreement.

2. Follow the same steps outlined in 2.a to create the VM Server.
3. Install the Windows Server Backup features in the content server:

4. a. Click the "Server Manager" button in the task bar; or click "Start" menu, type "Server Manager" and press
Enter. This will run the Server Manager application.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp
https://www.iis.net/overview/choice/integratedmediaplatform
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
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http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/
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1. a. On the left panel of Server Manager click on "Features"

1. a. Under "Features Summary" click on "Add Features". Follow the Add Features Wizard to Add the Backup
service.

1. Install the File Services role in the content server.

2. a. Click the "Server Manager" button in the task bar; or click the "Start" menu, type "Server Manager" and
press Enter. This will run the Server Manager application.

1. a. On the left panel of Server Manager click on "Roles"
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Configure your Control Panel Server VM

1. a. Under "Roles Summary" click on "Add Roles". Follow the Add Roles Wizard to Add the "File Services"
role.

Create a second Web Server VM, configure follow the same steps that you did for the first Web Server. This server
will act as the Control Panel server; it will host WebsitePanel (we will install it in a subsequent section). It could also
help you troubleshoot websites issues. This final VM will complete the four guests allowed by your Windows
Server Enterprise 2008 R2 license. If you are planning on a larger deployment, you may want to use the
Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter edition which has no license limits on guests.
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Introduction

Checklist

HIGH-LEVEL STEPS IN THE DEPLOYMENT PLANNING PHASE

1

2

3

4

5

6

Select Deployment Scenarios

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION USER STATE MIGRATED
USES EXISTING TARGET
COMPUTER

FILE SYSTEM
PRESERVED

New Computer A new installation of
Windows is deployed
to a new computer.
This scenario assumes
that there is no user
data or profile to
preserve.

No No No

by Walter Oliver

The primary focus in this phase is on selecting the appropriate deployment scenarios and methods, ensuring that
the required infrastructure exists, determining the appropriate configuration settings and/or scripts, the monitoring
plan, and training team members. Table 1 shows the high-level steps in the Planning Phase.

 

Table 1. Planning Checklist

 

As the first step in the Planning Phase, select the deployment scenarios that are appropriate for the environment.
These are: new, upgrade, refresh, or replace computer. Table 2 lists the deployment scenarios and provides a brief
description of each.

Table 2. Deployment Scenarios and Descriptions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/planning-the-deployment.md
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Upgrade Computer The current Windows
operating system on
the target computer
is upgraded to the
deployed operating
system. The existing
user state migration
data, user profile, and
applications are
retained (as
supported by the
deployed operating
system).

Yes Yes Yes

Refresh Computer A computer currently
running a supported
Windows operating
system is refreshed.
This scenario includes
computers that must
be re-imaged for
image standardization
or to address a
problem. This scenario
assumes that the
team is preserving
the existing user state
data on the computer.

Yes Yes No

Replace Computer A computer currently
running a supported
Windows operating
system is replaced
with another
computer. The existing
user state migration
data is saved from the
original computer.
Then, a new
installation of
Windows is deployed
to a new computer.
Finally, the user state
data is restored to the
new computer.

Yes No No

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION USER STATE MIGRATED
USES EXISTING TARGET
COMPUTER

FILE SYSTEM
PRESERVED

Select Deployment Tools and Methods
 

Based on the existing environment and combination of scenarios, you can decide which tools and Methods are
more appropriate. For example:

When installing Windows in new computers, use WDS and the scripts provided in this guide.
When refreshing or replacing a computer, use a combination of PowerShell scripts to backup the user data, use
WDS to re-image the machine, and finally, scripts again to restore the user data.
When upgrading a large set of computers preserving user data and file systems, evaluate using MD or
SCCM. When using MD or SCCM, you can use a combination of the LTI and ZTI methods to deploy
operating systems to the target computers. Microsoft Deployment, LTI and ZTI use the same common set of



Understand the Benefits of WDS

Contrast LTI(MD Toolkit)and ZTI(SCCM)

LTI DEPLOYMENT ZTI DEPLOYMENT

Provides configuration settings that are common to a group
of target computers.

Provides all necessary configuration settings for each target
computer.

Requires less upfront configuration time. Requires more upfront configuration time.

Can be used with slow-speed connections or in instances
where no network connectivity exists.

Requires a high-speed, persistent connection.

scripts and configuration files (such as CustomSettings.ini) for deploying the operating system. However,
there are instances in which one method of deployment might be more advantageous. (For more
information download and install MD and read the Preparing for LTI Tools document.)

1. Deploy Operating Systems Using LTI. LTI requires the MD Toolkit and minimal infrastructure to
operate. The team can deploy operating systems over the network using a shared folder, or locally using
removable storage (such as a CD, DVD, USB flash drive [UFD], or other device). You can initiate the
deployment process automatically (using Windows Deployment Services) or manually. Initially configure
LTI using Deployment Workbench, and then further customize CustomSettings.ini for the specific
environment. In LTI deployment, the team provides configuration settings for groups of computers. The
configuration settings for each individual computer are usually provided manually during the
deployment process. As a result, customizing LTI usually requires less effort than customizing ZTI.

2. Deploy Operating Systems Using ZTI. ZTI requires System Center Configuration Manager or
Systems Management Server 2003 with SP2, and the SMS 2003 OSD Feature Pack. The team deploys
operating systems from System Center Configuration Manager or Systems Management Server 2003
distribution points. The installation process can be initiated by System Center Configuration Manager,
Systems Management Server 2003, or Windows Deployment Services. The ZTI deployment process is
always initiated automatically. Like LTI, the team initially configures ZTI using Deployment Workbench,
and then further customizes CustomSettings.ini for their environment. In ZTI deployment, the team must
provide all configuration settings for each target computer being migrated using ZTI. By definition, there
is no manual configuration in ZTI. As a result, customizing ZTI usually requires more effort than
customizing LTI.

 

Windows Deployment Services provides many benefits. Specifically, it:

Reduces the complexity of deployments and the costs associated with inefficient manual installation processes.
Enables you to do network-based installations of Windows operating systems, including Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008.
Deploys Windows images to computers without operating systems.
Supports mixed environments that include Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, Windows XP, and Windows
Server 2003.
Provides an end-to-end solution for deploying Windows operating systems to client computers and servers.
Uses standard Windows Server 2008 setup technologies, including Windows PE, .wim files, and image-based
setup.
Makes use of multicast technology to enable you to do multiple deployments concurrently.

 

Table 3 provides a contrasting view of the use of LTI and ZTI in the deployment.

Table 3. Contrast of LTI (MD Toolkit) and ZTI (SCCM) Deployments

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3bd8561f-77ac-4400-a0c1-fe871c461a89&displaylang=en&tm


Requires little or no infrastructure to support deployment. Requires an infrastructure sufficient to deploy operating
system images using either the SMS 2003 OSD Feature Pack
or System Center Configuration Manager.

Supports deployment over the network or locally. Supports only network deployments.

Target computers are not required to be managed using either
System Center Configuration Manager or Systems
Management Server 2003 (or other software-management
tools).

Target computers must be managed using either System
Center Configuration Manager or Systems Management
Server 2003.

Supports security policies where automatic software
installation is prohibited.

Supports only security where automatic software installation is
allowed.

Supports deployment to target computers isolated by
firewalls.

Requires Remote Procedure Call (RPC) communication with
target computers (and so usually requires too many ports to
be opened through firewalls).

Supports Upgrade Computer deployment scenarios. Upgrade Computer scenarios are not supported.

LTI DEPLOYMENT ZTI DEPLOYMENT

Ensure That the Required Infrastructure Exists

Prerequisites for Installing Windows Deployment ServicesPrerequisites for Installing Windows Deployment Services

NOTENOTE

DEPLOYMENT SERVER TRANSPORT SERVER

Active Directory Domain Services. A Windows Deployment
Services server must be either a member of an Active
Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain or a domain
controller for an AD DS domain. The AD DS domain and forest
versions are irrelevant; all domain and forest configurations
support Windows Deployment Services.

Determine the Appropriate Processing Rules (MD and SCCM only)

For most production environments, the majority of services required for deployment already exists. However, you
must verify that all of the required components are in place before continuing the deployment process. Before
installing WDS you need to review the prerequisites for installing Windows Deployment Services.

The following are requirements for installing this role, depending on if you install Deployment Server or Transport
Server.

The Windows Deployment Services server service is not cluster-aware and should not be run on a Microsoft Windows Cluster
Server.

If you are planning to use Microsoft Deployment, see the detailed listing of required infrastructure:

Microsoft Deployment and LTI deployment: See "System Requirements," in the Getting Started Guide.
ZTI: See "Ensure that the Required Infrastructure Exists for ZTI," in Infrastructure Remediation Feature Team
Guide.

 

This is important if you are using MD Toolkit or SCCM. The ZTI and LTI deployment use processing rules that

http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/32bf3c54-f0e4-4867-9452-c0d472f013151033.mspx#BKMK_Pre
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb891793.aspx


Determine the Monitoring Plan

Train Team Members

determine the steps and configuration parameters during the process of deploying the images to target computers.
These settings are stored and managed in CustomSettings.ini.

Download and install MD to find more information about:

Determining the processing rules required for minimal functionality in LTI: See "Configure the Appropriate
Processing Rules," in Preparing for LTI Tools.
Determining the processing rules required for minimal functionality in ZTI: See "Configuring the Appropriate
Processing Rules," in Preparing for Microsoft Systems Management Server 2003 or Preparing for Microsoft
Systems Center Configuration Manager 2007.
Extending functionality in LTI and ZTI: See Deployment Customization Guide.
Examples for configuring the processing rules in LTI and ZTI: See the Deployment Customization Desktop
Samples Guide.

 

This is particularly important in complex deployments that require SCCM. The ZTI Management Pack for System
Center Operations Manager monitors the deployment of operating system images to the target computers and
collects data. You can also use it to monitor the ZTI and LTI deployment processes. Using Microsoft System Center
Operations Manager 2007 Reporting Services, you can generate reports about the deployment process. For more
information on the ZTI Management Pack, see the Microsoft Deployment document, Zero Touch Installation
Management Pack.

 

For complex deployments that require MD Toolkit and/or SCCM, ensure that all team members are properly
trained to deploy, manage, operate, troubleshoot, and support the deployment process and the migrated
computers. Customize the training for each team.

See details at: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb960436.aspx#EBAA

https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3bd8561f-77ac-4400-a0c1-fe871c461a89&displaylang=en&tm
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Prerequisites

Lab and Pilot Deployments

Deployment Teams

by Walter Oliver

Before deployment into production, tests must be executed for each server component, in addition to testing the
Windows PE media to assure proper operation. The results of this testing should be documented in a report.

The high-level steps in the deployment testing phase are:

Perform lab tests and pilot deployments. Before deploying into the production environment, verify the
deployment process in test labs and by conducting pilot deployments. These tests and pilot deployments help
identify any problems before deploying in the production network.
Prepare deployment teams. After the lab tests and pilot deployments are complete, prepare the deployment
teams. The deployment teams must know what was learned during the lab tests and pilot deployments.

During the lab tests and pilot deployments, complete the following tasks:

1. Test the Windows Deployment Services process on target computers. Focus on finalizing the deployment
process in labs and pilot deployments just prior to deployment in the production environment.

2. Document common deployment problems and resolutions. While the team is going through the stages of
testing and pilot deployments, team members should document any deployment problems that they encounter,
along with their resolution.

3. Document troubleshooting procedures and diagnostic tools. Document any troubleshooting procedures and
diagnostic tools used during lab testing and pilot deployments.

4. Revise deployment plans. After completing the lab tests and pilot deployments, revise the deployment plans to
reflect any issues and resolutions that were discovered. Ensure that these revised plans are provided to the
deployment teams, along with the deployment problems and resolutions, troubleshooting procedures, and
diagnostic tools.

To prepare the deployment teams, complete the following tasks:

1. Notify all Deployment team members and System Administrators of the deployment start date so that they can
be ready to provide support.

2. If needed, notify users of plans and how they may be affected. Provide support contact information.
3. Identify the target group. Provide the deployment teams with a list of the computers to be included in the

deployment. Ensure that the appropriate sequencing of groups of computers is provided when required.
4. Identify computer configurations that were successfully deployed during lab and pilot tests. Ensure that the

deployment teams know the configurations that should work without difficulty based on lessons learned in the
lab tests and pilot deployments.

5. Identify computer configurations that failed during lab and pilot testing. Ensure that the deployment teams
know the computer configurations that resulted in problems so they can monitor those configurations more
closely.

6. Identify any troubleshooting procedures and diagnostic tools. Provide the deployment teams with

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/testing-the-deployment.md
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documentation that describes troubleshooting procedures and diagnostic tools used during the lab testing and
pilot deployments.
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by Walter Oliver

Once the environment is setup with Windows Deployment Services, a reference machine has been created, and an
image of it is available for deployment, you are ready to start deploying it to other machines. There are three basic
methods to accomplish this through WDS:

1. Manual Deployment: It is possible to use this method for deploying into a single machine, though it is tedious
for deploying into a large set of machines. For instructions, see Installing an operating system in the "Windows
Deployment Services Role Step-by-Step Guide".

2. Unattended Deployment. This method automates the Windows Deployment Services client and the latter
stages of Windows Setup. For instructions, see Using unattend files in the "Windows Deployment Services Role
Step-by-Step Guide". For examples, see "Sample Unattended Files" in the unattended installation chapter at
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88439 . This two-stage approach is accomplished by using two
different unattend files:

a. Windows Deployment Services client unattend file: This file uses the Unattend.xml format and is stored
on the Windows Deployment Services server in the \WDSClientUnattend folder. It is used to automate the
Windows Deployment Services client user interface screens (such as entering credentials, choosing an install
image, and configuring the disk).

b. Image unattend file: This file uses the Unattend.xml or Sysprep.inf format, depending upon the version of
the operating system in the image. It is stored in a subfolder (either $OEM$ structure or \Unattend) in the per-
image folder. It is used to automate the remaining phases of setup (for example, offline servicing, Sysprep
specialize, and mini-setup).

1. Multicast Transmission Deployment. Multicast transmissions allow you to deploy an image to a large
number of client computers without overburdening the network. When you create a multicast transmission, the
image is sent over the network only once, which can drastically reduce the network bandwidth that is used. For
instructions, see Creating a multicast transmission in the "Windows Deployment Services Role Step-by-Step
Guide".

You can also deploy images through Microsoft Deployment or SCCM.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/deploying-images-with-wds.md
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Prepare the Deployment Environment Using WDS

Configure the Windows Deployment Services Server

by Walter Oliver

This article provides an overview of the preparation activities needed when deploying with Windows Deployment
Services. The Deployment preparations activities may involve writing and testing the PowerShell scripts used in
configuration and backup / restore tasks, preparing the servers used to back up computers, create and store
operating system images, install applications, and migrate existing user data if needed. This article concentrates o
using WDS and the PowerShell scripts provided in this guide.

For detailed information on the preparation activities for Microsoft Deployment download and install MD, within
the Deployment Workbench documentation find the section, "Prepare the Deployment Environment," in the
Preparing for LTI Tools document.

 

1. The first step is to install Windows Deployment Services and Infrastructure Components.
2. Proceed to Configure the Reference Machines. You can either manually setup the reference computers with

operating system, drivers, and applications or utilize the sample configuration PowerShell scripts provided in
this guidance to run "as is" or modify them in accordance to your needs. See Quick Guide for Shared Hosting
Deployment for information on setting up a Web Server and File Server roles.

3. Once WDS and the reference machine are ready you can configure WDS, see following section for information.
You should also review the "Configure Required Permissions" section below to ensure you have access to the
required resources.

 

After installing Windows Deployment Services, follow the steps in the WDS step-by-Step Guide to configure
WDS. Read the section "Configuring The Windows Deployment Services", it provides information on how to
configure WDS by using the Windows Deployment Services MMC snap-in or by using WDSUTIL at the
command prompt. Configuring WDS does the following to your server:

Create a shared folder that contains the files necessary for PXE boot, the files for booting Windows PE into
RAMDISK, Windows PE boot images, and install images.
Configure the answer settings of the PXE listener to control whether and how the server services incoming
client boot requests.
If Microsoft DHCP is installed on the same physical computer as Windows Deployment Services, the
configuration wizard does the following (if you configure Windows Deployment Services by using
WDSUTIL, you have to manually make these changes):

Adds DHCP option tag 60, with the PXE client setting selected, to all DHCP scopes (as a DHCP global
option). This is necessary so that a booting PXE client can be notified that there is a listening PXE server
on the network.
Selects the Do not Listen on port 67 option. This is necessary so that booting clients can find the DHCP
server on the network

The guide also mentions the known issues when configuring WDS.
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Configure Required Permissions

SECTION TASKS

General Permissions

Permissions for Common Management Tasks - Add or Remove an Image Group - Add or Remove an Install
Image - Disable an ImageAdd a Boot Image - Remove a Boot
Image - Set Properties on an Image - Add a Prestaged Device
- Approve a Pending Device - Domain Join Rights for
Prestaged Devices - Convert a RIPREP image - Create a
Discover or Capture image - Create or modify a Multicast
Transmission

Permissions for Client Installations - PXE Boot a Client - Select a Boot Image - Select an Install
Image - Permissions Required to Join a Domain -
ResetBootProgram Functionality - Disabling Shift+F10 and
CTRL Functionalities

Permissions for Server Properties

Creating the Reference Machine Image

Creating Custom Install ImagesCreating Custom Install Images

-

 

In some cases the users performing the deployment are Domain Administrators and as such have full access to the
resources in the domain. This is not necessarily the case in your marginalization, if not, you need to understand the
set of permissions needed to execute the deployment process. This Chapter provides detailed information on the
required permissions in WDS. The chapter discusses the following four sets of permissions and, where
appropriate, how to grant them.

 

Windows Deployment Services uses two image types. Both use the Windows Image (.wim) format.

Boot image: The image that you boot a client computer into to perform an operating system installation. See
Managing Boot Images
Install image: The operating system image that you deploy to the client computer. See Creating and Deploying
Custom Install images

You can create a custom Install Image to deploy across a set of server in the data center.

To create an install image of your reference computer, create a Capture Image and use it to create the reference
machine Install Image:

<!--[if !supportLists]-->Capture images. Boot images that you boot a client computer into in order to capture the
operating system into a .wim file.

Section "Creating and modifying boot and install images" in the WDS Step-by-Step Guide provides the steps to
create the Install Image from your reference computer.

The following is a summary of this process:

To create a capture image using the Windows interface

1. In the Windows Deployment Services MMC snap-in, expand the Boot Images node.
2. Right-click the image to use it as a capture image.
3. Click Create Capture Boot Image.

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/4aca2aae-a9cf-4b5c-afb2-573603cf77b01033.mspx?mfr=true
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http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/b7978b72-3b39-441d-924c-4b7a2fd96c371033.mspx#BKMK_6
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer2008/en/library/7d837d88-6d8e-420c-b68f-a5b4baeb52481033.mspx#BKMK_CreatingImagesUsingWDS
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/7d837d88-6d8e-420c-b68f-a5b4baeb52481033.mspx?mfr=true


Help for WDSUTIL is available by typing WDSUTIL /? at a command prompt.

4. Type a name, description, and the location to save a local copy of the file. You must specify a location in case
there is a problem with the network when you deploy the capture image.

5. Continue to follow the instructions in the wizard, and when it is complete, click Finish.
6. Right-click the boot image folder.
7. Click Add Boot Image.
8. Browse and select the new capture image, and then click Next.
9. Follow the instructions in the Windows Deployment Services Capture Utility.

10. Once you have created the capture image, follow the instructions in the "Install Image" section to boot a client
computer into the capture image and capture the operating system.

To create a capture image at a command prompt

1. Click Start, right-click Command Prompt, and then click Run as administrator.
2. Type the following where <bootimage> is the name of the boot image you want to use to create the capture

image, and <captureimage> is the file path and file name of the new capture image: WDSUTIL /New-
CaptureImage /Image:<bootimage> /Architecture:x86 /Filepath:<captureimage>

3. Type the following where <captureimage> is the file path and file name of the capture image you want to
add to the image store:

a. WDSUTIL /Add-Image /Imagefile:<captureimage> /ImageType:boot

1. Once you have created the capture image, follow the instructions in the "Install Image" section to boot a client
computer into the capture image and capture the operating system.
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Installation Methods

by Walter Oliver

A Windows Deployment Services server must be either a member of an Active Directory Domain Services
domain or a domain controller for an Active Directory Domain Services domain. The Active Directory Domain
Services domain and forest versions are irrelevant; all domain and forest configurations support Windows
Deployment Services.

When installing Active Directory Domain Services Forest on a machine that already is running Windows Server®
2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2, use any of the following methods:

Installing a New Windows Server 2008 Forest by Using the Windows Interface
Installing a New Windows Server 2008 Forest by Using the Command Line
Installing a New Windows Server 2008 Forest by Using an Answer File

For detailed Step-by-step guidance on installing Active Directory for all the Directory Services (Forest, Child
Domain, and Domain Tree), refer to "Steps for Installing AD DS". This guide provides step-by-step instructions for
installing Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) in all configurations, including instructions for installing it on
a full installation or a Server Core installation of Windows Server 2008 R2. It provides the Windows interface,
command-line, and answer file methods for performing installations.

The process for performing an unattended installation of AD DS is the same for a server that is running a full
installation of Windows Server 2008 R2 or a Server Core installation. The unattended method of installation is
required for a Server Core installation.
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Overview

Software Requirements for Installing WSUS 3.0 on Windows Server
2008

by Walter Oliver

Microsoft Windows Server® Update Services 3.0 (WSUS 3.0) enables IT administrators to deploy the latest
Microsoft product updates to computers running Microsoft Windows Server® 2003, Windows Server® 2008,
Windows VistaTM, Microsoft Windows® XP with Service Pack 2, and Windows 2000 with Service Pack 4
operating systems. By using WSUS, administrators can fully manage the distribution of updates that are released
through Microsoft Update to computers in their network.

WSUS provides a management infrastructure consisting of the following:

1. Microsoft Update. The Microsoft Web site that distributes updates of Microsoft products.

2. Windows Server Update Services server. This component is installed on a Windows Server 2003 SP1 or
Windows Server 2008 server inside the hoster firewall. The WSUS server allows administrators to manage
and distribute updates through the WSUS 3.0 Administration console, which can be installed on any
Windows computer in the domain. In addition, a WSUS server can be the update source for other WSUS
servers within the organization. At least one WSUS server in the network must connect to Microsoft
Update to get available update information. The administrator can determine, based on network security
and configuration, whether or not other servers should connect directly to Microsoft Update.

3. Automatic Updates. This component is built into the Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, Windows
Server 2003, Windows XP, and Windows 2000 SP4 operating systems. Automatic Updates enables both
server and client computers to receive updates from Microsoft Update or from a WSUS server.

For a Step-by-Step Guide to getting started with WSUS 3.0, deployment scenarios, and processes (including
unattended command line), visit http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/912b37d7-021e-4c95-
b317-49dd15b4611c1033.mspx?mfr=true.

To install WSUS 3.0 on Windows Server 2008, you must have the following installed on your computer. If any of
these updates require restarting the server when installation is completed, restart your server before installing
WSUS 3.0.

Ensure that the following components are enabled:

Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 or above
Windows Authentication
ASP.NET
6.0 Management Compatibility
IIS Metabase Compatibility
Microsoft Report Viewer Redistributable 2005. To download this software, go to the Download Center
(https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=70410).
Microsoft SQL ServerTM 2005 Service Pack 1. To download this software, go to the Download Center
(https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=66143).
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Preparing the WSUS 3.0 Deployment

The .NET Framework 2.0 and BITS 2.0 update are available on Windows Server 2008 as part of the operating
system.

For a complete description of WSUS 3.0 Software Requirements (Console, Automatic Updates, and Permissions)
visit, http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/912b37d7-021e-4c95-b317-
49dd15b4611c1033.mspx?mfr=true.

The first step in deploying WSUS 3.0 is to design the server configuration. For a detailed process guide on how to
prepare and deploy WSUS 3.0, refer to: http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/912b37d7-021e-
4c95-b317-49dd15b4611c1033.mspx?mfr=true.

The following topics in the guide describe various aspects of deployment design-from a simple configuration with
a single server to a configuration with multiple WSUS servers. Some of the considerations to take into account are
connection bandwidth (for both Internet connections and LAN or WAN connections), network configuration, and
different language requirements.

To prepare the WSUS 3.0 deployment refer to:

Choose a Type of WSUS Deployment
Choose a WSUS Management Style
Choose the Database Used for WSUS 3.0
Determine Where to Store WSUS Updates
Determine Bandwidth Options to Use
Determine WSUS Capacity Requirements

http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/912b37d7-021e-4c95-b317-49dd15b4611c1033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver/en/library/912b37d7-021e-4c95-b317-49dd15b4611c1033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/12b665bc-07fa-4a4e-aed8-f970efe80c4c1033.mspx
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http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/aa4d106e-830e-4074-8675-bc52b2ada0941033.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/f47b494b-fbf5-4bf8-a5c9-c31221a3dfdb1033.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/WindowsServer/en/library/92170771-83e7-47bb-abbc-7d93ee5d78671033.mspx
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Prerequisites

Installation

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

by Walter Oliver

You must have a working Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server with an active scope on the
network because Windows Deployment Services uses Pre-Boot Execution Environment (PXE), which relies on
DHCP for IP addressing.

When you deploy Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers on your network, you can automatically
provide client computers and other TCP/IP based network devices with valid IP addresses. You can also provide the
additional configuration parameters these clients and devices need, called DHCP options, that allow them to
connect to other network resources, such as DNS servers, WINS servers, and routers. For detailed information see
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.

To install DHCP server role:

1. Click Start, and then click Server Manager.
2. Under Roles Summary, click Add roles, and then click Next.
3. On the Select Server Roles page, select the DHCP Server check box, and then click Next.

If you are running Windows Deployment Services and a non-Microsoft DHCP server on the same computer, in addition to
configuring the server to not listen on port 67, you must use your DHCP tools to add Option 60 to their DHCP scopes.

If Microsoft DHCP is installed on the same physical computer as Windows Deployment Services, the WDS
configuration wizard does the following (if you configure Windows Deployment Services by using WDSUTIL, you have
to manually make these changes):

Adds DHCP option tag 60, with the PXE client setting selected, to all DHCP scopes (as a DHCP global option). This
is necessary so that a booting PXE client can be notified that there is a listening PXE server on the network.
Selects the Do Not Listen on port 67 option. This is necessary so that booting clients can find the DHCP server on
the network.

If DHCP is installed on a server that is located in a different sub-net, then you must do one of the following:

Recommended: configure your IP Helper tables. All DHCP broadcasts on UDP port 67 by client computers should
be forwarded directly to both the DHCP server and the Windows Deployment Services PXE server. Also, all traffic
to UDP port 4011 from the client computers to the Windows Deployment Services PXE server should be routed
appropriately (these requests direct traffic to the server, not broadcasts).
Add DHCP options 66 and 67. For more information, see the PXE Boot chapter at
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88439.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/dhcp-server.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/networking/technologies/dhcp/dhcp-top
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88439
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Prerequisites

Installation Information

by Walter Oliver

You must have a working Dynamic Name Services (DNS) server on the network to run Windows Deployment
Services. Administrators may choose to dedicate an entire server to one role or to install multiple server roles on a
single computer. For simplicity, the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and Domain Name System
(DNS) roles can be installed together on one server.

Domain Name System (DNS) is the name resolution protocol for TCP/IP networks, such as the Internet. A DNS
server hosts the information that enables client computers to resolve memorable, alphanumeric DNS names to
the IP addresses that computers use to communicate with each other. This guide describes the DNS server role in
the Windows Server® 2008 R2 operating system, and provides procedures for installing, configuring, and
managing DNS servers in your network. The Installing and Configuring Servers topic covers a broad set of topics
about AD integration and DNS network planning. The Install a DNS Server gives the steps to install it. Here is a
summary:

To install a DNS server

1. Open Server Manager. To open Server Manager, click Start, and then click Server Manager.
2. Under Roles Summary, click Add Roles.

1. On Before You Begin, click Next.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/dns-server.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/8e3f7e44-91dd-44c4-81cf-158cea7089021033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/f0e5d191-727c-44d9-976f-1b748f3f78761033.mspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/3cf4d1b1-7a6e-4438-bf4f-22d9468c17321033.mspx?mfr=true
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1. On Confirm Installation Selections, click Install.

1. On DNS Server, click Next.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/dns-server/_static/image3.png
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1. On Installation Results, click Close.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/dns-server/_static/image7.png
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Introduction

Deployment Project

by Walter Oliver

This article provides a road map for the various Windows Server® 2008 deployment technologies. There are
three main technologies available:

Windows Deployment Services role (WDS) - Microsoft Deployment Solutions Accelerator (MD) - System
Center Configuration Manager (SCCM)

These components provide a complete deployment upgrade path starting with WDS, going through MD, and
culminating with SCCM. Each provides a superset of features with respect to its predecessor.

Hosting Guidance provides PowerShell Scripts samples and guidance to set up key server roles such as Web and
File Server for particular Hosting scenarios (initially for Shared Hosting; more to come on this subject). After you
have executed the scripts to build the server machine, proceed with WDS to continue your deployment.

Assuming that the goal is to deploy a particular Server Role to a large set of available machines, the simplest
approach consists of three steps:

1. Prepare an initial sever with the OS and the software configuration required for the Server Role. - Use WDS to
create an image of the server. - Use WDS to deploy such image onto the target machines.

However, there will be cases in which this simple approach is not enough. For example, in some organizations
there are multiple data centers situated in different environments, each with specific settings to satisfy
locale/geography, security, network, and/or functionality requirements for which a common base image of
particular Server Roles is desired to enforce organizational policies, but is not sufficient for full deployment due to
the complexity of the post deployment configuration steps.

In such cases, it is recommended to use the Microsoft Deployment Solutions Accelerator (MD) or the more
complete System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM). A first step would be to evaluate using MD, since:

It provides an end-to-end solution to deployment and configuration with minimal user intervention (also
referred to as "light touch") which is sufficient for most hosting scenarios. - It is available for download,
providing rich documentation and C# source code to aid integration into custom systems. - The user interface,
process, and resources are consistent with the more sophisticated SCCM. Moreover, all the deployment data
created through MD can be easily upgraded and used within SCCM, constituting an ideal upgrade path. - It
provides a detailed guide based on the Microsoft Solutions Framework for Planning, Preparing, Testing, and
Deploying.

 

Assuming that WDS is appropriate for your needs, the general approach to manage a deployment project
includes:

1. Planning: Decide what the deployment scenario is and how you will accomplish the deployment.
2. Preparing: Prepare the environment, setup the WDS machine and required components, build the Server Role

machine to make an image of, run the configuration scripts, and create the image to be used by WDS.
3. Testing: It is strongly recommended to test your image in a lab and run the appropriate tests on the deployed

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/introduction-to-deploying-windows-server-2008-r2.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb960434.aspx


Using WDS

Using MD

Using SCCM

machines to ensure that results are as expected.
4. Deploying: Use WDS to execute the network deployment across the target set of servers.

This section of the Hosting Guidance provides details for each of these project phases. Notice that they are
consistent with those found within the MD documentation. If you are working on a large deployment (multiple
environments and/or large deployment team), review the MD guide

  

Windows Deployment Services is the updated and redesigned version of Remote Installation Services (RIS).
Windows Deployment Services assists with the rapid adoption and deployment of Microsoft Windows operating
systems. Use it to set up new computers through a network-based installation without having to be physically
present at each computer and without having to install directly from CD or DVD media.

The Windows Deployment Services components work together to enable you to deploy Windows images,
including Windows Vista® and Windows Server 2008. The components of Windows Deployment Services are
organized into the following three categories:

Server components: These components include a Pre-Boot Execution Environment (PXE) server and a Trivial
File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server for booting a client from the network. Also included is a shared folder and
image repository that contains boot images, install images, and files that you need. There is also a networking
layer, a multi-cast component, and a diagnostics component. - Client components: These components include
a graphical user interface (GUI) that runs within the Windows Pre-Installation Environment (Windows PE).
When a user selects an operating system image, the client components communicate with the server
components to install the image. - Management components: These components are a set of tools that you
use to manage the server, the operating system images, and the client computer accounts.

Read the WDS Guide for in depth coverage on the functionality of the complete installation, or the Windows
Deployment Services Role Step-by-Step Guide for a quick set of deployment instructions.

 

Microsoft Deployment unifies the tools and processes required for server and desktop deployment into a
common deployment console and collection of guidance documentation. This fourth generation deployment
accelerator adds integration with recently released Microsoft deployment technologies (such as WDS) to create a
single path for image creation and automated installation.

Microsoft Deployment tools and end-to-end guidance:

Reduce deployment time
Standardize desktop and server images
Limit service disruptions
Reduce post-deployment support costs
Improve security and ongoing configuration management

MD is the recommended process and tool set to automate server and desktop deployment. You can download the
Microsoft Deployment complete solution and corresponding source code at no cost.

The following video provides an overview of Microsoft Deployment with key features demostrations.

 

System Center Configuration Manager 2007 provides adaptive, policy-based automation to manage the full
deployment, update and extension life cycle for servers, clients and handheld devices, across physical, virtual,
distributed, or mobile systems. It packs the most complete feature set for deployment.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb960434.aspx
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/7d837d88-6d8e-420c-b68f-a5b4baeb52481033.mspx?mfr=true
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/7d837d88-6d8e-420c-b68f-a5b4baeb52481033.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=3bd8561f-77ac-4400-a0c1-fe871c461a89&displaylang=en&tm
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-IIS/Deployment Overview.wmv
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Introduction

Virtual Machine Manager Overview

by Walter Oliver

System Center <link: https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/en/us/overview.aspx > solutions help hosting
companies manage physical and virtual hosting environments across data centers. Using these integrated and
automated management solutions, hosters can be more productive service providers to their customers. This
article includes videos, documentation resources, and demonstrations of two key solutions from the System
Center family: Virtual Machine Manager 2008 (VMM) <link:
https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/virtualmachinemanager/en/us/default.aspx > and Operations Manager
(SCOM) <link: https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/operationsmanager/en/us/default.aspx >.

This video <link: https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-
1216/Microsoft%20System%20Center%20virtual%20Machine%20Manager%202008-overview.wmv > includes:

Microsoft virtualization background
System Center and virtualization
Introduction to System Center Virtual Machine Manager
Key features
System Center integration
Futures, timelines, and closing comments

This download <link: "https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-
878E233C3F08/SystemCenterOptimizationDemo.zip > contains a demonstration of VMM and the presentation
used in this video.

For further information and guidance, see the System Center Virtual Machine Manager content on TechNet <link:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/scvmm/default.aspx >.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/system-center-solutions-vmm-amp-scom.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/en/us/overview.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/virtualmachinemanager/en/us/default.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/operationsmanager/en/us/default.aspx
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-1216/Microsoft System Center virtual Machine Manager 2008-overview.wmv
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VMM Advanced Features and Best Practices

System Center Operations Manager (SCOM)

This video <link: https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-1216/Hyper-
V%20and%20SCVMM%20Deployment%20Best%20Practices.wmv > provides detailed best practices for
deploying Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V and System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008.

This video <link: https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-
1216/SCVMM%20Advanced%20Features.wmv > provides descriptions of the advanced features in VMM:

Hypervisor Management –Hyper-V, VMware
Windows Server 2008 Failover Cluster Integration
Delegated Administration
Performance and Resource Administration

This download <link: https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-
878E233C3F08/VirtualMachineManager2008.zip> contains a demonstration of VMM and the presentations used
in these videos.

System Center Operations Manager 2007 <link:
https://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/operationsmanager/en/us/default.aspx > is the next step in the evolution
of Microsoft operational event and performance monitoring solutions. This paper <link:

https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-1216/Hyper-V and SCVMM Deployment Best Practices.wmv
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Conclusion

https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-
878E233C3F08/OperationsManager%202007.zip > provides an overview of the features and functionality
included in System Center Operations Manager 2007.
To get started with SCOM, visit Getting Started <link: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb309673.aspx
>, which provides information for operators and administrators using Operations Manager 2007.
Step-by-step instructions on how to deploy SCOM are available at Deploying SCOM <link:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb309696.aspx >.

This article provides a set of videos, demonstrations, resource links, and downloads to help you learn about and
deploy System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) and Operations Manager (SCOM).

https://download.microsoft.com/download/A/2/F/A2F199C0-672E-44E6-BF1D-878E233C3F08/OperationsManager 2007.zip
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb309673.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb309696.aspx
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Introduction

Learn Hyper-V

by Walter Oliver

This article provides you with a set of guides, including tools, videos, and presentations to help you:

Learn about Microsoft virtualization technologies.
Make decisions about the right licenses for the right scenarios.
Plan your Hyper-V deployment.
Manage a virtual machines environment.
Apply security best practices.

Hosters can take advantage of Hyper-V to implement a variety of scenarios, for example:

Unmanaged dedicated server with Hyper-V
Virtual dedicated server (VDS) for Web scenarios (using Windows Server guests in anonymous mode)
Virtual dedicated server with line-of-business (LOB) scenarios (using Windows Server guests in authenticated
mode)
Use of virtualization in shared hosting scenarios
Desktops as Hyper-V guests
End customers running Microsoft products using the customers' own licenses on the guest OS

The following video provides an overview of Microsoft virtualization technologies and strategy, and explains why
the technology has evolved to what it is now and where it is going in the future. It walks you through the various
forms of virtualization: profile, presentation, desktop, application, server, and network.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/hyper-v-guides.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-HyperV/Virtualization 360-Microsoft Virtualization Strategy.wmv


Licensing Guide for Common Hosting Scenarios with Hyper-V

This download includes the slides that are presented in the video above.

The following download describes the value proposition for Hyper-V:

This paper explains how to license different editions of Windows Server 2008 and SQL Server 2008 in a
virtualized hosting environment that leverages the SPLA model. Additionally, it outlines the SPLA licensing
implications of some common Hyper-V-based virtualized hosting scenarios.

This whitepaper also documents common hosting scenarios that use Windows Server® 2008 Hyper-V™
virtualization technology and Microsoft SQL Server® database management software with the Microsoft Services
Provider License Agreement (SPLA). The SPLA has two licensing models – Per Processor and Per Subscriber (by
using a Subscriber Access License, or SAL). Some products are available through both licensing models. In a

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/installing-infrastructure-components/hyper-v-guides/_static/image1.jpg
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Planning for Hyper-V

Microsoft Assessment and Planning Solution Accelerator (MAP)Microsoft Assessment and Planning Solution Accelerator (MAP)

More on Capacity PlanningMore on Capacity Planning

virtual environment, there are no new restrictions on the number of instances running under the SAL licensing
model. However, the per-processor model introduces new considerations, which are outlined in this whitepaper.

This video provides a guide to planning your virtualization project:

After becoming familiarized with Hyper-V scenarios and license options, the next step in implementing Hyper-V is
to plan the deployment of a virtualized environment. The MAP tool is a powerful inventory, assessment, and
reporting tool that can securely run in small or large IT environments without requiring the installation of agent
software on any computers or devices. The data and analysis provided by this Solution Accelerator can
significantly simplify the planning process.

This download provides an overview of the Microsoft Assessment and Planning Toolkit 3.1 (MAP). This tool
provides planning support beyond just virtualization; it helps you analyze the different parts of your infrastructure
and helps you determine which servers need to be consolidated. It offers recommendations for server and
application virtualization and works with the Return on Investment (ROI) tool to generate ROI calculations.

This download explains how you can take advantage of MAP to plan your migration projects.

This video provides a brief introduction to the MAP tool, Hyper-V architecture, system requirements, virtualization
demo, Hyper-V systems and VM creation, and Microsoft System Center.

https://mediadl.microsoft.com/mediadl/IISNET/Media/HDA20-HyperV/Scalable Virtualized Infrastructure.wmv
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Deploying Hyper-V

High AvailabilityHigh Availability

This download contains the slides for the video above and further documentation about capacity planning.

Review the Planning and Design Guide for a comprehensive guide about Microsoft infrastructure products.

The following video provides a guide to Hyper-V deployment. It includes hardware requirements, storage,
networking, high availability, backup, and SVMM deployment best practices.

This download provides documentation about Hyper-V for high availability environments, including a step-by-step
guide for setting up Hyper-V clusters.

This video walks through the various aspects of Hyper-V high availability, including demos for creating a cluster
and virtual machines.
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Provisioning Virtual Machines, a Guide for Hosters

Managing Hyper-V

Security

 

This whitepaper discusses different approaches to provisioning and managing Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machines
in hosting environments. It especially focuses on approaches for automating the processes of provisioning and
managing, so hosting companies can construct their Hyper-V offers quickly and integrate them with their existing
environment. This whitepaper is targeted toward hosting companies that offer or are planning to offer
virtualization hosting solutions that use newly released Microsoft Hyper-V technology.

 

Microsoft provides the tools that hosters need to make the most of their Hyper-V deployment:

Virtual Machine Management (VMM )2008 is a comprehensive management solution for the virtualized
datacenter, enabling increased physical server utilization, centralized management of virtual machine
infrastructure, and rapid provisioning of new virtual machines by the administrator and by authorized end
users.
The Offline Virtual Machine Servicing Tool allows hosters to keep their offline (or dormant) virtual machines
updated with the latest patches. This video provides an overview of the tool and a guide about how to
streamline the process of servicing offline virtual machines.
The following download provides an overview about the automation facilities for virtualization management.

 

The following videos provide step-by-step guidance on how use the best security practices to enable Hyper-V in
your environment:

Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Security and Best Practices – Part I
Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V Security and Best Practices – Part II 
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Conclusion

 This download provides the slides for these videos.

This article provides a map to the various guides, tools, videos, and presentations to guide you in all key aspects of
Hyper-V: learning, licensing, planning, deploying, provisioning, managing, and securing your Hyper-V
deployments.
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Introduction

User Experience Verification
Prerequisites:Prerequisites:

Steps:Steps:

by Walter Oliver

An important characteristic of Shared Hosting with IIS is that Hosters can empower their users to administer their
sites remotely as described in IIS Management and Administration. This article provides hosters with a set of
steps to verify that the Remote Administration user experience is indeed enabled.

A windows or user account with access to the user's site.
For a Vista client the InetMgr Remote Administration must be installed. See this article <link:
https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/remote-administration/remote-manager-for-windows-2003-xp-and-vista-
sp1>

Delegated administration must have been enabled in the server, enabling remote connections and starting
the WMSVC service, see:

This article <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/remote-administration/configuring-remote-
administration-and-feature-delegation-in-iis-7> provides a step-by-step guide for Configuring Remote
Administration and Feature Delegation in IIS.
This article <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegated-
administration> has a list of Feature Delegation settings relevant to Shared Hosting and instructions on
how to configure them and enable remote connections (the latter is also covered in the previous bullet).

1. Within a Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows 7, or Windows Vista computer run InetMgr.exe.
2. From the Connections pane select Connect to Site:

3. Enter the Server and Site names and press next:
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4. Enter the User Credentials and press next:

5. Enter a name for your Connection:
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6. A dialog listing the new available IIS Manager Modules should be displayed, press OK to install the new
modules:

7. After installation of the new modules IIS Manager will display the modules available, the example below has
the Database Manager highlighted.
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Conclusion
This article described the steps to verify that the Delegated Administration User Experience is enabled.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Step 1: Using WPI, install the Graffiti CMS application on your
development machine

by Walter Oliver

This walkthrough is intended to help hosters verify that their customers can use the Windows Web Platform tools
and services to download, customize, publish, and manage their applications in a Hosted Environment.

In this case we'll play the role of the developer and use the Microsoft Web Patform Installer to deploy a popular
CMS ASP.NET application called "Graffiti CMS" in the local developer machine. Once we verify that works we'll
proceed to deploy it in the hosted server.

In summary this walkthrough covers:

1. Using Web Platform Installer to install Graffiti CMS in a developer machine
2. Configuring the application to use SQL Server and test it locally
3. Using Visual Web Developer to modify and publish the application to the remote server.
4. Using IIS Manager Remote Administration feature to change the application Connection String to point to the

new SQL Server.

1. The hoster must have provided the developer with credentials that have access to an FTP site that shared its
content with the corresponding Web Site. See FTP and VWD articles <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/web-
hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/guide-to-deploy-ftp-and-publish-with-vwd> for
details on how to setup this configuration so that users are isolated from each other.

2. The hoster must have provided the developer with a SQL Server database.
3. The developer must have installed Visual Web Developer (VWD) and SQL Server.
4. The developer must have installed the Web Platform Installer (WPI). Follow the instructions at <link:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145510>

As of the writing of this article a new version of Web Platform Installer is being released to the Web. Please visit
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145510 for more information. The set of applications include Graffiti
CMS.

1. Step 2: Verify the existence of the Graffiti CMS Site and
corresponding Database:

2. Run IISMgr and view the Sites folder in the left-hand panel.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/verifying-the-deployment/verifying-the-developer-experience-aspnet.md
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3. Run SQL Management Studio and view the Graffiti DB in the database tables:

4. Use IE to browse to the site:
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Step 3: Configure Graffiti to use the SQL Server Database already
created.
At this point you have the Graffiti application running and a SQL db created for it. However, the SQL database is
not the one used by the application by default. Out-of-the box it uses its own db system (VistaDB), see connection
string dialog below for the site:

The steps to setting up SQL Server are very simple:

1. Using the Graffiti database:

Execute the Graffiti_SQL_Schema.sql file found in the Data folder.
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<add name="Graffiti" connectionString="server=SERVERNAME; database=Graffiti; User ID=graffiti; 
Password=********" />

3. Change the AppSetting key DataBuddy::Provider value to DataBuddy.SQLDataProvider, DataBuddy in the
web.config file.

4. With Internet Explorer browse to the Graffiti site. Notice that since the SQL db does not render the same data
that comes in the default database:

Execute the Graffiti_SQL_Data.sql file found in the Data folder.
2. Add the connection string of your database to the web.config file. It should have the name "Graffiti":

You can accomplish it through the Connection Strings Module in IIS Manager:
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5. Verify that the Application Admin credentials work the temporary password for the admin user can be found in
the web.confg file:

6. Enter the credentials and press Login:

7. The Admin Control Panel page is display:
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Step 4: Use Visual Web Developer (VWD) to Modify and Publish Your
Application

Now you are ready to publish the application.

1. Open your Graffiti Site with VWD. The following dialog will display, press Yes to upgrade the site to .NET
Framework version 3.5.
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2. Open the menu Website and select "Copy Web Site":

3. Select FTP Site and enter the Server name, Port and user account credentials. Ensure that "Passive Mode" is
checked and press Open:

4. Publish the entire content to the target server.
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Step 5: Use IIS Manager Remote Administration to change the Graffiti
Site Connection String to point to the new SQL server.
1. Start IISMgr, if you are running Vista ensure that you are running the remote version of IISMgr:

2. Connect to the Remote Site:
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3. Enter the Hoster provided user credentials:

4. Assign a name to the new connection:
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5. Install any IIS Manager extension modules that are offered in the following dialog:

6. Select your new Graffiti site, find the Connection String icon and double click on it:
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7. Change the Server Name to the new target SQL Server

8. To upload the database you can use the facilities provided by the hoster. Either through database backup and
restore process through FTPor any other control panel facility that would let you run the
Graffiti_SQL_Schema.sql and Graffiti_SQL_Data.sql files.

9. Test that the application works in the new hosting environment. Here is a screen shot after creating a post as
the Admin user:
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Conclusion
This walkthrough covered:

1. Using Web Application Installer to install Graffiti CMS in a developer machine
2. Configuring the application to use SQL Server and test it locally
3. Using Visual Web Developer to modify and publish the application to the remote server.
4. Using IIS Manager Remote Administration feature to change the application Connection String to point to the

new SQL Server.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Step 1: Using WPI, install the WordPress application on your
development machine

Step 2: Test the local WordPress Site and corresponding Database:

by Walter Oliver

This walkthrough is intended to help hosters verify that their customers can use the Windows Web Platform tools
and services to download, customize, publish, and manage their applications in a Hosted Environment.

In this case we'll play the role of the developer and use the Microsoft Web Platform Installer to deploy a popular
blogging PHP application called "WordPress" in the local developer machine. Once we verify that works we'll
proceed to deploy it in the hosted server.

In summary this walkthrough covers:

1. Using Web Application Installer to install WordPress in a developer machine
2. Configuring the application to use MySQL and test it locally
3. Using Visual Web Developer to modify and publish the application to the remote server.
4. Using IIS Manager Remote Administration feature to change the application Default document list.

1. The hoster must have provided the developer with credentials that have access to an FTP site that shared its
content with the corresponding Web Site. See FTP and VWD article <link: to FTP and VWD article> for details
on how to setup this configuration so that users are isolated from each other.

2. The hoster must have PHP installed <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/application-frameworks/install-and-
configure-php-applications-on-iis/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis>.

3. The hoster must have provided the developer with a MySQL database <link:
https://www.iis.net/learn/application-frameworks/install-and-configure-php-on-iis/install-and-configure-
mysql-for-php-applications-on-iis-7-and-above>.

4. The developer must have installed Visual Web Developer (VWD) and MySQL.
5. The developer must have installed the Web Platform Installer (WPI). Follow the instructions at <link:

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145510 >

As of the writing of this article a new version of Web Platform Installer is being released to the Web. Please visit
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=145510 for more information. The set of applications include WordPress.

Use IE to browse to the site:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/verifying-the-deployment/verifying-the-developer-experience-php.md
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Step 3: Use Visual Web Developer (VWD) to Modify and Publish Your
Application

Now you are ready to publish the application.

1. Open your WordPress Site with VWD. The following dialog will display, press Yes.
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2. Modify the server name for the database and any other values provided by the hoster.

3. Open the menu Website and select "Copy Web Site":
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4. Click Connect. Select FTP Site and enter the Server name, Port and user account credentials. Ensure that
"Passive Mode" is checked and press Open:
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Step 4: Deploy the WordPress MySQL Database Schema and Test Site.

5. Proceed to publish the entire content to the target server.

When WordPress runs for a first time it checks to see if the database schema is present, if it is not, it will allow the
admin user to generate it.

2. WordPress will auto-generate a random password for the admin user, make note of it and proceed to login:

1. Using Internet Explorer browse to the new site, the following screen is displayed, enter the information
requested:
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4. Now you can browse to the wp-admin page:

3. Enter the Admin credentials obtain in the previous step:
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Step 5: Use IIS Manager Remote Administration to change the
WordPress Site Default Document List.
1. Start IISMgr, if you are running Vista ensure that you are running the remote version of IISMgr:

2. Connect to the Remote Site:
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3. Enter the Hoster provided user credentials:

4. Assign a name to the new connection:
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5. Install any IIS Manager extension modules that are offered in the following dialog:

6. Select your new WordPress site, find the Default Document icon and double click on it:
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Conclusion

8. WordPress deployment is complete.

7. Select the index.php default document and move it up to the first place in the list. This will improve the
performance.

This walkthrough covered:

1. Using Web Application Installer to install the WordPress PHP application in a developer machine.
2. Configuring the application to use MySQL and test it locally.
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3. Using Visual Web Developer to modify and publish the application to the remote server.
4. Using IIS Manager Remote Administration feature to change the list of Default Documents for the site.
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Introduction

Configuring Trust Levels

by Walter Oliver

IIS offers enhancements for dynamic content, especially ASP.NET. In IIS 7 and above, the ASP.NET runtime
extensibility model is integrated into the core server. This allows developers to fully extend IIS with the rich
functionality of ASP.NET 2.0 or higher and the .NET Framework, instead of using lower-level C++ APIs. Existing
ASP.NET applications will benefit from the closer integration by being able to use existing features such as forms
authentication, roles, and output caching for all types of content, not just .aspx pages.

To learn more about some of the key features and benefits of ASP.NET integration with IIS, see the Core Web
Server Overview. For information about and how to install the .NET Framework 3.5, see
https://www.microsoft.com/net/ or the ASP.NET community site.

The following settings were used on the Web server as part of the shared hosting architecture mentioned in the
"Planning The Shared Hosting Architecture" article in Hosting Guidance. To learn more about why these settings
are recommended and for additional details about how to configure them, download the ASP.NET 4 Hosting
Deployment Guide.

 

Trust levels let you define security rules for ASP.NET. They define what types of operations an application can
perform, such as reading from disk or accessing the registry. The recommended trust level is Medium, which
allows many common operations but restricts many of the dangerous applications. If you need to permit more
operations than Medium trust allows, you should create a custom trust level.

To configure a custom trust level and configure additional permissions

1. Navigate to the %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework \{version}\ CONFIG  directory.
2. Copy the Medium trust policy file, web_mediumtrust.config, to create a new policy file in the same directory 

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\{version}\ CONFIG\ .
3. Rename the file to indicate that it is a custom trust level, for example, web_CustomTrust.config.

<IPermission class="WebPermission"

version="1"
               <ConnectAccess>
                   <URI uri="$OriginHost$" />
               </ConnectAccess>
     </IPermission>

4. Open the new file, web_CustomTrust.config, and locate the WebPermission section.

...

...

5. Edit WebPermission so that the ConnectAccess element is removed and Unrestricted is set to true.
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Configuring Content to be Served from a Remote File Server

<IPermission class="WebPermission"

version="1" 
                  Unrestricted="true"/>

6. Comment out PrintingPermission and EnvironmentPermission, unless it is known that they are needed for
the shared hosting environment.

<location allowOverride="true">

 <system.web>
      <securityPolicy>
       <trustLevel name="Full" policyFile="internal" />
       <trustLevel name="High" policyFile="web_hightrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Medium" policyFile="web_mediumtrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Low" policyFile="web_lowtrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Minimal" 
                   policyFile="web_minimaltrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Custom" policyFile="web_CustomTrust.config" />
      </securityPolicy>
      <trust level="Custom" originUrl="" />
     </system.web>
</location>

<location allowOverride="false">
    <system.web>
      <securityPolicy>
       <trustLevel name="Full" policyFile="internal" />
       <trustLevel name="High" policyFile="web_hightrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Medium" policyFile="web_mediumtrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Low" policyFile="web_lowtrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Minimal" 
                   policyFile="web_minimaltrust.config" />
       <trustLevel name="Custom" policyFile="web_CustomTrust.config" />
      </securityPolicy>
      <trust level="Custom" originUrl="" />
     </system.web>
</location>

...

...

7. Add the new <trustLevel>  element to the <securityPolicy>  section of the Web.config file, as shown
below:

8. Lock the trust level so that it cannot be changed by applications on the server, by setting the location
allowOverride element to false.

 

When configuring ASP.NET to work with content that is stored on a remote file server, a few additional steps are
required.

When IIS receives content from a remote file server, it impersonates the authenticated user. This is either the user
specifically set as the virtual directory user, or if one is not specified, the anonymous user. IIS guidance states that
the application pool user should be used as the anonymous user, so in this case the impersonated identity is the



Configuring Garbage Collector Settings

Enabling the Workstation Garbage CollectorEnabling the Workstation Garbage Collector

Disabling the Concurrent Garbage CollectorDisabling the Concurrent Garbage Collector

Enabling the gcTrimCommitOnLowMemory SettingEnabling the gcTrimCommitOnLowMemory Setting

application pool identity. Using one identity for all access (anonymous, application pool, and virtual directory)
greatly simplifies a deployment.

To run some ASP.NET applications from a remote file server, the impersonated user must have access to the
Windows temp and the temporary compilation directories.

To serve ASP.NET content from a file server share

1. Grant permission for all application pool identities to the %windir%\Temp  directory by editing the ACLs for the
folder.

%windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\caspol -m -ag 1.  -url 
"file://\\remotefileserver\content$\*" FullTrust

2. Add a Code Access Security (CAS) policy to allow ASP.NET appropriate access to the file server share. To
do this, open a command prompt and run the following command:

 

The .NET framework uses automatic garbage collection to manage memory for all applications. When the
garbage collector (GC) decides that sufficient garbage has accumulated and that it is efficient to do so, it performs
a collection to free some memory. This process is fully automatic, but there are settings that can make the process
more efficient.

For more information about the GC, see "Chapter 5 - Improving Managed Code Performance" and look at the
section Garbage Collection Explained.

By default, the Server GC is used by the .NET Framework to optimize speed and CPU load. For shared hosting,
where memory is more often the constraint for a number of active sites, the Workstation GC should be used. The
Workstation GC optimizes for memory.

To learn more about this setting, see the KB article, "You may receive an error message, or the computer stops
responding, when you host Web applications that use ASP.NET on a computer that is running Windows Server
2003".

There are 3 versions of the GC: Server, Workstation with concurrent enabled, and Workstation with concurrent
disabled. The concurrent Workstation GC is intended for client scenarios. Just as the Server GC prioritizes
throughput and scalability at a memory cost, the concurrent Workstation GC prioritizes responsiveness at a
memory cost. To optimize for memory, disable concurrent garbage collection when you use the Workstation GC.

Because the GC holds on to memory for future allocations, its committed space can be more than what is strictly
needed. This space can be reduced to accommodate situations when there is a heavy load on system memory.
When this setting is enabled, the GC evaluates the system memory load and enters a trimming mode when the
load reaches 90%. It maintains the trimming mode until the load drops under 85%. When conditions permit, the
GC can decide that the setting will not help the application and ignore it.

To configure the GC settings

1. Navigate to the %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\{version}  directory.
2. Open the aspnet.config file, and locate the <gcServer>  element. If the element does not exist, create an

entry using Step 3.

...

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms998547.aspx#scalenetchapt05_topic9
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<configuration> 
<runtime> 
<gcServer enabled="true"/> 
</runtime> 
</configuration>
...

<configuration> 
<runtime> 
<gcServer enabled="false" />

<gcConcurrent enabled="false" />
<gcTrimCommitOnLowMemory enabled="true" />
</runtime> 
</configuration>
...

4. Save the file and close it.

3. Add the following three elements within the <runtime>  section:

...
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Introduction

Table

COMPONENT INSTALLED? REASON

Web Server Yes This is the core Web server.

Common HTTP Features Includes commonly used features such
as enabling static content (HTML, jpeg,
etc.) or default documents.

Static Content Yes The Web server can serve static
content, such as .html, .css, and .jpeg
files, if you enable this option.

Default Document Yes When a visitor enters www.site.com but
does not provide a specific document
name, such as default.aspx, this feature
allows the visitor to be seamlessly
directed to the default document
defined for the Web site.

Directory Browsing Yes Allows users browse the contents of a
directory.

HTTP Errors Yes Allows error messages sent to a visitor's
browser to be customized and for the
server administrator to see the new
detailed errors on the local Web server.

by Walter Oliver

IIS 7 and above makes it easier for system administrators to help secure and manage shared hosting
environments. To deploy a Web server and host thousands of Web sites on it, server administrators need to
configure and isolate sites from each other. This article provides recommendations for server administrators
running in such environments.

IIS provides a modular architecture that lets you customize the components that you want to install on the Web
server. IIS contains more than 40 components that you can independently install on the server. Installing only the
modules that you need dramatically reduces the potential attack surface, and lowers the footprint requirements on
the server.

For more information about the new modular architecture, see IIS Modules Overview.

The following table lists the components that were installed on the Web server as part of the shared hosting
architecture mentioned in the Shared Hosting Setup article in "Planning the Web Hosting Architecture". Based on
the shared hosting environment that you use, define your own set of components to install that meet your
business needs.
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HTTP Redirection Yes Allows hosted customers to redirect
requests for one URL to be redirected
to another.

Application Development Allows applications to be developed and
run on the server, such as ASP.NET.

ASP.NET Yes ASP.NET ISAPI and modules for
managed code applications (.aspx
pages).

.NET Extensibility Yes Infrastructure required for ASP.NET.
Allows developers to change and
extend Web server functionality in the
new request pipeline.

ASP Yes Required if customers use classic ASP
applications.

CGI Yes Required for CGI applications, such as
for PHP so that it can use the new
FastCGI component.

ISAPI Extensions Yes Required for ASP.NET and other ISAPI
extensions.

ISAPI Filters Yes Required for ASP.NET 1.1 ISAPI filter.

Server Side Includes No Not recommended unless customers
are using Service Side Include files.

Health and Diagnostics Provides infrastructure to monitor and
troubleshoot the health of the Web
server and sites.

HTTP Logging Yes Allows logging of Web site activity or
traffic.

Logging Tools No Infrastructure for managing Web server
logs.

Request Monitor Yes Allows requests to be monitored in-
flight. Can be used to determine why a
worker process is unresponsive or slow.

Tracing Yes Infrastructure to diagnose problems
using Event Tracing in Windows and
Failed Request Tracing.

Custom Logging No Support for logging activity in a
different format from IIS generated log
files. Not needed unless a custom
format is used.

COMPONENT INSTALLED? REASON



ODBC Logging No Infrastructure for logging activity to an
ODBC compliant database. Not needed
unless ODBC logging is used.

Security Infrastructure for securing requests and
filtering incoming requests based on
security rules.

Basic Authentication No Clear-text authentication method that
can be secured with SSL. Not needed if
only anonymous authentication is used.

Windows Authentication No Hash-based authentication method.
Not needed if only anonymous
authentication is used.

Digest Authentication No Hash-based authentication method.
Not needed if only anonymous
authentication is used.

Client Certificate Mapping
Authentication

No Allows client certificates to be used to
authenticate users. This type of client
certificate mapping uses Active
Directory.

IIS Client Cert Mapping Authentication No Allows client certificates to be used to
authenticate users. This type of client
certificate mapping uses IIS natively.

URL Authorization Yes Allows users to create rules that restrict
access to content.

Request Filtering Yes Recommended security feature. Screens
incoming requests based on rules sets.

IP and Domain Restrictions No Content can be allowed or denied to
users based on the originating IP
address or domain name of the request.

Performance

Static Content Compression Yes Allows static content to be compressed
and unlike dynamic responses,
compressed static responses can be
cached without degrading CPU
resources.

Dynamic Content Compression Yes Allows dynamic compression, utilizing
bandwidth more efficiently, but may
add a CPU load.

Management Tools

COMPONENT INSTALLED? REASON



IIS Management Console Yes Needed to manage IIS locally, provides
a user interface (UI) for server
management.

IIS Management Scripts and Tools Yes Needed to script tasks, allows
programmatic management of the
server using scripts.

Management Service Yes Needed to allow remote management
of IIS and to allow delegated users to
administer their sites using a remote
manager tool.

IIS 6 Management Compatibility Yes (if needed) Do not install unless compatibility with
features, services, scripts and
management tools for IIS 6.0 is
required.

IIS Metabase Compatibility Yes (if needed) Required for SharePoint v3, ASP.NET
1.1, SMTP service and other features
requiring backwards compatibility with
the metabase. Provides compatibility for
scripts based on IIS 6.0 interfaces for
ADSI (Active Directory Service Interface)
and ABO (Admin Base Object).

IIS 6 WMI Compatibility No Provides compatibility for scripts based
on the IIS 6.0 WMI (Windows
Management Instrumentation) provider.

IIS 6 Scripting Tools No Provides compatibility for scripts based
on IIS 6.0 interfaces for ADO (ActiveX
Data Objects) or ADSI APIs.

IIS 6 Management Console No Provides the IIS 6.0 based management
tool.

FTP Publishing Service No

FTP Server No Only needed if users upload using FTP.
Note: This table refers to the built-in,
legacy FTP server. It is highly
recommended that you download and
install the new FTP7 server if you need
to offer FTP publishing to your users. It
is available at Installing and
Troubleshooting FTP7.

FTP Management Console No Only needed if users upload using FTP.

COMPONENT INSTALLED? REASON

NOTENOTE
Install only the components required for the shared hosting environment. For example, if Digest Authentication is not
needed, do not enable it.



Installing the Web Server Role
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
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CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell

by Walter Oliver

To install the Web Server role on a machine that already is running Windows Server® 2008 R2 (as is the case
when building a reference machine for deployment in a data center), follow these steps:

Run these steps as an administrator.

To install the Web Server role using Server Manager

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Server Manager.
2. In Server Manager, in the Roles Summary section, click Add Roles to start the Add Roles Wizard.
3. Click Server Roles.
4. Under Select one of more roles to install on this server, select Web Server (IIS).
5. Click Next and continue with the Add Roles Wizard.

If you use the Add Roles Wizard to install IIS, you get the default installation, which has a minimum set of role services. If
you need additional IIS role services, such as Application Development or Health and Diagnostics, make sure to select
the check boxes associated with those features in the Select Role Services page of the wizard.

To install using a script:

> [!IMPORTANT] > If you use this script, you get the full IIS installation, which installs all available feature
packages. If there are feature packages you do not need, you should edit the script to install only the packages
you require.

If you want to install IIS components that rely on the .NET Framework, you must first install the .NET Framework.
The components that rely on the .NET Framework will not be installed if the .NET Framework is not already
installed.

Type the following command into a script:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/installing-the-web-server-role.md
https://github.com/walterov


CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell;NetFx2-ServerCore;NetFx2-ServerCore-WOW64

CMD /C START /w PKGMGR.EXE /l:log.etw /iu:IIS-WebServerRole;IIS-WebServer;IIS-CommonHttpFeatures;IIS-
StaticContent;IIS-DefaultDocument;IIS-DirectoryBrowsing;IIS-HttpErrors;IIS-HttpRedirect;IIS-
ApplicationDevelopment;IIS-ASP;IIS-CGI;IIS-ISAPIExtensions;IIS-ISAPIFilter;IIS-ServerSideIncludes;IIS-
HealthAndDiagnostics;IIS-HttpLogging;IIS-LoggingLibraries;IIS-RequestMonitor;IIS-HttpTracing;IIS-
CustomLogging;IIS-ODBCLogging;IIS-Security;IIS-BasicAuthentication;IIS-WindowsAuthentication;IIS-
DigestAuthentication;IIS-ClientCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-IISCertificateMappingAuthentication;IIS-
URLAuthorization;IIS-RequestFiltering;IIS-IPSecurity;IIS-Performance;IIS-HttpCompressionStatic;IIS-
HttpCompressionDynamic;IIS-WebServerManagementTools;IIS-ManagementScriptingTools;IIS-
IIS6ManagementCompatibility;IIS-Metabase;IIS-WMICompatibility;IIS-LegacyScripts;WAS-
WindowsActivationService;WAS-ProcessModel;IIS-FTPServer;IIS-FTPSvc;IIS-FTPExtensibility;IIS-WebDAV;IIS-
ASPNET;IIS-NetFxExtensibility;WAS-NetFxEnvironment;WAS-ConfigurationAPI;IIS-
ManagementService;MicrosoftWindowsPowerShell

For scripting the full IIS installation on Server Core, use the following script.

Type the following command into a script:

> [!IMPORTANT] > If you use this script, you get the full IIS installation, which installs all available feature
packages for Server Core. If there are feature packages you do not need, you should edit the script to install
only the packages you require.
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Introduction
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Configuring
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by Walter Oliver

On Windows servers, each connection employs the identity of a unique user to connect to another server by using
an SMB (Server Message Block) connection. A connection is used when you browse to a Web page and IIS
impersonates the configured user account to access the files.

For each connection, there are a number of work items or work contexts used. By default, this limit is set low, and
when storing IIS content or configuration on a remote file server, you may run out quickly. This causes the error
"The network BIOS command limit has been reached." There may be other errors, such as an ASP.NET or ASP
500 error.

There are registry keys that control how many commands and work items are permitted. On the IIS servers, a
registry key is used to control the number of connections or commands that can be made to a file server.

When using a remote file server for content or configuration files, you must set the registry keys on both the file
server if it is running Windows 2003 or lower, and the Web server.

If you are running Windows Server® 2008 on both the Web server and the file server, these registry changes are
unnecessary. If they are set, Windows Server 2008 will ignore them.

To configure the registry key on the Web server, use the following:

1. From the command prompt, run regedt32 to open the Registry Editor.
2. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\lanmanworkstation\parameters.
3. If it does not exist, create a DWORD "MaxCmds" and set the value to 800 hexadecimal. This specifies a value of

2,048.

The server must be rebooted before this setting will take effect.

For more information, go to "IIS runs out of work items and causes RPC failures when connection to a remote
UNC path" at https://support.microsoft.com/kb/221790/.

For information on the length limitation of the pathname of the share (\server\share) see
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246567.aspx

For instructions to configure the File Server SMB registry keys see: https://www.iis.net/learn/web-
hosting/configuring-servers-in-the-windows-web-platform/smb-commands-registry-keys_196

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/smb-commands-registry-keys_198.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/221790/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc246567.aspx
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by Walter Oliver

After you install IIS 7.0, you can backup your configuration by using the built-in command-line tool, AppCmd.exe.
You can run AppCmd.exe to create a backup of your Web server before you have changed any configuration.

To create a backup using AppCmd.exe

1. Open a command prompt as administrator and change to the %windir%\system32\inetsrv\  directory.
2. At the command prompt, type appcmd add backup "FirstBackup" and then press Enter.

This creates a backup with the name "FirstBackup". At a later date, if you need to restore the backup, use appcmd
restore backup "FirstBackup". For more information about AppCmd.exe, see https://www.iis.net/default.aspx?
tabid=2&subtabid=25&i=954

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/create-a-backup-with-appcmd.md
https://github.com/walterov
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Overview

Enabling FastCGI Support in IIS 7.0

by Ruslan Yakushev

The FastCGI support in IIS enables popular application frameworks that support FastCGI protocol to be hosted on
the IIS web server in a high-performance and reliable way. FastCGI provides a high-performance alternative to the
Common Gateway Interface (CGI), a standard way of interfacing external applications with Web servers that has
been supported as part of the IIS feature-set since the very first release.

CGI programs are executables launched by the web server for each request in order to process the request and
generate dynamic responses that are sent back to the client. Because many of these frameworks do not support
multi-threaded execution, CGI enables them to execute reliably on IIS by executing exactly one request per
process. Unfortunately, it provides poor performance due to the high cost of starting and shutting down a process
for each request.

FastCGI addresses the performance issues inherent to CGI by providing a mechanism to reuse a single process
over and over again for many requests. Additionally, FastCGI maintains compatibility with non-thread-safe
libraries by providing a pool of reusable processes and ensuring that each process will only handle one request at
a time.

 

To enable FastCGI on IIS 7.0

Add CGI role service by going to Server Manager -> Roles -> Add Role Services. This enables both CGI and
FastCGI services.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/fastcgi-with-php.md
https://github.com/ruslany


Install and Configure PHP

NOTENOTE

 

It is recommended to use a non-thread safe build of PHP with IIS 7.0 FastCGI. Non-thread safe build of PHP
provides significant performance gains over the standard build by not doing any thread-safety checks, which are
not necessary, since FastCGI ensures a single threaded execution environment.

There is no installer package for non-thread safe build of PHP.

1. Download the latest non-thread safe binaries of PHP from http://www.php.net/downloads.php.

2. Unpack the files to a directory of your choice (e.g. C:\PHP ). Rename the php.ini-recommended to php.ini.

3. Open php.ini file, then uncomment and modify settings as follows:

a. Set fastcgi.impersonate = 1. FastCGI under IIS supports the ability to impersonate security tokens of the
calling client. This allows IIS to define the security context that the request runs under.

b. Set cgi.fix_pathinfo=1. cgi.fix_pathinfo provides *real* PATH_INFO/PATH_TRANSLATED support for CGI.
PHP's previous behavior was to set PATH_TRANSLATED to SCRIPT_FILENAME, and to not care what
PATH_INFO is. For more information on PATH_INFO, see the cgi specs. Setting this to 1 will cause PHP CGI to
fix it's paths to conform to the spec

c. Set cgi.force_redirect = 0.

d. Set open_basedir to point to a folder or network path where the content of the web site(s) is located.

1. To test if the PHP installation is successful, run the following from the command line prompt:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/fastcgi-with-php/_static/image3.png
http://www.php.net/downloads.php


C:\PHP>php –info

Configure IIS 7.0 to Handle PHP Requests

If PHP was installed correctly and all its dependencies are available on the machine, then this command will
output the current PHP configuration information.

 

In order for IIS 7.0 to host PHP applications, it is necessary to add a handler mapping that tells IIS to pass all
requests for PHP files to PHP application framework via FastCGI protocol.

To add a handler mapping at a server level

1. Open IIS Manager and then select and open "Handler Mappings" at the server level:

1. Select "Add Module Mapping" action and specify the configurations settings as below:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/fastcgi-with-php/_static/image7.png


C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/handlers /+
[name='PHP_via_FastCGI',path='*.php',verb='*',modules='FastCgiModule',scriptProcessor='c:\{php_folder}\php-
cgi.exe',resourceType='Either']

1. Request path: *.php
Module: FastCgiModule
Executable: C:\[Path to your PHP installation]\php-cgi.exe

Name: PHP via FastCGI
2. Click OK. The dialog box appears asking if you want to create a FastCGI application for this executable. Click

Yes.

3. Test that the handler mapping works correctly by creating a phpinfo.php file in the C:\inetpub\wwwroot

folder that contains the following:
<?php phpinfo(); ?>.

4. Open a browser and navigate to http://localhost/phpinfo.php. If everything was setup correctly, then you
see the standard PHP information page.

Alternatively, the above mentioned steps can be completed by using command line tool appcmd.

1. To create the FastCGI application process pool, run the following command:

1. After that, create the handler mapping:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/fastcgi-with-php/_static/image9.png
http://localhost/phpinfo.php
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Best Practices for Configuring FastCGI and PHP
Security Isolation for PHP Web SitesSecurity Isolation for PHP Web Sites

PHP Process Recycling BehaviorPHP Process Recycling Behavior

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].instanceMaxRequests:10000

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.webServer/fastCgi /+[fullPath='c:\
{php_folder}\php-cgi.exe'].environmentVariables.[name=’PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS’, value='10000']

NOTENOTE

PHP VersioningPHP Versioning

If you are using a PHP version 4.X, instead of php-cgi.exe, you can use php.exe.

 

The recommendation for isolating PHP web sites in a shared hosting environment is consistent with all general
security isolation recommendations for IIS 7.0. In particular, it is recommended to:

Use one application pool per web site
Use user account as an identity for application pool
Configure anonymous user identity to use the application pool identity
Ensure that FastCGI impersonation is enabled in php.ini file (fastcgi.impersonate=1)

For more details about security isolation in shared hosting environment, refer to Isolating Sites with Application
Pools.

Make sure that FastCGI always recycles php-cgi.exe processes before the native PHP recycling kicks in. The
FastCGI process recycling behavior is controlled by the configuration property instanceMaxRequests. This
property specifies how many requests FastCGI process will process before recycling. PHP also has a similar
process recycling functionality that is controlled by an environment variable PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS. By
setting instanceMaxRequests to be smaller or equal to PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS, you can ensure that native
PHP process recycling logic will never kick in.

To set these configuration properties use the following commands:

If those parameters have not been set, then the following default settings are used: instanceMaxRequests = 200,
PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS = 500 (on most PHP builds).

Many PHP applications may rely on functions or features available only in certain versions of PHP.

It is a common requirement in a shared hosting environment to support multiple versions of PHP on the same
server. IIS 7.0 FastCGI handler fully supports running multiple versions of PHP on the same web server. For
example, let's assume that on your web server you plan to support PHP 4.4.8, PHP 5.2.1 and PHP 5.2.5 non-
thread safe. To enable that, you must place corresponding PHP binaries in separate folders on files system (e.g. 
C:\php448\ , C:\php521\  and C:\php525nts ) and then create the FastCGI application process pools for each

version:



C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php448\php.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+[fullPath='c:\php521\php-
cgi.exe']

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config /section:system.webServer/fastCGI /+
[fullPath='c:\php525nts\php-cgi.exe']

NOTENOTE

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site1 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP448_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php448\php.exe’,r
esourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site2 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP521_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php521\php-
cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

C:\>%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config site3 –section:system.webServer/handlers /+"..
[name=’PHP525nts_via_FastCGI’,path=’*.php’,verb=’*’,modules=’FastCgiModule’,scriptProcessor=’c:\php525nts\php-
cgi.exe’,resourceType=’Either’]

PHP Security RecommendationsPHP Security Recommendations

Now, if you have 3 web sites (site1, site2, site3), where each site needs to use a different PHP version, you can
define handler mappings on each of those sites to reference a corresponding FastCGI application process pool.

Each FastCGI process pool is uniquely identified by a combination of fullPath and arguments properties.

The following recommendations describe how to tighten security of PHP in shared hosting environment. To make
the recommended changes locate and open php.ini file and edit it as described below:

1. Disable remote URL's for file handling functions:

Set allow_url_fopen=Off
Set allow_url_include=Off

2. Disable register_globals:

register_globals=Off
3. Restrict where PHP can read and write on a file system, e.g.:

open_basedir="c:\inetpub"
4. Disable safe mode:

safe_mode=Off
safe_mode_gid=Off

5. Limit script execution time:

max_execution_time=30
max_input_time=60

6. Limit memory usage and file sizes:

memory_limit=16M
upload_max_filesize=2M
post_max_size=8M



Enabling per-site PHP configuration

Per-site PHP process poolsPer-site PHP process pools

<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d my.website=website1" />
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d my.website=website2" />
</fastCgi>

<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-
cgi.exe|-d my.website=website1" resourceType="Unspecified" requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

<system.webServer>
    <handlers accessPolicy="Read, Script"> 
        <add name="PHP via FastCGI" path="*.php" verb="*" modules="FastCgiModule" scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-
cgi.exe|-d my.website=website2" resourceType="Unspecified" requireAccess="Script" />
    </handlers>
</system.webServer>

Specifying php.ini locationSpecifying php.ini location

max_input_nesting_levels=64
7. Configure error messages and logging:

display_errors=Off
log_errors=On
error_log="C:\path\of\your\choice"

8. Hide presence of PHP:

expose_php=Off

 

Very often it may be necessary to allow customers to override the PHP configuration values specified in php.ini.
For example, if customer installs a popular PHP application then this application may require certain PHP settings
to be modified in order to function correctly. The section describes the recommended way of enabling per-site
PHP configuration . Note that this recommendation was discovered and validated by Radney Jasmin with hosting
provider GoDaddy.com who now offers PHP hosting on Windows Server 2008 via FastCGI.

When each web site has its own application pool (which is a recommended practice for shared hosting on IIS 7.0),
it is possible to associate a dedicated FastCGI process pool with each web site. A FastCGI process pool is uniquely
identified by the combination of fullPath and arguments attributes. So, if it is necessary to create several FastCGI
process pools for the same process executable, such as php-cgi.exe, the arguments attribute can be used to make
process pools unique. In addition, with php-cgi.exe processes the command line switch "-d" can be used to define
an INI entry for PHP process. This switch can be used to set some fake PHP setting that makes the arguments
string unique.

For example, if there are two web sites "website1" and "website2" that need to have their own set of PHP settings,
the FastCGI process pools can be defined as follows:

Then website1 can have the PHP handler mapping as follows:

and website2 can have the PHP handler mapping as follows:

When PHP process starts it determines the location of configuration php.ini file by using various settings. The

http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.php.net/manual/en/configuration.php


<fastCgi>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d my.website=website1">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website1" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
    <application fullPath="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe" arguments="-d my.website=website2">
        <environmentVariables>
            <environmentVariable name="PHPRC" value="C:\WebSites\website2" />
        </environmentVariables>
    </application>
</fastCgi>

Providing URL rewriting functionality for PHP applicaitons

PHP documentation provides detailed description of the PHP start up process. Note that one of the places where
PHP process searches for php.ini location is the PHPRC environment variable. If PHP process finds a php.ini file in
the path specified in this environment variable then it will use it, otherwise it will revert to default location of
php.ini. This environment variable can be used to allow hosting customers to use their own versions of php.ini
files.

For example if there are two websites: website1 and website2; located at the following file paths: 
C:\WebSites\website1  and C:\WebSites\website2  then the php-cgi.exe process pools in <fastCgi>  section of

applicationHost.config can be configured as below:

This way owner of website1 can place their own version of php.ini into the C:\WebSites\website1 , while the owner
of website2 can use their own version of php.ini located in C:\WebSites\website2 . This configuration also ensures
that if there is no php.ini found in location specified by PHPRC environment variable then PHP will fall back to
using the default php.ini file located in the same folder where php-cgi.exe is located.

 

Majority of popular PHP applications rely on the URL rewriting functionality in web servers to enable user
friendly and search engine friendly URL's. IIS7 will provide URL rewriting capabilities via URL rewrite module,
which is currently available as a technical preview, There is no URL rewriting support provided for IIS versions
earlier than 7.0 so the most commonly used options today for enabling URL rewriting on IIS 5.0, IIS 5.1 and IIS
6.0 are the following products:

ISAPI_Rewrite developed by Helicon Tech. ISAPI_Rewrite is a flexible, rule-base URL manipulation mechanism
for IIS that closely matches the functionality and feature set of Apache mod_rewrite. In fact, the latest version of
ISAPI_Rewrite is fully compatible with Apache mod_rewrite syntax, which means that rewrite rules in .htaccess
files, which are included with or generated by PHP applications, will work with ISAPI_Rewrite without any
modifications.
Ionics Isapi Rewrite Filter (IIRF), is an open source URL rewriting ISAPI filter that is easy to use and has a set of
good features. It works on IIS 5.0, 5.1, 6.0, and 7.0. You can download the binaries as well as source code for the
IIRF from the codeplex.

https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1599
http://www.helicontech.com/
http://www.codeplex.com/IIRF
http://www.codeplex.com/IIRF
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To turn off the ASP Template Cache:To turn off the ASP Template Cache:

To Delegate the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting:To Delegate the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting:

by Walter Oliver

Classic ASP is included in IIS 7.0 and above, and can be used in Shared Hosting scenarios. However, hosters
planning to do so should consider the following recommendations:

1. Turn off the ASP Template Cache. Because the ASP disk template cache is not shared hosting aware, it
should be disabled. This should not pose a problem because up to 500 ASP pages per worker process are
cached in memory before anything is written to the disk.

2. Delegate the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting. The IIS team tightened Classic ASP security more in IIS
7.0 and above. The scriptErrorSentToBrowser property is set to false for example. This means that no script
error whatsoever is displayed in the user's browser. In a hosted environment this might be a problem however.
There are pretty much no other ways to troubleshoot Classic ASP errors. Notice that it is not recommend to
delegate the <asp> section in applicationhost.config because there are certain settings like the location of the
template cache and the runOnEndAnonymously setting that hosters might not want to delegate. The guidance
below provides instructions on how to delegate the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting without delegating the
complete <asp> section.

Open a command prompt and run the following:

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:asp -cache.maxDiskTemplateCacheFiles:0

<section name="asp" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<asp lockAllAttributesExcept="scriptErrorSentToBrowser" lockElements="limits,cache" />

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site" -section:asp -
scriptErrorSentToBrowser:true

<system.webServer>
   <asp scriptErrorSentToBrowser="true"/>
</system.webServer>

1. Allow the delegation of the <asp> section in applicationhost.config via overrideModeDefault by opening 
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config  with a text editor and changing the <section

name="asp" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> element as follows:

2. Use lockAllAttributesExcept and lockElements to only allow the delegation of the scriptErrorSentToBrowser
setting, locate the <asp> element and change as follows:

3. Now you as the hoster can use appcmd to set the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting to true (see example
below)

or you could ask your customers to put the following statement in their web.config files:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/asp.md
https://github.com/walterov


ResourcesResources
For more information see:

Delegated Administration
Introduction to ApplicationHost.config
https://blogs.iis.net/thomad/archive/2008/03/14/delegating-iis7-settings-in-hosted-environments.aspx

https://blogs.iis.net/thomad/archive/2008/03/14/delegating-iis7-settings-in-hosted-environments.aspx
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Introduction

MIME Types
I IS in Windows Server 2008IIS in Windows Server 2008

by Walter Oliver

Microsoft SilverlightTM is a cross-browser, cross-platform plug-in for delivering the next generation of .NET-
based media experiences and rich interactive applications for the Web. Silverlight offers a flexible programming
model that supports AJAX, VB, C#, Python, and Ruby, and integrates with existing Web applications. Silverlight
supports fast, cost-effective delivery of high-quality video to all major browsers running on the Mac OS or
Windows.

In most cases, hosters do not need to perform particular deployments to support Silverlight. However, check for
the following basic items that could prevent Silverlight from functioning correctly.

All MIME types needed to support Silverlight are implemented by default in IIS 7 and above in Windows Server
2008 and Windows Vista SP1. Windows Vista customers can add MIME types by running IIS Manager, clicking
MIME Types, then clicking Add, and then adding the following MIME types:

.xap application/x-silverlight-app

.xaml application/xaml+xml

.xbap application/x-ms-xbap

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/configuring-iis-for-silverlight-applications.md
https://github.com/walterov
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/configuring-iis-for-silverlight-applications/_static/image1.jpg


<mimeMap fileExtension=".xaml" mimeType="application/xaml+xml" />
<mimeMap fileExtension=".xap" mimeType="application/x-silverlight-app" />
<mimeMap fileExtension=".xbap" mimeType="application/x-ms-xbap" />

In Windows Server 2003 IIS 6.0In Windows Server 2003 IIS 6.0

Const ADS_PROPERTY_UPDATE = 2  
'
if WScript.Arguments.Count < 2 then
 WScript.Echo "Usage: " + WScript.ScriptName + " extension mimetype"
 WScript.Quit
end if 
'
'Get the mimemap object.  
Set MimeMapObj = GetObject("IIS://LocalHost/MimeMap")  
'
'Get the mappings from the MimeMap property.  
aMimeMap = MimeMapObj.GetEx("MimeMap")  
'
' Add a new mapping.  
i = UBound(aMimeMap) + 1  
Redim Preserve aMimeMap(i)  
Set aMimeMap(i) = CreateObject("MimeMap")  
aMimeMap(i).Extension = WScript.Arguments(0)  
aMimeMap(i).MimeType = WScript.Arguments(1)  
MimeMapObj.PutEx ADS_PROPERTY_UPDATE, "MimeMap", aMimeMap  
MimeMapObj.SetInfo  
'
WScript.Echo "MimeMap successfully added: "
WScript.Echo "    Extension: " + WScript.Arguments(0)
WScript.Echo "    Type:      " + WScript.Arguments(1)

ADDMIMETYPE.VBS  .xap  application/x-silverlight-app

ADDMIMETYPE.VBS  .xaml application/xaml+xml

ADDMIMETYPE.VBS  .xbap application/x-ms-xbap

Using the IIS Manager User Interface in IIS 6.0 in Windows Server 2003Using the IIS Manager User Interface in IIS 6.0 in Windows Server 2003

Alternatively, you can add the following MIME types to your
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationHost.config file in the <staticContent> section.

To enable IIS 6.0 in Windows Server 2003 or IIS 7 in Windows Vista with the appropriate MIME Types, add:

.xap application/x-silverlight-app

.xaml application/xaml+xml

.xbap application/x-ms-xbap

Here is a VBS script you could run to enable each of these types:

If you copy and paste the code above into a VBS file and save it as ADDMIMETYPE.VBS, the syntax to add each
type would be:

1. Go to Start\Administrative Tools and run IIS Manager. See the figure below:



2. Right click on the server name and select Properties. See the figure below:

3. In the Properties dialog box, click MIME Types. See the figure below:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/configuring-iis-for-silverlight-applications/_static/image3.jpg
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4. In the MIME Types dialog box, click New. See the figure below:

5. In the MIME Types dialog box, enter one of these MIME types:

.xap application/x-silverlight-app

.xaml application/xaml+xml

.xbap application/x-ms-xbap

See the figure below:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/configuring-iis-for-silverlight-applications/_static/image7.jpg
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For detailed information on Silverlight, visit http://silverlight.net/.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/configuring-iis-for-silverlight-applications/_static/image11.jpg
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Introduction

Learn About the URL Rewrite Module

by Walter Oliver

The purpose of this article is to provide a guiding map to the various resources available for hosters who are
learning about and deploying the IIS URL Rewrite module. This module is an important component of the
Windows Web Platform, as illustrated in this Shared Hosting article. The URL Rewrite module provides
functionality to Web users and site administrators that was only partially available in a handful of limited, complex,
custom systems.

For more information on the features of URL Rewrite Module, see IIS URL Rewrite Module in the TechNet library.

The URL Rewrite module provides server and site administrators with the ability to create rules that modify a site's
URL appearance before the Web server processes it. This makes it possible to expose simpler URLs that would be
easier for users to remember. Also, it lets server and site administrators use search engines to store, process, and
present friendly URLs, improving the overall Web experience.
Here is a basic explanation of friendly URLs that are enabled by the URL Rewrite module within a shared hosting
environment:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/url-rewrite-for-hosting-providers.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee215194(WS.10).aspx


DocumentationDocumentation

Deploy the URL Rewrite Module

1. The image above depicts the following events involving URL Rewrite:
The end user types URL: "http://www.somestore.com/chocolates/dark/organic".

2. Then the URL Rewrite module in the Web server for site www.somestore.com alters it from
"http://www.somestore.com/chocolates/dark/organic" to "http://www.somestore.com/catalog.php?
Department=chocolates&Category=dark&Label=organic", which is then processed by the application.

3. If the user wants to see a list of all chocolates, the user can then bypass the navigation features of the Web
application and type the following URL: "http://www.somestore.com/chocolates".

URL rewrite makes URL typing friendlier to users. Benefits include, but are not limited to:

Web application users and search engines benefit from simpler, friendlier URLs.
Web developers and administrators can use URL Rewrite to hide how applications work internally.
Web developers can use URL Rewrite as a layer of abstraction, allowing the friendly URLs to be valid even after
changing the core technology used to implement the application.
Administrators can use URL Rewrite as a tool to combat some undesired practices, such as hot linking or inline
linking.

For a complete list of features and guidance, see Using the URL Rewrite Module.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/url-rewrite-for-hosting-providers/_static/image1.jpg
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Common URL Manipulation Tasks

Conclusion

As seen in the image above, the URL Rewrite module is found in:

1. Every Web server in the Web farm. This enables server and site administrators to manage their URL Rewrite
rules. This implies that the URL Rewrite module should be part of the image used to build the servers in the
farm.

2. The Application Request Routing (ARR) server. ARR uses the URL Rewrite module as a core component of its
routing functionality. The ARR installer also installs the URL Rewrite module, so there is no need for a separate
installation step.

URL Rewrite can be downloaded from:

• Download the x86 version for IIS 7.0
• Download the x64 version for IIS 7.0

For detailed steps about the installer, see the section "Where to get the module" in Using the URL Rewrite Module.

Once the URL Rewrite module is installed, its functionality is available to users by default. Separately, hosters
could take advantage of global rules to define rules that affect all sites on the server. For more information, see
Global and Distributed Rewrite Rules. Users are oblivious to global rules.

The following video provides demonstrations for :

Enabling user and search engine friendly URLs for dynamic Web pages.
Enforcing canonical host names for Web sites.
Using rewrite maps.
Blocking unwanted requests.
Troubleshooting and debugging rewrite rules.

The section "Using the module" in Using the URL Rewrite Module provides links to content that covers the
functionality of the URL Rewrite module and explanations about how to use it to accomplish common URL
rewriting scenarios.

This article, describes the differences between URL Rewrite and HTTP Request Filtering. It will help you decide
when to take advantage of either one.

This article explains what the new URL Rewrite module is, why it is important for hosters, and guides the user to
the resources available to learn about, deploy, and configure the IIS URL Rewrite module.

https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1691
https://www.iis.net/downloads?tabid=34&g=6&i=1692
https://www.iis.net/community/files/URLRewriter/URLRewriteModule.wmv
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Introduction

Learn about Database Manager

by Walter Oliver

Database Manager is a new IIS module specifically designed for the management of databases located in hosting
environments. That is, it is designed for environments such as the one provided by Web hosters in which the
database servers are intended to be accessible from the Web Application Server but not directly from the Internet.
This article provides a guiding map that will help hosters learn about Database Manager and deploy it in hosting
environments.

Continue to download <link: https://www.iis.net/extensions/DatabaseManager>.

Many of the database management tools that are currently available require direct access to the servers that they
manage. This is not a desired configuration because it enables potential exposure to malicious attacks to the
database servers. The IIS Database Manager module solves this issue by acting as a proxy for database
management functionality. Hosters who want to make Database Manager available to their customers should
install it on each of their Web Server computers, regardless of whether these computers are in a shared hosting
Web farm. The image below shows a shared configuration setting with Database Manager installed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/database-manager-for-hosters.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/database-manager


Since the IIS Database Manager module uses HTTP/S for all its communication with the database server, there is
no need to open new ports. As far as the servers are concerned, this is normal HTTP/S traffic that occurs as part
of the customer Web site. The image below depicts the communication between the customer -Web Developer (or
DBA), and the target database server. Notice that the customer uses IIS Manager (Inetmgr.exe) to access and
manage databases for which the account has been provisioned.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/database-manager-for-hosters/_static/image1.jpg


Set Up Database Manager in a Hosting Environment

Configuring Database Manager

To install the current version (CTP2) of Database Manager, go to:

(x86) https://www.iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&i=1684&g=6
(x64) https://www.iis.net/downloads/default.aspx?tabid=34&i=1685&g=6

You should make sure that the image you plan to use for your Web server installation contains IIS Database
Manager.

Users must have a database Connection String created within a site in order to use Database Manager. Here is a
summary of steps:

1. A hoster receives an order from a customersfor the provisioning of one or more databases for an application.
2. The hoster creates the database and provides the connection string to the user. This is often an automated

step. The connection string includes the database server, database name, and user credentials (user name
and password). IIS Manager has a Connection String module that the hoster can use to provide the
connection string to the customer. Or the customer can enter the connection string information that is
provided by the hoster.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/database-manager-for-hosters/_static/image3.jpg
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3. The user double-clicks the Database Manager icon in the Management section for the Web site.

4. The user can manage the database(s) by selecting the appropriate connection.
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5. For more information about this process and details about Database Manager, see The Basics of Database
Manager <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/database-manager/use-the-database-manager> article. It
provides a walkthrough of the process of setting up and using Database Manager in a hosted environment. It
covers the following tasks:

Provisioning a database
Adding a table
Managing primary keys
Managing foreign keys
Managing data in the table
Executing custom SQL commands

Here is a screenshot of the Database Manager module during the creation of a table for a connection named
"dbmgrtest" and associated to the site "dash."

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/database-manager-for-hosters/_static/image9.jpg


Extending Database Manager

Conclusion

For a video demonstrating IIS Manager and Database Manager, see:
https://blogs.msdn.com/carlosag/archive/2008/07/07/IIS70RemoteAdministrationAndDatabaseManagerVideo.as
px .

The current implementation of the IIS Database Manager module provides access only to Microsoft SQL Server.
However, SQL Server does not have to be the only option; the Database Manager is extensible, and new database
providers can be created. The Creating a Database Provider <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/database-
manager> article uses an XML DataSet provider as an example to describe the steps and source code needed to
create a database provider.

This article provides information about what the Database Manager module is, why it is important for Web
hosters to offer it to their customers, how to set it up in their hosting environment, and how to extend it to include
database providers other than SQL Server.
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Introduction

Deploy the Administration Pack

by Walter Oliver

The Administration Pack provides hosters and their customers with a set of IIS Manager modules that will help
them to do the following:

Edit server configuration settings (administrators only).
Manage FastCGI settings.
Manage ASP.NET authorization.
Manage custom errors.
Edit HTTP request filtering rules.

The purpose of this article is to provide hosters with the information that they need to learn about how to deploy
the Administration Pack in hosting environments. The following image highlights the new module icons found in
IIS Manager after installing the Administration Pack.

When deploying the Administration Pack in shared hosting environments <link: to shared hosting config article>,
it must be installed on each Web server in the farm. When using prebuilt images, the Administration Pack should
be part of the image used to build up the farm servers. Follow the instructions described in this article to
download and install the Administration Pack.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/administration-pack.md
https://github.com/walterov
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/administration-pack/_static/image1.jpg
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Learn about the Administration Pack
Configuration EditorConfiguration Editor

Using the Configuration EditorUsing the Configuration Editor
Script GenerationScript Generation

The Configuration Editor module will help you manage your configuration files. This tool is available for server
administrators only. It allows you to edit any section, attribute, element, or collection in your configuration file,
including IIS configuration settings such as the system.webServer, or ASP.NET settings such as system.web. In
addition to editing these values, you can lock and unlock them. The Configuration Editor also allows you to
generate scripts based on the actions you take, as well as search the file to see where values are being used.

When you enter values for a setting, Configuration Editor validates the data type to ensure that it is compatible. In
the case of specific value options such as Boolean (True/False) or enumerations, a combo box is used to present
only the available options. The Configuration Editor also allows you to generate scripts based on the actions you
take, as well as search the file to see where values are being used. The following video <link:
https://blogs.msdn.com/carlosag/archive/2008/03/31/IISAdminPackConfigurationEditor.aspx > provides
demonstrations of the various features of Configuration Editor:

Schema-driven — Configuration Editor is driven entirely by the configuration schema that is found in
\windows\system32\inetsrv\config\schema. This means that if you extend the configuration system that
creates your sections, they will be available for managing inside the Configuration Editor. There is no need to
build an additional UI for these sections.
Additional information — Configuration Editor exposes information, such as the location where the section is
being used, where a particular element in a collection is inherited from, etc.
Script generation — Configuration Editor allows you to make changes and generates the code to automate
tasks. Configuration Editor generates managed code by using Microsoft.Web.Administration, JavaScript by
using AHADMIN, or Command Line by using the AppCmd.exe tool.
Searching — Configuration Editor allows you to quickly perform scoped searches of the configuration system
for all sections and where they are being used. This makes it useful to reveal a bigger picture of the server, to
prevent configuration locking violations, and for many other search functions.
Locking — Configuration Editor lets you do advance locking, such as locking specific attributes so that they
cannot be used in deeper locations, locking individual items in a collection, or locking an entire section.
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Configuration CollectionsConfiguration Collections

FastCGI SettingsFastCGI Settings

.NET Authorization Rules Module.NET Authorization Rules Module

This article <link: https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/using-configuration-
editor-generate-scripts> explains how to take advantage of the Configuration Editor to generate scripts to help
automate configuration tasks. There are three script types supported: C#, Jscript, and the AppCmd.exe tool.

Some IIS configuration settings come in the form of a collection. This article <link:
https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/editing-collections-with-configuration-
editor > explains how to edit the output caching profiles collection. This article <link:
https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/editing-collections-using-configuration-
editor-complex-sections> shows how to add a new failed request tracing rule for an .aspx request that returns a
status code of 401, or takes more than a minute to respond, or returns this status code and responds after a
minute.

The FastCGI module lets you configure FastCGI settings that are used by Web sites on the server. It lets the user
add and remove FastCGI applications and change these settings. The following image depicts the Add FastCGI
Application dialog box.

For a complete guide about hosting PHP applications with FastCGI, see this article <link:
https://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/246/using-fastcgi-to-host-php-applications-on-iis-
70/#Install_Administration_Pack_for_IIS_7.0 >.

The .NET Authorization Rules module is one of two ASP.NET modules in the Administration Pack. By using this
module, the site administrator can specify rules for authorizing users to access Web sites and applications.
Specifically, the .NET Authorization Rules module provides a graphical user interface for the creation of Allow and
Deny rules to manage user access to Web content. The following image depicts the Add Allow Authorization Rule
dialog box.
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.NET Error Pages.NET Error Pages

HTTP Request FilteringHTTP Request Filtering

For instructions about how to lock ASP.NET Authorization Rules, see this guide <link:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178693.aspx >.

This article <link: https://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/142/understanding-iis-7-url-authorization/#Differences> explains
the differences between ASP.NET URL Authorization and IIS URL Authorization.

The .NET Error Pages provide a graphical user interface for configuring HTTP error responses. They enable the
configuration of custom error pages and default settings. The image below depicts the Add Custom Error Page
dialog box.

The HTTP Request Filtering module is a gatekeeper component that protects the Web server from malicious
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Creating rules to disallow string patterns in parts of requestsCreating rules to disallow string patterns in parts of requests

Creating a safe list for URLs or query stringsCreating a safe list for URLs or query strings

Creating a deny list of query stringsCreating a deny list of query strings

Checking for both escaped and unescaped query stringsChecking for both escaped and unescaped query strings

requests. Filtering rules include:

Block or unblock requests for files with particular file name extensions.
Add or remove configuration segments to the "Hidden Segments" list.
Add or remove specific URL sequences to the "Deny URL Sequence" list.
Block or unblock HTTP verbs.
Add headers with specific size limit.

When IIS 7.0 was released as part of Windows Server 2008, it included this feature but it did not include the IIS
Manager module that could be used to manage this feature. Thus, no graphical user interface was available to
facilitate the request filtering configuration. For examples of using request filtering by simply adding new
configuration to the Web.config file, see this article <link: https://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/143/how-to-use-request-
filtering/ >.

This blog post <link: https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2008/03/23/how-to-un-block-directories-with-iis7-web-
config.aspx > shows how you can use request filtering to block or unblock access to sections of a site. This blog
post <link: https://blogs.msdn.com/carlosag/archive/2008/03/24/IISAdminPackRequestFiltering.aspx >
accomplishes the same task using the IIS Manager module included in the Administration Pack.

The following sections describe the latest features of HTTP Request Filtering.

This new feature enables you to create a rule list. You can specify rules to reject requests based on patterns that are
matched against certain parts of an HTTP request. The main configuration for this feature is the filteringRules
section under the system.webServer/security/requestFiltering section in the ApplicationHost.config file or in the
Web.config file. If a request is rejected because of this rule, HTTP status 404.19 is logged in the IIS log.

This new feature lets you specify safe URLs or query strings that can bypass all of the defined deny rules. For
example, you can always allow the URL "/my.login.page.asp," even though this URL may trigger a defined deny
rule. The basic configuration for this feature include the alwaysAllowedUrls attribute and the
alwaysAllowedQueryStrings attribute. These attributes are located under the
system.webServer/security/requestFiltering section in the ApplicationHost.config file or in the Web.config file.

The most common SQL injection attacks are performed by manipulating query strings. This new feature enables
you to filter malicious requests by inspecting query strings.

To deny a list of URL sequences for all requests, create a denyQueryStringSequences section in the
ApplicationHost.config file or in the Web.config file, and then add the list of strings that you want to disallow in the
URLs of your requests. If a request is rejected because of this rule, HTTP status 404.18 is logged in the IIS log.

This new feature enables you to scan for both escaped query strings and unescaped query strings by using the
unescapeQueryString attribute under the system.webServer/security/requestFiltering section in the
ApplicationHost.config file or in the Web.config file. If a request is rejected because of this rule, HTTP status
404.18 is logged in the IIS log.

The following image depicts the list of blocked file name extensions:

https://www.iis.net/learn/manage/configuring-security/use-request-filtering
https://blogs.iis.net/bills/archive/2008/03/23/how-to-un-block-directories-with-iis7-web-config.aspx
https://blogs.msdn.com/carlosag/archive/2008/03/24/IISAdminPackRequestFiltering.aspx


Conclusion

Notice that HTTP Request Filtering is designed and optimized for security scenarios only, while URL Rewrite
<link: https://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/531/url-rewrite-for-hosters/> can be applied for a broader set of scenarios;
security scenarios are a subset of these. For more details about the differences between these two modules, see
this article <link: https://learn.iis.net/page.aspx/501/iis-70-request-filtering-and-url-rewriting/ >.

This article provided an overview of the Administration Pack and a map to resources available for hosters to
deploy and configure it in shared hosting environments.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/administration-pack/_static/image11.jpg
https://www.iis.net/learn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/url-rewrite-for-hosting-providers
https://www.iis.net/learn/extensions/url-rewrite-module/iis-request-filtering-and-url-rewriting


32-bit Mode Worker Processes
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%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:applicationPools -
applicationPoolDefaults.enable32BitAppOnWin64:true

NOTENOTE

set-itemproperty iis:\ -name applicationPoolDefaults.enable32BitAppOnWin64 -value true

by Walter Oliver

One of the performance benefits of the x64 platform is that it increases virtual address space, making more
memory available. We recommend that you configure IIS to use a 32-bit worker processes on 64-bit Windows.
Not only its compatibility better than the native 64-bit, performance and memory consumption are also better.

Set the Web server to enable this globally so that you do not need to set it for each application pool. Unlike
previous versions of IIS, you can now configure specific worker processes to run in 32-bit or 64-bit mode
independently of each other on the same server.

To configure 32-bit mode for the server

Open a command prompt and run the following:

This setting applies only to 64-bit servers.

To configure 32-bit mode for the server using the IIS PowerShell Provider

Open a PowerShell prompt and run the following:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/32-bit-mode-worker-processes.md
https://github.com/walterov


Application Pool Identity as Anonymous User
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%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:anonymousAuthentication /username:"" --password

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

set-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/security/authentication/anonymousAuthentication -name userName 
-value ""

by Walter Oliver

In prior versions of IIS, the anonymous user allowed classic ASP content to be isolated by using a different
anonymous user for each site. Isolation was accomplished by preventing ASP scripts from reverting back to the
process identity, called the "impersonation sandbox". In mixed environments where you use classic ASP, ASP.NET
and other dynamic content, the impersonation sandbox is not as helpful. For instance, ASP.NET uses a different
isolation technique called Trust Levels and always runs as the process identity, unless you use a different type of
impersonation.

To achieve isolation in IIS 7 and above, you can run the application pools as separate identities. If no anonymous
user account is configured for a Web site, IIS can be configured to automatically use the application pool identity.
This can greatly reduce the number of accounts needed for Web sites and make management of the accounts
easier.

To configure the Web server to use the application pool identity as the anonymous identity

Open a command prompt and run the following:

Enable this feature by setting the anonymous user attribute to a blank string, for example, username="". Removing the
element from the applicationHost.config file will result in a different behavior than having a blank string.

The settings described in this article are not compatible with SQL Server Express. SQL Server Express should never be used in
Shared Hosting scenarios; this edition was meant for application development environments only; see SQL Server Express
and Hosting for details.

To configure the Web server to use the application pool identity as the anonymous identity using the
IIS PowerShell Provider

Open a PowerShell prompt and run the following:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/application-pool-identity-as-anonymous-user.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://blogs.msdn.com/sqlexpress/archive/2008/02/22/sql-server-express-and-hosting.aspx


Default Documents
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by Walter Oliver

The default document is for client requests to a Web site that do not specify a document name, such as
www.microsoft.com. The default document specifies what file to serve. You can configure multiple default
documents for a Web site, but there is a performance benefit to using fewer documents.

For each request, IIS must get the list of default documents and look for each file in the content path until it finds
the first match. If you configure five documents and the site uses the last document, this increases the length of
time spent that the system looks for the document. However, if you use one default document or use the first
document in the list, this speeds up the request time.

Using the delegation functionality of IIS 7 and above, you can delegate this property to the site owner and
encourage the site owner to use only one document.

To configure the default documents globally using IIS Manager

1. From the Administrative Tools menu, click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. In IIS Manager, click the server name node, and then scroll to locate the Default Document icon.
3. Double click Default Document.

4. In the Actions pane, click Add.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/default-documents.md
https://github.com/walterov
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/default-documents/_static/image1.jpg


NOTENOTE

add-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/defaultDocument -name files -value @{value="foo.html"}

remove-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/defaultDocument -name files -atElement @{value="foo.html"}

5. In the Add Default Document dialog box, type the name of the default document.
6. Click OK.

Set this to as few default documents as possible. If the property is delegated, users can add specific documents and limit it
to one document to get better performance for their sites.

To add and remove the default documents globally using the IIS PowerShell Provider

To add file name foo.html, open the PowerShell prompt and type:

To remove file name foo.html type:

Also see C# and PowerShell Scripts Samples for a another sample script to configure default documents.

To configure the default document or other properties for delegation, see the topic "Configuring Delegating
Administration" later in this section.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/default-documents/_static/image3.jpg
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set-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/caching iis:\sites\mysite -name enabled -value true

add-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/caching iis:\sites\mysite `-name profiles `-value 
@{extension='.tif'; policy='CacheForTimePeriod';duration='00:00:10'}

$cacheEntry = get-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/caching iis:\sites\mysite -atElement 
@{extension='.tif'}

$cacheEntry.Duration = [TimeSpan]::FromSeconds(10)
$cacheEntry.kernelCachePolicy = 'CacheForTimePeriod'
set-webconfigurationproperty /system.webServer/caching iis:\sites\mysite `
    -name profiles `
    -atElement @{extension='.tif'} `
    -value $cacheEntry

by Walter Oliver

The IIS output cache is a feature that makes it possible to cache entire responses in memory, even from dynamic
content. Unlike the caches in IIS 6.0, IIS 7.0 and above have a "smart" cache, which lets site owners and developers
configure the output cache to cache separate copies of responses based on query string value. The output cache is
also integrated with the HTTP.sys kernel cache that helps with fast performance. Kernel caching is unlocked by
default. Developers can take advantage of this feature by configuring caching profiles within their application. You
can run a command line tool that shows what content is in the HTTP.sys cache.

To view the HTTP response cache using netsh

Open a command prompt and run the following:

netsh http show cache

To Enable Caching using the IIS PowerShell Provider

Open the PowerShell prompt and type:

To add a new entry using the IIS PowerShell Provider

Add extra properties the hash -value @{...}

To change setting for caching entry

get specific entry:

change attribute

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/http-response-cache.md
https://github.com/walterov


dynamicIdleThreshold
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Introduction

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:system.applicationHost/webLimits -
dynamicIdleThreshold:130

set-webconfigurationproperty /system.applicationHost/webLimits -name dynamicIdleThreshold -value 130

Event Log Entries

80% of configured memory threshold is reached80% of configured memory threshold is reached

EVENT LOG ID LEVEL MESSAGE

by Walter Oliver

When Windows Server® 2008 R2 starts paging heavily (this could be at 1.5x ram), the response time of HTTP
requests goes down. This is particularly common in shared hosting scenarios. A feature in IIS 7 and above allows
page file usage (total commit) to affect worker process idle timeout and thus reduce the degradation in request
response time as memory is allocated.

By default, the idle timeout is 20 minutes. This timeout value is configured by the Windows Process Activation
Service (WAS). If the current idle timeout value is greater than the WAS-configured value, the worker process
initiates a shutdown.

The IIS dynamicIdleThreshold property allows the administrator to dynamically reduce this idle timeout when a
configurable memory limit is reached. The unit of the setting is "% of RAM committed". In shared hosting tests,
peak performance was reached at a value of 130. Notice that when 80% of the setting is reached, idle timeouts
start being reduced dramatically.

To configure dynamicIdleThreshold

To set this property to a particular value, for example 130%, open a command prompt and run the following:

To configure dynamicIdleThreshold using the IIS PowerShell Provider

Open a PowerShell prompt and run the following:

For more information about this property, see
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/43e91f73-f0b4-4320-9d46-
3f8f4905edd81033.mspx?mfr=true.

The following describes some of the event log entries that WAS can generate.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/dynamicidlethreshold.md
https://github.com/walterov
http://technet2.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/library/43e91f73-f0b4-4320-9d46-3f8f4905edd81033.mspx?mfr=true


5192 Informational The amount of committed memory is
approaching the demand start limit.
The Windows Process Activation Service
(WAS) will start to decrement the idle
timeout value for all worker processes.
Worker processes may start idling out
before the configured time. Current
physical memory usage: '%2' MB,
current physical memory free: '%3' MB.

EVENT LOG ID LEVEL MESSAGE

90% of configured memory threshold is reached90% of configured memory threshold is reached

EVENT LOG ID LEVEL MESSAGE

5193 Warning The amount of committed memory is
near or at the configured limit. The
Windows Process Activation Service
(WAS) will aggressively decrement the
idle timeout value for the worker
processes. Worker processes may start
idling out before the configured time.
Current physical memory usage: '%2'
MB, current physical memory free: '%3'
MB.

75% of configured memory threshold regained75% of configured memory threshold regained

EVENT LOG ID LEVEL MESSAGE

5194 Informational The amount of committed memory has
dropped below the high load level, so
the Windows Process Activation Service
(WAS) will reset the idle timeout value
for the worker processes to their
original settings. Current physical
memory usage: '%2' MB, current
physical memory free: '%3' MB.

New Worker Process Idle Timeout Event Log MessageNew Worker Process Idle Timeout Event Log Message

EVENT LOG ID LEVEL MESSAGE

5195 Informational A worker process with process id of
'%1' serving application pool '%2' was
shut down due to inactivity. The system
is under high load and has decreased
the idle timeout of this worker process
to '%4' minutes from its original '%3'
minutes. A new worker process will be
started when needed.

WAS generates the following event log error message if a worker process times out during the system is in the
80% to 100% dynamicIdleThreshold range. The event log message stays the same if the
dynamicIdleThreshold percentage is < 80%.



Dynamic Compression
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NOTENOTE

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config -section:urlCompression /doDynamicCompression:true
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appCmd set config -section:httpCompression /dynamicCompressionDisableCpuUsage:50
%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appCmd set config -section:httpCompression /dynamicCompressionEnableCpuUsage:30

by Walter Oliver

Dynamic compression can save a significant amount of bandwidth with a tradeoff in using extra CPU. If
bandwidth savings are more important than additional CPU, and the server is not currently bound by CPU, enable
dynamic compression.

The amount of CPU used by dynamic compression can be controlled by a setting on the server called
dynamicCompressionDisableCpuUsage. This setting makes sure that if the system reaches the specified level
of CPU usage, dynamic compression will not cause additional load. The default value for disabling the CPU usage
is 90%. Depending on your requirements, determine a number that works for your environment.

If you do not install Dynamic Compression, these settings will not take effect.

To configure dynamic compression

Open a command prompt and run the following:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/dynamic-compression.md
https://github.com/walterov


Delegated Administration
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NOTENOTE

FEATURE DELEGATED SETTING REASON

.NET Compilation Read Only (changed from Read/Write) Specifies settings for ASP.NET
compilation processing directives such
as the temporary compilation directory.
Prevents users from setting the
temporary compilation directory
manually.

.NET Globalization Read/Write Specifies settings for the default culture
and globalization properties for Web
requests.

.NET Profile Read/Write Specifies the settings for user selected
options in ASP.NET applications.

.NET Roles Configuration Read/Write Specifies the settings for groups for use
with .NET users and forms
authentication.

by Walter Oliver

The IIS 7 and above administrative user interface, called the IIS Manager, offers a more efficient tool for
managing the Web server. It provides support for IIS and ASP.NET configuration settings. It also lets those who
host or administer Web sites delegate administrative control to developers or content owners, thus reducing cost
of ownership and administrative burden for the server administrator. It supports remote connections over HTTP,
and you can use it through a firewall.

For more information about the administration features in IIS, see Delegating Administration.

Before enabling remote delegation, you should consider what features and properties you want to delegate to site
owners.

The following table lists a sample set of features, their delegated settings, and reasons to delegate or not on the
Web server. Based on the shared hosting environment that you use, you should develop your own set of
delegated features that meet your needs.

1. Some of these features may not appear in the list of features to manage if you have not installed them. For example, if
you chose not to install Digest authentication, it will not appear in the list on your Web server.

2. There will be cases when you want to delegate a particular setting in applicationhost.config without delegating an
entire section, here are two key examples:

a. Delegating errorMode in httpErrors
b. Delegating scriptErrorSentToBrowser in ASP

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegated-administration.md
https://github.com/walterov
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/IIS/manage/managing-your-configuration-settings/index


.NET Trust Levels Read Only (changed from Read/Write) Specifies the trust level. By locking
down the trust level when you follow
the ASP.NET guidance in this
document, you will set this to Read
Only and locking it for the server.
Prevents Web site owners from setting
the trust level to a higher level than
that set by the server administrator. For
example, if the administrator sets a
custom trust level, make this setting
Read Only so it cannot be overridden.

.NET Users Configuration Read/Write Specifies the settings for management
of users who belong to roles and that
use forms authentication.

Application Settings Read/Write Specifies the settings for storing data
(name and value pairs) that managed
code applications use at runtime.

ASP Read Only Specifies classic ASP settings.

ASP.NET Impersonation Read/Write Specifies impersonation settings. Site
owners can use this to run their site
under a different security context.

Authentication - Anonymous Read Only Specifies anonymous authentication
settings.

Authentication - Basic Read Only Specifies basic authentication settings.

Authentication - Digest Read Only Specifies digest authentication settings.

Authentication - Forms Read/Write Specifies forms authentication settings.

Authentication - Windows Read Only Specifies Windows authentication
settings.

Authorization Rules Read/Write Specifies the list of Allow or Deny rules
that control access to content.

CGI Read Only Specifies the properties for CGI
applications. You should leave this
setting as Read Only to prevent users
from changing settings.

Compression Read/Write Specifies the settings to configure
compression.

Connection Strings Read/Write Specifies the connection strings that
applications use.

FEATURE DELEGATED SETTING REASON



Default Document Read/Write Specifies the default document(s) for
the Web site. By making this setting
Read/Write, users can specify a custom
default document for their site without
contacting the server administrator.

Directory Browsing Read/Write Specifies directory browsing settings.

Error Pages Read Only Specifies what HTTP error responses
are returned.

Failed Request Tracing Rules Read/Write Specifies settings for failed request
tracing rules. Enables users to create
rules for tracing requests based on
parameters like time taken or status
code, and diagnose problems with their
site.

Feature Delegation Not Delegated (changed from
Read/Write)

Specifies settings for delegating
features to applications. It can be
turned off unless server administrators
want to enable this feature for site
owners.

Handler Mappings Read/Write Specifies the handlers that process
requests for certain file types (includes
script maps, managed handlers, etc.)

HTTP Redirect Read/Write Specifies the HTTP redirection settings.

HTTP Response Headers Read/Write Specifies HTTP headers that are added
to responses from the Web server.

IPv4 Address and Domain Restrictions Read Only Specifies the IP and domain restriction
list.

ISAPI Filters Read Only Specifies ISAPI filters that process
requests made to the site or server,
such as ASP.NET.

Logging Not Delegated Specifies the logging settings for the
Web server.

Machine Key Read/Write Specifies hashing and encryption
settings for applications services, such
as view state, forms authentication and
membership and roles.

MIME Types Read Only (changed from Read/Write) Specifies what file types can be served
as static files.

Modules Read/Write Specifies native and managed code
modules that process requests made to
the site or server.

FEATURE DELEGATED SETTING REASON



Output Caching Read/Write Specifies rules for caching output.

Pages and Controls Read/Write Specifies page and control settings for
applications.

Redirect Rules Read/Write Specifies settings for redirecting
requests to another file or URL.

Session State Read/Write Specifies session state and forms
authentication cookie settings.

SMTP E-mail Read/Write Specifies email address and delivery
options for email sent from the site.

SSL Settings Read Only Specifies settings for SSL.

FEATURE DELEGATED SETTING REASON

To enable the Remote Delegation Service using IIS Manager

1. Navigate to Administrative Tools and click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Click the server name node.
3. Double-click the Feature Delegation icon.

4. On the Feature Delegation page, change any properties that should or should not be delegated.
5. Click the Back button or select the server name node to return to the server feature list.
6. Double-click the Management Service icon.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegated-administration/_static/image2.png


7. On the Management Service page, in the Actions pane, start the service to enable configuration.
8. Stop the service to make changes.
9. Click Enable remote connections.

10. Select whether you wish to allow only Windows users or both Windows and membership users.
11. Change the port or certificate if desired.
12. In the Actions pane, click Start to enable the Remote Delegation service.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegated-administration/_static/image4.png
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Delegating errorMode in httpErrors
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To Delegate the errorMode setting:To Delegate the errorMode setting:

by Walter Oliver

Warning: This functionality is not currently working as expected in IIS 7.0. It is being addressed for the next release.
In IIS 7.0 you can lock and unlock HTTP errors for particular sites or for the entire server; but, currently,
"lockAllAttributesExcept="errorMode" is not working for httpErrors. Yet you can use the ideas in this article about
unlocking particular attributes in other IIS configuration sections.

There are cases when a hoster may need to delegate to its customers specific settings in the
"applicationhost.config" file without delegating the entire section, the errorMode setting in the httpErrors section is
one of them, another one is the scriptErrorSentToBrowser setting in the ASP section. For troubleshooting
purposes, a hoster's customer may want to show Detailed Errors in remote clients. To enable it, the hoster would
need to lock all attributes except errorMode (lockAllAttributesExcept="errorMode") and lock the error element
(lockElements="error"). This way customers can change errorMode from "detailedLocalOnly" to "Detailed" and
they would get Detailed Errors for all of their errors.

<section name="httpErrors" overrideModeDefault="Allow" />

<httpErrors lockAllAttributesExcept="errorMode" lockElements="error" >

<httpErrors lockAllAttributesExcept="errorMode" lockElements="error"> 
  <error statusCode="401" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="401.htm" />
  <error statusCode="403" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="403.htm" />
  <error statusCode="404" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="404.htm" />
  <error statusCode="405" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="405.htm" />
  <error statusCode="406" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="406.htm" />
  <error statusCode="412" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="412.htm" />
  <error statusCode="500" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="500.htm" />
  <error statusCode="501" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="501.htm" />
  <error statusCode="502" prefixLanguageFilePath="%SystemDrive%\inetpub\custerr" path="502.htm" />
</httpErrors>

%windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd set config "Default Web Site" -section:httpErrors -errorMode:Detailed

1. Allow the delegation of the <httpErrors>  section in applicationhost.config via overrideModeDefault by
opening %windir%\system32\inetsrv\config\applicationhost.config  with a text editor and changing the
<section name="httpErrors" overrideModeDefault="Deny" /> element as follows:

2. Use lockAllAttributesExcept and lockElements to only allow the delegation of the errorMode setting, locate
the <httpErrors>  element and change as follows:

Your httpErrors section might look like this after the change:

3. Now you as the hoster can use appcmd to set the errorMode setting to "Detailed" or "Custom" (see
example below)

or you could ask your customers to put the following statement in their web.config files:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/web-server-for-shared-hosting/delegating-errormode-in-httperrors.md
https://github.com/walterov


ResourcesResources

<system.webServer>
   <httpErrors errorMode="Detailed"/>
</system.webServer>

For more information see:

Delegated Administration
Introduction to ApplicationHost.config
How to Use HTTP Detailed Errors in IIS
https://blogs.iis.net/thomad/archive/2008/03/14/delegating-iis7-settings-in-hosted-environments.aspx

https://blogs.iis.net/thomad/archive/2008/03/14/delegating-iis7-settings-in-hosted-environments.aspx


MIX08: Bringing Hosters and Developers Together
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by Robert Cameron and Tito Leverette

This video is from the MIX08 conference. http://visitmix.com Come learn about all the great new features in
Microsoft Internet Information Services 7 for hosters and web farm managers including creating a highly
customizable environment for building scalable and reliable ASP.NET applications. This presentation provides
good information on IIS7 and is relevant to IIS 7.5.

▶ Watch video (80 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/using-shared-hosting-environments/mix08-bringing-hosters-and-developers-together-with-iis7.md
http://visitmix.com
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/mix08-bringing-hosters-and-developers-together-with-iis7


Creating and Publishing Web Applications with Visual
Web Developer
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Joe Stagner

The Microsoft Web Platform Tools provide the functionality needed by developers that want to deploy their
applications in Shared Hosting environments. This video demonstrates: Steps a developer should follow to host
their applications in a Shared Hosting Environment. Typical activities performed when interacting with a shared
hosting provider. Publishing Content using FTP from Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer. Using Visual Web
Developer (VWD) to connect to a hoster FTP site and deploy the application. Installing and configuring IIS
Manager for Remote Administration of the web site. Installing IIS Manager new Modules. Using IIS Manager
Remote Administration. Modifying and publishing an update for the application. Deploying the application
database (ASP.NET Membership database).

▶ Watch video (46 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/using-shared-hosting-environments/creating-and-publishing-web-applications-with-visual-web-developer.md
https://github.com/JoeStagner
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/creating-and-publishing-web-applications-with-visual-web-developer


Setting up Delegated Administration, Server and
Client Experiences
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Joe Stagner

The Microsoft Web Platform provides the functionality needed by hosters and their customers to administer web
applications in Shared Hosting environments. This video shows Hosters and their customers how to take
advantage of Delegated Administration (also known as Remote Administration). For Hosters the video provides:
An introduction to Delegated Administration explaining why it is useful in hosting scenarios. A demonstration of
how to configure Delegated Administration at the server through the IIS Manager Management Service UI
module. A demonstration of how to create an IIS Manager User and assigns permission to it. A description of the
differences between an IIS User and a Windows user account. For Shared Hosting Customers the video provides:
An introduction to Delegated Administration explaining why it is useful in hosting scenarios. How to install IIS
Manager in a client machine to remotely administer a site. The video uses Windows XP as an example for a client
machine. Connect to the remote site hosting in a shared hosting environment. Installs extensions, explaining the
server and client experience.

▶ Watch video (22 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/using-shared-hosting-environments/setting-up-delegated-administration-server-and-client-experiences.md
https://github.com/JoeStagner
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/setting-up-delegated-administration-server-and-client-experiences


Using Delegated Administration
4/20/2017 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

by Joe Stagner

The Microsoft Web Platform provides the functionality needed by hosters and their customers to remotely
administer web applications in Shared Hosting environments. The video above shows Web Hosting customers
how to take advantage of Delegated Administration (also known as Remote Administration) by explaining
administrative specific tasks the user may want to perform on their site and what the hoster would need to enable
them. For Shared Hosting Customers the video provides: A brief introduction to Delegated Administration and
how to connect to the remote site. A drill down on using an actual configuration feature for administration of the
site, error pages. The client experience is when the feature is locked for a site. The client experience of configuring
the newly unlocked feature, error page setting for the site. For Hosters the video provides: A brief introduction to
Delegated Administration. The server experience when unlocking a feature for a particular site.

▶ Watch video (8 minutes)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/using-shared-hosting-environments/using-delegated-administration.md
https://github.com/JoeStagner
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/IIS-NET-Site-Videos/using-delegated-administration
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Seamless Provisioning and Deployment

Elastic Scaling and Load Balancing

Simplified Server and Farm Management

Web Farm Framework Features

by Randall DuBois

In the past, setting up web farm servers, deploying content to them, and then managing them has been a tedious
and error-prone process. It has required many manual and repetitive steps and ongoing tracking of the platform
components, along with writing and using a combination of scripts and code.

The Microsoft Web Farm Framework (WFF) 2.0 for IIS 7 and above simplifies the provisioning, scaling, and
management of multiple servers for administrators and hosting providers. Administrators can seamlessly
provision multiple servers, deploy content to them, and use them to enable elastic scale. Using WFF, you can also
run operations on a server or an entire server farm through a unified interface that provides up-to-date status of
server farm provisioning and health. You can also reduce management costs, leverage web infrastructure in an
efficient manner, and simplify ongoing server farm management.

The Web Farm Framework 2.0 is designed to enable you to create group of servers and set up provisioning for
them with a one-step process that is automated and keeps the server farm up to date. You can customize the
components that are provisioned and include additional platform components. You can configure provisioning
policy and add additional content to the farm. In addition, you can use WFF to view up-to-date status of
provisioning and of the health of the servers in the farm.

The Web Farm Framework 2.0 integrates with Application Request Routing (ARR) for load balancing and elastic
scale through the same one-step process. WFF works with third-party load-balancing products and enhances the
ability to upgrade, swap, and add servers by simplifying the underlying logistics. It also provides a snapshot of
server readiness so that you can easily view servers that are available for load balancing.

The Web Farm Framework 2.0 provides one view and user interface to see the status of operations running
throughout the server farm. You can also use the interface to run the most frequently used operations on the farm
as a whole or on individual server in the farm. Additionally, you can interact programmatically with WFF
functionality by using Web Farm Framework APIs and Windows PowerShell cmdlets.

The main features of the Web Farm Framework 2.0 include:

One-step provisioning of servers added to a farm.
Platform provisioning using Web Platform Installer.
Application provisioning using Microsoft Web Deploy.
Policy-based provisioning.
Installation of additional platform components and content.
Reduced down time with load-balancing integration using ARR.
Up-to-date status and trace logs of servers in the farm.
An extensible model that lets you write additional providers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/overview-of-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis.md


Key Terms and Concepts

FAQs

More information

Workflow Builder can be used to define and schedule custom tasks that can be run on all servers in the web
farm. - Windows Credential Store support that enables you to securely store administrator credentials used for
server provisioning. - Third party load balancers support. - Improved support for advanced Web Deploy
operations. - Improved support for syncing large amount of files.

The following key terms and concepts are used in the Web Farm Framework articles:

Server farm Also called a web farm. A collection of servers grouped together for simplified management,
provisioning, and deployment.

Controller server The server that manages provisioning of the servers in the server farm. This can not be
combined with Primary or Secondary Servers.

Primary server The server that is used to define the platform applications and components to install. The primary
server also defines the configuration of those applications and components and the content that is provisioned and
synchronized to the secondary servers in the server farm.

Secondary server Additional servers that are synchronized to the primary server for platform applications and
components, configuration settings, content, and applications.

What are the dependencies of the Web Farm Framework? Microsoft Web Farm Framework uses the
Microsoft Web Platform Installer V3 and Microsoft Web Deploy V2, which must both be installed on the controller
server.

Does Web Farm Framework require setup of ARR for load balancing?
No, ARR is not required. You can use the Microsoft Web Farm Framework with a third-party load balancing
environment.

What other configurations are needed for Web Farm Framework? Firewall exceptions must allow Core
Networking and Remote Administration through the firewall. For more information, see System and Platform
Requirements.

Can I create a server farm without setting up provisioning?
Yes. You can enable, disable, and modify settings for provisioning at any time.

Additional IIS Learn articles:

System and Platform Requirements for the Web Farm Framework for IIS 7 and Above
Setting up a Server Farm with the Web Farm Framework for IIS 7 and Above
Managing a Server Farm with the Web Farm Framework for IIS 7 and Above
Running Server Operations Using the Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above
Skipping Folders while Provisioning with Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above
Building Workflows with Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above
Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above Code Sample
Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above cmdlets for Windows PowerShell

WFF team blogs:

How to Write a Web Farm Framework Provider (Gupreet's Blog)
How to do Skip Directives using default provider in Web Farm Framework 2.0 (Gurupurna)

https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/archive/2010/09/06/how-to-write-a-web-farm-framework-provider.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/default.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gurupurna/archive/2011/01/25/how-to-do-skip-directives-using-default-provider-in-web-farm-framework-2-0-wff-2-0-by-changing-the-applicationhost-config.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gurupurna/default.aspx


How to integrate F5 with Web Farm Framework (Gupreet's Blog)
Web Farm Framework 2.0 – Work Flow Builder & Extensibility (Younus' Blog)
Run Existing Web Farm Framework 2.0 providers using CreateRunOptions (Gupreet's Blog)
Microsoft Web Farm Framework 2.0 (ScottGu's Blog)

https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/archive/2011/01/21/how-to-integrate-f5-with-web-farm-framework.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/default.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/yaftab/archive/2011/01/27/web-farm-framework-2-0-work-flow-builder-amp-extensibility.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/yaftab/default.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/archive/2010/10/04/run-existing-web-farm-framework-2-0-provider-using-createrunoptions.aspx
https://blogs.iis.net/gursing/default.aspx
https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/archive/2011/01/20/microsoft-web-farm-framework-2-0.aspx
https://weblogs.asp.net/scottgu/default.aspx
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NOTENOTE

Platform Requirements

Provisioning Requirements

Controller Server Requirements

by Randall DuBois

This article describes the system and platform requirements for setting up Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and
above in order to create and manage a server farm.

The hardware requirements for Web Farm Framework 2.0 are the same as the requirements for the operating system on
which you are installing it.

Each computer that will participate in a server farm must have the following:

Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2 installed.
The .NET Framework 2.0 or later installed.
One of the following accounts:

A network connection that is accessible by the other servers that will participate in the server farm.

A local administrator account with the same name and password as an an administrator account on each
computer that will participate in the server farm.
A domain account in the local Administrators group that is also in the local Administrators group on
each computer that will participate in the server farm.

To provision your server farm, you first set up a primary server, and then Web Farm Framework duplicates that
setup on each secondary server. The following requirements must be met.

A single computer can not be part of multiple farms. (e.g. Primary in one farm, secondary in another farm).
Only exception is controller, which can control multiple farms.
Each computer that will be a secondary server in the server farm must have the same architecture as the
primary server. If the primary server is a 32-bit computer, each secondary server must also be a 32-bit
computer. If the primary server is a 64-bit computer, the secondary servers must also be 64-bit
Each computer that will be secondary server in the server farm must have the same operating system and
service pack as the primary server
It is not supported to use Shared Configuration on Primary or Secondary machines.

The Controller server must have the following:

Windows Vista with SP1, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 with SP1, or Windows Server R2 installed.
The Microsoft Web Platform Installer V3 (Web PI v3) installed. To download Web PI, see Web Platform
Installer.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/system-and-platform-requirements-for-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis.md
https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
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Firewall Exceptions

IIS installed (IIS 7.0, IIS 7.5 or above). If you do not have IIS installed, you can use the Web PI to install it.
The Microsoft Web Deploy v2 module for IIS. If Web Deploy is not installed on the computer, it will
automatically be installed by the Web PI with the Web Farm Framework as a required dependency.

Controller Server needs to be a dedicated computer, separate from Primary and Secondary servers. Single computer can not
serve both Controller and Primary or both Controller and Secondary.

The following programs and features must be allowed to communicate through your firewall in order for the Web
Farm Framework components to communicate with the servers in your server farm:

Core Networking
Remote Administration

If you are using Windows Firewall, follow these steps to allow these programs.

2. On the Allowed Programs page, click Change Settings.

1. In the Windows Control Panel, do one of the following:

On Windows Server 2008 R2, if View by Category is selected, click System and Security, and then
on the System and Security page click Allow a program through Windows Firewall.
On Windows Server 2008, if Control Panel home is selected, click Security, and then on the Security
page click Allow a program through Windows Firewall.
If Icon View is selected (Windows Server 2008 R2), click Windows Firewall, and then click Allow a
program or feature through Windows Firewall.
If Classic View is selected (Windows Server 2008), click Windows Firewall, and then click Allow a
program through Windows Firewall.

3. Select Core Networking, Remote Administration and File and Printer Sharing and then click OK.

The program must be allowed to communicate on the domain. You can optionally select other networks.
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Setting Up a Server Farm

by Randall DuBois

This article describes how to install and configure the Microsoft Web Farm Framework (WFF) 2.0 for IIS 7 and
above. It covers the following:

1. How to set up and configure a primary server with the set of platform components and content that you want.
2. How to use a web farm controller server, create a server farm, and add the primary server and any secondary

servers to it. This also sets up the server for load balancing using Application Request Rerouting (ARR).
3. How to specify additional web platform components and Microsoft Web Deploy providers that you want to

provision and synchronize.

The article also describes how WFF automatically provisions the secondary servers and synchronizes the content
from the primary server.

After you complete the steps to install and configure WFF, your server farm does not require any additional
configuration or manual monitoring. Any application you install or deploy to the primary server is automatically
updated on the secondary servers.

WFF uses the Microsoft Web Platform Installer (Web PI) and Web Deploy as the mechanisms to update products
and applications. You can perform each of the tasks described using the UI, APIs, and Windows PowerShell
cmdlets. For information about using APIs or Windows PowerShell, see Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and
Above Code Sample or Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above cmdlets for Windows PowerShell.

Setting up a server farm consists of the following tasks:

Installing the Web Farm Framework 2.0 on the controller server.
Configuring the primary server.
Preparing the secondary servers.
Creating a server farm.
Optionally, viewing status using trace messages.
Configuring logging.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/setting-up-a-server-farm-with-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis.md


Installing Web Farm Framework 2.0

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 

You need to install the Web Farm Framework only on the computer that will be the Web Farm Framework
controllerserver. The controller service installs the Web Farm Framework agent on the other servers in the server
farm.

You can install Web Farm Framework 2.0 using Microsoft Web Platform Installer:

Alternatively, you can download the .msi file appropriate for your computer architecture (x86 or x64).

WFF requires the Web Deploy module. If you install WFF using an .msi installer, you must also install the Web Deploy module
version 1.1 or later on the controller server.

To install Web Farm Framework 2.0 using Web Platform Installer

1. Install and run Web Platform Installer.
2. Select the Products tab, and then select Server.
3. Find Web Farm Framework 2.0, and then click Add. 

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/setting-up-a-server-farm-with-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis/_static/image1.jpg
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9739157
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9739155
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9739156
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy


Configuring the Primary Server

Preparing the Secondary Servers

Creating a Server Farm

4. Click Install.

 

These steps should be performed on the computer that will be the primary server in the server farm. The
components and applications installed on the primary server will be provisioned and synchronized to the
secondary servers in the farm.

To configure the primary server

1. Download and install the Microsoft Web Platform Installer.
2. Start the Web Platform Installer and select the web platform components and applications you want to install

on the primary server.
3. Follow the steps in Web Platform Installer to complete the installation of the components you selected.

  

These steps should be performed on all secondary servers that will be part of the server farm. Before attempting
to add servers to a server farm, make sure the following requirements for communication are met:

Each server that will participate in the server farm must have one of the following:

A domain account that is a member of the local administrators group.

A local administrator account with the same user name and password on each server.

or -

When you create a server farm, you will use this account as the server farm administrator account.

Ensure the appropriate firewall exceptions are configured as described in the Web Farm Framework System
and Platform Requirements article.

  

These steps should be performed on the controller server after WFF is installed.

To create a server farm

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/setting-up-a-server-farm-with-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis/_static/image4.png
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

3. The Server farm is available for load balancing check box is selected by default. This creates a server farm
configured for load balancing using Application Request Routing (ARR). If you do not want ARR load
balancing, clear the check box.

4. Select Provision server farm.

1. Open IIS Manager and expand the nodes in the Connections pane. Right-click Server Farm and then
click Create Server Farm. The Create Server Farm wizard starts.

2. Enter a name for the server farm.

You can enable or disable provisioning after the server farm is created. For more information, see Provisioning a Server Farm
with the Web Farm Framework for IIS 7 and Above.

1. Enter a user name and password for the administrator account and then click Next.

The account specified must have administrator user rights to all the computers that will participate in the server farm.

1. In the Add Servers step, enter the server name or IP address of a server you want to add and then click
Add.

2. Select the Server is available for Load Balancing option to have the server participate in load
balancing when the farm is created.

When you add the server you configured to be the primary server, select the Primary Server
checkbox.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/setting-up-a-server-farm-with-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis/_static/image7.png


Adding or Removing Servers

3. Click Add. WFF attempts to connect to the specified server. If an error is displayed, it means that WFF
cannot connect to the server. You can add the server to the farm anyway, or you can modify the server name
or address and try again. Make sure the server you are connecting to meets the requirements listed in
Prepare the Secondary Servers.

4. When you are finished adding servers to the farm, click Finish. WFF creates the server farm.

You can customize or define URL rewrite rules to configure load balancing. For more information, see Using the
URL Rewrite Module and Application Request Routing.

When you create a server farm, WFF installs an agent service on each of the servers in the farm. WFF then
synchronizes all of the platform components, the configuration, the applications, and content between the primary
server and secondary servers. You can manage provisioning for a single server or for all servers in the farm using
a single view.

 

javascript:void(0);
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Viewing Trace Messages

You can add or remove servers in a server farm at any time. If you remove the primary server from the farm, no
further provisioning will occur.

To add a server to the farm

1. In IIS Manager, expand the Server Farms node in the Connections pane and then expand the node for the
server farm you created.

2. Select the Servers node in the server farm, and then click Add Servers in the action pane.

You can also right-click the Servers node and then click Add Servers.

1. Follow the steps for adding a server in Create a Server Farm.

To remove a server from the farm

1. In IIS Manager, expand the Server Farms node in the Connections pane and then expand the node for the
server farm.

2. Select the Servers node in the server farm, and then in the content pane, right-click the name of the server you
want to remove and click Remove Server.

For information about provisioning your server farm, see Provisioning a Server Farm with the Web Farm
Framework for IIS 7 and Above.

 

Trace messages display information about the status or results of operations performed on the server farm, such
as server start and stop operations, and the status of applications provisioning. The queue for trace message is
limited to 1000 messages. After 1000 messages have been queued, as each new message received, a message at
the beginning of the queue is removed.

Trace messages are displayed at the bottom of the Servers pane when you click the Servers node in the
Connections pane.
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Configuring Logging

When viewing trace messages, you can do the following:

Filter messages by server, which lets you select the server you want to see messages for.
View the role and status of the server (primary or secondary).
View the most recent error on a server without having to look at the detailed logs.

Trace messages provide you with the following information about the servers in the server farm:

Timestamp – The time the operation executed.

Message – The condition that generated the message.

Trace Level – The severity of the operation or error associated with the message. You can filter messages
by verbosity level using the Verbosity level drop-down list. Trace levels include the following:

Off– Indicates whether the server is offline.
Error – Displays only errors.
Warning – Displays warning messages and error messages.
Info – Displays status or results of operations, and includes error and warning messages.
Verbose – Displays all trace messages.

 

WFF logging information is generated by the service named WebFarmService. By default, the service provides
only error information in the WebFarmService.log file in the %Program Files%\IIS\Microsoft Web Farm
Framework folder. If you want to log other messages, you must add a new DWORD value named
EnabledTraceLevel to the following registry key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\WebFarm Framework

You can set the value of the EnabledTraceLevel key to correspond to the verbosity level filter you want to apply
to logging. The verbosity level filter corresponds to the EnabledTraceLevel value as follows:

0 - Off
1 - Error messages only
2 - Warning and error messages
3 - Information, warning, and error messages
4 - Verbose (all messages)
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Platform Provisioning

NOTENOTE

by Randall DuBois

You can use the Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and above to perform both platform and application
provisioning on the servers in your server farm. You can also install applications and components by selecting
them from a list of products offered by the Microsoft Web Platform Installer.

 

Platform provisioning is the process of synchronizing a secondary server with the web platform components and
additional modules installed on the primary server. You can select the applications to provision, as well as the
interval between synchronization cycles.

You can install any web platform components that are available in the Web Platform Installer. For more
information, see Microsoft Web Platform Installer.

To configure platform provisioning

1. Start IIS Manager, and then in the Connections pane, select the name of the server farm you want to
configure settings for.

2. On the Server Farm page, double-click Platform Provisioning.[

The icons for provisioning are not displayed when Content View is selected. If you do not see the icons, click the Features
View tab at the bottom of the Content pane.

1. On the Platform Provisioning page, expand the Additional Products section.
2. To add a product to be synchronized, click twice in the Product Name field and then select the product you

want to add. When you select a product, a new row is added.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/microsoft-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis-7/provisioning-a-server-farm-with-the-web-farm-framework-20-for-iis.md
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The selected products will be provisioned to the secondary servers in the farm in addition to the platform
components and additional applications installed on the primary server in the server farm.

1. Add the products you want, and then in the Actions pane, click Apply. You can remove products or change the
order in which they are listed using the buttons to the right of the products.

Application Provisioning

Application provisioning is similar to platform provisioning, but instead of synchronizing platform components
and applications, you can specify additional Web Deploy providers to be synchronized to the servers in the farm.
Application provisioning uses Microsoft Web Deploy technology. For more information see Web Deploy.

To configure application provisioning

1. Start IIS Manager, and then in the Connections pane, select the name of the server farm you want to
configure settings for.

2. On the Server Farm pane, double-click Application Provisioning.

[
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Installing Applications on Servers

NOTENOTE

4. To add a provider to be synchronized, click twice in the Provider field and then select the provider you want to
add.
When you select a provider, a new row is added.

5. Enter a path in which to install the provider on the secondary servers. This must be a file system path, such as 
C:\inetpub\ . The field cannot be empty.

6. In the Settings field, specify the provider settings that you want to use for the selected provider. Click the field
and use the browse (…) button to open the Provider Settings dialog box. For more information, see Web
Deploy Provider Settings.

7. Add the providers you want, and then in the Actions pane click Apply.

The icons for provisioning are not displayed when Content View is selected. If you do not see the icons, click the
Features View tab at the bottom of the Content pane.

3. In the Application Provisioning pane, expand the Additional Providers section.

You can also install web platform products on a selected server or all servers in the farm using the Install
Products dialog box. When you open this dialog box for a specific server, it displays web platform products
offered in the Web Platform Installer whether or not they are already installed on that server. You can select the
products and components you want to install, and they will be installed by the Web Farm Framework using Web
Platform Installer.

To install products using the Install Products dialog
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1. Open IIS Manager, expand the nodes in the Connections pane to display your server farm, and then do
one of the following:

If you want to install products on a specific server, expand the server farms node and then select the
Servers node. In the Servers pane select the server you want, and then in the Actions pane click
Install Products.

If you want to install products on all the servers in your server farm, select your server farm in the
Connections pane, and then in the Actions pane click Install Products.

2. In the Install Products dialog box, select the products you want to install, and then click OK.

You can view the installation status using the trace messages displayed on the Servers page.
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using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Text;
using System.Threading;
using Microsoft.Web.Farm;
namespace WebFarmSample
{
    class Program
    {
        static void CreateWebFarm()
        {
            //WebFarmManager is the class that manages several web farms.
            WebFarmManager webFarmManager = new WebFarmManager();

            //Create a new WebFarm
            WebFarm myWebFarm = webFarmManager.WebFarms.CreateNewWebFarm("MyWebFarm");

            //Provide user name and password for the webfarm. Note that these credentials are
            //used for sync up and load balancing the farm. All the servers in the farms should
            //recognize the credentials.
            myWebFarm.AdminUserName = "Administrator";
            myWebFarm.AdminPassword = "MyPwd";

            //Optionally you can also specify how many number of servers must be online
            //at any given point of time and also how many servers could be stopped at any
            //given point of time.

by Randall DuBois

This article shows how you can develop and run an application to set up and manage the Web Farm Framework
using C# or any other .NET Framework language. The example in this section shows how to use the Web Farm
Framework library to create a server farm, add servers to the farm, remove servers from the farm, and then
remove the server farm.

Before you begin, you must copy the appropriate version of Microsoft.Web.Farm.dll to your development
computer. This library is installed in the GAC on all of the servers in your web farm, including the controller.

To use the Web Farm Framework code sample

1. Copy the Microsoft.Web.Farm.dll to your development computer.
2. Create a Visual Studio solution.

4. Copy the following code into your project:

3. Add a reference to the Microsoft.Web.Farm.dll assembly that you copied to your project. This enables you
to add the Microsoft.Web.Farm namespace in your code.
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            //myWebFarm.MinimumServers = 1;
            //myWebFarm.MaximumStoppedServers = 2;

            //This will enable the agent service automatically on the servers
            myWebFarm.AutoEnableAgent = true;

            //Now add a new server to the web farm
            Server srv1 = myWebFarm.Servers.CreateNewServer("MyServer1");

            //Make MyServer1 as Primary server. During the provisioning of application or platform
            //Primary server is used as the primary server from which the application or platforms
            //are provisioned.
            myWebFarm.PrimaryServer = srv1;

            //Add more servers. MyServer2 and MyServer3 acts as secondary servers
            //These two servers gets provisioned before loadbalancing.
            Server srv2 = myWebFarm.Servers.CreateNewServer("MyServer2");
            Server srv3 = myWebFarm.Servers.CreateNewServer("MyServer3");

            //The changes will take effect only after committing the changes.
            //This is a MUST call.
            webFarmManager.CommitChanges();
        }

        static void DeleteWebFarm()
        {
            //WebFarmManager is the class that manages several web farms.
            WebFarmManager webFarmManager = new WebFarmManager();

            //This will delete a web farm and all the connections to
            //the servers in the farm.
            webFarmManager.WebFarms.RemoveWebFarm("MyWebFarm");

            //The changes will take effect only after committing the changes.
            //This is a MUST call.
            webFarmManager.CommitChanges();
        }

        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            //Create a web farm
            CreateWebFarm();

            //Wait till the users input.
            Console.WriteLine("Watch webfarm being created using your IIS Manager (inetmgr.exe)...");

            string answer = "N";
            Console.WriteLine("Delete Web Farm[Y/N]:");
            while(string.Equals(answer, "N", StringComparison.OrdinalIgnoreCase))
            {
                answer = Console.Read().ToString();
                Thread.Sleep(1000);
            }

            DeleteWebFarm();
        }
    }
}

1. Compile your project, and then run the executable on the controller server where Microsoft Web Farm
Framework 2.0 is installed.
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PowerShell

Add-PSSnapin WebFarmSnapin

Get-Command WebFarmSnapin\*

Viewing cmdlet Syntax and Help

by Randall DuBois

You can use the Web Farm Framework cmdlets for Windows PowerShell to configure and manage your server
farm. You must have Windows PowerShell installed on the web farm controller.

To use the Web Farm Framework cmdlets for Windows PowerShell

1. On the controller server, open a command prompt.
2. To start the PowerShell console, enter the following command:

1. At the PowerShell prompt, enter the following command:

The Web Farm Framework snapin for Windows PowerShell is loaded.

1. At the PowerShell prompt, type the following command to display a list of the available WFF cmdlets:

The list is displayed as in the following image:

To get help for each cmdlet, enter get-Help <cmdletName> -full. For example, to get help for the Get-
ActiveOperation cmdlet, enter the following command.
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Get-Help Get-ActiveOperation -full

Managing Servers Using the cmdlets

CMDLET NAME DESCRIPTION

Get-ActiveOperation Returns the operations currently running on the server or
server farm.

Get-AvailableOperation Returns the operations available on the server or server farm.

Get-Server Returns a list of servers in the farm, or, if you specify a signal
server, it returns the specified server.

Get-ServerProcess Returns a list of the processes currently running on the server
or server farm.

Get-ServerRequest Returns a list of the requests currently being processed on the
server or server farm.

Get-TraceMessage Returns a list of the trace messages from the server or server
farm.

Get-WeNbFarm Returns the name of the server farm or farms available.

Install-ServerProduct Installs the specified product on the server or server farm.

New-CredentialStoreTarget Adds a new target to the Windows credential store.

New-MiniDump Returns dump information from the server.

New-Server Adds a server to an existing server farm.

New-WebFarm Creates a new server farm.

Remove-CredentialStoreTarget Removes a target from the Windows credential store.

Remove-Server Removes a server from the server farm.

You can perform management tasks for the server farm or a specific server in the farm using the cmdlets. The
following table lists the cmdlets for these tasks.
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Remove-WebFarm Removes a server farm.

Run-Operation Executes the specified operation on the server or server farm.

Start-Server Starts the specified server.

Stop-Server Stops the specified server.

CMDLET NAME DESCRIPTION

Creating a Server Farm Using the cmdlets

New-WebFarm

Get-WebFarm

To create a server farm, at the PowerShell prompt, enter the following cmdlet:

Provide the name of the new web farm and your credentials as prompted.

To verify the server farm was created, use the Get-WebFarm cmdlet, as follows:
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Adding a Server to a Server Farm Using the cmdlets

New-Server

Get-Server

Adding Credentials to Windows Credential Store

To add a server to an existing server farm, at the PowerShell prompt, enter the following command:

Provide the name of the web farm and sever address as prompted.

To verify that the server was added, use the Get-Server Nmdlet as follows:

The servers in the farm are displayed.

Using Window's credential store, users can store passwords and access credential stored password information
via the command-line. This is very useful if you want keep your password from showing up in any log files that
may capture command line input. The credential store saves a target along with your user name and password.
The target is a string that is used to identify the credential information.
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New-CredentialStoreTarget

Removing Credentials from Windows Credential Store

To add a new target to an existing server farm, at the PowerShell prompt, enter the following command:

Provide the target and your credentials as prompted.

To remove an existing target (and therefore the associated credentials), at the PowerShell prompt, enter the
following command:

Remove-CredentialStoreTarget

Provide the target to be removed as prompted.
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by Randall DuBois

You can run an operation on all of the servers in the farm, or you can perform an operation on a single server.The
types of operations you can perform on a server fit into the following categories:

Server and service control. You can change the state of a service, reboot a server, or repair and reprovision a
server.
Provisioning. You can start the Web Deploy agent, query installed products, install products, provision
applications, or provision the platform.
Diagnostics and monitoring. You can get the active processes or get a list of requests.
Server. You can test applications.

To run server farm operations or server operations

1. In IIS Manager, do one of the following:

To perform operations on all servers in the farm, select the name of the server farm in the
Connections pane, and then in the Actions pane, click Server Farm Operations.

To perform server operations on a specific server, select the server in the Server pane, and then in
the Actions pane, click Server Operations.
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2. In the Server Operations dialog box, select the category of operation you want, and then select the operation
to execute.

3. If required, provide values for the parameters for the operation.
4. Click Run.

A dialog box is displayed that indicates the operation that is currently being performed. When the operation
completes, the results of the operation are displayed. On the Servers page, you can view the operation currently
running.
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NOTENOTE
If you click Close in the progress dialog box, the dialog box closes, but the operation is not canceled. Operations are run
when you click Run in the Server Operations dialog box.
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<webFarms>
 <webFarm serverAutoStart="false" name="Farm" enabled="true" adminUserName="{0}\administrator" 
adminPassword="pwd"  primaryServer="demo-primary">
  <server address="demo-primary" enabled="true" />
  <server address="demo-secondary" enabled="true" />
  <platformProvision syncPlatformFromPrimary="true" />
  <applicationProvision syncWebServerFromPrimary="true">
   <skipDirectives>
    <skip name="folder1" skipDirective="objectName=dirPath,absolutePath=.*folder1.*" />
   </skipDirectives>
  </applicationProvision>
 </webFarm>
</webFarms>

by Keith Newman

Web Farm Framework enables you to control the provisioning of selected folders using its default synchronization
provider. The default behavior of the provider is to provision all the files and directories from the primary server to
all secondary servers. However, by editing ApplicationHost.config file, you can cause the provider to skip
folders that you select.

To see how this works, assume that you have Folder1 and Folder2 under Default Web Site and you want to sync
only Folder2 and exclude Folder1.

To exclude folders from provisioning

%windir%\System\inetsrv\config

2. Under the applicationProvision element, add an entry to skip the directives as follows

1. On the controller machine, open the ApplicationHost.config file. This is under the directory

1. When you save the changes, Web Farms Framework immediately picks up the changes from the configuration
file and does application provisioning.

2. Verify that the secondary servers provisioned only Folder2, and Folder1 was excluded.

<skip name="folder1" skipDirective="attributes.protocol=https" />

C:\>cmd.exe /c ""%ProgramFiles%\IIS\Microsoft Web Deploy\msdeploy.exe" -verb:sync -
source:contentPath="Default Web Site",computerName=demo-primary -dest:contentPath="Default Web Site" -
skip:objectName=dirPath,absolutePath=.*folder1.*"

3. You can also skip binding as follows:

4. Alternatively, you can sync a specific directory using the msdeploy command directly for each secondary
server as follows:
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by Keith Newman

Web Farm Framework enables you to define and schedule custom tasks using Workflow Builder. These custom
tasks can run on all servers in your web farm. Using Workflow Builder, you can define tasks (workflows) that plug
into most operations within a running web farm. You can have your own custom operations that run before and/or
after a Web Farm Framework operation.

This article assumes you have a functioning web farm to work with. For information about setting up a web farm,
see Setting up a Server Farm with the Web Farm Framework 2.0 for IIS 7 and Above.

To create a workflow provider using Workflow Builder

1. In IIS Manager under Connections, click your web farm, and then click Workflow Builder.

The Workflow Builder page is displayed. This page lists all workflows in the system.

2. Click Add Provider. T he Specify workflow details dialog is displayed.
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For this simple example, you will create a workflow that runs a DIR command on a server. Enter the
following information in the Specify workflog details dialog:

a. In the Name box, enter DirCommand  as the workflow name.
b. In the Operation Scrope box, select Server. The means the workflow will run on a selected server. If

you select Webfarm, the workflow would run on the entire web farm.
c. Leave the Run Remote check box selected.
d. Leave the Retry Attempts and Retry Interval values at their default values. These values control how

many attempts will be made to run the workflow and how long to wait after an unsuccessful attempt
before trying again.

e. Enter the following description: Attempt to run a DIR command on the server.

3. Click Next. The Specify action details dialog will appear.

Enter the following information in the Specify action details dialog:
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a. In the Type box, select Command. This means the workflow action is defined using Windows shell
commands. Alternatively, you could select Powershell to indicate you will use Powershell commands.

b. In the Program/Script Path box, enter dir {path} . This box allows you to enter a command (as in this
example) or the path to a program, a script, a batch file, or a Powershell file.

c. Under Parameters, define a parameter with path  as the name, System.String as the type, and a period (.)
as the default value. You may also enter a description of the parameter.

4. Click Next. The Specify recurrence details dialog is displayed.

The Specify recurrence details dialog enables you to select Dependencies (other workflow providers
that your new provider depends on) and Dependants (other providers that depend on your new provider).
It also enables you to set the Periodicity (how often your new workflow provider will re-run).

For this simple example, none of these settings are needed.

5. Click Finish and the new workload provider is added to the Workflow Builder page.

To run a workflow provider using Workflow Builder

1. In IIS Manager under Connections, select Servers, select and then click Server Operations.
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2. On the Server Operations page, click Server.

3. Click DirCommand (or some other server operation you want to run), enter a value for the path parameter
(or accept the default value), and the click Run.
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4. Click Close.

After the command finishes, a success message appears in the box at bottom of the page.

5. The results of the command appear in the Trace Messages on the Servers page.
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Introduction

1. Amazon EC2 Sign-up

2. Starting an "Microsoft Web Platform – Wordpress" Instance

by Thomas Deml

One thing we often hear from Web developers, especially those who offer Web site design and consulting services,
is the need to get a Web site up quickly, which runs fast and gives them total control of the server for maximum
flexibility and scalability. Today's post offers a quick walkthrough on how to run WordPress on Amazon's EC2
Cloud and the Microsoft Web Platform. After you followed the steps in this walkthrough you will have a live
production Wordpress blog on the Internet.

Here are quick summary of the steps you have to follow:

1. Sign up for Amazon EC2
2. Start an "Microsoft Web Platform - Wordpress " instance via the Amazon Web Services Management Console.
3. Retrieve the Administrator password and connect to the instance via RDP.
4. Finalize the Wordpress installation.
5. Enter blog posts and browse to your blog.

Signing up for Amazon EC2 is a straightforward process. All you need is

a valid e-mail address,
a valid phone number you can be reached at (make sure the phone is nearby, you will be called during sign-up!),
and a valid credit card number

The sign-up URL is http://aws.amazon.com/ec2. It's even easier if you are already an Amazon customer because
you can use your existing credit card information and e-mail address.

Note: Billing data verification usually happens within minutes. It might take a couple of hours though. Currently
(April 2010) the error message you get is not very meaningful:
"It looks like you don't have an EC2 account*. To use the Amazon EC2 Console you must first sign up for Amazon
EC2. It's quick & free to sign up."
Just be patient and wait for a little longer.

Once you are signed up successfully you will have access to the Amazon EC2 Management Console. The URL is
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/home.
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Firewall RulesFirewall Rules

Once you are logged in make sure you switch your region to "US West". The Microsoft Web Platform images are
currently only available in the US West region. Before we do anything lets set up the firewall rules (called Security
Groups in Amazon lingo) for your Wordpress instance.

Select the item "Security Groups" on the left hand side. Your existing Security Groups will show in the center pane.
Click the "Create Security Group" button on top.

Name the new group you are about to create, for example "Microsoft Web Platform Firewall Rules".

You want to configure the following rules:

RDP is needed so you can connect via Remote Desktop to your Amazon EC2 instance. The current "Source (IP
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Launching an DotNetNuke InstanceLaunching an DotNetNuke Instance

or group)" settings allows these connections from any IP address. Please lock down this settings if you have
more stringent security requirements.
HTTP is needed so your customers can connect via HTTP your Amazon EC2 instance.
HTTPS is needed if you plan to use SSL. You don't need this setting if you do not plan to use SSL.
Port 8172 is opened to allow remote administration of IIS and publishing of content via Visual Studio 2010. You
don't have to open port 8172 if you do not plan to use remote administration or remote content publishing.

Now we are ready to launch an EC2 DotNetNuke instance.

Click the "Instances" menu item on the left hand sid eand click the "Launch Instance" button.

Now select "Community Images" in the resulting dialog.

By typing "microsoft/" in the "Community AMIs" dialog you will reduce the selection to the four Microsoft images:

Press "Select" in the "Microsoft Web Platform – Wordpress …" row.

In the next dialog page (Instance Details) you can select how much computing power you want to have for your
Wordpress instance. It's probably prudent to start with type small. Click the "Continue" button. Nothing to worry
about on the next page either. Just click "Continue" at the bottom of the "Advanced Instance Options" dialog. Now
we are getting to the "Create Key Pair" dialog.

If you already have a key, simply use it. If not you have to create one by entering a name for your key pair and
clicking the "Create & Download Key Pair" button. As soon as you click the button a key pair will be created by
Amazon an you are asked by your browser to download it. Save the file in a location where you will find it later. The
key pair you created will allow you to decrypt the Administrator password that Amazon creates for your
Wordpress instance. Click the "Continue" button.
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3. Retrieving the Administrator Password

Note: Internet Explorer might not show the download dialog that asks you where to save the key pair file. If that
happens to you, please look for the file (<key pair name>.pem) in Internet Explorers Temporary Files folder. On
Windows 7 search for *.pem in %userprofile%\ AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files . Make
sure you copy the .pem file to a more permanent directory .

Once you created your key pair you can configure firewall rules. You could for example only allow HTTP requests
to the machine. Amazon calls firewall rules "Security Groups" which is a bit confusing if you ask me. For this demo
we are picking the "default" Security Group which doesn't put any firewall restrictions on the instance. You might
want to configure these settings to be a bit more restrictive later on.
Click "Continue" to move to the "Launch" page. The only thing left to do on the summary page is to press the big
"Launch" button. Once you do that Amazon EC2 will spin up your personal virtual instance of our Wordpress
image. Good job. It's time to get some coffee. Spinning up your instance will take some time, usually around 3 to 5
minutes.

After finishing the "Launch Instance" wizard you should be back on the main page of the AWS Management
Console. Click the "Instances" link to figure out how your Wordpress instance is doing.

You should see something like this:

Right click on the row and select the "Get Windows Password" menu item.
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Now it's time to use the key pair file (<your key pair name>.PEM) that you created before. If the password is
already available (you might have to wait a couple of minutes as said before) you will see the following dialog:

Open the .PEM file in notepad and copy it to the clipboard (Ctrl+A selects all, Ctrl+C copies it into the clipboard).
Now paste the contents into the textbox of the dialog (Ctrl+V). Click the "Decrypt" button.

Note: Because decryption is a very CPU intensive operation you might run into the following security dialog if you

use Internet Explorer:  Contrary to intuition you
have to press "No" to go on. You probably have to hit "No" a couple of times to get your password decrypted.
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reg add "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Styles" /v MaxScriptStatements /t REG_DWORD /d 0x5F5E100

4. Finalization of the Wordpress Installation

More details on this security feature can be found here: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/175500
If you are interested in a more permanent fix you can execute the following command on command-line:

By setting the MaxScriptStatements to 100,000,000 (0x5F5E100) I don't see any security popups anymore.

Once the password is decrypted write it down or copy it to the clipboard and close the dialog. Finally we are ready
to connect to the Wordpress instance. Right click the instance and select "Connect".

Click "Download shortcut file" in the dialog that follows:

The file to be downloaded is an .RDP file that has all the right settings to connect you to the EC2 instance in the
cloud. Click "Open" if you use IE or double click the file in Firefoxes Download window and a Remote Desktop
session is established. When Remote Desktop asks you for credentials you simply enter the username
"Administrator" and the password that we retrieved previously.
Once connected you will get logged on to the remote machine. Don't get to impatient because after the logon it
will take a few moments until the Wordpress install kicks in.
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Step 1 of 2 in Web Platform InstallerStep 1 of 2 in Web Platform Installer

The initial logon will automatically launch the Wordpress installation via the Web Platform Installer. You should see
the following dialog:

Just click "Install" and you will be asked if it is ok to download the latest Wordpress and MySQL bits. Most likely a
local copy will be used for the install. Only if newer bits are available Web Platform Installer will go out and
download new binaries. This should only take seconds given Amazon's bandwidth.

Next you get asked for your MySQL password. Pick a good one!

After the MySQL install Web Platform Installer asks you some additional questions with regards to your
Wordpress installation.
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Now the last few settings - Step 2 of 2Now the last few settings - Step 2 of 2

You can leave everything as it is. Only one change you might want to consider:
If you want to install wordpress as the root of your site you might want to remove the string "wordpress" in the
"Application name" textbox. If you don't do that you have to always enter http://%3cname-of-your-site/wordpress .
Leaving the field empty will put the wordpress files into the root of the Default Web Site, i.e. you can enter 
http://%3cname-of-your-website/  to get to your Wordpress blog. If you install Wordpress in the root you will get a

popup that warns you about overwriting content. That's ok though. It only overwrites IIS's default home page.

Click "Yes" and then "Continue".

To make the Wordpress install successful you need to configure Wordpress's MySQL connection and the
credentials you want to use to administer Wordpress. Enter the MySQL password you picked previously as the
Database Administrator Password. These credentials will be used to create the wordpress database within MySQL.
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Then pick some new credentials for the user account that Wordpress itself uses to connect to the Wordpress
database in MySQL:

Everything else can be left in place without impacting the installation.
Once the install finishes you can get started with Wordpress. Click the "Launch Wordpress" link on the final Web
Platform Installer page:
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Summary

Now you are ready to go and you can customize Wordpress to your liking.

One last tip: You can get to your blog from outside the Remote Desktop session. Your instance has a public DNS
address you can use.

Copy the public DNS name shown in the AWS Management Console to the clipboard and enter it into the browser.
If you need a more permanent DNS address you have to register a DNS name and also get an Elastic IP address
from Amazon. But this is a story for another day.

It's amazing how easy it now is to get a dedicated Web server on the internet and get started. With the help of
Amazon EC2, the Microsoft Web Platform Installer and Wordpress we just deployed a working and fully
configured blog application to the cloud. Let us know what you think about this:Questions or feedback? Send it to
ec2@microsoft.com.
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Introduction

1. Amazon EC2 Sign-up

2. Starting an "Microsoft Web Platform – DotNetNuke" Instance

by Thomas Deml

One thing we often hear from Web developers, especially those who offer Web site design and consulting services,
is the need to get a Web site up quickly, which runs fast and gives them total control of the server for maximum
flexibility and scalability. Today's post offers a quick walkthrough on how to run DotNetNuke on Amazon's EC2
Cloud and the Microsoft Web Platform. After you followed the steps in this walkthrough you will have a live
production DotNetNuke site on the Internet.

Here are quick summary of the steps you have to follow:

1. Sign up for Amazon EC2
2. Start the "Microsoft Web Platform - DotNetNuke" image via the Amazon Web Services Management Console.
3. Retrieve the Administrator password and connect to the image via RDP.
4. Finalize the DotNetNuke installation.
5. Enter blog posts and browse to your blog.

Signing up for Amazon EC2 is a straightforward process. All you need is

a valid e-mail address,
a valid phone number you can be reached at (make sure the phone is nearby, you will be called during sign-up!),
and a valid credit card number

The sign-up URL is http://aws.amazon.com/ec2. It's even easier if you are already an Amazon customer because
you can use your existing credit card information and e-mail address.

Note: Billing data verification usually happens within minutes. It might take a couple of hours though. Currently
(April 2010) the error message you get is not very meaningful:
"It looks like you don't have an EC2 account*. To use the Amazon EC2 Console you must first sign up for Amazon
EC2. It's quick & free to sign up."
Just be patient and wait for a little longer.

Once you are signed up successfully you will have access to the Amazon EC2 Management Console. The URL is
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/home.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/hosting-the-microsoft-web-platform-on-amazon-ec2/amazon-ec2-microsoft-web-platform-dotnetnuke.md
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http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://www.microsoft.com/web
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Firewall RulesFirewall Rules

Once you are logged in make sure you switch your region to "US West". The Microsoft Web Platform images are
currently only available in the US West region. Before we do anything lets set up the firewall rules (called Security
Groups in Amazon lingo) for your DotNetNuke instance.

Select the item "Security Groups" on the left hand side. Your existing Security Groups will show in the center pane.
Click the "Create Security Group" button on top.

Name the new group you are about to create, for example "Microsoft Web Platform Firewall Rules".

You want to configure the following rules:

RDP is needed so you can connect via Remote Desktop to your Amazon EC2 instance. The current "Source (IP
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or group)" settings allows these connections from any IP address. Please lock down this settings if you have
more stringent security requirements.
HTTP is needed so your customers can connect via HTTP your Amazon EC2 instance.
HTTPS is needed if you plan to use SSL. You don't need this setting if you do not plan to use SSL.
Port 8172 is opened to allow remote administration of IIS and publishing of content via Visual Studio 2010. You
don't have to open port 8172 if you do not plan to use remote administration or remote content publishing.

Now we are ready to launch an EC2 DotNetNuke instance.

Launching an DotNetNuke Instance

Click the "Instances" menu item on the left hand sid eand click the "Launch Instance" button.

Now select "Community Images" in the resulting dialog.

By typing "microsoft/" in the "Community AMIs" dialog you will reduce the selection to the four Microsoft images:

Press "Select" in the "Microsoft Web Platform – DotNetNuke…" row.

In the next dialog page (Instance Details) you can select how much computing power you want to have for your
DotNetNuke instance. It's probably prudent to start with type small. Click the "Continue" button. Nothing to worry
about on the next page either. Just click "Continue" at the bottom of the "Advanced Instance Options" dialog. Now
we are getting to the "Create Key Pair" dialog.

If you already have a key, simply use it. If not you have to create one by entering a name for your key pair and
clicking the "Create & Download Key Pair" button. As soon as you click the button a key pair will be created by
Amazon an you are asked by your browser to download it. Save the file in a location where you will find it later. The
key pair you created will allow you to decrypt the Administrator password that Amazon creates for your
DotNetNuke instance. Click the "Continue" button.
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3. Retrieving the Administrator Password

Note: Internet Explorer might not show the download dialog that asks you where to save the key pair file. If that
happens to you, please look for the file (<key pair name>.pem) in Internet Explorers Temporary Files folder. On
Windows 7 search for *.pem in %userprofile%\ AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files . Make
sure you copy the .pem file to a more permanent directory .

Once you created your key pair you can configure firewall rules. You could for example only allow HTTP requests
to the machine. Amazon calls firewall rules "Security Groups" which is a bit confusing if you ask me. For this demo
we are picking the "default" Security Group which doesn't put any firewall restrictions on the instance. You might
want to configure these settings to be a bit more restrictive later on.
Click "Continue" to move to the "Launch" page. The only thing left to do on the summary page is to press the big
"Launch" button. Once you do that Amazon EC2 will spin up your personal virtual instance of our DotNetNuke
image. Good job. It's time to get some coffee. Spinning up your instance will take some time, usually around 3 to 5
minutes.

After finishing the "Launch Instance" wizard you should be back on the main page of the AWS Management
Console. Click the "Instances" link to figure out how your DotNetNuke instance is doing.

You should see something like this:

Right click on the row and select the "Get Windows Password" menu item.
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Now it's time to use the key pair file (<your key pair name>.PEM) that you created before. If the password is
already available (you might have to wait a couple of minutes as said before) you will see the following dialog:

Open the .PEM file in notepad and copy it to the clipboard (Ctrl+A selects all, Ctrl+C copies it into the clipboard).
Now paste the contents into the textbox of the dialog (Ctrl+V). Click the "Decrypt" button.

Note: Because decryption is a very CPU intensive operation you might run into the following security dialog if you

use Internet Explorer:  Contrary to intuition you
have to press "No" to go on. You probably have to hit "No" a couple of times to get your password decrypted.
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reg add "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Styles" /v MaxScriptStatements /t REG_DWORD /d 0x5F5E100

4. Finalization of the DotNetNuke Installation

More details on this security feature can be found here: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/175500
If you are interested in a more permanent fix you can execute the following command on command-line:

By setting the MaxScriptStatements to 100,000,000 (0x5F5E100) I don't see any security popups anymore.

Once the password is decrypted write it down or copy it to the clipboard and close the dialog. Finally we are ready
to connect to the DotNetNuke instance. Right click the instance and select "Connect".

Click "Download shortcut file" in the dialog that follows:

The file to be downloaded is an .RDP file that has all the right settings to connect you to the EC2 instance in the
cloud. Click "Open" if you use IE or double click the file in Firefoxes Download window and a Remote Desktop
session is established. When Remote Desktop asks you for credentials you simply enter the username
"Administrator" and the password that we retrieved previously.
Once connected you will get logged on to the remote machine. Don't get to impatient because after the logon it
will take a few moments until the DotNetNuke install kicks in.

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/175500
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When you log into the DotNetNuke EC2 instance a logon script will open the http://localhost/ address in Internet
Explorer. This is will open the DotNetNuke Installation Wizard which allows you to enter your hopefully secure
passwords and other settings.

Once the wizard completes you are ready to go.

One last tip: You can get to your blog from outside the Remote Desktop session. Your instance has a public DNS
address you can use.
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Summary

Copy the public DNS name shown in the AWS Management Console to the clipboard and enter it into the browser.
If you need a more permanent DNS address you have to register a DNS name and also get an Elastic IP address
from Amazon. But this is a story for another day.

It's amazing how easy it now is to get a dedicated Web server on the internet and get started. We just deployed a
working and fully configured Content Management System to the cloud. Let us know what you think about
this:Questions or feedback? Send it to ec2@microsoft.com.
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Introduction

1. Amazon EC2 Sign-up

2. Starting an "Microsoft Web Platform – Media Server" Instance

by Thomas Deml

One thing we often hear from Web developers and administrators, especially those who offer Web site design and
consulting services, is the need to get a Web site up quickly, which runs fast and gives them total control of the
server for maximum flexibility and scalability. Today's post offers a quick walkthrough on how to run a streaming
media server on Amazon's EC2 Cloud using Microsoft's new Smooth Streaming technology. After you followed
the steps in this walkthrough you will have a media site on the Internet.

Here are quick summary of the steps you have to follow:

1. Sign up for Amazon EC2
2. Start an "Microsoft Web Platform - Media Server" instance via the Amazon Web Services Management

Console.
3. Retrieve the Administrator password
4. Have a look at the preconfigured media site
5. Create your own Media content

Signing up for Amazon EC2 is a straightforward process. All you need is

a valid e-mail address,
a valid phone number you can be reached at (make sure the phone is nearby, you will be called during sign-up!),
and a valid credit card number

The sign-up URL is http://aws.amazon.com/ec2. It's even easier if you are already an Amazon customer because
you can use your existing credit card information and e-mail address.

Note: Billing data verification usually happens within minutes. It might take a couple of hours though. Currently
(April 2010) the error message you get is not very meaningful:
"It looks like you don't have an EC2 account*. To use the Amazon EC2 Console you must first sign up for Amazon
EC2. It's quick & free to sign up."
Just be patient and wait for a little longer.

Once you are signed up successfully you will have access to the Amazon EC2 Management Console. The URL is
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/home.
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Firewall RulesFirewall Rules

Once you are logged in make sure you switch your region to "US West". The Microsoft Web Platform images are
currently only available in the US West region. Before we do anything lets set up the firewall rules (called Security
Groups in Amazon lingo) for you Media Server instance.

Select the item "Security Groups" on the left hand side. Your existing Security Groups will show in the center pane.
Click the "Create Security Group" button on top.

Name the new group you are about to create, for example "Microsoft Web Platform Firewall Rules".

You want to configure the following rules:

RDP is needed so you can connect via Remote Desktop to your Amazon EC2 instance. The current "Source (IP
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Launching the Media Server ImageLaunching the Media Server Image

or group)" settings allows these connections from any IP address. Please lock down this settings if you have
more stringent security requirements.
HTTP is needed so your customers can connect via HTTP your Amazon EC2 instance.
HTTPS is needed if you plan to use SSL. You don't need this setting if you do not plan to use SSL.
Port 8172 is opened to allow remote administration of IIS and publishing of content via Visual Studio 2010. You
don't have to open port 8172 if you do not plan to use remote administration or remote content publishing.

Now we are ready to launch an EC2 Media Server instance.

Click the "Instances" menu item on the left hand side and click the "Launch Instance" button.

Now select "Community Images" in the resulting dialog.

By typing "microsoft/" in the "Community AMIs" dialog you will reduce the selection to the four Microsoft images:

Press "Select" in the "Microsoft Web Platform – Media Server ... row.

In the next dialog page (Instance Details) you can select how much computing power you want to have for your
Media Server instance. It's probably prudent to start with the preselected option which is the smallest. Click the
"Continue" button. Nothing to worry about on the next page either. Just click "Continue" at the bottom of the
"Advanced Instance Options" dialog. Now we are getting to the "Create Key Pair" dialog.

If you already have a key, simply use it. If not you have to create one by entering a name for your key pair and
clicking the "Create & Download Key Pair" button. As soon as you click the button a key pair will be created by
Amazon an you are asked by your browser to download it. Save the file in a location where you will find it later. The
key pair you created will allow you to decrypt the Administrator password that Amazon creates for your Medi
Server instance. Click the "Continue" button.
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3. Retrieving the Administrator Password

Note: Internet Explorer might not show the download dialog that asks you where to save the key pair file. If that
happens to you, please look for the file (<key pair name>.pem) in Internet Explorers Temporary Files folder. On
Windows 7 search for *.pem in %userprofile%\ AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files . Make
sure you copy the .pem file to a more permanent directory.

Once you created your key pair you can configure firewall rules. You could for example only allow HTTP requests
to the machine. Amazon calls firewall rules "Security Groups" which is a bit confusing if you ask me. For this demo
we are picking the "default" Security Group which doesn't put any firewall restrictions on the instance. You might
want to configure these settings to be a bit more restrictive later on.
Click "Continue" to move to the "Launch" page. The only thing left to do on the summary page is to press the big
"Launch" button. Once you do that Amazon EC2 will spin up your personal virtual instance of our Media Server
image. Good job. It's time to get some coffee. Spinning up your instance will take some time, usually around 3 to 5
minutes.

After finishing the "Launch Instance" wizard you should be back on the main page of the AWS Management
Console. Click the "Instances" link to figure out how your Media Server instance is doing.

You should see something like this:

Right click on the row and select the "Get Windows Password" menu item.
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reg add "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Styles" /v MaxScriptStatements /t REG_DWORD /d 0x5F5E100

4. The Pre-configured Media site

Now it's time to use the key pair file (<your key pair name>.PEM) that you created before. If the password is
already available (you might have to wait a couple of minutes as said before) you will see the following dialog:

Open the .PEM file in notepad and copy it to the clipboard (Ctrl+A selects all, Ctrl+C copies it into the clipboard).
Now paste the contents into the textbox of the dialog (Ctrl+V). Click the "Decrypt" button.

Note: Because decryption is a very CPU intensive operation you might run into the following security dialog if you

use Internet Explorer:  Contrary to intuition you
have to press "No" to go on. You probably have to hit "No" a couple of times to get your password decrypted.
More details on this security feature can be found here: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/175500
If you are interested in a more permanent fix you can execute the following command on command-line:

By setting the MaxScriptStatements to 100,000,000 (0x5F5E100) I don't see any security popups anymore.

Once the password is decrypted write it down or copy it to the clipboard and close the dialog. Finally our Media
Server instance is ready to go.

Check it out, the web site is already running. All you need is to enter the DNS name of your EC2 instance into the
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Connect via Remote DesktopConnect via Remote Desktop

browser. The AWS Management Console shows you the public DNS address. Just copy the address to the
clipboard and paste it into your browsers address bar. If you need a more permanent DNS address you have to
register a DNS name and also get an Elastic IP address from Amazon. But this is a story for another day.

Once you have done this it will take a few moments until the streaming of the video content starts (you might have
to install the Silverlight plug-in however). Your browser should show something like this:

Now its time to look at how the site is configured to run Smooth Streaming files. For that we need to connect via
the Remote Desktop Protocol to the the Media Server instance. Right click the instance and select "Connect".
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Smooth Streaming ContentSmooth Streaming Content

Click "Download shortcut file" in the dialog that follows:

The file to be downloaded is an .RDP file that has all the right settings to connect you to the EC2 instance in the
cloud. Click "Open" if you use IE or double click the file in Firefoxes Download window and a Remote Desktop
session is established. When Remote Desktop asks you for credentials you simply enter the username
"Administrator" and the password that we retrieved previously.
Once connected you will get logged on to the remote machine.

Now open the c:\inetpub\wwwroot  directory. You will see the following files:
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The file extensions starting with .is* are the Smooth Streaming files in their different bandwidths. To get started on
how to create your own Smooth Streaming files please go to https://www.iis.net/learn/media/on-demand-smooth-
streaming/getting-started-with-iis-smooth-streaming.

The Microsoft.Web.Media.SmoothStreaming.dll assembly represents the media player that provides MediaElement
capabilities and the SmoothStreamingSamplePlayer.xap file is the compilled Silverlight application that displays
the Media Player. The two other files (iisstart.htm and iisstart.htm are the previous default documents in the
wwwroot directory - you can delete them if you want.

Now let's quickly look into default.htm. The two important pieces are the source for the Silverlight app. If you have
your own Silverlight player application you want to replace it with your .xap file. The mediaSource element is the
second important setting in the default.htm. It represents the Smooth Streaming media stream.

One last thing. To manage your own Smooth Streaming presentations you have to configure them in the IIS
Management Console. Open INETMGR from the "Run..." menu, select "Default Web Site" on the left tree view and
select "Smooth Streaming" from the icons in the center. You get the following dialog that allows you to manage
your presentations:

For more details please refer to create and manage Smooth Streaming media content please go to

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.windows.controls.mediaelement.aspx
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Summary

https://www.iis.net/learn/media/on-demand-smooth-streaming/getting-started-with-iis-smooth-streaming.

It's amazing how easy it now is to get a dedicated Web server on the internet and get started. We just deployed a
working and fully configured Smooth Streaming solution to the cloud. Amazing, isn't it?

Let us know what you think about this:Questions or feedback? Send it to ec2@microsoft.com.

mailto:ec2@microsoft.com
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Introduction

1. Amazon EC2 Sign-up

2. Starting an "Microsoft Web Platform – Full Web Server Development
Stack" Instance

by Thomas Deml

Visual Studio 2010 enables web developers to use their existing skillset to write great applications for the Microsoft
Web Platform. But one thing we often hear from Web developers and administrators, especially those who offer
Web site design and consulting services, is the need to get a Web site up and live quickly, which runs fast and gives
them total control of the server for maximum flexibility and scalability. Today's post offers a quick walkthrough on
how to run the newest Microsoft Web Server Development Stack on Amazon EC2. The Full Web Server
Development Stack image is a fully configured IIS 7.0 or above web server which allows you to deploy your web
application directly from Visual Studio 2010 to this EC2 instance.

Here are quick summary of the steps you have to follow:

1. Sign up for Amazon EC2
2. Start an "Microsoft Web Platform - Full Web Server Development Stack" instance via the Amazon Web Services

Management Console.
3. Retrieve the Administrator password
4. Create and deploy an ASP.NET 4.0 application from Visual Studio 2010 to your EC2 instance.
5. Browse to your live web application

Signing up for Amazon EC2 is a straightforward process. All you need is

a valid e-mail address,
a valid phone number you can be reached at (make sure the phone is nearby, you will be called during sign-up!),
and a valid credit card number

The sign-up URL is http://aws.amazon.com/ec2. It's even easier if you are already an Amazon customer because
you can use your existing credit card information and e-mail address.

Note: Billing data verification usually happens within minutes. It might take a couple of hours though. Currently
(April 2010) the error message you get is not very meaningful:
"It looks like you don't have an EC2 account*. To use the Amazon EC2 Console you must first sign up for Amazon
EC2. It's quick & free to sign up."
Just be patient and wait for a little longer.

Once you are signed up successfully you will have access to the Amazon EC2 Management Console. The URL is
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/home.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/hosting-the-microsoft-web-platform-on-amazon-ec2/amazon-ec2-microsoft-web-platform-images-full-web-server-development-stack.md
https://github.com/thomasdeml
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2
https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/home


Firewall RulesFirewall Rules

Once you are logged in make sure you switch your region to "US West". The Microsoft Web Platform images are
currently only available in the US West region. Before we do anything lets set up the firewall rules (called Security
Groups in Amazon lingo) for your Web Development Stack instance.

Select the item "Security Groups" on the left hand side. Your existing Security Groups will show in the center pane.
Click the "Create Security Group" button on top.

Name the new group you are about to create, for example "Microsoft Web Platform Firewall Rules".

You want to configure the following rules:

RDP is needed so you can connect via Remote Desktop to your Amazon EC2 instance. The current "Source (IP
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Launching your Web Server Development Stack ImageLaunching your Web Server Development Stack Image

or group)" settings allows these connections from any IP address. Please lock down this settings if you have
more stringent security requirements.
HTTP is needed so your customers can connect via HTTP your Amazon EC2 instance.
HTTPS is needed if you plan to use SSL. You don't need this setting if you do not plan to use SSL.
Port 8172 is opened to allow remote administration of IIS and publishing of content via Visual Studio 2010.
You need to open this port if you plan to use the new Web Publishing feature in Visual Studio 2010.

Now we are ready to launch an EC2 Web Server Development Stack instance.

Click the "Instances" menu item on the left hand side and click the "Launch Instance" button.

Now select "Community Images" in the resulting dialog.

By typing "microsoft/" in the "Community AMIs" dialog you will reduce the selection to the four Microsoft images:

Click "Select" in the "Microsoft Web Platform – Full Web Server Development Stack" ... row.

In the next dialog page (Instance Details) you can select how much computing power you want to have for your
Web Server Development Stack instance. It's probably prudent to start with the preselected option which is the
smallest. Click the "Continue" button. Nothing to worry about on the next page either. Just click "Continue" at the
bottom of the "Advanced Instance Options" dialog. Now we are getting to the "Create Key Pair" dialog.

If you already have a key, simply use it. If not you have to create one by entering a name for your key pair and
clicking the "Create & Download Key Pair" button. As soon as you click the button a key pair will be created by
Amazon an you are asked by your browser to download it. Save the file in a location where you will find it later. The
key pair you created will allow you to decrypt the Administrator password that Amazon creates for your Medi
Server instance. Click the "Continue" button.
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3. Retrieving the Administrator Password

Note: Internet Explorer might not show the download dialog that asks you where to save the key pair file. If that
happens to you, please look for the file (<key pair name>.pem) in Internet Explorers Temporary Files folder. On
Windows 7 search for *.pem in %userprofile%\ AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files . Make
sure you copy the .pem file to a more permanent directory .

Once you created your key pair you can configure firewall rules. You could for example only allow HTTP requests
to the machine. Amazon calls firewall rules "Security Groups" which is a bit confusing if you ask me. For this demo
we are picking the "default" Security Group which doesn't put any firewall restrictions on the instance. You might
want to configure these settings to be a bit more restrictive later on.
Click "Continue" to move to the "Launch" page. The only thing left to do on the summary page is to press the big
"Launch" button. Once you do that Amazon EC2 will spin up your personal virtual instance of our Full Web Server
Development Stack image. Good job. It's time to get some coffee. Spinning up your instance will take some time,
usually around 3 to 5 minutes.

After finishing the "Launch Instance" wizard you should be back on the main page of the AWS Management
Console. Click the "Instances" link to figure out how your Media Server instance is doing.

You should see something like this:

Right click on the row and select the "Get Windows Password" menu item.
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reg add "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Styles" /v MaxScriptStatements /t REG_DWORD /d 0x5F5E100

4. Create and Deploy an ASP.NET 4.0 Application

Now it's time to use the key pair file (<your key pair name>.PEM) that you created before. If the password is
already available (you might have to wait a couple of minutes as said before) you will see the following dialog:

Open the .PEM file in notepad and copy it to the clipboard (Ctrl+A selects all, Ctrl+C copies it into the clipboard).
Now paste the contents into the textbox of the dialog (Ctrl+V). Click the "Decrypt" button.

Note: Because decryption is a very CPU intensive operation you might run into the following security dialog if you

use Internet Explorer:  Contrary to intuition you
have to press "No" to go on. You probably have to hit "No" a couple of times to get your password decrypted.
More details on this security feature can be found here: https://support.microsoft.com/kb/175500
If you are interested in a more permanent fix you can execute the following command on command-line:

By setting the MaxScriptStatements to 100,000,000 (0x5F5E100) I don't see any security popups anymore.

Once the password is decrypted write it down or copy it to the clipboard and close the dialog. Finally our Web
Server Development Stack instance is ready to go.

Let's now switch to Visual Studio 2010. If you don't have your copy yet you can download the Express Edition from
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Creating a Web Application Project in Visual Studio 2010Creating a Web Application Project in Visual Studio 2010

Configure PublishingConfigure Publishing

https://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio.

Visual Studio 2010 offers a completely new one-click deployment model for web applications based on the
Microsoft Web Deployment Tool. We will take advantage of the Web Deployment Tool to deploy the web
application we are about to create to our live EC2 server. Let's go!

Once you have started Visual Studio 2010 selct "File" - "New" - "Project" and select "ASP.NET Application" (make
sure you select the "Web" project template). Use the project name "HelloEC2".

Open the site.master file once you have created the project and change the text in the <h1> tag to "My ASP.NET
on EC2 Application"

All we need to do is to configure publishing. For this we need

the Administrator password of your EC2 instance which we already retrieved in one of the previous step
the DNS name or IP address of your EC2 instance.

https://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
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To get these two pieces of data you need to go back to the AWS Management Console. The AWS console shows
you the public DNS name or IP address as one of the properties of your instance. You can copy the address to the
clipboard or write it down. Should you need a more permanent DNS address you have to register a DNS name
and also get an Elastic IP address from Amazon. But this is a story for another day.

Armed with these two pieces of information we are armed to publish the ASP.NET web application project we just
created. To publish you have to go back to Visual Studio, right click on your project and select the "Publish" menu
item.

In the upcoming dialog you have to enter several pieces of the data. But let's do this step by step:

1. Click the "Rename" button and rename "Profile1" to "My EC2 Publishing Profile"
2. Copy the DNS name of your EC2 instance in the "Service URL:" textbox. It works without explicitely specifying

"https://" as shown below.
3. Specify "Default Web Site" (without quotes) in the "Site/Application" textbox. If you want to publish the "Hello

EC2" web application not to the root of the "Default Web Site" you can specify an additional application name,
e.g. "Default Web Site/helloEC2".

4. The EC2 instance works with a self-signed SSL certificate to ensure the traffic between your client and the EC2
instance is encrypted. The self-signed certificate is not trusted yet and you have to check the checkbox "Allow
untrusted certficate".

5. Specify the administrative credentials for the EC2 instance. The username is "Administrator" and you retrieved
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Browsing your Web ApplicationBrowsing your Web Application

the password for the EC2 instance in a previous step.

All that's left is to hit the "Publish" button and the Status bar will indicate that the publishing process succeeded.
Your application was successfully published to your EC2 instance!

Let's check it out! If you still have the DNS name in the clipboard you simply have to paste it to the address bar of
Internet Explorer.
Voila!
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Connecting to your EC2 Instance via Remote DesktopConnecting to your EC2 Instance via Remote Desktop

Summary

In case you need to configure something on the server itself you can easily use Remote Desktop to connect to it.
Even Visual Web Developer 2010 is installed so you can debug on the remote machine should you run into issues
that you can't reproduce locally.

Here is how you connect via RDP to your EC2 instance:
Right click the instance and select "Connect".

Click "Download shortcut file" in the dialog that follows:

The file to be downloaded is an .RDP file that has all the right settings to connect you to the EC2 instance in the
cloud. Click "Open" if you use IE or double click the file in Firefoxes Download window and a Remote Desktop
session is established. When Remote Desktop asks you for credentials you simply enter the username
"Administrator" and the password that we retrieved previously.
Once connected you will get logged on to the remote machine.

It's amazing how easy it now is to get a dedicated Web server on the internet and get started. We just deployed a
working and fully configured ASP.Net 4.0 application to the cloud. Amazing, isn't it?

Let us know what you think about this:Questions or feedback? Send it to ec2@microsoft.com.
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Introduction

Connecting to Windows Azure via RDP

Quick Primer on how to Manage IIS

NOTENOTE

Common IIS Management Tasks with INETMGR

W o r k e r  P r o c e sse sW o r k e r  P r o c e sse s

C u r r e n t l y  Ex e c u t i n g  R e q u e st sC u r r e n t l y  Ex e c u t i n g  R e q u e st s

by Thomas Deml

Since November 2010 Windows Azure allows you to connect to your role via Remote Desktop. Managing IIS on
these Windows Azure instances is most of the time not different from managing IIS on a regular Windows Server
image. This article will revisit the ways IIS can be managed via Remote Desktop.

Before you can manage IIS on a Windows Azure Instance you have to connect to the instance via RDP. Here is a
link to [TBD] walkthrough that explains how to configure RDP for your Windows Azure Instances.

IIS has many different management interfaces, for example the User Interface, the command-line and
programmatic interfaces like AHAdmin, Microsoft.Web.Administration and WMI. In this walkthrough we focus on
the User Interface and the command-line.

Do not make changes to IIS configuration when managing Windows Azure images via RDP. Changes to a Windows Azure
image are not persisted and the next time an image will be started it will have lost the changes you made. Changes should
only be made via the Windows Azure service configuration files or in the RoleEntryPoint::OnStart method. Go to this link if
you want to auto-generate IIS configuration code for the RoleEntryPoint::OnStart method.

When connecting to your Windows Azure instance you will see an INETMGR icon. By double-clicking it the IIS
User Interface opens. INETMGR allows you to take a convenient and quick peak at the IIS configuration, for
example to verify if changes you made in the Windows Azure service configuration file or in the
RoleEntryPoint::OnStart method were successfully applied. Details on how to look at IIS configuration via the User
Interface can be found in this article.

As mentioned above it is not recommended to change configuration via the IIS User Interface. But there is also
very interesting run-time data that's worth looking at in case you have to troubleshoot production issues.

To look at he resource consumption of IIS worker processes you have to click on the machine name of your IIS
server in INETMGR. Then click on the Worker Processes icon in the center of the INETMGR window. You will see a
list of your worker processes and their resource consumption:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/hosting-the-microsoft-web-platform-on-windows-azure/managing-iis-on-windows-azure-via-remote-desktop.md
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Enabling Request TracingEnabling Request Tracing

Common IIS Management Tasks via Command-line

Managing IIS via APPCMDManaging IIS via APPCMD

L o o k i n g  a t  R u n - t i m e  D a t aL o o k i n g  a t  R u n - t i m e  D a t a

Managing IIS via the IIS Powershell Snap-inManaging IIS via the IIS Powershell Snap-in

Looking at run-time dataLooking at run-time data

Accessing Logs and Failed Request Logs

If you want to go into even more details you can look at the requests currently executing in your worker
process(es). This can be of help yif ou need to find requests that take very long or do not return at all. For this you
only have to select a worker process and click on "View Current Request" on the right hand side of the windows.
You should see something like this:

Another powerful way to debug your Azure web server is to enable Failed Request Tracing. Failed Request Tracing
generates a detailed trace about what's going on for each request. To limit the number of traces rules can be
specified which requests to trace. Here is a detailed walkthrough on how to enable Failed Request Tracing.

There are two options if you want to manage IIS via the command-line:

1) APPCMD

2) The IIS Powershell Snap-In

Managing APPCMD via command-line is easy. Just open a n elevated command shell and refer to the following
articles available on how to manage IIS via APPCMD.

Here are the commands for looking at run-time data:

Worker Process Resource Consumption: %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list wp

Currently Executing Requests: %windir%\system32\inetsrv\appcmd list requests

The IIS Powershell Snap-in is only available if you are running your Windows Azure instance on an Windows
Server 2008 R2 based image. If you do that you'll see a Powershell shortcut on the desktop. Double-click the short
cut and refer to the following articles on how to manage IIS with the Powershell Snap-in.

How to look at worker process resource consumption, currently executing requests is described in this article. TUo
enable Request Tracing use the Enable-WebRequestTracing cmdlet.

Sometimes it is necessary to look at IIS's log files to figure out what's happening on your Windows Azure instance.
To make this easier you will find another two shortcuts on the Windows Azure Remote Desktop. One points you to
the IIS log file directory and the other one to the Failed Request Log directory. These locations will have
subdirectories starting with the instance id of the sites you are hosting. By clicking on the "Sites" node in
INETMGR or by executing the APPCMD command APPCMD LIST SITES you can easily associate site names with
instances .
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Summary
In this article you learned how to manage Windows Azure via Remote Desktop. You learned the basic tasks to
manage IIS on these instances and how to access run-time data like currently executing requests or the log and
failed request traces.
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Introduction

by Walter Oliver

As part of the Microsoft Web Platform Hosting Program, Microsoft created the Shared Hosting Guidance Content
Map; it references a set of guides, step-by-step instructions, best practices, and script samples to guide in the
planning, deployment, configuration, migration, and provisioning of Microsoft Web Platform technologies for
Hosters. It provides a map to the latest content across the entire set of Microsoft documentation libraries and
associated sample scripts relevant to hosting professionals. It is technical guidance documentation intended to
lower operational costs while increasing average revenue per user. The entire content is available for download
(download I and download II).

This document provides an offline snapshot of the Shared Hosting Guidance Content Map web page as well as
references to the following offline content:

1. Shared Hosting Guidance: is an overview and the best starting point in the document collection. The live and
most up to date version of this material can be found in the Shared Hosting Guidance Content Map web page.

2. Developing with Shared Hosting: is a video that demonstrates how developers and web hosting customers
can use, create, and edit web sites hosted on the Microsoft Web Platform. Developers will be able to learn
about the development and publishing environment, and Hosters will learn about the experience that their
customers go through when interacting with their services. You will find:

Steps a developer should follow to host their applications in a Shared Hosting Environment.
Typical activities performed when interacting with a shared hosting provider.
Publishing Content using FTP from Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer.
Using Visual Web Developer (VWD) to connect to a hoster FTP site and deploy the application.
Installing and configuring IIS Manager for Remote Administration of the web site.
Installing IIS Manager new Modules.
Using IIS Manager Remote Administration.
Modifying and publishing an update for the application.
Deploying the application database (ASP.NET Membership database).

3. Setting up Delegated Administration Server and Client Experience: is a video that demonstrates the Hoster
and User experiences of setting up Delegated Administration. Hosters will learn how to setup Delegated
Administration and what their users will need to set it up in their client computers. You will find:

Introduction to Delegated Administration (also known as Remote Administration), it explains why it is
useful in hosting scenarios.
Configuring Delegated Administration at the server through the Management Service UI module
Creating an IIS Manager User and assigning permissions to it. Explaining the difference between an IIS
User and a Windows user account.
Uses an Windows XP client machine to remotely administer the site through delegated administration.
Installing IIS in XP.
Connect to the server/site from the client. Installs extensions, explaining the server and client experience.

4. Using Delegated Administration is a video that provides a specific example of delegating a particular feature
and how the user can take advantage of it. Hosters will learn how a currently blocked feature can be

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md
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Step by Step Hosting Instructions
Content MapContent Map

Planning the Web Hosting ArchitecturePlanning the Web Hosting Architecture

Deploying the Windows Web Platform in Shared Hosting EnvironmentsDeploying the Windows Web Platform in Shared Hosting Environments

6. Content To Share with End Users:

unblocked and their users can learn how to take advantage of the newly unblocked feature. You will find:

A detailed explanation of using an actual configuration feature for administration of the site, error pages.
Shows the client experience when the feature is locked for a site.
The server experience when unlocking a feature for a site.
Shows the client experience of configuring the newly unlocked feature, error page setting for the site.

5. Within the content donwload (download I and download II) you will find critical technology areas like IIS,
SQL Server 2008, Hyper-V , and System Center sections subdivided into 4 major subsections:

Learn: An in-depth technical drill down on the particular technology.
Engage: Explains the value of the technology.
Deploy: Instructions and pointers from where to download relevant bits.
Market: Collateral that Hosters and their Sales force can use to take an offering to market.

Developing with Shared Hosting video.
Setting up Delegated Administration Server and Client Experience video.
Using Delegated Administration video.
Administering your Site Remotely.
Deploying a ASP.NET.
Deploying a PHP Application.

Planning the Web Hosting Architecture - [Deploying the Windows Web Platform in Shared Hosting
Environments](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#deploying) - [Verifying the Deployment]
(microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#verify) - [Installing Infrastructure Components](microsoft-
web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#infra) - [Configuring IIS](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-
pilot.md#configiis) - [Migrating](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#migrate) - [Provisioning
and Managing](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#provision) - [PowerShell Scripts and C#
Code Samples](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#scripts) - [Using Shared Hosting
Environments](microsoft-web-platform-hosting-program-pilot.md#using)

 

Shared Hosting Configuration
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MIX08: Bringing Hosters and Developers Together with IIS

 

Quick Guide for Shared Hosting Deployment
Web Server for Shared Hosting

IIS Components for Shared Hosting
Installing the Web Server Role
Configuring IIS for Shared Hosting

32-bit Mode Worker Processes
Application Pool Identity as Anonymous User
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Overview

How your customers will publish to you

by Simon Tan

This set of documentation describes how hosting providers can prepare to join the Microsoft Web Hosting
Gallery—a comprehensive marketplace of hosting providers—while standing out as 100%
WebMatrixcompatible for maximum visibility. This is also known as having Spotlight status.

Being WebMatrix compatible means that you can make a guarantee to your end users: that they can publish
applications from WebMatrix and the Web Application Gallery to your servers with confidence.

What is covered: This documentation outlines how to extend an existing Windows/IIS7 shared hosting
environment so users can publish to it using the WebMatrix web development tool.

What is not covered: This document does not describe how to create a Windows hosting environment "from
scratch".

It assumes that you have a hosting environment that runs on IIS7, offers ASP.NET hosting, and that you have
experience with managing such environments. Please see this article to learn more about the basics of setting up a
Windows shared hosting environment if you do not have one already.

This documentation will walk you through the following setup steps:

1. Installing the required server components
2. Configuring the server to allow remote publishing of websites by end-users
3. Validating your server configuration using a small tool
4. Crafting a publishing Profile XML file containing server credentials for your end users
5. Composing new account welcome e-mails that make it easy for your customers to get started with WebMatrix

After completing the above steps, you will then need to formally submit an application to the Web Hosting Gallery.
To be considered for Spotlight status, this application will need to include a sample test account (in the form of a
Profile XML file) that represents a typical account from your WebMatrix compatible offer.

1. Customer finds your offer in the Web Hosting Gallery, and signs up for an account

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/overview.md
https://github.com/simtan
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/webmatrix/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/hostingprovider/addoffers
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/overview/_static/image1.jpg
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/


Next Steps

3. You send the customer their server credentials in the form of a Profile XML
4. Customer uses WebMatrix or other tools to deploy their web applications to your servers.

2. You provision required resources (including a SQL Server and/or MySQL database) for the customer

IIS site provisions:

Creates a IIS Management username and password
Applies deployment and management permission to the IIS Site

SQL Database provisions:

Creates SQL account and password
Applies permissions to the database for the SQL account

First, you need to make sure you have the necessary server components to fully support WebMatrix and fulfill the
Spotlight requirements of the Web Hosting Gallery.
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Introduction

Prerequisites

Web Server Components
Option 1 : Via Web Platform Installer 3.0 (recommended)Option 1 : Via Web Platform Installer 3.0 (recommended)

by Simon Tan

This article will walk you through installing the required server components to be WebMatrix compatible and
fulfill the Spotlight requirements for the Web Hosting Gallery.

We recommend having two separate machines both running Windows Server 2008 R2:

One acting as the web server
One acting as the database server

While it is possible to run both the web server and database server on the same machine, it is not recommended
for performance and security reasons.

You will need both machines connected to the Internet to download required server components.

To simplify the installation of the web server components, we highly recommend installing Web Platform
Installer, also known as WebPI, on both machines. WebPI is a tool that automates the installation of a vast
majority of server components and other products for Microsoft's Web Platform.

Get WebPI 3.0 here: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=194638

If you prefer to not use WebPI, all of the required components can also be installed by hand or via your own
provisioning scripts.

If you have WebPI 3.0 installed, the following link will automatically launch it with all of the basic web server
components you'll need ready to install:

Install Spotlight Components using Web PI (you will be able to review the list of products before installation
begins)

(This list of components completely fulfills the Spotlight requirements from the Web Hosting Gallery.)

Note that many of the web applications that can be published by WebMatrix have PHP/MySQL components as
requirements. To ensure you are able to support those applications, you can use this alternative link to install
everything above plus PHP/MySQL related components:

Install Spotlight Components plus PHP/MySQL related components using Web PI

After WebPI launches from the links above, you'll just need to click the "Install" button to review the list of
components and proceed with installation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/install-server-components.md
https://github.com/simtan
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=194638
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=WHP_Recommended
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/home
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=IIS7;Tracing;NETFramework35;NETFramework4;ASPNET;MVC;WDeploy;FTPServer;ManagementService;CGI;URLRewrite2;SMO;PHP52;WinCache52;MySQLConnector;SQLDriverPHP52IIS


NOTENOTE

Option 2 : Manually install Web Server componentsOption 2 : Manually install Web Server components

ServerServer

FrameworksFrameworks

ASP.NETASP.NET

IIS ModulesIIS Modules

Even when using the links above, you'll still have to install the Extensionless URL Hotfix separately, discussed below.

Here is the full list of which components are installed by those links, so you can confirm against the list of
products listed in WebPI. Note that many of them bring in dependencies – that is expected behavior – but the
total download should not exceed 50 MB or so.

[Required] IIS 7 Web Server basic components

Required for basic web server functionality

[Required] .NET Framework 3.5 SP1

Some applications depend on this framework
[Required] .NET Framework 4.0

Some applications depend on this framework
[Optional] PHP (5.3.2 or higher)

This is not required for Spotlight, but many applications that can be published by WebMatrix depend
on this framework

[Required] ASP.NET

This framework is the backend of many of the most popular web applications
[Required] ASP.NET MVC 1.0

A handful of applications in the App Gallery depend on this installed centrally
[Optional]

Note that you can also optionally install ASP.NET MVC3 and ASP.NET Web Pages, which gives you the
ability to host applications written in the new "Razor" syntax of ASP.NET. However, note that the binaries
required for these kinds of applications are automatically published by WebMatrix. That is, each end
user who publishes applications of this type will automatically end up with the required binaries in a /bin/
folder within their site root directory, so it is not really necessary to install them centrally.

In fact, we actually recommend that you do not install anything except MVC 1.

Also, note that this ASP.NET Web Pages is not a final release of the product. If you choose to install
ASP.NET Web Pages, you will need to re-install it when future versions are released.

[Required] Microsoft Web Deploy 2.0

Web Deploy is a client-server tool that simplifies the deployment of sites and applications to IIS
servers. While WebMatrix supports web application publishing using both FTP and Web Deploy
protocols, the latter providers a faster, more secure, and richer experience. It also lets the user deploy
whole apps, including databases, ensuring they work both locally and remotely. It is the highlight of the
WebMatrix publishing story.

[Required] FTP Publishing Service

To ensure the option of FTP exists for maximum compatibility

https://support.microsoft.com/kb/980368
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=IIS7;Tracing
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=NETFramework35
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=NETFramework40
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
http://windows.php.net/download/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=ASPNET
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=MVC
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=MVC3
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=Plan9
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/ftp


Install Web Server PatchesInstall Web Server Patches

Database Server Components
SQL ServerSQL Server

MySQLMySQL

Next Steps

[Optional] Media Services 4.0

For IIS Smooth Streaming support
[Required] IIS Remote Management Service

To allow your users to manage aspects of their accounts using the IIS console
Also a dependency for Web Deploy to function properly

[Required] FastCGI for IIS

Provides a much faster CGI implementation than the default
[Required] URL Rewrite 2.0

A dependency for many applications to function correctly
[Required] SQL Server 2008 Management Objects

A dependency for many applications to function correctly
[Optional] Windows Cache Extension 1.1 for PHP

Highly recommended when running PHP on Windows
[Optional] MySQL Connector/Net 6.2.3 or higher

Necessary for .NET applications using MySQL databases
[Optional] Microsoft Drivers for PHP for SQL Server 2.0 in IIS

Necessary for PHP applications using SQL Server

Extensionless URL Hotfix

Required for ASP.NET Web Pages to function correctly. It is discussed further in this blog post.

[Optional] PHP Driver for SQL Server
We highly recommended installing this component on your database server if you are supporting PHP.

[Required] Microsoft SQL Server 2008

WebPI supports installing Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Express edition, but we do not recommend this
product in shared hosting environments. (You should use the full version instead.)

For more information on configuring a MySQL installation for WebMatrix support, please see this article.

You should ensure that the Web Deploy 2.0 component is configured to allow delegated deployments. This is
critical, as it is the primary method that allows your customers to publish to your servers with WebMatrix.

https://www.iis.net/overview/choice/integratedmediaplatform
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/iis-manager
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/fastcgi-for-iis
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/url-rewrite
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=ceb4346f-657f-4d28-83f5-aae0c5c83d52
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/wincache-extension
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/
https://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?FamilyID=80e44913-24b4-4113-8807-caae6cf2ca05
https://archive.msdn.microsoft.com/KB2522807
https://blogs.msdn.com/b/tmarq/archive/2010/04/01/asp-net-4-0-enables-routing-of-extensionless-urls-without-impacting-static-requests.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=SqlExpress
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appsxml=&appid=SQLDriverPHP
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Server-side validation using ServerValidator
IntroductionIntroduction

InstallationInstallation

Example UsageExample Usage

by Bilal Aslam

ServerValidator is an extensible, plugin-based tool which checks if your server is ready to support WebMatrix.
Typically, ServerValidator is run by a system administrator after they have configured the server. It comes with a
command line version (ServerValidatorCommandline.exe) and a user-interface (ServerValidatorUI.exe).

What ServerValidator does:

Checks if you are running the correct operating system.
Checks if required software is installed, including products that can be installed using WebPI and otherwise as
well as Windows Updates.
Checks if Web Deploy delegation rules are set up correctly.
Checks if services are installed and in the correct state.
It is capable of checking if GAC assemblies and COM objects are installed. While these checks are not required
for WebMatrix, shared hosting providers commonly install 3rd party components on their servers.
Can be extended with your own plug-ins.

What ServerValidator does not do:

It does not actually do a test publish. This is because a realistic test would be to publish to the server from
outside your network so firewalls, etc. are taken into account.
It does not check firewall settings.
It does not validate if file system permissions required for certain Web Deploy providers are set up correctly.
For example, it does not check that createApp provider has write access to applicationHost.config, or that the
identity for setAcl provider has appropriate permissions to the site's folders.

Download a version that works with both x86 and x64 server architectures: ServerValidator

You can watch a screencast demo of ServerValidator here.

The ServerValidator ZIP file comes with a sample configuration file, WebMatrixValidation.xml, which contains
validation checks for WebMatrix support.

1. Open the folder where you unzipped ServerValidator
2. Right-click ServerValidatorUI.exe and click "Run as Administrator". This is required for several of the

validations to succeed because they require elevated privileges on your server.
3. Inspect the results in the UI

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/validate-your-server-configuration.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=207733


Input File FormatInput File Format

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Validations>
 
  <!-- Server SKU Check -->
  <Validation
            id="CheckOsWindowServer2008R2"
            type="OsValidator"
            validOperatingSystems="Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2"
            description="Check if operating system is Windows Server 2008 R2"
            detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
            tags="spotlight"
    />
 
  <Validation
            id="SomeUniqueId"
            type="IdOfValidator"
            key1="value1"
            key2="value2"
            description="Simple description of this validator"
            detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
    />
</Validations>

 

The input file is a well-formatted XML file. It looks like this:

Comments are allowed in the input XML using standard comment tags.

Each validation is specified by a <Validation></Validation> tag, and is handles by a specific Validator in the
ServerValidator.Validators namespace.

description attribute is required. It should be a simple description of the Validation.
detailsUrlBase attribute is required. It should be a URI of the documentation.
The remaining attributes are optional and are passed as key-value pairs to the Validator itself.

Type is a required attribute

The value for this attribute specifies a .NET type in the ServerValidator.Validators namespace that
implements the IValidator interface. For example, let's say type ="MyValidator". ServerValidator
ships with a number of built-in Validators – it first searches the ServerValidator.dll assembly for
"ServerValidator.Validators.MyValidator". If one is not found, it tries to load the "MyValidator.dll"
assembly from disk and looks for the "ServerValidator.Validators.MyValidator" type in it.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/validate-your-server-configuration/_static/image1.png


Output File FormatOutput File Format

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<Report>
   <Date>12/2/2010 2:33:32 PM</Date>
   <Version>0.0.0.0</Version>
   <Server>localhost</Server>
   <Validations>
      <Validation id="CheckOsWindowServer2008R2" result="Fail">
         <Events>
            <Event type="Fail" timeOccurred="2:33:00 PM">Current OS Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise is not in 
list of valid operating systems</Event>
         </Events>
      </Validation>
      <Validation id="CheckNetFramework35Installed" result="Pass">
         <Events>
            <Event type="Pass" timeOccurred="2:33:03 PM">Product .NET Framework 3.5 SP 1 is installed.
</Event>
         </Events>
      </Validation>
   </Validations>
</Report>

Included ValidatorsIncluded Validators

VALIDATOR DESCRIPTION

COMValidator Checks for the presence of a COM component

DelegationRuleValidator Checks if Web Deploy delegation rules are set up correctly

GacAssemblyValidator Checks if a assembly is GAC'ed

OsValidator Checks if the operating system is in the list of valid operating
systems

RegistryValidator Checks if a registry key is present and has a specific value

ServiceValidator Checks if a service is installed and is the expected state

WebPIInstalledProductValidator Checks if a product that can be installed via WebPI is installed.
Also checks if all applications in the Application Gallery have
dependencies installed.

WindowsInstalledComponentValidator Checks if a product in the Windows Programs Control Panel is
installed or not. Use this for programs that are not installed
using WebPI.

Example: COMValidatorExample: COMValidator

 

The output file is named localhost_<timestamp>.xml and is placed in the same folder as ServerValidator. A
sample report looks like this:

Important Note: Not everything that ServerValidator checks for is required by WebMatrix or the Spotlight
program in the Web Hosting Gallery. The ServerValidator is simply a tool to aid in checking your installed
components against the list of required components. It also is useful for verifying that your Web Deploy settings
are correct.

 

Check if a specific COM component is installed:



<Validation
  type="COMValidator"
  name="OldFont"
  description="Check if a COM component is installed"
  detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
/>

Example: DelegationRuleValidatorExample: DelegationRuleValidator

<Validation
 id="CheckWebDeployDelegationRules"
 type="DelegationRuleValidator"
 description="Check if Web Deploy delegation rules for non-administrators are set up correctly"
 detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
/>

Example: OsValidatorExample: OsValidator

<Validation
 id="CheckOsWindowServer2008R2"
 type="OsValidator"
 validOperatingSystems="Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2"
 description="Check if operating system is Windows Server 2008 R2"
 detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
/>

Example: RegistryValidatorExample: RegistryValidator

<Validation type="RegistryValidator"
  id="CheckWmsvcTracingEnabled"
  regKey="HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WebManagement\Server"
  regValue="TracingEnabled"
  regValueKind="DWord"
  regValueData="1"
  description="Check if tracing for Web Management Service (wmsvc) is enabled"
  detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
  />

Example: ServiceValidatorExample: ServiceValidator

Checks if the following delegation rules are set up correctly in administration.config: createApp, iisApp,
contentPath, dbFullSql, dbMySql, recycleApp, setAcl. This Validator does not take any input:

Note that this Validator does NOT check the following:

createApp: RunAs identity has write access to applicationHost.config
recycleApp: RunAs identity is a member of the Administrators security group

Checks if the current operating system is in the comma-seperated list of valid operating systems specifed in the
validOperatingSystems attribute:

Checks the registry for the presence of a key and, optionally, a registry value, kind and data

The regKey attribute is required, all other attributes are optional.

Valid values for regKey: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE..., HKEY_CURRENT_USER..., HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT...,
HKEY_USERS..., HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG...

Valid values for regValueKind: String, ExpandString, Binary, DWord, MultiString, QWord.

Checks if a Windows service is installed and, optionally, in the correct state:



<Validation
  id="CheckWmsvcStarted"
  type="ServiceValidator"
  serviceName="wmsvc"
  serviceState="Running"
  description="Check if Web Management Service (wmsvc) is started"
  detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
  />

Example: WebPiInstalledComponentValidatorExample: WebPiInstalledComponentValidator

<Validation
  id="CheckWDeployInstalled"
  type="WebPIInstalledProductValidator"
  productId="WDeploy"
  category="product"
  description="Check if Web Deploy 2.0 is installed"
  detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
/>

<Validation
 id="CheckAppGalleryDependenciesInstalled"
 type="WebPIInstalledProductValidator"
 category="appgalleryapplications"
 description="Check if dependencies for all applications in Microsoft Web Application Gallery are installed"
 detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
/>

Example: WindowsInstalledComponentValidatorExample: WindowsInstalledComponentValidator

<Validation
  id="CheckExtensionlessHotfixInstalled"
  type="WindowsInstalledComponentValidator"
  name="980368"
  category="update"
  description="Check if hotfix for enabling extensionless URLs on IIS7 is installed"
  detailsUrlBase="http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=206559"
  tags="spotlight"
  />

Building your own ValidatorBuilding your own Validator

The serviceName attribute is required. serviceState attribute is optional.

Valid values for serviceState: Paused, Running, Stopped.

This Validator serves two purposes. First, it can be used to check if a product installed using the WebPI 3.0 feed is
installed or not. This snippet checks if Microsoft ASP.NET is installed. Valid values for the productId are
productIds in the WebPI feed.

Second, it can be used to check if dependencies for all applications that can be installed using the Web Application
Gallery are installed. This is valuable if you want to see if your server supports being a publishing target for
Wordpress, Joomla! etc. It will highlight any missing components so you can install them:

This Validator uses WMI to check if a product is in Win32_Products. It's an alternative to the
WebPIInstalledComponentValidator, because it checks the same list as the Programs Control Panel, and can also
check for Windows Updates.

Valid values for category attribute: product and update.

1. Start Visual Studio



4. Paste the following code into MyCustomValidator.cs:

2. Create .NET 2.0, C# class library project:

3. Add a reference to ServerValidator.dll:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/validate-your-server-configuration/_static/image3.png
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using System.Collections.Generic;
using ValidationResult = ServerValidator.ILog.ValidationResult;
 
namespace ServerValidator.Validators
{
    public class MyCustomValidator : ServerValidator.Validators.IValidator
    {
        private Dictionary<string, string> _context;
        private Server _server;
        private ServerValidationManager _serverValidationManager;
 
        public override void Initialize(Dictionary<string,string> context, Server server, 
ServerValidationManager serverValidationManager)
        {
            _context = context;
            _server = server;
            _serverValidationManager = serverValidationManager;
 
            _serverValidationManager.Reporter.Log(ILog.LogEvent.LogEventType.Informational, "Initialized my 
custom validator");
        
        }
 
        public override ValidationResult Validate()
        {
            _serverValidationManager.Reporter.Log(ILog.LogEvent.LogEventType.Informational, "Called 
Validate() in my custom validator");
            return ValidationResult.Pass;
        }
    }
}

<Validation
 type="MyCustomValidator"
 key1="value1"
 key2="value2"
 description="My custom validator"
 detailsUrlBase="http://www.foosomerandomsite.com"
/>

Client-side validation using WebMatrix

Each Validator implements the IValidator interface. It must be in the ServerValidator.Validators namespace. It
overrides two methods:

Validate method. This method actually does the work of validation. Use the Reporter field on the instance of
ServerValidationManager to perform logging.

Initialize method. Called to set up the Validator with input data:

context: set of key-value pairs specified for this Validator in the input XML.
server : reserved for future use
serverValidationManager: provides access to logging capabilities

1. Compile the DLL and place it in the same directory as ServerValidatorCommandLine.exe

2. Add the following snippet to the input file:

1. Run ServerValidator

 

Once ServerValidator shows valid results, the logical next step is to try website publishing from the WebMatrix
client. Learn more about how we do this publish testing.



Next Steps
Now that you have checked to make sure your server is set up correctly, it is time to start provisioning hosting
user accounts. To make it easier for end users to consume your server credentials, we suggest giving out user
accounts using our Profile XML format. Create a sample test account and generate a Profile XML for it.



Create Welcome E-mails
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Welcome E-mail Structure

Information on how to install WebMatrixInformation on how to install WebMatrix

Profile XML file containing credential informationProfile XML file containing credential information

Credentials formatted consistently with WebMatrix's interfaceCredentials formatted consistently with WebMatrix's interface

by Crystal Hoyer

As customers sign up for your hosting service, you need to provision sites/users for them on your server and then
send them their server credentials. One way to send them their credentials is over e-mail. With the changes you've
made to support WebMatrix, we recommend the following additions to your welcome e-mails to make it simple
for customers to begin publishing their new site:

Information on how to install WebMatrix, to easily develop and publish websites to you
Profile XML file containing credential information (including database connection strings pre-created for the
user), easily importable into WebMatrix
Credentials in the body of the e-mail formatted in a way consistent with WebMatrix's user interface
Control panel information so that the user can configure settings that are not available inside WebMatrix

WebMatrix is a solution that provides simple and seamless publishing from a development environment to a live
site. We recommend in your introduction email to customers that you direct them to install WebMatrix using
this link:

Install WebMatrix using Web Platform Installer

We have created an XML schema that is easily importable into WebMatrix during your users' publishing
process, rather than requiring them to manually enter information into a dialog box. To find out more about how to
create this XML file, please refer to our article here : Generate a Profile XML. We recommend that you provide the
customer's new credentials in this profile XML format as an attachment to their welcome e-mail.

We recommend that this includes databases pre-created for the user, so as to make their first publishing
experience successful with minimal configuration/setup needed.

For those customers that do wish to type in their connection information rather than loading a Profile XML file,
you should provide the credentials as follows. This will enable customers to easily map the information from the
email they receive from you with the information they need to enter in WebMatrix to publish their site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/create-welcome-e-mails.md
https://github.com/crystalhoyer
https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/install.aspx?appid=WebMatrix


Control Panel InformationControl Panel Information

Template

Next Steps

You should also provide control panel access for your customers so that they can easily manage
settings/databases/etc. on their remote server, as these are outside the realm of WebMatrix. One suggestion is to
set up WebsitePanel and integrate it into your IIS-based offering.

We have created an HTML e-mail template you can customize for your customers. Given this and an attached
publish Profile XML file, the path from sign-up to first publish is seamless for the end-user:

[HTML e-mail template](create-welcome-e-mails/_static/create-welcome-e-mails-960-hosting email1.zip)

There are several places in the template where you can add branding and other messages.

That's it! You're ready to apply to the Web Hosting Gallery and go for the Spotlight status!

Keep in mind that as you apply, you will need to provide a test account to the WebMatrix team using Profile XML
format, as well as some Control Panel access. We'll be testing your servers by publishing our web applications to
that test account, and will let you know if we encounter any problems.

Good luck!

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/create-welcome-e-mails/_static/image1.png
http://www.websitepanel.net/
https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/hostingprovider/register
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Generate a Profile XML File

Example FileExample File

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<publishData>
  <publishProfile
    profileName="Contoso - Web Deploy"
    publishMethod="MSDeploy"
    publishUrl="server.contoso.com"
    msdeploySite="site.server.contoso.com"
    userName="webdeploy_user"
    userPWD="webdeploy_password"
    destinationAppUrl="http://site.server.contoso.com/"
    SQLServerDBConnectionString="server=contoso-mssql;uid=db_user;pwd=db_pwd;database=some_db"
    mySQLDBConnectionString="server=contoso-mysql;uid=db_user;pwd=db_pwd;database=some_db"
    hostingProviderForumLink="http://support.contoso.com/"
    controlPanelLink="http://controlpanel.contoso.com/"
    />

<publishProfile
    profileName="Contoso - FTP"
    publishMethod="FTP"
    publishUrl="ftp://ftp.contoso.com:21"
    ftpPassiveMode="True"
    userName="some_ftp_user"
    userPWD="some_ftp_pwd"
    destinationAppUrl="http://site.server.contoso.com/"
    SQLServerDBConnectionString="server=contoso-mssql;uid=db_user;pwd=db_pwd;database=some_db"
    mySQLDBConnectionString="server=contoso-mysql;uid=db_user;pwd=db_pwd;database=some_db"
    hostingProviderForumLink="http://support.contoso.com/"
    controlPanelLink="http://controlpanel.contoso.com/"
    />
</publishData>

by Bilal Aslam

When a user signs up for an account, your welcome email should contain an attachment containing account
settings (also known as a Profile XML file) that can be imported into WebMatrix so the user can easily publish to
their new site.

The extension of the file should be .publishsettings
The file should contain at most one Web Deploy profile, and at most one FTP profile.
If both Web Deploy and FTP profiles are present, WebMatrix will pick the Web Deploy profile, but the user will
be able to switch to FTP later if they so choose.
Database connection strings (SQLServerDBConnectionString, mySQLDBConnectionString) should be
duplicated between Web Deploy and FTP profiles.

Example profile XML that describes two independent sets of publishing settings, one for Web Deploy and one for
FTP (this is a preliminary schema and is subject to change until WebMatrix v1 is released):

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/generate-a-profile-xml-file.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam


<!--
Control Panel:
Username: controlpanel_user
Password: controlpanel_password

Technical Contact:
support@contoso.com
-->

Schema DefinitionSchema Definition

ATTRIBUTE COMMENTS

profileName Optional. Used by Visual Studio only. Valid values: String
containing only characters valid in Win32 filenames A name
to refer to this profile by; shown in Visual Studio.

publishMethod Required for all profiles. Valid values: MSDeploy, FTP
WebMatrix does not support the FTPS protocol.

PublishURL Required for all profiles. If publishMethod is "MSDeploy", this
is simply the URL of the Web Management Service (wmsvc)
endpoint. For example: - server.contoso.com -
server.contoso.com:8080 (e.g. if you are using a non-standard
port 8080 for wmsvc) If publishMethod is "FTP", this is the
URL of the FTP server. If your FTP server is configured to
change-directory the user to the appropriate root physical
folder for their site upon login, then this can simply be the
URL of the FTP server e.g. "ftp://ftp.contoso.com:21"
Otherwise, you need to specify the site root path (this shows
up as the "Site path" setting in the WebMatrix Publish
Settings dialog when the protocol is FTP). This can be done in
one of two ways: - Relative: ftp://ftp.contoso.com:21
/username/wwwroot - Absolute: ftp://ftp.contoso.com:21
//hosting_spaces/username/wwwroot

msdeploySite Required for Web Deploy profile. This is the name of the IIS
site the user is publishing to.

ftpPassiveMode Optional, only applies to a profile where publishMethod is
"FTP". Specifies whether WebMatrix should connect using FTP
passive mode or not. If omitted, the default is to connect with
passive mode.

userName Required for all profiles.

userPWD Optional. This is a plain text (i.e. not encrypted) string.

destinationAppUrl Required for all profiles. This is the public-facing URL of the
customer's site. This is required for Publish Compatibility
tests. Moreover, several applications such as Wordpress
require the destinationAppUrl to be inserted into the
database for the application to function correctly. WebMatrix
does this insertion automatically, hence this field is required.



SQLServerDBConnectionString Optional, but highly recommended for ease of publishing.
WebMatrix will use this database connection string to publish
Microsoft SQL Server databases. We recommend that you
pre-create the database when the user signs up for an
account so they do not have to do this themselves from the
hosting provider control panel.

mySQLDBConnectionString Optional, but highly recommended for ease of publishing.
WebMatrix will use this database connection string to publish
MySQL databases. We recommend that you pre-create the
database when the user signs up for an account so they do
not have to do this themselves from the hosting provider
control panel.

hostingProviderForumLink Optional, but recommended. If provided, this URL will show
up in the Publish Compatibility wizard. Providing this link can
reduce your support cost by guiding users to online help in
case they have problems publishing the site.

controlPanelLink Optional, but recommended. If provided, this URL will show
up in various places in WebMatrix. It provides users with an
easy way to launch the hosting provider's control panel in a
browser.

ATTRIBUTE COMMENTS

Extra InformationExtra Information

How it works with WebMatrixHow it works with WebMatrix

You'll notice that there is an XML comment section at the bottom of the file that includes extra information:

Control Panel credentials - the username and password used to log into the Control Panel used to manage
the site
Technical Contacts - a support alias or the contact e-mail of a company representative

This is generally optional, but useful to your customers since they can keep their control panel credentials and
have a support e-mail address stored along with their publishing credentials in one file.

This information is actually required in the instance of the Profile XML file given to the Web Hosting Gallery team
with the submission of an offer for consideration.

To test that your profile XML works:

1. Start WebMatrix
2. Create a new site
3. Click the Publish button in the ribbon
4. Click the "Import Profile…" button

https://www.microsoft.com/web/hosting/home


Web Deploy Settings MappingWeb Deploy Settings Mapping

FTP Settings MatchingFTP Settings Matching

5. Choose a profile, import it and click "Validate Connection" to make sure that the profile was imported
correctly.

The items in the Publish Settings dialog should be filled out automatically according to the following mapping:

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/generate-a-profile-xml-file/_static/image3.png
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Next Steps
Once you are able to generate Profile XML files easily, you should include them in the welcome e-mails that you
send to users who create new accounts on your service.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/generate-a-profile-xml-file/_static/image5.jpg
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Configure Sites for Web Deploy Publishing

Through the IIS Manager UIThrough the IIS Manager UI

by Bilal Aslam

At this point, your server is configured with all the software required to support WebMatrix publishing. The Web
Deploy 2.0 installer created all the necessary Management Service Delegation Rules to allow non-administrators
to deploy applications and databases. It also started the Web Management Service.

Now we need to configure individual sites for Web Deploy publishing. This is similar to how you still need to
enable FTP for individual sites in IIS even after you have installed FTP server features.

Web Deploy's UI in IIS Manager contains a useful component for quickly configuring Web Deploy for a
particular site:

1. Start IIS Manager by clicking Start > Run and type "inetmgr.exe"
2. Right-click the site you want to publish to, click Deploy and then click "Configure Web Deploy Publishing…"
3. This dialog performs several useful tasks:

Sets appropriate file system permissions on the site's root folder so Web Deploy publishing will work.
Generates a file containing Web Deploy publishing settings. This convenient file can be used in
tools like WebMatrix and Visual Studio to publish to the site.
For now, you can just click "Setup" and copy the generated file to your development computer. If
you are interested in customizing some of these options, here's an explanation of what each one of
them does:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/configure-site-for-web-deploy-publishing.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/configure-site-for-web-deploy-publishing/_static/image1.png


Automating through PowerShellAutomating through PowerShell

Next Steps

4. Click Setup.
5. Copy the .publishSettings file from your Desktop folder and to a computer running WebMatrix
6. Start WebMatrix and create a new site
7. Click Publish and "Import web hosting settings" and select this fileYou should now be able to publish to this

site.

SELECT A USER TO GIVE PUBLISHING PERMISSIONS

IF YOU HAVE AN IIS MANAGER THAT HAS IIS MANAGER
PERMISSIONS TO THE SITE, IT WILL BE PRE-POPULATED
HERE. OTHERWISE, SELECT A WINDOWS OR IIS MANAGER.
THIS IS THE USER ACCOUNT THE END USER WILL PUBLISH
WITH.

Enter a SQL Server / MySQL connection string to be
used during publishing

If you enter database connection strings here, they
will be saved to the publish settings file this dialog
generates. Please note that databases need to be
created outside of this UI. This UI will NOT create
database artifacts such as users, logins etc. for you.
Use a tool like SQL Server Management Studio or
mysql.exe to provision databases for your users.

Specify the URL for the publishing server connection This is the Web Deploy Management Service
publishing endpoint. This value should be pre-filled.

Web Deploy 2.0 also contains scripts which automates the above process, plus scripts for creating SQL Server
and MySQL databases. You can read more about these scripts here. We suggest that you use the
SetupSiteForPublishing.ps1 script as guidance. A script solution which fully configures a site for Web Deploy
must do the following:

1. Create the site with appropriate port binding, application pool, name, directory etc.
2. Grant a Windows or IIS Manager user IIS Manager Permissions to the site's scope
3. If the user in the previous step is an IIS Manager User, the Web Management Service's identity needs to have

permissions to the site's root physical folder. Alternatively, if the user is a Windows user, that user account
needs to have permissions on the site's root phyiscal folder.

After you have all your server components installed and configured, you should try validating your setup.



Automating server setup
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Introduction

Requirements

Preparing to Run Scripts

Installing Software Requirements

webpicmdline.exe 
/Products:IIS7,Tracing,NETFramework35,NETFramework4,ASPNET,MVC,WDeploy,FTPServer,ManagementService,CGI,URLRewri
te2,SMO,PHP52,WinCache52,MySQLConnector,SQLDriverPHP52IIS

Configuring the Web Management Service

by Bilal Aslam

This article explains how to provision an IIS frontend server with full WebMatrix compatibility in an automated
manner. It fully automates all steps described in the rest of this documentation, with one exception: a Microsoft
SQL Server or MySQL Server is expected to be provisioned separately and is not covered here.

Windows Server 2008 R2
Powershell v1 enabled on the above server
Internet connectivity on the above server (to download software requirements)

1. Download the scripts from this location:

[https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
prd=12062&pver=1.0&sbp=WebMatrix&plcid=0x409&clcid=0x409&ar=Hosting Kit&sar=Scripts]
(https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
prd=12062&pver=1.0&sbp=WebMatrix&plcid=0x409&clcid=0x409&ar=Hosting Kit&sar=Scripts)

1. Extract them to %systemdrive%\Webmatrix

2. Launch a Powershell console in Administrator mode
3. Run this command: Set-Executionpolicy Unrestricted - force. This will allow the unsigned scripts to execute.

The script pack contains a program called webpicmdline.exe in the \webpicmdline folder.

1. Open an elevated command prompt (cmd.exe, NOT Powershell)
2. Run this command to install the software stack:

Run .\01_InitializeWebManagementService.ps1. This script will do the following:

1. Set service startup type to Automatic
2. Enable remote connections
3. Enable tracing
4. Increase number of tracing logs files that are retained

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/automating-server-setup.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?prd=12062&pver=1.0&sbp=WebMatrix&plcid=0x409&clcid=0x409&ar=Hosting
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?prd=12062&pver=1.0&sbp=WebMatrix&plcid=0x409&clcid=0x409&ar=Hosting


Creating Web Deploy Delegation Rules

Installing the Extensionless URL hotfix

NOTENOTE

Virtual Dedicated: Creating and Assigning a New Self-signed Certificate

5. Restart Web Management Service

The script .\02_AddDelegationRules.ps1 creates Web Deploy delegation rules. This script will create the following
delegation rules:

contentPath,iisApp
dbFullSql
dbMySql
createApp
setAcl
recycleApp
appPoolNetFx
appPoolPipeline

The script needs several parameter inputs for the rules to be created properly:

elevatedUsername: username of a user who has Write access to applicationHost.config. Required for createApp,
appPoolNetFx, appPoolPipeline rules.
elevatedPassword: password of above user
adminUsername: username of a user who is in the Administrators group on the IIS server. Required for
recyleApp rule.
adminPassword: password of above user.

Please note that the script CREATES these above users.

.\02_AddDelegationRules.ps1 -elevatedUsername wdeploy_elevated -elevatedPassword <password> -
adminUsername wdeploy_admin -adminPassword <password>

Run .\InstallExtensionlessUrlHotfix.ps1

This will download and install the hotfix, KBKB980368.

We suppress server reboots during the hotfix installation. You may need to restart the server (shutdown /r) after the update
installs.

The Web Management Service is installed by default with a self-signed certificate. If you run sysprep after
installing IIS (as is common with virtual dedicated servers), the self-signed certificate is no longer valid as the
machine SID has changed, and you may see errors when connecting to the Web Management Service. You need to
create a new self-signed certificate and assign it to the Web Management Service.

Run .\00_Certificate.ps1. This script will:

Remove the SSL binding of the old certificate on port 8172
Create a new self-signed certificate
Bind new self-signed certificate to port 8172
Configure Web Management Service to use new self-signed certificate



Known Issues

Debugging

Restart Web Management Service

This script needs to run on the first logon into the image. If you do this as the very last step before running sysprep,
it ensures the certificate script runs on the next login.

1. Start regedit.exe
2. Navigate to HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion
3. Create a key called RunOnce if it doesn't already exist
4. Right-click the RunOnce key add a new String value. Name the value anything (e.g. – "CertInitScript")
5. Double click the string value and add the following for its data: 

%WinDir%\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe C:\WebMatrix\00\_Certificate.ps1

Note: You can easily modify this script to assign an existing certificate (such as a trusted root certificate) to the Web
Management Service. This is recommended so WebMatrix users do not see a certificate warning when publishing
to your server.

02_AddDelegationRules.ps1 does not work with shared configuration. Workaround: change the
GetApplicationHostConfigPath function in HostingCommon.psm1 to return the path to your shared
configuration.

Scripts create a log file in the same folder they are run, starting with HostingLog.
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MySQL Installation

by Bilal Aslam

WebPI supports installing MySQL in developer mode, but this is not suitable for a shared hosting environment.

Instead, you should download the latest stable version of MySQL from the official website and install it on a
dedicated database server with these settings:

For concurrent connections, choose OLTP since that reflects the workload of a typical shared hosting database
server :

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/setup-mysql-with-webmatrix-support.md
https://github.com/bilalaslam
http://www.mysql.com/
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Enable TCP/IP networking, add the firewall exception and disable the strict mode:

Enable UTF-8 character set – this is very important, because several applications in the Web Application Gallery
require UTF-8 support in the database:
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Resetting Permissions

Since MySQL is installed on the database server, which is different than the web server which runs the Web
Deploy web server component, you'll need to take a few extra steps to make sure Web Deploy can access the
database server :

1. Copy mysqldump.exe (typically from C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.1\bin ) to your web server in 
c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe

2. On the web server, set a registry key (
HKEY\_LOCAL\_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\IIS Extensions\MSDeploy\2\mysqldumppath ) to string value ==

"c:\mysqldump\mysqldump.exe")

If you happen to lose the credentials to your MySQL database, this article may help:

http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.1/en/resetting-permissions.html#resetting-permissions-windows
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Introduction

Applications Tested

Test Process

by Simon Tan

After you install the required server components and have validated your server configuration, you supply a
sample account to the Microsoft Web Hosting Gallery team in the form of a Profile XML file and a WebMatrix
verification test suite is run from our side. The test is composed of publishing a series of web applications to the
provided test account and ensuring that they run on your servers.

This document describes the testing process, so that you may also try it for yourself to catch problems early. This
process is also known as "client-side validation".

The following web applications (mostly from the Web Application Gallery) are published to your servers in
sequence:

Bakery (from a WebMatrix site template)
DotNetNuke [using SQL database]
WordPress*
nopCommerce
Moodle*
Umbraco (requires Full Trust, not recommended for Shared Hosting)
mojoPortal
Gallery* [using MySQL database]
Joomla!*
Drupal*
BlogEngine.NET
ResourceBlender
KenticoCMS
Atomsite
DasBlog (requires Full Trust, not recommended for Shared Hosting)
PHPBB* [using MySQL database]
SugarCRM*

* These applications are built on PHP/MySQL and are not required to pass testing in order for you to obtain the
Spotlight status on the Hosting Gallery.

1. Launch WebMatrix and click on My Sites. We have all of the applications above pre-installed on our test
machine, but others may need to install them anew. To do so, please refer to the app-specific documentation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/how-webmatrix-verification-works.md
https://github.com/simtan
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Choose one of the applications to test with.

2. Open the Publish Settings dialog box.

3. Choose to Import a publishing settings file, and select a *.publishsettings file that defines the test account.
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4. When prompted to use the Web Deploy or FTP protocol, choose Web Deploy.

Validate the connection. This may result in a prompt about unverified certificates, which is fine. (We accept
the certificate and continue.)
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If validate fails in any way, record the error and consider the publish test a failure.

5. Save and close (or Apply and Cancel) the Publish Settings dialog. Check for Publish Compatibility before
you move on. This has the beneficial side-effect of automatically correcting the .NET App Pool version on
the server.
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If any of the checks fail, we still continue through to publishing.

6. Click Publish from the Ribbon. On the Publish Preview screen, ensure that all items are checked –
especially all databases whether they are just SDF files or full SQL databases.

Continue and wait for Publishing to complete.

If there are any errors during the generation of the Publish Preview or during the actual Publishing
operation, record the error and consider the publish test a failure.

7. At the end of the publish operation, click the destination URL that is provided and check to see if the remote
website loads in the browser.

Perform operations such as logging in and playing with things in the application (e.g. creating a blog entry).
If any errors are encountered, record the error and consider the publish test a failure.
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If the application works fine at this point, you have passed testing for this application.

8. Once you've finished testing an application, regardless of whether the publish test passed or failed, you
need to clean up the server before attempting another publish. To do this, the control panel associated with
the account must be used. The control panel should provide a way to delete databases, sites, and files. Here
is the process for any hosting provider using WebsitePanel:

Resetting Databases

The control panel should allow you to navigate to individual SQL Server or MySQL databases to delete
them.

Before deleting the database, note its name. You'll need to recreate a database of the same name
immediately afterwards. You'll also need to assign the same database user to it.

Resetting the Site

You'll need to remove the website entry off of the control panel and recreate it.

file:///T:/n3zn/web-hosting/joining-the-web-hosting-gallery/how-webmatrix-verification-works/_static/image23.png
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Note the name of the website for restoring later.

Recreate the site on the same domain as the one that was deleted.

Note that you'll also have to re-enable Remote Management in order to publish again.

Use the same password as the Web Deploy password in the account settings file.

Deleting Files

The control panel should have a "File Manager" you can use to delete all the files under the site root folder.

Usually, all the files you published end up under the site folder in "wwwroot" or something similar. Delete all
files underneath that node using the file manager interface.

Alternatively, you can use an FTP client like FileZilla to remotely connect to the FTP server (listing the same
files) and delete all files that way. If you have IIS Remote Management access, you can also use IIS Manager
to connect to the site and delete the content of the site.

That's it! That is the testing process for one application; we repeat this process for each of the applications above.

Default document handling - Because Web Deploy cannot assign/create entries for Default Documents, the
user (and the person testing these applications) may have to go into the control panel to add these entries
manually. For example, Wordpress may seem to fail but may only need "index.php" to be added to the list of
Default Documents via a control panel before operating fine.



Application-specific bugs - Some applications may require a trailing slash on your Destination URL to work,
and some require it not to be there. Some applications require Full Trust on the server, while we recommend
your accounts run in only Medium trust. These application bugs are not your concern; we continually work with
applicaton owners to resolve these issues, with updates published regularly on the Web Application Gallery.

https://www.microsoft.com/web/gallery/
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Scenario Description

In This Scenario

Practical Applications

Software Requirements

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

This document contains an overview of the Build a web farm with IIS servers scenario. It also contains links
to additional information and community resources related to the scenario.

This scenario shows how to plan and configure a web farm with servers that run the Windows Server® 2012
operating system.

The scenario is divided into two phases: a plan and design phase, and an install and configure phase. In the plan
and design phase, you learn what the concepts needed to configure a web farm that keeps its server
configuration and content synchronized, balances server load, and stores SSL certificate centrally. In the install
and configure phase, you are guided through the procedures required to install IIS web server, configure a
back-end content server, configure load balancing, and configure a central certificate store for SSL.

Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm Configuration
Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 5: Plan Application Deployment

Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers

Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers
Step 3: Configure IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 4: Configure SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 5: Configure Application Deployment

Whether you are an IT professional, a web developer, or you just want to set up your own web farm, this
scenario can help you install and configure a fully functional web farm with IIS web servers.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have administrator access to at least five computers (or virtual
machines) that run the Windows Server 2012 operating system.

The following table contains links to resources related to this scenario.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/overview-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


CONTENT TYPE REFERENCES

Deployment Deployment to a Hosting Provider

Operations IIS.NET

Tools and settings Microsoft.IIs.PowerShell.Provider namespace

Community resources IIS Blogs

Related technologies ASP.NET

https://www.asp.net/web-forms/tutorials/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider/deployment-to-a-hosting-provider-introduction-1-of-12
https://www.iis.net/
https://blogs.iis.net/
https://www.asp.net/
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Overview

Software Requirements

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

To develop a plan for installing and configuring an IIS web farm, follow the steps listed.

Step 1: Plan IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm Configuration
Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 5: Plan Application Deployment

For planning information you should review before deployment, see Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers. For more
information, see Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have administrator access to at least five computers (or virtual
machines) that run the Windows Server 2012 operating system.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/plan-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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1.1. Decide on Web Farm Infrastructure

Local Content InfrastructureLocal Content Infrastructure

AdvantagesAdvantages

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

Shared Network Content InfrastructureShared Network Content Infrastructure

AdvantagesAdvantages

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The first step in planning your web farm is to decide its infrastructure. What server configuration do you want?
What technologies do you employ? How do you perform load balancing? Does your site need SSL security?

This topic presents the information you need to create a high-level plan for your web farm. It selects a simple web
farm configuration and shows the types of servers that are required. In addition, this topic explains how
Application Request Routing (ARR) provides load balancing for the web farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm
Configuration.

 

There are many ways to design the infrastructure of a web farm. This discussion looks briefly at two common
infrastructures-local content and shared network content. It compares advantages and disadvantages of both
designs, and selects one for this scenario.

The local content infrastructure requires that each web server keeps the content locally. A way must be provided to
push the content to all nodes of the web farm.

Local content provides isolation between servers. If one server goes down, other servers are not affected.
Local content requires fewer computers, because it does not need a back-end content file server.
You can easily take a web server off line for testing or troubleshooting.

Content must be replicated between servers. A common way to handle content replication is by using
Distributed File System Replication (DFSR). However, DFSR requires access to a domain server.
If the website writes to a disk, the data is not available to other servers until it is replicated.
Each server must have a complete copy of all content. For large websites, the cost of content storage can be
high.

Shared network content configures all web servers point to a central location (for example, a back-end file server)
that contains the website content.

Shared network content is relatively simple to configure and is a good starting point for individuals who are
new to web farms or to Microsoft web farm technologies.
Content written to disk is immediately available on all servers.
Adding additional servers to the farms is relatively easy. You simply point to the content UNC path.
Only a few copies of the website files need to be kept. Hard disks on the web servers need contain only the
operating system.

The back-end file server is a single point of failure. This problem can be minimized by mirroring the file server
and providing a means of failover control.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/planning-step-1-plan-iis-web-farm-infrastructure.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


The Infrastructure Chosen for This ScenarioThe Infrastructure Chosen for This Scenario

1.2. Use ARR for Load Balancing

1.3. Start with a Functional Website

NOTENOTE

See Also

Network bandwidth can become a limiting factor for a busy web farm.
File locking issues might arise as multiple servers use the same files.

This scenario uses the shared network content infrastructure. It describes and demonstrates shared content,
shared configuration, software load balancing, centralized SSL certificates, and application deployment techniques.

This web farm infrastructure requires you to configure the following servers:

One Application Request Routing (ARR) server for load balancing. This server requires a default installation of
IIS web server. For more information about ARR, see Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing.
Two or more web servers. These servers require you to install IIS web server and the IIS modules required to
support your website.
One file server for content and configuration sharing. Set up this server with shared folders for configuration
file and website content.
One file server for the SSL central certificate store. For more information about central certificate store, see
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store.

 

Microsoft Application Request Routing (ARR) is a proxy-based routing module that forwards HTTP requests to
content servers based on HTTP headers, server variables, and load balance algorithms. For more information
about ARR, see Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing.

The easiest way to install ARR and its dependencies is with Web Platform Installer.

To configure ARR load balancing, you need the IP address for all of your servers. To find an IP address, use the
Ipconfig.exe command-line tool.

 

The easiest way to configure your web farm is to start by getting your website working on one server. If you need
help configuring your website, refer to one or more of the following IIS scenarios:

1. Build a Static Website on IIS
2. Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
3. Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
4. Build a PHP Website on IIS
5. Build an FTP Site on IIS

To keep this scenario simple, it is assumed that your web farm servers only one site. However, you can set up multiple sites
with little difficulty.

Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm Configuration
Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
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2.1. Plan for Shared Content

2.2. Plan for Shared Configuration

2.3 Plan to Add Web Servers

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In the second phase of planning a web farm, determine what is needed to configure shared content and shared
configuration. In addition, learn how to add web servers to your farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm
Load Balancing.

 

Network shared content uses a back-end file server to manage website content. All web servers point to a shared
folder on the file server over a UNC path. To reduce the risk of failure, the file server is often mirrored to another
server with some method of failover provided. For information about failover clusters, see Failover Clustering.

To configure shared content, you first set up the shared folder on the file server. Create a custom user for each
application pool and assign that user to the shared folder. You can create local users and groups as long as the
same username and password is assigned to each web server.

If your web farm supports ASP.NET applications, use the Code Access Security Policy tool (Caspol.exe) to grant
ASP.NET approval for the UNC path. With the Caspol tool, you can grant full trust to the UNC path on your web
server. The tool resides on your server at one of the following locations:

64-bit systems: %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.030319

32-bit systems: %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.030319

Run the tool by using either a system command prompt, a PowerShell command prompt, or a Visual Studio
command prompt. For more information, see Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers.

 

Shared configuration is an IIS feature that helps support homogeneous web farms where all web servers share
the same configuration. By using a UNC share, any changes to a master configuration file propagate across
different servers without extra tools or programmatic support.

You enable shared configuration in two steps by using the IIS Manager.

1. Export the configuration files to a shared folder on the back-end file server.
2. Point IIS to the UNC path for that shared folder.

 

To add web servers to you farm, first use IIS Manager to set up shared configuration by pointing to the
configuration UNC path. When you restart IIS Manager, the shared site or sites will be listed. If your web farm
supports ASP.NET applications, run the Caspol tool on the new server.

Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 1: Plan IIS Web Farm Infrastructure

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/planning-step-2-plan-iis-web-farm-configuration.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831579


Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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3.1. Plan Load Balancing with ARR

3.2. Survey Other Features of ARR

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

Browsing cached contents with the UI Cached contents across multiple drives, including cached
directories and files, are viewable in IIS Manager.

Byte-range support ARR segments byte-range requests into smaller pieces to
help increase the cache hit/miss ratio without impacting the
response time.

Cache hierarchy management ARR lets you define and manage relationships between the
cache nodes. It supports the Cache Array Routing Protocol
(CARP), so that you can configure ARR as an edge cache
node.

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of planning a web farm with IIS servers, you learn about load balancing. You also learn how to
configure load balancing by using Application Request Routing (ARR). ARR is a proxy-based request routing and
load balancing module for IIS.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 4: Plan SSL Central
Certificate Store.

 

Load balancing is a way to distribute workload across multiple web servers. The purpose is to attain optimal
resource utilization, maximize request throughput, minimize response time, and avoid server overload.

Load balancers use various algorithms to accomplish this task. One of the simplest algorithms is round robin,
which sends each new request to a different web server in an attempt to load all servers equally. Other
algorithms send specific types of requests to specific servers in an attempt to reduce response time.

Application Request Routing (ARR) is a proxy-based routing module that uses HTTP headers, server variables,
and load balance algorithms to determine how to forward requests to content servers. ARR leverages the URL
Rewrite module to inspect incoming requests.

A key feature of ARR is called host name affinity. Host name affinity creates an affinity (close connection)
between requests and a given server (or set of servers). This ensures that a given site is consuming resources
only on a defined number of servers.

Prepare a list of IP addresses for all servers in your farm. You will need the list to configure ARR load balancing.

 

In addition to load balancing, ARR provides many features that are beyond the scope of this scenario. The
following table summarizes the features that are available in ARR.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/planning-step-3-plan-iis-web-farm-load-balancing.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


Cache proxy node in CDN/ECN environment ARR can be used as a cache proxy in a content delivery
network (CDN) or edge cache network (ECN) deployment.
Because ARR is a proxy-based HTTP request-routing module
with support for disk cache and CARP.

Caching compressed objects ARR compresses and stores objects in a disk-based cache so
that these objects remain uncompressed in real time for
every request.

Caching while serving responses ARR can cache large files while serving the response in real
time.

Client affinity ARR can use cookies to affinitize all requests from a client to a
content server.

Disk-based caching ARR supports cached content on user-specified primary
cache drives and a secondary network-based cache drive.

Failed request tracing rules ARR uses tracing rules to troubleshoot and diagnose failed
requests.

Health monitoring ARR provides configuration parameters to use in live traffic
and specific URL tests to determine the health of content
servers.

Host name affinity Host name affinity-a feature specific to shared hosters-
changes the deployment topology by providing two
providers, round robin and memory, to determine which
server the host affinitizes.

HTTP-based routing decisions Application Request Routing works with the URL Rewrite
module to write routing rules that are based on HTTP
headers and server variables, and to make routing decisions
at the application level.

Live request support ARR supports live content requests by consolidating requests
and checking the cache-miss requests before forwarding
requests to the origin server.

Load balance algorithms ARR provides six load balance algorithms that you can use to
identify which content server to use to service HTTP
requests.

Management and monitoring using the UI ARR configuration settings and runtime statistics are viewable
in IIS Manager.

Multiple server groups ARR can manage multiple groups of content servers in pilot
management and A/B testing scenarios.

Overriding cache-control directives ARR lets you manually override cache-control directives that
control caching behavior, such as the ability to cache and
cache duration.

Removing cached contents ARR lets you delete cached contents by matching URL
patterns.

FEATURE DESCRIPTION



Warming up cache nodes ARR lets you pre-cache content, anticipating demand before
the content is requested. You can pre-cache the parent cache
tier only or both the parent and child cache tiers.

FEATURE DESCRIPTION

See Also
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm Configuration
Step 3: Configure IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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4.1. Introduction to Centralized Certificates

4.2 Plan a Central Certificate Store

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this phase of planning for a web farm, you add support for SSL-secured websites by configuring a central
certificate store. Centralized SSL certificate support is a new feature on IIS 8.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 5: Plan Application
Deployment.

 

On Windows Server® 2012, the Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature allows server administrators to
store and access the certificates centrally on a file share. You can configure a centralized certificate store on you
web farm to load the certificates from the file share.

Using centralized certificates simplifies management SSL bindings. SSL requires the DNS name and CN name
of a certificate to match. Similar contract can be extended to the file names of the certificates. For example,
www.contoso.com would use the certificate with a file name www.contoso.com.pfx. This contract enables
Windows Server 2012 to have just one SSL binding, regardless of the number of secure sites that are using this
feature. IIS 8 infers what certificate to use by the SNI value or hostname of the requested website, and by
matching it to the file name of the certificate.

 

Similar to shared configuration, the centralized certificates uses a shared folder on a dedicated back-end file
server to store the certificates for the web farm. Do not put the certificate shared folder on the content file server.

The central certificate store requires certificates to use the following naming conventions:

Certificate names must the following form: CN_name.pfx (for example, www.contoso.com.pfx).
If the certificate is a wild character certificate, use an underscore (_) as the wild character (for example,
_.contoso.com.pfx).
If the certificate has multiple CN names, they must be named as individual files (for example,
www.contoso1.com.pfx, www.contoso2.com.pfx, and so forth).

Step 5: Plan Application Deployment
Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 4: Configure SSL Central Certificate Store
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/planning-step-4-plan-ssl-central-certificate-store.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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5.1. Deploy Websites with FTP

5.2. Deploy Web Applications with Web Deploy

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

When your web farm is up and working, you will want to update your website or add new websites to your server.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) has existed since the early days of the internet for this purpose. Microsoft's Web
Deployment Tool (Web Deploy) simplifies deployment of the complex web applications of today.

In this step of building a web farm, you plan the installation and configuration of FTP and Web Deploy for you
web farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm
Infrastructure.

 

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) simple is a protocol for transferring files between computer systems. IIS 8 includes an
FTP server that is easy to configure. For the web farm in this scenario, install FTP on the load balancing computer
(ARR server) and configure it to point to the back-end shared content. For more information about FTP
configuration, see Build an FTP Site on IIS.

 

The Web Deployment Tool (Web Deploy) enables IIS to synchronize, package, and deploy web applications,
websites, or web server content and configuration. It has numerous features that let you include those
components that you want to process and exclude those components that you do not. For you to be able to use
Web Deploy, first install IIS on the source and destination computers.

The easiest way to install Web Deploy is by using the Web Platform Installer. You can install Web Deploy by
running the Web Deploy Windows® Installer or from the command line by using Msiexec.exe. The Web Platform
Installer requires fewer steps, while the other methods allow you to customize your installation. In all cases, log on
as an administrator.

For more information about Web Deploy, see Web Deployment Tool Overview and Introduction to Web Deploy.

Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/planning-step-5-plan-application-deployment.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dd569058(v=ws.10)
https://www.iis.net/learn/publish/using-web-deploy/introduction-to-web-deploy
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Overview

Software Requirements

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

To install and configure an IIS web farm, follow the steps listed.

Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers
Step 3: Configure IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 4: Configure SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 5: Configure Application Deployment

After you have completed these planning steps, see Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers. For more
information, see Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers.

To get the most from this scenario, you must have administrator access to at least five computers (or virtual
machines) that run the Windows Server 2012 operating system.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/configure-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray
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1.1. Install IIS with Appropriate Modules

To install I IS on an ARR serverTo install I IS on an ARR server

To install I IS and IIS modules on web serversTo install I IS and IIS modules on web servers

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

The first step in installing and configuring an IIS 8 web farm is to install IIS on the web servers and load
balancing server. Then install Application Request Routing (ARR) on the load balancing server. Finally, set up your
website on one of the web servers. The goal of this step is to get the software you need installed on your servers.
You configure your web farm later in the process.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 2: Configure IIS Web
Farm Servers.

 

Install IIS on all servers in your web farm except your back-end file servers (content server and certificate store
server). The ARR server requires only a default install of IIS with Centralized SLL Certificate Support. All of
the web servers require you to install IIS and all IIS modules that support the types of web applications you
intend to run.

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select Installation Type page, select Role-based or Feature-based Installation and click Next
5. On the Select Destination Server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select the name of

your computer, and click Next.
6. On the Select Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and then click Next.
7. On the Select Features page, notice the preselected features, and then click Next.
8. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.
9. On the Select Features page, note the preselected features that are installed by default, and then select

Centralized SSL Certificate Support under the Security node.
10. Click Next.
11. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.
12. On the Installation Progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.
13. To verify that IIS installed successfully, enter the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You see the default IIS Welcome page.

1. On the Start page, click the Server Manager tile, and then click OK.
2. In Server Manager, select Dashboard, and click Add roles and features.
3. In the Add Roles and Features Wizard, on the Before You Begin page, click Next.
4. On the Select Installation Type page, select Role-based or Feature-based Installation and click Next

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/configuring-step-1-install-iis-web-farm-infrastructure.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


1.2 Install ARR for Load Balancing

To install ARR load balancing and its dependenciesTo install ARR load balancing and its dependencies

1.3 Set up Your Website on One Web Server

See Also

5. On the Select Destination Server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server,
and click Next.

6. On the Select Server Roles page, select Web Server (IIS), and then click Next.
7. On the Select Features page, note the preselected features that are installed by default, and then select

additional role services for the type of web applications you plan to support. (Caution: Install only the role
services your websites require. This practice increases your website security.)

8. Click Next.
9. On the Web Server Role (IIS) page, click Next.

10. On the Select Role Services page, note the preselected role services that are installed by default, and then
click Next. > [!NOTE] > You only have to install the IIS 8 default role services for a static-content web server.

11. On the Confirm Installation Selections page, confirm your selections, and then click Install.
12. On the Installation Progress page, confirm that your installation of the Web Server (IIS) role and required

role services completed successfully, and then click Close.
13. To verify that IIS installed successfully, type the following into a web browser:

http://localhost

You should see the default IIS Welcome page.

 

Once you have a default installation of IIS on a server, you can use Web Platform Installer to install the current
version of Application Request Routing (ARR).

1. Open a browser to the Application Request Routing website, and click the Install button.
2. Click Allow, and then click Yes.
3. In the Web Platform Installer window, click Install.

5. Click Finish, and then click Exit.

4. Look over the components to be installed, and then click I Accept.

When the installer completes the installation, it displays and summary showing what was installed.

 

Before you proceed to the next step, set up and test your web application on one of your web servers. This will
make configuring shared configuration and shared content much easier.

If you need help configuring your website on your web server, refer to one of the following IIS scenarios:

1. Build a Static Website on IIS
2. Build a Classic ASP Website on IIS
3. Build an ASP.NET Website on IIS
4. Build a PHP Website on IIS
5. Build an FTP Site on IIS

Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Server

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
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2.1. Prepare Your Back-end File Server

To set up your back-end file serverTo set up your back-end file server

2.2. Configure Shared Content

To configure shared contentTo configure shared content

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In the second phase of building your web farm, you configure shared content and shared configuration on your
first web server. Then you add more web servers to your farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 3: Configure IIS Web
Farm Load Balancing.

 

In this procedure, you set up a back-end file server with two shared folders. One folder contains the shared
content files for the website. The other folder contains the shared configuration files.

Once the shared content folder is ready, copy the files for the website you set up on the primary web server to
the content folder.

1. On the file server, open Windows Explorer.
2. Create a folder for the shared content, for example C:\Content .
3. Create a folder for the shared configuration, fox example C:\Config .
4. Share the content folder by using the custom user credentials.
5. Share the configuration folder by using the custom user credentials.
6. Copy the files from the working website on your primary web server to the content folder on the file server,

for example C:\Content\MySite .

 

In this procedure, you set up shared content of your primary web server. When finished, your web server
retrieves content from the back-end file server.

1. On your primary, open IIS Manager, select you website, and click Advanced Settings in the Actions pane.
2. On the Advancing Settings page, change the value of Physical Path to the configuration UNC path, for

example \\FileServer\Content\MySite .
3. Select Physical Path Credentials, and click the ellipsis (...) button.
4. In the Connect As dialog, select Specific user, and click Set.
5. Enter the credentials of the custom shared user account, and click OK.
6. Click OK two more times to exit Advanced Settings.
7. If your web farm supports ASP.NET, open command prompt, and enter one the following commands

depending on your system:

64-bit systems: cd %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.030319

32-bit systems: cd %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.030319

8. Enter the following command:

caspol -m -ag 1. -url file://<file server>/<content>/<website>/* FullTrust

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/configuring-step-2-configure-iis-web-farm-servers.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


2.3. Set up Shared Configuration

To set up shared configurationTo set up shared configuration

2.4. Add Web Servers to Your Farm

To add a web server to your farmTo add a web server to your farm

9. Close the command prompt, select Application Pools in the Connections page.
10. Select the application pool for your site, and click Recycle in the Actions pane.
11. Open a browser, view your site with localhost. The site is displayed as usual, but the content is coming from

the back-end file server.

Replace <file server>  with the name of your file server. Replace <content>  with the name of your shared
content folder. Replace <website>  with the folder name for your website. Note FullTrust is case-sensitive.

 

To configure shared configuration, export the configuration files to the back-end file server. Then point the web
server to the shared configuration location.

1. Open IIS Manager, select your server name, and double-click Shared Configuration.
2. In the Actions pane, click Export Configuration.
3. In the Physical path box, type the UNC path for the shared configuration folder on the file server, for

example \\FileServer\Config .
4. Click Connect As.
5. Enter the credentials of the custom shared user account, and click OK.
6. Under Encryption Keys, type a password for encryption the configuration files, and confirm the password.
7. Click OK.
8. On the Shared Configuration page, select the Enable shared configuration check box.
9. In the Physical path box, type the UNC path to the configuration folder on the file server.

10. In the User name box, type the custom shared user name.
11. In the Password and Confirm password boxes, type the password for the custom share user account.
12. In the Actions pane, click Apply.
13. In the Encryption Keys Password dialog, type the encryption keys password and click OK.
14. Close IIS Manager, and reopen it. IIS is now using the configuration files that are located of the file server.

 

A web server added to your farm by using this procedure retrieves both configuration information and website
content from the back-end file server.

1. Open IIS Manager, select your server name, and double-click Shared Configuration.
2. On the Shared Configuration page, select the Enable shared configuration check box.
3. In the Physical path box, type the UNC path to the configuration folder on the file server.
4. In the User name box, type the custom shared user name.
5. In the Password and Confirm password boxes, type the password for the custom share user account.
6. In the Actions pane, click Apply.
7. In the Encryption Keys Password dialog, type the encryption keys password and click OK.
8. Close and reopen IIS Manager.
9. If your web farm supports ASP.NET, open command prompt, and enter one the following commands

depending on your system:

64-bit systems: cd %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v4.030319

32-bit systems: cd %windir%\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v4.030319

10. Enter the following command:



See Also

11. Close the command prompt, select Application Pools in the Connections page.
12. Select the application pool for your site, and click Recycle in the Actions pane.
13. Open a browser, view your site with localhost. The site displays like it did on the primary server.

caspol -m -ag 1. -url file://<file server>/<content>/<website>/* FullTrust

Replace <file server>  with the name of your file server. Replace <content>  with the name of your shared
content folder. Replace <website>  with the folder name for your website. Note FullTrust is case-sensitive.

Step 3: Configure IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 1: Install IIS Web Farm Infrastructure
Step 2: Plan IIS Web Farm Configuration
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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3.1. Create a Server Farm with ARR

To create a server farm with ARRTo create a server farm with ARR

3.2. Configure Load Balancing with ARR

To configure load balancing with ARRTo configure load balancing with ARR

3.3. Change Application Pool Settings

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

Now that IIS is installed all web servers. All web servers share both contend and configuration. And IIS and ARR
are installed on your load balancing server. It is time to configure ARR and turn your servers into a functioning
web farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 4: Configure SSL
Central Certificate Store.

 

To create your server farm, you must enter the IP address of every web server in your farm.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, expand the server node, and select Server Farms.
3. In the Actions pane, click Create Server Farm. The Create Server Farm wizard opens to the Specify Server

Farm Name page.
4. In the Server farm name box, type a name for your server farm, and click Next. The Add Server page is

displayed.
5. In the Server address box, type the IP address of the first server, and click Add.
6. Continue typing IP addresses and clicking Add until all web servers are entered.
7. Click Finish.

 

This procedure configures ARR load balancing with an algorithm that distributes incoming request evenly among
the web servers. It then sets up the server-farm health test feature.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, expend the server
3. Under the server node, expand Server Farms, and then select the server farm that you created.
4. In the Server Farm pane, double-click Load Balance.
5. On the Load Balance page, select Weighted round robin from the Load balance algorithm list, and then

click Apply.
6. In the Connections pane, select the server farm that you created.
7. In the Server Farm pane, double-click Health Test.
8. On the Health Test page, in the URL box, enter a URL that you want ARR to test by sending a GET request to

determine the health of the servers. Click Apply.
9. To verify the health of your farm, click Verify URL Test.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/configuring-step-3-configure-iis-web-farm-load-balancing.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


To change application pool settingsTo change application pool settings
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Because all HTTP requests and responses go through ARR, delays or errors occur if the application pool times
out or recycles unexpectedly. Set the idle time-out and application pool recycle settings to zero to avoid problems.

1. On one of the web servers in your farm, open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select Application Pools.
3. In the Application Pools pane, select the application pool for you website, and then click Advanced

Settings in the Actions pane.
4. In the Advanced Settings dialog box, expand Process Model, and change the Idle Time-out (minutes)

value to 0.
5. Expand Recycling, and change the Regular time intervals (in minutes) value to 0.
6. Click OK.

Step 4: Configure SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 2: Configure IIS Web Farm Servers
Step 3: Plan IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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4.1. Configure a Central Certificate Store

To configure a central certificate storeTo configure a central certificate store

See Also

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In the final phase of building a web farm with IIS servers, you add a central certificate store to your farm. This
store enables you to place your SSL certificates on one file server and share them with all web servers in farm.
You no longer have to have copies of every certificate on every server.

This article guides you through configuring a central certificate store and testing it on your web farm.

When you are done with these tasks, record your design decisions before going on to Step 5: Configure
Application Deployment.

 

Before attempting to configure a central certificate store, create a shared folder on a dedicated back-end file
server. You must provide a UNC path to the shared folder (for example, \CertServer\Certs).

1. On your ARR server, open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the server node.
3. Double-click Centralized Certificates.
4. In the Actions pane, click Edit Feature Settings.
5. In the Edit Centralized Certificates Settings dialog, select the Enable Centralized Certificates check box.
6. In the Physical path box, type the UNC path to the shared certificate folder.
7. In the User name box, type the name of the custom user account on the file server.
8. In the Password and Confirm password boxes, type the password for the account.
9. If your certificates use a private key password, type the password in the Password and Confirm password

boxes.
10. Click OK.

Step 3: Configure IIS Web Farm Load Balancing
Step 5: Configure Application Deployment
Step 4: Plan SSL Central Certificate Store
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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5.1. Install and Configure FTP for Your Web Farm

To install FTP for your farmTo install FTP for your farm

To add an FTP siteTo add an FTP site

by Keith Newman and Robert McMurray

In this step of building a web farm, you install and configure FTP for deploying website updates and new websites.
You also install and configure Web Deploy for deploying web applications.

 

The procedures in this section guide you through installing and configuring FTP for you web farm. Install FTP on
your load balancing computer (ARR server) only. The web servers do not need FTP installed. For more
information about FTP configuration, see Build an FTP Site on IIS.

1. On the Start screen, and click the Server Manager tile.
2. In the Server Manager Dashboard, click Add roles and features.
3. If the Before you begin page of Add Roles and Features Wizard is displayed, click Next.
4. On the Select installation type page, select Role-based or feature-based installation, and click Next.
5. On the Select destination server page, select Select a server from the server pool, select your server from

the Server Pool list, and then click Next.
6. On the Select server roles page, expand the Web Server (IIS) node, and then expand the FTP Server node.
7. Select the FTP Server check box and the FTP Service check box, and then click Next.
8. On the Select features page, click Next.
9. On the Confirm installation selections page, click Install.

1. Open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, expand the server node and click the Sites node.
3. In the Actions pane, click Add FTP Site to open the Add FTP Site wizard.
4. On the Site Information page, in the FTP site name box, type a unique friendly name for the FTP site.
5. In the Physical path box, type the UNC path to the shared content folder on your back-end file server.
6. Click Next to open the Binding and SSL Settings page.
7. Under Binding, in the IP Address list, select or type an IP address if you do not want the IP address to remain

All Unassigned.
8. In the Port box, type the port number.
9. Optionally, in the Virtual Host box, type a host name if you want to host multiple FTP sites on a single IP

address. For example, type www.contoso.com.
10. Clear the Start FTP site automatically box if you want to start the site manually.
11. Under SSL, from the SSL Certificate list, select a certificate. Optionally, click View to open the Certificates

dialog box and verify information about the selected certificate.

13. Click Next to open the Authentication and Authorization Information page.

12. Select one of the following options:

Allow SSL: Allows the FTP server to support both non-SSL and SSL connections with a client.
Require SSL: Requires SSL encryption for communication between the FTP server and a client.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-hosting/scenario-build-a-web-farm-with-iis-servers/configuring-step-5-configure-application-deployment.md
https://github.com/rmcmurray


5.2. Install and Test Web Deploy for Your Web Farm

To install Web Deploy for your farmTo install Web Deploy for your farm

To update your website with Web DeployTo update your website with Web Deploy

17. Click Finish.

14. Under Authentication, select the authentication method or methods that you want to use:

Anonymous: Allows any user to access content providing only the user name anonymous or ftp.
(Most, but not all, FTP clients enter user name for you automatically.)
Basic: Requires users to provide a valid user name and password to access content. Because Basic
authentication transmits unencrypted passwords across the network, use this authentication method
only when you know that the connection between the client and FTP server is secure, such as by using
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

15. Under Authorization, from the Allow access to list, select one of the following options:

All Users: All users, whether they are anonymous or identified, can access the content.
Anonymous Users: Anonymous users can access the content.
Specified Roles or User Groups: Only members of certain roles or user groups can access the content.
Type the role or user group in the corresponding box.
Specified Users: Only specified users can access the content. Type the user name in the corresponding
box.

16. If you selected an option from the Allow access to list, select one or both of the following permissions:

Read: Permits authorized users to read content from the directory.
Write: Permits authorized users to write to the directory.

 

Install Web Deploy on your source computer (your development machine with IIS installed). Install Web Deploy
on each of your web application servers. Use Web Platform Installer to install the current version of Web Deploy
and its dependencies.

To test your Web Deploy installation, use it to update your website.

1. Open a browser to the Web Deployment Tool website, and click the Install button.
2. Click Allow, and then click Yes.
3. In the Web Platform Installer window, click Install.
4. Look over the components to be installed, and then click I Accept. When the installer completes the

installation, it displays and summary showing what was installed.
5. Click Finish, and then click Exit.

1. On your development computer, open IIS Manager.
2. In the Connections pane, select the updated website.
3. In the Actions pane, click Export Application. The Export Application Package wizard appears.
4. On the Select the Contents of the Package page, make sure all check boxes are selected, and click Next.
5. On the Select Parameters page, add parameters if needed for your application, and click Next.
6. On the Save Package page, type the path (including the package name) to the location where you want the

package saved. This location could to a shared folder on the development computer or a shared folder on the
destination computer (the ARR server).

7. Click Next. The package is exported and saved.
8. Click Finish.
9. On one of your web application servers, open IIS Manager.

10. In the Actions page, click Import Application. The Import Application Package appears.
11. On the Select the Package page, type the path (including the package name) to the location where you

https://www.microsoft.com/web/downloads/platform.aspx
https://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/web-deploy


5.3. Where do I go from here?
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exported the package.
12. Click Next.
13. On the Select the Contents of the Package page, make sure all check boxes are selected, and click Next.
14. On the Enter Application Package Information page, type the path to your website, and click Next.
15. On the Overwrite Existing Files page, choose whether to delete all files that are in the new package, and click

Next.
16. Click Finish. Web Deploy has updated your website.

 

You now have a working web farm. It uses ARR for load balancing. It employs shared content and shared
configuration. You have a central certificate store for use with SSL-secured websites. And you can deploy websites
and web applications with either FTP or Web Deploy.

There are many ways to improve your web farm, here are a few suggestions:

Allow users who are not administrators to deploy web applications with Web Deploy. For more information,
see Allowing non-admin users to deploy web applications.
Use failover clustering to mirror your back-end file servers, eliminate signal points of failure on the back-end,
and improve throughput. For more information, see Failover Clustering.
You should also to eliminate signal points on failure on the front end. You can use Network Load Balancing
(NLB) with multiple ARR servers achieve high availability, scalability, and stability on the front end of your
farm. To learn more about using ARR and NLB together, see Achieving High Availability and Scalability-ARR
and NLB.

Step 4: Configure SSL Central Certificate Store
Step 5: Plan Application Deployment
Configure a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Plan a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Build a Web Farm with IIS Servers
Hosting-Friendly Web Server Platform (IIS): Scenario Overview
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SERVER VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

ALL_HTTP All HTTP headers sent by the client. The headers are prefixed
by with HTTP_ and capitalized.
For example, HTTP_ACCEPT_ENCODING:gzip, deflate, br

ALL_RAW All HTTP headers sent by the client in raw form.
For example, Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, br

APPL_MD_PATH The metabase path of the application.

APPL_PHYSICAL_PATH The physical path of the application.

APP_POOL_CONFIG The physical path of the temporary IIS application pool
configuration.

APP_POOL_ID The name of the application pool that is running the IIS
worker process handling the request.

AUTH_PASSWORD The password provided by the client to authenticate using
Basic Authentication.

AUTH_TYPE The authentication method that the server uses to validate
users.
It does not mean that the user was authenticated if
AUTH_TYPE contains a value and the authentication scheme is
not Basic or integrated Windows authentication. The server
allows authentication schemes it does not natively support
because an ISAPI filter may be able to handle that particular
scheme.

AUTH_USER The name of the user as it is derived from the authorization
header sent by the client, before the user name is mapped to
a Windows account. This variable is no different from
REMOTE_USER. If you have an authentication filter installed on
your Web server that maps incoming users to accounts, use
LOGON_USER to view the mapped user name.

IIS Server Variables provide information about the server, the connection with the client, and the current request
on the connection. Additionally, inbound URL rewrite rules can be used to set custom server variables.

Not all server variables listed in this document are available in versions of IIS prior to IIS 8.5.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/web-dev-reference/server-variables.md


CACHE_URL For use in ISAPI applications only. Returns the unambiguous
name for the current URL. It is necessary to use the Unicode
version of this variable in conjunction with the kernel mode
cache invalidation function to evict entries placed in the cache
by HSE_REQ_VECTOR_SEND.

CERT_COOKIE Unique ID for the client certificate, returned as a string. This
can be used as a signature for the whole client certificate.

CERT_FLAGS bit0 is set to 1 if the client certificate is present.
bit0 is set to 1 if the certification authority of the client
certificate is invalid (that is, it is not in the list of recognized
certification authorities on the server).
If bit 1 of CERT_FLAGS is set to 1, indicating that the
certificate is invalid, IIS version 4.0 and later will reject the
certificate. Earlier versions of IIS will not reject the certificate.

CERT_ISSUER The issuer field of the client certificate.

CERT_KEYSIZE The number of bits in the SSL/TLS connection key size.

CERT_SECRETKEYSIZE The number of bits in the SSL/TLS server private key.

CERT_SERIALNUMBER Serial number of the client certificate.

CERT_SERVER_ISSUER The issuer field of the server certificate.

CERT_SERVER_SUBJECT The subject field of the server certificate.

CERT_SUBJECT The subject field of the client certificate.

CONTENT_LENGTH The length of the request body.

CONTENT_TYPE The MIME type of the request body. Used with queries that
have attached information, such as GET, POST, and PUT.

CRYPT_CIPHER_ALG_ID The cryptographic cipher algorithm used to establish the
connection. The hex value of the algorithm is established in
the ALG_ID data type.
For example, 256-bit AES(CALG_AES_256) will be 6610 .

CRYPT_HASH_ALG_ID The hashing algorithm used for generating Message
Authentication Codes (MACs). The hex value of the algorithm
is established in the ALG_ID data type.
For example, MD5(CALG_MD5) will be 8003 .

CRYPT_KEYEXCHANGE_ALG_ID The key-exchange algorithm used to establish the connection.
The hex value of the algorithm is established in the ALG_ID
data type.
For example, Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman key exchange
algorithm(CALG_ECDH) will be aa05 .

SERVER VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa375549(v=vs.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa375549(v=vs.85).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa375549(v=vs.85).aspx


CRYPT_PROTOCOL The cryptographic protocol used to establish the connection.
The hex value of the protocol is established in the
SecPkgContext_ConnectionInfo structure.
For example, TLS 1.2 will be 400 .

DOCUMENT_ROOT The physical path of the directory the IIS Website.

FORWARDED_URL The forwarded URL.

GATEWAY_INTERFACE The revision of the CGI specification used by the server. The
format is CGI/revision.

HTTPS Returns ON if the request came in through a secure channel
(for example, SSL); or it returns OFF, if the request is for an
insecure channel.

HTTPS_KEYSIZE Number of bits in the SSL/TLS connection key size.

HTTPS_SECRETKEYSIZE Number of bits in the server certificate private key.

HTTPS_SERVER_ISSUER Issuer field of the server certificate.

HTTPS_SERVER_SUBJECT Subject field of the server certificate.

HTTP_METHOD The method used to make the request.

HTTP_URL The raw encoded URL.
For example, /vdir/default.aspx?querystring

HTTP_VERSION The name and version of the request protocol (the raw form
of SERVER_PROTOCOL).

INSTANCE_ID The IIS site ID.

INSTANCE_META_PATH The metabase path for the instance of IIS that responds to the
request.

INSTANCE_NAME The IIS site name.

LOCAL_ADDR The server address on which the request came in. This is
important on computers where there can be multiple IP
addresses bound to the computer, and you want to find out
which address the request used.

LOGON_USER The Windows account that the user is impersonating while
connected to your Web server. Use REMOTE_USER,
UNMAPPED_REMOTE_USER, or AUTH_USER to view the raw
user name that is contained in the request header. The only
time LOGON_USER holds a different value than these other
variables is if you have an authentication filter installed.

MANAGED_PIPELINE_MODE The managed pipeline mode of the application pool that is
running the IIS worker process handling the request.

SERVER VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa379819(v=vs.85).aspx


PATH_INFO Path information, as given by the client, for example, 
/vdir/myisapi.dll/zip . If this information comes from a

URL, it is decoded by the server before it is passed to the CGI
script or ISAPI filter.
If the AllowPathInfoForScriptMappings metabase property is
set to true (to support exclusive CGI functionality),
PATH_INFO will only contain /zip  and ISAPI applications
such as ASP will break.

PATH_TRANSLATED The physical path that maps to the virtual path in
PATH_INFO, for example, 
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\vdir\myisapi.dll . This variable is

used by IIS during the processing of ISAPI applications.
If the AllowPathInfoForScriptMappings metabase property is
set to true (to support exclusive CGI functionality),
PATH_INFO will only contain /zip  and ISAPI applications
such as ASP will break.

QUERY_STRING Query information stored in the string following the question
mark (?) in the HTTP request.

REMOTE_ADDR The IP address of the remote host that is making the request.

REMOTE_HOST The name of the host that is making the request. If the server
does not have this information, it will set REMOTE_ADDR and
leave this empty.

REMOTE_PORT The client port number of the TCP connection.

REMOTE_USER The name of the user as it is derived from the authorization
header sent by the client, before the user name is mapped to
a Windows account. If you have an authentication filter
installed on your Web server that maps incoming users to
accounts, use LOGON_USER to view the mapped user name.

REQUEST_FILENAME The physical path for the current request.

REQUEST_METHOD The method used to make the request.

REQUEST_URI The path-absolute part of the URI.
For example 
https://contoso.com:8042/over/there?name=ferret  would

return /over/there

SCRIPT_FILENAME The physical path of the current request.

SCRIPT_NAME A virtual path to the script being executed.

SCRIPT_TRANSLATED The extended-length path to the requested file (prefixed with 
\\?\ ).

SERVER_ADDR The IP address that the site is bound to.

SERVER VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms525840(v=vs.90).aspx
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SERVER_NAME The server's host name, DNS alias, or IP address as it would
appear in self-referencing URLs.

SERVER_PORT The server port number to which the request was sent.

SERVER_PORT_SECURE A string that contains either 0  or 1 . If the request is being
handled on the secure port, then this is 1 . Otherwise, it is 
0 .

SERVER_PROTOCOL The name and revision of the request information protocol.
The format is protocol/revision. (The canonicalized form of
HTTP_VERSION.)

SERVER_SOFTWARE The name and version of the server software that answers the
request and runs the gateway. The format is name/version.

UNENCODED_URL The raw unencoded URL.

UNMAPPED_REMOTE_USER The name of the user as it is derived from the authorization
header sent by the client, before the user name is mapped to
a Windows account (same as REMOTE_USER). If you have an
authentication filter installed on your Web server that maps
incoming users to accounts, use LOGON_USER to view the
mapped user name.

URL The base portion of the URL without any querystring
information.

SERVER VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
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How to make a more complex submission

Markdown syntax

Folder structure conventions

![description of image for alt attribute](advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging/_static/imagename.png)

This document covers the process for contributing to the articles and code samples that are hosted on the IIS
documentation site. Contributions may be as simple as typo corrections or as complex as new articles.

Articles are stored in the repository as Markdown files. Simple changes to the content of a Markdown file can be
made in the browser by selecting the Edit link in the upper right corner of the browser window. (In narrow browser
windows you'll need to expand the options bar to see the Edit link.) Follow the directions to create a pull request
(PR). We will review the PR and accept it or suggest changes.

You'll need a basic understanding of Git and GitHub.com.

Open an issue describing what you want to do, such as change an existing article or create a new one. Wait for
approval from the team before you invest much time.
Fork the iis-docs repo and create a branch for your changes.
Submit a pull request (PR) to master with your changes.
If your PR has the label 'cla-required' assigned, complete the Contribution License Agreement (CLA)
Respond to PR feedback.

For an example where this process led to publication of a new article, see issue 67 and pull request 798 in the .NET
repository. The new article is Documenting your code.

Articles are written in DocFx-flavored Markdown, which is a superset of GitHub-flavored Markdown (GFM). For
examples of DFM syntax for UI features commonly used in the documentation, see Metadata and Markdown
Template in the .NET repo style guide.

For each Markdown file there may be a folder for images and a folder for sample code. For example, if the article is
/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging.md, the images are in
extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-loggin/_static and the sample application
project files are in extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-loggin/samples. An
image in the /advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging.md file is rendered by the following Markdown.

All images should have alt text.

Markdown file names and image file names should be all lower case.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/contribute.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/iis/
https://guides.github.com/activities/hello-world/
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/issues/new
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/
https://cla2.dotnetfoundation.org/
https://github.com/dotnet/docs/issues/67
https://github.com/dotnet/docs/pull/798
https://docs.microsoft.com/dotnet/articles/csharp/codedoc
http://dotnet.github.io/docfx/spec/docfx_flavored_markdown.html
https://guides.github.com/features/mastering-markdown/
https://github.com/dotnet/docs/blob/master/styleguide/template.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/tree/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging/_static
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/tree/master/iis/extensions/advanced-logging-module/advanced-logging-for-iis-client-logging/samples
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alt_attribute


Code snippets

[!code-csharp[Main](configuration/sample/Program.cs)]

[!code-csharp[Main](configuration/sample/Program.cs?range=1-10,20,30,40-50]
[!code-html[Main](configuration/sample/Views/Home/Index.cshtml?range=1-10,20,30,40-50]

[!code-csharp[Main](configuration/sample/Program.cs?name=snippet_Example)]

[!code-csharp[Main](configuration/sample/Program.cs?name=snippet_Example&highlight=1-3,10,20-25)]
[!code-csharp[Main](configuration/sample/Program.cs?range=10-20&highlight=1-3]
[!code-html[Main](configuration/sample/Views/Home/Index.cshtml?range=10-20&highlight=1-3]
[!code-javascript[Main](configuration/sample/Project.json?range=10-20&highlight=1-3]

Test your changes with DocFX

Windows instructionsWindows instructions

Mono instructionsMono instructions

Articles frequently contain code snippets to illustrate points. DFM lets you copy code into the Markdown file or
refer to a separate code file. We prefer to use separate code files whenever possible, to minimize the chance of
errors in the code. The code files should be stored in the repo using the folder structure described above for sample
projects.

Here are some examples of DFM code snippet syntax that would be used in a configuration.md file.

To render an entire code file as a snippet:

To render a portion of a file as a snippet by using line numbers:

For C# snippets, you can reference a C# region. Whenever possible, use regions rather than line numbers, because
line numbers in a code file tend to change and get out of sync with line number references in Markdown. C#
regions can be nested, and if you reference the outer region, the inner #region  and #endregion  directives are not
rendered in a snippet.

To render a C# region named "snippet_Example":

To highlight selected lines in a rendered snippet (usually renders as yellow background color):

Test your changes with the DocFX command-line tool, which creates a locally hosted version of the site. DocFX
doesn't render style and site extensions created for docs.microsoft.com.

DocFX requires the .NET Framework on Windows, or Mono for Linux or macOS.

Download and unzip docfx.zip from DocFX releases.
Add DocFX to your PATH.

docfx -t default --serve

In a command-line window, navigate to the appropriate folder that contains the docfx.json file (iis-docs/iis)
and run the following command:

In a browser, navigate to http://localhost:8080 .

http://dotnet.github.io/docfx/spec/docfx_flavored_markdown.html#code-snippet
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a1ybwek.aspx
https://dotnet.github.io/docfx/tutorial/docfx_getting_started.html#2-use-docfx-as-a-command-line-tool
https://github.com/dotnet/docfx/releases


Voice and tone

Redirects

Install Mono via Homebrew - brew install mono .
Download the latest version of DocFX.
Extract to \bin\docfx .

function docfx {
  mono $HOME/bin/docfx/docfx.exe
}

function docfx-serve {
  mono $HOME/bin/docfx/docfx.exe serve _site
}

Create an alias for docfx:

Run docfx in the iis-docs\iis directory to build the site, and docfx-serve to view the site at 
http://localhost:8080 .

Our goal is to write documentation that is easily understandable by the widest possible audience. To that end we
have established guidelines for writing style that we ask our contributors to follow. For more information, see Voice
and tone guidelines in the .NET repo.

If you delete an article, change its file name, or move it to a different folder, create a redirect so that people who
bookmarked the article won't get 404s. Add redirects to the master redirect file.

https://github.com/dotnet/docfx/releases
https://github.com/dotnet/docs/blob/master/styleguide/voice-tone.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/.openpublishing.publish.config.json
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IIS Configuration Reference

NOTENOTE

How to use this configuration referenceHow to use this configuration reference

Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 and later use an XML-based configuration system for storing IIS settings
which replaces the metabase that was used in IIS 6.0 and earlier. This new configuration system was introduced
with ASP.NET and is based on a hierarchical system of management system that uses *.config files. The
configuration files for IIS 7 and later are located in your %WinDir%\System32\Inetsrv\Config folder, and the
primary configuration files are:

ApplicationHost.config - This configuration file stores the settings for all your Web sites and applications.
Administration.config - This configuration file stores the settings for IIS management. These settings include
the list of management modules that are installed for the IIS Manager tool, as well as configuration settings for
management modules.
Redirection.config - IIS 7 and later support the management of several IIS servers from a single, centralized
configuration file. This configuration file contains the settings that indicate the location where the centralized
configuration files are stored.

Some settings can be delegated to Web.config files, which may override settings in the ApplicationHost.config file. In addition,
settings that are not delegated cannot be added to Web.config files.

The purpose of this configuration reference is to list the various configuration collections, elements, and attributes
that are available for IIS 7 and later. Because of IIS's highly-customizable architecture, an element may not be
configured unless the feature that consumes the settings that are listed in this reference is also installed. For
example, a default installation of IIS 7 does not contain Digest authentication, so adding the settings for Digest
authentication to your ApplicationHost.config will have no effect or may cause errors until the Digest
authentication module is installed.

Each configuration topic in this reference will usually consist of the following sections:

Overview - This section describes the purpose of each configuration element.
Compatibility - This section describes which versions of IIS support each configuration element.
Setup Instructions - This section describes how to install any required features for each configuration element.
"How To" Examples - This section contains one or more examples for configuring each configuration element.
Configuration Details - This section describes the attributes and child elements for each configuration
element, and usually contains an XML configuration sample.
Code Samples - This section lists code samples in several languages that illustrate how to configure each
configuration element programmatically. Code samples may be presented in six languages:

AppCmd.exe (command-line application)
C# .NET
Visual Basic .NET
JavaScript
VBScript
PowerShell

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/iis-docs/blob/master/iis/configuration/index.md
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PowershellPowershell

IIS 7 Download Reference Guide
IIS 7.5 Download Reference Guide

For PowerShell support on IIS administration, refer to the cmdlet reference.

https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9739806
https://go.microsoft.com/?linkid=9739807
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee790599.aspx
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